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I.

—

On Heat as a Eactor in Vital Action (so called). By Geouse

SiGEESON, M. D., Ch. M., F. L. S.

[Read June 24, 1872].

VAEIOUS opinions have been expressed concerning the nature of Life.

Some regard it as a peculiar agency, essential to the development

of organized creatures, giving to them the first impulse and guiding their

development, until the close. "With them it is an entity, incompar-

able with any forces manifested in physics, and inscrutable from a

physicist stand-point. Others are content to use the word to cover the

total phenomena displayed bj^ an organized Being, from end to end of

its career; while a third party employ it to designate a mode of activity,

peculiar to such beings, and distinguishing them from inanimate bodies.

Such views, however hj^pothetical, influence those who entertain

them, to no small extent, and, perhaps, occasionally make those

partizans who would otherwise be inquirers. Although theories may
sometimes be of much advantage, it can do little harm when we find

them clashing to put them aside, and leave the question in dispute an

open question, Avhilst we give freedom to a search after facts, waiting

for their aid to form an opinion. The process is less attractive, and

much slower, but it may possess the qualities of greater solidity and

permanence.
For these reasons, I have ventured to invite attention to a portion

only of the many phenomena whereof Life is made up—though this

portion, it is true, has been held to be highly characteristic and remark-

R. I. A. PHOC. VOL, II., SER. II., 8CIEXCE, B
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ablj" distinguishing,—I refer to certain of those movements which hare
been termed vital movements.

" One characteristic of every kind of living matter," Dr. Beale
observes (Protoplasm, pp. 402), " is spontaneous movement." It

requires to be noted that there the term " spontaneous " implies a fore-

gone conclusion. In order that the question should be an open one,

it is necessary to amend this, and say—" One characteristic of every
kind of living matter is movement, the causes of which are unknown,
and which therefore has been called ' spontaneous movement.' "

"This," he adds, "unlike the movement of any kind of non-living

matter yet discovered, occurs in all directions, and seems to depend
upon changes in the matter itself, rather than upon impulses communi-
cated to the particles from without."

Now, from facts which have been under my observation during the

space of two years, I have been brought to believe that similar move-
ments take place in matter which would be called non-living, and that

they, occurring in all directions, are due to a transformation of heat

into a propulsive force.

Dr. Beale describes the alterations in form to which he has thus

alluded as characteristic of vital matter : and as they to a considerable

extent simulate those alterations in non-vital matter, it is desirable to

give his words :
—" The alteration in form," he remarks, speaking of some

minute amcebae—the most minute he could discover—" was very rapid,

and the different tints in the different parts of the moving mass, result-

ing from alterations in thickness, were most distinctly observed. The
living bodies might, in part, be described as consisting of minute
portions of very transparent material, exhibiting the most active move-
ments in various directions in every part," . . . " and," he adds, "ca-

pable of absorbing nutrient materials from the surrounding medium."
That we must eliminate, as not being simply the manifestation of so-

called vital motion. He proceeds: "A portion which was at one

moment at the lowest point of the mass would pass in an instant to the

highest part. In these movements one part seemed, as it were, to pass

through other parts, while the whole mass moved now in one, now in

another direction, and movements in different parts of the mass occurred

in directions different from that in which the whole was moving."
" "Wliat movements in lifeless matter," he asks, "can be compared

with them? The movements above described,'' he adds, " continue as

long as the external conditions remain favourable ; but if these alter,

and the amoebae be exposed to the influences of unfavourable circum-

stances—as altered pabulum, cold, &c.—the movements become very

slow, and then cease altogether."

Now, my attention was called to movements, very like these, which

take place in non- vital matter by certain phenomena which I observed

to occur under the microscope, in the minute globules of pyrogenic oil,

which float about in the tobacco smoke. These globules, as I stated,

at the time seemed twirling about like so many monads—but more

than this, they seemed to alter their form. Conscious that rapid
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changes of plane might account for some of this, and might be a source

of error, I pushed my inquiries further—though here, I may observe,

that if such change of plane were remarked when taking place in living

matter, they would run a risk of being called \'ital movement.
To represent the consistency of the amoebae a somewhat viscid body

is requisite, say an oleaginous fluid. By bringing drops of this into

contact with a heated fluid, at various temperatures, I found that

—

1st, when the subjacent fluid was cold no motion took place; 2nd,

when it was very hot, no movement occurred.

3rd. There is a stage, differing for different substance, at which
rapid movement is given to the globule. At this stage, certain alter-

ations in the colour of parts seem to mark a change in density, then

various alterations of form occur. Thus the globule may alter into a

ring, this globule divide at one portion or at several portions of its cir-

cumference, and re-form rapidly into globules, and these changes may
proceed for some moments ; then they will cease. That this stoppage

is due to some acquired tolerance of the heat, is shown by the fact

that a new di-op will undergo similar changes at this temperature.

If the temperature be lower, the motions will be slower. Some-
times no eversion may take place ; then we may note simply various

protrusions from different parts of the periphery, and the globule may
change its rounded to an angular form. To accomplish these changes,

there must of course be transference of particles, and some of these may
at times be noticed passing their neighbours.

There is sometimes a movement of the globules from one part of

the surface of the fluid to another; thus the first contact of the heated

fluid occasionally scatters its component parts in all directions.

In such cases as these, it is manifest that the alterations, transfor-

mations, and changes of locality as well as of shape, are due to the con-

version of heat into a motor- force acting through the physical basis of

the viscid globule. The acquired tolerance of external influences is not

unknown in vital matter.

The description which Dr. Beale gives of the movements in a

mucus corpuscle, applies to the non-vital movements, to a considerable

extent. "No language could convey," he remarks, " a correct idea of

the changes which may be seen to take place in the form of the

living mucus or blood corpuscle : every part ofthe substance of a corpuscle

exhibits distinct alterations within a few seconds. The material

which was in one part may move to another part. Xot only does the

position of component particles alter with respect to one another, but it

never remains the same : there is no alternation of movements. "Were
it possible to take hundreds of photographs, at the briefest intervals, no
two would be exactly alike, nor would they exhibit different gradations

of the same change ; nor is it possible to represent the movements with
any degree of accuracy, because the outline is changing in many parts

at the same moment. I have seen an entire corpuscle move onwards
in one definite direction for a distance equal to its own length or

more. Protrusions would occur principally at one end, and the general
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mass would follow. . . . From time to time some of the peai'-shaped

protrusions are disturbed from the parent mass, and become independent
masses of germinal matter, which grow until they become ordinary pus
corpuscles. Are these phenomena, I would ask, at all like any known
to occur in lifeless material ?"

If we abstract the questions implied in the words ''germinal/' and
" growth," I think our answer may be in the affirmative.

We can follow him into his examination further. " A bulging may
occur" in lifeless as well as in living matter " at one point of the cir-

cumference, or at ten or twenty different points at the same moment."
But he cannot prove that "the moving power evidently resides in

every particle of a very transparent, invariably colourless, and struc-

tureless material." It seems to do so; but it would also seem to

reside in every particle of the lifeless matter, when changing, if we
were not well aware that the change is due to a difference of tempera-

ture.

It appears to me that various kinds of organized matter have what
I might term specific temperatures, the limits of Vf'hich vary in different

substances—below the lowest as above the highest they are motionless.

This holds good of lifeless as well as of living matter.

The objections which Dr. Beale raises, justlj^ enough, to certain

theories do not here apply. He says, "because molecules have been
seen in some of the masses of moving matter, the motion has been attri-

buted to them. It is true, the molecules do move, but the living

transparent material in which they are situated moves first, and the

molecules flow into the extended portion."

This may be likewise noticed in a fluid in which are granules, when
it protrudes under the influence of heat. The fluid is acted on ; the

granules are drawn with it.

"The movements," he adds, " cannot therefore be ordinary mole-
cular movements. It has been said that the movements may result

from diffusion, but what diffusion or any other movement with which
we are acquainted at all resembles them ? Observers have ascribed

them to a difference of density of different parts, but who has been able

to produce such movements by preparing fluids of different density ?

iN'or is it any explanation of the movements to attribute them to inherent

contractility, unless we can show in what this contractility essentially

consists. Some dismiss the matter by saying that the movements
depend upon the property of contractility, but the movements of

biological matter are totally distinct from contractility, as manifested

by muscular tissue.

He adds: " I have often tried to persuade the physicist, who has so

long prophesied the existence of molecular machinery in living beings,

to seek first in the coloui^less, structureless, living matter. But he
contents himself with asserting that such machinery exists, although he
cannot see it or make it evident to himself or others."

The instinct of the physicist, even if it were no more than an in-

stinct, was, 1 think, right in this matter.
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Por:—
First. By the action of heat we can produce various alterations inform

of lifeless matter, similar to those which are seen occurring in liviug

matter in the cases quoted.

Second. In order that such changes should occur in living matter,

heat is absolutely necessary. Cold delays and stops them, as in the

case of the lifeless matter. A certain quantity of heat is needed. Too
much as well as too little heat causes cessation of movement; there is

a maximum as there is a minimum limit.

We come now to another class of movements which have likewise

been termed vital. I refer to circulatory movements, such for instance

as intra-cellular rotation, and cyclosis. In a given cell, we may occa-

sionally observe its fluid contents in motion, made visible by a number
of little granules that are carried along with it. This movement may
be simple rotation, or it may take place in a spiral direction ; though
different courses may be taken in adjoining cells, the movement usually

keeps on, in one direction in the same cell. Various ingenious theories

have been devised to account for this.

If, now, we take a drop of oil and approach it to the flame of a candle,

it can be seen that the oil, first at rest, is set in motion, slow or quick
in accordance with the less or greater degree of heat exhibited. A
little dust shaken into it allows the rotation of the granule-bearing

currents to be easily observed by those who have a keen vision for mi-
nute objects. A slender baton of wax may be used : approaching the

flame, the point melts, a drop forms, and then rotation is set up. If

instead of having a rounded di'op, we confine a fluid in a glass vessel

shaped like a long cell, the fluid inside, by approximation to the flame,

can be caused to move longitudinally. In a free fluid the particles are

caused by heat to describe an ellipse—they seem to return in their

courses, and this appears to 'be the case where heat impinges on the

surface, so that we might expect to find a kind of circulation or ro-

tation set up in water under the infl uence of the sun, apparently similar

in kind to the motion of the celestial bodies.

To return to rotation in cells :

—

First. Heat is capable of causing rotation in fluids.

Second. The rotation observed in cells absolutely requires heat. It

chilled, the motion is slackened ; if set under a certain degree of cold,

it is stopped altogether.

Movement displaying different phenomena is that which has been
termed cyclosis. This is shown in a plexus of latex-bearing vessels;

it has been described as analogous to the capillary circulation in animals.

There is no organ to make a vis a tergo, and yet there is movement
through vessels in which there is no contraction ; neither can it be
attributed to a vis a fronte. It seems to take place in all directions,

and has been considered a peculiar vital movement connected with
formative functions.

If now we bring a heated body over the surface of a fluid, we will

find that currents will be formed in all directions. In one case, under a
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heated point, I noticed an instance of perfect rotation. Usually, how-
ever, the currents are formed and proceed in all directions, carrying with
them any grains of dust that may be in the fluid. The net-work of

laticiferous vessels, anastomizing with each other, lies under the in-

fluence of the sunlight, as an exposed plane.

Pirst. Heat is capable of producing various currents, moving iu

diverse directions.

Second. Heat is absolutely required in order that the movements
in the latex vessels shall be produced : under little heat they delay ;

more heat quickens them.

II.

—

On Changes in the Physical Geography of Ieeland. By
Geoege Sigeeson, M. D., Ch. M., F. L. S.

[Eead June 23, 1873.]

It is impossible to read the first pages of our ancient annals without
being struck by the frequent mention of certain singular phenomena,
the periods of whose occurrence are referred back to the earliest com-
mencement of our history. With great sobriety of diction, and cir-

cumstantial precision of statement, we are told that in certain years

there burst forth certain lakes, which are duly named, and that in

other years there were eruptions of other lakes, and also eruptions of

rivers. The dates and names are set down for every case.

Now, at first sight, these things seem so improbable, that the

reader is inclined to believe the record to be erroneous, either fundamen-
tally in fact, or superficially in the misstatement of ordinary incidents.

Floods, it might be argued, have been magnified into the eruption of

rivers, and the overfiow or inundation of a lake into the outbursting

of a new lake. There is another view also which is seemingly

shrewd and very plausible. It is that the first discovery of lakes and

rivers was marked down as the period of their first appearance. The
historian O'Halloran may be allowed to state this view, as he does it

with much earnestness. In reference to the recorded eruption of some
lakes and rivers, he says :

" It is recorded that at this time there

were found in Ireland, but three lakes and nine rivers, whose names
are particularly mentioned ; but from this it appears probable that the

parts of the country in which these lakes and rivers appeared were
only what were then known ; and, that as their successors began to

explore and lay open other parts, the rivers and lakes then appearing,

were entered into the national annals as they were discovered ; but, as

no previous mention cou.ld have been made of them, and that the dif-

ferent periods at which they were found out were distinctly marked,

succeeding annalists have dated the first bursting forth of each from the

time of its discovery. Our writers are very exact in the times in

which these rivers and lakes appeared ; it cuts a conspicuous figure in

our history, and proves the extreme accuracy of our early writers ; ,
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but a very unjustifiable credulity in their successors, who could sup-

pose the first discovery of them to be their first rise. . . But as it

appears to be almost a certainty, that (with a very few exceptions)

rivers and lakes are nearly coeval with the creation, the reader will,

I hope, excuse my taking no further notice of this part of our history."

Now, I confess, that on first giving attention to these records iden-

tical speculations presented themselves as ingenious and satisfactory

;

they accounted for everything by explaining all away. Fortunately,

the language of the annals is not ambiguous, and it is impossible not

to perceive that when the word eruption is employed, something is

meant quite different from inundation, a term also used. Again,
O'Halloran's hypothesis falls before the fact that those lakes and rivers

which, from their position and size, were most readibly discoverable,

are not mentioned first, some ofthem not at all. Oftwo neighbouring

lakes, the larger and more accessible may be left unnoticed, whilst the

eruption of the smaller is chronicled. Finally, if his hypothesis were
valid, it would follow from the data given, that Ireland was first co-

lonized in that part which is now the county Mayo, that the newcomers
soon discovered Lough Conn and Lough Mask, but never found Lough
Corrib ; that they afterwards proceeded to prospect a few small lakes

in what is now the county Monaghan, without ever having observed

the Shannon's spreading sea.

It may, perhaps, be possible to account for the formation of a few
lakes by some of the changes operated on the face of the country, by
the progress of colonization. Here there is repeated mention of the

clearing away of forests. Fire as well as the axe was doubtless em-
ployed in this work, and the charred remnants may occasionally have
helped to block the path of flowing waters and bar the drainage of

small areas. The removal of a forest from a given space itself removes
a drainage organ of no inconsiderable power. Hales found that a sun-

flower with a leaf surface of thirty-nine square feet exhaled twenty-

two ounces of water in the twenty-four hours ; Knop, that a plant of

maize, in three months and a half, exhaled thirty-six times its own
weight of water. When we considerhow extensive is the leaf-surface

of trees, and how great the transpiration, a forest might almost be re-

garded as an engine for di'aining up a river from the earth and dissi-

pating its'^waters through the air in the form of insensible vapour.

Thence, it descends again in showers. The first effect of felling forests

in Ireland, under the circumstances of the period alluded to, might
have been therefore the formation of pools, streams, and lakelets—the

secondary effects would be shown in their gradual diying up, when
the land was exposed to the full rays of the sun.

But, although we may possibly account for the formation of some
water courses and lakes in this way, we do not account for the emphatic

employment of the term eruption, nor for the successive pheno-

mena chronicled. It is to be noted also, that the clearances are not

coincident in space, nor always in time, with the formation of lakes

and rivers.
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The eruptions recorded in the annals may be divided into two
groups (-R-hich might be subdivided into minor groups), between the

occurrence of which a long lapse of six centuries and a half is related

to have taken place. However improbable may be the pre-Christian

chronology here, as respects the events attributed to particular years,

it seems reasonable to suppose that a succession of epochs might have
been noted accurately. I am inclined to credit this, in the present

case, for the following reasons : following on a map the chronicled

eruptions of lakes, I united the latter, so far as identified, by straight

lines. To my surprise I found these lines arranging themselves north and
south, in a direction parallel to the lines of longitude. Thus it was
with respect to Lough Conn and Lough Mask in the west, to Loch
Laighline in east ileath; and Loch Eochtra, orlCucnama, in!Monaghan;

to Derryvaragh and Ennel, in ^"estmeath ; and to a few others. About
foui" lines, running north and south, each including two or more lakes

in their coui'se, appeared on the map.
From the end of the Xemedian period, during all the Firbolgic and

De Dananian days,--' until the llilesian epoch had begun, no outburst

of lake or river is recorded. A long interval of six centuries and a

half, therefore divides the first great group of lake eruptions from the

second group, in which the eruption of both lakes and rivers is

mentioned. ISow, it struck me as curious that the lines connecting

the principal lakes enumerated lay in a different direction. Instead

of running north and south they run obliquely from south-west to

north-east. Thus, a line drawn from Clare to Belfast will fall more
or less near eight lakes, whose eruptions are recorded, Anno ]y!undi,

3503—they are Lochs Graney (Co. Clare) ; Cimbe (now Hackett, Co.

Galway) ; Loch Baah (Co. Eoscommon) ; Een and Garadice (Co.

Leitrim) ; and Loch Laegh, now Belfast Lough. At this period, cer-

tain, rivers break forth; and of these the Brosnac, the Socs (now Suck),

and the Inny, flow towards this line from west and east, whilst others

in the north, such as the Una in Tyrone, and the Callan in Armagh,
and (perhaps), the Fregrabail (now the Eavelwater, in Antrim),

appear related to it.

The next oblique line runs almost parallel to this on the north-

west; it covers in its course the recorded eruptions of Loch Foyle,

Loch Erne, and an irruption of the sea, forming what is now Drum-
cliffe Bay. Towards this line tend the three Finns, whose eruption is

there recorded, and perhaps, some other streams named by the anna-

lists, but not identified by recent writers. Here again, we find some
isolated cases ; and rivers are mentioned as having bm'st forth in the

south-west.

Bearing in mind the evidences of change of levels which some of

our beaches present, and the proofs of depression and elevation in the

* Lough Corvib [Loch Oirbseii] was formed in the D.ananian period, according to

the Book of Leinster.
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Erne district, to which. I drew attention in a former paper, it appeared

to be highly probable, that in these lines we had indications of nieso-

seismal areas. Their directions seem to point out the directions of

seismic energy, in the most ancient days of onr history. It has been
frequently found, where noted in latter times, to run in the directions

of those lines. The apparent change from a vertical to an oblique

direction, coincidently with the chronicled change from the first great

group to the second group of phenomena, tends to confirm the state-

ments of our annals, as far as they relate to remarkable natural events.

That being so, it next became requisite to see whether earthquakes

had been known to occur in Ireland; and necessary to ascertain

whether such occurrences as those chronicled were such as seismical

force would produce, and alone produce.

"First : Earthquakes in Ireland.

In 1820, the shock of an earthquake was felt in Cork and neigh-

bouring towns.

In 1534, the Anglo-J^orman chronicles, state that an earthquake

was felt in Dublin. The Four Masters make no mention of it.

In 1490, according to the Four Masters, " There was an eruption

of the earth (Maidm-talman) by which a hundred persons were de-

stroyed, among them the son of Manus Crossagh O'Hara. Many horses

and cows were also killed by it, and much putrid fish were tlirownup,

and a lake in which fish is now caught, sprang up in the place."

In 1452, it is related, that the Liffey was dry for over two miles.

The Four Masters say: "A very wonderful presage occurred in this

year, some time before the death of the Earl (of Kildare), namely part

of the Liffey was dried up, to the extent of two miles." [Although
this does not prove the occurrence of an earthquake, it may indicate

seismical action, as several such phenomena are on record, all more or

less closely coincident with the occurrence of earthquakes near or at

a distance.]

In 1266, mention is made by Anglo-Xorman writers in Ireland of

an earthquake, which is stated to have been felt in all parts of Ireland.

The Four Masters, however, do not chronicle it.

In 1191, the river of Galway (according to the Annals of

Kilronan) dried up, and a hatchet and spear were found in its bed.

In 1178, the same river, the Four Masters relate, was dried up
for the period of a natural day ; all the articles that had been lost in

it from remotest times, as well as its fish, were collected by the in-

habitants. O'Flaherty, in his account of lar-Connaught, states, that

ancient annals describe the river as having dried up from Friars' Isle

(in the lake whence it issues) to the sea, from midnight till noon. It

seems probable that there must have been an upheaval of the bed
to account for such a phenomena.*'

* In several cases where earthquakes have boen recorded in recent times, as in Mr.
Mallet's catalogue, the temporary drying up of rivers has also been observed to occur

;

sometimes the connexion may not be considered quite proven, as when, in 1785, the

R. I. A. PROC vol.. II., SER. 11., SCIKNCE. C
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In the fifth century, it seems that a remarkable earthquake took
place which affected Tara. It occnrred. (it is said) when Odran, St.

Patrick's charioteer, was assassinated. ''And the cleric was angered,"
says the author of the Senchus Mor, " and raised up his hands towards
his Lord, and remained in the attitude of prayer with his hands crossed,

and there came a great shaking and earthquake at the place, and dark-

ness came upon the sun, and there was an eclipse ; and they say that

the gate of hell was then opened, and that Teamair was in danger of

being overturned, and then it was that Teamair became inclined."

It thus appears, not only that we have had earthquakes in this

country, but that the farther we go back in authentic history, the
more striking seem to have been their' effects. This constant increase

in seismical energy appears to point to the occurrence of still more
vehement action in preceding periods—in those periods, for instance,

to which so many eruptions of lakes and rivers are attributed.

Secondly : Are the phenomena recorded in our annals such as would
have been produced by seismical action, and by that alone ? We have
seen that no other imaginable cause was competent to produce such
results ; it now remains to prove that seismical energy can produce
them, and to give cases showing it to have wrought out analogous

effects.

At the outset, it is noticeable that almost all the lakes and rivers

river Teviot dried up suddenly, andremaiued dry fur two hours, within a short time of

the occurrence of an earthquake at Messina. Again, however, the same river suddenly

dried up for four hours, nineteen daj's after a shock had been felt in 1786, at Campsic
and Strathblaine, north of Glasgow. In other cases, however, the connection is un-

mistakeable. Thus, in 1802, whilst the ground moved " like waves of the sea," and
partial subsidences and upheavals were noted, it is related that "the waters of the

Orinoco rose so high [apjjarently] as to leave a large part of the river dry," correctly

speaking, the river bed was upheaved. In 1820 a small river in east Gothland, Sweden,

stopped at a certain spot, so that its bed Avas crossed dry-shod. In 1830, the Douro, in

Portugal, suddenly dried, between Roa and Aranda, at 2 o'clock in the morning, and

resumed its course at 10 A. m.. The river Alba de Tormes was interrupted in like

manner. Garnier, in his Meteorologie relates, that, in 1833, after an earthquake had

been felt at Linkbping in Sweden, on the following niglit the river near the bridge of

Montala stopped, and was raised np like a kind of sea. The bed could be passed dry-

shod, although in general 60,000 tons of water pass under the bridge per minute.

If it be also remembered that, owing to earthquake action, the sea has, at times,

retired from bays and the coast, rushing up again to a great height, it seems possible that

the passage of the Israelities on dry ground through the Red Sea was assisted (physically)

by seismical action. A strong east wind is mentioned as having caused the sea to go
back, and pillars of cloud and fire were seen. It is to be remarked that clouds, flashing

of fire, fire-balls, fiery red vapours, as well as thunder and lightning, frequently accom-

pany earthquakes. In 1802, at Cahors (in France), and for forty leagues around it, a

loud explosive noise was heard, preceded by a flame, directed fi'om west to east, and
accompanied bv a southerly wind. At Eeauvais, simultaneously with a sbock, a globe of

fire was observed moving from east to west, which disappeared with a loud explosion.

At Albugnol, in 1804, the heavens were obscured by a dark mist, whicli resolved itself

into a cloud, when in ten minutes five terrible flashes of fire issued, and after each flash

a shock took place.
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whose eruptions are ckronicled, are situated, or arise in limestone dis-

tricts. It is known that the strata of limestone may, and often do

include subterranean reservoir's and channels of water ; an instance of

the latter is found in the case of the underground river near Cong.

With, perhaps, an exception, the lakes found in districts from which
limestone is absent, as Lough Foyle, Belfast Lough, are loughs which
communicate with the sea, and may have received their waters from
it. I now proceed to give parallel cases for those mentioned in the

Irish Annals.

Eruptions of lakes constitute the first category of observed pheno-
mena. The Irish Annalists chronicle the eruption or bursting forth

of the following lakes :
—

A. M. 2532. The eruption of Loch Conn and Loch Techeat.

A. M. 2533. The eruption of Loch ]\Iask.

A. M. 2535. Loch Laighline sprang forth. The eruption of Loch
Eachtra also.

A. M. 2859. Loch Derryvaragh and Loch Enuell sprang forth, and
about this period sprang forth Loch Gall and Loch Earner.

A. M. 3506. Eruption of the following lakes : Cimbe, Buadaig,

Baad, Ren, Einnmaige, Grreine, Riach, Da-Chaech, and Loch Laegh.
A.M. 3581. Eruption of nine lakes: Uair, larn, Ce, Sailean,

Ailleann, Feabail, Gabair, Dubloch, and Loch Daball.

A. M. 3790. Death of the monarch Aengus. These are the lakes

which burst forth in his time : Aenbeite, Saileach, and l!^a-ngasan.

'A. M. 4694. Loch Melvin burst forth over the land in Cairbre.

Parallel cases. These have occm-red usually but not necessarily

coincidently with earthquakes, though the shock may not have been
felt.

The cases recorded are compiled from Mallet's catalogue :
—

A. D. 1790. Terra !N"ova, Sicily. The gradual sinking of a piece of

ground, three Italian miles in circumference, to a depth of thirty feet,

took place. Erom fissures in the soil burst forth vapours, petroleum,
sulphur, hot water, and finally a stream of salt mud.

A. D. 1790. South America. A piece of forest land, resting on
granite between the villages of San Pedro de Alcantara and San Fran-
cisco de Aripao sank eighty or one-hundred feet, and produced a lake

four-hundred toises in diameter.

A. D. 1792. The ground opened about Tureguraqua, and lakes

were found.

A. D, 1802. South America, A piece of ground, one-hundred feet

long and forty feet wide sank down, and a pool of water appeared in

its stead.

A. D. 1805. Earthquake at J^aples. At Bojano a lake made its

appearance.

A. D. 1806. Siberia. A mountain, distant twelve versts from
Krasnojarsk was replaced by a lake of three hundred feet in circumfe-

rence, and one-hundred and eighty feet in depth, in some places ; the

water in which had the taste and smell of sulphur.
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A. D. 1806. Italy. At the mountain of La Fajola a lake of sul-

phurous water was formed.

A. D. 1810. San Miguel, Azores. The village of Las Casas, con-

sisting oftwenty-two houses, disappeared, and a lake of boiling sulphu-
rous water appeared in its place.

A. D. 1811. Earthquake felt in the valley of the Mississippi,

Ohio, Arkansas. During the shocks, great clefts appeared in the ground,

from which quantities of water, sand, and pieces of coal were thrown
out. Large lakes were formed in many places The level of the

ground was permanently raised and depressed in various localities.

The second category of cases includes irruptions of the sea. Of
these, the Irish Annalists record the following:—

A. M. 2545. E.ury, son of Partalon, was drowned in Loch Eury
[the estuary of the river Erne], the Loch having flowed over him

;

and from him the Loch is named.
A. M. 2546. An inundation of the sea [sea-flood] over the land

at Erena, this year, and this [loch so formed] is named Loch Cuan
[now Strangford Lough].

A. M. 3506. The eruption of Loch Da-Chaech, now Waterford
Harbour.

A. M. 3581. The eruption of Lough Eoyle.

A.M. 3790. The eruption of the sea between Eaba and Loch Cetle,

forming the creek of Drumclifi^e.

Parallel cases : A. D. 1812. Marseilles. The sea retired, leaving

the port dry, and rushed in again, inundating the quays.

A. D. 1817. Athens. The shock of an earthquake was felt,

accompanied by an inundation of the sea.

A. D. 1 820. Acapulco. The sea retired from half the bay, and

returned, rising to a church on the highest side of the town.

A. D. 1821. Zante, Morea. The waters ofthe Alcyonic sea (a part

of the Gulf of Corinth), rose suddenly, inundating the country and

carrying away houses.

A. D. 1822. Chili. The sea rose to an amazing height, fell, and

rose again, and thus continued for a quarter of an hour

The third category includes the sudden overflowing of lakes. The

Irish Annalists chronicle but one, I think of such occurrences :

" A. M. 3751. A battle was fought against the Ernai, a sept of the

Eirbolgs, where Loch Erne is. After the battle was gained from them

the lake flowed over them." It would appear then that this was not

an eruption but the sudden overflowing of an already formed lake.

Parallel cases : A. D. 1789. Iceland. Lake Thingvallevate became

dry in places where it had formerly been twelve feet deep, and over-

flowed its eastern shore.

A. D. 1817. The waters of the Lake of Geneva were momentarily

raised.

A. D. 1820. Shock at Port Glasgow. The waters of Loch Lomond

were agitated, and rose somewhat so that persons crossing it were

alarmed by the sudden rippling of the waters.
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A. D. 1823. The waters of Lake Erie rose suddenly to the height

of nine feet on the Canadian shore, carrying men and boats inland with
irresistible force. The waters then fell but rose again twice to a height

of seven feet. It was reported that the shock of an earthquake had
been felt.

In the fourth category I have placed the eruptions of streams and
rivers. The Irish Annals enumerate several such outbursts, which
all are included in the second and later group.

A. M. 3503. The eruption of the seven Brosnas—now two, the

other seven being tributary streams ; of the nine E^ighes, in Leinster
;

and of the three Mnsionns, in Tirerril.

A.M. 3510. The eruption of the Inny, in "Westmeath ; of the three

Socs ; the Suck and its afiluents, in Connaught ; and the Fregabail,

now Eavelwater, Antrim.

A. M. 3520. Irial son of Heremon died. During his reign took
place the eruptions of the Suir, the Fell, the Ercere, in Munster ; the

three Finns in Ulster, and the three Corindes.

A. M. 3656. The three black rivers of Ireland burst forth, the Una,
Tyrone ; Forann and Callan, Armagh.

A.M. 3751. The monarch Fiacha died. It was in his reign the

springing of these rivers first took place, namely, the Fleasg, the

Mang, and the Labrann, in Kerry.

A.M. 4169. The monarch Sirna died. In his reign of a century

and a haK, took place the eruptions of the rivers. Skirt, Doailt, in

Monaghan ; the I^fith (river of Ardee, Louth) ; the Laune, in Kerry
;

and the Slaine, a tributary of the Boyne.

Parallel cases : A. D. 1797. Quito. The ground opened about Ttm-
guragua in enormous clefts, from which volumes of water and stinking

mud issued, forming lakes in many places, of considerable extent.

A. D. 1802. The earth opened at Bucharest, and greenish water
was poured forth, diffusing an odour of sulphurthrough the whole city.

A, D. 1804. At Badisen, Silesia, springs suddenly burst from the

mountain, and the Elbe and neighbouring rivers inundated their

banks.

A. D. 1804. Spain. Near Albugnol the mountain was cleft, and
a stream was poured forth on the lower part of the town. Springs

disappeared and new ones appeared.

A. D. 1809. Capetown. In Blanweberg's valley fissures appeared,

and muddy water was thrown up to a height of six feet through holes

in the sandy soil.

A. D. 1812. At Caraecus, South America, an immense torrent of

water burst forth.

A. D. 1828. Peru. At Surras, streams of water burst forth from

the earth.

A. D, 1828. Caucasus. Three large springs bui'st forth, fissures

and other springs appeared.

A. D. 1829. Spain. At Mm-cia, fissures opened, and from some
small holes sand was spirted out, from others water.
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A. D. 1840. Ararat. Water spouted up from holes in the ground;
new springs flowed, and old ones dried up.

Whilst in all the categories of general phenomena we find parallel

phenomena—the results of seismical action—thus produced, there are

certain special phenomena which, though apparently incredible, find

also their analogies in the efi'ect of seismic force. Take for example,
the incidents of the eruption of the earth which resulted in the for-

mation of Meem Lough, a. d. 1490. Many men and cattle were
destroyed, and putrid fish were thrown up. Destruction, according to

evidence of modern cases, may be worked by the opening of chasms
which swallow up houses and men, by the sudden outburst of water,

or by the expulsion of sufii'ocating vapours, such as burst forth from
the lake of Quilotoa, South America, in 1797, and which proved fatal

to herds of cattle grazing on its shores. The death of fish is a frequent

incident, under such circumstances, in any adjacent or previous formed
pools: thus in 1824, a lake near Lucca was observed to be greatly

agitated, a sulphurous smell came from it, and many dead fish were
seen fioating upon it. At Manilla, one of the Philippine Islands, the

earth opened in 1844, and dead fish were observed immediately after

floating on a neighbouring river. Similar occurrences marked the

disappearance of Lake Telchef, in Lithuania, which I described in a

previous paper (Proc. E. Irish Acad. Science, Yol. I., Ser. ii., p. 224,

foot note).

Other special phenomena which I consider to be explicable, by
the supposition of seismical action—the prevalence of which in ancient

times is now, I hope, proved—form an extremely curious and inter-

esting group. They are interwoven with the legends, the superstitions,

and the poetry of the people.

Some legends refer to lakes. At times, it is said, these sheets of

water appear troubled without apparent cause ; whilst all is still,

ripples and waves break over them, and vaporous forms ascend from

the depth, whose embrace sometimes carries the gazing mortal away
from this world to the mysterious pleasures of another. Now, when
we become conversant with the phenomena of seismical action, nothing

can seem more obvious than that all these legends had their foundation

in the fact that the waters of lakes do become greatly agitated without
apparent cause, and emit vapours of a kind often sufficiently powerful

to relieve man from the anxieties of this life. Knowing of such

vapours and finding that some who had been subjected to their influ-

ence lay dead when they had passed, the poetic imagination of the

people figured that the spirits had been stolen to fairy land.

In other cases, there is not only strange commotion observed, but
unwonted sounds, as of the bellowing of monstrous animals and the

hissing of serpents are heard. In our Ossianic poems, and elsewhere,

these are mentioned and attributed to the convulsions and writhings

of the terrible Piast, supposed to inhabit such lakes. Reading those

romances, one is inclined to believe them baseless—nevertheless, they

have a foundation in fact. Thus, coincidently with the Lisbon earth-
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quakes of 1755 and 1827, an extraordinary noise was heard in the

lake of Salungen, in Saxony; and in 1799, at Ciimanas, in South
America, the waters of a lake became exceedingly troubled, and a

strange subterranean noise was heard proceeding from it, comparable to

a " prolonged bellowing," and at other times to a hissing sound. To a

pastoral people hearing such sounds, nothing could be more natural

than that they should consider that some animal infested the lake,

troubled it by its movements, and terrified them by its roaring.

Some legends refer to wells. It is usually said that a well was
laid under a magic spell of some kind, which to break insured destruc-

tion. In a hapless moment the warning is forgotten ; a damsel omits

to replace a cover or perform some stipulated act ; forthwith the waters

arise, overflow, inundate the valley, and overwhelm perhaps, a town.
This, for instance, is the tradition of the origin of Lough Neagh, and
Griraldus Cambrensis relates that the fishermen used, in clear weather,

frequently to point out to strangers the submerged ruins. Moore has
commemorated the incident in verse, since which time it has been taken
as a purely poetical fiction. jSTevertheless, it may have been founded
upon fact. Under seismical action, wells have frequently attracted at-

tention ; sometimes the water fails, and they dry up, sometimes it arises

and overflows. In 1809, in the Abruzzi TJlteriora, at Aquita, some
springs appeared to boil up. In 1832, at Foligno, a man going to draw
water at a well found it filled and overflowing, then came a shock, and
when he returned it was empty. Ancient dry wells, on the other

hand, have suddenly filled up, and the eruption and outbursting of new
springs and considerable toi'rents are not infrequent incidents. At
the time the occurrence happened in an Irish district, the overflow

of the well doubtless indicated seismical action, and was accompanied
or followed by shocks and subsidence of the soil, such as we have seen.

Tillages have thus been occasionally overwhelmed with waters, but I
find a curiously parallel case to Lough Neagh, in Italy. There, whilst
an earthquake was felt in north Italy and Switzerland, the castle of

Manguin, situated on the shore of a small lake, sank down and was
covered by the water. There, also, the fishermen might have pointed
out to strangers, " the towers beneath them shining."^'

It only remains to consider the phenomena which gave rise to the
fable of the Land of Touth, Hy-Erasail, the Land of the Blest.f An

* The sadden subsidence of the foundation, and the vibration of shocks would scarcely

fail to shatter buildings thus affected. But their rnins would exist. It is certainly

curious that Giraldus Cambrensis should be able to state that the tisherraen, at that time,

frequently showed tiie submerged towers to wondering strangers on clear days. " Pisca-

tores aquae illius turres ecclesiasticas, quag more patriae arctse sunt et altse, necnon et

rotundas, sub undis manifeste sereno tempore conspiciunt, et extraneis transeuntibus,

reique causas admirantibus, frequenter ostendunt."

t " The inhabitants ofArranmore are still persuaded that, on a clear day they can see

from this coast Hy-Brasail or the Enchanted Island, the Paradise of the Pagan Irish,

and concerning which they relate a number of romantic stories." Beaufort, Ancient
Topography of Ireland.

li has been stated that a similar " Enchanted" island was observed off the coast of

Donegal.
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encliarLted island has been supposed to exist beyond our "western shores,

T^hich became visible on some rare occasions of old, and to some pri-

vileged persons. Xow, however beautiful and improbable the tradition

may be, it has become plain to me that there really was such an island.

The legend may have been perfectly accurate as to the statement that

at one time it was seen, and at another it became invisible.

There are several instances on record, even in recent times, when
islands have been raised through the disparted waters of the sea,

remaining for a time above its surface, but finally disappearing.

Thus, in 1707, after a shock, there was seen from Santorine a floating

rock, which stoutly arose above the waters, forming an isle. In 1803,

an island rose in the Claveezer See, in Holstein; it was afterwards

washed away by the waves. In 1814, after an earthc^uake shock had
been felt, it was noticed that a small islet in the Greek Archipelago,

named Salomon's Island by the Turks, had suddenly disappeared. In
the same year, a small islet made its appearance in the Sea of Azov,

but was afterwards washed away.
From the Irish records it appears that some formerly known islands

have disappeared from ofi^ our western coasts ; and from what we may
infer from legendary lore it appears probable that the story of Hy-£ra-
sail is based upon subsidence of islands due to earthquake action. It

is possible that, in ancient times, an archipelago of scattered islands

may have stretched out towards the American continent, and if this

were so, it is possible to conceive of such adventurous voyages as that

of St. Brendan, without greatly straining the imagination. The ocean

desert would then have had its oases.

The conformation of the bottom of the Atlantic basin lends support

to the supposition, and strengthens the oj)inion that Ireland must have
lost ground to the encroaching waters of the west. Even off the east

coast, it appears also to have ceded portions of its territory. On Keith
Johnson's Physical Alap a tract is marked out, with the observation

that "this region was probably land during the period of the Irish

Elk."

It would be a curious question to investigate how far the ancient

Irish legends of Hy-Brasail, and the classic legend of Atlantis, might
bear upon the former existence of that supposed submerged continent,

which now produces nothing but forests of sea-weed.
Geological evidence : The labour of collecting geological evidence

for each case mentioned, woiild, as may be supposed, be quite beyond
the limits of my present purpose and opportunities It may sufl3.ce,

however, to call attention to certain acknowledged facts which tend,

unmistakeably, to coiToborate the statements made with regard to the

action and influence of seismical energy, in former times.

North and south, along the coast- line of this country, the presence

of raised beaches gives proof of permanent upheavals; evidence of

subsidence may also be found, whilst the character of the strata in

certain districts confirms the view that alterations of level, resulting

in the eruption of water, have taken place.
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In the west, whilst local tradition relates that off the west coast of

Achill there is a beantifiil land sunk beneath the waves, with its fields

and city, the physical appearance of Sliav Crnachan is^ such as to

suggest partial subsidence. " There are evident indications here of

Sliav Cruachan having been sliced down," writes the Eev. Ctesar

Otway,* " and left as it were the palpable remnant of some great con-

vulsion ; for just behind the precipice where it is highest, and about

twenty feet from the brow, an anterior chasm is seen, forming an
enormous and rugged fissure for hundi'eds of yards along—in some
places hundi'eds of feet deep ; and this shows that when the mighty
blow was given, and while half the mountain was falling down, this

crack took place. It was but a chance that this great slice did not go

down along with the rest."

That subterranean waters exist, which, under the influence of

earthquake action, may be brought to light is a proven fact. In the

neighbourhood of Cong, the ciuious tourist may even now, by descend-

ing into a deep cavern, behold a subterranean river—one of several

streams, which, percolating through the limestone strata, convey the

waters of Lough Mask to mingle with those of Lough Corrib. In
ISlimmo's reportuponthe geological structure of Connemara, he, writing

of this district, says : "The fletz limestone, passing under Lough Corrib,

occupies the greater part of the provinces of Connaught and Leinster.''

The boundary of this rock runs nearly in a straight line to Oughte-
rard, from Oughterarcl it turns to the north, and, crossing the lake,

appears on the opposite, a little to the west of Cong, and occupies the

southern margin of Lough Mask. The boundary now is lost in Lough
Mask, but reappearing at the upper or northern extremity, turns off

towards Westport ; about three miles short of that town, however, it

turns north-east to Castlebar. " It is particularly worthy of remark,"
lie adds, " that along the borders of the fletz limestone there are series

of vast caverns usually with subterranean rivers traversing them.

Though this be a common occurrence in the limestone countries, there

are few instances, I believe, so remarkable as in this tract. A suc-

cession of lakes having no visible outlet occurs in the same situation;

of these, Lough Mask is by far the most considerable. The di'ainage of

a country of two-hundred and fifty square miles sinks here in a basin

of forty square miles, and after a subterranean course of two miles rises

in several magnificent fountains to join Lough Corrib. On the south

of Lough Corrib also, the Eoss Lake has no visible outlet, though it

receives the waters of a large tract of mountain. The waters of Lough
Mask are visible on the passage in several large caverns near Cong, but
those of E.OSS probably rise in Lough Corrib, by an inverted syphon.

There are two or three other smaller lakes, to the east of Eoss, and
probably of a similar description,"

From their geological situation, Loughs Corrib, Mask, and Conn

* Tour in Connanglit.

It. I A. r-Roc.—VOL. 11., SF.i;. ii., sriExuE.
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and minor lakes—lying north and south—seem to have been produced
at the same period, by earthquake action running in a direction almost

due north and south.

Proceeding northwards, the record which relates to the eruption of

Lough Erne appears, also, corroborated by certain physical facts.

According to the chronicle, the breaking forth of the water drowned
some of the Ernai tribe, then upon its plain. The aspect of the locality

indicates ancient changes of level; thus, Dr. O'Donovan, when describ-

ing it whilst on the Ordnance Survey, wrote : "I passed over the great

cliffs that overhang the plain of Eweealt of Toorad. This Eweealt
is a level district running about five miles along the north-west bank
of the great Loiigh Erne. The name (Eaoi alt) signifies ' under the
height,' ' subrupian.' It is grand and beautiful, and seems to have
been formed when the awful commotion took place that formed Lough
Erne. It was by a depression of the earth, occasioned by some sub-

terranean commotion similar to the one that in later times destroyed

the city of Lisbon."*^ Distinct proof of a former upheaval is found in

the remarkable discovery, which Professor W. K. Sullivan has commu-
nicated, of a dolphin's skull, which lay twenty feet beneath the surface

of a bay, at Pettigo, near Lough Erne. It follows from this that the

locality was once submerged, that the sea ran in as far as the site of

the present town of Enniskillen, and that it was probably continuous

with the Eoyle, at Strabane and Derry. Thus, at that period, Donegal
would have been isolated. Afterwards, there was a great and extensive

upheaval, which raised this district so much that the surface of the

Lough is now about one-hundred and fifty feet above the level of the

sea at low water.

As there are raised beaches along the northern coast, it appears

likely that they were elevated about the same period, and that the in-

fluence of earthquake action extended over the north of Ireland. It

is recorded that the late Mr. Du IS'oyer discovered some flint weapons
amongst the gravels of the raised beaches of Down and Antrim. If,

therefore, we hold, as seems most probable, that the various upheavals

in the province took place about the same period of time, we may come
to the curious conclusion that those who fashioned and used the flint

weapons, so discovered, may have been the contemporaries of the

Ernai.

That there should be raised beaches at or near Lough Eoyle is

what we would anticipate from its seismical connexion (so to speak)

with Lough Erne. JN^or are they wanting. Instances of elevation may
be detected on the west or Innishowen shore, from Moville to Port-a-

dorus ; on the eastern, or Derry shore, the efi'ects of upheaval assume

larger dimensions. Evidence of subsidence is also present. Thus, on

the west strand, near Portrush, there has been found a large quantity

of hard flaky bog, which, lying below high-water mark, is laid bare by

* Ordnance MSS., Fermanngh, Letters, p. 41.
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the waves. "Every storm," writes Captain. Portlock, "breaks up a

new portion of it," covered though it he with sand and gravel, where
not denuded. The presence of such a bog, which must have been formed
free and above the waves, proves that the land here has sunk. As it

contains leaves, nuts, rotten wood, and the elytra of beetles, it is plain

that both animal and vegetable life abounded where now nothing

is heard but the roar of falling billows.

Evidence of elevation is seen in the calcareous clays, containing

marine shells, which have been found at heights varying from one
hundred to four hundred and fifty feet above the sea. One curious in-

stance is the bowl-shaped hollow, north of Portrush, explored by Mr.
James Smith ; it is ten feet only above sea-level, and contains a large

quantity of sand mixed with various marine shells. "This shelly

deposit," writes Mr. Smith, " seems to have been a sheltered bay, into

which the shells have drifted, with a small admixture of land shells

washed down by floods." In the letters descriptive of Magilligan,

which its rector, the Eev. Robert Innes, published in 1725, the peculiar

physical appearance of the locality was noted. Although he wrongly
cited the Deluge as the cause of what he described, his description is

accurate and valuable. The evidence of upheaval was recognised by
him. " That this land," he wrote, "was formerly sea, I think there

is sufficient reason to believe ; for along, at the foot of the mountain and
all the coast, is the old bank to be seen, to which the sea hath
formerly flowed, at the foot of which everywhere there is sea-sand and
shells to be dug up." "The lowland of Magilligan," he adds, "is
divided into ridges, or, as we call them, dryms [properly druim] of sand,

from one hundred to five hundred yards broad, highest in the middle
and sloping on each side to marshy ground, which we call misks, com-
monly as broad as the dryms ; the dryms are generally from six to

twelve feet higher than the misks, but on the north side (next the

ocean) the dryms and misks are narrower, and some of the dryms thirty

or forty feet higher than the misks. Both the dryms and misks are

parallel almost." The cause of these (the result of the action of sea

and winds and of seismical elevation) he considered to be the Deluge.

He notes that, owing to water-action as then going on, land had lost

a hundred yards within a man's memory. And he reports an interest-

ing local tradition, saying, " if we can make anything of Irish fables,

the flats of Lough Foyle, which extend in some places a full league,

have been formerly part of this land."

If the "eruption" of Lough Eoyle, recorded in the annals, were
an irruption of the sea, much, if not all, of its present basin may have
been dry land. It would seem necessary that the river Eoyle should

have followed its present direction ; but, in fact, that need not have
been. The valley of Pennyburn, which crosses the isthmus of Innish-

owen, a little to the north of Derry, and which Captain Portlock accu-

rately reports as "exhibiting a channel so natural and well-defined

that it is impossible to resist the feeling ofbeing in (the bed of) a river

or strait"—this valley I proved to have been a water-passage in recent
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times. Trithin three huiLdred years, the "w^aters of the Swilly and
Poyle ^vere connected by it. What I would here add is, that in

remote times the river Foyle itseK (going partly or wholly by the

western side of Derry Hill) has passed through this valley into Lough
Swilly. Though farther geological investigation* is required to de-

termine the acciu'acy of this supposition, it receives support from the

physical appearance of the district, and from the gradual drying up of

the valley-channel, when the Poyle found another vent. The most
ancient map of Ireland shows only one lough (Swilly) in this district,

and the ancient chi'onicles do not notice the existence of that gTeat

sheet, now known, on the map as Lough Foyle. They did, indeed,

make use of the name, but it was applied to a large lake (now obli-

terated) which I proved to have spread out its waters between Strabane

and Derry. The river which passes through the alluvial deposits that

filled the lake, like a current through a frozen sea, still retains the
name of Lough Foyle, and when swollen by floods resumes some of its

former sway over the submerged flats.

Passing to another question, the eruption of Lou^h IS'eagh, there

is here also to be found geological evidence in support of the

statement of our ancient chronicles, which asserted that it was formed
suddenly and (to them) mysteriously. "Lough IN'eagh," Captain

Portlock remarks, " is itself apparently the result of a great crack or

subsidence of the strata."

It only remains to say that evidences of upheaval are visible

in the deposits reaching up the Dublin Mountains, in the levels

along the Lee above the^City of Cork, and southwards in the raised

beaches of Kerry ; whilst proof of subsidence is found in the fact,

communicated by Professor W. K. Sullivan, that ancient bog and
forest stretch out beneath the sea, ofi' the coast of Waterford.

The more the question is investigated, therefore, the more do

proofs abound to demonstrtite that, in ancient times, this island was

* Having established, in a Paper entitled " Discovery of Fish Remains in the alluvial

clay of the Paver Foyle, &c.," the insulation of Innishuwen, I pointed out that tlie

eschuatnient map of 1609 showed another channel connecting the Foyle and Swilly,

running from " Cargan " (now Carrii,'an) to " Kihnaeatrem Castle," and that Malin was
insulated. This was but briefly noticed, as corroborative evidence was not then accessi-

ble. Since that time I have gone over the locality, and found confirmation of the map
in the conformation and character of the soil. Tlie former insulation of Malin is very

evident, though at present the water channel is occupied by a great bog. The substratum,

however, is either potter's clay or gravel. The ancient channel or strait ran between

Culdaffand Malin town, a distance of about three miles in a direct line, being somewhat

shorter than the isthmus at Pennyburn. Interspersing the vast bog which i'.as now
largely occupied its place, are oases of clay land, formerly islands, and about midway
on ihe moor is a village whose name, Aughnaclea, signifying "Ford of Hurdles,"

indicates the former presence of water. As the channel must have existed in 1609, when
tile escheatment map was made, aud as a great b.ig has since been formed, we have here

desirable and valuable data for arriving at the rate of bog growth. Plainly this great bog

cannot be manv cenluries old.— Trdc Proc. K. Irish Acad., Vol. I., Ser. 2, Science,

•p. 212.
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greatly subjected to the influence of seismical action. The following-

conclusions may be di'awn :
—

1st. The descriptions given in the annals, or woven into legends,

of the various physical phenomena mentioned coincide closely

with what we know, in a siu'e manner, of the results of earthc^uake

action in modern times.

2nd. The evidence of earthquake action in Ireland, given thus

unconsciously as to cause by our ancient annalists, is doubly valuable

because of its proven accuracy and undoubted antiquity.

3rd. Our ancient records form, probably, the largest collection of

ancient seismical indications and results now in existence.

4th. Ireland was, of old, extremely subject to the influence of

earthquakes within histoiical times.

5th. By comparing our ancient with our modern records, we have

a means—wanting in most, if not all, countries besides—of noting

with approximate accuracy the increase or decrease of seismical energy

in a given area.

When the ^-eat convulsions, tailing ofi', gradually diminished in

frequency and intensity, the principal physical changes which after-

wards took place were those attributable to common causes usually

seen in operation. In some cases, by the gradual silting up of straits

and channels, and by the growth of bog, islands have been xmited to

the mainland. Instances may be found in the case of Malin, formerly

insulated; of Innishowen, formerly insulated; of the Isle of Doagh, and
of the Isle of Inch (both in Lough Swilly) ; of Horn Head, the Isle of

Derry, and of several islets on the north-west coast. According to

the observations of Professors Sullivan and O'Eeilly, the Hill of

Howth was also formerly insulated.

Alterations in the physical geography of the country have also

taken place by the obliteration of lakes, wrought by deposit of allu-

vium, by evaporation, or by migration of the waters of the lake

rupturing their boundary (of which America offers recent instances).

The following are the names of the lakes whose former existence

I have traced, and whose places are now occupied by bog or dry land :

Loch Burran, now called "Loughaverra," in the parish of Ballintay,

Antrim; Loch Cre, the island of which now occupies the centre of a

bog in the townland of llonahinsha (bog of the island), in the parish of

Corbally, Tipperary ; Lough Foyle, now represented by a river (still

called "Lough Foyle"), extending between Strabane and Derry;
Loch Gabair, now Logore, in Meath; Loch Gair, now Lough Gur,

Co. Limerick, still a lake, but of diminished size, as its island has be-

come attached to the mainland ; Loch Laeghaire, south of Strabane.

These lakes became effaced, quietly, by evaporation and deposit

;

others burst bounds and ran off. Thus the Four Masters, and jS'ennius,

relate that, a. d. 848, Loch Laeigh, in Mayo, " migrated," and " ran

off into the sea." Again, a.d. 1054, Lough Syorun, in Cavan, "mi-
grated in the end of the night of the Festival of Michael, and went
into the river Feabail, which was a great wonder to all." Finally,
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having searched in vain for a Loch Monann, mentioned in the Annals,

A. D. 1544, I discovered a townland of that name on the Escheatment
map, 1609. The lake no longer exists, but the ravine knovs^n as Stra-

bane glen, which extends from the townland (whose ancient name is

now obsolete), appears to furnish the channel by which it, also,

" mio-rated."

.y III.

—

On a Cause of the Buotancy of Bodies of a Greater Den-
sity THAN Water. By George Sigerson, M. D., Ch. M., F. L. S.

[Read June 23, 1873.]

In considering the phenomena attendant on the buoyancj'' of bodies of

a greater density than water, observers appear to have confined their

attention exclusively to the relations of tliose bodies and the fluid on
which they were placed. In other words, they limit iheir observation

to the visible substances. Prom certain facts which have come under

my notice, the results of some experiments, it seems to me that a dis-

tinct and important part is played, in the causal ion of such phenomena,

by an agent hitherto unsuspected, because invisible to the eye, namely,

the atmospheric air.

It is known that when small bodies, such as needles, grains of

sand, seeds, and so forth, are placed gently on the surface of water,

thejr will float, although their density is greater than water.

On examination, it is found that they rest partly in the water,

partly in a depression of the surface, which surrounds them with a

convex ridge. To explain their buoyancy in such circumstances, refe-

rence has been made to the viscosity of the fluid, or tenacity of molecular

cohesion, to a repulsive force supposed to be exerted in some way by
the floating bodj^ which repels the water, and to capillarit3^ When we
admit the viscosity, for whatever it is worth, it is found insufficient to

account for the buoyancy; as for the others, they are explanations which
require themselves to be explained.

What is the actual physical condition of the floating object?

Firstly: It is partially immersed in water. It loses thus part of its

weight, equal to the weight of liquid which it displaces. Two forces

are recognised in action: its weight acting vertically downwards, and

the resultant of fluid pressures acting vertically upwards. There is, I

allege, another force. Secondly: The body is also, be it remarked, not

only partially immersed in water—it is also partially immersed in air.

Now, to the forces which come into action through this medium, in co-

operation with those described, I attribute the buoyancy of such bodies.

The adhesion of the air to a body surrounds it, as it were, with an

atmosphere of its own. This film of air remains in intimate contact

with it until replaced, as it may be, by some other medium of greater

adhesive power. To describe this air-wetting a word is required, if aera-

tion will not serve : it seems, however, a condition perfectlj^ analogous

to hydration or water-wetting. To a body wetted in water a layer
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of water attaches with an adhesive force greater than the force of

cohesion which keeps the molecules of water together ; for, if we raise

such a body out of the fluid there is rupture of this force, as a film of

water will still adhere strongly to the removed body. The adhesion

of air to an aerated, air-wetted, or (as commonly said) dry body is

likewise strong, in many cases, though not so open to remark. To a

lai'ge number of bodies, which come easily under our notice, water
adheres more vigorously than air; they are readily water- wetted.

But there are also some to which the air appears to adhere with greater

tenacitj".

When an aerated body is placed on the surface of water, its atmo-
sphere, that is to say, the film of air which" surrounds it, tends to

increase its volume without increasing its weight. Being much lighter

than water, the adhering air will, therefore, co-operate with other

causes to prevent the body from sinking and to keep it buoyant, as long

as the force of air-adhesion endures.

In order to demonstrate that air-adhesion supplies a force potent,

enough to act in tlie manner alleged, it is only necessary to take some
small bodies, whose density in relation to size shall not be very great,

but amply sufficient to cause sinking when water-wetted. In experi-

menting, I have found it most convenient to use seeds, taking different

kinds and sizes, generally round in form, such as the seeds of Everlast-

ing Pea {Lathyrtis latifolius), of Sweet Pea {Lathyrus odoratus), of

mustard, turnips, &c. If water- wetted, any of these objects will sink

at once, but when placed on the surface, dry (or aerated), they float.

There they illustrate all the phenomena of "capillarity" and "attrac-

tion" known in such cases.

Whilst the under surface and sides have become water-wetted, there

is a dry patch above—in other words, to a portion of the upper surface

the air still adheres. A comparatively smart blow may be given here,

without causing such a body to sink—it will go down a little and re-

bound ; but if it be lightly touched (say a turnip-seed by a flat-ended

pencil), so that the water cover it, it sinks at once. That is to say

—

the air-adhesion has been broken, the complementary cause of its

buoyancy.
If we now take some dry or aerated seeds and drop them into the

water from various distances, say about a foot high, the force of the

air-adhesion becomes strikingly and beautifully manifested. It will

be immediately remarked that numbers of the seeds as they sink in the

water have small globes of air adhering to them. We may have the

following cases occurring:—
1. The body, falling from a height, may retain a globule of air ad-

hering to it, insufficient to counteract its own weight and the water-

pressure. It remains, therefore, at the bottom, and with it remains

the air-globule. The force of adhesion here manifested is stronger than

that which solicits the air to ascend to the surface,

2. The body may carry down with it a globule sufficiently large to

raise it from the bottom, assisted perhaps by the rebound, if the shock

be not strong enough to sever the adhesion and set the globule free.
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3. The body may take with it adhering air siifiicient to serve as

counterpoise (if I may use the words) to its own weight in water, aud
thus it may float completely immersed in the water, surmounted by an
air-globule.

4. The amount of air adhering may be so great as to prevent the

complete descent of the body, to hinder it from diving much below the

surface, and to rapidly draw it up again to the surface. In such a

case, the adhesion of the air to the object is evidently sti'ong enough
to completely resist the weight of the object in water, and to partially

resist the force acquired by a fall from a distance, relatively con-

siderable.

The air-adhesion may be broken in, at least, three ways. Pirst,

by the blow the object receives on striking the surface in its descent,

so that it may go down without any globule, or if the effect be partial,

with a small one. Second, by the blow received on reaching the bottom.

Third, by the shock when, rising to the surface, the air globule suddenly

expands. On account of the narrowness of the base of connexion, in

some cases, the adhesion may be quietly severed, by water-pressure.

In cases where a body is quite buoyant in the water, on account of

the attached globule, it may be readily shown that the base of con-

nexion forms an adhesion area large enough to sustain this body at the

surface, when the upper air shall replace the globule. This is demon-
strated, as in case 2, by gently elevating the body to the surface, and
allowing the globule to open into the upper air : or, by observing, as

in cases 3 and 4, the ascent of bodies drawn up by their globules to

the surface, where, if the shock of the expansion of the globule do not

sever the adhesion, they will float. In such cases, the area of aerated

space remaining the same, the adhesion of the upper air now manifestly

sustains the body in a buoyant state.

In this condition buoyant bodies, whose density is greater than

water, present themselves usually to observers. From the facts related,

it follows that they are sustained in this position, partly by the ad-

hesion of the atmospheric air.

The incidents of this demonstration suggest some remarks and infe-

rences. When we withdraw a glass rod or a wetted body from water,

the drop which adheres shows that in such cases the force of adhesion

between the liquid and solid is greater than the force of cohesion be-

tween the molecules of the liquid. Conversely, when we let pass an

aerated body from the air into the liquid, the globule or drop of air

which adheres to it, proves that, in such cases, the force of adhesion

between the gas and the solid is greater than the force of cohesion

between the molecules of the gas. We have seen that it is also strong

enough, in certain cases, to sustain a Avcight as great as, or greater

than, the weight of a given body, minus the weight of the volume of

water displaced, and that it is potent enough to resist the action of the

forces which, when a hodj is let fall from a height into water, tend to

separate globule and body, sending the former upwards and the latter

down.
The force of adhesion between air and solid is, therefore, for many
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reasons, a very tangible and noteworthy force, which cannot be elimi-

nated from consideration, in such and similar problems, without inac-

CUXSlCJ.

This being so, it may become necessary to revise certain definitions

or statements of laws in physics, in order that the presence of this force

may be recognised where it exists. Thus, it is mentioned that a float-

ing body is acted on by two forces—its weight, and the resultant of

fluid pressure. To this it may be necessary to add, that a third force,

adhesion of air, exists, and becomes a perceptible agent in the case of

small floating bodies.

Again, in the curving of liquids in contact with solids, the presence

of air is altogether unrecognised, and only the forces acting through
the visible media are mentioned. Thus we are told that when a solid

is placed in a liquid which wets it, the liquid, as if not subject to the

law of gravitation, rises against the side of the solid and becomes con-

cave. It is added that where the solid is not wetted by the fluid, the

latter is depressed and becomes convex. Now, it appears to me, from
the foregoiog facts, that this should be re-stated in the following manner

:

When an aerated solid is placed in a liquid whose adhesive power is

greater than the adhesive power of air, as regards such solid, the air

is partially displaced, the fluid becoming concave and the air convex.

But when an aerated solid is placed in a liquid whose adhesive

power is less than the adhesive power of air, as regards such .solid,

then the water is partially displaced by the air and becomes convex,

whilst the latter grows concave. The concave, in either case, bounds
the outward side of a wedge of advancing substance, whose inner side

is applied to the solid.

It follows that it would probably be well to modify the manner in

which the first law of Gay Lussac is expressed, in order to recognise

the presence of air-adhesion as a power. As it stands, the law is :

''When a capillary tube is placed in a liquid, the liquid is raised or

depressed according as it does or does not moisten the tube." I would
read it thus : " When a capillary tube is placed in a liquid, the liquid

is raised or depressed according as its adhesive" power is greater or less

than that of the air."

These suggestions are oflfered, with diffidence, to the consideration

of physicists, as there may, in such cases, be forces operative which
have not yet come under review. But, lest I should be supposed to

have overlooked the obvious objection that Gay Lussac's law is said to

hold good in vacuo, and therefore in the absence of air, I must add
that it is confessed that the air-pump gives no absolute vacuum.

The air becomes exceedingly rarified, but a perceptible quantity is

left. And, when it is remembered that, from the facts now experi-

mentally demonstrated, it was shown that the adhesion of air to a
solid, in a given case, is greater than the adhesion of air-molecules

between themselves, it will be admitted that the instruments used in

an air-pump may be covered with an adhering film of air, until dis-

placed by water, operative in causing the phenomena recorded.
K. I. A. ruOC.—SEU. II., VOL, II., SCIKNCE. E
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On some geneeat, Formula for the Soltjtion of Algebraical

y/ Equations op the Third Degree, &c. By J, R, Young, for-

merly Professor of Mathematics in Belfast College.

[Eead May 25, 1874.]

A general formula for the solution of any equation of the second de-

gree is readily obtained by means of the well-known expedient of

completing the square. I am not aware that any algebraist, as yet, has

investigated a like general formula for the solution of an equation of

the third degree ; that is, by the similar preliminary expedient of

completing the cube. It is the main purpose of the present Paper to

establish such a general formula
;
previously, however, to which, it

will be necessary to dispose of the two following special cases, that

is to say, to prove that

—

-'

( 1 ) Whenever in an equation of the third degree,

Asx^ + A^x^ + A^x -\- Aq = 0,
,

either the first triad of the coefficients, ^3, Ao, A^, or the second triad,

A2, Ai, Aq, furnishes the relation of equality

3^3 A, = An% or 3A, A^ = A,K... [1]

the first member of the equation can easily be converted into a complete V
cube, and thence a general expression for the root x be deduced.*

.

1. Let it be the first of the conditions [1] which has place) ^nd let

a quantity k be so determined that, by the addition of ^ to J 0, the

second condition also may be satisfied ; namely, the condition
_^

3^3(^0 + ^) = ^.';

in order to which, the value of k must evidently be
•>.

A 2

^=3-X-^-

so that this quantity being added, there results the equation

A ^

A.x^ + A.x"- + AyX + —-r = ^
;

3^2

and, consequently, dividing by A^, and taking account of the stipulated

condition, we shall have
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the first member of which, equation is a complete cube. Hence,

Aj A3 Az A3

A, ^ A3 A, '^ \ZA^A3 A^y
or,

X = _ — + 3 Z "^^" ~ ^^0^1 ro]

2. Suppose now that it is the second of the conditions [1] that is

satisfied; then the first condition also will be satisfied, provided a

quantity^ be so determined, as that, when it is added to A3, the con-

dition

3(^3+:?^) ^1 = ^2'

may be satisfied ; that is to say, provided we make

since this value of p, when added to the coefficient of sc^, will convert

the proposed equation into

—
-^- x^ + Aox"' + A^x + Aq =•• px"^.

ZA
Hence, multiplying by —J—, , and observing from the stipulated con-

-" A '

dition [1] that Aq is the same as 7^ , we have
0A2

. the first member of which equation is a complete cube. Consequently,

A,

^'a)''a?'''- .x +^ =^y3 — i,:
-0.3 -CL2

M^-V3^\p) A. •

(
^[ ~ A^ j

or,
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(2) I have shown in a formercommnnication to the Academy " Pro-

ceedings," vol. X., p. 373), that if any cubic equation he represented by
P = 0, and the first and second functions derived from P, by Q and

P' respectively, the equation Q^ - ZPP' = v/ill always be a quadratic

equation. Let one of the roots of this equation—either root indifferently

—be represented by r\ and let each root of the proposed cubic equation

P - A^,x^ + A,x'' + A,x + Ao=

he diminished by r. The resulting transformed equation will be

A3x'''-^{3Asr + A2)x''+{3A2r'+2Aor+A{)x + Air^+A^r^+A,r + Ao=0,

the second triad of coefficients of which fulfils the second of the two
conditions [1] ; and, consequently, by the formula [3], we have for

x the expression

^,_ 3A,r' + 2A,r+A, _ ( _ ^A,' - 8A,A
^]

3A,r + A, •

} (3A,r+A,fy

Therefore, multiplying numerator and denominator of the fraction

under the radical sign by 3^.3^ + ^,) and remembering thatx = r+a;',

we shall have for x, the expression,

SA,7-^ + 2Aor + A^
•r

3A,r + A,-^{ 'yA^- - 8AAz){^A^r + A^:)
J

(4)

And this is a general symbolical formula for the three roots of the

cubic equation P- 0.

(3). Whenever r, determined as already explained, is real, we may
be certain that only one of the three roots of the cubic is a real root,

since a cube root has but one real value ;* and this real root the for-

mula (4) will enable us to determine, by introducing into that formula

the real cube root only of the number under the sign v ; and the two
imaginary roots of the equation will be expressed by introducing into

the formula the two imaginary cube roots of the number under the

sign v, after the real cube root of that number has been determined.

But whenever r is imaginary, then, although we know, in that case,

* And in this manner is the truth of the second of the general properties, noticed

at Article 5 following, otherwise proved : \h& first of those properties showing that,

if r be imaginary, the above expression for a;, notwithstanding its being then so

encumbered with imaginary quantities, must have all its values real values. More-
over, \)ins, first of the properties at (0) may also be deduced from the general for-

mula above ; for since, as just seen, two roots of the equation must be imaginary
whenever r is real, the roots must all be real when, and only when, r is imaginary.
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that all the roots of the cubic equation must be real roots (" Proceed-
ings," vol. X., page 374) ;

yet we have no means of extricating these

real values from the imaginary forms under which they lie concealed.

(See T^'oTE art the end of this Paper).

The more restricted formula of Cardan is in the like predicament.

Por the application of this formula, the equation must be reduced to

the form

x^+ A^x + ^0=0.

The expression for sc, as furnished by the formula (4), when the pro-

posed equation takes this more simple form, is

X = r — - — ^ : \

^r-V-'dA^r 1/ - 9A^r - 3r.
(5)

This expression is " irreducible " under precisely the same circum-

stances that the expression of Cardan is ; namely, whenever 11A^
+ ^A^< ; or, which is the same thing, whenever

This may be easily proved by deducing the equation Q^ - 3PF '=
0,

and thence the expression for r, from the incomplete cubic equation

P = : thus

:

P = x^ + AfX + Ao = 11

Q = 3x^+Ai

P' = 3x,

from which we get the quadratic equation,

Q' ~ 3PP' = - QA.x"' - 9AaX + A,^ =
;

-9A,±V{{9A,y+l2A,'}
'' ''^'"'

QA,
'

showing that r is imaginary, and, therefore, all the roots of P= real

whenever, and only whenever

81^0^+ 124i3<0; or whenever 27^o' + 44i'<0;

under which condition the formula (5), like that of Cardan, is irre-

ducible to a finite numerical expression for the real roots of the equa-

tion P. = Q, which shall be unencumbered with imaginary quantities. [It
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is obvious that the foregoing condition can never be satisfied unless the

coefficient A^ is negative.]

Whether, in the reducible cases of the equation a;^ + yl^^ + ^o = 0,

that is, in the cases in which 21Aq + 4:Ai is not less than zero, the

formula [5] may, or may not, advantageously replace the old formula
of Cardan, must be left for the discrimination of algebraists to deter-

mine. Few persons, however, are likely to prefer a formula to the

method of continuous approximation, whenever the numerical values of

the roots of an equation of higher degree than the second degree are

the only objects of search.

(4.) Whenever it happens, in this ease of an incomplete cubic equa-

tion, that (9^o)^ + 12^l^ 01') which is the same thing, that 27^o*
+ 4J.1' is zero, the two values of r, as expressed in the foregoing for-

mula, will be equal values ; and, as already proved in the Paper before

referred to, these are also two roots of the cubic P = ; hence, when-
ever this condition has place, the incomplete cubic equation has a pair

of equal roots, each of these being,

'^~
6^1 ~

2Ai'

It may be well to observe here that the case of equal roots in any
cubic equation, is excluded from the general investigation at article (2J.
The transformed equation, in x' , of which the first three terms are

A^x'^ + (3^3r + A^)x"- + (3^3?'2 + 2A.^ + Ai)x',

is there considered to have a significant coefficient for its third term

;

since if the expression

ZA^r'^^2A^r + A,

were zero, the first member of this transformed equation could not be
made a complete cube by merely modifying the coefficient of x'^, as,

in the investigation alluded to, is assumed to be practicable.

When the indicating quadratic (Q-- 3 PP' = 0), as we may call it,

has two equal roots, and, therefore, the cubic P=0 has the same two
equal roots, the above-written coefficient must be zero ; in which case
the transformed equation becomes simply

A^x'^+{ZAzr^A^)x"' = 0,

of which the three roots are

, , , ZAzr + Ao
X =K), X = Q, X •
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and, therefore, those of the original equation are

^Azr + Ao, 2Azr + Az

^3

the sum of which roots is

2r--
2^ 3^ + ^.2

A,

A,
~ a:

as we know it ought to be. In the case of the incomplete cubic, con-

sidered above, in which Az- 1, and ^3 = 0, this sum is, of course, zero.

(5,) It was sufficiently shown in my former Paper (Article

33), that, if any cubic equation P=0, be written in tbe form,

P = {ax^ + 5a; + c){x\p) - 0,

in which a, I, c, and p, have any real values ^vhatever, and that the

quadratic equation Q^ - 3FF' = 0, be

Jx^ + Bx+ C=0,

the following relations necessarily have place ; namely,

If ^2 < 4A C, then ¥ > 4:ac
;

,, B^>4.AC, ,, V- Kiac;

and conversely ; from which relations it follows that

If B' = AA C, then b"" = 4ac;

„ b' = iac, „ B^- = 4:AG.

The determination of the indicating quadratic,

Q^-ZPP' =Ax''^-£x+ C=Q,

in any individual instance, involves but very little calculation
; because,

since we know that the first two terms of Q- are always the same as

the first two terms of 3PP , we need not take the trouble to compute
them ; it is sufiicient that we preserve, in the multiplications, only the
terms beyond the first two terms of each product.

In order to illustrate this by an example, let the proposed equation be

F = x^- 4x^ + 3x^2=0
.-. Q=3x'^~Sx+3

P'=3X-4:
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3x^ - 8a; + 3 a:^-4x- + 3x + 2

Scc^ _ 8a; + 3 3^-4
1 8^H 64^2 _ 48^ + 9 95,yj + i

g^^s _ 1 2a; + 6z - 8, x 3

or

82a;« - 48a; + 9

= 75a:^-18a;-24 = 3(2o.t-- - 6a; - 8)

.
• .
Q'— 3PP'=7£—3to+^ = 0,

the indicating quadratic.

And since the roots of this are seen to be imaginary, the equation

mdicates a pair of real roots in the cubic P = ; and, consequently,

that all the roots are real.

(6.) But the indicating quadratic may always be arrived at in

another "way. This other method of proceeding consists in extracting

the square root of the product 3PF' ; taking care, however, that the

successive terms of the root be the successive terms of the quadratic

function Q-.*^ Under this condition, the remainder, at which we shall

arrive, when taken with changed signs, and equated to zero, will always

be the indicating quadratic. Thus, taking the example just given,

where the complete product 3PP' is

3PP' = 9x^ - 48a;3 + 75^^ _ 1 g^; _ 24,

and extracting the square root in such way that the terms put one

after another, in the root-place, may be 3a;- - 8a; + 3 ; we shall find the

remainder, at the end of the operation, to be- 7a;^ + 30a; - 33. This

remainder, after changing the signs of its terms, will be 7a;- - 30a; + 33;
which, equated to zero, will be the indicating quadratic.

That the indicating quadratic may always be arrived at in this

manner will appear from considering that if we put ^ = to denote this

quadratic, that is, if Q'-SPP'^q, it will follow that 3PP' = Qr - q.

But in the square root operation described above, oPP' is equal to

Or plus the remainder; consequently, q is this remainder taken with
changed signs.

Since all the roots of the foregoing cubic equation are shown by
the indicating quadratic to be real roots, we know that the two roots

of the derived quadratic equation, Q = 3a;^ - 8.C + 3 = 0, must be sepa-

rators of those three roots; the middle one of the three lying between
the two real roots of Q = 0. In order to the actual determination of

the numerical values of the three roots, the shortest way of proceeding

* There is, however, no necessity to revert to the expression Q for the first two

of the root terms; these same two teiTQS may he arrived at hy following the ordi-

narj^ nile for the exti'action of the square root, Q need he referred to only for the

t/iird term—the ahsolute niimhcr.
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will be this. Develope the middle root by continuous approximation :

we shall thus arrive at a quadratic equation, the roots of which, when
each of them is increased by the root previously developed, will be the

other two roots of the proposed cubic.

(7.) When each triad of the coefficients of a cubic equation fails

to satisfy the condition of imaginary roots, and that the roots r^, r,,

of the indicating quadratic equation Q^ - 2iPP' = 0, are real and

unequal, the roots of the derived quadratic Q=0 will necessarily be

real roots. One of these roots, and one only, will be situated in the

interval [r,, roj; and if the roots of the cubic be each of them di-

minished by that root of Q = 0, the third coefllcient of the trans-

formed equation will vanish between like signs.

For ri, ?'2, are either both positive or both negative, inasmuch as

that the first and third terms of the quadratic Qr- 3PP' = are then

both positive ;"^^ and, therefore, if ri be that one of these two roots which
is the nearer to - oo , the quadi-atic expression Q^ - 3PF' will be

positive for every value of x, from the value x = - co up to the value

a; = ri ; and also for every value of x, from the value a; = + oo down to

the value x = r2. And since the expression changes sign immediately
after the passage of a root, and that the changed sign remains perma-
nent till the other root passes, it follows that for every value of x,

within the limits [^i, r^, the expression Q/ - SPP' must be negative

;

whilst for every value of x, outside those limits, it must be positive.

This is the same as saying that for every value of x, within the limits

C^i) ^2]) the condition of imaginary roots is satisfied, whilst for every

value of ;r, outside those limits, the condition fails to be satisfied. At
either of the limits, that is, for x = ri, or for x = r.^, the condition of

imaginarity is still satisfied ; since, for either of these values of x,

3PP' = Q\ But when the roots t\, r^, of the indicating quadratic are

equal roots, then we know that these same equal roots belong also to

the proposed cubic P= —the imaginarity disappearing with the dis-

appearance of inequality between the roots \j\, r^.

It is impossible, therefore, that Q can vanish between like signs of

P and P' outside the limits \j\, n], seeing that if Q could so vanish,

Q2 _ ^PP\ for the value of a; which causes Q thus to vanish, would be

negative.

But one of the two roots of Q= must cause Q to vanish between
like signs of P and P' ; consequently, this root of Q = must lie he-

tween r^ and n.

It is plain that Q cannot vanish a second time between like signs

of P and P' ; since such second evanescence would imply a second pair

of imaginary roots in an equation of only the third degree. Hence, the

other root of Q = must cause Q, to vanish between imlike signs of P
and P' ; so that when this evanescence takes place, the expression

Q^-3PP'must be positive.

* See the expression marked (1) at page 473 of the former Paper.

R. I. A. PROC SEK n., VOL. II. SCfENrtK. F
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(8.) If we agree to call that particular root of Q = 0, which lies in

the interval [ri, rn], the indicator of the two imaginary roots of the

cubic equation -P = 0, we may infer, from what is shown above, that

when the two roots of the indicating quadratic are real, if they be
positive (they must always both have the same sign), the indicator is

a positive number ; and if they are negative, the indicator is a negative

number ; that is to say, the region in which the real roots of the indi-

cating quadratic lie is the region in which the indicator itself lies.

And we have seen that that root of the derived quadratic equation

Q = 0, which is the indicator, is the only one of the two roots of that

equation which lies between the roots r^, ?'3 of the equation Q^ - 2>PP'
= 0, the other root of Q = being excluded from that interval.

The real root, however, of the proposed cubic equation P = must

lie outside the interval [r^, r2] ; for, as shown above, every value of a:,

withiyi this intevval, causes the expression Q--3PP' to be negative;

whereas the value of x, which satisfies the condition P=0, reduces

that expression to Q^, which is positive ; and, for a similar reason, the

root of the simple equation P' -Q must lie without the interval.

That the real root of the cubic equation lies icithout the inteiwal

\j\, ro] is a conclusion that might have been immediately deduced from
the foregoing truth ; namely, that that root of Q = 0, which is not the

indicator, does itself lie without the interval. For, since this root

separates the real root of the cubic fi'om the imaginary pair, or rather

from the indicator oi that pair, the seal root of P = must occupy a

place more remote from the interval [j'l, r^ than is the place of that

root of Q = 0, which is not the indicator of the imaginary pair.

(9.) It thus appears that, without any preliminary analysis of the

cubic equation P = 0, we can always ascertain, from an examination of

the quadratic equation Q^-2>PP' =0

—

First, whether the equation P = has a pair of imaginary roots or

not.

Second ; if it have imaginary roots, lohicJi of the two roots of the

derived quadratic, (3=0, it is that is the indicator of the pair ; it is

that one which lies between the two roots of Q- - 3PP' = ; and only

one of the two can so lie.

And, thirdly, we learn that the real root of the cubic always lies

outside the interval between the two roots of the equation last men-
tioned; and from thus knowing the interval from which it is excluded,

the first figure of it becomes the more readily determinable, whenever
all three of the roots are indicated, by the signs of the terms of the

equation, in one and the same region.

"We may fiu'ther observe here, that whenever we seek to deter-

mine the character of a pair of dotibtful roots in a cubic equation

P = (and which roots are indicated in an interval comprehending
also a real root of Q = 0), by the process of continuous approximation,

we may be sure, if the roots be imaginary, that the indication of ima-

ginarity will not be arrived at till the approximating number reaches

one or other of the values r^, or n; after arriving at which, the condi-
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tion of imaginarity will be satisfied, but not before ; and that the con-

dition will continue to be satisfied for every subsequent transformation,

throughout the interval \j\, r^], but not after that interval has been
passed over.

It will have been noticed that the foregoing discussion concerns

those cubic equations only of which the given coefficients do not

themselves supplj^ the required information as to the character of the

roots ; that is to say, those equations only in which neither triad of the

coefficients satisfies the condition of imaginary roots.

(10.) In the case in which thej??'s^ triad of the coefficients of the

cubic equation P=0 satisfies the condition of imaginarity, the roots of

the derived quadratic equation, Q=0, will be imaginary ; and the root

of the simple equation, 7^' = 0, will then be the indicator. But if the

condition of imaginarity be satisfied by the second triad of the coefl[i-

cients, and not by the first also—under which circumstances Q =

will have real roots—the roots of the indicating quadratic will be real

roots ; and, as already noticed (Art. 6), one of these roots will be posi-

tive, and the other negative ; and, as before, the condition of imaginarity

will have place throughout the interval between those roots, and will

fail to have place for all values outside that interval. But if both

triads of the coefficients satisfy the condition of imaginarity, then the

first and last terms of the indicating quadratic, the terms

(.4j'- 3A^A^)x\ and {A^^ - SA^A^),

will each be preceded by the negative sign ; so that a pair of imagi-

nary roots in the equation F -0 would be implied, even should the

roots of the indicating quadratic, Q'-3P/" = 0, be themselves imagi-

nary; because, then, the first member of this quadratic would be

always negative; that is to say, the quadratic expression, 3PP' - Q^
would be positive for every real value of x. As before, the indicator

of the pair of imaginary roots would be the root of the simple equation

P' = 0, this root being the value of x, for which a derived function

vanishes between like signs of the two adjacent derived functions.

(11.) It is well known that each of the two roots of an equation of

the second degree, whenever these roots are unequal, always consists

of two distinct parts—the one being a rational number, and the other

part being a number, either positive or negative, under the radical

sign, with, usually, a real factor prefixed to the radical quantity ; the

rational part of each root is always the root of the derived simple

equation.

But when the quadratic is raised to an equation of the third degree,

by the introduction of a new simple factor, it is not the case that a

root of the equation of the second degree, derived from this cubic

equation, will be the rational part of each of the two roots of the
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quadratic equation which enters into the composition of the cubic.

For, let ax^ +hx { c = represent any quadratic equation, then the

derived simple equation will be 2aa; + J = ; and if

then,

P = {ax"^ + Jx + c){x -\-p),

Q=ax^ + bx + c + {2ax + b){x + p).

]N"ow, if the value of x, which makes 2ax + 5-0, namely, the value

b_

"" ~ " Ya

of X
c(x^ + ix ¥ c - 0,

-, makes also Q = 0, then we must have for that same value

which can be the case only when this latter equation has equal roots

;

that is to say, only when the first member of it is a complete square
;

under which circumstance the equation P=0 must have two equal

roots. Hence, that root of Q = 0, which is the indicator of a pair of

imaginary roots in the cubic equation P-0,—the value oi x, that is,

which causes Q to vanish between like signs of P and P'—can never

be equal to the real part of the imaginary pair thus indicated.

[In an equation of degree higher than the third degree, it ispossible,

when the first member of it has a quadratic factor, the roots of which
are imaginary, that a root of the first derived equation may be equal

to the real part of the imaginary pair ; but this can happen only under
peculiar circumstances. Let Ff- be an equation of degree higher

than the third degree, and of which /is a quadratic factor, such that

the roots of /= are imaginary. Then, writing i^\ /\ for the first

derivees of Ff, the first derivee of Ff will be

Ff+fF;

and if this be zero, for the value oi x, which is the root of the simple

equation/' =0, then F^ must be zero also ; since /is not zero for that

value of X, but is necessarily a positive number. Hence, the value of

X, which satisfies the equation /' = 0, cannot possibly also satisfy the

derived equation

F'P-YfF' = Q,

unless, under the special condition that .r is a root of F'^ = 0, as well as

arootof/i=0].
(12.) The conclusion in the last Article, namely, that the value of

X, which causes Q to vanish between like signs of P and P', can never

be equal to the real part of the pair of imaginary roots indicated, may
be easily generalized ; and the more comprehensive proposition be stated

thu s ;
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If two roots, whether real or imaginary, of a cubic equation be ex-

pressed in the form p + q (and any two numbers may be so expressed),*

it is impossible that, by diminishing the three roots, each by p, the

resulting equation can ever be of the form

For, putting a for the diminished third root of the equation, the three

roots of the transformed equation will be

a^q-q;

and, therefore, the coefficient of x, in that transformed equation, will be

and, consequently, this coefficient cannot be zero, so long as j is a

significant quantity—whether real or imaginary.

[If q be zero, that is, if the cubic equation have two roots, each

equal to p, then, of course, not onlj^ is the coefficient of x, in the

transformation by p zero, but the absolute term in that transformation

is also zero].

(13.) It is deserving of remark, finally, that

—

If the same pair of imaginary roots enter into two different equa-

tions, that pair may be indicated, by the signs of the coefficients of one

of those equations, as belonging to the positive region of the roots, and
by the signs of the coefficients of the other equation, as belonging to

the negative region.

For, first, let there be the equation

{x''' + a'){x+h)=^^-bx'+ax'^cH^O •••[!];

and, next, the equation

(x^ + a^){x - c) = x^ - cx^ + arx - a^c = . . . [2],

in which equations h and c are both positive numbers. Then the

three roots of [1] will all belong to the negative region of the roots,

and the three roots of [2] will all belong to the positive region ; and
yet the pair of imaginary roots, namely, the two roots of the equation

X' + a' =

are the same in both equations.

* For >•, >', being any two numbers, if we put p for ^r + ^r', and q for \r - \)-'

,

we shall have r =p + q, and r' =p - q.
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Let now each of the roots of the equations [ 1 ] and [2] be diminished

by any positive number 2 ; then the signs of the terras in the trans-

formed equation deduced from [IJ will, all be positive; but in the

transformed equation deduced from [2] it is plain that h may be suf-

ficiently small to cause the signs of the terms to be alternately positive

and negative, as in the equation [2] itself. The same pair of ima-
ginary roots must, however, enter into loth of the transformed equa-

tions; thougb, in the first of these, the signs of the terms imply that

the imaginary roots belong to the negative region ; and in the second,

the signs imply that these same roots belong to the positive region.

"We thus see that the region in which a pair of imaginary roots is

indicated by the signs of the terms of an equation, supplies no suffi-

cient clue as to whether the real part, common to the two imaginary
roots, is positive or negative, whenever the equation is of a higher de-

gree than the second degree. In a quadratic equation, of which the

roots are imaginary, the case is different ; the sign of the real part ia

always indicated ; it is the opposite of that prefixed to the coefficient

of the middle term, whenever such middle term is present. If the

middle term be absent, the real part of each imaginary root will then,

of course, be zero ; but in a complete quadratic equation, not only is

the region to which each of the two roots belongs indicated—whether
these roots be real or imaginary—but the part of the pair of roots which
is free from the radical sign is also indicated ; it is always half the co-

efficient of the middle term, taken with changed sign—the coefficient

of the first term being unity. In other words, as before stated^ the part

which precedes the radical sign is always the root of the simple equa-

tion derived from the quadratic, whether the other part of the expres-

sion for the pair of roots of the quadratic be real or imaginary.

In the foregoing discussion, I have frequently spoken of a pair of

imaginary roots as being in, or belonging to, the positive region, or

the negative region. This phraseology, though in conformity with

general usage, is objectionable. An imaginary quantity cannot have

any place in a series of positive numbers, nor yet in a series of nega-

tive numbers ; because it is entirely out of the range of every series of

numbers. The phrase should be taken to mean merely that the indicator

of the pair is in the positive, or in the negative region, as the case may
be ; or, still more explicitly, that the indicator is a positive or a nega-

tive number. We have seen above that the same pair of imaginary

roots may have just as much claim to a place in a series of negative

numbers, as to a place in a series of positive numbers, and to a place

in a series of positive numbers, as to a place in a series of negative

numbers ; and this is the same as saying that the pair itself is not en-

titled to a place in either series : it is the indicator only of that pair,

which can be said, in strictness, to range with positive or with negative

numbers, or which can occupy any place among them.

Taking the derived functions in reverse order, commencing with

the function of the first degree, if the value (?-i) of .c, which causes
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this function to vanish, causes it to do so between like signs, then is

rj, with its proper sign, the indicator of a pair of imaginary roots in

the contiguous quadratic function, when this is equated to zero. If

a value (rs) of a?, which causes this quadratic function to vanish, causes

it to vanish between like signs, then is ri, with its proper sign,

the indicator of a pair of imaginary roots in the contiguous function

of the third degree, when this is equated to zero, and so on ; the

sign of ri, r^, &c., denoting the region in which the pair of imaginary

roots is—not situated, but indicated. And what, in this case of a pair

of imaginary roots, is the indicator, becomes, in the case of a pair of

unequal real roots, a separator of those roots.

A pair of roots indicated in any interval \_a, &], if they turn out

to be imaginary, will be equally indicated in the indefinitely narrow
interval [r - o, r + ^], be ^ ever so small, r being the indicator. The
modification which the coefficients of that quadratic factor of the

function to which these imaginary roots are due (in order that the

two roots indicated between the above narrow limits may be real

roots, the other roots of the function remaining undisturbed) must
evidently be such as to make the quadratic factor the complete square,

{x - ry.'^'

Of course, the same pair of equal roots (r, r) would replace the

pair of imaginary roots by making a suitable modification of the final

term of the function alluded to, without any interference with the

other coefficients ; but, then, all the remaining roots of the function

would be changed ; since, for no one of the values of x, for which the

unaltered function vanishes, would such evanescence take place when
the final term, or the absolute number, only, was changed.

NOTE.

On the formula [4], in Article (2)

The general expression [4], for the three roots of a cuhic equation, is entirely

free from superfluous values. The values there symbolized are just three in num-
ber, the cube root being the only item in the formula which involves multiple
values. The symbol r represents one only of the two roots of the quadi-atic equa-
tion Q2 _ 2,PP' = ; lohich one of the two is entirely matter of choice. If after the
root selected has been employed, the other root be introduced into the formula, in its

place, we shall get a second expression for x, differing from the first one only in

appearance; and, symbolizing the same three values, the analytical investigation of
the formula sufficiently shows such to be the case.

* The quadratic factor, alluded to above, is that which enters the derived equa-
tion of lowest degree, into which imaginarity is transmitted from the primitive

equation ; the quadratic factor spoken of belongs to 'Ca& primitive equation only when
the imaginarity so enters that it is not transmitted to a derived equation.
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Y.

—

OjS" the Equation of the Sqfaees of the DiEFEEEifCEs of a

\J BiQiJADKATic. By John Casey, LL. D., M. R. I. A., Professor of

Mathematics in the Catholic University of Ireland.

[Eead April 13th, 1874.]

The following method of finding the equation whose roots are the

squares of the differences of the roots of a biquadratic given by its

general equation, with binomial coefficients, has been in my possession

for some years. It occurred to me, while reading Professor Roberts'

solution of the same question, published in Tortolini's " Annali di

Matematica." As it is, I believe, shorter and more elementary than

the solutions hitherto published, it may be deserving of the attention

of mathematicians.

I. Notation.

Let {a, I, c, d, e, '^ x, 1)* = be the quartic, then we shall denote

h"^ - ac, the discriminant of

{a, I, c, \x, l,y-by H

;

a-d + 2b''-3ahc by G
;

G-' is evidently = -^ —, when A is the discriminant of the cubic

(a, h, c, d, Tx, ly, and the vanishing of G is the condition that the

roots of this cubic may be in arithmetical progression ; we shall also

denote the quadratic invariant of the quartic, ae-4ibd + 3c- by Z,, and
its cubic invariant or catalecticant

ace + 2bcd- ad' - e¥ - (? by I^
;

then, since G, S, L I3 are functions of the differences of the roots, we
have at once, by taking a = 1 and 3 = 0, the well-known theorem

II. Elder'' s Reducing Ciilic.

Let the quartic {a, I, c, d. e, "^x, 1)* = be deprived of its second term,

and it becomes, making « = 1,

x'-6Kx' + iGx^L-3B:'=0, (2)

and Euler's reducing cubic is

f-2.m/^^[^ir-' -
il ) ^ - T = °- ^^^

This becomes by changing y into y + S, that is, by taking away the

second term, and making use of (1)

L h
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III. Equation of Differences.

If Xy, X.2, Xz, Xi, be the roots of (2), and v^, v^^, v^ the roots of (3), we
have by Euler's solution,

Hence, if s be a root of the reqxiired equation, and a^, a^, 03 the roots

of (4)

Z = 4 (ai + as + 2H) + 8 y (a^ + H){az+ H)
.'. {2-4 (0^+ 03)- 8^)^=64 {ar,az^(^a^^az)E + m\.

Now, by equation (4)

02+03= — a^ and a^a-z = — -—

.

Hence, making these substitutions, and putting y for a^, we get

16/
{z + Ayy - 1 QEz + • = 0. (5)

y

The question is now reduced to the elimination of y between (4)

and (5), which is easily performed, as follows. From (4) we have

v-- — + -— =0; (6)
•^ 4 4y ^ ^

and eliminating in succession

— and y''- from (5) and (6),

we get the two quadratics,

48/ _ %%y _ (g2 _ 16^2 + le/^) = (7)

%%if + (s^ - 1Qm + 4/2) 3/ + 1 2/3 = 0. (8)

Again, eliminating y^ from (7) and (8) we get

z^-16-g2^ + 167.2+ 72/i ,

^~"
I422-96i/3 + 24/2 '

^'

and substituting this value of y in (7) we get the required equation

—

s« - 48^2^ + 8 (/2 + 96^^)2"

- 32 (32 G^ + 4:8lzK+ A5I^)?^

- 18 (7/2^ - 3847,m + 28%IzE:y

- 384 {6I.'B:+ 4I.JI+ 5IJz)^

+ 256(1^' -271,')= 0.

In the preparation of this Paper, Professor Ball's Memoir on the

Solution of the Biquadratic, published in Volume yii. of the " Quarterly
Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics," has been of much use to me.

R. I. A. TROC, SER. II., VOL. 11., .SCIEXCE. G
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YI.—Ox A SpECTEOSCOPE of the BrN'OCriAB FoEM foe the OBSEETATIOiy

or Eai^'t Spectea. Ey Chaeles E. Etjeiox, B. A., F. E. A. S.

[Read May 25, 187-i.]

The instrument described in this notice was constructed at the in-

stance of Mr. Stoney, out of a grant of money entrusted to me for the

pui'pose by the Eoyal Irish Academy. Owing to the pressui'e of other

business upon ITr. Grubb and ITr. Spencer, on whom deTolved the

carrying out of the details of the construction, the instrument has
only come into my hands within the last few days, and its capabilities

must, therefore, be considered as not yet fully tested.

The binocular form was adopted at Air. Stoney' s suggestion, in

order to secure that great increase of power and comfort in observa-

tion of faint and difficult objects which results from the co-operation of

both eyes. I append an outline sketch of the spectroscope, of which
the following is a description.

The same parts are designated by the same letters in both plan

(Fig. 1.) and elevation (Fig. 2.), and are drawn to the same scale,

namely, one-sixth of full size. The working parts are sustained and
connected by a mahogany frame-work B, which protects the internal

arrangement, and gives support to the recording table, marked Slider.

Collimators. The collimators C C, which carry the slit -S' are

fixed upon a mahogany base-board, movable in a vertical plane about

the axis a a', and capable of being fixed at any required inclination

to the line h h by means of a binding screw s, which passes through a

circular slot in B into the wooden base-piece.

The Prisms. P and P' are the prisms, worked as nearly as possible

to the same form. The three faces of each prism are polished, so that

any one of the three angles may be employed to form a spectrum.

In each prism the three angles are not equal, but subtend respectively

58°, 60°, and 62°. The range of dispersion obtainable with a single

prism is, therefore, very considerable, if the three angles are made
use of in succession.
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This property of each prism is made availahle by mounting it on
circular woodea disc, centrally perforated to admit a binding screw,

Fis. 2.

which secures it to the inner side of J5, and when tightened prevents
the disc from rotating. The discs and binding screws attached to the
prisms are shown at t t', N N'.

The observer can readily turn round the wooden disc with the
attached prism, after slackening N, and he can fix the prism again in any
position he pleases by once more tightening iV. The two prisms are

perfectly independent of one another.

Telescopes. The telescopes T T are fixed, like the collimators, to

a single mahogany base-board, and move also in a vertical plane about
the axis of the spindle a" a," which moves with the base-board. One
extremity of this axis, that marked a", is enlarged for the reception

of the clamp of the recording apparatus, to be mentioned presently.

The adapters, carrying the eye-pieces, are connected together by a pair

of cross bars l, V , which are secured to them by screws passing

through the slots in the outer tubes shown in the plan,

Focussinc/ of eye-pieces. The focussing movement is communicated
to the eye-pieces simultaneously as follows. A piece of fiat linked
chain, c, is fastened at one extremity to the crossbar nearest the object

glasses, passed twice round the spindle W, which is fixed to the
wooden base plate, and secured by a clip arrangement to the cross

bar above the eye-pieces. On turning W, the chain is wound one
way or the other, and the adapters move with it.

Each of the eye-pieces has an independent sliding motion in its

own adapter. In the focus of each eye-lens is a pointer, of a wedge
form, borne by a split tube, fitting modei'ately tight into the eye-piece

adapter. These pointers are capable of adjustment in every direc-

tion.
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Recording apparatus. The recording apparatus is a modification of

that deyised some years since by Mr. Grubh, and found by those
who have employed it to combine a very considerable amount of

accuracy with great facility in use, dispensing also with the necessity

for a reading lamp at the time of observation, and thereby preventing
that loss of time which is inevitable if micrometric apparatus of the
ordinary construction be employed for the measurement of extremely
faint spectra.

The bar m (Fig, 1.) is thickened and split at one extremity to

receive the end a" of the axis on which the base-board carrying the
telescopes moves.

The two prongs of the fork thus formed can be brought together

so as to grip a" tightly, by means of a small capstan-headed screw.

The link n connects the free end of 711 with the recording arm i.

The two ends of n are perforated with square holes, the diagonals of the

squares being longitudinal and transverse to the link.

Through these square holes pass screws into m and i, in which
they are fixed. Owing to the position of the holes, these pins

work practically in V bearings, and steadiness of movement is thereby
secured,

i moves on a fulcrum at /, and carries near its free extremity a

pin p, directed inwards towards the slider. By pressing the finger

gently on the outer side of the arm i near the end, a clot may be made
on a card, and a record thereby made of the position of the arm at the

time. The slider moves in either direction readily, parallel to the

line Jill. If m be changed to a' , and the telescopes be raised, m will

be constrained to rise also, and by means of the link n will raise i

and p with it.

Since the distance from the object glass of the telescope to the

final image is 9 in., m being 4 in. long, nf \^ in., and fp 15 in.,

any motion of the pointer, if small, will be multiplied at p by the

improper fraction

4 X 15 ,
,= 4-4

;

9 X 1-5

an amplification which is found to be practically sufficient.

The slit is formed of two long long brass rules, jointed together

in exactly the same manner as for a parallel ruler.

The links are perforated at theii' centres for two screws, one for

each, on which they severally turn. To each extremity of the lower

rule is fastened one end of a piece of flat linked chain, the central

portion of the chain being coiled twice about a spindle, on which is

fixed a lever about 6 inches in length.

By altering the position of this lever, the chain is di'awn one way
or the other, and causes the rules to move.

As the axes on which the links turn are situated in the centre of

their length, the approach of the jaws of the slit to a line between.
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them will be the same for each, of them, and the desired fixity of the

centre of the slit opening, and therefore of the spectral lines, with re-

spect to the pointer, is thereby secured.

It is hoped that this instrument may be useful in the study of the

spectra of the Aurora and Zodiacal Light, which are not yet thoroughly
known ; the first on account of its caprscious variableness, the latter

by reason of its extreme faintness. The last-mentioned difficulty,

it is hoped, may be overcome, by the use of this special instrument,

which brings both the eyes into use, and by the improvement of an
opportunity which now offers for the study of the Zodiacal Light
under favourable circumstances, as regards climate, in the Mauritius.

In conclusion, I have to thank Messrs. Stoney, Grubb, and Spencer
for numerous suggestions and improvements in the design of the in-

strument, and to apologise for the unavoidable haste with which this

notice has been drawn up, previously to my departure to Hodriguez as

one of the expedition to observe there the transit of Venus.

YII.

—

On Fossils erom the Upper Old Red Sandstone of Kil- j/
TORCAN Hill, in the County of Ejilkenny. Eeport ^o. 1. By
Wm. Helliek Baily, P. G. S., &c.

[Read February 9, 1874.]

Great interest in the fossil plants of Xiltorcan has been shown by
eminent scientific men, especially those of foreign countries, who have
made fossil botany their study ; and among those latter, with whom I

have corresponded on the subject, I may mention Professor Geinitz, of

Dresden ; Dr. Schimper, of Strasbourg ; Professor Heer, of Zurich

;

Principal Dawson, of Canada ; Professor De Koninck, of Liege ; and
M. Crepan, of Brussels— all of whom testify in their communications
to the scientific importance of investigating the subject.

Additional interest arises not only from the perfect state of preser-

vation in which these fossils occur, but from the fact that they, with
their associated fossil fauna, assist in a material way to determine the

freshwater, or marine origin, of the great mass of old red sandstone

strata developed ia the British Islands, as well as on the continent of

Europe.
Although this report relates more especially to the fossil j)lants, it

will not perhaps be thought irrelevant to allude to the associated animal
I'emains of mollusca, Crustacea, and fish discovered at the same place.

The quarry from which the specimens now exhibited were collected,

in consequence of its remote situation, has not been much excavated,'

except for scientific purposes ; it is situated between Kilkenny and
Waterford, near the Ballyhale railway station, on an elevated ridge
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of Old Eed Sandstone ("yellow sandstone" of Sir Richard Griffith),

which rises gradually from beneath the limestone plain to heights of

400 or 500 feet, and in some places, as near Jerpoint, to as much as

800 feet above the sea level.

The beds of fine grained greenish sandstone dip at a very slight

angle, and separate easily into slabs of large size, some of them being
covered by plant remains ; the surfaces of these slabs are sometimes
stained quite black, probably with manganese or iron, and are very
disappointing when found in this state. The most frequent plant is

PalcBopUris, Hihernicus ; first noticed by the late Professor Edward
Forbes at the Belfast meeting of the British Association in 1853, under
the provisional name of Cyclopteris, afterwards referred to Adiantites

by M. Adolphe Brongniart, and now placed by Professor Schimper in

his genus Pal^opteris—that eminent authority, in his valuable work,
" Traite de Paleontologie V^getale," stating that it difi'ers from Cy-
clopteris in the arrangement of its leafiets, and from Adiantites in its

mode of fructification.

Magnificent fronds of this, the most ancient fern, are impressed upon
the slabs with remarkable distinctness, so much so that even the vena-

tion on the leaflets is clearly discernible. Some of these fronds are

between four and five feet long and three feet broad. The peculiar

mode of fructification by a transformation of sterile into fertile pinnules

is well shown in some specimens, and so also is the basal portion of

the frond. Two additional species of fossil ferns have been described

by me from this place under the names of Sphenopteris Hooheri and
S. Humphresia7ium, both of which are comparatively rare.

Another plant, frequent at Kiltorcan, having a fluted or ribbed

stem, its upper portion branching, I formerly considered to be identical

with Sagenaria Velthiemiana. Professor Schimper, however, who had
frequent opportunities of comparing its fruit with that of S. Velthiemia7ia,

assures me that it difi'ers greatly from that species ; believing it to be
an undescribed plant, he has named it Sagenaria Bailyana. The central

axis of this plant is seen in some specimens, indicating its loose texture

and its alliance to Sigillai'ia.

A fine example of this plant was discovered by me and Mr. Alex.

M'Henry, who assisted me in these explorations. After excavating to

a depth of about four feet, we uncovered a portion of the stem and
traced it out as far as possible ; it rested on the surface of a bed which
was much jointed, consequently it was not possible to preserve it

entire. Careful sketches and exact measurements were however made
by me on the spot. Unfortunately we could not get at the termination

to see if the stigmaria-like roots were attached; this must remain a

problem until further excavations can be made.

The total length of this specimen was 20 feet 4 inches, the stem at

its lowest portion being six inches in diameter. It commenced to

branch at 15 feet from the visible termination ; after the first division

the branches are one and a half inches broad, continuing to diminish

until they became reduced to a quarter of an inch in breadth.
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The upper portion of its branches corresponds with Cyclostigma or

Lepidodenclro7i minuta of Dr. Haughton.
A central axis traverses the whole of the plant, composed of soft

tissue, with an open cellular structure, as in Sigillaria and Stigmaria.

"What I believe to be the roots and rootlets of this species permeate
certain beds beneath, just as Stigmaria does the clay immediately under
the coal.

Cone-like bodies are frequent in the same bed ; they somewhat re-

semble Lepidostrobus of the coal strata, and are composed of elongated

scales, terminating in long linear processes ; these scales show large

and very distinct sporules. They are evidently the fruit of a Lycopod,
but have never yet been found attached to the Sagenaria, to which it

is presumed they belonged.

A third description of plant, extremely abundant at this place, has

been described by Dr. Haughton under the name of Cyclostigma.

They usually occur in a fragmentary state, and are much compressed.

One of the most important additions to our knowledge of these

plants is a specimen in the collection now obtained; this I believe to

be a young example of Cyclostigma Kiltorkense. It was found in a layer

with Palceopteris mhernicus, about two and a half feet below the
commencement of the rock; it shows what has never been met with
before, the rounded base, with attached rootlets. The total length of

this specimen is two feet three inches, its greatest diameter being one
inch and one-eighth. The widely distant stigmse, absence of longitu-

dinal rib-like markings, and different character of root, distinguish it

essentially from, the Sagenaria, or from Knorria Bailyana, with which
some Palseophytologists have sought to identify it. This plant appears

to have been less cylindrical than the Sagenaria. I am inclined to

believe that the fine specimen in the collection of the Royal Dublin
Society, named by M. Adolplie Brongniart Lepidoderidron Griffithsii, is

the terminal portion of this species. In the collection made by the

Geological Survey, also from this place, there is a similar portion,

showing the blunt brush-like apex, the stigma becoming more closely

arranged towards the top, and the rigid linear leaves, three or four

inches long, spreading out on each side at regularly decreasing intervals

from a half to the eighth of an inch.

The associated animal remains are, of moUusca, one example only,

the large bivalve shell named by Professor Forbes Anodonta Juke&ii.

Its close resemblance to the recent Anodonta cygnmis, the large fresh-

water muscle, common in some of our lakes and rivers, sufficiently

justifies its generic alliance, and assists materially in proving the fresh-

water origin of the deposit.

Several species of Crustacea have from time to time been added to

the list of fossils found at this place. The late Mr. Salter first indi-

cated the probable existence of Eurypterus from a very fragmentary
specimen ; this indication I have been enabled to confirm by the dis-

covery of better specimens, and have named a species Pterygotus

Hilernicus. This Mr. Woodward has since referred to Eurypterus.
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In addition to this, we collected a Limuloid form, which I have
called Belinurus Kiltorkensis, and a Phyllopod, Proracaris MacHenrici.

The fish remains are also of considerable interest, and are eminently
characteristic of Old Red Sandstone strata. They consist for the most
part of detached portions, comprising a few conical teeth, resembling

those of Dendrodus or Bothriolepis, jaws with teeth most probably
belonging to Coccosteus, and osseous plates of the same fish, these being

the most numerous. A small species of Pterichthys also occurs, and
numerous scales of Glyptolepis. Only in one instance were we suc-

cessful in obtaining anything like an entire fish ; it belongs to the last-

named genus, and I believe it to be identical with Glyptolepis

eleyans.

The great importance of the fossils of this locality cannot, I feel

convinced, be overrated, and it will doubtless yield still more valuable

results. Duplicate sets of these fossils have already been supplied to

various scientific institutions both in our own country, on the Conti-

nent, and in America. The letters received in acknowledgment suffi-

ciently testify as to the appreciation in which they are held.

Professor Oswald Heer, in a paper read before the Geological

Society of London on the Carboniferous flora of Bear Island (lat.

74° 30'), enumerates 18 species of plants, indicating, according to the

author, a close approximation of the flora to that of Tallow Bridge and
Kiltorean ; also to the Greywacke of the Yosges and the southern Black
Forest, and the Verneuiler shales of Aix, and St. John's, IS'ew Bruns-

wick. He refers this flora to the Lower Carboniferous, and therefore

argues that the line of separation between the Carboniferous and Devo-
nian must be drawn below the yellow sandstone. The prevalence of

fishes of Old Red Sandstone type in the overlying slates he regards as

an argument to invalidate the conclusion.

Sir Charles Lyell, in the discussion which followed, remarked that

the yellow sandstone of Dura Den in Pife, and of the counties of Cork

and Kilkenny in Ireland, contain fish exclusively Devonian, and others,

such as the genus Coccosteus, which are abundantly represented in the

Middle Old Red Sandstone, and by one species only in the Carboniferous

formation. The evidence derived from these fish inclined him, there-

fore, to the belief that the yellow sandstone, whether in Ireland or

Pife, should be referred to the Upper Devonian and not to the Lower
Carboniferous.

/YIII.—]S"oTES ON THE Myology op the Coatt-mozs-di (Nastta JS'ahica

^ AKD !N". Ptjsca) akd Common Maktix (Mjetes Poota). By H. W.
Mackintosh, B.A,

[Read April 13, 1874.]

The following remarks are founded on the dissection of one specimen of

JVasua narica, one of A^. fiisca, and two of Martesfoina. They all formed

part of the collection in the Dublin Zoological Gardens, and having
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died duriug the summer of 1873, were forwarded for examination to

Professor Macalister, who kindly gave me the opportunity of assisting

him in dissecting them.

"VVe noticed the following points of general anatomy :

—

There was no recessus pharyngeus, a rudimental bursa pharyngei,

small Eustachian tubes, and black lymphatic glands in N. narica ; in N.

fusca the platysma is very strong, running upwards and inwards to

the middle line ; Martesfoina resembles JSf. narica in having black lymph
glands.

The facial muscles in JY. narica are ;

—

Orbicularis palpebrarum simple, arising from the definite ocular

tendon; levator labii superioris large, arising from the maxilla in front

of the orbit and running downwards and forwards to be inserted ten-

dinously into the upper lip ; levator alse nasi, a very large muscle aris-

ing just above the infra-orbital foramen, and running forwards under-

neath the last-named muscle to be inserted by an expanding tendon

into the dermis of the end of the elongated snout, which it elevates

and lateralise's ; its tendon is slightly united to levator labii superioris,

and the large infra-orbital nerve runs parallel to and underneath it
;

levator anguli oris consists of vertical fibres attached underneath the

eye; depressor also nasi, from the alveolus vertically upwards to the

sides of the alar cartilage ; retrahens aurem, very large, with a detached

slip from the fascia of the middle line of the neck ; transversus auri-

culse is also large, and atrahens aurem is a strong round bundle of

fibres from the zygoma. The tongue has the usual muscles.

In N. fusca levator alse nasi and levator labii superioris form a single

muscle ; retractor nasi is enormously developed; there is a double retra-

hens aurem, a single z5^gomaticus ; mandibulo-auricularis is strong

;

there is a transversus depressor auris, and a normal masseter.

The muscles of the head and trunk in N. narica are ;

—

Eectus capitis anticus major arising from the five upper cervical

vertebrae, and inserted directly into the bulla tympani ; rectus capitis

anticus minor is very small, arising from the atlas, and inserted as

usual ; digastric, arising from the post-tympanic and paroccipital pro-

cesses, covers the bulla tympani, has an inscription (which is long in

N. fusca), and is inserted into the posterior third of the mandibular
ramus. The parts of longus colli are not separable. Scalenus anticus

IS small and norma;l ; scalenus posticus extends from the four lower
cervical transverse processes to the eight upper ribs. The sternohyoid,

sternothyroid, thyrohyoid, and cricothyroid are as usual. In iV". fusca,

sternocostalis arises from the two upper sternebers and is inserted into

the first rib ; the brachial artery overlies and the brachial nerve
underlies the supracondyloid foramen; the muscles of the back of the

neck are of the ordinary carnivore type ; scalenus posticus runs from
the third cervical vertebra to the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth

ribs ; scalenus medius extends from the sixth cervical vertebra to the
first rib. None of these muscles were examined in the Martin.

K. I. A. PROC, SEK. n., VOL. II., SCIENCE. H
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In the fore limbs :

—

Trapezius consists in all of three parts, clavicularis ('08*), scapu-

laris superior (07), and scapularis inferior ("05) ; the first of these arises

from the occiput in the coatis, and from the spine of the axis as well

in the martins, and is inserted into the rudimentary clavicle in N. narica

and Martes ; in N. fusca it joins cleidomastoid at its insertion into the

clavicle, is united to brachialis anticus, and sends a slip to the humerus

;

the superior portion of scapular trapezius arises from the spines of all

the cervicals except the atlas and from those of the ten upper dorsals

;

it has the usual insertion into the scapular spine, quite separate from
the inferior division ; in N. narica it is united at its origin to the clavi-

cular trapezius, but separated at its insertion by trachelo-acromial.

Trapezius scapularis inferior varies somewhat in position in all. In
N. narica it arises from the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth dorsals, and
is inserted into the posterior edge of the scapula; in N. fusca the origin

is from the six upper dorsals, and the insertion is into the root of the

scapular spine ; finally, in Martes it arises from the second, third,

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh dorsals, and is inserted into the lower

border of the posterior half of the scapular spine.

Sternomastoid ('08) arises from the presternum in all, is inserted

into the paroccipital process in N. fusca, and into theparamastoidin the

other three ; the two sternomastoids are mesially connivent in the

martins. Cleidomastoid ('04) extends from the paroccipital to the

clavicle in N. fusca, and from the paramastoid to the same place in N.
narica and the martins. Omohyoid was absent in the coatis and ex-

ceedingly slender in Martes. Trachelo-acromial ("05) presents nothing

of importance.

Rhomboid ('07) is indivisible in Nasua and arises from the occiput,

all the cervicals, and the five upper dorsals ; the insertion is as usual.

In Martes the occipital is distinct from the major portion at its origin,

which is very far out on the occiput ; the latter part arises from the

six lower cervicals and from the two upper dorsals, and is inserted

into the scapular spine along with the occipital segment. Teres major

(•08) is united at its insertion with the latissimus dorsi in the coatis,

but separate from it in Martes. Teres minor ('01) is small but distinct

in all, with a long tendon of origin and insertion in JSf. narica ; it is in-

serted behind and above scapular deltoid in N. fusca.

Latissimus dorsi ("23) arises from the dorsal spines (from the sixth

to the tenth in N. narica, from the eighth downwards in N.fusca, and
from the third downwards in Martes), from the three lower ribs and
from the lumbar fascia, and has the usual humeral insertion. Pectoralis

minor was absent in all. Pectoralis major ("30) has a presternohumeral

slip in all ; the rest of the muscle (bilaminar in N. narica, unilaminar in

Martes) arises from the whole length of the sternum, and is inserted into

* The Numbers refer to the weights in N. narica in decimals of an ounce avoir.
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the humerus as usual. In N.fusca it consists of three parts—one extend-

ing from the entire sternum to the pectoralridge of the humerus, a second

going from the six anterior mesosternal sternebrse to the greater

tuberositj^ of the humerus and tendon of supraspinatus, and the third

arising from the abdominal parietes, inserted below the last, and united

with pectoral quartus. Pectoralis quartus ("14) arises fi-om the caiti-

lagesof the lower ribs and from the fascia over them, and is inserted in

the axilla in close contiguity with latissimus dorsi (and pectoralis major
in Martes).

Subclavius was absent in all, unless represented by the prester-

nohumeral slip of pectoralis major, which is very constant in carni-

vora. Coracobrachialis was very small, and represented only by the short

variety in the coatis ; but in the martins both longus and brevis existed,

arising by a common tendon from the coracoid process ; the former was
inserted bj' a tendinous sling extending from the latissimus dorsi tendon
to the lower third of the humerus, and the latter into the same bone,

above latissimus and separate from it.

Deltoid consists of three parts, clavicular ('07), scapular ('04), and
acromial ('03), as usual. The first of these is only remarkable for its

very low humeral insertion in N. narica ; the second arises in N. fusca
from the fascia along the inferior border of the infraspinous fossa, and
in Martes from the outer half of the scapular spine ; the third has some
of its fibres continuous with those of brachialis anticus, and shows a
distinct inscription at the point of junction of the two, in N. narica.

Supraspinatus ('10) and infraspinatus ("9) anj normal in all, the former
being the larger. Subscapularis is also normal, and has respectively

three, four, and five tendinous planes iniV. narica, Martes, and N.fusca.
There was no separate pre-scapular slip in the first two, but in N.fusca
it was quite distinct, passing down over the tendon of the rest of

the muscle.

Serratus magnus ("16) arises from eight ribs and six cervical trans-

verse processes in N. narica, from nine ribs in N. fusca, and from seven
ribs and five cervical transverse pi^ocesses in Martes, and is inserted as

usual. The cervical origin was not recorded in N. fusca. Serratus

posticus superior arises from the fascia of the hack, and is inserted into

the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth ribs in N.
narica, and into the fifth to the fifteenth in N. fusca. Serratus posticus

inferior is inserted into the three lower ribs in N. narica.

Biceps ("06) is glenoradial in its attachments as usual. Brachialis

anticus ('06) arises from the whole of the external aspect of the hu-
merus, and is inserted into the ulna. Triceps longus ("lO) not very
separate from externus in the coatis, though perfectly so in Martes, has

two heads in N. narica— one from the edge of the glenoid cavity, and the

other from the axillary border of the scapula ; the insertion is ole-

cranal as usual ; it is fused with triceps externus in the N.fusca. Triceps

internus and externus ("10) are fused in N. narica, but moderately
separate from one another in the other animals ; externus is the larger

ot the two in Martes. Darsi-epitrochlearis ('05) arises in N. narica fvoux
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latissimus dorsi and by an inscription from teres major, and from the

former of these two muscles dlone, in N. fusca and Martes, it is inserted

as usual into the olecranon. The anconei are united to biceps in N.
narica; anconeus internus arises from the supracondyloid process in

N. fusca.

Pronator radii teres ("03) arises from the usual place in all, but
presents a slightly different insertion in each ; in N. narica it is inserted

into the lower three-fourths of the radius, in N. fusca into the middle
third, and in Martes into the distal half of the same bone ; it was thick

and slightljr bilaminar in iV. narica.

Flexor carpi radialis (-015) is normal in all. Palraaris longus

(•015) has two heads—one fleshy and the other tendinous in N".

narica ; the insertion is into the palmar fascia in all, and in the

marten it is connected with the superficial abductor minimi digiti

;

in N. narica there is an accessory palmaris, arising from the upper
third of the forearm, overlying the ulnar flexor of the wrist, and
inserted into the fascia of the palm by a slender tendon. Flexor
carpi ulnaris ("OS) ia bicipital, and is inserted into the pisiform as

usual. The two heads are united at the middle third in N. fusca.

Flexor digitorum sublimis arises from the flexor digitorum profundis

(just above the annular ligament in Martes), and is inserted by four

tendons into the fascia of the foar digits, the pollex not being .supplied

by it. Flexor digitorum profundus and flexor pollicis longus (condjdoid

part '06, radial -08) are united, have the usual five heads (three

median, one olecranal, and one radial), and send a tendon to the pollex

and to each of the digits ; in Martes the pollex receives its tendon from
the central olecranal head. There are four lumbricales in all, one on
the poUical side of each digit tendon. Pronator quadratus occupies

the lower fourth of the fore arm in all.

Supinator radii longus ("04) is a large muscle in all, arising from the

external ridge of the humerus and inserted into the distal end of the

radius. Extensor carpi radialis longior ("02) and ex. carp. rad. brevior

are quite separate in JSf. fusca, and partly so in N. narica and Martes,

and have the usual insertions. Supinator radii brevis occupies the upper
two-thirds of the radius in Nasua, and the upper half in Martes, and
has no sesamoid bone in its origin. Extensor digitorum longus ("02)

arises as usual from the outer condyle of the humerus, and is inserted

into the dorsal aspect of each of the four digits. Extensor minimi
digiti ('01) is in reality an extensor of the third, fourth, and fifth

digits in N. fusca and Martes, sending a tendon to the dorsal aponeurosis

of each of those fingers ; but in N. narica there is a separate extensor

tertii et quarti digiti ("015), lying in the same groove as extensor

minimi, but distinct from it. Extensor carpi radialis ('02) has a very
small olecranal origin, and no ulnar one in N, narica, but is large

and flat in Martes with the usual origin and insertion. Extensor
ossis metacarpi pollicis (about "02) arises in all from the whole length

of the ulnar and interrosseous membrane, and is inserted into the

radial sesamoid of the carpus ; it is a large muscle in N. fusca.
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Extensor secundi internodii pollicis et indicis is single-headed in

the coatis and bicipital in the martins, the tendons in the latter uniting

and then diverging to be inserted (as in N. nasua) into the polles and
index. In N.fiisca the index tendon sends a very fine tendinous slip to

the middle finger ; there is also in this animal a thin palmaris brevis

extending over the flexor tendon of the thumb.
The muscles of the fore foot mN.fusca are—a short abductor pollicis

;

an adductor from the front of the carpus ; a double abductor indicis,

one head arising from the carpus, and one from the metacarpus, both

uniting to form a single tendon ; a bicipital adductor indicis ; a single-

headed abductor and adductor medii ; an adductor minimi digiti arising

from the pear-shaped pisiform, and by a slip from the unciform ; a

flexor brevis ; an abductor minimi digiti, as usual; an abductor and
abductor annularis, also normal. The interossei are normal in JV. narica.

In Martes there are an abductor pollicis, extending from the radial

sesamoid and annular ligament to the poUex ; an abductor pollicis and
flexor brevis pollicis, both normal ; an abductor minimi digiti, arising

from the pisiform ; and an adductor minimi digiti, from the front of

the carpus ; a flexor brevis minimi digiti, from the unciform ; and an
opponens minimi digiti, which is a dismemberment of the abductor

;

there are besides two interossei for each digit.

In the hind limb :—Sartorius ("08) in the coatis has a wide origin

from the anterior superior sjoine of the ilium as usual, and a double

insertion—one the ordinary tibial insertion, and the other into the

patella and border of the condyle of the femur ; in N. fusca the tibial

portion has its upper part attached to gracilis. In Martes it arises from
the angle of the crest of the ilium and from the inferior edge of that

bone, and is inserted into the patella and fascia of the upper extremity
of the tibia along with gracilis.

Psoas parvus ('03) is small in iV. narica, and sends a slip to the

lumbo-sacral articulation ; in N. fusca it is wide and strong, with the

usual attachments, and in Martes it arises from the bodies of the third,

fourth, fifth, and sixth lumbar vertebra3, and is inserted as usual into

the pectineal line. Iliopsoas (*12) is normal in i\\ narica ; in N. fusca
it is a psoas major, with a small iliac origin ; in Martes it arises from
the three lower lumbar vertebrae, is inserted fleshy into the pectineal

line, and by a tendon into the lesser trochanter.

Pectineus ("04) has the usual origin, and is inserted into the upper
half of the femur in the coatis, and into the upper fourth in the martins.

Adductor primus ("09) is normal and quite distinct in J^asua; in

Martes there is a second slip arising from the posterior half of the

horizontal ramus of the pubis, and inserted into the back of the femur
just above the condyles. Adductor secundus (+ adductor tertius -22)

is distinctly bilaminar in N. narica, but not in the others ; it is attached

as usual. Adductor tertius is separable with difficulty from adductor

secundus, arising in N. fusca from the spine of the pubis, and having a

narrow insertion into the middle point of the femur. In Martes it is a

small slip arising just in front of the pectineus, and behind the pecti-
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neal tubercle ; its insertion overlies that of peetineus. Quadratus
femoris ('04) arises as usual from the tuber ischii anterior to

the origin of biceps, and is inserted into the intertrochanteric line.

Obturator externus ('07) and internus ("05) are both present and
separate in all ; the superior gemellus is large in N. narioa, but the

inferior is absent ; both are present and distinct in N. fusca, and they
are fused with obturator in Martes.

Agitator caudae (-06) in N. narioa arises from the first caudal ver-

tebra, and is inserted into the lower two-thirds of the outside of the

femur ; it is represented by the caudal origin of the biceps in Martes.

Pyriformis ("05) arises from the third and fourth sacral vertebrae,

and is inserted as usual just behind the tendon of the gluteus medius.

Gluteus maximus ("07) arises from the gluteal fascia and first cau-

dal vertebra (and from the side of the sacrum as well in Martes), and
is inserted into the great trochanter, and more especially into its pro-

minent lower part in the coatis. Gluteus medius ("IS) is large and
normal. Gluteus minimus (+ gluteus quartus "03) is fused with gluteus

quartus in IS. narica, though separate from it inN. fusca ; the latter is

absent in the martins. Tensor vaginae femoris ('05) is small and normal
in N. narioa, arises from the anterior superior spine of the ilium in N,
fusca, and from the inferior edge of that bone in Martes, and is inserted

into the fascia of the thigh as usual ; it is scarcely separable from gluteus

maximus.
Biceps femoris {'11) arises in ]S"asua from the tuber ischii, and in

Martes from the first and second caudal vertebrae as well, and is inserted

in N. narioa into the upper two-thirds of the leg; in N. fusca into the

upper half, and in the martin into the fascia of the thigh and upper
half of the tibia. Biceps accessorius ('02) arises along with agitator

caudse, and is inserted along with biceps in N. narioa ; it arises along

with the caudal head of semitendinosus, and is inserted into the middle
of the fibula in N. fusca ; it was not distinct from biceps in the martin.

Semimembranosus ("1 1) in the coatis is united to adductor primus
except at its insertion, which is tibial as usual ; in Martes it is quite

separate, extending from the tuber ischii to the top of the tibia.

Semitendinosus (*11) arises in Nasua by two heads—one from the

tuber ischii as usual, and the other tendinous from the first caudal

Vertebra ; they unite at the inscription, which is about halfway down
the muscle, and are inserted as usual into the tibia close to sartorius.

There is only the single ischial head in Martes, and the insertion is

into the tibia at the point of junction of the upper and middle thirds.

Gracilis has a wide origin from nearly the whole of the horizontal

ramus of the pubis, and is inserted into the tibia, inseparably from
sartorius in N. narica, but distinct from, although closely applied to, it

in N. fusca.

Eectus femoris ("lO) has one head, and is moderately separate from
vastus externus ('14), which is normal and distinct from vastus inter-

nus (-1- crurseus 'Oe), the latter being inseparable from crurseus. Qua-
driceps extensor cruris pl'esents no feature of importance in Martes, all
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its parts being more or less fused. Popliteus ("OS) is normal and devoid

of a fabella in N. narica, with an insertion into nearly the upper half

of the tibia in N.fusca; in Martes there is a sesamoid in the tendon of

origin, the insertion is into the upper half of the tibia in one

specimen, and into the upper third in the other (smaller) one.

Gastrocnemius externus ('06) has a fabella, and is inseparable from

the next muscle at its origin in the coatis ; there is a fabella in the

origin in the larger of the two martins. Gastrocnemius internus ("07)

has no sesamoid iniV". narica and Martes, but there is a small one in N.

fiisca. Plantaris ("05) has the usual origin and insertion (plantar

fascia) ; there is a sesamoid in its origin in the coatis, but not in the

martins, in which animals this muscle is surrounded by gastrocnemius

externus.

Solseus ('05) is fibular in origin and calcaneal in insertion as usual;

it is entirel}^ fleshy in l^asua and in one of the martins, in the other,

however, there is a tendinous origin becoming fleshy about half way
down the leg.

Flexor digitorum longus ('04) and flexor hallucis longus ("08) are

both normal, the latter being as usual the larger. They unite to form
a single tendon, which again subdivides to send one tendon to each of

the five digits. Tibialis posticus ("04) arises as usual in Nasua, and is

inserted into the astragalus, scaphoid, and internal cuneiform bones ; in

Martes the origin is very high up on the tibia, and the insertion is into

the scaphoid only. Flexor digitorum brevis ('01) arises from the tendon
of plantaris, and is in fact the fleshy part of that mascle on the sole or

the foot ; it sends a tendon to each of the four digits. Flexori longo

accessorius ("02) arises from the calcaneum, and is inserted into the

side of the tendon formed by the union of flexor hallucis and flexor

digitorum.

Tibialis antieus ("17) is single and normal in jSTasua, but in Martes
there are two separate muscles—one arising a little behind the other

from the top of the tibia ; the two tendons are inserted side by side.

Extensor hallucis ("02) arises from the upper half of the tibia, and
has the usual hallucal insertion in Nasua, but is absent altogether in

the martins. Extensor digitorum longus ('03) arises as usual from the

external condyle of the femur, and sends a tendon to each of the four

digits. Peroneus quinti ("01) brevis ("03), and longus (-04), present

no deviation from the ordinary carnivore type. Abductor ossis

metarsi minimi digiti is large in all, arising from the under surface

of the calcaneum, and inserted into the base of the fifth metatarsal.

Extensor brevis minimi digiti ("01) is normal in the coatis. In N.
fmca there is an abductor and an adductor for each digit, adductor
indicis being bicipital. In N. narica the muscles of the hind foot

ai'e—Adductor hallucis, extending from the head of the middle
metatarsal to the outer sesamoid bone ; abductor and flexor brevis hal-

lucis, normal; and interosseous abductor and adductor, each for index;
medius and annularis, and the latter of the two, for minimus, which
has a special abductor ; there is also a special abductor for the hallux.
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IX.

—

On some Points ix Bird Mtologt. By A. Macalister, M.B.,
Professor of CoroparatiYe Anatomy, Dublin "Cmversity.

[Eead April 27, 187-i.]

The difficulties in the classification of birds liave led many recent

zoologists to seek for special principles of classification 'vvliereby to

subdivide that exceedingly compact and natui'al class ; but, excej^t the

skull- classification of Professor Huxley, there has not been anything
proposed more satisfactory than the old Cuvierian arrangement.

The active and observant prosector of the Zoological Society of

London, Mr. A. H. Grarrod, has proposed two new points as bases of

classification—one, the arrangement of the nasal bones and their siu'-

rounding parts ; the second, the varieties in the muscular system.

The author of the " Ornithologiskt System" has used some of these

muscular characters as of taxonomic value ; but jNIr. Garrod, from an
extensive range of dissections, has tried to use the presence or absence

of some muscles as elements in classification.

The muscles used thus by llr. Garrod are: 1st, the caudo-femo-

ralis—a muscle which passes from the tail to the linea aspera ; 2nd,

the quadratus femoris, which extends from the ischium to the femui',

above the last (this muscle Mr. Garrod calls accessory femoro-cau-

dal ; but it is most probably the homologue of the quadratus femoris,

as its nerve arises high up from the roots of the nervus tibialis) ; 3rd.

the semitendinosus ; 4th, the femoral head of the semitendinosus; 5th,

the long muscle (called rectus by Meckel, gracilis by Cuvier, Owen,
and Huxley, but named ambiens by Mr. Garrod).

Mr. Garrod divides birds into two great groups— those with and
those without a rectus femoris. Those with he calls Homalogonati

;

those without he calls Anomalogonati. Among the Homalogonati,
however, he includes the Stork, Pelican, Jabiru, and Ardeidae, as well as

the Owl, Grebes, and Auks, none of which possess such a muscle.

Among the Anomalogonati there is not much of myological varia-

tion. Macrochires have no quadi'atus nor semitendinosus, and this

Mr. Garrod has noted. Coccygomorpha3 and Passerinee resemble each

other in having no quadratus but a semitendinosus ; but while Cu-
culus has a rectus, and belongs to the next group, the others of the

order do not. If the rectus be of true taxonomic value, the Ardeidae,

Podicipidffi, Alcidae, and Phoeuicopteridse should be introduced here.

The Homalogonati are more variable. The femoro- caudal is absent

in the Ostrich, Grebe, Otis, and Plamingo; in the last-named we failed

to find a rectus femoris, though Mr. Garrod has found one ; so this

muscle appears to be subject to variety. The Pelican, likewise, we
found to have no femoro-caudal, though Sula has one, and also Phala-

crocorax. The quadratus femoris is absent in Parrots, PeKcans,

and Storks, according to Mr. Garrod ; but here there are also ele-

ments of varietv; for in Pelicanus onocrotcdus and Ciconia alba I have •
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found it present, and while in Seagulls it is absent, in the Albatross it

is present, and it also exists in Sula.

These are but specimens of the result of the application of myolo-
gical varieties for primary taxonomic purposes.

Muscular characteristics have undoubtedly a very great secondary

importance in classification, and as subordinate order and family cha-

racters, none are more important ; but they seem to fail utterly when
we take them primarily or alone, and try to frame a system by them.

There are other muscles which may be utilized for these secondary

classificatory purposes, as variable among birds. The iliacus, which is

absent in the Phasianidae (probably in all the Rasores), but present in

Pelargomorphse, Cecomorphae, Aetomorphse, Geranomorphae, &c. A
separate gluteus minimus, distinct from gluteus quartus, is a rarely

present muscle (Lophophprus). The second vasti are also important
bird muscles, and the popliteus, which may be femoro-tibial or fibulo-

tibial. The soleus is also variable in its existence, present in Sula

Mycteria, Ciconia. The plantaris is a constant muscle, and only varies

in the distribution of its extended tendons, which may go to the

second, third, or second, third, and fourth toes. The flexor digitorum
sublimis is very constant in all birds, with its two perforating ten-

dons. The tibialis anticus is also constant, with its two parts, femoral

and tibial. The peroueus longus, which is so constant, winding
round the outside of the knee, and extending into the perforating

flexor of the middle digit, may rarely have no digital extension (Crax)

;

Peroneus brevis is variable
;

present in the Albatross, Eagle, Phea,
Heron ; but absent in the Stork and Pelican.

Among the forelimb muscles, the infraspinatus is the most variable

in its presence, the muscle usually called such being the teres major
;

it is small, distinct, and ribbon-like in Lophophorus, Crax, Ithaginis,

and Sula ; absent in Tetrapteryx.

The homologues of the shoulder muscles in birds can only be deter-

mined with accuracy by a study of their nervous supply. Those of

the hip muscles are little less difficult.

As Professor Selenka has, in his admirable part of Bronn's Thier-

reichs, figured the brachial plexus of a bird, I have endeavoured to

do the same for the lumbar and sacral plexus of Tetrapteryx Stan-

leyanus in the woodcut on next page.

R. I. A. rnOC, SER. II., A-OL. TI., SCIENCE.
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LraiBAE AND Sacral Plexus of Tetrapteryx Stanhyanus.

X.— The Pkesence oe a Lacheymo-jtjgal SSutuke in a Human Skull,

AND ON ITS Comparative Anatomy. By A. Macalister, M. B.,

Professor of Comparative Anatomy, Dublin University. (With
' Plate 1.)

[Read November 9th, 1874.]

The relation of the processus maxillaris of the jugal bone to the

supraorbital edge of the maxillary is subject to a considerable amount
of variety. In the largest number of ordinary European crania this

process ends at a point vertically over the infra-orbital foramen, or

over the space between the first and second premolar tooth. The fol-

lowing Table shows accurately the relationships of this process, as

noted in connexion with collateral points in 204 skulls :

—
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In only one sknll of all those examined have I seen the arrangement
referred to in the title of this Paper. The specimen is a male British (?)

skull which I found in the Museum of the Dublin University. There
is no history of the specimen, which is numbered 29 in the collection,

and which, in the late Dr. Ball's manuscript catalogue, is marked
" Skull purchased.—J. Abell's." The skull is a strongly marked one,

with prominent supra-orbital ridges, having on the left side a supra-

orbital foramen, and on the right a groove. Prom these pass up-
wards and outwards, on each side, deep grooves, wherein lie the

supra-orbital nerve and artery, and this vessel, on the left side,

seems to have ended by dipping into the bone. The nasal bones are

very large and prominent, and there is a high Wormian bone on each

spheno-parietal suture. The exoccipital, on its lower side, sends out flat,

paraoondyloid spurs on each side, which overlap the groove for

the occipital artery ; but they have no cartilage encrustations, as

in the case described by Uhde (Archiv fUr Klinische Chiriu'gie,

viii. 1). The aKsphenoid has on each side a foramen in the

middle of its temporal crest. The processus tubarius of the ento-

pterygoid (Rebsamen, Monatschrift fiir Ohi'enheilkunde, 1868,

IS'o. 3) is unusually extended as a thin lamella, backwards and out-

wards, and projects shai'ply on the lower sui-face of the hinder acces-

sory root of the great wing. The side of the spina angularis completes

the articular cavity for the mandible which it has touched. The pala^

tine surface shows some irregularity of suturation ; the left horizontal

* A Japanese skull, with an approach to the arrangement here described, but
the hamulus lachrymalis is very short, and hence there is 0"25" between the malar
and jugal bones.
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plate of the palate at the median suture is only three lines long, from

before backwards, while the right exceeds four lines. There is also a

trace of premaxillo-maxillary suture on this aspect. The ethmoidal

spine of the sphenoid is trefoil- shaped, with two alee minimse

(Luschka). There is a carotieo-clinoid canal on the right, but only a

stumpy middle clinoid process on the left.

The right malar bone has an exceedingly long maxillary process

extending as far as over the canine tooth, and four lines internal to

the infra-orbital foramen. The root of the process is slightly concave

below, excavated for the orbital head of the levator labii superioris.

Its anterior end is separated from the outer hamulus of the lachrymal

bone by a slender isthmus of the margo -lachrymalis of the maxilla 0*7

of a line broad. This margin directly behind the tip of the malar has

a transverse suture and a small foramen. On this side there is no
sutura infra- orbitalis transversa, but the nasal process of the maxilla

has an oblique vascular groove. The malar is excluded on this as on

the left side from forming the anterior boundary of the spheno-maxil-

lary fissure, as there is a sphenoidal process of the maxilla. On the

left side the processus maxillaris is still more extensive, and stretches

over the whole infra-orbital edge of the maxilla ; crossing the margo-
lachrymalis to join internally the end of the crista lachrymalis, it

bridges over an imperfect sutura infra-orbitalis, and stretches in front

of the large external hamulus of the lachrymal bone, with which it

forms a suture of about a line and a half in length. The lachrymal

and malar thus form a complete belt, excluding the maxilla from
forming any part of the brim of the orbit. (Plate 1, fig. 1.)

As will be seen from the Table, such an extreme case of inward
extension seems to be unique ; at least I know of no record of such a

condition.

Turning to the comparative anatomy of the processus maxillaris,

we find that in the anthropoids the processus does not extend even as

far inwards as in man. In the Gorilla (3 skulls) the process falls short

of the infra-orbital foramen. In the Orang (1 skull) it falls still farther

short. In the Chimpanzee ( 1 adult and 5 young skulls) it also falls short.

In Hylobates Siamanga (1 sp.) it extends to the level of the foramen. In
Inuus, Cercopithecus, &c., it falls short considerably, or else stretches

nearly to the level. The only one of the Quadrumanous Primates

wherein I found a lachrymo-jugal suture present was a Rhesus, spe-

cies unknown, in which the large lachrymal bone forms the entire

circumference of the depression for the lachrymal sac, and the long

square malar sends in on each side a processus maxillaris to articulate

with the edge of the former. (Plate 1, fig. 2.)

Among the Platyrrhines there is no trace of such a suture in Ce-

bus, Mycetes, Ateles, or Callithrix. The Marmosets (Hapale) have
the short wide processus maxillaris far from the lachrymal, and
among the Lemurs there is no union or lachrymo-jugal contact in

Tarsius, Lepilemur, Stenops or Lemur.
Among Ohiroptera there is no lachrymo-jugal suture in any genus
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which. I have examined. I have failed to find it in Chiromys and
Galeopithecus, as well as in the other Insectivores.

Among Carnivores and Cetaceans no such suture exists ; and, in the

order Eodentia, the lachrymal bone shows a facial as well as an orbi-

tal surface ; but the zygomatic process of the maxillary, which in

these is largely developed, intervenes, and no suture occurs in any
form.

In the allied order Proboscidea the lachrymal is small, ento-orbital,

with a tubercle ; but the small malar does not reach near to it. In
Hyracoidea the lachrymal is similarly arranged.

Among Ungulates the Rhinoceros has the suture very distinct,

superficial. The Tapirs have a very well marked but shorter suture.

The Horses are similarly but more fully provided.

All Artiodactyles have an extensive facial surface of the lachrymal,

and a long lachrymo-jugal suture ; largest, proportionally, in the

Bovidae, smallest in the Deer.

Tylopoda possess a similar suture, but usually shorter and nar-

rower.

In the Pigs the same arrangement obtains, the suture being

largest, proportionally, in the Phacochoerus, smallest in the Peccaries.

In the Hippopotamus the large, thin-walled lachrymal bone unites

by a moderately extensive suture, and sometimes anchyloses to the

malar.

Among the Sirenia the large rough malar rests internally on the

scale-like, small, imperforate lachrymal in the Manatee, or on the

cubical, solid lachrymal in the Dugong.
In Myrmecophaga the slender malar styles have a wide lachrymo-

jugal suture ; indeed, this is the chief attachment of the malar bone.

The Pangolin (Manis and Pholidotus) have the lachrymal fusing so

early with the maxilla as ' to be lost in distinctness ; but in young
skulls the lachrymal is well above the level of the imperfect zygoma.

Armadillos have a very distinct and wide union of this bone, and
the large lachrymal in Orycteropus expands on the face for a con-

siderable extent. Eradypus has a distinct lachrymo-jugal suture, as

also is the case in the two species of Choloepus and in Chlamydophorus.
The lachrymal bone in Sarcophilus has a distinct lachrymo-jugal

union. In Thylacinus it is not so large, but arranged as in the former.

Phascolomys, Didelphys, Macropus, Petaurus, Phalangista, Halma-
turus, &c., all agree in the presence of such a suture.

In my skulls of the Monotremes, Echidna and Ornithorhynchus,

sutural marks have been obliterated, but in Ornithorhynchus I think

I see traces of such lines, indicating a lachrymo-jugal contact.

Thus among Mammals the suture is present in all below the

Hyracoids, absent in all above. In man there is even less tendency
towards its occurrence in lower and aboriginal races than in the

higher ; thus in the Veddahs, Negroes, Esquimaux, Puegians, Austra-

lians, the maxillo-jugal suture is much more vertical than in the

skulls of more ciArilized races, and the termination of the malar is

almost invariably external to the infra-orbital hole in all those. •
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J XL

—

On two J^ew Species of Pentastoma. By A. Macalistee, M.B.,
Professor of Comparative Anatomy, Dublin University. (^Yith

Plates 2 and 3.)

[Eead November 9, 1874.]

In dissecting a specimen of Boa imperator brought home by Dr.
Armstrong (of the Army Medical Service) from South America, 1

found in the lung and peritoneal cavity about six specimens of a Penta-
stoma. It resembles the P. proboscideum of Rudolphi, which has been
found in the allied species Boa constrictor as well as in Epicrates

angulifer, Lachesis sp., and a species of Bothrops, but differs specifically

from the type of P. prohoftctdeutn, as well as from the subtypical varieties

of that species, P. clavatum of Wyman and P. subct/lindricu»i of Diesing.

The specimens measure—the females 45-57/«»i, the males
19-22mm in length. In breadth the females are 3-3mm at the head,

1"27-2'28otw at the narrowest point which is the hinder fourth, and
about l'30-2-5mm at the tail. The males in width are a little less. The
body is annulated posteriorly, but for the cephalic half the rings are

not very clear ; each ring consists of a wide flat belt of surface, with
a slightly chilinized epidermis, and a thicker hypodermis, than that in

the intersegmental zone. The head is convex, rounded posteriorly and
flattened below ; in front and below it projects forward as an anterior

firm ridge, with a thick chitinous integument, a little under whose
edge are the two pairs of hooks. The surface of the body is finely and
rather irregularly ridged in some places, but is devoid of either pro-

cesses or bristles. On the back of the vertex, 7mm from the front, there

is a small, raised, flatly-conical, median wart, slightly radially ridged

around its margin, but imperforate ; in front of this are five or six

other smaller wartlike surface-eminences.

The two pair of hooks are sharply curved, acute, hollow, the inter-

nal cavities extending to near their points : they have each an inferior

basal spur, elongated anteriorly for muscular attachment; each has also

a bilaminar basipodal process, to which also the muscular lamellae are

attached. These hooks are dark brown, and finely longitudinallj-

striated in some places; each hook is about 0-6-0-28mm in length.

The mouth is elongated, elliptical, with a smooth chitinous peri-

stomial ring, on the level of the bases of the median hooks ; it leads

into the scarcely subdivided digestive tract. The oesophagus is thin-

walled, with no proper glandular wall, other than its thin lining

epithelium ; it passes over the receptaculum seminis, and between the

two cirrus pouches. It dilates feebly into the stomach, an elongated

sac with longitudinal glandular ridges on its wall, and here and there

papillary processes. The gland cells are spheroidal, deep brown in

colour, and give the digestive canal a deep hue, rendering it visible

through the body wall. The lowest part of the digestive canal, or the
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intestine, is nearly colourless, thin-walled with slight ridges, slightly

dilated before its anal end, but with no accessory gland. The whole
canal is nearly straight, and the anus is apical. The average diameter

of the intestine is 0'67ra»j. In none of the specimens was it enclosed

in the tortuosities of the oviduct, nor of the male accessory organs, but

these lie on its ventral side. There is an outer connective coat feebly

separable, and containing a few scattered stellate connective corpuscles

;

then a longitudinal muscular coat of striped fibres, but I could detect

no trace of circular fibres, such as Dr. Harley found in P. viuUicinctuin.'^

The mucous membrane has a thin structureless basement raised into the

ridges, and covered with the surface stratum of glandular epithelium.

There was no sign of a corpus adiposum in any of the specimens.

In all the intestinal tract was empty or nearly so.

The body wall consisted of— 1st, an outer structureless chitinous

wall, which showed no traces of pore canals, nor stigmata. 2nd, a very

fine and irregularly distributed hypodermis, containing cells with

branched processes. 3rd, a thick longitudinal stratum of striped fibres

;

and mixed with the deeper layer of this, and within it are, at

the extremities, circular fibres. The body cavity within this is lined

by a soft reticular membrane, but I could not detect the pavement
epithelium within, which Harley noticed.

The nervous system consists of a bilobed epipharyngeal nerve

ganglion sending down two longitudinal nerve cords parallel to the

digestive tubes. These seem to send off branches into the body walls,

supplying the muscles. I saw no trace of a hypopharyngeal ganglion,

nor of the double ganglion described and figured by Blanchard in

P. prohoscideum. There was no trace of a metameric series of gan-

glia. There is no heart nor circulatory system, but a milky corpuscu-

lated fluid lies in the perivisceral cavity. There is no respiratory

system, nor trace of tracheal tubes, so the breathing process is evi-

dently dermal in site.

The hooks appended to the head have muscular bands inserted into

their basipodal processes. Each hook has also a fan-shaped depressor

muscle, which is only a specialized part of the longitudinal muscular

layer of the body wall. . Other fibres from the same source, but forming

with them an angle of 55°, serve for the elevation of the hooks.

The reproductive organs are the only complex structures in these

animals. In the female there is a vulva situated immediately in front

of the anus ; sometimes these orifices are so close together, that they
appear to have a common integumental lip around them, but usually

the vulva has a slightlj'' protruding lip of its own. From this ascends a
slender vagina of 6-\2mm in length, ending in the slightly dilated

fusiform uterus, which measures 25-30mm in length, and Sfnm at its

widest point. This is thin-walled, and ends above in a narrow oviduct

which ascends at first directly nearly to the head, and there turning back-
ward twists on itself, forming along tortuous closely coiled tube, about

Proceedings, Zoological Society, 1856, p. 11-3.
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six times the length of the entire body (not ten times as in P. multi-

einctum). This tube, like the uterus, is transparent, whitish when
empty or faintly cream-coloured when filled with eggs, contrasting

thus strongly in colour with the dark brown digestive tract. It has a

thin basement layer, a very thin muscular coat of mixed circular and
longitudinal fibres, not in separate laminae, and these fibres are striped

(not smooth as Harley found them in P. multicinctum). The tortuous

tube in some of the females was so full of e^gs as to distend the entire

body, so that on a section being made, the whole perivisceral cavity

appeared full of eggs. In one specimen, at least 16,500 eggs

existed

.

The tortuous oviduct, when traced back to its origin, begins as a

fine tube attached to the medio-ventral wall of the body ; at the second

distinct ring behind the mouth, and on each side of it, is a roundly

ovate sac, full of spermatozoa and granules. The former, are arranged

in bundles or spermaphores, but with no traces of thickened cases.

These sacs have a thin proper wall, and open directly into the oviduct

at its commencement. This commencement is I'eally the point of coa-

lescence of two fine tubes ; the ovarian tubes, which arise from the

cephalic end of the ovary, and running a short course, end by uniting

between the ovate receptacuJa seminis to form the oviduct. The ovarj^

is a thick-walled single tubular gland, extending from near the tail to

the head, containing material which posteriorly appears simply granular,

but which nearer the ducts becomes more ditferentiated into rounded
or oval masses attached to a central axis.

The smaller males have a still more highly complicated apparatus.

This organ consists of a large bilobate testis stretching on the dorsal

wall of the body cavity as far as the tail, and lying over the alimentary

canal. Its duct or vas deferens appears at the upper end of the gland,

runs backward towards the tail for a very short extent, and then turns

forwards again looping under the duct of one of the accessory glands.

The vas deferens then divides into two lateral branches, right and left,

which pass outwards and forwards, each ending in an intromittent

organ. The divided extremity of the vas deferens is known as the

annular canal whose relation can be seen in Plate 2, fig. 6. Into each
limb of the annular canal posterioi'ly there opens an accessory gland.

These are long, tortuous, tubular glands placed one on the right and
one' on the left, veutrad of the testis, thick-walled and lying one on each

side of the vas deferens. The right of these crosses over the loop of the

vas. These glands secrete the glutinous material which unites the

filamentary spermatozoa into spermaphore clusters. The concavity in

front of the annular canal is occupied by two lateral elliptical pouches,

contiguous in the mesial line, lying under the digestive tract, and
opening on the surface ventrally in front ; these are the cirrus pouches

which contain the intromittent organs. These are tubular, the pro-

longed extremities of the vasa deferentia, and are nearly equal in length

to half the animal's body. Each of these having preserved a uniform

calibre for most of its extent, ends by suddenly dilating, then narrow-
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ing to a fine point ; by these organs the spermatozoa are conveyed
upward on their long journey to the spermaphores of the female.

As anterior diverticula from these are two lateral thick-walled sacs

each lined with a ridged and processed chitinous membrane. These
accessory sacs are hollow, and their chambers communicate with each

other by a transverse, anterior, annular canal over the oesophagus.

The use of these sacs is unknown. These cirrus pouches and their

accessory parts are much larger than in P. tcenioides, where these organs

are small and limited to lateral areas beside the chitin sac-organs.

The ova were found in several stages of development in some of the

females, from the perfectly undeveloped egg with germ-spot and
vesicle to the bi or multipartite cleft yelk of the fertilized egg. In
some of the latter the spherules were very disproportionate in size,

some six times the size of the others, and the larger always had a ten-

dency to one side or surface of the ovum. The eggs are holoblastic,

and segmentation ends in the formation of a blastoderm. There are

polar groups of cells visible in some ova and a trace of primitive streak,

subdividing the tail end of the egg into two lateral parts. "When the

body forms as a granular mass six lateral lobules project downwards
and outwards, two of which unite to form the basis of the antennary
jaws of the head, two form the larval forelimbs, and the hindmost pair

form the hind legs. The first and second pair of these form first, the

hindmost afterwards. In several of the hundreds of ova which I

examined I saw a faint trace of annulation, one or two transverse fur-

rows, indication of a metameric growth. In one embryo which is

obliquely shown (Plate 3, fig. 11) these are indicated (and rather exag-

gerated), and two of the limbs are shown, armed with paired claws. In
the earlier stages before the claws appear the knobs look like the para-

podia of worms, but a middle transverse joint in each of these limb

knobs is indicated in some of my specimens. Two free embryos fur-

ther developed than any of those enclosed in the egg membranes are

shown Plate, figs. 12 and 13. In these the larval form is easily recognis-

able. In no stage nor specimen did I see a trace of the simple salivary

gland which exists- in P. tcenioides.

The adult hooks are not the descendants of the embryonic limbs,

but seem to indicate segments anterior to the three limb-bearing

segments of the larva. The extremely complex subsequent-develop-
mental stages I had no means of investigating.

In the above observations I have refrained from quoting from the

classical memoir of Leuckart on the Pentastomidas, our chief source

of infurmation on these aberrant arthropods, as I Avish to make this

Paper only a record of direct observation.

"We may summarize the specific characters of this species thus :

Pentastoma imperaioris, body with 40-45 rings, clearly annulated

behind, more indistinctly in front ; head acutely wedge-shaped with
no lateral stigmata, but with several median dorsal warts ; hooks
simple with slender basal processes ; vulva very close to the vent ; pos-

terior end dilated pyriform, with its narrowest end terminal ; stomach
E, I, A. PROC, SEE. II. VOL. II., SCIENCE. K
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scarcely dilated ; males slightly incurved at the tail ; dimensions as

above.

The other species, P. Aonycis, of vi'hich I have only obtained two
specimens, both females, occurred in the peritoneal cavity of the large

Indian Otter from the river Indus {Aonyx leptonyx var. Ilayoii) sent home
by the late Earl of Maj'o to the Dublin Zoological Gardens (whose
anatomy I have described in the Proceedings of this Academy, Vol. I.

Series II., Science, p. 539). These parasites measured 17-20»2to. in

length, and were straight, elongated, acuminated, with nearly conical

apex and an obtusely truncated head which is 25mm. in width. It is

closely annulated with 30 rings, each of which is sharply defined and
separated from its neighbours by a shai-p- edged, square-p.rofiled furrow.

These rings, from being very wide {0-7mtn.) posteriorly, become very

narrow in front and cease to be distinct at the head. The mouth has two
lateral chitinous lip-ridges, one on each side. The two pair of hooks are

elongated, acute, with longer basal fulcra than in P. imperatoris (four

times the length of the exserted portion of the hook), but with a much
shorter basal process. There is a single bilobed epipharyngeal nerve

ganglion, and the oviduct, ovary, and digestive tract are arranged on
the same plan as in P. imperatoris.

The surface of the skin is covered over with numerous, irregularly

arranged circular dots with depressed edges ; these are most numerous
about the head and forepart, but become fewer posteriorly. There

were no ova in any forward state of development.

XII.

—

On the Muscular Anatomy of CnoLCEPus Didactylus. By
H. W. Mackintosh, B. A. (With Plate 4.)

[Read November 9, 1874.]

In the month of January last. Professor Macalister having purchased* a

fine specimen of Cholcepus didactylus from Mr. Gerrard of London,
kindly afforded me the opportunity of studying its anatomy. JN'otwith-

standing the peculiar habits of this animal, it does not seem to have
received much attention from myologists. The fullest description is that

of Professor Humphry (Journal of Anatomj^ and Physiology, November,
1869), and even that is incomplete in many points, which, however, is

easily accounted for from the fact of many of the muscles having become
decomposed ; Mr. Galton, in his Paper on Dasypus (Transactions of the

Linnean Society, XXVI.), mentions four of the muscles, and Professor

Meckel is stated by Professor Humphry to have alluded to the muscular
anatomy of this animal, but I have not been able to corroborate this. With
a view to supply this defect as far as possible, we made a thorough ex-

amination of our specimen, and were surprised to find in it many points

of difference from its congener Bradypus, although the identity of

* Out of the grant of money given to him by the Council of the Eoyal Irish

Academy for procuring specimens for examination.
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habits of the two creatures led us to expect a close correspondence in

the arrangement of their muscles. The weights of most of the muscles

are given in decimals of an ounce, in a tabular form at the end of the

Paper (vide p. 78).

In the head, we noticed the Eustachian tube opening as an oblique

pit just in frunt of the external pterygoid, and placed in front of it was
a distinct depression leading upwards, the termination of which we en-

deavoured to find, but in vain, and hence wei^e unable to surmise its

function. The mucous membrane of the cheek was studded with

rows of papiilse ; the parotid and submaxillary glands were united, but

no trace of a sublingual existed. Other points of interest in general

anatomy were—the well-developed condition of the stylomaxillary fold

of fascia, which extended along the whole length of the hyoid arch;

the very strong spinoglenoid ligament; the well-developed condition of

the ligaments of Flood and Humphry; a remarkable fibrous band
passing from the front aspect of the humeral trochanter to the anterior

ulnar attachment of the orbicular ligament ; the very deep supra-

olecranal pit in the humerus ; the limited degree of rotation of the

radius (one-fifth of a circle) ; the absence of the round ligament of the

hip joint, as is usual in sloths ; the strong mucous ligament of the knee
joint ; and the curious arrangement of the ligaments in the ankle joint.

Of these the external lateral extended from the fibula in three slips, an

anterior attached to the outer tubercle of the astragalus, a middle at-

tached to the bod}^ of that bone, and a posterior to the calcaneum, a

deep slip of which dips into the base of the astragalus; a large number
of fibres extend between these two bones and form an astragalo-

calcaneal ligament; the internal lateral is strong and thick, running
from the inside of the internal malleolus to the astragalus ; the anterior

ligament is weak.
The principal muscles of th6 head were :

—

Massetericus clothes the descending process of the jugal, and be-

comes fused near its insertion with temporalis, which was normal.

Buccinator had its fibres running mainly in an anterior direction.

Zygomaticus arises from the front of the jugal process.

In the neck and trunk we found the following arrangements :

—

Splenius, with an occipital insertion, has its origin from the trans-

verse processes of all the cervical vertebrae, and from the front of com-
plexus, which has a similar cervical origin, but includes the first

dorsal also, and is inserted into the occiput.

Longus colli is remarkable only for its strength.

Obliquus colli superior arises from the transverse processes of the

four upper cervical vertebrae, and is inserted into the front of the atlas,

wliilst its inferior part extends from the first three dorsals to the trans-

verse process of the seventh cervical.

Rectus colli stretches from the second and third dorsals to the

atlas.

Rectus capitis anticus major was curiously arranged, taking origin
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from the three upper dorsals and four lower cerTicals, and being in-

serted into the basiocc-ipital.'^''

Rectus capitis anticus minor extended from the transverse process

of the atlas to the lateral ridges of the same bone, close beside the in-

sertion of major.

Rectus capitis posticus major and minor were both normal in their

attachments, but feebly developed, the latter being the stronger of the

two.

Eectus capitis lateralis was moderately strong.

Obliquus capitis inferior was enormous, a condition, probably, to

be correlated with the necessity for combined lateral and downward
motion of the head.f

Scalenus medius, with scalenus posticus inseparable from it, arises

from the transverse processes of all the cervical vertebrae except the

atlas, and is inserted into the first and second ribs, some of the fibres

belonging to the former being continuous with the fibres of origin of

rectus thoracicus lateralis, which from this origin passes down to be
inserted into the eighth and ninth ribs ; it is placed anteriorly to ser-

ratus magnus and externally to rectus abdominis, which is inserted

into the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth sternal ribs, and has its fibres

directed upwards and slightly outwards, overlapping the normal inter-

nal intercostals.

Sternocostalis arises from the presternum and four upper mesosternal

stern ebrse, and is inserted into the second, third, fourth, fifth, and
sixth ribs.

Iliocostalis sends a tendon to every rib, and has a cervical prolonga-

tion, as has longissimus dorsi, which is very large.

Serratus posticus inferior arises from the lumbar fascia, and is in-

serted into the ribs, from the thirteenth to the twenty-third inclusive.

Sternomastoideus and cleidomastoideus are curiously related to one

another ; they are both inserted into the partimastoid process, separated

only by the spinal accessory nerve ; the former arises from the an-

terior surface of the sternum, and from the mesoseapular segment
between the clavicle and the sternum. On its way upward it detaches

a slip from its hinder border, which runs into the cleiodomastoid

(origin middle of clavicle), which in turn gives off a slip to the superior

trapezius.

Thus it will be seen that both muscles are distinctly represented

here, the only trace of union being the transverse band. In Arctopi-

thecus a single muscle exists arising from the sternum, but betraying its

compound nature by its two slij)s of insertion into the paramastoid; in

Bradypus there is manifestly a sternocleidomastoid, for here the oiigin

* A some-what similar, but more restricted origin (sixth, seventh, and eighth

cervicals) exists in Arctopithecus BlainvUlei. Vide Proceedings Royal Irish Aca-
demy, A^ol. I., Series II. (Science), page 619.

t This muscle was also well developed in Arctopithecus {loc. cit.).
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is from sternum, first rib, and clayicle. Unfortunately this muscle was
destroyed in Professor Humphry's specimen, so that we were unable

to determine whether the above peculiarity was an individual or a

generic one. There was no trace of the slip from the cleidomastoid to

the trapezius in either Bradypus or Arctopitheeus.

Omohyoideus was absent, and trachelo-acromialis (omo-atlanticus of

Professor Haughton), though it shares the same fate in Bradypus and
Arctopitheeus, is represented in Cholcepus by a very slender band of

muscle arising from the paramastoid process, and inserted, not into the

acromion process of the scapula, but into the fascia over the supra-

spinatus muscle in front of the insertion of the occipital rhomboid.

Sternohyoideus and sternothyroideus were separate from one
another (as in Bradypus, but not as in Arctopitheeus), the former aris-

ing from the presternum and first rib, the latter from the presternum
alone, underneath the sternohyoid, which ia inserted into the ten-

dinous inscription of the digastric fusing with its anterior portion

;

the sternothyroid is inserted as usual into the side of the thyroid car-

tilage.

Digastricus, which, as in Arctopitheeus, only merits its name from
the tendinous inscription placed opposite the angle of the mandible,

arises from the stylohyal bone (tympanohyal in Arctopitheeus), and ia

inserted into the lower jaw as usual.

Mylohyoideus extends along the whole length of the mandible.

Geniobyoideus is normal.

Hyoglossus runs from the ceratohyal and thyrohyal to the tongue,

and styloglossus to the same organ from the former of those two bones.

The muscles in connexion with the Fore limb were arranged as

follows:

—

Trapezius was with difficulty separable into superior and inferior

portions; .the former, which included the clavicular segment as well,

arose from the middle line of the neck and from the occiput, and was
inserted into the lower border of the scapular spine as far down as the

origin of deltoid ; the inferior part extended from the four upper dorsal

spines to the spine of the scapula.

Bhomboideus is divisible into three parts, (a) major, arising from
the two lower cervical and three upper dorsal vertebrae, inserted into

the whole vertebral edge of the scapula, and completely covering the

small thin (b) minor, which extends from the sixth and seventh cervi-

cal vertebrse to the scapula opposite to the spine
;

(c) occipital, quite

separate from the other two, arising, as its name imports, from the

occiput and inserted into the superior angle of the shoulder blade.*

Teres major is a large muscle which arises, as usual, from the sca-

pula, and has the normal humeral insertion separate from, but close to

the attachment of latissimus dorsi, which has an extensive origin from
the spines of the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh dorsal vertebraa,

This portion was absent in Arctopitheeus and Bradypus.
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from the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth ribs, and from the lumbiir

fascia.

Teres minor is inseparable posteriorly from infraspinatus.

Pectoralis minor is not represented, but its absence is compensated
for by pectoralis major, which consists of three parts; the first of these

arises from the presternum, and is inserted into the pectoral ridge,

which occupies about the upper two-fifths of the humerus ; the highest

fibres of origin are the lowest fibres of insertion, and the whole hume-
ral attachment is about four times as long as the sternal ; the second,

or bicipital part, arising from half an inch of the sternum below the

last, runs parallel to it, and is inserted into the inner border of the

flexor of the forearm, opposite the level of the supracondyloid foramen;
the third segment, arising from the whole length of the sternum, is

composed of two laminae, the superior being inserted underneath the

attachment of the first part, and equalling it in length, the deeper layer

going to the outer part of the head of the humerus and to the capsule

of the shoulder joint, with the anterior thoracic nerve crossing its

upper border and distributed to its superior aspect. No trace of this

remarkable arrangement seems to exist, either in Bradypus or Arcto-

pithecus, for the great pectoral in both is merely bilaminar, not even
presenting the presterno-humeral slip, though in the latter genus the

deep lamina of the third part sends a slip to the capsule of the shoulder

joint. It will be interesting to know if the curious insertion of the

second part be constant in Choloepus; Professor Humphry was not able

to determine its arrangement in his specimen.

Pectoralis quartus(brachio-lateralis, Professor Humphry) arises from
the eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh ribs, and is inserted into the

head of the humerus.
Coracobrachialis presented both the long and short varieties, the

former arising from the coracoid process and being inserted into the in-

ner edge of the humerus, behind the supracondyloid nerve ; the latter,

with a similar origin, is inserted into the humerus, below and behind
the tendons of latissimus dorsi and teres major. Mr. Galton describes

it as being thin, cord-like, and of uniform size, but does not say to

which variety it belongs.

Subclavius extended from the first rib to the inner border of the

sternal end of the clavicle and to the acromion process, as was also the

case in Mr. Galton's specimen.

Deltoideus is divisible, as usual, into three parts: scapular, acro-

mial, and clavicular; the first and largest of these arises from the spine

of the scapula, and is inserted into the deltoidal crest on the humerus;
the second part arises from the acromion process and outer border of

the clavicle, and is inserted into the radius along with the superficial

part of the biceps; the third has a similar origin to the second, and is

inserted along with, but free from, the first. Here again we have a

considerable difference from the arrangement in Ai, where the muscle is

not tripartite at all, though in Arctopithecus it supplies an accessory

head to the biceps.

i
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Supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and siibscapularis presented no fea-

tures of interest, except that the weight of the latter equalled the com-
bined weights of the two former ; a nearly similar condition occurred

in Arctopithecus.

Subscapulohumeralis was very long and quite distinct.

Serratas magnus, which had no separate levator scapulae portion,

arose from the upper six and from the eighth ribs, as well as from the

three lower cervical transverse processes, and was inserted into the

scapula, as usual.

Biceps humeralis is a curious muscle, but by no means so complex

as in Arctopithecus. It has a simple, long tendon of origin from the

scapula, which expands into two bellies, the superior of which joins

the acromial deltoid, and is inserted into the tubercle of the radius, as

usual; the deeper segment is inserted into the coronoid process of the

ulna, along with, and inseparable from, brachialis anticus, which arises

from the outer aspect of the humerus extei-nal to the insertion of the

deltoid, and extending half-way up the bone. This arrangement

appears to present us with another variety in the already numerous
modifications of attachment of biceps in the Edentata.

Dorso-epitrochlearis (Tricipiti accessorius) is a large muscle arising,

as usual, from triceps, and inserted entirely into the supracondyloid

process. Mr. Gralton describes it as being thin, cylindrical, rolled on
itself, and inserted chiefly into the anterior ridge of the supracondyloid

foramen, but slightly into the humerus above the foramen and below
the insertion of coracobrachialis ; there was no forearm prolongation.

Triceps longus, externus, and internus, are all normal, their heads

being more or less fused.

Anconeus externus is small, and can only be artificially separated

from triceps longus, and anconeus internus (epitrocles- anconeus) is

in the same condition with regard to its insertion, though quite dis-

tinct at the origin. It was present in Mr. Galton's specimen, but is

not described.

Pronator radii teres had a similar origin in our specimen and in

Professor Humphry's, viz., above the internal condyle of the humerus,
but the insertions differed considerably. Professor Humphry found it

to be attached to the lower end of the radius opposite to the insertion

of supinator longus, whereas, in our specimen it fused with the lower
part of that muscle, which consists of two parts—a superficial which
arises from the deltoid, but is distinguished from it by a tendinous

inscription, and was inserted into the fascia of the front of the wrist,

and a deep segment which is enormously developed, arising from the

humerus outside the musculospiral ridge and extending as far down as

the condyle, and inserted into the radius for the lower four- fifths of its

length. Professor Humphry's specimen resembled ours in being

double, in the insertion of the superficial portion, and the origin of the

deeper ; he describes the origin of the former part as being high up on
the humerus, not from the deltoid, whilst the insertion of the deeper seg-

ment was into the end of the radius, much as in man ; this arrange-
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meat agrees more closely with that found in Arctopithecus than it does

with the condition in our specimen.

Pronator quadratus has a broader attachment to the ulna than to

the radius, the reverse apparently obtaining in Professor Humphry's
specimen, though it is not quite clear whether his description refers to

TJnau or to Ai.

Plexor carpi radialis extends in both specimens from the inner

condyle of the humerus to the scaphoid and flexor digitorum profun-

dus and sublimis, and palmaris longus presented the same features in

the two. The two latter muscles are fused for the upper part of their

course, but near the distal end the former of the two becomes separate

as a small muscle ending in two tendons to the two digits; the main
part of the muscle ends also in two tendons to the digits. The first

named of the three is quite distinct, arising from the outer condyle of

the humerus, from the forearm bones, and from the tendons of the radial

and ulnar flexors of the wrist, as well as from the tendon of palmaris

;

it also sends two tendons to the terminal phalanges of the digits.

Plexor pollicis longus was not represented in our specimen, and
Professor Humphry makes no mention of it.

Plexor carpi ulnaris is a curious muscle, consisting of two parts

;

the upper one of these arises from the back of the internal condyle and
from the hinder border of palmaris (?), becomes tendinous at the mid-
dle of the forearm, and is inserted into the outer border of the radius

posterior to and confluent with the insertion of supinator longus, and
covering over the attachment of extensor carpi radialis ; it is also in-

serted into the fascia of the back of the forearm ; the deep part, which
appears to be the normal ulnar flexor, arises from the olecranon, from
the lower border of anconeus, and from the whole inner edge of the

ulna, and is inserted into the pisiform bone. Professor Humphry also

describes it as consisting of two parts, but the upper one, whilst in the

main agreeing as to its origin with the foregoing description, becomes
fused with supinator longus, and is inserted into the palmar fascia, pisi-

form, and margin of the ulna.* The deep part had the same arrange-

ment as in our specimen. The separation into two parts of this muscle
in Choloepus is foreshadowed in the Three-toed Sloth, where the origin

is bicipital and the two parts remain separate for a long distance, but
there is no tendency to union between it and supinator longus.

Supinator brevis is large, inserted into the uj^per one- third of the

radius, and pierced by the posterior interosseous nerve, which forms
much the larger part of the radial nerve.

Extensor carpi radialis is single, arising from the outer humeral
condyle and from the radius, and ending in two tendons, one being at-

tached to the upper two-thirds of the second metacarpal bone, and the

other to the proximal end of the third metacarpal, Professor Humphry

* It is possible that this may be a clerical error, as the ulnar attachment of sup.

long, is not mentioned by Professor Humphry.
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only found the condylar origin, and the insertions of both tendons was
into the proximal parts of the metacarpals.

Extensor digitorum longus presented no feature of interest, extend-

ing from the outer condyle and from the ridge on the back of the

radius to the terminal phalanges of the digits. The radial oi'igin is not

mentioned by Professor Humphrj-,
Extensor minimi digiti (auricularis) arises from the intermuscular

septum on the back of the forearm^ being traceable as far as the upper
third ; the tendon runs through a separate sheath in the annular liga-

ment, expands on the ulnar side of the third digit, and joins the ten-

don of the long flexor. This muscle is not described by Professor

Humphry.
Extensor carpi ulnaris arose in both specimens from the external

condyle, olecranon and ulna, and divided into two parts, one of -which

becomes tendinous and is inserted into the proximal dorsal aspect

of the first phalanx of the third digit; the second segment, which is in

fact ah ulnaris quinti, ends in a tendon which joins that of the extensor

of the little finger at its insertion. In Professor Humphry's specimen
the muscle ended in two tendons running to the third and fourth

digits.

Extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis (extensor poUicis primns) arose

in both from the greater part of the posterior surface of the ulna, and
was inserted into the trapezium.

Extensor secundi internodii pollicis was absent.

Extensor indicis was normal, running in both animals from the

middle of the ulna to the rudimentary second digit.

Interossei are arranged somewhat similarly in both. In our spe-

cimen the first and second act as abductor and adductor annularis, re-

spectively ; the third placed between the third and fourth metacarpals

runs to medius ; the fourth and fifth between the second and third me-
tacarpals go to medius and index, respectively ; the sixth, which is

bicipital and placed between the first and second metacarpals, goes to

index, whilst an additional one, which does not seem to have existed

in Professor Humphry's specimen, extended from the pisiform bone
to the ulnar side of the second metacarpal.*

Lumbricalis single, arising between the tendons of flexor di-

gitorum, divides into two parts, one going to the radial and one
to the ulnar side of each, digit, the latter attachment apparently not

existing in Professor Humphry's specimen.

We found a tendinous band passing from the tip of the rudimen-
tary fifth digit to the first phalanx of the fourth.

* Professor Humphry arranges them thus :—One hetween Met. I. & II. to the
radial side of the extensor tendon of digit II. ; one between Met. IV. & III. to

ulnar side of extensor tendon of digit III. ; one between Met. II. & III. on palmar
aspect passing to ulnar side of extensor tendon of digit II. ; and one on the dorsal

aspect to the radial side of the extensor tendon of digit III. There is also an ad-

ductor of digit II. from pisiform to ulnar side of first phalanx (which seems to

represent the "additional" muscle mentioned above). There is also a second set

of "phalangeal" interossei, two in number, from the apposed sides of the two
second phalanges to the apposed sides of the two extensor tendons.

E. I. A. PKOC, SEE. II. VOL. IT., SCIENCK. L
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In the hind limb :
—

Sartorius consists of two parts, primus and secundus ; the

former arises from the anterior superior spine of the ilium, and by a

few fibres from the abdominal parietes, and is inserted into the

inner side of the femur for the third one-fourth of its length ; it is sup-

plied by the external cutaneous nerve of the lumbar plexus. Secundus
arises from the middle of Poupart's ligament and from the abdominal
wall, and runs to the upper point of quadrisection of the tibia. This

latter portion was not found at all by Professor Humphry, though his

description of the former division agrees closely with the above arrange-

ment. In Bradypus and Arctopithecus there is but a single origin,

which, however, takes in both the parts above mentioned (ilium and
Poupart's ligament), but the insertion is double, into femur and tibia,

though the latter insertion did not exist in Professor Macalister's

specimen.

Psoas parvus presents nothing remarkable, arising from the five

lower dorsal vertebrge, and being inserted into the pectineal tubercle.

Psoas magnus is separable with difficulty from the normal Iliacus,

and has a coextensive origin with psoas parvus.

Pectineus stretches from the pectineal tubercle to the upper half of

the femur. The arrangements in Professor Humphry's specimen are

substantially the same as these.

The three adductors are also normal and correspondingly arranged,

primus being quite separate, secundus not divisible into two laminae, and
inserted into the middle of the femur, and tertius, extending from the

horizontal ramus of the pubis to the lower point of trisection of the

femur, or to the condyle, as in Professor Humphry's specimen.

Quadratus femoris is normal, agitator caudae absent, as is the case

also with obturator internus, but its non-appearance is compensated
for by obturator externus, which consists of two parts, the upper aris-

ing from the horizontal ramus of the pubis near the acetabulum, the

lower, which is penniform, taking origin from the whole obturator mem-
brane, and both the inside and outside of the horizontal ramus of the

pubis.

The gemelli are present and distinct.* Glutseus maximus is a fan-

shaped muscle arising from the fascia over the side of the sacrum and
of glutseus medius, and from the tuber ischii ; it is inserted half way
down the outside of the femur.

Pyriformis is very separate, arising from the front of the sacrum
inside the pelvis, and inserted into the great trochanter, fused with
that of glutaeus medius, which arises as usual from the iliac fossa, and
is overlapped by glutasus quartus both at origin and insertion.

Glutseus minimus exists as a very fine band crossing the back of

the capsule of the hip joint, from the margin of the acetabulum to

the great trochanter, underneath pj-riformis. . Glutseus quintus is

* There was a doulilc obturator extern\is in Arctopithecus, but a single one in

Bradypus.
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absent as is tensor vaginss femoris, but iliocapsularis is present as a

small muscle, extending from the anterior inferior spine of the ilium

to the capsule of the joint. I^one of these muscles are alluded to by
Professor Humphry.

Biceps femoris agrees with what appears to be its general condition

among Edentata, in consisting of two parts, one, representing the nor-

mal muscle, arising from the tuber ischii and inserted into the head of

the fibula, and upper third of the tibia, the other taking origin from
the whole length of the femur, and inserted into the second and third

fourths of thelnner edge of the tibia. Professor Humphry found some
fibres running fi'om the latter portion to join semitendinosus and
gracilis, while the rest of it formed a sheath for the calf of the leg, and
was inserted into the edges of the two bones of the fore leg, a condition

which approaches very closely to that obtaining in our specimen, as is

shown in Plate 4,"* which represents more particularly the relations

of biceps to the double insertion of gracilis ; the panniele is also well

seen running in behind the origin of iliacus.

Bicipti accessorius is absent.

Semimembranosus is large, running from the whole internal border of

the tuber ischii to be inserted into the tibia, above the attachment of

semitendinosus, which has no inscription (as was also the case in Pro-

fessor Humphry's specimen), arises along with the ischial portion of

biceps, and is inserted along with the inner half of gracilis, which con-

sists of two parts arising in common from the symphysis pubis ; the

external portion is inserted into the internal aspect of the tibia ; the

second joins the ischial biceps, and is inserted into the fibula and fibular

fascia, connected also with semitendinosus. In Arctopithecus this

muscle is single, but the insertion embraces all the parts described

above ; in the specimen of Bradypus, dissected by Dr. lEacalister, it

was also single, but the insertion was only into the tibial condyle,

whilst in the Ai, examined by Professor Humphry, the main details

corresponded to the arrangement in Unau. A considerable degree of

coalescence obtains in quadiiceps extensor cruris rectus, being but
slightly separable from the two vasti and crur^us, which are completely
fused.

Popliteus is normal with a large fabella in its tendon of origin,

with which in Professor Humphry's specimen soleus is connected by
a thin muscular slip, the rest of the muscle arising from the upper part

of the fibula; we could not find any trace of the former head, and the

latter extended over the whole fibula ; the insertion in both was into

the calcaneum.

Gastrocnemius externus arises rather higher up than usual, has no
fabella, and is inserted by two (?) tendons into the calcaneum ; its ten-

don is crossed by that of gastrocnemius internus at the lowest point of

* Which is a camera lucida copy of Professor Macalister's ad haturam sketch.
Similai- arrangements exist in Arctopithecus, Bradypus, Manis, Cyclothurus, Myrnie-
cophaga, Tamandua.
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quioquesection of the leg, the latter tendon going to be inserted into

the OS calcis external to the former, and qaite separate from it; the

origin of internas is from the lower back portion of the femur and is

devoid of a fabella. A similar arrangement is described by Professor

Humphry, with the exception of the two tendons of insertion of

externus.

Plantaris is not represented in either, though Professor Humphrj",
judging by the arrangement in Gyclothurus, seems to think that it is

involved in gastrocnemius externus, and regards the popliteal slip of

soleus as correspoding to the external portion of the gastrocnemius in

Gyclothurus. It was largely developed in Arctopithecus.

Flexor digitorum longus and Plexor hallucis longus are fused, but
divide into three tendons before reaching the ankle joint ; one tendon
goes to each digit and receives the tendon of the combined tibialis

anticus and extensor longus. Professor Humphry in his description of

flexor digitorum says that it arises from the tibia, fibula, and slightly

from the popliteal sesamoid, the tibial portion being deep and covered

by the fibular part, as w^ell as by tibialis posticus ; the foi'mer of these

represents the flexor of the fingers and the latter that of the thumb.
The arrangement is more complex in Arctopithecus, where we find flexor

digitorum existing as a tricipital muscle taking origin from the upper
and back part of the tibia, from the middle of that bone, and from the

greater part of the fibula and external lateral ligament of the knee, and
receiving the tendon of plantaris ; flexor hallucis arises from the fibula

and interosseous membrane, and unites "with it, the two subsequently

dividing into three tendons. The first of these origins of flexor digitorum
is alone described by Professor Macalister in Bradypus, and Dr.

Humphry found in that animal that it consisted of three parts repre-

senting respectively plantaris, flexor digitorum, and flexor hallucis.

Plexor digitorum brevis arises from the calcaneum, and is inserted

into the sheath of the flexor tendon of the middle digit. Professor

Humphry found a totally diff'erent arrangement, for this muscle in

his specimen was in three parts, one bicipital from entoeuneiform and
OS calcis, the other two from os calcis ; they all terminate in the

sheaths of the flexor tendons.

Plexori longo accessorius is very large, arising from both sides of

the calcaneum and inserted chiefly into the tendon of the outer toe
;

it was continuous "with soleus in Professor Humphry's specimen.

Tibialis posticus is arranged quite difi"erently in the two specimens.

In ours it was perfectly normal, extending from the tibia to the

entoeuneiform ; in Dr. Humphry's it consisted of two parts, the ten-

don of the larger of which runs behind the inner malleolus, sends a few
fibres to the entoeuneiform, but is mainly attached to the second meta-
carpal ; the tendon of the smaller internal portion runs in a separate

channel in the malleolus, and passing over the inner cuneiform, becomes
continuous with a portion of the short flexor of the fingers, whose ten-

don blends with that of flexor brevis to the fourth digit. The arrange-

ment in A'i agrees in the main with that in our specimen. Tibialis
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anticus and extensor hallucis occupy a very curious position; tlieir

origins, which are slightly separable from one another, extend down the

whole front of 'the tibia, and the lower two-thirds of the anterior bor-

der of the fibula, and becoming perfectly fused in front of the leg; the

tendon formed hy the two bellies winds round the ankle joint and is

inserted into the front of the flexor of the middle toe, thus converting

these two powerful muscles into flexors. Here again Dr. Humphry's
description, so far at least as the origin is concerned, differs -largely

from ours. He found the former of the two to consist of three parts,

one arising from the upper half of the tibia, one from the middle of the

fibula (extensor hallucis), and a third from the lower front part of the

fibula and from the malleolus ; this latter crosses the ankle to be in-

serted into the entocuneiform bone and base of first metatarsal, but
apparently quite separate from the rest of the muscle, whose two parts

unite into a tendon which subsequently divides into three going to the

flexor tendons of the three digits ; the two latter segments appear to

represent in their origins the entire fibular part in our specimen, but
Ave found no trace of the curioiis insertion of the third portion, nor yet
of the threefold attachment of the tendon from the first and second.

The tricipital origin also obtains in Arctopithecus and Bradypus, but
the insertion is into the entocuneiform and metatarsals.

Extensor hallucis brevis is a small muscle extending from the

lowest one-tenth of the fibula to the rudimental hallux.

Extensor digitorum brevis arises from the front of the tarsal

bones, and its three tendons are inserted into the deep surfaces of the

tendons of extensor longus. The origin in Professor Humphry's
specimen included the proximal parts of the metatarsals, as well as the
tarsals; the insertion was into the terminal phalanges of all the digits.

Transversalis pedis extended from the external metatarsal to the

base of the first phalanx of the inner toe, to which Dr. Humphry adds
a second insertion into the distal end of the first metatarsal.

Extensor digitorum longus is a small muscle sending one tendon
to each of the three digits ; it supplied only the third and fourth digits

in Professor Humphry's specimen.

Peronseus longus arises from the back of the fibula, and from the

popliteal sesamoid in our specimen, and is inserted into the base of the

fourth metatarsal, with slight attachments to the other three

;

peronseus quinti was absent, and we could find no trace of p. brevis,

though it is described by Professor Humphry as extending from the

malleolus to the base of the fifth metatarsal
; p. tertius is well deve-

loped in both, running from the front edge of the fibula to the fifth

metatarsal, with fibres to the fourth, as well as in Professor Humphry's
specimen.

' Abductor interni digitiin our specimen stretches from the internal

plantar sesamoid to the sheath of the flexor tendon of the inner digit.

The interossei are well developed, but present no modification of

any great importance, two being attached to each extensor, one on
each side

.
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Triceps longus 0*20

Triceps internus \ „,^

Triceps externus /

Anconeus extemus 0-02

Anconeus internus 0.03

Pronator teres 0-17

Supinator longus, deep .... 0-±2

Supinator longus, superficial . . 005
Pronator quadratus O'Oo
Flexor cai-pi radialis 0-05

Flexor digitorum profundus . . .0-75
Flexor digitorum sublimis . . . 02
Palmaris longus q-\2

Flexor cai-pi ulnaris 06

Supinator brevis 0-OS

Extensor carpi radialis .... 0-09

Extensor digitorum longus . . . 0'07

Extensor miriimi digiti . . . .0-05
Extensor carpi ulnaris 0-09

Extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis . 0*0

i

Extensor indicis 0-03

Hind Limb.
Sartorius primus 0-26

Sartorius secundus .... . 0-09

Psoas parvus ........ 013
Psoas magnus 0-24

Iliacus 0-44

Pectineus 0-10

Adductor primus 0'18

Adductor secundus 0-17

Adductor tertius 0-17

Quadi-atus femoiis 0*04

Obturator extemus 0-23

Gemelli 0-04

Gluteus maximus ...... 0-41

Gluteus medius 0*27

Gluteus quartus O'lO
Gluteus minimus . . . not weighed
Pyriformis O'll
Iliocapsularis O'Ol

Biceps femorisU^^^^^^l^P^I^ • • O'lJ
^

j femoral pai-t . . O'ol
Semimembranosus 0"28

Semitendinosus 0'08

Gracilis I^T'^'"'^ n'on
J outer part 0-20

Pectus femoris 0'23

Vastus extemus
|

Yast us internus ' 0-26
Crurjeus )

Popliteus 0-07

Solajus 0-14

Gastrocnemius extemus . . . . 0'08

Gastrocnemius internus . . . . 0'19

Flexor digitorum longus) ^
Flexor hallucis j" ' " '

Flexor digitorum brevis . not weighed
Flexori longo accessorius . . . . O'OS
Tibialis posticus 0-07

Tibialis anticus i

Extensor hallucis longus ] ' • " '''^

Extensor hallucis brevis . . . .0.05
Extensor digitorum longus . . . 0-08

Extensor digitorum brevis . . .0-08
Transversalis pedis . . . not weighed
Peroneus longus 0-06

Peroneus tertius 0-09
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XIII.—Ox PiETEO-PEEiTONEAL Cavities. By George PtEGryALD Leepee,
student in Medicine, Trinity College, Dublin. (With Plate 5.)

[Read 14th December, 1874.]

The subject of retro-peritoneal pouches when taken in connexion

•with the occurrence in them of intra-abdominal herniae is a very in-

teresting one, especially as so few of these fossae exist. Only three

such cavities have as yet been described, which are as follow :

—

1°. The "Possa Duodeno-Jejunalis" on the left side of the 3rd

lumbar vertebra.—This fossa has been fully described by Huschke,^-'

and has been found the seat of an intra-peritoneal hernia by Treitz,f

Chiene,| Peacock, § and Gruber.H
2°. The " Eecessus Ileo Coecalis" (fig 1).—This concavity is very

constant and is frequently a deeply-excavated hollow. It may be
from 0-25 of an inch to ' 1-25 inches in depth, and may be seen lying

between the mesenteriolum of the vermiform appendix, the plica, ileo-

coecalis, and the ccecum. This fossa has been described by Professor

Luschka of Tubingen^ ; it may (not unfrequently) contain a cyst.*^'

Hernia has been found herein by Engel.ff
3°. The " Subcoecal Possa" figured in the sketch (fig. 2) has been

described by Luschka.jJ '^o example of hernia has as yet been de-

scribed as occurring in this fossa, as its mouth is always very wide in

proportion to its depth. It only exists when the mesocoecum is im-
perfect.

Thi'ough the kindness of Dr. Macalister, who poiated it out to me, I

now bring forward another as yet undescribed form of these retro-

peritoneal fossae which came under my observation on the 16th of '^o-

vember last in the Trinity College Dissecting Eoom.
On opening into the abdominal cavity of a man of about 55 years

of age, in the right iliac fossa, an abnormal fold of iliac fascia was dis-

covered bounding a sac or pouch of moderate size. It consisted of a

thin, strong semi-transparent arch extending outwards from the bor-

der of the psoas magnus muscle to the crest of the Ilium, part of the

* Lelire von den Einge^^^eiden des Menschlischen Korpers. Leipzig, 1844,

p. 216.

t Hernia retro-peritonealis. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte innerer Hernier
Prag, 1857.

% Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, 2nd Series, No. 2, 1868, p. 218.

^ Trans: Pathological Society of London, Tol. 2., page 60.

II
St. Petersburges Med. Zeitschrift, 1831, Bd. 1.

1l Ueber die peritonseale umhiillung des Blinddarmes und iiber die fossa ileo-

coecalis. Yircho-w's Archiv, Vol. 21, 1861. s. 285. This sac is really a portion of the

visceral, and not of the parietal peritoneum.
** Schott, "Wiener "VTochenblatt. No. 44, 1862.

tt "Wiener Med. "Wochenscbrifti 1861, No. 10.

XX Die Anatomie des Menschlischen Bauches, s. lo4.
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fascia corering the muscle ; the mouth of the sac or fossa thus formed
looked upwards towards the ccBCum.

The peritoneum lay on the fascia, to which it was only loosely con-

nected, and was easily separable from it, hut part of it was involuted
and tucked into the fundus of the sac. The subserous tissue was lax
and could be separated without difficulty.

The measurements of the fascial fold were as follow :

—

Its crescentic free border arose from the fascia over the psoas at a

part 3^ inches above Poupart's Ligament.
The measurement across from the border of the psoas magnus to

the crest of the ilium was-2*7 inches.

Its attachment extended S-g- inches behind the anterior superior

spine of the ilium.

The sac itself was •? of an inch in depth.

The fascia was quite free from the tendon of the psoas parvus,

which was inserted as usual. A branch of the anterior crural nerve
lay on the margin of the fascial fold fMrming its superficial edge.

The ccECum had not descended nearly as far as usual, but lay loose

in the right lumbar region, attached by a mesoccecum four inches

broad, and which was continuous with?the mesentery. The vermiform
appendix lay within this mesoccecum, posterior and inferior to the

coscum, and with no trace of a mesenteriolum ; it was moderately long
and bent on itself at the lower end. There was no nerve on the free

edge of the smaller left "Fossa retro-sigmoidalis." There was a

cicatrix-like mark on the left side below the ]peeuliar fold, but no
sign of inflammation.

This sac which we are considering maybe called the "Ketro-
ccecal Recessus;" it might easily become the seat of an hernia, and,

therefore, is of some importance. It diff'ers from the sac described by
Luschka in that the opening of the fossa described by him looked down-
wards, whereas that before us looked upwards.

This abnormality is remarkable from the fact of its not having
been described before. It may, therefore, fairly be considered unique.
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XIY.

—

Laboeatort Xotes.* By Chaeles E. C, TlCHBOE^"E, Ph. D,, \/
F. C. S., &c.

[Eead December 14, 1874.]

3.— On the Solution of Alloys and Metals ly Acids.

Hating to form a number of estimatioBS of tin, in alloys of tin and
lead, I found it necessary to effect solution of the mixed metals in

Hydrochloric Acid, and to devise a quick and expeditious method of

bringing this about withoutloss of substance. The alloys were dissolved

in the ordinary manner and according to the usages of laboratory

experience, that is to say—in each case a weighed quantity of the

alloy was coarsely rasped by a clean plumber's file, and placed into

a rather capacious flask, with the necessary quantity of pure Hydro-
chloric Acid ; an Indian-rubber stopper was inserted, through which.

passed a short tube. The flask was placed upon a sand bath at an
angle of about 45 degrees, so that no loss from spitting could take place

up the neck. Platinum was introduced for the purpose of making an
energetic voltaic circuit and to assist the solution. The action with .

the alloy itself is energetic enough at first, but it gradually subsides and
becomes languid after the Hydrochloric Acid has become in any degree

saturated. If the platinum, however, be inti'oduced, this sluggishness

is avoided. Prom the nature of the experiment time was an object of

considerable importance, and yet a great excess of acid was not

desirable. The introduction of platinum foil to facilitate solution of

other metals is no novelty, but I found it convenient to use a modifi-

cation, which I consider sufficiently important to note.

From the electrical condition of the platinum foil and its great

attraction for the electro-positive hydrogenium, an intermittent and
rather curious reaction is set up in the flask where solution is effected.

The platinum foil sinks on its introduction until it touches the particles

of metal lying upon the bottom of the flask, when it instantly becomes
covered with the electro positive hydrogenium, and the foil rises to the

surface of the liquid, and there discharges the hydrogen gas, and then

sinks again until it comes in contact with the alloy, when the pheno-

menon is repeated, as long as any alloy remains. It is therefore self-

evident that this intermittent process must greatly retard the consumma-
tion of perfect solution.

To remedy this, I substitute small spheres of platinum about the

size of swan shot. The rounded particles of platinum act perfectly, the

hydrogen being much more readily illiminated from the spherical

surface, and in no case does the platinum float. If the operation is

performed in a flask as recommended, from the shape of the vessel these

particles of platinum are also in actual contact with the aUoy during

the whole of the process.

Solution is effected in nearly half the time, and the loss upon the

* Continued from Ser. II. Yol. I. Science, p. 105.

Jl. I. A. PROC, SER. II. VOL. II., SCIENCE. M
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platinum shot (probably from attrition) ^i^as found to be only 0-0001

per cent, during the solution of four grammes of alloy. I may mention
that the platinum shot referred to can be procured at any of the

metallurgists Avho produce the fused platinum in this form.

4.— Oil Fluorescence as a Means of detecting Adulteration,

The following note will be interesting as illustrating how the fluor-

escence of any substance may be used for its detection in the presence

of a non-fluorescent substance :
—

About seven years ago, I made use of this phenomenon for the

detection of turmeric when present in mustard in a report upon the

commercial aspect of that substance.*-'

Lately it has been referred to by one of the public analysts in

England, as a method by which turmeric may be detected, and as it is

so extremely delicate in its results, and yet so easy of application, I

have thought it desirable to draw attention to the general principles

upon which this phenomenon of fluorescence may be used for such

purposes, and also with the view of laying claim to the idea.

If the adulterant is fluorescent, and the substance into which it is

introduced is non-fluorescent, we have at once a ready means of

examining any number of samples with much more delicacy than the

usual chemical reactions will give. Thus, let us take the one to which
we have already referred, the mustard of commerce.

The seeds of the black or white mustard jueld a yellow, colouring

matter soluble in spirit of wine which is devoid of fluorescence.

Turmeric is always present in the inferior qualities of this condiment
because the actual adulterant is wheaten flour or rice, the turmeric

being necessary to bring the white adulterant up to the same shade

as the ground mustard seeds, therefore the samples vary from O'o

per cent, to 0*05 per cent, of turmeric. ISTow, with such minute
quantities of turmeric the alkaline test is very unsatisfactory—in fact,

all chemical reactions are unsatisfactory when dealing with such a

minimum of adulteration.

But the great elegance of this fluorescent test consists in the fact

that within reasonable limits, the more dilute the solution the more

strongly does the fluorescence test come out. The non-fluorescence of

the colouring matter of all substances that are adulterated with a

fluorescent substance should, in the first instance, be exactly and

scientifically determined. This is easily done by any one who has the

necessary arrangements. In the case of the mustard yellow, Mr. H.
Draper kindly examined it for me, by the light of the spark formed

between two steel wires (such a spark being the best for the

purpose).

* Medical Press and Circular,—Report on the Adulteration of Mustard. Vol. 8.

New Series.
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The steel points were placed in connexion tvith a four-inch inten-

sity coil and a small leyden jar was interposed in the circuit. The
battery used consisted of three Groves elements. In examining by this

method, ordinary glass vessels must be discarded, because even the

strongly marked fluorescence of turmeric is more or less masked by the

blue fluorescence of the glass.

In a quartz cell (two plates of quartz in a frame of gutta percha),

these observations can be carried on with the greatest accuracy. Mr.
Draper's observations prove that, whilst the colouring matter of the
true seeds gave no fluorescence, the presence of so small a c^uantity of

turmeric as '005 per cent, could be readily detected.

Before we are justified, however, in using this phenomenon as the

test for the presence of any substance, it is necessary to put it to a

crucial examination, such as that detailed above to find out how far

the particular substance under examination is capable of giving fluor-

escence. Eut it is not at all necessary that we should submit it to

the light of a spark in the practical application of the test. The
fluorescence of an ordinary white glass flask is not observable under
the ordinary diffused light of a laboratory, but the ordinary fluores-

cent substances (so called), are easily recognized under such condi-

tions. It is only necessary therefore to form a tincture of the sub-

stance to be examined. The observation of Mr. Horner'^'' wh.o finds

that fluorescence is wonderfully developed by castor oil, may be
made use of with great advantage. A drop of castor oil that has been
passed through adulterated mustard, upon a filter, appears green

when ch'opped upon a black plate in ordinary daylight. If

the mustard is pure, no coloration will be perceived. I have
met with some specimens of " Safl^ron," (the stigma and style of

Crocus sativus), which give a fluorescence. They were evidently

adulterated because the flowers of saffron give no fluorescence. This

saffi'on is a most expensive drug, and is therefore veiy liable to

adulteration.

5.

—

On the Printing Inks of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

The Printing Inks of the present century differ somewhat from
those of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and as this difi'er-

ence may affect the preservation of valuable works of art, I have
thought it desirable to embody my observations upon this subject in a

short note.

The present ink used in printing books and valuable works of art,

essentially consists of Carbon in a fine state of division, ground
up with a mixture of oils, soaps, and a substance called printer's

varnish.

This last named substance may be viewed as the important vehicle

by which the Carbon, or pigments, is bound to the surface of the

* Philosophical Magazine, September, 1874.
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paper. Tlie printer's varnish, is in all good printing ink linseed oil,

more or less oxidized—but the oxidation may vary in degree from its

first stages, known as ordinary drying oil, and made by the action of

acetate of lead upon linseed oil, or it may be burnt until it becomes
a stringy varnish that can be drawn into threads.

The first is a fluid linseed oil hardly changed in its properties,

whilst the last is a tough resinous mass scarcely soluble in oils, and
quite altered in character from the original compound. This last may
be considered as a glyceride of lineolic acid.

I have found that the older printing inks are more easily saponi-

fied and washed off by alkalies, than those of the last century, and
that in this respect there is a marked difference. In their general

character they agree, as carbon seems to- have been the basis of

printing ink from the time of Johann Paust, and from this reason

printed matter will bear the action of acid oxidizers, or bleachers, with
impunity ; but many, if not all, the printing inks of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries are more or less sensitive to the action of

alkalies. Some specimens are so extremely sensitive to this alkaline

influence that on introducing them into a weak solution of ammonia,
the characters instantly float off the surface of the paper, although

they may have previously withstood the action of a powerful acid

bleaching bath. The only explanation that I can offer is that the oil

or oils used as vehicles were not formerly submitted to the boiling

process, which in the more modern inks has thoroughly resinified

them.
It is also probable that copaiba or other balsams were freely used

in the more ancient inks. These balsams are easily acted upon by
diluted alkalies.

It will be seen by the following details that this peculiarity was
not confined to one country. *

Inlc insoluble, or nearly insoluble in

alkalies.

Yarious pamphlets published in

England and Ireland, 1720 to

1730.

Modern English Inks, all the

specimens tried.

Modern Leipzig Ink.

InTi soluble in diluted ammonia.

" Agricola. De re metallica,"

Basilefe, 1561.

Some of Albert Durer's plates.

"Libri Solomonis," Paris, 1542.
" Titi Livii Historiarum Libri,"

Amsterdam, 1635.

"Le Martyrologe Romaine,"
Lyons, 1636.

"Portraiture of his Sacred

maiestie," London, 1648.
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XY. Os ArOTHECIA OCCITEEING TS some ScYTOIS'EMATOirS AJfD SlEOSI-

PHOXACEOUS AlG^, IJf ADDIXIOIf TO THOSE PEEVIOTJSLY KXOWN. By
WiXLiAii Archek, M. R. I. A. (With Plate 6.)

[Read December 14, 187-1:.]

It is now some years since, upon examining some examples of the by
no means uncommon plant, long (and by some still) accepted as algal,

Stigonema atron'rens, Ag., that I was attracted by the peculiar en-

largements of the branches, and was much interested in perceiving that

this plant showed, imbedded in these swellings, distinctly lichenous

fructification—apotheeia, as well as the so-called spermogonia. Upon
searching out the literature of the subject, I found from Bomet's valu-

ahle paper*' that my discovery had been previously well known, and
that my specimens fully bore out the description he gave, with the

exception of the hyphse subsequently discovered by Schwendener.
Bomet, indeed, argued from the fructiiication which he had proved to

belong to this form, that it should no longer be accounted an alga, but
relegated to the lichens as E^ihehe pulescens.

But it occurred to me that Bomet's supposition, at the period of

his writing the memoir on Ephebe, that other forms of apparent affi-

nity (^Stigonema mamillosum, St. inammiferum and others) were of

another and different nature—that is, "algse," whilst E. puhescens

was a "lichen,"—could not be borne out. f It struck me, indeed, that

if Sfigo7iema atrovirens were no alga, but a veritable lichen, that then
the other Sirosiphonacem and Scytoneynacece, if likewise patiently ex-

amined, must prove themselves of the same nature. Stigonema mamil-
losum and Sii'osiphon- and Scytonema-fonns, I thought, could hardly
be less lichens than EpTxehe pubescens itself ; nor was I then aware that

such in some cases had, since Bomet's paper referred to, been actually

accepted as a fact.

Having at that time more frequent opportunity of finding, amongst
the AYicklow lulls, the commoner representatives of the class than more
recently, I then made a considerable number of gatherings and ex-

amined them as closely as I could for " apotheeia." I found it a more
tedious labour than might be supposed, for, though I by and by found
apotheeia in three genera, I had to make very many hundred gather-

ings and examinations in order to be successful in encountering even
a few "fertile" specimens; for, though possibly more frequently

"fi'uiting" than one nught suppose from that fact, the opacity and

* Bornet, " Recherches sur la Structure de VEphebe pubescens," in " Ann. des
Sci. Naturelles," 3 ser., torn. xA'iii., p. 155.

t Bomet, loc. cit., p. 167.
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'closely tufted habit of most of these forms contribute to rendering the

little dark lateral tubercles usually formed by the apothecia somewhat
Teadily overlooked, whilst they might in some forms be even passed

over under a low power (the only useful way of searching) as merely
Tiidimentary " branches."

It is matter of regret to me now that I did not at the time bring

forward some notes upon these forms before the preparations I had
made had become spoiled ; and it is also a matter of still greater regret

that I did not secure some di-awings more in detail than the rough
sketches I am able to oifer. But as even a chalk drawing on a black

board is better than none, so the accompanying figures (PL 6) may serve

a temporary^ purpose until better are forthcoming from some source,

whilst the figures of the spores themselves may be accepted as accurate.

I at once assumed from our knowledge of Ephehe pulescens, coupled

with the additional fact of having found apothecia in Scytonema, Sirosi-

phon, Stigojiema (^mamillosum), that these genera and probably the

whole of the Scytonemacece and Sirosiphonacea, could be no longer

properly accounted algse, but should be relegated with Ephebe to the

lichens.

But another and a different solution is put forward now-a-days by
Professors de Bary and Schwendener, and those (Reess, Bornet, Treub,

and others) who accept the new doctrine of the nature of lichens. It

has, as is well known, been previously long supposed that, assuming
the gonidia to be really organs of the lichens, these may here and there

(and by no means unfrequently) become detached from the parent plant,

and, under conditions unfavourable to their forming a new lichen,

carry on an independent (probably abnormal) alga-like existence ; and
hence that many of the so-called unicellular and some of the filamen-

tous algal growths, which may have been regarded as specifically dis-

tinct organisms, should really be expunged the list of independent
plants. On the other hand, Schwendener and the new school hold that

the " lichen-gonidia " are veritable unicellular, or, as the case may be,

according to the type of lichen, filamentous algae which vegetate within
the lichen-thallus as the serviceable (assimilating) host plants of a

parasitic ascomycetous fungus, the " lichen-hypha." A resume of

the whole question, of the views put forward and the arguments
adduced, so far as the discussion has reached, both for and against,

I have recently endeavoured to biing together,* and it is hence super-

fluous to attempt here to recapitulate the particulars and points of his

hypothesis, except as they bear upon the group immediately in question.

In his able and interesting work on the '

' Gonidia-fonning Algal-

types,"! ^'^^ beginning with the " Phycochromaceous " series [Nosto-

cliince, Nag.), Schwendener places the Sirosiphonacece rn. the front rank.

* "Quart. Journal Mic. Science," vol. xiii., N. S., p. 217; also vol. xiv., p. 115,
in which places the references to the various authors are given.

t Schwendener: " Die Algentypen der Flechtengonidien," Basel, 1869.
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He justly observes they should begin the series, amongst the bluish-

green filamentous fonns, by reason of the well-expressed contradistinc-

tion offered by them between apex and base, also by reason of their

being marked by a formation of true branches, as well as, in their

higher representatives, showing an evident accession to their thickness

by subsequent growth. Possessing these specialities, they at the same
time, however, show an unmistakable affinity on the one hand to the

8cytoyieme(B and RivulariecB in the common possession of " heterocysts "

and an apical growth, and on the other to the Nostocliace(B, which,

wanting apical growth, form a transition to the OsciUariece.

Prior to the propounding of the new hypothesis, however, certain

of these forms, which, if met with without apothecia, would have been
referred to the genus Scytonema, had been found with apothecia and
thereupon new genera were formed for them by Itzigsohn and IS^ylander

under the names Efhehella, Itzigsohn, and Gonionema, I^yl. (or Tlier-

mutis, Pr. ?). In fact, they seem to have regarded the ''baiTen" and
the "fertile " plant as each belonging to distinct genera, even as ap-

pertaining to different classes—that is, that the "barren" was to be
accounted an " alga " and the " fertile " a " lichen."

Of course, had Schwendener's view, but comparatively lately put
forward, been then current, and had it been adopted by the discoverers

of those apothecia-bearing SironifJionacece, and Scytonemacecs, the case

would have been different: the new name would in that case have
been, as I take it, understood to be applied to the '

' new ascomyce-

tous parasite," within the Sirosiphon, or the Scytonema—the double

names should still pass current, for, in that case, they would stand for

essentially distinct things, and no less so because these occur sometimes

living in consort and in a state of mutual physiological dependence.

The present communication, therefore, loses much of the signifi-

cance it might have been at least temporarily held to possess, from not

being brought out at the time the observations were made, but after

the new theory had been not only propounded, but had gained a large

amount of currency.

Nevertheless, although more superficially put forward than if I had
made the matter public at the time of the obsei'vations, and when these

were fresh in my mind, this will, I think, be the first record of " apo-

thecia " being noticed in at least five fresh fonns or species referrible to

separate "genera" {Scytonema, SirosipJion, Stigojiema) in the algal point

of view. If this record had been brought out at that time, indeed, it

would have pointed, as I should have taken it, to the assumption that

these, in place of genera of algae, were in truth genera of lichens—not

"new" lichens, but lichens not taken pre\iously "in fruit."

"With respect to Ephebe and Spilonema, Schwendener argues, that

a genetic connexion between the hyphae and the gonidia is impossible.

Por the whole chain of gonidia leads onwards to the apical cell, by the

unlimited subdivision of which new cells continuously originate, which
are themselves again to be regarded as mother-cells (in those genera) of

so many groups of gonidia. The assumption of a new formation of

gonidia by growing-nff from the hypha has no justification whatevor

;
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those who hold strch a view must take refuge in the assumptioii of the

formation of the first gonidium in the germination of the spore—

a

process which has not yet been observed in any Kchen, and, d priori,

never will be.

But it must be pointed out that, according to Schwendener and
others, Scytonematous and Sirosiphonaceous algse ai-e claimed as foiTa-

ing"gonidia" under two distinct circumstances or conditions: they
are, according to their researches, to be found in certain lichens, either

as mere accidentally detached portions of filaments wholly surrounded
and involved by the hyphae, and caught up bodily in the substance of

the lichen-thallus in a completely disorderly manner, or they exist as

perfect plants of their type as algae, the alga-thallus quite unaltered in

outward configuration, but permeated along the length of the filaments

by the hyphse, which run between the rows of green cells. When the

algae, as is assumed, are in the former way compelled to become the
" gonidia-foimers," it is the hyphae (not the algas) which must be held

to control the configuration of the thallus and determine the character-

istic build-up of the " lichen ;
" when the algae serve in the latter way

as gonidia to the intruding hyphae, the foi-mer (not the hyphae) retain

their proper " specific " exterior, the build-up of the (algal) thallus is

not externally altered, and it is only a microscopical examination which
would reveal anything unusual or offer any " liehenous " indication.

It is as regards this latter gonidial condition that Schwendener's argu-

ments, as to the impossibility of the genetic relationship of the hyphae
and the young apical gonidia, by reason of the latter being formed
prior to the arrival at the apex of the hyphal filaments, are directed,

and to this condition it is that the notes here brought forward apply.

One of the most common of the Scytonemacece is the Scytonema myo-
chrous, forming silky cushion-like tufts on wet rocks, when dry, of

mouse colour, when wet, more of an olive hue ; it seems to love best a

pretty constant trickle, and if the force of the little ciu'rent be some-

Avhat strong, the mass may form a rather long drawn-out pad, stretch-

ing down the inclination of the surface over which the little flow de-

scends. Very often in my searchings I gathered little portions from
various sites, sometimes very wet, sometimes, indeed, dried up by
drought, and once only was I so fortunate as to find examples showing
apothecia. I regret I have mislaid my rough drawing of the apothe-

cium itself, but fig. 1 is a sketch of the spores within an ascus. The
general appearance of the apothecium, however, is like that of Sirosi-

phon. The asci were accompanied by linear paraphyses ; the spores were
four in an ascus, nearly coloiu'less, broadly elliptic, simple, with two
bright corpuscles, each with a minute dot in its centre immersed
therein, one towards either end. Length of the spore, — ", breadth,

' O 1 J 35D0 ' '

.4'(%«-1^2).
Another Scytonema, whose precise identity seems difficult to deter-

mine, also presented apothecia. This too I found on only one occa-

sion ; the contents usually formed a thin, somewhat irregular, central

string up the middle of a some^vliat thick striated sheath, except near
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the apices of the " branches " (which sometimes were given off singly)

in which they were thicker and quadratic (tigs. 3-6). In this Scyto-

nema the nearly mature apothecia were globose, smooth, shining, of a

dark brownish-chocolate colour, usually placed somewhere along the

length of the filament, but might be occasionally terminal (figs. 3-6).

Sometimes they seemed almost to form an interruption of the continu-

ity of the filament, or as if inserted into a special rounded excavation

in it, and separated from it by a sharp line of demarcation (fig. 4).

Certain of the filaments showed here and there what seemed to be

agglomerations of brownish-coloured granules, which by their quantity

caused a distension of the filament and an interruption of the string of

contents ; these I took to be incipient apothecia, judging £rom their

position; but this is of course not certain (figs. 9-11). The more
mature apothecia seemed somewhat depressed at the top where the

opening occurs (fig. 6). Like the apothecia of all these forms the

present were very tough and intractable, the only plan to obtain the

asci separate with their spores, on account of their minuteness, being to

cause them to become ejected by (very forcible) pressure. In the

present instance this was of more than usual difficulty, and I was un-

able to press out an ascus intact to discover if it was 4- or 8-spored

;

I beKeve, however, the latter. The paraphyses were slender, linear.

The separated spores themselves were somewhat readily obtained, and
they are different from the preceding, being much longer and nar-

rower, of lanceolate outline, simple, colourless, with a minute dot-

like corpuscle towards either end ; length of spore, j^^', breadth,
—

" (fig- 8)."000 \ o /

Coming to Sirosiphonacece, another case is offered by S. alpinus.

Here the apothecia were smooth but not shiny, blackish, globular,

variously situated, sometimes in the axil of a branch (fig. 13), some-

times along the lenglh of the filament (fig. 12), or even terminal.

Here, as elsewhere, it was only by pressure that the asci and spores

could be ejected. The asci, as elsewhere, at first filled with a grumous
granular substance (figs. 16, 17), were, when mature, 8-spored

(fig. 18). Sometimes I saw asci with the contents contracted to a

broadly fusiform figure, and then divided transversely, thus pro-

ducing two conical bodies as if base to base (fig. 15). The para-

physes seemed to be of two lengths, the shorter about half the length

of the asci, linear, pointed, the longer about one-haK longer than the

asci, nearly twice broader than the former, with truncate end (fig. 17).

The spores here were different from either of the preceding, being uni-

septate, oblong, somewhat constricted at the middle opposite the sep-

tum, each end broadly rounded, colourless, each cavity showing a single

central bright minute corpuscle ; length, ^^', breadth, ^~^' (fig. 14).

Another Sirosiphonaceous form, 8. pulvinatus or S. Seufieriy showed
apothecia. They appeared in a young condition to be hemispherical,

when mature, globose, sometimes as if somewhat produced upwards,

and truncate at the opening (fig. 20). Unlike the previous, they did

not appear smooth when young, but as if slightly hirsute externally
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(fig. 19). The clavate asci sometimes appeared somewhat truncate

(fig. 21); paraphyses very inconspicuous—indeed I am more inclined

to think there were none ; the asci were densely crowded. Many ex-

amples showed asci filled with granular contents, the spores not yet
formed. The asci when mature were 8-spored (fig. 22), the spores

resemhling in size and figure (but were veiy slightly longer than) those

of the second form of Scytonema referred to, but they differed in not hav-
ing the two blight corpuscles immersed therein, and in showing a pale

green colour. They were long and narrow-lanceolate, greenish ; length,

^", breadth, -^" (fig. 23).
ISiiO ' ' 7000 \ O J'

The last foiTQ which rewarded my search in showing apothecia was
the form recorded in " Flora Hibemica " as StiyonemamamiUosum, but
the distinction which may exist between the plant in question and
Stiyonema mammiferum, Thwaites, or Sirosiphon coralloides, Kiitz., are

not very apparent. Our plant grows in running water, attached to

stones at the bottom of mountain streams. It is much more rare,

seemingly, than any of the previous species, and is a very pretty plant

under a moderate power of the microscope, especially a young and
flourishing one, studded by the curious short and blunt branches,

giving the " mamillate " appearance, with the phycochromaceous con-

tents bright in colour. The apothecia resembled those in the Siro-

siphon above alluded to ; they were blackish, globose (fig. 24) ;
para-

physes linear, somewhat longer than the asci (fig. 25) ; spores four in

an ascus, greenish, uniseptate, oblong, the septum appearing like a

pale and hyaKne slender transverse band, and somewhat constricted

at the middle opposite the septum : thus the halves ovate, somewhat
tapering to the bluntly-rounded ends, each cavity showing a bright-

corpuscle immersed in it ; length, 1^^', breadth j^" (fig. 26).

In all these forms I searched as well as I could for so-called sper-

raogonia, but was unable to detect any. These are comparatively so

readily perceived in Ephehe (I myself found them before I was aware
of Bomet's published account of them, or of the apothecia in that plant)

that my non-success was the more disappointing.

Nor, after many trials by boiling in caustic potash, was I able to

satisfy myself of the presence of hyphae, as can be so readily done in

Ephebe, as first pointed out by Schwendener ; there can, however, be

little reasonable doubt but that they must exist, though the seeming

nascent apothecia in the second form of Scytonema referred to gave no
indication of their presence ; but that in itself would prove nothing, as

the hypha cannot be seen in Epheie without boiling in potash. Most
probably my experiments were not conducted sufiiciently long or care-

fully, for Bornet has shown the existence of the hyphie in his Spilo-

nema paradoxum,'^ and in his Lichenosphceria Lenormandi.]

* Dr. E. Bomet :
" Description de Trois Licliens Xouveaux," in " Memoires de

la Soc. Imp. de Cherbourg," vol. iv., p. 225, t. i., ii.

t Dr. E. Bomet: " Eecherches sur les Gonidies des Lichens," in "Ann. des

Sci. Naturelles," ' o ser., tome xxii., (of reprint, p. 57).
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But does it not appear somewhat inconsistent when Bornet, in describ-

ing his ZicIie7iosj)k(en'a Lenormandi, makes use of the foliowing lan<?uage

in the generic character:—" Thallus tenellus, ramosus, fruticulosus,

fere onmino stigonematoideus, basi corticatus ;
" and as descriptive of

the specific characters— '

' Thallus fusco-ciger, tomentoso-intricatus

(altitudo yix 2 millim.), ramulis divaricatis subsecundis " ? For, in

fact, these words simply describe the thallus of &irosiplwn divaricatus,

Kiitz., which alga forms the host-plant for the peculiar lichenal para-

site in question. But when he goes on to describe the apothecia, the

thecae, the spermogonia, the spores, he is giving the characters of the

latter, which is the real " new species." In accordance with the new
theory, besides the hyphte, this has no thallus of its o\vn ; the hyphse

merely push into the thallus of the Sirosiphon, scarcely distorting it or

causing any outward alteration, beyond the occasionally exserted apo-

thecia. If it were possible—and there is seemingly no great reason to

the eontraiy—that the spores of this self-same LicTienof^pTiaria Lenor-

mandi should afterwards grow upon and into another species of Sirosi-

phon, or, say even into a Scytonema, then some of the " specific charac-

ters " as given, nay, even probably some of the "generic," would
disappear and others take their place. It is to be granted, indeed, that

on the new theory, when a Nostoc becomes invaded by the parasite

which converts it into a Collema, a very considerable alteration is pro-

duced on even the outward aspect of the JVostoc ; instead of a rounded,

lobed, " blobby," and soft lump, it becomes more or less foliaeeous,

less watery, and more subdivided ; but it is the alga all the time which
submits to this alteration : the true lichen is inside, only evinciag itself

externally by its apothecia and by its action on the alga (like a gall

causing even greater modifications on a higher plant), inciting those

changes of external aspect, whilst it is at the same time making use of

the assimilating power of the alga to do for it what it cannot do by
itself.

There can be little doubt but that amongst these Scytonematous and
Sirosiphonaceous algae quite distinct forms occur ; but, on the other

hand, there can be almost as little doubt but that Kiitzing has vastly

over-enumerated them—that many of his so-called species are not dis-

tinguishable. ]S^ow, it is hard to conceive that one and the same para-

site would care veiy much ivhich of forms so closely resembling it in-

vaded in order to piirsue its course of life. Sirosiphon divaricatus

seems not to differ much trom S. alpinus ; it is more fruticulose, the

cells in the central stems seem to occur in more than double series :

what very perceptible barrier is there to the supposition that the para-

site, which invades the former to form LiclienosphcBria Lenormandi,
Bornet, might not at another time invade the latter ? Would it not
then fructify in the same way, show spores alike, &c. ? But the para-

site which does really invade the latter is not the same, as the figure

herewith will show, not to speak of the paraphyses, so prominent
a feature in the latter, being absent in Bomet's plant. Are these Scy-
tonemicolous and Sirosiphonicolous parasites, then, so extremely parti-

cular in their choice ?
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See again the two Scytonemata, resembKng in themselves so much
and yet with " parasites " so distinct ; the spores could not be con-

founded for a moment (see figs. 1, 2, and fig. 8). Again, see the
great resemblance (but certainly not identity) between the spores in

the second Sctjtomma and in Sirosiphon imhinatus, algae mutually
sufficiently unlike (see Figs 8 and 23).

It might again be asked whilst the new theory is, as it were, on
its trial, at what period of the life of the Scytonema or Sirosiphon does

it become invaded by the parasite ? At what part of the thallus does

it make its entry ? It must be near the base, or at least not very high
up, for the hypha is found growing pretty nearly ji?flr«'j9«ssi< with the

growth of a branch of the alga, and in the same general direction.

But what is to prevent the hypha growing in the opposite direction ?

Might it not sometimes enter near the apex and grow backwards ?

Might we not expect sometimes to find hyphae sticking out from
broken-up or distorted examples of these algae, and then revealing

themselves (without the whole mass being boiled in potash) whilst on
their way to invade other examples of qiiite the same alga ? Or must
the hypha appertaining to a particular plant have had its commence-
ment from a spore which found its way to and alighted somewhere ex-

ternally upon the particular Scytonema or Sirosiphon ?

The account given by Itzigsohn of Ephehella * is incomplete ; he
met with apothecia in his species of " Scytonema,'''' containing asci, but
they had not as yet developed spoi'cs. The plant he had in view may
certainly be said to be quite distinct from Scytonema myochroiis. It is

probable the fructification would also have been seen, if fully mature,

to have been also specifically different. So also are my two forms, both

in thallus and fructification. These, proceeding on the new theory,

would, perhaps, be relegated as " new lichens" to Ephelella, Itzigsohn,

or to Gonionema, Nylander ; but neither is identical with Gonionema

velutinum, Nyl. (of which I have seen examples in the late Admiral
Jones's Herbarium), either as regards thallus or spores. The three

other forms would probably be referred as "new species" to the

"lichenous" genus Spilonem.a, or that referred to Sirosiphon pidvinatus,

wanting paraphyses, might possibly be relegated to LiclienosphcBria.

An experimental decision of the " gonidia-question," so far as it

relates to these Scytoncmatous and Sirosiphonaceous fonns, is sur-

rounded by not a few practical difficulties. A sowing of spores upon
the algae (as Eeess did with Nostoc) in a natural condition could only be

carried out by an observer residing in or close to the subalpine situ-

ationswhere these plants flourish, as they could not be "cultivated" else-

where. In order to obtain the spores he would further have, very

probably, a troublesome preliminary search, and, on the other hand,

there would hardly be a certainty of the plants selected for inoculation

being themselves previously destitute of hyphae or apothecia. Of course

small portions from various places in a tuft of any given alga could be

* Itzigsohn, in " Hedwigia," 1857, p. 123.
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preTiously "well examinecl, which, though if indeed found to represent

the alga " pure and simple," would not render it absolutely couciusiya

that some other portion of the tuft might not already have been invaded

by the "parasite." However, having selected some plants fur experi-

ment, they should be well inoculated with spores and portions removed
from time to time for examination and experiment. If found satisfactoiy,

it would be interesting to tiy to " cross " spores from the same and
from different species (as, for instance, such as fig. 5 and fig. 26, or

fig. 2 and fig. 19), in order to see the result, and whether the apparent

fixity of the forms and the apparently extreme exclusiveness of the

"parasites" be true or not, or ultimately whether the theory be true

itself or not. Whether, for the time being, the truth of the new theoiy

be previously assumed, or its untenability be presupposed, would
matter very little, if the suitable opportunity and ready field of opera-

tions were at command of the observer. It would seem as if in this

way only can either presupposition be justified or negatived.

Pending the ultimate decision at which the great lichenists who
are at work on the broad question may arrive as to the true nature of

these interesting plants, and pending, too, the discovery of the sper-

mogonia of the forms here referred to, as assisting to throw a light

on their mutual affinities and relative position, I may well leave to

more skilled hands the desultory notes brought forward in this coui-

mumcation, touching their general bearing and ultimate application

as regards one of the most interesting and problematic botanical ques-

tions of the day.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIEXCE.
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XVI.

—

Microscopical STEucTtrEE of Rocks. Repoet No. I.

—

Ingenite
Rocks. By G. H. Kinahan, M. R. I. A., &c. (With Plates 7

and 8).

[Read June 8, 1874.]

In these reports on the microscopical structure of the Ingenite Rocks
it is proposed to describe each rock under the names adopted by me in
" A Handy book of Rock [Karnes, "* while all the minerals will be called

by Dana's names. With each specimen, prior to entering into its micro-

scopic structure, will be given a description of the rock, as it appears

when examined in the field, with the naked eye or with a pocket lens.

In this report the felspars will be principally treated of—the power
used, except when specially mentioned, being 42.

In a paper read jS^ovembcr 13th, 1871, before the Academy, " On
the Granitic and other Ingenite Rocks of Yar or West Connaught,"f
I pointed out that the granitic rocks seem capable of being divided

into Intrusive granite (Highly siliceous granite). Granite for the most

part 7ion-intrusive (Bsisic or oligoclase granite), andJiJlvani/te (Quartz-

porphyry ;| the latter rocks being the passage-rocks between the typi-

cal granites and the plutonic rocks. It was also shown that between
the typical Highly siliceous granites and the Basic granites, there are

granites partaking of the nature of the former in being intrusive and
of the latter in containing as essential constituents, such minerals as

oligoclase, amphibole, and the like. Moreover, it was shown that

typical Basic granite seems to be always more or less of metamorphic
origin, and that it graduates into the Intrusive oligoclase granite,

while the typical Highly siliceous granite is intruded in independent
masses. Suggestions were also given as to the probable formation of

the granites, but to enter into that subject now, would be foreign to the

purpose of this report ; we will, therefore, refer those interested, to

that paper and to the Handy book of Rock JS'ames, pp. 37 to 39.

The first rocks to which we shall draw attention, belong to the

second group of granitic rocks or Granite for the most part non-intrusive

(Basic or oligoclase granite), the specimens having been collected in

the Co. Galway.
B.' Porphi/ritic granite from Knoclcanavoddy (Galway sheet 93).

—

This rock, examined in the field, seems to contain flesh-coloured,

greenish, and dull white felspars, glassy quartz, dark coloured amphi-
bole, black mica, and pyrite. There are also small spangles of white

* Published by Robert Hardwicke, London.

t Vide next paper and also Handy book of Rock Names.

X A fourth group, Pmtogene, is also given provisionally in the Handy book.

Protogene I now believe ought to be included among the sub-groups of the Basic

granite.
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mica and widely disseminated crystals of titanite. The dull white is

the most abundant felspar in the rock, but the flesh-coloured appears in

large crystals, often twins, and gives the porphyritic character to the

rock mass. Most of the black mica, the amphibole, and the pyrite,

occur associated together in nests, the quartz forming the skeleton of

the rock. Of this rock two slices were cut, one containing one of the large

flesh-coloured felspar crystals, the other being from a portion of the

rock showing its ordinary character. In the latter slide we find the

felspars are principally represented by the white variety, only one or

two small pieces of the flesh-coloured being present, while the green is-

scarcely represented, but in the other slide all the minerals mentioned
in the field list are represented.

No perfect crystals of any of the felspars appear in the portions

of the rock from which the slices were cut, but the flesh-coloured seems
to be nearest perfection, and we know that in other portions of the rock

mass, perfect crystals of this kind of felspar can be procured. The
dull white and the green felspars seem to be jumbled together, the

white predominating. In the nests, containing pyrite amphibole and
black mica, these minerals seem to have crystallized out in the order in

which they are mentioned ; indeed, in places, the pyrite and amphibole
seem to have crystallized out prior to the felspars, as perfect crystals of

both occur in them, but the mica seems to have been formed sub-

sequently, as flakes of both black and white mica are found in places

margining the felspars. The mass of the quartz fills the vacancies left

after the other minerals were fonned, but blebs of quartz oceiu' in the

felspars. The titanite when it occurs is always in well fonned crystals.

Flesh-coloured felspar,—This according to Haughton is orthoclase.

It seems, however, to be very irregularly constituted and to contain

many impurities. When we examine a slice of white orthoclase from
Ytterby, Sweden, for a specimen of which I am indebted to my col-

league, F. Eutley, F. G. Si, we find it to consist of nearly parallel

transparent and semitransparent lines (see fig. 1, PI. 7) alternating,

which under a higher power (238) shows the lining to be clue to sys-

tems and lines of minute gas bubbles. This structure is traversed

obKquely by lines of fracture, (?) and when examined with the polar-

izer the matrix of the mineral appears mottled in places with more or

less irregular specks and patches ; it is sometimes marked with irregu-

lar lines, and in some places exhibits a tendency to a structure parallel

to the lines of fracture (?). Under the low power (42) few included

minerals were observed, the most remarkable being small crystals of

pyrite (?) and minute blebs of quartz.

In one of the slices of the Knockanavoddy granite, there is a large

twin crystal of flesh-coloured orthoclase, in which the junction of the

crystals is most marked. In the left hand crystal at the top there is a,

wavy oblique lining that does not appear in the rest of the portion

under examination, but the most conspicuous structures in both crystals

are irregular and irregularly placed lines rudely parallel or nearly so

to the junction of the twins, and this structure under a power of 296
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is found to be due to systems of minute gas bubbles, while the oblique

lining seems to be due to lines of shading caused by transparent and
translucent layers.

In this mineral there are numerous inlying minerals or mineral

secretions, the most conspicuous being blebs of quartz which usually

have translucent nuclei, but a few have similar characters to the blebs

of quartz characteristic of the Elvanytes—other minerals observed were
amphibole, mica, pyrite, and magnetite. In fig. 3, PL 7, is shown a

bunch of three crystals of amphibole associated with a flake of mica.

In the associated orthoclase was observed a faint lining parallel to the

longer axis of the amphibole crystals, but the most conspicuous struc-

ture is that of the lines due to the systems of minute bubbles, some-

what similar to those mentioned when describing fig. 2, PL 7. In the

neighbourhood of the amphibole crystals, are many foreign particles

scattered about, some being roundish, but a few having irregular crys-

talline forms, all have translucent centres but some are siuTounded by
crystalline rims of quartz. A remarkable crystalline mass observed in

the orthoclase is represented in fig. 4, Plate 7. The dull grey por-

tions are slightly iridescent and of similar appearance to the dull white
•felspar hereafter to be described. In the orthoclase are also subvi-

treous, opaque black crystals ; two of which are represented in fig.

2, PL 7.

Under a power of 238 some of the minute opaque specks appear to

be magnetite while others are probably pyrite (fig. 5, PL 7).

In the smaller crystals and masses of the fiesh-coloured orthoclase,

the structure appears to be more regular ; as we find the crystals

crossed by wavy lines (fig. 6, PL 7) v.hich under a higher power (238)
are found to be due to clouds of minute gas bubbles which lie in irre-

gular, more or less parallel planes. These smaller crystals of the

orthoclase seem to contain only a few imbedded minerals principally

blebs of quartz and pyrite (?).

Bull ivhitefelspar (Adularia?).—This mineral in the Knockanavoddy
granite seems generally to occur massive ; there are, however, in places

well developed crystals, sometimes of considerable size. Under the low
power (42) this mineral seems to be irregular in its structure. Some
masses are nearly opaque, but in them, irregularly scattered, are

namerous iridescent specks, while in some are translucent portions,

seemingly of a triclinic felspar, as they transmit ribands of light (fig.

7, PL 7). In a crystalline mass (fig. 8, PL 7) was detected a lined

structure ; under polarized light, opaque lines, more or less regular,

alternating with subtranslucent iridescent broken lines. With a high
power (386) the cause of the lining is very obscure, as the constituents

are not found to be in layers. An opaque constituent, however, has a

tendency to lie in long irregular patches, parallel to the lining, while

the iridescent spots fonn groups in short lines.

The peculiar appearance of some of the masses of felspar appears

to be due to opaque, subtranslucent and translucent particles that are

irregularly associated together. In one mass was nbsen'cd what seems
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to be small gas bubbles of the same class as those mentioned when
describing the flesh-coloured orthoclase, but in no other of the masses

could they be detected, and they do not appear to affect the structure

of the mineral. Very few inlying minerals were observed in this

felspar, the most marked being minute blebs of quartz, and black

specks that may be pyrite or magnetite. This felspar is evidently one
of the orthoclases, probably adularia.

Greenish ivaxy fehpar (Oligoclase?).—This triclinic felspar is not

very well represented in either of the- slices that were cut fi'om the

specimen of the Knockanavoddy granite, as in one it scarcely appears,

while in the other only portions of crystals occur ; but in other places

in the neighbouring rock we know it was more frequent. This felspar

we suppose to be oligoclase, and we will, therefore, first describe the

appearance of oligoclase fi-om Ytterby, Sweden (F. Eutley). A slice of

the latter mineral under the low power (42) is found to have originally

consisted of regular lines of darkish and light colours, which are now
broken up by long but irregular spaces, that appear to have been due
to shrinkage fissures after the mineral was formed, while scattered

about are inlying crystals, blebs, and particles of quartz and small

opaque specks (fig. 9, PL 7). In fig. 10, PI. 7, is represented por-

tions of the green waxy felspar of the Knockanavoddy granite. In them
the riband of colour is well developed which gives a vivid change of

colour when the polarizer is turned, especially if viewed through a

plate of selenite ; at {a) are irregular flakes of mica, at (V) a crystal that

appears to be titanite, as it is similar to a large crystal, part of which,

with two inliers of the same mineral, is represented in fig. 1 1 , while
at (c) a portion of a roundish but irregular mass of felspar (orthoclase ?)

appears. When the riband at id') (fig. 10) is magnified (386) the

mineral is found to be in places full of minute cavities, some round,

others vermicular and sinuose, while the rest have iiTegular forms. In
places these occur in lines parallel to the riband, but the mass of them
cross it in clouds and, therefore, can have no connexion with the

structure of the rock as seen with the low power (42), but to the

clouds crossing the structure, may be due the faint transverse play of

colours. The oligoclase from Ytterby, when viewed under the high
power (386), is also found to be affected by similar cavities, but in it

they have a tendency to run in lines parallel to the riband. These
cavities appear to be due to minute gas bubbles attached to the sides

of minute vacancies, and these cavities in the Swedish specimens are

in general, but not always, nearly parallel to the riband, while in the
Knockanavoddy granite they run very irregularly.

B.'^ Porpliyritic granite from Ballynahown (Gralway sheet 93).—This
rock, when examined in the field, seemed to consist of flesh-coloured

felspar, dull or olive green felspar, quartz, black mica, amphibole,
pyrite, and white mica. The flesh-coloured felspar appears principally

in large crystals, often twins, which are imbedded in a matrix princi-

pally made up of the green felspar and the quartz. Most of the

amphibole, black mica, and pyrite are associated together in nests,
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while the white mica occui's in minute spangles. In places in this

rock are isolated crystals of titanite.

Of this rock only one slice was cut, being taken from a portion

showing the ordinary appearance of the rock in which the dull green
felspar predominated. This mineral was very similar in aspect to the
greenish waxy felspar of the Knockanavoddy granite (B.'). However,
on being placed under the low power of the microscope (42), it was
found that the colour and appearance in the field were deceptive, as the

mineral now presented characters similar to those found in the dull

white felspar of the Knockanavoddy rock (figs. 7 and 8, PI. 7), while
mixed up with it, although not detected in the field, was a tri-

clinic felspar, and associated with them a few small crystals and masses
of flcsh-coloui'ed orthoclase. Here also as in the Knockanavoddy rock,

most of the mica, amphibole, and pyrite occur associated together,

while the mass of the cjuartz fonns the skeleton of the rock. No titan-

ite occurs in the slice.

Flesh-coloured felspar (Orthoclase).—]Si one of the large crystals were
examined but the small crystals and masses showed exactly similar

characters to those found in the small crystals examined in the Knock-
anavoddy granite (fig. 6, PL 7).

Dull green soapy felspar (Adularia?).—This mineral gives the cha-

racter described for the dull white felspar of the Knockanavoddy rock,

aud in it are found portions of crystals and small masses that show the

ribands of colour characteristic of the triclinic felspars.

Triclinicfelspar

.

—This occurs in a few isolated masses, and as parts

of crystals in or associated with the adularia (?), the structures they dis-

played being very similar to those already described as characterizing

the triclinic felspar of the Knockanavoddy granite.

B.^ and B.* J( slightly foliated porphyritic granite.—This rock was
collected by the late Mr. Jukes, and is marked from Furbogh (Gralway).

It is similar to the rocks in situ on the S. E. and S. W. of Pm-bogh
demesne. In the rock, the most conspicuous constituent is the flesh-

coloured felspar, the large crystals of which give the porphpitic

character to the rock, but the principal constituents are the dull white

and waxy greenish felspars and black mica ; iiTegular leaves of the

latter associated with amphibole, giving the foliated structure to the

rock. There are also present quartz, \^'hite mica, and pyrite, with

tliinly disseminated crystals of titanite. At Purbogh it was observed

in the field that some of the large flesh-coloured crystals had an envelope

of dull white felspar.

Of this rock two slices were cut, one containing a portion of one

of the large flesh-coloured orthoclase crystals, and the other being from

a portion showing the ordinary character of the rock. In both the dif-

ferent felspars are represented.

Flesh-coloured felspar

.

—The large crystals, as in the Knockanavoddy

rock, are generally twins, and in the slice tliat was cut through one of

them, the junction between the twins is a sharp line not an irregular

vacancy as was described in connexion with the Knockana^•oddy
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gTanite. These large crystals, as in the Knockanavoddy rock, contain

many inlying niiiierals, those most conspicuous being qnartz and
pyrite ; while the characters of the small crystals and masses of the

flesh-coloured felspar, as in both the rocks previously described (B.'

and B.'^), are very regular and similar to those already figured and
described (fig. 6, PL 7), and contain very few inlying minerals. All

these, however, in this and the other granites according to the portion

of the crystal exposed to "\iew give remarkable changes of colour.

Dull white felspar (Adularia?).—This felspar when examined is

similar in structure to the dull white felspar of the Knockanavoddy
granite and the dull green soapy felspar of the Ballynahown rock.

In one of these crystals that had a lined structure when viewed with
a power of 386, the lining appears to be due to broken and more or

less irregular walls of quartz, that give shades of violet when the

intervening spaces appear a translucent yellowish white, that had
inliers consisting of irregular large white spots, minute black specks,

and long black crystals. A group of crystals of felspars in one of the

slices (B*) under a low power (42) appear to be similarly constituted,

but each had a character of its own when viewed with a power of 238
(fig. 12, PI. 7). The upper crystal on the right hand is of the

ordinary character belonging to this dull white felspar, being more or

less opaque, and spotted over with iridescent particles. The crystal to

the left hand has an irregular lining, somewhat similar to that just

now described, consisting of walls of quartz separating whitish spotted

portions, except that the quartz walls are thicker and more con-

spicuous than the intervening portions ; while the lower crystal to the

right hand is traversed by minute dark parallel lines, that in places in

the lower portion of the crystal are associated with partial walls of

quartz, all being crossed somewhat obliquely by newer minute parallel

whitish lines. In the latter crystal, under a still higher power (386),

the dark nearly horizontal lines are found to be principally due to more
or less regular lines of probably oblique sections of minute oval

tubes (fig. 13, PL 8), with which are associated short black lines,

that seem to be vacancies, while the slightly oblique lines crossing

them appear to have been shrinkage fissures that subsequently were
filled by some white substance. All these crystals seem to be the same
felspar, with different appearances, due to different structures.

The tricUnic felspar (Oligoclase ?).—This felspar in these slices is

always more or less associated with the dull white felspar, but in the

slice with the twin crystal of orthoclase (B^), there are some good

exposures of crystals and irregular masses, which change from faint

ribands of shades of grey and yellowish grey, to shades of violet,

purple, and blue. Fig. 14, PL 8, represents a portion of one of these

crystals under a power of 238. These crystals contain little black

inliers (pyiite ?) while scattered through the oligoclase (?) are other

similar black crystals. In one place in this slice (B"*), under a power
of 196, was detected a mass having a peculiar structure, as the riband

takes an irregular semi-radiating form, in places being somewhat
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plumose (fig. 15, PL 8). As the power is increased it becomes
evident that the appearance is chie to five crystals being tangled np
together; and with a power of 296 the ribands appear to be regular,

the curled aspect being due in part to refraction at the junctions of

the crystals. Under a power of 386 the whole is seen dotted over with
miniite black specks, with some short black lines ; the specks in some
places being more numerous than in others (fig. 16, PL 8). Some of

these specks, especially those in the upper crystal, are evidently gas

bubbles, but more than three-fourths in the whole mass seem to be

minute crystals or bunches of ciystals.

Pig. 17, PL 8, represents another crystal, showing under a power
of 296, a somewhat similar constiiiction. In the upper portion the

layers are slightly crumpled and crushed up, especially the lower ones.

In the small portion to the left hand the lamina run obliquely, while
in the ciystal to the right hand there was seen by polarized light, a

whitish mass traversed most irregularly by blue walls and roundish

masses. Under a higher |)ower (386) the composition of the upper and
left hand crystals seem similar to that of the five just described, the

mass being all clotted over with black specks and gas bubbles; and the

irregular mass to the right hand seems to be inclined to have a con-

centric structure.

W. Porphyritic yranite—KirTcidlen (Galway sheet 81). In the

field it seems to contain flesh-coloured felspar, light green waxy
felspar, quartz, ampliibole, black mica, pyrite, small spangles of white
mica ; crystals of titanite are rare. The flcsh-colouiTcl and the light

gi'een felspars seem to occur in about equal quantities, but largo,

usually twin crystals of the fii'st, give the porphyritic character to

the rock mass, but some of the light green felspar crystals are large

also. The micas, amphibole, and pyrites, occur in nests usually

associated with thfe quartz skeleton, but the micas also occur margining
some of the crystals of the green felspar.

Of this rock one slice was cut showing its ordinary character, and
from it we learn there are at least three kinds of felspar in the rock,

although only two were observed in the field.

Flesh-coloured felspar (Orthoclase). -I^oneof the large crystals were
examined, but the small crystals and masses seem to be quite different

from those observed in the previously examined rock (B', B', B', and B'),

as they contain numerous inlying minerals, similar to the twin crystals

in the Knockanavoddy (B') and Purbogh (B^ and B') granites.

Pale yreenish felspar. This, as it appeared in the field, seemed to

be similar to the greenish waxy felspar of the Knockanavoddy granite,

but under the microscope we find the mass of it has characters similar

to those of the dull white felspar of that rock, but with it are

associated crystals and portions of crystals of a triclinic felspar. Under
a power of 63, one crystal of this kind of felspar was found to be
enveloped in triclinic felspar, and another crystal has a centre and
semi-envelope of triclinic felspar, while enclosed portions of crystals of

triclinic felspar are not uncommon. Many of the crystals and masses of
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this felspar are so opaque that their structure cannot be properly seen

;

this is probably due to the slice not being cut thin enough. Enough,
hovever, can be seen to know that the felspar is similar to those pre-

viously described and supposed to be adularia.

Tridhvic felspar. This felspar, when the rock was examined in

the field, could not be distinguished from the preceding. In the

portions of the crystals associated with the adularia (?) the lines of

structure are straight and parallel, and the play of colour regular, but
this is not the case in the individual crystals and masses. In one
crystal, with a power of 196, there are straight, sharp, but not per-

fectly parallel, lines, while the play of colours is faint. Under
a power of 396 the straight sharp lines seem to be due to cleavage

or shrinkage lines, and are now filled by thin films of a black

mineral ; they probably are accidental adjimcts to the crystal. In a

second mass of triclinic felspar we find, with a power of 196, that the

layers of structui'e are not parallel, some being inclined to be lenticular,

the lines of green and white being short, of different thicknesses, or

joining into one another
;
yet the play of colour is very regular.

H. I. A. PIIOC, SER. II., A'OL. II., SCIF.XC'E.
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XVII.

—

Geanitic aij^d other Iistgeis'ite Eoces of Tae-Connaitght, and
THE Lower Owle ; oe the mountainous teact oe countet ayest oe

Loughs !Mase: and Coeeib. By G. Heney Kinahan, M. E. I. A.,

r. E. G. S. I., &c., with Plates 9, 10, 11 and 12.

[Eead November 13, 1871].*

Object of the Essay.

During an examination extending over seven years on the part of

the Irish branch of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom,
of the rocks in the mountainous country west of Loughs Mask and
Conib (parts of the counties Mayo and Galway), certain facts as to

their age, position, and relations to one another were gradually

developed, and certain convictions as to their origin formed.

In this paper it is proposed to lay before the Academy an epitome

of the facts observed ;f also some suggestions in regard to the origin of

the granites and other ingenite rocks.

|

The latter are sj^ecially put forward in the hope that they may be

examined and criticised by more competent judges than the author, and
thereby their value proved.

In the first part of the paper it is proposed to enumerate and give

a general description of the rocks ; while in the second part will be

found suggestions to account for their origin and relations one to the

other.

* The publication of this paper has unavoidably been delayed by the MSS.
having been mislaid after it was referred to Council for publication.

t The details relating to these rocks will be found in the published memoirs of

the Irish branch of the Geological Survej\

\ Mr. D. Forbes has proposed to divide all rocks into two great classes. First,

Ingenite rocks (born, bred, or created within or below) ; and second, Derivate rocks,
" since dii'ectly or indirectly they are all derived from the destruction of the former."

(The Microscope in Geology, by David Forbes, F. R. S., page 6), reprinted from
the PopuLxVR Science Review, October, 1867. In the fii-st are included all

granitic, metamoi-phic and igneous rocks, while the second contains all sedimentary
and other subaqueous or subaerial accumulations. The geological terms neces-

sary for a description of the ingenite rocks have been used by some authors in

most conflicting senses, while many rock-names are unintelligible on account of

their being given by the many writers to rocks of different characters. In this

essay all words of one class wUl have the same signification. Thus, words ending
in ic or ose, will signify ' belonging to' ; as. Granitic, belonging to granite ; Schistose,

belonging to schist ; and words ending in old will signify ' like '

; as granitoid,

granite-lxke
;

gnelssold, gneiss-like, &c. Eock-names, except when absolutely

objectionable, will be used for the rocks to which they were originally given, but at

the same time, to prevent confusion, the ordinary composition of the rock will be
stated. Dana's suggestion for an ending of yte instead of Ite for rock-names wiU
be adopted, also his name for minerals.
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Paet I.

JRoclc-names and general description.

The ingenite rocks of this area include Plutonic rocTcs (Basic and
highly Siliceous) ; Metamoriiliic rochs (Sedimentary and Igneous), and
Granitic rochs.

General Table of the RocTcs.

PiiTTOXic Rocks.— Carhoniferous (?) Whinstones ; Post-silwian'

Wliinstones ; Llandovery WTiindstones ; Pre-Llandovery Whinstones ;

Camhro-silurian (?) Whinstones (Metamorphic) ; Post-silurian Fel-

stones; Silurian Felstones (Llandovery age) ; Pre-LlandoveryFelstones ;

Camhro-silurian {?) Felstones (usually Metamoi-phie).

!META3roRPHic EocKS.

—

Schist, including schistose-limestone, schis-

tose-dolomyte, ophyte, and steatyte ; Gneiss; Sornhlende rock'^'' (meta-

moi'phic whinstone) ; Foliated Felstone or Gneissyte and Granitoid

Felstotie (metamorphic felstone).

Gkaxitic Eocks.—Elranyte or Quartz Porphyry ; Oligoclasic] Gra-
nite; Orthoclasic or Highly Siliceous Granite.

Plutoxic Eocks. I—In the foregoing list the oldest whinstones and
felstones, except a few of the latter, are more or less metamorphosed

;

consequently they do not note belong to the plutonic rocks and cannot

be described among them, but their descriptions will be found among
the metamorphic rocks, under the names, Hornhlende rocTc, Gneissyte,

and Granitoid Felstone. They are enumerated in the list to show
their age and origin.

Whinstones.—The teim whinstoyie is here used in preference to

greenstone on account of the varied significations given to the latter.

Namnann confines the name to diabase ; Brongniart to dioryte (amphi-
bole 4 felspar, not orthoclase) ; Cotta includes in his greenstone group,

diabase and dioryte ; while Juices and many other British geologists

included not only all the basic-plutonic rocks or whinstones but also

many of the basic felstones (Eurytes of Daubuisson), especially if the

latter are of a green colour.

Pre-Llandovery Whinstone.—These rocks seem principally if not

wholly to belong to the group of rocks that are included under the

general name of diahase [pyroxene (diallage generally) + felspar (not

* This term is used as Macciilloch iised it.

t These granites were originally called oHgoclasic granites, as the waxy felspar

was supposed to be oligoclase ; now, however, by microscopical examination, it is

found to be in part orthoclase, probably adularia. The names, however, may still

stand, as oligoclase seems to be an essential element of the rocks, while it is rare

in the orthoclasic granite. \_Note while in prcssP\

\ From I'iutns, the god of the infernal or lower regions, the name having been
given to these rocks in contiadistinction to the volcanic rocks or those fonned at or

near the present surface of the earth.
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ortlioclase) + ripidolite]. They are light greenish or ptu-plish to bright

green in colour ; tough but weather more or less freely
;
generally have

a scaly or mealy aspect ; some, however, are compact {dAabau-aplmnyte).

They break with an uneven to a subhackly fractui'e, and fuse more or

less readily before the blowpipe. Some diabase is magnetic, due to the

rock containing pyn'hotite as an essential {^magnetic or pyrrliotitie

dialase) ; a common variety is highly micaceous yrnicaceous-dialase), while

others are both micaceous and pyiitic, the latter often weathering into

a mica-feiTuginous sand which may be magnetic.

Llandovery JJliinstone.—Bedded doloiytes in the TooiTQakeady con-

glomerates.

Post-siJurian Wlumtone.—Some of these rocks apparently are very
similar to the diabase already described, while in others lu-alite replaces

the diallage (uralitic-diahase). Some of the uralitic-diabase seems in

places to gi'aduate into a rock apparently a eiu-yte or basic felstone.

Carboniferous ('•') Wliinstone.—The age of these rocks has not been
positively proved, *•' neveilheless, it is evident that they are newer than
the rock just described, as in all places where rocks of both gxoups are

associated together the diabase is displaced and cut by these whinstones
;

moreover, they seem to be newer than all the felstones. They are

doJerytes, probably melapliyres [pyroxene + felspar (not orthoclase) with
or without some amphibole]. These doleiytes are from granular to

compact, have a glisteiing resinous lustre, are dark-coloui-ed (blackish,

blackish-brown, and dark olive), and tough. The compact, homo-
geneous varieties 'yineJaphyre-aflianyte') have a conchoidal fi-acture,

while the granular rocks break fi-om uneven to subhackly. Some
of the melaphyres are porphyritic, while others are more or less

micaceous {rnicaceous-meJaphyre). In a few were obseiwed siliceous

blebs (opal ?) ; all fuse readily before the blowpipe. T^'hen in mass the

outside shell of these dolorytes has a peculiar tuffoid aspect and con-

tains few or many zeolites.f All the melaphyi'es, but especially the

aphanytes, usually weather fi'eely, the latter neaiiy always being in

naiTow dykei?. The fi'ee weatheiing seems in part due to the structiu'e

of the rocks, many being very jointy, causing them to break up into small

angular fi'agments. This reticulated structui-e appears to be caused by
a i-ude columnar structure perpendicular' to, and a platy stmctui'e

rudely parallel to the walls of the dykes. In some of these rocks there

is a spheroidal stinicture combined with the platy (fig. B, PL 9), while

in others the fi'agTaents into which the rock breaks, ai'e found to con-

sist of consecutive layers. In one locality, part of a dyke was found to

be amygdaloidal ; this stiiictur'e occui'red along a joint in the dyke (see

* My colleague, E. G. Symes, F. E. G. S. I., kc, «tc., has proved that -whin-

stones in the neighhom-hood of Castlebar, Co. Mayo, exactly similar to those now
being described, are of carboniferoiis age.

t These tiifPoid poitions may be due to the rock mass being protmded into

water ; consequently, the outer part would be liable to be pulverised and disinte-

grated (see page 113).
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fig. A, PL 9). These whinstone dykes often occiu' associated with older

intmsiye rocks, coming up alongside or in them, on which account in

some places rocks of quite different ages are found associated together.

A whinstone in a granite vein, and this granite vein in hornblende

rock, has been observed in various places.

Felstojies ofpost-silurian age.—These felstones are newer than the

rocks of Llandovery age ; they come up through the silurian, the meta-

morphic, and the granitic rocks. They are blue, gi'eenish-blue, or gi'ey

in colour, from compact to splintery, often more or less granular, and
with a fi'actiu'e fi'om semiconchoiclal to uneven. In places when
traversing certain argillaceous rock there are no walls to the dykes, the

two rocks merging into one another as if the adjoining part of the

deiivate rock had melted, and thereby been amalgamated with the fel-

stone. Some, if not all, these rocks belong to the eurytes or basic fel-

stones (one of the hylrid-rochs of Durocher), as splinters fuse on the

edge before the blowpipe, some even seeming to graduate into a

uiilitic-diabase. Others are porphpitic merging into porphyrite ; the

latter more generally being found as small dykes or as thin portions

alongside the walls of large dykes. In the latter case although the

major portion of the dyke may be grey or green in coloui", splintery

or granular in texture, and breaking with an uneven fractiu'e, yet a

few inches in thickness alongside the walls will be of a clear blue

coloiu- with distinct felspar ciystals (a porphyiite), compact and break-

ing with a conchoidal or .subconchoidal fi'actui'e. Some of these fel-

stones are so jointy that they break up into an angular shingle or

gravel—in some there is a platy arrangement parallel or nearly so to

the walls of the dykes, while in others or in parts of others there is an

obliqiie structure, and often between the oblique lines are others per-

pendicular to them, as shown in fig. C, PL 9. At or near the ter-

mination of dykes a spheroidal structui'e is common, more or less

combined with a platy aiTangement.

Felstones of u-pper silurian age (Llandovery).—These felstones occur

as bedded masses among the rocks of upper Llandovery age and as dykes
in the granitic and other hypogene rocks. Among the Llandovery rock

they are associated with tuffs, agglomerates, and such like mechanical
accompaniments ; in places the basal-bed of the Toormakeady and
Mweeli'ea beds is one of these felstones. Among the hypogene rocks

the dykes sometimes graduate into amphiholic-elvanyte.

These rocks are usually very compact, often comoid ; some, however,

are scorious and amygdaloidal ; they may be porphyritic or pass into

porphyiite. In places when in bed-like masses they have a columnar
structiu'e. They are fi'om green to purple in coloiu' ; often are quartzitic,

especially the piu'ple rocks, containing blebs, globules, and crystals of

glassy quartz that usually have a dull pellicle. Before the blowpipe
they fuse with greater or less facility, the piu'ple varieties on the edges of

splinters, but some of the green rock readily into a bead. All the green

varieties are veiy basic, some indeed appearing to graduate into wliin-

stone. One variety is maculated, rounchsh and oval dark blue patches
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occTUTing in a light purplish, blue matrix ; these maculae decompose
freely, and give the weathered surface of the rock an irregular honey-
comb aspect ; they also fuse easily before the blowpipe, but the matrix
only slightly on the edges of splinters. There is also a variolitic green-

ish variety, dark green small concretions in a light green base ; this

rock is very friable and possibly may be a compact tuif and not a nor-

mal igneous rock. All these felstones are basic varieties, the eurytes of

Daubuisson.* In some of the dykes of rnicaceous-euryte there is a fine

platy structure that unless carefully examined may be mistaken for

foliation. In different places in this area, but very numerous in the

west part of the barony of Ballynahinch, are dykes of basic-elvanyte
;

these in places seem to graduate into these eiuytes, and probably were
the roots or deep-seated portions of the upper silurian felstones.

Pre-LIandovery fehtones.—The rocks of this age only occur as dykes
and intrusive masses in the hypogene rocks. For the most part they
seem to 'hQ peiro-siJex or the rocks called /<?/s?/fe by Dana, Cotta, Forbes,

and others. Some are comoid, others saccharoid in appearance

;

usually the constituent are undeveloped, save the quartz, which appears

in some as blebs, globules, and crystal often very minute {quartzitic-

petro-silex). Some of the saccharoid vaiieties graduate into a rock very
similar in aspect to the fehitic-granite described hereafter. Either

kinds may become porphyiitic and micaceous, and through that graduate

into elvanyte. In some of the comoid petro-silex there is a riban of

different colours or of dark and light shades of one colour {irihan petro-

silex), while along the riban the rock has a tendency to split into

plates or slabs ; these rocks ai'e often quartzitic. A common variety of

petro-silex is of a whitish pink, greenish blue or gi'eyish colour, sub-

translucent, homogeneous, compact, breaking with a conchoidal fi'acture,

and weatheiing with a thick white crust. This variety, although com-
pact, is often effected by three or more systems of close jointing that

cause it to break up into angular shingle, often partaking more or less

of a cubical form. When not j ointed this variety weathers with a remark-

able smooth even surface.

Camlro-silurian felstones

.

—In the country north of Killary Harbour,

associated with partially metamorjDhosed sedimentary rocks are fel-

stones (also in places partly altered) occuiTing in protrusions and in

dykes. The rock when unweathered is usually of a bright green

or grey colour ; it, however, weathers easily into a diity cream-coloured

rotten rock. In the dykes this felstone often has a pecxdiar breciated

structure having an appearance more like a coarse tuff or a fault-rock

than a normal felstone ; nevertheless, in other parts its true character is

* Naumami and Cotta propose to call these varieties Torphyrites. It. however,
is a most inappropriate and confusing name ; for in the first place, as Cotta himself

points out, ''the name of porphyrite refers to a texture which is not an essential

feature of these rocks, because the porpht/rites are not always in fact porphi/ritic ;"

and in the second place, porphyrite and porphyry are used synonymously by many
petrologists, Cotta even so using it.
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indisputable. "WTien in protrusion a considerable portion of the mass
^ill be a scaly or mealy, friable, tuffoid rock ; some parts, however,

Tvill be compact, and all will be more or less unctuous as if the rock

was merging into steatyte. These rocks must be very ancient compared
with the rocks last described, as they were intruded prior to the meta-

morphism of the associated rocks.

Htpogexe Roces.—The hypogene rocks include the metamorphic
and granitic rocks given in the general table. In the country west of

Loughs 3Iask and Corrib the development of these different rocks is

well shown, as noiTaal sedimentary, or derivate rocks first become
partially metamorphosed {schist series) ; secondly, the alteration becomes
more decided [gneiss series) ; and thii-dly, they are entirely changed
{metamorjMc and intrusive granite). Intervening between the

typical granites and the plutonic rocks are found the eiranytes. It

has previously been shown that the plutonic rocks graduate into

elvanyte and hereafter it will be pointed out that the latter rocks

graduate into the intrusive granite, and thi^ough that into the meta-
moi-phic granite. The rocks composing the schist-series are for the

most part schist ; nevertheless, in them are subordinate beds of gneiss,

on account of some rocks being more susceptible of change than others,

while in others the constituents of gneiss (quartz + mica + felspar or

felsite'^) already existed. The latter, however, are seldom typical

gneiss, that is, having these constituents arranged in leaves or plates,

but rather the minerals are more or less irregularly mixed together,

only an incipient foliation being developed. Similarly in the gneiss-

series there are subordinate beds of schist, as some rocks on account of

their constituents are less susceptible of change than others ; while

associated with the rocks of both the schist and gneiss-series are meta-
moi'phosed igneous rocks.

When the rocks begin to be altered, the planes of the most marked
structure in the original rock are more or less glazed or micacised, and
the mass indurated. In argillaceous rocks the surfaces of joint lines,

breaks, or fissures are hardened and in some cases these, oiiginally open
lines, are sealed; or the sides, varying from a film to two or three inches

in width, are hardened, seemingly by being impregnated with some such

substance as silex in solution. On the surfaces of some rocks, crystal-

line lines about the size of whipcord form, sometimes straight but often

vermicular ; moreover, such minerals as phylite, chiastolite, pyrite, and
the like, are developed indiscriminately through the mass of the rock or

on the structural planes, being most conspicuous under the latter cir-

cumstance. A primary change, prevalent in arenaceous rocks, is a more
or less scaly or fissile structiure being developed, while others become
varioHtic or maculated, all being more or less indurated and glazed on

* Fehite is the mineral, an amalgamate of felspar and eilex, while the rock will

be called Fehyte.
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the structural planes.*^ Gradually the rock becomes typical schist, when
in some of the micasyte, talco-micasyte, and talc-yte, a peculiar

frilled or sharply crumpled struction is developed. This structure

is very remarkable, as no structure similar to it occurs in the unaltered

rocks. Moreover, it seems to disappear in the last stage of meta-
morphism as it has not been remarked in any of the rocks of the gneiss-

series. In some of the quartzytes or quartz-schist there is also a

peculiar structure, having an aspect scarcely distinguishable from the

planed, polished, and etched surfaces due to ice action. This, how-
ever, always occiu's only on the original planes of stratification, and
if the rock is flaggy and is split into plates the surface of each plate

will be a counterpart of that above it, from which it would appear this

structure is probably due to a cleavage in the original rock. If this

was the case all other traces' of the cl( avage have now disappeaied, as

the present rock has no tendency to split except along the planes of

deposition.

The schists graduate into gneiss and the gceiss through granitoid-

gneiss or gneissoid-grauite into typical granite.

The granitoid-gneiss has a foliation peculiar to itself. In all

the other rocks belonging to both the schist and the gneiss series the

foliation appears always to follow the most prominent structure in the

original rock, let it be fine-jointing, cleavage, or lamination, whether
the latter is parallel, oblique, cmied, spheroidal, concretionary,

nodular, or conglomeritic.f In granitoid-gneiss other laws seem

* The partially altered grits and sandstone called by MaccuUocli " Primary
Sandstone," {A Geological Classification of Rocks, ^-c, by John Macenllocb, M. D',

F. E. S., &c., page 331), are largely represented in the country west of the northern
end of Longb Mask. Associated with them are subordinate beds of micasyte
argiUyte and clay-slate, while towards the west they graduate into quartzj-te. The
clay-slate and argillyte are due to the metamorphismof argillaceous rocks, while in this

locality much of the micasyte was originally a micaceous, obliqiiely laminated
sandstone, and in the schist it is quite apparent that the foliation has been induced
by the oblique lamination. The " Primaly Sandstones" are, for the most part, mas-
sive, compact, and hard, generally very arinaceous, but sometimes felsitic ; rarely

are they gneissoid. As they graduate into quartz3d:e a fissile structure is developed
parallel to the stratification planes ; they are general!}'- of a reddish or pirrplish

coloiu\

t The frilled or sharply crumpled structiu'e jjrevionsly mentioned, in some
niicas}i;e and talcytes, is the only exception to this general rule that I have detected.

A crumpled lamination occurs in some unaltered argillaceous rocks, to which,
in another place, I di-ew attention {On Crumpled Lamination in Shales, Journal Geol.

Soc, Dublin, 1863) ; but that has its representative among the foliation. This
also I have previously pointed out {Xotcs on the Foliation of the gneiss and
Schist of Yar-Connaught, Journal Royal Geol. Soc, Dublin, 1866). Moreover, it has
not an aspect analogous to this structure ; furthermore, it is rare, while this is not

uncommon. In schistose-Hmestone, schistose-dolom3i;e, and ophj-te, there are very
complicated foliations, and at one time I was inclined to suppose they miist be due-

entii-ely to the metamoi'phic action. This, however, I find not to be the case, for, on
a careful examination in many places of unaltered limestone, I find that, as a general

rule, it is always more or less affected by aU sorts of iiTegular sti-uctures not
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to be in operation. The foliation is linear, parallel, and perpendi-

cular, or nearly so, and in general the only original structure

that seems to affect it, seemingly, is the strike of the stratification. As
the gneiss became more and more granitoid, and perhaps also granitic,

the original structure gradually became obliterated, and the foliation

more and more perpendicular.'^'* The only other structure that in

places seems to resist the change is that of the congiomeritic gneiss.

Usually the contained blocks in the latter, as the rock changes from

schist to gneiss, become elongated, with the foliation curling more or

less regularly round them (fig. P, PL 9) ; and as the rock graduates

into granitoid-gneiss a linear parallel foliation is developed, obliterating

the congiomeritic foliation, the matrix becoming a more or less fine

gneiss, and the contained blocks coarse gneiss, the margins of the

latter, as shown in the sketch (fig. D, PL 9), being still traceable

;

but eventually one kind merges so completely into the other that, ex-

cept on very minute examination, no , difference will be observed.

This, however, is not always the case, for, in some places, the enclosed

blocks will remain distinct in both composition and aspect ; moreover,

these will deflect the foliation in their vicinity, it cui"ling round them.
Furthermore, these blocks, although generally more or less elongated,

will not always be so modified, as in a few rare instances they were
remarked to be more or less angular, the latter even having been
observed in the intrusive oligoclasic-granite (see fig. E, PL 9.) In
the common gneiss of the gneist series, felspar and felsite, or even only

felsite, may be present associated with the mica and quartz ; but in

the granitoid-gneiss all the constituents seem to be developed in

regular crystalline particles, no felsite matter remaining, it all ha-^dng

been developed into quartz and felspar, and hereafter the microscopist

may prove that the granitoid-gneiss ought not to be kept in the gneiss-

series, but rather included among the granites, and called Foliated or

Gneissoid-granite. ISTevertheless the granitoid-gneiss, or the gneissoid-

granite, will always be the passage rock between the gneiss and the

typical granite. The accompanying section (fig. R, PL 12) shows
the passage from the schist into typical granite.

Metamokphic Deefv-ate Rocks.—Schist.—The most conspicuous

rocks of this class that were noted in the area to which this essay

refers are :

—

Argillyte, or Argillous-schist, Micasyte, or Mica-schist,

Qua/rt%yte, or QuaHz-schist, Sornblendyte, or Amphihole-schist, Chlorityte,

generally con?;picnoiisly developed, but sufficient to induce foliation, and similar
in their sinuosity and vagaries to those found in the schistose-limestone, schistose-
dolomyte, and ophyte.

* In the Geology and Zoology of Abyssinia, p. 169, Blanford calls special atten-
tion to the regular and nearly perpendicular foliation in the gneissic rocks, not only
of that country but also of western India. That observer suggests that it is

due to cleavage in the original rock. This, however, to me seems improbable, as
one and the same cause probably affect both the Irish and the African rocks, and
in Ireland it was not cleavage.

K. I. A. PBGC, SEE. II., VOL. II., SCIEXCE. Q
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or Hipidolife-schist, Tolcyte, or Talcschisf, Fehityte, or Felsite-schist,

Sclmtose-Lirnestone, ScJiistose-dohmyte, Ophiohjte, or Serpentine, and
Steatyte.

Aryilhjte.—Typical argillyte is an argillous rock, in Trhich. the

planes of lamination are more or less glazed, and also often the planes

of cleavage, hut not always, as some slates helonging to the meta-
morphic series have a more or less earthy cleaYage sui-face. The most
common of the varieties in this area seems to he CMoritic-ary illyte,

Clay-slate, Steatitic-argiUyte, some of Tvhich might he called Stea-

tityte, or Steatite-schist, Sornhlendic-ary illyte, Arenaceous-argiUyte,

Calcareous-argillyte, Dolomitic-argillyte, Ojihiolitic-arg illyte, Pyritic-

arg illyte, and Chiastolitic-crrgillyte. Structural varieties are coarse,

fine, crumpled, spheroidal, concretionary, nodular, conylomeritic, knotty,

full of small nodules or concretions, giving the rock a knotty aspect,

irreyular, ohlique, and rihaned, the latter variety heing rather common.*
Micasyte.—This rock is par excellence the typical schistose rock of

the country, its varieties in composition heing nearly innumerahle, and
some one or other of these varieties graduate into one or other of

every kind of schist. In composition the piincipal varieties are

argillous-micasyte, tico-micasyte, quartzitic-micasyte, liornMendic-micasyte,

cMoritic-micasyte, talcose-micasyte, garnetiferous-m icasyte, felsitic-

micasyte, calcitic-rnicasyte, dolomitic-micasyte, opluolitic-rnicasyte, and
2)yritic-micasyte. Any of these varieties may graduate in one of the

schists hereafter enumerated ; moreover, two or more of these vaiieties

may he comhined, fonning endless suh-varieties.

]\Iicasyte has similar stractiu-al varieties to argillyte, and in addi-

tion to these the peculiar fi'illed structure previously deserihed is

common ; also, it may he gneissoid, through vrhich it graduates into

gneiss. Two suhvarieties of quartzitic-micasyte deseiwe special

mention and description. One is filrous-rnicasyte, in which the quartz

is aiTanged in thin stalks or layers, giving the rock a woody aspect.

In some the stalks are long and iri-egulai-, while in others they are more
or less ovate. "When the inliers of quartz are oval, a cross section of the

rock has a marked character fonning a more or less regiilar net-work.

In the second there are small, thin, round, slightly elongated discoid

pieces of quartz scattered thi'ough the rock, sometimes sparingly hut
often thickly together. The rock when weathered has the appearance

of heing scattered over or stuck full of small pieces of money fi'om the

size of a silver penny to that of a sixpence, from which the rock might
he called nummoid or money-schist. The fibrous and nummoid-schists

gxaduate into one another.

Quartzyte or Quartz-schist.—Quartz-schist to me seems to be
given a prominence to which it is not entitled, as quartz-schist among

* Other varieties may occur, but in this and all other lists only the rocks
obsei'ved are mentioned. Pai-ticular descriptions of the varieties are unnecessary,

as they ^vill be foimd in the different ^orks on Peti-ology ; therefore, in this essay,

the only varieties that vrill be minutely described are those that are peculiar.
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other schist is not even analogous to giits or sandstones in a group of

sedimentary rocks, for all grits and sandstones are not nietamoi'phosed

into quartz-schist, many changing into mica or other schists. In this

area the qnartzyte has no true boundary, as both in depth and length

it graduates into other kinds of schist, and no matter how cha-

racteristic some portions of a series may be, other parts will be so

micaceous or felsitic, &c., &c., that except for theii" associates they
would never be classed as qnartzyte.*'

The quartzytes generally are pale-gi'eenish or white in colour, but
some are greyish, blueish, reddish, or blackish ; compact, hard, but
brittle ; when fi-actiu-ed, often have a saceharoid aspect, and usually have
a glimmering vitreous lustre. Few of these rocks are without flakes or

plates of mica, generally white, on the surface of the stratification or

lamination planes ; some, however, are more or less massive, and in

them the mica is not veiy conspicuous. ]y!any of the quartzytes are

affected by irregular joint system, on which account, when exposed to

atmospheric influences, they break up readily into angular shingle.

Some are ribaned, bands of different colours alternating ; many of them
seem capable of being split into flags, which is rarely practicable, on

which account they are locally called JacTc-avrea, i. e. tangled flags.

In places in this area, a not uncommon variety of tliis schist is

felsitic-quarUyte, an aggregate of quartz andfelsite. Tliis often occurs

as a massive or thick-bedded rock, and sometimes, as will hereafter be

more fully stated, it may possibly not be a metamorphosed derivate-

rock (see page 130). relsitic-quartzyte may graclilate into fehityie,

while ordinary qiiartzyte generally merges into ([uartzytic-micasi/te.

It has been pointed out that usually a series of quartzytes graduates

into one or other of the different groups of schist ; there is, however,

one remarkable exception, as lenticular masses and subordinate beds of

Iwrnllendyte are not uncommon among the quartzytes of Tar-Con-

naught, and between these two kinds of rock there is nearly always a

hard abrupt boundary. These subordinate beds of homblendyte will

again be mentioned.

Sornblendyte or AmpMlole-scMst

.

—Homblendic-micasyte graduates

into homblendyte, while the latter often merges into chlorityte

or ialcyte. The most interesting of all the schistose rocks in Tar-

Connaught are the homblendytes, as they for the most part must
originally have been tuffs or tuffose rocks, as they are intimately asso-

* There are some rocks called quartzyte (the Quartz-rock of Jukes) such, as those

at Bray Head, Co. "Wicklow ; to these, ho\rever, I do not refer, as I believe that they
and ordinary quartz-schist belong to quite different classes of rock. From my above
remark I do not mean to say that in mai^puig a countrj^ the quartzj'te ought to be
ignored ; on the contrary, I al'ff'ays advocate that any remarkable beds, no matter

ho^ insignificant, ought to be traced out if the geology of the area is to be properly

ascertaiued. But I do object to hji^othetical boimdaries being laid doAvn; and if

quartzyte is to be given a hard boundary and a separate colom- on geological maps,

so ought micasyte, homblendyte, felsityte, &c., and every bed of sandstones or

grits among sedimentaiy rocks ; the absurdity of which must strike everyone.
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ciated with bedded and intrusive masses of hornUende-roch. Of such
rocks Jnkes says :

" It is very possible that many hornblende-schists,

actinolite-schists, &c., are metamoi-phosed tnflts."*' Of tnifs and tuifose

rocks Forbes thus "writes—" Subaerial or subaqneons ontbnxsts may
force into the sea irrnptive rocks, which, being at once broken np into

a state of division, more or less fine in proportion to the greater or

lesser cooling power of the water-mass in immediate contact, may be
spread ont into beds by the action of the waves. The texture of these

rocks may vary from that of the coarsest breccia down to the finest

mud, and, as is usually the case, such deposits may present themselves

as alternating beds of coarse and fine character. Upon the consolida-

tion of such formations, rocks are formed identical in chemical and
mineralogical composition with the original ii'iiiptive rock from which
they were derived, and wliich, particularly when close-grained, often

present an external appearance so like the original rocks as to be fi-e-

quently undistinguishable from them by the naked eye."f Scrope and
the other historians of the volcanic regions mention the accumulations

of agglomerates and other tutfose rocks often associated with volcanic-

rocks, while in various places in Ireland, such as the plain of Limerick
and the vicinity of Valencia Harbour, Kerry, there are similar accumu-
lations associated with plutonic rocks ; therefore, it does not appear at

all improbable that these ancient exotic rocks of Yar-Connaught should

also have had associated tuffs and other such mechanical accompani-

ments.

The homblendytes of Tar-Connaught range from a fine, almost

compact, rock to a massive conglomeritic rock containing enclosed

masses or blocks often yards in width.

The conglomeritic-homblendyte is always more or less associated

with protiTisions or beds of hornblende-rock. In places they gTaduate

into one another tlirough a nodular or spheroidal variety of the latter,

while the congiomeritic-rocks, on the other hand, gradually loose all their

blocks and merge into ordinary scliist. In others, the hornblende-rocks

and the conglomeritic are inteiTningled together iiTegularly, and the

mass formed of both combined, will be surrounded by the regular

stratified rocks of the country. Tins would seem to be additional

proof if any more is wanted, of these rocks originally being tuS. and
agglomerates; for such a mass as that represented in figs. Q, PI. 11,

and R, PL 12, may well be considered the remains of an accumulation

foiTued around a subaqiieous plutonic vent.

In the immediate vicinity of a mass or tract of hornblende-rock the

enclosed blocks in the conglomerate will be, for the most part, some
one or other variety of igneous rock, some having an aspect like

scoria or pomice. Farther away they will be mixed with blocks of one

or more other kinds of rock, and eventually all the blocks will gradually

disappear and the rock graduate into an ordinary scliist. In one locality

* Manual of Geology by J. Beete Jukes, M. A., F. R. S., second edition p. 82.

t The Microscojye in Geology, p. 10.
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blocks of felstone were obsei-red in a conglomeritic schist ; these were
not only remarkable but highly instractive, for they not only proved
that felstones must hare exi&led prior to the formation of this sedimen-

tary rock, bnt also that some felstones are less susceptible of change than
whinstones, for while the matrix was a well marked schist, and in the

associated blocks, mostly homblende-rock, there was more or less folia-

tion, these were veiy similar to ordinary felstone, the only alteration

that was evident being an almost microscopic foliation, obscurely

visible to the naked eye, on weathered surfaces.

The foliation in the conglomeritic-scliists is irregular. That in the

enclosed blocks may lam in various dii-ections, while that of the matrix
has a gi'eater or less tendency to curl round the blocks, but in some
cases it is veiy irregular (fig. F, PL 9).

The fine hornblendyte is often more or less associated with
homblende-roek. Sometimes the latter rock at the margin gTaduates

into it, when it is impossible, except pieces of the rocks have been
subjected to microscopic examination, to say where one rock ends and
the other begins ; while at other times it occru's as lenticular patches

or layers enclosed in the mass, or as thin partings. In such cases it is

probable they were formed fi'om the disintegrated poriions of the ori-

ginal igneous rock due to its contact with water, the enclosed layers

and patches marking the limits of different flows or beds. "^^ Fine horn-

blendyte may also occur as independent beds when it often gra-

duates into chlorityte, talcyte, steatityte, or homblendic-micasyte,

but it is most remarkable when it appears associated with quartzyte,

for, as previously remarked, in such places it rarely gxaduates into

that schist, such masses apparently being due to showers of tuff

falling on water and settling down ia one place, forming a distinct,

small, but independent, patch of rock. All the fine homblendytes are

more or less epiclotic or they may change into a rock that might be
called epidoticyte.

The weathering of these fine schists and also many other varieties

of schist that are more or less basic should be noted, for in them the

old joint lines seem to have been cemented or sealed, while layers of

rock in juxtaposition to the joint lines have been hardened, thereby

causing on weathered surfaces more or less angular figures (figs. G, S,
PI. 9, and P, PL 10). In the more siliceous rocks the old lines are

not so often cemented or sealed, but it is not uncommon even in

granites to find, adjoining to the joint lines, layers indurated, appa-

rently siKcified (fig. H, PL 9).

Chlorityte, Talcyte.—These rocks seem to be very much allied,

as one rarely occurs without the other. Some were obseiwed to be

tourmalinic, others garnetiferous. They graduate into varieties of

micasyte and into hornblendyte.

Felsityte.—This schist has, besides others, two marked varieties,

* TufFose layers bet-ween flows or beds of plutonic rocks are foxiud in Cork,

Kerry, Limerick, and other places.
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namely, the fine compact and the scaly friable. The fine rock has an
aspect very similar to qiiartzyte, but clistingTiishable from that schist

by its always weathering with a white crust similar to felstone. The
scaly or friable felsityte seems for the most part to be an aggregate

of minute felspathic fiakes or scales ; nevertheless, it is very tough and
hard to break across, but along the grain can be split with greater or

less facihty ; across the grain it breaks with a hackly fi-acture. It is

always more or less steatitic. This variety of felsityte sometimes
occurs as a stratified rock, but in the country north of Killary

Harbour it undoubtedly is in places part of an intnisive mass, being

the tuffoid portion of the hereafter mentioned felstone protrusions,

which rock having been metamorphosed is changed into these schists.

It may be here suggested that all the felsitytes and perhaps also

the felsitic-quartzjrtes are probably metamorphosed felsitic tuffs and
tuifose rocks. These rocks, however, will hereafter be more fully

considered.

Subordinate schists which claim separate descriptions are pyrrho-
tityte or pyrrhotite-schist and rlicntiziiyte or magnesian-schist on account

of their remarkable composition, the former also having been worked
for the minerals it contains.

Pyrrhotityte, when typical, is a crystalline aggregate of quartz,

pyiThotite, pyi'ite, and chalcopyiite, with a little mica. As the mica
increases in quantity the sulphides decrease until eventually the rock

passes into mica-schist. In some varieties the mineralogical metals

predominate to the nearly total exclusion of all others ; however, it is

very variable in its composition, having many accessories, and changing
rapidly fi'om a highly metalliferous to a non-metalliferous rock.*

Rhoitizyte or Magnesian-schist

.

—This was only observed in one
locality (Cannaver Island, Lough Conib). Of specimens of the rock

Mr. Forbes says—" Yery identical with one described by me in ]S[or-

way."t
Schistose-limestone, Schistose-dolomyte, Opliiolyte, and Steatyte.—These

rocks, although different in aspect and composition to all other schistose-

rocks, must be classed among them, as they graduate into some one or

* Here it may be mentioned that in connexion wdth these schists there are

metaUiieroiis lodes e^ddently older than the associated gi-anite-veins, and apparently

of metamoi-phic origin. These consist of a crystalline aggregate of pyn-hotite,

pyrite, chalcopyiite, quartz, mica, orthoclase, and oligoclase, with marcasite, amphi-

bole, &c., as accessories. Adjoining such lodes more recent lodes usually occur.

There are also veins of garnet-rock which seem to he connected with the metalli-

ferous strata, as they were not noted in any other parts of the coimtry. This vein-

rock is a more or less crystaUine mass of bro\^'u garnet ; when very crystalline it

usually contains crystals of pyn-hotite, ppite, chalcopyiite, quartz, oligoclase, &c.,

with the interstices filled witli epidote and ribaned pearl-spar. Some fine crystals of

the epidote have been observed. The garnet crystals vary iu size, some being over

an inch in diameter.

t For the description of the Norway rock, see Q,uar. Joui'. Geol. Soc, Lend.,

August, 18.58.
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other of the previously described schists, and eventually when more
highly metamorphosed they appear to lose their individual character.

All the limestones and dolomyte'^' to be described are more or less

schistose, yet in many, the calcareous or dolomitic ingredients seem to

predominate to the nearly total exclusion of all others. This, however,

may be more apparent than real, and in such rocks the different foreign

substances may be amalgamated in the mass ; for the purest of these

limestones, as compared with the carboniferous limestones, give in the

proportion of 1 "5 to 2 '5 or 3 of lime, equal quantities of both being

burnt.

The limestone may be white and of a saccharoid aspect. This is

sometimes a handsome stone, but in many cases it is impregnated with
pyrite or marcasite, and consequently, when exposed to atmospheric

'influence, it becomes discoloured. These white varieties occur in

various places, but the common colour of the schistose-limestone are

shades of blue and grey. The magncsian-limestone is usually white
or pale dove-colour ; the white rock is sometimes dolomyte, but not

always, as many are calcitic-dolomytes. The pale dove-colour rocks

seem generally to be a mixture of calcityte and dolomyte. Some-
times the calcityte will occur in streaks, layers, specks, or patches in

a dolomitic mass, or the dolomyte will similarly occur in relation to

calcityte. One variety of the dolomyte is a milk-white, compact,

homogeneous fine-stone, breaks with a conchoidal fracture, has exter-

nally the aspect of alabaster, takes a fine polish, but is hard and some-
what difiicult to cut.

The pale dove-coloured dolomyte and the calcitic-dolomyte appear
to be the parent rocks of the ophiolytes and ophicalcytes, commonly
known as " Connemara serpentine or marble ;" both of these rocks in

places occur in mass. At the surface of the ground the purest rock

seems always to occur; some, apparently, answering Dana's description

of precious serpentine. This rock in depth seems to graduate into dolo-

myte and calcitic-dolomyte. Similarly at the surface ophicalcyte may
occur, while in depth it seems to merge into calcitic-dolomyte. The
colours of the serpentines are various, dark green, nearly black, pale

green, greenish yellow, streaked, ribaned, variegated, maculated, and
variolitic varieties having been observed, the combinations including

different shades of green, yellow, white, grey, and blue, with, on rare

occasions, red, separately or combined.

f

Associated with the ophiolytes and ophicalcytes are ophitic and
steatitic-scMsts, and in some places steatyte ; these sometimes are of con-

siderable thickness. There are also green unctuous schists that may
possibly be smwragdityte or smaragdite-schist.X

* Dolomyte is the rock, dolomite the mineral.

t Ophytes also are found in Yar-Connaught. They, however, are pseudomorphose
igneous rocks and will be described with them.

X These latter rocks seem to be described by Cotta as a variety of eMogyte, but

typical eklogyte seems to be a pseudomoi-ph ingenite rock.
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Gneiss.—Gneiss, as previously stated, ranges from scliistose to

gTanitoid. in structure. Thajm.&.j'hQfine, 2)laty, rihaned, compact, coarse,

Jihrous, granitoid, porphyritic, nodular, or conglomeritic. The four first

varieties usually are characteristic of the schist-series, in which they
occur as subordinate rocks. In the rihaned all the constituents are of

small sizes and form thin even layers ; the fibrous has a structui^e some-

what similar to fibrous schist ; the granitoid and porphyritic varieties

seem generally to occur together, while most of the nodular and con-

glomeritic gneiss seems to -be metamorj^hosed agglomerates.

In composition, gneiss may vary from highly siHceous to basic.

Earely is it typical, that is, being composed only of plates or layers

of quartz, felspar, and mica, as various other minerals will also be pre-

sent, sometimes only as accessories, but generally as essentials in addi-

tion to or in part replacing the typical constituents. On this account

the varieties and sub-varieties are numerous, the following being the

most remarkable

—

qtiart%itic, felsitic, micaceous, liornhlendic, cMoritic,

and pyritic, the rock being named after the mineral that is more
developed or more conspicuous than the others, giving a character to

the mass.

Sornhlende-roclc.—Tliis rock is found as a bedded rock also in dykes
and intrusive masses. Associated with it are schist and gneiss, the

rocks from which it was formed evidently having been intruded con-

temporaneously with the deposition of the original sedimentary rocks.

Also associated with these rocks are granites that are supposed to be
metamorphosed felstones ; consequently, it would seem that some of

these granite veins are older than some of the hornblende rock. This,

however, is more apparent than real. Both kinds of rock (whin stone

and felstone) seem to have been ejected at different intervals during

the accumulation of the sedimentary rocks, but all were metamorphosed
at the same time, the basic igneous rocks being changed into horn-

blende-rock, and the highly siliceous rocks into granitic or granitoid-

rocks, on which account it is evident such granites cannot be older

than the hornblende-rock, while the rocks from which the latter were
formed must have been intruded prior to the granite that was intruded

during or subsequent to the metamorphism of all the rocks.

Hornblende-rock varies much both in structure and composition,

apparently according to the nature of the original rocks ; still, how-
ever, all the varieties may conveniently be grouped under this old

name of Macculloch.*'

Large protrusions of plutonic rocks in other localities, especially

if in part bedded masses, vary much in composition, part being

eurytes (basic felstones), and part whinstones, both often occurring

associated together. Such would also seemingly have been the original

condition of the igneous rocks of Yar-Connaught, in part occurring

as outbursts and dykes, in part as bedded masses, and the latter

* See Handy Book of Rock Names, by the writer (Hardwicke, 1873), p. 61,

et seq.
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associated with tuffs and agglomerates, while in composition they
varied from felstones (probably as in the Co. Limerick and elsewhere

more or less basic) to whinstones, and the different varieties of the

original rocks are now recorded by the variations in the metamorphic
rocks. The most common rock of this class in Yar-Connaught appears

to be an aggregate of crystals of amphibole, bluish or greenish felspar,

pyrite or marcasite, and a little ripidolite, mica, or such like as acces-

sories. It may be from finely to coarsely crystalline. Some are so

fine and compact that they- might be -called hornUende-aphanyte.

Others are an aggregate of crystals of amphibole, often apparently to

the nearly total exclusion of all other minerals. When very coarse

the crystals vary from two to four or five inches in length. These
rocks seem to be the typical hornblende-rock of MaccuUoch, Haughton,
Dana and others. A variety not uncommon has well developed crys-

tals of felspar, not orthoclase {dioryte) ;*' while in another variety

the felspar is orthoclase {syenyte), quartz also often being present, not

necessary as an essential but rather as an accessory ingredient. One
sub-variety of the syenyte is remarkable, the orthoclase being devel-

oped to the nearly total exclusion of the other minerals, the rock being

a whitish or flesh-coloured mass through which crystals of amphibole
are scattered ; this sub-variety {felso-syenyte) was only observed in

very subordinate quantities. Some hornblende-rock has orthoclase in

addition to the other felspars ; in a variety, Messrs. Forbes and King
(India) called hyperyte, hyperstene replaces the amphibole. As some
of these hornblende-rocks are metamorphosed diabase [pyrovene (dial-

lage) + felspar (not orthoclase) + ripidolite], portion of the diallage may
remain unaltered, or portions may be replaced by hyperstene or an

allied mineral, thereby forming various complicated sub-varieties of the

rock.

In some varieties of hornblende-rock mica occurs as an accessory,

but in others as an essential {mico-hornhlende-roch). Commonly it is

a small black or blackish brown mica occurring more or less abundantly,

but besides black, white, pale sea-green, bronze, and reddish violet

have been observed, f Some of these rocks seem to answer the descrip-

tion for hersantyte of Delesse. The white and the pale sea-green mica

generally occurs in large flakes, while the bronze and reddish violet

* (Gr. dioras, a clear distinction) . I would suggest that it was to rocks of this

class the name was originally given, as in them the minerals are always quite dis-

tinct.

t Mico-hornblende-rock is called by some " micatrap." This classification

appears to be very vague, and evidently the group is not a petrological division.

Under this name they include minnette or micaceous-felstone and micaceous-elvanyte,

kcrsanton or micaceous-dioryte hersantyte, or micaceous-diabase, micaeeous-

melaphyre, micaceous-doleryte, &c., &c., rocks belonging to quite different groups.

Moreover, part of a dyke in accordance with this classification might be a mica-trap,

while the rest of it belonged to a different class, or, what is not imcomnion, the

margins of the dyke might be mica-trap, while the centre was doleryte or dioryte or

felstone or euryte or elvanyte.

R. I. A. PKOC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIKNCE. R
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usually is developed in small pockets, distributed regularly and abun-
dantly through the mass. As the mica decomposes more readily than

the other constituents, weathered surfaces of these mico-hornblende-

rocks have peculiar appearances. If the mica occurs in pockets or

nests, the rock surface becomes coarsely pitted (see fig. I. PL 9), while if

it is developed in large flakes, the rock when weathered presents sur-

faces on which are rude characters ha\dng a more or less angular arrange-

ment, as represented in the accompanying sketch map (fig. J, PI. 9)

of a portion of a rock containing large flakes of silvery white mica.

Such varieties of the hornblende-rock are easily recognised on account

of the peculiar weatherings.

The varieties of hornblende-rock in places graduate into a granite

similar to the rock called Galway-type yranite in the memoirs of the

Irish branch of the Geological Survey. Its description will be given

hereafter.

Actinolite or tremolite, wholly or in part, may replace the other

amphiboles, and the rock may consist of numerous hyaline acicular

crystals mixed with a felspathic paste, or numerous nests of such crys-

tals may occur in an ampbibolic-felspathic matrix.

The actinolitic and tremolitic-hornblende-rocks are more or less

ophitic, or graduate into opkyte, steatyte, and such like rocks, the gra-

dation being very apparent among the rocks of the previously men-
tioned Cannaver Island.

The ophyte of this area, due to the decomposition of igneous

rock, is usually of a dark leek-green, approaching black, colour', never-

theless a few subordinate patches of a light green were noted ; allvays

it is more or less associated with hornblende-rock in places having sub-

ordinate beds or layers interstratified ; the passage-rock between the

two may be called ophitic hor^ihlende-rock or amphiholic-ophyte, according

to the mineral predominating. In some of these passage-rocks crystals

of amphibole occur in an ophitic matrix, or blotches or maculse of

ophyte may be developed in an amphibolic base, or ophitic and amphi-
bolic particles may be more or less intimately mixed together. In some
it is evident that a hornblcndic mineral has produced the ophyte, while

in other rocks it seems to be a pseudomorphism of a felspar. In some
of these rocks, flakes of a mineral, in aspect like diallage, were
observed.

Massive ophyte is di\T.ded by Dana into precious and common. The
first "is of a rich oil-grccn colour, of pale or dark shades, and translu-

cent even when in thick pieces." The second " is of dark shades of

colour, and subtranslucent. The former has a hardness of 2"5—3 ; the

latter often of 4, or beyond, owing to impurities." In Avest Galway,
among the rocks of intrusive origin, no precious or )toble serpentine was
observed.

A rock allied to those just described, and evidently a psouclomorph

of hornblende-rock, has a bright green colour, and an unctious, com-
pact, homogeneous, tough matrix, in which are imbedded more or less

irregular crystals or crystalline patches of garnet, flakes of mica, with
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crystals of eyanite
;
pyrite may also be detected in it. A specimen of

this rock was determined by Mr. D. Forbes to be eklogyte, while ITon.

A. Gage says it does not present the physical characteristics of that

well-known rock, but properly belongs to the serpentine series.

Steatyte occurs as subordinate quantities associated with the ophyte,

usually at the margin of masses, or in lenticular patches or irregular

Teins ; however, in other places it appears in mass. ^Tien fi'eshly

broken it is of a pale greenish gi'ey colour, but becomes a pale bluish

grey shortly after being exposed to the air ; and subsequently decom-
poses into a rusty white or dirty cream-coloured substance. It is more
or less fissile, very unctions, tough, splits along the grain, but across it

breaks with a hackly fi^acture.

Steatyte in mass in places graduates into felsityte or homblend-
yte. In the countiy north of Killary bay, the previously men-
tioned tuffoid portions of the protrusions of felstone (p. 114) graduate

through felsityte, and steatitic-felsityte into steatyte, while on Bofin

and Sharke islands the steatyte is associated with hornblendyte and
talcyte, and the mass formed of these rocks combined appears to come
up as a protrusion among the metamorphosed sedim.entaiy rocks, while

in the protrusion are peculiar iiTegular pipes, and bomb-shaped masses

of compact hornblende rock {Sornhlende-ajjhanyte). (See fig. K, PI. 10.)

From these circumstances I am led to suggest that the steatyte was
originally fine tuff, either basic or felspathic, in which were pipes and
iiTCgular veins of igneous rocks, the remains of an accumulation

formed in the vicinity of a subaqueous plutonic outburst, similar

to that previously mentioned when describing the homblendytes

(p. 116). These masses would seem not to have been intruded up
among the sedimentary rocks, but rather to have been protrusions, that

subsequently were in part denuded away, while round them the

sedimentary rocks were being deposited, till eventually the latter

enveloped them.^

* In favour of this suggestion it sliould be stated that, in the places where horn-

blende rock, in combination ^vith hornblendyte and conglomeiitic-schist, form
masses that are protrusions in the associated gneiss and schists, the latter rocks

seem to be allied to them, having originally been formed of somewhat similar

materials. In the neighbourhood of the protrusions of steat\i:e on Bofin and
Sharke, the schists are, more or less, homblendic andtalcose, and in the country north

of Killary harbour the schists in the neighbourhood of the felspathic mass are,

more or less, felspathic, many of them being felsityte. This should be expected if

the above is coiTCct ; as part of the accumulation of tuff would remain as an irregu-

lar mass, while the portions destroyed by denudation should be deposited around
the residue ; and, although not exactly similar, yet, in a great measure, par-

taking of its nature. To account for the rocks north of Killary harbour, we
might suppose a protrusion of felstone somewhat similar to one of these in

Auvergne, except that, instead of being subacial, it was subaqueous ; the outside

portion of such a mass would be, more or less, disintegrated, and piilveiised,

during the cooHng process, by the water-mass in contact, and thereby produce

materials that, when deposited around, woiild fonn rocks very similar in com-
position and aspect.
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The hornblende-rock often merges into a nodular variety, or,

as previously stated, it may graduate into hornblendyte. (See figs.

L, M, and ^, PI. 10).

Often between it and the hornblendyte there is no rigid boundary,

their mineral composition apparently being identical, on which account

the derivate rock would seem to have been formed from fine particles

abraded off the mass, or from the outer portion having been pul-

verised, and disintegrated fi'om its contact with the water into which
the rocks were protruded, while subsequently they were re-aiTanged

or stratified.^'

Nodidar, or splieroidcd hornhlende-roch, is made up of blocks, or

iiTegular spheroids, fi'om the size of a man's fist to five or six feet in

diameter, irregularly heaped together, the interstices being filled with
a schistose substance, which is sometimes more or less curved round
the blocks, or with a felsitic-schistose rock, or even with quartzitic

stuff, or a mixture of their substances. A very peculiar variety of

this rock, only observed in one or two places, had a felsitic-schistose

matrix, very like felspathic-dioryte, except that it is foliated, in

which the blocks of hornblende-rock were enveloped. This rock merged
into the hornblende-rock, but not into the associated gneiss and
schist.

Usually, as previously stated, the nodular-homblende-rock merges
into congiomcritic schists or gneiss {^metamorphosed agglomerate) so gra-

dually, that no boundary can be di'awn between the two kinds of rock
;

for which reason it would appear that this variety is not originally a

normal igneous rock, but rather represents the broken up jDortions of

the flows, rounded by abrasions against one another, or by weatheiTQg,

while the interstices were filled by the abraded and disintegrated por-

tions, sometimes combined with foreign substances. Many lava flows

have margins of loose blocks, that are thus described by Smyth :

—

" Cooling and hardening on the surface, cracking, breaking up, and
falling forward in clinkery masses of rattling cinders and stones—such
must have been the mode of progression of these black streams, as

with many of the Yesuvian lavas under ocular inspection. "f And
if such had been the margin of the ancient flows in West Galway,
we could well imagine that now they graduate into a nodular
rock, not a normal igneous rock, or yet a typical tuff. Scrope,J how-
ever, and others, allude to the spheroidal and concretionary structure

of some basalts, and some of these rocks might possibly have so

originated.

The nodular hornblende-rocks graduate into the previously de-

scribed conglomcritic-schist and eneiss.

* Forbes has microscopically examined one of these schists, and proved that it

belonged to the derivate rocks. Microscope in Geology, pp. 13 and 15.

t " TenerifPe," by C. Piazzi Smyth, F. R. S., p. 249.

X
" Yolcanos," p. Ill, and pp. 184, &c.
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Foliated feUtone or gneissyte and granitoid felstone.—These rocks may-

occur cutting across tlie stratification of the metamoi-phic sedimentary
rock as dykes, or they may be in masses or beds. The most common
variety of the foliated-felstone is a gneissoid-rock consisting of layers

or leaves of quartz, felspar, or felsite and mica, apparently similar to

the rock described by Cotta, and called gneissyte or irruptive gneiss.'^'

In varieties, amphibole or ripidolite may partially or wholly replace

the mica
;
pyrite also is often present. Some foliated-felstones are

schistose ; usually the rock consists of layers of felsite and mica, amphi-
bole or ripidolite ; there are, however, rocks that are aggregates of

quartz and felsite or felspar—the constituents of both the gneissoid

and schistose varieties depending altogether on the composition of the

original rocks.

The lines of foliation usually are parallel, or nearly so, to the walls

of the dyke, but at other times they are oblique or even spheroidal. The
most prevalent structures in fel^tones were enumerated when describ-

ing those rocks
; and on a comparison of the foliation in gneissyte with

the lines of structure in felstones, a remarkable similarity will be found,

consequently it does not appear unreasonable to suppose that the folia-

tion in the gneissyte has been induced by the most prominent lines of

structure in the original rocks. In places, the foliated rocks can be
traced until they graduated into rocks in which foliation has not been
developed. Gneissyte was principally noted as dykes among the gneiss

and schist, but in the neighbourhood of Barna there is a foliated felstone

in the porphyritic-oligoclasic-granite
(
Galtvay-type-granite). Its occur-

rence in such a place seems to be remarkable, and hard to explain, never-

theless, the writer of this essay on a former occasion has suggested an
explanation for the phenomena.!

Others of the metamorphosed felstones are devoid of foliation. These,

may be called granitoid-fehtone from their appearance. J They are a

granular compound of felsite and quartz ; or of felsite, quartz, and mica; or

of felsite, quartz, mica and felspar, and from the latter the rock graduates

into a granite. In a few localities amphibole, or a mineral that appeared

to be ripidolite, was noted in addition to the mica. In more than one place

these rocks can be traced until they graduate into a felstone, very little

if at all altered. Most of these rocks seem to have been originally highly-

siliceous-felstones {petro silex) ; therefore, they for the most part have
orthoclase for their felspar ; there are, however, other granitoid-felstones

that appear originally to have been basic-felstones [euryte), and these

were changed into rocks in which oligoclase, amphibole, and such like

minerals are essentials.

* Cotta, 1. c, p. 234.

t Joiirnal of the Eoy. Geol. See, Ireland, 1871, vol. iii., p. 1. They may,
however, be foliated normal felstones, as normal foliated intriisive granites (as at

Newry, Co. Down) occur in places.

X Macculloch describes rocks among his granites that evidently are similar to

these rocks.
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The gneissyte and granitoid-felstone that occur in bedded masses

are more or less hard to determine, as some, especially among the

gneiss, are very similar to many of the metamorphosed sandstones

and grits. They, however, generally weather with a white criist some-

what like a felstone, which weathering among the metamorphosed
sedimentary rocks is unusual only on felsitytes and felsitic-quartzytes.

Moreover, in some cases a rock that apparently is bedded, when care-

fully traced will be found to cross or intrude into some of the associated

bedded rocks.

Geanitic Rocks.—The granitic rocks may be highly siliceous, or

more or less basic ; both of these groups contain rocks that are intru-

sive, the latter others that have been formed in situ by extreme metamor-
phic action. Previous to entering into the description of the typical

granites, the elvanytes or quartz-porphyrites should be enumerated
and described, as they are the granitic-rocks next in order to the

plutonic-rocks.

Elvanyte or quartz porphyry.—These passage-rocks between the plu-

tonic-rocks and the typical granites are always more or less granitoid.

They seem to belong to the granitic-rocks, as they are hypogene, and
consequently never are associated with tuff or any other such mechani-
cally formed accompaniment. Nevertheless, in part they are allied to

the plutonic-rocks as they graduate into them ; moreover, at the

extreme margin of wide dykes, also in small dykes, branching fi'om a

large one, a rock often occurs that in aspect is undistinguishable from
a plutonic-rock. These compact portions at the walls of dykes are never
more than a few inches in thickness.*

Elvanytes range from highly siliceous to basic,f according as they are

the passage-rocks from felstone or whinstone to granite.

Elvanyte has a more or less crystalline felsitic or felspathic

base, usually with globules, bleds, or ciystals of quartz, crystals

of felspar, and flakes of mica or ripidolite or crystals of amphibole

;

pyrite also is often present, beside other minerals, generally as

accessories, but sometimes locally as essentials. In all elvanytes

some of the quartz seems to have crystallized out first, but some-

times only sparingly. In the highly siliceous varieties this quartz

is characteristic of the rocks, while in the more basic varieties

it is often scarcely perceptible. Scheerer excludes from his tnie

granites rocks in which part of the quartz crystallized out before the

other constituents, as will be seen from the following epitome of this

eminent geologist's definition for granite :—" The crystals of felsjjar, and
others not containing water, crystallized out first ; the mica, which con-

* The compact portion is called by Cotta the base or mother-rock. Rock classi-

fication, 1. c, p. 214.

t There are granitoid-basic-rocks vej-y similar in appearance to some of the pre-

viously mentioned varieties of hornblende-rock ; some of these probably belong to this

gronp ; however, in the country to which this essay refers this could not be proved.

There are, however, as will be hereafter stated, rocks that might be called syenyte,

which belong to this group.
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tains mucli water, probably next ; and the silex, which the heated

water would longest hold in solution, last." Nevertheless, this

opinion does not seem to be universal, as Cotta and others place such
rocks as elvanyte among the granitic-rocks.*

The base may be gTeen, grey, purple, brown, blue, or even yellow-

ish ; the latter colour, however, seems generally, if not always, to be
due to weathering. The base usually gives the colour to the rock, but
it may be more or less modified by the colour of some of the contained

minerals. ' All the highly siliceous varieties, and some of the basic,

weather with a more or less smooth, flowery outline, so characteristic

of the felstones, and not with the rugged, rough aspect of a granite
;

some amphibolic or pyroxenic varieties, however, weather rough.

The quartz bleds, globules, or crystals, scattered through the mass,

range from mere specks to the size of peas, or even larger, in some of

the highly siliceous varieties being so numerous as to give the rock a

pisolitic appearance. They internally have a glassy appearance and
fracture ; on some of the blebs the crystal faces can be recognised,

while others appear to be minute coated balls. The latter often have
a radiated structiu'e, and in some there is a minute hollow in the

centre.

f

The vai'ieties in composition of the elvanytes that were observed in

tliis country are highly-siliceous {quartzitic-elvanyte), having numerous
orthoclase crystals {orthoclasic-elvanyte), or, perhaps, oligoclase crys-

tals {oligodasic-elvanyte) ; mica in some may be so abundant as to give

a character to the rock [micaceous-elvanyte), or that mineral may be
wholly or partially replaced by amphibole or ripidolite {hornllendic-

elvanyte and chloritic-elvanyte).^ The highly-siliceous elvanytes have
orthoclase for their felspar. The basic elvanytes usually have a

trialinic felspar or the lime orthoclase (adularia), with which are

associated such basic minerals as amphibole, pyroxene, and the like.

In some of the elvanytes in the neighbourhood of Galway, and also

in the island of LettermuUan, many of the orthoclase crystals (flesh-

colour) are enclosed in an envelope of light green felspar (oligoclase ?),

somewhat similar to the Finland rock that has been called Rapakivi
granite {RapaMvi-elvanyte)

.

* Jiikes classed in his elvanytes the rocks called by Cotta " granitic-porphyry"

and " quartz-porphT,T3\" In the latter group Cotta, as well as Jukes, seems to include

some rocks that evidently are quartzitic-felstones ; but as such are not hypogene-
rocks, they do not properly belong to this group.

t The latter can be seen with a pocket-lens. I have tried to get a section of

one to examine under the microscope, but as yet have not succeeded, as out of

numerous slices of elvanyte none contained this peculiar form of the quartz.

—

\_Note

in pressJ]

% Micaceous-elvanyte would be called by some geologists «»>«-^rff^;; this further

shows that the tenn is not a class-name. Homblendic-elvanji^e would, by some,

be called syenyte ; this, for those in which the felspar is only orthoclase, is correct

;

in many of them, however, orthoclase is not the felspar, consequently, for such, rocks

the name would be incoiTect.
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In structure elvanytes vary ; some are finely crystalline, so as to be
nearly compact, wliile others are granular or granitoid, the latter gra-

duating into typical granite. Elvanyte graduating into granite is -well

exemplified in the neighbourhood of Kylemore. Here, south and south-

west of Bengooria or Diamond Hill, are protrusions, in part scarcely

distinguishable from tjrpical granite, nevertheless, in all of it blebs or

crystals of quartz that were developed before the other rock consti-

tuents can be detected, more or less, while toward the margins of the

masses the rock is a typical granitoid-elvanyte. Moreover, from the

tracts extend numerous dykes, some being large and others small ; all

the former are more or less granitoid, while the latter are finely crys-

talline or nearly compact, some apparently merging into quartzitic-fel-

stone. Part of the rock in mass, although granitoid, has the typical

weathering of elvanyte, which seems due to all the quartz and felspar

not being crystallized out, parts of these remaining undeveloped ; and
from this peculiar weathering the Cornish name seems to be derived

(el, oil rock, ban or van white), as the white smooth crust has a marked
contrast when compared with the rough weathering of granite.

Some rocks like elvanyte are gTieissoid. This stracture may possibly

be due to metamorphism ; as in the neighbourhood of Galway, in one

or two instances it has been proved that some of the elvanjrte is older

than some of the typical granite, but as a general rule the elvanytes

are newer ; and in the country north of Elillary Harbour, where the

rocks are only slightly altered, there are large dykes of foliated

elvanyte ; moreover, they were only observed in the neighbourhood of

protrusions of granite, and may possibly be connected with them.*

My fi'iend and colleague, R. Gr. Symes, F. R. G. S. I., &c., seems

to have been, one of the first who pointed out the graduation of granite

through elvanyte into felstone. While examining the rocks adjoining

the north shore of Galway bay, I suspected such must be the case,

and mentioned my opinion in the Geological Survey Memoirs. Since

then I have seen the gradation in variou.s localities.

Granite.—Of tyj^ical granite the principal varieties in composition

will be found in the following list. There are others, some being very'

remarkable, not only in composition, but also in structure ; however,
they are only varieties of the rocks enumerated.

Typical Granites.

-n • T 1 • -J. ( Metamorphic (Galwav-type-granite).
Jiasic oligoclasic-gi'anite \ ^ , r\ t.

"
-i. \° '^

( Intinisive Omey-type-granite).

Highly siliceous ortholasic- ( Metamorphic.
granite. ( Intrusive (Oughterard-type-granite).

* The country between these dykes and the granitic masses is covered with
drift. It appears remarkable that these foliated rocks should only have been found
hereabout associated with other granitic dykes. This foliation can scarcely be due
to metamorphism, on account of the unaltered condition of the associated rocks.
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Haughton divides the granites of Ireland into tki-ee groups, viz. :

—

I. The granites of Leinster ; II. The granites of Mourne and Carling-

ford ; and III. The granites of Donegal, Mayo, and Galway. These
belong to two classes, first, intrusive, containing the first and second
groups ; and second, non-intrusive, containing the third group.*

Mr. Deleese " also distinguishes two kinds of granite, one irruptive

and the other metaniorphic ; the latter taking often a gneissoid struc-

tui^e."t

Haughton' s first group seems to he nearly identical with the ortho-

clasic intrusive-granite, -while the oligoclasic nietamorphic-granite

represents his third group.

Metamorphic oligoclasic-granite (Gralway-type-granite).—These are of

raetaniorphic origin, ov formed in situ ; that is, the granite is due to the

extreme metamorphism of derivate and igneous rocks in the place, in

relation to the associated rocks that it now occupies, and was not
intruded or thrust up into its present position.

This rock, the " Galway-type-granite " of the Memoirs of the

Greological Survey, is a crystalline porphyritic aggregate, having as

conspicuous essentials pink or flesh-colour felspar {orthoclase'), greenish

or yellowish waxy felspar, white felspar, | quartz, black mica
{lepidomelane ?), white mica (^muscovite ?), and pyrite or marcasite.

The common accessories are amphihole, titanite, ripidolite, epidote,

chalcopyrite, galenite, flourite, talc, and garnet. The first three of these

accessories seem locally to be also essentials. Thus in the Furhogh-
type-granite (called after Furbogh, six miles west of Galway, where this

variety is the prevailing rock), amphibole and titanite are essentials

;

in other localities amphibole and ripidolite, also epidote, are not uncom-
mon : the latter, however, is believed to be due to decomposition.

Pyrite is mentioned among the essential, as it seems never, or on very
rare occasions, absent.

The oi-thoclase usually occurs in large crystals, often twins, some
being over two inches in length ; they usually give the porphyritic

character to the rock ; however, in a few places, the white felspar

may do so. In one locality [Furlogh) some of the large flesh-colour

crystals {orthoclase) are enclosed in. a white felspar envelope.

The amphibole in places is accompanied by titanic, or ripidolite, or by
a green epidotic-looking mineral, the hornhlendic-granite occurring as

irregular subordinate masses—the variations in the composition of

metamorphic granite, as pointed out by Haughton, being due to

the different rocks from which it was formed. In places, there are

irregular and vagrant patches, and veins of a variety, "very coarsely

* For a resume of Doctor Haughton's conclusions on the granites of Ireland,

see "W. TV. Sm}i;li's, F. R. S., &c., Presidential Address to the Geol. See. Lond.,
Quar. Joiu-., vol. xxiv., p. Lsxiv.

t Volcanos, by G. P. Scrope, F. R. S., &c., second ed., 1862, p. 300, foot-note.

X Some of the waxy felspar is triclinic, but usually it is more or less amalga-
mated -vrith a variety of orthoclase, probably adiilaria ; the white felspar also is

probablj' adularia.

—

\_N'ote added in the press.
'\

R. I. A. PEOC , SEll. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. S
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and irregularly constituted, of orthoclase, quartz, and silvery white

mica," answeiing Cotta's description for tiie rock he calls peffmafi/te*

In some places the crystal of felspar are very large, they being two
inches or more long. This class of rockf in places may have been

formed subsequent to the associated granite ; in others it has not, as

will hereafter be pointed out.

Yeins of segregation (
Gratiit^te), always fine, are not uncommon,

and two or more systems may occur together, their different ages being-

known by their entering and displacing each other.

These are more or less regidar, generally having an angular

arrangement, apparently occupying lines of joints, and they seem to

be due to matter which has segregated from the liquid or semi-

liquid portions near the interior of the mass having been pressed up
into the shrinkage fissure formed in the consolidated portion, as the

latter cooled, each successive system of cracks having their own
veins.

^Tien looking over an explance of the Gralway-type-granite, it is

not unusual to find the large crystal of felspar lying in irregular

parallel lines, while towards the north-east and north margin of the

great tract that bounds Galway Bay on the north, the rock is found

gradually to become more and more foliated {gneissoid granite or grani-

toid gneiss), until eventually it graduates tloi'ough gneiss into schist

(see Section, Figure S, PI. 12). Towards the south, however, in the

vicinity of Galway Bay, another change takes place, as here the rock

graduates into a more or less even-gi'ained granite, in which, as a rule,

none of the felspar is poi-phyritically developed. This even-grained

granite seems to extend as coui-ses into the porphyritic granite, while

associated in places are many elvanytes. It may be here remarked

that, in the immediate neighbourhood of Galway, there are many
elvanytes, as a mle, in large dykes, that are associated with courses or

dykes of granite, all usually running with a general north and south

bearing.

The conspicuous essentials of the even-grained granite are in

general very similar to those in the porphyritic variety, but not

always ; as in places, coui'ses of this granite vary not only in texture

and structure, but apparently also in composition : and what may
perhaps be more important, in one place, where gneiss overlies these

granites, the dip and strike of the courses seems to be similar to

the dip and strike of the stratification of the gneiss. In the neigh-

bourhood of Furbogh were observed patches of a very hornblendic

and titanitic granite, in which there is none of the flesh-coloured

orthoclase, or white mica, and only a little black mica. Toward
the west and north-west, the Galway-type-granite graduates into the

Omey-type-granite.

* Cotta, 1. c, p. 206.

t These veins probablv belong to the class called Endogenous by Himt. See

p. 131.
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To the north and north-east, the gneissoid-granite seems to have
similar constituents to the typical rock ; but the mica and quartz,

"vrith part of the felspai', are arranged in leaves or plates, vrhile the

large crystals of felspar are generally arranged rudely parallel to the

layers, but not always, as they often cut across them ; schistoid-beds

also occiu- in. it. The foliation, irrespective of the dip of the original

rocks, is perpendicular, or nearly so ; but the strike seems always to

correspond with that of the stratifieation of the associated gneiss.

However, as the rock loses its granitic character, and becomes more
and more gneissose, the original dip of the rocks becomes apparent.

Among the metamorphic derivate rocks of the barony of Ballyna-

hinch or Connemara, there are large and small tracts of granitoid-

gneiss, the rock being identical with the g-neissoid-gTanite, forming
the north and north-east limits of the great tract of Galway-type-
granite. These tracts always occur in, and naturally might be consi-

dered a portion of, the gneiss-series ; nevertheless, in some places the

rock loses all traces of foliation, and becomes a granite undistingiiish-

ble from the Galway-type-rock, the essentials, accessories, structure,

and aspect being identical.

That these tracts of granitoid-gneiss, or gneissoid-granite, are

highly metamorphosed parts of the gneiss-series, and not accidental

intrusions of granite, to me seems proved, as the one rock not only

graduates into the other, but also in places schistoid layers will

ti^averse the gTanitic rock, these layers having a strike and dip agree-

ing with those of the stratification of the associated gneiss and schist.

Such changes in isolated portions seem due to portions of the derivate

rocks, on account of the materials composing them being more easily

changed than the associated strata. This is very conspicuous at

Forlorne Poiut, Co. Wexford, where beds of granite are found associated

and interstratified with beds of incipient micasyte, hornblendyte and
taleyte.

The change from gneiss into granite is most remarkable in the con-

giomeritic and nodular rocks. As previously pointed out, all former
structure, except the strike of the stratification, is generally oblite-

rated in the granitoid-gneiss, the only exception apparently being,

that some of the blocks in congiomeritic gneiss, more or less modified,

may still appear. This, however, is not generally the case, for, as the

rocks become more and more g-neissic, the blocks usually become elon-

gated, with the foliation curling more or less round them, but subse-

quently the foliation becomes parallel in lines, the matrix having a fine

texture, while that of the blocks is coarse (Tig. 0, PI. 10) ; the boundary
between each being still apparent ; and as the change progresses, all

seem to differ very little in texture, or rather one merges so gradually

into the other, that there is no difference discernible, till eventually all,

or all conspicuous foliation, disappears, and the rock becomes a typical

granite.

Associated with the tracts of hornblende-rock {inetamorpliosed tcliin-

stone and euryte) are smaller or larger masses of granite, similar to the
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Galway-type-gi'anite. In some places it is possible, although not

veiy probable, that ontburst of granite may hare occiuTed in these

places ; this, however, appears rarely, if ever, to have happened, as in

all cases one kind of rock seems to graduate into the other. This
granite has the same essentials and accessories as the G-al^vay-type-

granite, is similar in texture to the coarse varieties, and to me it appears

probable that similarly, as the sedimentary rock, change into granite,

so may also the Trhin stones and emytes. If such may happen, these

masses of olic,o:-lasic-gi'.anite may only be extremely metamorphosed
portions of the original outbursts of plutonic rock.

Intrusive-oligoclasic-granite (Omey-type-granite).—^Although some
of the oligoclasic-gi'anite may have been fonned in sitti, part is

undoubtedly intrusive, such as the masses at Omey, Eoundstone, &c.,

which appear as protmsious. To the large tract near Galway, and
also to the small tracts since mentioned, there are regular bound-
aries, while to these protrusions the boundaries are more or less irregu-

lar ; besides, instead of the granite gTaduating into gneiss, it may
be associated with either gneiss or schist, breaking up through them

;

consequently the metamoi'phic sedimentary rocks may dip at or

oblique to it, but can never lie confoiTaably on it. ^Moreover, it sends

veins into those rocks, proving that this variety must be a true intru-

sive rock.

In some places this oligoclasic-gTanite is in juxtaposition with the
gneiss and schist, but in many cases, more especially if the boundary
is very iiTeg-ular, veins and masses of the orthoclasic, or highly-sili-

ceous-gi'anite, inteiwene. In such cases the adjoining gneiss and
schist are usually cut up, displaced, and ti-aversed in all directions by
regular and iiTegular veias of the latter granite, fi-om mere strings to

yards in width, sometimes foiming such a close irregular network
that it is impossible to di'aw an exact boundary between the granites

and the metamorphosed sedimentary rocks.

The intiTisive-oligoclasic-gTanite is very similar in aspect and com-
position to the oligoclasic-gTanite of metamorphic origin ; nevertheless,

after the rocks are studied and known, certain peculiarities will be
learned, that are always distinctive marks between the two varieties.

Oligoclasic-granite. OUgocIasic-granife.

(Metamorphic.) (Intinisive.)

Amphibolc, titanite, and such Amphibole, titanite, and such

like minerals, are locally essen- like minerjils, seem ever to be es-

tials, while often they ai'e acces- sentials, and sometimes are not

sories. accessories.

Gneissoid, or schistoid layers Gneissoid, or schistoid layers or

or coiirses, sometimes occur in the courses, never occiu", while lentels

mass of the rock, while lentels and irregular patches ai'e rare,

and irregular patches are not un-

common.
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The granite graduates through
gneiss into schist.

A foliation more or less con-

spicuous is often present, or, if

it is absent, the large crystals of

felspar ai'e often arranged in lines,

not perhaps visible in small pieces,

but often very conspicuous when
the rock is viewed in mass.

JS^early always porphyi-itic and
coarsely crystalline. The felspar

that is usually conspicuously de-

veloped being the pinkish or flesh-

colour, rarely the white.

Never graduate into elvanyte.

The granite never

into gneiss or schist.

IS^o foliation.
'"'

ffi'aduates

Often more or less evenly crys-

talline, none of the felspars being

conspicuously developed. AVhen
porphyritic, the white felspar

(adularia) often gives the charac-

ter, and sometimes the green.

May graduate into elvanyte,

and through elvanyte into felstone

(euiyte), or perhaps even whin-

stone.

iretamorphic-orthoclasic, or higMi/siliceous-granite.—The rocks be-

longing to this group may occur as masses, dykes, or beds, according to

the position the plutonic rocks, fi-om which they were altered, occupied,

"equally they are of a fine even texture, and in some it is probable all

the felspar and quartz have not crystallized out from the original

felsitic mass, such a rock being the passage-rock into granitoid-

felstone. These rocks, when weathered, have not the well-marked,

rough, rugged aspect of a typical granite, nor yet the smooth weather-

ing of a felstone, but rather a mixtui'e of both, like the weatheiing of

a felspathic sandstone. ^Tien typical, the principal minerals they con-

sist of are quai-tz, orthoclase, and mica, pyrite also being usually

present ; such rock being metamorphic-petrosilex, or orthoclase-felstone.

From being highly-siliceous theymay graduate into a metamoi'phic-oligo-

clasic-gTanite, or a homblendic-granite, following the different grada-

tions of the plutonic rocks, fi'om which they originated. In rocks of

this group it is not unusual to find lines, or a riban, having an

aspect somewhat like stratification due to bands of different colour,

texture, and perhaps also composition. The bands, or layers, may be
coarser or finer than the rest of the rock, or they may be more
micaceous, quartzitic, or felsitic, or they may contain minerals,

not essentials otherwise, of the rock. They are probably due to a

stracture in the original rock, perhaps the Hnes of viscid-fusion, or

* In this area there seems to he no foliation, or trace of foliation, nevertheless in

certain oligoclasic granites, north-east of Castlebar, eoLinty Mayo, and apijarently

belonging to this variety (as they occiu" in dykes and large sewers), there is a distinct

foliation. As I never carefully examined these Castlebar rocks I cannot give par-

ticulars about them.
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such like. In the "s-iciidty of Galway, the late Mr. J. Beete Jukes
pointed out that, in some wide courses or dykes, the outside portions

were granitic rocks, while the interior was a felstone, seemingly prov-

ing that the change must be due to mctamoi-phic action.

Thisvarietyof granite often isfound associatedwith felsitic-quartzyte

and quartzitic-felsityte, and often appears to graduate into the foimer.

For which reasons it seems probable that some at least of those rocks

originally were either felstone or felsitic-tulfs.*'

Mac Culloch seems to have classed together this granite and gTani-

toid-felstoue as different varieties of one kind of rock.f Of the latter,

he says, " This variety is never perfect, as it contains the same
minerals" [quartz, felspar, and mica], " without form ;" while in his

first division of the granite, he includes a rock, the description of

which would answer for felsitic-quartzyte or quartzitic-granitoid-

felstone.|

Litrusive-ortlwclasic, or hiyldy-siliceous-granite {Oughtm-ard-type-

granite).—This rock only occui's as intrusive masses, dykes or pipes.

Jukes pointed out that, in ^est Galway, when in mass, it always
occupied low ground, while in the adjoining high ground, when it

appeared, it was as dykes, pipes, or small protrusions. This pecu-

liarity he had also observed in I^ewfoundland, and other places, fi'om

which he concluded that, being a deep-seated rock, it was exposed
only in low ground, when the superior rocks had been denuded away ; it,

however, also extended under the adjoining high gi-ound, as was
proved by the dykes or off-shoots fi'om it, but was still unexposed,

denudations having failed to remove the covering rocks. According
to this view, the deeper and more extensive the denudation, so much
larger ought the tract of this orthoclasic-granite to be.

The rock, as just stated, has two characters—one massive, and the

other a veiu-rock, and, when found in these different positions, its

composition seems to vary. Under all conditions the rock appears

never to contain oligoclase as an essential, and when in veins or pipes

it appears usually to be a ciystalline aggregate of orthoclase, quartz,

and a greenish mineral, which is probably an eai-thy mica, or perhaps

ripidolite, with more or less pyiite or marcasite. The greenish

mineral in places is undoubtedly a mica ; but in other places it has

very much the aspect of ripidolite, and possibly both minerals may be
present. When in tracts, and wide veins or courses, the conspicuous

constituents seem to be orthoclase, quartz, black mica, white or green

mica, and pyiite or mai"casitc, while the principal accessories are

ripidolite, galenite, chalcoppite, barite, calcite, flouiite, molybdenite,

&c. These often occui' in nodules, lentils, and geodes, with lenticular

* It was pre%iously mentioned that some of the rocks classed as felsitic-

quartzyte originally may not have been sedimentary rocks.

t Mac Culloch, pp. 235 and 237. Granite. Second division. A. a. and A. d.

]: Id., p. 234. B. a.
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patches of a green mineral, called by the miners j?(?ff(?7; /'* also with
drusy cavities, or small vugs, Kned "with crystals of quartz.

The rocks in the veins may vary. In some places, so siliceous as

to look like quartzyte, and in a few it is a finely crystalline white
rock, in which the quartz and mica are so minute that they can scarcely

be detected by the naked eye. In a dyke on Shannaunnafeola, the

centre is a fijaely crystalline aggregate of quartz, orthoclase and
black mica, while the outside portions near the walls are coarsely

crystalline compound of qiiaitz, orthoclase, white mica, and pyrite, the
latter constituent being conspicuously abundant. This vein was in a

neighboiu-liood where there are granites that are evidently metamor-
phosed felstones, and possibly it may also belong to that class. In a

few veins, part of the mica, white probably muscovite, has a plumose
arrangement, as if pkunes of feathers were pasted down on surfaces of

the rock. The surfaces in those places where this arrangement was
noted were parallel, or nearly so, to the walls of the veins. This
variety appears to be similar to the rock described by Jukes, and called

plumose-granite.

jS^orth-east of Eecess, in the townland of Derrynea, there is a vein,

having in the centre a coarsely crystalline rock, while towards the
walls the rock is of a fine textiu-e. In the hill called Lisoughter, and
also in other places in the barony of Ballynahinch, peculiar veins were
observed, being very coarsely crystalline, the quartz and the felspar

occurring in masses often the size of a man's fist, while the mica is

proportionally large. In these rocks usually the mica is of a silvery

palish olive-green or a whitish colour, but black mica may also occur

in small flakes. The large mica is sometimes most peculiarly arranged,

so that on weathered sui'faces the edges of the flakes have angular
forms, as if the rock was inscribed with some kinds of vrritten charac-

ters. In other veins, that appear allied to those last described, and
always when they traverse or are in juxtaposition with limestone,

patches may lose all their mica, while the quartz and felspar are arranged
like Hebrew characters, answering the description of the rock that has
been called grapMc granite.] The granite veins last described are evi-

dently different to the first, and seem to be newer than them. Possibly

they may belong to the class called endogenous by Hunt, while the

others belong to his exotic rochs.\

The gi'anite in mass may also have varieties. In some places it

* The true blue peach of the miner is ripidolite, and the mineral in these nests

is very like it in aspect and feel, but it has not been analysed.

t Hunt mentioned veins of gi-aphic granite associated with limestone among the

American rocks. [American Journal of Science and Arts, Thii'd Series, vol. i.,

No. 3, p. 183).

X These veins I believe not to be tnte granite dykes, but rather to belong to the

class called " granitic-veinstone" by Hunt. I, hoM-ever, here describe them, as

other authorities class them -n-ith the true granites. The vein rock just desciibcd

in Derrvnea mav also belong to Hunt's " endogenous rocks."—Eeport Geol. Survey,

Canada," 1865, p". 192.
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appears to lose all its quartz and mica, and to merge into a crystalline

felspathic mass {felsitic granite).'^ The aspect of this rock is well
described by Cotta—" a rock of compact textm'e, about the hardness

of felspar, "with dull or smooth conchoidal or fissile structure
; colour,

yellowish, reddish, grey, greenish, or bluish, weathering -white." The
loss of the quartz and mica is, however, more apparent than real, for

on a close examination with a lens both may be detected, always veiy
minutely and often sparingly developed. In another variety the rock
appears to lose its felspar and to become a crystalline granular compound
nearly solely of quartz Q.ndiVin.(iQ.[quart%itic granite).] This rock undoubt-
edly is very quartzose, and perhaps, although closely allied to them,
ought to be excluded from the true granites ; for although in general a

little felspar can be detected, that mineral often appears to be absent,

and when present, presents more the appearance of an accessory than an
essential. In some places even the mica also is unapparent, the rock
being very similai' to the rocks at Bray Head, Co. ^"icklow, and called

quart%-rock by Jukes. These quartzose-rocks are peculiar, and hard to

explain. At CurTaun, immediately south of Maam Bay, the jS^. W. arm
of Lough Corrib, and in other places, the quartzose rock undoubtedly
graduates into the intrusive highly-siliceous or oithoclasic granite, but
in some places the relations between the quartzose-rocks and those

associated with it are veiy obsctu'e. At Canrower and Croaghna-
cloosh, both in the viciidty of Oughterard, masses of this rock occur, seem-
ingly in connection with the Oughterard-type-granite, but the coat of

bog that covers so much of that country prevents them from being pro-

perly examined. In both of these places the quartzose-rock is foliated,

and apparently identical with quartzyte that in other parts of this

coujitiy is undoubtedly metamorphosecl sedimentary rock. However, in

these two places the quartzose rock quite disagrees, as to strike and
dip, with all the schists and gneiss in its vicinity, and as the exposures

are in ii-regrJar patches, they scarcely could have been brought into

their present positions by faults.;}:

* Felsite-rock of Cotta, p. 220.

t Seemingly tlie rock called greisen "by Cotta, pp. 207 and 321.

j All the details in relation to tkese exposiu-es of quaitzose-rock are given in
tlie Geological Survey Memoir', ex-sL.eet 105, pp. 33, 39, to whicli tlie reader may
be refeiTed.
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Pakt II.

Suggestions to account for the Origin of the Granitic and other Sypogene
Rochs.

In the preceding part of this essay it was demonstrated that the

"whinstones may gTadnate through eiu'yte into felsyte {^'petro-silex or

highly siliceous felstone), "while these plutonic rocks (whinstones and
felstones) graduate into the granitic rock and tlii'ongh elvanyte into

typical granite ; the gTanitic rocks being of different types, some being
more basic than others ; and as there are basic and highly siliceous plu-

tonic rocks, so also in the granitic rocks some elvanytes and granites are

basic, while others are highly siliceous. It has also been shown that

all nonnal rocks, whether derivate or igneous, may be metamoi'phosed

;

at first becoming schistose, second gneissic, and finally granitic, the

granites yarying in accordance with the natui'e of the constituents

composing the rocks preyious to their being metamoi-phosed.

Before proceeding fiu'ther, and for the convenience of reference

hereafter, the ingenite rocks in this area may be divided into seven
gToups, namely, i., the schist-series; n., the gneiss-series ; m., the non-

intrusive-oligoclasic granite; iv., the intrusive-oligoclasic granite; v., the

orthoclasic granite ; vi., the elvanyte ; vn., the plutonic rochs'^.

It seems to be now generally allowed, that all granitic and other

ingenite rocks were formed fi'om previously-existing rocks, the hypogene
at a depth beneath the earth's siuface, but the volcanic and plutonic

rocks at or close to the present or a former surface of the globe.

Some of the hypogene rocks {granitic rochs) must at one time have
been more or less fused and liquified, while others {gneiss and schist)

were never fused or liquefied, but were more or less changed by heat,

either wet or dry. Wet heat, judging fi-om the rocks of West Galway
and Mayo, would seem to be the more probable ; for in all the schist,

gneiss, and non-intrusive granite, the original joint-lines, as previously

mentioned, are either sealed, or a thin portion of the rock adjoining the

joint walls is silicefied and indurated, as if by being percolated by steam
charged with silex or some such substance (figs. G-. H. PI. 9 and P.

PI. 10).

If we suppose that at a certain distance beneath the sm-face of the

earth all rock becomes fused and liquefied, the rocks in the zone above

the meltiag point would be fully mineralized, but not liquefied, wliile

* In this table the metamorphosed plutonic rocks might be ignored, as they
do not affect the following arguments—nevertheless, all of them, excepting the

metamorphic orthoclasic granite, are included in the above classification. The
hypogene rocks, as the name implies, were fonued at a depth beneath the surface of

the earth, and under a pressui-e more or less great ; the granitic rocks having been
fused and subsequently cooled, and consoKdated, prior to their being exposed by
denudation at the present surface of the earth.

K. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. T
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each successive stratum would in general be less and less affected ;'^

and if the rocks while in these conditions began to be raised,

or in any other way removed out of the influence of the heat, appa-

rently there would be conditions to account for the formation of all

kinds of ingcnite rocks.

f

The stratum that included all the rocks wliich were altered, but
not fused, would contain the metamorphosed rock ; the upper portion

of the rocks belonging to the schist-series, and the lower part to the

gneiss-series. Below this stratum, in the zone where the rocks were
fully mineralized, but not liquefied, there wouldbe a non-intrusive granite

rock formed, which would remain in its original position as regards the

overlying rocks, but its nature and constituents would be quite

changed. Below the melting point would be a mass of fluid, fi'om

which all the intnisive rocks would come. Turthermore, rocks formed
under such conditions would, as in natui'e, have no hard lines of de-

marcation, the lowest members of each graduating into the upper por-

tion of the group next below it.

The formation of the non-intrusive groups of hypogene rock has

been suggested, but there still remain the intrusive rocks to be

accounted for. As the heat became less, the liquified portion would
cool and consolidate under various conditions, consequently forming
rocks not only different in aspect, but also in composition. At the

first, two magmas woidd form—a basic above, and a highly siliceous

below. As the superincumbent rocks cooled, cracks and other fissures

should form, into which portions of these magmas ought to be forced

by the pressure of the overlying mass, and also by the escape of pent-

up gases and steam. These intrusions, according to the magma from
which they came, ought to be basic or highly siliceous, and, if forced to

the earth's surface, they would cool and consolidate, under little or no
pressure, forming the different. varieties of phitonic and volcanic roclcs,

while the portions that solidified between their source and the earth's

sui-face would become elvanyte, a granite and hypogene rock, but not a

typical granite, as some of the silex crystallizes out before the other

rock constitiients.

There now only remains the intrusive granites to be formed from
the residue of the fluid magmas, and the conditions under which these

would cool have to be considered. The more acid magma should cool

slower than the basic ; therefore, there ought to be two distinct rocks

forming the magma ; that cooled first becoming a basic rock {oligoclasic

granite), while tbe other, that took longest to cool, would form the

orthoclasic, or highly-siliceous granite.

* In some rare instances, as pre'sdously mentioned, beds or portions of beds

migbt be changed into granite while the associated rocks above, below, and
around were only changed into gneiss or even schist.

t Since this essay was read, Professor le Conte has published a most instructive

paj>er on the " Features of the Earth's Surface" (American Journal of Science and
Art, third series, vol. iv.), which bears on this subject, and to which the reader is

referred. \_Note in press.']
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Either of these kinds of granite woukl, at any time prior to their

final solidification, be liable to forra intrusive masses or veins, being
forced up into fissures, cracks, or any other kind of " shrinkage fissure,"

or vacancy formed during the cooling of the overlying rocks, the

resulting rocks being respectively oligoclasic or orthoclasic granite,

according to the magma from whence they came. Furthermore, after

the mass of either the oligoclasic or orthoclasic granite had cooled,

there would still be centres containing unsolidified portions, that at any
time would be liable to be forced up into the shrinkage fissures as the mass
cooled. The veins, Granityte, thus formed would necessarily be more sili-

ceous than the associated rock-mass ; but in the oligoclasic granite,

although clifi'erent from the associated rock, they might be nearly similar,

and scarcely distinguishable from the orthoclasic granite ; however, such
veins in the orthoclasic granite would be quite distinct, being more
siliceous than the mass. In this way a solution for the formation of

the quartzitic granite might be suggested ; for, if we could imagine a

fluid centre becoming more and more siliceous as zone after zone
cooled, the residue finally might be so siliceous as to be similar, or

nearly similar, in composition to quartzyte.

If the granitic and other ingenite rocks were formed under circum-

stances similar to those above suggested, all the relations between the

different rocks could be easily explained. In West Galway, and
South-west Mayo, these all graduate through other rocks into each

individual rock, yet none of them pass suddenly into a different class

rock—each must graduate through the intervening passage-rocks. A
schist must graduate through a gneiss into a non-intrusive oligoclasic

gTanite ; a gneiss through a non-intrusive oligoclasic granite into an

intrusive oligoclasic granite—a non-intrusive oligoclasic granite tlirough

an intrusive oligoclasic granite into an intrusive orthoclasic granite,

and the latter rock through an elvanyte into a plutonic rock, while

among the latter class of rocks a petrosilex must graduate through an
euryte into a whinstone ; all the other graduations are similar, there-

fore, it appears unnecessary to enumerate them, and such changes are

all accounted for by the above suggestions.* The volcanic and phdonic
rocks would have to range fi^om basic to highly-siliceous, according to

the zone and time fi'om and at which they were intruded ; so would
the elvanytes, and so would the intrusive granites. The granite formed
in situ would be very varied in its composition, on account of the

various rocks from which it originated
;
yet it would graduate into

intrusive granite, and so form one of the connecting links between the

plutonic and the metamorphic sedimentary rocks.

The plutonic and volcanic rocks, being surface-formed, should only

be found among surface-rocks; but as all may at sometime or other be

at the surface of the earth, they are found breaking up tlirough all

COlllltl

In another place a list is given of the changes renuirked in the rocks of this

ry.—Journal Roy. Geol. Soc. Ireland, voL iii., 1871, p. 8.
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varieties, but only interstratified with those that are surface-formed.

Elvanyte, on the other hand, is a hypogene rock, and, as its natural

place is near the granite, it should more frequently occur among the

metamorphic rocks. This seems to be the case ; for, years ago, while

reading different accounts of tracks of metamorphic rocks, but espe-

cially Logan's reports on those of Canada, I was struck with the

frequent occurrence of elvanyte among them. .They do, however,
range into other strata. In Yar-Connaught, although they all occur

associated with the metamorphic rocks, yet many of them apparently

have no connection with that group, or the Gralway type granite,

as for instance those previously mentioned as occurring in the vicinity

of Kylemore, south and south-west of Bengooria, also many in the

country to the eastward of Clifden. These may be of Sikuian age, as

they graduate into eurytes identical with the eurytes interstratified with
the rocks of Upper Llandovery age. If this surmise is correct, we have
data on which to calciilate the depth beneath the earth's surface at

which a felstone or other plutonic rock will graduate into an elvanyte.

The mass of euryte at Benchoona is about 2000 feet above the base of

the Silurian rocks ; but if we suppose a thickness of the metamorphic
rocks equal to half of this was denuded away in the neighbourhood of

Ballynahinch lake and Clifden, where these rocks are so numerous,
these would be a total thickness of 3000 feet. There is, however,
another locality in Ireland, namely, the county Limerick, where an
estimate also can be made. In that county there are bedded
dolerytes, melaphyres and eurytes in the carboniferous rocks, at the

junction of the lower and middle limestone, and at the junction of

the limestone and the coal measures ; while in lower rocks, near

the base of the carboniferous limestone, are pipes or protrusions of

basic elvanyte, evidently the roots of some of the rocks that at

higher zones were irrupted among and bedded with the derivated rocks.

Between the rocks where these roots occur and the junction of the

lower and middle limestone there is a thickness of about 1000 feet,

and to the base of the coal measure of about 2300 feet. If, therefore,

these roots belong to the igneous rocks of the lower zone, elvanyte

may form at a depth of about 1000 feet, while if to the upper, at a

depth of 2300 feet.

It was previously stated, that between the intrusive oligoclasic

granite and the metamorphic sedimentary rocks intrusions of the

orthoclasic granite were not uncommon. This, if the above sugges-

tions are correct, might natiu-ally be looked for. For as the mass of the

oligoclasic-granite cooled, it would shrink from the adjoining rocks,

thereby causing vacancies into which the non-consolidated orthoclasic

granite should be intruded, and also into all the cracks and fissures in

the associated gneiss and schist fonned during their cooling, they
necessarily having been heated and expanded while in contact with
the oligoclasic granite.

It seems to be a very generally-received opinion that all granites

metamoi-phosed the rocks with which they come in contact ; to me,
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however, it appears that granite is the result of metamorphism, and not

metanioi'phisni of gi'anite, and that the rocks associated with granite

formed in situ must be metamorphosed ; but that rocks, even in con-

tact with intrusive granite, may only be slightly altered, not more so

than often happens to rocks in contact with large dykes or masses

of plutonic rocks. "^

In the islands north of the mouth of Galway Bay (Gorumna and
Lettennullan), the rocks are very little altered, yet they are adjoiriing

or in close proximity to a large tract of intrusive granite. ]^rorth of

Killaiy Harboiu', the rocks forming the hills north of Doolough are

scarcely changed, so that if met with in any other locality the altera-

tion would be passed over unnoticed
;
yet immediately to the north of

them is a large tiact of intrusive granite, while in the neighbourhood
of the Oughterard tract of granite, the sedimentary rocks are less

altered than in many other places in West Galway. Here limestone is

found in contact with the granite, and often caught up in it, yet the

limestone is not much changed ; that caught up in it, or in immediate

contact, has lost all its colour and become highly crystalline ; but
these changes only exist for a few jards, as limestone not 200 feet

from it was found to be scarcely altered, compared with other places

in the district. On the other hand, an observer can always know
when he is approaching granite formed in situ, by the remarkable
changes that take place not only in the aspect, but also in the structure

of the rocks.

f

* In the coimtry nortli of Killaiy Harbour there are shales adjoining dykes of

felstone altered into homstone. At Curraghrevagh, on Longh Corrib, there are Silu-

rian rocks micacised and indurated by a protrusion of diabase, and in many other
places in Ireland similar alterations could be pointed out ; the rocks in each case being
more metamorphosed than any of the rocks that I saw associated -nath, or even in
contact with, the Dartmoor gi-anite, Devonshire. From the cuxumstances associated,

when derivate rocks in contact with phitonic rocks are altered, I am inclined to

heUeve such alterations are not due to the plutonic rocks, but to heat, either wet or
diy, that came up in the divisional plane or the fissure between the different classes of

rocks.

t In some places, as for instance Eilliney, the rocks in contact with the mass of in-

trusive granite of Dublin, "VTicklow, Carlow, and Kildare, are miich altered ; but in
other places, such as the neighbourhood of Castledennot, Co. Kildare, they are not.

To account for this, I would suggest that some of the rntnisive masses of granite
cooled under such circumstances that the heat from them had to percolate the
associated rocks, while in such masses as that at Daiimoor, Devonshii-e, where the
rocks in contact are scarcely changed, the rock must have cooled under such
circiunstances that the heat all escaped "without affecting the associated rocks. This
pent-up heat, if it escaped along the walls of a plutonic or volcanic dyke, would more
or less alter the rocks it passed. Every fresh locality for granite that I visit, the
more I am con-^-inced that gi-anite is the result, not the cause of metamorphism. Since
this essay was read I have more carefully examined the rocks in the vicinitv of the
gjanite exposure north of Doolough, county Mayo, and find some of the rocks so

little altered that their fossils are quite perfect ; while at the extreme S. E. end of

the county Wexford there is granite due to metamoi-phism that graduates through
gneiss into schists, while to the X. E. of the same county, and in the county
Wicklow, the rocks in juxtaposition with the intrusive eranite are less altered
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If the suggestions that we hare been consideriiig are correct, the
granite that iirst cooled ought always to be less siliceous than the

granite intruded into it ; while the veins of segregation or cooling

{granityte) ought to be more siliceous than the rock in which they

appear, and from which they separated ; and this seems to be always
the case in West Galway.*

than, tliose farther away. In the north of Ireland, at the Moume intnisive granite

district, coimty Do-mi, the rocks next the granite are only very slightly altered, and
apparently this metamoi-phism is much older than the intrusion of these post-car-

boniferous granites ; while in the Carlingford district, coimty Louth, the carbonife-

rous rocks (limestone), through which a large mass of granitoid elvanyte protrudes,

are apparently unchanged. To the north of these districts the older intrusive

granite of Xe-sviy and Slieve Croob, as proved by my colleague, W. A. Trail,

F.E.G.S.I., has alongside in places rocks more metamorphosed than is general iu the

county Down, but this alteration is always very small, and does not appear to be

general round the mass. It is also so slight, that all the metamoi-phic rocks in. the

vicinity of the Newry and Slieve Croob granite belong to the class called " Sub-
mr'tamorphic rocks" by the officers of the Indian Geological Survey. Trail has also

pointed out that in those places where the derivate rocks are thus additionally

altered, the adjoining granite is foliated ; as if subsequent to the intrusion

of the granite a strip of country had been invaded by heat (wet or dry),

wliich had developed a foKation in the granite, and slightly increased the meta-
morphism of the adjoining derivate rocks ; and this, he thinks, seems to be suggested

bv the action decreasing both ways as we leave the junction of the granite and the

scliist, at which Hne, naturally, the heat might be expected to be most intense.

\_Xote added in the p7-ess.~\

* This remark can only refer to a system of granites formed at one time ; for if

one system of granites were foimed in the silurian period, and another in the

carboniferous period, the basic granites belonging to the latter might occur breaking

up through the highly-siliceous granites belonging to the former. Two quite diffe-

rent classes of vetns are kno^wn as "veins of segregation;" one kind, which is

always more or less regular, is due to a portion of the tiuid rock segregating from
the rest, and filling the shrinkage iissiu'es and such like vacancies ; to such veins the

above remark applies. The other class is always most irregiilar, often lenticular,

and appears to be due to minerals in solution, which subsequently crystallized,

filling ii-regular vugs or cavities in the rock mass ; to such veins belongs the rock

previously described under the name of pegmatyte. Hunt, as previously mentioned,

has suggested the name of endogenous for these vein-rocks or " granite vein-stones,"

to distinguish them from true granitic-dykes.—" Report, Geol. Stuw. of Canada," .

p. 192.
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XVIII.

—

On a Few Points in the Ceanial Osteology oe Sloths./
By Alex. Macalistee, M.B., Professor of Comparative Anatomy,
Dublin University. (With Plate 13.)

[Read January 25, 1875.]

In the Museum of the University of Dublin there ai'e several very
good specimens of Sloths, some of which were brought home from
South America by the Kev. J. M'Gregor Ward, lately Chaplain to

H. M. S. Egmont, and some by Dr. Newton. In one of these, a very
young specimen of Bradypus gtdaris, measuring only 10 inches in

length of body, the skull exhibits several curious points.

1st. A vertical medial supra-occipital suture, extending from the

middle of the back of the foramen magnum to the back of the sagittal

suture. Then the supra-occipital consists of two lateral symmetrical
pieces.

2nd. There are three wormian bones, two to the right, and one to

the left of the median line in the place of the interparietal bone.

3rd. The post premaxillary tooth (Caniniform molar of Cholcepus)

is very sharp-pointed, directed backwards and inwards.

4th. Owing to the absence of the frontal sinus (which in the adult

B. torquatus occupies the whole of the frontal bone), the skull narrows
from the parietal eminences forward. There are two slight fissures,

one on each side of the middle of the frontal suture.

5th. The pterygoids have even so early a trace of the " Arcto-

pithecus" thickening. The weak intermaxillaries are very faintly

discernible, with a slight boily nucleus. In the accompanying Plate,

figure 1 shows the back of the skull with the vertical occipital suture,

figures 2 and 4 show the peri-orbital bones, and the relation of the

lachrymal to the malar. Figure 3 shows the group of wormian bones.

Figure 5 shows the solid stapes resembling the columella of birds,

characteristic of the sloths.
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XIX.

—

On Chla]u:tdomtxa labteinthuloides, not. gen. et sp., A
New Feeshwatee Saecodic Oeganism. By William Aechee,
M. R. I. A. (With Plates 1 4 and 1 5

.

)

[Eead February 22, 1875.]

Some short time after the appearance of Cienkowski's memoir on a

new type of Sarcodic existences, met with by him in the sea (at

Odessa), which he named Labyrinthuleae, I was not a little surprised

and interested on meeting with a form from the freshwater so wonder-
fully resembling those described by him, as, notwithstanding one
circumstance, hereafter to be adverted to, even still to render it a

matter of considerable question whether it may not truly belong to

that group, even though it should not be congeneric with the typical

Labyrinthula (Cicnkowski).*

I regret indeed that, after repeated efforts to learn more of its

development or history, I have but little succeeded, except so far as

knowing that it is an endoparasitic growth, at least for a portion of its

existence.

It will, perhaps, be the best course to endeavour first to give an
idea of this curious production as it exists, before referring to

Cienkowski's forms, which would, indeed, be necessary previous to

comparing or contrasting it therewith, or with any other simple

organisms evincing any similarity in minute specialities.

The component elements of the present form, broadly taken, are

primarily divisible into two—the inner soft sarcodic body-substance, or

contents, and the outer rigid cyst, or envelope, which nearly constantly

surrounds the former.

But neither of these is quite simple, especially the latter, which
presents a variety of constituents.

To advert briefly in the fii'st place to the latter, the outer coat or

envelope, its complexity consists, indeed, only in the number of similar

layers of which it is composed, and its great irregularity of outline.

It is often very thick, according to the numbeii of laminae of which it

is made up, but even the thinnest, or such as possess but a single lamina,

would, on the whole, be called "thick-walled" as compared with many
vegetable cells. This wall is hyaline, and when -viewed superficially it

is colourless, or nearly so, but when viewed edgeways or at the margin
of a many-laminated example, where a considerable density is therefore

seen through, it appears of a pale straw colour- or brassy hue, and ex-

tremely shiny and glossy. Its consistence is tough, requiring strong

* Cienkowsld :
" Ueber den Bau und die Entwickehmg der Labpinthuleen,"

in Schultze's " Arcbiv fiir mikr. Anatomie," Bd. iii., p. 274.
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pressure on the covering-glass to burst it (Plate 15, fig. 4). As men-
tioned, its outline is most varied

;
globose or broadly oval might, per-

haps, be called the typical form, but examples lobed in a variety of

ways are extremely frequent. Nearly always, from one, two, or more
places, are given off neck-like extensions, of greater or less width,
terminating in a lacerated manner ; these are produced, as it were, by
the prolongations laterally of a certain number, greater or less, of the
laminae composing the wall, and then as if abruptly torn ofi:'. (Plate

14; Plate 15, figs. 3, 4, 5.)

Leaving the outer envelope for the present, and passing to the
inner soft and plastic "li^^.ng" portion, this is not a simple or homo-
geneous plasma or sarcode, but is itself composed of several seemingly
distinct elements. The first of these is the basic substance of hyaline

character, forming the common connecting medium of every other

element (except, of course, the outer cyst or envelope alluded to) when
the organism is in what may be called its state of repose—a state in

which seemingly by far the greatest portion of its existence is passed.

But at times a far more striking and remarkable phase presents itself,

when further structural elements of the '

' living
'

' portion or contents

come to view, and to which I shall advert in the order in which they
would most probably attract the attention of an observer examining an
example of this production in " good order" for the first time.

Since I met with this organism, on the first occasion in a single

pool in the Co. Westmeath, I have found it in several not very distant

sites in Connemara, having since then learned to detect its presence in

quantity by the reddish colour presented to the eye in the mass when
it is in the dormant or encysted condition, so abundant does it even-

tually become in pools where it occurs. Upon the earlier occasions of

taking it, indeed, the red colour was by no means so prominent a

characteristic as it seemed to have rendered itself subsequently, but it

was still a sufficiently striking feature.

In examples (especially as more lately taken) it is just this reddish

colour which would likewise first attract notice under the microscope.

This is due to a number of granules of varying magnitude, often rather

large, but mostly very minute, with a dark outKne and of a bright red

colour. (Plate 14, fig. 2, to the right ; fig. 4.) These may be often

present in some examples in great abundance, sometimes in others

more sparse, sometimes very few, or they may be in some specimens

all but or quite absent.

Of the granular or soKd contents, besides the red granules, others of

a yellowish-gTeen colour' will attract attention. These are usually more
minute than the larger of the red granules, but ordinarily surpass them
in quantity, the red ones only rendering themselves more conspicuous

at first and in the mass by theii* brighter and therefore more striking

colour. The fewer the red granules the more abundant the green, and
vice versa. These green granules resemble much the chlorophyll-

granules of certain algfe, though they are never of a grass-green, but

are always of a yellowish hue. I suppose it to be very probable that

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. U
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the red granules are in reality produced by chan2;e of colour of the
green. (Plate 14 ; Plate 15, fig. 2 to the left ; fig. 4.)

But in the formation of the " contents" yet another granular con-

stituent has a part. Besides the ahove-mentioned red and yellowish-

green graniJ.es, minute homogeneous-looking rounded little granules

occur, of a pale hluish tint. (Plate 14.)

When -wholly encysted, and now im a completely dormant and
quiescent condition, the organism appears yeiy densely filled, and
hence the larger examples are quite opaqiie.

The first and second year of my noticing this organism, in ex-

amples from the Co. Westrneath pool, quite fi'equently—since then
from that site, as well as Connemara, very rarely—did I succeed in

obtaining a view of the condition now to be described. It was there-

fore well to have secured the accompanying di-awing, when the ex-

amples were readily found in suitable order.

IS^otwithstanding the seemingly tough consistence of the wall, or

envelope, in manipulation, the contents have the power to burst or

force their way outwards through it, and the basic plasma pours itself

forth, bearing with it the granular contents as described, but not any
of these escape or become scattered, for they are held together by the

common medium, but, on the contraiy, they pass onwards with it, and
soon a remarkable sight presents itseM. The plasma, thus become ex-

tended and spread out over a space so much gi'eater than when it

occupied the cavity of the envelope, now shows the contained granules

mutually much further apart, rendering the hyaline connecting basic

medium in itself more apparent. This does not seem to form a border,

or any "ectosarc" region; the contained gi-anules stand close up to

the outer contour, leaving no hyaline margin. In examples presenting

this condition in a well-expressed manner (Plate 14), I think I see

yet another constituent of the basic substance, different from the com-
mon hyaline matrix—a kind of greenish, plastic, amorphous substance,

as it were comparable to "diffused" chlorophyll, seemingly distinct

from and yet, as it were, combining at the margins (if one may use the

word) of the patches of it, with the hyaline matrix, than which, how-
ever, this substance appears to be of a less fluent or yielding natui'e.

I do not think it would be capable of detection unless in examples so,

as one might say, "on the stretch." ]^ow, a beautiful play of quite

globular jyulsating vacuoles is seen to take place in the basic mass

;

these vacuoles, though very numerous, never become very largely dis-

tended. It is very interesting to watch theii' alternate diastole and
systole, now here, now there, distributed all over the extended mass

;

but, to see this properly, attention should be confined to a single

vacuole. It is curious to observe a vacuole originate in the middle of

a layer of the greenish substance adverted to—the vacuole expands for

a time in the usual manner, but, as if the expansion took place too

vigorously in proportion to the yielding caj^acity of the surrounding

substance, the latter becomes somewhat siiddenly, as it were, cracked

or split at opposite sides of the globular vacuole, the lift extending to
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a length, perhaps, as great as the diameter of the vacuole ; anon the

contraction abruptly sets in, and the divided surrounding substance re-

unites, and the rift becomes obliterated (as it were re-fused), perhaps

not to return, even should the vacuole reappear in the same place.

(Plate 14. See the vacuole in centre of the subtriangular outlying

portion of plasma to the left.)

But, as we watch, attention will soon be drawn off fi'om the

vacuoles. The first issuing portion of contents, upon being some time

advanced into the surrounding water, forms, as it were, a primary
trunk, which soon subdivides into a number of branches which taper

off, or after tapering a little may again become expanded, forming a

"peninsula" of the extended body-substance; or the connecting

''isthmus" may disappear, leaving an "island" formed of the sarcode-

substance lying apart. Presently, issuing from various pai-ts of the

"trunk" and principal "branches," as we have seen abounding in

vacuoles, are soon noticed ramifications, extending far and wide in the

most complex manner, offiliform, hyaline, quite colourless threads of ex-

traordinary tenuity. These extremely delicate processes are flexible,

but do not seem spontaneously to alter much in position as first de-

veloped, or at least very slowly, but only to grow in length and num-
ber. But, further, pari passu with their own appearance, occur at

various clistances upon them, minute fusiform bodies of a pale bluish tint,

theirlongitudinal axis posed in the direction of the length of the filament.

At first glance these might momentarily be taken for so many fusi-

form expansions or enlargements of the delicate filament itself, offer-

ing a degree of (bluish) colour, owing merely to their gTcater thickness.

But a closer inspection at once dispels this idea : the fusiform hodies

are seen to ie in motion, though sloiv, along the hair-lihe filaments. (PI.

14, passim.)

A very few minutes' examination suffices to prove this. I regret

I have not a note of their rate of pi'ogression ; but if attention be be-

stowed on any few spindles (four, five, or six), at any given place on
one of these capillary filaments, their relative distances will be noticed

to have considerably altered in a few minutes. The little spindle, now
in advance of several others, may slacken its pace as compared with
those beliind, or, what comes to the same thing, the hindermost may
become accelerated ; the natural result is that the foremost spindle is

overtaken ; it may then act as a temporaiy stop or barrier to the ad-

vance of those behind, and the little group may come to a standstill.

They may then remain in linear sequence, or become, as it were, hud-
dled together, and fonn a little cluster, but by-and-by they may resume
their movement. But in such a case of a spindle now in advance be-

coming checked, what is more singular may sometimes happen—the

hindennost may actually creep over the lazy one in front, and, this

accomplished, then, nothing baulked, quietly pursue its way, leaving

the spindle previously in advance of it far behind.

It is natural to speak of these minute travelling bodies as spindles,

for that is their usual shape, but this can vary. In such a curious
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case as that just mentioned, of one of these hoclies passing right over

another in aclTance of it, sooner than allow it to remain a barrier to its

progress, the former may assume a rounded or even a globose figure

diuing the accomplishment of the act. (Its sliigyish motion, and its

often somewhat slug-Iihe figure, as it slowly passes up and over its pre-

decessor, seemingly at a standstill, might fancifully suggest a pair of

slugs, unable to do more than creep, making an effort to accomplish

between them but at best a veiy tardy game of "leap-fi'og !") But
when the little traTclling body has passed oyer the other, the fusiform

fig-ure is resumed. But nonnally, duiing progression, these bodies

may sometimes represent rather a semi-fusiform figui'e, that is, one

side may be rectilinear, this latter, when presented, being the side

applied to the capillary filament upon wliich it traTcls, and the con-

vex side raised up therefrom. During progression a still greater

alteration of figure fi'oni the ordinary fiisifonn may present itself when
one of these bodies amves at a fork of the filament ; then, as if it were
uncertain as to which route it ought to take, it becomes itseK bifur-

cated, and one leg follows one branch of the filament, the other* leg

the other branch, and so the little body, now triradiate, may for some
time remain, stationary, as it were, astride upon the bifurcation.

These little eminently plastic bodies (one might roughly compare
one to a piece of gla/der's/jz^ff?/, or to dough) are, in fact, identical loitli

the little rounded or glohdar lluish homogeneous-loohing little granules

in the central mass to which attention was at fii'st directed, and which
ai'e distinctly fusiform only when upon the capiJlary filaments, although,

indeed, before they arrive there they may, some of them, appear
elliptic or subfusiform. That they are really one and the same thing,

notwithstanding the difPerence of figure between them as a rule, is seen

by watching the rounded granules deliberately proceed out of the

general central mass and pass up along one of the filaments ; as soon

as it has done so and begins to travel upwards, the globose figure is

lost and the fusiform outline is assumed. Soon follows another and
another, in just the same manner, and a more or less long cortege be-

gins its curious procession. By-and-by some of the little bodies may
retrograde, remain stationaiy, or again advance, or all may become
drawn in, capillaiy filaments and all, and the whole become reabsorbed

into the great central mass. "When one of the little spindles returns

from its joiuTiey it passes down fi'om off the capillary support and reas-

sumes a glolose figure, and joins the rest of the similai' granides within

the central mass.

It is when a great ramified tree is thus formed, under the observer's

eye, perhaps in ten or twenty minutes, and numerous capillary fila-

ments spread in every direction, up and down and laterally and round
about, these well laden with spindles and the central mass thus thinned

out and wide spread and relieved of so gi'eat a proportion of the gi'a-

nular contents, that the beautiful play of vacuoles referred to can be
seen, and the whole object presents a spectacle, in its way, of unusual

and exceeding beauty. (PI. 14.") It must be borne in mind that the
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example figured, amply fumislied. with ramifications, and with a tortuous

''lahyiinth" of filaments, as it is, and well laden with spindles, as it

appears, after all merely represents what could be seen in a single

focal plane, whilst, perhaps, ramifications sufficient to make up several

such complex " trees" occur in different planes between the slide and
the covering-glass, and which can be made out by focusing up and
down, all appertaining to the single main trunk, and derived in a

brief period from the great common central head-quarters ; nay, some-
times a secondary colony may be carried outwards and left apart at

some remote point of the field, this latter now itself giving off minor
branches and filaments back towards the metropolis. (See the more
distant portion of PI. 14.)

We have seen that these little bodies are of a homogeneous consist-

ence, of a highly plastic nature, and of a bluish hue ; they further

appear to have no wall or envelope, that can be detected ; still they do
not mutually coalesce, and, however intimately they may be temporarily

appKed, a close examination will show their individual contours. I

have not been able to see any subdivision of them. Their motion is a

gliding one, and, as has been seen, it is always veiy gradual and easy,

though sometimes slower, sometimes quicker, without any apparent
rule or reason. Just as little rule or reason is evident in the course

taken by the individuals, now of one and the same file—one may go
the " main road," the other following it may take a " byway." Some
reason, so far as it goes, appears why some should travel up the fila-

ments and others remain behind in the general mass, in that it is seem-
ingly just those which are most external, therefore nearest the place

of origin, that is the base, of the filaments, which betake themselves

thereon for the journey.

But if the variable rate and direction of the movement of these

bodies be inexplicable, even still more enigmatical appears the cause,

or the mochis operandi, of the motion itself. One might suppose,

indeed, that, once upon the filament, its elongation would cause the

separation of the bodies and give rise merely to a seeming progression

one from another. But we have seen their motion is a real one, and,

in fact, automatic. They " spontaneously" leave the general mass,

and, ascending the filament, commence their onward progress, and
the latter, when once projected, seems to be even somewhat rigid, and
incapable of imparting to them any impetus. The cause of the motion
would seem, therefore, to reside in the spindles themselves : they are

very plastic—they must seemingly be very contractile. But as they
gently and smoothly glide onwards, as if without effort, and free from
interruption, no very perceptible change of figure from the spindle-

form is usually seen, except the flat form occasionally, or the furcate

form more rarely, as before adverted to. In the case of two flattened

spindles, they may sometimes be seen gliding at opposite sides of the

filament, and one may pass the other with the filament between, and
now without any change of figiire, unlike what occurs when two or

several meet at the same side and cliistcr together.
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IS'ot less curious is 'it again, seemingly, hoiv these little bodies

remain upon the filament. What power keeps them there ? They never
seepa to glide off or to be met with in the water around. ' In fact,

these Kttle performers on the " slack rope" seem to hold on admirably—^but then their action is very deliberate

!

I have sometimes supposed that, surrounding hoth spindles and
filaments, a very subtle and delicate sheath, or envelope, must exist,

of some amount of contractile power, whose action might exercise a

propelling force to urge the spindles along the median axis, or, at

least, to act as an auxiliary in conjunction with their inherent con-

tractile locomotive power. Under a very high amplification indeed, I

have thought to have seen such a delicate envelope, but I cannot say

that the appearance might not have been due to an optical illusion.

However, such a structure would not be without parallel in certain

Helizoan Ehizopoda, for instance, Actinosphcerium Eichhornii, in

which the radiating pseudopodia possess a central axis of firmer con-

sistence (surely not comparable to a spicule), covered by a softer

sarcode envelope, certain granules passing between, evidently carried

passively by the latter. But the movement of the spindles, consisting,

as it does, of a quiet and smooth glide, is of different character. The
axis of the pseudopodium of Actiuosphaerium, comparatively speaking,

is a much coarser object than the delicate filament upon which the

spindles travel in the present organism, and the soft involving gra-

nular sarcode of the former is indeed a very palpable thing as com-
pared with the very subtle sheath assumed to possibly exist in the

latter.

There exists a certain minute rhizopod, of which I have seen but
very few examples, and have therefore had by far too restricted

opportunity to study it, to give an account of or to describe it. It is

there, however, and even, as is probable, I may not myself be so for-

tunate as to re-encounter it, it will most likely be found by other

observers, and far better treated of. For the present purpose it is

enough to mention that this form is of an orange or buff colour, glo-

bose its '' normal" figui-e, but is capable of much alteration of outline,

and it is furnished with numerous linear pseudopodia. JSTow, the point

worth mentioning here is, that it possesses the power to eject with
force, and rapidly, a considerable number, or (one might say) to "fire

off" a simultaneous ''volley" of its own orange granules, from all

round its periphery, to a distance equal to the length of its pseudo-

podia, and with an amount of energy and -consentaneousness which is

truly surprising; no sooner, however, have the granules reached a

tolerably equidistant limit fi'om the periphery, than they begin to

return, but, by comparison, much more slowly, and they become re-

absorbed into the general central mass. This ciuious action I have
happened to see on only two or three occasions, and under only a low
power ; I, of course, immediately turned on a higher power, but the

performance so rapidly accomplished was over, nor would the perverse

thing repeat it. Other similar forms evince comparable phenomena in
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a less pronoiinced degree. But the question comes uip, how was this

remarkable action eiiected ? The little balls were suddenly ejected

and gTadually retracted, each in a quite straight radial line ; they

must have been held in by something, or they would have been shot off

beyond recovery, either by a minute special cord of sarcode, rapidly

evolyed and again gradually retracting, or they must have passed either

in or along the linear pseudopodia. If they passed up the middle of the

pseudopodium, it must be capable of great distension, or, if upon the

pseudopodium, they would seemingly be thi'own off beyond retrieval,

ujiless (like Actinosphserium) there were a subtle enclosing sheath

over a central axis to keep them in. Whether then it is possible to

compare the modus operandi of the rapid movement of the round
orange granules of the rhizopod alluded to, if on the pseudopodia,

with the slow gliding action of the " spindles" on the filtiform threads

in the present organism, may be a matter of question.

Not less singular and ciirious than the spindles are the filamentary

tracks upon which they travel. There is no perceptible diifercnces in

their wiclth, or rather tenuity, either near the great main trunk, or at the

remotest extremity, or after a ramification. The main trunk and the

branches differ in size, as has been said, and a Irancli may become so

small as to show the contained granules, evidently loitliin it, in single

file, and even of that degree of slenderness it is still recognisable as a

branch, and it is at least as wide as a single granule or spindle. But
the filamentary tracks proper are (by comparison) much narrower
than the spindles, appear' like delicate "silvery" lines (eluding obser-

vation sometimes, owing to being out of focus), and they do not give

the idea of having the spindles in them (as does the finest branch),

but on them, even when doubtless they are upon its upper or lower
side, in relation to the observer. They are given off from all parts,

even from the hinder portion of the mass still within the envelope,

and it was not unfi-equent to see a few spindles travelling from the

margin of the body-mass to the wall. Further, it used not be unfre-

quent to see in a well-stretched out example that the granules remain-

ing behind embedded in the mass, still in the head-quarters, shoWecl

more or less of a reticulated arrangement in rows, as if due to the pre-

sence of some of the filiform tracks permeating the interior of the un-
issued mass. (PL 14.) Still my impression would be that these

remarkable linear tracks are comparable rather to pseudopodia, that is,

that they are sarcode prolongations evolved j^iro tempore, and that there

does not pre-exist a store of them, as it were, coiled up inside, waiting
the occasion ; on " squeezing" one of these no trace of them is seen in

the mass. Unlike the axis of the pseudopodia of Actinosphserium, I

have not seen that they penetrate downwards into the portion of the
mass whence they emanate, and hence one of the most singular puzzles
is that the little globular body about to travel, which without doubt
is distinctly in the general mass, when it passes to the base of the
filamentary track, ascends it, becomes fusiform, it noio appears on it.

I have repeatedly tried in a variety of ways, by reagents, &c., to
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make out any stnicture of the nature of a nucleus in this organism, but
in this I have failed. I could neither find a nucleus (as in Amoeba,
Paniphagus, Plagiophrys, Diaphoropodon, &c.) imbedded in the general

mass, nor in the spindles themselves. The general mass is made up of

the structures alluded to, and the spindles appear only as bluish

plastic and quite homogenous bodies, as described.

Foreign incepted bodies, generally, if not always, algte, were not
infrequent. Sometimes one can see through even a densely filled and
thickly enveloped and hermetically closed-in example the "digested"
and defunct remains of perhaps a Cosmarium or Euastrum, &c., or

an Oocystis or some such organism. (PL 14). The large example
figured shows a brown and dead Cosmarium cucurlita, in another place

an Oocystis NaegeUi, equally brown and dead (but the characteristic

arrangement of the endochrome not wholly lost), whilst next the ex-

ti'cmity has been incepted an as yet scarcely altered example of a new
and minute Spirotsenia.* Around this has been consolidated the

sarcode mass, which all the time gives off its filamentary tracks and
spindles, the Spii'otfenia embedded in its midst.

Several times I have kept such glorious examples, as that figured,

on a gi'owing slide ; after some houi's the ramifications were drawn in,

and there remained nothing but a " shapeless" mass sticking partially

out of the torn opening of the envelope, or all had wholly disappeared.

I never succeeded in dii-ectly tracing it, but there can be no doubt
such can wholly retract and again secrete a wall, and completely shut

itself up. Indeed it appears probable that an isolated or detached

portion of the mass left apart also can so encyst itself—one might
almost say indeed that this organism appears to have an abliorrence

to remain long icitliout a cyst ; nay, even though seemingly the

sarcode portion may not have emerged and offered the grand arbores-

cent condition at all, still the contained mass will keep secreting a new
coat, and adding yet another lamina to its perhaps ali-eady many strati-

fied and much thickened envelope. And so, seemingly, after several

egresses, retractions, recoatings, or subdivisions inwardly, and fresh

recoatings, are brought about the numerous and manifold, often outre,

shapes, in the encysted and dormant state assumed by this organism.

Anxious to find anything to indicate a reproductive process, I have
delayed to biing forward even this so cmde an account of this form

;

but in that hope I have failed. The only thing pointing thereto is a
' subdivision of the contents, sometimes noticed, into a considerable

number of generally equal parts, sometimes a variation in size is

noticeable. (PI. 15, fig. 3.) These ai'e giobulai' in figure, and seem at

fij'st to be without any wall. Such, kept for a time on a slide, by-and-

by collapse shapeless ; if they had a wall they would not do so. But,

* Spirota.n\a gracillima (n. s. mihi), very miiitite, linear, exti'emely slender, verv
slightly tapering, apices blunt, spiral turns very numerous ; a remarkable form, from
its extreme slendemess. Breadth ao^oo to ioooo "> about t-srenty to thirty times

longer than broad.
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ti'ue to tlie idiosyncrasy of this oi-ganism, in a noiTaal state, each, of the
balls is not long without fonuing a special "^'all (as in the figure), and
a number of globular, smooth, simple-walled, secondary iadividuals

are produced ia the cavity of the large multilaminated primary one.

One sees before one an object something like an oogonium of a Sap-
rolegnia, but there does not appear any analogy between them.

Such is an attempt to convey an idea of this organism, which may
perhaps stand for the present as CMamydomyxa lalyrinthidoides, as it

presented itself in the natural condition, especially the first and
second seasons of my making its acquaintance. A

. word or two is

requisite as regards the appearances under the application of

reagents.

I was surprised, on applying iodine and. sulphuric acid, to find that

this curious multilaminated coat, so conspicuous a portion of the make-
up of this organism, gave a biilliant indigo Hue colour, accom2:)anied by
a great swelling up of the constituent laminfe, the outer of which took
somewhat of a violet colour. (PI. 15, fig. 6.) In other words, this

coat gave iu a marked manner the cellulose reaction. At same time
the inner basic substance acquired a pale, homogeneous, somewhat ver-

digris green hue, and the granules, a brassy or yellowish colour, and
shiny appearance, and became simiiltaneously of cj^uite -a spherical

figure, and rather small and regTilar size, each with a dark contour.

EoUed in caustic potash, a great swel lin g up and separation of the

outer laminae of the coat took place ; to some extent, the same in cold

potash ; the basic substance assumed a yellowish, sometimes faintly

greenish, hue, and the granules became perfectly globular, more varied

in size than under the iodine and sulphuric acid, but Cj^uite oily and
shiny in appearance, and of a greenish-yellow colotu-. (PL 15,

fig. 5.)
_

In Beale's carmine solution no very marked change ensued, and, as

before mentioned, no portion showed itself anywhere as a nucleus, nor

did any portion take indeed any extra dye.

Alcohol deprived the red granules of their colour, and changed the

whole contents to a somewhat greenish-yellow.

Such were the results of reagents on this curious organism, as it

presented itself, the fixst and second season of my meeting with it.

Since then, much to my vexation, I have failed to encounter, except

very rarely, examples displaying the active condition described ; but

it always now presents itself closely wrapped up in its coat, and
densely filled with a preponderance of 7'e(l granides. In that condition

it is prone to occur, in considerable quantities, on the submerged sm-face

of aquatic plants in the pools which it affects. The veiy fii'st

examples I met with were free at the bottom of the pool ; and I there-

fore tried to examine this, to me, new phase more closely.

The fii'st plant on which I noticed this was Sphagnum, but I soon

found that this was only because other acjuatics were more scarce in

the pool; for the submerged leaves of sedges, of Eriophorum, &c., and

E. I. A. PROC, SEE. II., VOL. II., SCIEXCE. X
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more lately still, I noticed, in Oonnemara, that Eriocaulon septangidare

also suited this organism as a host.

On examining a piece of Sphagnum, or other plant bearing this

production, it may be often seen that the individuals are attached,

sometimes in crowds, sometimes singly, by one of the before-mentioned

neck-like prolongations, forming, as it were, a broad isthmus or neck, •

joining the great globose or lobed portion to the plant, but at other

times they seem to lie thereon without any e^^.dent union with it.

They are of variable size, and, as mentioned, of most variable shape.

But on closely scrutinising some of the Sphagnum-leaves (ulti-

mately other leaves), I was still more siurprised to find very small

examples, with a simple wall, or perhaps with a wall of two laminae,

unmistakably inside the large hyaline cells, with annular and spiral

fibre. (PI. 15, fig. 2.) These little examples were in every respect

(except size and number of laminae of the coat) like the external

larger ones ; very small ones were of an ellipsoidal or subglobular

figure, but larger ones, not uncommonly, showed an elongate torulose

figure, simply due to the example, now enlarging so as to fill the cell,

becoming at intervals cinctured about, and by reason of its expan-
sive growth being constricted, by the recurring annular fibres of the

Sphagnum-cell. (PI. 15., fig. 2, middle and left.) Other cases could

be found where such little examples protruded, hernia-like, on the

sui'face of the leaf. Thereupon the " sarcode," with the granular

colouring contents, seem to pass up into the protrusion ; then, true to

its propensity, to form a fresh coat, leaving behind the original one,

and thus seemingly explaining how these bodies come to cover the

leaf here and there, attached thereto. (PI. 15, fig. 2, to right.) No
clue whatever have I been able to obtain as to how these bodies origi-

nally get into the cavity of the leaf-cell, or how their "germs" can
enter. No doubt, in Sphagnum, one could suppose small germs could

enter through the pre-existent openings or foramina in the wall of the

hy-aline cells, and through the same openings the hernia-like protru-

sions could make an exit without any material injury to the Sphagnum
;

for it is true that, for a length of time, it can thus harbour this

organism without seeming itself to sufi^er. But though this is so, it is

no less true that when this organism at last grows to excess, the

Sphagnum succumbs, gets eventually broken up, the tissue of the

"leaves" disappearing, and nothing left but the "stem" and
"branches" covered by this growth, and such portions seem to be at

last utterly "killed."

But if it were supposed that in Sphagnum " germs" could make
their way through the foramina in the cells of the leaves, the same
sxipposition would not hold good as regards other j)lants, without such
normal openings in the cells. Of such, none offers a more striking

example than the cells (of the roots) of Eriocaulon. Of this curious

plant, small specimens are sometimes found fioating on the surface of the

water, and though defunct, their tissues seem not in any way injui'ed

or disturbed. Inside the cells of this plant small examples of this
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organism are sometimes to be foiind, to all appearance hermetically

closed in, and without any evident mode of ingress. But it would be
unreasonable to suppose that it could be self-generated in the plants it

inhabits. Other endoparasites, penetrating fi-om without, as is well

known, exist. In other leaves, where it can be seen occupying inter-

cellular spaces, the marvel becomes, of course, veiy much diminished.

It may be found (in Connemara) covering BatracJiospenmim vagiim,

and lodged ia numbers between the cortical layer of filaments depend-
ing fi'om the nodes, which become dislocated, and portions of the plant

distorted ; but such is not very surprising. But as to how this produc-

tion gets into cells of several diverse plants, inhabiting the same pool,

is a mystery to which I regret I have no clue.

In certain leaves of Sphagnum in which unmistakable young in-

dividuals occur, and again in others in which such did not reveal

themselves (not always, however, absolutely critically examined),

certain gi'owths can be seen, generally somewhat to one side of the

hyaline cell, and sometimes pressing in upon, and distorting, the inter-

mediate chlorophyll-beaiing cells. These form elliptic, greenish,

coarsely granular masses, suiTounded by an iiTegular, colouidess hya-
line, indistinctly bounded, roughly striate covering. (PI. 15, fig. 1.)

Sometimes two of these may occur in one cell, and if at the same level,

or side by side, they together may press more upon the adjacent cells,

and cause somewhat more marked distortion. I have not been able to

satisfy myself that these have a genetic relationship to the subject of

this paper, but I am inclined to think they may have.

Although, then, no "reproductive" condition or development of

" germs " of any kind has ever rewarded my repeated collection and
examination of this organism, at different periods of the yeai', so far as

I am aware, nothing essentially agreeing with its general and special

characteristics has before been described. But one cannot look at

Cienkowski's figui'es of his Labyrinthula-forms, or read his account of

them iloc. cit.), without beiag struck -nith the strong resemblance, if,

indeed, it may not turn out to be more.

It becomes necessary, then, to refer to the description given by
Cienkowski {loc.cit.), of the two forms for which he foiuided the genus
Labyrinthida, and the only one of the new group " Labyrinthuleas."

Labyrintliula viteUina, Cienk., forms little brick-red, or orangc-

coloui'ed patches, about the size of a pin's head, upon seaweeds cover-

ing the piles ia Odessa harboiu:. Placed under the microscope, and
allowed to repose for some hours (say twenty-foui'), thi'ce principal

constituents catch the eye of the observer: the " central mass," the

"spiadles," and the " filamentary tracks " (" Padenbahn," Cienk.).

The " central mass" consists of globules (0-012 mm. in diam.), with a

vciy delicate contour, and of a brick-red or yelk-yellow colour, which
in the aggregate are held together by a delicate, fijiely granular, basic

substance, often presenting, externally, a thin coloiuless margin.

Passing off therefrom in various directions are seen numerous slender,

mostly very thin, anastomosing strings, the "filamentary tracks."
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Towards the periphery of the mass the little orange-coloiired globules

acquire a more elliptic figure, and they can he watched passing up,

one by one, upon the tracks, where they assiime a fusiform figure, and
gradually, but very slowly, glide onwards. In the course of several

hoxirs, the greater part of these little bodies have ascended the tracks,

and slowly pursued their way to the margin of the drop of water. It

is therefore clear the little globules at fii'st seen, and the "spindles"

afterwards found travelling on the slender tracks, are identical. Their

contour is very delicate, they never become fused, though do not seem
to possess any evident membrane. The middle of each is occupied by
" a nucleus, appearing like a clear vacuole, enclosing a strongly refrac-

tive nucleolus;" they increase in number by self-division, and are

hence to be regarded as true " cells." Treated with tinctitre of iodine,

a sharply circumscribed contour makes its appearance on their surface,

becoming brown, and standing off, more or less, from the contents.

Alcohol chssolves the pigment, leaving the globules deprived of colour
;

the spindles so treated do not become blue by iodine, which at once

takes place when tincture of iodine is added to fresh material ; allowed

to operate longer, the whole spindle becomes dark brown. The beha-

viour of the pigment under sulphuric acid shows it belongs to the

category of colouring substances, fomiing the red specks ("eye dots")

of Euglenee, Rotatoria, the orange-yellow contents of Uredines. They
are very contractile, altering their figure on contact as they glide

along. Their main direction is centrifxigal, towards the margin of the

drop of water in which they are under observation, but they do not

always take the shortest coui'se ; they appear also capable of gliding

over one another ; some of them thus delayed en route may preserve

their original globular figure but having passed the obstacle, upon at

fresh start the fusiform figure is reassumed. Sometimes, says the

author, a backward motion may take place, '
' though indeed the final

exit from the water appears to be the purpose of this curious wander-
ing." As to the cause of the movement, the author knows of no fact

capable of leading to an explanation, being of opinion, however, that,
" owing to the rigidity of the track, the cause is to be sought in the
spindles, though the latter, away from the track, have not the power
to move."

Touching the " tracks " themselves, the author seems to regard

them as not differing except in tenuity from the general hyaline basic

substance. He was able, by the application of acetic acid, to perceive

that the previously seemingly uniform substance now showed a very
fine fibrous structure, and pressui'e on the covering-glass enabled him
to detach the strings fi'om the central body. When, however, the

whole fabric becomes fully evolved under the microscope (that is, the
whole "tree" or "labyrinth " developed), it seems to possess no con-

tractility, e'V'inces no movement on the surface or in the interior, no
projection or retraction of processes or rays comparable to the pseudo-

podia of the Rhizopoda : the whole is now a rigid, motionless structure

(except, of coiu'se, the wandering spindles). The author would leave
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the question an open one as to '^ whether the tracks represent a system
of communicating tubes, or solid interwoven thi'eads."

The principal difflciilty in his arriving at a conclusion is due to the

extreme minuteness of the threads, which scarcely allows of the

mutual relation of these to the spindles being observed. The author

could not satisfy himself as to whether the spindles executed their

movement in a single thread or letween two of them ; as he regards

the passage of a spindle, from the main filament to branch, as being

compatible with either interpretation. Also, he says the fact that,

upon the application of iodine, the contour then seems as standing ofi:

from the spindles, directly continued above and below into the fila-

ments, may be used in favour of either view ; this contour, with its

dependent threads, may be interpreted as the expression of a '

' tube
in which the spindle moves, or as that of two threads in contact

longitudinally." The author himself leans to the latter view.

JS^otwithstanding the seeming fibrous nature of the mass under
certain circumstances, and occasional tuft-like pencils of short linear

prolongations making themselves sometimes apparent, Cienkowski
thinks there is not thereby afforded a reply to the query whence
properly the material to form the tracks proceeds ; is it the basic sub-

stance of the central body which breaks up into the interwoven
threads, or is it the spindles themselves which directly build up the

whole framework? He replies, that naked clusters of spindles, or

even isolated spindles, without combining basic substance, are so

capable, and that the latter takes no share in forming the aggregate

framework ; but whether only the apices of the spindles or their whole
surfaces contribute to emit it, he expresses himself as uncertain.

The other species described by Cienkowski, L. macrocystis, agrees in

all essential points vdth the foregoing. Its spindles are larger (0-018

to 0'025 mm.), of firmer consistence, the nucleus more sharply

marked, the contents more granular, than in L. vitelUna, and they are

colourless, or a pale yellow tint. ISTeither iodine nor sulphuric acid

produces a blue colour. As in the previous species, the spindles in-

crease by self-division. This form occurs on the piles at a higher

elevation than the preceding, therefore not submerged except by the
surf. Hence it is regarded by the author as explicable why, in this

form, the spindles are more prone to pass into a " cyst" or " spore."

Preparatory thereto, the cells enlarge, become more richly granulate,

darker in colour, the spindles become oval, and each acquires, besides

its own membranous covering, a thick-walled smooth envelope ; the

basic substance possesses a glassy, rather firm, consistence, retaining

the outline, like a "mould" or matrix, of such " cysts" as are ejected

by force ; on the surface of the cluster there is formed a granular layer

of darker colour than in the interior. After a pause, the contents of

the encysted "spindles" become divided into four portions, the coat

disappears, and they remain free, as motionless globules. This taking

place, in many instances produce numerous closely lying little groups,
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the little bodies soon assuming the fusiform fig'ure, already accom-
panied by the " tracks," indispensable for their movements.

Such is a very much epitomised abstract of the author's memoir,
and he sums up the conception of the Labyrinthulese as follows :

—

1. Clusters of nucleus-containing cells, increasing by division,

possess a certain degree of contractility, at times becoming enclosed in

a basic substance.

2. These cells give off a iibrous substance, which becomes formed
into a rigid structure, forming reticulations and arborescent ramifica-

tions.

3. The cells leave the clusters, gliding away, by manifold cir-

cuitous routes, to the periphery of the drop, but the Labyi-inthula-

cells can carry on their wandering only when supported by these

filamentary tracks.

4. The wandering cells combine anew in clusters, and pass over

into an encysted state, each cell acquiring a firm envelope, all held

together by tlie common basic substance.

5. From each cyst, after a rest of some time, four globules are

formed, which extremely probably become changed into young Laby-
rinthula-cells.

Thus, notwithstanding the great resemblance, there are some
points of cUfference, of such seeming great importance as possibly to

forbid the present organism being subordinated to the Labyrinthuleae.

In the first place, the " spindles" are not nucleated; in the next, they

do not (seemingly) ever become themselves encysted, but the aggregate

group, matrix, colouring granules and all, become repeatedly so, and
that in a cellulose coat ; in the third place, Cienkowski's Labyrin-

thulete do not possess other colouring granules besides the sjDindles

—

in the present form there are green and red alternating ; and, in the

fourth place, the former do not show contractile vacuoles, a con-

spicuous feature in the latter, under certain conditions ; nor did

Cienkowski see any organisms incepted into their mass ; and, lastly,

Cienkowski's forms did not evince any parasitic nature.

The first objection seems to be the most important. Might it,

however, possibly be met by assuming the spindles in the present form
to be, as it were, all nucleus? Cienkowski offers no conjecture as to

any seeming or probable pui-posc of the strange wandering of the

spindles, save "to reach the periphery of the drop, or to get out of the

water;" still he says they can recede. Their object would natiu-ally

seem to be to transport to a distance from the piimary mass, and to

distribute around, the spindles, in order to lay the foundation of a

number of new centi'cs. Quite in a similar manner, the spindles in

the present form tend to pass away from the original centre, and
masses, accompanied indeed by a greater or less quantity of the basic

matrix, are sometimes left apart to form new centres. I cannot say,

indeed, whether or not a single spindle Avould have the power to lay

the foundation of a new and independent centre of growth, like to
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that "vrhich it left behind; but it might not be nnreasonable to suppose

that in this way the slender filamentary tracks, reaching far and wide,

may be simply the medium of transpoi-ting to, and depositing these

spindles within, the tissues of the adjacent submerged plants, in the

way which we have seen it to occur, there to develop.

As to the second objection, that the individual spindles do not be-

come specially encystccl, but the whole of them, along with the other

granular stnictures in common, might be only of secondary import-

"

ance ; more cogent, indeed, is it, perhaps, that they have not been seen

to divide, but after all it is a probable way of their increase.

The remaining objections seem rather to relate to questions of

habit, or might be considered in themselves as touching upon points

rather of mere "specific" signification than of higher import.

Cienkowski's forms might yet prove to be parasitic ; they at least

grow upon and siuTound the adjacent algae. Cienkowski's forms took,

some twenty-foiu- hours on a " slide" to grow up into a "tree" like

that shown in his figures ; the present form has often presented a

spectacle like that shown in PL 14, in less than as many minutes.

If the spindles in my form were nucleated, i. e. if they represented
" cells," not merely plastic, homogeneous, little masses, the presents

organism would seem to.be necessarily relegated to the Labyrinthuleae,

apart from the other points of difference.

The "filamentary tracks" in Cienkowski's forms and in the present,

organism seem wonderfully to resemble each other, so much so that,

whatever be their mode of evolution, it is probable this is alike in all.

As has been seen, Cienkowski ascribes the origin of the filamentary

tracks to the spindles themselves—in other words, a spindle must exist

before a track ; the former must first exude or give off the filamentary

substance ("faserige Substanz"), then pass along (?), or in (?), or

between (?), the threads so produced, but which the author leaves an open
question. But this does not, seemingly, quite coincide with his

description of the basic substance, a " zarte, feinkomige Einden-
Substanz," often forming at the periphery a thin enveloping layer,

where again its substance is spoken of as either " ganz hyalin, einfor-

mig" or as showing a "sehr feine faserige Structur," and where it has

the power to give off branches, of a glassy appearance, gradually

tapering off; these may be of a uniform appearance, or show a very
fine fibrous (faserig) structure, and at the margin sometimes running
off into very thin, scarcely perceptible rays, sometimes fringe-like, at

others tufted, and all this seemingly without the direct presence of

any of the spindles. These fijie linear threads seem to be nothing

more nor less than the " tracks," as yet very short. In one form the

tracks, if I mistake not, are given off independently of the spindles,

but they are no sooner there than spindles are seen thereon (or there-

in ?). As I mentioned as regards my fonn, and as will be seen in the

figure, a more or less reticulated arrangement of the "spindles" (not

noiv of fusiform figure) may be seen in the interior of the central mass,

suggesting their arrangement along "tracks" enveloped by the general
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substance; but this is only conjectural. (PI. 14.) In Jo?;A Cienkowski's
and the present form the tracks give off branches, and incorporate

with others which they cross, admitting of the spindles taking very
circuitous routes.

In Cienkowski's forms he mentions that the tracks (rigid as they
seem at first) hy-and-hy take on " a mucous consistence, more or less

enveloping the spindles," and they form "knot-like expansions, in which
vacuoles occur;" but notwithstanding these facts, the author regards

the tracks in such condition as only '

' most deceptively presenting the

appearance of a protoplasm-plate ;" does not this seem somewhat con-

tradictory ? In our form the tracks seem to be given off from the

central mass (pseudopodium-fashion), and can be wholly or partially

retracted.

Cienkowski denies to the spindles any power of motion except in

connection with the trades, but in both of his and in the present form
'these have the power spontaneously to leave the general crowd inside

the central mass, at first without apparent contact with a track, then,

propria motu, to mount the one along which it is to make its journey.

But, further, in connection with a fungal, the identity of which
was unknown to the author himseK, Cienkowski had previously drawn
attention to a filamentary form of plasmodium, with " spindles" mov-
ing along the threads.* This he describes thus (curtailed):—"Upon
culture of these for some time upon a slide, I found the entii'e field

covered over by a branched network of threads, which here and there

showed fusiform thickenings. Upon following the coiu'se of these

threads for certain distances, large differently-shaped colourless proto-

plasma-masses were encountered, from which the whole structure

di'cw its material as from a reservoir—so to say, budded out from it.

Upon attentive examination of the plasma-aggregates, it rendered

itself apparent that, at any place thereof, a projection or promiaence
first makes its appearance. This prominence becomes constricted at

its base, assumes a fusiform figujre, then, removed from the principal

mass, drawing a thread with it. In the same way sprouts out from
tlie protoplasm a new spindle, which likewise thins off at its base into

a thread, and follows the one fii'st formed. Whilst thus continuously

new spindles and threads proceed from the main reservoir, and become
carried along the 'track' (' Fadenbahn'), the whole thread creeps

forwards, the end spindle directed foremost. The filaments proceeding

from the reservoir are to be identified with the basic substance of the

Plasmodium, the spindles and strings with the granular substance.

The movement of the thread is extremely slow, scarcely dii'ectly per-

ceptible, that of the spindle much more noticeable.
" Ml route the spindles may not be equally mutually remote ; here

and there one becomes accelerated, and lays itself longitudinally on

the one preceding it ; this is followed by another, and so on. In this

* Cienko^yski ; "Das Plasmodium," in Pringsheim's "Jahrbucher fiir wiss.

Bot." Bd. iii., p. 408.
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way originates a cluster of spindles which fuse together in a string,

continuing its way ; the thread, however, keeps its own position and
extension. We are thus here compelled to distinguish between the

less motile basic substance and a second gliding one. Another inter-

pretation, that the spindles are but enlargements of the threads, which
become moved up and down, is inadmissible, because the spindles, as

we have seen, considerably alter their figure e7i route, coalesce, become
divided, and proceed fi'om the main reservoir."

The author, at the conclusion of his memoir* on the Labyrinthulese,

again refers to this curious " Fadenplasmodium " appertaining to the

unknown fungal (taken by him, he now mentions, from the earth of

some flower-pots), and he regrets that he was never able to refijid it

for further examination, with the fi'esh light and new experience

derived from the study of the two maiiae fonns constituting his new
group named Labyrinthulese. At that time, as is seen, he regarded

"the central balls as protoplasmic bodies, from which each spindle

upon beginning its wandering was produced by constriction. That the

spindles pre-exist in the central clusters as such, or in the form of

globules, was then a fact unknown to him, whether it were that this

differentiation in the filamentary plasmodium (Fadenplasmodium) was
not really existent at all, or that the delicacy of the object and the

difficulty of observation concealed fi'om him the true state of facts.

The filamentary plasmodium observed under a covering glass always
perished, for at that time he had made no use of the 'moist chamber.'

"

There is thus pretty evidently a considerable resemblance in this

organism, whatever it he, to that herein described.

The author alluded in his previous memoir on the Plasmodium to

this ''enigmatical" production, in order to compare it with certain very
similar, though not seemingly at all identical conditions of the plasma
of certain Mycetozoa.f Referring to certain filamentary forms assumed
thereby, he draws attention to the "formation of lenticular enlarge-

ments of the basic substance of the tlareads. The number and size of

these of course depend upon the persistence of the interruptions of

the current, as also upon the quantity of the substance flowing on-

wards after each interval of pause. These isolated masses of the
granular substance can glide along the thread up and down, approach,

coalesce into a larger expansion, or become removed from one another

;

the basic mass of the thread remains also here motionless."

]^ow, I am much incKned to think that a comparison of the

phenomena as here described by Cienkowski for the Fadenplasmodium
in Mycetozoa, with those evinced by the organism brought forward by
me in this communication, still less a determination of these as but the

expressions of similar structures, would not be tenable. The appear-

ances and characteristics evinced by my form seem more to admit of

comparison with the fungal (from the flower-pot) referred to by

* Loc. cit., p. 308. t Loc. cif., p. 40.5.

R. I. A. PllOC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. Y
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Cicnkowski; but there appear, so far as can be judged, general points

of difference—of course no one could for a moment regard them as

identical. If we judge aright from Cienkowski's figuxe,* the

"spindles" in his unknown organism (fi'om the flower-pot) do not seem
of differentiated character fi'om the tracks; t\i.Qj seem to be composed of

the basic substance, and to contain the same extremely minute granules,

notwithstanding that they have an independence of movement. Unlike
the marine Labyrinthule?e, they do not seem to be nucleated, and in

that respect would agree with those of my organism. But in the

latter the " spindles" are undoubtedly pre-existent in the central

mass, and are of quite different colour', consistence, and character from
the basic substance containing them, or the "tracks" on which they
travel.

We have thus to do with an organism sing-ular in its details, and
highly puzzling as to its real nature—one which offers but few re-

semblances to recognised and described objects. Its oixtward "facies"

and its most striking resemblances doubtless suggest affinity to the

Labyi'inthulese, especially L. viteUina, Cienk., but this may be a mere
resemblance, nothing more, if we were acquainted with its develop-

ment. It, Kke the marine forms, has a' resemblance to Cienkowski's

as yet, even to him, enigmatical fungal (fi'om the flower-pot) ; it has a

less striking resemblance to conditions of Mycetozoa, as pointed out

also by Cienkowski. In the absence of a "nucleus" it agrees with
Monera (Hackel). But, whilst it as yet shows no "fxTictification," no
reproductive process, in any more strict sense of the word, a decision

as to its real natui'e must remain in abeyance. Meantime, in itself

and its specialities, it is an existence quite distinct from any other

hitherto described, at least so far as I have noticed.

I am myself very strongly inclined to hold by the view that

Sarcodic existence (at least those of the fi'esh waters), that is " Ehizo-

poda," in a broad sense, embracing various types, simple as they are,

are, in fact, very fixed and permanent organisms. Bound up with
certain "forms" seem to be their own inherent specialities of structure

and of texture, their peculiarities of temperament (if one might be

allowed to use the word in relation to so lowly organisms), their idiosyn-

crasies of behaviour, of manner, of habit, theii' peculiarities of colour,

or its changes, theii' greater, or less, predilection for crude "food," or

seeming total abstinence. Although, indeed, thepresent organism cannot

be looked upon as belonging to Bhizopoda, it is, at least, not less

strongly marked than any of the not very numerous but yet multifari-

ous Sarcodic existences which the fi^esh waters, more or less abundantly
or scantily, offer to notice. But still any generic or specific " charac-

ters" that could be ascribed to it would seemingly be of but a tem-
porary or artificial nature, pending its further history. Since I first

met with it, it has pertinaciously refused to present any additional

Loc. cit., T. xix., f. 5 and 6.
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particulars as to its development. The nearest site at which I know
it to occur is some sixty miles from Dublin; but I am inclined to sup-

pose it will not turn out to be very uncommon; and at other seasons,

or other localities, to other observers, it may unfold more of its history

and afford fuj'ther data, to throw a light on its true nature.

Ad interim, it may perhaps be well to epitomise its description,

without attempting to refer it to any special class or order for the

present, under the name of

Chlamydomyxa lahyrinthuloides, n. g. et sp.

Generic characters

:

—
Body substance enclosed in a multilaminated cellulose envelope,

whence, thi-ough an apparently lacerated aperture, the non-nucleated

granule-bearing protoplasmic contents now and again emerge, iiTCgu-

larly giving off at the same time in an arborescent manner gradually

tapering ramifications, and emitting numerous extremely slender

hyaline ramifying threads (''filamentary tracks"), occasionally coa-

lescing and forming a more or less complex '' labyrinth," along which
proceed from the central mass (as from a reservou') numerous little

therein pre-existent, non-nucleated globular, but plastic, bodies, which
during progTession assume a fusiform figiire (" spindles").

Specific characters

:

—
Very variable in dimensions, in an early stage endoparasitic, that

is, living within the tissues of aquatic plants
;
general mass, with or

without subdivision, becoming periodically repeatedly encysted ; en-

veloping coat hyaline, glossy, of a pale, yellowish colour, when viewed
at margin (or through its greatest thickness) ; remaining thus long

dormant, and in that condition the "spindles" globular; pigment-

granules yellowish-green or bright red, rounded, or irregularly shaped,

very dense ; now and again putting on the energetic condition, and

forming a highly ramified, arborescent structure, the central mass then

presenting numerous rounded pulsating vacuoles; the "filamentary

tracks" extremely slender, quite hyaline, the "spindles" bluish in

colour', homogeneous in appearance, plastic, their progression slow,,

gradual, gliding ; when in motion, about toVo to iWo of an inch in

length, and about half as broad.
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XX.

—

List of Seychelles Myhtace^, -with Descriptions of two New
Species. By J. G. Baeer, F. L. S. - Assistant Curator of the Kew
Herbarium. (With Plates 16 and 17.)

[Eead February 8, 1875.]

Genus EtXGEifiA, Linn.

Sub-genus JossiifiA.

1. E. uniflora, Linn. Sp. Plant 673, E. Michelii, Lam. D. C. Prod.

3, 263, Plinia pedunculata, L. fil. Suppl. 253, Bot. Mag. t. 473, Steno-

calyx Michelii, Berg. A native of Tropical America, now widely-

naturalised in the Old World.

Sub-genus STZTGnjii.

2. U. WrigMii, Baker, PI. 16. Branches straight, grey, terete,

moderately stout. Leaves distant, distinctly stalked, ovate or oblong,

4-6 inches long, 2^-3 inches broad, cuspidate, broadly rounded at the

base, rigidly coriaceous, shining, with the veinlets raised. Cymes
copious, lax, stalked, lateral and terminal, 4-6 inches broad, with as-

cending main branches. Flowers stalked or sessile. Calyx f-^ inch

long, narrowed into a false pedicel in the lower haK above the joint

;

lobes twice as broad as deep ; tube not produced beyond the ovary.

Petals round, J inch deep. Stamens and style ^ inch long. Fruit not

seen. Common in Mahe and Praslin. Professor Wright ! Some

!

Endemic.
3. E. Sechellarum, Baker, PI. 17. Branches terete, moderately slender.

Leaves distant, distinctly stalked, oblong, acute or acuminate, cuneate

at the base 4-5 inches long, l-J-2 inches broad, rigid, with the veinlets

raised. Cymes short-stalked, terminal and lateral, 3-4 inches broad,

with spreading main branches ; the flowers sessile at the end of the

branchlets. Calyx h inch deep, turbinate, as if narrowed into a short

pedicel above the joint, the lobes twice as broad as deep. Expanded
stamens ^-| inch long.

Seychelles, described from a specimen in the herbarium of the late

Judge Blackburne, now at Kew. Eesembles the common Asiatic JE.

Jambolana in leaf and general habit, but differs entirely in the flowers.

Endemic.
Genus BAEEiNGTOJfiA, Forst.

Sub-genus Butonica, Juss.

1

.

B. spcciosa, L. fil. Seychelles on the shores, Bojer. Home !

(Common on the Mahe side of Praslin. Professor Wright.) Polynesia

to Comoros, not Continental Africa.

Sub-genus Steavadiitji, Juss.

2. B. racemosa, Boxb. Seychelles on the shores. Home! Spread
through Tropical Asia and Afi-ica.

3. B. acutangula, Gaertn. Seychelles, Bojer. Tropical Asia, not

Africa.
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XXI.

—

Report on the Miceoscopical Stetjcthre of Eocks. 'No. 2.,

By G. H. KiNAHAN, M. R. I. A., &c. (With Plate 8.)

[Read February 8, 1875.]

On the Quartz contained in the Granites from Knockanavaddy (-5^),

BaUynahown (-S'), Furiogh {£^ and B*), and KirhuUen {B^), County

Galway.

The quartz in these granites occurs principally as the skeleton of

the rocks ; but a small portion is found as inlying blebs and crystals,

principally in the orthoclase. The latter variety is very similar to the
quartz blebs so characteristic of the elvanytes (PL 8, fig. 19).

The blebs of quartz in the elvanyte- as a rule are in crystalline

forms, or coated particles ; some, however, are in irregular pieces,

partaking more of the character of the skeleton quartz of typi-

cal granite. When typical they have sharp outlines, but in some
the margin seems to gi^aduate qtiickly into the surrounding minerals.

Many of them contain a "well-developed complete crystal of a

foreign mineral (PL 8, fig. 19). All are affected more or less

by gas specks or laheculce. These, however, as a rule, are not

numerous ; and in those blebs in which many are found, the quartz

occurs in a more or less irregular form. Short gas tubes, or tuhuli,

seem to be characteristic of the quartz of the elvanytes. In the right-

hand quartz crystal (PL 8, fig. 19),uncler apower of 169, very few /aSecw/cg

appear, nor are they much increased in number under a power of 386.

In the left-hand crystal, under a power of 169, there are also very few
labeculae to be seen ; but under the higher power (386), about double

the quantity appears, some of the latter being so small as to be scarcely

visible, while in two places they foKU short strings of minute beads.

In both crystals short thick tubuli occur. These, under a power of 196,

appear as short thick lines ; but with higher powers (fi-om 250 to 400)
they are seen to be miaute tubuli, probably fonned by gas. Pig. 23,

PL 8, represents a grotq) of them that occui's in the right-hand crystal.

The two shai'p cones are tubuli which lie oblique to the plane of the

section. Some of the labeculae, especially most of those that are com-
plete spheres, seem to be gas bubbles; but many of the others,

especially those that are oval and irregular in outline, would appear

to be cross sections of the tubuli ; their different shapes being due to

the angles at which the tubuli are cut, and the refiection of the light

against the walls of the tubuli. The crystals without shai'p margin
(left-hand fig. 19, PL 8) usually have more or less regular fringes of

prismatic colour's.

The skeleton quartz in the granites B', B^, B^, and B* has no

crystalline forms, and gives a gorgeous change of colour when
the polarizer is turned, the different masses of colour generally
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having irregular finely serrated thin fringes of other colour; while
some have the irregailar lines of that colour running through
them. In specimen B- very little quartz appears in the slice^

while in specimens B^ and B^ the fringes are very marked, and
every group of quartz forms a patchwork made up of many small

irregular portions. In the granite of Kii'kullen (B^), as represented

in the slice, some of the quartz skeleton seems inclined to occur in

crystalline forms, and in part to partake of the natiu'e of the quartz of

the elvanytes. Its quartz, when the polarizer is turned, is inclined

to give more a play than a change of colours, while each piece usually

has a fringe of prismatic colours. Prom this it would appear that the

specimen of the rock was taken from a locality in which the rock had
lost the true normal character of typical granite.

Fig. 18, PI. 8, represents two small masses of quartz in the KirkuUcn
granite magnified to 42 diameters. In the right-hand one a crystal will

be found with a power of 196 (see fig. 20, PL 8). In it are numerous
labeculse, some lying irregularly about, the rest more or less in lines or

zones ; there are also continuous lines, two of which are represented in

the figure. With a still higher power (386), these lines are found to be
strings of minute beads, apparently along shrinkage or fracture fissures.

"With the high power we also find that in places the labeculae are

systematically arranged, although with a power of 196 they appear to

be irregularly grouped. This is apparent in fig. 21, PL 8, which repre-

sents the place marked a in figure 20, magnified 386 diameters, and
shows there at least three distinct systems of labeculae, which probably

have relations with different facets of the ciystal. The higher power
also explains the elongated, pear-shaped, small, shaded spots in figure

20, which are found to be pointed clouds of minute labeculae. In two
places at the margin of this crystal there are clouds of small labeculae.

The left-hand mass of quartz (fig. 18, PL 8) is different from that

just described, as the labeculae in it seem to be irregularly scattered

about. Associated with them in places are short thick lines, few
perfectly straight or symmetrical, like those in the quartz of the

elvanyte (fig. 23, PL 8), but usually more or less curved or crooked,

as represented in fig. 22, PL 8, which represents the place marked b

in fig. 18, PL 8, magnified 296 diameters. There is also a peculiar

feather-like arrangement, which is also shown in fig. 22, PL 8. Under
a power of 386 the crooked and curved lines are found to be gas tubes

or tubuU, wliile the feather-like arrangement is due to a line of oval

spots which are the oblique sections of a system of minute tubuli.

Pive of these tubuli magnified 386 diameters are represented below, in

figure 22, PL 8.

The labeculae in the quartz are rarely visible when viewed with a

less power than 50, while some are so small as only to be visible with

a power of 400. A crowd of labeculae occur at some of the margins of

the masses of quartz, while the irregular lines, seen imder polarized

light, seem to mark the junction of two masses, or to be due to film

filling a line of fractiu'e. In the quartz of B' the labeculae are some-
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times in lines, but more usually they are irregularly scattered about.

A well marked example of the feather arrangement (fig. 22, PI. 8) was
observed in one place, which under powers ranging from 300 to 400
showed distinctly the connection between this appearance and a system

of tubuli ; the feather on the right hand being the oblique longitudinal

section of the tubuli, while the feather to the left was formed by re-

flected light, and disappears as the power is raised.

In the quartz of W and B^ some pieces have the labeculae scattered

about as in the quartz of W, and in them the tubuli appear to be
rare ; but in most of the others the labeculae are in lines or systems,

while the tubuli are not uncommon. These tubuli are usually more
or less curved (fig. 22, PI. 8), and rarely straight and symmetrical, like

the tubuli in the typical quartz of the elvanytes (fig. 23, PL 8). In some
of this quartz there are thin hair-like or capillary lines, not visible under
a power of 230 ; these are long and short, straight and curved, and
cross or branch from one another, a group being shown in fig. 24, PI. 8.

Some of these capilloids, under powers ranging from 300 to 400, are

seen to be tubuli, while the nature of others, especially some of the

long ones, may be different. The labeculte associated with the

capilloids, as shown in fig. 24, usually run in more or less regular

systems. Some of these labeculae, as previously mentioned in describ-

ing the quartz of the elvanyte, are imdoubtedly bubbles, but some of

them represent the cross section of the tubuli, the larger ones being
sections of the short, thick tubuli, and the minute ones the sections of

the capilloids.

In specimen B* a few of the pieces of quartz give a play instead

of a change of colour.

In specimen B*^ the non-crystalline pieces of quartz, the labeculae are

very similar, and similarly arranged to those in the skeleton quartz of

specimen B^ Tubuli are usually scarce; those principally observed
being capilloid.

The inlying blebs and secretions of quartz found in the felspars,

but principally in the large twin crystals of orthoclase, are usually

margined with a prismatic fringe, apparently due to a minute coated

structure. They rarely have well defined margins, but usually

graduate quietly into the envelope of felspar ; many of them have a
centre or nucleus of a foreign mineral. They contain more or less

labeculae, some being full of them, and in some were observed the
capiUoids and the short thick tubuli.
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XXII.

—

Eepoet on the Miceoscopicai- Stkuctitre of Kocks. JSTo. 3.

By G. H. KiNAHAN, M. E. I. A., &c., &c.

[Read February 8, 1875.]

Carnsore Granite, Co. Wexford.

The granite from which the specimen was procured occupies a

small tract on the S. E. shore of Wexford, in the neighbourhood of

Carnsore Point. The mass of the rock is evidently of metamorphic
origin, but in the vicinity of the Point there appears to be an intrusive

mass of slightly different gi-anite. The typical rock is of a reddish

greyish colour, containing large crystals, usually twins, of flesh-

coloured or pink felspar, a dull white felspar, some greenish felspar, two
micas, quartz, and pyiite. Of this granite, four slices were prepared
by Mr. Jordan, of the Mining Record Office, two (B. 18 and 18*) from
a block of granite near Castletown, and two (B. 22 and 23) from the
rock at Crossfintan Point.

B. 18. This slice is principally occupied by one of the large crystals

of flesh-coloured felspar. In the slice, the minerals observed with a

power of 17 are : an ii'regular skeleton of quartz, thi-ee varieties of

felspar, one crystal of amphibole, secretions of

mica, and a few opaque crystals (pyrite ?).

The large flesh-coloured crystal, which is pro-

bably orthoclase, has a lining structure that

runs obliquely from right to left (see woodcut),

but having darkly-shaded portions that extend
irregularly from left to right, while scattered

over it are numerous secretions of quartz. The
second felspar [dull white] is semiopaque, but
contains numerous iridescent spots ; this evi-

dently is a variety of orthoclase, and probably adularia. The thu-d

felspar only appears in small crystals, and portions of crystals ; it

shows minute parallel lines of prismatic colours, apparently being a

triclinic felspar.

In this slice, most of the quartz occurs in the skeleton of the rock
;

however, a few particles were detected in irregular crystalline secre-

tions, somewhat like the quartz characteristic of elvanyte. The
micas, amphibole and pyiite (?) usually occur together, forming
irregular nests ; they are, however, sometimes in scattered small

patches, while a few individual flakes or crystals were detected.

B. 18*. This slice seems to show the general character of the rock

in mass. With a power of 17 the three varieties of felspar appear to

be nearly equally developed. The quartz, besides forming the skele-

ton of the rock, appears in distinct crystals, while associated with the
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mica and pyrite (?) that occur in nests, is a bright green, beautifully

iridescent mineral.

B. 22. This slice was. cut from a specimen taken from near the

margin of the mass of the granite, where it is slightly foliated. With'

a power of 17 the three varieties of felspar are apparent. The flesh-

coloured variety shows some well-marked twin crystals ; the iiidescent

semiopaque felspar is only sparingly developed, while the finely lined

felspar crystals are well marked, this latter felspar also occurring in

some places as thin envelopes to the semiopaque felspar. Of quartz

there is a large proportion, while the amphibole is in excess of the

micas ; the last minerals and pyrite (?) occurring in minute crystals

and fl.akes scattered about. In this slice was also observed the unde-
termined bright green iridescent mineral found in B. IS-''.

B. 23. This slice is from a specimen procured a little north of

B. 22, where the granite is distinctly foliated. With a power of 17,

quartz is found to be the most abundant mineral, a large proportion of

it being in distinct crystals. The three felspars appear to be nearly

equally developed, while the flakes of the micas are minute and few.

The amphibole is in small nests, or scattered crystals, while the pyiite

is in most minute specks.

It should be mentioned that the character of the granite at Cross-

fintan is porphyiitic, similar to the rock at Carnsore ; and that the two
slices [B. 22 and 23] just described, were, respectively, cut fi'om places

that seemed to show the general arrangement and proportion of the

different minerals to one another ; as always in the vicinity of one of

the large felspar crystals ; the other constituents of the rocks seem
to have a peculiar arrangement.

From these notes on the granite of Carnsore, it will appear that it

and the Galway granite previously reported on [Reports Nos. 1 and 2,

antea, pp. 102, 161] are similarly constituted, and contain nearly

identical minerals. Under higher powers of the microscope, it waii

found that the individual peculiarities in the different minerals were
very similar to those to which attention was directed in those reports,

no remarkable variation having been observed. It is, therefore, un-

necessary to give detailed descriptions of them again, and I have con-

fined myself to the general character, which seems to identify this

granite with those of the Galway granite type, the principal constitu-

ents being three felspars [orthoclase, adularia (?), and oligoclase (?)],

quartz (both crystalline and as the skeleton of the rock), amphibole,

pyrite, and locally black and white micas.

R. I. A. PROC, SEK. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE.
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XXIII. On SOIEE FtnETHER InPEOTDlIEXTS OF THE CoiEPAKABLE SeU-
KEGISTEKLN'G HYGKOilETEH. By ^Jtl. DoXOTAJT, Esq.

[Eead Februarj- 8, 187-5.]

"Whatetee length of giit-line may be employed in giving one ronnd of

the piimary index, an equal length will be employed in giving every
other, the gut-line being equal thronghout ; since that length is the

natural unit, Tvhich, divided into the whole gut-line, gives for quotient

the number of rounds which the primary index, under the circum-

stances, is capable of accomplishing. The spiral convolutions of the
strands constituting the gut-line act simultaneously in all its parts,

but diminish in effect fi'om the bottom towards the top. Hence, the

shorter the intercepted portion of the gut-line is, the less of the
gTaduated circle will be traversed by either index in a given time, and
the greater will be the total number of rounds peiionned by the
primary. The revolutions of the primary index in the open air,

therefore, vii-tually divide the gut-line into as many parts as that

index performs revolutions round the graduated circle ; the intercept,

or what is the same thing, its effect in degrees on the graduated circle,

being the natural unit.

According to the experiments of competent inquirers, the moisture

of the atmosphere and of pei'^'ious bodies can be completely absorbed
and withdrawn by exposure to the action of certain exsiccants, one of

the most efficient of which is chloride of calcium. With this substance

I proceeded as follows :—The hygrometer, fitted with a measured
length of gut-line, perfectly diied in the exsiccating receiver during
thi'ee days by means of ignited chloride of calcium, was placed in an
artificial damp atmosphere, and so left for 24 hour's, during which time
the primary index had moved very nearly nine times round, and had
begun to move backwards. A slip of wet blotting-paper being intro-

duced into the receiver, the index continued to recede, some aii- having
entered ; but after a short while advanced, and at length reached zero,

thus completing ten roujids, shortly after which it permanently ceased

to move. Thus, in the open air, ten rounds of the primary index, or

one of the secondary, cannot be exceeded, for they comprise all the

degrees between extreme moistui'e and extreme dryness. The length
of the gut-line exposed to the action of the exsiccant being 4'65 laches,

and that of the intercept "6 inch, the resulting normal number of

calculated rounds by the primary index would be 7"75
; and the nm' t,

in the open air, at this rate, would be by calculation 12°'9. But the

experiment having been repeated in an artificial saturated damp
atmosphere, the gut-line untwisted to ten rounds of the primaiy index,

which, therefore, gave 10° as the unit; and the average of the differ-

ences in 10 rounds (-siz., 10, 10, 9, 10. 11, 8, 12, 10. 10, 10.) gave 10° as
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the unit by experiment. Thus, calculation and experiment agreed
exactly.

Should it happen, through any cause, that ten revolutions of the
primary index do not measure the intercept in an artificial damp atmo-
sphere, a new revolution will commence. When the secondary indicates

10° in the open air (which it will very rarely do), we say that the air

is then satui'ated ; but the affinity of the gut-line for water may not
then be saturated. In an artificial damp atmosphere the gut-line will

still absorb, and continue to turn the indexes until the gut-line be
completely soaked, flaccid, and powerless".

It has been shown in my former communication* to the Academy,
that a gut-string, as obtained from the music-seller, always contains

water. This, being not water of composition, but hygroscopic moisture,

may be abstracted without changing the nature of the animal matter
that contained it. It obeys the law of the instrument with regard to

absorption and expulsion. The indexes show how much had been
already absorbed, by previous exposure, which now entering undis-

tinguishably into present indications, keeps a running account of the

total water previously absorbed or newly acquired.

* Vide "Proceedings of the Eoyal Irish Academy," vol. i., ser. ii., pp. 476 and
656.
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XXIV.

—

On tavo new Deposits op Human and othek Bones, dis-

y COVERED IN THE CaVE OF DxTNMOIlE, Co. KlXKENNT. (With Plate
^

18.) By Edward T. H.ardman, F. C. S., F. E. G. S. I. (Of the

Geological Survey of Ireland.)

[Eead Februarj' 22, 1875.]

The Cave of Dunmore, situated about six miles from the City of

Kilkenny, has been from very early times an object of much interest,

and has been more or less fully described by various writers, the

earliest of whom, as I am informed by the Rev. James Graves,

M.R.I.A., was Bishop Berkeley. After him, many visitors have re-

corded their impressions of this weird locality, but the fullest account,

which, indeed, like Moses' rod, swallows up or embodies most
of the rest, is that of Dr. A. W. Foot,* who, in 1869, explored

the place, in company with Rev. Mr. Graves and Mr. Burtchaell, C.E.
He fully describes the principal features of the Cave, in his paper read

before the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland,

and gives an account of a quantity of human bones, which were
obtained fi'om one part of the Cave. I shall, therefore, make my
descriptive remarks as brief as possible, as they must necessarily, in

part, be a repetition of that and other papers. Dr. Foot shows that

for at least two centuries this spot has been known to be a receptacle

of numbers of human bones, which were said to have strewed the floor

of it abundantly ; but in modern times these have disappeared, and
Dr. Foot's collection was obtained from a clay or silt bed, at one end
of the Cave. He considers the bones to be the remains of natives

slaughtered by the Danish invaders, about the tenth century. It is

possible, however, that they belong to a much more remote antiquity.

At the time that I conceived the idea of examining this Cave for

animal remains—in the course of my duty on the Geological Survey—

I

was quite unaware that any bones had ever been really got in it,

although I knew there was a local rumour that some of those con-

cerned in the rising of '98 had taken refuge, and died these. I was
accompanied by Lieutenant W. W. M. Smith, of the Royal Ai^tillery, and
it fortunately happened that we picked up the same guides who had con-

ducted Dr. Foot and liis party. From them we learned of the find of

bones, and were taken to the spot, whence we brought away many
specimens. ITo other bone locality was then known to these men, but
on a subsequent occasion Mr. Smith and I visited the Cave again, and

* An Account of a visit to tlie Cave of Dnnmore, Co. Kilkennj-, with some
remarks on Hainian Remains found tlierein. By A.Wynne Foot, M.D., F.K.Q.C.P.I.,

Jour. Roy. Hist. Ai'chseol. Assoc. Ir., vol, i. (Foiu-th Series), Ft. i., p. 65.
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found at quite the opposite extremity of the Cave, and in a different

chamber, two places in which bones were fully as abundant, not
only human, but mixed or embedded with those of other animals, of

which those of sheep or goat, pig and ox, have been identified.

To make my account intelligible, a short description of the Cave
is necessary. The mouth of the Cave (see plan, Plate 18, fig. 1)

which forms a rude arch, some 30 feet high, and about equal width, is

approached fi^om an old quarry, by a very steep incline, continuing

into the interior some distance (about 200 feet). At the bottom it

turns in to the left, and is at last stopped by a great bank of stalag-

mite, clay, and angular dehris. This place is the lowest part of the

Cave, ancl is called the "Fairies' Floor." Retracing our steps about

half-way to the entrance, there is found a deep recess in the side.

Entering this, it is seen to branch to the north and south. The
northern opening is narrow, but enlarges after a little, and leads into

a large chamber of very ii'regular height ; in one place the floor com-
ing within tliree feet of the roof. This is known as the " Eabbit
Buri'ow," and at the extreme end of it (at a) is the deposit of bones
referred to by Dr Poot. The southern passage leads, by a very rough
and dij6fi.cult way, to the "Market Cross," a very large chamber, so

called from the magnificent stalactitic pillar which it contains, and which
is represented in the accompanying sketch (Plate 18, fig. 2). This

pillar cannot be less than sixteen feet high ; the shaft is about four to

five feet in diameter, the pedestal in the view given, from six to

eight feet, but it is over twelve feet when looked at from the left,—the

sketch, in fact, showing the narrowest aspect of the whole pillar. A
second pillar, of nearly the same dimensions, formerly graced this

apartment ; but I am informed that a gentleman in the neighbourhood
committed the vandalism of cutting it down to adorn his grounds.

The examples seen in this part of the Cave, especially that before us,

exhibit well the mode of formation of these pillars, and their gradual

accumulation from ground and ceiling simultaneously, finally meeting
and becoming one solid mass, then thickening laterally. I^ear this

pillar are the two new localities for bones which we discovered. As
the mode of occurrence of these deposits, and of that abeady known, is

similar in all these cases, and involves points not touched on by Dr.

Foot, I shall endeavour to describe it. I should first remark that Dr.

Foot and his fiiends looked on these deposits entirely from an anti-

quarian point of view ; and most naturally so, just as I myself, from the

natiu'e of my pursuits, had the geological ancl pre-historic idea upper-

most in my mind fi'om the instant I saw them : and in support of those

views Dr. Foot quotes from the Annals of the Four Masters an account

of a gi'eat slaughter at Bearc-Fearna, the "Cave of the Alders," and
which he considers refers to the Cave itself. I am inclined to think,

however, that it simply denotes the townland, or territory, so called,

according to the usual custom, from the principal feature in it. The
passage runs thus, the date being the Age of Chiist, 928 :

—
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" Godfrey, grandson of Imliar,* with tlie foreigners of Atli-cliatli,t demolislied

and plundered Dearc-Feama, where one thousand persons were killed in this year,

as is stated in the following quatrain :

—

' Nine hundred years without sorrow, twenty-eight, it has heen proved,

Since Chi-ist came to our relief, to the plundering of Dearc-Feama.'

"

O'Donovan, in a note, says that the above "^as "probably the

ancient name of the Cave of Dimmore." In the whole passage there

is no reference to smoking out, or " smothering," which Dr Foot
surmised may have been the means employed in reducing the garrison.

The Cave was certainly not " demolished," and there could have been
but Kttle to plunder it of. Moreover, at the best of times the Cave
could hardly accommodate a thousand persons, and the passage appears

to me to apply only to the territoiy, where there may have been a

large village. At any rate, it is but slender e'V'idence on which to refer

the bones to the Danish period ; and there are certain circumstances

that seem to render it most probable that these bones, even if not

dating fi'om one of the Stone Ages, are of much greater antiquity than
the period of the Danish invasion. These I shall presently refer to.

At Dr. Foot's locality the bones occur at the base of a steep

declivity, formed of a quantity of silt, sand, and clay, which rises at

a sharp angle towards the roof, which it meets. This stuff, which is

covered with stalagmite from one to four inches thick, is well stratified,

and was imdoubtedly brought in by water, thi'ough a fissure at the

north end, now filled up. The following is the section, so far as it

could be observed :

—

1. Layer of stalagmite, .

.

2. Fine sand stratified, with rib of infant,

3. Layer of stalagmite, which finally unites with (1)

4. Sand,
5. Dark carbonaceous and peaty-looking matter,

6. Sand,

7. Fine clay, stratified, .

.

8. Coarse, loose, brown well-stratified sand, with fragments

of decayed bone, .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..26
4 11

The main deposit of bones occurs at the base of the incline, marked

(«) in plan and section, but from the manner in which it has been dis-

turbed, we could not determine their exact position. From the method

* Annals of the Four Masters, 0' Donovan; 1st Division, vol. i., p. 623.

t Dublin.
+ See Sketch Section, Plate 18, fig. 3. Throughout the Cave the fioor is

covered with lai'ge blocks of Kmestone, fallen from the roof, and now coated thickly

with stalagmite.
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about 3
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in which this stratified deposit dips away from where it and the roof

come together, there can be no doubt it has been introduced through
an old opening or fissure which formerly existed here. It, with the

included bones, could not by any possibility have been brought in by a

stream or flood of winter rain-water, from the other parts of the Cave

—

as Dr. Poot suggests,'*—for the stratification should run the other way,
in that case, and the Cave should be nearly filled with water before a

stream of any size could commence to flow in this direction.

The bones which we obtained from this locality are, without ex-

ception, human, and are mostly in a fragmentary condition, owing in

great measure to the disturbance which the soil has already undergone.

They comprise fragments of cranium, lower jaw, with teeth, vertebrae,

humerus, fibula, ribs, patella, os calcis, &c., and niimerous phalanges,

which seem to be most abundant. It is sufficient to mention the fact

of all these being human, however, for Dr. Foot, in the valuable paper

cited, gives a complete list of all the bones he obtained, numbering
113 specimens. Our collection from this place numbers about 70, but
some of these may be only different parts of the same bone. Yet, it

shows what a quantity of human remains lie here. One fact worth
notice is, that a pre-molar tooth is ground down to a fiat surface, indica-

tive of the owner having fed on grain, which had been ground up in

some such rude implement as a quern, and thus plentifully mixed with
sand. Tliis would seem to point to an earlier period than the tenth

century, when the Irish people were in a fair state of civilisation. I

am informed by Eev. Mr. Graves, and also by Professor A. Leith

Adams, F. R. S., that such teeth are not uncommon in the ancient

Cairn-tombs or Kistvaens ; but I am not aware if they have been
observed in more modern cases, except perhaps in those of some
ancient Egyptian skulls.

Another point must not be passed over, viz., the finding of bones

in the silt itself, and under the stalagmite covering it. A rib of a

young infant was found by us in the layers of sand six inches under
stalagmite, and near the old opening, and consequently at a higher

level in the Cave than the main deposit. Then in bed (8), which
comes about three feet beneath the stalagmite, several fragments were
found in a stratified layer, which appear to be the earthy remains of

bone, from which all organic matter has been extracted. Professors

Macalister and A. Leith Adams, who kindly examined my specimens,

agree with me that some at least of these are bone.

I shall now refer to the new deposits discovered by us near the

"Market Cross," at quite the other extremity of the Cavern, and some
600 feet distant from the last. (See plan, Plate 18, fig. 1, b.) These
occur in precisely the same way ; that is, at the base of, and inter-

stratified with, sUt, clay, and sand, which have come in through old

openings, now entii'ely closed up.

Op. eit., p. 76.
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The first we examined forms a small recess, about ten yards from
the " Market Cross," and to the left of the approach to it. "We had,

in fact, made this visit specially to make a survey, in order to de-

termine where fresh explorations might be best made, feeling confident

that the deposit described by Dr. Toot was but one of many in this

Cave ; and anything like a silt bed, or old opening, received onr priacipal

attention. This recess (fig. 4) was liidden beneath and behind large

blocks of limestone, but well repaid our search, for a large deposit of

bones was found; and nothing, I am convinced, but proper light, tools

and labour, was requisite to enable an important find to be made. The
sloping bed was encrusted with stalagmite ; beneath, and encrusted in

which are numbers of bones, not only human, but also those of the

lower animals ; all, however, recent. Some of those are encrusted

thickly with stalagmite, or form a bone breccia. They have been
identified as bones of sheep (or possibly goat) and pig, as well as

human ; the latter chiefiy those of very young children. In fact, we
hardly obtained a single bone approaching maturity in this part of the

Cave. We also obtained teeth of sheep or goats, probably the former.

The dip of the silt bed is here towards the north
;
just the reverse of

that in the Rabbit Burrow.
A little nearer the Market Cross we come to another mass of silt,

&c., dipping steeply to the north-east. It ajjpears to be very thick.

The hollow at the base of this contains quantities of bones, both
human and others. We have obtained the lower part of a femur, and
also a cervical vertebra of a small bovine animal, probably a calf,

together with parts of the human skull, and other bones. Digging
into the higher part of the bank of silt, we came to a layer of fijie

mud, or clay, containing fragments of bones, better preserved than
those found under precisely similar conditions in the Rabbit Burrow,
and admitting of no doubt whatever as to their character. As they
are fragmentary, and much decayed, it would be useless to make out

their species.

The bones we got from here have been determined as follows. For
assistance in the identification I am much indebted to my friend and
colleague, Mr. W. H. Baily, F. G. S. & L. S., &c.. Palaeontologist to the

Irish Geological Survey. I have also pleasure in acknowledging the

kindness of Dr. John Barker, F. R. C. S. I., &c., who allowed us to

make use of the valuable osteological collection in the Museum of the

Royal College of Surgeons, and also gave us his time and assistance in

comparing the specimens. My thanks are also due to Professors

Macalister and A. Leith Adams, who confirmed our identification.
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List of Bones feoh " Mahket Choss" Chambee,, Dunmoee.

Suman.

Skull and Head, &c. 1. Temporal and tympanic portion.

2. ,, ,, „ ,, of child.

,,
3. Parietal. ,,

^, 4, 5, 6. Various fragments of skull, not quite

mature.

,,
7. Basi-sphenoid and pre-sphenoid, young in-

fant.

,,
8. Lower maxillse, with canine tooth in pre-

eruptive condition, very young infant.

Other Bones. 9, 10. Fibulae of young infant, right and left.

,,
12, 13. Femurs of very young child, possibly

new born.

,,
14-23. Ribs of very young child or children.

,,
24., Femur of older child.

,,
25. Os calcis, nearly adult (?)•.

,,
26-32. Scapulae, mostly imperfect, of children of

various ages.

,,
33. Portion of rib, adult.

,,
34. ,, ,, tibia.

,,
35. ,, ,, fibula.

„ 36. ,, ,, OS calcis, young.

,,
38. Os calcis, adult, left foot.

,, 39, 40. Masses of stalagmite and bone breccia,

with various fragments of skull,

scapulae, &c.

Other Animals.

41. Bos (? calf), lower end of femur.

42. ,, ,, second cervical vertebra.

43. Sus, small species, upper end of right femur.

44. ,, (larger individual), lower end of femur.

45. 46, 47. Ovis (?), molars (3).

48. Ovis (?), humerus, lower end of right.

49. ,, or Capra (?), metatarsal set upright in

stalagmite.

50. ,, ,, metatarsal, set in stalagmite.

Miscellaneous.—Various pieces of bone breccia, or limestone cement-

ed with stalagmite, and containing numerous fragments of bone,

undeterminable. Also, in the stratified layers of silt, nearly decom-

posed fragments of bone.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 A
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A remarkable fact is tlie great number of infantile and immature
human bones, some of tbe former being so young as to be nearly foetal.

Those of the pig are slightly blackened, as if by fire. Eew of the

bones show traces of having been gnawed by wild animals, although

on some are marks that may have been produced in that way. Xor
are they split, as if for the extraction of marrow, but that might have
been accomplished by simply cracking them across. It is now hard to

say Avhether they were broken as they are found, by accident or design.

I may be permitted to point out the im]Dortance of this find, for

more than one reason. Pii'st, if we examine the literature of the Cave,

as briefly summarised in Dr. Foot's paper,^ we shall find that all the

descrij)tions of the locality, where, fi-om the remotest times, bones

were known to occur, refer entu'ely to the Eabbit Buri'ow. A glance

at the extracts given by him will prove that at once. But the last

expedition before Dr. Foot's was undertaken by the Rev. Mr. Graves,

Mr. Prim, and Mr. "William Eobertson, to clear up doubts expressed by
a relative of the latter in notes of a visit in 1819, as to the existence

at all,, in the Cave, of bones, and of a well of water. These gentlemen
concluded that he had only visited the "Market Cross" chamber,

where (they considered) no bones were to be found, and came to the

conclusion, that human and other hones are confined not only to one

chamler, hut to a part of that chamber, and in the immediate vicinity of
the well.] And it is clear that all the observers considered the bones

to have remained where they were originally deposited, without any
reference to subsequent geological agencies.

Besides this, the discovery of these bones adds another link in the

chain of evidence against the idea that all the bones in this cavern are

those of persons who used it as a place of refuge from the Danes, and
were slain there in the t^nth century. Along with the improbability

of people in a hunied flight taking in parts of animals to serve as food,

and of theii' eating it in such iracomfortable and out of the way positions,

it must be remembered that all the bones occur under the same condi-

tions, in stratified deposits, under clay and silt, which must in part

have come in later, and that by means of a considerable stream
;
nor

could they have been introduced from other parts of the now known
interior of the Cave, as the stratification runs the wrong way for

this, and in a direction tending towards the present openings of the

Cave.

My theory is, that these silt-beds covered with stalagmite, fill up
the entrances to other chambers of the Cave at a higher level ; that the

bones formerly belonged to these chambers, and have been brought out

* Op. cit., pp. 67-72.

t Kilkenny Ai-chceological Societj^ Proceedings, Ap. 28, 1854. See Natural Historj'

Review, Vol. I., p. 175. The italics are in the original. Mr. Eobertson refers to

the " large fracture wantonly made in one of the stalactitic flutings of this hold

pUlar ('the Market Cross')." But this appearance is simply caused by the tsvo

portions of the piUar not having yet joined.
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to their present position by water; and that this will quite account for

such a disproportionate quantity of irtfants' and small bones, because

naturally we should expect that the smallest, and, therefore, the

lightest bones, would be brought down in largest quantity.

As a proof of the possthility of such upper chambers existing, I

shall cite the case of the "Fairies' Floor," which Kes to the north of

the " Market Cross" chamber, but some twenty feet below it. These
are connected by a fissure now nearly closed up, and the water has

brought down a large quantity of silt and debris, covered with stalag-

mite, in every respect similar to the bone localities. (See Sketch,

fig. 5.) "When this is explored, I expect it will also yield bones.

The manner in which I have endeavoured to account for the bone
deposits of this place is in accordance with SchmerUng's and Lyell's

doctrine,* that cave-earth, bone-breccias, &c., are produced by the

sweeping into caves or fissures, by subterranean streams, of quantities of

animal remains, together with fine clay and sand. There can be no
doubt that some at least of these bones form part of a stratified deposit;

but whence they came, or to what period they belong, are points which
must be reserved, until fiu'ther examination is made of the Cave

;

this I hope to be enabled to do this Summer.
The presence of the bones of such domesticated animals as the

sheep, pig, and ox, especially the first, while it certainly precludes the

reference of the human remains to a very remote antiquity, in a

geological sense, yet allows of the idea that they may belong to the

Stone or Bronze Ages. Sheep bones have been found along with
bronze implements in Danish peat bogs ;f also in a pre-historic bury-

ing-place, or cist, at Pickering, England,]: in company with a stone

spear-head, and piece of pottery ; and are frequently met with in the

Swiss lake-dwellings of the later Stone period, § as well as a small

race of pig. (It may be mentioned here that the pig bones found at

Dunmore are either very young, or belong to a small species.) In

Ireland itself, in the Crannoge of Lagore, bones of sheep, goats, oxen,

swine, &c., were found associated with antiquities of Stone, Bronze,

and Iron Ages, under sixteen feet of bog.||

jSTo flint implements, works of art, or articles of domestic use have

yet been found in Dunmore Cave, but this may be simply because they

have not been searched for. Mr. Graves told me he had not looked for

any ; and although Mr. Smith and I kept a look-out for anything of

that kind, our time was too short to do more than lay the gi'ound-

work for future explorations; and as the bones occurred so plentifiTlly,

they kept our attention fully occupied. On the other hand, were these

* Principles of Geology, Vol. II., p. 521, 10th Ed. Also Antiquity of Man.

t Antiquity of Man, LyeU (1863), p. 15.

X Pre-liistoric Times, Lubbock ; Tables of Primary Interments, p. 97.

§ LyeU, op. cit., p. 25, ct seq. Also Lubbock, op. cit. p. 143.

II
Lyell, 02). cit., p. 30.
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bones so recent, as hitherto supposed, it might be imagined that

modern implements, arms, &c., would have been found at some time in

the Cave ; but none are recorded. And it must not be forgotten that

those things would not be so apt to escape the attention of ordinary

observers, as flint weapons, and their accompaniments, which such
persons would be most likely to regard as mere nibbish.

Another point I should refer to is the presence of peaty or car-

bonaceous matter in these Caves. This I have noticed in the section

of the Eabbit Burrow. It has also been mentioned by Dr. Foot* as

recorded by !Mr. Eobert ]!tlallet so long ago as 1848,f that the charcoal

of coniferous wood was found in layers in the stalagmite. Any chai'coal

that I saw was remote fi'om the entrance, and interstratified with the

deposit in which the bones were obtained ; and had people fled there

for refuge, and been undergoing the very unpleasant process of being

•'smoked out," they would hardly have tried to add to their discomfort

by keeping up a flj'e in the interior. So that if it were even conceded

that this charcoal was the result of fii'es used by regular denizens of

the Cave, that would be sufficient to do away entii'ely with the notion

of the Danish massacre.

In Mr. Mallet's paper, just cited, the occui'renee of phosphate of

lime in the stalagToite of this Cave is shown. He supposed it to be
derived fi'om the limestone rocks ; but it is most probably due to the

presence of bones. He does not seem to have been aware of their

existence.

* Loc. cif., pp. 79-80.

t Jornnal Eoyal Geological Society, Ireland, Vol. III., p. 362.
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XXY. 0^ A POSSIL SaXTRIAN YeETEBEA, AeCTOSATOIIS OsBOKlvI,

FKOM THE AncTic Eegiois^s. By A. Leith Adaj!J[s, r. E. S., F. G. S.,

Professor of Zoology in the Eoyal College of Science for Ireland.

[Eead May 10, 1875.]

The vertebra here described was presented to the late Mr. Salter,

P. Gr. S., by the late Admiral Sherard Osborn, who brought it from
Eendezvous Point, Byam Martin Channel, in the Arctic regions. I

lately placed myself in communication with Admiral Osbom, with
the view of obtaining further information on the subject, but regret

to state that his sudden death prevented me from obtaining whatever
data he might have been enabled to furnish in connexion with the

history of its discovery and the conditions under which it was found.

However, I am assured by the Eev. Dr. Haughton that he has a dis-

tinct recollection of seeing the fossil bone when in the possession of

Mr. Salter, and, from a cursory examination at the time, was inclined

to think that it might have belonged to Teleosaunis ; at the same time,

he informs me that there cannot be the slightest doubt as to its Arctic

origin, which he ascertained previous to making the following record,

published in the "Appendix to the Yoyage of the Fox," p. 372.

Eeferring to the above, and remains of a similar description, he states :

"Captain Sherard Osborn also found broken vertebrae of a Teleosaurus,

150 feet up Eendezvous Hill, Byam Martin Channel, at the north-

west extremity of Bathurst Island; they were certainly in situ.''''

Moreover, according to the determinations of this distinguished geolo-

gist, it will be observed that he considers the upper portion of Bathurst

Island is composed of carboniferous limestone.^*

The specimen in question was presented by Mr. Salter to Dr. Carte,

P. L. S., Director of the Natural History Museum, Diiblin, who has

placed it in my hands for description.

With reference to other discoveries of a similar nature within the

Arctic Circle, it may be stated that Sir Edward Belcher, Sir Leopold

M'CKntock, and Admiral Sherard Osborn, brought many fossils from

the group of islands lying between E'orth Cornwall and iS'ofth Devon.

Among others were remains of Ichthyosaurus, determined by Pro-

fessor Owen, and said to be from Lias beds.f These are the only Eep-
tilian remains, as far as I can discover, yet described as Arctic fossils.

The specimen presents the following mineralogical characters, for

the determination of which I am indebted to my friend M. Gages

,

M. E. LA.

* "Geological Account of tlie Arctic Archipelago, drawn up from Specimens col

lected by Captain F. L. M'Clintock, R.N., from 1849 to 1859," Jom-. of the Geo
Soc, Dublin, vol. viii., p. 196. By the Rev. S. Haughton, F. R. S.

t Appendix to " Last of the Arctic Voyages," by Sir E. Belcher, vol. ii., p. 389

K. I. A. PKOC, SER. II. VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 B
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" The phosphate of lime of the bone has not been entirely removed
by the process of mineralization. There are incrustations of carbon-

ate of lime in patches here and there, and it covers debris of quartz

which, mth numerous cubic crystals of iron pyrites, permeate the

cancellated structure wherever the outer shining vitreous shell has

been removed."

The following portions of the vertebra axe deficient :—The neui'al

spine is broken off close to its base ; there is a loss of the right pre-

and poii:ion of the left ^josf-zygapophysis, together with a considerable

portion of the left half of the centrum. The outKne of the centiiim

was evidently ovoid. There is a distinct cavity in front (fig. D), and

although about one-half of the posterior aspect is lost, there are clear

indications (fig. C), of a similar hollow, thus showing an amphicoelous

efviietiu'e.

[Katural size.)

It win be obseiwed (fig. A ) that the under surface of the elon-

gated centrum is somewhat arched, the anterior portion being di-

rected directly forwards, whilst the posterior points downwai'ds and
forwards, as indicating an upward neck ciu'vatui'e. The lower border
of the centmm has been considerably injured laterally, but clearly it

was nari'ow, and not broad and rounded. On its side there is a deep
sulcus, pressed inwards.

The dia- and^;rt>-rt-pophyscs, so pronounced on the vertebrse of CrocO"
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dilia, and also the traces of the neui'O-central suture, so generally present

in this order, are, Tinfoiiunately, as regards the tubercula and capi-

tula, undeterminable, from injuries to the outer shell ; a ca'ack, how-
eyer, in the situation of the neiu-o-eentral sutui'e may indicate the line

of junction.

The _/;;'e-zygapophysis (fig. A), is produced with a deep mter zyga-

pophysial pit (figs. B and D). The articulating surface is oval and
plane, and the angle of inclination bet'svcen it and the other is 50°

:

a still "wider and deeper cleft interrenes between the posterior zyga-

pophyses fig. (C). Both of the pits indicate powerful nuchal liga-

ments.

The base of the neural spine is compressed, and presents a hollow

on either side (figs. A and B), with prorainent lidges, which go to

form the outer border of the ^;o.sf-zygapophyses. The latter are nearly

horizontal (fig. C). In all these characters—to wit, the hollow at the

base of the spine, zygapophysial ridge and posterior articular siuiace

—

it seems to agree with Lacertilia rather than Crocodilia. The cerrical

neural spine in Crocodilia is lengthened, and tapers towards a blunt

point ; whereas in Lacertilia it is shorter and broader in the antero-

posterior direction, which, judging fr'om the extent of the fractured

surface (fig. B), was apparently the case also in the fossil. The
neural canal is small and oval. Further there do not appear to me any
points worthy of record.

I conceive that the bone may in all probability have been one of

the middle cervicals of a Saurian, with bi-concave vertebrae. Com-
pared with recent and fossil species of Eeptilia, the above represents

an animal between ten and twelve feet in length. Seemingly
remarkable contrasts between the above and cervical vertebrae of Teleo-

sauiTis and other mcsozoic crocodiles are in the produced jyre-zygapo-

physis, sub-oval centram, and the small size of the latter, as compared
with the rest of the bone—to wit, height of the arches and massive
ligamentous and zygapophysial attachments of this Arctic fossil, which
would appear, moreover, to represent a considerably smaller species than
either Teleosauriis Irevidens, T. cadomensis, or T. lululidem. The charac-

ters being narrowed to a few points in connexion with a single imper-

fect vertebra, I feel that it would be impossible to establish reliable

comparisons between it and fossil genera of the Alesozoic formations.

It is to be regretted that, owing to the untimely death of Admiral
Osbom, I have been unable to obtain fiulher evidence as to its histoiy,

Admitthig, however, its Arctic origin, as given by the late eminent
palseontologist !Mr. Salter, I propose for it the provisional name of

Ardomv.rm Oshorni, in respect for the memory of this distinguished

traveller, and in hopes that the natiu'alists of the expedition now about

proceeding to the Arctic Eegions will be enabled to verify these few
data by fresh discoveries of a similar description.
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XXVI.—IXGENITE EocKs. Eeport iS'o. 4. By G. H. Krs'AHAir,

M.E.I.A., &c., (Src.

[Read May 10, 1875.]

Lo^'GSTOI^E, Co. Tipperary, Ordnance Sheet 58.—An intrusire mass,

coming up tlu'ongh. the lo-^er-becMed carboniferous limestone. This

granitic rock is a more or less granular elvanyte, which may be thus

described :—a slightly, granular pui'plish brown color, weathering to a

dii-ty reddish or orange. The base contains crystals of yellowish-greenish

felspar, some small blebs of quartz, nests of minute greenish flakes

(mica?), wliich congTegate in a matiix that weathers ferruginous. In
this protrusion there has not been a deep quarry opened, and, as the

rock is more or less weathered to a depth of over twenty feet, it is im-

possible to prociu'e a normal specimen of the rock, and, as may be
expected, the slices cut are unsatisfactoiy, as the minerals they con-

tain are more or less affected by rust stains. Under a power of 33 the

rock seems to have a brownish felspathic matrix, containing numerous
black, opaque, ill-defined crystals ; and the latter, under a high power
(327), are found to be ciystals of ppite changed on the edges into

rust. In the matrix also are found numerous specks and small se-

cretions of quartz ; the latter, under a power of 258, are found to be
aiTanged somewhat similar to what is shown in figs. 1 & 2, where the

unshaded portions are the quartz ; the obliquely-shaded portions, the
felspathic matrix ; the long crystals, appear to be amphibole, while
there are bunches, or individual crystals (some well-marked octohe-

drons), of pyrite, or perhaps of a fernferous garnet.

Fior. 1. Fig.

The mass of the quartz evidently has crystallized out after the

other minerals, as it is found filling up the vacancies. In it were re-

marked lines, groups and scattered minute air bubbles, and some tubuli;

in the sections examined they were not very numerous. In one piece

of quartz forming a triangle (fig. 2), the plane is traversed by nume-
rous irregular lines, giving the crystal a ruptured aspect (fig. 4) ; but
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under a favourable light they are found to be irregular minute black

tubuli—some being straight, others curved, some oblique to or at right

angles to one another, while some are short and others long. At the

apex of the triangle there are a few air bubbles, but in the rest of it

only one was detected.

The felspathic base, under a power of 386, shows a greenish-brown

ground, thickly covered over with whitish dots, lines, and broken
lines which are irregularly mixed up together ; while in many places

in it there are incipient forms, as if different minerals had attempted

to crystallize out. It is also found to be principally a mixture of two
felspars, one semi-opaque with irridescent spots, the other having a

parallel play of colours ; these seem to be most irregularly combined,

but the latter apparently predominates.

The felspar crystals developed in the matrix seem, all to have ill-

defined margins. The most perfect seen in the slices is a twin crys-

tal (fig. 3). Of these the left-hand member has an imperfect ribaned

structure parallel to the long axis of the crystal ; while in the right-

hand crystal there is an obscure oblique structure. In all the crys-

tals of this felspar there are inlying opaque black specks, probably of

pyrite ; the large black speck figured near the bottom of the left-hand

crystal (fig. 3) seems to be a perfect hexahechon.

Besides the more or less regular crystals of felspar, there are ir-

regular secretions, which consist in part of a semi-opaque irridescent

felspar («, fig. 6), containing, what seems to be nuclei, irregularly-shaped

masses, {h) of a felspar, in which is a play of colours in parallel lines,

similar to that displayed by a section of labradorite ; while scattered

about in the felspathic matrix are more or less well-formed small

crystals (<?), apparently of the same felspar as the first-mentioned

nucleus.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Two of the nests of greenish flakes, when magnified to 33 dia-
meters, are figured (fig. 5). "With a power of 385, the uppeimost of
these nests is found to be fringed by flaky crystals of an olive-green
mineral, while the central portion is principally crystals of pyrite (?),
with which are associated the olive-green mineral. In the oblique
lower nest the olive-green mineral and the pyrite (?) are irregularly
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combined ; but at the apex there is a great predominance of the
pyiite.

Fig. 5. Fie:. 6.

From the slices examined, the peculiaiities of this elvanyte seem to

be the nearly total absence of mica, except in nests, while the crystals

or blebs of quartz, so characteristic in general of elvanytes, are nearly

microscopic. The incipient crystalline forms in the felspathic matrix

are also remarkable. But, as before mentioned, the specimens ob-

tained were more or less weathered, and taken fi-om near the margin of

the mass. If, however, normal specimens could hare been procured,

and from places more deeply seated, it is probable that the poi'phyiitic

characters would be better developed.
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XXYII. Ox SO^E KEWLT OBSERVED PnOPEETIES POSSESSED BY CEKTATN- ,

Salts of FrLiiixic Acid. By Edmuxd W. Davy, A. M., M. D., Pro-

v

lessor of Forensic Medicine, Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland.

[Eead January 11, 1875.]

The salts of fulminic acid, or the fulminates, have not received the

attention which the interest arising fi^om their extraordinary proper-

ties would lead us to expect. Tliis is, no doubt, clue in a great mea-

snre to their being such highly explosive and consequently dangerous

compounds, which have already occasioned several serious and even

fatal accidents to individuals whilst making them objects of research
;

they are, therefore, considering the amount of personal danger attend-

ant on a study of their properties, not veiy inviting subjects of

inquiry, and necessitate the exercise of much caution on the part of

those engaged in their investigation.

The compound which is known to chemistB under the name of ful-

minic acid, and which is expressed by the empirical formula HaColS'sOs,

though it has never yet been isolated or obtained in the free state, is

capable, as is well known, of forming a number of simple and com-

pound salts, which are endowed with more or less explosive proper-

ties. Of those salts, by far the most important is the fulminate of

mercury, which constitutes, as is well known, the active constituent

of the percussion caps, and of the detonating matters which are used to

fire the charges in our guns and pieces of ordnance ; and for those

purposes it is now manufactured in large quantities, and forms a veiy

important instrument of modern warfare, since by its employment the

use of flint and steel, matches, and other rude means of firing small and

large guns have been quite abandoned, at least among all civilized

nations.

"\\Tiilst making some experiments on the fulminate of mercury, I

observed that when that salt and the fcrrocyanide of potassium, both

in aqueous solution, arc gently heated together, the mixture at first

acquires a faint reddish yellow tint, which quickly passes into a port-

wine or deep purple colour, without the separation apparently, at

least at first, of any gas or solid matter. The development of this

coloration, under the circumstances stated, being considered very

singular, and hitherto unnoticed (as far as I have been able to ascer-

tain), led me to study the matter more closely, to determine the nature

of this coloured compound, and of the changes taking place in its for-

mation.

On prosecuting this inquiry, I further ascertained that when the

purple compound was fully developed, if the heat was continued for

some time, or more quickly if the temperature was raised to, and

maintained at the boiling point, the purple colour gradually dis-

appeared, the liquid acquiring a light yellow tint, whilst more and

more of a reddish brown solid matter (which was ascertained to be the
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peroxide of iron) was produced ; these changes being accompanied by
the evolution of more or less of ammonia, and by the mixture, which
was at first quite neutral, acquiring a strong alkaline reaction. The
solution being filtered, and concentrated by evaporation, was found to

yield small prismatic crystals of a colourless or very light yellow salt,

which appears to be a double cyanide of potassium and mercury.
Considering that the principal feature of interest in the reaction of

the fulminate on the ferrocyanide was the formation of the purple

compound, my attention was chiefly directed to its investigation. But
I soon ascertained that this compound was a substance of a very
unstable character, and that it presented great difiiculties in the way
of its separation from the matters with which it was associated, as

procured in the reaction referred to ; and not being able to obtain it in

a pure or suitable state to submit it to actual analysis, I was for a

considerable time unable to obtain any clue as to its real nature, fur-

ther than it was some organic compound of iron, in which cyanogen,

or at least its elements, were constituents.

At last it occurred to me, that the coloration observed might
be in some measure connected with the formation of the fulminate

of iron ; and on making some of that salt, and comparing its reac-

tions with those of the compound referred to, many points of agree-

ment between them were at once perceptible. I may observe that

the fulminate of iron is readily obtained by the action of metallic

iron on the fulminate of mercury, suspended in water. Thus if about

equal bulks of the fulminate and of fine iron filings are placed in

a small stoppered bottle, which is then filled with distilled water,

and being closed is occasionally agitated, the liquid in a short time

acquires a yellowish tint, which gradually deepens in colour, whilst

the filings become tarnished, and more or less of mercury, in the

form of minute globules, make their appearance. After a few hours

the decomposition of the fulminate of mercury will be more or less

complete, and on filtering the mixture, a dull yellow liquid is obtained,

wliich holds the fulminate of iron in solution. This fulminate, as so

obtained, was described by my late father, amongst several other com-

pounds of fulminic acid, which he was, I believe, the first to discover,

during his elaborate researches on that acid. This salt was observed

by him to produce, when treated with diluted acids, a fine red or purple

colour, which disappeared after some time, evolving hydi-ocyanic acid

amongst other products. He also found that a somewhat similar

colour, rapidly changing to a bluish black, with a precipitate of that

colour, was developed on heating this fulminate.

But this development of colour only occurs in the case of the freshly

prepared fulminate of iron, for the salt, being one of very great insta-

bility, commences almost immediately after its formation to undergo

spontaneous changes, which are attended by the separation of a dark

brown substance, even when the solution is kept excluded from the

air in a well-stoppered bottle ; and after such changes have taken place,

it ceases to develop, either by the action of acids or by heat, the colo-
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ration just stated. My father also obseryed that alkalies produced in

freshly prepared fulminate of iron a dull green precipitate, quickly

changing to a brown colour, which is obviously due to the separation

of iron as an oxide from the fahninate of iron. And I have myself

observed that the light yellow liquid which remains after the action of

the alkalies and the separation of the oxide, at once develops a fine

port-wine colour, when it is treated with diluted acids, and that the

coloration so produced is much more stable than that developed by
directly treating the fulminate of iron similarly ; and that this red or

purple-coloured compound resembles in all its characters that produced
in the new reaction of the ferrocyanide on the fulminate of mercury
already referred to.

As to the singular development of colour when the fulminate of iron

is treated with dilute acids, I am not aware that any explanation has as

yetbeen given ; andthe one that I wouldnow suggest accounts for its pro-

duction, not only in the case of the fulminate of iron, but also in the-new
reactions which I have myseK recently observed ; and explains some of

the properties of this curious purple-coloured compound. To make
the explanation I would ofEer intelligible, I should first observe that

fulminic acid is generally regarded as a bibasic acid, which is capable

of forming two classes of salts, viz., the neutral and the acid salts. In
the first, the two atoms of hydi'ogen in the hydrated acid (II2C2N2O2),

are replaced either by two atoms of a monad metal, as in the case

of the fulminate of silver (AgjCoNjOs), or by one atom of a dyad
metal, as in the fulminate of mercury (HgC^jSTaOo). In the second class

we have either one atom of hydrogen still retained, whilst the other is

replaced by a monad metal, as in the case of the acid fulminate of

silver (AgHCaN^Oo), or two atoms of hydrogen are retained (the mole-
cule of fulminic acid being doubled) where a dyad metal occurs, as

in the acid fulminate of mercury (Hglla {G^^.Jdz)'). l^ow as iron

in most of its combinations plays the part of a dyad, we should express

its neutral fulminate thus, Pe C2N2O2 ; and when this salt is treated

with a diluted acid there is foi-med, as I conceive, an acid fulminate of

iron (a hitherto undescribed salt), by the following reaction, where for

example, sulphuric acid has been employed, 2 Ee 02^^202 + H2S04 = re
II2 (03^202)^ + Fc SO4, and that it is this acid fulminate which pos-

sesses the red or purple colour, whilst it is at the same time much
more stable or less prone to decompose than the neutral salt. If this

acid fulminate is treated with an alkali, its purple colour disappears,

owing, as I conceive, to the formation of a neutral double fulminate of

iron and the metal of the alkali, which is a coloiu'less salt in dilute

solution ; thus in the case of potash being added to the acid fulminate

of iron, there would be a double neutral fulminate of iron and potas-

sium formed, according to the following reaction : Fe II2 (O^iOiy' + 2

KHO = Pe K2 (aWjO,) 2 + 2 H2O, and this colourless solution being

treated with a diluted acid a,gain develops the purple colour by the

reformation of the acid fulminate, as the following equation indicates :

Pc K, (C2IT2O2)' + H2SO, = Fe H2 (02^^02)^ + KjSOi. Or again, if to

E. I. A. PEOC, SEE. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 C
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some freshly prepared fulminate of iron a dilute solution of caustic

potash be carefully added, the mistui'e will continue (asl have ohserved)

neutral so long as the alkali produces a fiu'ther precipitate of the oxide

of iron ; and when it ceases to do so, if the mixture be then filtered, a

light yellow solution will be obtained, which holds dissolved, as I

conceive, a double neutral fulminate of iron and potassium resulting

from the displacement of one half the ii^on in the neutral salt, as is

shown in the following equation: 2 Fe aiS^oOo + 2 KHO = Pe K,
{Q'^X)) - + Pe + HoO, and this double fulminate develops, as be-

fore observed, the piu'ple coloration when treated with a diliited acid,

and again becomes colourless, or very nearly so, on adding an excess of

alkali, especially after the application of heat, and the colour' can be
again restored by acidifying the mixture, and these changes may be

produced many times in succession.

Por the production of the acid fulminate of iron the double neutral

salt is much preferable to that of the simple neutral fulminate of that

metal, as in the latter case there will be produced, as before shown,
a protosalt of iron, which reacts on the acid fulminate, occasioning its

more or less rapid decomposition.

I may further observe, that on heating the double fulminate just

described, there will be developed the red or pru'ple coloration, ujiless

there is i^resent too great an excess of alkali ; this remark, however,

does not apply to the case of ammonia, the excess of which being ex-

pelled by heat does not interfere with its production.

This development of the acid fulminate by heat is not so easily

accounted for as where it has been due to the action of acids ; it may,
however, depend on the circumstance that the simple neutral, and
double fulminate of iron, are both easily resolvable by heat under cer-

tain conditions into the acid fulminate.

I shall now point out how the explanation I have given of the produc-

tion of the piu^ple coloration in the case of the fulminate of iron may
likewise serve to account for the similar development of colour, which
I have myself observed, in the reaction of the ferrocyanide of potassium

on fulminate of mercury. My experiments would seem to show, that

when those compounds react on each other, there 'is at first formed,

amongst other products, the double fulminate of iron and potassium,

which, Like that salt prepared directly, as ali-eady described, fi'om

the fulminate of ii'on, passes into the pui'ple acid fulminate of that

metal, on being heated or treated with diluted acids ; the following

formulae and equation explaining the production of the double salt,

accompanied, as it is in this case, by the cyanide of mercury and potas-

sium : 2 Hg Co^^oO. + K4 Fe Cye = Pe K„ (CKOo)- + 2 Hg Cy, + 2

KCy.
Amongst other facts which might be mentioned in support of the

foregoing statement, is the following one, that I have observed, that

when the ferrocyanide of potassium and the fulminate of mereiuy,

along with water, react on each other at the ordinary temperatui'e, the

mixture after a short time acquires a yellowish tint, which gradually
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passes into that of a reddish shade, and if a portion of the mixture in

this early stage of reaction be treated with a cbop or two of any dilute

acid, or is heated, the deep pui'ple coloration which results when the

double fulminate is similarly acted on will at once be developed. I

shall now briefly notice some of the more characteristic properties of

the acid fulminate of ii'on as obtained by the action of the ferrocyanide

of potassium on the fulminate of mercury, most of my experiments

having been made on that salt as so procured. When that compound
is dissolved in water, it appears to possess, at the ordinary temperatui'c,

considerable stability, for it has been exposed to the air and even light

in an open vessel for several weeks, without its appearing to undergo

any change of colour ; but when the solution is allowed even sponta-

neously to evaporate to dryness, the dark purple residue very soon

passes to a brown colour, from the decomposition of this salt, and the

separation of its ii^on in the form of peroxide ; and this proneness to

decompose in the dry condition may account for the residue not ex-

ploding on the application of a strong heat, the salt having quietly

decomposed before reaching the temperatui'e necessary to explode it,

or other fulminates ; and I may further observe, that even in aqueous

solution it soon decomposes if the temperature is raised to the boiling

point, its decomposition being attended with the separation of per-

oxide of iron and ammonia.
It does not appear to be soluble in ether,^chloroform, bisulphide of

carbon, or in benzole, though it is readily dissolved by alcohol.

It is quickly decomposed by strong acids, with the evolution of

hydi-ocyanic acid and the development of Prussian blue, and even in

their diluted condition the same occurs, but more slowly.

The caustic alkalies, at the ordinary temperature, slowly discolo-

rize its solution ; with the assistance, however, of heat that effect is

quickly produced.

It appears to possess but little, if any disposition to assume a crys-

talline form, for as yet all my attempts to obtain it separately in such

a condition have been unsuccessful.

Several experiments were made as to the effects of different metal-

lic salts on this compound, but no very characteristic results were ob-

servable, except in the case of the nitrate of silver, which produced a

dull bluish precipitate, leaving the liquid colourless, if sufficient of the

silver salt be added. This precipitate, however, is one of great insta-

bility, for it veiy soon loses its blue colour (even when lying at the

bottom of the stratum of liquid from wliich it has been precipitated),

and becomes of a white or yellowish-white appearance.

If, however, while it still retains its blue colour, it is treated with
diluted hydrochloric acid, or with an alkaline chloride, the solution

regains its original purple colour, whilst the chloride of silver precipi-

tates ; but if the addition of the acid or chloride be delayed till after

the precipitate has become white, then both fail to reproduce tlie

purple coloration, owing to the previous decomposition of the silver

compound.
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This red or pui'ple combination appearing to be bnt little affected

by many of the metallic salts, seems to strengthen the view I haye
taken as to its nature, for had it been a peculiar cyanogen compound,
such as we have in the case of the ferro-, ferri-, and nitroferri-cyano-

gen, as well as in other compound salt radicals of that substance, we
should have expected that it would have produced very characteristic

effects with different metallic salts.

I may further observe that the same compound is formed when the

ferricyanide of potassium (or as it is better known under the name of

red prussiate of potash), instead of the ferrocyanide of potassium (the

yellow prussiate), in aqueous solution is heated along with the fulmi-

nate of mercury, and that it, as well as the ferrocyanide, even without
the application of heat, give rise to, but more slowly, the formation of

the red or purple combination, the femcyanide acting, however, in

this respect more readily than the ferrocyanide.

Lastly, I may add that I found that a similar purple compound
was produced when the fulminate of silver was substituted for the

mercurial salt in the reactions referred to, and it is probable that some,

at least, of the other fulminates would give rise to like effects.

I regret that the results which I have brought before the Academy
are not, in some respects, of a more definite character ; but all who
have experimented on the fulminates have experienced the great diffi-

culties of such inquiries, arising from their instability and complexity
of constitution ; but I hope before long to be able to investigate more
fully the subjects of this communication, as well as other matters bearing

on them. I trust, however, that the results of the observations which
I have ali'eady made may not be considered as devoid of interest, as

any facts which may extend our knowledge of fulminic acid, a com-
pound regarding the true nature of which chemists are not yet agreed,

must possess more or less interest in a scientific point of view ; and it

is well known that many facts and observations which at first have
been regarded as mere matters of interest to men of science have after-

wards proved of much practical utility.
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XXYIII.—Ok the Constittje:n"ts of the t^vo PErNcrpixMrN'EEAiWatees
OF LlSDOOyTAP.XA, CoryTT OF CxAEE. By La^TCELOT SxrDDEET, LL. D.,

. Ex-Sch., T. C. D., and "\\^iLLiAir Tl-ckkett, F. C. S.

[Eead May 24, 1875.]

Befoee proceeding to Lisdoonvama tlie aiitliors procured, in July last,

a jar of the principal sulphur water of the place, which was carefully

collected from the Gowlaun "W^ell, through the kind aid of Dr. Cullinan,

of Ennis ; of this a preliminary examination was then made at the la-

boratory of the Royal College of Science, Stephen' s-green, Dublin.

In August they visited Lisdoonyama, in order to detennine at the

springs the sulphiu'etted hydi'ogen that might hare escaped, and the

ii'on that might haye become peroxiclised before reaching Dublin ; and
also for the prrrpose of procuring a large supply of the waters, to de-

termine their more stable constituents. This leng-thened inyestigation

the authors were kindly pennitted by Professor Gralloway to conduct

in that laboratory, with all appliances ayailable.

Eemaining at Lisdoonyama until the 5th of September, they re-

peatedly estimated at the well itself the sulphuretted, hydi-ogen in the

Growlaun Spring, and in a secondary one, near the east end of the

parish chru'ch. They also determined the iron present as protoxide in

a piincipal, and also in a secondary, chalybeate well, both situated in

an enclosure at Eathbawn Bridge, nearer to the town of Lisdoon-

yama.
It may be. right, perhaps, to remark that there are no interments

in the churchyard ; that spring there issues from the cliff-side, and is

one of a pair of spas, sulphur and ii'on, in one recess, and nearly join-

ing at their mouths, thence called the " Twin Spas." The iron one

was not flowing in September last ; and neither of these seems to haye
been sent for analysis to Professor ApJohn in 1856. There was indeed

another chalybeate water sent then to the laboratory of that eminent
chemist from the '' Spectacle Bridge " Spa, still farther from Lisdoon-

yama town ; but the well is now closed by cattle tracks, and is re-

ported by a writer (Dr. Faussett) to haye been disused in 1867.

The temperature (which is said to be equable) of the two sulphur

and two iron spas so examined by the authors was ascertained as com-
pared with that of the atmosphere ; also the rate of flow of the " Twin
Sulphur Spiing ;" but the underground position of the springs at Gow-
laun and Ptathbawn preyented their rate of flow being determined.

However, notwithstanding their many drinkers, the level of these two
principal wells is said to be rather constant.

It should be noted that duiing this visit, and for some days before,

the weather was wet. The rain seemed to dilute the spas; for even the

drinkers remarked them weaker in taste. The explanations to accom-
pany Sheets 114, 122, and 123 of the maps of the Geological Siuwey
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of Ii'eland, iUusti-ating parts of the Coimties of Clare and Galway, by
ITr. Frederick J. Foot, M. A., give the geological formation of the

Lisdoonvarna district, which may account for the natui'e of its springs.

At page 27, Hi'. Foot ohserves that " Iron occurs in the form of ii'on-

stone nodules and thin bands in the shales about Lisdoonrama, .

also as iron pyrites, with the crystals of which mineral (he adds) the
black fissile shales, when they are unweathered, may be seen coated."

He seems correct in remarking (page 28) that " It is fi'om the decom-
position of the iron pyiites [suIjDhide of ii'on] in the coal measui'es

that these wells [at Lisdoonvama] derive their sulphui' and iron."

It may be added, in passing, that ITr. Foot gives a connect wood-
cut of the "Twin Spas" as Figaire 9 of his report.

Following the suggestion of a recent eminent writer, from a medical
point of view, on these and other spas of Ireland (Dr. IXIapother), who
advised lithia to be looked for in the Gowlaun water, the authors

made that search by means of the spectroscope, and the presence of

lithia (by its distinctive band) was ascertained, but in amount too mi-
nute for a quantitative detennination in the supply of water available.

This constituent seems to have been detected in tias water now for the

fii'st time. Dr. Hapother relies on it as a cui'ative agent of much
value.

Another medical gentleman, Mr. 'William Faussett, ]M. B., F. E. C. S.,

who visited Lisdoonvama in 1867, as he says, " for his own health's

sake," states, in an account of his visit (page 13), that " The sulphur

and chalybeate springs of Lisdoonvama, when judiciously used, and
supplemented as occasion, in some cases, may requii'e, possess an ex-

tensive range of therapeutical action ; and being fi'ee from the excess

of any iiTitating ingredients, such as common salt, will, on this ac-

count, be found more beneficial than spas which have hitherto been
held in higher repute."

Since then (it seems it was, that) the present excellent pump-room
was built over the Gowlaun Well. In September last the local phy-
sician, Dr. Stackpoole Westropp, was erecting some baths near it,

much desii'ed by patients and theu" professional advisers. Dr. Apjohn
remarked, in 1856, that the Gowlaun water was '^used externallv as a

bath."

Of the several spiings at Lisdoonvarna two are chiefly resorted to,

namely, the before-mentioned sulphur spiiug known as Gowlaun, and
the principal chalybeate spiing at Piathbawn. The following are the

results of the examination made of them :

—

GOWXArX.

' The temperatui-e of this water, as cbawn fi'om the well, was found

to be 11° C, the aii' at the time being 15.5° C. It contains, in addi-

tion to the usual constituents of well water, 5.553 cubic centimeters

of sulphru'etted hydi'ogen in the litre. The unoxidized sulphur exists

entii-ely combined with hydrogen. It also contains, as before mentioned,
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traces of Hthia. The follo^wlng table gives the quantities of the several

constituents :

—

Silica

Siilphmic acid, calciilated as SOi
Chlorine .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lime precipitated on boiHng, calculated as Ca
Lime retained in solution on boiling, calculated

as Ca
Magnesia precipitated on boiling, calculated as Mg
Magnesia retained in solution on boiling, calculated

as Mg
Lithia

Soda, calculated as Xa
Potash, „ K

Parts in Grains in

one million. one gallon.

13.6 .952

10.0 .700

29.6 2.072
35.0 2.450

2.7 .189

17.1 1.197

.098

1.4

Traces. Traces.

61.9 4.333

3.0 .210

WMch may be calculated as being in combination tlius :

—

Silica

Calcic carbonate

Magnesic „
Sodic „

Calcic sulphate

Magnesic ,,

Sodic chloride

Potassic „

13.6

87.0

60.1

102.3

8.1

6.0

44.4
5-7

.952

6.125

4.207
7.161

.567

.420

3.108

.399

327.7 22.939

Sulphuretted hydrogen
c. c. per litre.

5.553

The specific gravity referred to water at 15° C. was 1.0006.

Eathbawx Chalybeate.

The temperature of this water was found to be 13° C, when that

of the air was 15°.l C, being a difference of oidy 2°.l, whilst in the

case of the Gowlaun water, the difference was 4°. 5 : this may be ac-

counted for by the more open situation of this well, which is more
freely exposed to sunshine. This water contains, in addition to the

usually occurring substances, a ferrous salt, and also a weighable

quantity of manganese ; this latter substance does not appear to have

been before detected. The several constituents are :

—
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Silica
_

_

Sulpliiiric acid, calculated as SOi
Chloiine

Iron, calculated as Fe
Manganese ,, Mn
Lime precipitated on boiling, calculated as C'a

Lime retained in solution on boiling, calculated

as Ca
Magnesia precipitated on boiling, calculated as Mg
Magnesia retained in solution on boiling, calculated

as Mg
Soda calculated as ISTa .

.

Potash calculated as K

Parts in Grains in

one million. one gallon.

12.1 .847

124.7 8.729

35.5 2.485

17.1 1.197

0.8 .056

56.0 3.920

24.8 1.736

2.7 .189

16.8 1.176

20.O 1.435

2.0 .175

"Wliicli may te calculated as being in combination tbiis :

—

Silica 12.1. .847

Fenic oxide, uitb ti-ace of alumina 2.7 .189

FeiTOus carbonate 31.7 2.219

Manganous „ 1.7 .119

Calcic „ 140.0 9.800

Magnesic „ 9.5 .665

Calcic sulpbate 84.3 5.901

Magnesic „ 84.0 5.880

Sodic cUoiide 52.1 3.647

Potassic „ .

.

6.4 .448

424.5 29.715

The specific gra-sity refen-ed to water at 15° C. was 1.0006.

In tbe same enclosui'e with, the last mentioned, is another chaly-

beate, know as the ]\Iagnesian ii'on water. As it has now fallen into

disnse, it did not seem necessary to do more than determine the iron

which it contains. Calculated as carbonate, it was 14.9 iCgr per litre,

or 1.043 grains per gallon.

Of that remarkable pair the "Twins," only one—the sulphur

water—was flowing ; it is essentially of the same character as tlie

Gowlaun water. It contains 2.052 cub. cent, sulphirretted hydrogen
per litre. The temperatui'e was 11°. 6 C, the air being 15°.4 C. The
rate of flow was found to be one litre discharged in one minute and
twenty seconds, or about ten gallons in one hoiu\
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XXIX.—Ox THE LiGA:\rEyir:vi ITrcosni. Ey A:rthte 'WrN'DowE

"WiLXEET Baeee, B. a., Student in ICedicine, Trinity College,

Dublin.
[Eead April 27, 187-5.]

The Kganientum mucosum. of the knee joint being so very slightly

noticed by anatomists in general, and the information respecting it so

scanty, it has been suggested to me that I should keep notes of some
of those I found chuing the past winter session, and these notes I now
bring under yoiu" notice.

Eefore giving the result of my own observations, it may be

necessary to review the literatui'e of the subject. The first notice of

it, of which I am aware, is by Yesalius (Op. Yenetiis, 1568, p. 270),

who records its esistence in these words :
—" Yerum praeter hoc liga-

mentum interdum adhuc mu.cosum quoddam et gTacile reperias, in medio

genu articuli locatum." The anatomists who followed him added

nothing to his description until the publication of Walther's Obser-

vationes de articulis et ligamentis incessu, statuque, &:c. (Lipsise, 1728,

p. 8), who refers to its relation to the mass of fat. But the fullest of

the old descriptions is that of Weitbrecht, who, in his Syndesmologia
(Petropol., 1742), says, "Ex ejusdem zonse pinguedinosge sede

inferiore educitur appendix aliqua ejusdem substantise sed plurimis

fibris intexta, ope quarum in latere dextro sulci, qui est anterius juxta

capitulum externum femoris supra ligamentum cmciatum anterius

cui accumbit infigitur. Hffi fibres an duplicaturanim continuationes

siat, an vero ex ipsa patella proveniant ut Winslow vult difficulter

extricari potest, magis tamen assentiendum Walthero mihi videtur

qui id de pinguedine terminari perhibet." Eeferrixig to Y'inslow's

description shows us that it is an incoiTcct one, as even in the fifth

edition of his ''Anatomical Exposition of the Stmcture of the Human
Body" (1775), he says (p. 130), "it is attached to the lower part

of the cartilaginous side of the patella by one end, by the other

to the anterior part of the great notch between the femoral con-

dyles." He says its use is to hinder the fat fi'om being compressed

in motion of the knee. Other old anatomists, Kerckring, Blancard,

&c., add nothing. Among the modern anatomists the ligament is

passed by with as trifling notice. Boyer names it the adipose liga-

ment. Cmveilhier (Anatomic, 1834, p. 469), says that sometimes it

is absent, sometimes multiple ; ho has seen a fold of this nature

stretching from the membrane over the extensor tendon to the supra-

trochlear part of the femur, ilr. B. Cooper in his Lectures (1829, p.

275) says it is composed of a number of little fimbriated processes

which receive the branches of the articular artery. Barkow calls it

" ligamentum suspensorium marsupii," as he has named the alar

ligaments the " marsupium patcUare." Henle"^" says of it, " The

* Banderlelie, 2n(i edition, p. 153.

'&. 1. A. PHOC, SEE. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 D
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origin, strength, and connexions of this ligament are variable. I saw
it of the thickness of a coarse thread only, made up of an arterial and
venous stem, and a pair of bundles of connective tissue ; usually it is

flat and broad towards its insertion, cylinchical medially, and knotty

by its including several fatty lobes." Luschka says,*' ''That only

exceptionally does it form in man a membranous sagittal septum, which
completes the partition of the synovial cavity of the knee into two
lateral halves, a partition partly begun by the crucial ligaments."

Robertsf adds little more in his monograph. Hyrtl remarks, "In
spite of its slendemess and often thread-like proportions, this band is

called the mucous ligament ; it is often absent or appears knotty from
including fat, or it includes a fibrous string which conveys blood ves-

sels to the patella, these seem to fill vacant spaces in the joint."

Cloquet describes it as an adipose canal.

Before bringing forward the details of my own observations, I wish
to explain the following division which I have adopted.

Class I. Contains those cases where the ligament formed a com=
plete septum across the joint.

Class II. Where it formed a partial septum.

Class III. Where it existed as a coarse thread or threads.

Class lY. "Where the ligament was absent.

To this I have added notes on the comparative anatomy of the

ligament.

The total number of cases occurring in each class, together with
the average strain it took to break them, is as under :

—

Class I. There were 9 cases (22-A- per cent.), average strain,

21.24 lbs.

Class II. There were 9 cases (22|- per cent.), average strain,

15.00 lbs.

Class III. There were 19 cases (47i- per cent.), average strain

9.19 lbs.

Class IV. There were 3 cases (7J per cent.)

Class Y. There were 20 cases.

In Class I. the measurements were taken in this manner :

—

Anteriorly. From the marsupium to the femoral notch.

Posteriorly. Prom the anterior crucial ligament to the femoral

notch.

Above. The femoral attachment.

Below. From the marsupium to the anterior crucial ligament.

* Niu" aiisnahmweise bildet das ligamentiim mucosiuoi beim Mensclien ein

membraiioses sagittal gestelltes Septum -welclies die scbon drnxb die ligamentum

cruciatum eingeleitete sondenmg des gelenkes in zwei seitenbalftenvervollstandigt,

Anat. des Menscben, 1865, Bd. 3, pt 1, p. 376. [I am indebted to Dr. Macalister

for the translations],

t Untersucbungen iiber die anatomie und mecbanik des kniegelentes, Giessen,

1855.
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u H.5f

.3^ M CTJ 0)

Class I.—Complete Septa. 6-3

ffl

Inches. Inches. Inches, Inches, Lbs.

1. The first complete septum I saw, I

regret I -vras unable to measure, as it was
a very fine specimen.

2. Tlie Ligament was attached to the M. R. 1.25 MO 0-75 0-90 21
external side of the femoral notch, and con-

tained a vessel.

3. The fellow ligament of No. 2 carried M. L. 1-00 0-95 0-55 1-00 28
several vessels, and was attached to the

external part of the notch ; I also observed a

second mucous ligament going from the mar-
supium to the snyo\dal hood which is often

found on the internal condyle. Though a

mere thread, this ligament was of consider-

able strength, having a triangular origin and
insertion; it measured 1.25 inches in length,

and is the second of the kind I have observed

in man.
4. There was no communication between F. L. 0-75 0.90 0-70 0-90 24-5

the subcrureal bursa and the synovial cavity

of the joint ; the inner condyle had a free

fimbria attached to it.

5. "Was composed of separate threads at F. R. 1-00 0-80 0-50 0-90 14
the anterior portion ; was fellow of No. 4.

6. "Was broader at the anterior portion, and F. R. 0-75 0-85 0-70 0-70 19
T-shaped, like the Ligamentum mucosum in

the Otter.

7. "Was slightly notched at its femoral F. L. 0-75 0-85 0-85 0-90 14
attachment, and had no trace of any vessel

;

but there was a slip going from the middle
of the ligament to the external side of the

femoral notch.

8. No trace of any vessel ; in testing the M. L. 0-60 0-85 0-55 0-80 28-5

strain it broke cleanly from its femoral origin.

9. "Was so much inflamed that I did not F. L. 0-80 0-70 0-85 0-40 ,

think it worth while testing the strain.
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Fig. 1, Refers to Xo. 16, Class III.

i

^////'

p = Patella.

a = Mass of fat.

b = Btirsa.

t = Tibia.

/ = Femui'.

:c = Anterior crucial

ligament.

m = List, mucosum.

Fig. 2. Refers to Ko. 3, Class 11.

p = Patella.

a = Mass of fat.

b = Bursa.

t = Tibia.

f = Femiu".
0-- = Anterior crucial

ligament.

m = Liart. mucosum.
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Class II.—Partial Septa.

1. Had a falciform edge at femoral attach-

ment.
2. Had a falciform margin looking do-«Tiwards

and backwards.
3. The ligament was inflamed, the subject

itself was old, thin, and had nimieroiis bed-sores

upon her. Fig. 2.

4. Had a falciform margin. I had not weights

to measiu'e what strain it would bear.

5. Had a falciform edge, and broke from its

femoral attachment, where there was some trace

of a vessel.

6. A rickety subject, in whom the testes had
not descended ; the ligament carried many vessels.

I observed a fine thread extending from the

middle of the ligament to the anterior crucial

ligament at its latter extremity ; it expanded into

a reddish cone-like thickening ; this thread mea-
sured 0'6 inch in length.

7- The fellow limb of No. 6 had a slight falci-

form edge, and broke from the marsupium ; not-

withstanding its being a smaller ligament than
the preceding, it bore a greater strain, in conse-

quence of a large vessel iimning along the

posterior margin, which came from the azygos
articular artery.

8. Had a falciform margin, a second slip went
from its femoral attachment to the anterior crucial

ligament, and a third slip joined the marsupium
to the outer reflection of the synovial membrane

;

the vessels on its sirrface were from the internal

and external superior articular ai-teries ; there was
a hood on the inner condyle.

9. Had a falciform femoral attachment ; two
threads went from this ligament to the anterior

crucial ligament, and a thii-d thread joined the

marsupium to the external reflection of the
synovial membrane; there was a hood on the

inner condyle. Fig. 3.

M.

F.

M.

Inches Inches.

0-80 0-30

0-80 0-30

0-55 0-90

0-70 0-20

0-60 0-25

1-00 0-40

0-80 0-15

0-80 0-35

1-20 0-30

Lbs,

21'0

16-0

29-5

lO-o

14-0

lo-5

7-0

6-0
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Class III.

—

Coarse Thread or Threads. 'S C
CO o

l-I

1. A coarse thread.

2. "Was double at its origin and insertion ; had
a trace of a vessel at its insertion.

3. Canied a vessel from the superior external

articular artery.

4. Had a second thread underneath, and a

vessel from the superior internal articular aiiery.

5. There "n^as a thin synovial reflection like a

rudimentary septum, behind or posterior to the

ligament. This ^as fellow limb of preceding.

6. Was so thin I did not test its breaking

strain.

7. Had no trace of any vessel, and was com-
posed of two threads, one of which was inserted

0.2 inch below the femoral notch; the other was
attached to the outer condyle.

8. Broke at femoral attachment in testing the

strain.

9. Broke at femoral attachment.

10. Slight trace of a vessel near the marsupium.
11. There was a well-formed hood on the

internal condyle; the ligament broke from its

femoral attachment, and a slip went from about

the middle of this ligament to the anterior crucial

ligament ; a second slip went from the femoral

attachment to a fatty mass on the anterior crucial

ligament.

12. This ligament existed in a subject with
very long lower limbs.

13. The weight was not very accurate in this

case.

14. Carried several vessels, though only the

diameter of a coarse thread, and broke from its

femoral attachment.

15. "Was a double thread, and had no trace of

vessels.

16. Had a second band, of the same size and
thickness as the ligament itself, going from its

femoral attachment to the anterior crucial liga-

ment. The joint could only he flexed to a limited

extent iintil both the accessory hand and ligament

were hurst through. Fig. 1.

17. "Was a slender thread.

18. Contained a vessel, and a fatty lobe in the

middle.

19. The fellow limb of preceding ; both had
traces of hoods on theu* internal condyles.

Inches.

0-90
— 0-65

— 0-95

R. 0-80

L. 0-70

L. 0-95

R. 0-55

E. 0-45

L. 0-60

R. 0-95

L. 1-10

R. 0-50

L. 1-00

R. 0-5o

R. 0-65

L. 0-60

L. 1-00

R. 1-20

L. 1-25

Inches.

0-20

0-30

0-10

0-10

O-lo

0-20

Lbs.

1-0

2-5

7-0

26-0

22-0

5-0

5-0

10-0

3-50

11-5

14-0

5-0

7-0
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Class IV.

—

Ligament was absent.

1. It probably existed at some time dm-ing life. Tbere were slight

traces of a bood on the internal condyle. Tbe fellow limb of Ko. 8,

Class III.

2. Some remains at the marsiipium as if it had existed.

3. Some remaias at the marsupium ; also traces of rheumatic disease.

M.

Fig. 3. Refers to No. 9, Class II.

23 = PateUa.
a = Mass of fat.

b = Bursa.
t = Tibia.

f = Femur.
a; = Anterior crucial

ligament.

m = Ligt. mucosum.

Notes on the Coupaeative Anatomt of the LiGAMEifT.

Siredon maculatum. The extensor tendon arose from the fi'ont of
the femur, and the ligament existed beliind it as a lamina of synovial
membrane.

Rana mugiens. The synovial membrane was separate from the
rectus tendon, so that on cutting the latter across and thi'owing it down
the joint was unopened. On opening the joint the ligament was seen
beneath the tendon that traverses the joint, and was connected with
the semilunar cartilage.
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Tcjus teguixin. The ligament consisted of a band connecting the

internal part of the femoral notch with the anterior portion of the

internal semilunar cartilage.

Iguana rliinolophis. Same as in preceding case ; was a strong,

fibrous band, quite separate from the crucial ligaments.

Ameiva lineolcda. Same as before; was a flat membrane. A sort

of horizontal septum.

Am/pliiboluTus harhcdus. Same as before ; the internal semi-lunar

cartilage was attached to the internal condyle by a band of synovial

membrane.
Chameleo ndgaris. I examined two specimens of this reptile, in

both of which the ligament was absent.

Moloch horridus. Same as in Amphilolurus larlaUis.

Ecfliymotes oMusirostris. A mere thread, attached like the pre-

ceding ligament ; there was a second band of some width going to the

internal condyle.

Crocodilus hiporcatus. This was a very young specimen, the liga-

ment existed as in the lizards.

Tatusia liirsida. The ligament formed a complete septum, was
T-shaped, and formed the sheath of the extensor tendon.

Sheep. Formed a complete septum, and was roofed in on the

external side by the synovial membrane which formed the sheath of

the extensor tendon ; there were vessels on its surface from the exter-

nal articular and azygos arteries.

lutra vidgaris. The ligament was T-shaped, and formed a com-
plete septum.

Nasna narica. It formed a complete septum, the synovial mem-
brane being reflected over the marsupium, thus roofing in the cavity.

Canis familaris var. Was composed of several threads containing

fat, and a vessel from the superior internal articular artery.

Ursus lasiotus. Was loaded with fat; did not form a septum.

Ursus Ilimalayanus. It formed a complete septum, and at the

posterior border was traversed by a large branch from the azygos

articular artery.

Preslytes comatus. The ligament was absent.

Cercopitheeus griseo-viridis. It existed as a coarse thread.

Cercopiiliecus mona. In the right limb the ligament was a mere
thread, in the left limb it was double, one thread being attached to

the external condyle.

In conclusion I wish to di'aw attention to some points which
anatomists have, I think, stated wrongly, or passed over without
notice.

1. Luschka says, " That only exceptionally does it form in man a

membranous sagittal septum." Now, it appears to me that the com-

plete septum is somewhat more than an exception, seeing that nearly
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one-fourth (22|- per cent.) of my cases deserved that title ; and if the

number of partial septa he taken into account, I think the tendency of

the ligament in man is quite as much towards the septate condition as

the filiform.

2. Hyrtl remarks, " It appears knotty fi'om fat, or it includes a

fibrous string which conveys blood-vessels to the patella ; these seem to

fill vacant spaces in the joint." "With the first part of this statement

I entirely disagree, for, in those specimens I examined, the vessels did

not approach the patella at all, but went rather to the femoral attach-

ment of the ligament (i. e., the intercondyloid portion of the femur)
;

whether they nourished that portion of the bone or not, I am not pre-

pared to state : with the latter part of his statement I feel inclined to

concur, for, as far as I can judge, the function of the ligamentum
mucosum is to adjust the fatty lobe at the marsupium patcllare, to

fill the various vacant spaces in the joint, in the different positions

between complete flesion and extension.

3. In several of the lower animals I observed that when the liga-

ment formed a complete septum, it was continuous with the synovial

membrane forming the sheath of the extensor communis digitorum,

which passes across the external side of the joint, and at the same
time roofs in the outer clivision of the joint. In some human joints I

found bands going from the marsupium to the external reflection of

the synovial membrane.
4. On two separate occasions, in man I observed an additional liga-

ment going from the marsupium to the hood that is often found on the

internal condyle ; in I]cphjmotes oltusirostris this ligament existed

as a strong fibrous band.

5. "With regard to the development of this ligament nothing is as

yet known ; it is a point which would probably clear up its morpholo-
gical nature, and throw light on the vexed question, " the origin

of synovial membrane," on which much has been written, and of which
the best modem exposition is that published tliis year in Leyden, by
J. G. Yan der Sluijs (Over den Bouw van het Synoviaalvlies, Leiden,
P. Somerwil, 1875).

E. I. A. rr.OC., SEE. 11., VOL. II., SCIEXCE. 2 E
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XXX.—Oif Some Foems op the Ligamen-tttm Pteeygo-spinostjm. By
A. Macalistee, M. B., Professor of Comparative Anatomy, Dublin
Uniyersity. (With Plates 19 and 20).

[Eead April 27, 1875].

The bony arcli stretching from the outer pterygoid plate to the spina

angularis of the sphenoid bone has been described by many authors
;

Dieterich,^'' Grruber, Barkow as well as the manual writers have noticed

its existence and some of its forms. Its most common condition in

man as the ligamentum pterygo-spinosum has been shown by
Civininif and its comparative anatomy as the representative of the canal

or foramen present in the ecto-pterygoid plate in Bodents has been
abundantly referred to by these writers.

The object of the present paper is to catalogue the very varying

forms of this ligament found in the skulls in the collection of the

Dublin University.

The ligamentum pterygo-spinosum is an upward and forward elonga-

tion of the fascial fold which forms the internal lateral ligament of the

mandible, and usually appears as a flat band, wider at its ptery-

goid than at its spinous attachment, but variable in shape, lying usually

internal to the Arteria meningea media, external to the tensor

palati, which often takes an additional origin from it
;

posteriorly

and internally it is related to the fibrous capsule of the Eustachian

tube, to which it is often tightly bound.

Beside the simple ligamentum pterygo-spinosum, there exists

very often a second band connected with it at its pterygoid end

(PL 20, fig. 14 a), but inserted external to the foramen spinosum into

a small spur. This little process is very frequently present as a sharp

tooth on the outside of the oval and spiuous holes (figs. 1, 2 a), and

the band attached to it is much shorter, higher up, and bounds a

narrower archway; to this second ligament the name ligamentum
pterygo-spinosum accessorium is applicable, it roofs over the nervus

temporalis profundus and n. massetericus (fig. 14 ^' t"). This ligament

may be separate from the first named, or joined to it at its pterygoid

end, or for most of its extent, and only separated where it is pierced

by the middle meningeal artery and some nerve filaments.

Of the bony arrangements coexisting with these ligaments there

are the following, and I have appended thereto the proportional

frequency of their occurrence out of 144 skulls.

1st. The existence of the ligament with no ossified tooth on the

external pterygoid plate. This occurred in fifteen of the skulls on

both sides, and in four on one side only. In one of these the nervus

* Dietericli, Besclireibung einiger albnormitaten dea Menschen-schadelai Basel,

1842, p. 9.

t Schmidt's Jahrbiicher, l§o3.
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spinosus of Luschka (Miiller's Arcliiv., 1853), traversed a well-marked
groove from the oval to the spinous foramen, and the tip of the spina

angularis was nearly separated from its base by a suture.

2nd. The presence of a tooth on the external pterygoid plate

(figs. 6 u), as the only ossified part of the ligament ; this I have seen very
large, and in one negro skull (tribe unknown) from the Gold Coast, it

appeared as a round tubercle near the base of the external pterygoid

plate, but separate from that plate. Several instances of this tooth

were coexistent with a very thin oblique lamellar septum between
the oval and spinous foramina, and in one case the two foramina were
not separated, while on the right side of another the oval foramen
communicated with the pterygo-sphenoidal fissure. The spinous

foramen in another specimen was in the line of the spheno-petrosal
suture. Cases of this kind occurred in twenty skulls.

3rd. Cases of the presence of a second distinct tooth on the

pterygoid plate. This is noticed in Theile's Muskellehre, p. 68,

where such a tooth may be below the primary one, is always flatter

and weaker, and rarely has a ridge like the prominent rib on the inside

of the ectopterygoid plate, which crosses the upper part of the ptery-

goid fossa to strengthen the primary tooth ; sometimes a second

accessory tooth higher than the primary one is present, but this

usually coexists with the spur to be described below (Xo. 5), and is for

the accessory ligament. The lower tooth is for the attachment of the

external pterygoid muscle. Cases of the existence of this second tooth

existed in nine skulls.

4th. The coexistence with the fore-mentioned tooth or teeth of a

forward-dii'ected spur on the spina angularis sphenoidalis was noticed

in eighteen skulls : sometimes this is of very large size, projecting

towards the j)terygoid tooth, but always separated by an interspace

(figs. 1,2, l^p). This very often existed with a double pterygoid tooth,

and in one instance where it was present there was no pterygoid tooth :

in one case there was no spina angularis on the sphenoid, but a process

sundered fi'om the anterior and internal end of the vaginal ridge (spina

petrosa) took its place. This spina petrosa is not rare, either as an angle

of the vaginal ridge or as an independent spur, and it often contributes

with the spina angularis to give origin to the internal lateral ligament of

the lower jaw.

5th. The existence of a spina accessoria external to the foramen
ovale, and separated from the spina angularis by the foramen spinosum,

has been before referred to as giving attachment to the ligamentum acces-

sorium pterygo-spinosum (figs. 1, 2, 9 a), and it may be present and dis-

tinct even though the two ligaments are united. This is a veryfrequently
present spine, as it exists in forty-one skulls. I have even found this

present in the skull of a three-year-old child. In some of these it was
only present as a minute rudiment, but in others it was long, and formed
nearly a loop with a long pterygoid tooth. In a Chinook pkull this

coexisted with a fine lamellary septum between the foramina ovale and
spinosum. In a Mandingo skull it coexisted with a strong spina petrosa.
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taking the place of the spina angularis. In a Meknesian skull from
Chatham Island it coexisted with a fossa pterygoidea externa, protected

hy a strong processus pterygoidens accessorins (the same fossa I have
seen in the skull of a negro, and I have referred to it elsewhere)

(fig- 12 A).
_ _ _ _ . . ,

6th. This spina sphenoidalis accessoiia may coexist with a forward
directed tooth on the spina angularis, and this exists in thirteen skulls.

In one of these, the angular tooth is pierced externally by the middle

meningeal artery. These two spurs often rise as sharp peaks, one in

front and the other behind the foramen spinosum, so as to give the

appearance as if the foramen bored through the spine ; this occiu's

in several crania, among others in one Australian, one fr-om Circassia,

and one found embedded in plaster, at Sinai. Sometimes the apices

of the two spines are joined by a bridge (that is, the band of union

which forms the posterior part of the connexion between the ligamen-

tum ptcrygo-spinosum ancl the accessoiy ligament [when these are

united], becomes ossified), and then there are two external outlets for

the foramen spinosum, an outer (larger and transmitting the artery)

and an inner, smaller, and usually transmitting the nervus spinosus

(fig. 7 a'). This may coexist with a double tooth on the eeto-pterygoid

process, but if so the second tooth is generally the lower, muscular,

one.

7th. Cases of the formation of a complete bony bridge are not rare.

Professor Grruber assigns a frequency of once in tliiiieen to fourteen

skulls. In oiu' collection we have nine in which such a bridge occui's

on both sides, five in which it is present on one side. Thus our pro-

portion is, that a bilateral bridge exists in one in sixteen, a unilateral

or bilateral, once in 9.5 cases.

Two forms of this bridge exist which should not be confounded :

—

1 st, ossification of the true ligamentum pteiygo-spinosum. This is either

simple, forming a large wide arch (not a common form) (fig. 9 I p), or

compound, coexisting with an ossified ligamentum pterygo-spinosum

aecessorium. This latter form is the commonest, and, as the two liga-

ments are usually united for a good part of theii" extent, so the bony
arch is simple, wide, and shows its double natui'e by having two piers

at its hinder end, one continuous with the spina accessoria, one with

the true spina angularis (figs. 8, 11 o'). The other form is a simple

ossification of the ligamentum aecessorium which then forms a closely

adpressed arch, only bridging over the temporal and masseteric nerve,

(figs. 10, 13 « «). This I have seen well marked in an Esquimaux
skull with no spina angnilaris, and in a Cliinook skull, as well as in

several Irish crania.

The ossification of the true pterygo-spinous ligament never takes

place autogenously. The foi'ward end ossifies by an extension into it of

the bony matter of the external pterygoid process, while the hinder

end ossifies as an offshoot fr'om the spina angiilaris ; hence where the

two bony growths coalesce there is, in nearly every case, a suture,

which I have verv seldom seen obliterated, and which is sometimes den-
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tated (fig. 9 x). This is often tlie case in tlie ligamentum accessorium

also (fig. 10 x), but here complete ossification and obliteration of the

suture at the point of junction is much commoner, so that the arch

becomes simple, solid (fig. 13).

A form of spurious arcuation may be produced by the elongation

and convergence of the two ecto-ptcrygoid teeth, -which may loop

towards each other in an arched form, and may even touch, leaving

thus a round hole in the external pterygoid plate (figs. 2, 4 w). This

when present transmits an anomalous branch of the internal maxillary

artery.

The whole trunk of the internal maxillary, in a not uncommon
anomalous coui'se under the external pterygoid muscle, either pierces

below, or through, or under the ligament of Civinini, so that when
this band is ossified, it is not uncommon to find the whole truuk of

the aii;ery passing through the loops of the bony bridge. Such an
arrangement is the exact repetition of the course of the artery in

Eodents and many other mammalian orders ; indeed this seems the only

assignable use for the ligament, to protect the artery from the pressure

of the pterygoid muscles. In Henle-Krause's Handbuch der Gefass-

lelire des Menschen, p. 243, Professor Krause describes the anomalous
internal maxillary as trasversing sometimes a hole in the lamina
lateralis processi pterygoidi ossis sphenoidei (external pterygoid plate),

and speaks of this being analogous to the condition in the rabbit. The
hole referred to is the arch of the ligament ; for the trunk internal

maxillary artery never passes through any hole in the outer pterygoid

plate proper.

In a Mandingo skull, the spina angularis is double, half formed of

the squamosal element of the anterior lip of the glenoid cavity, and
half of the sphenoid, the spheno-squamosal suture crossing the summit
of the process, and this coexists with a foramen spinosum in the spheno-

petrosal suture. In another skull the tooth on the pterygoid plate is a

tooth on the outside, not on the hinder margin of the plate.
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XXXI. Ox A MAXFOPtilED COEONA OF ECHINTS ESCTTLEKTrS. Ey
H. W. MACEDfiosH, E. A. (Vith Plates 21 and 22).

[Read May 10, 1875.]

The remarkaUe specimen -whiclL is described in the present communi-
cation has lain for many years in the iMuseum of the Dublin Univer-

sity, having been, as I am informed by Professor Dr. Perceval Wright,

dredged up by the late Dr. Ball off the coast of Toughal.

I had often noticed it in the coni"se of my museum studies, on ac-

count of the prominent pouch which the actinal (oral) aspect presents,

but had not bestoTved more than a casual iaspection on it till recently,

when its many peculiarities so forced themselves on my attention, that

I requested and obtained peiinission of Professor Dr. Macalister,

the present Director of the lluseum, to place a short description of

it on record.

In describing the present specimen I shall not attempt anything

like a detailed notice of all its peculiarities. Such a proceeding

would be but of little value or interest, and a mere abstract descrip-

tion of such a shell would convey but little idea to the mind ; hence

I prefer relying on the di'awings'^" for this purpose, and will only indi-

cate here the chief features of interest.

Por purposes of convenience the madreporic plate—placed pos-

teriorly—and corresponding interambulacnim will be numbered I, the

next genital plate on the left, and its interam-

bulacrum will be II, and so on from left to

right ; the ocular plate and ambulacrtim on the

immediate left of the macbeporic, will be 1, the

next on its left 2, and so on in the same order;

and, since each area has a double series of plates,

these will be called I a, 1 1, &c., or 1 a, 1 1, (Src,

respectively. I adopt this method simply for

convenience and not with any reference to the

views put forward by Professors A. Agassiz or

Loven, as to the position of the macbeporic plate.

Looked at as a whole, the corona is seen to be considerably flat-

tened on the madreporic side, which is produced on the actinal surface

into a sort of boss or pouch (Plate 21, fig. 2). The mouth is eccentric,

displaced to the lower left-hand side ; the auricles are normal. In the

abactinal system, plate I (madi'eporic), is unsymmetiical, beiag pro-

longed at the upper left-hand comer, and has but little of the character-

* WTiieli have been all taken under the camera lucida. As the outlines of

the plates are the most striking part of the corona, I have drawn them as accurately

as I could and have therefore laid down the tubercles almost orthographically.
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istic granulation; plate II. is very much elongated anteroposteriorly, and
the orifice for the genital duct has disappeared

;
plate III. presents

the reverse condition, being broader than deep, and has its genital

aperture
;
plates IV. and V. are but slightly altered. The ocular plates

are scarcely changed in form, with the exception of plate 1, which is

considerably elongated at the lower left-hand comer. The anal sys-

tem corresponds in outline to the abactinal, being di'awn out from
before backwards.

In the corona the alterations are mainly confined to ambulacrals

1 and 2, and to the corresponding interradia, and of these, interambu-

lacrtmi I <? is scarcely changed, being merely curved to the right

a little more than usual ; I 5 is a good deal altered, its fourth plate

(from the top) seems to be made up of two fused together ; and the

twelfth and succeeding plates are very much elongated towards the

left side, and seem to include the greater part of the actinal boss.

Ambulacrum 1 seems to be only represented by the short series of pores

seen in Plate 22, fig. 4, which terminates almost at the summit of

the boss, and the perforations of which have no very definite arrange-

ment. This ambulacral area is thus altogether included in I 3. The
next ambulacrum is a curious one. It begins normally, both in

arrangement and position, but soon bifurcates, one division going up
to the abactinal system to form ambulacrum 2, of which 2 3 is per-

fectly ujLaltered, but 2 « is remarkable for the exceedingly scattered

disposition of its pores (Plate 21, fig. 2), some of which are placed

well within interambulacmm II I, whilst others are situated in the

middle line of their own radium. The other half of this ambulacrum
runs up to a short distance above the ambitus (equator of the corona),

where it abraptly terminates, thus cii'cum scribing interambulacmm
II., which, ending in a point a little below the ambitus, fails to reach

the actinal opening, and assumes a striking petaloid appearance.

There are thus but four ambulacral areas reaching the abactinal

system, I^o. 1 being deficient, and its place occupied by the remark-
able congeries of plates shown in the figures.

The dimensions of the corona are as follows :

—

Eound the ambitus , 15 inches.

Dextro-sinistral circumference, ISf ,,

Antero-posterior circumference, .... 13 .,

Depth (from abactinal to actinal orifice), . . 3i^ ,,

As regards the cause of this curious malformation it is difficult to

speak absolutely. The altered side of the corona, though presenting

more or less of an undulating appearance, has no sharp depressions

such as might be caused by fi-acture and repair ; if this has taken

place it has been unusually evenly done, for it is seldom that the

calcareous parts of Echinoids are repaired without shovring veiy mani-

fest tokens of the change. The flattening of the altered side, and

the presence of the actinal boss, suggest the idea that the lateral

growth of the test was limited by its surroundings, and had to take
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place in a downward clii-ection—a supposition which, perhaps would be
strengthened by the absence of ambulacra on the flattened side. I am
free to confess, however, that this solution is not satisfactoiy, for it

would be a matter of no little diificulty to arrange the surroundings so

as to produce the given result, and hence I am faia to keep clear of the

cloud-begirt regions of hypothesis, and limit myseK to the simple

record of facts.

MaKormed specimens of Echini have been described by the fol-

lowing :

—

Philijjpi, " Weigmann's Archiv fur ISTatui'geschichte, 1837." I

have not been able to consult this paper, as the volume of this

Archiv for 1837 is not in. any of the Dublin libraries.

Kinahan and Du j^oyer, " Proceedings of the Dublin Xatui'al His-

tory Society," vol. ii., 1857. The specimen seems to combine the pores

ancl tubercles of Strongyloeentrotus lividus, with the actinal system of

Ecliinus esculentus.

T.H. Stewart, ''Annals and llagazine of Xatiu'al History, 3rd

series, Yol. v., 1860." The malformation is chiefly in the abactinal

system, the corona being but slightly altered.

Donitz, "Eeichert und Du Bois'Pteymond's Archiv, 1866." The
malfoiTnation consists in the almost total disappearance of one of the

five interambulacra, and a corresponding change in shape of the corona.
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XXXII.

—

Eemaeks oisr the SxinTCTrrRE of the leaves of ceetaik

Coi^rFEiLai:. By W. E. M'JSTae, M. D., Edinburgh, Professor of

Botany, Eoyal College of Science for Ireland. (Witli Plate 23.)

[Read June 1 4, 1875.]

Ijt a Thesis wHcIl was presented to the Pacnlty of Science, Paris,

and published last year. Dr. C. E. Bertrand describes the comparative

anatomy of the stems and leaves of the Gnetacese and Coniferee. In
his descriptions Bertrand gives anatomical characters^ by which sub-

genera may be readily separated, and also gives tables by which,

to identify the species. BeKeving that, in one or two respects,

Bertrand has come to erroneous conclusions, I determined to re-inves-

tigate certain poiats which I considered of importance. In doing so

I had the great advantage of having access to the collection of Coni-

ferse at the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinbui'gh, where most of the

rare and valuable JN'oi'th American species are carefully cultivated.

"We are certainly much indebted to Bertrand for pointing out that

valuable characters can be got by anatomical investigation of the

leaves of Pines. To the nurseryman who has chiefly to do with
small plants without cones, any good method of determining species by
the foliage must be welcome. While, however, I acknowledge the

value of such anatomical characters, I do not think we can place im-

plicit confidence in them alone ; but that, when taken along with
other characters, they are of the highest value. It is chiefly by
making transverse sections of the leaf that the investigation is to

be carried on. Yeiy thin slices are to be taken from the middle

of the leaf, care being taken to have the sections in the proper

plane. All the sections I have examined were placed at once in dilute

glycerine ; and, in nearly all cases, the perfectly fresh leaf was used.

The chief points to obsei've in the sections are:—1st, the nature of

the fibro-vascular bundles or midrib ; 2nd, the sheath of the fibro-

vascular bundles ; 3rd, the resia canal or canals ; 4th, the thickened

cells or hypoderma belonging to the ground-tissue, and placed below
the epidermis, but not belonging to it ; 5th, the parenchyma of the

ground-tissue ; 6th, the epidermis, with its cuticle ; and 7th, the

arrangement of the stomata ; this last, however, requiring the examina-

tion of the upper and under surfaces of the leaf in addition.

My attention was first directed to Bertrand' s sub-genus Tsuga,

which includes

—

Pinus Fattoniana, canadensis, Ifertensiana, Sfc. I

think it is best to follow Parlatore in his definition of the genus Pinus
;

but I would limit Parlatore' s section Tsuga, and use it in the restricted

sense in which Carrierc andBcrtrand employ it. In Parlatore's Couiferse

(De CandoUe Prod., vol. xvi., pars 2), the section VI. Tsuga Endl.

Pari, is used to include :—Tsuga Carr., Ketcleeria Carr., and Pseudo-

R. I. A. PKOC, 3ER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 F
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tsuga, CaiT. Pinus BougJasii belongs to Carriere's Pseudotsuga, and
Fi7ms Fortunei to his Keteleeria. Both P. Doiighsii and P. Fortunei
must be placed in Carriere's Pseudotsuga.

The section Tsuga is "^ell characterised by the presence of a single

median resin canal, ^rhich is placed below the single central fibro-

yascular bundle foiToing the niidiib ; by the flattened leaves bifariously

placed ; and lastly, by the presence of -vrell marked cushions supporting
the leaves.

Piye species, as described by Parlatore, belong to the restricted

section Tsuga, viz. :

—

106. P. Tsuga Ant.

107. P. canadensis Linn.

108. P. llertensiana Bougard.
109. P. dumosa Don.
110. B. Pattoniana Pari.

To tliis I have one to add, viz., P. Hookeriana, the Abies Hooker-
iana of A. Murray.

Bertrand only distinguishes four species by anatomical characters,

and gives the following synoptic table of these characters :

—

Stomata on the upper surface of the leaf

Margin entire ; no hypodeima,

1^0 stomata on the upper surface of the leaf

Margin of leaf serrulate ; hypoderma,

Tir • i- ( ^0 hypoderma,
Margin entu-e, ] „ -

-^ '

'^

( Hypoderma,

P. HoOKEEIAlfA,

P. CAXADEXSIS.

P. BpXIy^0>"IAjS"A.

P. SlEBOLDH.

Bertrand fiu-ther gives the following table of the synonomy and
di^iibution of the species :

—

Picea (Tsuga) Hookeriana Carr., JN'orthern California.

Syn. Abies Pattoni Jefl. A. Hookerii Hort. A. '^^'"illiamsonii

jSTewbujy.

Picea (Tsuga) canadensis Link. (T. Mertensiana does not differ

anatomically from T. canadensis). Pocky Mountains.

Syn. Abies canadensis Mich. Pinus Americana L>u Eoi. P.

canadensis Linn.

Picea (Tsuga) Bmnoniana "Wall. Southern China.

Syn. Abies dumosa Loudon. A. cedroides Griff. Micropeuce
Bruuoniana Spach. P. decidua. "W^all.

Picea (Tsuga) Sieboldii Carr. Japan.

Syn. Pinus Tsu.ga Ant.

Prom my examination of the species of the section Tsuga, I find

that Hookeriana and Pattoniana are distinct ; but I can refer neither

of them to Bertrand's Hookeriana. Probably his Hookeriana is our
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Pattoniana ; but in all specimens that have come under my notice

the hypodenn is developed, while Bertrand distinctly says, " Pas
d'hypoderm." Then the specimens of canadensis and Mertensiana
ezamined by me are quite distinct , In this case I think that Bertrand
has described Mertensiana for canadensis. Lastly, in his description

of Brunoniana and Sieboldii we are slightly at variance.

The forms about which the greatest confusion has existed are

Hookeriana and Pattoniana. Both are, at first sight, very similar

in habit and in appearance, while their cones are also exceedingly close.

They are, however, readily separated by the structure of the leaf. In
Hookeriana the resin canal is separated from the fibro-vascular bun-
dles by a few parenchymatous cells, containing chlorophyll—a charac-

ter which does not occur iu any of the other species. The leaf is also

thicker, more tetragonous than Pattoniana ; the margins of the leaf are

entire, while in Pattoniana they are distinctly serrulate near the

apex. Both the species, however, agree in having stomata on the

upper as weU as on the under surface of the leaf. In Hookeriana the

hypoderm forms a nearly continuous row of cells beneath the whole
epidermis, giving such an appearance as might almost be produced if

the epidermis consisted of a double instead of a single layer of

cells.

Taking all the characters, I would give the following table by
which to separate the different species :

—

I. Young shoots hairy.

A. Resin canal separated from the sheath

of the fibro-vascular bundles by one or

two layers of large chlorophyU-bear-

ing cells ; leaf flatly tetragonous, the

hypoderma nearly continuous around

the whole leaf ; stomata on both sur-

faces. 1. T. HOOKEEIAN-A.

B. Eesin canal in contact with sheath of

fibro-vascular bundles.

1

.

Stomata on both sides of leaf

;

hypoderma well developed.

2. Stomata on under surface of leaf

only.

a. 'No hypoderma; margin of

leaf rough ; apex obtuse.

h. H3rpoderma at margins of leaf,

and above midrib ; margia of

leaf ciliate ; apex obtuse.

2. T. Pattoniana.

3. T. CANADENSIS.

4. T. Mekiensiana.
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c. Hypoderma at margins of leaf,

and at each, side of the resin

canal ; margins of leaf slightly

reilexed ; serrulate ; apes ob-

tuse, 5. T, BEimoNiAirA.

II. Young shoots glabrous; hypoderma at

margins of leaf only ; margin of leaf

entire ; apex emarginate, sometimes ob-

tuse ; stomata on under surface of leaf

only. . • . . . . , 6. T. SiEBOLDn.

1. Pinus (Tsuga) Hookeriana.

Abies Hookeriana A. Murray, Edinburgh ISTew PhilosopTi.

Journal, 1855, p. 289.

Tsuga Hookeriana Carr. ? not of Bertrand.

Shoots haiiy ; leares four to seven lines in length, irregularly

bifarious ; margin entire ; apex obtuse ; t"^o sides of leaf similar dark

green, with four to six rows of stomata on each side of the middle

line. Plate 23, fig. 1.

2. Pinus (Tsuga) Pattoniana.

Abies Pattoniana Jeffr. Oregon Bot. Exped. 3.

Shoots hairy; leaves six to nine lines long, iiTegularly bifarious; mar-
gin denticulate near the obtuse apex ; upper side yellowish green, with
from two to four rows of stomata on each side of the slightly marked
central fnrrow, beneath with six to seven rows of stomata on each side

of the middle line. Plate 23, fig. 2.

The forms cultivated in the Edinburgh. Botanic Garden, under the

names of Abies Parryana and Abies Hanburyana, carin.ot be separated

by any characters from P. Pattoniana. This is not Pinus Pattoniana

of Parlatore, as lie includes both this species and P. Hookeriana.

3. Pinus (Tsuga) canadensis Linn. Parlatore.

Shoots hairy ; leaves six to nine lines long in two rows ; margins
rough ; apex obtuse ; upper side dark green, with a central fun-ow,

beneath with eight or nine rows of stomata on each side of the promi-

nent resin canal. Plate 23, fig, 3.

4. Pinus (Tsuga) Mertensiana Bougard. Parlatore.

Shoots hairy ; leaves four to seven lines long in two rows ; margins

ciliate ; apex obtuse ; upper side dark green, with a central furrow,

beneath with eight or nine rows of stomata on each side of the middle

line, where the hypodenn is developed. Plate 23, fig. 4.

The forms cultivated in the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens, under

the names of Abies Albertiana, Abies Bridgesii, and Abies "Williamsonii,

cannot be separated by any characters fi'om P. Mertensiana,
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Parlatore gives A. "Williamsonii as a syxLonym of his P. Pattoniana,

while Bertrand gives Williamsonii as a synonym of his T. Hookeriana,

5. Pinus (Tsuga) Brunoniana Wall.

Pinus dumosa Don. Parlatore.

Shoots hairy ; leaves twelve to fourteen lines long in two rows

;

deciduous ; margins slightly reflexed ; serrulate ; apex obtuse ; upper

side grass green, with a central furrow, beneath with a band of nine

or ten rows of stomata placed close to each side of the central carina.

Plate 23, fig. 5.

6. Pinus (Tsuga) Sieboldii Carr.

Pinus Tsuga Ant. Parlatore.

Shoots glabrous ; leaves eight to ten lines long in two rows ; margin
entire ; apex emargiaate, sometimes acute ; upper side dark green,

with a central furrow, beneath with a band of six to eight rows of

stomata on each side of the middle line. Plate 23, fig. 6.

In conclusion, I have to tender my best thanks to Dr. Moore,
Glasnevin, for kindly furnishing me with specimens from Glasnevin

Gardens ; while to my father I am chiefly indebted, as he furnished

me with specimens of all the forms cultivated in the Eoyal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh.
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XXXIII.—Oif Two DissnnxAE roE:y:s op Peeittphlic Potjches. By
AxEXAXDEE Macaxistee, AI.B., Professor of Comparatiye Anatomy,
Dublin University. (Vitli Plate 24.)

[Eead June 14, 1875.]

In a paper published in Yirchow's Ai-cbiv., 1874, Band. 60, p. 66,

Prof. Waldeyer of Breslau gives a resume of all the cases of post-

abdominal pouebes of which he has found records, and fi-om these

data proceeds to classify these pouches according to their anatomical

position, and to suggest the probable cause of the formation of each
species. His experience agrees with that of every practical anatomist,

that the neighbourhood of the cgecum is that which is most fertile in

irregularities, as he catalogues four species which occiu- in this

locality.

Having seen a very large number of these pouches, I was early led

to believe that, although it is useful, for convenience, to classify these,

yet scarcely two of these perityphlic pouches are alike. This is what
one might expect from a few moments' thought on the remarkable and
variable changes to which this region is exposed in the coui-se of the

development and descent of the caecum, and hence almost every case

that occuji's has its own features of interest.

In the present volume of the"^ Proceedings of this Academy one
variety of pouch was described by !Mr. Leeper, under the name of

recessus refroccecalis, a pouch which, though belonging to a genus of

fossae similar to others described elsewhere, yet had strongly marked
individual features of its own. A case resembling this in some features

occui'red in an old emaciated female subject dissected at the end of the

last session in the Anatomy room of the Dublin University. This

subject showed a faiat superior ilio-eaecal pouch, whose floor was
formed by the layer of peritoneum at the inferior and left end of the root

of the mesentery, which was attached to the anterior surface of the psoas

muscle. There was no inferior ilio-c^cal fossa, and the mesenterio-

lum was slender, not bounding any ilio-caecal recess either above or

below it, nor was there a trace of a sub-caecal fossa. The descending

colon was veiy long, and, as is always the case under such circum-

stances, the end of the caecum was pushed well forwards, lying on the

anterior wall of the abdomen, the fundus of the caecum being well

tuimed forwards, and the peritoneal covering of this part of the large

intestine was exceedingly imperfect, the serous membrane passing as a

tense lamina from the sides of the caecum to the sides of the abdominal

wall. The ascending colon on the level of the crest of the ilium was
displaced backwards in a knuckle-like fold, to such a depth that the

middle part was quite buried in a backwards and inwards-reaching sac.

* Antea, p. 79.
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On pulling this out, a large pouch, was displayed, hurrowing hehind the

psoas muscle as far inwards as the vertebral column opposite the

transverse process of the fifth lumbar vertebra, having a strong ilio-

lumbar ligament above it, and being crossed at its upper part pos-

teriorly by the ilio-hypogastric nerve, and a little lower by the ilio-

inguinal. A separate sHp of the psoas muscle from the transverse

process of the fifth lumbar vertebra projected into the fundus of the

sac. The mouth of this fossa looked upwards, and a little forwards

and outwards, and was bounded in part by a crescentic fold of iliac

fascia from the anterior surface of the psoas magnus (there was no

psoas parvus), passing outwards to the front of the iliacus. So deep

was this pouch, that the index finger introduced into it could be im-

bedded to the base of the second joint, and could touch the back of the

common iliac artery at its bifurcation behind the psoas. Fully three

and a half inches of the colon were sunk into this recess, and held

there by the reflection of peritoneum from the ascending lumbar meso-

colon outwards to the wall of the fossa. The pouch had a distinct

flooring of iliac fascia.

Co-existing in this subject was a good large intersigmoid pouch
with, as usual, no fascial relations, but a crescentic fold of fascia formed

a shallow retrosigmoid fossa like that described by Leeper. There was
a very strong and large cysto-hepato-colic ligament. Fully flve inches

of large intestine stretched from the lower lip of the pouch to the

fimdus of the caecum, and at the inner side of the pouch the peritoneum

was raised and rendered prominent directly internal to the involuted

portion of the colon, by the prominent inferior angle of the duodenum.
In comparing this case with the already described instances of

csBcal fossae, it will be seen to resemble most closely the three cases

recorded by A. Biesiadecki of Cracow, in the Untersuchungen aus

dem Pathologische-Anatomische Institut in Krakau, Wien, 1872. The
fossae, which this author groups under the name fossa iliaco-subfascialis,

had this in common with it, that they were bounded by a prominent

fold of the iliac fascia, that they were between the psoas and iliacus,

that the iliacus muscle was more or less behind it ; his cases were also

distinctly beneath the lower edge of the iliac fascia, which was strength-

ened by the fibres of the psoas parvus.* A case of caecal fossa is

described by Huschke, in which a fold of iHac fascia is referred to

;

but this is by no means identical with either Leeper' s pouch or the

one described above, as Huschke' s is circumstanced very differently,

for this aiithor describes having found, by an exaggeration of the

normal descent of the intestine, a falciform fold formed by the perito-

neum and the fascia iliaca, very prominent, upwards and forwards, form-

* Even wHen this muscle does not exist as such, a strong band of fibrous tissue

strengthens the iliac fascia and passes outwards across the iliacus at its site of in-

sertion, while a slip of strengthened aponeurosis lies in the situation of its tendon
on the inner side of the psoas magnus. These should be regarded as rudimental
organs.
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ing a sort of bed for the csecum (Huschke's Eingeweidelehre, p. 79

;

Jourdan's Trans. 1845, p. 90) ; here the fold is produced by the descent

of the csecnm, and the intestine accurately fits the fossa. In speaking

also of the peritoneal investment of the caecum, he says, that the begin-

ning of the right colon has often a peritoneal ligament attached (right colic

ligament of Sensing,) which raises itself from the right iliacus muscle,

and often forms a fossa of which the opening receives the colon ; this

he calls the caecal ligament. The marks whereby this is distinguished

are its accurately corresponding to the caecum, and being formed by
that intestine, and bounded externally by Sensing' s'"' ligament.

Waldeyer f cites a case of the existence of what he names a fossa

caecalis ; but it is different from either Huschke's, Leeper's, or mine,

and also received the end of the caecum. It occurred in a girl who died

of acute Endocarditis ; its right boundary was Sensing' s ligament

(Huschke's caecal ligament) ; its left fold went to the angle of fusion

of both plicae which bound the ilio-csecal recess. We will have more
occasion to notice this instance presently. Langer | has also

described an instance in a young soldier which corresponds closely

to that given by "Waldeyer, and which also corresponded to the

fundus of the well-descended caecum ; but like the former case there is

no record of a fold of iliac fascia as related to the sac, although both

Langer and "Waldeyer were acquainted with Huschke's description.

Treitz § notices cases likewise of its occurrence in children and young
persons, its occurrence being due to the descent of the cEecum

—

" durch das Herabsinken des Cocum wird in der That manchmaldas
Peritoneum der Fossa iliaca etwas eingestiilpt und bildet eine sehr

flache, nach aufwarts sehende Tasche, in die sich das Cocum legt."

The instance described by Leeper differs from all these in having

no relation to the caecum or to any intestine, and being a primary fold

of the iliac fascia clothed by peritoneum.

My specimen is likewise peculiar in its extending inwards behind

the psoas, in its lower position regarding the ilium, in its having a

perfect flooring of iliac fascia, and in its co-existence with no ligament

of Housing.

The same subject had a large subsplenic fossa, and the left obtu-

rator foramen had a shallow peritoneal involution capable of receiving

the tip of the middle finger, and about three quarters of an inch deep.

This ran inwards and forwards under the pectineus, and lay over the

obturator vessels and nerves.

The causation of these pouches in this subject is also a point of con-

siderable interest ; the old woman was a victim to tight lacing, and pre-

sented many of the pathological phenomena arising from that condition

;

* Hensing's description is in Haller's Collect. Dissert. Inauguralis Gottin-

gen, vol. i., p. 177.

t Loc. cit., p. 81.

+ Wochenblatt der Gesellschaft der Wiener Aertze, 1862, No. 17, p. 130.

§ Hernia Retroperitonealis, Ein Beitrag zur GescMchte innerer Hernier. Prag.
F. A. Credner, 1857, p. 110.
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tlie lower ribs were Ibent inwards ; there was a compressed stomach, a

very characteristic schnurleher whose right end reached nearly to the

crest of the ilium. This vicious habit forcing the viscera downwards
evidently exaggerated, if it did not cause, the disposition of the colon

to burrow behind the psoas muscle, and thus to produce this fossa. It

is interesting also to note that one of Biesiadecki's cases was also a female,

while in Leeper's the pouch was utterly unconnected with any cascal

relation.

The other instance was of less interest, though more complex.

In an old, tliin female, which happened to be on the next table in the

dissecting-room to the case just cited, the caecum had just reached the

iliac fossa, and, consequently, was well covered with peritoneum, and
its fundus had just begun to turn forward when its growth was arrested;

hence the vermiform appendix hung inwards and a little forwards

below, but not in front of the opening of the ilium. A strong ligament
of Hensing passed from the csecum to the abdominal wall, forming the

outer boundary of a sub-csecal sac, in which the fundus of the csecum
lay, and which its sharp falciform border rendered very deep and dis-

tinct. The mesenteriolum had not yet reached its usual perfect

distinctness, but the appendix lay in a distinct peritoneal fold, at

the bottom of the sub-csecal fossa, whose cavity it divided into an inner

and outer part, the former having a shallow digital recess from its

floor under the ilium, and its separation from the outer was completed
by a ridge passing from the mesenteriolum to the anterior and inferior

part of the abdominal wall, as represented in the figure. The interest

of this case is, that it shows a primary stage of both the sub-caecal and
inferior ilio-csecal fossa, in which the two are confluent, for the sac in

this instance is really a sub-csecal one with an imperfect septum. A
further descent of the csecum would have been attended with an in-

creasing prominence of the vermiform appendix, and an increasing

distinctness of the mesenteriolum, then the inner fossa would
form a perfect ilio-csecal recess, while the outer would be a sub-csecal

fossa. The continued descent of the csecum, however, would have the

effect of obliterating the sub-csecal fossa, and leaving then the ilio-

csecal alone. The resemblance between this case and that of Waldeyer
is so close as to lead me to believe that they are both varieties of one
species ; and the comparison of these with the other cases throws a clear

light on the genesis of these peculiar and often dangerous pouches.*^'

* Since this paper -was written (June, 1876) an instance has come under my
tiotice of a very peculiar additional variety of sub-csecal fossa. In a male adult,

aged about sixty, a narroAV slit-like opening was found below and in front of the
cfecum, about 1^" long, and starting below the ilium, and extending transversely;

on introducing the finger it passed under and behind the caecum, and the fundus of
the pouch was found placed upwards, backwards, and outwards, on the level of the
crest of the iHum. The cajcum thus lay in and bounded this fossa, in the floor of
which was the vermiform appendix. The formation of such a pit was probably
due to the occurrence of an adhesion between the layers of the peritoneum and the
back of the cascum, while the latter was descending ; so that the intestines, in pass-
ing down, instead of separating the laminaj, aa usual, left this portion behind it.

E. I. A. PEOCi, SEE. li., VOL, II. j SGIEXCE, 2 G
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XXXIY.—XoTE oir THE Spectetjm, Polaeizatioj?-, and Foem of the
Zodiacal Light; as observed ijsr the Yeaes 1874 ais'd 1875. By
V,. E. BuetojS', B. a., Membee of the Eodeiguez Teansit of

y^ YEiftrs Expedition (Beitish.) ("Witli Plate 25.)

[Read June U, 1875.]

In the year 1872, the Royal Irish Aeaderay entrusted me with a
pecuniary grant which was to be applied in defraying the cost of con-

struction of a spectroscope, which should be specially adapted to the
examination of the extremely faint spectra of the Aui'ora and Zodiacal

Light. ( Vide Eeport on a Spectroscope of the binocular form.'*)

An opportunity of studying the phenomena presented by the Zodia-

cal Light, under more favourable circumstances than those which
prevail in comparatively high latitudes, was afforded to me by my
being attached to the observing party sent by the British Government
to the Island of Rodriguez, situate in the South Indian Ocean.

This fact having been represented to the Royal Irish Academy, and
their permission having been obtained to the employment of their in-

strument during my service with the Transit of Yenus Expedition
alluded to above, I was enabled to take advantage of several vivid dis-

plays of the Zodiacal Light which occurred while I was absent from
the United Kingdom, and to obtain the results detailed in the subse-

c[uent sections of this note.

The observations will be entered in the following order

:

(1.) Those indicating the projected form of the luminosity

:

(2.) Spectroscopic results

:

(3.) The indications of sensible polarization : under each date on
which observations of the Light have been made in more than one of

the above mentioned respects.

Date and, Place of Observation.—1874, June 10*^, 9'^, 30™, approximate

local mean time. Lat. 32° X., Long., 14° W.
Form.—The Zodiacal Light manifested 'itself very distinctly as an

ill-defined luminosity of an approximately triangular form, six or seven

degrees in breadth at the horizon, about forty degrees in length,

and inclined some fifteen degrees to a vertical circle bisecting its

base.

Spectrum.—The spectroscope, on being directed to the bright cen-

tral region of the luminosity, showed a broad and nearly continuous

spectrum, sharply terminated on the less refrangible side, and fad-

ing gradually into complete darkness as its refrangibility increased.

The limits of the spectrum seen are defined by the wave lengths

* Antca, p. 42<
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5680 and 4610+ expressed in seventh-metres ; the units employed by
Professor Angstrom in preparing his maps of the Solar Spectrum, and
adopted in tliis notice. Eepeated impressions of the existence of a

narro-^ bright band, situated at, or very near to, the less refrangible

end of the continuous spectrum were received this evening, and the

wave length of the bright band determined to be 5680. Strong suspi-

cions were entertained that there was a darkish band to which the

wave length 5360 ±10 was assigned, by the measures taken. These
suspicions were strengthened by the evidence of another and iadepeu'

dent observer.

Date.—June 11'^, 9^, SO'", local mean time.

Place of Ohservation.—Twenty miles IN". E. fi'om Grand Canary.

Spectrum.—^As on the preceding night, the central region of the
Zodiacal Light yielded an almost continuous spectrum, the sensible

limits of which had the wave lengths 5670 and 4640 seventh-metres,

according to the measures obtained on this occasion, the first quoted
being probably the more trustworthy, on account of the much more
definite termination of the spectrum at its less than at its more refran-

gible end. J^o mention is made of the bright line seen last night, in

the notes made on the present occasion, but a suspicion is recorded
that another very narrow and extremely faint existed, the refrangibi-

lity of which was less than that of the more defined limit of the con-

tinuous spectrum. (As June 11 was the only occasion on which the
second bright line was even suspected, it is not included in the accom-
panying representation of the Zodiacal Light Spectnim, the details of

which are laid down fi'om the mean of the measures obtained, con-

verted into wave lengths by curves of interpolation). (Diagram 1.)

The continuous spectrum was almost interrupted by a well-marked
darkish streak, to which was assigned the wave length 5379.

Folarhation.—A Savart arrangement yielded traces of polarization

in planes sensibly parallel to the principal axis of the Light. These
traces of polarization could hardly be due to lingering twilight, the
depression of the sun below the horizon being not far from 35° at the
time of observation. (Diagram 1.)

Bate.—June 12'', 9^ to \1^, 10^, local mean time.

Place of Ohservation.—Lai. 24^° I^. Long. 16° W.
Spectrum.—The Zodiacal Light appeared much brighter than on

June ll"", and the lowest power of the specti'oscope was employed.
The spectrum was shai-ply terminated on the less refrangible side, and
I was convinced that there was in this position a well-defined band,
brighter than any other part of the spectrum, the breadth of which
was estimated to be approximately ec^ual to that of Frannhofer's group
(b), as seen with the same instrument. The wave length of the bright
band was determined to be 5680. The dark streak seen last night was
again detected, and its position recorded by two observers indepen-
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dently, whose accordant measures indicate its wave length to be ap-

proximately 5355. The more refrangible end of the spectrum was
extremely ill-defined, and the measures give it a wave length which
is probably much too great, being that of the poiat where the index

in the field of the eye-piece ceased to be visible, namely, 4640 seventh-

metres.

Date.—'SmiQ 15<i,
OJ''.

Place of Observation.—Lat. 13° I^. Long. I7i° ^Y.

Spectrum.—As on June 12"^, with the exception of the dark band
at 5355, which was not visible, with all attention. The other details

of the spectrum were visible with the usual distinctness, but the

measures of the bright line were unsatisfactory, indicating its wave
length to be 5720, instead of 5670, or 5680, as previously determined.

This untoward discordance may have been caused by an accidental

shift of the recording levers, due either to insufficient tightening of the

clamp which connects them with the telescopes, or, as is more pro-

bable, judging from the tested stability of the zero, to my having

mistaken the acute angle formed by the less refrangible edge of

the bright line with the visible edge of the triangular pointer for

the proper point of reference, namely, the apex of the triangle.

On directing the instrument to any part of the sky, except that

occupied by the Milky Way, the same spectrum, micch diminished in

intensity, but otherwise recognisable, was seen as when viewing the

central regions of the Zodiacal Light. The same fact was observed on

many subsequent occasions in widely different localities, and with

another instrument. It is, perhaps, scarcely possible to attribute this

spectrum to any diffused reflection of the solar rays, for, at the hour

of observation, the sun's depression below the horizon was nearly 40°,

and, furthermore, the luminous appearance which yielded the spectrum

its greatest brilliancy retained its form and position among the stars

sensibly unchanged during the evening.

The facts mentioned in the last words of the preceding sentence,

taken together with the apparently unique character of the spectrum,

appear to preclude the supposition that it was due to any terrestrial

aurora, the spectrum of which cliffers much from the Zodiacal Light

spectrum, as regards both its aspect and the positions of the lines

hitherto recorded, so far as they are known to me.

A suggestion made many years ago, I believe, by Sir John Hers-

chel, to the effect that the observed extension of the Zodiacal Light

fi'om the sun indicated that the earth is probably immersed in the

outer portions of a luminous haze of lenticular form, symmetrically

disposed about the sun and having its principal section nearly co-

incident with the plane of the Ecliptic, seems to afford a possible

explanation of the diffusion of the light over the whole sky, indicated

by the spectroscope, and also of certain anomalies in the form of the

denser portion, hereafter to be recorded.
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Date.—1874, August S^" 8^ local mean time.

Place of Oiservation.—RM.8. " Shearwater." Lat. 28° 4'S. ; Long.
58° 46' E.

Spectrum.—The bright line forming the less refrangible boundary
of the visible spectrum was well observed, being much more distinct

than on former occasions. This line would be more accurately de-

scribed as a narrow bright band, with tolerably well-defined edges

;

especially that which is least refrangible. Its centre has a wave
length of 5670 seventh-metres, according to the measures obtairied.

The dark streak at 5355 ± was not seen, there being barely time for

the measures of the bright band, as clouds rapidly formed and ob-

scured the Zodiacal Light. The existence of the bright band was
verified by one of the ship's officers, Lieut. Pullen, E.N., who kindly

gave me most efficient assistance on the occasion.

Date.—1874, August 5'^ 6*^ 50"^ local mean time.

Flace of Oiservation.—R.'K.Q. " Shearwater." Lat. 23° 45' S.

;

Long. 58° 35' E.

Spectrum.—The narrow bright streak was again seen, and its place

determined, but the instrument seems to have been deranged between
the observation of the Zodiacal Light and of the standard spectrum

—in this case the solar spectrum. The measure has been rejected.

There was a very faint and ill-terminated extension of light on the

less refrangible side of the bright band, which may have been due to

some remains of twilight, or to the near neighbourhood of the planet

Yenus, which was then very brilliant, to the region under inspection.

A dark streak, apparently somewhat less refrangible than solar E,

was distinctly seen. The breadth of this streak was estimated as equal

to about 40 units of Angstrom's scale.

Date.—1874, August W 7^. Hour not noted at the time, but
inserted here from recollection.

DIace of Observation.—Port Louis, Mauritius.

Spectrum.—The bright band seen. The measures give 5690 seventh-

metres as its wave length.

Date.—lS7i, August 11^ 8^.

Place of Observation.—Port Louis, Mauritius.

Spectrum.—Measure largely in error, some slip of the clamp or

record carrier having probably occurred.

Polarization.—Lieut. ISTeate, the chief of the Eodriguez Transit of

Yenus Expedition, was able to detect bands parallel to the principal

axis of the luminosity, while making use of the Savart arrangement

before mentioned. I could not see them, being fatigued with the

previous spectroscopic work.

The bands seen indicated, according to Lieut. ]!^eate's remarks, a

slight degree of polarization in planes parallel to the axis of the Light.
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Date.—1874, August 12'*. Time not noted.

Place of Ohservatioji.—At sea—between ITauritms and Eodriguez.
Polarization.—With, the Savart arrangement hands were visihle,

which were sensibly parallel to the axis of the Zodiacal Light, when
at their greatest intensity ; and the plane of polarization indicated

seemed to lie in the same plane as the bands.

A Nicol prism confirmed the restdt obtained with the Savart—the

mode of observation being this : the prism was rotated slowly until a

faint star involved in the Zodiacal Light appeared brightest.

Pate.—Ul4:, October 10'' 7'^+.

Place of Observation.—Eodriguez. Observatory House.

Spectrum.-—The measures obtained give a wave length of 5655
seventh-metres for the bright line terminating the spectrum on the
less refrangible side.

After October 10, the use of the recording spectroscope had to be
discontinued, to my great regret ; the cement used for securing the

prisms having been affected by the heat and dryness of the climate, and
become brittle and unsafe.

The only substitute available (pure wax) proved equally unreliable.

Pate.—1875, January 2^ 8^ to 9'^ 30'", local mean time.

Place of Observation.—Curepipe, Mauritius. 1800 feet above sea

level.

Spectrum.—A pocket spectroscope with one compound prism of

direct vision showed a Zodiacal Light Spectrum identical with that

formerly obseiwed, except as regards the dark streak of wave length

5355, which was not detected.

Polarization.—A Mcol prism, rotated about its longer axis, produced
marked variations in the intensity of the part of the Zodiacal Light

viewed, upon which I kept my attention fixed during the experiment

by retaining two faint stars involved in the luminous haze in the centre

of the field. These stars were barely visible to the unarmed eye, but
were well seen when the principal plane of the prism was at right

angles to the axis of the Light.

The Savart arrangement also indicated polarized light, but much, less

decisively, as the Light was setting.

Form.—HeiT Heidom, of the German Expedition to Mauritius to

observe the Transit of Yenus, joined me in making careful observations

on the general form and position of the luminosity.

We noted that the northern boundary of the Light was much better

defined, and more nearly straight, than the southern ; also that it passed

close to a great circle described through 77 Tauri and ^ Pegasi.

The southern boundary nearly coincided with a parabolic curve passing

through a Tauii, ^ Ceti, and a Gruis. The luminosity extended from
the "W. horizon, where its breadth was about twenty-five degrees, cer-

tainly as far as the Milky Way in Taurus, its apparent width at the
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point of intersection being nearly three degrees. (Sketch 2.) Within
this luminous region there appeared to be a distinct nucleus, the

intensity of the Light increasing somewhat abruptly toward the

centre from both sides, and forming a tolerably defined central

cone, five or six degrees broad at the horizon, and twenty-five

degrees in length. At an elevation of ten degrees from the horizon

the central region of the Light appeared to exceed in intrinsic bright-

ness every part of the Milky Way, except, perhaps, the narrow stream

in Argo.

Date.—1875, February 5"^ 7^ local mean time.

Place of Observation.—Lat. 3° S. Long. 70° E.

Form of Light.—Lieutenant Neate, Chief of the Eodriguez Transit

of Yenus Expedition, observed a short branch or spur diverging at a

small angle from the base of the principal mass of Light on the south

side, as shown in Sketch 3. The spur was very faint when compared
with the neighbouring luminosity, but was distinctly seen by another

observer when Lieutenant ]S"eate drew his attention to it.

Late.—1875, Eebruary, 1"^ V\ ± local mean time.

Place of Observation.—Lat. 2° 30' IS". Long. 73° E.

Spectrum.—The pocket spectroscope used on 1875, January 2*^,

showed a faint line, estimated to be near solar E. It was separated, or

nearly separated, from a short continuous spectrum by a narrow dark

band. The continuous spectrum faded gradually into darkness, with
increasing refrangibility. This compound spectrum varied in brightness,

but did not change its character when the instrument was swept round
in a small circle parallel to the horizon at an elevation of 15° or 20°,

except when it received light from any part of the Milky Way, which
added its spectrum to the other, and produced confusion.

The brightness of the Zodiacal Light Spectrum was far greater when
the instrument was directed toward the bright central region of the

luminous cone-shaped haze than when it received light from any other

part of the sky. (Sketch 4.)

Polarization.—With the Savart polariscope bands were distinctly

seen, especially when the principal plane of the Mcol prism was nearly

at right angles to the axis of the Zodiacal Light, and the disposition of

the bands indicated that the plane of polarization was inclined about
75° to that line.

This result was confirmed by the subsequent obaervation with the

simple jSTicol prism, made independently by the same observers (Messrs,

Ideate and Burton).

Date.—\%15, Februai-y 11.

Place of Observation.—At sea, near Trincomalee, Ceylon.

JBrightness.—^ThQ Zodiacal Light began to be visible less than half

an hour after sunset, and despite the neighbourhood of the crescent

moon.
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Date.—1^15, Mareli 31^ 8\
. Place of Ohservation. Off Cape St. Yincent.

Form.—The Zodiacal Light was well seen. The upper part ap-

peared to intersect a line passing through a and /3 Greminorum, aboiit 8°

or 10° south of the latter star. On this occasion the southern boundary
of the lumiaous haze was much more definite than the northern.

There was an evident nucleus or brighter region included by the

outer haze. This nucleus was about 25° in length, and almost in-

Tolved the Pleiades on its northern side. (See Diagram 5.)

SUMMAET.

The observations detailed in this memoir appear to indicate :—
(1.) That the Zodiacal Light is emitted by matter partly liquid and

partly solid, intermixed with gas.

(2.) That it reaches, and probably suiTounds the earth, as shown
by the visibility of the spectrum when viewing any part of the sky un-

occupied by the Milky "Way, and by the change of form seen when the

observer passed from S. to N. latitudes. (Shown in the Diagrams.)

It only remains for me now to exj)ress my deep sense of the honour
which the Academy have conferred upon me by committing their instru-

ment to me for this work ; as well as my regret that other avocations,

while abroad and in charge of a very different species of research,

together with innumerable circumstances connected with the instru-

ment, the weather, the presence of the moon and even of Venus before

inferior conjunctions, have rendered this Eeport much less complete

than it would otherwise have been.
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XXXy.

—

Ojt a Eeadt Means of Detectii^g Assektcal Compoxtitds.

By EciruND W. Datt, A. M., M. D., Professor of Forensic Medi-
cine, Royal College of Surgeons, etc.

[Eead June 14, 1875.]

The extensive employment of certain compounds of the metal arsenic

for the criminal destruction of human life, has rendered their detection

under different circumstances a matter of great importance to society

;

and to attain tliis end they have long been objects of much interest to

the chemist and toxicologist. Fortunately for mankind, the metal
itseK, as weR as its combinations, have been found to be endowed with
very characteristic chemical properties, and on these are based several

excellent tests, by which, in the hands of the chemist or in those

skilled in the detection of poisons, very minute quantities of arsenic or

of its compounds can be identified with more or less facility ; and the

fear of such detection has acted as a great preventative against their

criminal employment as poisons ; for, before such means of recognising

their presence were discovered, secret poisoning by arsenious acid,

which is popularly known as "arsenic," was carried on to a fearful

extent, a greater number, perhaps, of indivduals having been already

deprived of life by that substance than by all the other known poisons

put together. But now, owing to our possessing the means by which
even very minute quantities of arsenical compounds can be detected

with almost unerring certainty, and there having been of late years

certain legal restrictions placed on the sale of arsenic, cases of homi-
cidal poisoning by that substance have now become comparatively rare.

Still, as such cases or those from accident do from time to time occur,

and as different arsenical compounds are usedfor a number of industrial

purposes, some of which are highly objectionable, endangering as they
do the health, and even lives, of many individuals, it is very desirable

that we should be able readily to detect those virulent substances, not
only where they may occur by design or accident in different articles

of food or drink, or in the bodies of those who have died from their

effects, but likewise where they may exist in various manufactured
products, the use of which might be attended with very serious conse-

quences. The test which I would now propose being one of such
simplicity and ease of execution that it might be performed by almost
anyone, will, I should hope, be found useful for the objects stated,

especially to those who are not very conversant with the details of

chemical manipulation. As it is a modification of Mr. Marsh's test, it

is necessary for me briefly to refer to that method before describiag the
one I would now suggest. That gentleman's test, as is well known,
is founded upon the circumstance, that nascent hydrogen in presence
of certain compounds of arsenic will give rise to the formation of

arseniuretted hydrogen ; a gas which, being possessed of very charac-

K. I. A. PEOC, SER. 11., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 H
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teristic properties, may be easily recogiiised, and thas very minute
quantities of arsenic under different cii'cumstances can be readily

detected. This method, as proposed by its discoverer, consists in gene-

rating, in a suitable apparatus, hydrogen by the action of dilute

sulphuric acid on metallic zinc, and then adding in the state of solution

the arsenical compound, when arseniuretted hydi-ogen will be quickly

generated, and a fine jet of the gas being ignited, and a cold surface

placed down on the top of the flame, very characteristic spots or stains

of metallic arsenic will be produced ; or the gas being passed thi'ough a

heated tube, it will be decomposed, and a metallic sublimate formed at

a short distance beyond the heated portion. I need not refer to the

apparatus recommended by Mr. Marsh for carrying out his test, as it is

now so well known, nor to the modifications of it which have been
subsequently proposed ; and I must acknowledge that this beautiful

means of detecting arsenic, owing to its great delicacy and veiy conclu-

sive results in the hands of the experienced chemist, leaves but little

to be desii'ed. It, however, labours under this serious disadvantage,

that the acid and the zinc which are employed in the process may one

or other of them, or even both, contain more or less of arsenic as an
impurity, and consequently the indications of that substance which are

thus obtained, may be due not to its existing in the suspected matter

or object under investigation, but to its occurring as an impurity in the

materials employed in this process for its detection; and I may add that

it is difficult to get in commerce the zinc and sulphuiic acid required

perfectly free from arsenic.

To obviate more or less this source of fallacy, several modifications

of the original process of Marsh have been suggested. Thus, Pleitmann,

some years ago, proposed the use of a strong solution of caustic potash,

assisted by heat, instead of the acid, to act on the zinc as a means of

generating the hydrogen gas, and in this way one source of arsenical

contamination was avoided. It was found, however, to be too slow a

means of generating hydi'ogen to detect arsenic in the usual way by
Marsh's method. Professor Bloxam has suggested the employment of a

galvanic battery for the generation of the same gas, and in this way
obviates the use of zinc, and thus excludes another possible source of fal-

lacy ; but, owing to the trouble and expense attendant on the use of a gal-

vanic battery, wHch for this pui'pose must be of some power, and the

arrangement being of rather a complicated character, and still requiiing

sulphuric acid, it has, I believe, been but little employed. I should

also add that the metal aluminium, and more recently magnesium, have

been proposed as substitutes for zinc in Marsh's process or in Fleitmann's

modification of it, as being less likely to be contaminated with arsenic

than that metal. The modification which I would now suggest, and

which, as far as I can ascertain, has not hitherto been proposed, is the

employment of an amalgam of sodium andmerciuy as a means of gene-

rating the hydrogen required for the test : and by the use of this

Bubstance I do away with, altogether, the necessity of any acid, and I

employ two metals which are not liable to arsenical contamination. As
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to sodium, I am not aware that arsenic has ever been pointed out as one

of its impurities ; and, as to its presence in mercury, that is, I believe,

a cii'cumstance of very rare occurrence ; but, should it exist in that metal

as an impurity, it can be readily removed from it by digesting the

mercury in diluted nitric acid, and afterwards well washing it with
water. The amalgam which I have found to answer very well for the

detection of arsenic, consists of one part by weight of sodium to eight or

ten parts of mercury, and is easily made by heating moderately in a test

tube over a lamp the mercury, and then adding gradually in small

pieces the sodium, taking care to keep away the face, if unprotected

fi'om the mouth of the tube, lest some of that metal in an ignited state

might be spirted out during the addition of the first portions. Those
metals readily combine under these circumstances, forming an alloy

that is Kquid whilst hot, but becomes hard and brittle when cold.

The contents of the tube, while still hot and liquid, are quickly

poured out on a clean plate, and, when cool, broken up in small

lumps, which are then immediately placed in a well corked or stoppered

bottle.

The way I employ this amalgam is simply to place the suspected

solution, or solid matter along with a little water, in the bottom of a

test glass, then add a small bit of the amalgam, about the size of a

grain of wheat, and lastly, place without delay, on the top of the

glass, a piece of white filtering paper or the cover of a white porce-

lain crucible moistened with a drop of a dilute solution of nitrate of

silver, slightly acidulated with nitric acid, when if. arsenic is present, a
dull black or deep brown stain on the paper, or a dark silvery one on the

porcelain, will be quickly developed in the part moistened, owing to

the silver of the salt being reduced to the metallic condition by the

agency of the arseniuretted hydrogen thus evolved, which, coming in

contact with the nitrate of silver, gives rise to the following reaction :

H3AS + 6 AgNOa + 3H,0 = 6 HXO3 + TI3ASO3 + 3 Ag.,.

The silver solution, which I have found to answer very well for

this pui-pose, was made by dissolving twenty grains of the nitrate in

an ounce of distilled water, and then adding two drops of strong nitric

acid, to render the solution slightly acid. I may further add that I
generally place a small disc of bibulous paper between the mixture in

the glass and the paper or cover moistened with the silver solution, to

intercept any particles of the liquid which might otherwise be projected

against them, producing there minute black spots, and thus interfering

with the results of this test.

I have found that exceedingly minute quantities of arsenic can be
readily detected by this very simple process ; thiis the one thousandth
part of a gi'^in of arsenious acid, dissolved in one cubic centimetre of

distilled water, gives a very decided effect in a few moments ; but much
smaller c[uantities are detectable by it ; thus the one hundred thou-

sandth or even the one millionth part of a grain of arsenious acid, dis-

solved in the same quantity of water (one cubic centimetre), will

afford, bv the blackening of the silver salt, after a little time, an indi-
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cation of the presence of arsenic. I have also ascertained that this

method of detecting arsenic is not alone dii-ectly applicable to where
it exists as arsenions acid, biit likewise to several other compounds of

arsenic, whether they are soluble or insoluble in water—thus, for ex-

ample, the two sulphides of arsenic (orpiment and realgar), the alkaline

arseniates, and even metallic arsenic itself if reduced to powder, will

readily show their arsenical nature by this test ; and we may in a few
moments detect by it the occurrence of arsenic in different green,

yellow, and orange pigments, which are still much employed in the

manufacture of wall papers, in painting, and in the colouring of cer-

tain textile, and other articles used in dress or for ornamentation.

Thus, for example, if a little of the colouring matter of any arsenical

pigment be scraped off from a wall paper, or a small piece of the paper

itself be taken and placed in a test-glass with a little water, and hav-

ing being stirred or shaken to detach the colour, a piece of the amalgam
be added, it will, by the blackening of the silver salt employed as

before described, soon indicate the presence of arsenic. In the same
way it can be easily demonstrated that the colouiing matter in certain

green tarletans, calicoes, and other articles used for dress or for orna-

ment, are arsenical. I may fmiher state that the presence of organic

matter seems to interfere but little with this test, for I have found

that very minute quantities of arsenious acid, when mixed with con-

siderable amounts of milk, tea, coffee, ale, porter, soup, or stirabout,

could, with almost the same facility, be detected by this method, as

where they were only simply dissolved in water ; thus showing that

the cases to which it is applicable are very extended.

Eut I should here observe that, as in the case of Marsh's original

method, there is one other metal which, under certain circumstances,

will produce with the sodium amalgam results closely resembling

those occasioned by arsenic ; the metal I refer to is antimony, which is

capable of uniting with nascent hydrogen to form a gas (antimoniui'etted

hydrogen), wliich, coming in contact with nitrate of silver, produces a

black antimonide of that metal, by tfie following reaction : H, Sb + 3

Ag KO3 = Ags Sb + 3 HjSrOj, and the blackening of the silver salt

from the formation of that compound might be easily mistaken for the

effect produced by the arsenical gas.

But owing to the fact, first pointed out by!Fleitmann,that antimoniu-

retted hydrogen is not evolved (except, perhaps, as a mere trace), from

strongly alkaline solutions, though the conditions may exist there for its

formation , and as the action of the sodiumamalgam is to renderthemixture

quickly alkaline, there will be only a very minute quantity of the an-

timony that may be present so evolved ; and, by previously rendering

the mixtiu-e strongly alkaline, we may almost altogether prevent the

evolution of that gas. If, however, we make the mixture containing

the antimony in solution first strongly acid, and then add the amalgam,

or even acidify after its addition, the antimoniui'etted hydi'ogen will

be evolved in abundance, producing a deep black stain on the paper

moistened with the nitrate of silver ; and, for the purpose of this acidi-
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fication, I have found that tartaric acid answers very "well. As the

presence of alkalies in solution do not interfere with the evolution of

the arsenical gas, this is itself a means of distinguishing the two metals,

arsenic and antimony.

But it may be occasionally necessaiy to determine whether the

effects observed on the paper moistened with nitrate of silver are due
to arsenic or to antimony. There are different methods by which we may
determine this question ; but the one I have found the simplest and
on the whole, the most satisfactory, is to digest the paper stain in sul-

phide of ammonium, when the arsenic or antimony present will be con-

verted into a sulphide, and dissolved by the excess of the alkaline salt,

leaving the silver sulphide undissolved, and adhering pi-incipally to the

paper—the alkaUne solution, on being evaporated to dryness, will, in the

case of arsenic, leave a bright yellow residue almost insoluble in

hych'ochloric acid, whereas in the case of antimony, an orange one will

remain, which readily dissolves in that acid, at least on the application

of heat.

Before concluding, I wish to observe, that according to some ex-

periments recently made by Dr. Eussell, it appears that hydi'ogcn alone

is capable of reducing solutions of nitrate of silver to the metallic

state ; but this action, even from his observations, is an exceedingly

slow one, and takes place to a very minute extent in dilute solutions.

On the other hand, M. H. Pellet maintains, that hydi-ogen carefully

fi'eed fi'om acid and arsenic, by passing it through solutions of soda and
of nitrate of silver, has no action on that salt at the ordinary tempera-

ture. But he states, that nitrate of silver which has been fused possesses

an alkaline reaction in solution, and that a slight precipitate is produced
in such by pure hydi'ogen ; if, however, he observes, a di-op or two of

nitric acid be added, then notlaing is precipitated. Be this as it may, as

regards the reducing action of pure hydrogen, I found in an experiment

I made, that hydrogen which had been passed tlu'ough solutions of

caustic soda, and of nitrate of silver, and was afterwards brought in

contact with a porcelain crucible cover, moistened with the dilute and
acidulated solution of nitrate of silver already noticed, produced only

the faintest possible effect, even after several hours' exposure to a

stream of this gas, and this very slight action might possibly be due to

the hydi'ogen not being perfectly freed from its impurities. Conse-

quently, it is veiy doubtful that any reduction of the silver salt from
the hydrogen alone will occur under the circumstances of the proposed

test. Finally, I must observe, that where paper moistened with the

silver solution is used to detect arsenic or antimony, we must bear in

mind that nitrate of silver will alone, after some time, blacken the

paper, especially if it is exposed to the light; but this gradual

change which is so produced is very unlike the rapid effect that takes

place where either arseniuretted or antimoniuretted hydrogen acts on
paper moistened with that silver salt.
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XXXYI. FURTHEE E,ESE.4Ji,CH:ES OX THE DISSOCIATION OF MoLECULES

, . nf SoLUTioi^. By Chaeles E. C. Tichboe:s-e, Ph. D., E. C. S., &c.

[Eead June 14, 1875.]

Iif my previous researclies in conrLexion Tvitli the dissociation of the mole-

cules, which are generally known as salts, I have shown that there is

probably in every case a partial sej)aration of the base, cleterniinecl by
the thermal force acting upon these molecules when in solution.^ The
first basic salt produced does not differ much from the original molecule,

but its basicity goes on increasing with the increment of heat, ob-

tained, we will say, by increased pressure, until a complete temporary
analysis of the salt is effected, even if the result of the action is not a

permanent decomposition. We may also view these extreme cases as

partaking of the nature of gaseous dissociation, it having been proved

by Dr. Andrews that there is no hard line of demarcation between the

liquid and gaseous state of matter.

I have also determined that the first thermanalytic action of heat

upon hydrated salts, although still in the presence of water, is to gra-

dually and completely dehydi-ate the salts, and to render them anhy-

drous. The water of hydration, so called, being merely the last and
crowning portion of the compound molecule, and therefore the portion

of the molecule least amenable to the chemical or molecular force,

f

it is not necessary to dwell upon this point of the subject any further

than to bear in mind that we are actually operatiiLg upon the anhy-

drous salt. Presuming, then, that the thermanalytic force being

antagonistic to the chemical force, and that, step by step, the com-

pound is analyzed to its elementary molecules, it follows that as the

basylous molecules are separated, so the stylous or acid molecules must
^

be also liberated or separated. The following experiments, whil^-
establishing tliis fact, are merely taken as examples fi'om many others

in consideration of their simplicity.

It becomes evident that, in working under pressure, there cannot

be any indications of molecular change better than colour tests, similar

to those which serve us so well in ordinaiy qualitative analysis, and,

therefore, it is better to confine ourselves, as much as possible, to such

reactions.

There are many instances which may be cited as setting forth with

the dissociation of the stylous group, but which would not come under

my designation of dissociation, because they are attended with perma-

nent decomposition. As an example of dissociation, let us take the

well-known salts formed by the combination of chromic acid and

* Eeport on the Molecular Dissociation by Heat of Compounds in Solution.

Proceedings Eoyal Irisli Academy, Vol. i., Ser. ii., Science, p. 169.

t On the Action of Heat upon Solutions of Hydi-ated Salts. Proceedings

Royal Irish Academy, Vol. i., Ser. ii., Science, p. 247.
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potassium. Solutions of the yellow or neutral clironiate of potassium,

and also tlie red, or acid, chromate of potassium, were made of such a

streno-th that 10,000 parts contained an equivalent of each salt. In

other words, the yellow solution of chi'omate of potassium contained

194-5 parts of salt in the 10,000 parts, and the red cliromate contained

147"5 parts in the 10,000, but each solution contained the same amount

of the colour-producing molecule, or the chi'omic acid, only in different

conditions of satui'ation. If we take 1000 parts of the yellow solution

of chromate of potassium, we find that, even at the ordinary tempera-

ture, lo'o C, partial dissociation has occurred. Presuming that we
have started with perfectly neutral crystals, we shall find that, on the

addition of a volumetric solution of soda, the colom- becomes lighter

until a quantity has been added which represents -059 of red chromic

salt • therefore'we are justified in coming to the conclusion that at a

temperatru'e of 15-5, sufficient of the acid is dissociated from the neu-

tral salt to form that quantity of the acid salt—that in fact there is

even a slight or partial dissociation in the act of solution. If this

neutral solution is then brought to the boiling point, and we use

some considerable bulk for the experiment, we shall find that a marked

decomposition has taken place in the salt, as evidenced in the change

of coloiu". In a few carefully conducted experiments it was found

that it gave a decomposition which averaged about ^Vth of the yellow

salt present; e.g., 1000 parts of the solution of the yellow salt, men-

tioned above, were brought rapidly to the boil in a flask furnished with

a long neck, so as to condense the steam which flowed back into the

flask. Another 1000 parts of the yellow solution was then placed into

another flask, and at a temporatiu'e of 15-5 C. A standard solution of

sulphuric acid was added, degree by degree, until the exact colour

was obtaiaed, which agreed with the boiling solution of chromate. The
standard solution contained one-half an equivalent in 10,000 parts of

sulphuric acid, and fifty-one degrees had been used, which corresponded

with 0-75 parts of the red salt formed, and which also represented

•51 parts of chromic anliydiide dissociated at a temperature of 100° C.

from 19-45 parts of the salt.

If the neutral solution of yellow chromate be now inclosed in a

sealed tube (such a one as described in my previous paper*), and sub-

mitted to a high temperature, say 250° C, it would appear that about

75 per cent, of the yellow chromate will be converted into the red

salt.f The experiments in connexion with chromates may throw some

considerable light upon one of those mysteries of the photographic art

which up to the present time has not been properly or satisfactoiily

explained. One, if not the most important, method of taking sun-

pictures is based upon the action of light upon a film of gelatine, contain-

ing a little red chromate of potassium. Such a mixture is highly

* 1. c, p. 2.50.

t Chromic acid is said to fonn fouj salts with potassium ; KjOCrOj, Kx02CrOs
KjOSCrO,, and Ki04Cr03.
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sensitive to light, the gelatine becoming insoluble under the faintly

oxidizing tendency of the chromic salt. This film is also found, however,

to be sensitive to other agencies, and it has been this phenomenon
that has puzzled photographers. Such a film becomes insoluble by
moistiure, heat, and lapse of time. It would aj^pear in fact that light is

not absolutely necessary to bring about the change. The experiments

detailed will go far to explain all these phases of the phenomenon.
We find that moisture means solution, or the mobility of the chemical

molecules, which is absolutely necessary to chemical change, and that

solution, even at ordinary temperatures, means a partial decomposi-

tion, however infinitesimal that decomposition may be. But when
we add time to this, there is no limit to put upon the results of this

decomposition. "We also see how greatly the partial decomposition of

the chromic salt is accelerated by each increment of heat, and therefore

we can understand how such a film would be sensitive to temperature.

The salts used in these experiments were not those ordinarilyfound in

commerce, because their neutrality is not sufiiciently well marked for the

determination of the delicate reactions detailed above. The yellow chro-

matewas found particularly unreliable in this respect. Itwas purified by
adding a few drops of caustic potash, and re-crystaUizing twice. The
bichromate was purified by adding a few drops of dilute sulphmic

acid, crystallizing to a slight extent, and rejecting these fii'st crystals,

and then taking off a second and more extensive crop of crystals.

These last crystals, on re-crystallization, yielded a salt sufficiently pure

for the experiments. Solutions made with the two salts exhibited a

marked difference in shade from the commercial crystals.

Another illustration of the dissociation of the acid molecule is well

shown in the uranic nitrate : uranic nitrate is, if evaporated to dryness

and submitted to heat, decomposed into pui'e uranic hydrate and

a basic nitrate. It would probably therefore be a salt which would
easily dissociate in solution, even at a moderate temperatui'e, but at

the same time, it affords a colour test of the dissociation of the acid

molecule, because the presence of free nitric acid causes in the bright

yellow solution of ui'anic nitrate an orange coloration.

It is stated that a solution of uranic nitrate is decomposed at a

moderate heat with the deposition of a precipitate, the composition of

which has not been determined. I have not found this to be the case,

however, in sealed tubes; for it seems to bear with impunity a tempera-

ture which must be close upon 130° C. Therefore we are led to infer

that such a decomposition results from the loss of nitric acid. When such

a solution is heated under these conditions, it gradually becomes

more and more orange. Many other instances may be given of the dis-

sociation of the acid molecule, and we need hardly go further than

the decompositions resulting from the dissociation, when either the

acid or the base is volatile. In the case of carbonic anhydride this

dissociation results in the production of basic carbonates, such as

Carbonate of Magnesium ((MgCOs) jMgOSHjO).
Carbonate of Zinc (ZnCOg (ZnO)^ 33,0).
Carbonate of Lead (6PbCO,PbOH,0.)
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In the case of a volatile base and acid siicli as carbonate ofammonium,
•we bare a partial dissociation, attended with both loss of acid and

base, btit -wliich fi^om the tendency to assimilate the acid molecule II'

H A" is productive of a curious decomposition. The two following ex-

periments will illustrate this in a striking manner.

They are perfoiTaed with the most permanent of the ammonium
salts, the sidphate (jS'HDoSO^, and the most unstable, viz. (xs'Il4)2C03,

the normal carbonate. We find that at a very slight increase of tem-
perature the sulphate molecide is no longer permanent. Crystals of

sulphate of ammoniumwere taken which were perfectly pure and neutral.

A porcelain crucible was filled with these crystals, and a sufficient

quantity of water was added to moisten them. The crucible was
placed in a water bath provided with a thermometer, and covered with
a beaker, a piece of blue litmus was placed upon the surface of the

moistened sulphate, and a piece of red litmus in the beaker. At a

temperatm-e 16° C. a slight decomposition took place, but at 20° C.

the tension of the gaseous base was so raised that rapid decomposition

Bet in, the litmus paper in the salt becoming red fi'om the formation

of j!^Il4 HSO^ and the Htmus paper in the beaker, which was originally

red, becoming blue from evolved ammonia.
Water is essential to such a phenomenon, and no decomposition can

be perceived with the chy salt, under such a condition, mobility of the

atoms being essential.

Carbonate of ammonium jSTH^ CO3 was fonned, by treating ordinary

carbonate with ammonia, and the result was a moist salt, but still

in the form of a powder. It was placed in a vessel the sides of which
were perfectly cleaned : this vessel was then surrounded with a freezing

mixtiu'e of a considerable power, and at a temperatui'e of about 4° C. it

became nearly odourless, and at a much lower temperature perfectly so.

Thus we find that the most permanent salt of ammonia is in a state of

tension thus :

^iloleciile of Sulphate of

Ammonium.

Molecule of Sulphate of Ammonium dissociated by heat into two molecules.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. n., vol.. II., SCIEXCE. 2 I
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or it may be represented by the equation

(XH,)2S04 = KH,H SO, + IvTEa-

and tile second experiment by the equation

(XH,)^ CO3 = ^^H, H CO3 + KHs-

If "^e substituted a less volatile base in .such, a reaction Tve ought
only to have the phenomenon which is generally understood under
the designation of dissociation. The result, however, in this ease is a

permanent decomposition.

iSTitrates when heated under pressure with oxidizable metals are

rapidily decomposed, and the surface of the metal con'oded. Many of

the boiler accidents have been probably so caused ; for we may ex-

tend these remarks to the other salts found in water, although none
seem so energetic upon the surface of the metal as the nitrates, owing
to the ease with which that acid yields its oxygen.

"We cannot conclude this part of oui' subject without pointing out

how strongly these researches upon the dissociation of the acidulous

and basylous molecules bear upon the technical processes upon which
the arts and manufactures rest. Le Blanc's ingenious but round-

about process for the production of soda and hydi'ochloric acid, seems

thi'eatened by dissociation, and ali^eady the process for the production

of chlorine directly fi'om hydi'ocliloric acid and air *' is based upon
similar reactions to those described in this report.

* " On a Xe\r Chlorine Process M-ithout Manganese." By Henut Deacon,
F. C. S., Britisli Association. Eeport, 1870, Transactions of the Sections, p. 54.
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XXXYII.—Eepoet oif THE Ieish Diatomace.^. By the Eev. Etjgeite

O'Meara, M. a. Part I. (With Plates 26 to 35.)

[Eead June 28, 1875.]

It is no-w just a century, since in 1773, 0. F. Miiller discovered the
first known diatomaceous form ; nor was' it till ten years after, the
same disting'uished author was ahle to add two new forms to. the list.

In the year 1824 Agardh published his " Systema Algarum;" and
then the number of species was forty-nine, comprehended under eight

genera. But if in this province of Natural Science the progress was
slow during the first half century, it has been very rapid in the last,

owing not only to the number of eminent labourers in this field of

research, but also to the greatly improved means of investigation.

The number of species in Europe alone, as computed by Eabenhorst
in his index, is about 4000, This may be beyond the mark, but;

certainly Pfitzer is far short of it when he fixes the total number of

known species at about 1000. It is not necessary to enumerate the

many authors to whose useful labours the students of this branch of

Science are indebted, but special notice should be made of Kutzing,
who explored the whole surface of the globe ; and of Ehrenberg, who,
not content with the same ample field of investigation, extended
his researches into the bowels of the earth. But no authors, perhaps,

have contributed so much to the extent and accuracy of our know-
ledge, as those who have restricted their labours to some special

families, or to the collection and examination of the forms incidental

to some country or district. The treatise on the Diatomacese of the
^Clyde has earned for Gregory an imperishable name. The Austrian
forms have been described by Grunow. The Prussian by Schuman.
The Danish by Heiberg. Those of Sweden and IS'orway by Cleve,

and those of Great Britain by Smith in his admirable Synopsis.

!N'o country would appear more favourable to the growth of these

forms than our own, with its extensive sea-coast indented with
numerous bays, its rivers and lakes, and mountain ranges. And yet
it is strange that Smith, an Irishman, at least labouring professionally

in Ireland, should have done but little in exploring its resources, as

appears from the fact that, in the case of 389 forms figured and
described by him as British, there are not more than about one
hundred for which Irish localities have been assigned. Hence it

might be supposed that the climate of Ireland is not favourable to the
growth of Diatomaceous forms—an impression which is not justified

by the fact, as I hope to prove by the present work.
Eor many years the intervals of professional engagements had been

devoted by me to the collection and study of the Irish Diatomaceag ;

and a large amount of material had been gathered and arranged when
K. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 K
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I was favoured with, the request of the Eoyal Irish Academy to

prepare a list of the forms to be met with in this country—a request

with which I unhesitatingly complied. Had I been content with
furnishing an inventoiy of the forms I had found, the task I had
undertaken might have been speedily performed ; but my anxiety was
to render the work as complete and as useful to my fellow-students as

I could, and as worthy of the reputation of the Eoyal Irish Academy
as it was possible for me to make it. "With this "^'iew I determined to

explore new localities, and to search more carefully, districts I had
previously examined. I was anxious also to avail myself of the

laboui's of the most distinguished authors on the subject, and was
therefore obliged to acquire a knowledge of languages with, which I

was previously unacquainted.

Por all this, time was required, and I refer to the subject for the

purpose of showing that the long period that has elapsed since the task

was undertaken has been busily, and I hope not fruitlessly, occupied.

1^0 authentically named specimens were available ; and this proved to

me a soui'ce of much additional labour and delay. Those who ai'e

practically acquainted with the Diatomacese are aware how difficult it

is sometimes under the most favourable cii'cumstances to identify a

form. The difficulty is enhanced in cases in which the original

form, observed under the disadvantage of inferior instruments, has

been inadequately described ; and when a mistake has been made
in the figure or the description, the only satisfactory means of identifi-

cation is the inspection of the specimen. Hence some idea may be
formed of the difficulty and delay arising from the circumstance

of there being no authentic specimens preserved in any of the
Collections or Herbaria of Dublin. Many are the fiiends who have
kindly assisted me in the prosecution of this work, but special acknow-
ledgments on my part are due to Professor E. Perceval "Wright, M.D.,
not only for the loan of collections but also of books and objectives, to

Eev. llaxwell H. Close, and A. Gr. llore, Esq., whose collections have
added numerous fonns to my list, as well as new localities for many
others ; and also to Dr. David Jloore, whose many and valuable

collections were kindly placed at my disposal.

The name of BaciUariacese was employed to designate this group of

organisms at a time when little of their stmcture and habits, except
their outward form, was known ; and Pfitzer maintains that this desig-

nation should be retained because of its priority : but I have adopted
the more modern name of Diatomace£e, not only because it is more
pronounceable, but specially because it is more characteristic and more
generally known.

The question, what is the proper position of the Diatomaceae in the
•classification of organized beings, has been variously answered. The
first known species were by their discoverers included amongst the
Confervacete ; the extraordinary movements, however, of Bacillaria

paxillifer, noticed by ITfiller, induced that author to identify it with
the genus Yibrio ; and the position assigned to this form, as well as
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the rapid motion by which it is characterised, may have insensibly

inclined succeeding observers to assign to the Diatomacefe generally a
place in the Animal Kingdom. This theory is supported by the

authority of the illustrious Ehrenbcrg, who regarded the numerous
globules noticeable in the cells as so many stomachs, and therefore

gave to a group embracing these and other forms the general designa-

tion of Polygastricae. But notwithstanding the deference justly due
to so great an authority, more recent observers arc, I may say,

unanimously of opinion that the Diatomaceae belong to the Vegetable
Kingdom—an opinion sustained by the analogy which the fonns of

this group exhibit as regards their general structure, and more
especially by the mode of reproduction which they possess in common
with other organisms generally regarded as vegetable.

The Motion of tlie Biatomacece.

One of the first phenomena which attracts the notice of the students

of the Diatomaceae is the extraordinary power of motion with which
the frustules are endowed. To account for this motion, various

theories have been suggested, reducible to two general classes. By
some it has been supposed that in the process of imbibing water con-

taining nourishment and expelling what is superfluous, currents arc

produced which have the effect of propelling the frustules backwards
and forwards through the water. As concerns this hypothesis, I quite

concur with the opinion expressed by Ralfs, that it should be regarded
rather as a figment of the imagination than founded on the observation

of facts. Others have suggested that the frustules are furnished with
special organs of locomotion. The occurrence of hair-like processes

on the frustules has afforded a colourable reason for such a statement

;

they are, however, only occasional, and have the appearance of

parasitic growth, rather than of normal organs of the plant. Ehren-
berg conceived that a pedal organ was extruded from what he regarded
as an orifice in the centre of the valve : but so far from the exis-

tence of such an organ ha\'ing been satisfactorily sustaiued, the fact

that what that eminent observer, as well as others of deservedly high
reputation, considered to be an opening, is now generally regarded as

a thickening of the silicious plate, is fatal to the theory. So while
the motion of the Diatomaceae continues to excite attention, it must be
confessed that the mechanical agency by which the motion is effected

remains unexplained.

Structure of the Cell.

There is one remarkable feature in the structure of the Dia-

tomaceae which distinguishes them from cognate organisms, that is, the
fact that the cell is invested with a silicious covering, consisting

of two distinct plates, more or less parallel to one another, and held
together by a rim or hoop. This silicious covering has been appro-

2 K2
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priately assimilated to a pill-box, consisting of the box itself and the

cover which slips over it ; and if we suppose the cover to be of the

same depth as the box, or nearly so, we have a structure on a

large scale which nearly resembles the silicious covering of such

Diatomaceous species as possess a circular form, and which with some
modification may be taken to illustrate the general plan on which the

silicious part of the cell of Diatoms is constructed. In the larger

forms it may easily be noticed that one valve of the frustule, with its

accompanying rim or hoop, is smaller than the other into which it fits,

as the slides of a telescope fit into one another. It has been supposed

that in the parent fi'ustule the two valves are of the same size, and that

the diminution in the dimensions of one valve is owing to the fact of its

being developed within the rim of the primary valve, and is conse-

quently smaller than it by the thickness of the rim. Pfitzer, however ,^

has remarked that in some cases at least the difference in size is-

noticeable in the mother cell, in which one valve is secreted in the

first instance, and then the opposite valve is formed within the former.

This remark is worthy of notice and should be borne in mind when
cases of conjugation come under view, in order to ascertain whether
the occurrence is casual, or whether the same process takes place in

the other species of Diatomaceae. To the distinguished author just

named belongs the merit of having contributed more than any other

to the extent and accuracy of our knowledge concerning the various

parts and disposition of the cell-contents. There is first the plasm-sac,

consisting of a fine colourless plasm, forming a closed sac of the shape

of the cell, and in which the cell-contents are enveloped. It is often

very difficult for the observer to make himself certain of the existence

of this sac, because its refractive power differs but slightly from that

of water, but the structure becomes apparent immediately on the

application of dilute hydrochloric acid. The effect of this re-agent

is to produce an instantaneous contraction of the sac, which at first, as

it recedes from the cell-Avall, preserves the form of the cell and still

maintains connexion with it by means of a few pellucid threads, but

after some time it becomes contracted into a round mass. This result

is accomplished most effectively by the use of osmic acid at the

strength one per cent. Iodine gives a bright yellow colour to the
plasm-sac. Within the plasm-sac, and in close proximity to it, is the

structure to which Pfitzer has given the name of Endochrome-
plates, varying in number and position in the various genera.

Some possess two of these plates, others only one. In the Naviculse

these plates, two in number, lie one at either side, the middle of the

plate corresponding with the middle of the hoop or connecting band,

whence they pass on either side towaixls the median lino, lea^dng a

small narrow space down the middle of the valve free ; in other genera

there is but one such plate, variously disposed. They consist of a

thick substance, and are of the same colour thoroughout, varying from
light yellow to dark yellowish brown. The plasm of which these

plates consist differs in density from the plasm whioh forms the
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plasm-sac and the structure which is called the middle-mass. In case

the normal condition of the cell-contents be disturbed by fracture of

the silicious epiderm, the endochrome plates go together, and never
commingle with the material of the plasm-sac. If the colouring

matter be discharged by alcohol, the demarcation of the endochrome
plate from the rest of the plasm can be readily distinguished.

Within the folds of the endochrome plates is found in some a
collection of plasm, which Pfitzer calls the "middle plasm-mass,"
described by Ehrenberg as resembling " the embyro in an egg;" in

the ISTaviculne it forms generally an irregular quadrangle. Vacuoles and
oil globules occur imbedded in this middle plasm-mass, and appear
distinctly in consequence of their strong refractive power. In the

middle of this plasm-mass a central vesicle is observable in some
genera, but'is not equally distinct in all species. And although in some
cases it cannot be discovered, even with the most skilful management,
Pfitzer considers that nevertheless the statement of Lviders may be
correct, that no Diatomaceous cell is destitute of such a vesicle, because

although in many cases no such structure can be detected by ordinary

means, it becomes apparent by the application of re-agents, the most
-effective for the purpose being dilute hydrochloric acid.

Besides the parts already specified, there have been observed in

some of the Diatomacese a water-like fluid substance, and oil-globules,

varying in size. These latter occur swimming freely in the cell, but
in greater number upon the inner surface of the plasm-sac. In con-

sequence of their strong refractive power they strike the eye at once,

and are changed into a black colour by the use of osmic acid. As
they readily combine, they have no investing pellicle. It is thought
that in proportion as the oil-globules abound, the cells have suffered

from the want of pure water, and that the appearance of the larger

oil-globules is a sign that the cell has attained its full maturity,

and that its resources have been exhausted. The oil-globules afford

a means of answering the question whether the cell contents are of a

watery or of a gelatinous consistency. In favour of the former view,

Pfitzer refers to the fact that very weak acid produces an immediate
shrinking of the plasm-sac, and also to his observation that the oil-

globules can be moved about with facility, which could not occur

if the surrounding matter were of a gelatinous thickness. And this

opinion of Pfitzer has been corroborated by Pocke, who discovered

that the oil-globules, in consequence of their light specific gravity,

accumulate on the upper surface of the cell, and change their position

in case the frustule is turned upside down.

The Reproduction of the Diatomacece

Is a subject of deep interest, requiring some explanatory remarks.

The ordinary mode of increase is by self-division, as it has been
termed. The cell-contents within the enclosure of the silicious

epidcnn separate into two distinct masses. As these develop they
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push, the Talves of tho mother-cell more and more "widely asunder,

A ne^n" silicious valve is secreted hy each of the two masses, on the

side opposite to the original Yalves. And, Tvhen this process has heen
completed, two distinct frustiiles are foi-med, the silicious Talves in

each being one of the valves of the parent-cell, and a newly secreted

valve apposed to it. During the active life of the cell this process of

self-division is continued, and is rapidly completed. On this subject

Smith observes, " I have been unable to ascertain the time occupied in

a single act of self-division ; but, supposing it to be completed in

twenty-four hours, we should have as the progeny of a single frustule

the amazing number of one thousand millions in a single month—

a

circumstance which will, in some degree, explain the sudden, or, at

least, rapid appearance of these organisms in localities where they
were, but a short time previously, either xinrecognised or sparingly

diifused."—British Diatomacese, vol. i., p. 25.

It seems probable that the Diatomacese are sometimes reproduced
by zoospores. Eabenhorst records his having observed a specimen of

3Ielosira varians, in which, from the sporangial fiaistule, there issued

what appeared to be geiTas, and has described the process. Die
Susswasser Diatomaceen, T. x., fig. 18 c. A similar occurrence was
noticed by myseK in 1858, in the case of Pleurosigma Spencerii : and
Castracane has recorded two or three observations of the same kincL

So far as I am aware, the development of these zoospores, if such they
be, has in no case been traced through its successive stages to its-

rdtimate result ; but there is nothing unreasonable in the presumption
that the phenomenon may be a phase of the reproductive process.

Another mode of reproduction in the Diatomacese is by conjugation,,

of which, according to Smith, there are four distinct phases. First. The
union of two parent frustules issues in the formation of two sporangia.

Second. Two parent fi'ustules produce only one sporangium. Third. A
single fiTistule develops a single sporangium. Fourth. A single parent

fiTistule produces two sporangia. In the first stage of the conjugative

process, a mucous sac is secreted by the parent frustules, within

which the sporangia are developed ; these sporangia, in some cases,

lie parallel, and in other species at an angle with the parent frustules

or valves, as the case may be. A phase of conjugation, quite distinct

fi-om the four just referred to, came under my notice, many years ago,

in the case of Diatoma vulgare.'^-' I observed numerous instances of the

long chain of concatenated fi'ustules in theii' normal condition with a

sudden jerk fold themselves into a solid mass. In a very brief period

a mucous sac was seen to develop itself, inclosing the whole mass of

frustules, and in some cases enveloping forms of a different species

which happened to be in immediate proximity. By degrees the mu-
cous sac pushed itself forward, sometimes in a single projection, some-

times in two, and into these prolongations the cell-contents of the

* Xatiiral Ilistoiy Eevio-n-, 1859. vol. vl., page TO, PL ix.
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frustules were poured ; the prolongations became gradually more and
more constricted at the base, until ultimately they were completely
cut off from the mucous sac, in which the frustules remained folded, in

a state of perfect inanition. The process described was completed
within the space of a few hours, so that in innumerable instances I was
able to trace it from beginning to end—that is, from the commence-
ment of conjugation up to the formation of the sporangia. Smith refers

to cases of Cocconema cistula, and also of Synedra radians, haying been
found aggregated in great numbers and enclosed in mucous sacs simi-

lar to what has been described in the case of Diatoma vulgare ; and
all three cases seem to me to represent the same phase of conjugation:

and I am disposed to think that, as in Diatoma Tulgare, so in the

other two cases, the encysted fi'ustules were not, as Smith considered

them, young fi'ustules in course of development from a sporangium,

but parent frustules preparing to produce sporangia.

Instances of conjugation in any of its varied forms are rarely to be
met with. "WTien Smith published his Synopsis, in 1856, cases had
been observed in thirty species, included in seventeen distinct genera

;

and during the inteiwal of fifteen years that had elapsed when Pfitzer

published his work, " Uber Bau und Entwicklung der Bacillariaceen,"

only twenty-eight cases had been added to the list, exclusive of that

of Diatoma vulgare, making a total of sixty-one. This remarkable fact

Smith thus endeavours to account for : "During conjugation the process

of self-division is aiTested, the general mucous envelope or stratum
produced during self-division is dissolved, and the conjugating pairs

of fi'ustules become detached from the original mass ; they are thus
more readily borne away and dispersed in the surrounding currents, or

by the movements of worms or insects, and their detection becomes in

consequence more casual and difficult." It is not improbable, however,
that the mode of collecting, and the time that is often suffered to elapse

before the collection is submitted to investigation, may have more to do

with the fact. And, in confirmation of this view, I would mention
that, although I have for very many years been engaged in the study

of the Diatomacese, and have made innumerable collections at all

seasons of the year, I have not been so fortunate in observing instances

of conjugation as some friends whose collections have been made with
a view to the discovery of other organisms. Their gatherings are

usually made in large bottles containing a considerable quantity of

water, by which the specimens may be preserved for a long time in

their normal state—my gatherings being put up in minute bottles with

little water, so that the \igour of the frustules is greatly abated be-

fore an opportunity of examining them may be afforded. As to the

seasons of the year in which conjugation is most likely to occur, the

facts hitherto accumulated do not afford much infoi-mation. Besides

the case of Diatome vulgare which I observed in conjugation in the

month of August, seventy-two observations, with specification of date,

have been recorded, making seventy-three in all. Of these, twenty-
three occurred in spring, twenty in summer, twenty-four in autumn,
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and only six in winter. Tlie paucity of such observations during tlie

winter may, however, be traceable to the fact that then, in conse-

quence of the inclemency of the weather, fewer gatherings are made,
than because the process of conjugation is of less frequent occurrence

during the season.

Classification.

In the various systems of classification, the several authors have
treated the facts they had to arrange as Procrustes is said to have dealt

with his guests :
" Qui ad lectum hospites emensus breviores exten-

debat longiores decurtabat." How just this observation is will be
obvious if we consider Pfitzer's fair criticisms on the anomalies of the

systems of classification hitherto propounded. All systems are arti-

ficial ; and when we consider the immensity and variety of Nature's
productions, we cannot wonder if in every group some organisms will

be found to exist which cannot, without violence, be reduced into the
order proposed. Every plan of arrangement will be liable to objection;

and that may be regarded as the best which is the most obvious, the
most simple, the most comprehensive, and productive of the fewest
anomalies.

Pfitzer considers that the imperfections of the existing systems are

traceable to the fact that the ground-plan has been laid down on a
single line, and as a remedy suggests a system of classification based
on several concurrent lines, the principal of which are the character

and number of the endochrome-plates, the structure of the sporangia,

and the symmetrical or unsymmetrical form of the frustules in their

several aspects. Upon these lines Pfitzer has skilfully constructed a
most ingenious system of arrangement ; but however great its merits as

a philosophical abstraction, it appears to me liable to objection on
practical grounds. The dislocation of analogous species chargeable on
former systems, so far from being avoided, is scarcely, if at all, di-

minished by the proposed plan. Here we have the Mtzschiese brought
into close contact with the JSTaviculese ; the symmetrical Synedrise and
the unsymmetrical Eunotiese are placed side by side, and in near
proximity to the Surirellese. The symmetrical Eragilarieae are severed
from the symmetrical Synedrise, and associated with the unsymmetri-
cal Meridiese. The Tabellarieee are separated from the Fragilariese

and ranged with the Lichmophoreae. The character of the endo-
chrome-plates seems to me a condition of too recondite a nature to
admit of practical application ; besides, the induction of facts on the
subject is, as yet, far too limited to justify its adoption. As to the
reproductive process and its results, if our knowledge on the subject
were sufiiciently comprehensive, it would furnish most valuable help
towards the construction of a satisfactory arrangement of the Diato-
macese ; but, unhappily, in the great dearth of authentic facts illustra-

tive of the subject, we are not warranted in using the knowledge we
have as a ground plan of a general systematic arrangement.
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The reproductive process has not been observed in more than about
sixty-five species, and in some of these cases there is a difference of

opinion as to the facts. A system, therefore, in which this process

constitutes an important part of the ground plan, is practically ob-

jectionable, as founded on hypothesis.

The system which appears to me to have most to recommend it is

that which has been matured by Heiberg, founded on the symmetri-
cal or unsymmetrical structure of the frustules in their various aspects.

There are two principal aspects in which a diatomaceous frustule may
be regarded—the front view, in which the hoop or connecting band is

presented to the eye, and the side view, in which one or other of the

two valves is under observation ; and in both these positions the

longitudinal and transverse axes are to be considered. If in these two
positions, and in these varied views, exact symmetry obtains, the frus-

tule is said to be symmetrical in all its aspects ; but if the two oppo-

site valves are not uniform, or the portions of the valves on either

side of the transverse or longitudinal axis, on side view or front view, do
not exhibit the same proportions or outline, the frustule is said to be
unsjnnmetrical on that view or axis on which the difference of form is

observable. Such is the ground plan of Heiberg's systematic arrange-

ment, and which I have adopted in the present report. It is not,

indeed, wholly free from the objections to which other systems are

liable, and, possibly, may be open to others peculiarly its own ; but
still the principle on which the arrangement is based commends itself

as being at once most simple, most comprehensive, and most easily

applied.

There are, however, two very important yet subordinate features

of Heiberg's system, in regard to which I cannot adopt the views of

that distinguished author. He ranges the numerous Cuneate species

as aberrant varieties of the families which in other respects they most
closely resemble ; for example, Meridion and Asterionella are asso-

ciated with the Pragilariese, under the distinctive appellation of

Fragilariese cuneatse ; Podosphenia with the Striatillete, as Striatillese

C'uneatre ; Gomphonema and Cocconeis with the I-Taviculese, as IS^avi-

ouleas cuneatfe ; whereas I have collected the numerous species with a
cuneate outline, under the one general group of Cuneatte. Again,
the numerous species of Liatomacese, as is well known, exhibit various

normal phases of growth. Some species are normally free, others

attached by a short gelatinous cushion, or a larger or shorter stipes

;

the frustules in some genera are simple, while in others, after self-

division, they remain in concatenate or ribbon-like filaments ; in
some genera the frustules are naked, while in others they are en-
veloped in mucous fronds, of which some are indefinite, others definite,

fonning simple or composite tubes. These peculiarities of growth
Heiberg treats as of little significance ; and accordingly, the genera
Schizonema, Berkleya, and CoUetonema, the frustules of which are

included in tubes ; Dickiea, the frustules of which are imbedded in
ii less definite mucous mass : Diadcsmis, the frustules of Avhich are
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united in short filaments ; and Brebissonia Boeckei = Doryphora
Boeckei, in which the friistiales are stipitate, are notwithstanding
these peculiarities of growth included as species under the genus
[N'aYicula. If Smith and others attached too much value to these sub-

ordinate features, and therefore separated the forms which exhibited

them very far fi'om the JSTaviculese, with which, as regards the general

structure of the frustules, they are intimately related, Heiberg, on
the other hand, I consider, has made a mistake in ignoring these

peculiarities altogether. Recognising these various normal modes of

growth as generic distinctions, I have included the forms as separate

genera of the group I^aviculese.

On the Distrilution of the BiatomacecB.

Some species are found only in fi'esh water, some only in salt

water, while others select as their nonnal habitat places in which salt

and fi'esh water habitually or occasionally commingle. I have
indeed frequently found fresh water species in the stomachs of

Ascidians dredged from a considerable depth in the sea ; but their

occurrence therein indicates the influx of fresh water in the immediate
neighbourhood. And when marine forms are found in fresh water, as

occasionally they may be, they indicate that the place is within the

range of tidal influence.

An experienced observer will be able at a glance to ascertain

whether a gathering is marine, or made in fresh or brackish water

;

and not only so, but will be able to discriminate the lacustrine and
alpine forms from those incidental to other situations.

It is not possible to ascertain for what period the life of the

Diatomacese continues, but when their course, be it long or short, is

ended, the silicious covering sinks into the sediment : and when in

the process of ages the sediment is solidifled into rock, the exuviae of

the Diatoms that lived in the water during the period of deposition

continue unaltered in their stony shroud. If the rock be decomposed
by natural or artiflcial agencies, they may be extracted, and subjected

to inspection ; and if found in sufiicient number, the species discovered

may serve to illustrate the circumstances under which the deposit was
formed.

Irrespective of the variety and symmetrical beauty of the Diato-

macese, there is another circumstance which invests them with a pecu-

liar interest : it is this, that no existing organism, whether it be
vegetable or animal, can boast of so ancient a lineage. Countless have
been the genera and species of living beings which flourished during

the several geological periods, and of which no representatives survived

the vicissitude which brought their epoch to a conclusion ; but so far

back in the annals of the earth as research has been able to trace the

Diatomaceoe, the species which have been discovered are identical with

those we have living at the present time. Numerous are the fossil or

subfossil diatomaceous deposits which have been discovered in all parts
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of the globe ; some the accumulations of marine, others of fresh

"water growth. Among these latter, the Irish deposits of Lough
!Moume, Lough Islandreavy, Toombe Ericlgc, and ToUymore Park,

are distinguished for the number and beauty of the species they con-

tain : and we are indebted to the industry and intelligence of Mr.
Gray, of Belfast, for the discovery of several sub-peat collections in

various parts of the country. jSTearly all the species contained in

these various deposits have been found living at the present day; audit
is a noteworthy fact, that the forms of these numerous species, however
remote from one another in time and space, exhibit no appreciable

divergency. As an illustration I may mention a few facts. Through
the kindness of Mr. Kjtton, of Norwich, I was supplied with a sample of

a fresh water deposit from California, which contained numerous speci-

mens of Synedra amphirhynchus, in no respect diffeiing from the

specimens of the same species I had found living a few days before,

in a ditch not far fi-om my residence in the county Dublin. Another
deposit discovered by Dr. Moss, E. IS"., at Yancouver's Island, was-

sent to me for examination ; and in it, among many other well-known
forms, I found in great number, specimens of Navicula Americana, in

all respects identical with forms of that species collected by my friend

the Rev. George Davidson, fi'om a deposit at Lough Canmore, in the

north of Scotland, and those I had myseK gathered some time ago in a

living state on the borders of Lough jS'eagh. Count Castracane is

of opinion that Diatoms must have existed even in the remote ages of

the Palaeozoic period. It remains to be proved whether this was so

or not ; but in his researches in the lignite formation of Urbino he has
traced existing species so far back as the earlier epoch of the Tertiary

formation. The specimen of lignite examined by this distinguished

Italian natm-alist was furnished by Professor Mici, who considered it

to belong unquestionably to the Miocene period. This resiilt is con-

firmed by the statement of Pfitzer, that all the fresh water, as well aa

marine forms hitherto discovered in the deposits of the Tertiary

period, belong to existing genera and species. The generations of a

Diatom in the space of a few months far exceed in number the genera-

tions of man from the earliest time to the present day ; and yet

we find that the individuals now living retain without alteration the

characteristics which distinguished the species at the remotest time to

which their existence can be traced. It might be alleged in this case

that the silicious valves within which the valves of successive genera-
tions are developed necessarily impress the characters of the parent on
the offspring ; and that, therefore, any tendency to variation, however
powerfully it might operate, would be checked by the irresistible

force of external pressure. But the sporangia before the soft skin

has become solidified by the secretion of silex are of a more plastic

character, and afford a facility for variation if the cell-contents were
endowed with any such tendency. And although the formation of

sporangia has been observed in but very few instances, yet the
frequent recurrence of this process of reproduction is forced on our
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acceptance as a necessary inference from the fact of tlie continnons

existence of numerous species, despite of tiie law wliicli regulates

their multiplication by the process of self-clivision. As in each suc-

cessire act of fission the newly-formed valves are smaller than those

•within which they have been secreted, the species would soon become
extinct, were there not a provision made for its perpetuation in

the process of sporangial reproduction. All the cii'cumstances consi-

dered, I am led to regard the Diatomaceae as a group of organism on
which the Creator has impressed certain distinctive characteristics fi'om

which, through countless, successive ages, they have shown no ten-

dency to depart.

LIST OE SPECIES.

A. Frustules symmetrical. 1. Valves circular.

FAZiULTl. jIELOSIRE^, Ktitz.

Frustules simple, or adhering iu filaments. Cii'cular on side view.

This family, since the adoption of it by Kiitzing, has undergone

considerable modification in respect to the genera included within

it. If we omit the ill-defined genus Pyxidicula, the forms he em-

braced within it, with the exception of Cyclotella, belonged to those

genera distinguished by the filamentous character of their growth.

Kiitzing recognised the analogy between these genera and those of

which Coscinodiscus may be regarded as the type, but placed them
widely apart, principally on the ground of the areolate striation of the

latter. This character, however, is by no means universal, and even

if it were, could scarcely justify so great a dislocation. Grrunow,

therefore, who is followed by Heiberg, includes among the Alelosii-e^e

all the symmetrical forms ciiTular on the side view, ii-respectively of

their peculiarities of striation ; thus establishing a very distinct and

well-defined gTOup which I adopt—my only difficulty in doing so aris-

ing from the fact that in the genus Cyclotella, some of the included

species are waved on the front view, and for this reason can scarcely

be considered as symmetrical in all aspects, in the sense of Grunow
and Heiberg.

Genus I. ]\lEL0srKA, Agardh.

Frustules filamentous. Convex at the ends, filaments fi'ee.

Melosira borrerii, (Greville.) jlarine or brackish water.

Yalves sub-hemispherical; gii-dlebands mai-ked with conspicuous

•circles of cellules; filaments varying in breadth; colour' of the desic-

cated filaments, a rich brown. (PL 26, fig. 1.)
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GreviUe, in Hooker's Brit. Flora,* p. 401. TVm. Sm. B.D., Yol. ii.,

p. 56; PL L., fig. 330. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 28.-31. moni-
liformis, Kiitz. Bac, p. 53, T. iii., fig. 2. Eaben. Fl. Eur., p. 38.

Ealfs, in Pritcli., p. 817, PL r., fig. 71.

Ptiver Slaney, near Killurin, Co. "Wexford. Brackish. ditcK near
"Wexford town. !Malaliide, Dollymount strand, Ho-wth, Co. Dublin.

Sea "sveeds. Giants' Causeway, Co. Antrim. Brackish, ditch, near the

town of "Wicklow. E. IS'annywater, Laytown, Co. 34eath,

Melosira sulflexiJis, (Kiitz.) Preshi or bracki.sh water.

Prustules usually narrow elongate, slightly infiexed upon the
margin. (PL 26, fig. 2.)

Kutz. Bac, p. 53, T.ii., fig. 13. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 57,

PL LI., fig. 331. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 28. Eab. PL Eiu\,

p. 39.

Considerable diversity of opinion exists as to the habitat of this

species. According to Kiitzing it belongs to the fresh, water forms,

having been found by him in rapid brooks. "In schnell fliessenden

Bachen." Bac, p. 54. Still more precisely does Eabenhorst assign

to it a fresh water habitat. " Hab. in rivulis Sporadice per totam
Europam e planitie usque in regionem montanam superiorem, PL Eur.,

p. 39. "While Smith gives it either a fiTsh water or brackish locality,

Heiberg makes it a marine species. His remarks are worthy of notice.

"Smith attributes the authorship of this species to Kiitzing, but
Kiitzing' s figure can hardly be identified with ceilainty, and seems to

be more properly refeiTible to ^Melosira varians. Kiitzing's Melosii'a

Jurgensii more nearly resembles Smith's species, and so Pritchard

accepts it. But Pritchard calls the species ITelosira Jurgensii, and
represents lEelosira subflexilis Sm. as a synonym; but in any case

this ought to be reversed, inasmuch as Smith was the first to defioie

the species so that it could be identified with certainty." "Smith
assigns it to fresh water, but as the localities mentioned are near the

mouths of rivers, the species possibly has been borne out along with the

floods." De Danske Diat., pp. 28, 29. In addition, I have only to say

that the localities in which the species has been found by me La

Ireland are marine, but still liable to the access of fresh water.

Lough Foyle, Bellarena, Co. Deny. Grcystones, Co. "Wicklow.

Melosira varians, (Agardh.) Eresh water.

Ends of the frustules not so convex as in the preceding species.

Kutz. Bac, p. 54, T. ii., fig. 10. Eab. Die Sussw Diat., p. 13,

T. ii., fig. 4. Wm. Sm. B.D., Yol. ii., p. 57, PL li., fig. 332. Ealfs,

* For explanation of contractions andlist of references, vide List at end of Eeport.
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in Pritch., p. 817, PI. xv., fig. 32. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 27.

—

•Gallionella varians, Ekr. Inf. T. x., fig. 4.

Very common in streams and fresh springs.

Melosira distans, (Kntz.) Fresh, water.

Frustules short, bnt slightly convex at the ends, distinctly punc-
tate. (PI. 26, fig. 3.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 54, T. ii., fig. 12. Eab. Die Siissw Diat., p. 13,

T. ii., fig. 9. Wm. Sm. B.D., Yol. ii., p. 58, PI. lxi., fig. 385.

Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 818.—Gallionella distans, Ehr. Inf., p. 170,

T. xxi., fig. 4.

Smith describes this species as "obscurely cellulate," and distin-

guishes it on this ground from his Melosira nivalis, which he charac-

terises as ''distinctly cellulate," but remarks that "this character is

probably insufiicient to justify their separation." B.D., Yol. ii., p. 58.

The forms occurring in the Bilin Polirschiefer, one of the localities

assigned by Kiitzing to Melosira distans, are most distinctly punctate;

I am therefore disposed to consider that Smith's species, Melosira

nivalis, cannot be sustained.

Killikee, Dundrum, Co. Dublin. Kilcool, Co. "Wicklow. Pond
near Armagh.

Genus II. LTsiGOjfnjM:, Link.

Prustules globose or cylindrical, valves furnished with an elevated

Tieel which runs parallel with the sutures ; in other particulars as in

Melosira.

I have adopted this genus in deference to the authority of Heiberg,

who, referring to Lysigonium nummuloides, remarks, "This species,

which by all the more recent authors has been assigned to the genus
Melosira, in my judgment ought to constitute a type of a new genus to

which Melosira Westii Wm. Sm., which does not occur in our country,

may also be referred. The name Lysigonium was in the first instance

applied by Link, to 0. F. Muller's Conferva moniliformis, with which,

in all probability this species is identical ; and for this reason it seems
most convenient to re-establish the genus to receive it." De Danske
Diat., p. 29. Heiberg further remarks, "that the known species form
shorter or longer filaments, attached or free;" but I have never seen

any of the filaments attached.

Lysigonium niDmmdoides, (Lyngbye, Kiitz.) Marine.
Ordinary frustules, globose. Keel thin, in front view appearing as

lines projecting like horns. (PI. 26, fig. 4.)

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 29.—Melosira nummuloides, Kiitz.
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Bac, p. 52, T. iii., fig. 3. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 55. PI. xlix.,

fig. 329. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 816, PI. v., fig. 64 and PI. xi., fig. 14.

There is considerable difference of opinion as to the founder of this

species ; Smith assigns it to Kiitzing, Palfs to Dillwyn and Agardh.
On this subject Heiberg says, "As above mentioned, 0. P. MuUer
was probably the first to discover this species, and describe it under
the name of Conferva moniliformis, or strand-necklace, but that can-

not be ascertained "with certainty. The present specific name is

attributable to Dillwyn, who in 1809 described a Conferva nummu-
loides, which Lyngbye cites as a synonym under his Pragillaria num-
muloides. But as meanwhile there do not appear to be any original

specimens of Dillwyn' s species, and his figures can only be approxi-

mately identified, while the numerous specimens of Lyngbye which
still exist are all attributable to our species, it seems most proper to

name Lyngbye as the author." De Danske Diat., p. 29.

Brackish ditch near Wexford, ITalahide, Dollymount, IS'orth-

wall, Co. Dublin. Salt ditch near "Wicklow, and many other places

too numerous to mention.

Lysigonium Westii, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Prustules somewhat conical, furnished with two keels, one at the

suture, another near the end, considerably thicker than the similar

structure in Lys. nummuloides, and not projecting upwards to the

same extent.

Melosira Westii, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 59, PI. Hi., fig. 333.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 817. Bab. PL Eur., p. 38.

Dollymount, Oyster beds, Howth, Co. Dublin. !N"ear "Wicklow.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Boundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Lysigonium Wrightii, (O'Meara.) Marine.

Prustules rounded at the ends, narrow, surrounded by a broad
keel, which curving slightly outwards and upwards, then bending in-

wards and downwards to the surface of the valve, forms round it a

crown-like rim. In the front view two nodules are observable in the

central portion of the valve ; the frustule is perfectly hyaline, without
sculpture of any kind.

O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., Vol. ix., PI. xii., fig. 3.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Genus III. Podosera, Ehr.

Pilaments attached by a distinct stipes, and generally short, con-

sisting of a few frustules.

Heiberg regards the character on which this genus is founded as
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"wholly destitute of a scientific basis." De Danske Diat., p. 27.

Most other authors have, ho-werer, decided in favour of its validity.

Smith's supposition that the apices of the valves are destitute of
silex, -with Heiberg and Ealfs, I consider is founded on imperfect
observation.

Podosira Montagnei, (Ktitz.) Marine.

Filaments usually consisting of two frustules. Frustules large,

cylindrical, globose at the ends. (PI. 26, fig. 5.)

Kiitz. Bac, 52, T. xxix., fig. 85. Wm. Sm. B.D., Yol. ii., p.
53, PI. xlix., fig. 326. Ealfs, in Priteh., p. 815, PI. v., fig. 61. Kab.
PI. Eur., p. 37.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Podosira hormoides, (Kiitz.) Montague. Marine.

Frustules small, compressed. Yalve with distinct umbilicus,

obsciu-ely punctate.

Smith and Ealfs attribute the species to Kutzing ; Heiberg, and
Eabenhorst, PL Eur., to Montague.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 52, T. xxviii., fig. 5, and T. xxix., fig. 84.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 53, PI. xlix., fig. 327. Ealfs, in Priteh.,

p. 815, PI. ii., fig. 45. Eab. PI. Eur., p. 37.—Melosira hormoides,

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 29.—Podosira nummuloides, Ehr.

Bannow, Co. Wexford. Salt ditch, near "Wexford. Malahide.

Piles on Strand, Clontarf, Co. Dublin.

Podosira macuJata, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Frustules globose, distinctly punctate
;
piincta divided by radiate

bands of a deeper colour, which latter clo not reach the centre.

Yalves having a distinct umbilicus. (PL 26, fig. 5a.)

Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 54, PL xlix., fig. 328. Ealfs, in

Priteh., p. 815. Eab. Fl. Eur., p. 37.

Sea weeds, Bannow. Salt,clitch, near Wexford. Arran Islands,

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Genus lY. Oethosiea, Thwaites.

Frustules attached in filaments ; without stipes, plane on the side

view, ornamented with a circlet of puncta parallel with the suture
;

junction surfaces spinous.

The genus Orthosira was originally established by Thwaites, for

the purpose of distinguisliing the filamentous species with level end

surfaces from those included in Melosira, the end surfaces of which

are more or less arched, and thus defined it has been adopted by most
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succeeding authors. Ralfs and Rabenliorst, however, abandoning the

generic distinction, have relegated the several species of Orthosira to

the genus Melosira. Heiberg, on the contrary, recognises the distinc-

tion of Thwaites, but includes the species of Cyclotella in the genus
Orthosira, and establishes a new genus, Paralia, to receive the single

species Orthosira marina (AYm. Sm.), on the ground that the frustule

possesses an elevated keel similar to that which characterises the

genus Lysigonium. It is a question, then, whether the distinction of

Thwaites should be recognised, as most authors since his time have
done, or discarded, as Rabenhorst has considered it ought to be ; and
the following observations of Pfitzer seem to supply a reasonable

solution. Having referred to the original distinction, he adds, "A
far more important distinction exists in the mode of developing Auxo-
spores. Although the Orthosirse in their mode of growth agree

thoroughly with Melosira, have the same structiire of the primordial

cell, and the same mode of cell-division, they differ in this respect,

that in the process of spore-fonnation from a single cell, the valves of

which are pushed away from one another, the contents enveloped in a

mucous investment come out free, and are then, without being in con-

tact with the mother-cell, developed^into a single Auxospore in which
the firstling cell is so situated that the plane of division crosses that of

the mother-cell, whereas in Melosira it is parallel to it. Thwaites
had observed this feature in the case of Orthosira aurichalcea, and
Smith refers to the peculiarity as an important generic distinction.

But only one species had been observed in this aspect, and so it was
questionable whether all the Orthosir^e obeyed the same law. Pr.

Schmitz has succeeded in proving this in respect to another species,

Orthosira roeseana (Rab.), = 0. spinosa (Grrev.) " TJeber Bau und
Entwicklung der Bac, p. 134. If then the mode of developing Aux-
ospores be regarded, as I consider it ought to be, of importance as a

generic distinction, the conclusion is inevitable that the genus Ortho-

sira should not be merged in Melosira, as Balfs and Eabenhorst have
treated it. And also, forasmuch as in those species of Cyclotella in

which the formation of Auxosporcs has been noticed, the daughter-cell

is parallel to the mother-cell, for this reason, as well as on the old

ground of distinction, the species of Cyclotella should not with Heiberg
be included in the genus Orthosira.

Orthosira arenaria, (D. Moore.) Fresh water.

Frustules very large ; cell-cavity sub-spherical. Spines on juncture

surfaces short, broad, and close. Striae, on side view punctate,

radiate, stronger at the margin, and loosing their radiate arrangement
as they approach the centre. Strite on front view punctate, trans-

verse. (PI. 26, fig. 6.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 59, PI. Hi., fig. 334. Heiberg, De
Danske Diat., p. 31. Ealfs, in Ann. N. Hist., Yol. xii., p. 349,

PI. ix., fig. 4.—Melosira arenaria, Kiitz, Bac, p. 55, T. xxi., fig. 27.

Rab. Siissw. Diat., p. 14, T. ii., fig. 5.

B. I. A. PROC, 8ER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 L
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Besides the localities specified by Smith, namely, near Belfast

and Lough Mourne deposit, I have found the species in the following

places :—River Erne, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan ; ditch near Wexford
;

verner's-bridge, Co. Armagh; Killakee, Co. Dublin; stream near Kil-

cool, Co. Wicklow ; L. Neagh, near the town of Antrim ; surface of

rock near Glenarm, Co. Antrim.

Orthosira sulcata, (Ehr. Kiitz.) Marine.

Spines of junction surfaces large, short, and more distant than in

the former species. Striae on side view linear, radiate, distinct at the
margin, attenuated towards the centre, which they do not reach;

puncta at the suture large ; striae on front view linear, direct, parallel

(PI. 26, fig. 7.)

Melosira sulcata, Kiitz. Bac, p. 55, T. ii., fig. 57. Balfs, in

Pritch., p. 819; PI. ix., fig. 131; Plate xi., fig. 26. Rab. El. Eur.

p. 41.—Orthosira marina, "Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 59; PI. liii.,

fig. 338.—Gallionella sulcata, Ehr.—Paralia marina, Heiberg, De
Danske Diat., p. 33.

Although this species has been described and figured by Kiitzing

as identical with Gallionella sulcata of Ehrenberg, Heiberg attributes

it to Wm. Smith. The latter indeed has figured it more perfectly

than Kiitzing has done ; still, Kiitzing' s figure, imperfect as it is,

seems to me unmistakable ; and all uncertainty as to the species indi-

cated is removed by his reference to the Richmond deposit in which
the form abounds. Eor this reason I have followed Ralfs and Raben-
horst in assigning the species to Ehrenberg and Kiitzing, as well as

restoring the original specific designation. And as I have not been
able to trace any keel similar in structure and position to that of Lysi-

gonium, instead of adopting Heiberg' s new genus, Paralia, I leave the
species where Smith placed it in the present genus.

Cork and Kinsale Harbours, Wm. Smith. Bannow, River Slaney,

Killurin, Co. Wexford. Near Wicklow. Malahide. Dalkey, Co.

Dublin.

Orthosira DicMeii, (Thwaites.) Fresh water.

Cell-cavity eub-spherical. Sutural puncta small and distant.

Spines on junction surfaces absent. Striaj, both on front and side

view, minutely punctate. Puncta on front view ai'ranged in lines

parallel to the suture.

Thwaites, Ann. N. H., 2 series, Vol. i., p. 168, PI. xii. Wm. Sm.,
B.D., Vol. ii.,p. 60, PL lii., fig. 335.—Melosii-a Dickieii, Kiitz. Sp. Alg.,

p. 889. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 820, PL xv., fig. 29. Rab. El. Eui\,

p. 43.

This species is remarkable for the abnormal growth of frustule

within frustule, so fully described by Smith, B. D., Vol. ii., PL lii.,

fig. 335. Thwaites regarded this peculiarity as a mode of developing
sporangia, while Smith considered it an abnormal development siroilar
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to what he had noticed in Meridion circulare and M. constrictum,

Himantidium Soleirolii, Odontidium anomalum, and Achnanthes sub-

sessilis. I add the interesting description given by Piitzer of an ano-

malous procedure noticed by Fr. Schmitz in the development of

Orthosira spinosa, as likely to throw some light on the subject. *' A
separation of the firstling-cell followed, not immediately, but a devia-

tion occurred analogous to what has been described in the case of

JS'avicula ambigua. First one girdleband was developed, the length

of which was about that of the radius of the cell. This girdleband,

according to Fr. Schmitz, was attached only to one valve; that which
ought to have been connected with the other valve, if it existed at

all, was only rudimentary. Then the plasm moved about only in that

haK of the cell to which the girdleband adhered, and secreted a new
valve, which, as might be expected, was parallel to the original one
destitute of the girdleband. In the cell so originating, division then
took place in the normal manner, only that the one end-cell of the fila-

ment in course of formation, instead of two valves possessed three.

Inasmuch as a small portion of the plasm remained behind, between
the two parallel valves, and then died off, Fr. Schmitz was inclined

to think the procedure was an abortive attempt at self-division, one
portion of the plasm being too small to develop itself into a daughter-
cell." Ileber Bau und Entwicklung der Bac, p. 135.

Ditch on bank of Royal Canal, near Kilcock, Co. Kildare. It is

likely this species is more common than it appears from the few lo-

calities assigned to it, as in its normal condition it may be easily con-

founded with Melosira varians.

Orthosira oriehalcea, (Wm. Sm.) Freshwater.
The circle of puncta that in most of the species of this genus runs

parallel with the suture is not observable in this. Spines on junction

surfaces distinct ; valve not striated on the side view, except on the

margin, where the points of the spines appear as small puncta. Frus-
tules striated' on front view. Striae fine, punctate, parallel. (PI. 26,

fig. 8.)

Ralfs and Eabenhorst have referred this species to IVIertens on the

authority of Kiitzing, who has figured and described a form under this

specific designation. The figure of !Melosira oriehalcea, Bac, T. ii.,

fig. 14, is by no means definite, and one feature in the description

suggests the impression that he had quite a different species in view.
'' Sub epidermide silicea leviter bis contractis," Bac. p. 54, may pos-

sibly refer to Orthosira spinosa, but not to Orthosira oriehalcea, as

figured by Smith, to whom Heiberg considers the species should be

attributed, as he was the first to give a description and figure by
which it could be satisfactorily identified. Heiberg makes the follow-

ing skrewd observation under Orthosira oriehalcea :
—" The figure by

which Smith describes the process of conjugation in the species under
consideration, and which he copied from Thwaites' original delineation,

2L2
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deviates so much from the normal appearance of the species, that one
may almost take it for certain that it represents a very different form,

for a diiference of so much importance could scarcely have arisen from
inadvertence."—De Danske Diat., p. 31. In Thwaites' original

description of Aulocoseira crenulata, Kiitz. =Melosira orichalcea, Ralfs

(and Orthosira orichalcea, Wm. Sm.), both the generic definition and
the figure are inapplicable to the present species as figured by Smith.
" Atilacoseira cellulis cylindricis, hisidcatis, extremitatibus plus minusvo
rotundatis, in filamenta concatenatis." Ann. of Nat. Hist. March,
1848, p. 7, most correctly describes Orthosira Eoeseana, Rab. = 0.

spinosa ("Wm. Sm.). The frustules, as described ib. PI. xi., B., figs.

1, 2, and 3, are greatly more like that form than any other species,

and the side \ie-^, as represented in the sporangial frustule, is pre-

cisely as the side view of that species is described by Smith, B. D.,

Vol. ii., p. 62, PI. Ixi., fig. 386. I am therefore disposed to think

that it was not Orthosira orichalcea, but Orthosira Eoeseana, which
Thwaites observed in the process of forming sporangia, or, as Pfitzer

designates them, Auxosporcs.

Smith's Irish localities are—Well at Seven Chiu'ches ; Clonmac-
noise ; Moanarone, County Cork ; Lough Moume deposit ; to which I

have to add the following :—Eiver Erne, Crossdoney, County Cavan
;

Lough Islandi^eavy, County Down ; Lough I^eagh, near the town of

Lurgan, County Armagh ; Killakee and Glenchrec, County Dublin.

Orthosira punctata, (Wm. Sm.) Presh water.

This species is distinguished fi'om the preceding chiefly by the fact

that in this the puncta are very much larger, and more regularly

arranged ; they are parallel to the suture, and so regularly placed that

they sometimes appear to run spirally. Heiberg remarks that " Smith's

species is easily recognised by the obvious rows of puncta crossing one
another, which run in oblique spii'als from the suture up to and over

the side view."—De Danske Diat. p. 31. These last words seem to

imply that the side view is punctate like the front view ; if so, then

the species must be regarded as certainly distinct from the preceding.

Smith does not figure the side view, and, in consequence of the length

of the frustule, it is difiicult to turn it over so as to get it under
observation. In one case only could I get a view of it, and then only

obliquely ; in this aspect it appeared strongly punctate. The circle of

spines at the suture is absent in this species as in the last.

Ealfs, in Pritchard, p. 820, makes this species synonymous with
Melosira granulata = Gallionella granulata, Elir. and Eabenhorst, PI.

Eur., p. 43, adopts the same course ; but so much uncertainty charac-

terises Ehrenberg's figures of that species, I prefer, with Heiberg, to

adopt the precise figure of Smith, and attribute the species to him.

Ulster Canal, near Poyntzpass. Lough Neagh, near Lurgan, County
Armagh,
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Orthosira Roesemia, (Eab.) Presh water.

Inner surface of cell sub-sph.erical ; frustule sulcate on either side

of suture ; spines at the junction surfaces very distinct and long ; cir-

clet of puncta parallel with suture absent. Striae on side view radiate,

distinct, with three large puncta placed triangularly at the centre.

On front view striae finely punctate, and parallel with suture.

(PL 26, fig. 9.)

Smith, in 1856, describes this species as new, under the name of

Orthosira spinosa. "Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 62, PI. Ixii., fig.

386. But it had been already described by Rabenhorst, Siissw. Diat.,

p. 13, T. X., fig. 5, in 1853, as Melosira Roeseana, and with sufiicient

accuracy, both as respects the figure and the description, as to render
identification certain. Melosira Roeseana, Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 818,

PL v., fig. 67.

Killakee, County Dublin. Ulster Canal, near Poyntzpass. Lough
Neagh, near Lurgan, County Armagh. Ditch at side of Royal Canal,

near Kilcock, County Kildare.

Genus V. Cyclotella, Kiitz.

Prustules normally single, narrow ; sometimes slightly waved on
the front view ; on the side view having the valves more or less dis-

tinctly divided into two concentric portions.

It is extremely diificult to define this genus by words so precisely as

to distinguish it with certainty from others nearly allied
;
yet still

the forms included within it constitute a tolerably distinct group. So
much so, that almost all authors haA'e agreed to mark their peculiarity

by a distictive generic name.
Heiberg and Cleve have included the several species under the

genus Orthosira, with which they are closely allied ; but I consider

them entitled to stand by themselves, not only on account of their

different modes of growth, but also on account of the distinctive cha-

racters of their sporangia.

It would appear at first view that the generic name Discoplea

should, on account of its priority, be preferred to the more recent name
•of Cyclotella. As Ehrenberg has given no verbal diagnosis of his genus
Discoplea, we have no means of ascertaining its characteristics, other-

wise than by the figures, and in these no sufficiently distinctive feature

is discernible. JSTot only are forms that seem to belong to different

species included under the same specific name, but more than this,

species belonging to Orthosira, on the one hand, and more closely re-

sembling Coscinodiscus, on the other, are included in the genus Disco-

plea. Kiitzing's diagnosis of his genus Cyclotella, although sufficient

to distingush it from Orthosira, on the one hand, is not clear enough, so

far as words are concerned, to prevent confusion with Coscinodiscus,
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on the other. Yet his figures, however obscure in minute details of

structure, distinctly mark the separation of the valves into two well-

defined concentric parts.

Walker-Arnott confounded the distinction between this genus

and Orthosira, when he identified Cyclotella dallasiana with the Cyclo-

tella radiata of Erightwell, which should rather be included in Or-

thosira. There is great confusion as to the synonomy of the several

species; nor is this surprising, as the earlier descriptions and figures

are by no means satisfactory ; and, in order to avoid consequent per-

plexity, I consider there is no more satisfactory plan than to follow

the line marked out by the figures of Wm. Smith, which are so distinct

as to be easily recognised.

Cyclotella Kut%ingiana, (Thwaites.) Fresh water.

Frustules undulate ; striae delicate, marginal, scarcely one half of

the radius in length ; the central portion of the valve unstriate. (PL
26, fig. 10.)

Smith attributes this species to fresh or brackish water, and with
this opinion Rabenhorst concurs. AValker-Amott alleges he has

never seen the true species from fresh water. Cleve makes it an
essentially brackish water species, and Heiberg on the contrary, a

fresh water form. This difference of opinion may arise from mistake
as to identity ; but speaking of the form described by Smith as C.

Kutzingiana, I have to say that though I have sometimes found it in

water slightly brackish, it has been commonly discovered by me in

localities far remote from marine infiuences, so that I think it is to be-

considered an essentially fresh water species.

The slightly undulate outline which this species presents on the
front view may possibly: arise from the sinking in of the valve in the
centre, and the consequent projection of the outline of the dip upon
the plane of observation. Thus "\Ym. Smith accounts for the ap-

pearance, and his opinion on the subject 4s supported by that of

Heiberg.

Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 27, PL v., fig. 47. Eaben. PL Eur.,

p. 32.—Orthosira Kiitzingiana, Heib. De Danske Diat., p. SI.

Stream, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Stream near Larne, Co. Antrim.
Tacumshane, Co. "VYexford. Ditch on banks of Eiver Liffey, Co.
Kildare, near Ballymore Eustace. Tarbert, Co. Kerry. Ditch, Kil-

cool, Co. Wicklow.

Cyclotella Meneghiniana, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Prvistules not undulate on the front view ; striae on the valves,

much coarser than in the former species, more distant, and consider-

ably longer. (PL 26, fig. IL)
Walker-Arnott regards this species as identical Avith C. rectangula,

De Breb, and the greater weight attaches to his opinion as it was-

adopted after examination of specimens "from De Brebisson himseK^
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and a portion of the only gathering he ever made of it (near Paris.)"

Q. J. M. S., Oct., 1860, p. 245. Subsequently De Brebisson found the

same form at Falaise, and gave a figure of it which is confirmatory of

the opinion of Walker-Arnott. " !Notes on some French Diatomacese,"

Journal of Queckett Mic. Club for April, 1870, fig. 6. Kiitzing states

that this species is adnate. I have never seen it so.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 50, T. xxx., fig. 68. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 11.

T. ii., fig. 2. Possibly this species may be identical with C. Kiitzin-

giana, var. B. "Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 27 ; and if so, it is not the

same that Balfs has figured as C. rectangula (De Breb.) Ealfs, in

Pritch., PI. v., fig. 54 ; the latter being undulate on the front view,

whereas the present species is rectangular.

Lucan. Peather-bcd mountain, Co. Dublin. Kilcool, Co.Wicklow.

Cyclotella operculata, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Marginal striae short, fine, linear ; central part of valve covered

with distinct moniliform strife radiately arranged. (PL 26, fig. 12.)

Though Smith, who is followed by Balfs, describes the strise in

this species as obscure and very short, the figure in both cases is too

clear to admit of any doubt as to identification.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 50, T. i., figs. 1, 12, and 15. Wm. Sm., B.D.,

Vol. i., PI. v., fig. 48. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 811, PI. v., fig. 53.—
Orthosira operculata, Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 32. Cleve, Om
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 217. This form is not identical with

that described by Walker-Arnott under this name, with the centre

destitute of striae, but probably is the same as the variety he identifies

with C. minutula, Kiitz. See Arnott on Cyclotella, Q. J. M. S. for

Oct., 1860, pp. 246, 247.

Lower Lake, Killarney, Co. Kerry. Derrylane Lake, Co. Cavan.

Glenchree, Co. Wicklow. Piver Bann, near Coleraine, Co. Derry.

Eiver Erne, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Eoyal Canal, Enfield, Co. Meath.

Lough Neagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh. Lough Mourne deposit.

Lough Tsland-Eeavy deposit, found also living in the same place.

Cyclotella operculata, var. Eresh water.

Margin of valve fringed with short rounded distinct costae, over

which there is a circle of very fine linear striae, short ; centre of the

valve as in the former, but the moniliform striae much finer and more

obscure. (PI. 26, fig. 12, b.)

On banks of the Litfey, near Ballymore Eustace, Co. Kildare.

Lough jSTeagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh.

Cyclotella antiqua, (Wm. Sm.) Eresh water.

Marginal portion of the valve narrow, marked with short, broad,

triangularly formed bars, over which there is a circlet of very fine

short linear striae ; central portion occupied by about nine triangular

bars which do not reach the centre. (PI. 26, fig. 13.)
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Smith does not figure the fine marginal striae, and describes the

marginal triangular bars as if they were moniliform ; but with this

exception his figure is in every respect accurate, so as to remove all

doubt as to the identity of the species. Walker-Arnott considers that

Smith's form is identical with C. minutula, Kiitz., found by him in

the Liineburg deposit, and adds, "It is this which Smith obtained

from the Lough Mourne deposit, but which he has iinfortunately

referred to C. antiqua, a species which does not occur in any of the

Irish deposits which I have examined." On Cyclotella, Q. J. M. S.,

Oct., 1860, p. 246. The forms of Cyclotella found on the only slide

I possess from the Liineburg deposit are those of C. operculata.

"Walker-Arnott evidently had not seen any specimen of C. antiqua,

for the distinctiveness of the species is too obvious to have escaped his

keen observation, had even a single form of it come under his notice.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 28 ; PI. v., fig. 49. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 812. Kab. PL Eur., p. 33.

Lough Mourne deposit, in which I have occasionally noticed it.

Sub-peat deposit, Dromore, Strangford Peat, Co. Down.

Cyclotella rotula, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Yalve with a slight depression towards the centre, striae radiate,

running from the margin to the centre ; coarse at the margin, finer

and finer as they approach the centre, where they appear confused.

Striae linear, but notched, so as to seem moniliform. (PI. 26,

fig. 14.)

In consequence of supposing that Discoplea rotula of Ehr., Mic,
T. XXXV. A. xxii., fig. 67, was a species of Cyclotella, Kiitzing, in his

Species Algarum, changed his original specific name to that of Cyclo-

tella astrsea, and this nomenclature has been adopted by Ralfs and
Rabenhorst. It is not, however, certain that Ehrenberg's form pro-

perly belongs to Cyclotella, and therefore the original name ought to

be retained.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 50, T. ii., fig. 4. W. Sm., B. D., Yol. i. p. 28
;

PI. v., fig. 50. Walker-Arnott, Q. J. M. S., Oct., 1860, p. 247.—Cy-
clotella astraea, Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 812. Ptab. PI. Eur., p. 34.—Or-
thosira rotula, Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 32. Cleve, Om Svenska
och JSTorska, Diat., p. 217.

Lough ISTeagh, in several parts. Lucan, Peather-bed mountain,
and Grand Canal, Co. Dublin. River Bann, near Coleraine, Co. Derry.
Lough Mourne and Lough Island-Eeavey deposits. Small forms of

this species may be, at first view, readily mistaken for Cyclotella oper-

culata, but on close inspection the difference will be obvious.

Cyclotella papulosa, (N. S.) Freshwater.
Marginal striae of the valve linear, very fine, central portions

unstriate and occupied by a circlet of papillae, usually five or six in

number. (PL 26, fig. 15.)
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There is a form resembling the present, described by Ehrenberg as

Discoplea atmospherica, from l^epal, Mic, T. xxxii. v., fig. 4 ; and
also from Fayoom, Egypt, Mic, T. xxxii. i., fig. 3; biit as the figures

of Discoplea atmospherica differ so widely from one another, even if

there were no doubt as to the identity, a different name is needful to

mark the peculiarity of the present species.

Lough IPTeagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh. Lough Mask, near
Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. There is a form occurring in the Lough
Mourne deposit, which may be the same as this, but the papillae are

usually injured, and, judging from the traces that remain, they seem
to have been more numerous, more slender, and more scattered than in

the living forms.

Cyclotella Scotica, (Kiitz.) Marine.

Yalve very small, finely striate on the margin; the centre unstriate.

Kiitz.

Bac, p. 50, T. i., figs. 2 and 3. Ralfs, in Pritch,, p. 811. PI.

xiv., fig. 17. (PI. 26, fig. 16.)

On sea-weeds at the Griants' Causeway, Co. Antrim. Kiitzing and
Ralfs describe this species as adnate, but as my specimens had been
treated with acid before observation, I cannot confirm this character.

Cyclotella dallasiana, (W. Sm.) Marine.
Margin of the valve coarsely striate ; central part rugose, as if blis-

tered. Smith represents the central part as " cellulate ;" butWalker-
Arnott has more accurately described it as ''puckered, or as if blis-

tered."

Wm.'Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 87. Walker-Arnott, Q. J. M. S, Oct.,

1860, p. 245. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 813. Rab. El. Eur., p. 33.

Stomachs of Ascidians. Roundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Cyclotella punctata, ("Wm. Sm.) Freshwater.
Frustules undulate on front view ; on side view, striae close, radiate,

very finely punctate, puncta smaller towards the margin, which latter

is surrounded by a circlet of short, fine costse. (PI. 26, fig. 17.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 87. RaKs, in Pritch., p. 813. PI. viii.,

fig. 13. Rab. El. Eur., p. 33.

Lough Island-Reavey, Co. Down, Eloat bog, Co. Westmeath.

Genus YI. Coscinodisctjs, Ehr.

Erustules simple, free, lenticular; valve generally uniformly striate.

-Strife areolate or moniliform. "Without processes or undulations.

Kutzing noticed the close affinity between Melosira and the pre-

sent genus, but in his classification placed them very widely apart,
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simply because in the latter the striation Tvas, as he describes it, areo-

late. But subsequent TTriters found this distinction untenable, inas-

much as in Creswellia, connected with Melosii-a by the filamentous

character of its frustules, the striation is distinctly areolate, while in

some of the species which are properly included in the genus Coscino-

discus the areolate character disappears.

Heiberg is dissatisfied with the diagnoses which preceding authors

have given, but in consequence of the limited amount of material for

observation at his command, declines to attempt a more satisfactory

definition. It appears to me that if Coscinodiscus excentricus,which is

described as having a spinous or dentate margin, be excluded, we
shall then have a tolerably well-marked group, as above defined.

- (a) Dish with a central rosette.

Coscinodiscus ocidus iridis, (Ehr.) Marine.

Central rosette, consisting of fi'om six to nine large oblong cellules.

Cellules large, hexagonal, radiate, distinctly smaller as they approach
the margin. (PI. 26, fig. 18.)

Ehr. Mic, T. xviii., fig. 49. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 828. Eaben.
Fl. Eur., p. 34. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 35. Cleve, Om Svenska
och jS^orska Diat., p. 217.

Tide pool, Monkstown ; on sea-weeds, Ballybrack ; tide pool,

Dalkey ; Oyster-shells, Dublin Bay, all in the County Dublin.

Coscifiodiscus centralis, (Ehr.) Maiine.

Central rosette consisting of about eight large rounded cellules

surrounding a single central one. Cellules distinctly hexagonal,

radiate, nearly equal, and smaller than in the former species. (PI. 26,

fig. 19.)

Ehr. Mic, T. xviii., fig. 39. Greg. Diat. of Clyde, p. 28, PI. xi.,

fig. 49. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 828. If Gregory describes and figui-es

with accuracy the form so named, and found by him in Glenshira

Sand, as well as in the Clyde, it can scarcely be identical with the pre-

sent species. The only difference, however, is in the character of the

cellules forming the central rosette, which, in his form, consists of

"three large oblong cells meeting in a point, and between these, a

little farther fi'om the centre, three more cells, a little smaller."

Ealfs, however, as above cited, describes this portion of the valve as

consisting of "a few oblong cellules, round a circular one;" which
description accui-ately represents the appearance of the rosette in the

present form, and therefore I adopt the specific name.

On sea-weeds, Ballybrack, Dalkey, Co. Diiblin. Stomachs of Asci-

dians, Belfast Lough.
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Coscinodiscus stellaris, (Eoper.) Marine.

Central rosette, consisting of five or six long and narro"w cellules
;:

striae extremely minute, punctate, radiate.

Eoper, a. J. M. S., Yol. yi., p. 21, PI. iii., fig, 3. Ealfs, inPritcli.,

828, PI. y., fig. 83.

Oyster Shells, Dublin Bay.

Coscinodiscus concinnus, ("\Ym. Sm.) Marine.

Central rosette, consisting of from three to eight large flattened

cellules. Cellules small, radiate ; yalve divided into compartments by
radiating lines, which do not reach the margin,

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 84. Eoper, Q. J. M. S., Yol. vl., p. 20,

PI. iii., fig. 12. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 828. Eoper, as above cited, statesthat
" the larger specimens show plainly a point that is not easily discernible

in those under '004'^ in. diameter, namely a submarginal row of minute
spines, varying fi'om -jj-uVoth to ^oVoth of an inch apart, according

to the size of the disk, and from each of which there is a radiating

line almost to the centre of the valve." I have, in consequence, con-

siderable hesitation in including the species under the genus Coscino-

discus ; but, as the specimens that came under my notice were few in

number, and in every case imperfect, I would not presume to make
any change in the position to which it has been assigned.

It was found by Wm. Sm. in Kinsale Bay, and fragments have
occurred on sea-weeds, Ballybrack, and on oyster-shells from Dublin
Bay, both in the County Dublin.

(b). Disk ivitli a central hyaline space like a ferforation.

Coscinodiscus perforatus, (Ehr.) Marine.

Hyaline centre, small, surrounded by about five rounded cellules..

Cellules large, indistinctly hexagonal, radiate, decreasing in size near
the margin. (PI. 26, fig 20.)

Smith describes the cellules as "equal," and EaKs as "minute;"
but in my specimens they differ as stated above.

Ehr. Mic, T. xviii., fig. 46. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 85.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 829.

Prom stomachs of Howth Oysters, Tide-pool, Monkstown, Dalkey,
Ballybrack ; on Oyster shells, Dublin Bay. Stomachs of Ascidians,.

BeKast Bay.

(c). Dish ivithout a central rosette or vacant space. Cellules radiate.

Coscinodiscus gigas, (Ehr.) Marine.
Disk very large, cellules not very large, hexagonal, radiate, smaller

towards the centre. (PL 26, fig. 21).

Ehr. Mic, T. xviii., fig. 34. Kiitz. Bac, p. 132, T. i., fig. 16.

Stomachs of Ascidians, dredged on the coast of County Clare.
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Coscinodiscus radiatus, (Ehr.) Maiine.
Cellules large, hexagonal, radiate, somewliat smaller near tlie

margin.

Ehr. Mic, T. xx., fig. 1. Kiitz. Bac, p. 132, T. i., fig. 18.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 23, PI. iii., fig. 37. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 830, PI. xi., figs. 39 and 40. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 36.

Cleve, Om Svenska och j^orskaDiat., p. 218. Eab. El. Eur., p. 34.

On sea-weeds, Bannow, County Wexford. Piles of wooden bridge,

Dollymount ; Malahide. Stomach of Pectens, Dalkey. On corallines,

Howth. On sea weeds, Ballybrack, County Dublin. On sea weeds,

Knkee, County Clare. Erom stomachs of Ascidians, coast of County
€lare.

Coscinodiscus radiolatus, (^Ehr.) ^Marine.

Disk small, cellules minute, obscurely hexagonal, arranged partly

in radiate bands, and partly in the intervals of these bands in converg-

ing lines. Cellules confused at the centre of the disk, smaller towards
the margin. (PI. 26, fig. 22.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 132, T. xxix., fig. 91. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 830, who
describes the form thus :

—" Cellules punctiform, equal, radiating,"

whereas, in fact, they are minutely hexagonal, and diminish slightly

near the margin.

Oyster shells, Dublin Bay. Tide-pool,^ Dalkey, County Dublin.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Boiindstone Bay, County Galway. Stomachs of

Ascidians, County Clare.

Coscinodiscus cervinus, (Brightwell.) Marine.
Cellides very minute, radiate, close, diy valve fawn-coloured, frus-

tule convex.

Brightwell has described and figured this form as Hyalodisciis cer-

vinus, Q,. J. M. S., Vol. \aii., p. 95, PI. vi., fig. 13. He describes the
^' puncta or dots " as " scattered over the whole surface ;" but in his

figure represents them as regiilarly radiate, which latter corresponds

exactly with my specimens. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 831, places the form
among the doubtful species of Coscinodiscus, to which genus it pro-

perly belongs.

Erom stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, County Galway.
Erom stomachs of Ascidians, County Clare.

Coscinodiscus Smithii, (Wm. Sm.) Eresh water.

Disk small, punctate, puncta regularly radiate.

"Wm. Sm., B. D.,yol. i., p. 23, PL iii., fig. 36. _

Smith has unaccountably confounded this form with Coscinodiscus

minor, Ehr., from which it is plainly distinguished, both by its habitat

and the character of the striation ; the latter being marine and areolate,

the former a fresh water species, and punctate.
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Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 818, considers this form may be identical Tvitli

Melosira nivalis, but it plainly belongs to the genus Coscinodiscus.

Lough Neagh, near Lurgan, County Armagh. Lough Island-Iteavey,

County Down. Eiver Blackwater, near Kells, County Meath.

Coscinodiscus Normcmni, (Greg.) Marine.

Cellules on the the disk small, obscurely hexagonal, radiate,

arranged in fascicles of about six lines, decreasing in size as they ap-

proach the margin ; valve very convex in the centre.

Greville, Q. J. M. S., Yol. vii., p. 81, PL vi. fig. 3. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 830.—Coscinodiscus fasciculatus, O'M., Q. J. M. S., New
Series, Yol. vii., p. 249, PL vii., fig. 1.

Arran Island, County Galway. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone
Bay, County Galway.

Coscinodiscus nitidus, (Greg.) Marine.
Margin of the disk striated, cellules distant, roundish, large, dis-

tinctly radiate, except near the centre, where they are slightly con-

fused. Smaller at the margin, gradually increasing in size towards
the centre.

Greg. Diat. of Clyde, p. 27, PL x., fig. 45. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 833, PL viii., fig. 18.

AiTan Island. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, County
Galway. Malahide, ^County Dublin. Eostrevor, County Down. Kilkee,

County Clare.

Coscinodiscus Oregorii, IS". S. Marine.
Margin of the disk striated, cellules sub-quadrangular, much

smaller than in the former species, and more equal in size, radiate

;

a small vacant angular space in the centre, from the angles of which
so many lines of cellules run to the margin, the interspaces filled up
by rows of cellules, gradually shortening. (PI. 26, fig. 23.)

Gregory, Diat., from Glenshira Sand, Q. J. M. S., Yol. v., PL i.,

fig. 50. After describing Coscinodiscus nitidus, Gregory remarks,
'

' this pretty disk was figured, without a name, in my last Paper on
the Glenshira Sand (Trans. Mic. Soc, Yol. v., PI. i., fig. 50). Having
found it tolerably frequent in Lamlash Bay, I now figure a perfect

example, which provisionally I refer to Cosciaodiscus." Diat. of

Clyde, p. 28. This form may easily bo confounded with the preced-

ing, as Gregory has done ; but a more careful comparison of the many
specimens that have come under my observation convinces me the

forms are distinct ; and accordingly I give to the present the name
of Gregory, who first discovered it.

Arran Island. From stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay,.

County Galway. Stomachs of Ascidians, County Clare.
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(d). Cellules radiate at the margin, linear in the central portion.

Coscinodiscus Jimlriatus, (Elir.) llarine.

Cellules hexagonal ; small ; in the central portion of the disk

tirrangcd in lines crossing in quincunx ; towards the margin radiate

;

smaller towards the margin.

Ehr. Mic. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 829.

Stomachs of Ascidians, County Clare.

(e.) Cellides arranged variously.

Coscinodiscus marginatus, (Ehr.) ITarine,

Cellules large, hexagonal, arranged in irregularly curved lines,

with a distinct narrow strongly costate margin.

Ehr. Hie. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 829. Weisse, Eecherches Micro-
scopique sur le Guano, Bui. de I'Academie Imp. de St. Petersburg,

T. xii., p. 122, PI. i., fig. 21.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay. AiTan Islands. Stomachs
of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway,

Coscinodiscus lineatus, (Ehr.) Maiine.

Cellules rounded, arranged in oblique, parallel lines.

Ehi'enberg, in his Microgeologie, gives several figures under this

name. One of them, T. xxii., fig. 6 a. b., seems scarcely assignable to

the genus Coscinodiscus, inasmuch as it is furnished with a marginal
circlet of nodules. Besides this there are two other forms, quite dis-

tinct : one in which the striae are lineai', to be immediately described

;

the other, the present form, which is fuiTiished with cellules as

described above.

Ehi'. Mic. Kiitz. Bac, p. 131, T. i., fig. 10. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 830.

Halahide. Monkstown. Dredgings in Bay, Co. Dublin. Sea-

weeds, "Wicklow. Breaches near Newcastle, Co. "Wicklow. Bannow,
Co. Wexford. Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Stomachs of Asci-

dians, Eoundstone Bay, Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Coscinodiscus Ehrenhergii, N. S. Marine.
Disk striate. Strise linear, in two series, crossing each other

obliquely. (PI. 26, fig. 24.)

This is the form described by Ehrenberg as Cos. lineatus, Mic,
T. xxxv.,_ A. 17, fig. 7; T. XXXV., A. 16, fig. 3. Weisse, Bui. de
I'Academie de St. Petersburg, Tom. xii., PI. i., fig. 20 a,

Malahide. Piles of wooden bridge, Dollymount, Co. Dublin.
Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.
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Coscmodiscus minor, (Ehr.) Marine.

Disk small. Cellules roundish, without any perceptible arrange-

ment. (PI. 26, fig. 25.)

Ehr. Mic., T. xviii., fig. 31 ; T. xx.-i., fig. 28 ; T. xxii., fig. 27

;

T. xix., fig. 3. Kiitz. Bac., p. 131, T. i., figs. 12, 13. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 831 . "Weisse, E-echerches Microscopiques sur le Guano, Bui.

de I'Academie Imperial de Science de St. Petersburg, T. xii., p. 121,

PL i., fig. 22.

Tide-pool, Dalkey, Co. Dublin,

Coscinodiscus punctulatus, (Greg.) Marine.

Striae indistinct. Disk covered with what appear to be fine puncta,

irregularly scattered.

Gregory describes the disk in his specimens as " marked by very
fine and obscure lines, which, near the margin, are traceable as rays,

but which soon become fainter, and apparently wavy, at the same
time as they proceed towards the centre."—Diat. of Clyde, p. 28.

Several specimens, from different localities, came under my notice,

hut all mounted in balsam. In consequence I could not trace the lines

referred to ; and, moreover, the puncta in such forms as were seen

•obliquely had the appearance of fine hairs. This circumstance increases

the doubt which I entertain, in common with Gregory and Ealfs, as

to whether the form is properly referred to the genus Coscinodiscus.

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 28, PL x., fig. 46. EaKs, in Pritch.,

p. 831.

Arran Islands. From stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay,
€o. Galway. On Eucus serratus, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Genus YII. AEACHNOiDiscrs, Ehr. Deane.

Arachioidiscus Ehrenlergii, (Bailey.) Marine.

"Disk with a central hyaline nodule or umbilicus, and numerous
radiating lines, connected by concentric circles of large pearly granules

;

the circle next the umbilicus formed of short lines."—Ealfs.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 25 ; Supp. PL xxxi., fig. 256. Ealfs,

in Pritch., p. 842, PL xv., figs. 18-21.

This truly splendid form has been discovered in the fossil earths of

California, and in a living state it has been gathered in Japan, Cali-

fornia, and South Africa. It is its habit in congenial climates to cover

completely the plants to which it is attached. It admits of serious

doubt, therefore, whether the few isolated specimens which have been
discovered in this kingdom entitle it to be included among our British

forms. .
Eabenhorst does not give it a place among the European

species of Diatomacea^ ; and perhaps he was right in excluding it. But
it seems desirable to notice the fact of its having been found. Besides
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the case mentioned by Smith, Captain Hutton found some t-^o or three

specimens in a gathering made by him at ^alahide, Co. Dublin, as

mentioned in the Proceedings of the Dublin Microscopical Club, loth
December, 1864 ; Q. J. M. fe., April, 1865, p. 167. Had these forms
been found in the proximity of a harbour resorted to by foreign vessels,,

it might be suspected they "vrere imported from foreign seas, and.

deposited as the vessels unladed their freight ; but such a supposi-

tion cannot be entertained regarding 3klalahide. I was present at the
meeting when the specimens were exhibited, and remember that

Captain Hutton informed me that he had not been working with any
material likely to contain these foims, and that he was confident they
were taken from the sea at Malahide, as the vessels used in the pre-

paration were new, and had not been used before. I have myself to

add, that a single fnistide was recently found by me in a gathering-

made by Eev. M. H. Close, at a place called Drehidnamaud, on the

coast of the Co. Eeny.
In the same gathering which yielded the specimens of Arachnoi-

discus Ehrenbergii, Captain Hutton found some specimens of what he
regarded as Arachnoidiscus ornatus ; but consideiing it likely these

latter were not specifically distinct, I only refer here to the circum-

stance as corroborative of the probability that Arachnoidiscus Ehren-
bergii was foimd at Malahide.

Genus YIII. Ceaspedodiscts, Ehr.

Disk not undulate, having a broad border, with areolation differing-

from that of centre.

Craspedodisciis cosci?iodiSCUS, (Ehr.) ilaiine.

Border broad, about the third of the entire diameter, areolate

areoles hexagonal. Middle portion punctate. (PI. 26, fig. 26.)

Ealfs, inPritch.,p. 832, PI. v., fig. 80.—Craspedodiscus pyxidicula^

BrightweU, Q. J. M. S., 1860, p. 95, PL v., fig. 4.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Genus IX. AcTi>-0PTTCHrs, Ehr.

Disk undulate, divided into strongly defined somewhat triangular

compartments, with a distinct polygonal centre, the sides of the
polygon being equal to the number of compartments into which the-

disk is divided.

The valves in this genus appear to consist of two distinct plates,

with a striation somewhat different, hence the species have by some
being unnecessarily multiplied.
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Actinoptyclnis senarius, (Ekr.) Brackish or marine.
Yalve divicled into six compartments, areolate, areolae more or

less hexagonal. In this species the valves vary considerably in size.

Ehr. Mic, T. xxi., fig. 18, a. b. Kiitz. Bac, p. 134, T. i., fig. 21,
T. xxi., fig. 26. The foi-m there described does not differ from that
which the same author has described and figni'ed as Actinocyclus undu-
latns, Bac, p. 132, T. i., fig. 24. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 839, PL ix., fig.

132.—Actinoptychus nndulatus, Rab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 35.

—

Actinocyclus undulatus, "^"m. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 25 ; Plate v., fig.

43. Heib. De Danske Diat., p. 37. Cleve, Om Svenska och Ilforska

Diat., p. 218.

Salt ditch near Wexford. Banno-w, Co. Wexford. Rostrevor,

Co. Down. Stomachs of Pectens, Dalkey. DoUymount. Portmamock,
Co. Dublin. Sea shore, near Ballysodare, Co. SHgo.

Var. denarius, (Ehi-.) ilarine.

Compartments ten in number. Ehr. Mic, T. xviii., fig. 23.

From stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay. ^LiTan Islands,

"Westport Bay, Co. Galway.

Var. duodenarius,. (Ehx.) ^Marine.

Compartments twelve in number. Ehr. ITic, T. xviii. f. 24.

Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 840. Weisse, Bulletin de L'Academic Imp. de
St. Petersboirrg, Tome xii., p. 122, T, i., fig. 8.—Actinocyclus duo-
denarius, Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 86.

From stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay. Arran Islands, Co.

Galway.

Var. sedenarius, (Ehr.) Marine.

Compartments sixteen in number. Ehr. ITic, T. xviii., fig. 26.

"Weisse, Bulletin de L'Academie Imp. de St. Petersbourg, Tome xii.,

p. 122. T. i., fig. 9.—Actinocyclus sedenarius, "\Ym. Sm., B.D.,
Vol. ii., p. 86.

Sea-weeds, Bannow, Co. Y'exford. Arran Islands. From sto-

machs of Ascidians, Ptoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Var. vicenarius, (Ehr.) llarino.

Compartments twenty in number. The only sj)ecuncn of this

variety found by me has marginal teeth obvious on some of the com-
partments, though not noticeable on others, owing perhaps to the

circumstance of the valve not lying quite parallel to the side. These
teeth disappeared altogether when the form was mounted in balsam.

Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 840. Weisse, Bulletin de L'Academie Imp

.

de St. Petersboiu'g, Tome xii., p. 122.

Drehidnamaud, Co. KciTy.

E.I. A. PEOC, SER. II., VOL, II., SCIENCE. 2 M
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Genua X. OiCPHALOPELTA, Ehr.

Yalres as in Actmoptycliiis, but having a marginal spine in each,

compartment.

Omplialopelta areolata, (Ehr.) ITarine.

Valve having six compartments, areolate ; suhmarginal spines small.

Ehr. Mic, T. sxxv., A. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 841, PL viii., fig.

15.—Actinocyclus areolatus, BrightTvcU. Q. J. 11. S., 1860, p. 93, PL
v., fig. 1.

Arran Islands, Co. Gal^ay.

Genus XI. AcTccocxcLrs, Ehr.

"Disk minutely and densely punctated, or cellulose, generally

divided by radiating single or double dotted lines, and having a small

circidar hyaline intramarginal pseudo-nodule." " The disk is not

undulated." Ealfs. To this description may be added, that the

species of this genus usually exhibit a border in -which the strias are

unlike those of the remainder of the disk ; the stride also almost or

altogether reach the centre.

Adinocychis Ralfsii, (AVm. Sm.) llarinc.

Yalve highly in'idesccnt under a low power. Strife radiate, monili-

form
;
puncta nearly of unifonn size throughout, the dividing radii equi-

distant, nearly reaching the centre ; the next lines of puncta consider-

ably shorter than the radii ; the next again still shorter, exhibiting

numerous subulate blank spaces ; border tolerably wdde, minutely
punctate ; submarginal nodule lai'ge, round ; no central nodule, but

the central portion marked by a few scattered puncta ; diameter about
•0042. (PL 27, fig. 1.)

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 835, PL v., fig. 84.—Eupodiscus Ealfsii, "Wm.
Sm., B.D., Yol.ii., p. 86.

Lough Eay, Co. Kerry. Stomachs of Pectens, Dalkey Sound, Co.

Dublin. Stomachs of Ascidians, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Actinocyclus moniliformis, (Ealfs.) Marine.

Strice moniliform, principal rays about twelve in number, running

radiately from centre to border ; intermediate rays becoming gi'adually

shorter and parallel, except near the border, where a few short ones

meet them at an angle. About four puncta, closely approximated in

the centre, present the appearance of a nodule ; border narrow, punc-

tate
;
pseudo-nodule small, margiaal. Diameter about -0034. (PL

27, fig. 2.)
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I have had considerable difficiilty iu identifying this species ; in

some respects it agxees with the description of Eupodiscus sparsus,

Grreg., Q,. J. M. S., 1856, p. 81, PI. i., fig. 47. But as it more nearly

resembles specimens frequently to be met "udth in the Richmond
deposit, u'hich Ealfs seems to hare had in view when he named the
species, I have adopted his specific designation.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 834.

Salt ditch near "VTexford. Sea-weeds, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Actinocyclus crassus, (^m. Sm.) ilarine.

Striae monilifonn
;
principal rays strongly marked when viewed by

a low power; arrangement of puncta somewhat confused; border

narrow, punctate, puncta decussate ; submarginal nodule small ; dia-

meter -0020.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 83.3.—Eupodiscus crassus, 'Wm. Sm., B.D.,
Yol. i., p. 24, PI. iv., fig. 41.

Sea-weeds, Ballybrack. Stomachs of Pectens, Dalkey Sound,
Malahide, Howth, Co. Dublin. Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare.

Actinocyclus fulvui, ("Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Striffi moniliform, close, subradiate ; border broad ; striation indis-

tiact ; submarginal nodule small. Diameter about '0025.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 835.—Eupodiscus fulvus, "Wm. Sm., B.D.,
Yol. i., p. 24, PL iv., fig. 40.

Stomachs of Pectens, Dalkey Sound, Co. DubKn. Stomachs of

Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co Galway.

Genus XII. Eupodiscus, Ehr.

Yalyes having horn-like processes springing from the surface.

JEtipodisciis argics, (Ehr.) Marine.

Disk large, areolate ; areoles irregular, somewhat angular, radiately

disposed
;
processes three or four, submarginal. Diameter from -0065

to -0120. (PL 27, fig. 3.)

Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 24, PL iv., fig. 39. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 843, Pis. vi., fig: 2, and xi:, figs; 41, 42: Heiberg, De Danske
Diat., p: 37: Eab. EL Eui\, sect, i., p. 319.—Tripodiscus argus,

Kiitz. Bac, p. 136, T. i., fig. 6.

Dublin Bay.

2 M2
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Genus XIII. Aijliscus, Elir.

Surface of the valve undulate, fumislied with two large processes;

striae plumose, arranged in form of a quatrefoil.

AuUscus sculptiis, ("Wm. Sm.) Marine.

StrijB linear. (PL 27, fig. 4.

)

EaKs, in Pritch., p. 845, PL vi., fig. 3. Greville, Q.J.M.-S.,

1863, p. 43, PL ii., figs. 1-3. Heiherg, De Danske Diat., p. 37.

Cleve, Om Svenska och Xorska Diat., p. 218.—Eupodiscus sculptus,

"Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 25, PL iv., fig. 42.—Aulacodiscus sculp-

tus, Brightwell, Q. J.M. S., 1860, p. 94, PL v., fig. 3.

IkTalahide. Piles of wooden bridge, Dollymount, Co. Dublin. Hirer
Slaney, at Killui-in, Co. Wexford. Sea-weeds, near town of Wicklow.
"Westport, Co. Galway.

Genus XIY. 0D0>'T0Discrs, Ehr.

Disk furnished with marginal teeth.

In this genus I have united Ehi-enberg's two genera, Odontodiscus

and Systephania, deeming the distinction between them not of suffi-

cient importance to justify their separation. The distinction, as ex-

pressed by Ralfs, is simply this, that in Odontodiscus "the dots arc

radiate, not parallel, as in Systephania."

Odontodiscus excentricus, (Ehr.) Harine,

Disk varying in size from "0008 to '0025
; areolate ; areoles round,^

arranged in curved excentric lines; teeth numerous, short. (PL 27,

fig. 5.)

Ehr. Mic, T. xxxv., A. 18; fig. 11. RaUs, in Pritch., p. 832.

PL v., fig. 90.—Coscinodiscus excentricus, Kiitz. Bac, p. 131, T. i.,

fig. 9, in which the teeth are not figured or described, "Wm. Sm.,

B. D., Vol. i., p. 23, PL iii., fig. 38.—Eupodiscus excentricus, O'M.,

a. J. M. S., 1867, p. 249, PL viL, fig. 2.

Sea-weeds, Bannow. Salt ditch near "Wexford. Piles of wooden
bridge, Dollymount, Malahide, Stomachs of Pectens, Dalkey, from
Corallines, Howth, Sea-weeds, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Sea-weeds,
"Kilkee, Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Stomachs of Ascidians,

Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Odontodiscus ayiglicus, (Donkin.) Marine.
Disk about '0016 in diameter ; teeth large and prominent, occupy-

ing a tolerably broad unstriate margin ; stiife minutely punctate, decus-
sately arranged, (PL 27, fig. 6),
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Systephania anglica, Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1861, p. 12, PI. i.,

fig. 14.

Stomaclis of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway. '

Odontodisciis hilernicus. !N". S. Marine.
Disk about "0018 in diameter; areolate ; areoles round, decussately

arranged, reaching the circumference ; teeth more numerous than in

former species, and shorter. (PI. 27, fig. 7.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

A. Frustides symmetrical. Valves not circular.

Family II. BIDDIJLPHIE^, Kiitz.

Yalves lanceolate, in some cases nearly orbicular, furnished with
distinct processes and spines ; connecting zone largely developed in

full-grown specimens. In such species as have been seen in a living

state the frustules are united in filaments.

This group, established by Kiitzing without any very distinct defini-

tion, embraced the following genera, Isthmia, Odontella, Biddulphia, and
Zygoceros. Ealfs, in Pritchard, adopts the same system of grouping,

adding to those above named two other genera, Hemiaulus, and Hy-
drosera, but gives more distinct characteristics than the former author.

His diagnosis rests mainly on the convexity of the frustules, in con-

sequence of which the lateral valves " enter largely into the front

\'iew," and on the development of processes on the valves. Grunow
adopts the group with no more distinct definition than the following.

"Side view longish, or having three, four, or more angles," and in-

cludes in it four genera, namely, Isthmia, Biddulphia, Amphitetras,and
Triceratium. Heiberg marks the group by the fact of the processes

springing from the valve obliquely outwards, and places under it the

genera Cerataulus, Biddulphia, Triceratium, Amphitetras'; and in a

sub-group named Biddulphiese cuneatse, the genus Eucampia also.

Immediately connected with the Biddulphiese, this Danish author

places another group, the Hemiaulidae, mainly distinguished from the

former by this one feature, that the processes, instead of springing

from the valve obliquely, are placed at right angles with the plane of

the base.

The genus Isthmia which Klitzing, Ealfs, and Grunow include in

the Biddulphiese, differs considerably in these respects, that the frus-

tules on the front view are not symmetrical, and the valves are not

furnished with processes, the structure which Ealfs regarded as such
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being only a mucous cushion or stipes, and on these grounds the genus

Isthmia ought to be excluded. In the case of Hydrosera ("Wallich),

the fi'ustules are not symmetrical, processes occuiTing on the one ralre,

and not on the opposite one. 'W'allich's description is "on one side

only, with a remarkable series of aperture-like appendages." "Wallich

on Triceratium, Q. J. IT. S., July, 1858, p. 251. Por which, reason I

consider the genus Hydi'osera is not properly comprehended in the

group. The species marked by an angular outline of the valves as

Triceratium, Amphitetras, &c., however closely related to the Biddul-

phieae, seem however to possess such distinctive peculiarities of struc-

tui'e as to justify theii" being placed in a separate group ; and if any
fonns of the genus Hemiaulus had occuiTed in Irish localities, I would
have been disposed to include them with the Biddulphiese as Eaben-
horst has done in his Flora Europea Algarum.

Various' generic nauies have fi'om time to time been introduced by
diiferent writers to designate the forms of this group, in consequence
of which much confusion has arisen, to obviate which a few remarks
are here necessary.

The generic name Biddulphia was first adopted by Gray, and
along with Biddulphia pulchella embraced some heterogeneous forms,

which latter were afterwards removed to their proper places. Agardli
then established the genus Odontella to receive the single species now
known as Biddulphia aurita ; Ehr'enberg ha'^T.ng applied the name
Odontella to a species of Desmid, as Boper informs us, Q. J. IM. S.,

Oct., 1858, p. 3, substituted for it the designation Denticella, which
was thus equivalent to Agardb's Odontella. The forms included in

these genera, Biddulphia and Denticella, were filamentous ; and
Ehrenberg having found kindred fonns which, without sufficient

esamination, he considered to be simple, adopted the genera Zygoceros
and Cerataulus, the foiTaer for those free fonns, as he thought them
allied to Biddulphia, the latter to Denticella. Some of these genera
have been retained by succeeding writers, but Smith in his Synopsis

has, as I think, wisely dispensed with these superfluous subdivisions,

and included the forms contained in them under the one generic

name.
Babenhorst, in his Elora Eui'opea Algarum, places the Biddulphiefe

in close connexionwith the septate fonns, supposing, as I imagine, that

the costas on the valves of Bid. pulchella and other species with un-
dulate sui^Eaces are septa. On this subject the observations of Smith
are worthy of notice :

" The existence of septa inB. pulchella is by
no means to be admitted, though the costse may occasionally project

into the interior of the cells." B. D., Tol. ii., p. 49.

Genus I. BiDDrxrniA, Gray.

Processes projecting outwards at a more or less acute angle fi-om

the plane of the base.
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(a.) Surfaces of the valves not undulate.

Biddulpliia radiata, ("Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Valve nearly circnlar ; cellules distinct, roundish, radiate, larger

at the margin than to-^ards the centre, where they are small and more
distant

;
processes two, large, alternating with two others smaller and

spine-like.

It is with some difficulty that I have come to the conclusion that

this form is identical with that described hy "Wm. Smith, first as

Eupodiscus radiatus, B.D., Yol. i., p. 24, PL xxx., fig. 255 ; and sub-

sequently as Biddulphia radiata, Yol. ii., p. 48, PI. Ixii., fig. 255,

!N^either as regards the outline of the valve, nor its areolation, can this

form be regarded as obviously the same as that described in Smith's

^figure, which is perfectly orbicular, whereas in the present case the

outline, thoxigh nearly circular, presents four distinct angles, the pro-

cesses being placed at opposite ends of one diagonal line, the spines

occupying the corresponding position on the other. Roper, Q.J. M.S.,
Oct., 1858, p. 19, PI. ii., fig. 29, and Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 847,

afiirm the orbicular outline of the valve ; but Smith, who was sub-

sequently convinced that the form was wrongly placed in the genus
Eupodiscus, and that its proper position was in Biddulphia, uses such
language as to imply that the outline is not perfectly circular. Mark-
ing the distinctive peculiarities of Eupodiscus and Biddulphia, he
says, the frustules of the former diifer from those of the latter, "by
the orbicular outline of their valves." B. D., Yol. ii., p. 48. The
present form diUers from Smith's figure not only in the outline, but
in the character and arrangement of the cellules. In the latter, the

-cellules are minute, close, and not radiately disposed, and on this point

Ralfs alleges, "the cellules are not radiant," Pritch., p. 847. The
specific name given to the species by Smith is, however, suggestive

of the thought that the figure is at fault in this respect. Roper's
figure of the species exhibits the cellules as small and radiately

arranged, but in his description he represents them just as they are in

the form under consideration, "as distinctly reticulated, with small

but rather irregular hexagons."
Cerataulus Smithii, Ralfs, in Pritchard, p. 847. Cleve, Om

Svenska och liorska Diat., p. 218. Rab. El. Eui'., sect, i., p. 313.

Salt marsh near Ballysodare, Co. Sligo.

Biddulphia turgida, (Ehr.) Marine.
Connecting zone transverse ; valves nearly orbicular, having two

large truncate processes, and two alternate spines both situated diago-

nally; a circlet of small marginal spines sometimes present, and
numerous minute spines scattered irregularly over the sui'face ; stria-

tion minutely punctate, the puncta arranged in close wavy lines.

This, as well as the former species, are by Ralfs, Heiberg, Raben-
horst, and Cleve, placed in a distinct genus named Cerataulus, the
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distinctive cliaracteristic being the fact that the processes and spines^

are diagonally situated on the valve.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 50, PI. Ixii., fig. 384. Eoper, Q. J.
M. S., Oct., 1858, p. 17, PI. ii., fig. 23. Ealfs, in Pritch, p. 846, PI.

vi., fig. 8. Heiberg, DeDanske Diat, p. 39. Eab. PI. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 313.

Salt marsh, Ballysodare, Co. Sligo. Sea-weeds, llalahide, Co. Dub-
lin.

Biddulphia aurita, (Lyngbye.) Marine.

Valves elliptical lanceolate, with the processes at the extremities

of the longitudinal axis
;

processes large at the base, rounded off

towards the fine extremity ; the elevated centre of the valves bearing-

thi'ce fine and long spines ; striation punctate, fine
;
puncta observed

from front view, parallel ; connecting zone finely punctate. (PI. 21 ^

fig. 8ff).

Smith and Eoper attribute this species to De Brebisson ; but with
Ealfs, Heiberg, and Eabenhorst, I consider it should be ascribed to

Lyngbye, who first described it as Diatoma auritum.

Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 49, PL xlv., fig. 319. Eoper, Q.J.
M. S., Oct., 1858, p. 10, PI. i., fig. 3. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 849. Hei-
berg, De Danske Diat., p. 41. Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 311. Cleve,

Om Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 218.—Denticella aurita, Ehr. Mic,
T. XXXV., A 23, fig. 7.—Odontella aurita, Kiitz. Bac, p. 137, T. xxix.,

fig. 88.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway. Sea-weeds,

Ballybrack, Malahide, Dollymount, Howth, Co. Dublin. Eostrevor,^

Co. Down. Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Laytown, Co. Meath. Bally-

sodai'e, Co. Sligo. Dundalk, Co. Louth.

Biddulphia rhomlus, (Ehr.) Marine.

Yalves orbicular-lanceolate
;
processes at the extremity of the longi-

tudinal axis ; spines marginal ; central elevation slight ; striation finely

punctate, seen on front view, parallel ; connecting zone finely punc-

tate.

Ehrenberg described this form as Zygoccros rhombus; to him, there-

fore, should it be ascribed, and not to "NYm. Smith, as some authors have
done.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 49, PL Ixi., fig. 320. Eoper, Q. J. M. S.,

Oct., 1858, p. 11, PL i., fig. 4. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 40. Eab.,

El. Eur., sect. 1, p. 311. Cleve, Om Svenska och I^orska Diat.,

p. 218.—Zygoccros rhombus, Ehr., Berl. Acad., 1839, p. 156. Kiitz.

Bac, p. 138. T. xviii., fig. 9. Ealfs, in Pritch, p. 850.

Malahide, Baldoyle, Ballybrack, Dollymount, Co. Dublin.
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Biddulphia laileyii, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.
Frustules, on front view, receding at the sides in a gentle slope ; end

surfaces nearly flat, with two slight elevations on which the spines are

situated
;
processes long, and. narrow towards the extremity, slightly

curving inwards ; striation very obscure
;
punctate

;
puncta parallel.

On side view valves broadly elliptical
;
processes at extremities of the

longitudinal axis ; spines two, situated a little to the right and left

of same, about one-third of the entire length from extremities ; striae

very fine ; lines of puncta appearing to cross each other, except upon
a vacant, sigmoid, narrow space in the middle. (PI. 27, fig. 8.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 50, Pis. xlv. and Ixii., fig. 322. Eab.
Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 311. Eoper, Q. J.M. S., Oct., 1858, p. 12,

PI. i., figs. 5-9.—Zygoceros mobiliensis, EaLfs, in Pritch, p. 850,.

PL vi., fig. 11.

Salt ditch near "Wexford. Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Dundalk^
Co. Louth. Salt marsh, Drehidnamaud, Co. Kerry.

(b.) Surfaces of the valves undulate.

Biddulphia pulchella, (Gray.) Marine.
On front view the sides incline inwards towards the processes ; the

valves divided into compartments, from three to seven in number, the
central being the largest and most elevated, from which, in perfect

specimens, two or three spines are projected ; compartments separated

by what appear strong costae
;
processes short, rounded at extremities

;

striation areolate ; areoles roundish, and nearly parallel ; connecting

zone striate. On side view the valve is broadly elliptical ; areolea

ranged round the central point. (PL 27, fig. 9.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., VoL iL, p. 48, Pis. xliv., xlv., xlvL, fig. 321.

Eoper, Q. J. M. S., Oct., 1858, p. 7. Ealfs, in Pritch, p. 848, PL ii.,

figs. 46-50.—Biddulphia trilocularis ; B. quinquelocularis ; B. septem-

locularis, Kiitz. Bac, p. 138, T. xxix., fig. 89, T. xix., fig. 1, T. xix.,

fig. 2.—Diatoma Biddulphianum, Agardh, Syst.Alg., p. 5.—Denticella

Biddulphia, Ehr., Berl. Trans., 1843.

Malahide, Ireland's Eye, Baldoyle, Co. Dublin. Sea-weeds,

Giants' Causeway, Co. Antrim. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone
Bay, Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Familt III. TEICEEATIE^.

Valves on side view presenting three or more angles, with a pro-

cess springing from each angle.

This group includes the genera Amphitetras, Triceratium and Trina-

cria, which, in consequence of their obvious resemblance, are placed
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here, altliougli differently arranged by otlier antliors. liVni. Smith,

recognising the affinity between Biddnlphia and Ampliitetras, placed

them close together, bnt assigned to Triceratium a widely different

position in his system of arrangement. Kiitzing distributes the in-

cluded genera in two distinct groups—the Anguliferfe and Angulatge,

between which he interposed the Biddulphieas and Tripodiscus argus
= Eupodiscus argus. The Anguliferte, he says, "are easily distin-

guished by means of their angular side view ;
" but of the Angulatfe,

which embraces only the single genus Triceratium, he gives no other

diagnosis than that contained in the description of that genus, "indi-

viduals free, with the bivalve lorica triangular, not concatenated,"

Ealfs omits TiTaacria, a genus established by Heiberg subsequently to

the publication of the '' History of the Infusoria," and along with the

other genera placed in the present group includes Euodia, and Hemi-
discus. Of Hemidiseus I have never seen a specimen, and, therefore,

can express no opinion regarding it ; but as to Euodia, from the cuneate

•outline of its transverse section, it plainly should be excluded from this

group, with which it has little, if any, affinity. Ralfs indicates two
features by which the fonns in this group may be distinguished from
the Bidclulphieae :

" The angles on the fi'ont view are usually less

elongated, and the intervening margin less lobed." Of these charac-

ters the latter can scarcely be sustained in all cases ; and as to the

former, if Trinacria, in which the processes at the angles are veiy
long, is to be admitted here, this, too, must be regarded as by no
means a satisfactory diagnosis. Grunow docs not refer to Trinacria,

for the same reason as Ralfs, but includes the other forms of this group
under the Biddulphieae, which he thus defines :

'
' Yalves on side view

longish, or three, foui', or more angled," no reference being made to the

processes springing from the angles which constitute so remarkable a

feature of these forms. According to this author, the characteristic

distinction between Amphitetras and Triceratium is the possession of

four angles by the former, while the latter has but three. The fact

that specimens of the former occur with five angles, and of the latter

with four or more angles, evinces how untenable is this distinction as a

generic diagnosis.

Heiberg includes Amphitetras and Triceratium in the Biddulphieas,

and his genus Trinacria in another group, namely, the Hemiaulidas
;

the main distinction of which rests on the form and position of the

processes, which are triangular, and spring at right angles fi'om the

basal plane of the valve. But these clifferences, though sufficient to

establish generic distinction, seem scarcely to justify the establishment

of a distinct group to receive the forms. It will thus appear that, in

consequence of the projection of the processes fi'om the angles of the

valves, the relationship of this group to the Biddulphiece is recogiiised

by most authors : but no more satisfactory distinction between Am-
phitetras and Triceratium has been suggested than that in the former
the frustules are concatenate, and in the other fi'ee. This distinction

I adopt, not because I consider the supposed fact on wliich it rests in
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all cases substantiated by obseryation, but because it seems the most
satisfactory. And not being in a position either to sustain or refute

the assiimption, I consider the proper course is to leave them as they
stand.

Genus I. Amphiteteas, Ehr.

Prustules concatenate ; cubical
;
processes springing from each angle

of the valve short.

Amphifetras antediluviana, (Ehr.) Marine.

Striation areolate ; connecting zone more finely areolate than the

valve. On side view, margins deeply concave ; areoles radiate and con-

centric. (PI. 27, fig. 10.)

Kutz. Bac, p. 135, T. xix. fig. 3 ; T. xxix. fig. 86. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 858. Heiberg, De Dauske Diat., p. 42. Eab. El. Eur.,

sect. 1, p. 318.—Amphitetras antediluviana, /3. W. Sm., B. D.,Yol. ii.

p. 47, PI. Ixiv., fig. 318 a'".

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Arran Islands, Co.

Galway.

Variety a.—On side view, sides parallel.—Amphitetras antediluvi-

ana, Wm. S., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 47, PI. xliv., fig. 318. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 858, PL xi., figs. 21 and 22.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay. Arran Islands, Co. Gal-

way. Italahide. Dublin Bay. Howth, Co. Dublin. Bundoran, Co.

Donegal.

Variety h.—With five angles.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Genus II. Thiceeatium, Ehr.

Erustules simple ; normally triangular orC side view
;
processes

short, roundish, springing outwards, at an acute angle to the basal

plane,

Triceratimn faius, (Ehr.) Marine.
Striation areolate; areoles hexagonal, large; sides straight or slightly

convex.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 139, T. xvii., fig. 11. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i.,

p. 26, PI. v., fig. 44 ; Supp. PL xxx., fig. 44. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 855.
PL xi., fig. 43. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 41. Eab. El. Eur.,
sect. 1, p. 315.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galwny.
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Triceratium aUernans, (Bailey.) Marine.
Sides nearly straight ; striation areolate ; areoles small, roundish. -

radiating towards the three angles ; bases of the processes marked by
what seem well defined costse. (PI. 27, fig. 11.)

Bailey, Mic. Observations made in Sth. Carolina, Smithsonian Con-
tributions, Yol. ii., p. 40. Brightwell, Q. J. M. S., Yol. i., p. 251,
PL Yi., fig. 19. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 26, PI. v., fig. 45. Supp.
PL XXX., fig. 45. EaKs, in Pritch., p. 854, PL yi., fig. 21. Eab.
PL Eur. sect. 1, p. 316.

Mud of Eiver Liffey, Co. Dublin.

Triceratium amblyoceros, (Ehr.) Marine.

Sides convex ; angles broadly rounded off ; cellules radiate, distant,

roundish ; more deeply shaded at the borders. (PL 27, fig. 12.)

Ehr. Mic, T. xviii., fig. 51. Brightwell. Q. J. M. S., Yol. i..

p. 250, PL iv., fig. 14. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 857.

Stomachs of Poolbeg oysters. Dublin Bay.

Triceratium exigimm, ("Wm. Sm.) Presh water.

Yalve very minute ; areoles minute ; angles elongated ; sides ih-

flexed. (PL 27, fig. 13.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 87. BrightweU, Q. J. M. S., 1856,

p. 274, PL xvii., fig. 1. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 857, PL vL, fig. 16.

Eiver Lrffey, Co. Dublin.

Genus III. Tees'aceia, Heiberg.

Prustules nonnally triangular
;
processes springing from the sur-

face at a right angle, and surmounted by two curved spines ; transverse

section of the processes triangular.

Trinacria regina, (Heiberg.) Marine.

As but one specimen of this species has been met with by me, and
that mounted in balsam, instead of giving my own diagnosis I
consider it better to transcribe the exhaustive description of Heiberg.

'' Outline of the basal-surface triangular, with an extended de-

pression towards the centre and the short pointed angles. The out-

line of the side view less than that of the basal-surface, its sides

bulged in the middle, and evenly depressed on both sides of the same.

The side-surface separated from the fi'ont surface by a thick projecting

border. The end-processes of varying height, with a prominent keel

on the outer margin ; spines slightly crescentic. The portion of the

side-surface lying between the processes at the angles forms a gently

elevated ridge, which again has a slight depression towards the middle
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point. The striation of tlie Talves formed of moderately scattered

granules, arranged in curved radiating lines, slight or absent ; ahout the

middle point, more robust, and consisting of angular granules arranged

in three or four longitudinal lines, and in shoi-t transverse lines diverg-

ing towards the suture, or that portion of the side-surface of the valve

which Kes between each pair of end-processes. Granules about 22 in
0.05""" along the suture ; striation of the connecting-zone unknown

;

length of the side of the basal surface = O-OSS"""" - 0-175""."

This beautiful form I considered to be an undescribed species of

Triccratium, until I saw Heiberg's figure of Trinacria regina, when I

^t once recognised its identity. (PI. 27, fig. 14).

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 50, T. iii., fig. 7.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.
In reference to the locality of this form, Heiberg says:—"It

occurs abundantly in the brown Moleer from Fuur, in which it is one
of the most common forms. In the white Moleer I have found only

a few single specimens." It is then a matter of interest to discover

it on our own coasts.

Fa^^iixt IY. ISTHMIE^, Agardh.

.

Frustules trapezoidal on front view, on the side view broadly
-elliptical, without processes ; one valve having the extreme corner

produced, at the end of which is secreted the mucous cushion by which
frustule is united to fnistule, so as to form an irregularly branched
filament.

In a classification founded on the symmetrical or unsymmetrical
shape of the frustule, this family should in strictness be assigned to a

diflterent position ; but I place it here not only in deference to the

views of all authors known to me, but because in point of fact

it presents considerable analogy to the Biddulphiea?, and without
violence could not be suitably placed at a distance from that

.group.

Genus I. IsiHiriA, Agardh.

Characters of the Genus those of the Pamily.

Isthnia nervosa, (Kiitz.) Marine.

Striation of valves areolate ; areoles large, close, somewhat hexa-
gonal, with numerous strong anastomosing costae springing from the
margin, and disappearing towards the middle of the valve ; connecting
membrane areolate, areoles much smaller than those on the valve

(PL 27, fig. 15.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 137, T. xix., fig. 5. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii.,
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p. 52, PL xlvii. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 581. Putb. PI. Eiix., sect. 1,

p. 309.

This and the following species have been described by different

authors under different generic and specific names, e. g., Isthmia obli-

qnata, Ag. ; Diatoma obliquatum, Lyng. ; Isthmia obliqnata tenuior,

Ag. ; Conferva obliqnata, Engl. Bot., tab. 1869 ; bnt as it is not

certain in all cases which of the two species was intended, it secms-

better not to attempt further identification.

Collected in great abundance by Dr. D. Moore on Polysiphonia in

Camlough Bay, Co. Antrim ; and found by me in almost every marine
gathering from that place northwards, but not at all in the same pro-

fusion. Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Isthmia enervis, (Ehr.) Utlarine.

Striation of valves areolate, areoles quadrangular; without costa3
j.

areoles on connecting membrane much smaller, and roundish.

The frustules are generally slighter than in the former species^

but the distinctive characters are, first, the absence of the co stse, and.

secondly, the want of a distinct border on the valve in side view, so

conspicuous in Isthmia nervosa.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 137, T. six., fig. 4. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii.^

p. 52, PL xlviii. EaKs, in Pritch., p. 851, PL x., fig. 183. Eab.
PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 309.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Poundstone Bay. Arran Islands, Co..

Galway. Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Eamilt Y. PEAGILAEIE^, Kiitz.

Prustules in front view rectangular, without median line, central

nodule, or internal diaphragms. The fi'ustules are usually attached

by a stipes, or united together in parallel or zig-zag filaments.

The group thus limited embraces the following genera :—Pragi-

laria, Denticula, Odontidium, Plagiogramma, Dimeregramma, Diatoma,
Synedra, Eaphoneis, and is tolerably well defined by the common
characteristics above specified. In the case of Eaphoneis indeed it is

doubtful whether the frustules are free or stipitate. I have never seen

them in a growing state, but in other respects they exhibit the com-
mon character of the Pragilarieae.

The above genera have been distributed by different authors-

very differently fi'om theii' present arrangement. Kiitzing grouped
such of the above genera as were known to him under the Pragilariese,

with the exception of Synedra, which he and others have unaccount-
ably, as it appears to me, placed under the Surirellese. "William

Smith, who attaches great importance to what others have regarded as.
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a subordinate feature—namely, the attachment of the frustules in fila-

ments—has accordingly placed together such of the ahoye-mentioned

genera as seem to have been known to him, with the exception of

Synedra, which he has ranged immediately after Pleurosigma. The
position thus assigned to Synedra may possibly be owing to his sup-

posing that the median, longitudinal, narrow, unstriated space, and
the unstriated central space, which some of the forms present, are

analogous to_ the median line and central nodule of the I^aviculaceae.

Grunow has adopted a group, which he has named Diatomeae, dis-

tributed into two sub-groups, distinguished by the absence of dia-

phragms in the one, and the presence of this structure in the other.

The former very nearly corresponds with Fragilarieas as here defined.

The genera which Grunow includes in the first sub-group of Diatomeae
are Odontidium, Diatoma, Plagiogramma, Fragilaria, Dimeregramma,
his new genus Cymatosira, Grammonema, Eaphoneis, Doryphora,
Synedra, Asterionella, and Desmogonium. Of these, Grammonema is

considered by Ealfs, Kiitzing, Ehrenberg, and Meneghini, as not
diatomaceous. If, however, it belong to the Diatomacese, as I
think it does, its proper position is with the Pragilariese. Dory-
phora, Grunow describes as a stipitate Eaphoneis, while in reality it is

a stipitate jS'avicula, and should therefore be ranked with the
!N"aviculacece. Asterionella should be excluded from this group,

in consequence of its unsymmetrical outline, both on the front

and side views ; while the general characters of Desmogonium are

those of the Eragilariea?. Ealfs adopts Fragilariefe as the designation

of a group in which he includes Denticula, Plagiogramma, Odon-
tidium, Eragilaria, Grammonema, Diatoma, all of which are placed by
me in the present group ; but he adds also the following very hetero-

geneous genera:—Asterionella, jSTitzschia, Ceratoneis, and Amphi-
pleura ; while Synedra, Desmogonium, Dimeregramma, Staurosira,

Eaphoneis, under which he includes Doryphora, are ranged under
the Surirellese. These latter genera seem to have little in common with
the Surirellese, while, with the exception of Doiyphora, already referred

to, they exhibit the general features of the Eragilarieae ; Asterionella,

Nitzschia, and Ceratoneis, which is unnecessarily separated from
Nitzschia, on account of having unsymmetrical fi'ustules, are incon-

gruously forced into this group ; and Amphipleura, by its conspicuous

median line, is more analogous to the jS^aviculaceas. Lastly, Heiberg
adopts Kvitzing's group of Fragilarieoe, wliich he divides into two
sub-groups—Eragilarieoe genuinse, and Eragilariea3 cuneatae. The
former, so far as it extends, corresponds with the present group,

while the genera contained in the latter, Meridion and Asterionella,

seem so incongruous that they should be placed in a widely diffe-

rent position.

Genus I. Feagilaria, Lyngb.

Frustules on front view more or less perfectly CLuadrangiilar,
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united in filaments, in vhicli they are parallel ; connecting zone usually

Tery narro-w ; striae on the side view very fine, usually persistent, and
appearing on the front vie"vr, wliere they form a narrow margin.

Fragilaria capucina, (Desmazieres.) Freshwater.
Frustules flat, so that the band of striee appealing on the front

view is very narrow. On side view the valves are narrow, linear,

with either acute or slightly rounded apices ; strise very fine, per-

sistent.

This species includes Fragilaria acuta, which is scarcely distin-

guishable from it.

Kutz. Bac, p. 45, T. xvi., fig. 3. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 33 ; T. i.,

fig. 2. Vm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii, p. 22, PI. sxxv., fig. 296. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 776. Granow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Pot. Gesel., Band
xii., 1862, p. 372. Castracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nella Yal.

Intrasca, p. 15.

This species is of almost universal occurrence.

Fragilaria virescens, (Ealfs.) Fresh water.

Frustules more arched than in the preceding species, and the

marginal line of striae, as seen on the front view, therefore wider.

On side view linear, or slightly elliptical ; narrowed at the ends, but
not constricted ; striae fine, persistent.

Ealfs, A. :N'. H., Yol. xii., PL ii., fig. 6. Kiitz. Bac, p. 46, T. xvi,,

fig. 4. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 33, T. i., fig. 1. ^m. Sm. B. D., Yol. ii,

p. 22, PL XXXV., fig. 297. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 777. Grunow, Yerhand
•der K. X. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 373, T. iv., fig. 15.

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 60. Castracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte

nella Yal. Intrasca, p. 15. Cleve, Om Svenska och Xorska Diat..

p. 219.

Friarstown, Piperstown, Killikee, Co. Dublin. Glenchrce, Greenane,

Co. Wicklow. Feighcullen, Co. Eildare. (^Moanaxone, Co. Cork; Wm.
Sm.)

Fragilaria cequaiis, (Heiberg.) Fresh or Brackish water.

Frustules considerably longer than in the last species ; on side view
linear ; ends attenuated and rounded ; striae fine, persistent. Heiberg's
figure represents the striae as intennipted by a naiTOw median space,

but in the forms that came under my inspection the striae, although at

first they seemed inten-upted, as described by Heiberg, on closer ex-
amination were obviously persistent.

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 61, T. iv., fig. 12. Cleve, Om
Svenska och Xorska Diat., p. 219.

Oyster beds, Malahidc, Co. Dublin.
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Fragilaria maxima, jS". S. Fresh Tvater.

Prustules very large ; on side view, considerably expanded in the

middle, and gradually tapering towards the rounded ends ; striae fine,

persistent. (PL 27, fig. 16.)

Aghold, Co. Wicklow.

Fragilaria crotonensis, (Eatton.) Presh vrater.

Frustules long ; margins on front view slightly waved ; on the side

"^iew narrow ; very slightly expanded in the middle, and gently attenu-

ated towards the slightly capitate ends ; striae fine, persistent.

This species seems widely diffused, having been found by me in

gatherings made by Mr. Mozeley, of H.At.S. Challenger, at Kerguelin's

Land.

Pond, [N'ewcastle Lyons, Co. Dublin. Hill-pond, Greenane, near
Eathdrum, Co. Wicklow. Lough Derg, Co. Galway. Bundoran, Co.

Donegal.

Fragilaria tenuicollis, (Heib.) Eresh water.

Fnistules small ; on front view slightly attenuated at the ends ; on
side view narrow, considerably expanded in the middle, and gently

attenuated towards the capitate, rounded ends ; striae fine, persistent.

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 62, T. v., fig. 13.

Mill-pond, Greenane, near Eathdrum, Co. "^icklow. Malahide, Co.

Dublin.

Fragilaria striatula, (Lyngb.) Marine.
Prustules short ; on side view linear, rounded at the ends ; striae

extremely fine, persistent.

Lyngbye, Tent.Hydr. Dan., p. 183, T. Ixiii. Wm. Sm.,B.D., Yol.ii.,

p. 23. Clave, Om Svenska och IS'orska Diat., p. 219.—Fragilaria aurea,

Grev. Erit. Flora, p. 403. Harvey's Manual, p. 197.—Grammonema
jurgensii, Agardh, Consp., p. 63. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 778, PL xv.,

figs. 24, 25. Eab., PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 124.—Grammatonema stratulum,

Xiitz. Sp. Alg., p. 187.

Salt ditch, Arklow, Co. "^'"icklow. Eallybrack, Monkstown,
"Kingstown, Co. Dublin. Lame, Eathlin Island, Co. Antrim.

Fragilaria construetis, (Ehr.) Eresh water.

Erustules short ; on side view greatly expanded ; ends short and
attenuated ; striae fine, persistent.

Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862,

p. 371. Eab., El. Eur., sect. 1, p. 120.—Staurosira construens, Ehr.

Mic, T. iii. 3, fig. 8 ; T. iii. 1, fig. 15 ; T. xxxix. 2, fig. 10. Ealfs,

in Pritch., p. 791. PI. xv., fig. 5.—Odontidium tabellaria, Wm. Sm.,

11. 1, A. PKOC, PEU. II., VOL. II., SCIP-XCE. 2 N
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B. D., Yol. ii., p. 17. PI. xxxiv., fig. 291 a., and Pragilaria undata,

Supp. PL Ix., fig. 377 a.

Piperstown, Killikee, Co, Dublin. Yerner's Bridge, Co. Armagh,
Ploat bog, Co. Westmeath.

"Wm. Smith, has described a form as Odontidium parasiticum, some-

times expanded in the middle, sometimes constricted, B. D., Yol, ii.,

p. 19, Supp. PI. Ix., fig. 375. The separate valves of the latter would
seem to be a variety of the following species, those of the former to

belong to the present ; the habit of growth, however, is much more
that of Synedra than of Pragilaria, Some few specimens have occa-

sionally come under my notice, parasitic on Mtzschia sigmoidea, and in

no way differing from the representation in Smith's figure. So seldom,

however, did they occur, and in such small quantity, I never could

make any satisfactory examination of them, and therefore refer to

the subject here in deference to the opinions of the best authors, who
have placed them in the genus Fragilaria—not because I agree with
them in considering such is their proper place, but because I consider

it inexpedient to make any change until an opportunity for more
thorough examination shall have been afforded.

The forms have occurred in gatherings from Bohemabreena and
KiUikee, Co. DubHn,

Fragilaria undata, ("Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.
Yalves broad on side view ; constricted in the middle ; ends attenu-

ated ; striae strong, persistent.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 24, Supp. PI. Ix., fig. 377.—Odonti-
dium tabellaria, Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 17; PI. xxxiv., fig. 291 a.—
Pragilaria constricta in part, Ealfs, in Pritch., p, 777.—Pragilaria

virescens var. undata, Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gresel.,

Band xii., 1862, p. 374. Grunow regards this form as likely identical

with Fragilaria constricta, Ehr. Mic, T. xvi., 2, figs. 34, 35 ; as also

with P. binodis, Ehr. Mic, T. vi. 1, fig. 43; but as there is some
doubt on this point, and as some of the figures of the forms so named
appear to be incorrectly attributed to this species, it is better to refer

the species to Wm. Smith, whose figure admits of no doubt,

Bohemabreena, Killikee, Co. Dublin.

Fragilaria mesolepta, (Rab.) Presh or brackish water.
Prustules on front view regularly quadi'angular ; on side view narrow,

constricted at the middle, and more slightly constricted towards the
apices, which are narrowed, produced, and sub-capitate ; striae fine,

persistent.

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 61, T. iv., fig. 11.—Pragilaria capu-
<;ina var. mesolepta, Rab., El. Eur., sect. 1, p. 118.

Rock pool on sea-shore, Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim. IMalahide
;

IBasin, Ringsend, Co. Dublin.
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Genus II. Dentictjla, Kiitz.

Frustules uiiited in parallel filaments ; on front yie-w regularly quad-
rangular, on side view narrow, elliptical, costate, costse not peiTious.

Ktitzing's distinction between this genus and Odontidiuni is not

very obvious. Smith, entertains considerable doubt as to the propriety

of separating them, but distinguishes them by the relative length of

the filaments. Those whose frustules form short filaments, he attri-

butes to Denticula, while those forming filaments of considerable

length constitute the genus Odontidium, Ealfs retains the two genera,

interposing that of Plagiogramma between them, and remarks that, in

the valves of Denticula, fine striae are interposed between the costae,

this peculiarity not being noticeable in the valves of the several species

of Odontidium. Eabenhorst also retains the two genera, and inter-

poses the genus Gomphogramma between them, his distinguishing

character being the same as that on which Smith relies. Grunow
relegates the genus Denticula to the group Mtzschiese, separating

from it Denticula obtusa, Kvitz., which he includes under rragilariese

;

while Heiberg, who appears to be followed by Cleve, drops both
genera, referring Odontidium parasiticum, "Wm. Sm., to the genus
Pragilaria, and Odontidium mutabile, "Wm. Sm., to the genus Dia-
toma.

The distinctive characters of the genera, as here defined, rest on
the fact that, in Denticula, the costae are interrupted by a broader or

narrower intermediate space, while the costae in Odontidium are per-

vious.

Denticula oitusa, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Filaments short ; on side view narrow ; elliptical, costae marginal,

with fine pervious stride interposed.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 44, T. xvii., fig. 14. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 33, T. i.,

fig. 8. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 19, PL xxxiv., fig. 292. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 773.

Eiver Dodder, Basin of Grand Canal, Co. Dublin.

Denticula mutalilis, ("Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Frustules varying greatly in size, generally forming long filaments

;

on side view nearly oval, and sometimes narrow, elliptical ; costte

broadly marginal, without interstitial striae. (PL 27, fig. 17.)

Odontidium mutabile, "Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 17, PL xxxiv.,

fig. 290. Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii.,

1862, p. 369.—Fragilaria mutabilis, Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 118.

Diatoma mutabile, Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 58. Cleve, Om
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 219.—Dimeregramma mutabile, Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 790.

2N2
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Smith, -with doubtfulness, refers Diatoma tenue, Kiitz. Bac, p. 48,

T. xviii., figs. 9, 10, and Odontidium striolatum, Kiitz. Bac, p. 45,

T. xxi., fig. 20, to this species; and Grunow, under Diatoma tenue,

Kiitz., remarks, " I do not find this variety described in "Wm. Smith's

Brit. Diat.," Verhand der K. K. Zool. Bot., Gesel., Band xii., 1862,

p. 362. As so much doubt rests upon the forms described by Kiitz-

ing, I have referred the species to Wm. Sm., whose accurate figure

removes all doubt as to the identification of it.

Lough Mourne deposit. Ditch near Giants' Causeway, Ballyleg,

Co. Antrim. Derrylane Lough, Stream near Crossdoney, Co. Cavan.

Lucan, Bohemabreena, Co. Dublin. Connemara, Co. Galway. Black

Castle, Glenchree, Co. "Wicklow. Peighcullen, Royal Canal, near En-
field, Co. Kildare. Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Killeshin, Queen's

County.

Genus III. Odontidium, Kiitz.

Frustules united in longer or shorter parallel filaments ; on front

view regularly rectangular, on side view elliptical, costate ; costse

pervious; their ends very conspicuous on front view.

Odontidium sinuatum, (Wm. Sm.) Presh water.

Frustules united in short filaments ; on side view somewhat lanceo-

late ; outline sinuous ; expanded and angular in the middle ; costse rela-

tively fine.

In consequence of the supposed excentric structure of the frustule

of this species, Grunow has transferred the genus Denticula, as before

stated, to the group Mtzschiese ; and Habenhorst, taking the same view
of the structure of the frustule, adopts his suggestion, but establishes

a special genus, Grunowia, for its reception, a course in which he is

followed by Cleve. This treatment appears to me inadmissible, inas-

much as the frustules are, in general structure, perfectly symmetri-
cal. In some specimens the striation appears on one side, while the

opposite side seems destitute of costse. This may be an illusory appear-

ance, arising from the,convexity of the valve when viewed at an angle

to the plane of the field ; but, certainly, it is by no means universal.

By accurate adjustment I have traced the costse from one side to

the other, and at the extremities, where the convexity appears less

than in the middle, the persistent character of the costse is easily

traced.

Denticula sinuata, "Wm. Sm., B.D., Vol. ii., p. 21, PI. xxxiv.,

fig. 295. Castracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nell Val Intrasca, p. 14.

—Dimeregramma sinuatum, Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 730, PL iv., fig. 12.

River Dodder, Co. Dublin. Slate quarry, Glanmore, Co. "Wicklow.

Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.
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Odontidium lujemale, (Lyngb.) Fresh, "water.

rrustules in long filaments ; valve on side vie"w narrow, elliptical

;

costse strong, about ten in number, with distinct linear strife between
the costae ; ends of costse on front view forming a narrow margin.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 44, T. xviii., fig. 4. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 34, T. ii.,

fig. 4. Wm. Sm., B.D._, Yol. ii., p. 15, PI. xxxiv., fig. 289. Ealfs,

in Pritch.., p. 775, PI. xiu., fig. 25. Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool.

Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 356.—Diatoma hyemale, Heiberg, De
Danske Diat., p. 58. Cleve, Om Svenska och. IS^orska Diat., p. 219.

—Pragilaria hjemalis, Lyngb., Tent. Hydr. Dan., p. 63.

"Wet rock, Black Castle, Co. "Wicklow. Streamlet near Belfast,

Co. Antrim.

Odontidium mesodon, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Frustules united in long filaments, shorter, wider, and broader

than in the preceding species ; on side view broadly elliptical, with,

three to five strongly developed costse, which, in consequence of the

greater convexity of the valve, appear longer on the front than in the

foregoing sjiecies ; fine strife may be discovered between the costse

without much difficulty. (PL 27, fig. 18.)

Heiberg attributes the species to Lyngbye, Smith to Kiitzing ; but
as Kiitzing him self identifies it with Fragilaria mesodon of Ehr, and
the Fragilaria hyemalis of Lyngbye is regarded by the same writer as

identical with both Odontidium hyemale and 0. mesodon, the species

may properly be referi'ed to Ehrenberg.
Kiitz. Bac, p. 44, T. xvii., fig. 1. Ptab. Siissw. Diat., p. 34, T.ii.,

fig. 2. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 16, PL xxxiv., fig. 288. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 75.—Odontidium hyemale var. mesodon, Grunow, Yerhand
der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 357.—Fragilaria
mesodon, Ehr. Mic, T. ii., fig. 9,—Diatoma hyemale, Heib., De Danske
Diat., p. 58. Cleve, Om Svenska och IS'orska Diat., p. 219. Both
these last named authors regard this and the preceding^ species merely
as varieties.

Friarstown, Piperstown, Co. Dublin. Glenchree, Powerscourt,

Co. "Wicklow. Well at Farraghy, Eiver Dour, Co. Cork.

Odontidium anomalum, (Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Filaments short ; frustules on front view usually exhibiting in-

ternal cells, likely the result of imperfect self-division ; on side view
narrow, linear, sHghtly constricted at the ends. Costse strong, about

eight or ten in number.
Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 16, Supp. PL Ixi., fig. 376. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 776. Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band
xii., 1862, p. 357, T. iv., fig. 4. Eab. Fl. Eui-., sect. 1, p. 116.

Ditch near Newcastle, Co. "Wicklow. This form is usually found
in Alpine districts.
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Odontidium tenue, (Kiitz.) Fresh, ^vater.

Prustules miited in short filaments ; on side vie-w narrow, ellipti-

cal, with sharp ends ; cost^ numerous, "with interrupted linear strife

interposed.

Denticula tenuis, Kutz. Bac, p. 43, T. xvii., fig. 8. "Wm. Sm.,

B.D., Yol. ii., p. 20, PL xxxir., fig. 293. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 773.

Eah. PL Eui'., sect. 1, p. 114.

Powerscourt, Co. AVicklow. Eiyer Dour, Co. Cork.

Odontidium inflatum, ("Wm. Sm.) Presh. water.

Prustules united in short filaments ; on side riew short, broadly

elliptical, costse close.

Denticula inflata, "Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 20, PI. xxxiv.,.

fig. 294. According to Palfs, = Denticula crassula, ISTageli. Palfs,

in Pritch., p. 773. Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 115.

Eiver Doiu', Co. Cork.

Odontidium elegans, (Kutz.) Presh water.

Prustules united in short filaments, on fi'ont view sligLtly ellipti-

cal; truncate, with large glandular expansions at the ends of the

costse ; on side view, narrow, elliptical, pointed at the ends ; costse

close.

Denticula elegans, Kiitz., p. 44, T. xvii., fig. 5. Eah. Siissw.

Diat., p. 33, T. 1., fig. 4. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 773, PL xiii., fig. 4.

Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 549.

Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 115.—Denticula ocellata, "Wm. Sm., B.D.,
Yol. ii., p. 20.

Eocks, Bundoran, Co. Donegal. Powerscourt, Eathdnim, Co.

"Wicklow. Eocks near the sea at Black Castle, and the Silrer sands

in the neighbourhood of "Wicklow. Eocks, Portrush, Co. Antrim.
This species has usually been found by me on moist rocks.

Genus lY. DnEEEE&EJOi^iA, Ealfs.

Prustules in short filaments, parallel to each other. On the front

view slightly constricted near the ends ; on side view elliptical, stri-

ate ; the striae marginal.

This genus, in the general appearance of its fi-ustules, bears a strong

resemblance to some of the forms included in Odontidium and Denti-

cula, to which latter Gregory assigned the numerous forms described

by him, but may be distinguished by the fact that the margin on front

view presents a slight constriction at the ends.
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Dimeregramma nanum, (Greg.) Marine.
Frustules on front view slightly arched, short, but broad ; end of

striae appearing at the margin ; on side view broadly elliptical, lanceo-

late ; marginal strise long, leaving biit a narrow unstriated median,

space.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 790, Plate iv., fig. 33.—Dimeregramma
Gregoriannm, Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band
xii., 1862, p. 346. This last named author changes the specific

name given by the discoverer, on the ground that the original designa-

tion answers only for the smaller forms, the species varying greatly as

regards size. Rabenhorst retains the original specific name imposed
by Gregory, and adopts the generic name Dimeregramma, but eiTO-

neously ascribes the species to Pritchard. PL Eux., sect. 1, p. 123.

—

Denticula nana, Gregory, Diat. of the Clyde, p. 23, PI. x., fig. 34.

Stomachs of Ascidians, BeKast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Dimeregramma minus, (Greg.) Marine.
Prustules on front view as in the preceding species, only narrower

for the length ; on side view narrow, elliptical, and pointed at the

ends; marginal strise long, leaving the central unstriate band very
narrow.

EaKs, in Pritch., p. 790. Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot.,

Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 376, T. iv., fig. 29. Eab. PI. Eur., sect.

1, p. 123, who attributes this species as well as the preceding to

Pritchard.—Denticula minor, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 23, PL x.,

fig. 35.

On piles of wooden bridge, DoUymount. On sea-weeds, Ireland's

Eye, Co. Dublin.

Dimeregramma distans, (Greg.) Marine.

Prustules on front view similar in outline to the preceding species

;

on side view broadly elliptical, and somewhat lanceolate at the ends

;

marginal striae costate, "short, leaving a broad, unstriate, median space.

(PL 27, fig. 19.)

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 790, PL iv., fig. 34. Grunow, Yerhand der

K.K Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 376. Eab. PL Eur.,

sect. 1, p. 123.—Denticula distans, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 23, PL
X., fig. 36.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Dimeregramma marinum, (Greg.) Marine.

Prustules on front view linear, slightly constricted at the ends ; on

side view linear, with cuneate ends, and slightly expanded in the

middle ; striae moniliform, long, leaving the median unstriate band
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very narrow. This species is very much, larger than the species here-

tofore described.

Ealfs_, in Pritch., p. 790. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 124.—Denti-
cula marina, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 24, PI. x., fig. 39.

From stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay, Co. Galway. Sea-

weeds, near the Newtownlimavady junction, Co, Derry.

Genus V. Plagiogeamma, Grev.

Prustules similar to those of the preceding genus, from which they

are distinguished by the presence of a pair of strong, transverse costse,

including a central unstriate band. Some of the species have also,

besides, a similar terminal costa at either end, the space between
which and the apex is unstriate ; valves striate, except at the central

and terminal portions referred to ; striae sometimes interrupted in the

middle, sometimes persistent ; filaments short.

Plagiogramnia staurophorum, (Greg.) Marine.

Yalves furnished with a central pair of transverse, pervious costse

;

on front view margin slightly dilated ; on side view elliptical, obtuse
;

strise fine, moniliform, persistent ; central costse infiexed ; the unstri-

ate band bounded by the same, narrow, and extending across the valve,

from margin to margin.

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 165. Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska
Diat., p. 219.—Denticula staiu'ophora, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 24,

PI. X., fig. 37. Plagiogramma Gregorianun, Grev., Q. J. M. S., July,

1859, p. 208, PL X., figs. 1 and 2. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 774. Eab.
PL Eui\, sect. 1, p. 117.

On piles of wooden bridge, Dollymount, Oyster beds, ITalahide,

Co. Dublin. Sea-weeds, near l^ewtownlimavady junction, Co. Derry.

Sea-weeds, Bannow, Co. "Wexford. Prom stomachs of Ascidians,

Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

- Plagiogramma costatum, (O'M.) Marine.
Valves furnished with both a central pair of costse and a single

costa at either end ; frustules in front view quadrangular ; terminal
constriction slight ; on side view central and terminal costse infiexed;

valve broadly elliptical, with slightly-cuneate ends ; central unstriate

band extending across the valve ; stiiae costate ; costae pervious. (PI.

27, fig. 20.)

O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., April, 1869, p. 150, PI. xii., fig. 2.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.
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Genus YI. Diatoiia, De CandoUe.

Frustules united in zig-zag filaments ; strongly costate ; costse per-

vious.

Grunow states tliat the various species of this genus, as well as

those of Odontidium, possess fine striae intei'posed hetween the costse,

although in the former they are more difficult to he discovered than in

the latter. The most careful examination of the valves of Diatoma,
on my part, has, as yet, failed to hring them out.

Diatoma vidgare, (Bory.) Fresh water.

Yalves miich arched, so that the costse present a deep margin on
the front view ; on side view the outline is elliptical, sometimes nar-

rowed towards the ends ; costae strong and close.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 47, T. xvii., fig. 15, 1-4. Eah. Siissw. Diat,,

p. 35, T. ii., fig. 6. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 39, PI. xl., fig. 309.

RaKs, in Pritch., p. 778, PI. iv., fig. 13, PI. ix., fig. 168. Grunow,
Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 363. Hei-
herg, De Danske Diat., p. 57. Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Diat.,

p. 219. Castracane, Catalogo di Diat, raccolte nell Yal Intrasca,

p. 15.

River Dodder, Grand Canal at Portobello, Co. Duhlin. "Well,

Strokestown, Co. Roscommon. Stream in Glebe, Delgany, Co. "Wick-

low. River !Moy, Poxford, Co. Mayo. Stream, Ealleshin, Queen's

County. River Lee, Co. Cork.

Diatoma grande, (Wm. Sm.) Presh water.

Prustules on front view slightly inflexed; on side view linear,

slightly constricted towards the capitate ends; costse fine, close. (PL
28, fig. 1.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., YoLii., p. 39, PL xl., fig. 310. Ralfs, in Pritch.,

p. 779. Heiherg, De Danske Diat., p. 57. Castracane, Catalogo di

Diat. raccolte nell Yal Intrasca, p. 15.—Diatoma vulgare var. grande.

Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., xii., Band 1862, p.

364.—Diatoma Ehrenhergii fonoia grandis, Rab. PL Eur., sect. 1,

p. 122. Grunow stands alone in subordinating this form to Diatoma
vulgare, fi'om which it stands distinguished by numerous characters :

so distract is it from that species in the outline of the valve, both in

front and side view, that it seems deserving of occupying the place of

a separate species.

River at Belleek, Co. Permanagh. Tacumshane, River Slaney,

near Killurin, Co. Wexford. River Shannon, near Athlone, Co. Ros-
common. Lough Corrib, Co. Mayo. Lough Derg, Co. Galway.
Lough Neagh, Co. Armagh. Killikce, River Liffey, Co. Dublin.
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Diatoma elongatum, (Agardh.) Fresh, water.
Prustules on front view greatly inflexed ; on side view linear, nar-

row, with capitate and expanded ends ; valves not so much, arched as in

the preceding species, so that the costae appear, on front view, as a row
of puncta.

There is considerable diversity in the outline of various forms of

this species ; in some the capitate ends are not so much expanded as in

others. In some the margin on side view, instead of being perfectly

straight, is slightly expanded towards the middle. The species might,
in some cases, be confounded with the preceding ; but the characters

above given will serve to distinguish between them.
Agardh, Syst., p. 4. Kiitz. Bac, p. 48, T. xviii., fig. 18. Kab.

Siissw. Diat., p. 35, T. ii., fig. 1. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 40,

PI. xl., fig. 311. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 779, PL iv., fig. 14, PI. ix.,

fig. 169. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 57. Castracane, Catalogo di

Diat., raccolte nell Yal. Intrasca, p. 15. Cleve, Om Svenska och.

ITorska Diat., p. 219.—Diatoma tenue var. elongatum, Grunow, Yer-
hand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 363.

Dundrum, Co. Dublin. ^Newcastle, Co. "Wicklow. (Cork harbour.

Belfast, Wm. Sm.)

Diatoma tenue, (Kiitz.) Freshwater.
Prustules small ; on front view regularly quadrangular ; ends of the

costae appearing like a fijie line of puncta ; on side view broadly ellipti-

cal ; ends rounded ; costse fine.

Smith makes this species a variety of Diatoma elongatum. Gru-
now regards it as the representative of a species of which. Diatoma
elongatum is a variety. A careful examination of the form, I think,

will lead to the conclusion that it deserves to rank as a distinct species.

In general appearance, in outline, both on front and side view, it differs

from Diatoma elongatum ; on front view D. elongatum is not regularly

quadrangular, but somewhat inflexed at the sides, the ends being
broader than the middle ; whereas in D. tenue, the front view nor-

mally is perfectly quadi^angular ; on the side view, D. elongatum is

more or less distinctly capitate, the ends being broader than the

middle ; the sides are usually straight and parallel ; in D. tenue the
side view in outline is broadly elliptical ; the ends narrowed and
rounded. Por these reasons I consider D. tenue is obviously distinct

from D. elongatum. It might more likely be considered a variety of

Diatoma vulgare, but its featiu'es are perfectly distinctive. The valve

of D. vulgare is greatly arched, so that the ends of the costse occupy a

large portion of the front view ; whereas in D. tenue, the valve is

flat, and the ends of the costse, on the front view, are barely noticeable.

Kutz. Bac, p. 48, T. xvii., fig. 9, 10. Rab. Siissw. Diat., p. 35,

T. ii., fig. 5. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 779. Grunow, Yerhand der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 362.—Diatoma elongatum, variety

y. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 40, PI. xH. fig. 311 y. '
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round abundantly in a gathering fi-om salt water at Howtli, in

which fresh and marine forms were mingled, the latter greatly pre-

dominating. Some cuneate forms occurred along with those in a

normal state, just as described in Smith's jB.gure ; but the former are

obviously to be regarded as monstrosities.

Genus YII. Ealfsia, IS". Gr.

As Diatoma, differing only in this respect, that the valves are

hyaline, and without costae.

Ralfsici hyalina, (Kutz.) Marine.

Yalves on front view quadrangular ; on side view narrow, nearly

linear, narrowed at ends.

Diatoma hyalinum, Kiitz. Bac., p. 47, T. xvii., fig. 20. Wm. Sm.,

B. D., Yol. ii., p. 41, PL xli., fig. 312. EaKs, in Pritch., p. 778, PI.

iv., fig. 16. Eab. PL Eur., sect. l,p. 122.—Pragilaria hyalina major,

Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., p. 374.

—

Pragilaria tenerrima, Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 63. Cleve, Om
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 220.

Salt ditch. Breaches near ITewcastle, Co. Wicklow. Sea-weeds,

Tramore, Co. "Waterford.

Balfsia minima, (KaHs.) Marine.

Prustules very small ; on front view quadrangular ; on side view
broadly elliptical.

Diatoma minimum, "\Ym. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 41, PL xli., fig. 313.

Balfs, in Pritch., p. 778.—^^Diatoma hyalinum, var. minimum, Eab.
PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 123.,—Pragilaria minima, Grunow, Yerhand der

K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 347.—Pragilaria tenerrima,

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 63. Cleve, Om Svenska och ISTorska

Diat., p. 220.

Pound by Ealfs attached to Surirella gemma, but found by me
in a brackish ditch, Kilkee, Co. Clare, in which no specimen of Suri-

rella gemma appeared.

Ralfsia iahellaria, IN". S. Marine.

Prustules very long, -0038
; on front view regularly quadrangular;

on side view capitate at the ends
;
gently decreasing in breadth, and

then gradually expanding towards the middle. (PL 28, fig. 2.

)

Sea-weeds, Tramore, Co. "Waterford. Lough Strangford, Co.

DoAvn.
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Genus YIII. Ehaphoxeis, Ekr.

The cliaracters on which, this genus is grounded arc :—First. The
symmetry of the frustules by which they are separated from Cocconeis,

which some of the species in other respects closely resemble. Secondly.

They do not form parallel filaments, by which circumstance they are

distinguished from those of Denticula and Dimeregramma. Thirdly.

The striae are interrupted by the intei'position of an unstriate longi-

tudinal band, more or less broad—a feature by which the forms of the

genus may be discriminated from those of Diatoma and Odontidium.

"WTiile adopting this genus, I do so with somewhat of the feeling

which Grunow has so well expressed in the following remarks :

—

" The genus Ehaphoneis, which here I represent in Ehrenberg's

sense of it, is widely separated therefr'om, for the purpose of receiying

forms which, in point of fact, have but little generic relationship to

each other. j\Ieanwhile, it is nevertheless a sort of refuge for various

Diatoms which have not been thoroughly investigated, and which,

in some cases, are known only so far as their side view is concerned.

A portion of these, upon more mature knowledge, may be transferred to

Dimeregramma, while others, fr'omtheii' Cocconeis-like habit, must cer-

tainly be constituted as a special genus. Yery numerous instances

of forms belonging to the latter class have come under my notice

;

and I am convinced that they do not underlie the upper valves of

Cocconeis—and for this reason, that I have never found associated with
them valves of Cocconeis with a central nodule, or valves which in

other details of structure would be supposed to correspond with them."
Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 378. Two
of the forms herein included—namely, Bhaphoneis amphiceros and
Bhaphoneis rhombus. Smith has placed side by side, under the same
generic name, with Doryphora Boeckii, with which, beyond the fact

of being stipitate, they have little in common. Bhaphoneis amphi-
ceros was observed by Xiitzing in situ, and described and figurecl by
him as stipitate. I am not aware whether, in the case of the other

foims included, a similar fact has been noticed. ^Wh.atever presump-
tion there may be in favoru- of the supposition, this feature cannot be
as yet admitted as a general characteristic of the gToup. Odontidium
Harrisoni, Y^m. Sm., the fr'ustules of which in general structiu'e are

similar to those of Denticula, as I have defijied that genus, exhibits

nevertheless a different habit of growth, the fr'ustules being attached

by a cushion or short stipes, and forming a filament, the several frus-

tules adhering by their ends to one another. It seems then in this

respect, as well as in the interrupted striation, to stand in close

relationship with Bhaphoneis amphiceros, and on this account I include

it in the same genus ; not indeed because I feel quite satisfied on this

point, but because, all things considered, I regard this most suitable

as a provisional arrangement.
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RJiwphoneis amphiceros, (Ekr.) Marine.

On side yie"V7 Yalves short, broadly rhomboid; yery slightly pro-

duced at the apices; striae large, moniliform, radiate; median free space
linear, and very narrow, so much so as to be sometimes scarcely dis-

cernible ; fr"ustules stipitate. (PI. 28, fig. 3.)

Ealfs. in Pritch., p. 791, PL xiv., fig. 21. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 126.—Doiyphora amphiceros, Kiitz. Bac, p. 74., T. xxi., fig. 2.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., PL xxiv., fig. 224. Grunow, Yerhand der
K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL.Band sii., 1862, p. 384.

From mud on sea-shore, Co. Clare, supplied by Professor Sullivan.

On Sea-weeds, Co. Clare. On Sea-weeds, Co. Donegal.

Var. leptoeeros, (Ehr.) Marine.
Similar in all respects to Ehaphoneis amphiceros, but longer, nar-

rower, and the ends produced into long beaks.

Phaphoneis leptoeeros, Palfs, in Pritch., p. 791.

Sea-weeds, Co. Donegal ; sea-weeds, Co. Clare,

Rhaphoneis rhombus, (Ehr.) Marine.

Yalves narrow, elliptical ; ends rounded, striae fine ; moniliform

;

parallel in the middle, and slightly radiate towards the ends ; median
unstriate space narrow, linear in the middle, and expanding towards
the ends.

Ealfs, in Pritch, p. 792. Grrunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot.

GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 379, T. iv., fig. 36. Eoper, Q.J. M.S.,
Trans., YoL ii., 1854, PL vi., figs. 7-10.

Concerning this form, Gmnow, as above cited, makes the following

noteworthy remarks:—''Ehaphoneis rhombus ought to be considered

as the type of the genus Ehaphoneis, which must ever stand, though
other species be separated as not belonging to it. The frustules in

contradistinction to Doryphora occur free, as I consider I have satisfied

myself to be the case."

Sea-weeds, Dundalk, Co. Louth. Piles of the wooden bridge,

Dollymount, Co. Dublin. Sea-weeds, Co. Donegal.

A smaller variety occurs frequently in the last named gathering,

much broader for the length than the ordinary specimens, but in other

respects so similar that it cannot be considered even a variety.

Rhaphoneis scutelhides, (Grunow.) Marine.

Yalves small, on front view broadly elliptical, rounded at the ends,

stirse obscurely moniliform, nearly parallel at the middle, and slightly

radiate towards the ends ; median free space, narrow, elliptical. (PL
28, fig. 4.)

Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p.

383, T. iv., fig. 34.

Sea-weeds, Co. Donegal.
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Rhaphoneis lorenziana, (GrunoTv.) Marine.

Yalves considerably larger than the last named, and in all respects

similar, except that in outline the valves are rhomboid.

Grrunow, Verhand, der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p.

381, T. iv., fig. 5.

Piles of wooden bridge, DoUymonnt, Co. Dublin.

Rhwphoneis lilurnica, (Grunow.) Marine.

Yalves broadly elliptical, almost circular ; striae large, moniliform,

squarish, distinct, larger at the middle, and decreasing in size as they

approach the margin, radiate ; median unstriate, space narrow, ellipti-

cal. (PL 28, fig. 5.)

This form presents very much the appearance of a Cocconeis, in

which genus I would have provisionally placed it, were it not that

Grunow, who first discovered it, placed it here.

Grunow, Verhand der Zool. Bot. Gesel,, Band xii., 1862, p. 383, T.

iv., fig. 6.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Rhaphoneis Sarrisonii, (Wm. Sm.) Presh water.

Prustules attached, filamentous, connected by their ends ; on front

view quadrangular; on side view somewhat cruciform ; angles rounded;

striae costate, slightly radiate ; median unstriate space narrow, linear.

OdontidiumHarrisonii, "Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 18, Supp. PI. Ix.,

fig. 373.—Dimeregramma Harrisonii, Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 290, PL viii.,

fig. 6.—Pragilaria Harrisonii, Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 119.—Diatoma
Hanisonii, Cleve, Om Svenska och JSTorska Diat., p. 219.

Priarstown, Xillikee, PJver Dodder, Bohernabreena, Co. Dublin.

Hoyal Canal, near Enfield, Co. Kildare. Portadown. Yerner's

Bridge, Co. Armagh.

Genus IX. Stnedea, Ehr.

Prustules long and narrow, both on side and front view ; attached

by a gelatinous cushion, or by a longer or shorter stipes.

The characteristics of this genus are so well marked, that very little

difference of opinion has existed from the first as to the grouping of

the several species, although the relation of the genus to other genera

has been very differently represented. Kiitzing includes Synedra in

his group of Surirellese, in which besides he ranges the genera Campylo-
discus, Surirella, and Bacillaria. The last named has, indeed, a super-

ficial resemblance to the frustules of Synedra, but, in consequence of

its unsymmetrical character, has, by more recent authors, been trans-
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ferred to the Mtzschiese ; but with Campylodiscus and Surirella, Syne-
dra has few common characteristics. E-alfs, while he adopts this

grouping of Kiitzing, expresses dissatisfaction with an arrangement so

heterogeneous, and suggests that, with more propriety, Synedra should

he ranked under the Pragilarieae. It is not very easy to ascertain

precisely what Smith's views were as to the relations of Synedra ; for

while in the plates the Synedrae are ranged next to the Mtzschige, in

the text they are interposed between Pleurosigma and Cocconema.
Por the reason already specified, the Synedrae and ISTitzschiae stand

very remote from one another, in a classification based on the sym-
metrical or unsjnoimetrical striicture of the frustule. And on the same
ground, as well as for other reasons, I cannot consider that the right

position of Synedra is in close relation either with Cocconema or

Pleurosigma. Grunow, either led by the suggestion of Ealfs, or by
his own sagacity, included the genus in the first sub-group of his

group Diatomeae ; and although some genera which, for reasons spe-

cified before, ought not to be placed in this connexion, are included

in the sub-group, still, by this arragement, the genus was associated

with its natural allies. Heiberg's group of Pragilarieae is nearly identi-

cal with Grrunow's sub-group of Diatomeae, the only difference being,

that he includes in it the genus Meridion, which, in consequence of

the unsymmetrical structure of its frustules, requires a different collo-

cation. "With the exceptions mentioned, I agree with Grrunow and
Heiberg as to the true relationship of Synedra ; and in this view am
sustained by the judgment of E.abenhorst also, who, though in his

Siissw. Diat. he places the Synedrae between the ISTaviculeae and
Cuneatae, in his more recent work, "Mora Europaea Algarum," follows

the more natural grouping of Grrunow and Heiberg. The frustules of

Ealfsia tabellaria, regarded separately, might be considered to belong
to the Synedrae, and were, indeed, regarded by me as identical with
Synedra gracilis vera, not of W. Smith, but of Grrunow, Yerhand der

K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 401, T. v., fig. 17, which
it strongly resembles, until I had seen the frustules in situ, and so be-

came convinced of my mistake. And in some cases it is difficult to

distinguish between the separate frustules of some of the larger forms
of Pragilaria, and some species of Synedra. I would specially refer to

Tragilaria ungeraria, Grrunow, the frustules of which, when detached,

are scarcely, if at all, distinguishable from those of the form described

by Kiitzing as Synedra amphirhynchus. But whatever slight con-

fusion may arise in such cases, attention to the distinctive character-

istics of the genus will readily remove it.

(a.) Stri(B pervious ; frustules not arcuate on side view.

Synedra chrystalUna, (Lyngb.) Marine.
Yalve very long ; slightly expanded at the centre and extremities

;

striae costate ; costae coarse ; an intramarginal longitudinal line appears
on both sides throughout the entire length. (PI. 28, fig. 6.)
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Grunow describes tlie stipes as short, and occasionally slightly

branched. Kiitzing regards this species as identical with. Diatoma
crystalliniim of Agardh, and suggests, with a note of doubtfulness, that

it may be the same as Echinella fasciculata of Lyngbye. Smith con-

firms the former opinion, and that on the inspection of authentic spe-

cimens. Heiberg, who seems to have had the opportunity of inspecting

authentic specimens of Lyngbye's species, considers it the same as the

present. The species I attribute to Lyngbye, and adopt Agardh's
name to obviate confusion with other species named S. fasciculata.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 69, T. xvi., fig. 1. "Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 74,

PI. xii., fig. 101. Ealfs, in. Pritch., p. 789. Grunow, Verhand der

K. K. Zool. Pot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 407. Heiberg, De Danske
Diat., p. 64. Pab. PI. Eur., sect. 1, p. 139.—Diatoma chrystalli-

num, Agardh Consp., p. 52.—Echinella fasciculata, Lyngb. Tent.

Hydi'ophyt. Dan., p. 210.

On sea-weeds, Salthill, Co. Dublin, Prom stomachs of Ascidians,

Poundstone Bay, Co. Galway. On sea-weeds, near Dundalk, Co.

Louth. On sea-weeds, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Syned/ra fulgens, (Greville.) Marine.

Similar to the preceding species, with which it is often associated,,

but may be distinguished by the greater delicacy of the strise. The
stipes as described by Kiitzing is long and branched. (PL 28, fig. 7.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 74, PI. xii., fig. 103. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 789. Grunow, Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band
xii., 1862, p. 408. Kaben. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 140. -Cleye, Om
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 220.—Lichmophora fulgens, Kiitz.

Bac, p. 123, T. xiii., fig. 5. Kiitzing and Smith concur in the iden-

tification of this species with Exilaria fulgens, Greville, who has a

prior claim to the authorship of this species.

Salt ditch near Wexford. Bannow, Co. "Wexford. Sea-weeds,

Malahide. Stomachs of Pectens, Dublin Bay. Dollymount, Co. Dublin.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Sea-weeds, Dundalk, Co. Louth.
Sea-weeds, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Synedra laculus, (Greg.) Marine.

Similar to preceding species, but not expanded at the middle or

ends as it is ; strise somewhat coarser, and without the submarginal

longitudinal lines. (PL 28, fig. 8.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S. Trans., Yol. v., 1857, p. 88, PL i., fig. 54.

Sea-weeds, Co. Clare, Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay„

Co. Galway.
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Synedra superla, (Xiitz.) Marine.

Fmstules long on front view, quadrangnlar, sligMly tapering at

the ends ; on side yiew tapering slightly from the middle to the
broadly rounded ends ; submarginal longitudinal lines strongly deve-
loped ; striae linear, coarse, and slightly "waved ; stipes short. (PL
28, fig. 9.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 69, T. xv., fig. 13. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p.

74, PI. xii., fig. 102. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 789. Gmnow, Yerhand.
der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii. p. 406. Balfs, in Pritch., p.

789. Cleve, Om Svenska och JSTorska Diat., p. 220. Eab. Fl.

Eur., sect. 1, p. 139.

Prom stomachs of Ascidians, as well as from seaweeds, Belfast

Lough, Co. Antrim. Seaweeds, Rostrevor, Co. Down. Seaweeds,

near Wexford. Seaweeds, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Arran Islands,

Stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Syyiedra amphicephala, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Prustule small and narrow, length '0018, breadth in middle, on

side view '00015, On front view linear; on side view nearly linear

in the middle, and gradually attenuated towards the slightly dilated

apices; striae very fine, (PI. 28, fig. 10.)

Grunow places this species in association with those in which the

strise are interrupted in the middle by a longitudinal sulcus, but in

the specimens which have come - under my notice the striae are obvi-

ously pervious.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 64, T. iii., fig. 12. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 53, T.

iv., fig. 28. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 787. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 400, T. v., fig. 11. Eab. PI.

Eur., sect. 1, p. 136.

Peighcullen, Co. Kildare. Xilcool, Powerscoui't, Co. "Wicklow.

Bantry, Well at Parraghy, Co. Cork. Tarbert, Co. Kerry,

Synedra investiens, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Prustules minute, length varying from -0005 to 0020 ; on front

view quadrangular, on side view narrow, linear, tapering towards the

rounded extremities; striae coarse and very close. (PI. 28, fig. 11.)

AYm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 98. Ealfs, in Pritch, p. 787. Eab.

Fl. Em-., sect. 1, p. 135. The last named author places this species in

a group distinguished by the fact of the striae being interrupted by a

median free space ; but in a slide kindly supplied to me by Major
Crozier, E. E., and described as part of the original gathering of Smith's

Synopsis, the forms answering Smith's description have strong pervious

costae.

Malahide. Kingstown Harbour. Salthill, Co.'^Dublin.

K. I. A. PROC, SEE. n., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2
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Synedra acida, (Kiitz.) Fresli water.

Fmstules long and very narrow ; on front "view attennated at tlie

ends ; on side riew narrow, attenuated towards the ends, wMch. are

usually expanded very slightly, but frequently acute. (PL 28,

fig. 12.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 65, T. xiv., fig. 20.—Synedi-a delicatissima, ^m.
Sni., B.D., Yol. i., p. 72, PI. sii., fig. 94, who represents the striae as

inteiTupted in the middle by a distinct median line with small central

nodule, featm-es which do not exist. Ealfs, in Pritch, p. 787. Cas-

tracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccoltenell Yal. Intrasca, p. 10.—Synedra

acus, var. elongata, Gruuow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel.,

Bandxii. 1862, p. 399.

Tac'omshane, Co. Tv^exford. Stream, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan.

Friarstown, ITalahide, Well St. Penton's, Sutton, Co. Dublin. Hen-
derson's Well, Aughnacloy, Co. Tyrone.

Var. tenuissima, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

In all respects like the typical species, except that it is smaller,

and much less attenuated at the ends on side view.

Synedra tenera, YTm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 98. Ptalfs, in

Pritch., p. 717, who makes the form described by Smith under this

name distinct fi'om Synedra tenuissima, with which I consider it is

identical.—Synecba acus, Gruuow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot.

Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 398.

"Lough Alloa, near Blarney, and near Kill aloe, Co. Cork," "\Ym.

Sm., Bohemabreena, Dundnim, Boat harbour. Dolphin's bam.
Eiver Dodder, St. Penton' s Y^ell, Sutton, Stream, Blacki'ock, Co.

Dublin. Killeshin, Queen's County, Donoghmore, Co. Tyrone.

Synedra gracilis, (Kiitz.) ilai'ine.

Frustules small, '0012 in length; on front view attenuated

towards the ends ; on side view narrow, elliptical, broader in the middle,

gradually attenuated towards the rounded and slightly-expanded ends

;

stipes short, nearly sessile ; the fnistules being few and radiating

slightly. (PL 28, fig. 13.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 64, T. iii., fig. 14, T. xiv., fig. 2 I, T. xv., fig. 8,

1, 2, 5. Ptalfs, in Pritch., p. 786, regards tliis form of Kiitzing as iden-

tical with that so named by Wm. Smith, B. D., Yol. i., p. 70, PL xi.,

fig. 85. The forms, however, axe quite distinct. Grunow, Yerhand.

der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 401. It is to be re-

marked that the last-named author regards this species and Synedi'a

barbatula, Kiitz. Bac, p. 68, T. xv., fig. 10, as so nearly allied that

the latter is to be regarded merely as a variety of the former. I can-

not adopt this view, and for these reasons : fii'st, the gi'owth of the

two is quite distinct ; the fi-ustules in Syncdi-a barbatula are attached

in tablets, while those of Synedi'a gi'acilis are fewer in number, and
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«oine"wliat radiately arranged. They differ as respects the character

-of the striation. In Synedra barbatiila the striae are easily detected,

and are divided by a narrow, longitudinal sulcus ; in the smaller spe-

cimens of Synedra gracilis the striation is obscure, but in the larger

forms the striae are apparent and peryious.

From stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay, Co. Galway. Prom
seaweeds, Drehidnamaud, Co. Kerry. Seaweeds, Salthill, Co. Dub-
lin. Seaweeds, Tramore, Co. Waterford. Seaweeds, Greenore, Co.

Louth.

(b.) Frustules arcuate on side view, dri<s pervious.

Synedra undulata, (Bail.) Marine.

Frustules veiy long and narrow, with undulate margias ; expanded
in the middle and towards the ends ; strise moniliform. (PI. 28,

fig. 14.)

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 59, PI. xiv., fig. 107. ^"m. Sm., B.D.,

Tol. ii., p. 97. RaKs, in Pritch., p. 786. Grunow, Yerhand. der K.K.
Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., p. 405, T. vi., fig. 1. Cleve, Om Svenska
och Xorska Diat., p. 220. Eab. Fl. Eui-., sect. 1, p. 130.—Toxarium
undulatum, Bailey, Hie. Obs., p. 15, figs. 24, 25.

Grunow associates this species with forms characterised by the

fact of the strise being interrupted in the middle, and it is so repre-

sented in the figui'e above referred to ; but I have ever found the

strios per"sious, as in Gregory's figui'e.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eound-
stone Bay, Co. Galway. Stomachs of Ascidians, and also fi'om sea-

weeds, in great abundance, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Synedra lunaris, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Frustules on front view quacbangular ; on side view arcuate, at-

tenuated towards the extremities; striae linear, fine, but distinct; stipes

short. (PL 28, fig. 15.)

Ehi'. Infus., T. xviii., fig. 4. Kiitz. Bac, p. 65, T. iii., fig. 11.

Vm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 69, PI. xi., fig. 82. Ptab. Siissw. Diat.,

p. 54, T. v., fig. 6. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 185. Grunow, Yerhand. der

K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 389. Heiberg, De Danske
Diat., p. 65. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 128. Cleve, Om Svenska och
ISTorska Diat., p. 220. Castracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nell Yal
latrasca, p. 10.

Lucan, Co. Dublin. Glenchree, Glenmalurc, Co. "Wicklow.
Dcrrylanc Lough, Co. Cavan. Bellarena, Co. Londonderiy. Five-
miletown, Lisnaskea, Co. Fermanagh. Pool, Glencar, Drumoughty
Lough, near Kenmare, Co. Kerry. Bantry, Co. Cork. .

Connemara,
Co. Galway.

2 2
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Synedra hiceps, (Kiitz.) Fresli water.

Prustules considerably larger than those of the last species ; on
front view quadrangular ; on side view arcuate ; extremities capitate,

(PL 28, fig. 16.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 66, T. xiv., figs. 18 and 21. Wm. Sm., B. D., VoL
i., p. 69, PI. xi., fig. 83. Rab. Slissw. Diat., p. 55, T. v., fig. 9.

Ralls, in Pritch., p. 786. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 65.

—

Synedra flexuosa ? Castracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nell Val
Intrasca, p. 10. Rab. M. Eur., sect. 1, p. 129.—Synedra flexuosa, yar,

biceps, Grunow, Yerhand. dcr K. K. Zool. Bot., Gresel. Band xii.^

1862, p. 390.

Killikee, Co. Dublin. Carrickmacrilly, Co. Wicklow. Glencar^

Co. Kerry. Conneniara, Co. Galway. Bantry, Co. Cork.

(c.) Strice pervious, except in the middle, tchere there is a free space^

'bounded ly a more or Jess perfectly developed riny.

The number of forms legitimately included in this sub-division is

very limited, and still there is none, perhaps, in which greater con-

fusion reigns. Smith includes the four following species : Synedi^a

pulchella, Kiitz., freshwater; S. gracilis, Kiitz., brackish water ; S.

acicularis, "Wm. Sm., which he makes = S. leevis, Kiitz, brackish

water; and S. minutissima, Kutz., fresh water. The same author ex-

cludes from this sub-division S. fasciculata, which seems really to

belong to it, judging from the description given, as well as from the
figure.

To look at the figures of these several species, it might be ima-
gined there would no difficulty in distinguishing the one from the

other ; but, practically, the difficulty of determining is found to be
considerable. Kiitzing's figures of them are too vague, and his de-

scriptions too indefinite, to help the student out of the difficulty.

Grunow regards Syn. fasciculata, Kiitz., as= Syn. Saxonica of the

same author and Syn. gracilis, Kiitz., in Wm. Sm., B. D. Syn.

parvula, Kiitz., he regards as = Syn. fasciculata, Kutz., Wm. Sm., B.D.

;

and Syn. vaucherise, Kiitz., as = Syn. minutissima, Kiitz., in Wm. Sm.,

B.D., as well as to Syn. vaucheriae, Kiitz., in Wm. Sm., B.D. The
habitat to which these forms have been respectively assigned will fur-

nish no satisfactory distinction. Some are attributed to fresh water,

some to brackish; but when forms are ascribed to the latter, it is diffi-

cult to ascertain whether they are fresh water forms which have been
carried down, or marine forms which . have been carried up, or forms

incidental to brackish water. Grunow has found Syn. fasciculata in

salt water as well as in brackish, and likewise in the Franzensbad

deposit, which is a fresh water deposit, and in which I have also

found the form so named by that author ; from this last fact, I con-

clude that the form is essentially a fresh water one, and not therefore
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lo be discriminated on the ground of habitat from Syn. pulchella.

Speaking of this last named fonn, Grunow sagaciously remarks,

"Whether this species is actually distinct from the preceding (Syn.

fasciculata, Grun. = to Syn. gracilis, Wm. Sm.), admits of considerable

doubt. Single frustules are not distinguishable. The separation is

founded only on the union in larger fans upon a stipes often tolerably

thick, which is by no means constant, and the occurrence in fresh

water." Yerhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862,

p. 392. I am disposed to regard all these various forms as merely
Tarieties cf Syn. pulchella—and for this reason, that I have noticed

them more or less mixed together in gatherings from fresh water
localities, as well as in places where the water was slightly brackish,

.and almost always exhibiting features of mutual relationship.

Synedra pulclielJa, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

On fi'ont view linear, slightly attenuated towards the ends ; on
side view narrow, lanceolate, slightly capitate ; the median ring-

strongly marked. (PI. 28, fig. 17.)

I have never seen the median ring so round or so decided in its

character as appears in Smith's figure of the species.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 68, T. xxix., fig. 87. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i.,

p. 70, PL xi., fig. 84, Supp., PI. xxx., fig. 84. Eab. Siissw. Diat.,

,p. 56, T.iv., fig. 17. Palis, in Pritch., p. 786. Grunow, Yerhand. der

K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1872, p. 392. Heiberg, De Danskc
Diat., p. 65, who considers it a brackish water form.

Piver Erne, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Caum Lough, near Tralec.

Pedler's Lake, Dingle, Co. Kerry. Kilcool, Co. "Wicklow. Stream,

Piatragh, Co. Donegal.

Var. gracilis, ("Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

This variety differs from the preceding only in not being con-

stricted at the ends, and the stipes being short, the frustules scattered

and not arranged in the form of a fan. In identifying this species we
can go no further back than the date of Smith's work, in which it is

faithfully delineated. Kiitzing's figures of the species named Syn.
gracilis are so indistinct that it would be impossible to identify them
with certainty. (PL 28, fig. 18.)

Synedra gracilis, "Wm. Sm., B. D,, Yol. i., p. 70, PL xi., fig. 85.

Palfs, in Pritch., p. 786, who describes the form as marine. Eab.
PL Eui\, sect. 1, p. 132, where the form is stated to be submarine, in

which the author coincides with Smith.—Synedra fasciculata, Kiitz.

—Synedra saxonica, Kiitz, according to Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., p. 391. Cleve regards this species as

incidental to brackish water, and with Grunow considers it identical

with Synedi'a fasciculata, Kiitz, Om Svenska och KorskaDiat., p. 220.

Stream, Port-na-Crush, Co. Donegal. Carnlough, Co. Antrim.
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Ereaches, near I'I'ewcastle. On moist rock, Black Castle, Co. "W^ick-

\o\r. Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford.

Var. acicularis, (TVm. Sm.) Fresli water.

EesemlDling Synedra pulcliella, only longer and narrower. (PL
28, fig. 19.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 70, PL xi., fig. 86, wLo regards it as

a brackish, water form.—Synedra l^vis, Kiitz. Bac, p. 65, T. xy.,

fig. 8. 2. 3. 4. "Were this the case, the variety should be attributed

to Kiitzing, and be called var. Isevis ; but Kiitzing's figxire is not

sufficiently distinct to enable me to identify the variety with it, and
therefore I deem it better to retain the name given by Smith, who
figures it with accui^acy.—Synedra Smithii, Palfs, in Pritch., p. 786..

Grunow, Yerhand. der Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 392, who
remarks, "that it is probably only a veiy long variety of (what he
calls) Synedra fasciculata, mixed up with which he found it upon
Cladophora flavida, Kiitz., on tbe Peene at Woolgart, and in such
manner that no clear distinction existed between the two." Bab. Fl^
Eur., sect. 1, p. 131.

Eiver Slaney, Eallurin, Co. "Wexford. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry..

Carrickhugh, Co. Deny. Kilcool, moist rock. Black Castle, Co.

• "Wicklow. In the last named locality, in which this form was found-

abundantly, marine influence was scarcely possible.

Var. lanceolata, (Wm. Sm.) Fresli water.

Kesembling the typical form, but shorter and broader in proportion.,

(PL 28, fig. 20.)

Synedra minutissima, "Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 70, PL xi.,

fig. 87, who ascribes the species to Kiitzing, but the form so called by
the last named author, Bac, p. 63, T. iii., fig. 30, can scarcely be
identical with it. More likely it is the same as that which Kiitzing

describes as Synedi^a lanceolata : but whether or not this be the case,

the designation is adopted because of its appropriateness, and the
species attributed to "Wm. Smith, whose figiire admits of no mistake.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 786. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 65, who^
attributes the form to fi'esh or brackish water. Bab. PL Eur., sect.

1, p. 139.—Synedra vaucherife, Grunow, who adopts this view with,

doubtfulness, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862,

p. 393, T. v., fig. 9. This last named author regards Synedra vaucheriae,,

Kiitz., as distinct from the form so named by Wm. Sm., and the

former identical with that figured as Synedra minutissima, by Wm..
Smith.

River Slaney, Killurin, Co. "Wexford. Eiver at Port-na-Crush,

and stream, Eintragh, Co. Donegal. Stream, Howth, Co. Dublin.
Stream near Giants' Causeway, Co. Antrim. Kilcool, Black Castle,

Co. "Wicklow.
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Var. linearis, (TTm. Sm.) Presh. water.

Smaller than the preceding yar., and on side "new somewhat
liaear. (PL 28, fig. 21.)

Synedi'a fascicnlata, "Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 73, PI. xi., fig.

100, who has inacciu'ately confounded this fresh water species with
Synedra fascicnlata, Kiitz. Bac, p. 68, T. sv., fig. 5, which is clearly

a marine species.—Synedra parrula, Kiitz., according to Grunow,
Verhand. der Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 392, T. iv., fig. 17,

where the form is accurately figured ; hut as it is impossible to identify

it with Kiitzing's figure of the species so named, I consider it more
conducive to accuracy to refer this species to Smith, who has so accu-

rately described it ; and as his specific name must be abandoned for the

reason given, and that adopted by Grunow is not quite certain, I have
given it a name characteristic of its general appearance. It is to be
noted that Smith separates this form from those with which it stands

related ; but Grunow and Babenhorst coincide with me as to its inti-

mate relation to the group of which Synedra pulchella is the type.

Tacumshane, Co. ^^exford. Tide pool, ITalahide. In both which
marine and fi'esh water forms were mixed up, but I found it likewise

mixed with the preceding variety on the surface of wet rocks at

Black Castle, Co. Wicklow.

(d.) StricB interrupted hy a narrow longitudinal sulcus; valves

linear.

Synedra capitata, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Prustule on front view linear, expanded slightly at the ends ; on
side view linear, with expanded triangular head. (PI. 28, fig. 22.)

Ehr. Infus. T. xxi., fig. 29. Kiitz. Bac, p. 67, T. xiv., fig. 19.

Wm. Sm.. B.D., Yol. i., p. 72, PI. xii., fig. 94. Eab. Siissw. Diat.,

p. 55, T. iv., fig. 6. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 788, PL iv., fig. 29, and x.,

fig. 185. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii.,

1862, p-. 394. Heiberg, De Danske Diat. p. &b. Cleve, Om Svenska
och jN'orska Diat., p. 220.

In Smith's figure there appears a short median line terminating

towards the centre in small pear-shaped nodules, and also a central

free space ; the same features appear in the figiire of Ealfs, in Pritchard,

but these peculiarities do not occur in the numerous specimens which
have come under my observation.

Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Ditch at railway station, Dundalk,
Co. Louth. Stream, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Lucan. Dundrum.
Boat harbour. Dolphin's bam, Co. Dublin. Eoyal Canal, Enfield, Co.

Meath. Eoyal Canal, Kilcock, Co. Kildare. Kilcool, Co. Wicklow.
The Callows, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway. Limestone quarry, MuUingar,
Co. Y\"estmeath. Lough Moume deposit.
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Var. longiceps, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Like the preceding, hut longer, more slender, the ends not so

large; not triangular, hut rounded off. (PI. 28, fig. 23.)

Synedra longiceps, Eah. Siissw. Dial., p. 55. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 788. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel. Band xii.,

1862, p. 386.—Synedra notarisii, Castracane, Dialogo di Diat. raccolte

nell Yal. Intrasca, p. 9.

Twyford Lough, near Athlone, Co. "Westmeath, unmixed with the

former, and mixed with it in ditch near railway station, Dundalk, Co.

Louth.

Synedra uhia, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Frustules on front view linear ; on side view linear, suddenly con-

tracted at the ends, which are slightly constricted and rounded ; striae

interrupted in the centre hy a quadrangular vacant space. (PI. 28,

fig. 24.)

It is not easy to comprehend how Smith could have regarded as

one species the two forms described by him under this name, B. D.,

Vol. i., p. 71, PI. xi., figs. 90 and 90^, than which no two forms of

the genus seem to be more distinct. The result is, that great confu-

sion has been introduced, which may be dispelled by a careful com-
parison of Kiitzing's description and figure of the species with the

actual forms. It is questionable whether the form figured by Smith,

as above, fig. 90 ^, really belongs to Synedra ulna ; but, unqestion-

ably, that of fig. 90 must be excluded from its limits.

Kiitz. Bac, p, 66, T. xxx., fig. 28. Bab. Siissw. Diat., p. 54,

T. iv., fig. 4. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 788, PL x., fig. 184, in which only

the front view is given, and the mode of growth is on a short stipes,

and scattered. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot., Gesel. Band
xii., 1862, p. 397, where he identifies this species with Smith's fig. 90^,
as above cited, and makes fig. 90 a variety marked by the name of

lanceolata. Heiberg refers to the species as identical with that of

Smith's fig. 90; DeDanskeDiat., p. 64. Eabenhorst Fl. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 133, does not refer to Smith's figures, and follows Grunow, only
that he includes Synedra salina, a very distinct species, as a variety of

Synedra ulna. Castracane identifies the form so named with that of

Babenhorst Siissw. Diat., T. iv., fig. 4, as well as with that of Smith,
fig. 90. Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nell Vail. Intrasca, p. 10.

Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Caum Lough, near Tralee, Glencar,

Co. Kerry. Biver Dodder, Co. Dublin. Ditch near Wicklow. Feigh-
cuUen, Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Biver Moy, Foxford, Co. Mayo.
Well, Farraghy, Co. Cork.

Var. oxyrhyncTius, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Much longer than the typical species, and ends on side view
sharper. (PI. 28, fig. 25.)

Ktitz. Bac, p. 66, T. xiv., fig. 11. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 788.
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Oruno'w makes Synedra oxyT}iyiich.us a distinct species, whicli lie iden-

tifies with Synedra oxyi-liynchus, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 71,

PI. xi., fig. 91, and figiu'es a variety distinguished as amphicephala,

which appears identical with Synedi-a ulna, Wni. Sm., B. D., Vol. i.,

p. 71, PI. xi., fig. 90 i?. The form xxnder consideration seems diffe-

rent from both. Bah. PI. Eui'., sect. 1, p. 135, who follows Grunow.

Hiver Dodder, near Dublin. Eiver AToy, Foxford, Co. Mayo.

Var. amphirhyncJius. Ehr. Fresh water.

Like the typical species, fi'om which it differs chiefly by the ab-

sence of the quadrangular unstiiate space in the centre of the valve,

on side view. (PI. 28, fig. 26.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 66, T. xiv., fig. 15. Bab. Siissw. Diat., p. 55,

T. iv., fig. 7. Balfs, iuPritch., p. 788. Grunow, Yerhand. der K.K,
Zool. Bot., GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 397.

Eiver Moy, Foxford, Co. Mayo. Bohernabreena, Biver Dodder,
3)ond, Botanic Gardens of Trinity College, Co. Dublin. Greenane,
Eilcool, Powerscoiu-t, Co. "Wicklow. Feighcnllen, Co. Kildare. Kille-

shin. Queen's County. Well, Farraghy, Co. Cork. Stream near Giants'

Causeway, Co. Antrim.

Mr. Kitton of IS'orwich, and Bev. George Davidson, have supplied

me with specimens which would appear to belong to this variety, but
growing in short filaments, after the manner characteristic of Fragi-

laria. I find no description of the stipes in any of the authors who
liave referred to this form, nor have I ever seen it myseK in situ; but
not unfi-equently have I noticed it aggTegated in tablets, but not

parallel at the ends, as if the aggregation were accidental.

Synedra longisdma, (Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Frustules very long on front view, quadrangular ; on side view li-

near, till near the ends, towards which it is almost imperceptibly

attenuated ; ends constricted and then dilated, without any central

free space; valves sometimes slightly arcuate. (PI. 28, fig. 27.)

Smith's description of this species is tolerably accurate ; but the
^figure, B.D., Yol. i., PI. xii., fig. 95, is calculated to mislead. The
form possesses no median line, nor is there a central fi'ee space, such
as this figure represents.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 72. Balfs, in Pritch., p. 786, who
asks "is this distinct from Synedi-a biceps?" to which I reply, cer-

tainly it is. The forms differ greatly in their general appearance,
and may be discriminated by the fact that the strife in Synedi-a bi-

ceps are pervious—in Synedra longissima they are separated by a
median sulcus. Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Diat., 220. Bab.
Fl. Eur., sect 1, p. 130, who remarks that "it appears to him an
elongated, gently-undulate form of Synedra biceps," and strangely
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adds, that " lie considers Grunow has rightly regarded it as a variety

of Synedra splendens."—Synedra splendens, var. longissima, Grnmow,
Verhand. der. K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1 862, p. 397. Grunow
considers this form identical with Synedra biceps, Kiitz. Bac, p. 66^
T. xiv., figs. 18 and 21, and Bab. Siissw. Diat., p. 55, T. v., fig. 9..

But however this may be, Synedra longissima and Synedra biceps are

in reality distinct species.

Pond in Botanic Gardens, Belfast. Malahide. St Penton's "Well,

Sutton. Streamlet, IN'ewcastle Lyons, Co. Dublin. Twyford Lake,,

near Athlone, Lake Belvidere, Co. Westmeath. Ditch near railway-

station, Dundalk, Co. Louth. Ditch near Wicklow.

Synedra ohtusa, (Wm. Sm.) Presh water.
Similar to the preceding species, but much shorter ; not so much

constricted or expanded at the rounded ends. (PL 28, fig. 28.)

"Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 71, PL xi., fig. 92, who regards it as

= Synedra ulna, Ehr. Inf., T. xvii., fig. 1 ; but of this he is doubtful ;^.

and Synedi-a aequaKs, Kiitz. Sp. Alg., p. 45, ad speciem quae dedit

amico DeBrebisson. If Synedi'a sequalis, Kiitz., just referred to, be
the same as that described by the same author, Bac, p. 66, T. xiv.,

fig. 14, it is scarcely 'identical with the present species.—Synedi'a

splendens, var. obtusa, Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot.

GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 397.—Synedra splendens, var. ^qualis,

Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 134. The linear form of the side view
appears to me to distinguish this from the form named Synedi'a splen-

dens by both the authors last referred to, which Grunow describes as

generally, small lanceolate, and less frequently linear, and Rabenhorst
as linear, lanceolate. If this form can be regarded as a variety of any
other, I think it should be of Synedi-a longissima, which it very closely

resembles.

Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford ; Ditch near railway station, London-
derry. Limestone quarry, MuUingar. Twyford Lake, near Athlone..

Lake Belvidere, Co. "W'^estmeath.

(e). Stri(B interruptedly a narrow, longitudinal sulcus ; valves, narrow
elliptical.

Synedra sploidens, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Prustules long : on front view usually wider at the ends than in

the middle ; on side view, narrow elliptical, gradually attenuated to-

the slightly capitate ends. (PL 28, fig. 29).

I have found it impossible to discriminate between this species-

and Synedra ulna, as described by "Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 71^

PL xi., fig. 90. The latter species, as described by Kiitzing Bac.,.

p. 66, T. xxxx., fig. 28., is on side view perfectly linear; and.

although I have occasionally seen specimens which exhibit a ten-
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dency towards the elliptical outline, I am disposed to regard these as

abnormal, the normal character being linear. Smith indeed distin-

guishes the two forms by the fact that, in the latter, the frustules

are loose and scattered, whereas in the former they are arranged

radiately ; and, although such a feature of growth is not to be wholly
overlooked, it is scarcely sufficient to distinguish the species, especially

in the earlier stages of growth, where the frustules are few in number.
I am inclined to think the form which Smith describes as Synedra
ulna is really Synedra splendens. It seems strange that this form
should have been attributed to Wm. Smith, although he regards what
he calls Synedra radians as equivalent to Synedra splendens, Kiitz.

Kiitz., Bac, p. 66, T. xiv., fig. 16 ; Eab. Sussw. Diat., p. 54,

T. iv., fig. 4 ? E,alfs, in Pritch., p. 788. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesel., Bandxii., p. 394.—Synedra radians, Wm. Sm., B.D.,
Yol. i., p. 71, PI. x.i., fig. 89. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 64.

Castracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nell Yal Intrasca, p. 10. Cleve^

Om Svenska och JS'orska Diat., p. 220.

Stream, Crossdoney. Derrylane Lough, Co. Cavan. Lacan.
Friarstown, Bohernabreena, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Tacumshane, Co.

"Wexford. Killeshin, Queen's Co. Royal Canal, Enfield, Co. Meath.
Glencar. Pedlar's Lough, near Dingle, Co. Kerry. Ditch near railway

station, Dundalk, Co. Louth. River Suck, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway.

Var. radians, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Like the tvpical species, but smaller, and the ends more acute on
side view. (PI. 28, fig. 30.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 64, T. xiv., fig. 7. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 787.—Syne-
dra radians, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 71, PL xii., fig. 89 B,

and 89 y.

Priarstown, Co. Dublin. Derrylane Lough, Co. Cavan. Pedlar's

Lough, near Dingle, Co. Kerry. Ditch near Dundalk, Co. Louth.

Ditches in the Callows, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway.

Var. danica, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Prustules longer and narrower than the typical species, the stria-

tion finer, and the valves on front view more gradually attenuated

towards the ends, which are broadly rounded off, and not capitate..

(PL 28, fig. 31.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 66, T. xiv., fig. 13.—Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 788;

Synedra radians var. debilis, Rab. PI. Eur., sect. 1, p. 134 ? Grunow
considers this var. = Synedra radians, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 71,

PL xii., figs. 89 B, and 89 y ; Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot., Gesel.,

Band xii., p. 396 ; but Synedra danica is much longer than that

variety, less lanceolate, and with broader rounded apices.

River Moy, near Poxford, C. Mayo. Bantry Well, Parraghy, Co.

Cork. Donoughmore, Co. Tyrone. Coolnamuck, parish of Dysert, Co^

Waterford.
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Synedra salina, {Wm.. Sm.) Marine.

Yalve lanceolate, gradually attenuated towards the ends, which are

rounded off, and broader than in Sjnedi'a splendens. (PI. 28, fig. 32.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 71, PL xi., fig. 88. Ralfs, in Pritch.,

p. 787. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel. Band xii.

p. 398.—Synedra ulna, var. marina Hab. Fl . Eur., sect. 1, p. 134.

Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Malahide, Clontarf, Co. Dublin. Eos-
treTor, Co. Down. Stomachs of Ascidians, E-oundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Synedra yallionii, (Ehr.) Marine.

Erustules on front view slightly attenuated at the ends, on side

view shorter, broader, and more obtuse at ends than in case of Synedra
«alina. (PI. 28, fig. 33.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 68, T. xxx., fig. 42. ^'m. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p.

74. Supp. PI. XXX., fig. 265, who describes a shorter and stouter

Tar. ih., Supp. PL xxx., fig. 265 B. Ealfs, in Pritch, p. 788, PL
xii., figs. 34-36. Grunow, Yerhand der K. K., Zool. Bot. Gesel.,

Band xii., 1862, p. 401. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 137, who attributes

the species to Bory.

On seaweeds, Bannow, and Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. On sea-

weeds, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Seaweeds, Larne, Co. Antrim. Sea-

weeds, Dundrum Bay, Co. Down. Arran Islands, Co. Galway, and
from seaweeds at different parts of the coast in the Co. Clare.

The smaller variety has been found at Malahide, Howth, Co.

Dublin. On seaweeds, Larne, Co. Antrim, and in the other localities

where the larger species has occurred.

Synedra spathulata, I^. S. Fresh water.

Frustules very large ; length, -0130
; on front view wider at ends

Ihan middle; greatest breadth, "0012; ends straight; on side view
wider in the middle, and gradually attenuated towards the ends, at

some distance from which -0028, bending inwards and then outwards,
then suddenly constricted towards the broadly capitate rounded extre-

mities. Striae course, costate. (PL 28, fig. 34.)

Ditch at bank of Eoyal Canal, near Kilcock, Co. Kildare. An un-
dulate variety of the species occurs in a well, I^ewcastle, Lyons, Co.

Dublin.

Synedra larlatula, (Kiitz.) Marine.
Frustules short, on fi-ont view quadi-angular ; on side view broadly

elliptical ; striae fine, but distinct. (PL 28, fig. 35.)

Kutz. Bac, p. 68, T. xv., fig. 104. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 789.—
Synedi'a gracilis, var. barbatula, Grunow, Yerhand. der K.K. Zool. Bot.,

Gesel., Band xii., p. 402.

Salthill, Co. Dublin. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay,
€0. Galway. Seaweeds, Tramore, Co. "Waterford.
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(f. ) Strife marginal.

Synedra talulata, (Agardli.) Marine.

Frustules large, adhering in tablets on a short stipes; on front vievr'

wider at middle than at the ends ; on side vie-w nearly linear, very
slightly attenuated towards the constricted and rounded ends ; strise

broader than in the succeeding species. (PL 28, fig. 36.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 68, T. xv., figs. 101—3, where the form is described

more in accordance with my specimens than that of Wm. Sm., B. D.,

Yol. i., p. 72, PL xii., fig. 96. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 788 ; Gninow,
Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot., GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 403. Eab.
Fl. Eur. Alg., sect. 1, p. 137. Cleve, Om Svenska och i^Torska Diat.,

220. According to Kiitzing = Diatoma tabulatum, Agardh, on
which authority I attribute the species to Agardh, as do also Balfs

and Ptabenhorst, while Smith, Cleve, and Grunow, the latter doubt-
fully, refer it to Eiitzing.

On seaweeds, Bannow, Co. "Wexford, as well as on seaweeds near
the town of "Wexford. Seaweeds, Eostrevor, Co. Down. Seaweeds,
Malahide, Co. Dublin. Laytown, Co. Meath. Breaches near ISTew-

castle, Co. Dublin, Seaweeds, Larne, Co. Antrim.

Synedra arcus, (Kiitz.) Marine.

Frustules much smaller than those of the preceding species, and
not dissimilar in their mode of growth ; on front view slightly arcu-

ate ; on side view slightly sigmoid; striae short. (PL 28, fig. 37.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 68, T. xxx., fig. 50. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p.

70, PL xi., fig. 98, PL xii., fig. 98, in which latter the front view and
manner of growth are accurately depicted. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 789,

PL iv., fig. 27, where the fi'ont view is represented as straight and
perfectly quadrangular, and the side view as arcuate, and with a

median line, the striae reaching the latter ; in all these particulars the
fig-ure is not correct. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL,
Band xii., p. 405. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 65. Eab. Tl. Eur.,

sect. 1, p. 138.

On seaweeds, Malahide, Monkstown, Bray, Co. Dublin.

Synedra affinis, (Kiitz.) Marine.

Frustules in mode of growth similar to the preceding ; on fi'ont

view attenuated at ends ; on side view lanceolate ; striae short. (PL
28, fig. 38.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 68, T. xv., fig. 6. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 73,

PL xii., fig. 97. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 788. Grunow, Yerhand. der

K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 403. Eab. EL Eur.,

sect. 1, p. 138.

Tide-pool, "Wexford. Tacnmshane, Co. Wexford. On sea-weeds,.

Malahide and Clontarf, Co. Dublin. Camlough Bay, Co. Antrim.
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Eostrevor and Dundruin Bay, Co. Do^^m. Breaclies near T^ewcastle,

Co. "Wicklow. Mouth, of the I^annywater, Laytovm, Co. Meath.

Synedra nif%scTiiocles, (Grun.) ATarine.

rrastules on front yiew slightly attenuated towards the ends ; on
side view narrow, linear lanceolate. (PI. 28, fig. 39.)

Grunow does not descrihe the mode of growth, nor can I say any-

thing on this subject, as the form has been observed by me only after

treatment with acid. This species may be distinguished from the last

by the linear and slightly apiculate form of the side Yiew.

Gnmow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., p. 403,

T. v., fig. 18. This species was found by Grrmow only in the Pacific

Ocean.

Prom stomachs of Aseidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway. From
seaweeds, Bush, Co. Dublin, where it occurs in tolerable abundance.

Synedra fraimifeldii, (Grun.) Marine.

Prustules much larger than the three preceding species on fi'ont

dew, but very slightly attenuated at the encls ; on front riew narrow,

lanceolate, much attenuated from the middle towards the ends, which
are slightly dilated ; striae fine, marginal in the middle, but as the

Talyes become narrow towards the ends, thev seem to meet. (PL 28,

fig. 40.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p.

406, T. iv., fig. 26. The only habitat given by Grunow is the Ked Sea.

Seaweeds, Dundalk, Co. Louth. The form is more slender than
that figured by Grunow as above, the apex less dilated, and the strise

shorter ; but in the main featui-es the foiTas are so like as to leave

but little doubt of their identity.

Synedra putealis, IS. ^. Freshwater.
Frustules in length '0045, veiy naiTOw ; on front view slightly

attenuated towards the ends ; on side view narrow, lanceolate, gra-

dually tapering towards the rostrate ends ; strife short ; stipes short

;

on which the fmstules are crowded in small tablets containing about

ten in each. (PI. 28, fig. 41.)

This form possibly may be identical with that described as Synedra
tenuis, by Kiitzing, Bac, p. 65, T. xiv., fig. 10, but in some respects

it is so different as to warrant the conclusion that it is specifically

distiact. Kiitzing does not describe the mode of growth nor the
character of the strise, and moreover alleges that in the species re-

ferred to, the frustules are exactly linear on front view, whereas in

the present case they are obviously attenuated.

St. Fenton's Well, Sutton, Co. Dublin. "Well near the Eoman
Catholic Chapel, Ballinasloe, in both which localities it occurs in

great abundance, mixed with other forms.
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St/neira Smithii, IT. S. Fresh, water.

Frustules small ; on front view quadrangular ; on side \T.ew nar-

row, linear ; accuniinate at tlie ends ; striae short. (PI. 28, fig.

42.)

Synedra vauclierise, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 73, PI. xi.,

fig. 99, who identifies the species with that so named by Kiitzing, Bac,
p. 65, T. iy., fig. 4, 1, 2«, 3 ; and so far as the description of it is

concerned, not without warrant : but although in some respects the

figures cited seem to agree with the form under notice, in other re-

spects there is such a difference as to cast a doubt on the correctness

of the identification. Kiitzing represents the striation in his form as

peryious, whereas in that figured and described by Smith the strise

are marginal and yeiy short. Eabenhorst describes and figures a form
under the name of S. yaucherise ; but although from the description it

might fairly be supposed to be the same as the present form, the figure

renders the identity more than doubtful ; Siissw. Diat., p. 55, T. iv.,

fig. 15. Again, Grunow describes a form as identical with Kiitzing's

Synedra yaucheriae ; Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii.,

1862, p. 393, T. y., fig. 9, which, seems to differ widely from Kiitzing's

figure, as well from that so named by "Wm. Smith. He remarks :

—

" The species here referred to, which exhibits a decided relationship

to Synedra pulchella, I regarded for a long time as the identical

Synedra yaucheriae of Kiitzing and recently had my impression on th.e

subject confirmed through, means of some specimens of De Brebisson's,

kindly sent to me by Professor A. Braun. I find Smith's figure

widely different from Synedra yaucheriae, Kiitz., which might much,
rather be regarded as a form of Synedra affinis, although Synedra
yaucheriae also possesses a tolerably broad unstriate space between
the stiiae, but in the description I find no allusion to the unstriate

yery fine ring-formed-pseudo-nodule." These remarks make it obyious

that it is impossible to identify Smith's form with Synedra yaucherite,

Kiitz., from which it differs considerably. I haye therefore adopted
a new specific name, that of Synedra Smithii.

Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Eiyer at Port-na-Crush, Co. Donegal.
Malahide, Portmarnock, St. Fenton's Well, Sutton, Co. Dublin.

(g.) Strim obsolete.

Synedra delilis, (Kiitz.) Fresh, water.

Frustules yery minute ; on fi'ont yiew regularly quadrangular ; on
side yiew elliptical-lanceolate. (Plate 28, fig. 43.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 65, T. lii., fig. 45. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 787.—
Synedra radians, yar. debilis, Bab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 136,

Twyford Lake, near Athlone, Co. "Westmeath. Riyer Doui-,
Co. Cork.
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FAMILY YI. STEIATELLE^, Kiitz.

Fnistnles precisely as in the immediately preceding family, and
distinguished by the possession of internal diaphragms, which, spring-

ing from the connecting membrane, are interposed between the two
opposite valves.

This family, since it was constituted by Kiitzing, has been adopted
by successive authors, but with some divergence respecting the species

comprehended within its limits. As here defined, it embraces not
only the genera included in Kiitzing' s family Striatellese, but also

those of the family Tabellaricaj, which, though generically distinct,

come properly within the same limits. The Genera Gephyria and
Eupluria, which were included by Ralfs, are here excluded from the

family ; because in whatever other respects they may agree, they stand

remote in consequenee of the unsymmetrical structure of the opposite

valves. And for a similar reason I exclude Podosphenia, which Hei-
berg placed in the family, the frustules being unsymmetrical both on
front and side view.

Thus defined, the family is precisely equivalent to Grunow's sub-
gTOup of Diatomese, and stands out distinguished by two very decided

features, namely, the perfect .symmetry of the valves, and the inter-

position between them of diaphragms more or less numerous.
The diaphragms constitute so important a feature in the family,

that some observations are needed to explain their nature and mode of

growth. As far as I know, Ralfs was the first who described these

organs with any tolerable approach to accui^acy. He says:—"The
appearance of longitudinal striae is in fact produced by silicious plates,

arising internally from the margins of the filament, and extend-

ing towards, but not reaching, the centre. The interior is thus
divided into chambers opening into a central space. When viewed
laterally, this central space resembles a canal, especially as the inner

edge of each plate has a concave outline." Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 803.

If there be anything vague in this description, it is greatly elucidated

by the observations of Wm. Smith, as well as by the figures of these

diaj)hragms in the case of Ehabdonema, Tetracyclus, and Tabellaria,

B. D., Yol. ii., pp. 32-34, PL xxxviii., fig. 306 h and 305t, PL xxxix.,

fig. 308 h and h', PL xliii., fig. 31 Of and 31 Tf.

In these cases, the diaphragms may be regarded as compressed

rings corresponding externally with the outline of the valves ; but
Heiberg has called attention to the fact that, in the case of Striatella,

the diaphragms are somewhat differently constructed. " Smith's repre-

sentation of the structure of this species is in the main correct, but he
has misapprehended the form of the diaphragms, considering them to

be closed rings (as his figure 307 h, as well as the descriptive term,
" Annuli" indicate), whereas in reality they are open at one end. The
form of them would naturally be best seen by preparing them out sepa-
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rately. One can, however, satisfy himself that the diaphragms are

open at one end, by obserring a perfect frustule in transverse view,

when one diaphragm is seen from the open, and the other from the

closed, side."—DeDanskeDiat., p. 72. In the case of the diaphragms
of Striatella, it may be noticed that the silicious plate is thicker at

one end, and becomes gradually thinner as it recedes from it. This
fact may serve to illustrate the mode of growth in the diaphragms in

other species, as well as in Striatella. Springing from opposite ends,

the two contiguous diaphragms in some cases appear much thicker at

the starting point, and as they proceed parallel to each other become
thinner and thinner as they approach the opposite end of the frustule.

The strong lines which appear as costse on the front view may seem to

mark the extreme length to which the diaphragms project into the cell

;

but the compressed rings are, except in the case of Striatella, com-
plete, and can by proper focusing be traced through their entire

coxirse.

Genus I. Geammaiophoea, (Ehr.)

Prustules attached, united in zig-zag filaments ; diaphragms two in

number ; open in the centre, and equally developed at both sides of

the same. Valves narrow, elliptical ; sometimes slightly expanded in

the middle ; striae obvious, and appearing on front view as a narrow
striate border.

Although the species of this genus are by the experienced eye
easily discriminated, it is not easy to describe their characteristics

in words so as satisfactorily to obviate confusion with other forms
belonging to the same family, especially with Tabellaria, which they
resemble, not only in the mode of growth in zig-zag filaments, but
also in the general formation of the diaphragms, which are equally

developed on both sides of the central portion. Whether we view the

frustules on the front or side views, they may be distinguished by the
following characters :—In Grammatophora the valves are sometimes
slightly expanded in the middle, but in no case so much so as in Tabel-
laria ; the striae, too, are ever noticeable, which is not the case with
the' last-named genus. And on the front view the narrow margin of

strise noticeable in the species of Grammatophora are never to be seen

in those of Tabellaria.

GrammatoiyTxora marina, (Lyngb.) Marine.

Frustules on front view regularly quadrangular ; on side view
naiTow, elliptical ; strise obvious ; diaphragms curved near the ends,

and thence running in a straight line towards the middle. (PI. 29,

fig. 1.)

Kiitz. Eac, p. 128, T. xvii., fig. 24, who regards the species as

identical with Diatoma marina, Lyngb. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii.,

E.I. A. PROC, 8ER. II., VOL, 11., SCIENCE. 2 P
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p. 42, PI. xlii.,fig. 314. Ealfs, in Pritcli., p. 808, PL iv., fig. 47,

PI. xi., fig. 52 and 53. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel.,

Band, xii., 1862, p. 415. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 71. Eab. PL
Eur., s. 1, p. 303. Cleve, Om Srenska ocli ISTorska Diat., p. 222.

Sea-weeds, ]\Ialaliide. Sea-'weeds, Portmarnock, Co. Dublin. Sea-
' weeds, Portnish ; and same, Co. Antrim. Arran Islands, Co. Galway.
Tacnmsbane, Co. Wexford.

Grammatophora macilenta, ("Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Prnstnles on front view quadrangular, but sometimes slightly

arcuate
;
generally much longer than tbe preceding species ; on side

view nearly linear ; diapkragms similar to the last, except tbat the

foramen is more elliptical, and the strise finer.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 43. Supp. PL Ixi., fig. 382. Ealfs,

inPritch., p. 808. Eab. El, Eur., sect. l,p. 304. Cleve, Om Svenska

ocb Norska Diat., p. 222.—Grammatopbora oceanica, var. macilenta,

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862,

p. 417.

Salt ditch, near "Wexford. Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Carnlough

Bay, Portrush. Waterfoot, Co. Antrim. Dundrum Bay, Co. Down.
Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

GrammatopTiora serpentina, (Ealfs.) Marine.

Prustules on fi'ont view regularly quadi-angular ; on side view
linear elliptic ; strise obvious ; diaphi-agms undulate, and seen on front

view spii-al. (PL 29, fig. 2.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 129, T. xxix., fig. 82. Wm. Sm., B. D., YoL ii.,

p. 43, PL xlii., fig. 315. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 808, PL iv., fig. 48.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 420.

Eab. EL Eur., sect. 1, p. 304, Cleve, Om Svenska ocli jN'orska Diat.,

p. 222.—Striatella serpentina, Ealfs. An. JSTat. Hist., YoL ii., PL is.,

fig. 5.

Malahide, Co. Dublin. Sea-weeds near town of Wicklow. Tacum-
shane, Co. Wexford. Portrush, Co. Antrim. Arran Islands, Co.

Galway. •

Grammatopliora haJfouriana, (Y'm. Sm.) Eresh water.

Erustules small ; on front view quadi'angular ; on side view linear,

elliptical ; diaphragms direct, without curvature ; striae fine.

Ealfs, following Greville, establishes a new genus Diatomella to

receive this single form, and is followed in this view by Grunow and
Eabenhorst ; but, as it appears to me, the characters are not such as to

distinguish the new genus from Grammatopbora.
Wm. Sm., B. D., YoL ii., p. 43, Supp. PL Ixi., fig. 383. Ealfs, in
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Pritch., p. 810, PI. iv., fig. 51, 52.Grunow, Ycrhaud. der K. K. ZooL
Bot. Gesel., Bandxii., 1862, p. 319. Eab. PI. Eur., sect. 1, p. 300.

Lough Derg, Co. Galway. Ulster Caual, near Newry, Co. Armagh.
Only a few forms were found in these localities, the species being one
of the rarest in Ireland.

Genus II. T.^lBellabia, Ehr.

Prustules attached in zig-zag filaments ; valves expanded at the

middle and ends ; strise faint.

TabeUaria flocculosa, (Poth.) Presh water.

Diaphragms numerous, thickened ends alternately placed, and
varying in length. (PL 29, fig. 3.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 127, T. xvii., fig. 21. Rab. Sussw. Diat., p. 63,

T. X., fig. 2. Wm. Sm. B. D., Vol. ii., p. 45, PI. xliii., fig. 316.

Palfs, in Pritch., p. 807, PL xiii., fig. 29. Grunow, Verhand. der K.
K. ZooL Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 410. Heiberg, De Danskc
Diat., p. 70. Castracane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nell Val Intrasca,

p. 15. Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 221.—TabeUaria
ventricosa, Kiitz. Bac, p. 127, T. xxx., fig. 74, does not differ from
the present species.

Prequent, especially in sub-Alpine and boggy pools. Kiitzing re-

gards this species as identical with Conferva flocculosa, Eoth., on which
authority the species is attributed to Both.

TabeUaria fenestrata, (Lyngb.) Presh water.

Diaphragms few, and of equal thickness on both sides of the cen-

tral expansion ; frustules much longer than in the preceding species.

Kutz. Bac, p. 127, T. xvii., fig. 22, T. xviii., fig. 2, and T. xxx.,

fig. 73, who regards the species as identical with Diatoma fenestratum
Lyngbye. Pab. Siissw. Diat., p. 63, T. x., fig. 1. "Wm. Sm., B. D.,

Vol. ii., p. 46, PL xlviii., fig. 317. Palfs, in Pritch, p. 807. Grunow,
Verhand. der K.K. ZooL Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 410. Heiberg,
DeDanske Diat., p. 71. Castracane Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nell Val
Intrasca, p. 16. Cleve, Om Svenska och IS^orska Diat., p. 321.

Common in the same localities as the preceding, with which it is

usually mixed.

Genus III. Teteacyclits, Ralfs.

Prustules united in parallel filaments ; filaments free ; thickened

2 P2
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ends of the diapkragms alternate ; valres much exj)aiided in middle ;

strongly costate : costae perrious.

Tetracydus laciisfris, (Ealfs.) Fresh, water.

IMiddle expansion of the valve rounded. (Plate 29, fig. 4.)

EaKs, Ann. Xat. Hist., Yol. sii., 1843, PL ii., fig. 2. Kiitz. Bac.,

p. 127, T. xxix., fig. 70. Eah. Siissw. Diat., p. 68, T. ix., fig. 1.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 38, PL xxxis., fig. 308. Ealfs, in Priteh,

p. 806, PL viii., fig. 10, and PL xi., fig. 24, 25. Grunow, Yerhand
der X. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 412. Clevc, Om
Svenska och Xorska Diat., p. 222.

Eiver Erne, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Lake near Castlewellan, Co.

Down. Eiver Bann, Yerner's Bridge, Co. Armagh. Tonabrick IMoun-

tain, Co. Cork ; Y'm. Smith.

Tetracydus emaryinatus, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

"Yalves constricted towards the extremities, which are rounded
and suh-apiculate ; infiections deeply notched or cmarginate • otherwise

like the last species."—AYm. Smith.

lYm. Sm. B. D., Yol. ii., p. 38. Ealfs, in Priteh., p. 806. Grunow,
Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseL, Band xii., 1862, p. 412. Eab.
Fl. Etir., sect. 1, p. 302. Cleve, Om Svenska och XorskaDiat., p. 222.

Smith supposes this specie's identical with Biblarium emarginatum,
Ehr. ITic. T. xxxiii. 2, fig. 6. On his authority I attribute the

species to Ehrenberg.

Gap of Dunloe, Killarney. YTm. Smith. This species is extremely
rare, not a single specimen having ever come under my notice from
any locality in Ireland.

Genus lY. EHAjjnoxEirA, KUtz.

Stipes short ; diaphragms numerous, on the external margin
strongly costate, broad ; extremity of the valves unstriate.

Smith alleges that in this genus the valves have a median line, a

statement which does not appear to be sustained by the facts of the

case.

Rhabdonema arcuatuyn, (Lyngb.) Marine.

Frustules short ; on side view broadly elliptical ; costate, with
moniliform striae interposed between the costse ; striae pervious ; dia-

pliragms numerous, parallel, with a single foramen. (PL 29, fig. 5.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 126, T. xviii., fig. 6, who states that the species is
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identical -vritli Diatoma arcuatum, Lyngbye. "Wm. Sm. B. D., Vol. ii.,

p. 34, PI. xxxviii., fig. 305. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 804. Gninow,
Verhaud. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., p. 423. Heiberg, Dc
Danske Diat., p. 70. Rab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 306. Clere, Oin

Svenska och Xorska Diat., p. 221.

Salt ditch, near "Wexford. Taciimshanc, Co. Wexford. Malabide,

Ballybrack, Co. DubHa. Camlough. Bay. Sea-weeds, Portrusli,

Co. Antrim. Sea-weeds, Dundalk, Co. Loiith. Sea-weeds near

Oalway town. Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

RhaMonema minutum, (Kiitz.) Marine.

Valves small ; expanded in the middle ; attenuated towards tlic

rounded ends ; striae moniliform, pervious ; diaphragms few ; appa-

rently alternate, with a single foramen.

Kutz. Bac, p. 126, T. xxi., fig. 2, 4. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii.,

p. 35, PI. xxxviii., fig. 306. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 804, PL iv., fig. 41.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 423,

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 70. Eab. PL Eiu\, sect. 1, p. 306.

Cleve, Om Svenska och Xorska Diat., p. 221.

Sea-weeds, Malahide ; on piles of wooden bridge, DoUymount
Strand, Ballybrack, Salt Hill, Co. Dublin. Sea-weeds, Portrush.

Lame, Co. Antiim. Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Dimdalk, Co. Louth.

KhaMonema adriaticivn, (Kiitz.) ITarine.

PiT-istules very large ; valves narrow, linear elliptical ; striaj

moniliform ; diaphragms numerous, not so wide on margins nor so

strongly costate as on E. arcuatum, with two or more foramina.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 126, T. xviii., fig. 7. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii.,

p. 35, PL xxxviii., fig. 305 a, b. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 805, PL xiii.,

fig. 27. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii.,

1862, p. 424. Rab. PL Em-., sect. 1, p. 306. Cleve, Om Svenska
och Xorska Diat., p. 221.

lEalahido, Co. Dublin. '' Cork Harbour. Belfast Bay, near Car-

rickfergus." Wm. Smith.

Genus Y. Sxeiatella, Agardh.

FrustiLles stipitate ; stipes long ; valves elliptical, lanceolate, with
ti median line, without central or terminal nodule ; striae obsolete

;

diaphragms numerous, on front view linear, unstriate, strongly

marked at one end, and gradually attenuated towards the other ; not
reaching the entire breadth of the valves ; arranged alternately ; on
eide view not reaching the full length of valve ; open the greater part

of the length.
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Striafella umptmctata, (Lyng.) Marine.
Diagnosis same as that of the genus. (PI. 29, fig. 6.)

Kutz. Bac, p. 125, T. xviii., fig. 5, who considers the form
identical with Fragilaria nnipunctata, Lyngbye. Wm. Sm., B. J).,

Vol. ii., p. 36, PI. xxxix., fig. 307. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 803, PI. iv.,

fig. 40. Grunow, Yerhand. derK.K. Zool. Bot. Gresel., Bandxii., 1862,

p. 427. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 72. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 307. Cleve, Om Svenska och !N"orska Diat., p. 222.

Sea-weeds, Bray, Howth, Salt Hill, Co. Dublin. Stomachs of

Ascidians, Co. Clare. Sea-weeds, Co. Galway. " Lame and Belfast

Bays, Cork Harbour," Wm, Smith.

Genus YI. Tessella, Ehr.

Pmstules stipitate, stipes short ; not filamentous ; diaphragms
apparently reaching not further than the middle of the yalve, alter-

nate, arched, and in opposite directions on the opposite sides of the

frustule ; external edges of the diaphragms slightly striate.

Tessella interrupta, (Ehr.) Marine.
Diagnosis of the species same as that of the genus. Of the side

view of this species, I have never been able to obtain a satisfactory

observation. (PL 29, fig. 7.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 125, T. xviii., figs. 41, 2. This author states with
hesitation that there is no stipes in this species, as also does Ralfs, in

Pritch., p. 804, PI. vii., fig. 5.—Striatella interrupta, Grunow, Yer-

hand. der K.K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, p. 427. It is lobe
noticed that this species cannot be confounded with Striatella inter-

rupta, as described and figured by Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 75,

T. v., fig. 15, and Eab. El. Eur., sect. 1, p. 307.

Sea-weeds, Co. Galway. Sea-weeds, Co. Clare ; in both which
localities it occurs in company with Striatella unipunctata.

Eamily YII. AMPHIPLEUEE^, Kutz.

Erustules free ; lanceolate on side view, with median line and long

narrow end nodules, but without central nodule, and exhibiting a sub-

marginal keel at each side.

Genus I. AurHiPLETTEA, Kiitz.

The characters of this genus may be regarded as those of the-

family. It will be found that the structure of the frustules in
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this genus has not hitherto been described "svith sufficient accuracy
for their satisfactory diagnosis, and consequently its relations with
other genera have been very variously represented. Kiitzing in-

cludes it among the Naviculese ; Smith places it between Amphi-
prora and Xavicula, while Ealfs, Grunow, and Heiberg, agree in

assigning to it a position of near relationship to the IS^itzschieae.

The remarks of the last named author are noteworthy:—"Amphi-
pleura is a genus which stands in need of a more precise revi-

sion. Grunow, in his first treatise, placed the genus in the group
Surirellese, with which it has no very close relationship ; but sub-

sequently this author established the genus as the type of a special

group, Amphipleurese, and at the same time gave a valuable contribu-

tion towards a more precise limitation of the genus : but notwithstand-

ing, much remains still to be done. I have placed the genus with the

^J^itzschiese, because Amphipleura sigmoidea, the only species tho-

roughly examined by me, seems to agree essentially with Xitzschia,

and in fact to possess the same unsymmetrical relation of the connect-

ing membrane with the fi'ont view. As to the other of the under-
named species (Amphipleura pcllucida), I have not as yet had sufficient

material to institute a more exact examination, and have been able

only to satisfy myself as to its identity with the species of the author
named."—De Danske Diat., p. 116. The above remarks indicate the

source of the confusion which exists, namely, the supposition that the
form described as Amphipleui'a sigmoidea belongs to the genus
Amphipleura ; I regard it as not at all distinguishable fi'om IS'itzschia

sigma. Assigning this latter form to its proper place, we have a

distinct and satisfactory diagnosis of the genus Amphipleura, founded
on the presence of the median line without a central nodule, and the
elongated character of the end nodules, as well as the presence of the
submarginal lines. Eefening to the last named peculiarity of struc-

ture, Smith notices Ehrenberg's ideal transverse section of the frus-

tule, " which represents the ridges as springing from the surface of a

convex valve, having between them a depression which corresponds
with the ordinaiy median line of the yaviculas," and adds, "I am
unable to confirm this description."—B.D., Tol. i., p. 45. Grunow,
however, asserts that " each valve has three keels ; the two submargi-
nal ones springing out so far in one aspect as to stand on the valves at

right angles with the margin. In the aspect of the entii'e fmstule
as seen from the side, the submarginal keels appear, and the median
line forms the contour of the valves."—Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Eot.

Gesel. Band xii., 1862, p. 467.

Amphijjleura pellucida, (Kiitz.) Freshwater.
Valves narrow, lanceolate; striae obscure. (PI. 29, fig. 8.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 103, T. iii., fig. 52, T. xxx., fig. 84. In neither of

these figures is the peculiar form of the end nodules noticed. Wm.
Sm., B.D., Vol. i., p. 45, PI. xv., fig. 127. Here the valve is repre-
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sented withoiit the median line, and having a longitudinal row of

monilifoiTa puncta interposed bet^veen the margin and the submar-
ginal keels : the latter I have never been able to detect. Ralfs, in

Pritch., p. 783, PI. iv., fig. 30, PI. ix., fig. 140, and PI. xiii., fig. 1.

Gmnow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Bandxii., 1862, p. 468.

Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 117. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 143.

Limestone quarry near Mullingar, Co. "S^^estmeath. Marl-pit, Inch,

near Gorey, Co. Wexford. Peighcullen, Co. Kildare.

Amphipleura danica, (Kiitz.) Marine.
Similar to the preceding in all respects, save that it is shorter and

relatively broader.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 103, T. xxx., fig. 38. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 783.

GrunoTv, Yerhand. der K.K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii., 1862, pp. 468
and 470. Grunow is uncertain as to Tvhether the median line has the

elongated end nodules ; but of this there is no doubt, my specimens
invariably exhibiting the same : and he seems to regard the species as

identical ^vith Amphipleura rigida, Kiitz, this latter being in fact the

same as Amphipleura sigmoidea, "Wm. Sm., and belonging not to the
genus Ampliipleura, but to Mtzschia.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare.

FAinxT YIII. yAYICIILE..E, Kutz.

Prustules oblong, having both valves fui-nished with a median lino,

central, and two terminal nodules.

In this gi'oup I include all those forms with symmetrical frus-

tules, more or less oblong elliptical in their outline, and having
both valves furnished with a median line, also with a central and two
end nodules

;
quite irrespective of their mode of growth, in tubes, stipi-

tate, or free, filamentous or simple. So limited, Gomphonema, and
Cocconeis, included by Heiberg as oS^aviculeaB cuneatae, are necessarily

excluded on account of the unsymmetrical structure of their valves
;

while the species which normally occiu', surrounded by a more or less

amorphous mass of gelatinous investment, as Dickiea and Mastogioia,

as well as those which grow in tubes more or less composite, as Ber-

kleya, Colletonema, Schizonema ; Doryphora, which is stipitate, Dia-
desmis, which is filamentous, as well as the genera which grow free,

and without any investment, are included, because their frustiiles, how-
ever varying in minor details, ever exhibit the same general features. If

Kiitzing, Smith and others, assigning too much value to the secondary
modes of growth, have widely separated genera which are intimately

related by a common structure, Heiberg on the other hand regards as
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'of little or no significance these peculiarities of growth, which, although
subordinate to the general structure of the frustules, should not he
overlooked. These differences, as they occur normally, are doubtless

assignable to some peculiarity in the structure of the plants which
regularly develop them. They therefore demand the careful atten-

tion of the students of nature, and, as I think, ought to be marked
by a special designation.

(a). Chlamydicc—Frustules enveloped in a more or less definite frond.

Genus I. Mastogloia, "VYm. Smith and Thwaites.

Mucous frond in such species, as have been observed in situ, papil-

late, the frustules imbedded in the top of the papillae ; frustules fur-

nished with narrow-marginal silicious plates interposed between tlio

valve and the connecting band.

Klitzing, (Bac. p. 92, T. xxx., fig. 37,) describes a fonn under the

name of Navicula meleagris, which evidently belongs to this genus.

Thwaites, Ann. Nat. Hist., March, 1848, gives a description of another

form belonging to this genus, under the name of Dickiea danseii, but
when the characteristic difference in the form of the mucous invest-

ment was pointed out by Smith, (B. D., vol. ii., p. 64), he estab-

lished the genus Mastogloia to receive a new form discovered by
himself, as well as some others that had meanwhile been brought
under his notice. The genus therefore may in some measure be
attributed to Smith ; the more so because he first seems to have
noticed and described one of the most important features in the

structure of the frustule. He says, "The frustules of Masto-
gloia are notably distinct from those of any other genera of the tiibe

having the annulate structure, described under the genus Ehabdonema
with the conspicuous canaliculi of a Surirella. In the present case,

the canaliculi which take the form of loculi are, however, formed
differently from those of Surirella, not being connected with the
valve, but with the annulus, which projects as a septum into the body
of the frustule." And again, " Normally the annular septum extends
only partially across the interior of the frustule, but occasionally the
lociili are seen to reach nearly as far as the median line of the valve."

—B. D., Vol. ii., p. 63. In reference to this description, Grunow re-

marks, " I have been unable to convince myself of the correctness of

Smith's supposition, that the costae which according to him form dia-

phragms arc attached to the connecting membrane. After numerous
observations, I find they are quite analogous to the costae of other
Diatoms, and are an inner layer of the silicious plate which in this in-

stance separates itself from the outer layer more easily than in other
Diatoms."—Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860,

p. 674. Hciberg's views on the subject of dispute are thus ex-
pressed :

" Smith on the contrarv took an erroneous view of the genus
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as sucli, inasmucli as lie regarded the inner layer of the valves on
which the characteristic costse are situated as an annulns or dia-

phragm of the same structure as that which we find in the Striatellese :

also he considered the costte to be canaliculi, which does not corres-

pond with the actual facts of the case. Grunow has the merit of

having been the first to point out the error of the opinion of Smith
above referred to."—De Danske Diat., p. 92. "Whether the plate bear-

ing the loculi is more intimately associated with the connecting-

membrane, as Smith thought, or with the valve itself, as Grrunow and
Heiberg are of opinion it is, this is certain, so far as my observation

extends, that, as Grunow remarks, the plate seems to attach itself more
frequently to the valve than to the connecting membrane ; but as the-

valves frequently occur without the plate, and the plate is often

found detached, I am disposed to consider it not so much an inner

layer of the silicious epiderm as a separate formation, and much more
intimately related to the diaphragms of the Striatelleae than to the
inner layer which bears the costge in the Epithemiae. Smith describes,

the loculi as opening by foramina along the line of suture, a statement

which Ralfs repeats. I have however failed to notice any such open-

ings, the plate having ever appeared to be perfectly solid. Inasmucli

as Thwaites considered the occurrence of the frustules in gelatinous

cushions the distinctive character of the genus Mastogloia, and other

distinguished writers have entertained the same opinion, Grunow's
remark on the subject is deserving of attention :

" Whether the species

of the genus Mastogloia occur invariably in a gelatinous investment, is

a matter concerning which I am very doubtful, as in a fresh collection

I observed Mastogloia Smithii free, while I found no specimens in a

gelatinous cushion"—Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x.,

1860, p. 575. However this may be, the occurrence of the plate with
loculi in the perfect frustule is a mark of distinction which identifies

the genus. Further, it was considered by Grunow, that the occurrence

of the inner layer with its costate striation, so different from the

sculpture of the valve, constitutes a strong bond of afiinity between
Mastogloia and Cocconeis. If, however, the opinion I have expressed as-

to the distinctness of the plate from the valve be correct, this resem-

blance fails, and in the general details of structure the two genera are

widely distinct. The process of reproduction in this genus has been
observed by Liiders : according to his observations, two mother cells

produce two auxospores. Pfitzer, Untersuchungen iiber Bau und
Entwicklung der Bacillariaceen, p. 74, remarks, "that in this

feature the genus corresponds with the Naviculeas, and not with the

Cocconeideffi in which Grunow placed it ; for the latter, out of two-

mother cells, develop but a single auxospore."

Mastogloia lanceolata, (Thwaites.) Marine or brackish water.

Yalves lanceolate ; marginal plate wide at middle, and gradually

tapering to the ends ; loculi narrow, and numerous ;
median line

slightly undulate ; strongly marked at the central nodule, and greatly
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attenuated towards the ends ; stri^ linear, fine ; slightly radiate ; not

quite reaching the median line, but terminated by two strongly

developed sulci, which bend in slightly towards the central nodule at

either end, leaving a narrow lanceolate space about the median line

free from striae.

Smith and Grunow, the former doubtfully, regard this form as

identical with ISTavicula meleagris, Kiitz. Bac, p. 92, T. xxx., fig. 37.

Eabenhorst, however, regards Kiitzing's form as distinct from the

present ; and in this I am disposed to agree with him, as I have seen

specimens exactly corresponding with that of Kiitzing, and as I think

quite distinct from Mastogioia lanceolata.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 64, PI. liv., fig. 340. The figure

and description are correct, as far as they go, but neither the longi-

tudinal sulci about the median line, nor the strise are described.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 924. Grunow, Verhand. der Zool. Bot. Gesel.,

Band x. 1860, p. 576. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 94. Eab. PL
Eur., sect. 1, p. 261. Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Eiat., p. 230.

Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Salt marsh,
Kilcool, Co. "Wicklow. Salt marsh near the town of Galway. P)olly-

mount Strand, Co. Dublin.

Mastogioia convergens, !N". S. Marine or brackish water.

Yalve broadly elliptical; length -0018; breadth -0008; rounded
at ends ; median line straight, strongly marked, and of equal breadth
throughout ; central nodule small and round : marginal plates broad
in the middle, gradually attenuated towards the ends, at some dis-

tance from which they bend outwards ; the space between the plates

is broadly lanceolate at either end, and narrower in the middle, where
the boundary line curves very gently towards the margin ; loculi

broader than in the last ; strife fine, linear, convergent in the middle
of the valve, where they are stronger and farther apart, and for the
remainder gently radiate. (PI. 29, fig. 9.)

On first ^dew, this form might readily be confounded with the
preceding ; but the more carefully it is examined, the more apparent
are its distinctive characteristics. In its outline, it is broader for the
length than Mastogioia lanceolata ; its ends are broader, and more
round. In the latter, the loculi are more numerous, shorter in the
middle, and gradually diminishing towards the ends ; in the present
case, the loculi are wider in the middle, and suddenly become attenu-

ated towards the ends. The longitudinal sulci near the median line,

so marked a feature of M. lanceolata, are wanting in this. In M.
lanceolata, the strise are uniformly radiate ; in M. convergens, they
are convergent in the middle, and for the rest more decidedly radiate

than in the other.

Salt marsh near' the town of Galway. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry,
accessible to the tide.
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Mastogloia closeii, K. S. Marine or brackish water.

Yalve somewhat rhomboid ; length -0018; breadth "0008; ends
narrow, lanceolate ; median line straight ; central nodule very small

;

marginal plates wide in the middle for a short space, and rapidly

attenuated long before reaching the ends ; loculi generally four in

number, two large in the middle, and one at either side narrow, at-

tenuated ; space between the inner margin of plates wide, shaped
somewhat like an hour-glass, with pointed ends ; striae fine, linear,

radiate, reaching the median line. (PI. 29, fig. 10.)

Found first in a gathering by Eev. Maxwell H. Close, from rock

pools in the bay called Lough Kay, between Cahirciveen and Doulus
Sead, Co. Kerry. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Sea-weeds, Giants' Cause-

way, Co. Antrim.

Mastogloia portierana, (Grunow.) Marine.

Yalves narrow, lanceolate ; slightly produced at the apex ; mar-
ginal plates narrow

;
gradually attenuated towards the ends ; loculi

numerous; striae very obscure. (PI. 29, fig. 11.)

This form is very similar in some respects to large specimens of

Mastogloia lanceolata, but differs in many details ; it is longer, and
proportionately narrower ; the sulci at either side of median line in

the case of M. lanceolata are absent in this ; the apices, too, arc

slightly produced, and the striae much finer than in that species.

Grunow states that, with an amplifying power of 400 times, the strisc

are scarcely noticeable ; but in the several specimens examined by mc
with a one-eighth objective and deep eye-piece, the striae could not be
•discovered. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band xii.

;

1863, p. 157, T. iv., fig. 13. Eab. Tl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 236.

From stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Mastogloia danseii, (Thwaites.) Marine or brackish water.

Yalve linear, elliptical ; broadly rounded at ends ; striae reaching

the median line, but slightly shortened around the central nodule

;

radiate, formed of close puncta ; marginal plates on inner margin
straight till near the ends, where they are suddenly attenuated

;

loculi numerous, parallel ; space between the plates narrow, and
slightly expanded at the ends.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 64, Supp. PI. Ixii., fig. 388. Ealfs,

in Pritch., p. 924, PI. xv., fig. 30. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860, p. 576. Kab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 26 1 .—Dickiea danseii, Thwaites, Ann. Nat. Hist., March, 1 848, p. 1 71

.

Smith seems to think that this species hardly differs from Mastogloia

lanceolata, but a careful consideration of the two forms will, I think,

prove that in all the details they are essentially different.

Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Lough Foyle, Co. Londonderry'.

Larne, Co. Antrim. Salt marsh, Kilcool, Co. Wicklow.
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Mastogloia apicidata, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Valves broadly elliptical ; slightly produced at the ends ; median
line fine, with two sulci, one at either side, and very close to it

;

parallel for greater part of length, and converging towards the ends
;

central nodule small ; marginal plates narrow, gradually attenuated
towards the ends, where they suddenly decrease in breadth ; loculi

numerous ; space between the inner margins broadly elliptical, and
slightly expanded at the ends ; strise fine, closely punctate, slightly

radiate.

Wm. Sm., B. D. Vol. ii., p. 65. Supp. PI. Ixii., fig. 387. Ealfs,

in Pritch., p. 925. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel.,

Band x., 1860, p. 577, T. vii., fig. 9. Eab. PL Eur., sect. l,p. 262.

DoUymount Strand, Co. Dublin. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eound-
stone Bay, Co. Galway.

Mastogloia smithii, (Thwaites.) Presh or brackish water.

Valves elliptical ; frequently produced at the ends ; marginal plates

relatively broad ; attenuated at the ends ; space included between the

inner margins narrow ; slightly expanded at the ends ; stria) fine,,

linear; slightly radiate. (PL 29, fig. 12.)

This form varies greatly in size and shape, as well as in the habitat.

It seems essentially a fresh water form, for I have found it frequently

in localities far remote from mariae infiuences ; and also in places

where, so far as I could judge, there was no likelihood of mixture of

fresh water with the salt. Under the circumstances, I was anxioua
to submit the forms to the most rigid examination, but could detect

no specific difference between them. Grunow observes that, in the

specimen that came under his notice, there was even a tolerably wide
transversely expanded central nodule, which he considers should be
established as the characteristic distinction between this species and
Mastogloia lanceolata. I may mention that this feature, though
frequently noticeable, is not of univei'sal occurrence.

Wm. Sm., B.D., Vol. ii., p. 65, PL liv., fig. 341. Ealfs, in Pritc;h.,

p. 925. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860,

p. 575, T. \-ii., fig. 11. Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 261. Cleve, Om
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 230.

Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Kilcool,

Co. Wicklow. !N"ewtownlimavady, Co. Derry. In all which gatherings

there was a mixture of fresh and brackish forms. Tide pool, Greystones,

Co. Wicklow, where the forms were mostly marine. Lough Corrib,

Co. Galway, wholly free from marine influence.

Var. capitata, (Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Agreeing with the typical form, only that the produced ends are

capitate ; the stride, also, which are similarly arranged, may easily be

resolved into minute dots.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 6.', PL liv., fig. Cil b. In all pro-
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bability, tliis is identical with tlie form described by Greville, Q. J. M. S.,

October, 1862, p. 235, PI. x., fig. 11 ; although that author remarks
that in his form the striae were much more obscure than in the form
figui'ed by Smith as above. -•

Lough Corrib, Co. Galway, mixed with the typical form.

Ifastogloia grevillii^ (Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Valve linear ; cuneate at the obtuse extremities ; marginal plate

nearly linear on the inner margin, suddenly attenuated towards the

ends ; loculi numerous ; strise fine, linear, radiate, shortened at the
central nodule, so as to give a staiu'o-form appearance to the valve,

"Wm. Sm. B. D. Yol. ii., p. 64, Supp. PI. Ixii, fig. 389. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 925, Grunow, Verhand, der K. K. Zool, Bot. Gesel.,

Band x., 1860, p. 575. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 94. Eab. PI.

Eur., sect. 1, p. 260.

Kilcool, Co. "Wicklow. Lough IS'eagh, Co. Antrim. Ballyshannon,
Co. Donegal. Carrickhugh, Co. Derry.

Ifastogloia costata, JS". S. Fresh water.

Yalve linear; cuneate at ends ; length -0013, breadth -0005
; mar-

ginal plates broad, on inner margin perfectly linear till near the ends,

where they very slightly expand, in shape of a spear head ; loculi

numerous ; striae strongly costate, converging in the middle, and for

the rest radiate ; shortened at the central nodule. (PL 29, fig. 13.)

In shape and size, this form is so like jVIastogloia grevillii that it

might easily be confounded with it ; but, however, on closer investi-

gation it will appear quite distinct. In 11. grevillii, the fine linear

striae can by proper focusing be easily seen along with the loculi of

the marginal plate. In the present species, either fi-om the convexity
of the valve, or the coarseness and closeness of the costate striae, or

perhaps owing to both these circumstances, the plates are not easily

detected, except at the inner margin, where their boundary may be
detected by the clear intervening space into which the ends of the
strong costae are seen to project.

On a moist rock, Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal.

Genus II. Dickieia, Berkeley.

Prond flat, leaf-like ; unbranched ; frustulcs scattered without re-

gular arrangement.

Smith attributes this genus to Ealfs ; but EaKs Hmself ascribes it

to Berkeley, It is adopted by Kiitzing, Smith, Grunow, and Eaben-
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"horst, but Heiberg rejects it as being unnecessary, the forms being, as

he thinks, ranged properly with the Naviculse.

BicMeia ulvoides, (Berk.), Marine.

Gelatinous frond, more or less perfectly ovate ; entire, and having

a distinct pedicel; valves linear, elliptical ; central nodule transversely

dilated; stride fine, parallel. (PI. 29, fig. 14.)

Berkeley and Ralfs, Ann. Nat. Hist., Series 1., Yol. xiv., PI. ix.,

Kiitz. Bac, p. 119. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 66, PI. liv., fig. 342.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 925, PI. xv., fig. 31. Rab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 264.

Greystones, Co. "Wicklow.

BicJcieia pinnata, (E,alfs), Marine.

Prond lasciniated ; valves narrow, elliptical ; striae fine, parallel

;

nodule small, round.

Ealfs. Ann. Nat. Hist., 2nd Series, Vol. viii., PI. v., fig. 6. Ralfs,

in Pritch., p. 925. Wm. Sm., B. D. Vol. ii., p. 66, PI. liv., fig. 343.

Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 264.

On piles of the wooden bridge, Dollymount strand ; Wooden piles

on strand, Clontarf ; Sea-weeds, Malahide ; Ireland's eye ; Eock-pools,

Ballybrack, Co. Dublin : in the last named locality it occurs in greatest

abundance. Larne, Co. Antrim.

Genus III. Colletoxeiia, De Breb.

Gelatinous frond filiform, simple or sparingly divided at the ends.

The first known forms of this genus were discovered by Thwaites,
•and published by him in Ann. Hist., March, 1848, under the generic

name of Schizonema. De Brebisson subsequently separated these

forms from Schizonema, and instituted the present genus for their

reception ; the distinguishing characters being their fresh water habi-

tat, and the simple tubular frond. Whatever value may attach to

the latter peculiarity, the former is utterly untenable as a generic dis-

tinction. Smith alleges that in this genus the frustules are more
firmly silicious than in Schizonema, a statement I cannot corroborate

;

but even though it admitted of no doubt, this fact could scarcely be
regarded as a sufficient generic distinction. Eabenhorst, Siissw. Diat.,

p. 51, who himself observed none of the species, adopts the genus,
characterising it by the fact of the frustules occurring in rows within
a structureless gelatinous investment. Ealfs adopts Smith's definition,

but doubts "if any of the above characters sufficiently distinguish
Colletonema from the allied genera," in Pritch., p. 926. Grunow's
observations on the genus are noteworthy; he says: "The genus
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Colletonema is in a twofold aspect ancertainly founded. On tlie one
hand, it can scarcely he rightly separated from Schizonema, in which
small forms occur in simple sheaths, and on the other hand its separa-

tion from IS'aTicula is very uncertain. It appears to me that many
species of Kayiculas may, under certain conditions, occui', as well in

gelatinous masses as inclosed in gelatinous tuhes, and two of the-

forms which I have with some hesitation placed in this genus appear
to me to confirm this impression." Farther on, in his obserTations on
Colletonema neglectum, he remarks : "I once ohserved this species in

an unused mill-stream in which IS^avicula gracilis occuiTed in uncommon
abundance, and for the most part certainly in a fi'ee state ; veiy fre-

qacntly also were found gelatinous tubes filled with perfect frustrd.es

of Xavicula gracilis, just as Smith has described it, and also very un-
iTequently bands consisting of double rows of the same I^avicula

without any sheaths ; nor could I by the most careful examination dis-

criminate between these foi-ms and those of Kavicula gracilis from
other localities, where no gelatinous tubes were discovered."—Yerhand.
der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860, pp. 570, 571. These
observations coincide with the supposition of "Wm. Smith, that '' Pin-
malaria radiosa may be merely a fi'ee state of Colletonema neglectum
and Kavicula crassinervia, the same condition of Colletonema vulgare."

B. D., Yol. ii., p. 69. I take the opportunity of remarking that, in a

gatheiing made by me fi'om Lough Aron, on the summit of the Slieve-

anieran moimtain, Co. Antrim, in the summer of 1872, IS'avicula rhom-
boides occuiTed in great abundance ; some of the forms were fi'ee and
active, others were inclosed in gelatinous tubes, invariably arranged in

single files, and by no means uncommonly the fiiistules were seen in

long files, attached apparently one to another by the ends, without the

slightest appearance of tubes, just as in Grunow's case of !N^avicida.

gi'acilis. ilabenhorst restores the species of this genus to Schizonema
;

and Heiberg, rejecting the generic distinction founded on the gelati-

nous tubes in which the fnistules are invested, unites them with
Is^avicula.

Beproduction has been obseiwed by Thwaites in the case of Colle-

tonema subcoherens ; he says: "The Sporangia of this species are

produced by the conjugation of a pair of frustules outside the filaments
;

but sporangial fiTistules are frequently found in a filament intermixed

with ordinaiy frustules, fi'om which they differ only in size."—Ann.
IS'at. Hist., March, 1848. Pfitzer superadds, that "two cells produce

two ausospores."—Tntcrsuchungen, p. 73.

Colletonema eximiuni, (Thwaites), Fresh water.

Frond filiform, fi-ustules arranged in one or more rows ; valve

sigmoid, striae fine, parallel.
" Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 51. Y'm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 69, PI. Ivi.,

fig. 350. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 926, PL viii., fig. 43. Grunow, Yer-

hand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860, p. 573, who remarks^

regarding this species : "it must either be transferred to Pleurosigma;^
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or a new genus established to receive it."—Schizonema eximium,
Thwaites, Ann. Xat. Hist., Marcli, 1848. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 266.—Gloionema signioides, Ehr. Abb., 1845, p. 78.—Encyonema
sigmoides, Kiitz. Alg., p. 62.—Endosigma eximium, De Breb.

Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Xear EailTvay station, Xewtown-
limayady, Co. Derry.

CoUetonema xuJgare, (ThTraites). Fresh. Tvater.

Frond occasionally dirided ; fiaistules elliptical, lanceolate, strise

very fine.

In Smith's figure the strife are described as radiate, but I have
never been able to resolve them.

"\Vm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 70, PI. Ivi., fig. 351. Gninovr,

Yerhand. dor K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860, p. 572. Ealfs,

in Pritch., p. 926.—Schizonema vulgare, Thwaites, Ann. jSTat., Hist.,

2nd Series, Yol. i., p. 10, PL xii., fig. H. Ptab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1,

p. 265.—Xavicula vulgaris, Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 83.

Carrickmacreilly ^Mountain near Glanealy, Y'ickloTr : the spe :ies is

very uncommon.

CoUetonema neglectum, (Th"U"aites.) Fresh water.

Frond slightly divided ; frustules closely packed ; elliptical, lan-

ceolate ; extremities obtuse ; strife finely costate, radiate. (PI. 29,

fig. 15.)

^m. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 70, PL Ivi., fig. 352. Ealfs, inPiitch.,

p. 926. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x.,

p. 571.—Schizonema neglectum, Thwaites, Ann. 'Eo.t. Hist., 2nd
Scries, Yol. i. p. 11, PL xii., J. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 265.

Genus lY. Beekeleta, Greville.

Frond branched, the branches springing from a basal tubercle.

Host authors adopt this genus, but Heiberg rejects it as unneces-
sary, and includes the species under Xavicula.

Berheleya fragilis, (Greville.) Marine.

Frustules closely packed in the tubes. Yalves elliptical, lanceo-

late, broadly rounded at the ends. Striae obscure. (PL 29, fig. -16.)

Grev. Scot. Crypt. Flora, tab. 294. Do. Brit. Flora, p. 41 6. Ealfs,

iVnn. !N'at. Hist., 1st Series, Yol. xvi., PL iii., fig. 2. Do., in Pritch.,

p. 926. Kiitz. Bac, p. 109. ^^m. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 67, PL liv.,

fig. 344. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x.,

1860, p. 512. Eab. FL Eur., sect. 1, p. 264.—Navicula fragilis, Hei-
berg, De Danske Diat., p. 84. Bangia micans, Lyngbye, Tent. Hydro-

R. 1. A. rilOC, SEE. II., VOL. II., 8CIENCE. 2 Q
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phyt., p. 84. This last synonym is given on the authority of Heiberg,

who had the opportunity of inspecting authentic specimens.

Cork Harbour, Wm. Smith. Rock-pool, Salt Hill, Co. DubHn.
Coast of Galway, from collections by jyL'Calla, in the Herbarium,

Trinity College, Dublin.

Genus Y. Scnizo:N"EirA, Agardh.

Frond usually much divided. Frustules arranged in one or more
files within the gelatinous tubes which constitute the frond.

Smith remarks justly that " the fronds in this extensive genus
were amongst the earliest Diatomaceous organisms recognised by
naturalists, and have been the perplexity of all subsequent observers."

!N"or is this to be wondered at, when the difficulties attendant on their

examination are taken into consideration. The frustules enveloped

in the fronds are generally minute, so that even though they were
free it woxtM be no easy matter to examine them satisfactorily, and
the difficulty is much enhanced by the intervention of the fronds as

well as by the manner in which the frustules are packed within them.
Kiitzing attempted to arrange the species on the basis of the charac-

ters of the fronds, but with how little success the student will be
convinced who endeavours to make himself master of the subject by
the aid of his minute descriptions, and of his very indefinite figures.

Heiberg falls into a mistake the very opposite to that of Kiitzing

—

discarding from consideration not only the characters of the fronds in

the various species, but regarding the fact of the frustules being normally
incased within fronds as an unreliable generic distinction, and so ho
ranks the species under the genus JSTavicula. De Brebisson had ob-

served that "the greater part of the species needed reconsideration,

and to be studied with regard to the character of the frustules." and
Smith, with his characteristic sagacity, taking this hint, at the same
time not overlooking any reliable character exhibited by the fronds,

dispelled the confusion which had hitherto existed, and reduced the

species into an order, which seems, all the circumstances considered, to

admit of little improvement.
As to the mode of reproducing the sporangia in the genus, opinions

differ, as the following extract from Pfitzer will sufficiently show :

—

"In Schizonema Grevillii, according to Smith, a single mother-cell

produces a single auxospore, while according to Liiders this occurs

but seldom, namely, when one auxospore becomes defunct ; usually, on
the contrary, two cells co-operate, and form two auxospores. The
development of the latter occurs outside the tubes in a large and fine

mucous investment. The mode of proceeding, according to Liiders, is

that each mother-cell divides itself, and the halves unite in pairs.

However, in other forms in which, according to Liiders, a similar
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«tate of tilings occurs, I have not found this \\c\7 confirmed. So that

probably Schizonema does not difPer in this respect from the rest of

the NaviculaB."—Untcrsuchungcn iiber Bau und Entwicklung der Bac-

illariaceen, p. 73.

(f) Fnistules luith parallel strioe.

Schizonema crucigerum, ("Wm. Sm.) Marine.
'

' Frond filiform ; filaments implicate beloiv, free above, much
divided. Frustulcs crowded. Valves with a distinct stauros, lanceolate,

acute" ("Wm. Smith) on side view ; on front view wider in the middle

than at ends. Stride distinct, close, linear. (PI. 29, fig. 17.)

In Smith's figure, the strite are described as slightly radiate, but
in my specimens, I find them parallel.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 74., PL M., fig. 354, and PI. Mi.,
fig. 356. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 928. Ptab. PI. Eur. sect. 1, p. 266.

—Stauroneis crucigera, Heiberg, De Danshe Diat., p. 88.

Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Malahide, Portmarnock, Salt-hill,

Co. Dublin. Eostrevor, Co. Down. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Schizonema smithii, (Agardh.) Marine.
'

' Frond, filiform, robust, simple below, much divided, fasciculated

and fastigiate above. Frustules in numerous closely set files. Valves
elliptico-lanceolate, acute."—Yfm. Smith. To which I would add, stria^,

obvious, extending to median line. Front view of frustule regularly

quadrangular. (PL 29, fig. 18.)

Agardh. Conspectus, p. 18. Kiitz. Bac, p. 114, T. xxvii., fig. 5.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 75, PL Ivii., fig. 362. Eab. Fl. Eur.,

sect. 1, p. 269.—Micromega Sraithii, Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 930.

Howth, Salt Hill, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Sea coast, Co. Antrim.

Schizonema divergens, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.
"Frond, simple below, sparingly divided, or by cohesion irregu-

larly submembranous above; ultimate ramuli short, obtuse."—Wm.
Smith. Valve, shorter and wider than the last, and more rounded at the
ends. Striae fijie, linear, reachiag the median line.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 7G, PL Ivii., fig. 363. Eab. Fl. Eur.
sect. 1, p. 269.—Micromega divergens, Ealfs, in Piitch., p. 931.

Besides the locality named by Wm. Smith, Larue Lough, where it

was collected by Dr. Dickie, this species has been gathered by myself
at Malahide and Salt-hill, Co. Dublin ; and by Dr. David Moore, at

Carrickfergus and Carnlough Bay, Co. Antrim.

Schizonema mucosum, (Kiitz.) Marine.
"Frond filiform, gelatinous, simple below, by cohesion sub-mcm-

2 Q2
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branous above. iEargin irregularly ramnlous. Frustulcs in files, fe^r^

sub-distant. Yalve elliptical, delicately stiiate." "VTm. Smith. IS'ot

unlike the last, except that it is more delicately striate, shorter,

broader, and more rounded at ends.

Kiitz. Bac., p. 115, T. xxvi., fig. 9. '^nx. Sm., B. D., Tol. ii.,

p. 75, PL Ivii., fig. 360. Eab. Fl. Enr., sect. 1, p. 268.—Micromega
mucosum, Ealfs, in Priteli., p. 933.

"With seaweeds. Galvray. Dr. David ^Joorc. !Malahide, Howth, Co.

Dublin.

Scliizo'nema ramosissimum, (Agardh.) Marine.
" Frond filifomi, much divided from the base, and irregularly sub-

membranous by cohesion above. Hamuli short, obtuse. Fmstules
numerous, in closely packed files. Talves elliptico-lanceolate, acute.''—
"Wm. Smith. Striaj fine, linear.

Agardh. Syst., p. 11. Harvey's Manual, p. 210, Tvho, according

to Smith, had the opportunity of inspecting authentic specimens.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 78, PL lix., fig. 369. Eab. PL Eur.

p. 272.—ilicromesa ramosissimum, Agardh. Consp.. p. 22. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 934.

Xear Lame, Carnlough, Co. Antrim, collected by Dr. David
Moore.

(ff). Frustides having radiate strice.

Schizonema greciUii, (Agardh.) Marine.
" Prond filifonn, much divicled from the base, TTltimate ramuli

acute, larger divisions -with several files ; ultimate ramuli with a single

file of frustules. Yalve lanceolate."—TTm. Smith. Strife fine, gently

radiate. On the fi'ont view, frustules are very wide, q^uadrangular.

The side view appears neaiiy as fai' as the median line. The central

nodule thus seen is depressed. The connecting band exhibits longitu-

chnal lines. (PL 29, fig. 19.)

Agardh. Conspect.. p. 19. Kiitz. Bac, p. 114, T. xxvi., fig. 4.,

T. v., fig. 1. Vm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 77, PL Iviii., fig. 364.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 928. Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 267.—Schizonema
C[uadiipunctatum, Haiwey's Manual, p. 214.

Lame, Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim, collected by Dr. David Moore.
Malahide, Menion, Co. Dublin. Eiver Xannvwatcr. near Laytown,
Co. Meath.

Schizonema helmintosion, (Chauvin.) Marine.
" Prond filiform, or by cohesion irregularly sub-membranous ; much

andirregularly divided; ultimate divisions short, abrupt."—Wm. Smith.

Frustules linear, elliptical, sometimes sharp, sometimes more rounded
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at the ends. Strise fine, obscurely punctate, convergent about tbc

central nodule, and for a considerable distance from it, towards the

-ends straight and radiate.

Agardli. Conspect., p. 20. Grev. Brit. Flora, p. 412. Harvey's
Manual, p. 210. Kiitz. Bac, p. 114, T. xxvii., fig. 6. Wm. Sm.,

B. D., Vol. ii., p. 74, PL Ivi., fig. 355. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect. 1, p. 268.—
Micromega helmintosum, Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 830.

Howth, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Carnlough Bay, collected by Dr.

David Moore.

Schizonema comoides, (Agardh.) Marine.
" Prond filiform, simple below, much divided and fasciculated

above. Prustules crowded."—Wm. Smith. Frustules small, length about

•0010, somewhat rhombic on front view, rounded slightly at the ends.

Strice strong and distant at centre, finer and closer towards the end
;

on front view linear, in outline rounded at ends.

Agardh. Conspect., p. 19. Harvey's Manual, p. 213. Wm. Sm.,

B. D., A^ol. ii., p. 75, PI. Ivii., fig. 358. Rab. El. Eur., sect, i., p.

268.—Schizonema araneosum, Kiitz. Bac, p. 113, T. xxiv., fig. 2, T.

xsv., fig. ix.—Micromega comoides, Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 934.

Carnlough Bay, Co. Antrim, collected by Dr. David Moore. Howth,
Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Schizonema parasiticum, (Harvey.) Marine.
" Erond capillary, branched, filaments slightly cohering above.

Eamuli short, patent. Mucus often rugose. Erustules croAvded in files,

more or less distant. Yalves elliptico-lanceolate, acute. Length of frond
5"

; length of frustiile -0011
; breadth of valve -0002."—Wm. Smith.

-Strife extremely fine. Erustule on front view quadi-angular.

Harvey's Manual, p. 213. Wm. Sm. B. D., Yol. ii., p. 79, PI. lix.,

fig. 37. Eab. El. Eur., p. 273.—Micromega parasiticum, Ktitz; Bac,

p. 116, T. xsvii., fig. 2. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 932.

Malahide, Salt HUl, Co. Dublin.

Schizonema laciniatum, (Harvey.) Marine.
" Erond filiform, much branched, filaments often adhering into

rope-like tufts. Eamuli very long. Erustules numerous, crowded in irre-

gular files. Yalves elliptical, somewhat acute. Length of friistule'0018;

breadth of valve -00035."—Wm. Smith. Yalves striate ; strife punctate,

gently radiate. On front view frustules broader at middle than at

ends, ends rounded off ; side view coming largely into sight when
observed in front, the innei' margins nearly meeting the connecting

membrane, and at the ends receding therefrom.

On careful inspection of authentic specimens of Schizonema impli-

>eatum (Harvey), I find the frustules on side and front view so like one
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anotlicr in all respects that, judging from the frusttiles alone, I ant

disposed to consider that it is not distinct from the present ; nor does,

the general appearance of the fronds differ so much as to be irrecon-

cilable with this impression.

Harvey's Manual, p. 210. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol ii., p. 79, PL lix.,

fig. 370. Eab. Fl. Eur., sect, i., p. 273.—Schizonema scoparium,

Kiitz. Bac, p. 114, T. xxvii., fig. 1.—Micromega laciniatum, E,aKs,.

in Pritch., p. 932.

Carrickfergus to Antrim, collected by Dr. David Moore. Galway,.

collected by M'Calla.

Schizonema yracillimum, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.
" Prond capillary, simple below ; sparingly branched and sub-mem-

branous towards the apices. Prustules crowded in irregular files.

Valves elliptico-lanceolate. Length of frustule .0009, breadth of valve-

•00015."—Wm. Smith. Striae linear, very slightly radiate. Prustule on
front view narrow, quadrangular. So far as the frustules are concerned,

in outline and general appearacce the species differs little from Schi-

zonema parasiticum. The stria3 may be a little coarser and the valve

somewhat narrower.

Wm. Smith, B. D., Vol. ii., p. 79, PI. lix., fig. 372.—Micromega
gracillimum, Ealfs, in Pritch., j)- 934.

ITannywater. Laytown, Co. Meath.

(Iff). Frushdes tcithout strice.

Schizonema ohtusum, (Grev.) Marino.
" Frond filiform, si^aringly branched, apices abrupt. Frustules^

exceedingly numerous, in irregular files ; valves elliptical. Length of

frond I"; length of frustule -0011; breadth of valve -00025." Wm.
Smith. To which should be added that the valves are rounded at the-

ends. (PI. 29, fig. 20.)

Greville, Brit. Fl., p. 413. Harvey's Manual, p. 209. Eab. Fl.

Eur., sect. 1, p. 272.—Micromega obtusum, Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 931.

J^ear Dunkice Castle, Portballintrae, Co. Antrim, collected by
Dr. David Moore. Merrion, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Galway.

Schizonema dilwynii, (Agardh.) Marine.

"Frond capillary throughout, sparingly branched, tenacious; apices

acute. Frustides exceedingly crowded towards the apices, scattered and

remote in the older portions. Valves lanceolate, acute. Length of frond
2" to 5", or upwards ; length of frustule -0008

; breadth of valve -0002."

AVm. Smith. So far as the frustules are concerned there is but little

difference between this and the preceding species ; the only difference-
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being that while in the former case the valve is rounded at the ends, in

the present case they are acute. I have sometimes found both species

in the one gathering.

Agardh. Syst., p. 10. Id. Consp., p. 20. Grev. Brit. TL, p. 412.

Harvey's Manual, p. 212. Kiitz., Bac, p. 118, T. xxvi., fig. 3. Wm.
Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 77, PI. Iviii., fig. 366. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 928.

Rab., PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 272.

Eathlin Island, Carrickfergus, Carnlough Bay, Co. Antrim—all

collected by Dr. David Moore. Eiver I^annywater, Laytown, Co. Meath.
Merrion, Co. Dublin.

(b). AcMamydicB. FrustuJes icithout a gelatinous investment.

Genus YI. Diades^xis, Xiitz. ,

Erustules united in a filament.

Diadesmis ivilliamsonii, (^"m. Sm.) Marine.
On front view margins of frustules undulate, and exhibiting the

striation of the valve ; on side view, valve linear, acuminate at the

ends. Striae moniliform. (PI. 29, fig. 21.)

This form was first partially described by Wm. Smith, B. D., Yol.

ii., p. 14, PI. xxxiii., fig. 287, who, having seen only the front view
so accurately figured by him, doubtfully referred it to the genus
Himantidium. Subsequently Gregory, who had opportunity of more
thoroughly investigating it, transferred it to the genus Diadesmis, to

which it properly belongs. Grunow refers this species to the genus
Dimeregramma, and makes the following observations :

—" Of the

Eunotia-like structure of the same there is no cjuestion ; the margins
of the front view are never so distinctly triundulate as in Smith's

description ; for the most part the middlemost elevation is found much
stronger than the other two, in consequence of which it approaches

Dimeregramma minor."—Yerhancl. der K. K., Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band
xii., 1862, p. 377.

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 25, PI. x., fig. 40, in which both side

and front views are accurately delineated. EaKs, in Pritch, p. 923.

Eab. PL Eur., sect. 1, p. 260.

Erom stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Genus YII. Beebissonia, Grunow.

Frustules simple, stipitate.

The only species of this genus was by Smith described and figured

under the name of Doryphora Bocckii. The genus Doryphora had
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been adopted by Kiitzing for the reception of a single species wbich
was named by him Doryphora amphiceros. His definition of the genus
was, " frustules simple, depressed on the secondary side, punctate,

elliptico-lanceolate, stipitate." Bac. p. 74. Influenced, no doubt, by
the consideration of the last named characteristic, Wm. Smith adopted

the genus as the proper place for another form named by him Dory-
phora Boeckii, and to some extent amended the definition :

'' Frustules

stipitate, lanceolate, or elliptical ; valve with a median line ; nodules

obsolete."—B. D., Vol. i., p. 77. This definition is not quite correct

as respects either of the species included under this generic designa-

tion, for DoryiDhora amphiceros has no median line, properly so called
;

and the nodules, though small, are not obsolete in the case of Dory-
phora Boeckii. The latter species, Ralfs, as Ehrenberg had done before,

refers to the genus Cocconema, but properly remarks, " This species is,

no doubt, wrongly referred to Cocconema, since both margins of the

lateral valves are symmetrical. AVe regard it as a stalked Navicula

;

and find a central, though inconspicuous nodule, a fact which forbids it

being placed in Doryphora, as Professor Smith proposed."—In Pritch.,

p. 878. Grunow transfers Doryphora amphiceros to his new genus
Bhaphoneis, and recognising the intimate relationship of Doryphora
Boeckii to ITavicula, suggested the adoption of a new generic designa-

tion, Brebissonia. defining it simply as a stipitate Navicula.

Heiberg recognises the proper relationship of the species, as Balfs

and Grunow had done, but rejecting the stipitate character as of no con-

sequence, described the form as Navicula Boeckii.—De Danske Diat.,

p. 85. At all events, it is better to drop the genus Doryphora, which has

been so ill defined, lest confusion should arise from maintaining it,

even though with a more precise definition ; and, as I think that the

stipitate mode of growth should not be regarded as of no importance,

I adopt the suggestion of Grunow above referred to.

JBrelissonia boeckii, Ehr. Marine.

Yalve on side view lanceolate. Striae costate, close, radiate, median
line obvious, with large end nodules, and ending towards the central

nodule, in pin-head-like expansions ; central nodule long and narrow,

with a narrow free space at each side of the median line. (PI. 29,

fig. 22.)

Grunow, Verhand. der X. K., Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860,

p. 512.—Cocconema boeckii, Ehr. Infus., T. xix., fig. 5. Kiitz. Bac,
p. 81, T. vi., fig. 5. Balfs, in Pritch., p. 878, PI. vii., fig. 48. Bab.
El. Eur., sect, i., p. 83.—Doryphora boeckii, Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol.

i., p. 77, PI. xxiv., fig. 223.—jN'avicula boeckii, Heiberg, De Danske
Diat., p. 85.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay, Co. Galway. Salt ditch on
banks of Shm.ey, near Wexford. Biver Slanev, Killurin, Co. Wex-
ford.

' ^
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Genus YIII. ISTayicula, Boiy.

Trustnles simple, free.

Ehrenberg separated the forms included in this genus into two dis-

tinct genera, Navicula and Pinnularia, founded on the fact that in the

former the striae are moniliform, in the latter costate. Considerable

difference of opinion has existed as to whether or not this distinction

is tenable. Kijtzing rejected it, while Wm. Smith and Rabenhorst
maintained its validity. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 892, included the species of

Pinnularia under the genus Navicula for the following reasons :

—

'' Were the costse always plainly developed, as in Pinnularia nobilis and
its allies, no difficulty could occur in determining the genera ; but in

many of the more minute species it is often very difficult to distinguish

between strife and costa3. We have not admitted Pinnularia here,

partly for the reason just given, but principally because we cannot
decide to which genus a large number of Ehrenberg's species should

be referred." The existence of the distinctive characteristic is here

admitted, but the genus founded upon it is discarded on account of the

difficulty of applying it in many cases. Grunow regards the distinction

between costate and moniliform strise, in this case, as founded on
insufficient observation. He says, " The so-called costse in the Pinnu-
lariae are quite distinct from the ribs of other genera of Diatomaceae,

and consist of a union of more or less confluent puncta, which cannot,

indeed, be clearly discriminated, except by the help of good amplifica-

tion and well-managed illumination."—TJeber neue oder ungeniigend
gekannte Algen, Verhand der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860,

p. 513. This eminent author thus discards the distinction between
Ifavicula and Pinnularia, and is followed by Heiberg, Cleve, and
others. Schumann, who adopts the same view, indicates a peculia-

rity in some of the larger forms of Pinnularia, (P. nobilis and P. major,

for example,) which is worthy of special notice here, namely, the

interposition of very fine striae between the costse, which he says are

indistinct in P. nobilis, but quite distinct in P. major ; these intersti-

tial markings I have never been able to discover, and Pfitzer makes
the same remark concerning them. The last-named author, in his

treatise " ITntersuchungen ueber Ban und Entwickking der Bacillaria-

ceen" maintains the distinctiveness of the genus Pinnularia, not on the

ground of the different character of the striation, but on the following

peculiarities :— 1st. The so-called costse are depressions on the surface

of the valve. 2nd. The valves themselves are unsymmetrical. 3rd.

The arrangement of the cell-contents exhibits a marked difference

from those of Navicula, as well in the normal condition as also in the
process of self-division.—Pcgarding the characteristics just named,
some remarks are here required. As to the first, supposing it to be
true, there is great difficulty in applying it in the more minute forms.
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As to the second, Pfitzer is at variance witli most oilier authors who
have regarded the forms included under the genus Pinnularia as per-

fectly symmetrical, and to me they have ever appeared just as symme-
trical as those of Navicula. The third characteristic is that which is

most worthy of notice, but the forms in which the peculiarity has been
observed are comparatively few. So that we are not as yet in a posi-

tion to regard it as satisfactorily established. Eor myself I have long
since regarded the distinction between Navicula and Pinnularia as unsa-

tisfactory, and have felt obliged to abandon it in consequence of having
observed forms in which the costate character of the Pinnularise is-

combined with the moniliform striae of the Naviculag. In consequence
of this there is no alternative but the abandonment of the genus Pin-
nularia, or the adoption of a new genus to receive these forms in

which the characteristics of ISTavicula and Pinnularia are combined. The-

former appears the more satisfactory course, which I have accordingly

pursued. The forms belonging to this genus are now so very nume-
rous some more satisfactory grouping of them than that of Smith and
Ralfs, founded on the outline of the valves, is necessary. Grunow
has done much towards supplying this desideratum, and, if I hava
succeeded in effecting an improved arrangement, I am indebted to the
hints supplied by that distinguished naturalist.

Conj ugation has been observed in some species of Navicula. Twa
mother cells produce two sporangial cells or auxospores, as Pfitzer

designates them, which latter are found to lie in a position parallel to

that of the former.

(a.) Noliles.

Strice strongly costate, not extending to the median line, hut leaving

a hroad, smooth, longitudinal middle space, which is expanded around th&

central nodule, and occasionally extending to the margin.

Navicida nolilis, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalve large, varying in length from -012 to -015
; oblong, inflated

both at the middle and ends; costte broad, converging in the middle^

and slightly radiate towards the ends ; longitudinal free median space

expanded greatly at the centre and ends. (Plate 30, fig. 1.)

Kutz. Bac, p. 98, T. iv., fig. 24. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 895. Gru-
now, Yerhand. der K.K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860, p. 515. Cleve,

Om Svenska och JSforska Diat., p. 223.—Pinnularia nobilis, Ehr.
Proc. Berl. Acad., 1840. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 54, PI. xvii., fig.

161. Rab. Siissw. Diat., p. 44, T. vi., fig, 2 ; Eab. El. Eur., Alg., sect.

1, p. 209.

Bantry, Co. Cork. Featherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin. Lugna-
quilla, Co. Wicklow. Lough Mourne deposit, Co. Antrim. Dromore
Bub-peat deposit, Co. Down. Eiver Bann, at Coleraine, Co. Derry.
Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare, Co. Kerry.
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Navicula major
^
(Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Valve about the same length as that of N. nobilis; oblong, but veiy
slightly expanded in the middle, and at the rounded, somewhat conical,

ends ; longitudinal free space narrower than that of N. nobilis ; costcB

broad, converging in the middle, and nearly parallel for the remainder.

On front view frustnle linear with rounded angles.

Xiitz. Bac. p. 97, T. iv., fig. 19. Ealfs, in Priteh., p. 896. Grnnow,
Verhand. der K. K, Zool. Bot^ Gesel., Band x., 1860, p. 515. Heiberg,

De Danske Diat., p. 80. Cleve, Om Svenslca och jSTorska Diat., p.

223.—Pinnularia major, W. Sm., B.D.,Vol. i., p. 54,P1. xviii., fig. 161.

Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 42, T. vi., fig. 5. Do. PI. Eur. Alg., sect. 1,

p. 210.

Lower Lake, Killarney, E,iver near Glcncar, Co. Kerry. Hiver
Bann, near Coleraine, Co. Derry. Marl pit, near Arklow, Streamlets

on Carrickmacreilly Hill, Greenane, Co. Wicklow. Derrylane Lough,
Co. Cavan. Killakee, Featherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin. Slieve

Donard, Co. Down. Lough Mourne deposit. Dromore Sub-peat

deposit. Lough Islandreavy deposit. Pond near Camolin, Co. Wex-
ford.

Navicida cardinalis, (Ehr.) Presh water.

Yalve oblong-linear, length about -0125; breadth about '0022,

rounded at the ends ; median line undulate ; end nodules large ; free

intermediate space wide, reaching the margin in the middle, forming a

broad stauroform space; costse broad, converging in the middle, nearly

parallel for the remainder. (PI. 30, fig. 2.)

Ealfs, in Priteh., p. 806, PI. xii., fig. 72. Grunow, Yerhand. derK. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesel.. Band x., i860, p. 515.—Pinnularia cardinalis, Ehr.
\Ym. Sm., B.D.,'Yo1. i., p. 55, PI. xix., fig. 166. Eab. El. Eur. Alg.,

sect 1, p. 220.—Stauroneis cardinalis, Kiitz. Bac, p. 106, T. xxix.,

fig. 10.

Lough Mourne deposit ; found also living in a pond near the city

of Armagh.

Navicula viridis, (Nitzsch.) Eresh water.

Yalve varying much in size ; linear elliptical, with rounded ends \

intermediate free space narrower than in the three preceding species,

and not so much expanded in the middle ; costse broad, but not so much
so as in the preceding. (PL 30, fig. 3.)

This species has been attributed to various authors, but if Kiitzing

be right in supposing it to be = Bacillaria viridis, Mtzsch, 1817, it

should be attributed to the last named author, as Heiberg has done.

Smith assigns the species to himself, although regarding it as = Navi-
cula viridis, Ehr. Eabenhorst attributes it to himself, while Grunow
attributes it to Kiitzing. Grunow makes this form the type of the

group Yirides, but seems to regard IS'avicula major, which he includes
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among the ISTobilcs, to be ouly a variety of Xavicula yiridis. Speaking
of this former, he says, "it appears to me to be only a variety of Nav.
viridis, tolerably niimeroiis figures (especially from specimens out of

the Kieselguss of Franzensbad), "svhich lie before me, present such
manifold transitions, as •well in respect to the appearance of the stria-

tion as to the outline of the form, that in most cases it is difficult to

decide whether the specimen should be referred to one or the other."

Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band 5., 1860, p. 515.

The correctness of this remark is obvious to all careful observers,

but still the species seem to be distinct. The foUoTving characters

seem to distinguish iSFavicnla viridis fi'om IST. major; the costee arc

finer and less radiate ; the median free space is narrower and less ex-

panded around the central nodule, and the normal outline is linear

ellijotical.

• Ktitz. Bac, p. 97, T. iv., fig. 18. llalfs, in Pritch., p. 907, PL ix.,

figs. 135, 136. Grrunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band
X., 1860, p. 518. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 80. Cleve, Om
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 223.—Pinnularia viridis, Wm. Sm.,

B.D., Yol. i., p. 54, PI. xviii., fig. 163. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 42, T.

vi., fig. 4.

Featherbed Mountain, Friarstown, Co. Dublin. Piver Erne, near

Crossdoney, Derrylane Lough, Co. Cavan. Ditch near Cushendun,
Co. Antrim, Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare, Lower Lake, Kil-

larney. River near Grlencar, Co. Kerry. Greenane Carrickmacreilly

Hill, Lugnaquilla, Co. AYicklow. Lough Corrib, Co. Galway. Lough
Mourne deposit, Sub-peat deposit, Dromore, Co. Down.

Kavicxda alpina, ("Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Length of valves about "0060, breadth about '0018
; broadly ellip-

tical, with rounded ends ; intermediate free space wide, but slightly

expanded around the central nodule ; costfe broad, convergent in the

middle, and radiate towards the ends. (PI. 30, fig. 4.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860, p.
522.—Pinnularia alpina, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. bh, PL xviii., fig.

168. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect. 1, p. 213.

On the slopes of Slieve Donard, Co. Down. Killakee, Featherbed
Mountain, Co. Dublin.

Navicida paclxyptera, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Frustules regularly quadrangiilar on front view ; length of valve

about -0034, breadth about -0013; slightly inflated in the middle,

rounded at the ends ; intermediate free space but slightly expanded in

the middle; costse broad, slightly converging in the middle, and nearly
parallel for the remainder. (Plate 30, fig. 5.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 98, T. xxviii.. fig. 58. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 896,

who considers the species distinct from Pinnularia lata, Wm. Smith,
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Tvliicli latter he refers to as Nayiciila lata, p. 908. Grunow, Yerliand.

der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band s., 1860, p. 515.—Pinnularia

pachyptera, Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 44, T. vi., fig. 11.—Pinnularia

lata, Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 55, PL xviii., fig. 167. Kiitzing

describes a fonn as JN^a^•icula lata, Bac, p. 92, T. iii., fig. 51, which is

obviously different from the present!

Pool, Glencree, Co. "WickloTV. Eiver Dodder, Featherbed Moun-
tain, Co. Dublin. Eiver Bann, near Hilltown, Co. Down.

Kaiicula distans, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Prustule on front Tiew slightly constricted in the middle, and
gently attenuated at the ends; valve lanceolate, length about "0045,

breadth about -0010
; costte not so robiist as in the preceding ; conver-

gent ; intermediate free space lanceolate, much expanded in the

middle and narrow towards the ends. (Plate 30, fig. 6.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K.K. Zool. Bot. Gesel., Bandx., 1860, 'p. 523.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 907. Clove, Om Svenska och J^orska Diat., p. 224.

—Pinnularia distans, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i. p. 56, PI. xviii., fig. 169.

Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect. 1, p. 214.

Sea-weeds, Bannow, Co. Wexford. Sea-weeds, Malahide, Sto-

machs of Pectens, Dalkey, Piles of wooden bridge, DoUymount
Strand, Sea-weeds, Howth, Co. Dublin. Stomachs of Ascidians,

Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim. Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Sea-

weeds, Kilkee, Co. Clare.

Kavicula undulata, I^. Sj Marine.

Lenglh of valve "0060, breadth, '0015; lanceolate with rounded
ends; median line undulate, intermediate free space lanceolate, greatly

expanded in the middle; costse strong, convergent. (PL 30, fig. 7.)

Sea-weeds, Giants' Causway, Co. Antrim.

Navicula rectmiguTata, (Gregory.) Marine.

Yalve linear; length about '0040, breadth about '0010; slightly

expanded at the middle and ends, which latter are rounded; inter-

mediate free space narrow at ends, but roundly expanded in the
middle ; costal strong, converging in the middle, and radiate towai'ds

the ends ; frustule on front view constricted in the middle. (Plate

30, fig. 8.)

Gregoiy, Diat. of Clyde, p. 479, PL ix., fig. 7. Donkin, N. H.
Brit. Diat., p. 66, PL x., fig. 5.—Pinnularia rectangulata, Eab. Fl.

Eur. Alg., sect. 1, p. 215.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven, Co. Galway.
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Navicida trevelyana, (Donkin.) Marine.

Frustiile on front view deeply constricted, with, trnneate extremi-

ties ; middle and end nodules apparent, witli a narrow slightly Innate

unstriate band at either side of the central nodule ; Talve linear, rounded
at ends ; length about "0048, breadth about "0008

; median line some-
what undulate ; intermediate free space narrow, except around the

median nodule, where it is much and roundly expanded; costse strong,

converging in the middle, and radiate towards the ends. (Plate 30,

fig. 9.)

Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1861, p. viii., PI. 1, fig. 2. Do. K H. Brit.

Diat., p. 66, PI. 10, fig. 6.—Pinnularia trevelyana, Eab. PI. Eui\ Alg.

sect, i., p. 210.

Eannow, Co. Wexford.* llalahide, Co. Dublin.

NavicuJa olhnga, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Prustules on front view quadrangular, narrow ; valve narrow,

elliptical ; length about -0058, breadth about '0007 ; apices broad,

rounded ; costte strong, convergent ; intermediate free space narrow,

except in middle, wkere it is roundly expanded. (PI. 30, fig. 10.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 97, T.iv., fig. 21. Pvalfs, inPritch., p. 907. Gru-
now, Yerhand. der K. K., Zool. Bot. Gcscl, Band x., 1860, p. 523.

Cleve, Om Svenska och jS'orska Diat., p. 225.—Pinnularia oblonga,

"Wm. Sm. B. D., Yol. i., p. 54, PL xviii., fig. 165. The form described

by Rabenhorst, Siissw. Diat., p. 45, T. vi., fig. 6, as Pinnularia

oblonga, is obviously diiierent from the present species.

Castlebridge, Co. 'W'^exforcl. Eivcr near Glencar, Co. Kerry.
Pond, Ifewcastle-Lyons, Co. Dublin. Powerscourt Demesne, Kilcool,

Co. AYicklow.

Navicula oblonga, var. lanceolata, (Grunow.) Presh. vratcr.

Yalve shorter and broader than in the typical form, lanceolate,

with, rounded ends ; intermediate free space narrow.
Grunow remarks that this variety " stands near to Pinnularia pere-

grina, as described by Wm. Smith," but it is certainly distinct, being
found in localities beyond the reach of marine influence. It may
be distinguished from Kavicula peregrina by the intermediate free

space, expanded in the middle, which, that form does not exhibit.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gcscl., Band x., 186G, p.

523, T. iv., fig. 25.

Louth Mourne deposit, Co. Antrim.

Navicida longa, (Gregory.) Marine.
Yalves lanceolate; length about -0060; breadth about -0010;

costse strong, distant, slightly radiate in the middle, more radiate
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towards the ends ; intermediate free space narrow, except in the cen-

tre, where it is somewhat rhombically expanded. (PL 30, fig. 11.)

Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 906. Donkin, IsT. H. Brit. Diat., p. 55, PI,

Tui., fig. 3.—Pinnularia longa, Gregory, Q,. J. M. S., Yol. iv., 1856,

p. 47, PL 5, fig. 18. Eab. PL Eui\ Alg., sect, i., p. 218.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eonndstone Bay, Co.

Galway.

Navicula divergens, (Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Yalve oblong; length from about "0035 to -0055, breadth, from
about -0007 to -0012. Gibbous in the middle, attenuated towards the

slightly constricted and rounded extremities. Costse strong, con-

vergent in the middle, and radiate towards the ends. Intermediate

free space narrowed towards the ends, where there is a slight expan-
sion

;
greatly expanded in the middle, reaching the margin in a tole-

rably broad stauroform band.

Kalfs, in Pritch., p. 896. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot.

OeseL, Band x., 1860, p. 523. Cleve, Om Svenska och J^orska

Diat., p. 225.—Pinnularia divergens, AYm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 57;
PL xviii., fig. 177. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg. sect. L, p. 221.

Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare, County Kerry. Featherbed
^Mountain, Killakee, County Dublin. Bantry, County Cork. Lake
near Castlewellan, County Down. Lough Moume deposit. County
Antrim.

Navicida divergens, var. longa, (O'Meara.) Fresh water.

Yalve oblong, linear. Length about '0059
; breadth about "0008;

very slightly expanded in the middle and at the rounded ends. Costse

as in the typical form ; intermediate free space as in typical form, but
scarcely reaching the margin, compared with which it is relatively

narrower in middle, and broader at the ends. (PL 30, fig. 13.)

Pond near the^City of Armagh.

Navicula divergens, var. elliptica, (O'Meara.) Fresh water.

Like the typical species but broadly elliptical.

Lough Mourne deposit, Co. Antrim.

Kavicula horealis, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalve narrow, elliptical, with rounded ends. Length about "0015
;

breadth about -0004. Costte short, parallel ; intermediate free space

relatively wide, elliptical. (PL 30, fig. 14.)

Kiitz. Bac. p. 96. T. xxviii., figs. 68 72, (where it is identified with
Pinnularia borcalis, Ehr.) Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot.

GcseL, Band x., 1860, p. 518.—Pinnularia borcalis, Eab. Siissw.
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Diat., p. 42, T. yi., fig. 19. Do. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect. 1, p. 21 6 (where it is

identified with Pinniilaria latestriata.) Gregory Q. J. M. S., Yol. ii.,,

1854, PI. iv., fig. 13. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 94.

Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare, Co. Kerry. Pond near Glen-
chree, Co. Wicklow. Ulster Canal, near Poyntzpass, Co. Armagh.
Loughbrickland, Co. Down. Cushenden, Lough Ncagh, Co. Antrim^
Featherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin.

NavicuJa menapiensis, IT. S. Marine.

Yalve small ; length -0016; breadth •0005; linear, ends rounded
and slightly conical. Costce marginal, distant; intermediate free-

space tolerably wide, linear elliptical. (PI. 30, fig. 15.)

This form is, in some respects, similar to the last, but striaj are

longer; otherwise distinguished by its marine habitat.

Sea-weeds, Bannow, Co. Wexford. Stomachs of Ascidians, Broad--

haven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicula tabellaria, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalve oblong, slightly expanded at the middle and ends. Length
about -0050 ; breadth about "0007. Costse strong, convergent in the
middle, then parallel and radiate towards the ends ; intermediate free

space wide, roundly expanded in the middle. (Plate 30, fig. 12.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 98, T. xxviii., figs. 79, 80, where the costas are-

described incorrectly as reaching the median line ; also T. xxx., fig..

20, where the costa3 are represented as marginal, whereas they extend
much further towards the median line. Grunow, Yerhand. dor K. K..

Zool. Bot. Gesel., Band x., 1860, p. 516. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 896,

PI. xii., fig. 21. Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 224,

Donkin., N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 70, PL xii., fig. 4.—Pinnularia
tabellaria, Ehr. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 58, PL xix., fig. 181.

Bab. Sussw. Diat., p. 44, T. vi., fig. 24. Do. FL Eur. Alg., sect, i.,

P-I211.

Friarstown, Pipcrstown, Featherbed Mountain, Killakee, Co^
Dublin. Glenchree, Lugnaquilla Mountain. Co. Wicklow. Glencar,

Co. Kerry. Lough Corrib, Co. Galway. Lough Mourne deposit, Coo.

Antrim.

Navicida tabellaria, var. acrosphcBria, (De Breb.) Fresh water.

Like the typical form. The costa3, however, are marginal.

Navicula acrosphaeria, Kiitz. Bac, p. 97, T. v., fig. 11, where
it is alleged that the form is identical with Frustulia acrosphaeria,.

De Brebisson, to whom, on this account, I attribute the species..

Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 896.—Navicula tabellaria, Grunow, who observes,

that " Wm. Smith's figures and descriptions of Navicula acrosphseria

and N. tabellaria differ only in the different size and the somewhat
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thicker striation of tlie former species." Yerhand. der K. K. Zool.

Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 516.—!N'avicula acrosphseria. De Bre-
bisson, Consid. siir les Diat., 1838, p. 19. Dentin, N. H. Brit. Diat.,

p. 72, PI. xii., fig. 2.—Pinnnlaria acrosphseria, "Wm. Sm., B. D.,

Vol. i,, p. 58, PL xis., fig. 183.—Pinnnlaria tabellaria, var. acrosphse-

ria, Eab. PL Enr. Alg., sect, i., p. 211.

Carnew, Greenane, Co. "Wicklow. Lake near Castlewellan, Co.

Down. Camolin, Co. "Wexford.

(b.) GilhoscB.

Similar to the NoMles; the sfrice finer ; the intermediate free space

narroioer, expanding aroxmd the central nodule, and sometimes extending

to the margin in a stauriform hand,

Navicula clepsydra, (Donkin). Marine.

Pmstnles on front view constricted in tbe middle ; ends angular
;

side view largely apparent. Yalves narrow, elliptical ; ends rounded.

Length about -0040
; breadth about -0009. Striae punctate, converg-

ing in the middle ; slightly radiate towards the ends ; intermediate

free space linear, narrow, except in the centre, where it is roundly
expanded. (Plate 30, fig. 16.)

Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1857, p. 8, PL i., fig. 3. Do., K H. Brit.

Diat., p. 63, PL x., fig. ii. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 181.

Ireland's Eye, Co. Dublin.

Navicula nipestris, N". S. Fresh water.

Yalve in length '0025 ; breadth -0008 ; linear, elliptical, very
gently attenuated towards the rounded ends. Strise costate, fine,

waved, converging in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; interme-

diate free space narrow, except in the middle, where it is expanded
in a rhomboid form. (PL 30, fig. 17.)

Found on moist rock, Portrush, Co. Antrim.

Navicula ceres, (Schumann). Marine.

Yalve linear, elliptical
;

gently attenuated towards the rounded
ends. Length -0022 ; breadth -0007. Striae costate, in some lights

appearing as if closely moniliform ; convergent in the middle ; slightly

radiate towards the ends ; intermediate free space narrow, except in

the middle, where it is greatly expanded. (PL 30, fig. 18.)

Schumann, Preussische Diatomeen; Zweite !N"achtrag, p. 56, T. ii.,

fig. 38.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

R. I. A. PllOC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 2 R
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Navicula gihla, (Ehr.) Fresh, water.

Yalve nearly linear; very slightly constricted towards the ends,

and very gently expanded in the middle. Length about "0044

;

breadth about -0008. Strife finely costate ; convergent in the middle,

and radiate towards the ends. Intermediate free space narrow, except

in the middle, where it is roundly expanded. (PI. 30, fig. 19.)

Klitzing, (Bac, p. 98, T. xxviii. fig. 70), has described a form under
this name, which he regards as Pinnularia gibba, Ehr. With this the

form so named by Eabenhorst (Siissw. Diat., p.45,T.vi., fig. 27), agrees.

Ealfs' description seems tolerably well to correspond, "lanceolate,

with dilated capitate ends." In the above cases the figures represent

the form more gibbous in the middle than the present species, and
with capitate ends ; the striae also are parallel, whUe in the present

form they are convergent in the middle, and radiate at the ends, just

as "VVm. Smith has figured Pinnularia gibba, B. D. Yol. i., p. 58, PL
xix., fig. 180. The present form is less capitate at the ends, and the

intermediate free space more roundly expanded in the middle than in

Smith's figure. Grunow, comparing the species he has named E^avi-

cula gibba with I^avicula tabellaria, says it stands distinct from it '' by
the narrower expansion of the ends, and the more gradual tapering in

the middle." Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 517. This description corresponds exactly with the present form.

Lough Corrib, Co. Galway. Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare,
Co. Cork. Carn Lough, near Tralee, Co. Kerry. " Derrylane Lough,
Co. Cavan. Carrickmacreely Hill, Lugnaquilla Mountain, Pathdrum,
Co. "Wicklow. Eeatherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin. Lough Moume
deposit, Co. Antrim.

Navicida gMa, var. loechii, (Pab.) Eresh water.

Yalve smaller than the typical species ; length '0032, breadth
•0007; margin very slightly gibbous ; ends somewhat capitate; striae

finely costate ; intermediate free space narrow, except at the middle,

where it expands considerably, sometimes reaching the margin at one
side, but not at the other. (Plate 30, fig. 20.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 517, T. iv., fig. 17. This author regards the form as identical with
Staurophora peckii, Eab. Bacil. Sachs.

Lough Corrib, Co. Galway. Pond near the city of Armagh.

Navicula gilha, var. parva, (O'Meara). Eresh water.

Yalve small; length -0015, breadth -0003; slightly gibbous at the
margins ; much attenuated towards the somewhat-capitate ends ; striae

costate, fine, convergent in the middle, and slightly radiate towards the

ends; intermediate free space relatively broad, expanding at the

middle, and sometimes reaching to the margin. (Plate 30, fig. 21.)

There is a form somewhat similar to this described by Grunow
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under the name of Navicula stauroptera, var. pai'va, Yerhand. der
K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseU., Band x., 1860, p. 517, T. ir., fig. 19. The
striation in the present form is, ho"^ever, coarser than in Grrunow's

figure, the latter also being more robust, for •which reasons I hesitate

to identify the present form with that of Grnnow.

Lough I^eagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh. Camolin, Co. "Wex-
ford.

Namcula liemiptera, (Kiitz). Fresh water.

Valve linear, elliptical, -with rounded ends ; length '0025, breadth
'0005 ; stride costate linear, convergent at the middle, and radiate to-

wards the ends ; intermediate fi'ee space narrow, somewhat expanded
in the middle. (Plate 30, fig. 22.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 97, T. sxx., fig. 11. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 908;
Gnmow, Yerhand. derK. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Bandx., 1860, p. 519.

This author considers the form may be only a variety of JSTavicula

viiidis, which it greatly resembles, except that it is smaller, and the

striation very much finer. Cleve, Om Svenska och jSTorska Diat.,

p. 223.—Pinnularia hemiptera, "Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 95. Eab.
Siissw. Diat., p. 42, T. vi., fig. 17. Do. PL Eur. Alg., sect. i.

p. 212.

Lucan, Featherbed lEountain, Friarstown, Co. Dublin. Eivcr
Erne, near Crossdoney, Derrylane Lough, Co. Cavan. Lough Erne,

Co. Fermanagh. Lough ISTeagh, near Lurgan. TJlster Canal, near
Poyntzpass, Co. Ai'magh. Pool near Glengarriff, Co. Cork. Streamlet,

Cushendun, Co. Antrim. Eiver Bann, near Coleraine, Co. Derry.

Siib-peat deposit, Dromore, Co. Down.

Navicida apiaiJata, (De Breb.) ilarine.

Yalve linear in the roiddle, gi-adually tapering towards the ends,

which run out into acute short beaks ; length "0026, breadth '0008

;

costce fine, converging in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; inter-

mediate free space narrower towards the ends, expanded in the middle.

(PL 30, fig. 23.)

Pinnularia rostellata, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 488, PI. ix., fig.

20, 1857.—Xavicula apiculata, De Brebisson Diat. du Littoral de
Cherbourg, p. 16, PI. i., fig. 5, 1867. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 903. Donkin
1^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 56, PL viii., fig. 6. Kiitzing has described

a form as ]S"avicula rostellata, "which is quite distinct from the present

;

it is therefore necessary to ch'op the specific name adopted by Gregory,
and substitute for it De Brebisson's name, jS'avicula apicrdata.

Gregory and De Brebisson describe the strias as reaching the
median line ; Donkin more correctly represents them as falling short

of it, but does not describe the central expansion of the free inter-

mediate space.

2112
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Namcula Irelissonii, (Kiitz). Fresh "vrater.

Yalve linear, elliptical; ends somewhat rounded; length '0016,

breadth -OOOo ; cost^ fine, radiate ; intermediate free space narroTV,

except in the middle, "where it expands, reaching the margin in a

staTU'oform band widening towards the margin. (Plate 30, fig. 24.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 93, T. iii., fig. 49. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 897.

Gmnow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gresell., Band x., 1860, p. 519.

—Pinnnlaria stauroneiformis, "Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 57, PL xix.,

fig. 178. Eab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 222.

Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmarc, Bantrv, Co. Cork. Deny-
lane Lough, Co. Cavan. Ptathdi'um, Peatherbed ITountain, Co. ~^ick-

low. Killakee, Co. Dublin. Lough Gill, Co. Keny.

Navicida brehissonii, rar. anguda, (Grun.) Fresh water.

Yalve narrow, elliptical ; ends attenuated, and slightly rounded

;

length '0016, breadth '00025 ; cost© fine, radiate; intermediate free

space naiTow, except in the middle, where it expands, reaching the

margin in a staiu'oform band narrower than in the typical species.

(Plate 30, fig. 25.)

Grunow, Yerhand. dur K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 519, T. v., fig. 18.

Derrylane Lough, Co. Caran. Camolin, Co. "Wexford.

Naticula icodauron, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalve linear, elliptical ; length '0028, breadth 'OOOe ; costoe fine,

radiate ; intermediate free space narrow, except in the middle, where
it expands into a naiTow stauroform parallel band reaching the marsin.

(Plate 30, fig. 27.)

Stauroptera icostauron, Ehr., as Grunow suggests, Yerhand. der

K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Bandx., 1860, p. 519.—Stauroneis icostauron,

Kiitz. Bac, p. 106, T. xxix., fis;. 10.—Pinnnlaria viridis, var. B., ^m.
Sm., B.D., YoL i., p. 54, PI. xviii., fig. 163 B.

Lerrylane Lough, Co. Caran. Adrigoole, Co. Kerry. Featherbed
Moujitain, Co. Dublin. Lake near Castlewellan, Co. Down.

Nmicula stauroptera, (Grunow). Fresh water.

Yalye linear, elKptical, with rounded ends ; length "0025, breadth

•0007; eostxe coarse, convergent in the middle, radiate towards the

ends ; intermediate fi'ee space narrow, except in the middle, where it is

much expanded, appearing sometimes to reach the margin, but really

not so. (Plate 30, fig. 28.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Bandx., 1860, p.

516. Stauroptera parva, Ehr., according to Kiitzing.—Stauroneis

parva, Kiitz. Bac, p. 106, T. xxix., fig. 23. Gregory has described a

form as Pinnnlaria parva, Q. J. ')!. S., 1854, p. 98, PI. iv., fig. 11. To
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avoid confasion, the specific name adopted by Ehrenberg and Kiitzing

for this species had best be abandoned, and the designation proposed

by Gruno-^" as above substituted for it.

Eaphoe, Co. Donegal. Lough iN'eagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh.
+3ub-peat deposit, Dromore, Co. Down.

Navicula hacillum, (Ehi\) Fresh water.

Valves linear ; ends rounded ; costae fijie, strongly marked in the

middle, radiate ; intermediate free space narrow, slightly expanded in

the middle; length about -0018, breadth about -0005. (Plate 30,

£g. 29.)

Ehrenberg has given many figures of a species so named, some of

which are utterly undistinguishable ; one from a marine habitat in-

dicated cannot be the same. Two, however, of his figures are plain

•enough for satisfactory identification.

Ehr. Mic. T. xv., A. fig. 38 ; T. ii., 2. fig. 14. Kiitz. Bac, p. 96,

T. xxviii., fig. 69. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 91. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p.". 907. Gutmow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x.,

1860, p. 551, T. iv., fig. 1. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 39, T. vi., fig. 76.

Seiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 85.

Ditch near town of "Wexford. Lower Lake, "Killamey, Co. Kerry.
Lough N'eagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh. Cushendun, Co. Antrim.
Derrylane Lough, Co. Cavan. Sub-peat deposit, Dromore, Co. Down.
Lough ]\rourne deposit.

Navicula americana, (Ehr.) Eresh water.

Yalve linear, oblong, with rounded ends; length '0035, breadth
'0010; slightly constricted; costse fine, convergent in the middle, and
nearly parallel towards the ends; intermediate free space wide, greatly

expanded in the middle; central nodule large, median line very
strongly marked. (Plate 30, fig. 30.)

Ehr. Hie. T. II., n., fig. 16. Kitton, Science Gossip, June, 1868,

p. 131.

This species in a fossil state is widely dispersed; besides the
locality indicated by Ehrenberg, it has been found by Mr. Kitton of

ISTorwich, in Perley's Meadow deposit, Sth. Bridgton, Maine, TJ. S. A.
I found it in great abundance in a fresh water deposit discovered by
Dr. Moss, R. N"., in Yancouver's Island, as also in a sub-peat deposit

from Dromore, Co. Down. Rev. George Davidson has furnished me
with specimens found in a fossil state in Lough Canmore, near Aber-
deen. I have found it in tolerable abundance in a living state in

Lough IS'eagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh.

Navicula isocephala, (Ehr.) Freshwater.
Yalve long, narrow; length -0055, breadth -0007; undulate on the

margin, with three nearly equal and slight inflations ; ends constricted
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and capitate ; costae strong, convergent in tlie middle, and radiate to-

wards the ends ; intermediate free space narrow, except in tlie middle,

where it is much expanded, reaching to the margin. (Plate 30,.

fig. 31.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 101, without a figure. This author identifies the-

species with Pinnularia isocephala, Ehr. Kitton, Science Gossip^

June, 1868, p. 132.—Pinnularia monile. Rah. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i.^

p. 220.

Pond near the city of Armagh. Eriarstown, Co. Dublin.

Navicxda nodosa, (Ehr.) Eresh water.

Yalve long and narrow ; length '0024, breadth '0005
; margin un-

dulate, with three nearly equal inflations ; costse short, not very close,

convergent in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; intermediate free-

space wide, expanded in the middle. (Plate 30, fig. 26.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 101. T. xxviii., fig. 82. This author regards the-

form as identical with jSTavicula nodosa, Ehr. Infus., 1838, p. 179, T.

xiii., fig. 9. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 41, T. vi., fig. 86. Gregory,

Q.. J. M. S., Yol. iv., 1856, p. 3, PI. i., fig. 5. Pinnularia nodosa,.

AYm. Sm., B.D., Yol. ii., p. 96.

Eriarstown, Featherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin. Hiver Slaney^

near Eallurin. Camolin, Co. Wexford. Lake near Castlewellan, Co.

Down. Kilcool, Lugnaquilla Mountain, Co. Wicklow.

JSfavicula nodosa, var. staurophora, (Grunow). Eresh water.

Yalve smaller than in the typical species; length '0016, breadth
•00025; inflations not so distinct ; intermediate free space expanding^

in the middle into a distinct stauroform band reaching the margin.
(Plate 30, fig. 26 a.)

]S"avicula nodosa, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell.^

Band x., 1860, p. 521, T. ii., fig. 21.

JSfavicula bicajntata, (O'Meara). Eresh water.

Yalves small ; length '0020, breadth '0006 ; linear, attenuated

towards the capitate ends ; costae fine, convergent at the centre, radiate

towards the ends ; intermediate free space narrow, except at the
middle, where it is roundly expanded, not reaching the margin.
(Plate 30, fig. 32.)

Pinnularia biceps, Gregory, Q.J. M.S., 1856, p. 8, PI. i., fig. 28.

Kiitzing has described a form under the name of JN'avicula biceps, Bac,
p. 96, T. xxviii., fig. 51, wliich is widely different from the present.

Gregory's specific name must therefore be dropped.

Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare, Co. Cork. Cawn Lough,,

near Tralee, Co. Kerry. Biver Bannow, near Clonegal, Co. Carlow.
Kilcool, Co. Wicklow. Camolin, Co. AYexford,
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NavicuJa licapitata, var. crucifera. Presh. water.

Yalve linear in the middle, attenuated towards the capitate ends.

Lengtli -0024 ; breadth. '0006. Costse fine, radiate ; intermediate free

space naiTOTT, except in the middle, where it expands into a nan'ow
stauroform band, reaching to the margin, and wider there than at the

centre. (PI. 30, fig. 33.)

Pinnularia interrupta, "^^m. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 59, PI. xis.,

fig. 184. "Were it not for the figure of Smith, just referred to, it

would be difiicult to identify this form. Smith alleges that it is iden-

tical with Stauroneis parya, Kiitz. Bac, p. 106, T. ssix., fig. 23 ; but
that form, as described by Kiitzing, is elliptical, and has not capitate

ends, in consequence of which I consider the species quite distinct.

The specific name adopted by Smith was pre^dously appropriated by
Kiitzing for a form belonging to the genus JSTavicula, which that

form still retains ; for which reason I have changed the specific desig-

nation.—jSTavicula parya, Ralfs, inPritch., p. 897. This description is

giyen obyiously on the supposition that Pinnularia interrupta, (Wm.
Sm.,) was identical with Stauroneis parya, Kiitz. But a comparison
of the figures renders the accui'acy of this supposition more than
doubtful.

Pool near Glengarrin, Co. Cork. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Eiyer
at Port-na-Crush, Co. Donegal. Ditch, Cushendun, Co. Antrim.
Gayagh, Co. Derry. Pool near Glenchree, Co. Wicklow.

Navicxda licapitata, var. constricta, (Grunow). Fresh water.
Yalyes slightly incuryed in the middle ; ends much produced, nar-

rowed, and but slightly capitate. Length -0025, breadth in middle
•0006. Costse fine, radiate. Intermediate free space narrow, except
in the middle, where it expands to the margin in a narrow stauroform
band, widening at margin. (PL 30, fig. 34.)

iN'ayicula mesolepta, yar. constricta, Gnmow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 521, T. iy., fig. 22, C. Inas-

much as the typical form of N'ayicula mesolepta has persistent costse,

whereas in the present case the costae are obyiously interrupted in the
middle, I prefer to regard this form as ayariety of ISTayicula bicapitata.

Featherbed Bog, Co. Dublin. Camolin, Co. Wexford.

Navicula termes, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalye narrow, oblong. Length -0035, breadth -0006 ; slightly

incuryed in the middle ; ends much produced, slightly constricted.

Costae short, slightly radiate ; intermecUate free space wide, sometimes
reaching the margin in a stauroform band. (PL 30, fig. 35.)

Kayicula termes, var. nodulosa, Kiitz. Bac, p. 101, T. xxyiii., fig. 71,
in which the costae are represented as reaching the median line,

whereas in the present form they are marginal. Kiitzing regards the
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species as Pimiiilaria termes, Ehr.—Navicula mesolepta, var, nodulosa,

Gnmow, Yerhand. derK. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 320.

Peatherbed Bog, Co. Dublin. Camolin, Co. Wexford.

Navicula microstauron, (Ehr.) Eresb water.

Yalve linear, oblong, attenuated towards tbe broadly rounded
ends, -whicli are slightly, if at all, capitate. Length "0026

; breadth
•0006

; cost® convergent in the middle, radiate towards ends ; inter-

mediate free space narrow, except in the middle, where it expands
into a narrow stauroform band, slightly wider at the margin than
towards the central nodule. (PI. 30, fig. 36.)

Stauroneis microstauron, Kiitz. Bac, p. 106, T. xxix., fig. 13.

—Staujoptera microstauron, Bab. Siissw. Diat., p. 49, T. ix., fig. 7,

Peatherbed Bog, Co. Dublin. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Ncmicula crucifera, N. S. Eresh water.

Yalve linear, oblong, narrow. Length "0026, breadth "0003,

Slightly attenuated towards the scarcely capitate ends. Costse con-

vergent in the middle, slightly radiate towards the ends ; intermediate

free space relatively wide, expanding in the middle into a narrow
stauroform band. (PI. 30, fig. 37.)

This form strongly resembles one described by Schumann as ITavi-

eula nodulosa, /3, Die Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 77, T. iv., fig. 53.

It is, however, longer and narrower, the costae shorter, snd the stauro-

form band not so wide.

Eeatherbed Bog, Co. Dublin. Lough Mourne deposit, Co. An-
trim.

Na/oicula pinnularia, (Cleve). Marine.
. Yalve linear, elliptical, ends rounded. Costse strong, nearly paral-

lel. Length from -0020 to -00034, breadth from -0006 to -0008.

Intermediate free space very narrow, except in the middle, where it

expands in a broad strauriform band. (PI. 30, fig. 38.)

Cleve, Om Svenska och ISTorska Diat., p. 224, T. iv., fig. 1.

An-an Islands, Stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay, Stomachs
of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway. Portmarnock, Co. Dub-
lin.

Navicula scalaris, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalve linear, elliptical, ends rounded. Length -0014, breadth
•0003. Striae nearly parallel ; intermediate free space very narrow,
except in the middle, where it expands into a broad stauroform band,
reaching the margin. (PI. 30, fig. 39.)

jSTavicula borealis, var. scalaris, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool.
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Bot. Gesell., Band, x., 1860, p. 518, T. iy., fig. 15, which, represents the

costse as stronger and more distant than they are in my specimens.

—Stauroneis scalaris, Kiitz. Bac, p. 106, T. xxix., fig. 37. In this

figure the foi-m is wider than in my specimens, and the stauroform band
is much narrower than in Grunow's figure, as well as in my specimens.
—-Stauroptera scalaris, Ehr., Eah. Siissw. Diat., p. 49, T. ix., fig. 8.

Camolin, Co. "Wexford.

Nmicula cxmeata, IS". S. Fresh water.

Yalve linear, cuneate at the ends. Length .0025, breadth "0006.

Costse strong, convergent in the middle, radiate towards the ends

;

intermediate free space broad, expanded in the middle. (PI. 30,

This form in outline much resembles Pinnularia acuminata, "Wm.
Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 55, PI. xviii., fig. 164, but differs from it

in the following details :—In the latter the striae are coarser, shorter,

and parallel, the intermediate free space is much wider than in this,

and haying no expansion such as is very obyious in the present form.

Featherbed Bog, Co. Dublin.

Nmicula acuminata, ("Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Yalye linear, ends cuneate. Length -0029, breadth -0006. Costae

coarse, nearly parallel in the middle, and slightly radiate towards the

ends; intermediate free space wide. (PI. 30, fig. 41.)

Balfs, in Pritch., p. 909.—Pinnularia acuminata, "\\''m. Sm., B.

D., Yol. i., p. 55, PL xyiii., fig. 164. llab. Fl. Eui\ Alg., sect, i.,

p. 216.

Featherbed Mountain, Killakee, Co. Dublin. Kilcool, Co. "Wick-

low. Eostrevor, Co. Down.

Na/oicula return, (De Brebisson). Marine.

Yalve narrow, oblong, rounded at the ends ; strise course, distant,

nearly parallel; intermediate free space relatively -^ade ; length -0026,

breadth -0004 ; frustule on front view constricted ; angles much
Tounded. (Plate 30, fig. 42.)

De Breb., j^ote sur Diat. de littoral de Cherbourg., p. 16, fig. 6.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 908. Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1857, p. 14, PI. i., fig.

17. Do. JN". H. Brit. Diat., p. 64, PI. x., fig. 3. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg.,

sect, i., p. 186. Donkin agrees with "Walker Arnott in regarding this

form as identical with Navicula pectinalis, "Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii.,

p. 91.

Malahide, Co. Dublin. Arran Islands, Stomachs of Ascidians,

Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.
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Navicula Integra, ("Wm. Sm.) Presh. "water.

Valve narrow, elliptic, incurved, then angularly expanded towarda
tlie ends which are narrow and papillate ; striae fine, radiate ; inter-

mediate free space narrow, except at the middle, where it is sKghtly^

expanded. (Plate 30, fig. 43.)

Ealfs, in Priteh., p. 895, who describes the striae as reaching tha
median line. Donkin, JS". H. Brit. Diat., p. 40, PI. vi., fig. 8, where
the character of the striae is correctly delineated.—Pinnularia Integra^

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 96. Eah. M. Eur. Alg., sect, i,

p. 220.

Powerscourt, Co. "Wicklow.

Navicxda imchycefTiala, (Rah.) Freshwater.
Valve elliptical, with capitate ends ; length "0022, breadth '0006

;

costse short, convergent ; intermediate free space broad, reaching the
margin in a narrow stauroform band. (Plate 30, fig. 44.)

Pinnularia pachycephala, E,ab. Siissw. Diat., p. 43, T. vi.,

fig. 40.

Featherbed Mountain, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Navicula subcapitata, (Gregory). Presh water.

Valve narrow, linear, with subcapitate ends ; costse coarse and
distant; intermediate free space relatively wide, linear; length "OOIS^

breadth -0002. (Plate 30, fig. 45.)

Ealfs, in Priteh., p. 902.—iN'avicula gracillima, var. subcapitata^

Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 200.—Pinnularia subcapitata, Gregory^

Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 9, PI. i., fig. 30.

Priarstown, Peatherbed Mountain, Killakee, Co. Dublin. Glencar^

Co. Kerry. Lake near Castlewellan, Co. Down.

Navicula gracillima, (Gregory). Presh water.

Valve narrow, linear, with produced slightly capitate ends, length.

"0018, breadth "00025; costcS very fine, convergent in the middle,

slightly radiate towards the ends ; intermediate free space narrow,
except in the middle, where it is roundly expanded. (Plate 30,,

fig. 46.)

Ralfs, in Priteh., p. 902. Eab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 199.

Schumann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 70, T. iv., fig. 49.—Pinnularia

gracillima, Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 9, PI. i., fig. 31. Wm. Sm.,.

B.D., Vol. ii., p. 95.

Priarstown, Piperstown, Peatherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin. Eath-
di'um, Lugnaquilla Mountain, Co. Wicklow. Drumoughty Lough,
near Kenmare, Co. Cork. Glencar, Co. Kerry. Lake near Castle-

wellan, Co. Down.
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Nmicula macula, (Gregory). Marine.

Valve broadly elliptical, with narrowed truncate ends ; length
•0014, breadth • 0008 ; costse fine, parallel; intermediate free space
narrow, except in the middle, where it expands greatly in quacli-angu-

lar form. (Plate 30, fig. 47.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 43, PI. v., fig. 9. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 896. Eab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 189.

Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Navicula zellensis, (Grunow). Presh water.

Yalye narrow; length '0016, breadth '0003; ends produced;
margin triundulate ; striae very fine ; intermediate free space narrow,

except at the middle, where it expands in a short narrow stauroform

band. (Plate 30, fig. 48.)

Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., I860,,

p. 521, T. iii., fig. 34. Eab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect. 1, p. 207.

Lough Derryvaragh, Co. "Westmeath. Camolin, Co. "Wexford.

(c.) Ouspiclata.

Valves more or less distinctly lanceolate ; ends sometimes produced ;

median line distinct ; intermediate free space narrow, hounded hj two

well-defined longitudinal ridges, one on either side of the median line.

Navicula cuspidata, (Wm. Smith). Presh water.

Valve large, lanceolate ; ends cuspidate ; length about '0070,

breadth '0015; striae close, fine, linear, parallel; median line with
slightly elongated expansions near the central nodule. (Plate 31, fig. 1.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 94, T. iii., figs. 24 and 27. "Wm. Sm. B. D., Vol.

i., p. 47, PI. xvi., fig. 131. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 37, T. vi., fig. 16.

This latter author remarks, that this form is very like Na^acula fulva,

but never attains the same size. This observation is not borne out by
the specimens I have had the opportunity of examining ; JSTavicula

cuspidata is usually the larger, sometimes very much so. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 905, PI. xii., fig. 5. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool.

Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 528. The form referred to by Grunow
may possibly be different from the present, as he describes the striae

as somewhat radiate in the middle ; the striae in JS^. cuspidata being^

parallel all through. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 82. Cleve, Cm
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 228. Donkin, N. H., Brit. Diat., p. 39,

PI. vi., fig. 6.

Castlebridge, Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Derrylane Lough,
Stream, Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Cushendun, Co. Antrim. Pond,
Botanic Gardens, Belfast, Co. Down. Bellarena, Co. Deny. Eiver
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Dodder, Co. Dublin. Lougli Gill, Co. Keny. Powerscourt, Co.

"WiekloTT. Lough, lloume deposit.

Navicula fuha. (Donkin). Fresli water.

Valve very mucli as the preceding, but smaller , and having th.e

stri® somewhat radiate; lenglb -0032, breadth -0007. (PI. 31,

fig-2.)
.

There is great difficulty in identifying this form with that named
!N'avicula fulva by Ehrenberg, which several authors identify with
iNavicuIa cuspidata.

This latter Smith has so accurately described, that there is no diffi-

culty in identifying it, and therefore, ujider the circumstances, I

attribute it to him. Donkin, too, has so figured IS'avicula fulva as

to render it equally distinctive, and for this reason I assign the

species to him.

Donkin, 2s\ H., Brit. Diat,, p. 41, PL vi., fig. 9.

Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Dysart, Co. "^aterford.

Nmicvla cuspis, IS". S. ^Marine.

Yalves narrow, lanceolate ; length about -0044, breadth about '0008
;

longitudinal sulci close to median line. Strise linear, slightly radiate
;

€nds cuspidate ; diy valve a light straw colour. (PI. 31, fig. 3.)

From stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare.

Navicida rliomhica. (Gregory). ITaiinc.

Prustules on fi'ont view subquadrate ; slightly constricted angles,

rounded. On side view, valve elliptical. Stria3 fine, linear, converging
in the middle, radiate ; much finer and closer towards the ends ; length
•0026, breadth -0008. (PI. 31, fig. 4.)

Gregoiy, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 38, PI. v., fig. 1. Ealfs, in Pritch,

p. 903. Pab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 181.

Barrow, Co. VTexford. Malaliide, Co. Dublin. Lough Gill, Co.
Kerry. Seashore near town of Galway. Breaches, Co. VTicklow.
Stomachs of Ascidians, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim. Stomachs of Asci-
dians, Co. Clare.

JSfavicula cmrulea, IN". S. Fresh water.
Yalve narrow, lanceolate : ends much produced. Length -0022,

breadth -0005
; longitudinal sulci close to median line. Striae linear,

convergent in middle, slightly radiate towards the ends ; dry valve of

^ pale colour. (PL 31, fig. 5.)

Lough ITask, near Tourmakcady, Co. llayo.
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Nmicula decipiens, l!^. S. Marine.

Valve narro-u^, elliptical, rounded at ends ; length '0030, breadth
•0008. Strise fine, close, slightly radiate ; in some lights apparently
punctate ; seemingly disappearing in the middle, and presenting the
appearance of a narrow stanroform band, extending to the margins

;

this however is deceptive. (PI. 31, fig. 6.)

Tide-pools, Galway Bay, near the town of Galway.

Nmicnla tumens. ("Wm. Smith). Brackish or marine.
Yalve elliptical; ends produced. Length from -0024 to -0040,

breadth from -0010 to -0015. Striae fine, punctate, slightly radiate
;

vrhen not exactly in focus appearing to be moniliform. (PI. 31, fig. 7.)
Smith has correctly described the character of the strise in this

species ; but the figure represents the striae as they appear when not
in fociis.

Dentin, IST. H., Brit. Diat., p. 15, considers this form as identical

with K"avicula rostrata, Ehr., and JSTavicula sculpta, Ehr. These
forms it appears were found by Donkin in the Bergmehl of Santa
Eiore, and in the fossil deposit of Eranzensbad, which I believe are
both fresh water deposits, thoiigh that author assigns [N'avicula ros-

trata to brackish localities. The form under consideration has been
found by Smith only in brackish water ; and I have found it only in
localities decidedly brackish or marine. However similar the forms
may be, they seem to mc perfectly distinct, and distinguishable by
this feature, that in J^avicula tumens the striae run uninterruptedly
from the margin to the longitudinal sulci, whereas in JST. rostrata they
are interrupted, and present an unstriate space between each sulcus

and the ends of the stria3. AYm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 52, PI. xvii.,

fig. 150. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 900. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool.

Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 541. Rab. El. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 192.

Salt ditch, near ISTewtownliraavady Junction, Co. Londonderry.
Salt ditch, near the town of Galway. Seaweeds, Salt Hill, Co.

Dublin. Salt ditch. Breaches, Co. Wicklow. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Navicula rostrata. (Ehr.) Ercsh or brackish water.

Yalves elliptical, produced into long rounded apices ; length
•0046, breadth '0015. Striae punctate, slightly radiate, disappearing

in the middle of the space between the margin and the longitudinal

sulcus, and appearing again upon the edge of the sulcus. (PI. 31, fig. 8.)

There is some doubt as to whether this species belongs to fresh

or brackish water. The fact that Donkin identified the form, so well
delineated by him, with specimens from the Santa Eiore deposit, as well
as that of Eranzensbad, would seem decisive as to its proper habitat

being in fresh water. The localities, however, to which he has
assigned the species found by him in a living state are brackish

;
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and tlie only three localities in which. I hare found it in Ireland, if

not marine, are certainly brackish.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 94, T. iii., fig. 55, who attributes the species to

Ehrenberg. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 901, who regards it as distinct from
IS'ayicula sculpta, Ehr. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot.

Gesell., Band X., 1860, p. 540, who states that he did not find the

form in the Santa Fiore Bergmehl. examined by him, but confirms

Donkin's statement of having obtained it in the Eranzensbad deposit.

Dohkin, I^. H. Brit., Diat., p. 15, PI. ii., fig. 9. Eab. El. Eur. Alg.,

sect, i., p. 197.

Seashore, Queenstown, Co. Cork. Breaches, Co. "Wicklow. Salt

HiU, Co. Dublin.

Nmicula tenuirostris, !N". S. Marine.

_ Yalye elliptical, with long produced narrow apices; length '0018,

hreadth -0006
; strise fine, parallel in the middle, and slightly radiate

towards the ends ; less distinct midway between the margin and the

longitudinal sulcu.s ; intermediate free space narrow, apparently ex-

panding in the middle in a short and very narrow staui'oform band.

(Plate 31, fig. 9.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

JSfavicula ambigua, (Ehr.) Eresh water.

Yalves elliptical, ends produced and capitate ; length "0032,

breadth -0010 ; strijB fine, parallel. (Plate 31, fig. 10.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 95, T. xxviii., fig. 66, who attributes the species to

Ehrenberg. Wm. Sm., B. D., YoL i., p. 51, PI. xyi., fig. 149. Sab.
Siissw. Diat., p. 40, T. vi., fig. 59. Ptalfs, in Pritch., p. 902. Gru-
now, Yerhand, der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 529, T.

iv., fig. 33. Cleve, Om Srenska och l^orska Diat., p. 228. Donkin,
1^. H., Brit. Diat., p. 39, PL vi., fig. 5.

Biver Erne, near Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Pool near Glencar, Co.

Cork. Eiver Bann, near Coleraine, Co. Londonderry.

Namcula splimro'pliora, (Kiitz.) Eresh water.

Yalve elliptical ; ends considerably produced and capitate ; striae

fine, punctate, slightly convergent; length -0030, breadth "0010.

(Plate 31, fig. 11.)

Efitz. Bac, p. 95, T. iv., fig. 17. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 52,
PL xvii., fig. 148, who represents the striae as moniliform, an appear-
ance they present only when not in focus. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 40,
T. vi., fig. 65a, 65b being, as it would appear, a very distinct fonn,
EaKs, in Pritch., p. 899. Grimow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot.
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•Oesell., Band x., 1860, p. 540, T. iv., fig. 34. Cleve, Om Svenska ocli

K'orska Diat., p. 227. Donkin, E". H. Erit. Diat., p. 34, PI. v.,

fig". 10.

TacTimsliaiie, Co. "Wexford. Loiagli Gill, Co. Kerry. Jloist rock,

Portrush, Co. Antrim. River Bann, near Coleraine, Co. London-
derry.

Navicula quarnerensis, (Grrnnow). Maiine.

Valve broadly elliptical, slightly produced towards the apicnlate

ends;. striae fine, obscurely punctate, radiate; length. -0028, breadth
•0012. (Plate 31, fig. 12.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p.

530, T. iii., fig. 8, found in the Adriatic Sea, from two to four fathoms
in depth.

Salt ditch, near Galway town. Stomachs of Ascidians, Boundstone
Bay, Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicula JDavidsojiiana, 1^. S. Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; ends slightly produced, apieulate ; strife

fine, linear, parallel in the middle, and slightly radiate towards the
ends ; central nodule large, elongate, longitudinal ; sulci very distinct,

slightly expanded in the middle. (Plate 31, fig. 13.)

Prom stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare.

Xavicida ovulum, (Grunow). Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; striae fine, linear, slightly radiate in the

middle, and more so towards the ends ; longitudinal sulci strongly

marked, and quite parallel through their entire length; central nodule
small; colour of dry frustxde pale yellow; length -0024, breadth
-0011. (Plate 31, fig. 14.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 519, T. iii., fio-. 19.—Is^avicula litoralis, Donkin, 2^. H. Brit. Diat.,

p. 5, PI. i., fig. 2,

llalahide.

(d.) Latiusculce.

Valves generally elliptical; etids sometimes produced ; strice fine

;

intermediate free space generally Iroad, and expanded in the middle ; a

submarginal longitudinal sulcus more or less distinctly developed.

Navicula latiuscula, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; striiB delicate, parallel ; length about
•0048, breadth '0014; intermediate free space much expanded.
(Plate 31, fig. 15.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 93, T. v., fig. 40. This form could scarcely have
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been identified, "were it not that authentic specimens were seen by
Wni. Smith, who considers it identical with his I^avicnla patula^

E.D., Yol. i., p. 49, PI. xvi., fig. 139. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 905. Eab.
Stissw. Diat., p. 38, T. vi., fig. 61. If in this case the figure be cor-

rect, it can scarcely be identified with J^avicula latiuscula, Kiitz.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Pot. Gesell., Pand x., 1860, p. 534,.

T. iv., fig. 38. Donkin, '^. H., Erit. Diat., p. 27, PL iv., fig. 7. Eab.
M. Eur. Alg., sect; i., p. 182.

Lough Corrib, Co. Galway. Killurin, Co. "Wexford. iN'ewtown-
limayady, Co. Derry. Preaches, JSTewcastle, Co. Wicklow.

Navicula larTceriana, ]N". S. Marine.

Yalre linear, elliptical, gradually attenuated towards the producecF

ends ; stride linear, fine, close, distinctly radiate ; inteiTaedlate free-

space wide, greatly expanded in the middle ; median terminating to-

wards the central nodule in elongated expansions; length -0052,

breadth -0014.

This form might be easily confounded with JS'avicula latiuscula,

from which it differs in the following features : the intermediate free-

space is much wider, the ends are produced, and the striae are radiate,.,

and somewhat coarser. (Plate 31, fig. 16.)

On sea-weeds, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Preaches near iN'ewcastle, Co..

Wicklow. In both these gatherings there was a considerable admix-
ture of fresh water forms ; the maiine forms, however, greatly prepon-
derated.

Navimla grunovii, (O'Meara). Fresh or brackish water.

Yalre broadly elliptical, longitudinal, marginal sulci very distinct ;:

intermediate free space wide, lanceolate, greatly expanded in the mid-
dle ; median line slightly undulate ; striae fine, slightly radiate

;

length -0040, breadth -0016. (Plate 31, fig. 17.)

J^avicula elegans, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Pot. Gesell.,

Pand X., 1860, p. 534, T. ir., fig. 37. This author confounds this

form with jSTavicula elegans, Wm. Sm., of which he states he had
never seen a specimen ; and suggests that in case it should prove to bo
different from the last-named species it should be designated JS'avicula

lacustris. Cleve, in his Diatoms of the Ai'ctic Sea, p. 17, perceiving

that the form was obviously distinct fi'om jS«"avicula elegans, adopts

Grunow's alternative designation, which, however, must be aban-

doned, as the name had been applied by Gregory to designate a very
different form. Grunow found this species in fi-esh water as well as

in slightly brackish water, so that there is a difficulty in ascertaining

the habitat. I cannot clear up this difficulty, inasmiieh as the only

gathering in which the foim oecuiTcd to me contained both marine and,

fresh water forms.

Pellarena, Co. Derry.
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Navicxda ampliishmna, (Bory). Eresh -vx^atcr.

Yalve broadly elliptical, with produeed capitate ends, longitudinal
. sulci close to the margin; intermediate free space lanceolate, broad
in the middle. Striae fine, linear, close, radiate ; length "0035,

breadth -2013. (PI. 31, fig. 18.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 95, T. iii., figs. 41 and 42. This author regards
the species as identical with jS^avicnla amphisbsena, Bory, 1824, to

whom, therefore, it should be attributed. 1\"m. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p.

5], PI. xvii., fig. 147. Ealfs, inPritch., p. 899, PI. vii., fig. 72. Eab.
Sussw. Liat., p. 40, T. vi., fig. 66. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 36. Heiberg, De Danske Diat.,

p. 82. Cleye, Om Svenska och jSTorska Diat,, p. 227, Donkin, IS,. H.
Brit. Diat., p. 36, PI. y. fig. 13.

Biver Dodder, Dundrum, Blackrock, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Biver
Bann, Coleraine, Bellarena, Co. Derry. Caumlough, near Tralee.

Lough Grill, Co. Keny. Breaches, near Newcastle, Co. Wicklow.
Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford,

Nmicula suls<dina, (Ehr.) Brackish water.

In all respects resembling J^Tavicula amphisbaena, except that the
ends are not capitate, nor so much produced.

Donkin, X. H. Brit. Diat,, p. 24, PL iv., fig. 2.—IS^avicula am-
phisbaena, var. (i. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 51; PL xttI., fig. 147 ^.
The last-named author attributes the species to Ehrenberg. Cleve,

Diatoms from Arctic Sea, p. 18. This form occurs frequently, mixed
with jSTavicula amphisbsena, in places accessible to marine influences,

but I have never found it in perfectly fresh water. So that, with
Donkin, I am disposed to consider it may be a distinct species.

Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Breaches, Co. Wicklow. Caumlough,
near Tralee. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Navicula elegans, (Wm. Sm.) Marine or brackish water.

Yalve elliptical, lanceolate ; longitudinal sulci marginal. Stride

distinct, linear, convergent in the middle, afterwards radiate ; inter-

mediate free space narrow, except in the middle, where it expands
considerably; length about -0038, breadth about -00065. (PL 31,
fig. 19.)

Wm. Sm. B. D., Yol. i., p. 49. PL xvi. fig. 137. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 907. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 85. Eab. El. Eur. Alg., sect,

i., p. 182. Donkin, IS". H. Brit., Diat., p. 23, PL iv., fig. 1. This
form is obviously distinct from that described under the name of Ifavi-

cula elegans by Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band
X., 1860, T.iv., fig. 37.

Blackrock, Co. DubKn. Caumlough, near Tralee. Lough Gill,

Co. Kerry. Galway Bay. Breaches, Kilcool, Co. Wicklow. Tacum-
shane, Co. "Wexford.
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N'cwicula palpelrcdis, (DeBreb.) ^^laiine.

Yalye broadly elliptical, lanceolate at the ends ; striae distinctly

costate, linear, radiate, marginal ; intermediate free space "svide, ellip-

tical-lanceolate ; length -0034, breadth -0013. (PL 31, fig. 20.)

^\m. Sm., B. D., Tol. i., p. 50. Supp., PL xxxi., fig. 273. The
figure represents the striae as minutely punctate ; in reality they are

strongly costate. Ptalfs, in Pritch., p. 905. Grunow, Yerhand. der

K. K. Zool. Bot. GeseU., Band s., 160, p. 536, T. iii., fig. 27. The
form here described exactly resembles that of Smith, being very small,

and with minutely punctate striae. Donkin, jST. H. Biit. Diat., p. 25,

fig. 3. This author regards the species as identical with Xavicula
barclayana, Greg. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 182, who describes

the striae as distinctly gi'anulate.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Arran Islands, Co. Gal-

way.

Navicula angulosa, (Greg.) Marine.
Similar to the preceding, but striae finer and closer, and longer,

conYergent in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; intermediate

free space, instead of being elliptical, is lanceolate ; length -0050,

breadth -0010.

Gregoiy, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 42, PL v., fig. 8. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 905. Eab. PL Eui\ Alg., sect, i., p. 176. Donkin, IS". H. Brit.

Diat., p. 26, PI. iy., fig. 4.

Eiver Slaney, Eallurin, Tacumshane, Co. "Wexford. Breaches,

near jSTewcastle, Co. Wicklow. Malahide, Co. Dublin. Ai-ran Islands,

Co. Galway.

Nafcicula semiplena, (Gregory). Marine.
Yalye as in the preceding form, but much narrower, and the in-

termediate free space not angular in the middle.

Donkin, X. H. Brit. Diat., p. 26, PL iy., fig. 5.—Pinnularia an-

gulosa, yar. ^_, Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 42, PL y.. fig. 8-^'—

Pinnularia semiplena, Greville, Q. J. M. S., 1859, p. 84, PL yi., fig. 12.

Malahide, Co. Dublin. Fintragh Bay, Co. Donegal. Eostreyor,

Co. Down.

Navicida hehes, (Ealfs). Fresh water.

Yalye gibbous in the middle, ends somewhat attenuated, but
still broad, and rounded. Stride fine, linear, nearly parallel ; interme-

diate free space wide in middle, lanceolate towards the ends. (PL
31, fig. 21.)

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 896, who regards the species as identical with
Navicula obtusa, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 50, PL xvi., fig. 140,

with which I find it impossible to identify it. Donkin, X. H. Brit.,

Diat., p, 23, PL iii., fig. 12.

Marl, Co. Down. Lough Mourne deposit.
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Navicula lineata, (Donkiu). Marine.

Yalve linear, elliptical, with cuneate ends ; margin slightly

curved. Striae strong, convergent in the middle, and radiate towards

the ends ; longitudinal sulcus dividing the striae into two nearly eqiial

parts ; intermediate free space broad, lanceolate towards either

end, and expanded in the middle ; length about •0034, breadth

about -0010. (PI. 31, fig. 22).

Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1859, p. 32, PL iii., fig. 17. Also K H.,

Brit. Diat., p. 8, PL i., fig. 8.

Seashore near the town of Galway.

Navicula liher, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.
Valve narrow elliptical, with rounded ends. Strise fine, slightly

radiate, divided into two nearly equal portions by the longitudinal

sulcus ; intermediate free space narrow towards the ends ; slightly

expanded in the middle ; length from -0030 to '0045, breadth

from -0009 to 0012. (PL 31, fig. 23.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. L p. 48, PL xvi., fig. 133. Ealfs, ia

Pritch., p. 907. Grunow, Yerhand. der Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x.,

1860, p. 547. Cleve, Om Svenska och jSTorska Diat., p. 227. Eab.
ri. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 180. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 62,

PL ix., fig. 5.

Salt ditch, near the town of "Wexford. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Seaweeds, Kilkee, Co. Clare. Lough Poyle, near IS^ewtownlima-

vady, Co. Derry. Breaches, near JSTewcastle, Co. Wicklow. Galway
Bay.

Navicula hicuneata, (Grunow). Marine.
Yalve deeply constricted in the middle, with long cuneate ends,

somewhat rounded at the apex. Striae linear, parallel ; longitudinal

sulcus nearer to the median line than to the margin ; intermediate

free space narrow, except in the middle, where it is slightly ex-

panded ; median line strongly developed ; central nodule small,

roundish; length -0056, breadth at the shoulders -0018, at the

middle -0015. (PL 31, fig. 24.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860,

p. 546, T. iii., fig. 4. This author considers the form may be only a

variety of J^avicula liber, from which, however, it differs both in

form and structure. The striae in this are parallel, in jS^avicula

liber slightly radiate. My specimens are generally wider at the

shoulders, and more constricted than Grunow's figure represents them.
Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 227, T. i., figs. 3 and 4.

The form, as represented by this last-named author, is even less

constricted than Grunow's figure represents it. Cleve remarks :

—

"Grunow has not described the front view, which in the specimens
examined by me were cuneate, as is the case in Gomphonema

2 S 2
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or XoTilla ; for whicli reason tliis species ouglit to be transfen-ed to a

new genus, distingnisliecl from Xavieula by the cuneate front view.
The side yiew "vras suifieiently confonnable "with Grunow's description."

The cuneate appearance of the fi'ont view just referred to, I am
inclined to think, was casual, arising from the separation of the
valves at one end, while at the other end they retained their

normal position. In the specimen I was able to observe on the

front view, there was but a single valve, which did not exhibit any
tendency to a cuneate outline.

Stomachsof Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Arran Islands. Co. Galway.
Bantry Bay, Co. Cork.

Navicula grilndleriana, 'E. S. Marine.

Yalve linear elliptical ; somewhat cuneate at the ends ; interme-

diate free s]Dace naiTow, except in the middle, where it expands into

a broad, subquach-angular area. Striae linear, slightly radiate ; longi-

tudinal sulcus marginal. (PI. 31, fig. 25.)

This form strongly resembles a Xavicula figui'ed by Schmidt, Atlas,

T. vi,, figs. 31 and 32 ; and by this author attiibuted to Griindler.

It differs however, inasmuch as the striae in the latter are described

as punctate ; in the present case they are linear. The free area

around the central nodule in this form is much larger than in that

figured by Schmidt. The strong similarity has suggested the specific

name.
The present form upon first view might be easily confounded with

jSTavicula macula, Greg., fi'om which it may be discerned by the

fact that the ends in the latter ai-e contracted and rounded ; in this

they are cuneate. The striae, too, in this are very much coarser and
more distant than in Xav. macula.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

(e) LimoscB.

Longitudinal sulci more numerous than in the last, and generally more

highly developed ; intermediate free space narrow.

Navicula iridis, (Ehr.) Freshwater.

Yalve lineal', elliptical, rounded off at the ends. Striae fine, Hnear,

parallel ; intermediate fi'ee space narrow towards the ends, expanded

in the middle ; length from -0046 to -0072, breadth fi'om -0010

to -0016. Longitudinal striae distinct at the margin. (PL 31,

fig. 26.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 92, T. xxviii., fig. 42. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 907.

Eab. Fl. Eui\ Alg., sect, i., p. 171. Donkin, K. H. Brit. Diat.,

p. 30, PI. v., fig. 6.—Navicula firma, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 48,.
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PI. xvi., fig. 138. Smith's figure does not represent the longitudinal

striae, which more particularly characterize this species. Kiitzing's

figure, though representing this peculiarity, does not give to it its due
j)rominence.

Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare, Co. Cork. Marsh, Kilcool,

Glenmalure, Co. Wicklow. Lower Lake, Killarney, Co. Kerry.

Ditch, Cushendun, Co. Antrim. Pond in Botanic Grardens, Belfast.

Lough Mourne deposit, Co. Down.

Var. ampMgomphus, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Like the typical form in its general characters, but linear in its

outline and cuneate at the ends ; length from -0025 to '0045, breadth

from -0010 to -0016. (Plate 31, fig. 27.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 93, T. xxviii., fig. 40. Bab. Siissw. Diat'., p. 38,

T. vi., fig. 47.—JSTavicula firma, Balfs, in Pritch., p. 909. Donkin,

IS". H.Brit. Diat., p. 31, PL v., fig. 7.—Navicula firma, var. cuneata,

Lagerstedt, Sotv. Diat. fran Spetsbergen och Beeren Eiland, p. 29.

Lower Lake, Killarney, Co. Kerry. Piperstown, Co. Dublin.

River Erne, near Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Kilcool, Co. Wicklow.

Var. affinis, (Ehr.) Eresh water.

Valve like the typical species, but narrow and linear in outline

;

ends produced, broad, rounded, and sKghtly constricted. (Plate 31,

fig. 28.)

ISTavicula afiinis, Kiitz. Bac, p. 95, T. xxviii., fig. 65, who attri-

butes the species to Ehrenberg. Wm. Sm., B.D., Vol. i., p. 50, PL
xvi., fig. 143. Balfs, in Pritch., p. 902, PL xii., fig. 32. Rab. Siissw.

Diat., p. 40, T. vi., fig. 58. • Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Diat.,

p. 228. Donkin, JS". H. Brit. Diat., p. 33, PL v., fig. 8. Lagerstedt,

Sotv. Diat. fran Spetsbergen och Beeren Eiland, p. 29.

River Erne, near Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Drumoughty Lough,
near Kenmare, Glengarriff, Co. Cork. Bellarena, Co. Derry. Pond,

Botanic Gardens, Belfast, Co. Down. Near Newcastle, Kilcool,

Lugnaquilla mountain, Co. Wicklow. Killakee, Co. Dublin.^

Navicida dulia, (Ehr.) Fresh water.
Valve like that of Navicula iridis, var. amphigomphus, but much

smaller and broader in proportion ; the cuneate ends extended into-

short apices ; striae in many specimens seen very slightly radiate ;:

length -0018, breadth -0008. (Plate 31, fig. 29.)

Na\dcula dubia, Kiitz. Bac, p. 96, T. xxviii., fig. 61, who attri-

butes the species to Ehrenberg. Rab. Siissw. Diat., p. 40, T. vi., fig.

60. This latter figure is quite unlike the present species. Ralfs,

in Pritch., p. 902. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 30, PL v., fig. 5.—
Navicula peisonis, Grunow, Verhand. der K. K., Zool. Bot. GeselL,
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Band x., 1860, p. 544, T. iii., fig. 28 : and likely also identical with
JSTavicnla limosa, var. bicameata, GrunoTV, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool.

Eot. Gesell., Band s., 1860, p. 545, T. v., fig, 7.

Lougli Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. ]Mayo. Kilcool, Co. "Wick-

low. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Pond in Botanical Gardens of Trinity

College, Dublin.

Nmicula limosa
,
(Kiitz.) Presh water.

Yalve triundulate on the margin, more expanded in the middle
than at the ends ; ends cuneate ; strife fine, parallel ; longitudinal free

space narrow, except in the middle, where it is slightly expanded

;

longitudinal strife easily observed, with good illumination; length

aboTit -0034, breadth in 'the middle -0006. (Plate 31, fig. 30.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 101, T. iii., fig. 50. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 41, T.

vi., fig. 31. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 894, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 544, T. t., fig. 86. Donkin,
Js^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 73, PL xii., fig. 61. Cleve, Cm Svenska och

j^orska Diat., p. 227. Lagerstedt, Soty. Diat. fi-an Spetsbergen och

Beeren Eiland, p. 30, T. i.,' fig. 6.

Powerscouit, Co. Wicklow. Botanical Gardens of Tiinity College,

Dublin.

Var. gihlenda, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Like the typical species, differing only in this, that the ends instead

of being cuneate are rounded.
Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 544, T. v., fig. 8a. Donkin, X. H. Brit. Diat., p. 73, PI. xii., fig. 6a.

—Xavicula gibbemla, Kiitz. Bac, p. 101, T. ui., fig. 50. "Wm. Sm.,

B. D., Yol. i., p. 51, PL xviL, fig. 160. Schumann, Diat. der Hohen
Tatra, p. 76. Lagerstedt, Sotv. Diat. fi'an Spetsbergen och Beeren
Eiland, p. 38.

River Erne, Crossdoney, Denylane Lough, Co. Cavan. Glengar-

riff, Co. Cork. Lough Neagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh. Streamlet

in Powerscourt demesne, Co. YTicklow. Lough bourne deposit.

Var. iruncata, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Yalve nearlv linear, with rounded ends ; the longitudinal sulci

waved; length -0025, breadth -00055. (Plate 31, fig. 31.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 545, T. v., figs. 8e and 9.—Xavicula truncata, Kiitz. Bac, p. 96,

T. iii., fig. 34, and T. v., fig. 4. Bab. Siissw. Diat., p. 39, T. vi.,

fig. 67.

Friarstown, Eiver Dodder, Co. Dublin. Lough Xeagh, near Lur-
gan, Co. Armagh. Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.
Dundalk, Co. Louth. Wet rock, Ballyshannon, Co. l^onegal. Castle-

Gregory, Co. Keny.
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Navicula imdosa, (Ekr.) Fresh "U^ater.

Valve broadly elliptical, slightly triundiilate ; apices produced,

very narroTv, and slightly capitate ; longitudinal strias distinct ; trans-

verse striae obscui'e ; length -0016, breadth -0006. (Plate 31, fig. 32.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 101, T. xxviii., fig. 83. Rab. Siissw. Diat., p. 41,

T. vi., fig. 56.

Eiver Erne, near Crossdoney, Co. Cavan.

Navicida esox, (Ehr.) Habit, doubtful.

Yalve lanceolate, "with an angular expansion in the middle; margin
slightly tiiundulate ; ends cuneate ; strife distinct, linear, punctate,

nearly parallel in the middle, slightly radiate and closer towards the

ends ; median line strongly developed ; terminal nodules at some dis-

tance from the ends; length '0034, breadth '0010. (Plate 31,

fig. 33.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 94, T. xxviii., fig. 53, who regards the species as

identical with Pinnularia esox, Ehr. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 896, PI.

xii., fig. 43. The description in this case is tolerably accurate, but
the figure is incorrect.—Pinnularia esox, Eab Siissw. Diat., p. 45,

T. vi., fig. 7. This figiu-e does not at all represent the peculiarities

of the species.

It is doubtful whether this is a fresh-water or marine form.

Eabenhorst includes it among the former ; the only gathering in which
I found it was marine, yet containing some fresh water forms.

Mud from salt water, coast of Clare, supplied by Doctor Sullivan,

President Queen's College, Cork.

Nmicula trochus, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalve inflated in the middle, gi-eatly contracted towards the ends,

which are slightly capitate ; transverse strise indistinct ; longitudinal

striae distinct ; intermediate free space narrow, except in the middle,

where it is expanded. (Plate 31, fig. 34.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 99, T. iii., fig. 59. Ptalfs, in Pritch., p. 899.—
J^'avicula follis, Donkin, jST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 44, PI. vi., fig. 15.

There is considerable difficulty as to the synonymy of this species.

Donkin considers it identical with Xavicula follis, Ehr., Xavicula crux,

Ehr., andXavicula inflata, Kiitz. Supposing the figures of the last named
asdelineatedbyKutzing(Bac.,T.iii., fig. 36), andbyEabenhorst(Siissw.
Diat., p. 41, T. v., fig. 10), to be correct, and that the former author

was correct in supposing ISTavicula inflata to be identical with Xavicula

follis, Ehr., I cannot think that the latter is likely to be identical

with Xavicula trochus. Kiitzing has figured Xavicula trochus so accu-

rately, that it is easily recognisable ; it is identical with that under
consideration, and also, as it appears to me, with that named jSTavicula

follis, by Donkin.

Lough Mourne deposit.
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Navicula prodiicta, (^va.. %vli.) Fresh. -n-ater.

Talve linear^ elliptical ; ends produced and slightly capitate

;

transverse stris distinct ; linear-pnnctate parallel ; longitudinal striae

distinct ; intermediate free space very narrow ; lenailL "0040, breadth
•0010. (Plate 31, fig. 35.)

ATm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 51, PL xvii., fig. 144. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 902, PI. rii., fig. 62. Grimow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool.

Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 543.—Xayicula affinis, rar. producta,

Rah. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 197.

Botanical Gardens of Trinity College, Dublin. Lower Lake, Eillar-

ney, Co. Eerry. Sub-peat Deposit, Droraore, Co. Down.

JSFavicida coccononeiformis, (Gregory). Fresh water.

Yalre elliptical ; transverse strife very fine, linear slightly radiate

;

longitudinal stride more obvious ; intermediate free space naiTOW,

lanceolate; length -0016, breadth -0008. (Plate 31, fig. 36.)

Xone of the authors I am acquainted with have alluded to tbe

longitudinal striae, which notwithstanding are very obvious when the

valve is observed in a dry state. "Wlien mounted in balsam, they are

quite undistinguishable, except with very high powers, and with good

illumination.

Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 6, PI. i., fig. 22. Wm. Sm., B.D.,
Yol. ii., p. 92. Ealfs, in Piitcb., t). 896. Grunow, Yerhand. der

. K. K. ZooL Bot. GeseU., Band x., 1860, p. 550, T. iv., fig. 9. Bab.
Fl. Eur. Alg., sect. 1, fig. 186 and p. 189. Donkin, ^". H. Biit. Diat.,

p. 22, PL iii., fig. 11. Lagerstedt, Sotv. Diat. fran Spetsbergen och

Beeren Eiland, p. 32, T. ii., fig. 8.

Lough Mask, near Toumakeady, Co. llayo. Lough Mourne
deposit.

Naviexda Koizcliyi, (Grunow). Fresh water.

Yalve small, elliptical, lanceolate ; ends slightly produced, and
occasionally slightly constricted ; central nodule large and quadrangu-

lar ; strife fine, linear, in the middle more distinct than towards the

ends, radiate; longitudinal stiiaj distinct ; length '001 3, breadth "0005.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 538, T. iv., fig. 12. This author represents the striae as moniliform,

but in the few forms that came under my notice I could not verify

this representation. The longitudinal strife are not noticed by Grunow,
but with careful manipulation they were very apparent in my speci-

mens. Grunow gives three figui'es of this species ; of these the short-

est and broadest, and that in which the striae are not so distinct is the

form with which my specimens are most in accordance.—Xavicula

Kotschyana, Eab. FL Eur. Alg.. sect, i., p. 193.

Lough Mask, near Tounnakcady, Co. Mayo.
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Navicula maxima, (Grregory). Maiine.

Prustules on front view slighly constricted in the middle, rounded
at the ends ; valve linear, ends rounded ; transverse striae fine, linear,

parallel ; longitudinal striae two or three ; intermediate free space

narrow, slightly expanded in the middle ; leng-th about '0050, breadth

about -0011. (PI. 31, fig. 38.)

Gregoiw, Q. J. M. S., 1855, p. 41, PL iv., fig. 10. Ralfs, in

Pritch., p.^'gOQ, PI. vii., fig. 75. DonMn, ^^. H. Brit. Diat.—The last

named author regards this species as identical withjS^aviculabicuneata,

Grunow. There is certainly a strong resemblance between the two
forms in many particulars, biit nevertheless they seem to me perfectly

distinct. iS^avicula bicuneata is much broader, ever constricted, some-

times veiy much so, but one longitudinal sulcus is noticeable in it,

whereas in Xavicula maxima the longitudinal lines are more nume-
rous, and not so distinctly marked. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 172.

Portmarnoek, Ireland's Eye, Co. Dublin. Breaches near I^ewcas-

tle, Co. Wicklow. Seaweeds, Kilkee. Stomachs of Ascidians, Co.

Clare.

Var. linearis, (Grunow). Marine.

Yalve much narrower and shorter than the typical form, trans-

verse striae finer ; longitudinal striae obvious ; intermediate free space,

narrow, not expanded in the middle; length "0032; breadth "0005.

(PI. 31, fig. 39.)

Navicula linearis, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.Zool. Bot. Gesell.,

Band x., 1860, p. 546, T. iii., fig. 2. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i.,

p. 180.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eound-
stone Bay. Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Var. lata, (O'Meara). Marine.
Valves as in the typical form, but relatively shorter and wider, the

ends somewhat cuueate ; length -0030; breadth 'OOIO.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare.

Navicula siibida, (Kiitz.) Marine.

Yalve lanceolate, transverse striae very obscure, longitudinal, ob-

vious ; the dry valve pale straw-colour ; intennediate free space very
narrow; length about -0024

; breadth about -0004. (PL 31, fig. 40.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 91, T. xxx., fig. 19. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. GeseU., Band x., 1860, p. 548, T. iii., fig. 24. Eab. Fl. Eur.
Alg., sect, i., p. 175. The specimens I have met with are much
shorter than that figured by Kiitzing, and agree with the figui-e of

Grunow.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eound-
fitone Bay, Co. Galway. Malahide, Co. Dublin.
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J^avicida translucida, [N". S. IMarine.

Yalve lanceolate, transverse striae obvious, costate, radiate ; longi-

tudinal striae, two or thi-ee obvious; length, -0020, breadth, -0003.

(PL 31, fig. 41.)

Stomacbs of Ascidians, Co. Clare.

Navieula pa/piJdifera, jS". S. Marine.

Yalve elliptical-lanceolate, ends produced, papilliform ; median
line incurved and expanded towards the central nodule ; intennediate

free space narrow ; transverse strife obsolete, longitudinal striae ob-

vious, numerous; length -0020, breadth -0006. (PL 31, fig. 42.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay.

Navietda lilurnica, (Grun.) Marine.
Yalve elliptical, lanceolate, transverse striae fine, linear, slightly

radiate ; longitudinal stri» indistinct, yet with good light noticeable
;

intermediate free space narrow, lanceolate. (PL 31, fig. 43.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p.

547, T. iii., fig. 25. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 172.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Stomachs of Ascidians, B-ound-

stone Bay. Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Nmicida jylumlicolor, N. S. Maiine.
Yalve linear, with rounded ends ; length, '0018; breadth, '0007;

transverse striae veiy obscure, punctate, radiate, longitudinal sulcus

sub-marginal ; longitudinal strife more easily observed than the trans-

verse ; intermediate fi'ee space narrow, linear ; dry valve of a leaden

colour. (PL 31, fig. 44.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicxda veneta, (Kiitz.) Brackish water.

Yalve minute; length, -0010; breadth, "0003; lanceolate, ends

slightly produced ; transverse striae faint, convergent in the middle
;

longitudinal striae noticeable with good illumination ; longitudinal

free space narrow, linear. (PL 31, fig. 45.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 95, T. xxx., fig. 76. Donkin (K H.. Brit. Diat.,

p. 43, PL vL, fig. 13,) rightly observes that the form "is abun-
dant in estuaries and harbours between tide marks." Rab. Siissw.

Diat., p. 39, T. vi., fig. 83. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 901. Xone of the

above authors refer to the longitudinal striae, wliich, however, by
careful illumination may be easily detected if the valves be diy.

Mouth of Bray Eiver, Co. "Wicklow. DoUymount Strand, Co.

Dublin. Galway Bay, near to-\vn of Galway.
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Navicida johnsonii, (AYm. Sm.) Maiine.

Yalve long and narroTV' ; length, "0060
; breath, 'OOOo ; inflated in

the middle and at the ends ; transverse striae very fine, parallel, longi-

tudinal striae more easily detected; colour of diy valve "whitish.

(PI. 31, fig. 46.)

Pinnulariajohisonii, ^'m. Sm. B. D., Yol. i., p. 58, PL xix., fig.

1 79. Eab. PI. Enr. Alg., sect, i., p. 211. Rahenhorst considers the form
identical Tvith Xavicnla scopiilornni, De Brebisson. In this opinion he
agrees -svith Ralfs, in Pntch., p. 895, andDonkin, iS". H. Brit. Diat., p. 73,

Pl.xii.,fig. 5. I cannot find any figure of De Brebisson' s species, Xavicula
scopulorum, and consider the identification of the last named Tvith the

present species more than doiibtful, inasmuch as Kiitzing regards that

form as identical with Xavicula mesotyla, figiu'cd by him, Bac, T. v.,

fig. 3, and T. xxviii., fig. 84. These figures are obscure as to details,

but from the size and outline I 'would think it impossible to confound
jS^avicula johnsonii with them, and therefore I attribute the species to

Smith, who has described and figured it with unmistakable accuracy.

This coiu-se commends itself the more to my judgment, inasmuch as

G-ninow has described and figured under the name of Xavicula scopu-

lorum a form which is obviously distinct fi'om that under considera-

tion.

Bannow, Co. YTexford. Malahide, Portmamock, Co. Dublin.

Mouth of the Biver Xannywater, Laytown, Co. Meath.

Navicula simulans, (Donkin). Marine.

Yalve linear, with long cuneate ends ; transverse striae very faint

;

longitudinal striae quite noticeable with good illumination, if the valve

be dry ; longitudinal free space nan-ow, except in the middle, where
it spreads out to the margin in a narrow staui'ofoite band ; length
•0030, breadth -0006. (Plate 31, fig. 47.)

The present species I consider to be identical with that so named
by Donkin, ]N^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 60, PL ix, fig. 3. Donkin considers

it the same as Amphiprora constricta, Ehr., but in this opinion I can-

not concur. Donkin does not notice the longitudinal striae ; but in all

other respects the present form is, in my mind, not distinguishable

fi'om the species named IS^avicula simulans by that author.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway. Malahide,
Co. Dublin.

Navicida delginensis, ^N". S. Marine.
Yalve rhomboid, gradually attenuated towards the broadly rounded

ends
; transverse striae very faint ; longitudinal striae easily detected,

more especially at the margin, where there is a strongly marked sul-

cus
; intermediate free space narrow, lanceolate towards the ends, and

slightly expanded in the middle ; length '0020
; breadth in the mid-

dle -0006. (PL 31, fig. 48.)
This form is in outline very similar to a species described and
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figured by Gnmow as JS'aviciila scopuloriim, in Yerhand. der K. K. Zool.

Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 547, T. iii. fig. 6. The present species,

however, is shorter, broader, and more rhombic ; the transverse striae

more obsciire, and not reaching the median line, but leaving a distinct

intermediate free space.

Seaweeds, Dalkey Island, Malahide, Co. Dublin.

(f) Crassmerves.

*' Forms for the most part lanceolate, tvith very strong median lines

and very fine scarcely noticeahle structure, in which the longitudinal strice

come out more distinctly thati the transverse. These approach the group

Limosce, from tvhich, hoioever, they differ essentially hy the colorless condi-

tion of the valves in a dry state. In the appearance of the median line

there is an approximation to some forms of the group CuspidatcB not to he

mistaken.^''—Grunow.

Navicxda rhomhoides, (Ehr.) Fresh water,

Yalve rhomboid; lanceolate; ends slightly rounded ; median line

distinct, with two longitudinal lines close to and nearly parallel with
it ; slightly expanded in the middle, united towards the ends ; the

median line extending slightly beyond the point of Junction ; striae

very faint ; length about -0045 ; breadth about -0009. (Plate 31, fig. 49.)

With a high objective and very skilful illumination the striae are

found to be parallel. It is noteworthy that in a gathering made by
me at Lough Awn, on the summit of the Slieveaneiran Mountain, this

form occurred in abundance, for the most part fi-ee, but frequently in

mucous tubes, ever in single files, and in some cases the frustules were
placed end to end, without any mucous investment.

Kiitz. Bac, p. 94, T. xxviii., fig. 45 ; and T. xxx., fig. 44. This
author attributes the species to Ehrenberg. Wm. Sm., B. D., vol. i.,

p. 46, PL xvi., fig. 129. Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 38 ; T. v., fig. 13. This
figure represents the form as much smaller than it is generally found
to be. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 903 ; Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool.

Bot. Gesell, Band x., 1860, p. 549. Donkin, I^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 42,

PI. vi., fig. 11. Schumann, Die Diat. der Hohen Tatra., p. 68.

Pool, Glencar, near Glengariff, Bantry, Co. Cork. Lower Lake,
Eallarney, Arragien, near Castlegregory, Co. Kerry. Eriarstown,

Piperstown, Co. Dublin. Biver Bann, near Coleraine, Co. Derry. Con-
nemara, Co. Gal^vay. Bathdrum, Glenchree, Co. Wicklow. Deposit,

Tollymore Park, Co. Down.

Navicula serians, (De'Bx^'h.) Freshwater.
Yalve elliptical-lanceolate ; ends slightly rounded ; median line dis-

tinct, as are also the two longitudinal lines, close to and parallel to the
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same ; transverse striae obscure, slightly oblique ; longitudinal striae dis-

tinct ; length about -0038
; breadth about -0009. (Plate 31, fig. 50.)

Kiitz. ^Bac, p. 92; T. xxx., fig. 23; T. xxviii., fig. 43. This
author considers the species identical with Frustulia serians, De Brebis-

son, and with Navicula lineolata, Ehr. . He adds, " I have no doubt
that the Ehrenbergian form, which has been described in our T. xxviii.,

fig. 43, according to Ehrenberg, is perfectly identical with that of De
Brebisson." That form is rather smaller than I^avicula serians, and
therefore some doubt may reasonably be entertained on the subject.

It seems better then, with Donkin, to attribute the species to De Bre-
bisson than to abandon the specific name by which the species has been
so long known. Wm. Sm., B. D., vol. i., p. 47, PL 16, fig. 130.

Eab. Siissw. Diat., p. 38 ; T. vi., fig. 51 ; Kalfs, in Pritch., p. 904.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell, Bandx., 1860, p. 549
;

T. v., fig. 13. Cleve, Om Svenska och ISTorska Diat., p. 228. Don-
kin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 41, PI. vi., fig. 10.

Pool, Cushendun, Co. Antrim. Piperstown, Co. Dublin. Glen-
chi'ee, Co. Wicklow. Pool near town of Wicklow. Tollymore Park
deposit, Co. Down.

JVamcuIa crassinervia, (De Breb.) Presh water.

Yalve small, elliptical-lanceolate ; ends produced and slightly con-

stricted ; longitudinal sulci parallel to the median line, distinct ; striae

obsolete; length about -0024 ; breadth about -0005. (Plate 31, fig. 51.)

Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 47, Supp. PL xxsi., fig. 271, who
describes and figures the species according to specimens furnished by
De Brebisson. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 900. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 548, T. v., fig. 12. Cleve, Om
Svenska och ISTorska Diat., p. 228. Donkin, IST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 42,

PL vi., fig. 12. This last named author considers this species identical

with Prustulia saxonica, Rab. El. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 227.

Eriarstown, Piperstown, Eeatherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin. Lough
Gill, Co. Kerry. Bantry, Co. Cork. Eostrevor, Co. Down. Rath-
drum, Glencree, Co. Wicklow.

Nmicula dirJiynchus, (Ehr.) Fresh water.

Yalve nearly linear, narrow ; ends produced, and slightly capitate.

Longitudinal sulci parallel with median line, distinct. Transvei'se

striae obsolete; longitudinal striae distinct; length, '0022, breadth,
•0005. (Plate 31, fig. 52.)

Kiitzing, Bac, p. 95, T. xxviii., fig. 48, by whom the species is

attributed to Ehrenberg. Rab. Siissw. Diat., p. 40, T. vi., fig. 48.

Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 901. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 29, PL v.,

fig. 3. The last named author remarks that "in outline this species

has a strong resemblance to Navicula afiinis, but it is much smaller.
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and distinguished by the apparent absence of striae." If the valve be
examined in a dry state, the longitudinal striae are distinct, but much
less numerous and distinct than in jN^avicula affinis ; the margin
also, instead of being perfectly linear as it is in the last named species,

is slightly elliptical.

Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. Featherbed Moun-
tain, Co. Dublin.

Navicula rostellum, ("Wm. Sm.) Fresh water.

Valves broadly elliptical ; ends produced into very short narrow
apices ; longitudinal sulci parallel to median line distinct ; striae

obscure; length -0020; breadth -0010. (Plate 31, fig. 53.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 93. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 900. Gru-
now, Verhancl. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 550,

T. iv., fig. 10. This form, as described by Grunow, is narrower, and
the apices much wider than in my specimens ; the transverse striae as

described, are very fine and parallel, but as my specimens were mounted
in balsam, I could not detect the striae. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat.,

p. 40, PL vi., fig. 7. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 195. The last

named author describes the striae as very delicate and parallel.—Navi-

cula apiculata, Gregory Q. J. M. S., Vol. iv., 1856, PI. i., fig. 13, who
attributes the form to Wm. Smith.

Killakee, Co. Dublin.

Navicula Icevissima, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Valve colourless, slightly expanded in middle, slightly constricted

towards the broad rounded ends ; median line strongly developed

;

transverse striae very fine, slightly radiate ; longitudinal striae distinct

;

intermediate free space narrow, except in the middle, where some-

times it seems to expand in a short narrow stauroform band ; at the

extreme end a distinct transverse line is noticeable at right angles

with the median line ; length -0015, breadth -0004. (Plate 31, fig. 54.)

Kiitz. Bac. p. 96, T. xxi., fig. 14. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii.,

p. 91. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K., Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x.,

1860, p. 549, T. iv., fig. 5. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 188.

Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 28, PI. v., fig. 2.

Lower Lake, Killarney, Co. Kerry. Derrylane Lough, Co. Cavan.

Lough Neagh, near Antrim town. Ulster Canal, near Poyntzpass,

Co. Armagh. Loughbrickland Lake, Co. Down. Eiver Bann, near

Coleraine, Co. Derry. Trinity College Botanic Gardens, Co. Dublin.

Killeshin, Queen's Co. Feighcullen, Co. Kildare.

Navicula oUongella, (Naegeli ?) Fresh water.

Valve small, linear, elliptical ; ends rounded ; longitudinal sulci

close to median line, strongly developed, parallel ; transverse striae
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fine, but easily detected, parallel ; longitudinal strise generally obscure

;

intermediate free space narrow, except in the middle, where it expands

into a quadrangular area; length about -0008, breadth about "0008.

(Plate 31, fig. 55.)

Grrunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell, Band x., 1860,

T. iv., fig. 4. Grrunow, with a note of doubtfulness, refers the species

to IN'aegeli. Schumann, Die Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 70. Rab. Fl.

Eur. Alg., sect. 1, p. 185.

Lough Derg, Co. Galway. Killakee, Co. Dublin. Ditch near

town of Galway.

Navicula incurva, (Greg.) Fresh water.

Valve slightly incurved in the middle ; ends broadly produced, sub-

capitate ; longitudinal sulci parallel, with median line distinct ; striaj

obscure; length about -0020, breadth -0005. (Plate 31, fig. 56.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S. 1856, p. 8, PL i., fig. 26. Ralfs, in Pritch.,

p. 893. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 203. Donkin, 'E. H. Brit.

Diat., p. 38, PL vi., fig. 2.

Portmarnock, Co. Dublin. Callows, near Ballinasloe, Co. Galway.

(g) MonilifercB.

Valves more or less lanceolate; strim ohvioiisly moniliform, not reach-

ing the median line ; free intermediate space narrow except in the middle,

where it is generally more or less expanded.

Navicula punctulata, (Wm. Smith.) Brackish or marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical, with slightly apiculate ends ; intermediate

free space narrow, slightly expanded in tlae middle ; strife close, radiate
;

length about -0026, breadth -0012. (Plate 32, fig. 1.)

Wm. Sm., B.D., vol. i., p. 52, PL xvi., fig. 151. Grunow, Verhand.
der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 537.—Navicula marina,
Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 903. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 202. Donkin,
N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 19, PL iii., fig. 5. The last named author
remarks, '

' Although this species is described as marine in the Synop-
sis of Prof. Smith, I have never found it in purely marine localities,

where its congener N. granulata is found." Some of the undernamed
localities in which I have found the species are decidedly marine.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim. Seaweeds,
Bannow, Co. "Wexford. Portmarnock, Co. Dublin. Rostrevor, Co.

Down. Seaweeds, Kilkee, Co. Clare. Laytown, Co. Meath. Dre-
hednamaud, near Castlegregory, Co. Kerry.

Navicula granulata, (De Brebisson). Marine.

Valve broadly elliptical, with slightly produced broad rounded
ends ; intermediate free space narrow, linear, except at the cen-
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tre, where it expands considerably ; expanded area somewliat rounded
;

striae moniliform, conrergent in the middle, then strongly radiate

;

length -0035
; breadth -0017. (Plate 32, fig. 2.)

Dentin, Q. J. IT. S., 1858, p. 17, PI. ui., fig. 19, who attributes

the species to De Brebisson. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 903. Cleve, Om
Svenska och IS'orska Diat., p. 226. Ptab. El. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p.

201. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 17, PI. iii., fig. 1.

Drehednamaud, near Castlegregory, Co. Kerry. Stomachs of As-

cidians, Roundstone Bay, Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay,

Galway Bay, Co, Galway.

Navicula humerosa, (De Brebisson.) Marine.

Yalve linear, elliptical, gradually contracted towards the broad, pro-

duced, rounded ends ;
slightly constricted in the middle ; strise close,

moniliform
;
puncta small, convergent in the middle, radiate towards

the ends ; intermediate free space narrow, except in the middle, where
it is broadly and somewhat roundly expanded ; length, about -0032,

breadth, about -0013, and in middle about -9012. (Plate 32, fig. 3.)

Wm. Smith, (B. D., Yol. ii., p. 93), who attributes the species to

De Brebisson. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 903. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i.,

p. 201.

Bannow, Piyer Slaney, near Xillurin. Co. Wexford. Portmar-
nock, llalahide, Co. Dublin. Seaweeds, Portrush, Co. Antrim.
Caum Lough, near Tralee, Lough Gill, Co. Keny. Ealkee, Co.

Clare. Salt marsh, Kileool, Co. "Wicklow.

Var. fuscata, (Schumann). Marine.

Like the typical form, but having the ends slightly capitate, and
the margins perfectly linear; length -0038, breadth -0014. (Plate 32,

fig. 4.)

Likely the same as Navicula fuscata, Schumann, Die Preussische

Diat., p. 57, T. ii., fig. 43.

Drehidnamaud, near Castlegregory : Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Var. quadrata, (Gregory). Marine.

Like the typical form, but much shorter and relatively broader

;

the margins linear ; the ends, too, being broader and less produced

;

length -0020, breadth -0012. (Plate 32, fig. 5.)

Navicula quadrata, Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 41, PI. v., fig. 5.

Donkin (N. H.Brit. Diat., p. 18) considers this identical with I*^avicula

humerosa, and Ralfs adopts the same opiEion in Pritchard, p. 903.

Lough Gni, Co. Kerry. Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay,
Co. Galway. Seaweeds, Portrush, Co. Antrim.
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NavicuJa latissima, (Gregory). Marine.

Yalve large, broadly elliptical ; ends slightly produced, rounded

;

intermediate free space broad, lanceolate, greatly expanded around tlie

central nodule ; striae linear, with moniliform striae interposed, conver-

gent in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; length '0060, breadth
•0032. (Plate 32, fig. 6.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 40, PI. v., fig. 4. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p: 903, PI. vii., fig. 70. Eab. PI. Em-. Alg., sect, i., p. 201. Donkin,
IS". H. Brit. Diat., p. 17, PL iii., fig. 2.—Pinnularia divaricata,

O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., 1867, p. 116, PI. v., fig. 7.

Arran Islands, Stomachs of Ascichans, Ptoundstone Bay, Co.

Galway.

NavicuJa meniscus, (Schumann). Presh water.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; ends slightly produced, not capitate

;

intermediate free space narrow, except in the middle, where it

expands into a large stauroform band, wider towards the margin than
at the central nodule ; striae linear, with moniliform striae interposed,

convergent in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; length •0026,

breadth -0013. (Plate 32, fig. 7.)

Schumann, Die Preussische Diat., p. 55, T. ii., fig. 32. Schumann's
account of the locality in which the form was found by him leaves

some doubt as to whether the deposit in which the form was discovered

was marine or fresh water; his words are: " In deposito Eegimon-
tano, in portu Pillawensi, in Mari Baltico. Lagersteclt, however, in-

cludes the form among fresh-water species, under the name of Navi-
cula punctata, var. asymmetrica, Sotvat. Diat. fi^an Spetsbergen, p. 29,

T. ii., fig. 7." This figure so precisely corresponds in all respects with
the form here described, as to render the identity perfectly certain.

Lagerstedt states that the frustule on front view is slightly unsymme-
trical on the longitudinal axis. This seems to me to have been acci-

dental, arising perhaps from the valves having been separated at one
end while adhering at the other; he adds, " only a single specimen of

this variety was ' found." And I have precisely the same report to

make. So distinct is tliis form in its leading characters that I consider

it a perfectly independent species, and not to be regarded as a variety

of ISTavicula punctata.

Pond near the city of Armagh.

Navicida lucida, IS". S. Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical, with sub-lanceolate ends; intermediate

free space lanceolate, narrow, except in the middle, where it expands
considerably ; a strongly marked submarginal sulcus is present

;

striae monilifoi-m
;

puncta very close ; convergent in the middle

;

divergently radiate towards the apices ; length -0020
; breadth -0012.

(Plate 32, fig. 8.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

H.I. A. PllOC, SEE. n., YOr-. II., SCIENCE. 2 T
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Navicula didliensis, (Gregory). Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical, with, rounded ends ; "intermediate free

space narrow, linear, but slightly expanded at the central nodule
;

striae moniliform
;
puncta small, close, nearly parallel in the middle,

and divergently radiate towards the ends; length, -0020; breadth,

•0013. (Plate 32, fig. 9.)

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 478, PL ix., fig. 2, Ralfs, in Pritch.,

p. 909, PI. vii., fig. 73. Rab. Fl. Eur. Alg., p. 184.—^""avicula
erythraea, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool, Bot. Geseil., Band x.,

1860, p. 539, T. v., fig. 17.

Ptiver Slaney, near Killurin, Co. Wexford. Stomachs of Ascidians,

Roundstone Bay, Co. Gahvay.

Var. producta, {O'liieaxa.). Marine.

Precisely as the typical species, but having the ends slightly pro-

duced ; length -0025, 'breadth -0011. (Plate 32, fig. 9a.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicida pxmctata, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Yalve elliptical, ends produced, narrow, capitate ; intermediate

free space narrow, except in middle, where it expands into a

tolerably broad stauroform band, widening towards the outer end

;

striije moniliform; puncta small; radiate; length •0032, breadth.

•0010. (Plate 32, fig. 10.)

Donldn, IST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 36, PL v., fig. 12. Lagerstedt,

Sotvat. Diat. fran Spetsberger och Beeren Eiland, p. 29.—Stauroneis

punctata, Kiitz., Bac, p. 100, T. xxi., fig. 9. Wm. Sm., B. D.,

Vol. i., p. 61, PL xix., fig. 189. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 912. Grunow,
Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 565. Castra-

cane, Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nella Val Intrasca, p. 11. Cleve,

Om Svenska och ISTorska Diat., p. 228. Eab. PL Eur., Alg., sect.

i., p. 245.—Stauroptera punctata, Bab. Siissw. Diat., p. 50, T. ix.,

fig. 11.

Biver Slaney, near Xillurin, Co. Wexford. Drumoughty Lough,

near Kenmare, Lower Lake, Killarncy, Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. Lough Mourne deposit,

Co. Antrim.

Navicula lacustris, (Gregory). Fresh water.

Similar to Navicula punctata, but the striae are very much finer
;

and the intermediate free space expanded roundly, instead of in a

stauroform band ; length about -0020, breadth -0006. (Plate 32, fig. 11.)

Gregory, (Q. J". M. S., 1856, p. 6, PL L, fig. 23.) describes

two distinct varieties, one elliptical, the other with linear margin
and produced ends. He also refers to an intermediate form, which-
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latter, I presume, to be the present one. Ralfs, (in Pritch., p. 903),

says the only species TPith which this could be confounded is

jSTavicula firma, but it appears to me that it is more likely to be
confounded with jS'avicula punctata. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i.,

p. 200.

Lough llask, near Tourmakeady, Co. j\Iayo. Lough ]N'eagh, near
the town of Antrim. Lough Gill, Lower Lake, Killamey, Pedlass

Lake, near Dingle, Co. Kerry.

NavicuJa macidosa, (Donkin). lEarine.

Yalre linear, elliptical ; ends slightly produced and somewhat
cuneate ; intermediate free space linear, naiTOW, slightly expanded
around the central nodule ; striae distinctly moniliform, parallel in

the middle, and divergently radiate towards the ends; length '0027,

breadth -0008. (Plate 32, 'fig. 12.)

Donkin, 2^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 25, PL v., fig. L

Piles of wooden bridge, DoUymount Strand, Co. Dublin.

Navicula sciiteUoides, ("Wm. Sm.) Presh water.

Valve nearly orbicular, minute ; intermediate fi'ee space narrow,
linear, slightly expanded in the middle ; striae distant, moniliform,

divergently radiate ; length, -0009
; breadth, -0008. (Plate 32, fig. 13.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. ii., p. 91. Grunow, (Verhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 533, T. v., fig. 15), places it in

intimate connexion with Xavicula lyra and jSTavicula hennedyi, but the

position I assign to it seems to me more appropriate. Bafls, in Pritch.,

p. 909. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 185.

Lough Xeagh, near Antrim. Lough !Mask, near Toiu'makeady,
Co Mayo.-

ITavicula 2>usiUa, (Wm. Sm.) Brackish water.

Yalve small, broadly elliptical, ends produced ; narrow, rounded

;

intermediate free space narrow, linear, expanded in the middle ; stria3

distinctly moniliform ; convergent in the middle, and radiate towards
the ends ; more distant in the middle, closer towards the ends

;

length -0015
; breadth, -0008. (Plate 32, fig. 14.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 52, PI. xvii., fig. 145. Ptalfs, in

Pritch., p. 900. Cleve, Om Svenska och Xorska Diat., p. 227. It is

likely that the form mentioned by Cleve may be a distinct species, as

he attributes it to fresh water. Eab. PL Eur. sect, i., p. 193.

Donkin, jST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 20, PI. iii., fig. 6.—[N'avicula tumida,
var. subsalsa, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band
X., 1860, p. 537, T. iv., fig. 43.

Brackiph ditch near town of Tv^exford ; Tacumshane, Co. A7exford.

Ballysodare, Co. Sligo. Breaches near ^^ewcastle, Co. Wicklow.

2T2
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Lough Gill, Co. Kerry, River Bann, near Coleraine ; Bellarena, Co,
Derry. Brackish, ditches near town of Galway. Portmarnock, Co.
Dublin.

Var. lanceolata, (Griinow). Marine or brackish water.

Yalve lanceolate, ends produced ; relatively longer and narrower
than the typical species. Length "0024, breadth -0008.

Xavicula tumida, var. lanceolata, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 537, T. iv. fig. 44. This as well
as the preceding species, being both incidental to marine or brackish
water, can scarcely be regarded as varieties of ISTavicula tumida, which
is a fresh water species.

Portmarnock, Co. Dublin. Breaches near Newcastle, Co. "Wicklow.

Nmicida tumida, (Wm. Sm.) Presh water.

Valve small, elliptical, Avith short capitate ends ; intermediate free

space narrow, slightly expanded in the middle ; stri^ close, monili-

form ; convergent in the middle, and radiate towards the ends

;

length varying fi'om -0013 to -0020
; breadth fi'om -0005 to -0008.

Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 53, PL xvii., fig. 146. Grunow,
Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 537, T. iv.,

fig. Aoa. Cleve, Om Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 226.—JSTavicula

Angiica, Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 900. Rab. Fl. Eui'. Alg., sect, i.,

p. 193. Donkin, Is^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 35, PI. v., fig. 11^.

Kilcool ; streamlet in Powerscourt demesne, Co. "Wicklow. Lough
Mask, Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. Ditch near town of Sligo.

Var. linearis, (O'Meara). Presh water.

Similar to the typical form, but sides linear, ends slightly jDro-

duced; striae coarser, obviously moniliform, radiate; length -0011,

breadth -0005. (Plate 32, fig. 15.)

Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Lough Mask, Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.

Navicula pulchra, (Gregory). Marine.

Yalve lanceolate ; intermediate free space narrow, expanded in the

middle; strige distinctly moniliform, radiate; length "0027, breadth
•0008. (Plate 32, fig. \Q.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, Trans., p. 42, PI. v., fig. 7. EaKs, in

Pritch., p. 906. Eab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 176.

Galway Bay near the town of Galway.
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(h) Fmcatce.

Valves more or less elliptical ; strice divided into tivo portions on each

side of the median line, ly two longitudinal sulci, forming a tolerably

iroad rhomhoidal space ahout the median line.

Navicula fusca, (Gregory). Marine.

Valve oblong elliptical ; strise obviously moniliform, radiate ; inter-

mediate space lanceolate, divided into three compartments, one unstri-

ate, and having the median line in the centre, and one on either side

striate ; central nodule large ; length about •0047, breadth about
•0022. (Plate 32, fig. 17.)

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 898 ; Eab. M. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 179.

Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 7, PL i., fig. 5.—ISTavicula Smithii var.

fusca, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 486, PI. ix., fig. 15. Schmidt's

Atlas der Diat., T. vii., fig. 1.

Arran Islands ; stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; stomachs
of Ascidians, Broadhaven, Co. Galway. Bostrevor, Co. Down.

Navicula smithii, (De Breb.) Marine.

Valve broadly elliptical ; striae moniliform, slightly radiate ; inter-

mediate space narrow, lanceolate, consisting of three distinct por-

tions, one unstriate about the median line, and one on either side of the

latter striate; length about '0027, breadth about -0012. (Plate 32,

fig. 18.)
.. .

•

"Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 92. Smith assents to the suggestion of

DeBrebisson, to change to Navicula smithii the form he had previously

named jS'avicula elliptica, B. D., Vol.i., p. 48, PL xvii., fig. 152. Porthis
reason Grunow, Heiberg, and Donkin rightly attribute the species to

De Brebisson. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band
X., 1860, p. 531. Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 81. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 898. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 178. Donkin, I^. H.
Brit. Diat., p. 6, PL L, fig. 4. Schmidt's Atlas der Diat., T. \\\.,

fig. 16.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway. Eostrevor, Dun-
drum Bay, Co. Down. Bannow, Co. Wexford. Seaweeds, Kilcool,

Co. Wicklow.

Var. subrotunda, (O'Meara). Marine.

Like the typical species, but nearly orbicular.

Schmidt's Atlas der Diat., T. vii., fig. 17, fig. 22?

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay; Arran Islands, Co. Gal-

way.
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Var.'riwmlica, (0']Meara). Marine.

Yalve like that of the typical form in general structure, but dif-

fering in its distinctly rhombic outline, as Tvell as in the rhombic form
of the inner band of strise.

A form which seems to me to be identical with this is described bj
Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. Tii., fig. 18.

An-an Islands, Co. Galway.

JSfavicida coUisiana, X. S. ^Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical. jS'early linear at the margin, with broadly

rounded ends. Intermediate space wide, oblong, elliptical. Stri^ cos-

tate. Marginal striate band wide, striae distinctly moniliform, nearly

parallel in the middle ; more and more radiate towards the ends

;

length -0026, breadth -0016. (Plate 32, fig. 19.)

This foiTu is distinguished fi-om jSTavicula fusca, and Xayicula
smithii, which in other respects it strongly resembles, by the broad

oblong elliptical outline of the inner striate band, and more specially

by the fact that the strife in this portion of the valve are distinctly

costate, while in the others they are moniliform. It was first ex-
hibited by me at a meeting of the Dublin Microscopical Club, some
years since, at the house of the late Sui-geon Maurice Collis.

Stomachs of Ascidians, E-oundstone Bay, Arran Islands, Co..

Galway. Xilcool, Co. "Wicklow.

N'avicida cestiva, (Donldn). Marine.

Yalve linear, elliptical ; strife fine, obscurely moniliform, parallel in

the middle, slightly radiate towards the ends ; inner striate band narrow,
elliptical ; length about "0022

; breadth about -0010. The distinctive

character of this species is the fineness of the striae. (Plate 32, fig. 20.)

Donkin, Q. J. M. S. Trans., 1858, p. 32, PL iii., fig. 18; and
N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 6, Pl.i., fig. 3. Donkin's figures represent the spe-

cies as much larger than mv specimens would lead me to regard it.

EaKs, inPritch., p. 899. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 184.

Arran Islands, Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Gal-
way.

Navicida elliptiea, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Yalve elliptical ; strias of the marginal band distinctly moniliform,

converging in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; inner striate band
very narrow ; fi'ee space about the median line greatly expanded,
forming a rounded rhombic outline ; median line strongly developed •

length about -0020, breadth about -0011. (Plate 32, fig.' 21.)

Kutz. Bac, p. 98, T. xxx., fis;. 55. Y"m Sm., B. D., Yol. ii.,

p. 92. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 899. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 179.
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Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 1 , PI. i. fig. 6. Grunow, Verliand. der

K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 531. Heiberg, De Danske
Diat., p. 81. Cleve, Om Svenska och. JSTorska Diat, p. 226. Scliumann,

Die Diat. der Hohen Tatra., p. 69. Lagerstedt, Sotvat. Diat. fran

Spetsbergen och Beeren Eiland, p. 27. Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T.

Tii. figs. 31, 32.—N'avicula ovalis, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 48,

PI. xvii., fig. 153fl!.

Tacumshane, Co. Wexford. Lower Lake, Killarney, Co. Keriy.

Glenchree, Powerscoiirt, Co. Wicklow. Lucan, Killakee, Boherna-
brena, Co. Dublin. Feighcullen, Royal Canal, near Enfield, Co. Kil-

dare. Pond, near the city of Armagh.

Var. costata, (O'Meara). Presh, or brackish water.

Yalve strongly resembling the typical species, but strise distinctly

costate, and intermediate free space included between the inner mar-
gins of the inner striate band lanceolate, but slightly expanded in the

middle.

This variety has been found in localities where marine and fresh

water forms are mixed.

Breaches near J^ewcastle, Co. Wicklow. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Var. davidsonii, (O'Meara). Presh water.

Yalve ovate-elliptical. Striae very fine, moniliform ; space included

within the inner margin of the inner striate band linear, roundly

expanded in the middle.

This variety was first brought under my notice by my valued corres-

pondent, Eev. George Davidson, of Logie, Coldstone, near Aberdeen,

who found it in his neighbourhood. It has since been noticed by me
in various localities in Ireland. On first view this form would seem
to belong to Navicula eestiva, and when first noticed by me in a fresh

water gathering, I considered it was a stray form of the species men-
tioned, which had come there by accident ; but siibsequent observation

induced me to give up this view, and to consider the form a well" marked
variety. It is likely the same as that figured by Schmidt in his Atlas

der Diat., T. vii., fig. 33.

Moist Eock. Portrush, Co. Antrim, Lough Mask, near Tourma-
keady, Lough jSTeagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh.

Var. ovalis, (Wm. Smith). Presh water. •

Yalve linear, oblong, with rounded ends ; strise much finer than in

the case of the typical form; length about "0016, breadth about
•0005. (Plate 32, fig. 22.)

Navicula ovalis, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 48, PI. xvii., fig. 153 a.

Under the impression that this form and ISTavicula elliptica were iden-

tical, Smith abandoned the specific name of ovalis, and merged the two
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forms under the one designation jSTaTiciila elliptica. However close

tlie resemblance must be acknowledged to be, there is such a difference

in the details of structure as to requii'e notice. Ralfs, in Pritch.,

p. 899, regards the form as identical with Xayicula elliptica, and the

same view is adopted by the following authors : Cleve, Om Svenska
och IS'orska Diat., p. 226. Eabenhorst, Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 179.

Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat. Lagerstedt, Sotvat. Diat. fran Spetsbergen

och Beeren Eiland, p. 27, and probably Grrunow, Yerhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. GeselL, Bandx., 1860, p. 531. Castracane includes the two
forms under the designation of Navicula ovalis ; Catalog© di Diat. rac-

colte nella Val. Intrasca, p. 12. Schmidt, treating the two forms

as distinct species, describes the present as JS'avicula ovalis ; Atlas der

Diat. T. vii., figs. 34 and 35.

Camolin, Co. AYexford. Lough Xeagh, near Lurgan, Co. Ai-magh.

Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Lough Mourns deposit.

Var. parva, (O'jieara). Eresh water.

Yalve like the last variety, but very much smaller, and the stria-

tion extremely indistinct; length "0008, breadth "0004.

It seems not improbable that this variety is identical with that de-

scribed as !Navicula oblongella by Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. vii.,

fig. 53.

Camolin, Co. Yi'-exford.

(i) Clavatce.

Valves ellixjtical ; strice in two distinct hands, one marginal, another

close to the median line, ivitli a wide elliptical intervening space. Mar-
ginal land of strice lunate on the inner margin.

Namcida clavata, (Gregoiy). Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; ends broadly produced and rounded

;

striae moniliform, marginal band broad, narrowing towards the ends

;

inner bands of stri^ separated fi'om the median line by a narrow
unstriate space, bending outward near the central nodule, where they
terminate sharply, making a wide free space about the central nodule

;

space intervening between the inner and outer bands of striae un-
striate, broad and lunate; length about -0050, breadth about -0026.

(Plate 32, fig. 23.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S. Trans. 1856, p. 46, PI. v., fig. 17. Ealfs,

in Pritch., p. 898. Donkin, IS". H. Brit. Diat., p. 15, PL ii., fig. 8.—
JS'avicula lyra, Eab. El. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 178.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare. Stomachs of Ascidians, Pound-
stone Bay ; stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Arran Islands,

Co. Galway.
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Navicula hennechji, (Win. Sm.) [Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical, ends not produced ; striae moniliform

;

inner and outward bands of striae, narrower than in Navicula clavata,

but in other respects very similar ; length about "0030, breadth

about -0020. (Plate 32, fig. 24.)

Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 93. Gregory, Q. J. M. S. Trans.,

1856, p. 40, PI. v., fig. 3. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 898. Rab. Fl. Eur.

Alg. sect, i., p. 178. Donkin, X. H. Brit. Diat., p. 11, PL ii., fig. 3.

Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. iii., figs. 17, 18.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim. Stomachs of

Ascidians, Roundstone Bay ; stomachs of Ascidians, Broadliaven Bay,
Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Navicula nelulosa, (Gregory). Marine.
Valves in outward form similar to those of Ifavicula hennedyi, but

narrower ; the space intervening between the outer and inner bands
of striae obscurely marked with very fine parallel lines of puncta,

which do not extend throughout; length about "0042, breadth about
-0020. (Plate 32, fig. 25.)

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 480, PI. ix., fig. 8. Ealfs, in Pritch.,

p. 898. Bab. PL Eur. Alg. sect. L, p. 179. Donkin, N. H. Brit.

Diat., p. 11, PL ii., fig. 2. Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. iii., fig. 14.

The clouded appearance of the space intei'vening between the inner

and outer bands of striae, as represented in the figures of Gregory and
Donkin, is found with good illumination to arise from the fine punctate
striae above referred to.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Boundstone Bay, Arran Islands, Co.

Galway.

Var. suborlicularis, (O'Meara). Marine.
Valve shorter and relatively broader than that of the typical

species ; marginal band of striae relatively broader ; that next the
median line relatively narrower ; intermediate space between the inner

and outer bands of strife narrow, and occupied by irregularly disposed

puncta; length -0024, breadth -0014. (Plate 32, fig. 26.)

Arran Islands, Stomachs of Ascidians, Boundstone Bay, Co.

Galway.

JSfavicula pr<Btexta, (Ehr.) Marine.
Valve broadly elliptical ; marginal band of strife broad, distinctly

moniliform
; median bands of striae broad, distinctly moniliform ; inter-

mediate space between the outer and inner bands of striae ornamented
with iiTegularly arranged large, round puncta ; free unstriate space

between the median line and the inner margins of the inner band of

striae expanding in the middle, with a narrow staurofonn band ; length
about -0040, breadth about -0025. (Plate 32, fig. 27.)

Ehi'enberg, in Proceechngs of Berlin Acad., 1840, p. 20. Kiitz.
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Bac, p. 98. Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 481, PI. is., fig. 11. Ralfs,

in Pritcli., p. 898. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg. sect, i., p. 183. Donkin, N. H.
Brit. Diat, p. 10, PL ii., fig. 1. Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. iii.,

fig. 31.

AiTan Islands, Stomachs of Ascidians, Boundstonc Bay ; stomachs
of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicula moreii, IS". Sp. ]\Iarine.

Yalve very large, broadly elliptical, somewhat rhomhlcal ; marginal
band of striae broad in the middle, diminishing towards the ends

;

median band of strife narrow, terminating considerably short of the

central nodnle ; intermediate space between the inner and outer bands
of striae broad, unstriate ; striae fine, but distinctly moniiiform ; nearly

parallel in the middle, sli^-htly radiate towards the ends; length "0075,

breadth -0037. (Plate 32, fig. 28.)

jSTavicula kittoniana, Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. ii., fig. 10.

The form having been exhibited by me some years ago at the Meeting
of the Dublin Microscopical Club, nnder the name of jSTaYicula moreii,

the latter designation has the priority. Schmidt's locality is Bio
Janeiro.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhayen Bay ; stomachs of Ascidians,

Bonndstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Navinda sandriana, (Grnnow). Marine.
Yalve nearly orbicular ; marginal band of strife narrow, of equal

breadth till near the ends, where it widens, and then suddenly nar-

rows ; median band of strife very narrow, not reaching the median
line, and terminating at some distance from the central nodule ; inter-

mediate space between the inner and outer bands of strife wide, orna-

mented with irregularly disposed indistinct puncta, and having in

the middle a narrow, longitudintil lunate band of small, but distinct,

puncta ; striae of the marginal band moniiiform, radiate ; striae of the
inner band punctate, and parallel ; length about "0040, breadth about
•0030. (Plate 32, fig. 29.)

This form was exhibited by me at a Meeting of the Dublin Micro-
scopical Club as Navicula coelata, but subsequently I discovered that

the species had been described in 1863 by Grunow as I^avicula san-

driana, which designation, having the priority, must be permitted to

stand.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band xii., 1863,

p. 153, T. iv., fig. 5. Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. iii., fig. 10.

Grunow' s locality for the species is the Adriatic Sea. I may here
remark that my specimens differ from those figured by Grunow and
Schmidt, by the fact that in mine the outer band of strife expands
perceptibly near the ends, a feature which is not noticeable in the

figures referred to above.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Bonndstone Bay, Co. Galway.
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NavicuJa franciscce., IS". S. Marine.

Yalve nearly orbicular ; marginal band of strife nai'row ; median
band of strife narrow, distant fi'om median line, leaving a lanceolate,

unstriate space between the inner margins ; intermediate space

between the inner and outer bands of striae broad, luistriate ; strife

moniliform, parallel in the middle, radiate towards tbe ends ; length.

•0033, breadth -0030. (Pkte 32, fig. 30.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Roirndstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Naiicula liilernica, IST. S. Marine.

Yalve elliptical oblong ; marginal band of strife narrow, slightly

broader in the middle than at the ends ; inner band of strife narrow,

roundly expanded at the ends ; intermediate space between the inner

and outer bands of strife broad, ornamented with irregularly disposed

distinct puncta ; strife of the marginal band linear, with moniliform striae

interposed, parallel in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; striae of

the inner band punctate, parallel. (Plate 32, fig. 31.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay ; Ai-ran Islands, Co. Gal-

way.

Navicida nitescens. (Gregory). Marine.

Yalve elliptical, lanceolate ; strife apparently strongly costate,^

divided by a longitudinal sulcus into two nearly ecj[ual compartments
;

free space between the inner margins of the inner bands of strife nar-

row, lanceolate ; slightly expanded in the middle. (Plate 32, fig. 32.)

Ptalfs, in Pritch., p. 898. Ptab. Fl. Eur. Alg. sect, i., p. 179.

Donkin, X. H. Brit. Diat., p. 8, PI. i. fig. 7.—Kavicula smithii, var.

nitescens, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 487, PI. ix., fig. 16.—Pinnularia

arraniensis, O'Meara, Q,. J. M. S., 1867, p. 116, PI. v., fig. 6.

Arran Islands. Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; sto-

machs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicula ricTiardsoniana, IST. S. Marine.
Yalve naiTow, elliptical ; ends rounded ; inner band of strife broad

outer band of strife very narrow ; strife strongly costate, sub-distant,

radiate; length -0024. breadth -0006. _(PlateV2, fig. 33.)

This form strongly resembles Kavicula nitescens, but differs so

much as to be entitled to be regarded as a distinct species.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicula stolxsiana, N^. S. Marine.
Yalve large, rhombic, lanceolate ; marginal striate band wide

;

inner striate band narrow, elevated above the surface ; free space in-
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cliideclTrithin the inner margins of the inner striate bands narrow, linear,

forming in the middle a very narrow stanroform line ; space intenne-

diate between the onter and inner striate bands occupied by lines of

strife, which are prolongations of the striae of the marginal band

;

sti'ise close, punctate, radiate; length -0045, greatest breadth "0018.

This foiTa is one of very rare occiuTence, only three specimens

having been noticed. The only forms I have seen figni'ed which bear

resemblance to this very striking species are those of ^tlastogloia jeli-

nineldana, Grunow, Heise S. M. JS^ovara um die Erde, T. i. A., fig. 11

;

and Xavicula iiTorata, Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. ii., fig. 19. As
to the former, even a ciu-sory examination suffices to show that this

fonn is perfectly distinct. As to the latter, the inner and outer bands
of striae ai'e separated by an intervening blank space, whereas in the

present case the corresponding intermediate space is distinctly striate.

This beautiful species I wish to identify with the name of the

present resj)ected President of the Roval Irish Academv. (Plate 32,

fig. 34.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, lloundstone Bay; stomachs of Ascidians,

Proadhaven Pay, Co. Galway.

(j) Lyratce.

Sirmlar to the last suh-yroiqj, and distinguished hy the lending in at

the middle of the marginal striate land, ichich consequently is lilunate on

the mner margin. The intermediate free space is more or less distinctly

lyrate.

Navicula tcriyhtii, (O'lMeara). ITarine.

Yalve linear elliptical ; ends broadly produced ; marginal band of

strifE tolerably wide, projecting inwards slightly in the middle ; striae

moniliform, nearly paraPel at the middle, slightly radiate towards the

ends ; inner band of striae narrow, expanded at the ends ; intermediate

space between the inner and outer bands of striae wide, unstriate; length
•0045, breadth -0018. (PI. 32, fig. 35.)

Xavieula wrightii, var. Q. j. M. S., 1867, p. 116, PL v., fig. 46.

—

Xavicula caribea, Schmidt, Atlas, T. ii., fig. 17.

AiTan Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Poundstone Bay ; Stomachs
of Ascidians, Broadhaven Pay, Co. Galway.

Navicula spectalilis, (Gregory). lEarine.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; marginal band of striie broad in the

middle, and gradually decreasing towards the ends ; inner band of

striae wide ; striae moniliform, nearly parallel in the middle, slightly

radiate towards the ends ; intermediate space between the inner and
outer bands of striae very wide, unstriate, but interrupted by a
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narrow longitudinal nebulous belt, wliich runs conformably -witli the
inner edge of the marginal band of stiice ; length -0044, breadth
•0025.

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 481, PI. ix., fig. 10. Ralfs, in

Pritch., p."898. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 178. Donkin, IS". H.
Brit. Diat., p. 12, PI. ii., fig. 5. Cleve, Om Svenska ochXorskaDiat.,

p. 226.

AiTan Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; Stomachs
of Ascidians, Broadharen Bay, Co. Gal"^ay.

Var. sub-orlicularis, (O'Meara). lEarine.

In all respects resembling the typical species, but nearly orbicular
j

the marginal band of striae relatively broader, the inner band of striae
;

as well as the intennediate space between the inner and outer striate

bands much narrower; length -0024, breadth '0018. (Plate 32,

fig. 36.)

I^avicula speetabilis, var. ? Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. ii. fig. 31.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; Stomachs
of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

KavicuJa hjra, (Ehr.) !ilarine.

Yalve linear elliptical ; ends broadly produced ; marginal band of

striae broad ; inner band broad, incurved in the middle ; intermediate free

space between the inner and outer bands of stiiae very narrow ; ends
pointed and directed outwards ; stiias moniliform ; length, about '0040,

breadth, about "0014. (Plate 33, fig. 1.)

Kiitzing, Bac, p. 94, T. xxviii., fig. 55, who refers the species to

Ehrenberg. Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 485, PI. ix., fig. 135. Ealfs,

in Pritch., p. 897, who remarks, " Either Xavicula lyra is veiy varia-

ble, or more than one species has been included under the name."
Heiberg, De Danske Diat., p. 80, who includes this form and the

variety elliptica. Cleve, Om Svenska och JN'orska Diat., p. 226.

Donkin, E". H. Brit. Diat., p. 14, PL ii., fig. 7. Schmidt, Atlas cler

Diat., T. ii., fig. 16.

Eiver Slaney, EjIIiutq, Bannon, Co. "W'exford. Malahide, Port-

mamock, Co. Dublin. Seaweeds, Portrush, Co. Antrim. Caum
Lough, near Tralee, Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Salt marsh, Kilcool, Co.

Wicklow. Kilkee, Co. Clare. Ari'an Islands ; Stomachs of Asci-

dians, Broadhaven Bay ; vStomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay Co.

Galway. Stomachs of Ascidians, Belfast Lough.

Var. elliptica
,
(Wm. Smith), llarinc.

Yalve elliptical
;
greatly attenuated at the ends ; marginal band of

striae very broad ; inner band of striae narrow ; intermediate free

space between the inner and outer striate bands nan'ow ; inciuwed in
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the middle, convergmg' at the attenuated extremities ; striae obviously
moniliform ; length, about -0056, breadth, about "0024. (Plate 33,

fig. 2.)

This fonn was first described by "Wm. Smith, who doubtfully

considered it a sporangial variety of Xavicula elliptiea, B. D., Yol. i.,

p. 48, PI. svii., fig. 152 a. Subsequently the same author regarded

it as identical with JSTavicula lyra, Ehr., E. D., Yol. ii., p. 93 ; but
judging by the figure which Kiitzing has given of the latter, there

can be little doubt that the forms are not altogether identical. Still,

so similar are they, that it seems desirable to represent them as

merely varieties. Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. ii. fig. 29.

Stomachs of Aseiclians, Belfast Lough. Stomachs of Asciclians,

Ealkee, Co. Clare. Arran Islands; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone
Bay ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway. Bally-

sodare, Co. Sligo. Bannow, Co. "Wexford.

Var. grunovii, (O'Meara). Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; marginal band of striae very broad

;

inner band of striae narrow ; intermediate space between the inner

and outer bands of stride narrow, converging, and anastomosing at the
ends ; striae verv close, radiate, minutely punctate ; length '0028,

breadth -0015. (Plate 33, fig. 3.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K.' Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

15. 532, T. v., fig. 22. The author just named regards the form as

identical with J^avicula Lyra, Ehr., as described by Kiitzing, Bac,
p. 96, T. xxviii., fig. 55 ; but comparison of specimens of both will

convince the observer that the forms are not identical ; so distinct are

their details that the present form might almost be regarded as entitled

to a distinctive specific name.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay ; Stomachs
of Asciclians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway,

Var. minor, (Grnnow). Marine.

This variety resembles that last described, but difiers from it in

the following characters ; the form is much smaller, the ends are broacUy
rounded, and the lyrate space between the two bands of striae is much
more convex ; length -0015, breadth .C009. (Plate 33, fig. 4.)

Grunow, Yerhancl. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 532, PL v., fig. 23.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; Arran Islands, Co.

Galway.

Var. foreipata, (Greville). Marine.
Yalve elliptical, oblong ; marginal and inner bands of strije sepa-

rated by a broad lyrate, blank space ; convergent at the ends ; striae,

minutely monilLform ; length about '0024, breadth about -0010.

Greville, Q. J. M. S. 1859, p. 83, PI. vi., figs. 10, 11. EaLFs, in
Pritch., p. 897. Eab. Fl. Eur., Alg., sect, i., p." 178. Donkia, K H.
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Brit. Diat., p. 12, PI. ii., fig. 4. And likely the same as that figured

hj Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. ii., fig. 36.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway. Banno^r, Co.

Wexford. Malahide, Portmarnock, Piles of wooden bridge, Dolly-

mount strand, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Bostrevor, Dundrum Bay, Co.

Down. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.

Var. ahrujjta, (Gregory). Marine.

Like the last described variety, but the strise are costate, and the

intermediate lyrate free space does not extend so near the ends.

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 486, PI. ix., fiig. 14. Eab. PL Em-.,

Alg., sect, i., p. 178. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 13, PI. ii.,

fig. 6. Gregory and Donkin figure the species with obscurely moni-
liform strise ; and therefore I have a d.oubt of the identity of the pre-

sent variety with that so described. Supposing the figures referred to

be exact in this particular, I could scarcely distinguish between the
former and j!^avicula lyra, var. elliptica.

AiTan Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Boundstone Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Var. costata. (O'Meara). Marine.
Valve broadly elliptical ; marginal band of strise broad ; inner band

of strife narrow ; strise distinctly costate, close, parallel in the middle,

slightly radiate towards the ends, which latter are slightly cuneate

;

intermediate lyrate space very narrow, convergent at the ends, and
reaching to the apices; length '0024, breadth '0012.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Boundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Var. seductilis. (Griindler). Marine.
Valve narrow, linear-elliptical ; marginal band of strise relatively

wide ; inner band of strise narrow ; strise very fine, linear, parallel in

the middle, slightly, radiate towards the ends, Ijrrate smooth space

very naiTOw; length about -0020, breadth about -0006.—I^avicula

seductilis (Griindl), Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. ii., fig. 35.

Yokohama. (Plate 33, fig. 5.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Var. constrida, (O'Meara). Marine.
Valve linear, elliptical, slightly constricted in the middle, ends

cuneate, rounded at the extremity ; strise, fine, moniliform, lyrate

;

free space naiTow, converging at the ends ; length -0042, greatest

breadth -0016, breadth in the middle -0015. (Plate 33, fig. 6.')

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.
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Navicula pygmxea, (Klitz..) Marine or brackisli ^vater.

A^alve linear, elliptical ; marginal band of striae narrow, with a dis-

tinct ridge on the inner margin ; inner band of striae relatively broad,

reaching the median line, and having a distinct ridge on the outer mar-
gin ; striae fine, linear, nearly parallel ; space intermediate between
the inner and outer bands of striae narrow, lyi-ate ; apparently un-
striate, but on closer inspection it will be found that the striae which
seem to be inteiTupted are really pervious; length about -001 5;
breadth about '00066, but often of much larger dimensions. (Plate

33, fig. 7.)

Wm. Smith (B. D., Yol. ii., p. 91), who attributes the species to

Kiitzing. Rabenhorst (Siissw. Diat., p. 39) refers to a form under this-

name without a figure ; the species is not correctly included among
those incidental to fi'esh water. E,alfs, in Pritch.

, p. 899, who says '

' the
species occurs in brackish or fresh water ;

" but though oftenfound by me
in marine gatherings, it never once occurred to me in fi-esh water.

Donkin, J^. H. Brit. Diat. p. 10, PL i., fig. 10. Lagerstedt, Sotvat.

Diat. friin Spetzbergen dch Beeren Eiland, p. 27.—yavicula minutula,

"Wm.Sm.,B.D., Yol i., p. 48, PI. xxxi., fig. 274.

Bannow, salt ditch near town of "Wexford, PJver Slaney, near
Xillurin, Tacumshane, Co. Y^exford. Malahide, Portmarnock, Piles

of wooden bridge, Dollymount Strand, Co. "Dublin. Galway Bay,
near town of Galway. Portnacrush, Co. Donegal. Lough Gill, Co.

Kerry. On seaweeds, Kilkee, Co. Clare.

Yar. cuneata, (0'!Meara). ITarine.

Yalve linear, elliptical, with cuneate ends; marginal band of striae

broad ; inner band of striae narrow ; striae coarse, linear, distant,

parallel in the middle, slightly radiate towards the ends, lyrate

;

fi'ee space narrow, and sometimes difficult to detect; length "0017:

breadth -0010. (Plate 33, fig. 8.)

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhavcn Bay, Co. Galway.

(k) Trifasciatce.

Distinguishecl ly having tlie intermediate space letween the inner mar-

gins of the marginal lands of strice divided into three distinct longitudinal

compartments, one aloict the median line, and one on either side of the same.

f Not constricted in the middle.

Navicida expleta. ~^. S. lEarinc.

Yalve broadly elliptical ; median compartment nearly linear,

slightly incurved towards the ends, next compartments narrow,,

lunate ; marginal band of striae relatively wide ; striae linear, undu-

late, divided by about five longitudinal sulci; length about -0018 j

breadth about -0012. (Plate 33,''fig. 9.)

This form appears to me obviously identical with that described
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tinder the name of Xavicula notabilis, passing into the variety expleta,

by Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., figs. 50, 51 and 52. It seems
to be perfectly distinct from l^avicnla notabilis, and deserving of

being marked by a distinct specific name.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoimdstone Bay ; Stomachs of Ascidians,

Broadhaven Bay ; Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Navicula cynthia, (Schmidt). Marine.

Yalves broadly elliptical; ends rounded ; median compartment nar-

row, linear, slightly incurved at the ends, and slightly constricted in

the middle compartment at either side, narrow, arcuate, unstriate
;

marginal striate band broad ; striae fine, close, linear, slightly radiate,

divided into two nearly equal parts bv a longitudinal sulcus ; length
•0012, breadth -0007. (Plate 33, fig. 10.)

Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., fig. 41. This figure does not

indicate the longitudinal sulcus which in my specimens divides the mar-
ginal band of striae into two compartments ; still I am disposed to

regard the present form as at best a variety of the form described by
Schmidt.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadliaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicula sansegana, (Grunow). Marine.

Yalve linear, elliptical, ends rounded ; median compartment narrow,
linear throughout ; compartments on either side narrow, very slightly

arcuate, striate ; marginal striate band relatively broad ; striae linear,

sub-distant, parallel in the middle, slightly radiate towards the ends
;

length -0020, breadth -0009. (Plate 33, fig. 11.)

Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., fig. 27, who attributes the spe-

cies to Grunow, but I cannot find it noticed in any of the many papers

of that author which I have had the opportunity of consulting.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicula arrcmiensis, N. S. Marine.

Yalve small, elliptical ; median compartment narrow, slightly con-
stricted in the middle, slightly incurved at the ends ; compartments at •

either side narrow, arcuate, striate ; marginal band of stiiae narrow

;

striae strongly costate, distant, nearly linear. Length -0012, breadth
•0006. (Plate 33, fig. 12.)

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Navicula schmidtii, N. S. Marine.

Yalve broadly elliptical, ends rounded ; middle compartment nar-
row, linear, strongly marked ; very slightly constricted in the middle,

very slightly incurved at the ends ; compartments at cither side

K.I.A. PROC, SEK. II., VOL, II., SCIENCE. 2 U
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arcuate, unstriate ; marginal band of striae relatively broad ; striae

coarse, costate, nearly parallel in the middle, but distinctly radiate

towards the ends. (Plate 33, fig. 17.)

Navicula eugenia, Krit., form from Java, Schmidt, Atlas der Diat.,

T. viii. fig. 45. In my form the costae are stronger and more remote
than in the form described by Schmidt ; still I have little hesitation

in regarding them as the same species.

Arran Islands. Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Gal-

way.

Na/oicula eugenia, (Schmidt). Marine.

Yalve linear elliptical ; ends rounded ; median compartment slightly

constricted in the middle, slightly incurved at the ends ; compartments
at either side arcuate, nearly as wide as the marginal band of stiise,

striate; striae fine, linear, nearly parallel throughout ; length -0002,

breadth, -0007. (Plate 33, fig. 13.)

Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., fig. 44. From Campeachy Bay.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Gralway.

Navicula scuteUum, (O'Meara). Marine.

Valve broadly elliptical, narrowed and rounded at the ends ; median
compartment broad, linear, slightly incurved at the ends, slightly con-

stricted in the middle ; central nodule large, quadrangular, but slightly

incurved at the ends ; compartments at either side naiTOw, unstriate, the

ends of the striae of the marginal band sometimes appearing as beads on
the outer edge ; marginal striate band broad : striae costate, nearly

parallel in the middle, more and more radiate towards the ends ; length

about -0025, breadth about -0015. (Plate 33, fig. 14.)

Pinnularia scuteUum, O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., 1869, p. 151, PI. xii.

fig. 5.

AiTan Islands, Co. Galway.

Navicida stihorMcidaris, (Gregory). Marine.

Valve suborbictilar, linear; median compartment wide, with mar-
gins distinctly marked, slightly inflexed at the ends, considerably

constricted in the middle ; compartments at either side tolerably broad

;

bilunate on the inner margin ; marginal striate band broad, lunate on
inner edge ; striae radiate, finely costate, with obscure moniliform striae

interposed; the costae only continued across the contiguous compart-

ment; length -0025, breadth -0016. (Plate 33, fig. 15.)

Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 898 ; Donkin, J^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 9, PL i.,

fig. 9. Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., fig. 5.—ISTavicula smithii,

var. suborbicularis, Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 15, PL ix., fig. 17.

Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; Arran Islands, Co. Galway.
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Var. forficula, (O'iteara). ilaiine.

Yalve elliptical, median compartment as in the tjrpical species

;

compartments at either side very much narrower ; marginal striate

band wide,, projecting towards the central nodule; inner margin bilu-

nate ; strise radiate, costate, with obscui'e moniliform striae interposed,

the costa) only penetrating the contiguous compartment ; length
•0023, breadth -0014. (Plate 33, fig. lo")

Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., fig. 3.—Pinnularia forficula,

O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., 1867, p. 117, PI. v., fig. 9.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Var. paria. (Schmidt). lEarine.

Yalve linear, elliptical ; median compartment narrow, inflexed at

the ends, slightly constricted in the middle ; compartment at either

side very nan-ow, bilunate ; marginal striate band broad, bilunate on
the inner margin; strife fine, linear, nearly parallel throughout;
length -0014, breadth -0008.
- Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., figs. 1 and 2.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhavcn Bay, Co. Galway.

jSfavicula coffeiformis, (Schmidt). Marine.

Yalve small, broadly elliptical ; median compartment narrow, in-

flexed at the ends, slightly constricted in the middle ; compartments
on either side narrow ; median striate band relatively wide ; strise fine,

linear, slightly radiate; length '0010, breadth -0005. (Plate 33^
fig- IS-)

.

Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., fig. 7.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

f f Valve constricted to the middle.

JSfavicula eudoxia, (Schmidt). Marine.

Yalve elliptical, slightly constricted, ends broadly rounded ; median
compartment narrow, inflexed at the ends, slightly constricted in the
middle ; compartments at either side narrow, striate ; striae linear,

nearly parallel and very faint ; marginal striate band narrow ; striae

linear, slightly convergent in the middle, slightly radiate towards
the ends; length -0016, breadth at the constriction -0007, greatest

breadth -0008. (Plate 33, fig. 19.)

Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. viii., fig. 19.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

2U2
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Navicida donhinia, (O'Meara). Marine.

Yalve slightly constricted ; ends somewhat cuneate, rounded

;

median compartment narrow, slightly in flexed at the ends, slightly

constricted in the middle ; compartments at either side nan'ow, arcu-

ate, having very faint striae ; marginal striate band narrow ; strise

costate, coarse, sub-distant ; nearly parallel in the middle, slightly

radiate towards the ends; length -0015, breadth at the constriction

•0006; greatest breadth -00066. (Plate 33, fig. 20.)

Schmidt, Atlas, T. xii., fig. 63.—l^avicula musca, Donkin, N. H.
Brit. Diat., p. 50, PI. yii., fig. 6, exclnsiye of Synonyms.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicida marginata, (O'Meara). Marine.

Valve very slightly constricted ; median compartment broad, slightly

inflexed at the ends, slightly expanded in the middle ; compartments
at either side nearly linear ; striee extremely faint ; marginal striate

band narrow ; strice costate, not reaching the margin, nearly parallel

;

length -0036, breadth -0011. (Plate 33, fig. 21.)

Pinnularia marginata, O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., 1869, p. 15, PI. xii.,

fig. 4.

AiTan Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Boundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

Navicida sidcincta, (Schmidt). Marine.

Yalve large, slightly constricted, ends somewhat cnneate, rounded
;

median compartment broad, inflexed at the ends, slightly constricted

in the middle ; compartments on either side broad, unstriate ; marginal
striate band divided into two equal portions by a longitudinal sulcus

;

striae costate, close, parallel in the middle, slightly radiate towards the

ends; length "0042, breadth at the constriction "0015; greatest

breadth, -0016. (Plate 33, fig. 22.)

Schmidt, Biolog. Untersuch. der I^ordsee. Diat., p. 87., T. xi., fig. 7.

Arran Islands. Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Gal-

way.

Navicida archeriana, 'E. S. Marine.

Yalve large, slightly constricted ; ends somewhat cuneate, rounded

;

median compartment broad, inflexed at the ends, constricted in the

middle ; compartments at either side broad, arcuate ; marginal striate

band narrow ; strige costate, parallel in the middle, radiate towards the

ends; length -0026, breadth' -0012 ; at constriction, -0011. (Plate

33, fig. 23.)

O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., 1874, p. 260, PI. viii., fig. 9.—I^^avicula don-
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kinii, Schmidt, Atlas, T. xii., fig. 64. This species is at first view
extremely like IS'avicula donkinii ; it is, however, considerably larger,

the striae finer and closer, and valve more deeply constricted.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Gal-

way.

Navicula incurvafa, (Gregory). Marine.

Valve slightly constricted ; median compartment tolerably wide,
•slightly inflexed at the ends, very slightly inflexed in the middle

;

compartments at either side about the same width as the median,
slightly arcuate, unstriate ; marginal band of striae narrow ; striae

nearly parallel throughout, fine, tolerably close ; indistinctly punctate
;

puncta very close ; length -0028, breadth '0009 ; at constriction,

•0008. (Plate 33, fig. 24.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 44, PI. v., fig. 13. In this figure

the marginal band of striae is represented as very much wider than it

appears to be in any of the very numerous specimens I have met with,

and also the compartments on either side of the median line are much
narrower ; in consequence of this, I was induced to consider the form
distinct from that of Gregory, and named it I^avicula pellucida,

Q. J. II. S., 1867, p. 115, PI. v., fig. 3. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 893.

Donkin, IST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 49, PL vii., fig. 4. This figure does not
describe the incurved ends and middle of the median compartment.
Donkin regards the species as = to E^avicula interrupta, Grunow, Ver-
hand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 531, T. iii., fig. 20.

If so, Grunow' s figure is liable to the same remark as that of Gregory.
—I^avicula splendida, var. incurvata, Bab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i.,

p. 204. I think the form obviously distinct from E'avicula splen-

dida.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway. Stomachs of Asci-
dians, Co. Clare.

Navicula musca, (Gregory). Marine.

Valve small, deeply and suddenly constricted ; ends sharp ; median
compartment relatively broad, inflexed at ends, slightly constricted in

the middle ; compartments at either side narrow, arcuate, unstriate

;

marginal band of striae narrow, obscurely punctate, extremely short in

the middle, radiate towards the ends; length -0012, breadth "0006
;

at the constriction, -0004. (Plate 33, fig. 25.)

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 479, PI. ix., fig. 6. This figure by no
means agrees with the description nor the measurements of the text.

So that it is not at all to be wondered at that Donkin should have con-
sidered it identical with that which he has figured as jSTavicula musca.
Donkin' s form referred to was properly regarded by Schmidt as a dis-
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tinct species, and named IS'avictila donkinii, the name wliich I had
given to it in my list before the Atlas had come under my notice.

The form here described agrees precisely with Gregory's description of

I^avicula musca, which may readily be distinguished from jN^avicula

donkinii, by its much deeper constriction, and the shai'p outline at the

ends, in consequence of which it resembles the abdomen of a fly ;_

the strise, too, in this are punctate, while in the other they arc

costate.

Piles of wooden bridge on DoUymount Strand, Co. Dublin.

Nmicula interrwpta, (Kiitzing). Marine.

Valve deeply constricted ; lobes suborbicular ; median compart-

ment broad, greatly inflesed at the ends, considerably constricted in

the middle ; compartments on either side very narrow, bilunate,.

unstriate ; marginal band of stride very narrow in the middle, where
the strise seem to fail, but tolerably wide in the middle of the lobes

;

stride costate, nearly parallel in the middle, radiate towards the ends

;

length -0023, breadth, -0010
; at constriction -0007. (Plate 33, fig. 26.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 100, T. xxis., fig. 93. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 894.

Eab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 205. Donkin, ^''. H. Brit. Diat., p. 47,

PI. vii., fig. 2. Schmidt, Atlas, T. xii., fig. 2.—jSTavicula didyma,

Wm. Sm., P. D., Yol. i., p. 53, PL xvii., fig. 154a.

Ballysodare, Co. Sligo. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Arran Islands ;

Stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay ; Stomachs of Ascidians^.

Broaclhaven Bay, Co. Galway. Seaweeds, coast of Co. Clare.

Nmicula apis, (Ehr.) Marine.

Yalve deeply constricted, ends narrowed and rounded ; median
compartment broad, with well-defined boundary lines, slightly inflexed

at ends, slightly constricted in the middle ; compartments at either

side unstriate, narrow, tapering to a point at the ends ; marginal

band of strife narrow in the middle, increasing considerably, and then

narrowing towards the ends ; striae in the middle apparently costate,

convergent towards the ends, radiate, and having the apjoearance more
of fine costse interrupted by close longitudinal sulci, than of being

moniliform ; length -0038, breadth '0011 ; breadth at the constric-

tion -0008. (Plate 33, fig. 27.)

There is great difiiculty in identifying the species so named, and
with some hesitation have I come to my conclusion on the subject.

Kiitzing' s figure of Navicula apis is shorter and stouter than the pre-

sent, and the striae are so indistinct as to furnish no help. Donkin's

figure in outline is precisely the same as in the form under considera-

tion; the striae, however, are represented as more decidedly punctate,

and the compartments on either side of the median one are distinctly

striate. In the present case, there is sometimes an appearance of strite
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there, but with precise focusing they disappear, or, if they appear at

all, are veiy faint. Schmidt's figure represents the species as more
rohiist than mine, but the compartments on either side of the median
one are just as in mine. ^

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Gal-

way.

Navicula lomlus, (Ehr.) Marine.
Yalves much constricted, lobes much inflated ; median compart-

ment very wide, the boundary lines strong, and having the edges

milled, greatly curved at the ends, slightly constricted in the middle

;

compartments at either side narrow ; scarcely striate, or if striate, the

strise very faint ; marginal band of strise very wide ; strife remote, dis-

tinctly moniliform, the beads being distant, parallel in the middle,

more and more radiate towards the ends ; length '0036, breadth

0016 ; breadth at the constriction -0010. (Plate 33, fig. 28.)

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 893, who attributes the species to Elirenberg.

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 484, PI. ix., fig. 12. Eab. PL Eur. Alg.,

sect, i, p. 204. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 50, PI. vii., fig. 7a.

This figure fairly represents the characters of the species, but in my
specimens the constriction is deeper, and the compartments at either

side of the median one are much narrower. Cleve, Om Svenska och

Norska Diat., p. 226.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Poundstone Bay, Co. Galway. Ballysodare, Co.

Sligo. Malahide, Portmarnock, Co. Dublin. Bannow, Co. Wex-
ford. Stomachs of Ascidians, coast of Co. Clare. Stomachs of Ascidians,

Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Navicula entomon, (Ehr.) Marine.

Yalves not so deeply constricted as in ITavicula bombus ; median
compartment narrow, inflexed at the ends, slightly constricted in the

middle ; compartments at either side narrow, unstriate, or strise very

obscure ; marginal band of strise broad ; striae distinctly moniliform,

distant, parallel in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; length

•0030, breadth "0012
; breadth at the constriction -0010.

This species strongly resembles Navicula bombus in the character

of the moniliform strise ; the constriction is, however, not so deep, nor

are the lobes so much expanded ; the median compartment also is

much narrower in this species than it is in the other.

Kutz. Bac, p. 100, T. xxviii., fig. 74. In this case, the figure is

very obscure. Kiitzing attributes the species to Ehrenberg. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 893. Donkin, N. H.Brit. Diat., p. 49, PI. vii., fig. 5.'

This figure represents the species as much larger, and the compart-
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ments on either side of the median one Tvider than they appear in my
specimens. Schmidt, Atlas der Diat., T. xii., fig. 51. In outline,

this figure exactly represents the present species ; the striation, how-
ever, seems different.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, BroadhaTen Bay, Co. Gal-

Namcida didyma, (Ehr.) Marine.

Yalves slightly constricted ; median compartment wide, inflexed

at the ends, greatly constricted in the middle ; compartments on either

side Teiy narrow, exhibiting a row of moniliform dots on the inner

margin ; marginal striate hand broad ; striae radiate throughout, closely

moniliform; length about •0030, breadth "0011
; breadth at the con-

striction -0010. "(Plate 33, fig. 29.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 100, T. iv., fig. 7, T. xxviii., fig. 75. In the former
figure, the compartments at either side of the median one are repre-

sented as much wider than in my specimens ; in the latter figure the

strise are rejiresented as running up to the outer margin of the median
compartment, the compartments at either side being thus wholly
obliterated. Kiitzing attributes the species to Ehi'enberg. "Wm. Sm.,

B. D., Vol. i., p. 53, PI. xyii., fig. 54. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 893,

PL xii., fig. 15. Ealfs' figure of the species, PL vii., fig. 61, is more
lite jSTaTieula interrupta than J^avicula didyma. GrrunoAv, Yei'hand.

der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 530. Cleve, Om Svenska
och iSforska Diat., p. 225. Donkin, IST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 51, PL yii,,

fig. 8.

The form described by Ptabenhorst as Pinnularia didpna, Siissw.

Diat., p. 46, T. vL, fig. 26, is probably the same as the present spe-

cies, bxit if so, its occurrence in fresh water must have been casual.

Bannow, Eiver Slaney, at Killurin, Tacumshane, Co. YJ^exford.

Malahide, Portmarnock, Piles of wooden bridge, Dollymount Strand,
Co. Dublin. Lough Poyle, Co. Derry. Salt-marsh, near town of

"Wicklow. Kilkee, Co. Clare. Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians,

Eoundstone Bay ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, sea-

weeds near Westport, Co. Galway. Stomachs of Ascidians, Belfast
Lough, Co. Antrim.

Navicida splendida, (Gregory). Marine.
Yalve large, deeply constricted ; median compartment wide,

greatly inflexed at the ends, greatly constricted in the middle ; com-
partments at either side narrow, having the inner edge milled ; mar-
ginal band of strife narrow in the middle, widening in a gTaceful curve
towards the middle of the lobe, then narrowing towards the somewhat
lanceolate ends ; striee convergent in the middle, radiate towards the
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ends, moniliform, the beads being quadrangular ; length '0040,

breadth -0012; breadth at the constriction -0007. (Plate 33, fig. 30.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, PI. v., fig. 14. Ealfs, in Priteh.,

p. 893. Rab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 204.— ISTavicula entomon.
Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 49, PI. vii., fig. 5. The outline of this

form greatly resembles that of IS^avicula incurvata, which Kabenhorst
makes a variety of this species. So different, however, is the character

of the striae, that they cannot properly be considered as nearly related.

The present form differs so much, both in outline and striation, from
!N^avicula entomon, that it ought to be considered a very distinct

species.

AiTan Islands, Co. Galway.

Naviaila gregorii, (O'Meara). Marine.
Yalves considerably constricted, lobes much expanded, median

compartment wide, greatly inflexed at the ends, slightly constricted

in the middle ; central nodule large, quadi-angular, with three short

spine-like projections at each side ; compartments on either side nar-

row, attenuated to a point at the ends, roundly expanded in the mid-
dle ; marginal band of striae wide ; stria9 convergent in the middle,

radiate towards the ends, moniliform ; beads large, qaadi'angular

;

length '0045, breadth -0028 ; breadth at the constriction -0016.

(Plate 33, fig. 31.)

ISTavicula didyma, var. y. Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 45,

PI. v., fig. 16.

Arran Islands, Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co.

Galway.

Nmicula wiUiamsonii, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Talve large ; margin incurved, rather than constricted ; median com-
partment wide, infiexed at the ends, constricted in the middle ; com-
partments at either side scarcely so wide as the median one, narrowed
to a point at the ends, greatly expanded, and anglewise in the mid-

dle, striate ; marginal band of striae wide ; striae slightly convergent

in the middle, radiate towards the ends, moniliform ; beads large,

quadrangular ; length "0072, breadth '0029
; breadth at the middle

•0026. "(Plate 33, fig. 32.)

ITavicula didyma, sporangia! var. ? Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i.,

p. 53, PI. xvii., fig. 154*.—JN'avicula smithii, Donkin, IST. H. Brit,

Diat., p. 6, PI. i., fig. 4. This form on first view would appear to be
an incurved variety of Navicula fusca, which it resembles much more
than it does Navicula smithii. I believe it is only necessary to see

the form, which is extremely rare, in order to be convinced that it is

as distinct from Navieula didyma as it is from jS^avicula fusca. Pro-
fessor Smith informs us that the species came under his observation

in a collection made by Professor Williamson in the Isle of Skye.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, i^t ii iflstone Bay, Co. Galway.
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Navicida incisa, N. S. Marine.

Yalve deeply constricted ; median compartment narrow ; inflexed

at ends, slightly contracted in the middle ; compartments at either

side narrow, striate ; striae faint ; marginal band of striae narrow in

the middle, wide towards the middle of the lobes ; striae convergent

in the middle, nearly parallel for some distance, and slightly radiate

towards the ends ; costate, divided into four distinct equal bands, by
three deep sulci, which lie conformably with the outer margin ; the

costae in each band appear slightly curved ; length -0035, breadth
•0015

; breadth at the constriction -0010. (Plate 33, fig. 33.)

This form somewhat resembles that figured by Schmidt, Atlas der

Diat., T. sii., figs. 21 to 24, without a name, and which he thinks

stands between Navicula apis and jS'avicula splendida, but I doubt
its identity with either.

Arran Islands, Co. Galway.

Navicula cralro, (Ehr.) Marine.

Yalves large, slightly constricted ; median compartment narrow,

slightly inflexed at ends, constricted in the middle ; compartments on
either side wider, gently tapering towards the ends ; striate, the ends

of the striffi appearing as large puncta on the elevated margin of the

inner edge ; marginal striate band wide ; striae convergent in the

middle, radiate towards the ends ; costate; length "OOTS, breadth
•0021

; breadth at constriction "0015.

AYm. Sm., B. D., Vol. ii., p. 94. Donkin, Is". H. Brit. Diat.,

p. 46, PL vii., fig. la. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 894. Eab. PI. Eur. Alg.,

sect, i., p. 204.—Diploneis crabro, Ehr., Mic, T. xix., fig. 29.

—I^avicula pandura, De Brebisson, Diat. du Littoral de Cherbourg,

p. 16, PL i., fig. 4.—Pinnularia pandura, var. elongata, Gregory, Diat.

of Clyde, p. 489, PL ix., fig. 22. Though Ealfs and Eabenhorst seem
to regard this form as distinct from jSTavicula pandura, I am inclined

to think with Donkin, that there is no distinction between them.
Smith describes the striae as obscurely moniliform ; but all the figures I

have seen represent the striae as distinctly costate, and such I consider

is their normal character. Donkin' s figure represents the compart-

ments at either side of the median compartment as unstriate, except

on the inner edge, where there is a row of large bead-like detached

puncta. In all the specimens I have seen, the costae in this portion,

though of a fainter colour, are clearly traceable all through ; the

large puncta described by Donkin being simply the ends standing out

distinctly on an elevated ridge.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Cc.

Galway.
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Var. intermedia, (0'3Ieara). Marine.

Yalve considei'ably smaller than that of the typical form ; the
lobes are more expanded ; the ends of the costse on the inner edge of

the compartments on either side of the median one are longer, the

ridge seeming to he in this case wider, and not so mnch elevated.

This is, perhaps, identical with Xavicula crahro, Grunow, Yer-
hand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 524, T. v.,

fig. 21, and with jS'avicnla nitida, Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 44,

PI. v., fig. 12.

Broadhaven Bay. Eoundstone Bay.

Var. denticulata, (O'Meara). Marine.
Yalve very much smaller than the preceding variety, not so much

constricted, the ends of the stride appearing on the inner edge of the

compartments on either side of the median one being of the same
breadth, or nearly so, as that of the costas of the marginal band of strias,

which are very narrow. (Plate 33, fig. 34.)

iSTavicula denticulata, O'Meara, Q. J. M. S., 1867, p. 115, PI. v.,

fig. 2. In the description at first given of this form it would appear as

if the space between the two bands of costse were unstriate ; but upon
more close examination, with better illumination than I then possessed,

I have satisfied myself that the costse pervade the interspace. They
are indeed very indistinct, but still traceable.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay ; Stomachs
of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Galway.

JVavicuIa pfit%eriana, K". S. Marine.

Yalve small, slightly constricted ; median compartment very nar-

row, lanceolate ; compartments at either side become wider in. middle

than at ends ; striate ; marginal striate band relatively wide ; striae

linear, close, convergent in the middle, thence finer, and nearly paral-

lel ; length -0017, breadth -0005; breadth at constriction -0004.

(Plate 33, fig. 35.)

This form was a considerable time ago exliibited by me among
other interesting species collected by Mr. Mozely, H. M. S. Challenger,

on the coast of Patagonia. It is identical with a specimen fi-om Yal-

paraiso, figured as JSTavicula divergens by Schmidt, Atlas der Diat.,

T. xii., fig. 53; but as my designation has the priority of publication,

it has a right to stand.

Stomachs of Ascidians, coAst of Co. Clare,

JVavicuIa vichersii, ]Sr. S. Marine.

Yalve very large, deeply constricted ; median compartment linear,

wide ; compartments on either side wide, unstriate, bilunate on the

outer margin ; marginal striate band narrow in the middle, widening

towards the broadest part of the heart-shaped lobes, and thence decreas-

ing in width towards the rounded ends ; striae costate, nearly parallel
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in tlie middle, convergent towards the ends ; a strongly developed sub-

marginal, longitudinal sulcus appears conformable witb the outer

margin of the valve ; length "0055, breadth "0020
; breadth at the con-

striction -0011. (Plate 33, fig. 36.)

This very striking form was exhibited by me some years ago, at a

meeting of the Dublin !Microseopical Club, at the house of ITr. Henry
Yickers, with whose name it is associated.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Eoundstone Bay, Co. Gal-

way.

(1.) Perstriatce. Strice reacMng tlie median line.

\ Birectce. &tri(Z parallel.

Naxicida directa, (Wm. Sm.) Marine.

Yalve narrow, lanceolate ; median line distinct- striae finely cos-

tate; length -0025, breadth -0003. (Plate 34, fig. i.)

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 906. Cleve, Om Svenska och 1^'orska Diat.,

p. 224.—Pinnularia directa, "Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 56, PL xviii.,

fig. 172. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 217.

Malahide, Co. Dublin. Stomachs of Ascidians, Co. Clare.

Navicula lanceolata, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Yalve lanceolate; strise punctate; length -0016, breadth -0004.

r" Kiitz. Bac, p. 94, T.ssviii., fig. 38; T. xxx., fig. 48. IS'either

of these figures indicates the character of the stri^; it is therefore

impossible to identify Kiitzing's species with certainty. Wm. Sm.,

B. D., Yol. i., p. 46, suppl. PL xxxi., fig. 272. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg.,

sect, i.,
J).

171. This author attributes the species to Wm. Smith,

who has described it so that it can be easily recognised, and regards it

as distinct fi^om that so named by Xiitzing.

Eiver Bann, near Coleraine, Co. Derry. Eilcool, Co. Wicklow.
Adregoole, Co. Gralway.

Navicula exilis, (Kiitz.) Presh water.

Yalve small, narrow, elliptical ; ends produced and slightlv capi-

tate ; strife obscure; length -0013, breadth -0003. (Plate 34, fig. 2.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 95, T. iv., fig. 6. This figure does not represent

the strioe. Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x.,

1860, p. 553, T. iv., fig. 30. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect. L, p. 198.

Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.
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I f Radiosce. Stria more or less distinctly radiate.

Navicxda radiosa, (Kiitz.) Presh. water.

Yalve lanceolate, obtuse ; striae strongly costate ; convergent in

middle, radiate towards the ends ; length about '0020, breadth about
•0005. (Plate 34, fig. 3.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 91, T. iv., fig. 23. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 905.

Grunow, Yerhancl. derK. K. Zool. Bot. Gresell., Band x., 1860. Cleve,

Om Svenska och jSTorska Diat., p. 225. Lagerstedt, Sotv. Diat. fran
Spitzbergen och Beeren Eiland, p. 25.—Pinnularia radiosa, ~Wm.
Sni. B. D., Yol. i., p. 56, PI. xviii., fig, 173. Rab. PI. Eur., Alg.,

sect, i., p. 214.

Pool, Glengariff, Co. Cork. Lower Lake, Killarney, Co. Kerry.
Stream Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Piver Dodder, Bohernabreena, Glenas-

mole, Killakee, Co. Dublin. Lake near Castlewellan, Co. Down.

Namcula gracilis, (Ehr.) Freshwater.
Yalve lanceolate, attenuated towards the ends, which are obviously

produced ; strias costate, convergent in the middle, radiate towards
the ends ; length about -0022, breadth about -0005. (Plate 34, fig. 4.)

Kiitz., Bac, p. 91, T. iii., fig. 48, T. xxx., fig. 57, who regards

the species described by him as identical with ISTavicula gracilis, Ehren-
berg, Infus., 1838, p. 176, T. xiii., fig. 2. Smith is doubtful as to

the identity of the form described and figured by him with that of

Kiitzing just referred to and comparison of the figures of Kiitzing

with specimens of the form, so accurately delineated by Smith will

impress* something more than doubt upon the observer's mind. Palfs,

in Pritch., p. 906. Grunow, Yerhancl. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell.,

Band x., 1860, p. 526, T. iv., fig. 27. The species is broader, more
attenuated at the ends, than this figure represents it. Schumann, Diat.,

der Hohen Tatra, p. 69. Pab. PL Eur., Alg., sect, i., p. 174.—Pin-

nularia gracilis, Wm. Smith, B. D., Yol. i., p. 57, PI. xviii., fig.

174.

Drumoughty Lough, near Kenmare, Co. Kerry. Stream, Bellarena,

Co. Derry. Stream near Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Stream, Killiuey,

Stream, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Navicula acuta, (Wm. Smith). Fresh water.

Yalve, narrow, lanceolate ; ends acute ; strise costate, convergent

in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; length -0046, breadth -0005.

(Plate 34, fig. 5.)

Pinnularia acuta, Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 56, PI. xviii.,

fig. 171.—ISCavicula radiosa, var. acuta. Grunow, Yerhand. derK.
K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 526. There is a form described
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and figau'ed by Kiitzing under the name of Xavicula acuta, tlie de-

tails of wliich. are so 'indistinct that identification wonld he impossible,

but the outline of the yalye is such as to make it certain that it is

distinct from the present form. Kxitz. Bac, p. 93, T. iii., fig. 69.

In a fossil state, it occurs abundantly in the Lough !Moume de-

posit. In a living state, I hare found it in the folloTving localities :

River Erne, near Crossdoney, Co. Cavan. Lower Lake, Killarney,

€aumlough near Tralee, Co. Kerry. Eiver Dodder, Pond in Eotanie

Oardens of Tiinity College, Co. Dublin. Ealeool, Co. "\\^icklow.

Na/oicida acutiuscuJa, (Gregory). Marine.
Yalve narrow, lanceolate, with acute ends. Striae costate, slightly

radiate throughout; length -0040, breadth -0005.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 906.—Pinnularia acutiuscula, G-regory, Q. J.

M. S. 1856, Trans., p. 48, PL v., fig. 21. Ptab. PL Eui\ Alg.,"sect. i.,

p. 218.

Stomachs of Ascidians, seaeoast, Co. Clare.

Naxicida persgrina, (Ehr.) llarine or brackish water.

Yalves broadly lanceolate, ends obtuse. Strise costate, sub-distant,

radiate; length -6046, breadth -0010. (Plate 34, fig. 6.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 97, T. xxviii., fig. 52. The form was considered

by Kiitzing to be identical with Pinnularia peregrina of Ehi-enberg.

Pialfs, in Pritch., p. 906. Cleve, Om Svenska bch Xorska Diat.,

p. 225, Gmnow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x.,

1860, p. 523.—Pinnularia peresiina, Y'm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 56,

PL xTiii., fig. 170. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 213.

Salt ditch near the Town of Wexford, Eiver Slaney, near Ellurin,
Tacumshane, Co. "VTexford. Bellarena, mouth of the Eiver Eoe, Co.
Derry. Eostrevor, Co. Down. Breaches near Is^ewcastle," Co.
Wicklow. Kilkee, Co. Clare. Lough Gill, Co. KeiTy. Howth, Co.
Dublin. Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway. A
small variety of this species occurred from stomachs of Ascidians
Belfast Lough, Co. Antrim.

Navimla %ostereU, (Gmnow). Marine.
Yalve, large lanceolate with sharp ends. Strife strongly costate,

siib-distant, radiate ; lengih -0056, breadth -0002. (Plate 34, fig. 7.)
Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 528, T. iv., fig. 23. The locality in which this form was found by
Grunow was the Adriatic Sea, fi-om a depth of fi'om two to four
fathoms. I know of no other locality in which the species has been
discovered save that specified below.—Pinnularia zostereti, Eab. EL
Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 218.

Stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Galway.
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Navicula cleviana, IST. S. Harine.

Valve narrow, elliptical. Striae strongly costate, convergent,

rounded, and sub- distant in the middle, radiate, linear, and closer

towards the ends. Two very short costse are interposed in the middle

between the next which run to the median line ; length '0034

breadth -0008.
.
(Plate 34, fig. 8.)

From stomachs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bay, Co. Gralway.

Nmicida digito-radiata, (Gregory). Presh water.

Valve elliptical, with obtuse ends. Striae costate, convergent, and
distant in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; length -0028, breadth
-0008. (Plate 34, fig. 9.)

Balfs, in Pritch., p. 904.—Pinnularia digito-radiata, Gregory, Q.

J. M. S. 1856, p. 9, PL i., fig. 32. Bab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 215.

Bowen's Court, Co. Cork. Biver Slaney, near Killurin, Co. Wex-
ford, Lower Lake, Killarney. Caumlough, near Tralee, Co.

Kerry. Biver Barrow, near Clonegal, Co. Carlow. Ditch near Kil-

cool, Co. Wicklow.

Navicula ergadensis, (Gregory). Marine.

Valve linear, elliptical, ends obtuse, rounded. Striae costate, con-

vergent in the middle, radiate toAvards the ends; length -0026, breadth
•0006. (Plata 34, fig. 10.)

Balfs, in Pritch., p. 907.—Pinnularia ergadensis, Gregory, Q. J.

JL S. 1856, PI. v., fig. 22. Bab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 215.

Portmarnock, Malahide, Co. Dublin. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry.
Salt ditches near the Town of Galway.

Navicula cyprinus, (Ehr.) Marine.
Valve rhombo-lanceolate, ends somewhat cuneate. Striae costate,

convergent in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; length -0025,

breadth -0007. (Plate 34, fig. 11.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 99, T. xxix., fig. 35. The species is here ascribed
to Ehrenberg. The figure, it must be observed, is very inadequate to
describe the species, the ends being rounded instead of cuneate, and
the striae parallel instead of being as above described.—Pinnularia
cyprinus, Wm. Sm., B. D. Vol. i., p. 57, PL xviii., fig. 176. Bab.
PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 215.

Bannow, Biver Slaney, near Killurin, Co. "Wexford. Lough Poyle.
Mouth of Biver Boe, Co. Derry. Seaweeds near Town of Wicklow.
Malahide, Portmarnock, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Kilkee, Co. Clare.
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Navicida galvagensis, ]^. S. Marine.
Yalve oblong, elliptical, ends narrowed and rounded. Striae cos-

tare, radiate; length -0024, breadth -0005. (Plate 34, fig. 12.)

Salt marsh, near town of Galway ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Broad-
haven Bay, Co. Galway.

Nmictda Solaris, (Grregory). Marine.

Yalve elliptical, with obtuse rounded ends. Stride fine, linear,,

convergent in the middle, and very distinct, radiate towards the ends
and less distinct. (Plate 34, fig. 13.)

Gregory, Q. J. M. S. 1856, Trans., p. 43, PL v., fig. 10. This
figure represents the striae as shortened in the middle so as to leave a

blank space round the central nodule. And such is the appearance
presented by the specimens that have come under my notice ; but
when well focused the blank space disappears, and the striae are found
to reach the median liae. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 904. Bab. Fl. Eur.
Alg., sect, i., p. 181.

Ballarena, Co. Derry. Adregoole, Co. Galway. Malahide, Co.

Dublin.

Navicida viridula, (Kiitz. ?) Fresh water.

Yalve elliptical, lanceolate, sometimes slightly produced. Striae

fine, linear, convergent in the middle, radiate towards the ends

;

length -0016, breadth -0005. (Plate 34, fig. 14.)

Kiitz., Bac, p. 91, T. xxx., fig. 47 ; T. iv., figs. 10 and 15. The
only one of these figures which at all resembles the present fonn is

the last. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 905. Cleve, Om Svenska och jN'orska

Diat.,
J).

225. Lagerstedt, Sotv. Diat. fran SjDetsbergen och Beeren
Eiland, p. 25.—Pinnularia viiidula, "V^^m. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 57,

PL xviii., fig. 175. The description is accru-ate, but the figure

represents the costae as greatly coarser than they are in reality. The
efi^ect is to make this species appear scarcely to differ from Pinnularia

gracilis. Lagerstedt indeed remarks, " I have considered it right to

unite under the above name (j^avicula viiidula) the two species of

Smith, Pinnularia viiidula, and Pinnularia gracilis," p. 25. The
striae, however, in the former, are extremely fine, whereas in the

latter they are very coarse. Eab. PL Eui'. Alg., sect, i., p. 214. I

think it not unlikely that this form is identical with that which
Grunow has described as Ifavicula rhyncocephala, var. brevis.

Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860, p. 529, T. iv.,

fig. Zlc.

Camolin, Co. Wexford. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Killakee,

Stream near Clontarf, Co. Dublin .Ditch near town of Sligo, Well,

Strokestown, Co. Eoscommon.
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JSfavicula heujleri, (Gmnow). Fresh crater.

Yalve very small ; lanceolate ; central nodule large, Strige fine
;

linear, radiate; length about -0009, breadth about -0003. (Plate

34. fig. 15.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. GeselL, Band x., 1860,

p. 528, T. iii., fig. 32. Schumann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra., p. 68.

Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 214.

Lough Gill, Co. Keny. Powerscourt, Co. "\Vicklo"vv.

Naviculafortis, (Gregory). Marine.

Yalye small ; broadly lanceolate ; rounded at ends. Striae costate,

convergent in the middle, radiate toTvards the ends ; on front \iew,

frustiile slightly constricted, Tvith the angles slightly rounded ; length

•0017, breadth -0006.

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 905. Donkin, ^. H. Brit. Diat., p. 57,

PI. viii., fig. 8.—Pinnularia fortis, Gregory, Q. J. M. S., Trans.,

1856, p. 47, PI. v., fig. 19. Eab. PI. Eui-. Alg., sect, i., p. 215.

Lough Gill, Co. Kerrv. Arran Islands, Co. Galway. ITalahide,

Co. Dublin.

Navicula nortliumlrica, (Donkin). Marine.

Yalve narrow, lanceolate; ends acute. Striae linear, convergent in

middle, -^here they are strongly marked; length -0019, breadth
•0004. Prustule on front view slightly constricted. (Plate 34,

fig. 16.)

Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1861, p. 9, PI. i., fig. 5 ; K H. Biit. Diat.,

p. 54, PL viii., fig. 1. Eab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 175.

Bannow, Co. "Wexford. Salt ditches near the town of Galway.

NavkuJa arenaria, (Donkin). Marine.

Yalve lanceolate, narrow; ends acute, produced and slightly

constricted. Strige costate, convergent; length •OOig, breadth -0004.

Prustule on front view very slightly constricted. (Plate 34, fig. 17.)

Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1861, p. 10, PI. i., fig. 9; JN". H. Brit. Diat.,

p. 56, PI. viii., fig. 5. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 177.

Portmamock, Co. Dublin,

Navicula inflexa, (Gregory). Marine.

Yalve lanceolate; slightly depressed at the extremities, Stiite

costate, convergent; length •OOIS, breadth -0004. (Plate 34
fig, 18.)

Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 905. Donkin, jS". H. Brit. Diat., p. 54,

E. I. A. PROC.j SEE. II., VOL. II., SCIE>"CE. 2 X
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PI. viii., fig. 2.—PiniLularia inflexa, Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856,
Trans., p. 48, PI. v., fig. 20. Rab. PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 218.

The depression of the valve at the ends is marked by a "well-defijied

line "which renders the species easy of identification.

Ballysodare, Co. Sligo. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry, llalahide, Co.

Dublin.

Navicula hungarica, (Gruno-w). Fresh -water.

Yalve small, oblong ; elliptical, ends rounded. Striae subdistant,

strongly costate, radiate ; central nodule large ; length "0009, breadth.

•0045. (Plate 34, fig. 19.)

Gruno-w, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Pot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 539, T. iii., fig. 30. Schumann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 76. Eab.
PI. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 190.

Lough Gill, Co, KeiTy, Ditch near town of Sligo. Lough Mask,
near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.

Navicula carassius, (Ehr.) Presh -water.

Yalves small, broadly elliptical ; ends broadly and shortly pro-

duced. Strise costate ; radiate ; length -0007, breadth -0003. (Plate

84, fig. 20.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 95, T. sxviii., fig. 67. The description and figure

represent the valve as unstriate, but the strise are quite obvious.

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Band x., p. 537,

T. iii., fig. 31, and T. iv., fig. 11. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 900.

Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 20, PI. iii., fig. 7. It is more than

doubtful if the form described by Donkin as jS'avicula carassius

belongs to this species. The figure represents the form as very much
longer, the ends finer and more produced, than is the case in Navicula

carassius ; the strife too, are described as granular, the strife in jS'avicula

carassius are linear, Donkin regards the species as identical "with

Navicula lacustris, Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 6, PI. i., fig. 23b.,

but the true Navicula carassius is broadly elliptical, and not linear,

as the former is represented to be. Schumann, Diat der Hohen
Tatra, p. 68.

Glenchree, Xileool, Co. Wicklo-w. Kileock, Eoyal Canal, Enfield,

Co. Kildare. Dundi'um, Co. Dublin. Killeshin, Queen's Co. Caum
Lough, near Tralee, Arraglen, Co. Kerry.

Navicula mutica, (Kiitz.) Eresh or brackish -water.

Yalve small, broadly elliptical. Striae punctate, radiate ; length

•0005, breadth -0003, (Plate 34, fig. 21.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 95, T. iii., fig. 32, -who found the form in rain

pools mixed -with salt -water, Gruno-w, Yerhand, der K. K. Zool.
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Bot. GeselL, Band x., p. 538, T. v., fig. 16, who found the species in

freshwater as well as in brackish. Balfs, in Pritch., p. 905. Schu-
mann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 69. Eab. Fl. Eur. Alg., sect, i.,

p. 185. It is not improbable that this species is identical with the

form described by Gregory as ]S'avicula lepida, var. B. ? Q. J. M. S.,

1856, p. 7, PI. i., fig. 25, B.

Bannow, Co. Wexford. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. In these, fresh

water forms and marine were mingled. Glenchree, Killakee, Co.

Dublin. Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. The three last-

named locaKties were wholly free from mariue influences. Hence I

consider that though the form has been found in brackish water, it is

essentially a fresh water species.

Navicula semen, (Ehr.) Eresh water.

Yalve linear, elKptical, broad ; ends broadly and shortly produced.

Striae costate ; convergent in middle, radiate towards ends ; length

•0018, breadth -0008. (Plate 34, fig. 22.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 99, T. xxviii., fig. 49, who attributes the species

to Ehrenberg. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 50, PL xvi., fig. 141. Hei-

berg, De Danske Diat., p. 82. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 900. Donkin,
IT. H. Brit. Diat., p. 21. PI. iii., fig. 8. Schumann, Diat. der Hohen
Tatra, p. 68.

Stream, Bellarena, Co. Derry. Lough Moui'ne deposit, Co. Antrim.

Navicula humilis, (Donkin), Eresh water.

Valve small, inflated in the middle, with broad capitate ends. Striae

costate, coarse, subdistant, radiate; central nodule large; length "0010,

breadth 'OOOS. On front view, frustule quadi'angular, slightly con-

stricted in the middle ; costae divergent, leaving a considerable space

about the central nodule, which latter appears very highly developed.

Donkin, U. H. Brit. Diat., p. 67, PI. x., fig. 7. Donkin considers

this form identical with ITavicula inflata, var. Gregory, Q. J". M. S.,

1855, PL ii., fig. 20 c.

Lough GiU, Co. Keny. Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co.

Mayo.

Navicula inflata, (Kiitz.) Eresh water.

Yalve small, inflated in the middle ; ends narrowed, produced,

and scarcely capitate. Striae closely granular, radiate ; length '0010,

breadth -00035. (Plate 34, fig. 23.)

Kutz. Bac, p. 99, T. iii., fig. 36. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 50,

PI. xvii., fig, 158. Grunow, Verhand, der K, K, Zool. Bot. Gesell.,

Band x., 1860, p. 538, T. iy., fig. 41. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 899. Hei-
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berg, De Danske Diat., p. 82. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 21,
PI. iii., fig. 9.

Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. Ditck near to-wn of

TVexford. Eiver near Glencar, Co. Kerry. Kock Mills, Co. Cork.

Stream Bellarena, Co. Deny. Glenchree, Kilcool, Co. "VVicklow.

EiverDodder, Killakee, Co. Dublin.

Navicula mesolepta, (Ebr.) Presb water.

Yalve narro-w, triundulate ; ends narrowed, capitate ; strise costate,

radiate. Length -0025, breadth -0006.

Kiitz. Lac, p. 101, T. xxviii., fig. 33, and T. xxx., fig. 34, who
attributes the species to Ehrenberg. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K.
Zool. Bot. GeseU., Band x., 1860, p. 520. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 894.

Cleye, Om Svenska och jS'orska Diat., p. 225.—Pinnularia mesolepta,

Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i., p. 58, PL xix., fig. 182.

Lough Moume deposit. Common specially in mountain districts.

Naximda anglica, (Ealfs). Fresh water.

Yalye broadly elliptical; ends produced; striae costate; conrergent

in the middle, radiate towards the ends ; length '0015, breadth' 00066,
(Plate 34, fig. 24.)

EaKs, in Pritch., p. 900, who considers the form identical with
ISTavicula tuniida, "Wm. Smith. Donkin, N". H. Brit. Diat., p. 35,

PL v., fig. 11. The latter author likewise coincides with EaKs as to

the identity of the species with that of Smith referred to. There is,

however, a considerable difference between the forms. In I^avicula

anglica the valve is larger, the ends less capitate, the stri» more dis-

tant than in the case of J^Tavicula tumida ; and whereas in the latter

the strife are punctate, in the present form they are plainly costate.

Schumann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 68.

Killakee. Tiinity College Botanical Gardens, Co. Dublin. Ditch
near Sligo. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady,
Co. Mayo. Dundalk, Co. Louth.

War. siiblinearis, (Donkin). Freshwater.
Yalve in all respects like the tpyical species, except that the out-

line is nearly linear, and the produced ends wider; length '0012,

breadth -0005.

Donkin, IST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 35. PI. v., fig. 11 b.

Killakee, Co. Dublin.

Navicula cryptocepliala, (Kiitz.) Fresh water.

Yalve small, narrow, elliptical, with produced slightly capitate

ends. Striae fine, linear radiate ; length -0012, breadth -0003. (Plate

34, fig. 25.)

Kiitz. Bac. p. 95, T. iii., fig. 20. Wm. Sm., B. D., Yol. i., p. 53,
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PL xvii., fig. 155, Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 901 ; Cleve, Om Svenska och

mrskaDiat., p. 228. Donkin, N. H.Brit. Diat., p. 37, PL v., fig. 14.

Scfiumann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 68.

Tacumsliane, Co. "Wexford. Bowen's Court, Co. Cork. Lough.

Gill, Co. Kerry. Lough. Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. Dysart,

Co. Waterford.

Navicula angustata, ("Wm. Smith). Presh water.

Valve very narrow, elliptical ; ends produced and slightly capitate.

Striae fine, linear, radiate; length -0016, breadth '0003. (Plate 34,

fig. 26.)

"Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 52, PL xvii., fig. 156. Ealfs, in

Pritch., p. 901. Castracane, Cataloga di Diat. raccolte nella Yal. In-

trasca, p. 12. Schumann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra, p. 68.—IS'avicula

cryptocephala, var. rhyncocephala, Grunow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool.

Bot. Gesell., Band x., 1860, p. 527, T. iv., fig. 283.

Bantry, Co. Cork. Black Castle, Co. Wicklow. Malahide, Co.

Dublin. Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.

Nmicula lagerstedtii, IS", S. Presh water.

Valve small, rhombic ; ends slightly produced. Striae obviously

punctate, radiate, sub-distant; when the centre is not exactly in

focus, there is the appearance of a narrow stauroform band, which dis-

appears when properly focused; length. '0010, breadth -0005. (Plate

34, fig. 27.)

Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. Lough. Gill, Co.

Kerry. In the latter, marine and fresh water species were mingled,

but in the former locality marine influence was impossible ; the form
is therefore to be regarded as inhabiting fresh water.

Navicula gastrum, (Ehr). Presh water.

Valve rhombic ; ends scarcely produced. Striae linear, convergent

in the middle, radiate towards the ends; length •0018, breadth "0009.

(Plate 34, fig. 28.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 94, T. xxviii., fig. 56, who regards the species as

identical with Pinnularia gastrum, Ehrenberg. Ralfs, in Pritch.,

p. 900. Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat., p. 22, PI. iii., fig. 10. This figure

represents the form as much narrower, and the ends more produced
than is the case in my specimens.—Pinnularia gastrum, Bab. Siissw.

Diat., p. 44, T. vi., fig. 15. This last figure represents the striae as

parallel, which is not accurate. Gregory, Q. J. M. S., 1855, p. 41.

Plate iv., fig. 20.

Dundalk, Co. Louth. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Lough Mask, near

Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo. Lough Mourne deposit.
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Nmicula linodis, (Ehr). Fresh, water.

Valve small, narrow, incurved ; ends produced, apiculate. Striae fine,

linear, radiate; length -0012, breadth -0004; breadth in the middle
•00035. (Plate 34, fig. 29.)

Kiitzing (Bac, p. 100, T. iii., fig. 35,) considers the form iden-

tical with that so named by Ehrenberg. Wm. Sm., B.D., Yol. i.,

p. 53, PI. xvii., fig. 159. Eab. Stissw. Diat., p. 41, T. v., fig. 5, and
El. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 203. Ealfs, in Pritch., p. 893. Castracane,

Catalogo di Diat. raccolte nella Val. Intrasca, p. 12, Heiberg, De
Danske Diat., p. 83. Cleve, Om Svenska och i^Torska Diat., p. 227.

Donkin, IST. H. Brit. Diat., p. 38, PI. vi., fig. 3. Schumann, Diat. der

Hohen Tatra, p. 77.

Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow. Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Donkin
considers this species as one which occurs frequently in England; it

is, however, one of very rare occurrence in Ireland.

Navicula dicephala, (Ehr.) Eresh water.

Valve small, narrow, linear, narrowing towards the produced
slightly capitate ends. Stride obvious, convergent in the middle, radiate

towards the ends; length -0014, breadth -00055. (Plate 34, fig. 30.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 96, T. xxviii., figs. 60 and 62; these figures incor-

rectly describe the striae as parallel. Kiitzing attributes the species

to Ehrenberg. Wm. Sm., B. D., Vol. i., p. 53, PL xvii., fig. 157.

Grunow, Verhand. der K.K. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Bandx,, p. 538, T. iv.,

fig. 45. RaKs, in Pritch., p. 902.

Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Lough IsTeagh, near Lurgan, Co. Armagh.
Camolin, Co. Wexford. Friarstown, Lucan, Killakee, Eiver Dodder,

Co. Dublin. Cushendun, Co. Antrim. Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow.
Lough Mourne deposit.

Navicula rhjncocephala, (Kiitz.) Eresh water.

Valve narrow, elliptical ; ends considerably produced, not capitate.

Striae distinct, closely moniliform, radiate ; length -0025, breadth
•0006. (Plate 34, fig. 31.)

Kiitz. Bac, p. 152, T. xxx., fig. 35. Wm. Sm., B.D., Vol. i.,

p. 47, PI. xvi., fig. 132. Grunow, Verhand. der K. K. Zool. Bot.

Gesell., Bandx., 1860, p. 530, T. iv., fig. 32. Heiberg, De Danske
Diat., p. 82. Ralfs, in Pritch., p. 900, PI. vii., fig. 68. Cleve, Om
Svenska och Norska Diat., p. 227. Schumann, Diat. der Hohen Tatra,

p. 68. Eab. El. Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 196. Donkin, N. H. Brit.

Diat., p. 38, PI. vi., fig. 4.

Eiver Dodder, ditch, Dundrum, Co. Dublin. Caumlough, near

Tralee, Co. Kerry. Ulster Canal, near Poyntzpass, Co. Armagh.
Kilcool, Co. Wicklow.
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Navicula glohifera, N. S. Fresh water.

Valve narrow, margin slightly constricted ; ends constricted and
broadly capitate. Strise extremely fine, close, convergent ; length

•0018, breadth -0003. (Plate 34, fig. 32.)

This form is very similar to that described by Gregory as Pinnii-

laria globiceps, Q. J. M. S., 1856, p. 10, PI. i., fig. 34; but differs in

the following respects : in Gregory's form the valve is obviously ex-

panded in the middle ; in this it is linear, with the appearance of a

slight constriction in the middle ; the striae in this are much finer, and
reach the median line, instead of leaving a central stauroform free

band, as is the case with Pinnularia globiceps.

Camolin, Co. "Wexford.

Navicida rosfellifera, (Gregory). Marine or brackish water.

Valve minute, narrow, linear ; narrowed towards the ends, which are

apiculate. Striae costate, convergent in the middle ; frustule on front

view constricted in the middle ; length of valve .0013, breadth "0003.

(Plate 34, fig. 33.)

Pinnularia apiculata, Gregory, Q,. J. M. S., 1856, p. 41, PI. iv.,

fig. 21. This form appears to be the same which Donkin describes as

Navicula apiculata, JDe Brebisson, and Pinnularia rostellata, Gregory,

Diat., of Clyde, p. 488, PL ix., fig. 20. See Donkin, N. H. Brit.

Diat., p. 56, PI. viii., fig. 6. Gregory himself evidently regarded the

forms as distinct ; and comparison of the two compels me to coincide

with that eminent observer. Navicula apiculata, De Brebisson, and
Pinnularia rostellata, Gregory, are obviously identical, and quite

different from the present, which is much smaller and narrower in

proportion ; the striae being very strong, and reaching the median line,

while in this other they leave a considerable blank space about the

central nodule ; the rostrate ends too in the latter are much produced,

while in this species they are very short. Gregory's specific term
apiculata having been appropriated by De Brebisson, ought to drop,

and the form so distinctly described by Gregory bear another desig-

nation, to avoid confusion.

Lough Gill, Co. Kerry. Portmarnock, Co. Dublin.

Navicula cancellata, (Donkin). Marine.

Valve large, narrow, linear, with cuneate ends. Striae strongly

costate ; convergent in the middle, nearly parallel towards the ends
;

length -0036, breadth -0006. Frustule on front view slightly con-

stricted, the costae appearing in a broad band. (Plate 34, fig. 34.)

Donkin, K. H. Brit. Diat., p. 55, PI. viii. fig. 4. Kavicula trun-

cata, Donkin, Q. J. M. S., 1861, p. 9, PI. i., fig. 4, and changed for

the present designation, the former name having been anticipated by
Kutzing.—Pinnularia truncata, Rab. PL Eur. Alg., sect, i., p. 217.

Arran Islands ; Stomachs of Ascidians, Roundstone Bay ; Sto-

machs of Ascidians, Broadhaven Bray, Co. Galway, Malahide, Port-

marnock, Co. Dublin.
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Navicula minor
^
(Gregory), llarine or brackish water.

Valve small; linear with, cnneate ends, strise linear, nearly

parallel in the middle ; slightly radiate towards the ends ; length
•0012, breadth -0004. (Plate 34, fig. 35.)

Grregory, Diat. of Clyde, p. 477, PL ix., fig. 1. Gregory mentions
that in this species the striae do not reach the median line. In this parti-

cular, the present form does not answer Gregory's description,

inasmnch as the striae plainly reach the median line, but in all other

respects there is snch agreement as to make me think the forms are

identical. Ealfs agrees with Gregoiy in all particulars, p. 909.

Donkin describes a form under this name which he regards as iden-

tical with that described by Gregory. See [N". H. Brit. Diat., p. 57,

PI. riii., fig. 7. The forms, however, are obviously different, that of

Donkin being elliptical, lanceolate, while Gregory's is linear, with
cuneated apices. •

Piles of wooden bridge, Dollymount Strand, Co. Dublin. Loiigh

Gill, Co. Kerry.

(m) BiaphancB. Strics not ohservahk.

Navicula perpusiUa, (Gmnow). Freshwater.
Yalve minute, linear, oblong, with rounded ends, and slightly

expanded in the middle ; length -0005, breadth -0002. (Plate 34,

fig. 36.)

Gnmow, Yerhand. der K. K. Zool. Eot. Gesell., Band x., 1860,

p. 552, T. iv., fig. la.

Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.

Nmicula seminulum, (Grunow). Fresh water.

Yalve very minute, oblong, elliptical, with rounded ends ; length

•0006, breadth -00025. (Plate 34, fig 37.)

Grunow, Yerhand. der K. E. Zool. Bot. Gesell., Bands., 1860,

p. 552, T. iv., fig. 2.

Lough Mask, near Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.
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EXPLANATION OE CONTEACTIONS AND LIST OF REFEEENCES.

Agardh, Conspect.— Conspectus Criticus Diatomaceanun. 1830.

„ Syst.^Systema Algamm. 1824.

A. N". H., or Ann. Xat. Hist.—Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

Bailey Mic-—IMicroscopical Observations in Smithsonian Contributions to Know-
ledge. 1850.

Berkeley.—Papers in Ann. Nat. Hist.

BrigbtweU.—Papers in Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science.

Castracane, Catalogo, &c.—Catalogo de Diatomea raccolte nella Val Intrasca.

Geneva. 1866.

Cleve, Om Svenska, &c.—Om Svenska ocb Norska Diatomaceer Ofversigt af K.
Vetenskaps-Akad. Forbandlingar. Stockbolm. 1868.

De Brebisson, Notes on, &c.^Notes on some French Diatoms, Journal Queckett
Club. April, 1870.

De Brebisson, Diat. du, &c. —Diatomees marines du Literal de Cherbourg.
Dohkin.—Papers in Quart. Jour. Micros. Science.

Donkin, N. H. Brit. Diat.—Natural History of the British Diatomacese.
London. Yan Yoorst (in couj-se of publication)

.

Ehr. Abb Ehrenberg, Abhandlungen, Berlin Akademie.
Ehr. Infus.— Ehrenberg, Die Infusionsthierchen. 1838.

Ehr. Mic.—Ehrenberg, Microgeologie.

Gregory.—Papers in Quart. Joux. Micros. Science.

Gregory, Diat. of Clyde.—New forms of Marine Diatomacese found in the Frith of
Clyde. Edinburgh, 1857.

GreviUe.—Papers in Quart. Jour. Micros. Science.

Grev. Brit. Flora.—In Hooker's British Flora (Cryptogamia).
Grunow.—Yerhand. &c., Ueber neue oder ungeniigend gekannte Algen in Yerhand-

lungen der K. K. Zoologisch-botanischen GeseUschaft in "Wien.

Grunow.—Beise S. M. Novara um die Erde. 1868.

Harvey, Manual.—Manual of the British Algae. London, 1841.

Heiberg.—De Danske Diatomeer. Kjobenhavn. 1863.

Kitton.—Papers in Science Gossip.

Kiitz. Bae.—Kiitzing, Die KiesselschaHgen Baccillarien. 1844.

Kiitz. Sp. Alg.—Kiitzing, Species Algarum. 1849.

Lagerstedt, Sotv. Diat., &c.-—Sotvattens-Diatomaceer fi-an Spetsbergen och Beeren
Eiland. Stockholm. 1873.

Lyngbye, Tentamen Hydrophytologie Danicse. 1819.
Pfitzer.—Ueber Ban und Entwicklung der Bacillariaceen. Bonn. 1871.
Rab. Fl. Eur. Alg.—Eabenhorst, Flora Europsea Algarum. Leipsic. 1864.
Rab. Siissw. Diat.—Eabenhorst, Die Siisswasser Diatomaceen. Leipsig. 1853.
Ealfs.—Papers in Ann. Nat. Hist.

Ealfs in Pritchard's History of Infusoria. London. 1861.
Roper.—Papers in Quart. Jour. Micros. Science.

Schmidt, Atlas, &c.—Atlas der Diatomaceen Kunde. Parts 1 to 4. 1875.
Schmidt.—Die Diatomaceen aus den Grundproben der Nordseg fahrt. Berlin. 1875.
Schumann, Diat.—Die Diatomeen der Hohen Tatra. Wien. 1867.
Schumann, Die Preussische Diat.—Die Preussische Diatomeen, vide Schriften der

Physik-Oek. GeseUschaft zu Konigsberg. 1867.
Thwaites.—Papers in Ann. Nat. Hist.

W.S.,B.D.—'W. Smith, Synopsis of British Diatomaceffi. 2Yols. 1853 and 1856.
Wallich.—Papers in Quart. Jour. Mic. Science.

"Walker-Amott.—Papers in Quart. Jour. Mic. Science.

"Weisse.—Papers in Bull, del'Acad.Imp.des Sciences St. Petersbourg. Tomexii. 1867.

K.I. A. PROC, SEE. II., A'OL. II., SCIENCE. 2 T
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IXDEX TO REPORT, PART L, ON THE IRISH DIATOMACE^.

Tlie Families, Sub-families, and Genera are printed in Small Capitals, the Species

in ordinary type. Synonyms are marhed with an asterisk.

abnipta, 293.

AcHLA2jniI.T3, 337.

adciilaiis, 304.

ACTINOCYCLUS, 268.

AxTixoPTYCHrs, 266.

acrosphoeria, 346.

acuminata, 355.

aeiita, 407.

acuta,* 282.

aciitiiisciila, 408.

aclriaticmn, 319.

asqualis, 282.

EBstiva, 384.

affinis (Syn.), 311.

affinis (Nav.), 367.

affinis,* 367.

alpina, 342.

altemans, 278.

ambigiia, 360.

aniblyoceros, 278.

americana, 351.

ampliiceplLala, 299.

ampMceros, 295.

amphigomplius, 367.

AMPHirLEiJii.4, 281, 320.

Aaiphipletjiiejk, 320.

ampMrhynchns, 307.

amphisbajna, 303.

Amphitetras, 275.

anglica, 414.

anglicus, 270.

angulosa, 364.

angiista, 350.

angiistata, 415.

anomalmn, 287.

antediluviana, 275.

antiqua, 257.

apiculata (Mast.), 327.

apieulata (Nav.), 349.

apicnlata,* 376, 416.

apis, 400.

Arachxoidiscts, 265.

archeriana, 398.

arcnatuin, 318.

arcus, 311.

areuaria (Orth.), 251.
arenaria (^^av.), 411.
areolata, 268.

argns, 260.

arraniensis, 395.

ASTEIIIOXELLA, 281.

atnios2>lierica,* 259.

AuLAcoDiscrs, 270.

AuLACOSEIILi.* 254.

AuLiscrs, 270.
aiu'ea,* 283.

aiuichalcia, 251.

amita, 274.

bacillum, 351.
bacnlns, 297.

bayleyii, 275.

balfomiana, 316.

barbatula, 310.

barkeriana, 362.

Beekeleya, 331.
biceps, 302.

biceps,* 352.

biccapitata, 352.

BiDurLPHiA, 272.

biddulpbia,* 275.

biddulphiamun,* 275.

ElDDULPHIE-'E, 271.

binodis, 416.

boeckii (Breb.), 338.

boeckii (Xav.), 348.

bombus, 401.

borealis, 345.

boiTeiii, 246.

Brebissoxia, 337.

brebissonii, 350.
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cserulea, 358.

cancellata, 417.

capitata (Syn.), 305.

capitata (Mast.), 327.

capiicina, 282.

carassius, 412.

cardinalis, 341.

centralis, 260.

Cerataulus,* 271, 273.

Cekatoxeis,* 281.

ceres, 347.

cervinus, 262.

ehiystaUimun, 297.

clavata, 386.

CLAVATiE, 386.

clepsydra, 347.

eleviana, 409.

eloseii, 326.

cluthensis, 380.

cocconeiformis, 370.

coffeiformis, 297.

COLLETONEMA, 329.

collisiana, 384.

comoides, 335.

conciniius, 261.

Conferva,* 248.

constricta (Nav.), 353.

eonstricta, var. (Nav.), 393,

construens, 283.

convergens, 325.

CosciNODiscus, 259.

coscinodiscus, 255.

costata (Dent.^, 285.

costata (Mast.), 328.

costata (Nav.), 393.

costatiun, 290.

crabro, 404.

Craspedodiscus, 266.

Crassinera'es, 374.

crassinervia, 375.

crassus, 269.

crotonensis, 283.

cnicifera (Nav.), var., 353,

cnicifera (Nav.), 354.

crucigerum, 333.

chiyptocepliala, 414,

ciaix, 369,

cuneata, 355.

cuneata, var., 394,

cuspidate, 357.

CuSPIDATiE, 357.

cnspis, 358.

Cyclotella, 255.

Cymatoseira, 281.

cyntMa, 395.

cyprinus, 409.

dallasiana, 259.

danica, var. (Syn.), 309.

danica (Ampli.), 322.

danseii, 326,

davidsoniana, 361.

davidsonii, 385.

debilis, 313.

decipiens, 359.

delginensis, 373.

delicatissima,* 300.

denarius, 267.

Denticella,* 272.

Denticula, 280, 285.

denticulata, 405.

desniogoniiun, 281.

DiADESMIS, 337.

DiATOMA, 280, 281, 291.

dicephala, 416.

DiCKTEA, 328.

dickieii, 252.

didyma, 402.

didyma,* 400, 403.

digito-radiata, 409.

dilwinii, 336.

DiMEREGRAMMA, 280, 281, 288.

directa, 406.

DlRECTTE, 406.

dirhynchus, 375.

DiSCOPLEA, *

distans (Mel.), 248,

distans (Dim.), 289.

distans (Nav.), 343.

divaricate,* 379.

divergens (Schiz.), 333.

divergens (Nav.), 345.

divergens,* 405.

donldnea, 389.

donkinii, 399.

DoRYPHORA,* 281.

dulua, 367.

duodenarius, 267.

ehrenbergii ^Cos.), 264.

elu'enbergii (Arach.), 265,

elegans (Odont.), 288.

elegans (Nav.), 363.

elliptica (Nav ), 384.

elliptica, var., 391,

elongatum, 292.

emarginatus, 318.

enervis, 280.

entomon, 401.

entomon,* 403.

ergadensis, 409.

erytlxra^a,* 380,

esox, 369.

EUCAMPIA, 271.

eudoxia, 397.

eugeuia, 396.

EupoDiscus, 269.

excentricus, 270.
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exigium, 278.

exiHs, 406.

eximium, 330.

expleta, 390.

fasciculata,* 305.

favus, 277.

fenestrata, 317.

fimbiiatus, 264.

firma,* 366.

flocculosa, 317.

follis, 369.

forcipata, 392.

forficula, 397.

fortis, 411.

Feagilaeia, 280, 281.

Fragilarieje, 280.

fragilis, 331.

franciscse, 389.

frauenfeldii, 312.

Frustulia,* 375.

fiilgens, 298.

fulva, 358.

fulvus, 269.

fusca, 383.

fuscata, 378.

FuscAT^, 383.

Gallio>t;lla,* 248.

gallionii, 310.

galvagensis, 410.

gastnun, 415.

gibba, 348.

gibberula,* 368.

gibemila, 368.

GiBBOSJE, 347.

gigas, 261.

globifera, 417.

graciUima, 356.

gracillimum, 336.

gracilis (Syn.), 300.

gracilis, var., 303.

gracilis (NaT.), 407.

Grammatophora, 315.

Grammonema,* 281.

grande, 291.

granulata, 254.

gregorii fCos.), 263.

gregorii (Nav.), 403.

grevilleii (Mast.), 328.

grevilleii (Scbz.), 334,

gnindleriana, 366.

G-RtTNO-mA,* 286.

grunovii, 362.

gnmovii, var., 392.

han-issonii, 296.

hebes, 364.

helnientosum, 334.

liemiptera, 349.

bennedyi, 387.

heufleri, 411.

Mbernica, 389.

hibernicus, 271.

hormoides, 250.

biinierosa, 378.

humilis, 413.

hungarica, 412.

hyalina, 293.

Hydrosera, 272.

hyemale, 287.

icostauron, 350.

incisa, 404.

incurva, 377.

incurvata, 399.

infiata, 413.

inflata,* 369.

inflatum, 288.

integra, 356.

intermedia, 405.

intemipta (Tess.), 320.

iaterrupta (Nav.), 400.

investiens, 299.

iridis, 366.

ISTHMIA, 279.

ISTHMIEiE, 279.

jokasonii, 373.

jm-gensii, 283.

kittoniana, 388.

kotzschjd, 370.

kutzingiana, 256.

laciniatum, 335.

lacustris (Tetr.), 318.

lacustris (Nav.), 380.

Isevissima, 367.

lagerstedtii, 415.

lanceolata, var. (8501.), 304.

lanceolata (Mast.), 324.

lanceolata, var. (Nav.), 344.

lanceolata, var. (Nav.), 382.

lanceolata (Nav.), 406.

lata, 371.

latissitna, 379.

latiuscula, 361.

Latiuscul^, 361.

lepida,* 413.

leptoceros, 295.

Liber, 365.

libiu-nica (Raph.), 296.

Ubnmica (Nav.), 372.

limosa, 368.

LiMos.E, 366.

linearis, var. fSyn.), 305.

linearis, var. (Nav.), 371.
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linearis, var. (Nav.), 382.

lineata, 365.

lineatus, 264.

lineolata,* 375.

litoralis * 361.

louga, 344.

longiceps, 306.

longissima, 307.

lorenziana, 296.

lucida, 379.

limaris, 301.

Ltrat^, 390.

lyra, 391.

Lysigontctm:, 248.

macTila, 357.

macileiita, 316.

maculata, 250.

maculosa, 381.

major, 341.

marginata, 398.

marginatus, 264.

marina, 315.

marina,* 252, 377.
marinum, 289.

Mastogloia, 323.

maxima (Frag.), 283.

maxima (Xav.), 371.

Melosula, 246.

MELOsmiLa:, 246.

menapiensis, 346.

meneghiniana, 256.
meniscus, 379.
Meridiox, 281.

mesodon, 287.

mesolepta (Frag.), 284.

mesolepta (Xav.), 414.

microstauron, 354.

minima, 293.

minor, 265.

minor, var. (Nav.), 392.

minor (Xav.), 418.

minor,* 262.

minus, 289.

minutissima,* 304.

minutnla,* 394.

minuttun, 319.

MoN-iLiFEE_s:, 377.
moniliformis, 268.

moniliformis,* 248
montagnei, 250.

moreii, 388.

mucosum, 333.

musca, 399.

musca,* 398.

mutabilis, 285.

mutua, 412.

nanum, 289.

Xayictjla, 339.

XAYICTTLEa:, 322.

nebulosa, 387.

neglectum, 331.

nervosa, 279.

nitescens, 389.

nitidus, 263.

XlTZSCTTTA, 281.

nitzscModes, 312.

XOBILES, 340.

nobilis, 340.

nodosa, 352.

normanni, 263.

nortbumbrica, 411.

notarisii,* 306.

nummuloides, 248.

nummuloides,* 250.

obliquata,* 280.

obUquatum,* 280.

oblonga, 344.

oblongella, 376.

obtusa (Dent.), 285.

obtusa (Syn.), 308.

obtusa,* 364.

obtusum, 336.

oceUata,* 287.

oculus iiidis, 260.

Odontella,* 272.

OooxTiDruM, 280. 281, 286.

Odontodiscus, 270.

OsiPHAlOPELTA, 268.

operculata, 257.

oricbalcea, 353.

omatus, 266.

Orthosiha, 250.

OTalis, 385.

ovulum, 361.

oxyrbyncbus, 306.

pacbyptera, 342.

palpebrals, 364.

pandura,* 404.

papillifera, 372.

papillosa, 258.

Paralia,* 252.

parasiticum, 335.

parva, var. (Xav.), 348.

parva, var. (Xav.), 386.

parva, var. (Xav.), 397.

pectinalis,* 355.

personis,* 367.

pellucida, 321.

pellucida,* 399.

peregrina, 408.

perforatus, 261.

perfiiisilla, 418.

Perstriat^, 406.

pfitzeriana, 405.
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pinnata, 329.

PENTs-rLAEIA,* 339.

pinmilaiia, 354.

pisidiciila,* 266.

Plagioghamma, 2S0, 281,290.
plmnbicolor, 372.

PoDosiiiA, 249.

preetexta, 387.

producta (jSTav.), 370.

prodiicta, var., 380.

pTilclieUa (Eid.), 275.

pulchella (Syn.), 303.

pulchra, 382.

punctata (Orth.), 254.

punctata (Cyc), 25 C.

punctata (JYav.), 380.

ptmctulata, 377.

pimctidatus, 265.

pusilla, 381.

putealis, 312,

pygmsea, 394.

quadrata, 378.

quamerensis, 361.

quinquelocularis, 275.

radians, 309.

radiata, 273.

radiatiis, 262.

radiatas,* 273.

radioktus, 262.

radiosa, 407.

Radios^, 407.

Ealfsia, 293.

ralfsii, 268.

ramosissimun, 334.

rectangulata, 343.

regiua, 278.

retasa, 355.

Ehabdoxema, 318.

EiLU-noxEis, 280, 281, 294.

rhombica (Nav.), 358.

rhombica, Tar., 384.

rhomboides, 374.

rbombus (Bidd.), 274,

rlombus (Rhap.), 295.

rbyncocephala, 416.

rhyncocephala,* var., 416.

richardsonii, 389.

roeseaua, 251, 255,

rostellata,* 349.

rostellifera, 417.

rostellum, 376.

rosti-ata, 359.

rotula, 258.

rupestiis, 347,

salina, 310.

sandiiana, 388.

sansegana, 395.

scalaris, 354.

schmidtii, 395.

SCHIZOXEJIA, 332,

scopulorum,* 373.

scotica, 259.

sculptus, 270.

scutelloides (Rbap.), 295.

sciitelloides (]^("aT.), 381,

scuteUum, 396.

sedenarius, 267.

seductilis, 393.

semen, 413.

seminalum, 410.

semiplena, 364.

senaiius, 267.

septemlocularis, 275.

seiians, 374.

serpentina, 316.

simulans, 373.

sinuatiim, 286.

smithii (Cos.), 262.

smithii (Syn.), 313.

smithii (Mast.), 327.

smithii (Schiz.), 333.

smithii (Xav.), 383,

smithii,* 403.

Solaris, 410.

spathulata, 310.

spectabilis, 390.

spheerophora, 360,

spinosa,* 253, 255.

splendens, 308.

splendida, 402.

splendida,* 399.

staiu'ophora, 352.

staurophorum, 290.

stam-oirtera, 350.

STArnosiEA, 281.

steliaris, 261.

stokesiana, 389.

Stmatella, 319.

Stkiatelle35, 314,

striatuha, 283.

sub-capitata, 356,

sub-cincta, 398.

sub-flexilis, 247.

sub-lineaiis, 414.

sub-orbicularis, var., 387.

siib-orbicularis, var., 391.

sub-orbicularis (Nav.), 396.

sub-rotunda, 383.

sub-saliua, 363.

subula, 371.

sulcata, 252.

superba, 299.

surirelle.53, 281.

Stnedra, 280, 281,296.
Systephaxia,* 271.
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Tabellaeia, 317.

tabellaria (Ralfsia), 293.

tabellaria (Nav.), 346.

tabeUaria,* 283, 284.

tabulata, 311.

tenera,* 300.

tenue (Odont.), 288.

tenue (Diat.), 292.

teniiicollis, 283.

tenuirostris, 360.

tenuissima, 300.

termes, 353.

Tessella, 320.

Tetracyclits, 317.

TOXARIUM, 301.

translucida, 372.

trevelyana, 344.

Tricekatieje, 275.

TmcERATiuM, 275, 277.

Trifasciatje, 394.

trilocularis,* 275.

Trinacria, 275, 278.

Tripodiscus,* 269.

truncata, 368.

truncata,* 368, 417.

tumens, 359.

tumida, 382.

tumida var. sub-salsa,* 381.

tumida var. lanceolata,* 382.

turgida, 273.

ulna, 306.

ulvoides, 329;

undata, 284.

undosa, 369.

undulata (Syn.), 301.

undulata (Nav.), 343.

undulatus,* 267.

uni-punctata, 320.

varians, 247.

vaucberiae,* 313.

veneta, 372.

vicenarius, 267.

vickersii, 405.

Adrescens, 282.

viridis, 341.

viridula, 410.

vulgare (Diat.), 291.

vulgare (Coll.), 331.

westii, 248, 249.

wiUiamsonii (Diad.), 337.

williamsonii (Nav.), 403.

wrigbtii (Lys.), 249.

wigbtii (Nav.), 390.

zellensis, 357.

zostereti, 408.

Zygoceros,* 272, 274.

};. I. A. I'ROC, SKK. II., VOL. II., SCIKXCH. 2Z
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Notes ox soiie Ai^roirAxiEs ik the cotirse of Xeetes en

MAif. By AxEXANDEE Macalistee, M.B., Professor of Zoology and
Comparative Anatomy, Dublin University, M.E.I. A.

[Eead November 8, 1875.]

The following are some varieties which I have noticed in the course

of nerves, in the Dissecting Eoom of the TJniversity of Dublin.

1st. In a thin middle-aged female subject, a nerve, about as large

as the buccal, arose from the temporo-auricular, after the union of

the two roots of that trunk, it then passed over the internal maxillary

artery (which was normal) and was joined by a small twig which
arose fi'om the inferior dental nerve, dii'ectly below the foramen ovale

(thus making a loop around the artery). The trunk so formed de-

scended anterior to the usual inferior dental trunk, and pierced the

mandible at a point on the inner side of the bone opposite the mental
foramen, entered the inferior dental canal and supplied the incisor

teeth. The normal inferior dental nerve was smaller than usual, and
lay posterior to this anomalous trunk, from which it was separated by
the internal maxillary artery ; the mental nerve was large, and was
the terminal branch of the inferior dental, all the filaments of that

nerve leaving the inferior dental canal at this point.

Cruveilhier and Sappey describe a fine anastomosis between the

auriculo-temporal and the inferior dental, but I am not aware of this

variety of that union having been previously observed.

2nd. In a female subject the hypoglossal nerve, about half-an-inch

internal to its thyro-hyoid branch, gave off a transverse branch of

communication to its fellow of the opposite side ; this medial branch

arose below the twig for the genio-hyoicl, and passed superficial to that

muscle and under the mylo-hyoid ; in size the communicating trunk
was nearly equal to the continued trunk of that nerve.

Communications between the hypoglossals of the two sides are on
record thus: Szabadfoldy (Yirchow's Ai'chiv. Band 38, s. 177) saw
twigs of the hypoglossus of one side passing through the septum of

the tongue to the opposite side ; Bach (Annotationes Anatomicse de

nervis hypoglosso et laryngeis : Turici, 1834, p. 10) noticed a sling-

like union of the two hypoglossi in the tip of the tongue, and my
case seems to be a variety, on a lower level and large scale, of that

method of union.

3rd. The last specimen to which I will at present allude is one of

not very uncommon occurrence. In a female subject the phrenic

nerve arose as usual by a large root from the fourth cervical nerve (its

main root as shown by Luschka and others), but its usual accessory

branch from the fifth came off rather larger than usual, and lower

down than usual from its parent trunk ; it then ran down parallel to

the main root but 0-5" behind it, under the subclavian vein, and the

transversalis humeri and colli arteries, passed outside the internal mam-
mary, then across it, and joined the other portion of the phi'enic at the

level of the upper edge of the first rib. Yarieties in the position of

these two roots and in their place of union are not uncommon, bxxt

I have never seen so low a union before.
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XXXIX.—OiT THE Theory of the Cup Anemometer, and the
Determination oe its Constants. By the E,ev. T. E.. E-obinson,

D.D., M.E.I.A., P.E.S., &c.

[Read December 13, 1875.]

I HAVE described this instrument in a paper which the Academy did

me the honour to publish in their "Transactions,"* and I endeavoured
to approximate to its theory by applying to it Borda's Theorem for

Undershot Wheels, and adcling terms for the resistance due to the

motion of the cups in quiescent air, and to friction. In respect of

the coefficients, I determined in actual wind the ratio of the pres-

sures on the concave and convex surfaces of the cups at perpendicular

incidence, and measured the diiference of these pressures, by a spring-

balance connected with the axle of my Anemometer (12-inch cups
with arms of 24) for velocities of wind given by a smaller instrument,

of known relation to the large one. The resistance due to the rotation

was measured by the forces required to make the cups revolve with
given velocities, and the friction similarly measured. These data

enabled me to compute the ratio of the wind's velocity to that of the

Anemometer, supposing friction null, which I found =2-999, and to

make corrections for that element of resistance. There were in this

three doubtful assumptions; that the mean ratio of the antagonist

pressures was the same as that at a perpendicular incidence ; that

Borda's formula is strictly applicable to curved surfaces moving in a

free current ; and that the resistance in quiescent air is the only one
to be considered in that term of the equation which includes v^. I

therefore had very little confidence in this theory. However, I tested

it by experiment. A small Anemometer was fixed to a whirling

machine which carried it through the air with velocities varying from
II "69 miles an hour to 3'93. And 33 such observations gave for the

ratio 3-004. In water it gave 3-020, the results with 2, 3, and 4 cups

being almost identical. I tried to ascertain the agreement of this

instrument with the large one, by comparing their simultaneous read-

ings, but the irregularity of the wind, even at a few feet distance,

made the trial ineffectual. However, the agreement of the two
ratios given above seemed satisfactory, and I pursued the investigation

no farther, till my attention was recently recalled to it by a memoirf
byM.Dohrandt, of the Petersburgh Meteorological Observatory, which
appeared in the " Eepertorium flir Meteorologie," containing an
elaborate series of experiments made chiefly to determine the relation

between the rotation-velocity of the Cup Anemometer and that of the

wind.

* Transactions, Vol. xxii., Part I., Science, p. 1.5.5.

t Roportoiinin fur Metooroloo-io, Bandiv., 1874.

17.1
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They were made by means of the whii'ling machine invented by
Eobius 130 years ago, and subsequently used by other English phy-
sicists for experiments on the air's resistance. This apparatus was
established in the Hall of the Central Physical Obserratoiy at St.

Petersburgh on a grand scale. Its horizontal anns were 11 "26 feet

long, braced to prevent flexure, and 20-3 feet above the floor. The
Anemometers were attached to one of the anns at 10*92 feet from the

centre of rotation, and, except in one instance, with their planes of

rotation parallel to that of the arms. The number of turns of the
latter was recorded by an electric register, and the seconds of each
experiment noted with a chronometer. These gave the velocity with.

which the axis of the Anemometer passed through the air. It was
moved, in a way not corresponding to the general excellence of its

details, by two men impelling opposite bars projecting from the axle
;

and therefore the velocities communicated to it were not very uniform.

The greatest speed obtained was 40 kil. = 25 miles per hour.

The velocity with which the centre of its cups revolved was given

by the number of its revolutions and its radius. ]\I. Dohrandt was
well aware of the cii'cumstances which make a difference between
the motion of an Anemometer carried through quiescent air, and of one
acted on in a fixed station by a current of wind ; and he showed great

sagacity and experimental skill in trying to eliminate the influence of

the two most important of them.

Pirst, it is obvious that a cup which is within the track of its axis

meets the air with less velocity than one outside, and therefore receives

a less impulse than when outside ; fi-om which it follows that when the

machine revolves in the same direction with the Anemometer, the

latter revolves more slowly than in the reverse case. He, therefore, in

every case took the mean result of the two directions.

Secondly, the rotation of the apparatus di'ags with it a quantity of

air, producing a circular current which is sensible even at the floor

20 feet below ; therefore the Anemometer meets the air with a less

velocity than if that were quiescent. He measui'ed this draught by
a " "Woltman's Ply," a light windmill, established with its axis nearly

in the plane of the Anemometer's rotation, and parallel to the tangent

of its track, and from 12 inches to 20 inches fi'om that track. He
estimated its velocity to be about 0"05 of that of the machine, and,

allowing for it, concluded that V, the velocity with which an Anemo-
meter is moved through still air, is connected with v the velocity of

the centre of the cups by the equation V=a-^ iv (inkilom.)

He determined these constants for five Anemometers by the "whirl-

ing machine ; and four others by comparison with them. I give

their values for the first set, adding for each the length of its arms
and diameter of its cups in inches.
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Name of Maker. a. Kil. b
Length of
radius. Diameter.

Browning, .... 3-66 1-iin 11-99 5-84

Casella, 317 . . . 2-o6 2-7548 6-75 3-015

CaseUa, 318 . . . 1-90 2-8472 6'7S 3-015

Nowikoff, .... 1-81 2-8979 8-61 3-77

No. 4, 2-49 2-5293 4-85 4-11

He gives also the result of a trial to detennine the constants for

Browning by cariying it on the tender of a locomotive to and from
Zarsko-Selo, a distance of 19 versts = 20-27 k. He gives the mean V
going 32-14 and returning 26-90; and v = 13-76 and 9-17. This
reference to hourly velocities rather masks the result, and it is sim-

pler to say that while the engine traversed 20-27, the Anemometer
showed 8-675 going and 6-837 returning. The difference is referred

to a Kght wind which blew. He endeavoured to estimate the effects

of this by means of an Anemometer Breguet fixed on the tower of

the Observatory ; but as this was 77 feet above the ground, and fi'om

4 to 25 k. from the rail, he attaches little importance to its data,

except inferring that the direction of the wind made a mean angle of

22° with that of the rail ; and comparing the F's going and coming,
he deduces for the mean velocity of the wind along the rail (3y his

formula, first assuming a = 1 and then 3) 2-8
;
(Breguet woidd give 5-2).

From these he finds for Browning « = 3-11
; )) = 2-3091.

Lastly, he placed the two Casellas and Browning on the Observatory
tower, where two others were permanently established. But, as the

platform was only 10 feet 5 inches square, they must have been too

close to act freely. However, he got by his equations very nearly

accordant results for the three.* The remainder of the paper is occu-

* Similar but more extensive experiments were made by tbe Rev. Fenwick
Stow (" Meteorological Journal," vol. i.), of wbicb I learned the existence from
M. Dohrandt's paper. Six Anemometers of different types from tbe Kew one,

r = 24 incbes, d = ^ incbes, to Casella r = 6.7, d = 3.01, were establisbed on open
ground, and tbeir indications were taken dui-ing a considerable period, and with
values of F", as given by tbe Kew, ranging from 3"^ to 34™. He finds that instru-

ments witb sbort arms do not agree even approximately witb tbe Kew one, except
at low velocities ; tbat tbose wbicb bave tbe smaller cups relative to tbe arms,
maintain at all velocities a tolerably even percentage of Kew, and tbat, in ail

cases (supposing tbe F given by Kew to be tbat of tbe wind), they move moro
rapidly in proportion to tbe wind as V is smaller. This is in complete opposition

to Dohrandt's results, and (as will be seen) to theory. Comparing Casella and Mr.
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pied "svith eleterminirLg equations for ^"oltman's Fly, and Wilde's Wind
Tablet. Too niucli praise cannot be given to the ability an.d care with
wMch. tbese experiments were carried out, and it is not from any
failure in these respects that they caniLot be depended on to give reli-

able values of Anemometer constants, or correct the theoiy of these

instruments ; but they are all liable to several causes of uncertainty.

Even had the apparatus been established in fi-ee air, it is probable

that the Anemometer's indications "would be different from those given

by the same instrument if stationary, and acted on by a cuiTent of

wiad. Experiments shoTv that a plane surface moved thi'ough water
in a direction perpendicular to itself is less pressed than when a

stream of water impinges on it with the same velocity. I know Colonel

Duchemin's researches only by M. Dohrandt's reference to them,

and his results seem excessive; but De Buat's expeiiments give

that the ratio is as 1'186 : 1 ; Yince mates it 1"2 : 1. The pressure is

also differently distributed over the surface in the two cases. It is

possible that if the plane were moved down the stream with a less

velocity than it has, the difference might be still greater. I am not

acquainted with any experiments of this kind made on curved surfaces.

Similar differences may be expected to exist between the motion of the

body and that of the fluid in elastic media, though we cannot say

what would be theii' amount, supposing them to exist, though probably

Stow's No. 0, ?- = 9, d= i: inelies, with. Xowiioff for V nearly equal, and taking
V = \ oi Ms number, as aU tlie instruments register Zv, I find

—

Casella. Stow. Casella. Dohr. No. 5. Stow. Nowikoff. Casella. Robinson.

V F'

i

^'

V
V

F'
F'

V
V F'

71
F'

F'

34-8 3-936 34-19 3-163 36-0 3-696 33-31 3-225 21-96 3-263

26-2 3-85o 25-94 3-275 i 24-7 3-681 27-29 3-347 16-00 3-564

227 3-895 21-16 3-380
i

21-8 3-644 22-37 3-361 11-40 3-654

20-2 3-816 20-27 3-573 16-3 3-645 15-98 3-463 10-58 3-861

16-2 3-754 15-31 3-599
i

7-9 3-619 7-74 3-957 9-79 4-140

11-0 3-765 11-12 3-635 7-10 4-170
7-4 3-768

They are also inconsistent with my own observations, made many years ago, to

compare a Casella with my own Anemometer ; the results of which I give. I re-

gret that I was not acquainted with lli'. Stow's experiments during their progress,

as I would have requested him to measm-e for each of his instniments my con-

tants 3°
' -f b, and /. A knowledge of these might have modified his numbers

considerably. He seems to have not duly appreciated the extent to which very
slight modifications of the figure of the ground will influence the velocity of the

wind, and the considerable variations of it which occur even at small lateral dis-

tances. From my own observations of these facts I cannot place any reliance on
this mode of determiniug Anemometer constants.
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they would be less.--' But, in the investigations which we are consi-

dering, the air was far from free. The part of the Hall occupied by the

apparatus was 27-4 feet by 26-9 feet ; 26-3 feet high in the centre, 22-6

feet at the walls. The rotating arms were 20-3 feet from the ground
;

but the cross of the Anemometer was only 17'64 inches from the roof

(this was necessaiy from the natui'e of the frame supporting the vertical

axis, which had been constructed for another purpose), and the centres

of the cups were from 34 inches to 30 inches distant fi'om the main,

line of the walls. Part of the Hall commimicating with this nearly

cubical space was only 11 -7 feet high, and on the east wall was a small

gallery- 15 '4 feet above the ground, in which an observer was stationed.

It is evident from these details that the air put in motion by the

rapid rotation of the arms (11-25 feet long, and 2-4 inches dia-

meter, with braces 8-68 feet long, and 0"6 inches diameter), and by
the fixed parts of the Anemometer must have been thrown into irre-

gidar eddies, interfering with its action on the curved surfaces of the

cups, and that they must have been differently impelled when nearest

to the walls, and when opposite to the angles of the room. The
current measui'ed by the Voltman cannot be regarded as representing

that in the Anemometer track, for, besides being outside that, it

must be modified by the gallery and observer's body. He tried to

examine it by small balloons filled with coal gas, and loaded so as to

be in ec[uilibrio, "but they travelled in-egularly, sometimes within,

sometimes without the Anemometer's track, sometimes above, some-
times below it."

He found, also, that the revolutions of the Anemometer tned were
sensibly diminished, when another one, or even the small Woltman,
was put on the other arm 22 feet distant. (I think some useful in-

formation as to the motion of the air might have been obtained by
placing over the Anemometer a tube as long as its diameter, perforated

with several holes, and discharging through these jets of smoke, as

was done by Dr. Ball in his experiments on vortex rings). M. Doh-
randt has here overlooked three disturbing elements. A part of the

resistance to an Anemometer is work done in throwing out from its

centre a quantity of air by centrifugal force ; this must be interfered

with by the walls, &c. Another is, that the rotation of the whirling

machine itseK must, by the same centrifugal force, produce an outward
current. He refers to this as increasing the density of the air near the

walls, but it must escape above and below, and the stream so pro-

duced must help to turn the cups. What its amount is cannot, under
the circumstances, be determined a priori, but it probably more than
counteracts the cii'cular cmTent.

* It is, ho-vrever, to be remarked, that tlie small Anemometer mentioned in the
beginning of tbis paper gave almost identical results -svben canied through air. and
when immersed in running water.
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Tkircily, the centrifugal force due to tlie circular track of tlie

Anemometer's axle must make it press against its upper bearing, and
thus increase the friction, unless, as in my original instrument, there

are mechanical antifriction appliances at this part ; but this does not
seem to have been the case in those used by IT. Dohrandt. "With

his machine, when V = 40 JT, this lateral pressure Tvdll be 3'78 times

the weight of the moving parts, and the additional friction at the

bearing about O'l of this."^"

It is not quite correct to assume that the mean of the results ob-

tained by rotating the machine in opposite dii'ections is identical with
what would have been given by a rectilinear motion ; for it cannot be
doubted that the equation which gives the relation between V and v,

must contain F-, v''-, and Vv ; and it is obvious that half the sums of

these will ditPer from those of the mean, F'and v, though not consider-

ably. M. Dohrandt tried to avoid the necessity of this double rota-

tion by (as I had done) making the plane of the Anemometer's rotation

perpendicular to that of the arms. In this case the direction of the

rotation should make no difference, and the centrifugal cui'rent being
perpendicular to the Anemometer plane should, but for the eddies,

have no effect.f But this is far from being the case. Allowing O'Oo V,

V

.

for the circular current, the ratio _ is in the two cases
V

V V
V- 21= 32-01 K. — = 3-050

;
V- 21= 32-37 K. —2-770

V V

,r . 24-57 2-558 22-

U

2-809
°"

19-53 3-179 21-84 2-805

18-74 3-362 15-13 2-974

He remarks that nothing can be made of this, and the reason is ob-

vious, for the axis of the Anemometer is only 2-8 feet from the roof

and its cups 2-3 feet. In a fi'eer space, he remarks, this mode would
be preferable to the one he employed. "With respect to it, I think the

preceding remarks will suffice to show that it is very doubtful whether
his V represents the wind which it is supposed to represent, and that

instead of deducting any allowance for the circular current, it might
be nearer the trathto add one for the centrifugal forces and the eddies;

and certainly the resistance is different from that which would occur

in the ordinary use of an Anemometer.
The railway experiment is not more conclusive. Xo reliance can

* In one of Casella's construction, of the same dimensions as C 318, the moveable
parts weigli 3500 grs. Hence, for F=2o miles, the additional fiiction would be
19*6 grs. Six times the normal one.

t An Anemometer, with 3-inch cups, fixed to the axle of the vane of my Ane-
mometer, so that its axis was always in the direction of the wind, made 48 revolu-

tions in 6™. In M. Dohrandt's experiment the eddies were probably much stronger

.than in the above case.
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be placed on his estimation of the wind's effect ; and any attempt to

combine the results for each verst going and returning seems hopeless.

The space, for instance, traversed by the cups, in passing No. 2, are

546-11 me. and 319-25 me. ; the Fs' are 21-22 k, and 24-38 i?;; the

_ 1-953 and 3-342; for No. 10, they are 403-3, 386-5; 36-58, 35-98,
V

and 2-645, 2-741.

M. Dohi-andt only considers that part of the wind which acts in

the mean direction of the rail, but its rectangular component cannot

be omitted, for it can turn the Anemometer both going and coming.

And there is uncertainty about the real velocity with which the air,

in such trials, passes the instrument ; a body moving through a fluid

carries before and behind it a mass of quiescent fluid, but at the side

of a ship it is well known that the water moves astern, in consequence
of its displacement in front.

The same is probably the case on the tender of a train, especially

between embankments, in which case the V will be greater than what
is given in the Table.

His determinations of the ratio differ, as might be expected from
the preceding remarks, considerably from mine, always in defect, but
unequally in tlie different instruments. It must, however, be observed,

V
that we mean different things by the term ratio. My m u being

v + u
V- a

a variable, depending on the fiiction and v ;^-' his is , «beingacon-
l

fitant.f I must also remark that his equation V= a + hv is strong evi-

dence that the circumstances under which his experiments were made
are abnormal. In this instrument, when a pennanent state of rotation

is established, the mean impelling force must be equal to the mean
resistance. Now, with all the defects of this branch of Hydrody-
namics, it is certain that the equation expressing this equality must
contain V^ v^ and Vv ; and one in which they do not appear cannot

give the V which corresponds to a v produced by the action of the real

wind.

* I wish to correct a mistake in ray paper on the Anemometer (1. c.) I stated that

m is independent of the size of the instrument, forgetting that b', the co-efRcient of

that part of the resistance which is caused by centril\igal force, is in part inversely

as the arm of the Anemometer. Therefore m must be larger in small instruments
than in large ones. On the other hand, the divisor of /is less.

t This constant differs considerably, and more than can he explained by mere
friction in his instruments. The two Casellas, which are quite 'similar, are special

examples of this. In those cases where he extends the interpolation to v'^ ; the a
differs from that of the simple equation so much that we can scarcely suppose either

to be a true friction co-efficient. It is to be regretted that it did not occm- to him
to determine the friction of each Anemometer, and the V at which they began to

move ; a knowledge of these would have made his results more useful.
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Notwithstanding these defects in M. Dohrandt's experiments, I

think they show the necessity of further investigation ; and as I am
convinced of the advantages which this instrument possesses as a

recorder of the wind's velocity, I think it may be useful to point out

the processes by which, as it seems to me, a closer approximation to its

theory may be obtained, and the co-efficients of the resulting equation
deduced with sufficient certainty. If in doing this I seem to go too

minutely into details, I must plead in excuse the great complexity of

the inquiry, and my desire to omit nothing of importance.

Considering a single cup of an Anemometer exposed to a current

of air of velocity F", making an angle with its arm, and incident on
its concave surface ; its pressure on that sur-

face = SV~ X a; a being a co-efficient depending
on 6, and on the figure of the cup, and S the

area of its mouth : the power of this pressure to

make the cup revolve is SaV^ x sin 6. But
suppose the cup in motion with the velocity v,

and convex foremost, this motion lessens the

effect of V, and instead of V, we must use the

resultant of it and v. This resultant also makes
with the arm an angle <^, difi^erent from ; let

AR be the arm, AV a. line proportional to V.

AB X to AR, as v ; the diagonal BV oi the

parallelogram under them = R the resultant

when Fand v are in the same direction ; CA = R'
that when they are in opposite ones. Drawing
BB

II
to AR, VBB = <^. It is obvious that R~ = V^~-i-

v""
+ 2Vv sin 6, and

Fsin 6 + V

R or R'
'

Fcos^

R or R"

the lower signs belonging to the case R'. Hence for Sa V^ sin 6 we
must use SaR^ sin cji = Sa {F^+v'^ + 2Vv sin ^) x sin <^. <;^ is best found
by the equation

—

4. . ^. a secants . V
tan G) = tan a + , m being = —

.

m V

It will be shown (V.) that m, though changing with v, varies

little ; and taking its mean value, no important error will arise from
assuming it constant.

This is the positive or impelling pressure. (1.)

When sin 6-^„ it should vanish ; but in fact I found that one cup
exposed to the wind has a positive pressure far beyond this point, not

resting till 210°. I could not determine the opposite point of rest,

because the least eddy of the wind set the cup in rotation. I do not

know whether this curious fact arises from the wind eddying into the
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concave, or from minus pressure behind the cup ;
* but it is the more

remarkable, because in this case more than half a hemisphere is

exposed to negative action. This seems to imply that the original

expression for the rotating power 8V^ x a sin 6, should be of the form
a sin 6 + b cos 6. As in this case a and h cannot be separated by any
experimental process, it will be best to make a include the functions

of 6, which express the rotation, so that the power to turn the cup
shall be SaR^ ; and this in general.

Secondly. Putting the opposite cup in its place, while the concave

of the first moves fi-om the wind the convex moves against it, and
meets a resistance = Sa'R'- (2.) The co-efficients a and a', are diffe-

rent functions of 6. When it is 90, I determined their ratio to be
4'011 : on either side of this the ratio is greater, though the absolute

values are less. Both positive and negative pressures are increased a

little by the so-called fiiction of the passing air. Since this acts by
producing eddies, it may be expected to vary as R^ and R'- : indeed,

Mr. Proude has shown that in the case of water it is as the square of

the relative velocity. Here its influence must be very small.

Thirdly. There are two resistances as v^, which may be grouped
together. The fii'st of them is the amount of power expended in

throwing outwards the aii" in the Anemometer's track by centrifugal

force, as in a blowing fan ; this will be probably as

2Slv^

I measured its amount in quiescent air, by making two cups similar to

those of my instrument, and with the same length of arm, revolve

with various velocities, by weights acting on a thread coiled on their

axles, whose pull at their centres was measured. "When the concaves

moved foremost, I thus obtained a^o ; when the convex «9o + 3 ; and as

I had found the ratio of a^o and ff'go = 4*011, I' was found to be
a'go X 0, 9535. Whether it will have the same value in moving as in

quiescent air is uncertain ; the escape of air against the wind will be
impeded, but will be accelerated with it, so that the above mode of

computing it may be provisionally assumed.
The other part of this resistance is one arising from the motion of

the convexes against the air independent of the wind, which is still

more difficult to estimate. At ^ = or 180, they move at right angles

to the wind, and are resisted as if it were null, therefore as

2Sa'go X v^
;

at 90 and 270, this action (as separate from that of F) vanishes ; at

* It is possible that eddies from the following convex may reach into the con-
cave, and increase the force.
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intermediate positions its amount is doubtful. There ^rill be some
due to the component of v perpendicaihir to V, and some to that part
of the convex ^hieh is not reached by R or R'

.

The combined effect of these and the eentiifugal resistance may be
put = Slv-.

Fourthly. The last resistance is friction, -which may be of three
kinds. It is independent of the relative velocity of the rubbing sur-

faces, but is as their pressure.

(1). In the ordinary use of the Anemometer, its axis is vertical and
the friction due to its weight is constant ; this is easily measured by
attaching weights to a thread passing over a pulley (whose friction is

known), and coiled on its axle or a cylinder fixed on it of known
radius = p, till it just moves on tapping. This weight multiplied by
?. is/. (2). The pressure of the wind on the cups is another cause of

friction by pressing the axle against the upper bearing. As in perma-
nent rotation the impelling = the retarding forces, and they balance at

the axle, the pressui-e there = their sum, or twice the impelling force.

This, as is evident from equation (I.) = {a - a') x ( F^ + v^). Let/" be

the friction due to a unit pressure _L to the axis, then this fi'iction

= 2/a ( V^ + v^). The effect of this is simply to substitute for a in (II.)

a (1 - 2/J. It therefore need not be taken into account, as it will be
included in any determination of that co-efficient. The pressure will

be something gTeater than the above from resultants in the dii-ection

of the arms, but since these also are as V^ they do not alter the result.

(3). "Wlien anAnemometer is carried by a whirling machine, its move-
able parts are urged outwards by centrifugal force, which produces

pressure on its bearings and therefore fiiction. Let/^, be the fi'iction

due to a unit pressure parallel to the arm A of the whirling machine
;

R the centrifugal pressiu'e due to the unit V

W O
= — X -Jo,

9 A~

TiP" being the weight of the moving parts, and (? the distance of their

CG from the centre of the whirler ; then /^^ R V~ is the centiifugal

friction ; this is equivalent to multiplying a by (1 - /^^ P) and need
not be computed. But the a ofund by a whirling machine must be

divided by this factor to make it apply to real wind measurement.

Combining these four forces, and putting for R and R' their values,

we obtain for the moving force in the position 0,

-Q = ( a4,-a'Ar' -2nl a4, + a'^] sin e -v^yl + a'^- aA-f. (I.)

If we have a series of values of ^^and a' through the aixs on which
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tliey have positive values, we can get their mean values. For a and a'

this value = , & and Q" being the limits between which a, is posi-

tive ; tor the second co-efficient it= —^ —

.

The integration is easily done by quadratures, and the mean values

must be taken, I then gives

ar^-2l3^xrv-v''xy-f=0, (II.)

which coincides in form with my original equation, the chief difference

being in y.

Adding a second pair of cups at right angles to the former, the

forces are all doubled, except/: that is increased by the increased

weight of the cups and their arms ; but the friction due to the weight
of the axle and to the registering apparatus is unchanged. This should

always be measured as before described. With four cups the motive
force is more uniform than with two, and the period of its variations

is half that of the other.

Solving this quadratic, we have

JIEy.,L,& (in.)
(\ a' a av a)

V
Calling — = w' ; if/ were to vanish,

V

^y-J-. (IV.)

This value of m is independent of the size of the instrument, except as

relates to the part of y which depends on centrifugal force, unless it be

so small that the impulse on one cup interferes with its neighbour ; it is

also independent of v. The correction for an instrument which records

V as mv is hence easily found; for if m' = m -\- jjl, we have V= mv + fxv ;

fxv is therefore the correction. ]S"ow

m + ix-'^ = w + ^ +^
a \ a/ at;'

hence

/3
/A =

I
m- 1+ ,/ /3f!-l (^O

af'i m --
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This decreases as v increases, and vanislies when it is indefinitely

increased.

Then comes the question, how are these co-efficients to be deter-

mined ? Not, I fear, by any observations with actual wind, for none
of the methods which have been proposed to measure its velocity are

satisfactory. I should prefer determining them by immersing the

Anemometer in a stream of water, were it certain that the elasticity of

the air makes no diiference. But here also the velocity of the current

varies in different parts* of its section, and should be meaned through
that part occupied by the instrument. Such experiments would be
very desirable, when fit opportunity could be obtained ; but this is not

easily found, and we should, in the first instance, try to get from
the whirling machine its lest /possible results, which, I think, with
proper precautions, will be far better than those which M. Dohrandt
was able to obtain under the conditions of his experiments. I will

therefore point out, first, the mode in which it and the Anemometer
connected with it should be constructed ; and secondly, the way in

which I think it should be employed.

To begin with the whirling machine :—It must combine a strong

framing with facility for transport, since it should be used in a room
of large dimensions ; and such are generally employed for public ob-

jects, from which they cannot be long diverted. The framing should

therefore be easily taken asunder. I think it essential that the cups

in their rotation should not be nearer than ten feet to ceiling, walls, or

floor. This, if the arms of the Anemometer be two feet, will require

the horizontal arm to be twelve feet from the ground. Its length

should be as great as the locality permits, in accordance with the above

conditions. If too short, there would be a difference of pressure on the

inner and outer sides of the cups, which might disturb the results. I

think eight feet would be sufficient. A single arm with a counter-

poise alone is required. The arm (and all that it carries) should pre-

sent as little resistance to the air as possible. That which I used was
made of sheet iron \ inch thick, filed to sharp edges, and made inflexible

by ties of steel wire attached to the top of the axle. It was only two
feet long ; but the same construction will be fully available in the

present instance. The vertical axle is a tube strong enough to resist

the chiving force ; it turns in collars, one at the top of the frame,

another carried by cross-pieces about two feet from the ground. This

last has a disc, on which, by means of three balls, or by conical rollers,

and a flange attached to the tube, this latter revolves. This perfora-

tion of the axle—an idea for which I am indebted to Mr. Grubb

—

simplifies greatly the mechanism of the apparatus.

A cord passing to the brake-lever of the Anemometer over a pulley

at the top of the tube-axle supports an inner tube, adjusted central to

it by guides. This tube carries, below the axle, a stage on which cir-

* A? to this see page 430, note.
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cular -weights, up to 10 or 12 lbs., can be placed; below which is

attached a conical vessel to receive shot for small additions of weight,

which can be removed by a valve at its bottom.

It is important that the machine shall be capable of being driven

with a uniform speed of any amount, which can be gradually increased.

This may best be effected by the descent of a weight connected with
the axle, and continually wound up by means of an arrangement like

the well-known contrivance of Huyghens. The velocity can be increased

by adding to the weight. At the speed of 25 miles per hour, the

maximum resistance to the cups would be about 2 lbs., and the power
expended that of 75 lbs., falling 1 foot in a second. This is only f of

a man's power.

The Anemometer to be used in connexion with this machine should

also present as little resistance to the air as possible. For this pur-

pose its frame should consist of a strip of sheet iron, twice bent at right

angles. The uprights so formed should have bearings for the axle,

which mtist be set parallel to the arm of the whirling machine, and
need not be more than 6 inches long and ^ inch in diameter. The
cross of the Anemometer is fixed to its outer extremity : this should,

in the first instance, be of the Kew type, cups of 9 inches, and the

track of their centres 48 diameter. On the axle is secured a brass disk,

6 inches diameter, on whose circumference acts a circular brake, one

lug of which is screwed firmly to the bottom of the frame, the other

one is pressed towards it by the short arm of a right-angled lever,

turning on a centre similarly secured, and its longer arm connected

with the cord coming from the whirling machine.* It is evident that

by placing weights on the stage, we can apply considerable pressure

to the brake, and thus increase the Anemometer's friction without at

all interfering with the whirl. Any of these frictions is easily

measured. Let the mouth of a cup be horizontal
;
place small weights

at its centre till it just moves on slightly, jarring the frame as by
light taps, or cbawing a float over it. Repeat this for the other cups,

and take the mean. This force is less than what is required to start

them from a state of rest, but it corresponds to that which will exist

during the rotation of the machine. I expect it will be found thatthe

friction will be constant for a given load on the stage. The centrifugal

friction may be determined by attaching to the outer end of the Anemo-
meter axle a thread, pulling in its direction over a pulley of known
friction, apply to it a weight = P. and measure the friction ; the excess

of this over the normal friction divided by P =
fi,,. As it is desirable

that the normal friction should be kept as low as possible, the axle

should rest on vertical friction wheels, and a horizontal one bearing

on the back of the brake disk will lessen the centrifugal one. For a

* Mr. Grubb suggests that tiie brake apparatus sbould be broiight close to the

^vertical axis, and the axle of the Anemometer lengthened This woiild materially

'lessen the disturbance of air caused by the whirl, and the centrifugal friction.
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purpose to be soon mentioned, tliis disk should have on one face a

graduation ; to 5° will be sufficient.

Both the whirling machine and the Ajiemometcr should be pro-

vided with electric registration in some form. Por instance, springs

of platinum attached to their axles, and making at each revolution

contacts actuating small electro-magnets depressing pens to make dots

on a cylinder covered with paper and driven by a clock. Either the

cylinder or penholder must have a transverse motion, so that the dots

may be arranged in helices if the experiment should last for more than

one revolution of the cylinder. If the cii'cumference of the cylinder

and the time of its revolution be known, these will probably give the

time with sufficient accuracy to compute V. It need scarcely be said

that time must be allowed for the whirl to become uniform before the

register is made to act.

The most obvious mode of using this apparatus to determine the co-

efficients is similar to that used by 31. Dohrandt ; but using the equation

(II.), and measuring/, and obtaining corresponding values of Fand v

through as wide a range as possible. Then by minimum squares obtain

the other co-efficients. I do not like this, because it gives no special in-

formation as to the variability of the co-eiflcients, should it exist ; and

because since V, except for the very small values of v, is nearly as 7nv,

neither minimum squares, nor common elimination, give accurate

results without carrying the calculation to a large number of decimals.

/
The co-efS.cient a may be determined without difficulty. It = -^,

Fo being the velocity which just moves the Anemometer from a state

of rest. If we increase the speed till it begin to move, we get F^.

This instant may be observed by the dropping of a disk of card, held

by friction against a stop, or by employing the electric register of

the Anemometer (which is not wanted here), to ring an alarm. One of

the cups should be set by means of the graduation on the brake disk

to ^ = 0, then to 5, 10, &c., to 90 ; and the mean should be taken

through the quadrant to give a. Then the friction should be increased

and the a obtained for higher values of Fq. Should these agree with

the former, this co-efficient is independent of F; if not, their relation

can be found and (II.) modified accordingly.*

As to the other co-efficients, I have already said that the process of

minimum squares is not satisfactory on account of the small variation

of m' in a series of ordinary observations. But our apparatus enables

us by increasing/ to increase m' to any extent. Put (II.) in the form

am'- - 2/3m' - y - 4" = 0. (VI.)

* Perfect agreement is not to be expected; for, as ali-eady remarked, the relocity

of the -B-hirling uiacHne gives only approximately the action of the air on the

rups : and the difference Mill increase M"ith the speed.
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Having three such, equations with different values of / and v,

we can, of course, find the three co-efficients with much greater pre-

cision. It is desirable that V should be unvaried for the three obser-

vations, to avoid its influence on the result. Here, also, taking V as

large as possible, several such triplets may be obtained ; and if they
all give the same results the co-efficients are independent of v.

Should a be shown by experiment to be constant, the co-efficientsBy.. . .

-, -, are easily obtained ; for two of the above equations give
a a

xir

^,nn_^l^>_l (Yil.)
a av''

If this work should show that additional powers of V or v must
be introduced into (II.), tn will not be constant, and the instrument
should be constructed to show not mv, but v ; and a table of V should
be computed with v as argument which would serve for all Anemo-
meters of the same type.

Having fully examined this Anemometer, others should similarly be
tried, varying in the size of cups and arms ; and this will show whether
a and y are exactly as the area of the cups, whether the eddies caused
by one cup interfere with the motion of that which follows it, and
whether there be any maximum relation between the cups and arms,
and how y varies with the latter.

All this, however, rests on the assumption that the V given by the
whirling machine acts similarly to an equal one of real wind. I
think that most of the defects of M. Dohrandt's apparatus may be
avoided, except the difference between the action of a quiescent and a
moving fluid. Yet if this were determined in water for a cup ex-
posed perpendicularly and at 45, for the concave and convex surfaces,

it is highly probable that we should be able to reduce with sufficient

precision the results of the machine to those of the wind. Should
any further experiments like those of Mr. Proude, already referred to,

be undertaken, I hope this question will not be lost sight of.

There are two other differences ; the Anemometer must produce
L-ddies in the air which in the case of wind are swept away from the
instrument ; but when it travels in confined space they may con-

tinue till in the course of its revolution it returns into them. It is not
easy to predict their effect or ascertain how long they last. The
circular current established in M. Dohrandt's work will probably (if

produced at all) be insignificant in a freer space and better constructed

apparatus. It may be best examined by stopping the whirl, and at

the instant projecting smoke into the track of the Anemometer. Useful
infoiTaation on this point might be obtained by attaching to the revolv-

ing arm a small rectangle of sheet iron inside the Anemometer so as

to increase its resistance and observing what change this produces on v.

K. I. A. PROC, SEE. II., TOL. 11., SCIBKCK. 3 A
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Ifwe might assume the a observed as above to represent that be-

longing to real wind (and especially when found with a low velocity

of whirl when the eddies must be small), we could obtain /? and y by
its action. Let the Ajiemometer above described be detached fi'om the

whirling machine and placed in open air with its axle vertical, and
near it another as a standard, having its cups and arms of the same
dimensions. They will have the same a, jB and y, and the same un-
known V may be supposed to act on both.

The observations of v with the two must be synchronous, and calling

m' that belonging to the standard, m" and m'" those belonging to the
other with two different values of/ obtained by hanging weights to

the longer arm of the brake lever, we have, as Fis given,

= nm' ; m'" = n'ni',

and by (YII.)

2/3 F F'— = m'{n 4 1) - -J-
= m{n' + 1) - -j—,—-,a m\n-\) m\n'-\)

whence

.r-=(^-^ix^. (Yin.)

Knowing m' we have

r, ^, and ^.
a a

The difference of these values from those given by the whirling

machine will show how far the latter method can be relied on in this

inquiry.

To avoid the irregularities already referred to as caused by local

circumstances, the cups of the two instruments should be at the same
height above the ground, their placement should be quite open, and
their position occasionally interchanged. But the wind itself is irre-

gular to an extent of which I had no idea till I examined the pressure

curves from which I deduced the a of my Anemometer. In one of

them whose time was only 99 seconds, the force at the axle varied

from 26 to 9 pounds, andin none of them was it nearly uniform. Such
variation will affect mf and m" differently ; but possibly the mean
results, especially if each experiment lasts for several minutes, will

not be much astray.

I think it may be expected, with some confidence, that the line

of research which I have indicated will lead to useful results, both in

theory and practice, and give values for these constants, which, if not

absolutely exact, will be a close approximation to the truth. The
experiments which I propose would not be very costly if the appara-

tus were not constructed for permanent use ; and I am not withoxit

hopes that I may myself be enabled to execute them.
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The Deefiixg Po"s\-e:e or Tidal Cubeexts versus That of Wi>-d-

WATES. By G. H. Kes'ahax, IT. E. I. A., &c.

[Read Xovember 30th, 18"o.]

Ix might have iDcen supposed that the exhaiistire report on '\\'aTes,

by J. Scott Russell, F. R. S., &c.,''^ should have decided the relative

merits of the tidal currents f and wind-waves in regard to their drifting

powers. This, however, seems not to be the case, if we may judge
from the recent paper on the Chesil beach, Dorsetshire, read by Pro-
fessor Prestwich, before the Institution of Civil Engineers, Peb. 2nd,

1875, and the discussion that followed the reading of it.

In the report above mentioned, Scott Russell divides waves into

foui' orders. To the first of these, or the Wave of Translation, belongs

the gTeat tidal wave ; while wind-waves, according to that observer,

with a certain limitation, belong to the second order, the limitation

being, that those wind-waves that are in the act of breaking on a

beach change into waves of the first order. Indirectly, however, the

wind forms a different order of waves, for if water is piled up in a

narrow by the wind, the waves induced are "waves of translation."

Scott Russell also proves that a wave of the second order has little or

no carrying power ; consequently wind-waves can have little of this,

except when actually running up the beach, when they change to

"waves of translation ;" and even there their action is limited to a

quite narrow line.

In a tideless sea, wind-waves breaking on the coast line form con-
siderable and pennanent banks, as in the iXIediteiranean, where the
detritus brought down by the Rhone is piled up during storms on the
neighbouring shores, forming banks and lagoons. Considerable wind-
wave action also will be found in freshwater lakes and in brackish-

water lagoons, if in the latter the cross tides counteract one another

;

but, as far as my experienca goes in the seas round Ireland, the wind-
waves do very little permanent work, if unaided by the tidal ciu-rents. If

wind-waves did effect permanent driftage, it ought to be apparent on
the coast lines, the direction of its movement corresponding with that

of the prevailing winds resolved along the trench of the coast. The
dii'ection of the prevailing winds is always registered by the lean of

the trees on a coast line, while the coui'se of the driftage is marked by
the sand ridges or banks forming the knee-shaped invers or mouths
to the streams, the inver being shifted laterally, in the dii-ection in

* " Eepoi-t on "Waves," Brit. Assoc. Reports, Vol. xiii. 311, 18-i4.

t Tidal CiuTents are due to the " Flow" and " Ebb " of the tides; these are
quite distinct from the " Rise " and " Fall " of the tides. Tliis subject i.s fully
explaincd in the tract on " The Tides and Tidal CuiTents of the Irish Sea and
English Channel," by the Rev. S. Haughton, F. T. C. D., ire., p. 3, et scq.

3A2
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wliicli the cTiiftage tends ; but tlie lean of the trees and the driftage of
the beach are often in opposite diix-etions. Yre also jind that a float-

ing body, such as a ship at anchor, ahvays swings with the tide, except
in a very excessive gale ; and fishermen's nets, when they break loose,

always di'ift with the tidal cm-rent ; so also floating timber drifts with
the tide, unless it comes so near the shore as to be under the influence

of the wind-waves, after they have changed into " waves of transla-

tion."

The study of the tidal currents on the coast of Ireland teaches us
that they have little or no driftage power when the tide is on the ebb,

even when confined in narrow channels ; to this, however, there are

exceptions, as the quantity of water flowing out thi'ough. a channel
may be considerably increased by land drainage, thus causing the
efflux to be of longer duration than the influx ; in some places the tide

runs out of an estuary for hours longer than it flows into it, the efflux

being augmented by floods in rivers, and the like. It appears also that

the chiftage is greater during spring than neap tides ; and that the
maximum driftage occurs when the direction of the incoming current

is the same as that of the prevailing wind, ^e also learn that the
" set" of the tidal ciu'rent in-shore depends very much, on the shape of

the coast line. If the coast line is straight, the direction of the set of

the tide along the shore, and outside in the deep water, will probably

be similar ; but if the coast Kne is indented, or islands lie off the coast,

in-shore currents back, or ''counter-tides," and cross currents, will be
induced, which, form off-shore banks, and thus lead to various com-
plications : large rivers may also form counter-currents and off-shore

banks.

In a bay, fig. 1, let the normal incoming tidal wave run in the

dii-ection of the arrow A ; tliis forms a primary cun-ent from the head-

land (a) to the headland (5), but from it in-shore or secondary cui'rents

branch off into the bay, in the directions of the arrows (c\ <?, (?'), which

seem to decrease in power from & to tr*; as the flow of the primary cur-

rent is usually much more rapid than that of the secondary, the tide

outside generally comes in faster than in the bay, consequently we often.

* In all the woodcuts arrow A represents tlie direction 'of tlie flow tide,

and C the ebb tide—wbUe the aiTOWs B and D mark the directions of effective

winds.
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:find that, towards tlie end of the flow of the tide, there is a counter in-

shore tide from the headland (h), in the direction of the arrow (d). The
figure represents a regular bay, with equal headlands ; but in nature

we often find the shore line of the bay more or less irregular, or a con-

siderable river flowing into it, which causes various complications in

the set of the secondary currents in the bay. Let us suppose one head-
land to be longer than the other ; if the first headland is the longer,

off-shore shoals may form across the mouth of the bay, and, after they
are formed, the force of the secondary currents seems to increase from
c^ to c^, fig. 1. The formation of shoals, however, seems to depend
also very much on the nature of the rocks forming the sea margin

;

for if the margin of the bay and the coast up-stream, or in the direc-

tion from whence the tidal current comes, are of hard rocks, there may
be no materials to form shoals out of ; while if the margin of the bay,

or even the coast line up-stream, is of frail materials, there will be
shoals : a river might, in some places, also bring down materials suffi-

cient to form shoals ; this, however, is an exceptional case in Ireland.

Or, as in fig. 2, a third headland (c) may be opposite the headland {b),

forming a narrow, as in the English Channel between Portland Bill and
Cape la Hogue,^' in which case the primary current (A) seems often to

strike against the second headland (h), while the secondary currents
increase in strength from d^ to d^. That the secondary currents vary
in power, as mentioned above, seems proved, for the following reasons.

In such a case as that represented in fig. 1, the beach margining the
bay is made up, in nearly all places, of materials very similar, both in

quantity and size, which travel round the beach from a to b; while in

such a case as represented in fig. 2, the materials forming the beach

Fig. 2.

increase considerably, both in quantity and size, in the vicinity of the
second headland {b), while the major portion of them travels across

* Here, in addition to the narrow in the sea, the force of the cuiTcnt is increased
as it approaches Portland Bill, hy the " Nodal " or " Hinge Line" of the Tides in
the English Channel, being immediately east of Portland.

—

{Hmujhton^ on " The
Tides," ^-c, pp. 22, et seq.) To this, thus augmented current, is probably due the
assorting and piling of the gravel and shingle of Chesil beach on the east side of
Lyme Bay, immediately N.N.W. of Portland Bill.
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the bay, and not round its margin ; being sorted in their carriage, the-
largest going furthest, and fonning a shingle beach at the back of the
second headland (h).

Banks off a coast line are connected Tvith counter-currents, but
whether such currents have induced the banks or the banks the cur-

rents, it is hard to determine. Off a head will be found the end of a

shoal, or shoals, and farther up the coast, at a second headland, often

very slight, Tve find that a counter-current has been generated, which
flows back along the coast to the first headland, where meeting
the CTin'ent in the opposite dii-ection, both flow seaward, forming a

"race," till they meet the "tail" of the shoals. Such races seem
seldom, if ever, to form bars or half-tide banks, although they sensibly

affect the soundings. The genesis of the "counter-tides" is yery
obscui'e, as also the manner in which they finally join into the main
tide.

It is not unusual for rocky islands off a coast line to affect the mn
of the tides. Such islands usually lie off a headland, being a portion

of the rocks of the headland, disconnected from it by denudation.

Under some circumstances, such an island will split the tidal cur-

rent, causing a portion on the up-stream side to form a counter-tide

that will flow backwards along the coast line ; while from the main-
land, toward the island, a half-tide ridge often forms. If there

are many islands off a headland, the cuiTcnts may be much more
complicated.

Off the inver or mouth of a large river a bank often forms,,

owing to the diiftage of the tide being partially stopped by the

water flowing out of the river ; let (5) fig. 3 represent such a bank.

Fig. 3.

In this case, if the bank is only covered during very high tides, when:

the tide begins to flow into the estuary («) there will be a current run-

ning between the bank and the shore, in the direction of (^d) ; but after

half or three-quarters of the tide has come in, there will be a " coun-

ter-tide " in the direction of (c) ; while, after the tide has turned, and
the tidal cun-ent is running in the direction of the arrow (C), there

will be a cun-ent into the estuary between the bank and the shore,

in the direction of the arrow {e) ; and this latter current will contiaue ^
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until the tide begins to flow out of the estuary, -whicli in some cases

("when the estuary "widens considerably inside) may be hours after the

true turn of the tidal "vrave. If, ho"weYer, the bank
(
h) is lo"o^, after

it is covered (say at quarter or half-tide), the tide "n'ill flo"sv over it in

the dii'ection of the arro"n" (/), and there "will be no " counter-tide"
in the direction of (c). The "counter-tide" (c) has a considerable

drifting power ; its effects, ho"weyer, are much modified by the after

current {e). From this it will be seen that, if the bank (h) is only at

times submerged, the channel {e) between it and the shore will be shal-

lower than if the shoal is covered during the greater portion of the

flow of the tidal wave. Other driftages take place in connexion with
such a bank ; they are, however, usually so slight as not to affect the

general question, besides that in a great measui'e they modify one
another.

It has been already mentioned that the unaided outgoing tidal

current appears to have little or no drifting power, not even when flow-

ing through a narrow, where we find the seaweed-covered stones are

rarely moved. This, however, may be more apparent than real ; for if

the bottom of a narrow is covered with shingle or coarse gravel, sea-

weed may grow on these, and prevent them being distiu^bed ; while, if

the bottom is small gravel or sand, a portion is carried oif by the out-

going tide. It seems, however, to have very little eficect on mud, and
in the Irish estuaries the detritus brought in, or forced back, by the

tide is usually in excess of that carried out. This is very apparent in

the tidal flats and banks, where the tributaries of the main stream

nearly always flow into it up-stream, as shown in fig. 4, where l, h are

the tidal muddy flats,the arrow A indicates the dii'ection of flow tides,

Fig. 4.

and the arrow C the direction of ebb tides

—

a being the stream when
the tide is out, into which the tributaries {c, c, c, c) enter with the

direction of the incoming tide. Even in some places the bed of a
large river will be banked up by materials brought up by the tide and
the stream forced out of its proper course : for example, the Slaney,

Co. Wexford, where, at the point of Park, a mud bank has accu-

mulated, and forced the bed of the river northward. Such tidal
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accumxilations, however, are greatly modified during floods in the

rivers, as a large freshet may effect considerable denudation during

the time the tide is out. Considerable denudation can also be effected

by artificial means ; for, by judicious arrangement, as in the Boyne,
counties Louth and Meath, the tidal waters can be changed into cui'-

rents that act like freshets in rivers.

Scott Russell has shown that, at the centre, a " wave of transla-

tion" is stronger and swifter than at its margins; somewhat in the
same way, the driftage of the in-coming tidal wave off-shore is usually

much stronger than it is in-shore. This is a fact well known to the fisher-

men, who often dredge and fish worked-out ground, rather than fish fresh

ground further out, on account of the additional labour that would be
incurred in the latter place, consequent upon the augmented velocity of

the tides. In-shore, if there is a wide and long shelving beach, the
driftage effected is spread over a large expanse, and the results are not
very conspicuous or easy to study. This, however, is not the case on
quickly-shelving beaches, where the driftage solely due to the tidal

- wave is conspicuous, as when there is not a breath of wind blowing

;

if the beach is composed of fine sand or gravel ; each wave, according
to its intensity, carries up numerous particles in more or less oblique

lines. The major portion of the particles go up and come down, as

represented by the curved arrows (y and g', fig. 5) ; some, however, re-

main behind, and eventually reach the top of the beach, in a track

somewhat similar to that marked by the curved arrows (/, /' and/").

In a mixed beach, most of the fragments go with the arrows

{g and g') ; but many of the larger fragments ascend the beach in the

irregular course indicated by the arrows (/,
/' and/"), especially dur-

ing spring tides ; . these lodge on the top, and form a more or less

marked gravelly or shingly margin. It is, therefore, not unusual to

find a sloping beach constituted as follows :—Above, at the margin of

high-water of spring tides, a more or less well-marked terrace or accu-

mulation of coarse gravel or shingle [h, fig. 5) ; at the high-water of

* « in this figure represents the shore-line, to the left-hand the three perpendi-

cular black lines represent artificial groins.
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neap tides, a second (c) ; this, however, is small and temporary, as it

is obliterated and removed duiing springs. Between high and low-
water of neap tides (c and d ), there is a shelving beach of gravel

and sand, and immediately below d is an accnmiLlation of shingle

or coarse gravel, forming the base of the steeply-shelving beach;
while between the latter and the line of lowest spring tide is a flattish

space, often composed of fine, immoveable sand, the outside or lower
margin of the regular-moving beach being at the sliingie accumulation,

below the line d. On the slope between c and fZ there are always more
or less large isolated fragments scattered about the surface ; the shingle

at h, except under peculiar circumstances, will ordinarily be much less

in quantity than at d ; the "latter moves, more or less, every tide, while
the upper accumulation (h) only is moved during springs. After

storms, however, patches of gravel and shingle will be scattered over

the slope between the line c and d.

This travelling of beaches accounts for the accumulation of shingle

on the up-stream side (relatively to the direction of drift movement) of

an artificial groin, which stops the travelling of the materials of a beach,

as the larger fragments ascending a beach are forced to travel along

the coui'ses indicated by the arrows {Ji and i, fig. 5), and are prevented
fi'om descending by the groins, while the smaller particles ' are

sucked out by the backwash, some accumulates in the space above
the arrow (A). Or, if the groins are at considerable distances apart, the
materials are assorted by the offshoots {h and;?;), from the main current

(j), the larger particles going with the latter. Many natural groins

act somewhat similarly, but as some run OTit into deep water for

greater or less distances beyond the margin of the beach, their action is

not alike in all cases, as will appear from the following. Usually as a

beach while travelling meets with a natural groin (as the headland
a, fig. 6), the sand, &c., is sucked out fo sea in the direction of the

arrow {g), to be diiven into the next bay obliquely (Ji). If, however,
the bay {e) is narrow and regularly formed, the wash will be directly

in and out {i andy), and in such bays the tidal action seems to tend to

accumulate larger beaches than in more open bays. If there is a suc-

cession of bays {d, e,f, &c.), with strands, and the headlands between
them (ff, h, c, &c.) are formed of materials not easily denuded, there

will be no source to supply shingle, consequently the materials in the

beaches {k, I, m, &c.) will decrease in size from wear, till eventually the

beach will be solely composed of fine sand, without shingle or gravel

margins, either above or below {b and d, fig. 5). This refers to the drift-

age along the margin of the coast ; there might, however, be deep sea

driftage of coarser material, that would be carried obliquely on to the
coast, that may modify the above results ; as shingle and gravel often

are carried direct from one headland to another, although very far

apart.

So far the driftage considered has been that solely due to the tidal

currents ; their action, however, can be modified or augmented by wind-
waves. Wind-waves, as shown by Scott Eussell, are usually waves of the
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second order, and have no drifting power, but locallytheymaybe waves
of the first order or " waves of translation ;

" also, wind may pile up
water and form " waves of ti'anslation." Thus in a continued heavy gale

from the south, the wind will pile up the water in the Irish Sea, to which
piling is due heavy large waves that break on the east coast of Ireland.

In-coming tidal currents, augmented by the wind blowing in the same
direction, are capable of doing the maximum amount of driftage on a

coast line, while, if the wind blows adverse to the in-coming tidal

current, it modifies the coast work, or even for a time may wholly stop

it. Adverse wind and tidal waves pile the gravel and sand on a beach

in transverse sloping ridges. If the wind and tide are equal the ridge

will be regular ; if the tide is greatest, the top of the ridge will slope

in the direction the tide is flowing, while the upper end of the ridge

slopes with the direction of the wind if the latter is in excess. This

ridging of a beach may also occur under other circumstances, for the

waves of translation due to the piling of water by wind breaking on

a coast line will ridge the beach, also heavy wind blowing against an
outgoing tide may force it on to the beach, and piles the latter in

ridges. If wind and tidal action are contrary, the maximum power of

the wind-waves seems to be during the ebb of the tide, and especially

at the low-water of spring tides, when they root up portions of the

sea bottom (between d, and e, fig. 5), that under ordinary circum-

stances remains undisturbed.

If there are contimious heavy gales blowing obliquely to the in-com-
ing tidal wave (in the direction of the arrow B, fig. 6), accumulations

Fig. 6.

of sand and gravel, due to the wind waves, will form at n and p, while

accumulations due to tidal action will collect at o and q. To form the
accumulations at n and p, continuous gales will be necessary, while a

good gale of forty-eight hours' duration in the direction of D will carry

them all away ; and even this time would not be necessary, but that

before the accumulation at p can be carried away, that at q must be
dissipated, for as long as there is any sand at q, it will be carried by
wind and tide to p, and so prevent the latter from decreasing in

size.
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S.E. Coast of Ikelajtd.

To illustrate the foregoing, the following statistics on the south-

east of l7'eland (Charts xiv. and xv.),* are given, as this coast has been

carefully examined, and the results mapped.
The area contained in these charts includes the south coast between

Brattan Head and Carnsore Point, and the south-east coast between
Carnsore Point and TV'icklow Head. On the south coast the normal
set of the in-coming tidal current is about west to east, on the south-east

coast from about south to north ; while on the south coast the more
prevailing heavy winds are from about the south-west, and on the south-

east coast from about the north-east.f Commencing towards the south-

west, we find that at Tramore Bay, the eastward tidal diiftage has piled

up a ridge enclosing a lagoon called the Back Strand. This ridge having
grown eastward, until its farther progress was stopped by the rock-

bound coast of Brownstone Head. Such a coast is not easily denuded,

and seems to force the di'iftage seaward in all cases ; allowing the

mouth of a lagoon or river to remain permanent, the growth of a

ridge being thus stopped.

We next meet with the estuary called "Waterford Harbour ; here

a lagoon could not form, for although the eastward driftage has

attempted to bar it across, yet on account of the large efflux of water
from the Suir, Barrow, and Nore, and the rock-bound shore of Hook
promontory, which prevents the channel from moving eastward, the

detritus carried in by the tidal wave is carried out again to sea during

ebb tides. East of Waterford Harbour is a large bay extending S.W.
and N.E., bounded on the !N'.W. by Hook promontory, and on the

S.E. by the Saltee islands and Crossfarnoge Point. Here the main
tidal current, when it passes Hook Point sends a secondary current

to the N.E. to Bannow Bay ; while between Hook and the Saltees,

other secondary currents branch off running N.E. to the sound
between the north Saltee and the mainland, where they turn to the

N.W. into Ballytiegue Bay, forming a counter-tide, which meets the

tide from Bannow Bay at the Keeragh islands. The current that

* Admiralty Chart, Sheet xiv., from Brattin Head to Wexford, surveyed by
Commissioner Frazer, M.R. I. A., 1847 ; and Sheet xv., from Wexford to Wicklow,
surveyed by CominissioniT Frazer, in 1844, and in part re-surveyed by Staff-Com-

missionrr J. R Eepr, in 1873.

t Winds from the S.W. do not affect the S.E. coast ; winds from the south do in-

directly, as they pile up water in the Irish Sea, while the winds that blow from the

S.E. have the greatest effect on the driftage. On this S.E. coast from Carnsore to

Wicklow, the trees lean to the N.E., as the prevailing winds (from the S.W.) have
full power across the low lands of the Co. Wexford. Althoiigh these winds have
such an effect on the trees, they have no effect on the denudation of the coast, the

wind-waves generated not acting on this coast line. This accounts for the most
effective wind-waves being due to winds that come in an opposite or transverse direc-

tion to that of the prevailing winds.
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runs JS^.E. along the Hook promontory carries fragments of the
Hook promontory rocks as far as the Keeragh islands ; it has also,

in part, formed a lagoon occupying the inside portion of Bannow
Bay, a considerable ridge of blowing or " ^olian di'ift" having
accumulated as a ridge, extending from the headland JN'.E. of Fethard.

This ridge, however, cannot extend farther, for here, as at Tramore
Bay, the opposite coast (Bannow Island) is rock-bound. When this

tidal current passes Ingard Point it runs northward to the opposite

coast, part from thence going I^.E., and part S.W., to the gut called

Eethard Bay, the latter current forming a ridge or bar extending
toward the S.E. from the north shore of Fethard Bay.

The '' counter-tide " which runs JST.W. from Crossfamoge Point
has a considerable driftage, . and to it in a great measure is due
the ^olian sand-ridge, over six miles long, which separates the
lagoon"'^ called the Ballyteigue Lough from the open sea. The coast

opposite the end of this ridge is of drift, easily denuded, consequently
the ridge is yearly extending westward. Since the Ordnance maps
were made (1840) it has grown nearly two hundi^ed yards. This
seems to be a good example of the effect of tidal currents, pure and
simple, as the most continued and effective winds on this coast are

from about the S.W., and opposite to the dii'ection of the driftage

due to the " counter-tide."

The secondary current which generates the counter-tide just

mentioned runs IST.E. along the IST.W. of the Saltees ; but along
the S.E. of those islands, there is also a secondary cui'rent running
in a nearly similar direction ; these meet in the sounds, between
the islands and the mainland, forming "counter-tides," ''races,"

and half-tide banks : the most marked of the last is called St. Patrick's

Bridge, and extends nearly from the mainland, a little east of Cross-

famoge Point, toward the north Saltee Island. Between this bank
and Crossfarnoge, at Kilmore, a pier was erected to shelter fishing-

boats from the S.W. winds ; the anchorage, however, is rapidly fill-

ing up, on account of the tidal driftage.

In the bay between the Saltees and Camsore, there are " counter-

tides," the most marked being due to an in-shore stream, that runs
westward from Carnsore, during thi-ee-quarters of the tide, -^-hile

during the other quarter the current runs to the eastward. These
different currents cause a great complication in the driftage, they
also seem to assist the wind-waves considerably, as, during storms
from the southward, the ridges enclosing the lagoons called Tacumshin
and Lady's Island lakes are moved inland, while the coast line in places
between Kilmore and Carnsore is being rapidly denuded. South
of Tacumshin lake, there is a " counter-tide " running eastward
to Kilturk bank ; this drifts the bank westward, thus causing the
natural embouchure of the lake to be at the western end of the bank,

* This lagoon i-i no'w for the most part rcdaimed.
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as marked in the Chart of 1847. Since then an artificial cut was
made, near the centre of the bank, but in subsequent years an
attempt was made to reclaim the lagoon, and this cut was replaced

by a tunnel. The reclamation and tunnel, however, have failed,

and now the natural opening is gradually again forming at the western
end of the bank.*

On the S.E. coast between Carnsore and Greenore, the driftage

seems to be regularly northward along shore ; but after the latter

point is passed there are two lines of driftage, the main driftage

direct towards Cahore Point, and a secondary driftage round Greenore
Point, and along the shore of Ballygeary Bay to the Dogger bank.

There is also at times, in all the bays on this S.E. coast, a drift-

age direct on shore, occurring after continuous south gales, and appa-

rently due to the water being banked up in the Irish Sea by the wind.

That the two first mentioned tidal driftages occur is quite palpable, as

portions of the rocks forming the coast at Carnsore and Greenore are

found along the shore of Ballygeary Bay as far as the Dogger bank,

also in the shingle beach which margins the coast for three miles on
the south of Cahore Point, while between the Cahore shingle beach
and the Dogger bank they are very rare. Such pieces must come from
Greenore, and not from the local drift, as all fragments and blocks in

the drift have come from the northward or north-eastward, and not

from the southward. If we trace the beach driftage from Greenore

we find in various places along the shore a little shingle, which
increases in quantity and size as we approach the Dogger bank ; on to

which, and from its N.E. end north-eastward to the Blackwater bank,

in the deep water, most of it seems to be carried. Some, however,
goes through the Hantoon channel, between the Dogger bank and the

Rosslare sand ridge, a small portion of which is carried round the

north end of that ridge, to be lodged on its west side. In Ballygeary

Bay, a pier and viaduct was commenced in 1873. This has now quite

changed the features of the coast-line on the east of the pier, as a fore-

shore has formed between the old cliff and the sea. This accumula-

tion extends from the pier to the Point of Ballygillane, is over 100
yards wide, and in places over eight feet deep.

The efflux from the Wexford lagoon stops the tidal driftage to the

northward, and thus forms the Dogger bank ; and formerly, prior to

the in-take of a considerable portion of this lagoon, this driftage accu-

mulated in a massive, irregular east and west tidal shoal, as repre-

sented in the chart made in 1847 by Comm. Eraser, K.. IST. ;f showing

that the force of the efflux and of the tidal wave was nearly equal.

* Since tlie above was written, the occupiers of the adjoining lands have cut the

hank near the former artificial embouchure.

t Admiralty Chart, Sheet xiv., a. d. 1847, which compare with the hank as

marked on Sheet xv., a.d. 1873, and enlarged plan Wexford Harbour, a.d. 1847,

and Wexford Harbour, a.d. 1873.
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l^ow, however, the force of the efflux is much less, and the Dogger
bank has changed into a long, narrow jS^.E. and S.W. shoal,* consider-

ably overlapping the mouth of the estuary and the end of the Raven
ridge. This shoal is gradually accumulating, so that now there is a

long, narrow N.E. and S.W. island formed. The change in the efflux

from the Wexford lagoon has not only affected the Dogger bank at its

immediate embouchui'e, but also the off shore shoals ; as when the

current from Wexford harbour was pushed northward, the Lucifer

shoal began to be denuded, and is now gradually wasting away : the

outline of the Blackwater bank is also changing. The present Dogger
bank also forms a half-tide "counter-tide," running to the S.W.,
which strikes on the Rosslare ridge, and is rapidly cutting a passage

through it. On account of the present currents and diiftage, the

passage and bar of Wexford harbour are ever changing ; this, how-
ever, could be materially prevented by an artificial regulation of the

cuiTents, and consequently of the driftage.

Between the North bay and the Cahore shingle beach there ai'e

high drift cliffs, which are weathering rapidly, as high tides wash
their base ; some of this drift is very stony, but the stones out of it

do not form a shingle beach at the base of the cliff, but are sucked out

seaward to low-water of neap tides {d, fig. 5), along which line they
are drifted northward, some of them eventually to be cast iip to

augment the Cahore shingle beach. In the neighbourhood of Cahore
Point there is a slight " counter-tide," in connexion with the shoals

called the Rush bank and the Eam ; this forms a race called the
" Sluice of the Ram." This counter-tide slightly affects Cahore
shingle beach, on which account the largest fragments are not found
at its northern end.

The Cahore shingle beach margins a ridge of -3Eolian sand, and
when the sea was at the height of the present Ordnance twenty-five

feet contour line, there was an island at Cahore Point having a con-

siderable sheet of water to the S.W. of it ; this was subsequently a peat
bog, when the land was about thii'ty feet higher than at present

;

afterwards a lagoon, separated from the sea by a ridge, and now it is

all more or less reclaimed. At first, to di'ain it, a canal was made
through the centre of the ridge on the S.W. of Cahore Point. This,

however, was always being tilled by the di^iftage from the south, and
now the tract is drained by a canal which empties itself into the sea

through a culvert in a pier that has been built at PoUduff, a little

!N.W. of Cahore Point. This canal, unfortunately, is not effective, on
account of the site of the pier ; opposite to the mouth of the culvert

is a breakwater, behind which the sand collects and dams up the water

;

and between tlie Point and the pier is a bay, in which the di'iftage

collects: this, dui'ing jST.E. winds, which are those that most prevail at

* Admiralty Chart, Sheet xv., 1873, and enlarged plan "Wexford Harbour,
). 1873.
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tlie time the canal ought to be acting, causes the pier to be silted up by
sand and gravel. Here the sand and gravel, collected during months by
the N.E. winds, will be carried away by one good continuous gale

during spring tides from the S.W. A short gale would do the work,
were it not for the sand in the bay between the pier and the Point,

this having first to be removed, as otherwise the tidal driftage from
the south will replace the sand on the north of the pier as fast as it

is removed.
From Cahore to Kilmichael Point, the driftage seems to be in

general even and regular, its direction being to the northward. Be-
tween these two points is Courtown, on the Owenavorragh river,

where piers and other works have been constructed, but unfortu-

nately, the harbour is almost useless, as its embouchure is nearly

always silted up. Here, also, is an example of the superior driftage

power of the tidal currents over the wind-waves. Some years ago, a

storm swept away the end of the south pier, after which the N.E.
gales used to clear out the bar in the mouth of the harbour, but lately

the end of the south pier was rebuilt, since when similar gales do not

clear the bar. The reason for this is quite apparent, as, prior to the end
of the south pier being rebuilt, gales from the ]N^.E. excavated out, not
only the accumulations forming the bar, but also the accumulations be-

tween the piers and the headland (Breanoge Head), a little to the south
;

now, however, such gales can only affect the bar, the south bay being-

protected from their influence ; consequently, as fast as the bar is re-

moved, the tidal driftage replaces it with other materials. This place

seems to be more favourably situated for the construction of a harbour

than any other on the S.E. coast, if the di'iftage was taken into con-

sideration and provided against.

A mile due east of Kilmichael Point, is "the tail" of the Glass-

gorman bank, and in a nearly east and west line between them is

the " race of Kilmichael." This is due to the tide fi-om the south here

meeting a counter-tide generated near Arklow Head. Immediately
north and south of Kilmichael promontory, as in many other places on
this coast, there were in years gone by considerable bays, which have
been since filled up by accumulations, principally of JEolian sand,

while of late years these sand hills have been considerably denuded
at their southern ends. In the bay to the south of Kilmichael,

over thirty-five acres in area have been carried away since the

Ordnance maps were made (1840), and in that to the north about

thii'ty acres."'

In the tract to the south of KJilmichael, the encroachments on the
^oliandriftonlytakeplaceduringgalesfromtheS.W. Thisis, as might

* There arc no reliable records prior to the Ordnance Survey, but the old men
remember when the land extended much more seaward than is indicated by the

Ordnance maps. In confirmation of their statements, they point to the old road-

ways, which now lead to nearly perpendicular cliffs.
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be expected, the "n-iiicl action being comMned Trith the tide, and thus
creating an increased diiitage ; but in the tract to the north, the Tvind-

waves act against the di-ifcage of the " counter-tide ;
" yet the princi-

pal denudation is at the south end of the accumulation, and Trhat

apparently is more remarkable, immediately to the north-n-ard, betTrcen

Clogga and Arklo-sv Head, there is another similar accumulation of

^olian sand, ^rhere the piincipal di'iftage is not northward with the
wind-wares, but southward with the counter-tide. This exception in

the bay between Clogga and Kilmichael is the only place on the

whole of the coast line in these charts, where the drifting power of the

wind-waves seems to exceed, or even equal, that of the tidal cru'rent

;

possibly, however, this apparent anomaly may be due to the tides

during springs running dii'ect on to the coast hereabout, fi'om "the
tail " of the Glassgorman bank ; but in support of such a supposition I

could get no evidence. Under ordinary circumstances, the driftage

hereabouts seems to be southward with the "counter-tide," as the
fragTuents of the rocks are carried south along the beach. •'

I^oi-th of Arklow Head, opposite the valley of the Ovoca river, there

was formerly a large -Slolian sand accumulation enclosing a lagoon,

and from what now remains it is evident that formerly the di'iftage

from the southward shifted the embouchui'e of the Ovoca liver some-
what northward ; now, however, by piers and other artificial means,
an entrance has been made and kept open near the centre of the sands.

Here also, as at Pollduif and Coui'town, the works have not been effi-

cient, formerly, !N'.E. gales cleared out the bar, but of late years

•the south pier was lengthened, which has had the same efi'ect (and
for a similar reason) as the rebuilding of the south pier at Courtown,
previously mentioned.

Prom Arklow to IMizcn Head, and fi'om that to Ardmore Point, the
tide and driftage seem very regularly northward. In the different bays,

in all of which there are -3^olian sands, the tide cuts a little fi'om the

southern extremities of the banks, while more or less is added to the

north end ; except in Jack's Hole, where the bank has been added to

considerably all along. Here it may be mentioned, that on this coast

the outer margin of the sand hills is now generally more regular than
when the Ordnance maps were made, in general all the jutting out

portions having been cut away, or the hollows filled up.

Between Ardmore and "^icklowf there are various complications

on account of the points and shoals that generate "races" and " coun-

ter-tides." Of these "counter-tides" the larger one begins nearPive

* These " counter-tides " seem to liaro been very Kttle studied, and arc not

marked on the chart. Neither the coastgiiards nor the fishermen seem to he per-

fectly acquainted with them. They all know the ordinary " set," and allow that

this at times changes, but the exact time of the change, and the cause of it, they

cannot tell.

f- "Wicklow is situated immediately outside the north margin of the area included

within the limits of the Chart, Sheet xt.
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mile Point,* on the north of Wicklow, and flows southward to Bride

Head, off which there is a considerable "race." This " counter-tide

"

drifts the beach southward, and thereby has formed a shingle and gra-

vel ridge, which has pushed the Yartry southward, until its farther

progress in that direction was stopped by the hard rocks that form the

"Wicklow Head promontory, the pent up waters forming a lagoon and
marshes. Here, at the south end of the ridge, the driftage seems to

be carried to sea; for, as in other places where a rock-bound coast stops

the further growth of a ridge, the embouchure out of the lagoon seems
to have a permanent bar : but, what here appears remarkable, this bar
has not changed during late years, although half the waters that used
to come down the Yartry are now diverted to supply Dublin.

These notes record what has been going on during late years, but
it has to be remembered that, during comparatively recent years, large

bays existed, that are now filled up with ^olian sand.f "Why the
sand banks accumulated in these bays seems to be due to a slight rise

in the height of the land, as, when the sand has been removed by wind,
ancient sea beaches are found under them. If, therefore, their accu-

mulation was due to a rise in the land level, it appears probable that in

those places where the sand banks are now being denuded, there must
be a slight fall going on in the level of the land. The difference, how-
ever, in the levels is so slight that changes in the height of the Rise
and Fall of the tide (Full and Change), possibly, might account for the
denudation, without the level of the land changing.

Eesults.

The information gathered on this portion of the coast of Ireland

goes to prove the following :

—

First.—The driftage due to the incoming tidal current is always,
during its progress, going on in deep water, and more or less in shal-

low water.

Second.—The driftage due to wind-waves only occurs during gales,

and even then is only due to the waves that break on the shores.

Third.—To prevent the tidal driftage (arrow A Fig. 7), groins, or

piers, should be erected ; and if the pier (b) is to form a harbour (/),
transverse groins {c c^) should run out from it, to stop the back wash
generated by the pier, for otherwise this back wash would carry the
driftage seaward, in the direction of the arrow {d), to be sucked round
the pier into the harbour (/).

Fourth.—As the wind-wave driftage occurs during gales, and then
only on the shore line, it might be prevented from filling up a harbour,

* Admiralty Chart, Sheet xvi.

t About a mile S.S.W. of Kilmichael Point, the writer was shown a rock cliff,

recently exposed by the denudation of the ^olian drift, that, prior to the accumu-
lation of the latter, seems to have been quan-ied b}' man.
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or damaging the shipping in it, by placing a breakwater (e, fig. 7)
across the direction {arroiv'S>) from which the preTailiiig storms come.

Fi&. 7.

If such a breakwater were a fi:s;ed one, built of stone or wood, it must
more or less affect the tidal di-iftage, and probably would help to fill up
the harbour. But if it was floating, it ought to break the wind-waves
in deep water, thus desti'oying theii' drifting powers, while there would
be no impediment to interfere with the tidal diiftage. The exact fonn
of the pier, whether straight, or slightly ciuwed, as represented in the

figure, would have to be deteiiniaed on, after experiments on the sets

of the currents, at the place where the pier was to be built.
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XLI. — An Estimation of the Free axd ALBUMEsroiD Ahmonia
YIELDED BY THE STAGNANT WaTEES OF THE DuBLIN StEEETS,

AS COirPAEED "WITH THE QUANTITIES OF THOSE SuBSTANCES OB-

TAINED FEOil THE LiFFEY AVaTEE, AFTEE EECEIYING THE SeWAGE.

By Lancelot SiroDEET, LL.D.. Ex-S.T.C.D.

[Eead lOth Januaiy, 1876.]

DuEiNG the Session of 1874-5 of the Eoyal College of Science,

Stephen's-green, several examinations were made there of Dublin well-

waters ; and also some determinations like those that follow for the river

water. As a sequel to those analyses, the suggestion of the Professor

of Chemistry in that college, j\Ir. Galloway, induced me to undertake a

series of estimations of the ammonia yielded by the surface-water of

some streets and squares in Dublin, taking as the standard of compa-

rison the water of the Lrffey, near where the sewage is discharged into

the river.

The results of my examination, conducted during jS^ovember and
Decembe r last, in the College of Science Laboratory, are now laid

before the Royal Irish Academy.
Altogether twenty-nine of these street waters were examined : the

samples dealt with were collected, in my presence, at the times and
places stated in the Table appended to this paper : the mud, also, left

from some of these pools, was examined for ammonia, which reached

two parts in the hundred, calculated after allowing for moisture ex-

pelled at 212° Fahrenheit. The river water was collected at inter-

vals during the two months, from four different places, namely, at

Eden-quay, Aston's-quay, Burgh-quay, and Sir John Rogerson's-quay,

four hours after high water at Dublin bar.

The method employed for determining the quantity of ammonia
yielded by these waters and muds is that devised by Messrs. Wanklyn
and Chapman. This process is almost universally allowed to be the

best yet made known for ascertaining the character of the nitrogenous

matter in waters ; its quantitative results are accurate, and they are

obtained with rapidity. It may be well to state, for the information

of any unacquainted with the Wanklyn and Chapman process, that

under the term ^^ free ammonia,^^ these chemists include ammonia not

only present as such, or in combination with acids, but also the ammonia
that, after adding a saturated soda carbonate solution, is evolved by
distillation from ui'ea, or other easily decomposable nitrogenous organic

bodies. The term free ammonia is therefore not strictly correct ; but,

taking it in this special sense, it would be difficult to substitute any
other term more convenient, or less open to objection.

The Table of results gives the figures for the Lilfey standard at the

head of the list. The quantities of the free and the albuminoid
ammonia obtained from the several street and Litfey waters are calcu-

lated as grains in the gallon, and also as milligrammes in the litre

of each water, respectively, examined.

. R. I. A. PROC, SKK. II., VOL. TI., gCIE.NCE. o C
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The average of free ammonia from tlie four samples of the river is

0-0982, or under -iV of a grain in the gallon ; the average of albuminoid

ammonia from the same is 0-0779, or under ^ of a grain in the gallon.

It may be interesting to note that the examination of the river

water referred to as having been made by other -workers in the College

of Science Laboratory in 1874, gave a result equal to my average in

1875 : thus shewing a remarkable constancy in the state of the Liifey.

It may also be remarked in passing that my average for free am-

monia is less, but for albuminoid ammonia is greater, than the average

Messrs. "Wanklvn and Chapman reported as that of the Thames at

London-bridge, in June, 1867 : that river, the tide being at two hours

flood, yielding free ammonia = 0-12 82 of a grain per gallon ; and albu-

minoid ammonia = 0-0245 of a grain to the gallon.

The average of free ammonia obtained from the ^9 street waters

is 17 grains to the gallon; that is, over 170 times the like average

from the river. The average of albuminoid ammonia fi'om the street

Avater is 3 grains to the gallon, or 38 times the Liffey average.

It will be seen by the Table, that from three out of the foui' river

samples, the quantity of free ammonia was under that yielded by any

of the street waters, except at Stephen' s-green, East and South.

The maximum of free ammonia from the river -was at Burgh- quay,

and only reached 0-175, or less than i of a grain to the gallon ; whilst

the maximum of free ammonia from the street waters, namely, at

Moss-street and Poolbeg-street, was 105 grains to the gallon, that is

exactly 600 times greater than the river maximum.
The least impure of the 29 street waters yielded nearly three times

more albuminoid ammonia than the most impure sample of the river

water ; for instance, the surface-water at Merrion-square, South,

being the best of the street waters, yielded 0-280 of a gi-ain, against

that obtained from the river at its worst, namely, 0-098 of a grain, or

nearly 3 to 1

.

But the bad preeminence of the water in Moss-street and at

Peter-place (corner in Adelaide-road^:, and in Lee's-lane, off Aston's-

quay, namely, 10 and 10-15 and 11-2 gi-ains of albuminoid ammonia
from one gallon of each water, respectively, is more than 100 times

greater than the Liifey maximum.
Messrs. T\'anklyn and Chapman conclude from a wide induction

of experiments that ' the disintegrating animal refuse in the river

[Thames] would be pretty fairly measured by ten times the albuminoid

ammonia which it yields." In this way, the average of such refuse

in the Liifey is 0-779, or just f of a grain in the gallon
;
whilst the

average of such refuse in the street waters is 29 grains to the gallon.

That much of this enormous amount of animal matter thus in our

midst must, if not rapidly removed, take forms that will vaporise,

seems all but certain, since the conditions for spontaneous decompo-

sition may be said to be always present : there are the moisture and

heat requii'ed for this chemical change, and then there occurs at in-

tervals the drying up of these stagnant pools.
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My examination of these street waters found, as might be
expected, sulphuretted hydrogen, with other sulphides and very offen-

sive volatile substances.

What the effect must be on the people's health who dwell in an
atmosphere contaminated by exhalations such as these, it is not for

me to determine ; this paper simply records the facts of the case,

leaving conclusions to those physicians who make such researches their

peculiar study. But without knowing the least of the little that is

known, even to the medical faculty, about either the chemical or the
germ-theory as to the propagation of disease, yet one of the unlearned,
like myself, having but ordinary sagacity, might correctly conclude
that the continued presence of so much dirt in the streets would go
far to account for the high death-rate (33 to the 1000, yearly) lately

recorded for Dublin ; a city whose situation, other things being equal,

might mark it out as one of the healthiest in the Empire. The
London "Times," last week, revievring " Ireland at the close of 1875,"

laid this to our charge—that " dirt reigns, and slays its thousands in

Dublin and elsewhere."

Whatever is to be done with our street sewage, whether it is still

to defile the natural purity of the river, or to be applied to improve
the land, or only to be thrown away, with great cost, into the sea

;

whatever be the destination of this noxious mass, whether it is to be
good, bad, or indifferent, it certainly appears, from the results now
laid before the Academy, that better scavenging and a level surface

for the streets is at once required.

The Professor of Hygiene and Public Health in University

College, London (Dr. Corfield), in reference to this subject, in the

"Manual of Public Health," edited by Hart, states that :—" If the

streets, roads, and ways of a town or district are allowed to become
or to remain so out of repair as to become receptacles for filth, or to

afford, by their inequalities, depressions in which foul water accumu-
lates, it is in vain to look for beneficial results from other sanitary

measures."

Table of Eesults.

Date of collec-
tion of water.

Place of collection of
water.

Free Ammonia. Albuminoid Ammonia.

Grains per
gallon.

Milligram,
per litre.

Grains per
gallon.

Milligram,
per litre.

1875.

November 11,

29,

December 15,

17,

LiFFEY StANDAED.
Eden-quay,
Aston' s-quay,

Burgh-quay,
Sir J.Rogerson's-q.

Total =

Average =

0-0840

0-0812
0-1750

0-0525

1-20

1-16

2-50

0-75

Total =

Average =

0-0980

0-0910
0-0875
0-0350

1-40

1-30

1-25

0-50

0-3927 0-3115

0-0982 0-0779

3 C 2

\
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Table of Results—continued.

Date of collec-

tion of water.
Place of collection of

water.

Free Ammonia. Albuminoid Ammonia.

Grains per Milligram. Grains per Milligram.
gallon. per litre. gallon. per litre.

1875, Nov. 1, Stephen' s-gr., N., 0-126 1-8 0-238 3-4

2, E., 0-070 1-0 0-420 6-0

3, s.. 0-070 1-0 0-378 5-4

6, w.. 0-315 4-5 0-490 7-0

15, Stephen-st., lower. 12-600 180-0 5-800 80-0

17, Cross Kevin-st., 2-800 40-0 1-400 * 20-0

18, Patrick-street, 4-900 70-0 1-750 52-0

„ 19,

(

Townsend-street,

Peter-place, at

4-550 65-0 4-900 70-0

„ 20, corner on Ade-
laide-road, . .

[
5-600 80-0 10-150 145-0

„ 30, Baggot-st., lower. 0-700 10-0 0-800 12-0

December 1, Duke-lane, . . 1-190 17-0 1190 17-0

„ M
Lemon-street (late

Little Grafton-st.)

,

1
9-100 130-0 2-030" 29-0

2, Leeson-st., lower, 1-540 22-0 0-910 13-0

2, Leeson-lane, . . 10-500 150-0 2-380 34-0

7, Creighton-street,

.

1-540 22-0 0-980 14-0

„ 7, Sandwith-street, . 1-820 26-0 1-400 20-0

„ 7, Boyne-street, . . 4-200 600 2-110 31-0

8, Abbey-street, Mid. 3-780 54-0 1-820 26-0

„ .0,1
Lees-lane, Astons'-

1
98-000 14000 11-200 160-0

qiiay, ....
„ .»,(

Sir J. Rogerson's-

quay. Gutter, }
70000 1000-0 7000 100-0

10, Moss-street, . . 105000 15000 10-000 145-0

10, Poolbeg-street, . 105000 1500-0 7-000 100-0

14, Peterson-lane, 9-800 140-0 0-980 14-0

!, 15, Frederick-lane, S., 7000 100-0 1-820 26-0

17, New-street, . . ISoOO 150-0 3-500 500
20, Fitzwilliam-sq . ,"\V. 0-490 7-0 0-350 50
20, „ „ E. 17-500 250-0 1-750 25-0

20, Merrion-sq., N., . 0-350 5-0 0-525 7-5

20, „ ,,
s., .

Total =

Average = 17 grs. c

0-420 6-0 0-280 4-0

492-861 Total =

Average =

83-646

f free ani- = 3 grs. of

monia per gaUon of water albumi Qoid am-
(surface)

.

monia
of wate

per gallon

r (surface).

Mud dried at 212° F.

Percentage.—Free Ammonia. Albuminoid Ammonia.

Peter-place corner, 1-2857 + 0-6163 = 2 p. c.

Lower Stephen-street, 0-3780 0-1001

Boync-street, 0-4861 0-3640.
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XLII.— On AN Eleiientaey Pkoof of " Lageange's Equations of

Motion in Genekaxized Co-oedinates." By Eobeet S. Ball,
LL. D., P. E.. S., Andrews' Professor of Astronomy in the
University of Dublin, and Royal Astronomer of Ireland.

[Read 24th January, 1876.]

The proofs generally given of these most useful equations depend
upon D'Alembert's principle. It is possible that these equations

would be more used, even in elementary Dynamical problems, if

the method of establishing them were simplified. I can hardly
believe that the proof here given is new ; but I have read altogether

seven proofs in seven different books, and of these, five depend upon
D'Alembert's principle, while the two remaining ones have little

or nothing in common with the method I here give.

Let V denote the potential energy of a Dynamical system, and T
the kinetic energy. Let q be one of the n generalized co-ordinates

by which the position of the system is specified.

Suppose the system receive a displacement hq : then the particle

of mass 7)1, of which the co-ordinates are x, y, z, receives a displace-

ment, of which the components are

Tq^^' dq^'^' Jq^'^-

The forces acting on »i, at ./, y, s, are

d'-.c d'^>/ dh

"'df' ''dl^' "'w

Hence the quantity of work done, while the displacement hq is

made, is

^ ( dx d~x dy d^y d% dh
"^ \d^ ' df ^ 1^ ' df

'^
d^ '

dt""

the symbol 2 extending to all the particles of the system.

The potential energy of the system is therefore diminished by this

amount, whence

dV fdx d^x dy d-y dz d^z

~Ji[
^

^dq'lf^'dq'dt-'^ d^' di-

We have also

^ ^ .idxY (dyy (dz
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whence

dT ^ ( dx d^x dy d'^y dz d\

dq^ \dt dtdq dt dtdq dt dtdq

Suppose the other generalized co-ordinates be r, s, &c., then we
have

dx dx dq dx dr dx ds

dt dq dt dr ' dt ds ' dt

dx . dx . dx
= -r- . q + -J r+--« + &c.

dq dr ds

whence
d f dx\ dx

dq \dt j dq

We therefore have

dT (dx d I dx\ dy d f dy\ dz d ( dz \)

dq
~

\dt ' dq \dt ) dt ' dq \dt J dt ' dq \dt /)

'

f dx dx dy dy dz dz \

\dt ' dq dt ' dq dt ' dq j'

whence by differentiating,

dfdT\ dT _ dV
dt \dq ) dq dq'

The remaining (w - i) equations are to be similarly proved.
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XLIII.

—

On the Exploration of the Kxocknixny Cave. By T.

Plunkett. With an Account of the Animal Remains. By Rev.

Professor Haughton, M. D., F. R. S., and Professor Macalistee,

M. D.

[Read 24th January, 1876.]

Through the pen of Mrs. Hall, as well as some otlicr writers, who
were less graphic in their delineations, Lough Erne is far-famed for

its beautiful and varied scenery, combining almost everything that is

lovely and picturesque in nature—the very sight of which is cal-

culated to produce the " joy of elevated thoughts," and inspire feelings

that only a Wordsworth could adequately pourtray.

In an archaeological point of view, it is also very interesting,

as, scattered round its shores and some of its numerous islands, there

are a number of rude stone monuments, of unknown antiquity. There
are also numerous remains of an early Christian people, who must
have attained a high level of culture and civilization, as the architec-

ture of their chiu'ches and monasteries—even in their hoary ruins

—

testify, together with the round tower of Devenish Island, which
is one of the finest in Ireland ; but, according to Mr. Bourke's theories,

enunciated in his late work (Aryan Origin of the Celtic Race), the

round towers must be removed from their recognised place in the

architectural history of the country, and pushed back into the dark

mysterious past, or pre-Christian times.

The cave, and its interesting contents, the subject of this paper,

add a new feature to the antiquities found in the valley of Lough
Erne, and probably, in some respects, it is unique in Europe. As far

as I can ascertain, the large cinerary urn (fig. 7), which I found in an
upper stratum of the cave-earth, containing burnt human bones, is the

first of this kind found in any cave in Europe.
Knockninny, the name of the rocky hill where the cave occurs,

rises abruptly on the southern shore of Upper Lough Erne, ten miles

from Enniskillen, and two from the village of Derrylin. Its elevation

is neary 700 feet above sea level ; and, speaking in the language of

geologists, was recently an island. It is bounded on the north-east

side by the waters of Lough Erne, and south-west by a flat alluvial

plain, including some patches of bog.

On approaching the hill by the road from the west side, it pre-

sents a bold and majestic appearance, calculated to inspire feelings of

awe. Owing to these natural features, probably, the early Pagans

regarded it as a sacred spot, and chose it as the last resting-place for

their departed chiefs, and not of one alone, but of several tribes, as we
may infer from the fact that three dift'erent modes of sepulture are

found on its summit, including the cinerary urn found in the cave.

On three rockv hillocks, at intervals along its top, there are
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three Pagan earns, and one of them the finest in Fermanagh. By
accident, when the owner of the place was making a deep ditch along the

south side of this earn, he disentombed two ornamented urns, contain-

ing burnt bones. On its eastern slopes there are two " giants' graves,"

one of which I assisted Mr. Wakeman to explore. It was an oblong
square, formed of rough limestone flags, set on edge, and measured
about 17 feet long, and 4 feet broad; it yielded human bones, mingled
with those of animals. There were traces of charcoal round the

margin of t\\e grave. It was Mr. Wakeman' s opinion, from the pre-

sence of the charcoal and animal remains, that they had funeral

feasts at the time of burial.

The top of the hill is about half a mile broad at its widest diame-

ter. A county road encircles its base, and is united by a short

junction to the road leading from Enniskillen to Derrylin.

The hill commands one of the most magnificent and comprehen-
sive views to be obtained in the fifty-two miles of country through
which Lough Erne passes. Standing on its top, and looking towards
the north on the opposite side of the lake, there appears, sequestered

in a shady nook on the wooded island of Belleisle, the square tower
attached to the residence of J. G. V. Porter, Esq., and lately occupied

by the Earl of Rosse ; and on the same spot, during the fourteenth

century, Charles Maguire compiled one of the best collections of the

annals of Ireland, which are known as the Annals of Ulster (Wake-
man's Guide to Lough Erne). Looking to the west, about four miles

distant, the eye rests on the palatial residence of the Earl of Ennis-

killen, situated at the base of Benaughlin mountain. Eastward, in the

dim chstance, may be recognised the last of a group of mansions which
stud the shores of Upper Lough Erne in this locality—I mean the

seat of the Earl of Erne, contiguous to Avhich the old ivy-clad Castle

of Crom, which stood many a hot siege, raises its roofless but vener-

able walls.

Mr. Porter, whose residence I have described, is owner of a large

portion of Knockninny hill, and has built a neat hotel at its base

on the shore of the lake. Were it not for his enterprising and
generous spirit, the public would have no means of visiting the

scenery and antiquities of Lough Erne, as he, at considerable ex-

pense and pecuniary loss, keeps a neat steam-boat on the lake for the

accommodation of tourists. But for this gentleman Knockninny cave

would probably still remain unexplored. During the month of June
last I had been exploring some caves in the mountains west of Ennis-

killen, when I happened to meet Mr. Porter, and had some conversa-

tion with him on cave-hunting. He at once asked me to make
a preliminary inspection of the "fox cave" at Knockninny, and
ascertain if it was worth exploring, proposing at the same time to

supply any labourers I might require. I at once accepted his kind offer,

and on a convenient day visited the cave, bringing with me two
labourers who were in Mr. Porter's employment, working in a quarry

at Knockninny.
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The cave penetrates an escarpment in the south-west side of the

hill, and has an altitude of about 330 feet above the adjoining valley.

Leaving the road in the valley which surrounds the base of the hill, we
ascended a steep acclivity towards the east entrance of the cave, which
opens into an indentation in the face of the rock (fig. 1). On reaching

^(•^ (# ff-

^^-1 «
^'

it I made a careful examination of the rock adjoining the entrance,

and found that through atmospheric agencies several feet at the

entrance had crumbled away. Seeing this, I ordered the men to

commence digging on a grassy slope, fully six feet outside the door of

the cave. After removing a quantity of debris, and blocks of stone,

we found charcoal, some human remains, also bones of animals. Dig-
ging a little deeper, the oidginal floor of the cave was laid bare

—

I mean when it extended nearly six feet further out. After clearing

away this accumulated stuff towards the entrance, I found from the

depth the cave-earth presented, when we had penetrated a little inside,

that, although the cave appeared small, yet when excavated, it
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would be a considerable size, as it contained such a quantity of cave-

earth. Haying obtained a vertical section at the mouth of the cave,

4 feet deep, and finding the remains above mentioned, I came to

the conclusion that it would repay the trouble of exploring, as I con-

jectured from what I found that it would yield interesting relics.

Without further delay I decided on making the necessary arrange-

ments to have it thoroughly explored.

It being on the property of Lord Erne, this nobleman, on being

asked, kindly gave permission to have it examined.

Having provided crowbars, picks, and buckets, we set to work
;

and before giving a detailed account of the exploration, I should state

that the cave passes (fig. 2) into the hill with a gentle curve for a dis-

tance of 35 feet, when it narrows to a width of 2 feet, and 4 feet high.

Passing through this narrow door the cave immediately enlarges to a

width of 6 feet, and 10 feet high; then, taking a sudden bend,

passes out westward on a rocky shelf on the top of a precipitous

rock. The distance from the east entrance to where it passes out
in the west is 51 feet, and varies in height from 10 to 4 feet.

These observations apply to the cave when excavated. When we
had progressed with the exploration a few feet inside the cave, on
examining the strata, I found it was composed of five distinct layers.

The method I adopted in removing the stuff was—first, to remove
the top layer for a distance of 3 feet (horizontally), and so on,

layer after layer, to the bottom, putting in a separate place any
object of interest which I found in each or any of the layers. I

examined each stratum separately as it was carried out in buckets,

turning it over with a trowel so carefully that the smallest object

could not escape my notice.

The upper layer was entirely composed of small angular lime-

stones, somewhat larger than road stones, in which there were no
objects of any interest found. It covered the whole surface of the
cave from the east to the west end, and had an average depth of

from 1 foot in the east to 18 inches in the west end. I was greatly

puzzled to know how these stones could be introduced, especially

when I found them so uniformly deposited ; but when I was ex-

ploring the west end of the cave I believe I was able to solve this

problem, which I shall explain presently.

The next layer was composed of black mould, and had an average

depth of 16 inches : it contained traces of charcoal, some human and
animal bones, quite dark in colour, produced by the dark earth in

which they were embedded.
The third, or next stratum, consisted of a peculiar kind of brown

compact earth, containing some angular blocks of limestone, which
bore marks of fixe ; these stones must have been carried in by the

cave dwellers, as no stones fell from the roof in this end of the cave,

as it formed an irregular pointed arch, the surface presenting a smooth
appearance, the result of water at the time it traversed the cave.

There were also found in it a great many fragments of rude
pottery, which had a dark smoked appearance, which it is evident
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were portions of a cooking vessel ; they corresponded exactly with
some fragments I have found in crannoges ; there were no marks of

any kind on these pieces of pottery indicating ornamentation. On the

same floor there were hiiman and animal remains found scattered far

apart ; and in no instance during the whole exploration of this end
of the cave did I find human remains huddled together.

The fourth layer was composed of yellow clay traversed by veins

of brown earth, and yielded traces of charcoal all through, together

with human and animal remains.

The next and lowest stratum rested on the solid rocky floor of the

cave, and to my mind is the most important of the series, as it bears

evidence showing the extraordinary changes which the surrounding
country has undergone since its deposition. In depth it varied from 1|- to

2 ft., and consisted of gravel with a covering of sandy clay of a yellow

colour about 3 or 4 inches deep. I found no human or animal remains

in the gravel, but imbedded in the sandy clay on its surface I picked up
two rude flint implements of Palaeolithic type; one of them (fig. 3) was

FiK- 3.

of a jet black colour, the other (fig. 4) a dusky brown, and measuring

about 3 inches each. I submitted the black flint to the Eev. Dr.

Fig. 4.

Haughton, who pronounced it Lydian stone. None- of the material

from which the flint flakes were manufactured is found in Fermanagh.

I also found in the same bed of yellow clay human remains, including

several portions of a skull, the hollow sides of which were filled with

the material comprizing the layer. After I brought these portions of

skull out of the cave I picked out the clay, which was firmly packed

in their hollow sides, and found it identical with the stratum from

which they were taken. My object in going so minutely into detail

is to show that these portions of skull could not possibly have fallen

during the process of exploration from a higher stratum. There were
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also some animal remains mingled with charcoal found in the same
layer.

Having thoroughly explored this end of the cave up to the narrow
part which intervenes between the east and west end, and finding-

it very inconvenient to advance any further with the excavation from
this side, I determined to try the other end. Up to this point there

were 35 feet excavated, leaving 16 feet still unexplored. I directed the

men to pass round a steep rocky declivity to the west entrance, which
opens out on a shelf on the top of a precipitous rock, and was hid
from view by briar and stunted blackthorn bushes—after the removal
of which we found the entrance almost closed with debris measuring
only 1|- feet high, by 2 feet broad. This end presented the same de-

nuded appearance as the other. The cave ran nearly parallel with the

escarpment, and would have been entirely obKterated only for the
hardness of the rock in which it is, which appears as a bulge on the
face of the cliff, and is merely a fragment of a much larger cavern.

Finding that the cave formerly extended on this side to the very
edge of the cliff, 7 feet from the present entrance, I had all the debris and
stones removed which covered this space, and found, as I anticipated,

the old cave fl.oor. In this earth and debris I found traces of

charcoal. After removing this pile, which had accumulated before

the entrance, and having now exposed a good vertical section of the
mass of earth which filled this end of the cave, we removed each layer

separately, as was done at the other end ; the first was composed of

small stones, being a continuation of the same stratum from the other
end, but 6 inches deeper, being 18 inches thick. Being anxious to

know how so large a quantity of stones could be conveyed in and
deposited so uniformly over the sui'face, I made a careful inspection of

the rocky surface I'ound the entrance. In passing up a steep rugged
surface of rock which ascended fi'om the entrance, I found that owing
to atmospheric agencies small stones became detached and rolled down
its surface, falling over the cliff below, and forms the greater portion of

the talus abutting its base. When the cave extended to the edge of

the cliff these stones could not possibly fall into it ; but when it became
"weathered," and the roof tumbled in, forming a pile before the pre-

sent entrance, almost as high as the roof of the cave, which caused the
entrance there to be vertical for a few feet, and had the external
appearance of a "pot-hole;" right above this apertui-e there was a
shallow trough which ran up the face of the mass of rock fi^om which
the small stones were detached, causing a great many of them in their

course down from the higher slopes to roll into the mouth of the cave.

Then rains and melting snows, o^ving to this descending hollow, con-

verged towards the entrance, and there being a considerable incline

from this to the east end of the cave, formed a current of water with
force enough to carry the stones over the surface from the west to the
east end of the cave.

The above facts lead me to infer that the cave when occupied by
man, and even up till the time the iirn was deposited in the top
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stratum, on whicli these stones rested, that it extended (as I have
already said) to the edge of the cliff, as none of these small stones were
found in any part of the cave except the surface. Therefore, I conclude

that 7 feet of the rocky strata composing this end of the cave has worn
away since the urn was deposited, in which were the last human
remains introduced into the cave. The next or second layer was com-
posed of dark unctuous mould three feet thick. During the course of

its removal we did not find any remains except charcoal till we had
penetrated to a distance of 9 feet from the entrance ; at this point there

appeared a recess or niche in the side of the cave. One of the men
working here struck a large stone with the pick ; after it was removed,

and clearing away the clay where it rested, the large cinerary urn was
discovered, and unfortunately fractured. It (fig. 5) was inverted on

Fig. 5.

a flag, and covered burnt human remains. The urn was packed in the
recess in the rock with dry mould, and protected on the side next the

cave with the large flag, which measured 2 feet 4 inches long, and 20
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inches broad. There were fragments of a much smaller vessel found

near this niche, which appeared to be rudely ornamented (fig. 6), but

Fis. 6.

no traces of human remains were found in connexion with it, although

I carefully examined the spot
;
probably it was placed beside the re-

mains of the departed as a food vessel.

The burnt bones found in the urn must have been subjected to

powerful heat, as their contorted appearance indicated. They repre-

sented a male and female, as may be seen by the appended report.

There were no other remains, or any objects of interest, found in

this layer.

The next stratum was about 2 feet deep, and consisted of pale

brown and rather compact earth, including some limestone blocks,

which had evidently fallen from the roof, as its appearance indicated.

During the removal of this layer there was nothing of interest found
except small pieces of charcoal, which I observed under some of the

stones as they were being removed.

The last layer was now uncovered, which corresponded exactly

with the lowest stratum at the other end, being composed of yellow
sandy clay and gravel ; nothing of any importance was found in it

except the remains of an ancient hearth, consisting of ashes and char-

coal, which was partly covered with patches of stalagmite. This was
found at the very lowest and most commodious part of the cave bottom,

being 10 feet high when excavated, and 5 feet broad. A large

stone, about 6 cwt., rested with its larger end on the surface of the

hearth, the other and smaller end leaning against the side of the cave.

I measured all its surfaces, and found that it had fallen from the roof,

as it corresponded in every way with a cavity directly above it, and
if it could have been raised up to the roof in the position in which it

lay, it would have fitted into the cavity. The reason I describe this

stone so minutely is to show that it was not placed designedly there.
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The smaller end formed part of the base on which the flag which
supported the nm rested ; I infer from this that at the time the urn
was deposited there was at least 6 feet deep of earth in this end of

the cave. From the hearth to the spot where the urn was found
there is a vertical space measuring 5 feet, and fi'om the urn to the

surface 3 feet, making a total of 8 feet of cave earth, includ-

ing the small stones on its surface, all of which it is quite evident

accumulated very slowly. A long interval of time must have elapsed

since the early clwellers occupied the hearth till the time the urn was
placed in the upper layer of cave earth.

Dr. Joyce says (" Irish Names of Places") : "In early ages it was
usual to bum the body and place the ashes in an urn, which was
deposited in the grave. It seems very extraordinary [he continues]

that all memory of this custom should be lost to both history and
tradition, for I am not aware that there is any mention of the burning
of bodies in any, even the oldest, of our native writings."

According to Dr. Joyce, the people who practised this custom in this

country must have been very ancient ; but according to the chi-onology

of the cave, they are comparatively modern. In ancient Greece and
Eome, burning the dead gained ascendancy over other modes of burial

as civilization advanced ; and, sti'ange to say, as Europe is attaining

a higher level of culture and civilization, this sentiment is evolved,

and appliances invented to carry out this advanced {.') mode of burial.

The large urn (fig. 7) was rudely but very strongly formed, and com-
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posed of coarse material : brick, earth, and angular pebbles of small size

seemed to be what it was composed of. It stood 14^ inches high, 15
in diameter, and 3 feet 11 inches round the neck; the rim was 1^

inches broad, and bottom 2 inches thick : the latter^was measured
after it was fractured. '^'^ED^tt-OX^

It was almost devoid of ornamentation, except a few lines that

may have been scratched across the rim when the clay was soft.

The lines slanted upwards, like the fibres of a leaf, to right and
left, and closely resembled some of the scratched lines on the terra

cotta wheels figured in Dr. Schleiman's book on ancient Troy, which
he regarded as symbols of the chariot of the sun.

Professor Macalister—who assisted the Rev. Dr. Haughton in

inspecting the human remains found in Knockninny cave, together

with a large quantity of animal bones and some human remains,

which I found in caves west of Enniskillen—was of opinion, from
the small proportion of animal remains found at Knockninny, compared
with what I discovered in the Knockmore caves, that the human
remains found in Knockninny, in the strata below where the urn was
found, were introduced for the purpose of sepulture.

There was not a single feature connected with the strata or the
remains found therein to indicate burial. The Knockmore caves were
nearly in every respect different to Knockninny. They passed into the

rocky mass with a considerable dip, and when the waters which tra-

versed them became intermittent, angular stones of various sizes

choked up some of the narrower parts of the caves, causing a quantity
of rock delris and gravel to accumulate in the cave, while the water
still percolated through ; and the principal portion of all the animal
remains which I found, including horse, wild boar, wolf, deer and
dog, together with many other species, were washed into the caves

;
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and while the water percolated through the cave, the animal bones
were caught in the rock dehris. This I have evidence to prove beyond
doubt, although these caves at the present time stand high above the

level of any current of water in the locality.

Knockninny cave was quite different ; it was horizontal, and (as I
have said before) only a fragment of a cave which passed through a
bulge in the face of the escarpment from east to west, a distance of

only 51 feet, and open at both ends: and after the water which origin-

ally ran through it found a lower level it became dry, and no doubt
was sought as a place of shelter and refuge by nomadic tribes.

Through the whole strata of the cave the remains were found
apart ; even portions of the same skull were found in different parts of

the cave, but always in the same stratum. These facts would support

the theory that cannibals occupied the cave from time to time, or dur-

ing the course of ages solitary individuals, who sought it as a shelter

and occasionally died there. Their bodies becoming decomposed, their

bones became scattered over the surface of the floor by animals which
it is quite evident inhabited it ; and each successive floor of the cave, as

it was slowly formed, furnished its own quota of animal and human
remains. The presence of charcoal in each layer of cave earth would
corroborate the hypothesis that it has at various intervals been used
as a habitation.

I might observe, before I pass on to explain the nature of the lower
stratum of the cave, that there is hardly any branch of the human
race but who at one period of their history were cave-dwellers, from
the savages found in various parts of the world at the present time
back through a long past, even before that ancient institution was
established, the Chinese Empire. " The Chinese," says Tylor(" Pri-

mitive Culture "), " can show with all due gravity the records of their

ancient dynasties, and tell us how in old times their ancestors dwelt
in caves, and ate raw flesh till, under such and such rulers, they were
taught to build huts and prepare skins for garments."

Then if we turn to the Homeric Cyclops :

—

" Housed in the liills they neither buy nor sell,

No kindly offices demand or show,
Each in the hollow cave where he doth dwell

Gives law to wife and children as he thinketh well."

In a late volume by H. H. Bancroft on " The "Wild Tribes of the

Pacific States of North America," we read that a great many of these

tribes are cave-dwellers, and " love the inhospitable mountain and
their miserable burrowing-placcs better than all the comforts of civi-

lization."

I need not go into prehistoric times, as the caves found in all

countries bear witness to the same fact. I will now wind up this

paper with some observations on the lower stratum of the cave, in.

connexion with the denudation of the surrounding country.
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This stratum (I have already stated) is composed of gravel with a

coating of yellow sandy clay, both of which, it is quite clear, were
carried in and deposited by water. On a careful examination of this

material, I was rather surprised to find that a large proportion of this

old silt and gravel was foreign, not only to the formation which the cave

penetrated, but even to the hill. Here in a cave near the top of this

isolated hill, I find the debris of a gritty sandstone, not found in the

locality except in a mountain ridge on the other side of the valley

nearly a mile distant, the cave having an elevation of 330 feet above
the valley bounding it on the one side, and 349 feet above Lough
Erne, which bounded it on the other. From whence did it come ?

This was the question I had to answer. In order to solve this difficult

problem, I commenced to investigate the physical phenomena connected

with the geology of the district, with which I was slightly familiar

before, but now felt that a closer inspection was necessary and impor-

tant, as I had found imbedded in this lower stratum containing the

foreign matter, the two wrought flints and portions of a human skull

described above.

I shall describe the outlines of the country west of Knock-
ninny, and give a detailed account of facts I discovered, which clearly

show the extraordinary amount of denudation which has taken
place in this locality.

Knockninny skirts a group of mountain ridges which lie on its

south-west side, and cover an area of about 15 square miles. This
area is represented on Jukes' map as a patch of coal-measures. The
slopes of one of these mountain-ridges rise from the other side of the

valley adjoining Knockninny, and terminate at an altitude of 1100 feet

above the sea level. The valley intervening between the base of this

mountain and Knockninny is about three-quarters of a mile broad.

Cuilca mountain raises its lofty crest further west, and at a distance of

5 miles from Knockninny, and is the highest of the group, and has an
altitude of 2188 feet above the sea. Standing on its summit you may
see a group of hills, to which I have referred above. The ridges or

hills (for they are of various shapes) lying next Cuilca approach
nearest to it in altitude ; and the hills forming the borders of the group
have a much lower altitude, especially those on the north-east side,

which pass from Cuilca with a gradation down to the valley of Lough
Erne.

Cuilca is a ridge about 2^ mileslong, and is entirely composed of sand-

stone ; but in the slopes below its base the carboniferous limestone crops

out and is continuous round through the valleys and the base of the

mountains immediately surrounding. The hills also which form the

outskirts of this area (already referred to) with a similar altitude to the

valleys around Cuilca, are entirely composed of limestone, with the

exception of a thin patch of sandstone along their tops, Cuilca being
the backbone of the district divides the drainage system of the country,

and from its base there radiates in various directions a series of valleys

with a considerable incline for several miles, which broaden from one to

3D2
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five miles as they extend. Through one of these valleys the infant

Shannon meanders southwards, and issues out of a cavern at the hase
of Cuilca known as the "Shannon pot."

I have traversed all these mountains and examined their strata,

escarpments, and intervening valleys. (The latter reveal the lime-

stone surface). On the face of some of these escarpments thin seams
of coal crop out, and in the escarpment in the opposite side of

the valley there are corresponding seams, and similar strata as found
on the other side, and on both sides horizontal. Some of these valleys

have been scooped out to a depth of 1600 feet. Notwithstanding the

presence of these deep valleys, all the geological phenomena found in

the locality bear evidence in favour of the hypothesis that all these

mountain ridges which rest on a portion of the great limestone

plain which covers the centre of Ireland, and are principally com-
posed of sandstone, at one period formed one continuous undulat-

ing plateau covering the limestone formation in this part of the
country ; but the greater portion of it has been removed by denuding
forces, leaving these ridges behind—presenting now the appearance of

streaks and patches of snow, which sometimes remain on higher sum-
mits after a thaw, when the sheet which covered the country has
passed away.

The rain water which courses down the sides of these mountain
ridges converges into little rivers which traverse the surface until they

reach the limestone formation at a lower level, when they generally

penetrate its strata, and form subterranean passages which often result

in deep ravines. I have examined a great many of these "swallow
holes" which form the entrance to these underground water ducts,

and found rounded sandstones amongst the debris in their bottoms, of

considerable size, which were transported hither by the current from
higher levels, where the sandstone thins out on the surface of the
limestone. This description of the geological features of the loca-

lity, confused as it is, may help us to understand more about the denu-
dation of the sandstone formation, which was continuous from this

locality over Knockninny hill before it became detached by denuding
forces from the main formation in the locality.

Standing on the east shoulder of Cuilca you observe a valley which
passes from its base (to which I have already referred) eastward, and
broadens and deepens as it. extends, and passes at almost right angles

through the mountain ridge which bounds the valley on the south-

west side of Knockninny, then broadens into the valley of Lough Erne
and encompasses Knockninny at its extremities ; and supposing a

current of water filled this valley from the base of Cuilca down to

Lough Erne, a distance of five miles, Knockninny, which is situated

at its lower end, would appear an island, and before the valley which
surrounds it was sculptured out by subaerial agents, the waters which
passed down the slopes of Cuilca passed over the top of EJiockninny

into Lough Erne.

The evidence supporting this hypothesis I have found on the sur--
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face of Knockninny, which. I shall now adduce. Along the top of the

hill there are several large "swallow holes" corresponding in every
feature almost with those I have examined in the valleys surrounding

Cuilca, with this exception, that no water passes through them. I
went down into these holes, and after removing the rubbish and dehris

on the surface, I found in every one of them rounded sandstones of

various sizes mingled with limestones. I also saw similar stones here
and there in the ditches which form the fences on the hill, which were
gathered off the surrounding surface. Now the nearest sandstone

strata in the locality are in the mountain ridge rising in the south-west

side of the valley adjoining the hill, and the intervening valley is 400
feet lower than the top of Knockninny, where the "swallow holes" are.

All these phenomena to my mind clearly show that Knockninny gradu-

ally rose like a huge boss or outlier, as the surrounding and softer strata

were being worn away by denudation. I have examined its slopes, from
its east and west^shoulders to its base, and found beds of gravel at inter-

vals down the whole way, which I regard as the dehris left behind
when nature's sculpture was forming the hill. One of these beds
occurs 26 feet below the mouth of the cave, and is exactly the same as

is found in the bottom of the cave underneath the sandy clay, I ex-

amined an escarpment in the ridge opposite, intervening between Cuilca

and Knockninny. Through it the valley passes on its way from the
base of Cuilca to the lake ; in the centre of the valley Knockninny rises,

and I found at an elevation of about 700 feet above the valley, gritty

sandstone, the dehris of which I found in the rivulets which traversed

its surface, and it corresponded with what I found in the cave, mingled
with limestone gravel. All these facts point to extraordinary changes
of the surface of the country which surrounds Knockninny.

Since the" water which formerly passed through the cave retreated

to a lower level, leaving the floor dry and covered with this deposit,

the adjoining strata have been removed to a depth of 330 feet below
the entrance of the cave. A question here suggests itself—did man
inhabit the cave immediately after it became dry, or not until the

surface of the country had assumed its present outlines? The evidence

found in the cave is in favour of the former hypothesis, as there was
not a single particle of cave earth associated with the flint implements
or human remains found in the lower stratum. And it is hardly pro-

bable that, during the long period which must have elapsed from the

time the cave became dry, and formed a refuge or dwelling for savage

tribes, till the time the valley assumed its present appearance, no cave

earth would be deposited.

Suppose we assume that the cave was not occupied until the sur-

rounding surface of the country presented its present configuration,

then we are bound to believe that the cave earth must have accumu-
lated very slowly, so much so that an inch would not be formed while
330 feet of rocky strata were washed away. And if we take Croll

and Geikie's calculations as to the rate at which valleys are scooped

out (which is extremely slow), although they state that they have
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discoverecT the ''unexpected rapidity" with whicli the surface is -wasted

by denudation, this "rapidity" amounts to 1 foot in 1500 years.

Denudation yaries exceedingly, and there is evidence in this locality

that the denuding forces were much more powerful formerly than at

present.

1^0 matter from what side we view the evidence furnished by the

cave deposits and its environs, we must, I presume, be convinced that

the tribes whose relics I found in the lower stratum are of enormous
antiquity.

By going into detail so much I may have extended this paper to a
weary length, but I thought it better to leave all the facts connected

with the exploration, together with a description of the physical features

of the surrounding cotintiy, before the Members of the Academy, and let

them foiTii theii' own conclusions.

At the request of the Eev. Dr. Haughton, I forwarded the large cine-

rary urn to the Museum of the Academy, also its contents, together

with the fragments of pottery found in the cave.

I am deeply indebted to the Eev. Dr. Haughton and Professor^

Macalister for the appended Eeport on the human remains found iiL

the cave.

Eepoex os^ the Boxes eotjxd zn the KxocEifixxT Cave.

\st. Human Remcnns.

A.—Deepest Series. Bones of an adult man of unusually large size,

including

—

1. Eight parietal, large fragment.

2. Squama occipitis, ,,

3. Eight temporal, complete.

4. Left parietal, several fragments.

5. Left squama temporis, fragment.

6. Portion of frontal, glabellar region.

7. Lower lateral incisor tooth.

8. Lower left bicuspid tooth.

9. Upper left third molar tooth.

10. Lower left third molar tooth.

11. Third rib.

12. Piece of lower true rib.

13. Eight malar.

14. Left ulna, fragment.

15. Eight second metacai-pal bone.

16. Eight ischium, fragment.

17. Left tibia,
,,

18. Eight femur, ,,

19. First phalanx of right hallux.
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E.—Second Series. Bone of adult, moderate size.

1, Left temporal, nearly complete, petrous and mastoid ; of

much smaller size than A 3.

C—Thii'd Series. Bones of a child, aged about 10-13.

1

.

Right ilium, crest and acetabular epiphysis absent.

2. Left Hium, ,,
_ _

_,, ,, ,,

3. Portion of squama occipitis.

4. Bight scapula ; body, wanting all epiphyses.

5. Left scapula, ,, ,, ,,

6. Epiphysis of tibia.

7. Left maxilla, with undeveloped last molar teeth.

The jaw appears more advanced than the other bones, and may
have belonged to a second cliild.

D.—Fourth Series. Eemains of three adults.

a 1. Lower first molar tooth, left.

a 2. Lower first molar tooth, right,

a 3. Left ilium, fragment.

a 4. Left hiimerus, lower end.

a 5. Right third (?) metatarsal.

a 6. Right tibia.

a 7. Right fourth metatarsal.

a 8. Right radius, fragment.

a 9. Right ulna, ,,

a 10. Left radius, ,,

a 11. Left ulna, ,,

a 12. Right scapula, ,,

a 13. Left femur, ,,

i 1 . Left humerus, lower end.

i 2. Prao'ment of right humerus.

e 1 . Right humerus, enormously large.

These differ in size from a 4. Both sets, a and h, are much
darker in colour than Series A, B, and C ; c is much larger than a 4,

or i 1 or 2.

E.—Bones found in the urn, burnt.

a 1. Left frontal, with remains of persistent frontal suture,

and moderate sinuses. (Fig. 10.)

b 2. Left frontal, with smaller sinus, and much feebler external

angular process. (Fig. 11.)
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a 3. Fragment of left frontal, agTeeing with Xo. 1.

a 4. Fragments of right frontal, three pieces.

a 5. Fragments of left parietal, six pieces.

6. Fragments of squamosal right (?).

7. Fragment of left petrous bone.

i 8. Fragment of right petrous and mastoid.

a 9. Squama occipitis, left side, two fragments.

h 10. Squama occipitis, left and middle, does not fit ^o. 9.

11. Left malar.

12. Eight malar.

13. Left ascending ramus of mandible, small adult.

14. Eight femur, four fi'agments.

15. Left femui', fi'agment of condyles.

16. Lower end of right fibula.

17. Eight tibia, fi'agment of shaft-.

18. Left- tibia, bach of inner condyle.

19. Crest of ilium, right.

20. Left femur, back of popliteal ridge of.

21. Eight humerus, upper end, two fragments.

22. Left humems, lower end.

23. Eight radius, middle of shaft, two fragments.

24. Fragments of ribs and scales of long bones.

From Xos. 1, 2-9, and 10, it is obyious that the remains of two
individuals were in the ui'n—one a well-marked male, the other

smaller, probably a female.

The individuals whose remains are found in the cave are thus

at least eight—possibly nine—viz. :

—

A Large adult man.
B Moderate adult man (?).

C Child (one, or possibly two).

Da, D h, two moderately large adults.

D c. Tcry large adult man.
E a. Male.

E i. Female (?).

It is 2^ossihIe, anatomically, that D c may belong to A, and B to

either D a, or D 3, if the geological evidence does not forbid such

a fusion. The absence of all trace of upper extremities in A and B
would seem to indicate such a relationship. This would reduce the

minimum number of individuals to seven.

2nd. Animal Jjones found hi K7ioc'kninny Cave.

1. Canis lupus, very large jaws and femora, &;c.

2. Canis famiKaris.
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3. Canis vulpes, one jaw, and several teetli.

4. Capra hircus.

5. Ovis aries (?).

6. Sus scrofa, some large tusks.

7. Bos taurus, one rib notched.

8. Lepus variabilis.

9. Lepus cuniculus.

10. Stumus vulgaris, skull.

The smaller number of animal bones in proportion to the human
(hardly two of the former for each one of the latter) is so different

from the pi'oportion found in the Knockmore caves, that it suggests

a different method of the introduction of the human remains.

^w=F.w

Fig. 10.

Fi-. 11.
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XLIY.

—

On" Personal EreoIis in Asteoxomical Teansit Obsehya-
Tiois's. By JoHsr L.E. Dueyee, M.A., F.E.A.S., Astronomer at tlie Earl

of Eosse's Observatory.

[Eead February 14tli, 1876.]

The niimeroiis observations wHcb during tbis century have been
made at tbe astronomical observatories, have made astronomers discover

a cause of errors in tbe observations, -svbicb contributes to diminish the

accuracy which might otherwise be expected from our excellent in-

struments. It is the " personal error." And this error exists oftener

in transit observations than in any other, for which reason it becomes
of great importance in determinations of longitude, and in every com-
parison of the results of the determination of different observers as to

the meridian passage of a star.

"While working at the Copenhagen Observatory, my attention was,

two years ago, turned to the study of this special subject, by the
prize question of the University, for the answer to which I received

the Gold Medal. When I, later, as astronomer at the Earl of Rosse's

Observatory, had been examining several catalogues of nebulae, and
even in these found the influence of the observers' individuality, I

was induced to extend my researches on the subject. Added to this, I

have been encouraged by several men of science, in whose opinion I

could not but place the highest confidence, who thought it would be
of some use to astronomers, if I published at once all the results of my
studies of the literature, and my examination of all observations,

which might contribute to the explanation of the phenomenon. In
the paper I have the honour to lay before the Eoyal Irish Academy,
•will be found many facts generally known, but I have thought it

advisable to treat the subject in its whole extension, in this way giv-

ing to astronomers a complete account of all the results which can be
derived at present, with respect to personal equations.

Transits are now-a-days observed in two different ways, by the eye-

and-ear method, and by means of the chi'onograph, of which the former
method has been used since Bradley's time. Using this method, the

observer counts the seconds of the clock, aiad compares the distance of

the star from a vertical wire in the field of the telescope, at the last

second-beat before the transit over the wii'e, vrith its distance at the

first beat after the transit. In this way the observer judges what
fraction of a second has passed between the first second and the

transit.* In the chronographic method, the beats of the clock, by
means of an electric current, make marks on a strip of paper, which is

* Sometimes, biit rarely, observers use anotber metbod, directly estimating tbe

interval bet'ween tbe second-beat and tbe transit (see, for instance, Briefwecbsel

zvriscben Gauss und Scbimiacber, i., p. 368).
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folded round a slowly revolving cylinder, wliile the observer himself,

in the moment he sees the star bisected by the wire, establishes (or in

some apparatuses, interrupts) a current with a key, and in this way
makes a mark on the paper, between two second-marks. He can then,

afterwards, measure the distance between these marks, and determine
the fraction of the second with great exactitude. In both methods of

observing, it has been found that there exists a difference between the

moments of culmination of a star, as found by different observers,

using the same instrument.

It is to Bessel that we owe the discovery of this personal differ-

ence. He was not, however, the first who remarked a different

estimation of transits, but his researches on this subject were-

occasioned by his finding in the Grreenwich observations from 1795,

that one of Maskelyne's assistants, Mr. Xinnebrook, had got into

the habit of observing transits over the wires of the transit instru-

ment 0''5 to O^'S later than Maskelyne himself. In 1794 and the
beginning of 1795, the observations of the two astronomers had agreed

;

but in August, 1795, Kinnebrook began to observe half a second later,^

which difference, in 1796, rose to 0^-8. As it was Maskelyne's opinion

that his assistant did not use the above mentioned way of observing

by eye and ear, but some other irregular method of his own, he dis-

missed this, in other respects, skilful man. The matter was looked
upon in this way by everybody; no one thought that there had been
found a physiological phenomenon, which was perfectly independent
of the observer's will.'^'

Bessel examined the matter again, and showed by his excellent

investigations, which in 1823 were published in the eighth section of

the Konigsberg Observations, that most observers have a different way
of estimating transits. He studied the equations between liimself,

Walbeck, and Argelander, and communicated the results in extejiso,

together with researches on the variations of the equations from time
to time, the influence of the magnifying power, and other circum-
stances. With his usual acuteness, he gives, besides, several hints

respecting the origin of the phenomenon. The remarkable result of

Bessel's investigations was, that he himself observed about a whole
second earlier than the two other astronomers. He found :

—

In 1820, Bessel -Walbeck = - p-04.

In 1823, Bessel - Argelander = - 1 -22.1

* Compare the history of the Greenwich Obsei-vatory in vol. ii. of Lincle-

nau's and Bohnenberger's "Zeitschrift fiir Astronomie " (1816).

t Everywhere in this paper a difference A — B = + — is to be understood in
10

1 • 1 » 1
'^^ ( later

)

this way, that A observes — < eadier (

*'"^''^ -"•
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In the different equations which, in the course of years, were found
between Bessel and AY. Struve, there was a regular variation:

1814-8. B. - S. =-0=-04.
1820-9. M -0-68.

1821-1,
);

-0-80.
1823-5. - 1-02.

1834-5. - 0-77.*

The two comparisons from 1821 and 1823 are indirect, derived

from the differences, Struve-Walbeck and Struve - Argelander, found
in Dorpat by direct comparison. The variation is very striking, and
this circumstance, as well as the considerable amount of the personal

equations, whose reality now was beyond doubt, showed the necessity

of examining this remarkable source of error in all its details. It is,

however, very seldom that personal differences are as large as between
Haskelyne and Kinnebrook, or between Bessel and his assistants. The
accordance between the different equations found in Konigsberg,

with respect to quantity and sign, makes it most probable that Bessel

observed about a second earlier than most astronomers do ; and he
would probably have agreed tolerably well with Alaskelyne, as the

difference B. — Kinnebrook, in the opposite case, would have amounted
to nearly 2^

As soon as the existence of the personal equations had been,

acknowledged in the scientific world, other astronomers began to make
researches in this dii'ection. First of all observatories, that in Altona,

directed by Schumacher, imitated those in Konigsberg and Dorpat,

and the following remarkable differences were found there in 1833 :

—

]S"ehus - WoKers - + 0^-73.

Petersen - ILiidler = + 0'-52.f

These observations were made during a detenuination of longitude

by transport of chronometers, and since that time veiy few determi-

nations of longitude have been undertaken, without the observers hav-
ing compared their method of observing, as the whole amount of the

personal equations otherwise would make a part of the result. The
investigations of personality in observing transits, which have been
made on the occasion of determinations of longitudes, are very impor-

tant, and have produced many of the most reliable results we have
derived on this special subject. Besides, the plan for the observations

adopted in several observatories has rendered constant determinations

of the personal faults of the observers necessary ; and this has espe--

cially been the case in Greenwich, where all the instruments are

used alternately by several observers. From the year 1838, the

volumes of the Greenwich Observations contain interesting discussions

on the equations between the different observers, which we shall often,

have occasion to quote in the following pages.

* Konigsberger Beobachtungen, viii., pp. 5, 6 ; ibid. xx. p. 31.

t Astronomiscbe Xachiichten, xiii., Xo. 308 ; xhx., Xo. 1154.
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Before entering on the examination of the different results which
can be extracted fi'om modern researches, Tve shall shortly consider the
methods by which the personal difference between two observers, and
the absolute personal error of a single observer, may be found.

The most convenient, as well as the simplest way, to find the

equation between two persons is to let the one observe the transits of

stars over the one half of the wii'es in the telescope, and the other person
observe the transits over the remaining wires. The single transits,

reduced to the middle wire, give immediately the equation. By
changiag the half of the system of wires observed by each person, the
influence of faults in the distances of the wires is eliminated. A
change of this method is the use of a binociilar eye-piece, which, by a
prism, divides the rays coming from the object-glass into two parts,

so that two observers at the same time may observe the transit of a

star across all the wires. This method has for some time been used in

Greenwich, but it causes often a change in the personal error to arise

from the position of the observer, east or west ; therefore, it cannot be
recommended.'-' It is also in another way possible to use all the wires,

by letting the two persons observe the projected image of the sun on
a piece of white paper, f But as the observation of the luminous edge
of the sun is very different from that of a star, a personal difference

in the former need not be identical with that in the latter, so that a

control by star-observations, at all events, is necessary.

Besides these methods—of which the fijL'st one is the simplest and
the one most commonly used—several other methods of finding per-

sonal differences may be used. "When Bessel, for instance, compared
himself with AYalbeck, each of them observed five stars a day, and
every second day the same. By comparing the observations made on
two consecutive days, two values of the clock-rate were obtained, the

difference of which was equal to the double personal equation. J The
equation B. -Argelander was, at the same time, found in another

manner. Bessel had, in 1821, six times observed seven stars (used

by Bradley and Maskelyne for determining the coUimation error of

the Greenwich quadi'ant) ; Ai'gelander observed twice the same stars

in 1823, while Bessel found the clock-error. A. found now the right

ascensions to be larger than B. had done : the equation B. - A. was,

therefore, on an average = - P"22. A similar method is used in

Greenwich, where the different observers at the transit insti-ument,

from a series of stars, determine the clock-error separately, and reduce

* "We shall afterwards come back to this peculiar case.

t About this method see "Washington Observations, i. (for 1845), p. 49
;

Monthly Not., R. A. S., six., p. 338; Monatsberichte der Berliner Academie^

1858, p. 615. "We shall also later come back to the solar observations.

J Konigsberger Beob., viii., p. 4. B. compared himself in 1832 with Busch
and Argelander in the same way.—Ibid.,xviii., p. 1.
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their results by means of the clock-rate (found independently of per-

sonal errors) to a common epoch (O*" Sid. time). The differences be-
tween the resulting clock-errors for this epoch are then equal to the
equations bet-sveen the observers (with reverse sign, according to the
mode of designation chosen in this paper).

During deteiTainations of longitude, the personal equation between
the observers has often been eliminated, by letting them exchange
their stations, and begin observing again. The mean of the two result-

ing values for the difference of longitude is then the exact value, and
half their difference is equal to the personal equation. This method
supposes the personal error of both observers to be constant during the

whole operation, but as this is not always the real case, it is the safest

to determine the equation in one of the usual manners, best by letting

the observers compare themselves with both instruments used at

the two stations. Sometimes the equation has also been found by
letting the two astronomers observe simultaneously at the same place,

each using his own instrument ; but as the uncertainty in the deter-

]nination of the instmmental errors gets a considerable influence on
the result, this method ought never to be used.

But the comparison between the habits of two observers does not
give us any information about the absolute error of each of them,
which it, of course, is of far greater interest to study; and it has,

therefore, duiing the last twenty years, been attempted by several

astronomers to construct an apparatus by which the personal error of

an observer could be found. As we shall often, in the following pages,

quote results obtained by such apparatuses, it will not be superfluous to

give a short description of them, only entering a Kttle into details

respecting those with which important and trustworthy results have
been obtained.*

Hartmann has described an apparatus in Gn^nert's "Ai'chiv fiir

ITathematik," XXXI., 1858 (also in the Astron. Xachiichten, LXY.),
which only allows observations by eye and ear. A centrifugal pendu-
lum tui'ns in one second an axis on which a small disc, cut like an
Archimedes-spiral, is fixed. At a certain phase of the rotation, an
arm, which slides on the spiral, falls down and produces audible

second-beats, while it, in the same moment, sets an escapement free,

and causes a system of wheels, which before were at rest, to begin to

move, and after having moved a certain part of a rotation—which,

when the instrument is stopped, may be conveniently measured

—

causes an artificial star to pass behind the wire in a small telescope.

While tliis goes on, the observer estimates the moment between two
consecutive second-beats, in which the star (a steel pearl, on the cir-

cumference of a wheel, illuminated sideways) is bisected by the wire.

* Prazmo"wski in "Warsaw seems to have been the first one Trho has invented
such an instrument, n'hich was very much on the same principle as the modern
" Time-collimators." As far as we know, no researches made with it have been
published.—Cosmos, T. IV. (1854), p. 44.5.
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A comparison "between this estimated moment and tlie true distance of

the transit from the preceding second-beat gives then the personal

error. This instrument has only been used a little by the inventor

himself, and it is too complicated.

Simpler, and therefore depending less on the exact manufacture of

all the details, is the instrument used by MM. Plantamour andHirsch,

at the determinations of longitude in Switzerland.'^^' Like the in-

struments of C. Wolf and Kaiser, it makes use of electricity ; but in

another way, in conjunction with the " chronoscope " for measuring

very small intervals of time. This chronoscope is a fine clockwork
with two hands, which turn once, respectively, in 0^"1 and in 10^; as

the dials are divided into 100 parts each, the one can show O^'OOl, the

other one, 0'"1. The axis of the former hand—which moves the axis

of the latter by a toothed wheel—can be pushed backwards and for-

wards, by the establishing and interrupting of an electric current. In
the former case, a cog-wheel on the axis is pressed against another

wheel, which is moved by the clock and has 100 teeth, so that the

two wheels will move together after less than 0^-001. When the cur-

rent is closed again, the axis goes forward and the wheels separate

;

accordingly, the two hands are stopped. The passage of a Inminous
point behind a wii'e suspends the current, while the observer himself,

in the moment he remarks the transit, closes it again. The hands of

the chronoscope will, therefore, indicate the personal error of the ob-

server, but, of course, only if it is negative ; as the hands in the oppo-

site case (when the observer closes the ctu-rent before it has been,

opened) are not moved at all, so that it can only be seen that the ob-

server has anticipated the transit, but not how much.f The artificial

star is produced by a board, movable by a pendulum, with a small hole

in it, through which the light of a gas-flame shines. Once during

each oscillation, in the moment it passes the vertical line, the pen-
dulum interrupts a metallic contact, and suspends the electric current,

thereby letting the hands of the chronoscope join in the motion of the

clockwork, until the observer, with a key, closes the current again,

and stops the hands. The pendulum, board, and gas-flame were
placed in the meridian-mark-room of the Observatory in jSTeufchatel.

An assistant has to move the pendulum towards the east ; the ob-

server lets it pass the vertical line towards the west, and presses the

key when he sees the star go back again and (when the pendulum
again is vertical) pass behind the movable wire in the transit instru-

ment, which he, before the beginning of the observation, has made
bisect the star. The metallic contact can be regulated by a micro-

* Determination Telegraphique de la Diiference de Longitude entre les Observa-
toires de Geneve et de Neufchatel. Par E. Plantamour et A. Hirsch, Geneve, 1864.

t This case happened several times during Plantamour' s observations. Before
calculating the probable value for the personal error,^ he, therefore, left out an
€qual n\unber of the largest negative eiTors.
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meter-screw, so that it is interrupted exactly in the moment when th&
pendulum is vertical, and the star in reality behind the wire.

The simple construction of this instrument guarantees the non-
existence of constant errors in the results obtained by it.* But it is

a fault in it, that a very considerable time is necessary for taking any
great number of observations, as it has to be stopped, read off, and
set going again after every single wire-transit.

A more suitable apparatus was invented by M. C. "Wolf, of the
Paris Observatory, who has described it, as well as a great number of

observations and special researches on the personal errors and their

origin, in the " Annales de I'Observatoire de Paris," Memoires, T.

VIII. f The artificial star is produced by a small opening in a board
(illuminated from behind), whose image, by a system of lenses, is

thrown on the plane of five wires in a small telescope. The board is

at one end of an arm, which by a clockwork can be made turn round
its centre. In this centre of the rotation is a lens of very short focal

length; the image of the star produced by this lens is seen through
another lens placed before the object-glass of the telescope. The
image of the star, seen by the observer in the plane of the wires, is in

this way made to move very slowly, so that the board moves 1 6 centi-

meters, while the image of the star only goes from the first to the

fifth wire or 12 millimetres. The transits are observed by eye and
ear, while the small " carriage " at the end of the arm, underneath

ii
the board, is furnished with a contact apparatus which automatically

I registers the transits on a strip of paper on which, also, the second-

beats of the clock are marked. This apparatus consists of a steel

spring (fixed on the carriage) with a very small ball or knot at the

end, which is dragged along the surface of a wooden board, in which,

at equal distances, five thin copper strips are inlaid. The latter must,

before the beginning of the observations, be adjusted by fine mi-

crometer screws, so that the star will be behind a wire in the tele-

scope when the contact of the small ball with any of the copper strips

closes an electric current, or, during a retrograde motion of the star,

opens it. In either case the absolute moment of the transit will,

therefore, be registered on the same paper on which (by another cur-

rent) the seconds are marked, so that a comparison of the marks on

this paper with the moments of transits estimated by the observer,

gives the value of the personal error.

The observation is made in the following way :—The apparatus is

adjusted, and the observer sets the clockwork going. The contact

apparatus and the star will, however, stand still till a small weight is

put on a plate. This causes the transit to take place. When it is

over, the weight is put on another plate, and the star will now go back

* The very important researches for whicli this apparatus has heen used are,

ho-R-ever, independent of constant errors, as we shall see further on.

fEecherches Bur r equation personelle dans les observations de passage. Par
M. C. Wolf.
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again, and pass the wires a second time, this time registering its tran-

sits by the interruption of the current. By placing a prism before the
eye-piece during this second transit, the motion of the star -will, to the
observer, seem to take place in the same direction as during the first

one. By this arrangement of the obseryations, small imperfections in

the contact apparatus (which would establish or interrupt the current

a little before or after the right moment) will have no influence at all

on the mean of two consecutive transits, and the bending of the
spring will only cause an imperceptible fault in the same. "Wolf's

detenninations of his personal error were always founded on 40 tran-

sits, 20 in each direction, and as the instrument was very carefully

treated, and all som'ces of faults examined, his results deserve the
highest confidence.

The instruments we hitherto have mentioned have not been gene-
rally used by astronomers, but only by their inventors and a few other
persons. This is not the case with the different instruments successively

constructed by the late Professor Kaiser, in Leyden, which are well
known in the scientific world, especially the latest constructed, which
has often been used in determiaations of longitude on the Continent, as

"well as in Pulkowa, and which is generally termed a time-coUimator.
Kaiser has in the course of years constructed three apparatus. As
early as in 1851, this eminent astronomer proposed to apply the prin-

ciple of the nonius to determinations of time, and promised later to

describe an instrument based on this principle, and suitable for finding-

absolute personal errors.*^ This promise he carried into effect in 1863
by publishing a paper which, besides the description of the apparatus,

contains a great many observations taken with it.f The arm which
carried the artificial star interrupted a current in the moment of the
transit, which caused an electro-magnet to let its armature fall, whereby
a pendulum, which hitherto had been kept in its greatest elongation

from the vertical position, was set going. By the coincidences of tliis

pendulum with the clock used for the observation, the true moment of

the transit could bo determined with great accuracy. JN^umerous

experiments were made with this instrument by the astronomers in

Leyden, and Kaiser introduced now the custom to let astronomical

students practise with observations of artificial stars.

The two other instruments of Kaiser are in principle more like

C. Wolf's apparatus, but may be used for chronographic as well as for

eye-and-ear observations.! The fii-st of them has several arms fixed on

* Tijdsclirift voor de Wis - en Natiirkunclige Wetenschappen, xv., page 9.

t "De volledige bepaling van personlijke fouten bij sterrekundige ^aamem-
ingen," in tlie xv. vol., page 173, of the Verslagen en Mededelingen der K.
Akademie van "Wetenschappen, AfdeUng Natixrkunde (Amsterdam, 1863). As it

was found that this paper was very little kno^v^l on account of the language, the
apparatus alone was again described in the Archives Neerlandaises des Sciences
exactes et naturelles, vol. i., Hague, 1866.

X The first of them, as well as observations made with it, are described in the

"Verslagen en Mededelingen e. c," ii. series, vol. ii., pp. 216 and foil. (1868) :

R.I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 E
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a pei'pendicular axis, which, by a simple small clockwork can be
turned around itself. Each arm carries on the end a lamp which, by
the help of a screen with a small hole in it, and a lens, can produce an
artificial star, which, by the rotation of the axis, passes across a wire

represented by a veiy thin strip of black paper pasted on a piece of oil

paper, curved cylinchically, and opposite which a small telescope is

placed. In the moment one of the stars is bisected by the strip of paper,

an electric current is made. This is done by a copper fork, with two
prongs fixed at the end of the aiTa, and at the same time touching two
drops of quicksilver in which the conducting wii'es end. The forks

may be moved a little by screws, and must be adjusted carefully,

so that they establish the current exactly when the star is placed

behind the wii'e.

The second instrument, which at present is most in use, is only a

modification of the first one. It has only one arm, which by clock-

work is drawn from one side of a mahogany board, in which one end

of it (that at which the lamp is placed) is fixed. The velocity of the

motion can be easily altered (as also in the former instniment). At
the free end of the axis is a lens, which causes an image of a small hole

in a screen before the lamp to fall on a piece of oil paper (curved as a

cylinder) on which any number of dark perpendicular lines may be

dravni. Within reach of the observer (as he stands before the tele-

scope) is a string, by which he, when a transit is over, can bring the

arm back to its original position (hereby winding up the clock again),

so that a new transit may take place. The metallic contact is here, as

in the former instrument, produced by a di'op of quicksilver, but this is

placed at the end of the arm, and accordingly moved along with it,

while the thin brass wires which successively dip themselves into the

drop are fixed on a brass arch, on the mahogany board. These wires

are leaning heavily against small levers, which may be moved a very

little around their centre by means of screws. In this way, each,

contact apparatus may be carefully adjusted. The instrument may be

used for either kind of transit observations; the different electric

currents may be arranged for the method of observing, by a commu-
tator, without any loss of time.

A slight modification of this apparatus has, under the name of time-

collimator, been much in use on the Continent, only having a strip of

metal instead of the quicksilver drop.*'

We have now given a short description of all the instruments for

finding personal errors which have come into practical use.f It is

" Ueber einen neuen Apparat zur absoluten Bestimmimg von persbnliclieii FeMern
bei astron. Beobachtungen." Both instruments are shortly described in the

Annals of the Observatory in Leyden, ii., 1870, pp. 19 and foil. (Beschi-eibxmg

der ZeitcoUimatoren der Stemwarte in Leiden).
* Bericht der Conferenz der Europaischen Gradmessung, Berlin, 1867. Annual

Eeports of the Pulko-wa ObseiTatory (Jahresberichte, e.c, 1869, page 8; 1870,
page 5).

t Professor Harkness has suggested a veiy simple apparatus (Report on the
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difficult to say whetlier these instriiments answer their purpose per-

fectly. Each single one of them must of course be most carefully

examined, in order that constant errors in its results may be detected,

-and their causes done away with. When this has been done (as in the

case of C. "Wolf's apparatus), there is no reason for not relying upon
the exactness of the results obtained with it, within a reasonable de-

gree. And several of these instruments have, by a careful construction

of all the details, furnished us with results which agree extremely
well. Kaiser, for instance, found, with his first instrument, the pro-

bable error in a single determination (that is, by a single wire transit)

= + 0'"081, from the results of four observers,* while Wolf's apparatus

gives the probable error of a double observation over one wire
= ± 0^'038.f The possibility of the existence of constant errors in the

results is certainlynotexcluded by this, nor by another control which has

been tried by comparing the results of artificial transits with those of

real ones. We give the following examples here :

—

Apparatus- stars = 0''"035 Plantamour and Hirsch.
"02 Albrecht and Yan Hennekeler.
-004 Albrecht and Valentiner.
"03 Tietjen and Valentiner.

-002 Biicklund and Valentiner.

All these differences are within the degree of exactness possible to

be attained, as we shall see presently. But artificial stars have not
always agreed so well with the real ones as in the determinations of

personal equations which we have just quoted. There appeared, for

instance, during the determination of the difference of longitude

between Leyden and Brussels, in 1868, a perfect discordance between
the transit instruments and the time-collimator

; but the observations

with the former instrument differed just as much, inter se, and there

can hardly be any doubt that a special cause of variation in the per-

sonal equations has influenced the observations.| The mistrust in

his own apparatus which Kaiser, by this, was led to express, § was
therefore apparently unfounded, and the results furnished by time-

collimators may be considered as very fairly representing the true

errors of the observer.

After having considered the accuracy of artificial transits, it is

natural to test the degree of exactness which may be attained in de-

terminations of personal differences by means of simultaneous observa-

difference of longitude between Wasldngton and Havanna, 1870, page 13), but we
do not know of any published observations taken with it, A proposal of Dr. E.
Kayser's (Astron. Nachrichten, No. 1665) seems perfectly impracticable.

* Verslagenen MededeHngen, xv., 1863, page 207-

t Annales de 1' Observatoire Imperial de Paris, t. viii., page 178.

X We shall further on consider this circumstance fully.

§ Annalen der Stemwarte in Leiden, ii., page 153,

3E2
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tions -^ith a transit instrument. The greater number of observations

whicb may be consulted for tbis purpose allow us to enter more fully

into this research.

When we want to find a general expression for the probable error

of a personal equation, deduced from simultaneous observations of a

single star across the two halves of the system of wires, we must take
into account a circumstance which has been experienced in nearly

every series of observations. AVe allude to the fact that a far greater

uncertainty in the value of the equation is found by comparing the

results of different stars with one another, than might be expected

•from the accordance between the transits of one star over the different

wires. It must be supposed that a new cause of errors arises from
the observer's passing from one star to another, or that the observer,

in the intervals between the observations, gets out of practice, and
each time has to fonn for himself a new habit of estimating the tran-

sits. C. A. F. Peters finds, for instance, as mean of five results, the

probable error of a personal difference :^''

—

By comparing the By comparing the

single -wires reduced to the results of different stars

middle M-ire. with the mean of them.

Eye & Ear. Chronograph. Eye & Ear. Chi-onograph.

±0^-071. ±0^-051. ±0^-141. ±0^-061.

It has, besides, been remarked by experienced astronomers, that

the transit over the first wire often does not agree as well as the
others do, after having been reduced to the middle one, audit is, there-

fore, not improbable that zone observations, which sometimes only are

made over one or two wires, may be affected by constant eiTors.f

For these reasons we cannot but approve of the expression for the
probable error of a personal equation found by one star, which has-

been proposed by Dr. Albrecht:]:

in which A is the probable error, found by comparing the transits over
the single wires with one another, and ^ the error produced by the
variation of the equation in going from one star to another. As we
here only consider the most common method of finding a personal
equation, we may suppose that each observer observes n wires, and

* Astronomische Nachiichten, vol. sHx., page 27.

t See Argelander's remarks in " Yierteljairsschrift der Astronomischen Gesell-
echaft," vii. (1872), page 16.

+ Ueber die Bestimmung von LangendifFerenzen mit Hiilfe des Elektrischen
Telegraphen, Leipzig, 1869, page 26.
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that their probable errors of a transit over one "wire are respectively

a' and a". We find then

—

A =
a + a'

As the probable error in a single wii'e-transit, for experienced ob-

servers, generally amounts to nearly the same quantity, we may in

the above formula introduce a = -J-^a' + a") instead of a' and a". We
have then

—

A = afl^
yj n

'

and accordingly (as there is no reason "why E should be dependent on
the number of "wires)

—

\ yj nj

W is here the probable error, which appears from the accordance

bet"ween the results of different stars. From this "we, therefore, find

the probable uncertainty in a personal equation, arising from the ob-

server's passing from one star to another

—

£ ^ \W'--a'.
n

If "wc, for instance, from the observations given in the Report on
"the determination of the difi:erence of longitude between Berlin and
Lund, compute the value of SJ, we may either deduce W from the de-

viations of the single values of the equation between the observers

(Yalentiner and Backlund) from the average value for one night, or

we may put all the observations, made on different nights, together,

and deduce 77^ from their accordance with the mean of them all. In
the former way I find as mean of four nights' results

—

JF= 0^-068 and ^ = 0^-0o3
;

and in the latter way

—

JF= 0^-066 and^= 0'-050.

Dr. Albrecht has, in his above-quoted book, computed JE fi'om a

number of observations ; we have computed it fi'om several others, and
find that chronograpluc observations, on an average, give aboiit 0''"04

as the value for jE, whether we compute IF in one or the other of the

above-mentioned ways. As the eye-and-ear method is now-a-days
very seldom used for determinations of longitude, it does not furnish

us with such rich materials for the calculation of £ as the chrono-
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graphic mettiocl does ; the values for ^ (O'-OG, computed in the first

"way, and 0^-05, in the second way,) are, therefore, rather uncertain.

It does not seem that any considerable element of change enters

into the personal equation by the passing from one night's observa-

tions to another. But we shall see afterwards that a personal error i&

not an absolutely invariable quantity, and it is, therefore, in any
case, of importance to estend a determination of it over a greater

number of nights. With respect to time-collimators, we possess too'

few observations to deduce a trustworthy value of ^from them. Eut
the artificial observations are certainly, in this respect, not essentially

different from the real ones, as experiments made in Leyden and in

Berlin have shown. ^''

II.

After having considered the different ways in which an observer's-

personal error, or two observers' personal equation, can be found, we
shall now try to find what general results can be derived from the-

great number of observations and remarks upon this subject, which
are scattered about in the annals of different observatories, and in

papers about determinations of longitude, etc.

The first important question which is to be answered is, whether
the eiTor is constant or not ? When we compare sevei'al values of an
eiTor, found at different times, with each other, of coiu'se, only such
deviations can be considered as real variations, which are too great to

be caused by the common uncertainty in a transit observation.! W&
have already mentioned the regular variation in the equation Bessel—
W, Struve, which seemed to arise from changes in Bessel's large

personal error. Another instance of such a regular variation is the-

eye-and-ear equation between Main and Ilogerson in Greenwich.

In 1840 M. - E. was = - 0^-15

1841 +0-08
1843 +0-20
1844 +0-18
1845 + -20

1846 +0-26
1847 +0-35
1848 +0-37
1849 +0-39
1850 +0-45
1851 +0-47
1852 +0-63
1853 +0-70

* Albrecht, ^.c. page 32.—The probable uncertainty E, for a single day, -vras found
= + 0^-018, while natiiral transits, taken by the same observers, gave E = ± 0^-026.

The circumstance that a real star moves more unsteacLily than an artificial one, may
have contributed to make the latter value of E larger than the former one.

+ Valuable investigations of the exactitude in transit obseiTations have beea
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This regular Tariation is really surprising. There are several othe"

examples to be found in the Grreenwich observations, but none so

striking as the above-mentioned one ; for instance, the equation "W.
Ellis - Hogerson was

—

In 1846

„ 1847

„ 1849

,, 1850

,, 1851

„ 1852

,, 1853

- 0=

-0
+
+
+
+
+

•11

•22

•12

•45

•36

•44

•62

From these two examples we learn that it was I\Ir. Eogerson
whose error was gradually increasing in the course of years. On the

other hand, there may be found examples of a nearly perfect immu-
tability, but most commonly a personal equation will be found to

vary a little, withou.t following any distinct law. In order to illus-

trate how the relations of two observers can be at different epochs, I

have promiscuously taken the foUoAving specimens from the Green-
wich observations :

—

E^-E- \nd-Ear Method,
j

Chronograph Method.

Dunkin Main Dunkin Stone Dunkin
Year. and and Year. and and and

Henr}'. Henry. Criswick. T. Ellis. Stone.

1841. - 0^-09 1855. - 0^-03

1842. — - -01 1856. -0 -10 —
1843. — - -02 1857. -0 -10 — —
1844. + 0^ 30 - -05 1858. -0 -cs — —
184.5. -0 15 - -12 1859. - -13 — —
1846. 00 - -05 1860. - -14 + 0^-02 + 0=-07

1847. + 24 -0 -03 1861. - -15 0. 00 + 0-13
1848. - 01 - -04 1862. - -lo + '01 + -14

1849. 00 - -05 1863. - -16 + -02 + -14

1850. - 08 -0 -11 1864. -0 -12 + -04 + -13

18.51. -0 11 - -11 1865. -0 -12 + 0-06 + -09

1852. - 13 -00 1866. - ; + -12 + -04

1853. -0 12 + -03 1867. -0 -13 + -13 + -02

1854. -0 -17 — 1868. - -10 + -13 + -05

1869. -0 -11 + -17 + -03

I

1870. - -11 - -01 + -17

It has often been said, that a large personal error in many cases

can, by practice, be reduced to a considerably smaller one. C. "Wolf

undertaken by Pape (Astr. Xachr., liv.), Dunkin (Monthly Notices, R.A.S., xx.,

xxiv.j and Albrecht (Ueber die Bestimmung von Langendifferenzen, page 3).
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reports, for instance, that, during the first tkree montlis lie used lis

apparatus, he found an error = + 0^-3, but that he, by constant prac-

tice, reduced it to + 0''11, at which rate it continued for more than
six months.'^ He, therefore, recommends young astronomers to be
" educated" by practising with the artificial apparatus, as large errors,

eventually appearing in this way, may be diminished, when the ob-

server has remarked their existence. Kaiser has been of the same
opinion, and has always kept his apparatus ready for work. They
have, however, been very little used,f and it is still doubtful whether
such an " education" is of much use. Of coui'se, the apparatus ought
to be very carefully adjusted during such exercises, and experienced

astronomers (who, it is to be supposed, are not in want of any such.

"education") ought to observe with them at the same time. It

is not improbable that the personal error may be changed by practice,

in the eye-and-ear method, as well as in the chronographic method

;

indeed, my own experience, however limited, makes me inclined

to think so. We know that a perfectly unexperienced observer's

error, within a veiy short interval of time, even on one and the same
evening, has changed considerably ;% and besides, an observer has
often himself felt that he pei-formed a certain act (for instance, the
touching of the key) too early or too late, and when he has found
this out, it is comparatively easy to correct the fault. § But it seems
to be but very seldom that such a case happens, and until experience

has taught us otherwise, it must be considered as very doubtful whe-
ther an "education," such as the one above mentioned, is of much use.

It is certainly an unpleasant cuxumstance that personal equations

and errors are often variable, as one may fear that the value used
for the reduction of a series of observations is not the right one, if it is

not found exactly at the time when these observations were made,
which is not always possible ; for instance, at determinations of longi-

tude. The invention of the chronographic method was about twenty-
five years ago hailed with pleasure, as it was expected that the per-

sonal error by this method should become more constant, as well
as smaller.

II
But these expectations have only partly been realized,

* -Annales de 1' Observatoire de Pans, Mem., t. viii., p. 171.

t Annalen der Stemwarte in Leiden, ii., p. 26.

+ In tlie Memoii-es des Asfronomes de Poulkova, t. ii. : Exped. Chronom.
de 1845, p. 52, there is mentioned a Lieutenant Alexandi-o^^v of the topographic corps,

whose error (found by comparisons with the other experienced members of the
expedition) varied enormously. It seemed as if A. only for a few hours kept the

same custom in obseiving, but that his eiTor changed (often 0^-3 or O^'i) when
there was a larger interval between the different observations. It was at fii'st

expected that A. by practice could become more regular, but tliis was not the case.

^ So, for instance, when the chronographic method was introduced in Leyden,
(Kaiser, Yerslagen, ii., p. 232). "We shall afterwards see how an excellent

observ'er, Schonfeld, in the course of years, has changed his way of estimating

transits of nebulas, when it had been remai'ked that his right ascensions were
too small.

II
W. C. Bond, in the Report of the British Assoc, 1851.
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and in this respect the new method is not much superior to the old one,

except that very large errors, as Eessel's, never have been found by
the chronographic method. However, the personal equation or error

by the new method is most commonly very different from that

of the old one, as might be expected from the great diiference between
the two methods. The following examples show this :

—

. Eye-and-Ear Method, i Chronograph Method.

Dimkin — Hiigli Ereen, . .

Dunkin— Henry,
Dunkin - Todd;*
Criswick — Lynn,t
Weiss — Forsler, t
Absolute personal error : Kam,

„ ,, ,, Hennekeler,

„ „ ,, F. Kaiser,§

- 0^-14 + 0^-09

-0 -17 + -01

-^ -01 + -05

-0 -37 - -14

-0 -27 -00

+ -16 -0 -03

+ -12 - -07

-0 -14 - -07

It is an advantage in the determination of absolute errors that

one is able to see which of the observers changes his way of estimating

transits, while a determination of personal differences only shows that

one of the two observers (or both of them) has a diiferent way of

observing by th^e two methods.

Considering the importance of the question about the constancy of

personal eri'ors, especially in determinations of lougitude, we shall here

examine a case, in which this question was investigated in a very nice

andremarkable way, which has hitherto not, I think, been noticed suffi-

ciently. For the determination of the ditference of longitude between
Gotha and Leipzig the eye-and-ear method, as well as the chrono-

graphic method, was used by the two observers, Auwers andBruhas.||

On eight evenings the culminations of a certain number of standard-

stars, observed with eye and ear, were by both observers compared
with the registered culminations of another group of stars, taken from
the same catalogue as the first stars, and the two groups were so ar-

ranged, that the uncertainty in the rate of the clock could have no
influence. The clock-corrections, found by the two groups, gave

a mean difference, which contained the ditference in the errors of

the right ascensions, the difference between the perc onal errors for

one observer in using the two methods, and the interval between the

moments in which the contact-apparatus of the pendulum in each

* Greenmch Observations, 1854, Introd.

t Greenwich Observations, 1859.

X Bestimmung der Meridiandiiferenzen, Berlin-Wien-Leipzig. Vienna, 1872.

§ Verslagen, e. c. 2nd seiies, vol. ii., pp. 229-231. (Series C-G).

II
P. A. Hansen: Bestimmung der Langendiflerenz zwiscben den Sternwartea

zu Leipzig und Gotha, ausgefiihrt von C. Brubns und A. Auwers. Leipzig, 1836.
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movement marked the closing of tlie cnrrent on the chronograph, and
the moments when the pendulum gave the audible second-beat. That
the last-mentioned interval was constant was found with certainty by
observing the two moments, when the coincidences of the beats of the

two "assisting-clocks" (observed by the ear) with the beats of the princi-

pal clocks on both stations, also observed by the ear, and the coincidences

of the contact-signals of the principal and assisting-clocks, registered on
the same chronograph, took place. It was found in this way that, in

a certain absolute moment, the difference, Leipzig clock-time minus
Gotha clock-time, as found by the ear, was always a little less than the

same diiference, as found by the chronograph, and the mean deviation

of the eight evenings, agreeing very well with each other, was found to

he = 0^-282 (/. c, p. 69). It appears from the single results that

both, observers (who twice exchanged their stations) agreed per-

fectly well in their estimation of the differences by the ear. But as

the constant relation of the two time-scales to one another was proved,

the personal error must necessarily have changed, if there appeared

perceptible changes in the clock-corrections, found in the two different

ways. And the following mean differences between the two clock-

corrections were found :
—

By Brulins in Leipzig, O^'-iS (o evenings).
|

By Auwers in Gotha, Os-42 (o evgs.)

,, „ ,, Gotha, -33 (4 evenings).
| ,, „ ,,

Leipzig, wo (5 evgs.)

According to Bruhns the difference between the registered and the

heard clock-correction in Gotha was + O^'IO different from the one in

Leipzig ; according to Auwers, + 0'-33. Above we have seen that

the heard second-beats in Gotha came 0''"28 later after the registered

ones than in Leipzig. We see now that the difference in estimating

registered and heard culminations in Bruhns' case has changed 0^-18
;

in that of Auwers' only 0'-05.

This result controls very well the direct comparisons. By eye-and-

ear was found :

—

18G5. April 12, in Leipzig, B.-A. = + 0^-32 ± 0«-04

,, Octoher 2, ,, Gotha, ,, = + -11 ± -03

3, „ „ „ =+0-19 ±0-03

(B. - A., in Leipzig).

^ (B. -A., in Gotha).

= 0^-17.

We see that it was to Bruhns the change in the eye-and-ear-

equation was due, and probably the explanation which the observers

themselves give of the phenomenon is the right one. In Leipzig the

clock gave double beats (with an interval of about one-third of a

second between the single beats), and this had probably distiu-bed

Bruhns, so that he perceived the moment midway between the

two beats instead of the last one.* It is a pity that the personal

* The author has found a similar anomaly in himself by taking ti-ansits in

.

a room, in which a mean-time clock and a sidereal one were placed.
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equation in the chronograpliic method was cletermraed only once, and
a long time after (B. - A. == + 0^*11, January 2, 1866) in Leipzig.

In the determination of the difference of the longitude hetween
Leipzig and Gotha, the personal equation was not eliminated by
taking the mean between the results, found before and after the

observers changing stations, but in the reduction of the series of

observations diuing which B. observed in Leipzig, the equation found
at this station was used, and likewise, in the reduction of the

other Scries, the equation found in Gotha. According to the above-

mentioned experiences, it would have been impossible to use the

common method, which is only practicable when direct comparisons

show that the personal equations between the two observers had not

changed in the mean time. To change the stations without examin-
ing the equation at all (as in the determination of the difference of

longitude between Berlin and Leipzig) seems doubtful.

Passing from the variation of the personal error, during longer inter-

vals of time, and in the different methods of observing, we shall now
consider a series of circumstances which, until a short time ago, were
rather enigmatical, and have contribiited a good deal to make many
astronomers look upon personal equations as a very weak point in

modern practical astronomy.* We allude to the changes in the personal

errors, which often arise from the reversal of the instrument. In itself

it sounds absurd that the position of the instrument should have any
influence upon the error of the observer ; but if we remember that a

great number of such observations, for which several observers are

wanted, and which accordingly require the determination of the

personal equations, are made with transit instruments, with what is

known as a broken telescope, the matter becomes different, because the

direction of the star's passage through the field in such an instrument

is different in its two positions. If we observe a star passing th&

meridian south of the zenith, it will, in both positions of the instru-

ment, go from left to right through the field, but the inclination of the

path to the horizon will be different, depending not only on the zenith

distance, but also on the position. When the observer is at the eastern

end of the axis, the star will go from the third quadrant to the first

one, and when he stands at the western end, it will go from the

second to the fourth. A star which culminates in the zenith will go

vertically through the field, observed from east upwards, from west
downwards. Between the zenith and the pole the motion will take

place in a similar way from right to left.

We shall first consider the 'results obtained by artificial stars. C.

Wolf has taken 1 1 groups of observations with his eye-and-ear appa-

ratus, each group consisting of 40 transits ; and by placing a prism

* From Brulins' Biography of Encke we learn that the latter " felt disgust at

personal equations" (letter to Gerling from 1855). Upon the whole Encke seems

to have been rather sceptical with respect to the attainable exactitude in astronomi-

cal observations.
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before the eye-piece, lie made the star go horizontally in the same
direction dnrino; 20 transits. The results are as follows :

—

1864. From Right From Left
to Left

.

to Right.

May 11 4 0^-08 4 0^-17

12 + 0-11 4 0-12
1-2 + 0-09 4 0-16

12 + -13 4 0-15

June 2 + 0-12 4 0-18

8 + -11 4 0-12

8 4 0-10 4 0-15

8 4 -10 4 0-14

July 16 4 0-09 4 0-13

23 4 -OS 4 0-13

23 4 -09 4 0-13

Mean 4 0-10 4 0-14

There is here a distinct though slight difference, and the mean
result must be considered reliable, as the arrangement of the observa-

tions excluded the influence of faults in the apparatus.* Similar very
small differences were found with Hirsch's apparatus (using the
chronographic method).

Plantamour 4 0^-01 ± 0^-02

Rudolph Wolf 4 -04 + -01

Hirsch 4 -06 ± -03

E,etrog. motion

4 direct motion.

It is remarkable that these small differences have the same sign as C.

"Wolf's.f

In Leyden there has been made a series of experiments with the
second time-coUimator, but only one of the observers found a slight differ-

ence which was very uncertain, as the chronographic method had only
lately been introduced at the observatory.;]: Researches on this sub-

ject have also been made by Wagner, in Pulkowa, with a time colli-

mator on Kaiser's principle, but his observations, which he has been
kind enough to communicate to me, and of which we shall hear more
further on, show no perceptible influence of the direction of the star's

motion. We have heard of no other investigations of this kind except
of a series of transits ot artificial stars in perpendicular direction (ana-

logous to transits of zenith-stars in a broken telescope), taken in

Leyden, but the four observers, all of whom had a very small absolute

error, found it to be a matter of no consequence whether the star was
going upwards or downwards. § Several observations of artificial stars,

* Annales de 1' Observatoire de Paris (Meinoires) viii., p. 174.

t DeterminationTelegraphiquede laDifference de Longitude entre E,igM-Kiilm,

Ziirich et Neuchalel, Geneve et Bale, 1871, p. 187.

X Verslagon en MededeUngen der K. Acadcmie von "Wetenschappen, 2 ser., ii.,

p. 235.

§ Ibid.
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moving along the line from left to right, under an angle of 45° and of

315° with the horizon, taken in Leyden and in Berlin, have given no
difference at all between the two directions.*

The result of all observations with time-collimators seems to be,

that it is never of any great importance in which direction the artifi-

cial star goes, as the difference in the estimation never exceeds a

few hundreths of a second. If such a difference really exists (as in

C. Wolf), it must arise from an unsymmetrical arrangement of the

fibres of the nerves in the retina of the eye ; and Wolf really found, by
looking at two dots of ink, made on a piece of paper, at equal distances

from both sides of a straight line, that the space between the line and
the right dot always seemed to him, if he looked at it with the right

eye, a little larger than the space between the line and the left dot.

This experiment shows that he would always fancy the space between
the wire in the telescope and a star to the right of it to be larger than
it really was.

I>ut in perfect opposition to these results were many observations

of real transits, with broken telescopes, as by these differences of consi-

derable size were often found. Weiss, for instance, remarked, in 1863,

by reducing the observations for determining the longitude Leipzig -

Dabletz, that the clock corrections were different, according to the

position of the instrument. He and Bruhns found the following mean
differences :f

—

Obs. East minus Obs. West.

"Weiss. Bruhns.

Eye and Ear - 0^-17 + 0^-07

Chrongr. -0-21 -0-10 '

The variation of the personal error with the position of the instru-

ment (circle west and observer east, or circle east and observer west)

may be seen by the following examples which are found in Dr.

Albrecht's book about determinations of longitude (pp. 21-2). The
observations were made by the chronograph, each observation com-
prising 5 wires :

—

1. Tkai^sit Instetjment in Leipzig, 25th Mauch, 1867.

Albrecht - Valentiner.

West.

-0^-33
-0-39

East.

+ 08-45

+ 0-49

West — East.

-0 -88

Each numher is the mean result from 7-9 stars.

* The ohservations are given in Albrecht's Bestimmung von Langendili'erenzen^
Leipzig, 1869, p. 20.

t. Astr. Nachrichten, bcviii.. No. 1668.
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2. TeajS^sit Instetxmeh't in BeRLIjST.

Albrecht -- TiETJEN. Albrecht — Valentiner.

1867. West: East. W. -E. 1867. West. East. W.--E.

March 9 - 0^-27 - 0^-03 - 0=-24 July 13 -G^-U + 0^-13 -0= •27

15 - -18 - 0-03 -0 15 14 - 0-14 + -09 -n •23

July 14 - -33 - -16 -0-17 15 -0-05 0-00 -0 •05

15 -0-29 -0-18 -0-11 16 -0-03 + 0-05 -0 •08

16 - -28 - -14 - -14 Nov. 9 - -12 + -09 -0 •21

Sept. 26 -0-23 -0-07 -0-16 12 -0 -14 -0 -01 -0 •13

1

27 -0-05 + 0-13 -0 •18

TlETJEN - VaLEXTINER.
1

1867. West. East. W. - E.

July 13 + 0=-02 + 0^-30 - 0>^-28

15 + 0-05 + 0-31 -0-26

Each number is the mean result of from 5 to 12 stars.

But the following results were found in Lund in Sweden, -witli the
Leipzig instrument, after the illumination had been altered'^" :

—

^'ALENTINER -- Backlund.

1868. West. East. W.

-

-E.

June 26 - 0^-02 0^-00 -0» •02

27 + 0^02 -00 + •02

28 - 0^06 - 0^03 - •03

30 + 0-03 •OO + •03

Each number is the mean result of from 6 to 12 stars.

Compared with these results, which are founded on numerous
observations, the researches made in Greenwich in 1852 and 1853,

with a "Binocular eye-piece," become of less importance, being
founded on rather few observations, but they are of a similar nature.

As already mentioned, this binocular eye-piece divides by a prism the

rays coming from the object-glass of the transit-instrument into two
parts, so that two observers simultaneously may observe a transit

* Bestimmung der Langendiiferenz z-srischen Berlin und Lund. Lund, 1870.
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across all the wires. The transits look, of course, as if seen in a
<;ommon broken telescope, "^^"e take as examples--' :

—

EoGEKSOIf - DrxKix.

1852. D. east. Stars. D. west. Stars.

Jan. 23,

April 2,

April 26,

- 0^-69

-0-89
-0-65

4

3

3

- 0^-52

-0-47
-0-21

4

3

3

Dtotki.S" - Ellis.

1853. D. east. Stars. D. west. Stars.

Oct. 14,

Oct. 20,

Nov. 9,

O'-OO

-0 -01

-0 -08

3

3

3

-0=-21

-0 -17

-0 -19

3

3

3

"We hare now seen from a great number of instances that the diffe-

rent direction of the motion has no influence on the personal error in

observations of artificial stars, but that the different position of an
instrument with a broken telescope often has a very considerable

influence on the estimation of the transits. It is impossible to explain

this otherwise than by supposing the existence of a disturbing ciixum-

stance in the instrument itself. Already, eight or nine years ago, it

was suggested, for instance, at the conference in Berlin, 1867, on the

European measurement of arcs of meridian, that such a disturbance

might arise from an eccentiic illumination, causing an apparent
shifting of the whole system of wires. The above-quoted observations,

taken with the instrument of the Leipzig Observatory before and after

the change of the illumination, show clearly how great an influence

this had had. The matter was, however, not yet sufiSciently examined,
as long as it was unknown why the influence of the illumination was
a diflerent one for different observers. But the determinations of

longitudes, which, during the last few years, were undertaken in Swit-
zerland, have thrown light on these phenomena, and the investigations

of Messrs. Plantamour, Hii'sch, and Rudolph "Wolf have considerably

elucidated the question about the constancy of the personal error.

These three astronomers have taken the obseiwations for the said de-

terminations of longitude. The personal equation of the two first-men-

tioned was several times determined in the course of the years 1868 to

1870, and varied but little. But it was found in August, 1867, in

Zurich, that the equation (Hirsch - R. Wolf) was now quite different to

* GreenTvich Observations, 1852 and 18-53 (inti-od.)
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what it was a few moBths before in IS'eiifchatel. It was, therefore, sup-

posed that there might he some cause for this change, and in order to

obtain a certain value for his error, Wolf went in March, 1869, to IN'euf-

chatel, and took, jointly with Hirsch, observations with the transit-

circle for two days. But, strange to say, they now found almost the same
result as that found two years before with the same instruments

;

besides, artificial stars had in 1867 given a value for the equation

nearly midways between the two results of real transits which com-
pleted the confusion :

—

H. - E. W. = - Os-162 + 0^-009 by equator-stars ) in Neiifchatel,

= - -067 + -016 ,, artific. „ ] May, June, 1867.
= + -056 + -009 „ eqiiator-stars \ in Ziirich, Aug. 1867.
= - -139 + -013 ,, „ ,, j in]S^eufcliatel,Marcli,1869.*-

This was not the first time that such abrupt changes had taken

place when the personal equation had been determined at different

times with different instruments ; but such a change had generally been
explained by one of the observers using a strange instrument. For
examplef :

—

Ernest Quetelet -Kam = + 0='60 78 stars, tr. -circle in Leyden, August, 1868.

+ -IS artificial stars,
,, ,, ,, ,,

+ "40 transit-instr. in Brussels, September,
,,

-|- '16 20 stars, miu'al-circle, Brussels, Sept., ,,

It was the variation of this equation which made Kaiser doubtful

about his time-collimators, which seems strange, as the real transits-

differed just as much in their results. Another example is :

—

Jamefalt — Fuss = 4 O^'IO, June 27, July 4, "1 -.o-n -d n „ +

-I- -41, July 7-16, j
' +

Although it was, therefore, nothing new that such strange results

should appear in determinations of longitude, still, in the summer of

1869, Wolf undertook a series of researches in conjunction with his as-

sistant, whereby it was found that the principal cause of the deviations

between the cliiferent values was the position of the eye-piece. As is

natural, when two persons observe immediately after one another the

passages of the same star over the two halves of the system of wires,

Hirsch and Wolf had placed the eye-piece midways between the two
positions, which were convenient for their eyes; accordingly the eye-

piece was for the short-sighted W. too far from the focus, but for H.'s

normal sight it was too near this. Wolf derives the following results

from all. the observations printed in his "Mittheilungen," page 265 :

—

* R. Wolf, Astronomische Mittheilungen, xxv. (Yierteljabi-sscbrift der Natur-
forschenden Gesellschaft in Ziirich, xiv., 1869, page 250).

t Annalen der Sternwarte in Leiden, ii., page 169.

;J;
Bestimmung der LangendiiTerenz zwischen PulkoM^a, Helsingfors, Abo, Lo-

•wisa imd Wiborg, von J. Kortazzi : St. Petersburg, 1871, pp. 68-9.
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1

.

"WTien the field of tlie telescope is illuminated from the west,
upper transits are observed, too early if the eye-piece is drawn out too

far for the observer's sight, and too late if it is pushed in too much.
2. With eastern illumination the case is reversed ; the transit is

taken too late with the eye-piece drawn out, and too early with it

pushed in.

3. If the field is illuminated by the diffused daylight, the position

of the eye-piece has no influence on the personal error ; and this error

is also, on the other hand, independent of the direction of the illumina-

tion, if the eye-piece is exactly adjusted.

As during the above-quoted observations by R. "Wolf and Hirsch,

the eye-piece had always been drawn out too far for the sight of the
former, it was now clear why he had observed too late in Neufchatel,
where the illumination came from the east, and too early in Zurich,

where it came from the west.* ^Notwithstanding all this, the problem
was not yet solved, as this effect of the position of the eye-piece and of

the illumination was unexplained, and besides, how was it that Hirsch
and the long-sighted Plantamour, in their numerous determinations of

their personal equations, had never remarked such an effect ? These
questions were important enough to deserve a nearer investigation,

and such a one was, therefore, made by Hirsch and his assistant,

Schmidt, in l^Teufchatel, during the spring of 1870, as followsf :

—

Each observer observed a certain number of stars over all the wires,

having the eye-piece adjusted for his eye during the transit across half

the wires, and having it drawn out or pushed in a little during the

transit over the remaining half. The eye-piece was in either case

moved to an equal distance from the normal position, and the part of

the wires observed with the adjusted eye-piece was constantly

exchanged for another. The observations, which are communicated in

the " Astron. Mittheilungen," xxvi., gave the following results. By
a we designate adjusted eye-piece, by d drawn out, and by p pushed in.

The illumination came from the east :

—

1870.
Number of

Stars.

Difference between
the Transits,
reduced to the
Central Wire.

Mean Error. Observer.

April 20,

April 22,

April 25,

April 26,

14

10

U
15

a-d = -V 0^-259

a-d = + Q -280

«-j9 = _0 -276

^;_(^ = + •464

+ 0»-021

-019

-009

-Oil

S.

H.
S.

S.

* In both the instruments in use the inumination was from east or west sent

down to the wires by a small min'or under an angle of 45^ with the axis.

t Determination telegraphique de la difference de longitude entre la station

astronomique de Eighi-Kulm et les Observ'atoires de Ziirich et de Neufchatel. Geneve,
1871, pp. 171 and ±'oU.

SCIEXCE. 3 FR. I. A. PROC, SER. ir., VOL. II.
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These rmmbers allow of no doubt as to the reality of the influence

of the eye-piece : besides, the extent of this influence must be inde-

pendent of the observer (as both H. and S. found nearly the same
result), and it seems to be proportional with the distance of the eye-

piece from its adjustment. The result found in this manner in IS'euf-

chatel by illumination from the eastern end of the axis was identically

the same as the one found in Zurich by illumination from the west, the
transit having been taken too late, while the eye-piece was too near
the wires, and too early, when it was too far from them.

The results were accordingly in perfect opposition to the observa-

tions taken in Ziirich, and it seemed, therefore, that the placing of the
lamp at one or the other end of the axis could not be the cause of the
change in the anomaly. As the matter, therefore, seemed worth a closer

examination, Hirsch took a series of observations with his artificial

apparatus.*' From these it was again seen that the day observations

are independent of the position of the eye-piece, while the night obser-

vations showed not only again the influence of the eye-piece, but also

that the variations are opposite when the lamp is placed east and west.

And this time the influence of the illumination, strange enough, was the

same as that in Zurich, and opposed to the one that only a few days
previously had been found in Neufchatel. Por the transits were now
observed with illumination from the east.

By H. too early (on an average 0^*1 8) witli eye-piece pushed in.

)j '^^ >) >> (. ?) )) )> ^ 'iyj ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

,, H. ,, late ( ,, ,, ,,
Os-12)

,, ,, ,, ch'awnout.

)! *^- >) ;> \ Jj j> )J ^ 'lOj ,, ,f ,, ,, ,,

But observed with illumination from the west,

By H. too late (on an average 0^-21) with eye-piece pushed in.

„' S. ,, early („ „ ,, 0-24) „ „ „ di'awnout.

The question as to koto the position of the eye-piece influences the

observation seemed, therefore, to become more and more abstruse, while

the existence of this influence was constantly felt if the field was
illuminated by artificial light. "What remained was to explain the

contradiction between the Xeufchatel observations of natural and arti-

ficial stars, with respect to the direction of the influence (retarding or

accelerating) for the same position of the lamp and the eye-piece.

An observation by Hirsch gave at last the key to all the phe-

nomena. The apparatus for the artificial star was in ISTeufchatel

placed before the meridian-mark, and when the telescope was directed

towards the latter, the middle of the field was seen strongly illumi-

nated by the gas-flame behind it, so that the wire in the telescope,

across which the transits were observed, was projected partly on this

* Communicated in his " Difference de Longitude, Eighi-Kulm," &c.
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bright circle, partly on the dark border round it, where it was seen,

only by the field illumination in the telescope. The 3rd May, while

the eye-piece was too far from the wire, Hirsch remarked that the latter

was not seen as a straight line, but as a broken one, as the part which
was seen on the bright ground seemed to be moved out of its place to

the right. With adjusted eye-piece the line was seen straight ; with
a pushed-in one it appeared broken, and its central part moved to the

left. And this apparent shifting of the wires was found to be inde-

pendent of the placing of the lamp.

At once awakened to this fact, Hirsch soon remarked that an
observer always would see two images of the wire if the eye-piece was
not exactly acljusted ; besides the principal one, which, fi'om want of

adjustment appeared diffused, a secondary, much fainter but sharper,

image was seen. The latter image seemed to occupy the real place of

the wire, and the relative position of the two images was reversed for

the two motions of the eye-piece. This gave, evidently, the explan-

ation of the principal fact, the acceleration or retarding of the

transits, caused by the abnormal position of the eye-piece ; and by
measuring the distance between the two images, by means of a mov-
able wire, this was found = 0-'"29, or nearly equal to the difference

a-d and a -p on page 507.

This discovery, however, did not explain the observations made in

Zurich, nor those taken in jSTeufchatel on the 2nd May. It had been
suspected that the position of the reflecting mirror in the telescope

might influence the phenomenon, and this was confirmed by an obser-

vation of Schmidt on the 4th May. According to this, a change in

the inclination of the reflector caused the secondary image to change
its position. While the reflector (whose incluiation could only be
changed a little) was in an extreme position, he could see the image
on the bright background of the meridian-mark, and the other one on
the comparatively darker field-background ; but on the latter he could

not see the secondary image, which Hirsch had seen on the preceding

^ay. This image, however, became visible when he turned the re-

flector a little to the right ; it changed its place according to the

position of the eye-piece, but without coinciding perfectly with the

image projected on the bright back-gi'ound. After the reflector had
been turned still more towards the position in which it would give

most light, there came a moment when the two images in the part of

the field only illuminated by the reflector had the same intensity ; when
the reflector was turned still more in the same direction, the secondary

image disappeared again, while the principal one became more dis-

tinct. It was also found that the distance between the two images
decreased gradually, while the eye-piece was approached to the ad-

justment in which they coincide ; by moving it beyond the normal
position, the secondary image appeared again, but on the opposite

«ide.

All these results were confirmed a few days later by MM, Planta-

3 F2
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mour and E. "Wolf. The latter recapitulates the influence of the-

reflector in the following way :*

—

OBJECT -QLASS

% /#'

WEST ^\ J'''' EAST

AfV

y// V\''n

.•-/;-•'•' '>\--
6 ''

* EYE-
\ 2

PIECE 3

Place of
the Lamp.

Position
of the

Reflector.
Field.

Relative position of the image ilium, by the reflector,

with respect to the image on the bright ground.

E3'e-piece drawn out. Eye-piece pushed in.

West.

East.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Bright.

Dark.f
Bright.

Bright.

Dark.f
Bright.

To the right.

To the left.

To the right.

To the left.

To the left.

To the right.

To the left.

To the right.

"We have here so fully described the results of the investigations

-of the Swiss astronomers, because it is evident that they are of very
great importance, not only for our knowledge of the personal error,

but for practical astronomy in general. They explain most probably
the sudden changes in the equation of two observers, which have
often been remarked, and they have, besides, confirmed the suggestion

that the illumination of the wires causes the difference between the

errors in the two positions of a broken telescope, which sometimes
appear. Two of the weakest points in the art of observation have
-in this way been made clear. And it is easy to avoid the causes

of the disturbances, now that they are known. If the observer has

ronly adjusted the eye-piece according to his sight, he may be sure

* Vierteljahrsschi-ift der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Ziirich, xv., 1870,

p. 249.

f Only so in the Ziirich instniment, o-wing to the large aperture of the re-

flector.
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that notHng "but his common personal error will influence his obser-

vations.

After having considered the variation of the personal error during

^shorter and longer intervals of time, and the influence of the eye-piece

on the estimation of a transit, we shall now turn our attention to two
circumstances which may have a similar influence, the magnifying

power and the apparent velocity of the motion of the star, varying

according to its polar distance. These two circumstances have often

been considered as perfectly identical. Bessel, for instance, tells us *

that he, acknowledging the importance of the question as to whether
the personal error varies according to the polar distance, had made
numerous experiments with several powers, whereby it was found to

be of no consequence whether he observed stars near the equator with

a power of 180, or with one of 66 ; and as stars with a N. P. D. not

smaller than 20°, seen with the former power, move as quickly or

more quickly, than equatorial stars seen with the latter, he concluded

that there was no fear of faults in his right ascensions arising from
the difference in polar distance. But this conclusion is not quite

certain, as C. Wolf has already remarked,! because the thickness of

the wire is increased by a higher power, whereby it may be difficult

to estimate its axis in like manner before and after the transit. It

seems, therefore, more correct to treat the two questions separately

;

moreover, neither have been examined sufficiently hitherto. With
respect to the magnifying power, the following tables show the few
results hitherto published :

—

I. Eye-and-Eak Method.

Power. C. Wolf.

34

43

77
133

+ 0^-163

+ -151

+ -111

+ -104

Power. F. Kaiser. P. J. Kaiser. Kam. van Hennekeler

50

200

- 0=^-094

- -141

+ 0<^-032

+ -018
+ 0^-188

+ 0-160
+ 0^-055

+ 0-125

* Konigs'berger Beobachtungen, -¥111., p. 8.

t Annales de 1' Observatoire de Paris, Memoires, t. viii., p. 175.
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II. Chkonogeaphic Method.

Power. F. Kaiser. P. J. Kaiser. Kara. van Hennekeler

50

200

- 0^-094

-0-067
- 0^-096

-0 -051
+ 0^-028

- -029

- 0^074
- -084

Power. Plantamour. R. Wolf. Hirsch.

70
200

- 0^-063

- -039

- 0^-243

-0-170
- 0^-154

-0 -134

We see from this that the changes (if such appear at all) are very"

small, and there does not seem to exist any law, as it would probably
be too early to say that a higher power decreases the error, consider-

ing the small number of cases.

With respect to the influence of the declination, there cannot at

the present moment be said anything in general, as this important
question has been very little examined. In itself, it is very impro-
bable that personal equations should vary much according to the
declination of the stars, as only the difference between the two
observers' dependence could be visible. And there is no reason to

expect that a personal error, generally, should vary regularly according

to the apparent velocity of the star, as even in rather high cleclinations

(50° or 60°) the space passed through by the star in a second is large

enough to be divided with certainty. And that the error should in-

crease with sec 8, as R. "Wolf thinks has been found by the observa-

tions in Ziirich,^" does not necessarily result from them, and is besides

very improbable, as personal errors must arise from faults in the
sight, or in the hearing, or in the co-operation of these senses, and
in the chronographic method, from faults in the pressing of the key.

Faults of the latter kind, or in the hearing, must necessarily be the-

same everywhere ; while faults in the sight, as already said, can

hardly change until in very high declinations. C. Wolf's observations

show certainly a regular but very small variation of the error, as the

* Astron. Mittheilungcn, xxv. (Yierteljalirssclirift der Gesellschaft in Ziiiich,..

xiv.), 1869, p. 265.
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following table illustrates, but tbey are tbe only ones wbich haye
given such a result.*

Velocity
(the equato-
rial one = i).

Personal Error.
Number of

Complete De-
terminations.

1-9

1-5

1-1

0-7

+ 05-141 + 0^-014

+ 0-120 + 0-010

+ 0-108 + 0-012

+ 0-091 + 0-015

6

8

5

6

Most probably a velocity greater than the equatorial one was
strange to the observer, and therefore more likely to cause an increase

of the error. But that personal errors might be quite different in

observations of polar stars, has for along time been suspected, not only

from Pape's and Peters' observations,! but for many other reasons.

We shall here mention only the considerable difference between the

determinations of the right ascension of the polar star by Bessel and
Struve, which probably arose from a different error for equatorial

and for polar stars. "With still greater certainty must such a variation

account for the great difference between Struve and Preuss, which
appeared through Peters' researches on the right ascension of the

polar star, from the observations in Dorpat. We know also from
I^ewcomb's "Positions of Fundamental Stars," that the R. A. of the

polar star has been found considerably different by the different

observers in Washington ; so that, for instance, Mr. Thirion differed

more than two seconds from Professor Hall.

Astronomers who propose the construction of standard catalogues

must therefore in future enter more fully than hitherto into an
examination of their personal errors. Such a one has lately been
undertaken by M. Wagner, Yice-Director of the Russian Central

Observatory in Pulkowa, who has been kind enough to communicate
to me his important results, of which I shall now, with his permission,

give a short account.

When the chronographic method was introduced in Pulkowa, it

was soon found that the right ascensions of polar stars not only

depended on the observer's iadividuality, but also on the method of

* Annales de 1' Observatoire de Paris, viii., p. 187.

t The ec^Luation Pape - Peters was

:

Eye-and-Ear.
for equatorial stars - O^-ll

„ the polar star -0-02
(Astron. Nackrichten, liv., p. 187.)

Chronograph.
- 05-14

-0-33
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observing (that is, using the old or the new method), and that the
appearing differences were a good deal larger than the probable errors

of a single observation. Before deducing final results with respect to

the positions of northern stars, it seemed therefore necessary directly

to find the above-mentioned differences between the different princi-

pal observatories ; or better, to determine the absolute personal errors

by one of the artificial instruments. For the first reason, M. Wagner
went in the summer of 1868 to Greenwich, where he, on seven nights,

compared himself with the transit observers there ; for the second

purpose, a time-collimator was placed in one of the meridian-mark

houses in Pulkowa, so that the transits of the artificial star could be
observed by lenses of proper focal length, in the large transit instru-

ment.
Polar stars are in Grreenwich still observed with eye and ear

alone. As the observations are taken by several observers, M.
Wagner could only obtain mean results. While his equation with
the Greenwich observers for equatorial stars was very small,'^' he
found for stars near the pole :

s\ p. D. "W. - Greenwicli.
Number
of Stars.

5° 12' - 0^-02 3

4 22 -0-51 3

3 24 -0-02 7

2 45 -0-50 6

1 5 -0-34 1

1 - 1-14 5

The negative sign and the increase towards the pole seems certain.

This result became more interesting, when it appeared that some of

the observers differed more than others. By adopting the expression

sin 2°45'

""^
siniVPj

the following differences were found :

W.-Dunkin=- 0=-56

W. -Ellis =-0-17

sin 2°45'

siniVi^

sin 2°45'

siniVPi)'

the probable errors of the coefficients being respectively = + 0'"15,

* Grreenwich Observations, 186S,Intro(i. (Dunldn- "Wagner) = - O'OSbychrono-
graphic observations.
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and = + 0^-11. As it therefore seemed probable that the different

observers would find different values for the R. A. of the polar star,

M. Wagner, justly thinking it of interest to ascertain this, extracted

from the volumes of "Greenwich Observations," published before

1869, the E,. A. of a Ursaeminoris separately from the observations of

every single assistant. In order to be independent of the uncertainty

in the azimuth, only such results were used, for which two consecu-

tive culminations were observed by the same person. The following

H. A.s for 1865-0 of a TJrsae minoris Avcre found in this way :

Dunkin, 1'^ 9™ 39^-19 from 58 observations

ElHs, 38 -54 „ 48 „
J. Carpenter, 38 -43 „ 30 „
Criswick, 38 -12 „ 44
Xerschner, 37 -82 „ 18

Stone, 36-47 „ 8 „

This has again confirmed the possibility of a difterent estimation

of transits of polar and equatorial stars.

The observations of artificial stars in Pulkowa began in 1870.

The apparatus used was the modified time-collimator of Kaiser,

manufactured by Tiede in Berlin, and, as already mentioned, placed

so that the circumstances under which the transits were observed
were as much as possible like those under which the natural transits

were taken. The following tables give the results of M. Wagner's
observations. When the star was made to go more slowly, a less

number of wire-transits were taken than when the star was going
with the velocity of an equatorial star. The column 8 indicates the

apparent velocity of the artificial star.

1870. Motion Direct.

log.sec.S. 6.
Error by

Eye and Ear.
Error by
Chronogr.

Number
^of Obser-
vations.;

Chr.-EE.
EE + Chr.

2

02
0-12

0-46

0-67
1-11

1-21

1-55

1-76

17"15'

40 40
69 43
77 39

86 33

86 28
88 23
89

- 0^-018

-0-001
+ -028

-0-039
+ 0-05

+ 0-02

+ 0-22

+ 0-31

- 0«-089

-0-063
-0-088
-0-165
-0-12
-0-31
-0-30
- 0-24

^1^2
7-6

8

7

3

6

7

7

- Os-070

- -062

-0-116
- 0-126
- 0-17
-0-29
-0-52
- -55

- 0^-053

-0-032
-0-030
-0-102
-0-035
-0-17
-0-04
+ 0-03
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1871. IToTiox Eeteogeade.*

log. sec. . s.
Error b}-

E3'e and Ear.
Error bj'

CbronogT.

Xumber
of Obser-
vations.

Chr.—EE.
EE. + Chr.

2

0-06

0-41

0-67

1-15

1-50

1-77

29'^26'

67 6

77 39

85 57
88 11

89 2

- O^-Ooo

- 0-28
- 0-001

+ 0-04

+ 0-14

+ 0-46

- 0^-061

- -085

-0-112
- -28

-0-32
-0-02

7
8-9

8
7-61

8

8

- 0^ 006
-0-057
-0-111
- 0-32
-0-46
-0-48

- 0^-053

- -057

- -056
-0-14
-0-03
+ -22

II. "Wagner considers these results worthy of some credit, as the
difFerenees betTveen his registered transits, f and those obseiTed with
eye and ear, agree very well with what has appeared from his observa-

tions of the real stars. The constant faults (caused by defects in the
apparatus) can, for equatorial velocity, only amount to a few thou-

sandths of a second ; for the slowest motion, they may be considerably

larger, on account of faults in the adjusting screws, but the mean
results contained in the last column of the above table may, notwith-

standing this, be considered as a very fair approximation to the

truth.

The last question we now have to answer is, has the apparent

brilliancy of the objects observed any influence on an observer's esti-

mation of its transit? That a personality is distinctly visible in

observations of the first and second Kmbs of the sun or the moon, has
lately been shown by ^'. Dunkin, in Greenwich, in two papers laid

before the Royal Astronomical Society,
:J:

the personal eiTors being

detected in the tabular errors of the E,. A. of the moon and of the sun.

The different habits of observing these two celestial objects by the
foui' piincipal observers in Greenwich, are essentially the same in the

observations of both of them, as the following table shows :§

—

* Corresponding to tHe direction of the motion of a star between the Pole and
the Zenith.

t To he found in the column headed :
" Chr. —EE."

X On Personality in observing Transits of the limbs of the Moon—"ilonthly
!N'otices," Yol. xxix., p. 259. On Personality ia obsei-ving Transits of the first and
second limbs of the Sun.

—

Ibid., xxxv., p. 91.

§ For the moon Mr. Dunkin has not only used the observations taken with the

transit-instrument (quoted here), but also those taken with the altazimuth, which,

upon the whole, give similar results, although made ujider quite different circum-

stances.
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Tabdxae Eekoes of E. A.

Of the Sun. Of the Moon.

I St Limb. 2nd Limb. ist Limb. 2nd Limb.

Criswick — Duiikin, .

C.-ElHs, ....
C.-J, Carpenter,

+ Os-052

+ -103

+ -150

+ 0^-002

+ -019

-0 -001

+ s-034

+ -112

+ -132

+ 0=-032

+ -077

+ -038

There can hardly be any doubt that this personality principally

arises from the irradiation, as it is a well-known fact that the rliameter

of the sun, as well as that of the moon, is measured differently by
different observers, as also by different telescopes. But there is ano-

ther circumstance, the condition of the atmosphere and the quality of

the images (which depends thereon) whose great importance for obser-

vations of such very luminous objects must not be undervalued. The
observations of the sun made in Pulkowa by Wagner and Gylden
(especially by the former) show very distinctly that the apparent
diameter of the sun increases, as the images get worse,* and the circum-

stances under which the limbs of the sun and the moon are taken
differ therefore, in every respect, from those of star observations, so

that personality in the former cannot be treated from the same point

of view as in the latter.

While the observer's individuality thus has a different influence in

observations of the different limbs of the sun and moon, we must
leave it to the future to decide whether observations of faint stars,

compared with those of brighter ones show a similar anomaly (that is,

a change in the common personal error) or not. It is impossible to

find anything respecting this question by examining any of the
published observations of personal equations, as these only extend
over three or four of the first classes of magnitude, where, no doubt,

a distinct variation of the personal errors never will be found.

The matter is certainly of importance. If we suppose that an
observer's personal error is not subject to very sudden variations (as

we have seen is not the case with tolerably experienced observers),

it will for common astronomical observations be of no importance

whatever, how large his error is, if he only determines the correc-

tion of the clock himself. But the case becomes quite otherwise, if

his error is different for stars of a different magnitude. If he, for

instance, observes a zone of small stars of 8 to 9-10 mag., and uses

* Vierteljalirssclu-ift der Astron. Gesellschaft, viii., pp. 48-55.
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a clock-correction derived from four or five standard stars, the dif-

ferent estimation of bright and faint stars will cause a constant

fault of all the right ascensions of the zone.

In order to explain the deviations of ITyren's constant of pre-

cession from those of Bessel and Struve,* we might seek the origin

of the undeniable difference: Schjellerup -Bessel -AVeisse = - 0'-095

in such a different estimation in one of the two observers, which
would be more likely to have existed in Bessel's case, as Schjellerup's

right ascensions can hardly be affected with any large constant error,

considering their excellent agreement with those of the Gottingen
zones,! which are founded on the same standard stars. Before leav-

ing the Copenhagen Observatory, I tried to find whether the above
difference could be explained in this way. From the original obser-

vations of Schjellerup's and the " Konigsberger Beobachtungen," I
wished to derive differences of right ascension between zone stars ap-

pearing in both catalogues, and standard stars, which the two observers

would have had in common, if such had been observed together on one
night in Konigsberg, as well as in Copenhagen. But it appeared
soon that any certain and reliable result could not be obtained in this

way, as Schjellerup nearly always had used other standard stars (one

or two classes fainter) than Bessel, so that only a very small number
of zone stars occurring in both catalogues, could be compared with
one and the same standard star. However, the difference between
the right ascensions of the two catalogues has probably another and a
deeper origin, as neither of the two constants of precession used now-a-
days seems derived in quite a satisfactory way.;]; Besides, according to

Argelander's comparison between Bessel's zones and Struve's " Posi-

tiones mediae," it does not seem likely that the former are affected

with any constant error as the one suggested above. §
It cannot, however, be doubted that a different estimation of

transits of bright and faint stars may exist,
||
and an example has been

found by Argelander by comparing Santini's fifth catalogue, contain-

ing positions of stars between 90° and 93° JST. P. D., from observations

* Determination du coefficient constant cle la precession au moyen d'etoiles

de faible eclat. Par M. Nyren (Bulletin de rAcademie Imp. des Sciences de
St. Petersbourg, 1869).

t Gottingen- Scbiellenip =- 0^-005 (R. Copeland und C. Borgen: Mittlere

Oerter der in den Zonen — 0" und — 1° enthaltenen Sterne : Gottingen, 1869

X Bessel has, for instance, used Lindenau's constant of nutation, wliicli is

0"-25 too small, while 0. Struve has founded his researches on his father's deter-

mination of the relation between the mean distances of stars from different classes.

§ Viei'teljahrsschrift der Astron. Gesellschaft, vii., p. 17.

II
Bessel has already suspected this (Briefwechsel zwischen Olhers und Bessel, ii.,

p. S58).
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by Trettenero, with the catalogues of Schjellerup and Bessel. He
found by dividing the stars according to the magnitude :"^'

—

Magn. Schj.-Tr. Stars. A'«.

gm + 0'-023 14 - 0^-013

7 + -031 35 + -017

7-8 + -089 23 - -022

8 + -084 68 + -002

8-9 + -lOo 74 -000

9 4- 0-124 120 -000

The increase of the difference with the decrease of the brightness

of the stars seems beyond doubt. The last column contains the

deviations of the differences from the formula :
—

Schj.-Tr. = + 0^-010 + 0^-038 [Magn. - 6™-0].

The comparison between the Padua zones and those of Bessel gave
a similar result, which, however, is more uncertain than the above
one, owing to constant errors in some of Bessel's zones, uncertainty

of proper motions, &c. Argelander informs us also that the third

Padua catalogue has been found by himself to contain a similar devia-

tion of the faint stars.

It seems, therefore, that Trettenero really observed faint stars

earlier than bright ones, probably because his attention while observ-

ing the former was more concentrated in the work of the eye, or

because he regularly first heard the beats of the clock, and then
saw, while he observed bright stars in the reverse way. Argelander
has already, in Yol. YI. of the Bonn Observations (p. 12), suspected

that a fault in his own R. A.s might arise in this way, and he has
later examined his own observations of variable stars, in order to find

whether any certain influence of the magnitude on the R. A. would
appear from these. The result was, that Argelander seemed to

observe stars down to 9*1 magnitude in the same way, but stars of the

magnitude 9*2, and still more those of magnitude 9"3, a little earlier

;

but that the en'or for the latter could hardly amount to more than
0^-15. Por stars below the 9-3 magnitude, the accidental errors

seemed to amount to more than the constant one, so that the latter

could not appear distinctly.!

As observations of variable stars in their different phases of bright-

ness are included in the programme of the zone observations, at present

undertaken by different observatories, under the direction of the Inter-

national Astronomical Association, we shall, probably, soon possess.

* Vierteljahrsschiift, vii., p. 19. t Astron. Naclirichtcn, Ixxiv., p. 268.
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a number of trustworthy results respecting the personal errors of faint

stars.

Closely connected with the question of personality in observations

of faint stars is another important matter, to which the great number
of nebular observations, made during the last twenty-five years, has
turned our attention. "We alhide to the constant differences between
the right ascensions found by different astronomers. It is especially

Schonfeld, whose results, published in Vol. I. of the "Mannheim Ob-
servations," show a remarkable deviation from those of all other

observers of nebulae, as the following equations show :

—

Schonfeld - Laugier = - 0^"21.

- d'Arrest = - 0-38.^

- Schmidt = - 0-39.

- Schultz =-0-30.t
- Oppolzer =- 0-38.1

-Yogcl =-0-21.

Although it seemed unquestionable that Schonfeld's right ascensions

are too small, I thought it would be of interest to compare them with the
" Micrometrical Observations of 500 nebulae by Dr. Herman Schultz,"

which were published in Upsala, in 1874, in order to see, whether the

very striking difference between the Mannheim and the few earlier

Upsala observations would appear again, when all the observations

of later years were employed in the comparison. It is safest only to

compare objects which have been determined by both observers by
means of the same comparison-star, as the small differences between
the positions of the different star catalogues might produce here too

great an effect upon the value of the small personal equation. Of
the 163 objects which occur both in Schultz's and Schonfeld's obser-

vations, I, therefore, only took 114, which have been compared with
the same star. Of these 114 the neb. h 393 could not be used, as it

seemed most probable that a different point had been observed. The
remaining 113 equal differences nebula-star gave for the equation

•Schonfeld - Schultz

Aa cos S = - 0^-338.

As only thirteen nebulae gave a very small positive value Aa cos,

there is no doubt, that one of the two observers has a different way of

estimating the transits of stars and nebulae.

That these indications of personal equations in nebular observations

* Mean of all the comparisons contained in the " Observationes Havnienses."

This number is, of course, of less value than the others, as d'Arrest only observed

most nebulae approximatively. The comparison bet^reen Schonfeld and d'Arrest's
" First Series " (Leipzig, 1856) gave a similar difference, which, however, disap-

peared when only nebulae observed with the same star were compared.

t Astron. Nachr., Ixiii., No. 1504.
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do not depend on instrumental circumstances, but really on the
observer's individuality, can be proved in several ways. Altbough.

Schonfeld observed with an annular micrometer, whose construction,

certainly, may give rise to constant errors, it is impossible in this way
to explain the differences between Schonfeld and the other observers

of nebulae. Schmidt observed also with an annular micrometer, and
still his observations differ about as much from Schonfeld' s, as those

of Schultz, made with a wire-micrometer. Between the right ascen-

sions obtained with nearly equal telescopes, and by means of wire-
micrometers in Leipzig and Upsala, I found, besides, a difference

(Yogel- Schultz):

Aa cos 8 = - 0^-10,*''

which agrees very well with the difference between the equations
Schonfeld -Schultz and Schonfeld - Yogel = -0^-34 - (-0^-21)=- 0=-13.

But the second series of Schonfeld' s observations, published only a few
months ago, have made the reality of the influence of the observer's indi-

viduality quite unquestionable. This series contains 153 objects, which
also occur in Schultz' s observations, and the author has himself com-
pared their E.A.s with those in Schultz's "Preliminary Catalogue of

]S'ebul8e,"t which is less troublesome than the way of comparing chosen
by me. The result is : |

Aa cos S = - 0^-150,

while a comparison between this series and the lii'st one gave

I. -II. --0^-21.

These two comparisons agree most perfectly with my result given
above, and show with certainty that Schonfeld, being aware of the
fact that he made his right ascensions too small, or was inclined to

observe transits of nebulae too soon, in the course of years has altered

his method of estimating the latter. This proves to some extent that

the personal error is not perfectly independent of the individual's will,

which must be considered as one of the most important results we
hitherto have found respecting this abstruse subject.

My examination of Schultz's observations has given another
result, which also, I think, is of some importance. Julius Schmidt
had already, by comparing his own observations with those of

Schonfeld, found the equation to be different according to the con-

* From fifty-five identical differences : nebiila star. I have already mentioned
this equation, as -w-ell as the preceding one, in a re-view of Dr. Schultz's work ia
the Vierteljahrsschrift der Astronomischen Gesellschaft, x., pp. 64-73.

t Monthly Notices of the R. Astron. Society, xxxv., p. 135.

% Astronomische Beobachtungen aiif der Stemwarte zii Mannheim, ii Carlsruhe
1875, p. 8.
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densation and apparent size of the nebulae (Astr. JTaclir., iN'os, 1463
and 1513), so that large and uncondensed nebulae gave the greatest

equation. But as the Athens obserrations are few in number, this

result could not be very reliable. I, therefore, thought it of interest

to see whether Schultz's comprehensive observations would show a

similar dependency, when compared with those of Schonfeld. The
result of my examination is found in the following two tables. As
might be expected, the condensation of a nebula has more influence

upon the estimation of the transits than its size.

T-OIE I.

NehulcE dassijied according to their apparent Size.

Class.

I.

II.

III.

lY.

Diameter of
Nebute. Aa cos S.

Number of
Neb ulje.

0'-2-0'-6

-6 - 1 -0

1 -5 -3-0

3 -0 -8 -5

- 0^-28

-0-36

-0 -40

-0-46

57

22

20

14

Table II.

NelulcB classified according to the Degree of Co7idensation.

Class. Appearance. Aa cos 5.
Number of
Nebulae.

I.

II.

III.

Planetary, or -sdth a

starlike nucleus, .

Le3s condensed, more
irregular, . .

Large & uncondensed;

- 0^-15

- -39

- 0-44

32

53
28

"W^e have now come to the end of our researches about the-

different circumstances under which personal equations and errors

appear, and shall at last consider the probable origin of the pheno-
mena.

III.

"WTien Bessel had first remarked the considerable equation between
LimseK and his pupils, in the winter of 1820, he tried at once to explain

this remarkable phenomenon from the co-operation of the two senses,

sight and hearing, which takes place when an observation is made by
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eye and ear.* If we suppose that impressions on the eye and ear

cannot be compared instantaneously with one another, and that two
ohservers take an unequal time to transfer the one impression to the
other, there will arise a personal difference or equation, which will he
still larger, if one observer begins with seeing and ends by hearing,

and the other observer does the reverse.

There can hardly be any doubt that the explanation here inti-

mated, in many cases, especially when the equation is of a consider-

able size, is the right one. In the eye-and-ear method the mind is in

reality at work in three different ways : hearing, seeing, and count-

ing the seconds; perhaps one might say in four ways, considering the

expecting of the coming beats of the clock. The longer the interval

between the beats, the longer time this expectation will of course

take ; and this is perhaps the reason why Bessel's personal error was
found half a second smaller, by using a half-second watch, whose
single beats were counted, so that he, with this watch, observed 0^'494

later than with a clock beating whole seconds, while Struve and
Argelander found no such difference.! However, Eessel's very con-

siderable error cannot be explained perfectly in this way. Encke has

tried to explain it, simply by supposing that Bessel counted a second

too early, and this certainly agrees with the decrease of the error by
using the half-second clock. | C. Wolf is of the same opinion,^ and
he tells us that a few years ago an analogous case occurred at the

Observatory in Paris, where an observer noted all the transits one

second later than all the others.
||

But although this proves the

possibility of such a mistake, it hardly seems probable that Bessel's

personal error should arise from such a very simple cause, and besides,

how should we explain personal equations of 0^-5, 0^*6, 0^-7, of which,

we have several examples in the eye-and-ear method,^ and how can

an observer continually change his way of estimating transits in the

course of years (in which case we could not think of a new way of

counting the seconds) ? "We have already, in the foregoing, given

several examples of such alterations, and the equation Bessel- Struve

increased besides, continually, until it reached its maximum

* Konigsberger Beotaclitungeii, viii.,p. 7.

t This explanation of Bessel's error has already been suggested by Albrecht

(Langendifferenzen, &c., p. 36). Several observers in Leyden observed in 1861

and 1862, with two chronometers, one beating single seconds, the other giving 130

beats in one minute ; but none of them found any certain variation in their small

errors, caused by the use of the latter (Yerslagen, &c., xv., pp. 212 and 217).

X Monatsberichte der Berliner Academie, 1858, p. 617.

§ Annales de I'Observatoire de Paris, Memoires, t. vui., p. 186.

II
According to Radau (Sur les erreurs personelles, p. 29, Moniteur Scientifique,

1866), the said observer, to his great surprise, was convinced of his mistake

by observing the disappearance of an artificial star behind a screen, and counting

the seconds aloud, while another person (in the moment of the disappearance) gave
him a slap on the back.

" " Main - Kogerson = + 0s-70 (1853).
Jacob — Sashoo Jengar = + -80 (1858).
Quirling - Lucas =+0-67(1868).
Main -Lucas = + -70 (1868), &c.

IT Nehus-Wolfers = + 05-73 (1833).

Petersen -Madler= + -52(1833).

Gerling-Nicolai = + 0-78 (1837).

Dunkin - W. EUis = + -84 (1847).

R. I. A. PKOC, 8ER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 G
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Talue in 1823. "Wolf proves his assertion by the fact, that the equa-
tion Bessel- Argelander, by occultations of stars, was found = — 0''222,

but by transits = - P-222. I do not understand this argument, as

there is no reason why Bessel should count the seconds properly while
observing occultations, but not when he observed transits.

!N'otwithstanding these but slightly proved objections to Bessel's

explanation of his great error, nobody has attempted to deny the great

influence of the "superposition" of the two senses on the appearance

of the personal error. Faye has tried to elucidate the matter by a

comparison.* We might imagine, he says, that the intellect was an
eye in the interior of the brain, observing the effects which the im-
pressions of the senses make in the fibres of the nerves. If impres-

sions of the same nature are made in the same point, this interior eye
can easily decide whether they are simiiltaneous or not ; but if it

should observe different perceptions, by fibres extending to different

portions of the brain, the interior eye would have to move from one
portion to another, the time spent in this movement would not be
remarked, and perceptions divided by a real interval of time might
therefore erroneously be considered as simultaneous. The time lost

in passing from one perception to another is different in each indivi-

dual, and in this way personal equations may arise. This is only a

comparison, but a veiy good and instructive one.

"We cannot, however, be satisfied with this, but we must examine
the question more closely in order to see how a personal error can
arise, both in the eye-and-ear method, and in the chronographic one.

Let us begin by considering the different effects of the senses, and the

time spent in their completion, as this time already gives the possibi-

lity of a personal error. There are three processes by which a per-

ception is made : an impression on a receptive organ (the eye or the

ear), the passing on of this impression through the nerves to the

Ibrain, and at last, the mind's perception.

It is quite clear that there must be some time lost dui-ing the two
first processes, and this is besides proved in different ways. The
impression on the receptive organ is quite material, and lasts some
time; very brilliant objects are, for instance, visible to the eye a

short time after this organ has been closed. That the passing on to

the brain through the nerves requires time may be seen from direct

experiments. Helmholtz has, for instance, found the velocity of the

propagation of a nervous irritation equal to about thirty-four metres

in a second,! so that the time lost in bringing an impression to the

brain is often quite perceptible.

In like manner, a certain time must elapse before the material

irritation causes the mind to be aware of what has happened. As we
do not know at all how the perception arises, that space of time can-

not be determined, but its existence can indirectly be felt if we deter-

mine the velocity of the sensation, or the time in which the mind can
only be occupied by a single perception. We may determine this by

* Comptes rendus, t. lix., p. 475. t Poggendorf 's Annalen, Bd. Ixxix., p. 329.
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seeking the mininnim of time in -which two different efforts of the
mind can follow each other. We could, for instance, find the time
which elapses between the observation of an instantaneous sound, or

of a glimpse of light, or the touch of an external object, and the
immediate completing of a galvanic current through the pressure

of a key by the hand. Experiments to this effect have been made by
Hirsch, Hankel, and others. On an average we can consider the velo-

city of the perception of a sound, of a glimpse of light, or of the sense

of feeling = 0'*20. This number contains the velocity of the propa-

gation in the nerves, and, besides, the time which elapses between the

arrival of the nervous irritation from the brain to the muscles of the
fingers, and the contraction of these.* But as these intervals are very
small, compared with the above numbers, they prove with certainty that

a limitedtime is necessary for the accomplishment of the mental process.

f

The above-mentioned experiments show that the velocity of the

sensation contributes to the formation of a personality in the percep-

tion of a phenomenon, as the single observers did not find exactly the
same results. In the chronographic method, where the eye and the

hand work together, a different estimation of the coincidence of the

star and the wire can be joined by a different way of pressing the

key. The former circumstance seems to be of great importance,

especially if we observe bright stars with instruments of small aper-

ture, which often do not give sharply-defined images of the stars. In
the eye-and-ear method the different velocity of perception may be
joined by the " superposition" of the two active senses, as well as by
a different manner of estimating the beats of the clock, perhaps, also,

by the expectation of them ; while the chronographic method only

requires the action of two of the senses, the eye-and-ear method takes

in reality four actions of the mind. One might conclude from this

that personal errors in the chronographic method, within shorter

intervals of time, change less than in the eye-and-ear method, and that

greater variations do not appear as suddenly in the former as in the

latter, in which greater variations may be expected even within

shorter intervals. As we have seen in the foregoing pages, obser-

vations have in part confirmed this conclusion, and it is a fact that

errors of such an extent as Bessel's, and some of the observers,

mentioned in the note of page 523, have never been found in the

chronographic method, which certainly proves the great influence the

simultaneous working of the senses and the expectation of the beats

of the lock have on our estimation of a transit.

A general theory cannot be given of the origin of the personal

error. "We can only point out different circumstances which contribute

to the formation of a personal error, and there can be no doubt that

* By Helmholtz found = O^-Ol.

t If it is necessary to prove more fully the dui-ation of an impression on the

senses, we need only remember that glimpses of light or sounds which follow

one another with shorter intervals than about O^^-OS, cannot be perceived as separate

phenomena.

3 G 2
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the cause of one ohscrver's error is not the same as the cause of

another observer's. Wolf tries, in the paper we have so often quoted,

to give a general theory of the personal error, which, however, does

not include the very large ones, with respect to which he contents

himself with Bessel's explanation, simply adding, that constant

practice may diminish them. He recounts so many ingenious ex-

periments that this is sufficient reason for us to examine hi&

ideas more closely, especially as several of his experiments show
that the causes we have mentioned on the foregoing pages are

certainly not the only ones which give rise to the personal faults.

"We have already seen that "VYolf's error in the commencement was
found = + 0''3, and that it was afterwards brought down by-and-bye

to O'-l, at which value it remained constant. In order to see whether
this small correction arose from the confusion of hearing and seeing at

the same time, he placed before the telescope a Geissler's tube, which
gives a glimpse every second, and in this manner marked the time.

One evening he found by common eye-and-ear observation of eighty

angle transits, the error = + O'*"!!, and by a series of observations with
the tube, instead of the clock (intermixed with the former) the error

= O^'IO. Another time the seconds were marked by the star itself,

which, as an electric spark, blazed up every second, so that a sudden
flash showed the position of the star in the field at the beginning of

each second. By stopping his ears, in order to avoid hearing the noise

of the spark, the error was found = + O^'OS, while common observa-

tions at the same time gave + O'-IO. Accordingly, "Wolf's error was
always constant, whether the observation was made by sight alone, or

with the assistance of the ear. However, he tried in another way,
whether "le temps mort" existed, as if so, its duration would depend
on which organ was used. He substituted feeling for hearing by
receiving light electric shocks in the left hand with a second's interval.

Eighty transits of this kind gave his correction = + 0^- 1 1 exactly the
same as common observations:*

Having convinced himself that the simultaneous working of two
senses could not give rise to his personal error, as it remained the
same, whether one sense was working or the sight and the feeling^

co-operating, instead of the sight and hearing, "Wolf produced by
means of holes in a moveable board three artificial stars, situated one
above the other, in a line perpendicular to the direction of their

motion. The central star was always visible, the upper and lower
one at the same time, but only for an instant, for example, regularly

with a second's interval. There appeared, then, a remarkable circum-

stance, that at the moment the two outer stars flashed up the observer

imagined he saw the central one had moved a little in advance of the

other Wo, and this advance seemed proportional with the velocity.

However, the foremost star always seemed to be furnished with a ray

of light behind (reaching to the spot it should have occupied between

* Annales do F Obscrvatoiro do Paris, viii., p. 189.
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the other two) when the outer ones appeared with reg'ular intervals

;

and it was only sharply defined, if these latter flashed up at irregular

intervals. But if the steadily shining star had been caused to dis-

appear at the moment when the others appeared, they were all seen

in a straight line.

WoK explains these phenomena in the right way, I think, when
lie says, that by the irregular sudden appearance of the outer stars,

the eye, taken by surprise, is principally occupied with them for a

moment, and in the meantime ceases to observe the central one, which
•can only be seen again after that moment, at a time when it has
moved in advance. This last impression seems now to the mind to be
simultaneous with the sudden appearance of the other two stars.

J3ut if they appear at regular intervals, the mind is prepared for their

appearance, and the observation of the motion of the steadily luminous
star is not perfectly interrupted during the sudden impression. While
this lasts, the observer will therefore see all the places which the star

has occupied, and it depends now entirely on his individuality as to

which place he will select out of this series, and consider simultaneous

with the sudden appearance of the outer stars. To conclude, from
the sign of Wolf's personal error, he selected the place which was
reached by the central star at the end of the sudden impression. But
when the eye begins to see the flashing sparks, it retains all the posi-

t;ions which the central star successively occupied during a space of

lime equal to the duration of a luminous impression ; it is, therefore,

^Iso possible that an observer imputes the position of the star in the

moment of the flashing up to some point in this "parcours anterieur."

Lastly, if we abolish the steady illumination of the central star, it is

not possible to see a series of its positions during the sudden impres-

sion, and the personal error is done away with, at least for an antici-

3)ating observer.*'

Such impressions on the senses, which, to the mind, seem to last for

rsome little time (although their duration in reality is extremely short),

m^ust, according to the above, be of gi-eat importance as the sources of

personal errors. Wolf tries on these experiments to found a theory

for all kinds of personal equations in transit-observations, without
being quite successful, as far as we can see. He remarks that the

^bove explanation of personal errors, in case of our perceiving the

seconds by the eye, cannot without alteration be applied to the eye-

^nd-ear method, as a considerable difference between the duration of

perceptions by the eye and by the ear has been found by his own
direct researches, as well as by those of Helmholtz and Emsmann.
If we perceive the seconds by the ear, the impression will certainly

last for an extremely short time (less than O^'Ol), but owing to the

* Hartmann has found something similar by his apparatus (Grimert's Archiv.

fiir Mathematik, xxxi., p. 17). If he placed a scale in the telescope and before the

observation remarked at which division the star should be at the second-beat, he
often fancied when he concentrated his attention on the motion of the star, that he
saw it a little in advance of its real position. He oftener saw it in. the right place

when he was tired.
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duration of the luminous impression, we will, during this short time,,

see the star, not only in its real place, but also in all the places it

has occupied during an interval equal to the duration of the luminous
impression.

It does not seem possible that there can be any objection to this

;

but in order to account for those errors by vhich the position of the

star is anticipated, "W'olf supposes that the transient impression from
the place "vvhich the star really occupies in the moment of the second-

beat, also may allovr the mind to impute the foUo-sving positions ^•hich

the star occupies during this, to the instantaneous audible second-beat

as simultaneous "svith it. This last supposition seems a little difficult

to understand.

As Tve, therefore, cannot fully adopt "WoK's theory, -we must be
content to consider the question about the origin of the personal

errors, as elucidated in different Tvays by the foregoing. In order tO'

give a short review of what we have already said, we may mention
among the principal causes producing personal errors : the co-opera-

tion of the different senses; the expectation of the regularly returning

beats of the clock ; the different velocity of the sensation ; and lastly^

the difference of habit in the mechanical actions.

Appendix.

Since the above paper was read before the Royal Irish Academy,.
Professor Bakhuyzen kindly sent me some results of observations made-

by himself and the assistants at the Leyden Observatory, which con-
firm several conclusions arrived at in the foregoing pages. It deserves,.

for instance, our attention that observations of Polaris by day and by
night have again shown the considerable influence which an eccentric

illumination of the wires can exercise over the personal error. That
this is the only circumstance through which it is possible to accotmt
for the anomalies which so often have appeared in observations with a
"broken telescope," has anew been proved by Dr. Yalentiner's and
Dr. Becker's observations with the time-coUimator, as the different

direction of the motion of the star was found to have very little or na-

influence on the personal error.

Observations have been made in Leyden in order to try whether
the observers estimated the transits of bright and faint stars differ-

ently. The observations which were taken with the meridian-cii'cle

and chronograph gave the following results :

Stars 3 — 6 magn. Stars 8 — 9 mag^n.

Valentiner - Becker =- O'-SO (12 stars), - 0'-21 (lo stars),

Talentiner- H. G. Bakhuvzen = + -13 (34 stars), + -IS (53 stars),

Valentiner - E. F. Bakhuyzen = - -16 -0-17

The difference in the equation Yalentiner-Becker for bright and
for faint stars has been confirmed by the zone-observations of stars-

between 30^ and 35° northern declination made in Leyden.

Bri s-ht-
faint stars

-0=09.
-0 •do.

+ •01.
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XLY .

—

Analysis of Coals and Ikon-stones feo:m the Ditngannon
CoAx-FiELD, Co. Tyrone. By Edwaud T. Hakdman, P. C. S.,

&c., of the Geological Survey of Ireland.

[Kead Febraary 28th, 1876.]

Analyses of one or two of the coals of Dungannon have been
already published by Sir Eichard Griffith,*" and Sir Robert Kane.f

During a stay of over a year in the neighbourhood, while making
a survey of the coal-field, I had opportunities of obtaining good
average samples of all the more important coals at present being
"worked, and having examined them, I now propose to place the re-

sults before the Academy.
I have already, elsewhere, published more or less detailed descriptions

of this coal-field,]: and shall enter no further at present into what would
only be repetition than to say that the coal measures there, although
occupying but a small area, are about 2,000 ft. thick, and contain from
22 to 24 coal seams; all of them of fair, and some of excellent quality.

These vary in thickness from 10 in. to 9 ft.

Appended is a list of the more important of these coals in order :

Table of the Coals at Present being "Worked.

Dungannon Coal-Field.
ft. in.

'"Annagher Coal,| 9

Middle Bone Coal, 2 10

Coal Shining Seam, 3

Measures. ' Brackaville Coal, 5

j
GortnaskeaCoal(with 22in. cannel),! 6

{Coal Island Beltiboy Coal,| 3

series). Derry Coal,| 3 6 to 5 ft.

L Yard Coal, 3

uncertahi. j
CreenaghCoal | (with Uin.cannel),]: 4 6

Lower Coal A

Measures. / Main Coal of Drumglass,:}: . . . 4 10 to 6 ft.

{Drumglass I Lower ,, ,,
... I 6 to 2 ft.

series).
J

Those marked with an asterisk are included in the following ana-

lyses, being the only seams which were worked upon when I was in

the district.

* Geological and Mining Surveys of Tyrone, &c. (Dublin, 1839), p. 12. Tbese
analyses are unfortunately nearly useless by reason of misprints.

t Industrial Resources of Ireland.

X See " On the Present State of Coal Mining in the Co. Tyrone." By Edward
T. Hardman, in Jour. Eoy. Dub. Soc, Vol. vi., part 42, p. 366. Also " Geolo-

gical Structure of the Tyi-one Coal-fields." Eeport Brit. Assoc, 1874, Belfast.
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By the kind permission of Professor Galloway, the analyses were
for the most part performed in the very complete laboratory under
his control at the E,oyal College of Science, Dublin.

Analyses op the Coals oe the DxnfGAKis^ois" Coal-Field.

LOWEE, CoAL-MEASTTEES.

No. 1.

—

Main Coal or Brumglass Coal. Lurgaboy (Top).

Analysis.

"Volatile matter (including sulphur and water), 48'00

Coke
Eixed carbon, 47'43

Ash, 4-57

100-00

"Water at 212° P., . 2-49 per cent.

Sulphur, .... 2-80 ,,

Ash in coke, . . 9-05 ,,

Specific Gravity, . 1-295

Heating Powee.— 1 lb. of the coal evaporates 12-86 lbs. of water
at 212° F.; and 1 cubic ft. of the coal evaporates 1109-68 lbs. of water
at 212° F.

The above forms the uppermost portion of the main seam. It is

an extremely good coal, not yielding in quality to the best English
specimens. Although somewhat hard, and occasionally difficult to

kindle, it burns with a very brilliant flame, abounding, as it does, in

gas-forming materials. The ash is small in quantity, and light coloured.

The heating power is very high. This portion of the seam varies in

thickness from 1'4" in Lurgaboy, to I'lO" in Drumglass, and nearly
3' in Congo, and is separated by a band of black shale or fire-clay

called ''clearing,^'' which is three feet thick in Lurgaboy*'—from the

bottom coal.

No. 2.

—

Main Coal. Lurgaboy (Bottom).

Analysis,

Volatile matter, including sulphur and water, . 37-19

,^ 1 ( Fixed carbon, 51-53
t<^«^^ Ush, 11-28

100-00

tWater at 212° F., . 5-72 per cent.

Sulphur, . . . . 1-65 „
Ash in coke, . . . 17-95 „
Specific gravity, . 1-385

* Towards the west of the Coal-field the " clearing " diminishes to a couple of

layers, a few inches thick only,

t Mean of two experiments.
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Heating Power :— 1 lb. of the coal evaporates 12-15 lbs, of water
at 212° F.; and 1 cubic foot of the coal evaporates 1043-32 lbs. of

water at 212^ F.

This portion of the coal is of rather inferior quality, as it contains

layers of shale or slate, sulphate of lime, &c. The ash is large in

•quantity, and of a heavy, dirty, red appearance. The heating power is,

however, high, and it is on the whole a good strong coal, very useful

for furnaces, &c.

The next coal of value above this is the Creenagh coal, which is

made up of several portions, the section being :

—

ft. in.

Upper ''soft coal," ... 1 10

Cannel coal, 1 2

Cracker, 4

Lower, "soft coal," . . 1 2

iN'o. 3.— Creenagh soft coal. Prom Castlestuart Colliery, Creenagh.

Anaxtsis.

Volatile matter, including sulphur and water, . 43-40

Fixed carbon, 39-80

Ash,* 16-80Coke,

100-00

"Water at 212° F., . 7-46 per cent.

Sulphur, . . . . 1-94 ,,

Ash in coke, . . . 21 '30 ,,

Specific gravity, . 1-452

HEATra-G PowEE.—1 lb. of the coal evaporates 10-45 lbs. of water

at 212° F.; and 1 cubic foot of the coal evaporates 930-75 lbs. of water

at 212° F.

The Creenagh soft coal is rather tender, but is sometimes obtained

in large blocks. It is, however, very ashy, and contains many layers

of sulphate of lime, which both add to its weight and deteriorate the

quality. The ash is heavy and dirty, and the heating power is lowest

of any seam in the district. It is at the same time a useful coal, and
in good demand in the neighbourhood.

It may be mentioned that the pit from which the specimens used
in the above analysis were obtained was very wet, owing to the

encroachment of water through a fault. This will probably account

for the extreme amount of hygroscopic moisture estimated,

* Mean of four experiments.
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'N'o. 4.— Creenagh Cannel Coal. From Castlestuart Colliery, Creenagh.

AXAXYSIS.

Yolatile matter, inclucling sulpliiir and -water, . 52-87

r, ^ ( Fixed carbon, 34-18
^°^^' Ash, 12-95

100-00

"Water at 212° F, . 3-20 per cent.

Sulphur, .... 1-94

Ash in coke, . . . 30-02 ,,

Specific gravity, . 1-396

Heatixg Pottee :— lib. of the coal evaporates 12-371bs. of -water at

212° F.; and 1 cubic foot of the coal evaporates 1070-64lbs. of water
at 212° F.

This coal is an extremely valuable band, and although thin, has
been -worked very profitably, fetching large prices. In quality

and yield of gas, it is considered much superior to "Wigan cannel, and
equal to the best Lesmahago coal. Appended is part of a report

-written for Messrs. Young, formerly owners of the colliery, Castle-

stuart, Creenagh, by Dr. '^Yallace, Gas Examiner to the City of

Glasgo-w, -whose determination of the proximate analyses closely

resembles my o-wn (see note below). "^

Middle Coax-Meastjees.

"No. 5.

—

Dcrry Coal. From Mr. King's Pit, Annagher, Coal-Island.

Ajs^'Axtsis.

Yolatile matter, including sulphur and water, . 26-43

, p , ( Fixed carbon, 55-57
T '-o^e^

I
Ash, 18-00

100-00

"Water at 212° F., I^Tot estimated.

Sulphur, ... ,,

Ash in coke, . . 24-65 per cent.

Specific gravity, . 1-499

* Ax.iLTSis OF Creenagh Cancel.—By Dk. "Wallace.
Yolatile matter containing 0-76 sulphur, . 47'68

(
Fixed carbon, . . 33-49 \

Coke. < Sulphur, . . . 1-12 > . . 49-26 carLon in coke, 68 per cent.

( Ash, 14-65 )

Water at 212° F., 3-06

100-00

Gas per ton at 60" F., and 30" Bar., 11-600 cubic feet.

Illuminating power in standard sperm candles, . . 34-09

Dr. Wallace considers it could be made to yield even as much as 14-000 cubic feet

per ton.

t Mean of tivo experiments.
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Heating Powee.—lib. of the coal evaporates 12-65 lbs. of water
at 212° F., and 1 cubic foot of coal evaporates 1125'061bs. of water at

212° F.

This coal is now only worked in two pits in the townland of

Annagher, where both in quality and thickness the seam has greatly

deteriorated, according to the reports of those who have been engaged
working it. The specimens obtained were of very poor appearance,

being dull, slatey, and lumpy, and composed of thin bands of coal

alternating with layers of shale and sulphate of lime. The seam is 3'

to 3'6" thick. Only a partial analysis has been yet made. The ash

is plentiful, and of a dii'ty, red colour, and the coal contains much iron

pyrites (sulphide of iron).

It is remarkable that this coal has such a high heating power,

considering the very large amount of ash it contains. But as much of

the ash consists of ii'on oxide, resulting from the ignition of the iron

pyrites, so abundant in the coal, some of the heat is, no doubt, due to

the combustion of the sulphur in the pyrites.

No. 6.

—

Beltiboy Coal. From Mr. Slone's pit, Gortnaskea.

A^TALTSIS.

Volatile matter, including sulphur and water, . 49*40

p 1 ( Fixed carbon, 48" 17
^^^^' (Ash, 2-43*

100-00

Water at 212° F., . 4-30 per cent

Sulphur, . . . 1-52 „

Ash in coke. . 4-86 „

Specific gravity, . 1-266

Heatixg Powee.—lib. of the coal evaporates 12-82 lbs. of water
at 212° F. ; and 1 cubic foot of the coal evaporates 1006-25 lbs. of water
at 212° F.

This is the next workable coal above the Derry coal, but between
them, in 50 yards or so, there are 4 or 5 thin coals of very good
quality which have been occasionally wrought at the outcrop. The
Beltiboy coal is about a yard thick, or 3'6" sometimes, and like most
coal seams, consists of several bands of various quality ; some parts

have even been used for gas.

!N'o. 7.

—

Gortnaslcea Coal.

Above this coal comes the Gortnaskea seam, a coal 6 feet thick,

including 22 inches of cannel at the top. I have only been able as

yet to make a partial analysis of the cannel. In appearance, however,

Tm'o experiments.
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tMs is an extremely fine coal, quite equal, if not even superior, to the
Creenagh. cannel.

Ash, 4'06 per cent.

Specific gravity, . . 1-232

It is rare to find a cannel coal with such a small percentage of ash.

ISText in succession comes the Brackaville coal, the Shining seam,

and the Bone coal."^'' Those I could not obtain specimens of, as the two
former were not being worked when I was in the district ; the last

coal I saw in a new pit, on old workings, and it may give some idea of

the expensive style of mining there when I mention that a fortnight

after the pit-men opened it, it was found untenable on account of the

water fi'om the old workings, and other causes. As I had deferred

collecting specimens until the solid coal should be reached, I was dis-

appointed in obtaining any. The seam is 2'6" to 3' thick.

A few yards above this lies the Annagher coal. This seam is in

most places 9 feet thick, and is an extremely fine bed ; a soft, rich,

black coal, full of gas, containing a mere trifle of ash, and but little

sulphur. It is very diificult to work on account of its having a very
thick bed of soft fire-clay for a seat. This often swells up, and makes
the levels quite impassable.

The samples from which the analyses were made were obtained at a

small " Gin Pit," sunk on the outcrop of the coal in Annagher. The
pit was only 14 yards deep, and mostly in drift.

Xo. 8 .

—

Annayher Coal. Prom a small pit in Brackaville.

AXAXTSIS.

Volatile matter, including sulphur and water, . 45-62

p -, \ Fixed carbon, 52-46
^^^^' (Ash, 1-92

100-00

Water at 212° F., 9-89 f per cent.

Sulphui', . . . 2-56 ,,

Ash in coke, . . 3-55

Specific gravity, . 1-250

Hea-Tixg Power:— 1 lb. of the coal evaporates 12-48 lbs. of water

at 212° F.; and one cubic foot of the coal evaporates 967-20 lbs. of

water at 212° F.

The above analyses will give a very fail' idea of the character of the

coals in the Dungannon Coal Field ; and it will be seen that

many of these will bear favourable comparison with the best

* Could this name be merely the French Bon ? It is not improbable that the

name may have been appUed by Ducart, an Italian engineer, who worked these

mines 100 years ago, especially as it is a coal of superior quality.
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English coal in point of purity and heating power. They are all

highly bituminons, and yield such a quantity of gaseous matter that

any of them, except the Derry coal, might be used with great advan-

tage in Ireland for gas manufacture, with profit, both to the colliery

owner and to the gas company : a point which ought to be thought
of if, as I hope, these coals some day come to be properly and exten-

sively mined.

The heating power is extremely high; 10 to 11 lbs. of water eva-

porated is considered very good work for 1 lb. of coal ; nearly all these

give over 12, the best of them very nearly 13 lbs. The heating power
was determined directly by Thompson's very elegant and simple appa-

ratus. This is both more exact than the methods of calculation from
the ultimate composition, or by actual experiments with a furnace

and boiler, and infinitely more convenient than the latter process.

The analyses show that several of these coals contain an excessive

amount of water, e. g., the Creenagh, Annagher, and Bottom Lurgaboy
coals. This, however, is, I think, entirely due to the state of the pits

;

the specimens from the two former seams being obtained from pits lite-

rally swimming in water, which were either surrounded with old work-
ings, or only on the very outcrop of the coal. It is not unlikely that

under more favourable conditions this item would be much diminished
;

and it must be remembered also, that none of the pits at present

being worked on the coals enumerated herein are sunk on the best

portions of the seams, or under anything like favourable arrangements.

One thing worth noticing in these coals is the complete proportion

between their specific gravity and the amount of ash they contain.

It has been a subject of no little discussion as to whether there is any
relation between the amount of ash and the specific gravity, and I

find it stated in Kuapp's Technicology '^' that no direct connection can

be deduced. However, Professor Johnson, a well-known American
geologist and chemist, is referred to as believing " such to be the case

with coal from the same coal-field, and considers the specific gravity

to be an index of the purity of the coal. In analysing anthracites

from Beaver Creek, Luzerne County (Pennsylvania), he found in four

varieties the following relative quantity of ash :

—

fBEAVER Cheek, Penktstlvania.

Specific Gravity. Ash per cent.

1

2

3

4

1-560

1-594

1-613

1-630

1-28

4-00

5-01

5-063

* Knapp's Chemical Technicology. Drs. Eonald's and Eichardson, vol. 1,

pt. 1, p. 47-8 (1855).

t It must be remembered that tlic specific gravity of anthracite is always
higher than that of bituminous coal.
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In the coal from the basin of Maryland, bordering on Pennsylvania^

a similar result was obtained. The coals are bituminous.

Maryland Coal Basin,

Mean Sp. Gravity.
Two Specimens.

Mean amount Ash
Two Specimens.

1

2

3

4

5

1-320

1-350

1-360

1-385

1-485

7-52

9-58

10-35

11-75

14-41

My analyses show a very close agreement in this respect "with some
of the Maryland coals, as will be seen from the following Table :

—

Dttngankon Coal-Field.

Specific Gravit)'. Amount of Ash.

1

2

3

4

5

Annagher coal, . . .

Beltiboy „ ...
Gortnaskea coal, cannel,

Lurgaboy top coal, . .

Do. bottom coal,

.

1-250

1-266

1-232

1-295

1-385

1-92

2-43

4-06

4-57
11-28

6 Creenagb coal, cannel. 1-386 12-95

7 Do. soft coal, . . 1-452 16-80

8 Derry coal, .... 1-499 18-00

"With the exception of the Gortnaskea cannel, which slightly

breaks the series, this increase of ash with that of the specific gravity

is extremely well marked here. Some of these, compared with those

determined by Professor Johnson, exhibit an agreement that is very
striking indeed. It is useless comparing the anthracite coals, for,

as I have already remarked, the specific gravity is always higher,

ecRteris paribus ; but I have given below some other analysis of bitu-

minous coals, and they agree fairly well in the relation between the

specific gravity and the amount of ash.

Belleville Distkict, Illinois.*

Specific Gravity. Ash.

1

2

3

4

1-293

1-296

1-315

1-340

4-50 to 5-40

8-60

8-90

13-01

* Coal Eegions of America. J. Macfarlane, M.A., p. 425.
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Specific Gravity. Ash.

M76 0-3

1-230 2-0 to 3-0

1-264 2-5

1-28 6-5

1-29 4-5

1-32 6-0

Ohio.—Block Coal.

In six analyses the specific gravity ranges from 1-247 to 1*284.

And the ash. from, 3" 18 to 1.16.

Apparently reversing the matter. However, both the range of ash

and of the specific gravity is very small here.

Among English and Scotch coals, as well as other Irish coals, a

tolerably fair relation seems to exist in this way, as the following

examples will show.

Name of Coal. Sp. Gr. Ash. "WTiere Published.

Scotcli (Fordel Splint), . 1-25 4-0
\ Coal Fields of Great Britain,

j Prof. Hull, p. 406.Newcastle (Cans. Hartly, 1-25 5-0

Alfreton, Derbyshire, 1-235 2-04 \ Chemical Technicology.

,, Cannel, . . . 1-278 4-64 r Drs. Eonald and Eichardson.

Liverpool Coal, . . 1-260 4-62 1 Vol. i., pt. ii., Analytical

Newcastle-on-Tyne Birtley 1-270 4-00 ; Table, p. 1.

Ballycastle, Ireland, . . 1-273 4-20 Laboratory Notes, Mus. Ir. Ind.

Technicologist. 1864.

Lough Allen, Leitrim, 1-336 7-52 Do. do.

Do. do. . . 1-369 7-63 Do. do.

Do. do. . . 1-382 17-7 L. Studdert, LL.D.," Jour. EL
Geo. Soc. I.," Vol. iii.,p. 135.

So far then, it would appear, that within certain limits the specific

gravity of a coal is a tolerably fair guide to the quality of it. For
instance, one would not be far wrong ia putting down a coal of 1-35

specific gravity as containing over 10 per cent, of ash, while one of

1'25 would be almost free from it.

Iron-stones.—In the shales and fire-clays of the middle series of

the Tyrone coal-measures there is a good deal of iron-stones, which
occur both in beds and nodules, the former, in one or two instances,

* Op. cit., p. 401.
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from 1 to 2 feet thick, the latter abundant. None of them have been
ever worked to any extent so far as is known. '^•' They have the usual

composition of clay-ironstone, and contain about the average per cent-

age of iron. I have examined some of them, but only for the amount
of iron, and the presence or absence of sulphur and phosphorus, as a

more complete analysis would add nothing interesting to our know-
ledge of such minerals. The specimens were all obtained from the

neighbourhood of Coal-Island.

Analyses of Ieok-stones, Dtjxgannox Coax-Pield.

'B.o. 1 .—Thin seam of ironstone from above the shiniitg seam.

Metallic iron, . . 35 "50 per cent.

JS'either sulphur nor phosphorus present.

]S"o. 2.—Iron-stone nodules above G-oetxaskea coal.

Metallic iron, . . 34-40 per cent.

Ifeither sulphur nor phosphorus present.

'Eo. 3.—Iron-stone nodules above Beltibot coai.

(«.) Metallic iron, . . 32'50 per cent.

Ifeither sulphur nor phosphorus.

(5.) Metallic iron, . . 21-70 per cent.

jN^o sulphur : a trace of phosphorus.

{c.) ? Black band ironstones.

Metallic iron, . . 23-50 per cent.

~^o sulphur : a trace of phosphorus.

!No. 4.—Iron nodules above Deeet coax.

Metallic iron, . . 28-80 per cent.

. J^o sulphur : no phosphorus.

* Traces of an old iron furnace are fonnd in the towaland of Deny, near tlie

road leading from Derryvale to StewartstoAvn, and a quantitj^ of slag lies about.

It is possible, therefore, that some of the ii'on-stones above the Derry coal wero
formerly smelted.
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XLVI.—Oif A Case of Polydactylism. With Plates 36, 37, 38, and 39.

By J. E. Kelly, Surgeon to the Jervis-street Hospital, Lecturer
on Anatomy and Physiology, &c., &c.

. [Read 14tli February, 1876.]

The peculiarities which I have noted were observed in the body of

a female, aged about 45 or 50, spare, with good muscular development,
and anatomically a virgo intacta. She presented no other external
congenital peculiarities besides those represented by the casts ex-

hibited, except that she appeared to have had a strabismus,

and her incisor teeth projected almost directly forward. The
right hip afforded an excellent example of a traumatic dislo-

cation of very long standing, with contraction of the acetabulum,
atrophy of the head of the femur, remarkable development of liga-

mentous tissue anteriorly and inferiorly, and a fissure in the capsular

ligament leading to the abnormal receptacle for the head of the femur,
which was a smooth cavity under the gluteiis medius muscle (no trace

of the gluteus minimus remaining), lined by a glistening membrane
which, at that part over the dorsum ilii, covered a very dense layer

of fibrous tissue. The psoas muscle was represented by a thin cord of

fibrous tissue, but the iliacus and all the other muscles about the joint

were well developed. The arterial system was highly developed, and
cutaneous vessels, ordinarily imperceptible, attained a remarkable
size ; both ulnar arteries were of the aberrant type, and lay over the
fascia in their course. Both stylohyoid muscles were absent ; the left

renal vein passed posteriorly to the aorta ; the vermiform appendix
was about five inches long, and dilated towards its termination. I ob-

served no other peculiarities worth noting except those affecting both
hands and the left foot.

The hands were both heptadactylous, and the left foot was an ex-
ample of spurious tridactylism, owing to the double syndactylism which
had occuiTed. The supernumerary digits were on the radial or volar

side of the hands, and may be regarded as cases of reduplication of

the poUex. This was indicated by the length and direction of the meta-
carpal bones, the muscular attachments, and the vascular and nervous
relations. The points of opposition for the digits of the right hand
wersfcthree : the apex of the first thumb or the spine

; the dorsal sur-

face of the head of the first phalanx of the second thumb ; and the
distal extremity of the third thumb. On the left hand there was but
one point, the head of the first phalanx of the second thumb, off'

which the next (second) phalanx was dislocated. Over these points

were developed bursse, and the cuticle was thickened.

The Bones of the Right Hand :

—

The lower end of the radius normal. The ulna:—On the apex of

the styloid process was a facet which articulated with the os trique-

trum and the unciform.

K. I. A. PROC, SEE. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 H
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The scaphoid :—Defective at that part nonnally articulating with.

the trapezoid.

The semilunar :—Prolonged reiy much to ulnar side, where it ar-

ticulated with the entire of the inter-articular fibro-cartilage—a reiy
large facet for the uncifoiTa.

The cuneiform :—Indistinguishable as a separate bone.

The pisiform :—Also indistinguishable.

The trapezium had an additional facet at the site of the external

angle, for articulation with the first metacarpal bone. The groove on
the anterior surface indistinct. Another facet for the "anterior tra-

pezoid."

The trapezoid posterior :—Yeiy large, extending upwards to the

level of the head of the os magnum, wliich it resembled. A constriction

was indicated at the level of the ordinary bone, and the additional

portion seemed to be borrowed from the scaphoid, which was deficient

to a corresponding extent. The bone did not reach the anterior surface

of the carpus.

The anterior trapezoid(?) :—About the size of a large pea ; wedge-
shaped, with the base anteriorly occupying the position of the anterior

surface of the trapezoid proper. It articulated above with the poste-

rior trapezoid and the scaphoid, below with the third metacarpal bone
(that of the index finger), and latterly with the trapezium and the os

magnum.
The os magnum :—The head was not rounded on the outer side

;

-an additional facet for the anterior trapezoid.

The uncifonn :—Large, no process ; a very large facet for the semi-

lunar bone, and another on its anterior and upper sui-face for the os

triquetrum.

The "os triquetrum" :—Situated anteriorly to the unciform and the
ulnar extremity of the semi-lunar bone, internal to which one of the

angles projected backwards, and presented its apex on the posterior

surface of the carpus. It presented two surfaces, thi-ee margins, and
three angles. The surfaces were both rough, and had trii-adiate de-

pressions, indicating the fusion of the bones ; the inner or ulnar sui-face.

gave attachment to the hypothenar muscles, the outer or radial entered

into the formation of the anterior caipal concavity. The anterior margin
gave attachment to the annular ligament; the superior edge had attached

to it a very strong radio-triquetral ligament. The posterior margin
was divided into two parts : the inferior narrow, and attached by a

ligament to the anterior siuiace of the unciform, corresponding to the

position of the process ; the superior portion broader, with an articular

facet for the unciform bone. The anterior angle was tubercular, and
gave attachment to the tendon of the flexor caipi ulnaris. The pos-

terior angle had a smooth facet for articulation with the apex of the

ulnar styloid process, and it also gave attachment to the internal lateral

ligament. The inferior angle had attached to it ligaments extending
to the bases of the last two metacarpal bones.
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The metacarpus consisted of six bones :

—

I. Two facets on base for trapezium and second metacarpal ; head,

Tound and articular.

II. Two facets on base for trapezium and first metacarpal ; the head
expanded and indicating a tendency to subdivision ; one large facet

for both phalanges.

III. Deficient in its normal characters as second metacarpal bone

;

:five facets on base, the additional one for the anterior trapezoid.

lY., v., VI., normal, or rather corresponding to the third, fourth,

and fifth metacarpals.

Phalanges :—That on first poUex, and the terminal on second poUex,
«nded in a spine, and bore no nails ; nails were developed on all the
other fingers.

The Bones of the Left Hand :—I shall only allude to those which
differ from the corresponding bones of the right hand, as both members
presented the same general peculiarities.

The scaphoid :—Very large. It seemed to have attached to it the
portion which was in excess in the trapezoid of the right hand, and
here also a constriction indicated the fusion of two bones. This dis-

puted portion, or complemental process, in the right hand, was attached
to the scaphoid by a very strong interosseous ligament.

The trapezoid :—Comparatively small.

The OS triquetrum :—In two segments, the upper and lower, the
latter resembling the unciform process in size, position, and attach-

ments. It was bound to the unciform bone and to the upper segment
Tay strong ligaments ; no indication of a synovial articulation. In every
other respect the bone resembled that in the right hand.

The metacarpus :

—

I. Instead of having a head with an articular facet, as on the right

side, ended in a spine which was capped by a cartilaginous ferule
;

a rudimentary phalanx, which was separated by a synovial cavity, and
gave attachment to some of the muscles.

II. Base articulated with first and third, as well as with the tra-

pezium. The head articulated with only one phalanx.

All the digits except the first poUex bore nails.

III. As before mentioned, the base articulated with that of II.,

an abnormality which did not occur in the right hand, and of much
anatomical interest.

Phalanges :—First phalanx of third pollex was rounded off at its

proximal end, and attached by a dense fibrous cord to the side of the
metacarpo-phalangeal ai'ticulation of pollex two, where there was a
normally placed sesamoid bone on the inner side. Another sesamoid
bone was in the fibrous cord.

The second and third phalanges of the same pollex (three) were
united, but their original separation was indicated by a node, and by
the difference in the direction of their axes.

The Muscles of the Right Hand : Anterior Surface :—Flexor carpi

3 H 2
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radialis and ulnaris, normal; palmaris longus, absent; p. brevis, normal;-,

flexor sublimis and profundus digitorum, normal ; lumbricales, normal.
Musculus access, ad lumbricalem primum :—A slip about the size

of a lumbricalis arose from the deep surface of the annular ligament

by a tendon; inserted with the first lumbricalis.

Flex. pol. long. :—Origin normal ; the tendon divided at cleft be-

tween second and third pollices into two slips, which were inserted

into the third or terminal phalanges, and gave off slips to the conti-

guous sides of the bases of the second phalanges of their respective

digits.

Abductor poUicis :—^Origin normal; insertion, in two parts : one into

the base of the terminal bone of the first pollex, on its inner aspect

;

the other, by a narrow tendon, which ran along the same side of that

bone to its apex, where it ended in a fibrous cap. Action, to abduct
and flex first pollex.

Opponens pol. :—Origin normal ; insertion into the radial edge of

the metacarpal bone of first pollex.

Adductor pol.:-—Origin normal; insertion into the base of first

phalanx of third pollex.

Hex. brev. pol. :—Only one head, the deeper ; origin normal ; two
insertions : the first into the outer edge of the metacarpal bone of first

pollex, close to its head ; the second, into the base of the first phalanx
of the third pollex. The first portion might be regarded as an add.

pol. primi.

Transversus manus :—Origin, the anterior surfaces of the meta-
carpal bones of the middle and ring fingers, and the adjacent metacarpo-

phalangeal ligaments ; the two slips united, and were inserted into

the base of the first phalanx of third pollex, on the inner side.

lius. access, ad transversum manus :—Origin, the fibrous tissue

giving common insertion to the numerous muscles inserted into the

base of the first phalanx of third pollex, on its inner side ; insertion,

radial side of base of first phalanx of second pollex.

InterpoUicaris :—Three slips :—First : origin, inner side of first

phalanx of third pollex ; insertion, outer edge of metacarpal of first

pollex, where it was overlapped by abduct, pol. prim, and oppon. pol.

Second slip : origin, anterior metacarpo-phalangeal ligament of third

pollex; insertion, inner side of base of terminal bone of first pollex, and
the anterior surface of its metacarpal bone. Thii^l slip (interosseous) :

origin, from anterior surface and inner edge of metacarpal of first

pollex ; insertion, into base of first phalanx, and by tendinous slips into

base of second phalanx of second pollex.

Flexor pol. secundi et tertii :—Origin tendinous, from the tra-

pezium and the anterior trapezoid. It divided into two fleshy bellies,

which were inserted into the bases of second and third pollices.

The Muscles of the Left Hand : Anterior Surface :—All the long

muscles normal, except the flexor pol. long., the tendon of which
divided at cleft between second and third pollices : one part went to
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second poUex, and at head of first phalanx divided into three slips, the

central of which passed on to the terminal phalanx ; the two lateral

were inserted into sides of base of second phalanx ; that part of the

tendon going to the third pollex was inserted into the base of the ter-

minal phalanx.

Lnmbricales :—The first was very large, and divided into two slijjs :

one had the normal insertion ; the other, into the first phalanx of

third pollex (lumbricalis ad pollicem tertium ?).

Abductor pol. :—Origin normal ; three insertions : first, into anterior

sru'face of metacarpal of first pollex ; second, into an aponeurotic arch

extending from the apex of first pollex to base of first phalanx of

second pollex ; third, partly into base of first phalanx of second pollex,

-and partly into the aponeurotic arch.

Oppon. pol. :—Origin normal ; insertion into radial edge of the

metacarpal bone of first pollex, and tendon of extensor oss. metacarp.
pol.

Add. pollicis :—Origin normal ; insertion into base of first phalanx
of third pollex, and slightly in that of second pollex.

Mex. brev. pol. :—Three origins: two corresponding with the heads
of the normal muscle, the third from base of metacarpal bone of third

pollex. Insertions, four—first, into outer edge of first pollex ; second,

into the inner edge of the same bone ; third, by a small tendon into

the cartilaginous ferule on the apex of first pollex ; fourth and largest

(consisting of the entire of the portions from the trapezium and annular
ligament, and that from the base of the metacarpal bone of pollex

three), inserted into base of first phalanx of third pollex. The third head
was separated from the rest of the muscle by the deep palmar arch.

Musculus access, ad trans, manus :—The transversus manus was
absent, but I have applied the term " accessorius " to this muscle, owing-

to its similarity to that muscle in the other hand, in origin and inser-

tion; but it differed in position, as it overlapped the interpollicares,

while the others lay under these muscles.

Interpollicaris :—Two slips, both wedge-shaped, with their apices

reversed. Pirst, superficial ; origin, fleshy, from base of first phalanx
of second pollex ; insertion, tendinous, into inner side of metacarpal
bone of first pollex. Second slip : origin, from inner edge of meta-
carpal bone of first pollex, and its anterior surface ; insertion, into the
base of the first phalanx of second pollex.

The Muscles of the Right Hand : Posterior Surface :—Supinator
long, and extensor carp, longior, normal ; cxt. carp. rad. brev. sends

slip to base of metacarpal bone of index finger ; ext. carp, ulnaris,

normal,

Ext. digitorum communis :—The tendon to the index finger was
small, and ended in the tendon of ext. indicis ; none to the little finger.

Ext. min. digit.—Sends a slip to aponeurosis over the last inter-

osseous space.

Ext. oss. metacarp. pol. :—Origin normal ; course normal ; divided

into two slips, as is frequently seen : one inserted into base of metacarpals
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bone of first pollex ; the other, into the base of the terminal bone of
same (ext. intemod pol. primi).

Ext. prim, intemod. pol.:—Origin noiTQal; insertion into base of
second phalanx of second pollex. An aponeurosis fi'oni the tendon of

last, and fi'om the bone close to its insertion, passed this tendon, to the
majority of the fibres passing over it.

Ext. secnndi int. pol.:—Origin and course normal; joined "with

tendon of last muscle to form a common tendon, which diyided at the
cleft between second and third pollex. The portion corresponding to this-

muscle diyided at head of first phalanx of thiixl pollex into thi'ee slips ::

the middle passed over the joint, and was inserted into base of terminal

phalanx ; the two lateral were inserted into the base of second phalanx.
This is the reverse of the arrangement with ordinary dorsal digital

aponeurosis, and approximates to the fiexor ari'angement of tendon.

Ext. indicis :—Origin normal, but prolonged up as far as the at-

tachment of the supinator brevis ; course normal ; insertion nonnal

;

tendon joined by small slip fi'om ext. com. dig.

The Muscles of the Left Hand :—Posterior surface : supinat. long,

and extensors of the carpus, normal.

Extensor com. digitorum :—Divided into two tendons only, which
went to the middle and ring fingers ; no trace of a tendon to the index
or little finger.

Extensor ossis met. pol. :—Origin normal; divided into three slips :

first, inserted into base of metacai-pal bone of first pollex (ext. oss,

met. pol. prim.); second, into cartilaginous nodule, at apex of first

pollex, which is the homologue of the terminal bone of first pollex on
right hand (ext. interned, pol. prim.); third, into an aponeurosis on
the back of the fii'st phalanx of second pollex, which was formed bj^

the tendon of this and three other muscles (ext. primi internod. pol.

secund.) Between the two tendons last mentioned a web of dense

fascia extended, which was closely connected with both, and resembled
the structure described in the right hand. The concave margin con-
stituted the arch into which were inserted some of the short muscles,

of the anterior group.

Ext. primi internod. pol. :—Origin normal ; insertion into the

same aponeurosis as last.

Ext. sec. internod. pol. :—Origin normal, divided into two tendons

;

the external much the larger, inserted together into the same aponeu-
rosis as last two muscles. This aponeurosis, formed by union of the

four tendons, expanded towards the head of the first phalanx, and
formed a cap which enclosed it, and was inserted into the base of the

second phalanx.

Ext. indicis :—Origin normal ; insertion nonnal. It received no-

slip from ext. digit, communis.
The Arteries of Eight Hand :—The ulnar artery gave off a poste-

rior carpal and a communicating branch, and then passed across the

palm to the radial side of second pollex, along which it continued as its-

external digital artery. The supei-ficial palmar arch was completed
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"by a very large siiperficialis Yoloe, wMch. lay superficial to the muscles

of the thenar eminence. The arch sent a branch to the inner side

of the little finger ; one, before mentioned, to the outer side of the

second poUex ; and branches to the clefts between all the digits except

to that between second and thii"d pollices, which received a transverse

branch which subdivided, from that between the thiixl pollex and the

index finger. The radial side of first pollex got a branch from the

radial artery, while in the intertendinous space ; while the other side

received a branch from the superficialas volae.

The radial artery wound round the wrist, passing under a distinct

tendinous arch to the back of the hand, whence it passed forward be-

tween the second and third metacarpal bones. It distributed its

usual branches, and certain others which might be termed dorsalis

pollicis primi, d. p. secundi, and d. p. tertii. The deep palmar arch

"was small. This description suits the left radial artery also.

Left Hand :—The ulnar artery, as in the right, crossed to the
radial side of pollex two. It was completed by a similarly placed super-

ficialis volte, which, however, was much smaller than the right, and
gave off an equal number of branches, which were similarly distributed,

except that the digital artery between pollex two and three was given

off from the outer of the two branches supplying the compound digit.

A remarkable branch, larger than either the radial or ulnar artery,

passed under the annular ligament, with the median nerve, and joined

the superficial palmar arch. Apparently, tliis was a very large arteria

mediana from the interosseous artery.

The jS'erves, Eight Hand :—The ulnar : the superficial portion

normal, the deep branch supplying all the short muscles, except the

abductor and opponens pollicis.

The median nerve :—The inner division supplied the middle finger

and the contiguous sides of the index and ring. It received no com-
municating branch from the ulnar. The external division supplied

the radial side of the index finger, both sides of second and third polUces,

and the ulnar side of first pollex. The radial side was supplied by a

branch from the radial nerve which came from the back of the wrist.

A distinct branch ramified between the second and third pollex, but
the vascular supply was only collateral. On the posterior surface of

the hand the posterior branch of the ulnar supplied two and a-half

fingers ; the remainder received branches from the radial nerve.

The Left Hand :—The same description is applicable to the nerves

of this member, with a few trivial exceptions. The ulnar sent a com-
municating branch to the median, and the latter nerve, in addition to

supplying, as in the right hand, the opponens and abductor pollicis,

also sent filaments to the superficial portions of the flexor brevis

pollicis.

The Foot :—The left foot, having but three distinct digits, was a

specimen of double syndactylism, as well as of talipes valgus. The
anatomy of this member presented few peculiarities. The normal
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arches of the foot were obliterated, and the most projecting portion of

the tarsus was the anterior tubercle of the os calcis.

The Muscles :—Extensor brevis digitoi-um : insertions; first and third

normal, second and fourth into the base of first phalanx of corresponding-

toe. Peroneus longus : inserted into a well-marked tubercle on the

outer side of the os calcis, which most probably represented its own
sesamoid bone. A fibrous band was continued from this tubercle to

the normal insertion of the muscle.

Tibialis anticus :—A slip from the tendon of this muscle passed

forwards to be inserted into the head of the first metatarsal bone.

In the Vessels nothing peculiar was observed.

The ISTerves :—The anterial tibial, in addition to the normal
branch between the first and second toes, sent a much larger branch
directly to the space between the second and third toes, where the
separation was complete. The fusion between the toes was most
marked at their anterior extremities.

Synovial cavities were developed between the heads of the first,

second, third, and fourth metatarsal bones. An articulation also ex-
isted between the bases of the first and second metatarsal bones.
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—

Report oif the Exploeatton op Balltbetagh Bog. By
BiCHAUD J. Moss, Keeper of the Minerals, Boyal Dublin Society.

[Eead April 10, 1876.]

About thirty years ago the late Mr. Sigismiind Moss, of Kilternan,

discovered an extensive deposit of the remains of the Cervus Mega-
ceros, in a cutting which was made through the boggy land on the

south side of Ballybetagh House, in the parish of Kilternan, county
Dublin. In addition to the great horned deer, only one other animal,

the reindeer (Cervus tarandus), was represented amongst the remains
found. The fine specimen of the horns of this animal discovered on
this occasion is now in the Museum of the Boyal Dublin Society. The
cutting in which these remains were discovered was made for the pur-

pose of turning the water of the spring known as the White Well,
into the stream that flows through Kilternan, and not with any scien-

tific object; and thus it happened that no accurate account of the dis-

covery has been published, and therefore it has had but little scientific

value. Professor A. Leith Adams and I visited the locality early last

summer, and at his suggestion I undertook to re-investigate the matter
in conjunction with Dr. Carte, of the Boyal Dublin Society. The
ground being in the possession of the Rev. Mr. 0' Sullivan, of Leopards-
town, we applied to him for permission to conduct the investigation.

This he most liberally granted, and I take tlris opportunity of express-

ing our thanks to him.
Ballybetagh Bog lies at the bottom of a glen, between two hills,

running almost due south from Ballybetagh House. The lower of the

two hills is on the east side of the glen ; it is 700 feet above the sea

level, and about 100 feet above the bottom of the glen. The hill on
the other side of the glen is one of the range of the Dublin mountains.
The rock of this district is granite, being part of that band of granite,

about five miles broad, which extends from the south coast of Dublin
bay, in a south-westerly direction, into the county Waterford.

The first difficulty encountered was rather formidable, '^o trust-

worthy information could be obtained as to the precise spot in which the

remains had been found ; it might have been any place along a cut-

ting half a mile in length. The opinions of old residents in the

neighbourhood were obtained, but were very contradictory. K^ot

wishing to trust entirely to tradition or chance, I decided upon making
an attempt to probe the ground at different places along the sides of

the old drain. For this purpose I obtained an iron tube, twelve feet

in length by two inches in diameter ; it was longitudinally bisected,

the two halves being held together by end-pieces screwed on, while a

movable iron collar clasped the middle of the tube. The end-piece

was sharpened to enable it to be driven into the soft earth, this being
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done by means of the apparatus employed for sinking tlie so-called

Abyssinian pumps. After a few trials in varions places along the

side of tbe old drain—now quite full of water—I obtained a com-
pressed section, which appeared to coiTespond with the strata said to

overlie the bones of Megaceros (Oldham, Journal Geol. Soc, Dublin,

Tol. iii., p. 252). Here, accordingly, a trench was commenced, seventy

feet long, and from nine to twelve feet broad (fig. 2, a). This trench

is represented in section at a, fig. 1. The direction in which this
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section is taken is indicated by the dotted line h,j, fig. 2. The first foot

of material removed consisted of peat ; under this there was a stratum of

sand of an average depth of about two feet. The sand lay upon a brown-
coloiu'ed clay, which extended for about two feet, and lay upon a bed
of rounded granitic bou.lders. The spaces between the lower parts of

the boulders were filled with a fine bluish-grey clay. Amongst the
boulders, and surrounded with the brown clay, we found nineteen.

skulls of Megaceros, with the attached antlers greatly broken ; also

many broken pieces of horn, and a number of bones. The heads and
horns were huddled together promiscuously, often so tightly locked

together that there was some difficiilty in removing them fi-om their

rocky bed. In many cases they were securely wedged between the
boulders, and generally so situated that they could only be extricated

by raising them directly upwards ; some part would have been broken
by any attempt tomove them laterally. The smaller bones were found by
carefully examining between the boulders after the heads had been
removed. On several of the granite boulders I noticed a net-like

coating of vegetable matter, closely resembling matter contained in

the cavities of many of the skulls. This is so decomposed that I fear it

is impossible to determine its nature with any degree of certainty. I

was not satisfied with merely collecting the bones that lay amongst
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the boulders, but had many of the stones turned over to see if bones
lay under them. In no case, however, did I find a stone resting on
any of the bones. Two of the larger boulders were quite too heavy to

move ; bones were found in cavities partly under these, in each case

on the north side of the boulders. Near one of these boulders twenty-
nine bones were found within a space of little more than four square

feet. The general appearance which the bottom of the trench pre-

sented, when the remains of Hegaceros were removed, reminded me of

the rocky margin of a mountain tarn. It dipped slightly towards the

west side, as shown in the accompan3ring sketch (fig. 1, a). Judging
from the present appearance of the ground, the water of such a tarn

could not have extended more than a few yards to the east ; for on this

side rises the southern base of the hill which forms the eastern side of

the glen. I decided upon excavating the next trench further from
the supposed margin of the tarn, and therefore at the west side of the

di'ain. The point selected is marked I on the map (fig. 2). This
trench was only eight feet square, but extended to a much greater

depth than the first trench. At a depth of ten feet there was no sign

of a stony bottom, although we had reached blue clay resembling that

found between the boulders at the bottom of trench a. The blue clay

was probed in every direction with a stout stick, which was easily

forced into it to the extent of about 3 feet, but no hard substances

were encountered. The only bone found was a solitary rib in the brown
clay, about 6 feet from the surface. The position of the stratum in

which this rib occurred is shown by vertical shading at c, fig. 1.

Although this represents the section of a trench made subsequently, it

illustrates equally well the section of trench h. This excavation was
not sufficiently large to be worked vrith advantage, so it was aban-
doned, and another one commenced at a spot where I thought there

would be less difficulty in reaching the bottom. The position of this

trench is shown at c, fig. 2, and the section of it at c, fig. 1, where
the various strata, corresponding with those encountered in the first

cutting (c, fig. 1), are connected with them by straight lines. It

will be observed, that the peat in trench c is nearly twice as deep as

that in a ; while the stratum of sand has thinned oat to a mere trace.

The next stratum in c is one that was not observed at all in a. It

consists of a grey-coloured friable clay, containing layers of vegetable

matter, often moss. This clay contained in some places numerous
white specks, which turned blue on exposure. I found a few frag-

ments as large as hazel-nuts. On analysis, this matter was found to

consist almost entirely of ferrous phosphate, or A^ivianite. The next
stratum encountered in this trench consisted of brown clay, corres-

ponding in appearance with that in which the bones were found in the

first cutting. The only bones found in this, however, were two
decayed fragments. The brown clay stratum was about 4 feet deep,

and under it lay blue clay, like that which filled up the interspaces

between the boulders in trench a. I cannot tell how far the blue clay

extended. When the trench had reached the depth of 12 feet, we
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found a few small stones, two of granite and one of limestone
; one of

the granite stones was polished on one side. Although a pump was
constantly at work, the water which leaked in from the sides of the

trench gained on us rapidly ; and it was evident that a greater depth
could not he reached without considerahle difficulty, so I was reluct-

antly compelled to ahandon this trench.
• The nest excavation was made about 30 yards north of the fij'st

trench, and on the same side of the drain, but a little further from it

(fig. 2, cl). The section of this cutting closely resembled that of

trench a. The peat was a little deeper, and contained a large log of

wood in a horizontal position, probably a portion of the stem of a pine-

tree of considerable size. At the north end the stony bottom was reached

at a depth of only 4 feet ; it dipped towards the southern end, where it

was about 5 feet from the surface. The northern half of this trench did

not contain a single fragment of bone or horn ; the southern half was
literally packed with them. The antlers were all very much broken,

and fragments of horn were numerous ; but the smaller bones of the

skeleton were not as numerous here as in trench a. By continuing

the excavation in a southerly direction, I should certainly have
obtained a large number of heads, but there appeared to be little

prospect of gaining additional information by such a course.

There can be little doubt that the trenches a and cl occupy a posi-

tion corresponding with the margin of the lake or tarn which once

stretched along the bottom of the glen ; while the trench c, where we
failed to reach the bottom, and found no bones, must have been near
the centre of the tarn. Judging from the general appearance of the

surface, I concluded that the opposite margin of the supposed tarn

must have been situated about the place marked e, fig. 2 ; and
considering it important to learn if bones also abounded there, I

decided upon exploring this part of the bog. A few yards to the west
of this spot the ground suddenly rises several feet, and then, after a

gentle slope of about 50 yards, there is another sudden rise, as we
reach the high ground fonning the southern end of the hill, which
flanks the west side of the glen : the hill on the east side of the glen

is not so high. In other respects the two sides are not dissimilar.

As might be expected, the results of this cutting closely corresponded

with those obtained in trench a. The strata passed through, however,
were more conformable to those of trench c, the chief difference being
in the thickness of each stratum, as may be seen from the section

{e, fig. 1), which needs no further explanation. The stony bottom
of this trench was so even and regular, that it presented the appear-

ance of a pavement. It dipped towards the east about as much as the

bottom of trench a did to the west. The remains found here were
about the same in point of numbers as those of trench a, but they were
in a very much worse state of preservation ; indeed, several antlers

were not removed, as it was found impossible to disturb them without
breaking them into fragments. It was in this trench that most of the

ribs and jaw-bones were found. At the southern end of it, a log of
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wood, about 4 feet long and 18 inches in diameter, -was found, with
one end resting on the stones, and the other close under the turf.

This log was the only piece of wood foiind accompanying the bones in

any of the cuttings. Its decayed condition rendered identification a
matter of difficulty ; it most resembled oak.

The next trench (fig. 2,/) was cut at the southern end of the first

excavation, for the pui-pose of ascertaining how far the brown clay in

which the bones were found extended towards the east. At the east

end of this cutting the granite rock was reached, after passing through
3 feet of granite sand, no brown clay having been encountered. A
little to the west of this spot a narrow tongue of brown clay protruded

into the sand, dividing it about equally into an upper and a lower
stratum. The lower stratum of sand thinned out towards the west,

being replaced by the brown clay. About the spot where the lower
stratum of granite sand disappeared, and the brown clay rested upon
the stony bottom of the trench, several long bones were found between
the granitic boulders. A little to the west of these bones we found a

head, with large antlers, in a good state of preservation.

In none of these excavations did we find a true marl : the clays

which have been referred to were almost entirely free from calcium car-

bonate, and had every appearance of a granitic origin. jSTot many yards

north of the place where these clays were found, a light-coloured marl,

rich in calcium carbonate, makes its appearance, almost immediately
under the turf. A trench extending into this marl was opened at the

north end of the glen (fig. 2, g), about 300 yards south of Ballybetagh

House, and the same distance north of the other trenches. One end
of this cutting was at the very base of the hiR which flanks the east

side of the glen. Here granite boulders were met with immediately
under the surface, and as the excavation progressed, the bed of

boulders was found to dip towards the west to about the same extent

as the side of the adjoining hill. The turf varied from a few inches

to about 3 feet in depth, and lay upon a stratum of fine granitic sand,

traversed by occasional layers of coarse sand. Under the sand there

was a stratum of brown clay, about 2 feet deep at the west end of the

trench, and gradually thinning out towards the east end, where it

became sandy in character. In the sandy part of this brown clay

were found two fragments of bone, much decayed. Under the brown
clay lay the marl, containing a large C[uantity of vegetable matter,

but without any visible traces of shells. The marl, when examined
microscopically, was found to abound in diatoms, in which respect it

differed entirely from all the clays, as no diatoms could be detected in

any of them. At a depth of 10 feet, the marl continued unaltered in

character. The influx of water prevented the excavation firom being

conducted to a greater depth. It is noteworthy that the only frag-

ment of bone which this trench yielded was found in a clay corres-

ponding in appearance with that in which the bones were found at

the other end of the glen. In the latter case, however, the browu
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clay lay Tipon granite boulders ; while in the former case, the clay is

separated from the boulders by a deep stratum of marl.

The remains found in the course of this exploration represent

about fifty individuals of Cervus Megaceros. Taken in conjunction

with those previously found here, we have a total of about eighty in-

dividuals of the great-horned deer, apparently all males, and one rein-

deer ; and yet by far the greater part of this remarkable Pleistocene

formation remains still unexplored.

Dr. Carte has examined the bones, and supplied the following list

of them :

—

List of the hones of Cervus Megaceros found in the cuttings made at

Ballyletagh, during the month of August^ 1875.

Thirty-six skulls, with antlers more or less broken, and many
fragments of antlers.

Fifteen shed antlers, much mutilated.

Six Mandibular rami, representing three individuals.

Ten Atlas bones, perfect, and two broken.

Two Axes.

Six Cervical vertebrae.

Three Dorsal do.

One Lumbar do.

Two portions of Sternum.

Two fragments of Ilium, with glenoid cavity.

Thirteen ribs, nearly perfect, and a number of fragments.

Pour Humeri, perfect, and three imperfect, representing six indi-

viduals, one very young.

Six Scapulae, all more or less broken, representing five indi-

viduals.

Pive Radii, and one imperfect.

Two Sacra, and one broken. '

.,

Pour Pemora, representing two individuals.

Three Tibiae, one broken, representing three individuals.

Pive Metacarpals, representing four individuals.

Pour Metatarsals.

One Os Calcis.

Two Astragali, representing two individuals.

Six Phalanges—three pes, and three manus, including an ungulate
phalanx.

One Patella.

One Left Os Hyoides.

Thfe majority of these bones belonged to youthful individuals.
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XLYIII.

—

Repokt ois- THE Floea of Inish-Bofin-, Galttat. By
A. G. More, P.L.S., M.R.I.A.

[Read Apiil 24, 1876.]

Haying received from the Academy a grant for the examination of the

Plora of the 'W^'est of Ireland, I paid, in August, 1875, a short visit

to the remote Island of Bofin, feeling desirous to compare the vegeta-

tion of another Atlantic island belonging to a different geological for-

mation with that of Ai'an, which latter has at various times attracted

the notice of botanists, and of whose Flora a tolerably complete cata-

logue"^' has been lately published by my friend, Mr. H. C. Hart. An
,

additional inducement to the choice of this locality was that Mr.
M'Millan's recent discovery of the rare Helianthemum guttatum
seemed to promise some chance that other rare plants might reward
the exploration of Inish-Bofin, especially as this island has seldom
"been visited by any experienced botanist.

I was accompanied by my friend, Mr. B. M. Barrington, whose
zealous co-operation I cannot too gratefully acknowledge, and whose
untiring activity and botanical skill enabled me to accomplish much
more than I could have done single-handed. We landed together on
the afternoon of Sunday, the 15th of August, and left the island

on the Friday following, having given one day to a cursory examina-
tion of the adjoining Island of Inish-Shark, which we found very un-
productive in a botanical point of view, as we did not gather upon it

a single plant not seen in Bofin. On Inish-Turk we landed for a few
hours on our way to Westport, and gathered twenty species which we
had not found in Bofin. We obtained excellent quarters and a most
friendly reception in the house of the late Mr. M'Cormack, close to

the Harbour of Inish-Bofin, and in all our excursions, we found a

jDiost trustworthy and intelligent companion in Sergeant O'Connor, of

the Boyal Irish Constabulary, whose name is already well known as

the discoverer in Bofin of the gigantic cuttle-fish, Architeuthis dux,

and who proved himself a most obliging and useful guide to all parts

of the island. His local knowledge and influence, exerted on our
behalf, in many ways facilitated oiir explorations.

The Island of Bofin, or in Irish, " Inis-Bo-finne," the Island of

the White Cow—so called from the legend of a white cow which is

traditionally reported to rise at uncertain intervals on the surface of

the small lake named Bofin—lies in the Atlantic Ocean, off the jimc-

tion of the two counties, Mayo and Galway, thirteen miles west from

* "A list of plants found in the Islands of Aran, Gahvay Bay." By H. C.

Hart : Dublin. 187o. See also another List, published by Professor E. P. Wright,
in " Dublin Natm-al History Society Proceedings, 1866."
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the entrance of the Killary Harbour, and abont six miles from the
nearest point of the mainland of Connemara. It is about 3|- miles
long, and 2 miles ^vide at its greatest breadth, containing an area of

2312 acres (nearly four square miles), with a population of 663 in-

habitants. Inish-Bofin was formerly attached to Mayo, but is now
included in the county of Galway.

The geological formation belongs to the Lower Siliuian Schists^

with one narrow band of serpentine on the south-west, and a few trap-

dykes at Ptoyal Oak Cave, and at Bunnamullan Bay.
There is a fair extent of tillage, occupied by crops of potatoes,

oats, barley, lye, &c., also of pasture-land; but the greater part of the
suxface consists of ujidulating, hilly moor, which rises at a few points

to nearly 300 feet. There are four small lakes, and a few pools,

together with a considerable extent of moist and boggy ground, pro-

ducing a fah' proportion of water-plants, sedges, rushes, &c. jS^o trees

occur ; some alders and willows have been planted here and there, but
the few stunted bushes of blackthorn and aspen, with several bram-
bles, represent the entire arboreal vegetation.

The coast is almost everywhere bounded by rocky cliffs, with the
exception of a small piece of low sand at the east end of the island,

opposite Inish-Lyon, and some hillocks of blown sand to the south of

the harbour, which, however, do not reach down to the shore itself.

The neighbouring island of Inish-Shark (581 acres) lies close ta

Inish-Bofin at less than a mile, and Inish-Turk (1445 acres) five miles

to the north-east. Both these belong to the same Silurian formation,

and were both visited by us, though we had not sufficient time to
examine them thoroughly.

In the coui-se of four days spent in Inish-Bofin, during which we
were almost constantly at work, sometimes walking together, some-
times taking different beats, we gathered altogether more than 300
flowering plants and ferns, including several species eminently cha-
racteristic of the west coast, and some veiy rare or local in Ireland

;

and we succeeded in obtaining the desu'ed materials for a very
interesting contrast with Ai-an.

Inish-Bofin has seldom been visited by botanists. In August,^

1801, Dr. T^^ade, then Professor of Botany to the Dublin Society, ex-

plored Galway under the auspices of the Society, and in the course of

his tour landed in Bofiji, where, in his report, * he records finding

Ai'butus uva-ursi (not seen by us), Artemisia absinthium (called
" common wonnwood " by Dr. ^ade, and probably given by him in-

stead of A. vulgaris), Empetrum nigrum, Juniperus communis, and
Asplenium mariaum—a shortlist, it must be confessed, and one which
includes scarcely one of the most remarkable or characteristic plants.

j\Ir. W. M'ilillan, one of the inspectors of jS'ational Schools, was

* " Catalogus Plantamm Rarionun in Comitatu GaUovidise"—Dublin Society's
Transactions, vol. ii., part 2, 1802.
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more successful in 1872, when he discovered Helianthemum guttatum
in its second Irish locality, and Euphorbia hiberna, in the neigh-
bouring island of Inish-Turk.

Of the 303 plants collected by Mr. Barrington and myself, some
of the most characteristic are the species which grow in water, or are

attached to wet, heathy, or boggy localities, and such as I hare
usually observed upon a sandy or granitic soil ; these will be sufficiently

shown when we come to compare in detail the vegetation of Bofin
with that of Aran.

If we follow Mr. H. C. "Watson's method of grouping, we may
place under the

Atlantic Type :

Saxifraga umbrosa. Sedum anglicum. A.
Eriocaulon septangulare. Crithmum maritimum. A.

f Senebiera didyma. Pinguicula lusitanica.

Helianthemum guttatum. Scirpus Savii. A.
!Raphanus maritimus. A. Lastrcea asmula.

Only four of these have been observed in Aran.

NoRTHEKN Type :

Juniperus nana. A. Pinguicula vulgaris.

Isoetes echinospora. Empetrum nigrum.
Sagina subulata. A.? Sparganiura affine.

Lobelia Dortmanna. Callitriche hamulata.

Of these last only one, or at most two, have been found in
Aran.

Hence, we can see how in Inish-Bofin the westez'n and northern
elements are as strongly represented as in Aran, but by quite a diffe-

rent series of plants. The same mild and equable climate produces
the same preponderance of the western and northern types, and while
the different soil exhibits the same general results, the species them-
selves are different. In the main, the Flora of Inish-Bofin agrees
fairly with that of the opposite coast of Mayo and Galway, although
we miss Dabeocia polifolia, Yaccinium myrtillus, Viola Curtisii

Drosera anglica, Rhynchospora fusca, TJtricularia intermedia, Juncus
obtusiflorus, and a few other species which are common in Conne-
mara.

That several of the ordinary "colonists" and other weeds should
be wanting, is no more than might be expected in so remote a locality,

cut off by the sea from constant communication with the mainland.
ISTo poppies, and few of the usual weeds of cultivation, infest the
crops ; but, at the same time, it is well worthy of remark that, judg-
ing from the circumstances of growth, and their restricted localities,

many plants, elsewhere truly natives of Ireland, appear to have been
introduced into Bofin.

E, I. A. PUOC, SER. II., VOL. 11., SCIENCE. 3 I
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In many species we noticed an unusual habit o£ growth, as in a
large-flowered variety of Campanula rotundifolia, which my friend,

Professor Babington, pronounces to be a singularly fine form, and the

most remarkable which he has seen. Euphrasia oificinalis, when on
the exposed grassy slopes, grows with a dense spike of firm, fleshy

leaves, and I have observed the same in Achill. Matricaria inodora,

on the wild rocky ledges of the clifi^s, offers a handsome flower as

large as Chrysanthemum leucanthemum. On the tops of the gravelly

hills. Erica tetralix, and Calluna vulgaris, grow close to the ground,

with their leaves crowded on a few short branches. Erythrsea cen-

taurium scarcely raises its blossoms above the rosette of radical leaves.

Agrostis pumila, and a very dwarf form of Plantago maritima, are

abundant, and many other examples might be given of a stunted

habit of growth.

The rarest plants gathered were :

Helianthemum guttatum. Eriocaulon septangulare.

Calamagrostis epigcjos. Sparganium affine.

Elatine hexandra. Isoetes echinospora.

Sixteen are hitherto unrecorded, as occurring in District YIII. of

our " Cybele Hibernica," West Galway, and West Mayo, viz.:

I Fumaria pallidiflora. Eubus villicaulis.

X Sinapis nigra. f Arctium intermedium,

Polygala depressa. * Salix Smithiana.

Elatine hexandra. Calamagrostis epigejos.

Yicia angustifolia. % Avena fatua.

Eubus discolor. :j: Lolium temulentum.

E.. thyrsoideus. Glyceria plicata.

E. carpinifolius. Isoetes echinospora.

When compared with that of Aran, which is typically a limestone

Elora, the vegetation of Inish-Bofin presents a striking contrast, as

will be best seen from the following list, which exhibits, side by side,

the plants which have been found in one only of the two islands.

The species most characteristic of each formation are printed in italics.

The plants which are not certainly native are marked with the usual

signs of '^', certainly, %, probably, and f, possibly, introduced; and
the few species which were gathered on Inish-Turk, though not in

Bofin itself, are enclosed in brackets. I have ventured to append a

mark of suspicion to some of the Aran plants whose nativity was left

unchallenged by Mr. Hart, but whose conditions of growth or distri-

bution are such as to give them the appearance of doubtful natives

in Aran. The abbreviation "col." (colonist), indicates weeds found

only in cultivated land, all of Avhich are generally admitted to have

been originally sown with the crops among which they now grow.
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COMPARISO]^" WITH AEAl^.

Plants in Aean not found in
BOPIN.

Plants in Bofin not found in
Aean.

Ranunculus heterophyllus.

Ranunculus lingua ?

4 Aqidlegia vulgaris.

Thalictrum minus.

{No7ie in Aran.)

X Papaver dubium (col.)

Glaucium luteum.

if Fumaria officinalis (col.)

Cramlie maritima.

X Thlaspi arvense (col

.

[Cochlearia officinalis.]

Cardamine hirsuta.
* Hesperis matronalis.

Mattliiola sinuata.

Arabis ciliata.

A. hirsuta,

f Barbarea vulgaris.

Nasturtium palustre.

t Erysimum alliaria.

Reseda luteola.

'I
R. lutea.

Helianthemum canum.

Viola hirta.

V. tricolor ?

V. Ciirtisii.

Ranunculacea.

I Ranunculus Baudotii.

Nymplicsacece.

I

Napliar luteum.

PapaveracecB.

I {None in Bojin.)

Fumariacea.

1 X Fumaria confusa (col.)

CriicifercB.

t Senebiera didyma.

X Brassica napus (col.)

X Sinapis arvensis.

ResedacecB.

I

{None in BoJin.)

Cistacem.

I

Helianthemum guttatum.

Violacece.

Viola canina {Jlavicornis).

3 12
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Plants ts Akan not found in
BOFIN.

Plants in Bofin not found in
Aean.

{None in Aran.)

Poly^ala Tulsraris.

{No7ie in Aran.)

J Silene inflata (col.)

Sagina apetala.

S. maritima.
Spergularia marina.

Alsine verna.

Cerastium arvense.

t Layatera arborea.

Geranium liicidum.

G. sayiciuineum.

•f
Erodium moscliatum.

{None in Aran.)

Euonymus euroijceiis.

Broseracece.

I

Drosera rotundifolia.

Polygalacecs.

I

Polygala depi-essa.

Elatinacece.

I

Elatine hexandra.

Caryo2:)hjlJacece.

LychnisJlos-cuculi.
Sagina subulata.*

X SperguJa arvetisis (col.)

Spergularia salina.

Cerastium tetrandrum.

Linaceoi.

I

Itadiola millegrana.

Mahacea.

I

Hypericacece.

I

Hypericum elodes.

Geraniacece.

Oxalidaceco.

I
Oxalis acetosella.

Celastracem.

{None in Bofin.)

* Sagina stricta {maritima), and not S. subulata, was the plant gathered by
Professor Oliver near Kilronan, and this misquotation of ours, in the " Cybele
Hibei-nica," seems to have misled later observers; as I have al-^'ays found S. sub~
ttlata decidedly attached to a sandy or granitic subsoil.
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Plants ts Aeai^ xot fof^td in'

BoFrs".

PLA^fTS Ef BOFESr NOT F0T7ND IST

AnAX.

Rhaimius catharticus.

Ulex nanus ?

'f Medicago lupulina.

Trifolium procumbens.

£tT. . . . arvense].

Lotus major.
Astragalus hypogloUis.

Geum urbanum.
Fragaria vesca.

Rubus saxatilis,

R. casius.

Poterium sanguisorha.

Alchemilla vulgaris.

-f A. arvensis.

•f Crataegus oxyacantlia.

Epilobium kii'sutum.

€ircsea lutetiana.

Hippuris vulgaris.

[Sedum rhodiola].

Cotyledon umbilicus.

Saxifraga hypnoides.

•aS". tridactglites.

RjMmnace<B.

{None in Bofin.)

Leguminose<z.

Yicia angustifolia.

Rosacea.

Comarum palustre.

Rubus discolor.

E,. tbyrsoideus.

R. carpinifolius.

E. villicaulis.

Onagracem.

Epilohium palustre.

llaloragacecB,

I

Callitriclie hamulata.

Lythracem.

I

Peplis portula.

PortuIacefB.

1 Montia fontana.

CrasmJacece.

Saxifragacea.

I

Saxifraga umhrosa.
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Plants es" Aeajt kot pouxd rs"

BOPES". Aeajj".

TJ-mbelliferce.

SanicTila eiiropsea.

Eryngium maritimiim.
* Smymium olusatrum.

X Apkim grayeolens.

Heloseiadiiim nodifloniiQ.

Pimjnnella magna,

X ^ttiiisa cyrLapium (col.)

Haloscias scotictim ?

* Pastinaca sativa.

Torilis antkriscus.

t T. nodosa.

[AnthjiscTis sylyestris].

t A. vulgaris.

Cornus sanguinea.

X Sambucus ebulus.

Yibiirnum opiilus.

jRuhia peregrina.

Galium sylvestre.

G. boreale.

X Slierardia arvensis (col.)

Asperula cynanchica.

Yaleriana officinalis.

1 Yalerianella olitoria (col.)

Crepis virens.

Hieraciiim anglicum.
Caj-duus nutans.

Carduus Marianus.
C. tenidiiorus.

Carlina vulgaris.

Eupatoriuia cannahinum.
Artemisia absinttiiuin.

Antennaria dioica.

Filago germanica.
Tanacetum ^-ulgare.

(Bofin is very poor in Umbelliferse.)

Coi'nacece.

Ca^rifoliacece.

RubiacecB.

Galium saxatile.

Valer lanacecB.

Composite.

Ttrincia hirta.

Carduiis palustris.

Seneeio sylvaticus.
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Plants ts Akax ^ot. found ix
BoFrN".

Plants in Boein not found in
Aean.

\

[Hex aquifolium].

X Fraxinus excelsior.

Gentiana ve7'na.

Chlora perfoliata.

CoriYolviilus soldanella.

t C. arvensis (col ;).

SolaniHrL dxdcamara.

Serophularia nodosa.
}• Verbuscum thapsus.

Veronica serpyUifolia.

Y. officinalis.

J V. hederifolia (col.)

Orohanche heelerce.

Lycopns eujopsens.

t Mentha arvensis (col.)

\ Ccdamintha officinalis.

Ajuga pyi'amidalis.

Ajuga reptans.

Stachys sylvatica.

Ifepeta glechoma.

X Marrubium ATilgare.

Campamdacece.

I

Jasione montana.

I

Lobelia Dortmanna.

M-icacecB.

\
Erica tetralix.

Aq^uifoUacecB.

1

OleinecB.

i

Gentianace^.

Convolvulauem.

Solanacece.

I

Scrophular iacecB

.

(^None in Bofin.)

Serophularia aquatica.

Pedicularis palustris.

X Veronica polita (col.)

Orolanchacece.

[None in Bofn.)

Laliata.

Scutellaria minor.
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PlAjSTTS in AeAJST NOI FOira^D LN PlA^^TS XN BoFIN not FOITND IN"

Akak.

Myosotis palustris.

M. versicolor.

Lithosperirmm officinale.

X Symphytum officinale.

[None in Aran.)

[Lysimachia nemorum].

Statice occidentalis.

Atriplex littoralis ?

Beta maritima.
SuBeda maritima.

Salicornia herbacea.

Rumex conglomeratus.

Polygonum E,aii.

X Euphorbia peplus (col.)

E. paralias.

E. portlandica.

* Humulus lupulus.

Parietaria officinalis.

Quercus robur.

[Cor^dus aveilana].
* Popiilus alba (planted).

Salix caprea.

BoraginacecB.

Myosotis ceespitosa.

Pinguiculacece.

Pingnicula vulgaris.

P. lusitanica.

Vtricidaria minor.

Primulace(B.

I
Centunculus minimus.

PlumhaginacecB.

I

Chenopodiacece.

Atriplex Babingtonii.

Polygonacece.

I

t Ptumex crispus.

EmpetracecB.

I

Empetrum nigrutn.

Puphorliaeece.

JJrti

Amentiferm.

Populus tremula.
* Salix Smithiana.

S. aurita.

Myrica gale.
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PlAJS'TS in AeAN SOI POtnSTD Ilf Plants es" Bofest not FoiraT) tk
AhajSt.

Spiranthes aiitumnalis.

OrcMs mascula.
O. pyramidalis.

0. cauopsea.

JSabenaria viriclis.

Narcissus biflorus.

Alisma raminculoides.

Triglochin maritimum.

Arum maculatum.

OrcliidacecB.

OrcMs maculata.

AmarylUdacece.

I

Liliacece.

I

Narthecium ossifragum.

Alistnacecs.

Naiadacecs.

Luzula campestris.

Potamogeton pusillus.

P. polygoruioJius.

Typhacece.

I
Sparganium affine.

AracecB.

I

Restiacece.

j
Eriocaulon septangulare.

Juncacea.

Juncus lamprocarpus.

J. supiiius.

J. coinpressus.

J. squarrosus.

Luzula multij'lora.
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PlAJS'TS in AeAN not FOTJIfD IN
BOFIN.

Plants in Bofin not poitnd dt
Aean.

Cyperacece.

[Scii-pus laeustris],

S. setaceus.

S. maritimus.

[Carex yulpina].

lihynchospora alha.

Eleocharis palustris.

E. multicaulis.

Scirp'S Jiuitans.

Eriophorum angustifolium.

Carex pulicaris.

C. stellulata.

C. extensa.

C. binervis.

C. panicea.

C. prtecox.

C. ampullacea.

Graminece.

X Phleum pratense.

P. arenarium.
Alopeeurus geniculafrus.

Sesleria ccerulea.

[Aira ca;spitosa].

SclerocKloa maritima.
S. rigida.

CeteracJi offidnnrwn.
Polysticlium angulare.

Aspleniiim tricliomanes.

Scolopendrium vulgare.

A-diantum capillus- Veneris.

Aira fiexuom.
\ Arena fatua (col.)

Iriodia deeumbens.
Koeleria eristata.

Poa trivialis.

Festuca sciuroides.

F. elatior.

\ Lolium temulentum (col.)

Nardus stricta.

Filices.

Lastrsea filix-mas.

L. cpmula.

Athyrium Jilix-fcemina.

Osinunda regalis.

Lycopodiacem.

I

Isoetes echinosjyora.

Uquisetacem.

Equisetum hyemale ? Equisetum arvense.

E. limosum.

This gives 161 plants peculiar to Aran; 92 to Bofin; but if we
deduct the naturalized plants on both sides, we have about 120 for

Aran, and 80 for Bofin.

From the above it will be easily seen that each formation has its

own peculiar plants. Aran, which consists solely of carboniferous

limestone, shows in a remarkable degree both the predominance of
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lime-loving plants, and also the greater variety of species Tvliich is

usually observed upon calcareous soils. Bofin exhibits, as clearly, a

series of plants which prefer schistose, granitic or siliceous soils

;

indeed, the only two lime-loving species which I observed in Inish-

Bofin were Sinapis alba (an introduced weed), and Asplenium ruta-

muraria, which grows upon the walls of the ruined church of St.

Coleman.
The only scarce plants common to Aran and Bofin are Calama-

grostis epigejos, a true native, and Allium Babingtonii, a leek which
was, no doubt, formerly cultivated in many parts of the west of

Ireland, as well as in Cornwall.

The three Aran Isles, with a much larger area than Inish-Bofin,

and with a greater extent of coast line, sea-sands, and muddy shore,

have hitherto yielded 372 species, to which we may, perhaps, safely

add about 40 more, which will give an estimated total of 410 for the

whole Aran group. Inish-Bofin itself reckons 303, or with Inish-

Turk, 323, and in the silurian group of Inish-Bofin, Inish-Shark, and
Inish-Tui'k, it is probable that the whole number does not exceed
350.

"With further exploration, the plants now apparently peculiar to

each group will, no doubt, be considerably reduced, so that instead of

221 species common to both, these will probably be found to be nearly

300, leaving about 50 plants peculiar to the three Isles of Bofin, Shark,

and Turk, and about 100 to the Aran group.

This is, indeed, a very striking difference between the floras of two
groups of islands, situated under the same conditions of climate, and
separated by a distance of only thirty-five miles, and shows very
plainly how much the vegetation is influenced by the nature of the

subsoil.

LIST OP THE PLANTS TOUND IN INISH-BOFIN.

BaXUjS'CTILACE^ .

Itanunculiis Baudotii, Godron.—In Church Lake, and in the small lake

called Lough-na-brand, on the sand-hills south of the harbour.

It. trichopliyllus, Chaix.

R. hederaceus, Linn.—In many places, but we did not observe R. Le-

normandi.

It. flammula, Linn.—Also \qx. pseudo-reptajis, Syme.

R. acris, Linn.

—

{tomophyllus, Jordan).—Frequent.

R. repens, Linn.

R. huihosus, Linn.—On the sand-liills south of the harbour.

NrMPH^ACE^.

Niqjhar lufciim, Sm.—Plentiful in Church Lake.
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^ Fumaria paUidiJlora, Jord.—Cultivated ground near St. Coleman's
Church or Abbey.

:[ F. con-fusa, Jord.—In several places, a colonist.

CETJCrFEE^.

Calcile maritima, Scop.—On the sands opposite Inish-Lyon.
"j- Senehiera coronopus, Poir,—Common about the harbour, but always

near houses, as if introduced.

J S. didyma, Sm.—In several places along the road side, and among
rubbish near the harbour,

f Capsella hursa-pastoris, D.C.—Waste places and a weed in gardens,

probably introduced.

Cochlearia danica, Linn.—Rare.

Cwdamine pratensis, Linn.—Common.
Nasturtium officinale, Br.

f Sisytnbrium officinale, Scop.—Chiefly about houses.

'I
Brassica napus, Linn.—A colonist in cultivated land.

\ Sinapis arvensis, Linn. \

X S. alia, Linn. / All four colonists in cultivated

X S. nigra. I ground, or borders of fields.

X Raphanus raphanistrum, Linn.
]

jR. maritimus, Sm.—On the sands opposite Inish-Lyon, and a few
plants near the harbour.

ClSTACE^.

Seliantliemum guttatum. Mill (var. JBreweri, Planch).—Plentiful in

many places, especially on high ground, both in Bofin and Shark,

but we did not observe it on Inish-Turk.

YlOLACE^.

Viola paJustris, Linn.—Frequent.
V. sylvatica, Fries.—Shady banks.

V. canina, Linn, {flavicornis, Sm.).—Stony or heathy margins of tte

lakes in several places.

Deoseeace^.

Drosera rotundifolia, Linn.—Frequent.

POLTGALACE^.

Folygala dcpressa, Wender.—This was the only form found, well

marked by the crowded oval leaves.
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Elatixace^,

Ulatine hexmidra, D.C.—In shallo-w water on tlie gravelly bottom of

Longli Gowlanagower, Lough-na-grooaun, and Lough Pawna,
abundantly.

Caetophtllaceje.

Silene maritima, With.—jS'ot common.
LycJmis flos-cuculi, Linn.—Only near Church Lake.

Honchenya pejoloides, Epr.—Sands opjDosite Inish-Lyon.

Sagina procumhens, Linn.

S. sululata, Wimm.—In one place only, at south side of the island.

S. nodosa, Mey.—Damp rocky ledges near St. Coleman's Church
or Abbey.

\ Spergula arvensis, Linn.—A weed in cultivated land. Both forms,

>S. arvetisis (E,eich.) and S. vulgaris (Boenng.), occurred, and
most of the specimens which we examined belonged to the
former.

Spergularia riipicola, Lebel.—About the cliifs at west end of Bofin,

in many places.

8. salina, Brest.—On damp ground at foot of the cliffs in south-west

of the island.

Arenaria serpylUfolia, Linn.—Typical form only.

Stellaria media, With.

Cerastium glomeratum, Thuill.

C. triviale, Link.
|
All three frequent.

C. tetrandnim, Curt.

Linages.

Limim catliarticum, Linn.—In many places.

Radiola viillegrana, Sm.—Plentiful.

Malvace^.

f Ifalva sylvestris, Linn.—ISTear the harbour and about the village.

A variety with leaves deeply angulated and their base wedge-
shaped, instead of cordate, was gathered,

Htpericace^.

Hypericum androscsmum, Linn.—On rocks near Church Lake.

JI. quadrangulum {tetrapterum, Pries).—Frequent.

S. Immifusum, Linn.

S. pulchrum, Linn.

H. elodes, Linn.
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Geeaivt:ace^.

Erodimn ciciitariuni, Sm.— Shady places, frequent.

Geranium molle, Linn.—Rocks near Church Lake,

-f
G. dissectum, Linn.—AN^aste and cultivated ground, rare.

G. Rolertianmn, Linn.

var. purimreum, Forst.—On heaps of stones near the old ruin

of St. Coleman's Church.

OXAXLDACE^.

Oxalis acetosella, Linn.—Near Church Lake.

LEG"cirrN-osjE.

Anthyllis vulneraria, Linn.

f Trifolium repeals, Linn. \

I T. pratense, Linn. > All three probably introduced.

f T. minus, Relh.
)

Lotus cor7iicuIatus, Linn.—In many places.

Vicia cracca, Linn.

V. sativa. Yar. ;|: segetalis, Thuil.—In stubbles and along hedges or

borders of fields, probably the remains of former cultivation.

V. angustifolia, Eoth.—Sandy ground, eastward of the village.

V. sejnum, Linn.—Shady banks and bushy places.

Lathyrus p)''^<itensis, Linn.—Shores of harbour.

Rosacea.

Frimus spinosa, Linn.—Grassy banks on the east side of the harbour,

very sparingly.

SpircBa ulmaria, Linn.

Pote7itilla anserina, Linn.

P. reptans, Linn.—Eather rare.

P. tormentilla, Linn.—Both typical, and also the variety or hybrid,

P. proctimhens, Sibth.

Comarum palustre, Linn.

Puhus discolor, W. et N. '

R. thyrsoideus, Wimm.
P. carpinifolius, W. et N.
P. villicaulis, "\Y. et !N".

These four brambles -^-ere all gathered on the east side of the vil-

lage and about Church Lake. I am much indebted to my kind friend

Professor C. C. Babington, vrho was good enough to take the trouble

to examine the specimens which I collected, and who has thus approx-

imately determined their names, though from their incompleteness

the specimens were not quite sufficient for certainty.

Posa spinosissima, Linn.—In several places.
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E. canina, Linn.—Eare ; east side of the harbour only.

~\Agriinonia eupatoria, Linn. —Rare; roadside towards Church Lake.

(R. M. B.)

OXAGKACE^.

Hpilobium parviflorum, Schreb. \

E. montanum, Linn.
|
All three frequent.

_£". paludre, Linn. i

JE. tetragonum, Linn.— Only the form olscurum, Schreb.

Haioeagace^.

MyriopTiyllum alterniflorum, D. C.—Frequent.

Callifriche verna, Linn.

C. platycarpa, Kutz.— On muddy borders of streams.

C. Jiamulata, Kutz.—Erequent, and a plant very characteristic of

mountain lakes. A small form, with very narrow leaves, grows

in Lough Gowlanagower.

LTTffRACE^.

XytJirum salicaria, Linn.— In many places.

I*epUs portula, Linn.—Fi-equcnt.

PORTULACE^,

Montia fontana, Linn.—Common.

Crassulaceje.

&edum avglicum, Linn.—Frequent, and of veiy large size, on stone

fences round the harbour.

E. acre, Linn.

S VXIFRAGACE.^.

S. umbrosa, Linn.—On the rocks south of Church Lake, and found
also on Inish-Turk. As in Achill, and I believe throughout Con-
nemara, the prevailin-i-, if not the only, form is serratifolia. Our
sruide in Inish-Tuik callnl it the " Leaf" (not Cabbage) " of St.

iPatrick."

Arali.\ceje.

Sedera helix, Linn.—Frequent on the cliffs, &c.

LTjIBELLIEERiE.

Sjidrocotyle vulgaris, Linn.—Plentiful.

\ Coniutn macidattim, Linn.— .\.bout the harbour and near houses
along roadsides, on rubbish, probably introduced.
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Selosciadium inundatum, Koch.—In several places, and found also kt
Inish-Shark.

Crithmum maritimum, Linn.—Plentiful along the south-west shore.

Angelica sylvestris, Linn.—On damp ledges of the cliffs ; also in Inish-
Turk, Trhere it is fully exposed to the Atlantic gales.

\ Heracleum sfhondylitim, Linn.—Observed only on the grassy lawn of

Mr. M'Cormack's garden, where it was, in all probability, sown
unintentionally.

Baucus carota, Linn.—Eocks, banks, and pastures ; frequent.

CAPKIFOLIACE^

.

*' Samlucus nigra, Linn.—A few shrubs only, and evidently planted,.

near some cottages in the centre of the island.

Lonicera periclymenum, Linn.—About Church Lake, &c.

EUBIACEJE.

Galium verum, Linn.

G.palustre, Linn.—Chiefly as the most usual form called G. Wither-

ingii, but a few robust plants in the marshy borders of Church
Lake are nearer to G. elongatum, Presl.

G. saxatile, Linn.—In many places, and a very characteristic species.

* G. aparine, Linn.—Only in and about cultivated land, no doubt
introduced.

DlPSACACE^.

Scaiiosa succisa, Linn.

Composite.

Thrineia hirta, Eoth.

Oporinia autumnalis, Don.
Mypochceris radicata, Linn.

;|: iSonchus arvenxis, Linn.—A colonist among the crops.

, c,' 1 T • '
I Both possibly introduced.

J b. oleraceus,Linn. )

'- •'

Jlieracium piloseUa; Linn.—Near St. Coleman's Church.

f Taraxacum officinale, Wigg.—Perhaps introduced.

\ Lapsana commums, Linn.—A colonist.

f Arctium lappa {intermedium, Lange).—This was, as in other parts

of Ireland, the only form seen,

f Carduus lanceolatus, Linn.

C. palustris, Linn.

f C. arvensis, Curt.—Pather rare, and pei'haps introduced.

Centatirea nigra, Linn,

f S. scaiiosa, Linn.—Only on the sand-hills among the rabbit burrows,.

and perhaps introduced.

X Artemisia vulgaris, Linn.—Borders of fields, waste places, and in

cultivated land. Now apparently a colonist, whatever its origin.

A. ahsinthium was not observed, and probably Dr. Wade entered

the wrong species in his list.
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Gnaplialium uliginosiim, Linn.

Tussilago farfara, Linn.

Aster trijJolium, Linn.—On the south-west shore.
,

Solidago virgaurea, Linn.

f Senecio vidgaris, Linn.—Perhaps introduced..

8. sylvaticus, Linn.

S. Jacolcea, Linn.—On the sand-hills south of the harhoixr y^e foimd a

variety 'with the ligulate florets much broader and shorter than
usual, giving the flo'wer an appearance something like a Cine-

raria. The rayless form did not occur.

S. aquaticus, Huds.
Inuta (hjsenterica, Linn.—]N'ear St. Coleman's Church.

f Bellis perennis, Linn.—Possibly introduced.

;|: Chrysanthemum segetum, Linn.—A "weed in the crops.

C. leucanthemum, Linn.—Pare.

Matricaria inodora, Linn.—A fine variety, "with large and conspicuous

flo"wers
;
gro"ws on rocky ledges of the cliffs, both in Bofin and in

Achill.

Achillea ptarmica, Linn.

A. millefolium, Linn.

C A:\rpAyrxACE^

.

Campanula rotundifolia, Linn. ; var. speciosa.—A large-flo"wered and
very handsome variety gro"svs among the rabbit burro"svs south of

the harbour. The stems are from nine to t"«^enty inches high,

the leaves broader and more crowded than usual, lanceolate and
linear-lanceolate on the middle of the stem. Flowers from one

to twelve, "with a corolla at least an inch long. This plant, in

some of its characters, comes near to the variety arctica, figured

in ''Flora Danica," XYL, Tab. 2711, but has much larger

flowers. It also agrees to some extent "with a var. lancifolia,

described in Hartman's " Skandina"riens Flora," but the stem is

not recumbent. Beiag apparently distiuct from any described

variety, I believe this beautiful plant quite deserves a separate

name, as var. speciosa, which I here propose for it.

Jasione montana, Linn.—Plentiful, and one of the most characteristic

species.

Lolelia Bortmanna, Linn.—Plentiful in Lough-na-grooaun
; very rare

in Lough Gowlanagower.

Ebicaceje.

Erica tetralix, Linn.—Common even on the tops of the barren stony

hills, where it assumes a dwarf, stunted habit, offering only two
or three branches, on which the leaves are densely crowded.

E. cinerea, Linn.—Plentiful.

Calluna vulgaris, Salisb.—In exposed stony places it occurs quite

stunted, and with leaves crowded in the same way as in E. tetralix.

K.I. A. PROC, SEE. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 K
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GrENTIANACE^.

Gentiana campestris, Linn.—Prequent, and of large size. A variety

with white flowers also occurred.

Erythrcea centaurium, Pers.—Chiefly in the form with broad radical

leaves, and little or no stem, which has often been miscalled '' E.
littoralis.^^

Menyanthes trifoUata, Linn.—Church Lake.

CONVOLVULACEJE

.

Convolmdus sepium, Linn.—Prequent in bushy places and on fences,

and nearly always with pink flowers.

SCEOPHULARIACE^

.

Veronica arvensis, Linn.

V. anagallis, Linn.—Streamside near St. Coleman's Church.

V. leccahungce, Linn.

V. chamcedrys, Linn.

f V. agrestis, Linn. ") Cultivated land and roadsides
;
probably in-

f V. polita, Fries. ) troduced.

f Bartsia odontites, Huds.—All the plants which we observed belonged

to the form E. serotina, Reich
;
perhaps a colonist only.

Euphrasia officinalis, Linn.—Both the typical form and E. gracilis,

Fries, the latter rather more frequent of the two. Also a mari-

time variety with stiif fleshy broad leaves, and bracts closely

crowded ; a form which I have also noticed in Achill.

Rhinanthus crista-galli, Linn.

Pedicularis palustris, Linn.—Rare, near Church Lake.

P. sylvatica, Linn.—Frequent.

Scrophularia aquatica, Linn.—Rare, observed in one place only, east of

the village.

Labiate.

Mentha aquatica, Linn.—Frequent.

Thymus serpyllum, Linn.

Teucrium scorodonia, Linn.

\ Lamium purpureum, Linn.—A weed in gardens, etc.

f Galeopsis tetrahit, Linn.—On rubbish, and in borders of fields about

the village, probably introduced.

Stachys palustris, Linn.

\ iS. arvensis, Linn.—Cultivated ground, a colonist.

Prunella vulgaris, Linn.

Scutellaria minor, Linn.—I^Tear Church Lake.
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BoEAGIN'ACEiE.

Myosotis Cfespitosa, Schultz.—Frequent.

M. arvensis, Hoffm.

PlNGUICUI-ACE.E

.

Pinguicula vulgaris, Linn.—Frequent.

P. lusitanica, Linn.—Rather rare.

TJtricularia minor, Linn.—At vest end of tlie isLind, in one place only.

PEr\IITLACEJ3,

Primula vulgaris, Huds.—Near Churcli Lake ; a few plants jBowering

so late as August 19tli.

\ Anagallis arvensis, Linn.—A colonist probably.

A. tenella, Linn.

Centunculus minimus, Linn.—Xot common, but found at both east and.

west ends of the island.

Samolus Valerandi, Linn.—Frequent.

Glaux maritima, Linn.

PlumbagijS-ace^ .

Armeria maritima, "Willd.—Frequent.

PlantagijStace^ .

I Plantago major, Linn.—About Church Lake, &c. ; not common, and
probably introduced.

-\ P. lanceolata, Linn.—Perhaps introduced.

P. maritima, Linn.—Common, and a dwarf form is abundant all oyer
the tops of the hills.

P. coronopus, Linn.—Frequent.

Littorella lacustris, Linn.—Borders of Lough Fawna, &c.

Chexopodiace^.

'I
Clwiopodium alhum, Linn.—Both varieties : C. candicans, Linn ; and

C. viride, Linn.

Atriplex Babingtonii, Woods.—Common about the harbour, &c.

A. patula, Linn. — The vars. angustifolia and ]erecta were both
frequent. The last occurs only in cultivated ground, as if a
colonist.

Salsola Kali, Linn.—Sands opposite Inish-Lyon.

PoLYGOKACEiE.

Polygonum amphihium, Linn.—In the small lake in the sand-hills, called

Lough-na-brand, and here the terrestrial form was flowering

freely.

3 K 2
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P. persicaria, Linn. \

P. hydropiper, Linn. > All three freqnent.

P. aviculare, Linn. )

f P. convolvulus, Linn.—A weed in cultivated land and borders of"

fields,

t Rumex crispiis, Linn.—Prequent, but perhaps not native,

f R. oltusifolius, Linn.—Like the former, perhaps introduced.

R. acetosa, Linn.—Not uncommon.
R, acetosella, Linn.—Ditto.

Ohs.—We could not find R. sanguineus nor R. conglomeratus.

EMPETEACEiE.

JEmpetrum nigrum, Linn.—Very rare ; obsei^ved only in one place near

a blowhole west of Moylanboy Bay (E. M. B.) Also on Inish-

Turk.

EuPHOEBlACEiE.

\ Eupliorlia helioscopia, Linn,—Among crops ; rare.

ITETICACEiE.

* TJrtica tirens, Linn. | "Waysides and waste places ; both no doubt in-
*' U. dioica, Linn.

)
troduced.

Amentifek^.

Populus tremula, Linn,—Sparingly on rocky banks at east end of the

harbour. Also on Inish-Turk.
* Salix viminalis, Linn. ) -n -i . i i

.5, o CY v7 W-n 1 \ Both introduced.
^' S. Smit/uana, Willd. )

8. aurita, Linn.—The only sallow observed.

S. repens, Linn.—Frequent.

Myrica Gale, Linn.— Plentiful in one locality only, near Bunnamullen
Bay. (B. M. B.)

CONIEEKJE.

Juniperus communis, Linn.—Only the form or variety, J. nana, WilkL

OrchidACE^.

Orchis maculata, Linn,—Rather rare, near Church Lake.

Ieidaceje.

Iris pseudacorus, Linn.—Near Church Lake, &c.
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LlLIACEiE.

* Allium Babingtonii, Borr.—Among the ruins of a deserted cottage,

east of the harbour (E,. M. B.) Also in a garden enclosure close

to a cottage, to the south of Lough Gowlanagower ; several of the

heads viviparous. This is, no doubt, a relic of former cultivation,

as it appears also to be in all the other localities, wherever I have

seen it in the West of Ireland. At Eoundstone it occurs only

along the borders of garden enclosures. On the south side of

Clew Bay, and near Menlough, Galway, always about the ruins

of cottages or deserted gardens.

NartJiecmm ossifragum, Huds.—At west end of the island.

Alismace^.

Triglocliin palustre, Linn.—Along the south-west shore.

[N'ai.idace^.

Potamogeton pectinaius, Linn.—jN^orth end of Lough Bofin.

P. pusillus, Linn.—In Church Lake.

P. nutans, Linn.—Very fine and plentiful on Lough-na-grooaun.
P.polygonifolius, Pourr.—Common in damp boggy places.

Zostera marina, Linn.—In the harbour.

LE:vrxACEJE.

Lemna minor, Linn.—Frequent in pools and slow streams.

Typhace^.

Sparganium affine, Schn.—Plentiful inLough Gowlanagower and Lough-
na-grooaun.

EESTIACEiE,

Eriocaulon septangulare, AVith.—Several large patches along the west
side of Lough-na-grooaun.

JuNCACEiE.

Juncus communis, Mey.—Both forms, conglomeratus and effusus, were
observed.

J. acutiflorus, Ehrh.—Frequent.

J. lamprocarpus, Ehrh.—Frequent.

J. supiniis, Moench.—Plentiful, and the submerged variety, with seta-

ceous leaves, is abundant in most of the lakes.

-e/". compressus, Jacq. ; var. Gerardi, Lois.—Along the south-west shore.
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J. hufo7iius, Linn.—Common.
J. squarrostis, Linn.—Hilly ground at west end of the island.

Lu%ula muUiflora, Lej.

—

L. camj)estris was not seen.

Ctpeeace^.

Schosntis nigricans, Linn.—Above BimnamuUen Bay, with. Ifyrica-

(R. M. B.) Also on Inish-Turk.

Rhynchosjyora alia, Yahl.—Hare. At Bunnamnllcn Bay, and at west
end of Bofin.

Scirjms Savii, S. et IT.—Frequent.

S.Jluifans, Linn.—Frequent, and a very characteristic species,

Eleocliaris falu&tris, Br.—Chtirch Lake, &c.

E. rnidUcaulis, Sm.—Plentiful and characteristic.

Eriophorum angustifolium, Roth.—Frequent.

Carex 2^ulicaris, Linn.—jSTear Chru'ch Lake, &c.

C. stellidata,Grood.—Abxindant.

C. arenaria, Linn.

G.flava, var. lepidocarpa, Tausch.—Common.
C. extensa. Good.—South-west shore.

C. distans, Linn.—South-west shore.

C. hinervis, Sm.
—

~Vt'est end of the island.

C. panicea, Linn.—Frequent.

C. glauca, Scop.—Common.
C. pra'cox, Jacq.

C. ampidlacea, Good.—Church Lake.

GsAiriXEJE.

Anthoxantlitim odoraiurn, Linn.

Agrostis canina, Linn.

A. vtdgaris, With.
var. ^Jiimila, Lightf .—Frequent on the higher parts of the hills.-

A. alba, Linn.—Common, with many varieties.

Fsamma arenaria, E,. et S.

Eliragmites communis, Tiin.

Calamagrostis epigejos, Both.—Sparingly on rocky banks at east end
of the inner harbour. It is curious to find both in Bofin and
Aran, two isolated localities, for a grass which is so rare in Ire-

land.

Aira jlexuosa, Linn.
A. caryophyllea, Linn.
A. prcecox, Linn.

X Arena fatua, Linn.—A weed in the corn crops of Bofin and Inish-

Shark.

f Arrlienathertim avenaceim, Beauv.—Perhaps introduced, but now an
abundant weed.

Holciis lanatus, Linn.
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Triodia decumlens, Beaiiv.

Koeleria cristata, Pers.—Banks opposite Inish-Lyon, &c.

Molinia ccerulea, Moench.
Glyceria fluitans, Br.—Common.
G. plicata, Fries.—Bare ; in one place only.

Sclerochloa loliacea, "Woods.

Poa annua, Linn.

P. pratensis, Linn.

f P. trivialis, Linn.—Possibly introduced.

Cynosurus cristatus, Linn.

Dactylis glomerata, Linn.

f Festuca sciuroides, Both.—Very rare on banks, and probably not

native.

F. ovina, Linn.

F. diirmscida, Linn.

F. rubra, var. sahulicola, Duf

.

F. elatior, Linn.—Also on Inish-Turk.

F. pratensis, Hiids.

Bromus mollis, Linn.

var. subglaher, Sands.—On the sea-shore.

Bracliypodium sylvaticum, Beauv.—East of harbonr, &c.

Triticum repens, Linn.

T. junceum, Linn.—Sands opposite Inish-Lyon.

Loliuin perenne, Linn.

X L. temulentum, Linn.—A weed among corn.

Nardus stricta, Linn.—Frequent.

FlLICES.

Polypodium vulgare, Linn. "\

Lastrcea filix-mas, Presl. > Frequent.
X. dilatata, Presl.

)

L. cemula. Brack.—Rare, only near Lough Fawna (R.M.B.) On the

west side of Inish-Turk (A.G.M.)
Athyrium filix-foemina. Both.—Frequent. A variety found among the

rocks near Church Lake has a frond broader than usual, with
wide ovate pinnules, resembling those of Lastrcea dilatata.

Asplenium marinum, Linn.—Abundant in many parts of the cliffs.

A. adiantum-nigrum, Linn.—In its typical form, and no plants

approaching A. acutum, Bory.
A. ruta-muraria, Linn.—On the ruins of St. Coleman's Church.
JBlechnum boreale, Sw.—Not uncommon.
Fteris aquilina, Linn.

Osmunda regalis, Linn.—Frequent.

Lycopodiacej-;.

Isoetes echinospora, Dur.—In Lough GoAvla-na-gowor and Lough-na-
grooaun.
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Equisetace^.

JEquisetum arvense, Linn.

JS. limosum, Linn.

To these should be added 20 other plants gathered hy ns on Inish-

Tui'k, an island belonging to the same silurian formation, and which
lies five miles north of Inish-Bofin. Those found in Aran are

marked A.

CocMearia officinalis. A.
Lychnis diurna.

\ TrifoUian arvense. A.
Orohus tuherosus.

Seduni rhodiola. A.
(Enantlie crocata,

Anthriscus sylvestris. A.
Hex aquifolium. A.
Lysimachia nemorum. A
Euphorbia hyierna.

Coryhis avellana.

Betula alba.

Salix cinerea.

Scirpus lacustris.

Carex dioica.

C. vulpina. A.
C. paniculata.

C. vulgaris.

Aira ccespitosa.

A.

A.

A.
Orchis incurnata ?

Tills Tvill make a total of 32.3 species on the three Islands of Inish-

Bofin, Inish-Shark, and Inish-Tui'k—a number which further investi-

gation -will probably raise to 350.
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XLIX.—Ox A Xew Chemicax Test eor Alcohol. Ey ED^irtn) W.
Davy, A.M., M.D., Professor of Forensic Aledicine, Eoyal College

of Sui'geons, Ireland, &c.

[Read May 22, 1876.]

"W^HTLST making lately some experiments on molybdic acid, I observed

that when a solution of that substance in strong sulphuric acid was
brought in contact with alcohol, there is very quickly developed a

deep azure blue colouration ; and this fact, being (as far as I was able

to ascertain) hitherto uni'ecorded, led me to investigate the reaction to

determine the cause of this production of colour.

As I found that the protosulphate of ii'on, and the protochloride

of tin, two powerful deoxidizing salts, produced a similar effect on
this solution, there was but little doubt that it was due to the deoxi-

dizing action of alcohol on the molybdic acid. And I afterwards

found that the blue substance which was formed in the case of alcohol

possessed all the characters of the blue compound which is produced
when molybdic acid or its salts are acted on by different reducing

agents, whereby a substance consisting of five atoms of the metal
molybdenum with fourteen of oxygen is obtained, which is usually

regarded as a combination of the binoxide of molybdenum with molyb-
dic acid, the following formula (MoOo, 4 M0O3) representing its

composition.

With certain precautions wliich I shall presently point out, I have
found that this reaction of alcohol on the molybdic solution stated is

extrem'.ily sensitive, so that by its indications very minute quantities

of alcohol, even when diluted with large proportions of water, may be
readily detected. Thus, for example, if one part by volume of com-
mercial rectified spirits be mixed with a hundred parts of distilled

water, and one small di'op of this mixture be taken, the minute
quaniic} of spirit contained in it can be easily detected by the deep
blue colouration which will be immediately developed on bringing it

into contact with the molybdic solution, employed in the manner about

to be described. But this is not the limit of the delicacy of this test,

for I have been able by means of it to detect the spirit in one drop of

a mixture of distilled water and anhydrous spiiit, in which the latter

substance constituted only the one-thousandth part of its volume

;

and as the drop was found to weigh six-tenths of a grain, the quantity

of real or auhydious alcohol contained in it would be less than the one-

sixteen hundred and sixty-sixth part of a grain of that substance.

Though small quantities of spirit, even when considerably diluted

with water, will produce with the molybdic solution the blue reaction

without the assistance of any external heat, still where very minute
quantities, diluted with such large proportions of water as those just

stated, are to be detected, it is necessary for the success of the experi-

ment that the reaction should be assisted by a gentle heat, and also
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that too great a dilution of the test solution "with the liquid under
examination should be avoided, as the blue colouration will not be
developed if water be in excess ; and even after it has been produced,

the addition of a certain proportion of that substance quickly causes

its disappearance. Such being the case, the best way of employing

the test, according to my experience, is to place three or four drops

of the molybdic solution in a small white porcelain capsule, and having

heated them slightly, allow one or two drops of the liquid to be
examined to glide or fall gently on the acid solution, when there will

be developed, either immediately or after a few moments, the blue

colouration. And where the alcohol is very largely diluted with
water, it is better to continue the gentle heating of the test solution

for some time, to concentrate it or expel as much water from it as pos-

sible, before adding the liquid to be tested, for in this way I have
succeeded in detecting the spirit in mixtures so dilute, as to give no
blue reaction when added immediately to the test solution on its being

simply wai'med. As regards the application of heat, I must observe

that the temperature of the acid solution must not be raised too high,

for if it be heated till the acid evolves its dense vapours, or begins to-

boil, the solution will of itself alone, from its partial decomposition,

develops a more or less blue colouration, which will become more per-

ceptible on its cooling. But such an occurrence can be easily avoided

by employing a water-bath as the heating agent ; for I have found
that a temperature of 212° F. is incapable of so acting on the test

solution—at least an exposure of several hours' duration to that heat

failed to produce the sliii,htest blue colouration, and a much lower

temperature than that suffices for the application of the test.

I should here state that the molybdic or test solution which I have
generally employed was made by dissolving at a gentle heat one part

by weight of molybdic acid in ten parts of strong and pure sulphuric

acid, but the exact strength of this solution as regards the amount of

molybdic acid it contains seems to be immaterial.

I may observe that the colouration produced in the reaction

stated disappears after a variable interval of exposure to the air—

a

circumstance which is due, as I have ascertained, to the absorption of

moisture from the atmosphere, and not to the reoxidation of the

molybdenum compound, as might have been supposed; for amongst
other facts in proof of this, I may state that after it has thus disap-

peared, it may be readily restored either by expelling the water so

absorbed by a gentle heat ; or, more slowly, by placing the mixture
under a desiccator, and thus removing it by spontaneous evaporation

at the ordinary temperature. Such being the case, it is evident that,

where the test solution has been too much diluted for the immediate

development of the colouration described, expelling the excess of

water by heating the mixture on a water-bath, it may be made ta

exhibit itself.

But the necessity for such evaporation should, if possible, be

avoided, which in most cases will be so, by using only a drop or two
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of the liquid under examination, and by employing the strongest

sulphuric acid in making the test solution ; for it is very probable

that much of the spirit contained in the liquid would be lost during

its evaporation in the water-bath. Besides there would be some risk

that the indications of the test might be more or less interfered with
from particles of dust or organic matter getting into the mixture
during that process.

The reaction which has been described, I should state, is not pecu-

liar to ordinary or ethylic alcohol, but is, more or less, readily de-

veloped by others—at least I found it to be so in the case of methylic,

propylic, butylic, and amylic alcohols, those being the only ones-

I had for my experiments. But it is more than probable that some
at least of the other alcohols may act in a similar manner ; however,
the reaction is much more rapid and striking in the case of ethylic

than in that of any of the other alcohols mentioned. I found also-

that certain salts of the radicles of those alcohols produced a some-

what similar reaction, as well as ethylic ether and aldehyde, and alsa

several organic matters which are readily susceptible of oxidation.

The circumstance that the reaction described is not peculiar ta

ethylic alcohol will, no doubt, lessen its value as a positive test

for that substance ; but a similar objection appertains to all the

other known tests for that compound, as their indications are not

peculiar to that alcohol alone, if we except, perhaps, Berthelot's test,

which is founded on the development of benzoic ether by the action

of benzoic chloride, along with caustic potash on ethylic alcohol.

But, owing to the trouble attendant on the preparation of benzoic

chloride, and some other practical inconveniences connected with the

application of that test, it is not likely that it will ever come ta

be one of very general employment.
The test, however, which I have brought before the Academy has

this advantage over those already known, that it far exceeds (accord-

ing to my experiments) any one of them in point of delicacy. And
though the circumstance that the blue reaction produced in the case

of this test is not peculiar to ethylic spirit lessens, as before observed,

its value for the detection of that substance, this is just what ren-

ders the test of more general applicability ; for by its aid certain

impurities or adulterations may be at once detected in different sub-

stances or compounds, which in a state of purity should not contain

any matter capable of acting on the molybdic solution employed in

this test. I may refer to two important substances as examples, viz.,

chloroform and chloral hydrate, which are now so extensively em-
ployed in medicine and surgery for a number of useful purposes ; and^

being agents of great power, it is of much importance that they
should be free from the accidental impurities of imperfect preparation,

as well as from the frauds of intentional adulteration, which may
cither impair their therapeutic value, or even increase the danger
of their administration. For there can be but little doubt that in some
instances the serious and even fatal effects rcsultiu"- from their use
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may, in part at least, have been attributable to the impurities or
adulterations of the chloroform, or of the chloral hydrate employed.
I^ow, as I find that neither chloroform nor chloral hydrate, in their

pure condition, have any apparent action on the molybdic test, but
that many of their usual impurities develope the blue reaction, it

aiiords us a ready means of testing their purity. Thus, as regards

chloroform, one of its common impurities is ethylic alcohol, which
it may contain either from imperfect preparation, or from fraudulent

addition, the very high price of chloroform offering a great temptation

to the unscrupulous vendor to increase its bulk or weight by the addi-

tion of alcohol, which so readily mixes with it. I have found that

the molybdic test at once enables us to detect such an adulteration,

even where it occurs in very small proportions in chloroform. Thus,
in one experiment, I mixed one part of rectified spirit with a hundred
parts by volume of pure chloroform, and one drop of this mixture
being brought in contact with three or four drops of the molybdic
solution, previously warmed in a Avater-bath, gave an immediate deep

blue colouration from the spirit contained in it ; and, in a second ex-

periment, with a mixture of one part of spirit to a thousand parts of

chloroform, a single drop of the mixture, being similarly treated,

developed a faint blue reaction. Indeed, so searching is this test

as regards the purity of chloroform, that I was unable to obtain any
sample of that substance in commerce sufficiently pure not to give

a blue reaction with the molybdic test, owing to the minute quanti-

ties of volatile oils, and other impurities, they contain ; and for my
experiments I was obliged to repurify the commercially pure chloroform

to obtain a sample which would give no coloured reaction with my
test.

In the case of chloral hydrate, it is stated that one of its usual

impurities is the chloral alcoholate (a compound in which alcohol,

instead of water, is combined with anhydrous chloral), and that

this substance has somewhat different effects on the system from
those produced by the hydrate. This compound, owing to the

alcohol it contains, gives the blue reaction with the molybdic test, and
I have found that where the chloral hydrate contained even so small

a proportion of the alcoholate as one part in a thousand parts, a

little of such a sample, being taken, indicated its presence wlien

examined by the molybdic test ; and it is probable that some of the

other impurities which are met with in this important substance may
be similarly detected.

Those two examples are sufficient to indicate the use to which this

test may be applied in the determination of the purity of different

substances used in medicine, as well as in scientific research.

Finally, I would remark that, as the reaction of molybdic acid

on ethylic alcohol is so sensitive and prompt in its action, I entertain

the hope that there may yet be founded on it, not merely this qualita-

tive test, but likewise a means for the quantitative determination of

that important alcohol.
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—

OjST a New GE]!Tirs a:n^d Species BELO]sr&iNG to the Famiiy
Pandarina. By Edward Peeceval Weight, M. D., F.L. S., Pro-

fessor of Botany, Dublin University. (With Plate 35.)

[Read May 11, 1874.]

B.HINODON TTPiCFS, Smith, is one of the largest and one of the least

known of the sharks. It was originally described by the late Sir A.
Smith, from a young specimen about 17 feet long, found near Cape-
town. " It was the only one that had been seen at the Cape within

the memory of any of the fishermen. At the time it was discovered,

it was swimming leisurely near the surface of the water, and with a

certain portion of the back above it. When approached, it manifested

no great degree of fear, and it was not before a harpoon was lodged in

its body that it altered its course and quickened its pace. The pre-

pared specimen is deposited in the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes

of Paris."*^

The true habitat of this remarkable species appears to have re-

mained unknown until during a visit paid to the Seychelles in 1 867.

I found it at home in the waters surrounding these pleasant islands.

The size to which this great sluggish fish grows presents many
obstacles to obtaining specimens of it. I have heard of some indivi-

duals being seen of about 70 feet in length ; I have seen some that I

believe to have exceeded 50 feet ; my friend, Mr. Swinburne Ward,
the then Civil Commissioner of these islands, measured one that

a little exceeded 45 feet in length ; and I have had the opportunity

of clis:ecting two specimens, one of which was 18 feet long from the
tip of the nose to the end of the caudal fin. Rhinodon typicus,

though a large, is a quiet, harmless fish, with a mouth of immensa
width, and jaws furnished with very small teeth. I found largo

masses of algse in their stomachs, so that at one time I was inclined to

think it was an herbivorous shark. Probably, however, it derives its

nourishment, in part at least, from minute crustaceans and other

oceanic animal forms, which it may take in along with masses of float-

ing weed, and then ejecting the water through the strange mesh-like
structures that unite the edges of the great gill openings, obtain by so

doing enough to swallow. Be this as it may, I found on the surface

of these meshes the little parasitic crustacean, which it is the object

of this paper to describe. The absence of parasites was remarkable.

Some forty or fifty of the new form alone rewarded a very careful

search. The sharks had been harpooned in the evening, and brought
ashore by sunset (about 6 o'clock). Word was at once sent to me.
I was at the time stopping exactly at the opposite side of the island,

* Ilhistrations of the Zoology of South Africa. By AncheAV Smith, M.D.
Pisces, Plate 26.
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and was on the spot the next morning before sunrise, so that I was
enabled to examine the specimen while it was still quite fi'esh. The
following will serve as a diagnosis of the new form :

—

Family—Pai^daeijs^a.

nostrum longum, angustum. Palpi articulati, foliacei.

Stasiotes rlmiodontis, gen. et spec. nov. (Plate 35, figs. 1 to 14).

The cephalothorax is nearly as broad as long, projected somewhat
in front where the frontal lamina becomes conspicuous. It is very-

transparent, which will account for the markings to be seen on figure

2, where there is an appearance as if the cephalothorax were seg-

mented. The sides project backwards, forming lobes so as to cover

the free edges of the first abdominal ring. The first abdominal ring

is naiTow, not extending at cither side so as to touch the prolonga-

tion of the cephalothorax. The second abdominal ring is somewhat
broader and even wider, with delicately ciliated appendages, somewhat
like those to be met with in Demoleus paradoxus, Heller. The last

abdominal ring is furnished with very feebly developed wing-like

projections, which lie slightly over the largely developed genital

ring ; the edges of these rings are clothed with bristle-like hairs.

The genital ring is rounded in the front and at the sides, obtusely

truncated, and somewhat notched behind, a little less than one-half in

length of the cephalothorax. The caudal ring is narrow—quite hidunder
the genital ring—but the caudal appendages (figure 14) are visible.

The anterior antennae (figure 5) are biarticiilate, and spring from
the under surface of the frontal lamina; the first joint is twice as

broad and as long as the second, and just behind its articulation with
the second it is set over with a few minute bristle-like hairs ; the

second ends abruptly in two or three bristles. The posterior antennae

(figure 7) are stout and four-jointed; the third joint is twice as long

as broad, and is barely covered by the front portion of the cephalo-

thorax ; the fourth joint consists of a long incurved claw. The
rostrum (figure 6ffl) is long and narrow, consisting of two halves in-

closed in a sheath each of which (figure 6c) is terminated by a series

of tooth-like projections. The palpi (figure Qa) are small, feebly

biarticulate, and very slightly foliaceous. The base of the rostrum

with the palpi is situated between, and a very little below, the origin

of the posterior antennae.

The first pair of maxillary feet (figure 3) are of tbie shape and form
usually met with in this group, but just at the base of the chelae, and
on their outer surface, there is a scale-like body (figure 8a), which is

thickly set with short, stiflt hairs of the same nature as those which are

developed along the margins of the pincers. The second pair of

maxillary feet (figure 9) are broad and large : the claw-like terminal

joint can project beyond the edge of the cephalothorax; both the thii'd

and fourth claw-joint carry a stiff bristle.
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The four pairs of abdominal feet are two-branched, and in the first

three pairs each of these branches (figures 10, 11, and 12) are two-
jointed, each of the joints being- clothed with large bristles lined with
hairs. The first pair possesses the smaller mimber of bristles, and tliere

are no bristles on the first joints; the second and third pair have, on
the inner edge of both the first joints, a well marked, long, ciliated

bristle. The fourth pair (figure 13) is not fully furnished with
bristles, and these are not clothed with cilite ; and they are also not
two-jointed, and in this, as in the number of bristles, differ very mate-
lially from the first three pairs.

The average length of the specimens examined is six millim. All
the specimens met with were females.

In conformity with the practice of Heller, Steenstrup, Lutken,
and others, I describe the swimming feet as abdominal—(abdominal
fusspaare : bagkropsfodderne) ; but it would have seemed to me more
natural to have described them and the somites from which they
spring as thoracic. Heller gives "' a conspectus of the Family Pandarina,
including all the genera known to him. This new genus it appears to

me might come in after Demoleus. the remi of the third pair not being
* biarticulati', and not being ' setis plumosis ornati.'

* Novara-Expedition. Zoologisclier Thei] : Crustacea, p. 160, about 1866.
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LI. XOTES ox A S:5IALL CoXUECTIOX OF FoEAHEDfrFEIlA. FEOil THE
Seychelles. Ey E. Peecetai Weight, M. D., Secretaiy to the
Academy.

[Eead Jamiaiy 24, 1876.]

"While at tlie Seyclielles, in 1867, I made several collections of the
Foramiuifera met "nith Tvhile dredping. These were, for the most part,

preseiTed in spiiits of wine ; and, unfortunately, were lost. One
di-edging, made in ahont eight fathoms of water, oif the entrance of

the Harbour of Port Yictoria, between the Island of St. Anne and
Long Island, was, however, preserved in a diy state ; the bottom con-

sisted for the most part of a coarse, white sand, mixed with fraoments

of shells, spicules of alcyonarians. and fragments of coral, and evi-

dently contained numbers of Poraminifera. I am indebted to my fiiend

Henry Bowman Brady, P. E. S., for the names on the following list

:

PoEA:y:i:s'rFEEA.

1. Cornuspira, foliacea, Philippi, sp.

(1844, Orhis foliacei(s, Enum. ]\Ioll. Sicil., vol. ii., p. 147,

pi. 24, fig. 26). Medium-sized specimens, rare.

2. Bilocidina elongata, d'Orbigny.

(1826, Ann. Sci. IS'at., vol. vii., p. 298, Xo. 1). Pare.

3. Biloculina contraria, d'OrbigTiy.

(1846, Por. Poss. Tienne, p. 266, pi. 16, figs. 4—6). Tory rare.

4. Triloculina iriqonida, Lamarck, sp.

(1804, Miliolites irigonida, Ann. Mus., vol. v., p. 351, Xo. 3).

Ptare.

5. Trilomdina ollonga, Montagu, sp.

(1803, Vermiculum ohlongum, Test. Brit., p. 522, pi. 14, fig. 9).

Pare.

6. TriJondina Brongniartiana, d'OrbigTiy.

(1840, Foram. Cuba, p. 156, pi. 10, figs. 6-8). Somewhat rare.

7. Qiiinquelocidina semimdum, Linne, sp.

(1767, Serpida semimdum, Syst. '^aX., 12th ed., p. 1264, Xo.

791). Bather common.
8. Quinquelondina sulrotunda, Montagu, sp.

(1803, Yermindum sulrotundinn, Test. Brit., p. 521). Pare.

9. QuinqueJocidina Fenis-sacii, d'Orbigny.

(1826, Ann. Sci. jS'at., vol. vii., p. 301, Xo. 18 — Modele,

]S"o. 32).

10. Quijtquelocidina agghdinans, d'Orbigny.

(1840, Foram. Cuba, p. 158, "pi. 12, figs. 11-13). Yery
common.
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11. Spiroloculina canaliculata, d'Orbigny.

(1846, For. Foss. Vienne, p. 269, pi. 16, figs. 10-12). Small,

very rare.

12. Sauerina compressa, d'Orbigny.

(1846, For. Foss. Vienne, p. 119, pi. 5, figs. 25-27). Small,

very rare.

13. Alveolina sahuhsa, Montfort, sp.

(1808, Miliolites sahulosus, Conch. Syst., vol. i., p. 174). Me-
dium, r&ther rare.

14. OrhitoUtes complanata, Lamarck.

(1801, Anim. sans Yert., p. 376). Yery common.
15. Lagena squamosa, Montagu, sp.

(1803, Vermiculum squamosum, Test. Brit., p. 526, pi. 14,

fig. 2). Small, very rare.

16. Lagena marginata, Walker and Jacob, sp.

(1784, Serpida [_Lagena'] marginata, Test. Min., p. 3, pi. 1,

fig. 7). Small, very rare.

17. Gloligerina hidloides, d'Orbigny.

(1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. vii., p. 277, No. 1— Modeles,

Nos. 17 and 76). Medium, rather rare.

18. Textularia agglidinam, d'Orbigny.

(1840,Foram. Cuba, p. 136, pi. 1, figs. 17, 18, 32-34). Medium-
sized specimens, common.

19. Bolwina punctata, d'Orbigny.

(1839, Yoyage I'Amer. Merid., p. 63, pi. 8, figs. 10-12).

Small, rare.

20. Verneuilina spinidosa, E,euss,

(1849, Denkschr. Akad. "Wissensch. Wien., vol. i., p. 374,

pi. 47, fig. 12). Medium, rare.

21. Flanorhulina farcta, Fichtel and Moll, sp.

(1803, NautUiis fardus, Test. Micr., p. 64, pi. 9, figs. g-i).

Medium, rare.

22. Biscorhina glohularis, d'Orbigny, sp.

(1826, Rosalina glohularis, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. vii., p. 271,

No. 1, pi. 13, figs. 1-4). Medium, rare.

23. Pahiyndina repanda, Fichtel and Moll, sp.

(1803, Nautilus repandus, Test. Micr.,. p. 35, pi. 3, figs, a-d)

Eare.

24. Pidvinulina Canariensis, d'Orbigny, sp.

{Rotalina Canariensis, d'Orb., 1839,. Foram. Canaries, p. 130,

pi. 1, figs. 34-36). Yery rare.

25. Rotalia Beccarii, Linne, sp.

(1767, Nautilus Beccarii, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., p. 1162, No,

276). Small, rare.

26. Rotalia orhicularis, d'Orbigny, sp.

(1826, Gyroid'ina orhicularis, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. vii., p. 278,

No. 1—Modcle, No. 13). Small, very rare.
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27. Cymhalopora Poeyi, d'Orbigny, sp.

{Eosalina Poeyi, d'Orl)., 1840, Poram. Cuba, p. 100, pi. 3, figs.

18-20). Large, very commou.
28. Tinoforus Icdvis, Parker and Jones, sp.

(1860, Orlitolina Ifevis, Ann. and Hag. IS'at. Hist., 3rd ser.,

vol. tI., p. 33, Is"©. 7). Large, rare.

29. Tinoporus vesicidaris, Parker and Jones.

(1860, Orlitolina vesicidaris, Ann.^and Hag. JS'at. Hist., 3rd

ser., Tol. yi., p. 83, jSTo. 5). Tery rare.

80. Patellina, sp.

(A mimite discoidal form, resembling a septate S2nrillina; not

coiTesponding with any figured species I can refer to.

H.B.B.) Yeryrare.

31. Ampliistegi7ia vulgaris, d'Orbig-ny.

(1826, Ann. Sci. Xat., vol. vii., p. 805, jSTo. 8—Modele,

IN'o. 40). Small, common.
32. Opercxdina complancda, Defi'ance, sp.

(1822, Lenticulites complanata, Diet. Sci. !N^at., vol. xsv.,

p. 458). (This thick Opercidina, common in the Red Sea,

Indian Ocean, and Australia, is not the typical 0. complanata,

but rather an intennediate form, showing the close relation-

ship to Kumimdina p)lamdata). ITedium size, rare.

33. Nummtdina planulata, Lamarck, sp.

{Lenticulites plamdata, Lamarck, 1804; Ann. ITus., p. 187,

IS"©. 1). Medium, rare.

34. Polystomella cris2)a, Linne, sp.

(1767, Nautilus crispus, Syst. JS^at., 12th ed., p. 1162).

Small, rare.

35. Polystomella striatopunetata, Pichtel and ]\Ioll, sp.

(1803, Nautilus stricdopunctatus. Test. Hicr., p. 61, pi. 9,

figs. a—c). Small, very rare.

36. Nonionina asterizans, Pichtel and HoU, sp.

(1803, Nautilus asterizans, Test. Micr., p. 37, pi. 3, figs. e-h).

Small, very rare.

37. Nonionina scaplta, Pichtel and Holl, sp.

(1803, Nautilus scapha, Test. Micr., p. 105, pi. 19, figs. d-f).
- Medium, veiy rare.

88. Jleterostegina depressa, d'Orbigny.

(1826, Ann. Sci. IS'at., vol. vii., p. 803, pi. 17, figs. 5-7).

Large, very common.
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LII.

—

0:n' some FofiAMiifrFEEA FE05I THE Loo Choo Islands. By
Hei^ex B. Beady, F. E. S.

[Read May 8, 1876.]

A PEESSED and mounted specimen of a small alga, labeled '

' Laurencia

pmiiculata, Loo Choo Islands," was recently sent to me Uy Dr. E.

Perceval "Wright, with the suggestion that some Poraminifera which
had been entangled in its meshes might be worth examination, and
that at any rate it would be interesting to know what particular

species had lived amongst its miniatuj.'e branches. As the seaweed
itself was of some value, two or three square inches were taken, and
the portion as separated yielded examples of the following species of

Foraminifera, some of them in sufficient number to supply two or

three good mountings.

Hauerina compre&sa, d'OrbigTiy.

Qiiinqueloculina suhrohmda, Montagu.

,,
hicornis, Walker and Jacob.

,,
ornatissima, Kauer.

Pe7ieroplis ])ertu,ms, Batsch.

Vertehralina sir iota, d'Orbigny.

Orhitolites comjjlanatus, Lamarck.
Biscorlina rosacea, d'Orbigny.

,, glolularis, d'Orbigny.

Planorlulina Mediterranensis, d'Orbigny.

Calcarina Spengleri, Gmelin.

,, calcar, d'Orbigny.

,, hispida, spec, nov.

Tinoportis haculatus, Montfort.

Cijmbalofora Poeiji, d'Orbigny.

Seterostegina depressa, d'Orbigny.

Although a considerable list, considering that the entire weight
of seaweed, shells, and all could not be more than fifteen or

twenty grains, one or two forms were represented by a single speci-

men only, but no species has been retained of which a good charac-

teristic example, large or small, was not present ; doubtful fonns were
rejected, else the list might have been considerably extended. The
most abundant species of Calcarina was the pretty hispid modification

figured by Dr. Carpenter (Introd. Foram. PI. xiv., fig. 6), but not

hitherto described or named as far as I know. I propose to call this

C. hispida, and its characters will stand as follow. I have met with

larger specimens in Australasian sands, but have never seen any so

beautifully perfect.

Calcaeixa Hispida, spec. nov.—Test free, unequally biconvex, ro-

talian : margin, thin lobulate orrowelled ; segments numerous, slightly
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inflated
;
peripheral borders thin, rounded, angular, or produced suffi-

ciently to form radiating spurs. Surface covered -with adpressed spiny-

processes, obscuring the sutiu'es, except those of the later chambers.

Diameter aV inc-h (1'3 mm.) or more. The characters are, indeed, very
much those of Calcarina caJcar, excepting for the superficial spiny

armature.

Quinquelocidina ornatissima (Kauer, Sitzungsb. K. Akad. Wiss.

"^"ien., 1868, vol. Iviii., p. 151, pi. 3, fig. 2) deserves a passing notice.

It is an interesting, highly ornate form Tvith transverse crenulations,

crossed by longitudinal strise, and though I had previously found it in

some Polynesian sands, it has not hitherto been recorded as a recent

species. Dr. Kauer's specimens were from the Miocene of the Banat,

in Austria. Only a single example ^vas found in this Loo Choo
gatheiing, and that is slightly broken.

At the time I received the seaweed from Dr. "Wright, I was en-

deavouring to si;mmarize what was known of the parasitic types of

Foraminifera in connection with my work upon the Ehizopod-fauna
of the carboniferous rocks, and I had anived at the conclusion that

adherent growth, at one period of life or another, was a much more
common and more significant character in this group of organisms

than has hitherto been supposed. It was, therefore, of interest to

ascertain not only what species of Foraminifera were present, but how
many of them, if any, were really parasitic, and not simply entangled

in the meshes of the weed amongst which they had lived, or adherent

by the mucilaginous matter coating the surface. The piece of the

alga which had been sepai'ated, consisting chiefly of the root and the

commencement of the larger branches, was therefore put into warm
water and allowed to macerate for twenty-four hours, by which time

it had SAS'oUen to its original size. Repeated shai'p) agitation during

the maceration served to liberate most of the Foraminifera. It was
then cut into little pieces, and the filaments of a conferva with which
it had been associated in growth were carefully removed. The pieces

were put into a sieve and washed under a strong stream of warm
water from a tap, using eveiy means even to the extent of some vio-

lence to dislodge anything that had not some connexion with the

surface of the plant beyond mere chance adhesion. The specimens

that remained were comparatively few in number, and pertained to a

limited range of species, but for the most part they had e^^idently lived

in the parasitic condition in which they were found. They were
cliiefly the yoimg of Orhitolites cornpJanatus and CijmhaJopora Poc//?' with
small examples of PhnorhuJina Mediterranensis. The last-named needs

no comment, as it is an essentially parasitic species, but I am not

aware that cither Orhitolites or Cymlalopora has ever before been noticed

in this contlition. The little specimens of CymlaJopora might have

passed for the fry of one of the other rotalian genera but for the pre-

sence of larger specimens of the same species.
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LIII.—Report on Ieish Hepatic^. By Dayid Mooee, Ph.D., P.L.S.

(With Plates 43, 44, and 45).

[Eead April 24, 1876].

Herewith I lay before the Academy the results of many years' re-

searches among the Irish Hepaticae.

Since I received the grant from the Academy, I visited in the early

period of 1874 several parts of the County of AVicklow, which I sup-

posed to be likely habitats of these minute plants, and among other

places the glen of Altadore, or Hermitage Glen, near Delgany, where
the rare Irish fern, Trichomanes radicans, once grew very sparingly,

but has long since been eradicated. In the autumn of the same year,

I went to Connemara, where I made a rather extended search among
the mountains of that country, ascending to the top of Mweelrea, the
highest in that district.

In May, 1875, I visited portions of the Counties of Fermanagh
and Leitrim, where they join near Manorhamilton, and where I found
the sides of the lakes and glens rather favourable for the growth of

cryptogams, especially Hepaticse. This district is in close proximity

to the Ben Bulben range of mountains, upon which in Ireland is

found the most distinct trace of a truly Alpine phanerogamic flora.

On the high rocks between the heads of Glenad and Gleniff, Draba
rupestris, Saxifraga nivalis, and Arabis petrasa, all three truly

Alpine plants, occur, not occurring elsewhere in Ireland. The faces of

the cliffs are clothed, in many places, with two of the most lovely of

our sub-Alpine species, namely—Saxifraga oppositifolia, and Silene

acaulis ; their rosy purple flowers can be seen at some considerable

distance, and, on a nearer approach, appear patches of the rare Arenaria

ciliata ; this district being its only British locality. Here I gathered

several rather rare Hepaticae and mosses. In October I made another

journey to the County of Kerry, where some great rarities among the
Hepaticae were collected, but very few not previously known to grow
there.

This family of plants, like the Irish mosses, has been well
studied and searched for by former botanists, both Irish and foreign.

"When it is remembered that the Counties of Kerry and of Cork are

those in which dwelt two of the most gifted cryptogamic botanists

that Ireland has produced, namely, the late Dr. Thomas Taylor, and
Miss Hutchins of Bantry, it is not much to be wondered at that few
discoveries remained for their successors. Of Miss Hutchins, Sir James
Smith, when writing his English Flora, is reported to have said, " he
believed she could find anything." To form some idea of her great

success among the Hepaticae, we have only to consult the pages of

Hooker's " British Jungermanniae," where her name is more or less

connected with nearly every rare species contained in that grand work.
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Dr. Taylor has giyen to the world tlie results of his researches

among this interesting family of plants, in the second part of

Mackay's " Plora Hibernica," where he describes, nnder the genus

Jun<^ermannia, all the species which were known to him up to 1836.

Of the foliaceous kinds seTenty-five species are enumerated, besides

the Marchantiacese and Anthocerotacese, comprising eight species,

eio-hty-three in all. Among them are several contributions of rare

species by the late W. Wilson of Warrington, of bryological fame,

who collected them in 1829, when he paid a long visit to this country,

and who was the first to publish and describe in the English Flora the

rare Dumortiera ii'rigua, under the name of Marchantia ii'rigua. After

the publication of the "Flora Hibernica," Dr. Taylor discovered several

new species, descriptions of which he published in the Transactions of

the Eotanical Society of Edinburgh, vols. 1-3. In 1843 a list of the

HepaticEe of the County of Cork was included in the Flora and Fauna of

that county, which was published by the Cuvierian Society of Cork.

About fifty species are therein enumerated. From that period up to

1862 little has been published on Irish Hepaticte, except some brief

notes of additional species and new localities by myself in the Pro-

ceedino-s of the Dublin University Botanical and Zoological Association,

and of the Dublin iSTatural History Society. Isaac Carroll of Cork

made also a few additions about this time.

In 1861 Dr. Carrington of Eccles, Lancashire, spent eleven weeks

ill Ireland, chiefly in the County of Keny, studying and collecting

Hepaticee. In 1863 he published the result of his labours in the

Transactions of the Botanical Society of Edinbui'gh, vol. 7, part m.,

under the heading, " Gleanings among the Irish Ciyptogams." In

this important contribution the names of the genera, and sections iato

which the large genus Jungermannia had been about that time sub-

divided, are adopted. He does not describe any new species, but he

added to our flora one species, which had not previously been noticed

in Ireland, namely, Jungermannia obovata, JSTees. Including those

which he found himself, and those which he gleaned fi'om other sources,

Dr. Carriagton raised the list of Dish Hepaticse to about 100 species,

^ith numerous varieties. Another very important contribution has re-

cently been published by Dr. Liadberg, Professor of Botany ia the

University of Helsingfors. At my invitation he paid a visit to Ireland

in June and July, 1873, and was my guest while he remained in this

country. I accompanied him to those parts of Ireland which I knew

to be the richest ia this particular family of plants, of which we made

large collections. During the month of July 1 873, no fewer than eighty-

seven species of Hepaticge were collected, an account of which Dr. Lind-

bergpublished in the Acta SocietatisScientiarumFennicae, vol. X.," under

theheading, " Hepaticse in Hibernia mense Julii 1873 lectae." Among
them he describes several species new to science, viz., Lejeunia patens,

L. lloorei and lletzgeria conjugata. He also adds to the list Piceia

sorocarpa, Bisch., and Scalia Hookeri (LyeU), Gray, besides raising to

the rank of species a few which had previously been held as varieties.
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Altogether, the subject is handled by him in a masterly way, and
whether his new divisions and nomenclature be adopted or not by
future botanists, his paper is a very important contribution to science.

He divides the Hepaticse into three sections. 1. Marchantiacese.
2. Jungermanniaceae. 3. Anthocerotaceae. This is no great departure
from the arrangement of previous authors. These are again grouped
under sub-sections, according to the nature of the valves of the capsule,

whether splitting into pieces when ripe or remaining whole, viz., Schi-
-zocarpte and Cleistocarpge.

The Jungermannise Schizocarpse are divided into two principal

divisions differing from each other in several important characters, which
are fully described, but chiefly depend on the position which the Gamce-
€ium and Androecium occupy on the plants. These he calls {a) Anomo-
gamse

;
{V) Homogamae, and the latter he still further divides into

* Opisthogamge ; and ^''^' Acrogamee. By these divisions he has
been enabled, in my opinion, to group the species together more
naturally (with a few exceptions) than has been done by any pre-

vious author. What may, however, be found fault with is Dr.
Lindberg's endeavour to restore the names of genera in exact con-
formity with the law of priority. The dates are so carefully and
clearly set forth along with the name of each genus, that there can be
no disputing the matter. It is well known that Mr. S. F. Gray, father
•of the late Dr. J. E. Gray, of the British Museum, was the first to

subdivide the comprehensive genus Jungermannia into smaller genera,

to which he gave names in his "Arrangement of British Plants,"

published in 1821, a fact which had already been established by Mr.
Carruthers, Director of the Botanical Department, British Museum, in

Seemann's Journal of Botany, vol. iii., p. 297. These names of

Gray's Dr. Lindberg has in many instances adopted, though some of

them sound very oddly, after we have been so long accustomed to the
established nomenclature of such a standard work on Hepaticae as the
" Synopsis Hepaticarum," by Drs. Gottsche, Lindenberg and JN^ees,

published between 1844 to 1847. That there is a farther want of some
recognised standard in the nomenclature of this family of plants is

obvious, and may be seen from the numerous synonyms of various

authors which Lindberg and Du Mortier have brought together.

The veteran Belgian Botanist, M. Du Mortier, having published
his first work onHepaticae, " Commentationcs Botanica)," so long back
as 1822, and others of importance on the same subject, at intervals

from that period till 1874, when his large work " Hepaticae Europae"
was published, has all that time been altering and improving the dis-

tinguishing characters of the sub-orders and so-called genera of

this family of plants, yet in the last work new divisions and new
names of genera are to be found.

The characters of Hepaticae, though pretty constant, and sufficient

to distinguish the genera, are by no means so satisfactory as those of

the Mosses. Dr. Taylor, all his life, held the opinion that it was
impossible to distinguish satisfactorily the genera of Jungermannia

3 II 2
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fi'om the descriptions given of them, and he never adopted them, but
continiied to name his new species as they occurred to him by the
old established generic name Jungermannia up to the last, though
he knew they belonged to genera established by modern authors.

Even the late Sir "William Hooker, who studied the British Junger-

mannia with a rare discriminating power, did not attempt to divide

the old genus Jungermannia, but was content to place the species in

natural groups, which are pretty much the same as those now adopted,

several of them being represented by modern genera. His great work
on the British Jungermannia is, indeed, one of the most beautiful and
most exhaustive ever written on any subject of natural history. In
the present Eeport, I have adopted Dr. Lindberg's arrangement, both
for the sake of uniformity, and because I consider it the most
natural yet published.

Ireland is extremely rich in this family of plants, and produces a

number of remarkable species, which are true indicators of the-

climate of the country. These minute vegetables, some of which are

scarcely visible to the unaided eye, tell of heat, moisture, and other

climatal circumstances, much more accurately than the flowering plants

of the country do, and show that the south-west of Ireland approaches

in climatal conditions some sub-tropical parts of the world.

In a letter from the well-known traveller. Dr. Spruce of "Wel-

burn, Yorkshire, who has explored a very large portion of South
America, collecting both the flowering and ciyptogamic plants of that

country, he states that '

' when gathering mosses and Hepaticae on the

slopes of the Ancles, he was reminded of the Kerry Mountains, whose
cryptogamic vegetation is the nearest approach in Europe to that of

tropical mountains." Among the species most characteristic of a

warm and moist climate, I may mention particularly Dumortiera

irrigua, Eadula xalapensis (Radula voluta, Taylor), found also in JS^ew

Granada, Metzgeria linearis, which grows also in Jamaica, and Gruada-

loupe, EruUania Hutchinsise, variety /?., in the Island of Java, and

the minute Lejeunise. Among the mosses we have the beautiful

Hookeria Itetevirens, which occui's in the "West Indies, besides the

Killarney Eern (Trichomanes radieans), another plant which extends

to the West Indies.

I have spared no trouble to ensure correctness in the names of the

plants, for which purpose I have frequently consulted both Dr. Car-

rington and Professor Lindberg, who have always very kindly assisted

me with their opinion.

The Irish habitats may be relied upon, as I have collected nearly

every one of the plants with my own hands, at some time or other

during the last forty years ; having for this purpose travelled over a

very large portion of Ireland, from east to west, and from north to

south, and from the sea-level to the tops of the highest mountains.

The chief merits of this Report may indeed be considered to consist in

its giving as full an account as I am able to render of the Irish Hepa-
ticse, and of their geographical distribution in Ireland. 137 species

of them are enumerated.
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Section I. Fkoxdos^. Maechajttiaceje.

Plants "with stems and leaves confluent in a frond.

A. SCHIZOCAUP^.

Family 1. IMapx'HAx^tie^.

•Capsules in aggregate capitula, pendent from a peltate receptacle.

Dioecious.— ^lale receptacle pedunculated.

Loculi of the female receptacle 2-valTed.

Colesule 4-5 cleft,..... AlAECHA^fxiA.

Dioecious.—Fertile receptacle hemispherical,

ribhed in a ray-like manner, and lobed,

involucres attached to the under side of

the lobes, 1-3 fruited. Male receptacles

peltate, peduncled, with the antheridia

immersed, . . . . . . Peeissia.

Dioecious.—Male receptacle sessile, disciform.

Loculi of the female receptacle tubulose,

1 -fruited. Colesule wanting, . . CojfocEPHALrrs.

Monoecious.—Antheridia immersed in sessile

crescent-shaped disks on the frond. Fer-

tile receptacle, 4-5 lobed. Loculi 4-5,

single-fruited. Colesule wanting, . Asteeella.

Dioecious.—Male receptacle almost sessile, pel-

tate, hairy. Female receptacle hairy,

elevated on a peduncle, 2- to 6- cleft.

Loculi 1-valved. Colesule wanting, . DinvioETrEEA.

Dioecious.—Male receptacle sessile. Female
receptacle deeply cleft. Loculi tubulose,

1-valvcd, fleshy. Colesule wanting, . LirNrLAE.iA.

Family 2. Taegioxie^.

'Capsules solitary, situated near the apex of the frond, subsessile, bi-

valved, without a central columella.

Dioecious.—Male receptacle sessile, inabivalved

loculus. Capsule shortly pedicellated,

situated near apex of frond, opening

irregularly, Taegioxa.
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B. Cleistocaepje.

Capsules yalveless, imbedded in the substance of the frond. jN'oElaters.

Family 3. Eiccie^.

Fruit immersed in upper surface of frond,

bearing a style, which is protruded above

the surface of the frond, . . . Eiccia.

Fruit globose, adnate to under surface of frond.

Style exserted, Eicciella.

Fruit immersed in frond, and not protruded on

either smiace, Eiccioca^pus.

Section II. Folios^. J-o^geeiiajs^niace^.

Plants with stems and leaves distinct.

A. SCHIZOCAEP^.

Capsules solitary, elevated on an erect foot-stalk, or subsessile.

Elaters with spiral fibres.

Sub-tribe 1. FE"uxLA^'"IE^.

Involucral bracts wanting or indistinct.

Colesule trigonal, rarely round, constricted at

the mouth, slightly keeled beneath. In-

volucral bracts wanting or imperfect.

Elaters single-spired, .... FEriLA^nA.

Colesule contracted at the mouth, angular or

toothed. Peduncle articulated. Capsule
univalved. Elaters double-spired, . . Lej'eu:s'ia.

Colesule compressed, tnincate. Involucral

bracts wanting or indistinct. Peduncle not

jointed. Elaters with double spires, . Eadtjea.

Colesule compressed, slightly bilabiate. Cap-
sule univalved, globular or cleft. Elaters

double-spired, ..... Poeella.

Sub-tribe 2. Pleteozie^.

Involucral bracts present and distinct.

Involucral bracts two, deeply bilobed. Colesule

long, cylindrical, mouth denticulate, de-

curved at apex. Capsule quadrivalved, of

thick texture. Elaters double-spii-ed, . PxEtTEOziA.
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Sub-tribe 3. Lepidozie^.

Inyolucre polypbyllous, bracteolse in seyeral

rows. Colesule sulcate, toothed,

Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolee scale-

like, imbricated on every side. Colesule

cylindrical, nioutli compressed. Pedicels

not jointed. Capsule 4-valved. Elaters

two-spired, naked, ....
Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolse bilobed,

imbricated. Colesule cylindrical, cleft

at side, mouth denticulate. Capsule

4-valved. Pedicels continuous,

Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolse vari-

ously ciliated and lacerate. Colesule

sessile, round, inflated, denticulate, and
contracted at mouth, ....

Involucre oligophyllous, segments deeply
divided. Colesule sessile, roundish, tri-

lobed, and crested at mouth, .

Involucre polyphyllous, larger than stem
leaves, margins undulate and recurved.

Colesule obovate, mouth compressed,

crenate denticulate, ....
Inyolucre polyphyllous, bracteolse scale-

like, imbricated. Colesule cup-shaped,

bilabiate. Calyptra exserted,

.

Inyolucre oligophyllous, segments deeply
lobed. Colesule fusiform, 3-4 cleft at

mouth. Pedicels inarticulate, . . Haepaxthus.

Sub-tribe 4. SACcoGTifE^.

Involucral bracts wanting. Colesule pendu-
lous from under side of stem, smooth,

mouth circular, imdulated, . . . Saccogyjta.

Involucral bracts wanting. Colesule pendu-
lous, hairy, attached by the margin of

the apex to the stem, .... Ka^'^tia.

Sub-tribe 5. Blephaeozie^.

Involucral bracts wanting. Colesule peduncu-
late,^ hairy all round, wide-mouthed,
margin of mouth toothed, . . . Teichocolea.

Involucral bracts 2-3 lobed and ciliated.

Colesule club-shaped, inflated, mouth con-

tracted and denticulate,.... Blephakozia.

Lepidozia.

Bazzai^ia.

ODo:^^TOSCHIS3rA.

Cephalozia.

lophocolea.

PEDryoPHTLLinir.

Chiloscyphtts.
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Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolse imbricated,

undivided. Colesule sessile, round, tri-

sulcate, mouth denticulate, . . . Hasxigophoba.

Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolte much cut

and connate at base. Colesule grant-

ing. Capsule 4-valved, smooth, of thick

texture, ...... Heebeeta.

Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolae imbricated

all round, palmately cut. Colesule sessile,

roundish, denticulated at mouth, . . Ais'thelia.

Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolse imbrica-

ted, articulately ciliated. Colesule sessile,

erect, roundish ovate, mouth clothed with
long acute cilia, ..... Blephaeostoma

Sub-tribe 6. JrxGEEiiAxxrE^.

Involucre diphyllous, segments bilobed,

conduplicate. Colesule dorsally com-
pressed, mouth truncate, bilabiate, at

first decurved. Elaters bispiral, attached

to centre of the valves, ....
Involucre oligophyllous, segments bilobed,

margin entire. Colesule sessile, erect,

round, mouth denticulate. Capsule coria-

ceous, .......
Involucre diphyllous, bracteolse convex,

undivided. Colesule laterally compressed,

mouth oblique, truncate, toothed or

fringed. Elaters bispiral, thread-like,

Involuoral bracts two, connate at base. Colesule

ovate oblong, laterally compressed. Capsule

4-valved, of thick texture,

Involucral bracts several, cut and bifid, dis-

tinct from the cauline leaves. Colesule

terminal on stem or short branches,

tubulose, more or less plaited, laciniated

and contracted at mouth. Calyptra free

within the colesule, ....
Involucre polyphyllous, bracteolse forming

an urceolate receptacle, connate with
the colesule and connecting tissue of the

thalamus, .... . .

Involucral bracts double, larger than cauline

leaves, inclosing the immersed calyptra.

Colesule wanting, .....

SCAPAXIA.

DrPLOPHTLLUir.

PlAGIOCHIEA.

IIylia.

JlTNGEEJIAlOrU..

Xaedia.

Cesia.
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Sub-tribe 7. AcnoBOLBEiE.

Involucre terminal on torus, bulbous and
rooting from underside. Colesule -svant-

Calyptra adhering to the bulbous

599

base of the receptacle, ACEOBOLBITS.

Sub-tribe 8. Fossoudbeo^^ie^.

Involucral bracts two, opposite. Colesule want-
ing. Calyptra exserted, cylindrical, longer

than inTolucral bracts. Capsule of thick

texture. Elaters single-spired,

ColesuleInvolucre scale-like or wanting.

campanulate, wide-mouthed, margin un-
dulate or lobed. Capsule one-valved,

globose, bursting irregularly,

Involucre connate with the colesule. Colesule

angularly campanulate, mouth wide, un-

dulate-dentate. Capsule sphaeroid, burst-

ing iiTegularly, .....
Involucre monophyllous, cut and lacerated.

Colesule tubulose, exserted. Calyptra irre-

gularly torn at the apex. Capsule oval.

Androecium dorsal on the midrib of the

frond, .......
Involucre undivided, bladder-shaped, attached

to apex of fi'ond. Colesule inclosed within

the utricular involucre. Androecium im-

mersed in the frond, and covered with
dentate scales, .....

SCALIA.

FOSSOITBEOKTA..

PETALOPHTLLUil

.

PALLAVICIJflA.

Blasia.

Involucre cup-shaped, toothed, and lacerated

at the mouth. Colesule wanting. Calyptra

oval, membranous. Androecium immersed
in the upper sui-face of midrib of frond, , Pellia.

Sub-tribe 9. METZGEHiEiE.

Involucre monophyllous, scale-like, ventricose,

and two-lobed. Colesule wanting. Calyp-

tra ascending, oblong-ovate, echinate. In-
' florescence dioecious. Antheridia inclosed

by a 1 -leafed involucre on the under side

of midrib, ...... Metzgehia.
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Involucre cup-shaped, short, lacerate. Cole-

sule wanting. Calyptra exserted, glo-

bous. Inflorescence dioecious. Capsule
4-valTed. of thick texture. Elaters per-

sistent. Antheridia immersed in recep-

tacles, proceeding from margin of frond, . Eiccaedia.

B. Cleistocaep^.

Sub-tribe 10. Sph^kocaepe^.

Capsule without valves, globular, free, im-
mersed in the membranous frond. Elaters

and Colesule wanting, .... SpHiEEOCAEPus.

Sectiois' III. Anthocerotace^.

Capsule solitary, filiform, bivalved, stalked, with a free central pla-

centation.

Family 1. Anthoceeote^e.

Colesule tubulose. Capsule 2-valved, linear,

elongate, pedicelled, with a free central

placentation. Elaters imperfect, . . Anthoceeos.

Section I. Maechantiace.3i:.

A. ScHizocAEPiE, Lindberg.

Family 1. Maechantie^.

Perennial plants with spreading fronds, more or less camose, lying flat

on the ground, and clothed more or less beneath with imbricating

scales, which are frequently coloured, among which numerous-

rootlets issue. Dioecious for the most part. Female receptacle

raised on a peduncle, springing from near the apex or back of the

frond, radiate or capitate, with loculi. Colesules present or want-
ing. Male receptacle elevated or sessile, smooth or hairy.

Maechantia, Linneus.

Male receptacle pedunculated, furnished with scales beneath. Female
receptacle rayed, involucres alternate with the rays, 1-3 flowered j

bivalved. Colesule 4-5 cleft. Calyptra bursting, remaining within

the colesule.

Marchantia polymorpha, Linn. Fertile receptacle deeply cut, star-like,

into eight or ten divisions. Male receptacle peltate, undivided.
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Marchantia polymorplia, Linn. Sp. PL 1603. Marchant fil in Acta
GaL 1713; Mieheli, Nov. PL Gen. t. 1, figs. 1, 2, 5; Dill. Muse,

t. 76 ; and t. 77, fig. 7 ; Engi. Pot. t. 100 ; Muse. Prit. ecL 2,

p. 2, p. 219 ; Lindenberg, Synop. Hep. Europ. p. 100 ; Taylor, in

EL Hib. p. 49 ; Dumortier, Hepaticse Europse, p. 150.

Hab. In moist situations generally, sometimes in dry places. Espe-

cially abundant on the surface mould of pots in the Potanic

Gardens, where it is frequently subjected to high temperatures,

under which treatment both male and female receptacles are

abundantly produced.

CoxocEPHALTJS, I^eck. Dmrt.

MarchantisB sp. Linn. Sp. PL (1753). Conocephalus, J^eck. Elem. Pot.

m., p. 344 (1790). Dmrt. Comm. p. 115 (1822). Pegatella,

Eaddi, in Op. Scient. di Eologna, ii. 356 (1818). IS'ees, Europ.
Leberm., 4, p. 170.

Dioecious. Fertile receptacle conical or mitriform, covering the loculi,

which are from 4-5, and monocarpous, opening with a vertical

fissure. Colesule wanting. Calyptra bell-shaped, persistent in the

loculus. Antheridia immersed in sessile oval disks, near the apex
of the frond.

Conocephalus conicus, Neck. Dumort. Eronds large, varying much
in width, crenate, undulate at the margins. " Puds appear in

winter between the terminating lobes, their margins involute, the

entire ascending, recurved, at length opening into light, shining,

green fronds. The scales beneath are subrotund, oblique, slightly

emarginate. The male receptacle is hemispherical and smooth
below, nearly flat above, immersed in a cavity of the frond, but
not adhering to it except by a central point at the bottom ; the

upper surface is rough, with conical elevations, the tops of whitish

antheriferous vesicles ; the anthers are linear, oblong, coming to

maturity the summer previous to the ripening of the seeds ; female

receptacles fully formed in October remain sessile on the fronds

until the following Eebruary, when at length the peduncles

arise."—Taylor, in Flora Hibernica.

Marchantia conica, Engl. Pot. t. 504, Muse. Prit. cd. 2, p. 221.

Conocephalus conicus, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 155. Cono-
cephalus vulgaris, Pisch. in Nov. Act. Nat. Curios. 17, p. 979.

Eegatella eonica, G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. 546 ; Eabenhor.
Hep. Europ. exsic. &c., 299-329.

Hab. Damp shady places, where the mass of fronds sometimes spread

over several feet in diameter continuously. If taken in and put
in a pot or box, covering the surface with a pane of glass, the

latter will after a few days become more or less covered with the

antheridia, which are jerked out of their receptacles with such
force as to make them adhere to the covering glass.
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Peeissia, Kees.

Preissia, Corda,in Opiz, Xaturalientausch(1829) ; Xees, Eiirop. Leberm.

(1838).

Dioecious. Fertile receptacle angularly hemisplierical, 2-4 lobed,

loculi attached to the under side of the lobes, 1-3 fruited, dehisc-

ing irregularly. Colesule obconico-campanulate, 4-5 lobed.

Calyptra persistent. Capsule pedicelled, dehiscing by revolute

segments. Antheridia immersed in a peduncled peltate recep-

tacle.

Treissia commutata, jSTees. Frond oblong, sinuate, freq^uently bi-

lobed at the apex, from 1-3 inches long, varying very much in

width, according to locality. Fertile receptacle peltate, hemi-

spherical, with keel-like rays. Capsule globose, shortly pedicellate,

often of a dark purple colour. Barren receptacle peltate, j)e-

duncled.

3Iarchantia hemisphferica, Linn. Fl. Suec, ISTo. 1052. Conocephalus

hemisphsericus, Dmrt. Comm. Bot., p. 113. Marchantia com-
mutata, Lindenb. Hep. Europ., p. 101. Preissia Italica, Corda, in

Opiz, Natural., p. 647. Preissia commutata, Nees, Europ.

Leberm., 4, 117; Gr. L. et IT. Synop. p. 539; Eabenh. Hep.
Europ. exsic. n. 5, 125, 141, 330, 481 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2545,

exclude figs, at under portion of plate ; Carrington, Irish Hepat.

Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. vol. 7, p. 443.

Hah. Fissures of damp rocks, and on damp ground in mountainous

parts of the country, particularly in limestone districts ; occasion-

ally on sandy ground near the sea, as at North Bull, near Dublin.

Frequent in Go. Galway. Bocks above Kylemore Castle, and by
the side of the lake at Letterfrack ; abundant near Cong ;

SiUagh-

braes, near Larne, Co. Antrim ; Co. Kildare ; Co. Kerry, about

Killarney, &c., &c. The variety minor on high limestone ridges

of the Benbulben range, Co. Sligo. Glendine wood, Co. Water-
ford, Isaac Carroll, Esq.

Dfmoetieea, Nees.

]!klarchantia, Sw. Prodr. Fl. Ind.-Occ. p. 145 (1788). Dumortiera,

Nees, in Nov. Act. Acad. C^es.-Leop. 12, p. 1, p. 410 (1823).

Lunularia? N. B. in Flora, 13, p. 2, p. 401 (1830). Hygrophila,

Taylor, in Fl. Hib. p. 2, p. 53 (1836). Spathysia, Nees, Nat.

Eur. Leberm. 4, p. 178 (1838).—Lindberg.

Dioecious. Male receptacle very shortly pedunculated, peltate, hairy.

Fertile receptacle convex, pedunculated, hirsute, with scattered

hairs. Colesule wanting, loculi univalved, opening at the top by
a vertical fissure at the outer extremity. Frond without pores.

Dumortiera irrigua, Nees. Fronds large, varying from 2 to 5 inches in

length, and nearly an inch in width, membranaceous, bilobed,

margins slightly undulate, of a bright lively green colour, and with-
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out pores. Fertile receptacle and involucres hairy, raised on rather

long peduncles, which are chaffy at the apex. Male receptacles

thick, carnose, and nearly sessile, beset with a number of hair-like

scales, which entirely cover the young receptacle, they are flat,

and recurve in a radiating spiral manner, tapering to a point.

These scale-like hairs proceed from the short peduncle, and cover

the base of the receptacle.

Marchantia irrigua, Wilson, in Hook. Engl. PI. 5, 1, p. 106. Hygro-
phila irrigua, Taylor, in Fl. Hib. p. 54. Dumortiera, Eeinw. Bl.,

ct Nees, in Nov. Act. Natur. Cur. 12, p. 410 ; Dumort. Hepat.
Europ. p. 153 (1874).

Hab. Sheltered, shady, rocky recesses, where water is constantly trick-

ling over, or otherwise A^ery moist. Blackwater bridge, near
Dunkerron, Dr. Taylor (1820). Tore waterfall, near Killarney.

Maghanabo glen, near Fermoyle, Co. Kerry, W. Wilson, Esq.

(1829), who first published the plant as a native of the British

Isles, in English Flora (1833). Ballinahassig glen, near Cork, Fl.

Cork. Dunscombe's wood, I. Carroll. Altadore glen, near Delgany,
Co. Wicklow, the Right Hon. Lord Gough. We have collected it

in the same glen, 1872 and 1874; also very sparingly near a small

waterfall at Luggielaw, Co. Wicklow. This remarkable plant is

very local m Ireland, and only occurs in the warmest and most
sheltered spots. It is amenable to cultivation, and under proper

management produces both male and female receptacles rather

freely, as has been the case in the Glasnevin Botanic Gardens
during a number of years.

ASTEEELLA, BcaUV.

Marchantia, Linn. Sp. PL 1 ed., 2, p. 1138; PI. Lapp. (1753). Aste-

rella, Beauv. in Encycl. Meth. Suppl. 1, p. 502 (1810). Rebou-
lia, Eaddi, in Opusc. Scient. di Bologna, ii., p. 357 (1818).
Conocephalus, Dumort. Comm. Bot., p. 115 (1822).

Moncecious. Frond rigid, with a broad and distinct midrib. Fertile

receptacle hemispherical, 4-5 lobecl, barbate beneath. Colesule

wanting. Calyptra minute, lacerate, persistent at the base of the

capsule. Capsule globose, rupturing irregularly. Antheridia im-
mersed in sessile crescent-shaped disks.

^sterella hemisplicfirica, Beauv. Frond bilobed or dichotomously

divided at apex, margins crenate, depressed, more or less ob-

viously scariose beneath, with purplish scales. Fertile recep-

tacle barbate beneath and at apex of pedicel, with long white
silky hairs. Antheridia sessile, in crescent-shaped disks.

Marchantia hemisphserica, Linn. Sp. PI. 1604; Smith's Engl. Bot.

t. 503. Asterella hemispha3rica, Beauv. Encycl. Meth. Suppl.

p. 502 ; Lindberg, in Not. pro. Faun. Fl. Fennica, ix. p. 286. As-
terella hemisphscrica, Dumort. Hep. Europ., p. 154 (1874).
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Hab. On damp rocky places, walls of bridges, and on damp sandy
ground. Dunkerron, Co. Kerry, Dr. Taylor. Dingle bay, Dr.
Carrington. IS'ear Cork, and Fermoy, Isaac Carroll, Esq. Abun-
dant on tlie walls of the bridge at Cong, Co. Galway ; at Sillagb-

braes, near Larne, Co. Antrim; on sandy ground at the North Bull,

near Dublin, David Macardle. This plant is found occasionally

in the vicinity of its near ally Preissia commutata, JS^ees, from
•which the barbate under side of the fertile receptacle, and of the

apex of the pedicel, and the sessile male flowers are ready and
obvious characters which will always distinguish it.

LirNTJLAEiA, Micheli.

Lunularia, Mich. Isox. pi. gen. p. 4, tab. 4 (1741) ; Eaddi, in Opusc.
Scient. di Bologna, ii., p. 353 (1818). Marchantia cruciata, Linn.

Sp. PI. (1753).

Dioecious. Fertile receptacle deeply divided into narrow loculi, locuU.

tubulose, opening with a horizontal fissure. Capsule 4-valved,

exserted. Male receptacle sessile, with a membranaceous elevated

margin.

Lumdaria crucicda, Linn. Dumort. Fronds gregarious, 1 to 3

inches long, lobed and variously divided, waved and ele-

vated at the margins, cuticle rough, with elevated pores, under
surfaces more or less covered with scariose scales. Gemmiferous
scyphi occur on surfaces of both male and female fi'onds in lunu-

late or crescent-shaped disks, at all seasons of the year. Fertile

receptacle pedunculated, globular when young, at length quad-
rifid, the loculi of which open by a horizontal fissure, and
are usually four in number. Colesule wanting. Calyptra rup-

turing, and remaining in the bottom of the loculus. Male recep-

tacle sessile, immersed in the frond and situated at the top of the

sinuses. The ovate anthers are easily removed from the mass,

they are ovate, with a grumose centre, and have a broad pellucid

border.

Lunularia vnlgaris, Micheli, l^ov. Gen. 4, t. 4. Marchantia cruciata,

Linn. Sp. PI. 1604; Haller, St.Helv. (ed. 1768), tom. 3, p. 65,
'^0. 1888 ; Huds. Fl. Angl. p. 52 ; Wither, Syst. Arr. Br. PL cd.

1801, vol. 3, p. 869. Lunularia vulgaris, Taylor, in Fl. Hib.

p. 52 (1836). L. cruciata, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. (1834); Lind-

berg, Hepat. in Hibernia lectse (1875).

Hab. Damp ground, and on moist limestone walls ; not very common.
At Altadore glen I have observed continuous patches upwards
of a yard in extent, yet not a single exserted female receptacle on
them, though both sexes occur there. I have only once seen good
fertile receptacles produced, which happened in Glasnevin Botanic

Garden. They were sent to be figured for the supplement to

English Botany, and a pretty good figure was made, which,

however, has never been published.
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Family 2. TAKGioNiEiE, Dumort.

Involucre bivalved, sessile near the apex of the frond, monocarpous.

Male receptacle in a terminal bivalved loculus.

Takgionia, Micheli.

Dioecious. Involucre on the under side of the frond, sessile near the

apex. Capsule shortly pedicellate, opening vertically by two mar-

ginate valves. Male receptacle on narrow short fronds, near their

extremities, similar to the female capsules, but smaller, in which
the antheridia are imbedded in a carnose disk.

Targionia hypophjUa, Linn. Fronds closely packed together, some-

what imbricated, 1 to 2 inches long, narrow, almost linear

throughout, obovate at apex, concave, margins purplish black,

nearly entire, of a dull green colour, the cuticle rough with
raised pores, purplish lunulate scales occur on each side of the

midrib as in the other Marchantiese. Fertile involucre large,

compared with the size of the whole plant, and conspicuous at the

apex of the fronds.

Targionia hypophylla, Linn. Sp. PI. 1604 ; "Web. et Mohr, Jr. Germ,

p. 391, t. 12 ; Engl. Bot. t. 287 ; Linclenb. Synop. Hep. p. 110

;

Hook. Brit. Fl. ir. p. 55 ; Raddi, in Opusc. Scient. di Bologna, ii.

359 ; Taylor, Fl. Hib. pt. 2, p. 55. Targionia Michelii, Corda, in

Opiz, ISTatur. in Sturm, Deuts. Crypt, fasc. 22, p. 73, t. 20; Nees,

Europ. Leberm., 4, p. 299 ; Gr. L. et JST. Synop. Hep. p. 574
;

Babenh. Hep. Eur. exsic, n. 376, 546.

Hab. On warm dry rocks. On the cave hill at Belfast, John Temple-
ton, Esq. On dry limestone rocks, Carrigaline, near Cork, Isaac

Carroll, Esq. On the warm basaltic rocks at Deerpark, Glenarm,

Co. Antrim, 1834, D. M. A good specimen from the latter lo-

cality is in the Herbarium of the College of Science, Dublin. This

plant is of rare occurrence, and very local in Ireland,

B. Cleistocaepje, Lindberg.

Family 3. Biccie^, as emended, Lindberg.

Terrestrial or aquatic plants. Fruit immersed ia the frond. Style pro-

truded above the frond. Colesule and Elaters wanting. Spores

with pellucid coats.

BicciA, Micheli.

Eiccia, Micheli, Nov. PI. Gen. p. 6, tab. 4, fig. 6 (1729); Linn.

Sp. PI., 1 ed., 2, p. 1138 (1753). Riccardia, B. Gray, in Gray's

Nat. Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 684 (1821). Targionia, Braun, in Flora, 4,

p. 2, p. 756 (1821). Biceiella, Braun, in Flora, 4, p. 2, p. 756
(1821). Bicciocarpus, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. i. p. 651, n. 21
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(1829). Salvmiella, Hiibener, Hep. Germ. p. 30, inter Synon.
(1834).—Lindberg.

1. Riccia glauca, Linn. Frond stellately bilobed, divisions linear,

dichotomous, emarginate, fleshy, punctate, membranaceous at the

margin, from :^ to 1 inch long. Capsules immersed in the upper
side of frond, with brownish black opaque persistent styles.

Kiccia glauca, Linn. Sp. PI. 1605; Engl. Bot, 2546; Lindenb. IMonogr.

Rice. p. 417, t. 19; JSiees, Eur. Leberm. 4, p. 393 ; G. L. et K
Synop. Hepat. p. 599 ; Taylor, in Fl. Hib. n. p. 70.

Hab. On damp ground, where water has stood during winter ; wet
hedge banks, and scattered in more or less abundance over the

whole of Ireland.

2. Riccia sorocarpa, Bischoff. Frond solid, somewhat trigonous,

glaucous green on both surfaces, subdichotomous, divisions thick

and fleshy, margin glabrous, inflexed when dry, upper surface

canaliculate when dry, mid vein distinct. Fruit immersed when
young, at length bursting the epidermis, and allowing the spores

to escape.

Eiccia sorocarpa, Bisch. in JSTov. Act. l^at. Cur., 17, p. 1053 to 71,.

f. 11; G. L. et JSr. Synop.' Hepat., p. 600; Rabenhor. Hep.
Europ. exsic. n. 28, 543 ; Dr. Braithwaite, in Grevillea, for March
('1-873), p. 144; Dr. Carrington, in Grevillea, for December

(1873), p. 86, pi. 18; Professor Lindberg, in Hepat. in Hibern.

lect^, p. 471 (1874).

Hab. Fissures of moist walls, &c. On an old wall near Dingle, Co.

Kerry, July (1873), Professor Lindberg.

RicciELLA, Al. Braun.

Eiccia, Sp. L. PJcciella, Braun, in Bot. Zeit. (1821); Lindenb. Synop.

Hepat. ; Dumort. Hepat. Europ. (1874).

'' Fruit globose, protuberant from the lower surface of the fi'ond, and

inserted on it."—Dumort. Frond spongy, mixed with large air

cavities, floating.

Ricciella fluitans, Al. Braun. Frond linear, plane, dichotomously

forked, radiating in a stellate manner, thickened at the apex,

emarginate and cavernous. Fruit protruding from the lower

surface of the frond.

Biccia fluitans, Linn. Sp. PI. 1606; Nees, Eur. Leberm. 4, p. 439

G. L. et i!^. Synop. Hepat. p. 610 ; Lindenberg, Monogr. Pice,

p. 443, t. 24-25; Eabenh. Hepat. Europ. exsic. n. 82, 296, 340

Engl. Bot. t. 251 ; Hooker et Taylor, Muscol. Brit. ed. 2, p. 213

SuUivant's Musci et Hepat. U.S. p. 684, tab. 6. Eicciella fluitans

Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 115; Hiibener, Hepat. Germ. p. 31

Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 171.

Hab. Stagnant pools and still places by river sides
;
generally floating-
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among species of Lemna and other aquatics. Not unfrequent in

ditches near the Shannon, Co. Limerick; by the side of the Bann
Eiver, above Drogheda ; still ditches near Lough Neagh, where
the canal joins the Lough at Lurgan.

EicciocAEPXJS, Corda.

Eiccia, Linn. Syst. Nat. Eicciocarpus, Corda, in Opiz, Natur. p. 651

(1829). Hemiseuma, Bischoif, ex Nees, Europ. Leberm., 4, p.
419 (1838).

'
' Fruit immersed in the frond, and not protruding in either surface,

at length bared by an incision in the central groove."—Dum.

Ricciocarpus natans, Corda. Frond inversely heart-shaped, grooved
in the centre of upper surface, from 5- to f of an inch wide,

clothed beneath and at the margin with long, purplish, pendent
rootlets, which latter are fringed with slender cilia-like serratures.

Eiccia natans, Linn. Syst. Nat. ed. v. 12, p. 2 ; Engl. Bot. t. 252

;

"Weber, Prodr. Hepat. p. 117 ; Hook, et Taylor, Muscol. Brit. ed.

2, p. 214 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hep., p. 121 ; Mongr. Eicc, 475,
t. 31-32 ; Nees, Eur. Leberm. 4, p. 419; Gr. L. et. K, Synop.
Hep., p. 606; Eabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 2, 140, 499;
Sullivant's Musci et Hepat. U. S. p. 684, tab. 6. Eicciocarpus,

Corda, in Opiz, Naturalientausch, p. 651 (1829) ; Dumort. Hepat.
Europ. p. 172 (1874).

Hab. Stagnant pools and ditches. Eare in Ireland. Abundant in a large

boggy pool about half-way between Drogheda and Navan, near
the Eailway, right-hand side going from Navan to Drogheda

;

ditch by the side of the Shannon, near Portumna, Co. Gralway.

Ditches near Passy, Co, Limerick, Dr. "W". H. Harvey. This
and the preceding species have been cultivated in Glasnevin Bo-
tanic Gardens, floated in pans of water, in which condition they
multiply quickly and fruit freely.

Although I have followed Dumortier in his Hepaticse Europae in adopt-

ing the genera Eicciocarpus, Corda; and Eicciella, Al. Braun;
yet the characters as given by these authors for separating them
from Eiccia, Linn., &c., seem to me too slight for constructing

good genera on.

Sr.CTIOIJ- II. JirN-GF,EirANlfIACEJ<:.

A. ScHIZOCABPJi.

a. Anomogamje.

"Prothallium disciform. Stems more or less regularly pinnate, more
rarely dichotomously branched. Leaves incubous, conduplicate,

the hinder lobe smallest—saccate, galeate, cucullato or flattish.

Amphigastria mostly present, rarely wanting. Inflorescence

1;. I. A. PKOr., 8EK, II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 N
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dioecious, aiitoecious, more rarely paroecious. Pericheetium apical,

or from the posterior face of the stem, next its side above the

axil of the leaves, as a proper branchlet, never from the axil of

the amphigastrinm. Colesule generally small, 5-plicate, and some-
times vringed or compressed, rarely round or densely plicate,

mouth often narrow and beak-shaped, rarely none. Setse short or

slender. Capsule minute, globose, mostly very thin and pellucid,

as if composed of few strata, generally cleft to the middle, valves

erect. Elaters 1- or 2-spired, adhering in pencil-like tufts to

the apex of the valves or to the interior face of the capsule.

Andrfficia lateral to the stem, like the perichsetia. Antheridia

two, or solitary, fixed in the axils of concave bracts, rarely in the

axils of leaves or perichsetial bracts."—Lindberg.

Sub-tribe 1. FEULLAiiriE^.

1. Fkullania, Eaddi.

Jungermannia, Rupp. Fl. Jen. 1 ed., p. 346 (1718). Heimea, Neck.
Elem. Bot. 3, p. 338 (1790). Jungermannia, Hooker, Brit.

Jung. (1816). FruUania, Eaddi, in Mem. Soc. Modena, 18, p.

20, tab. 2 (1818). Salviata, B. Gray, in Gray's Nat. Arr. Brit.

PI. p. 687 (1821). Jubula, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 112 (1823).

Lejeunea, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. 1, p. 652, n. 4 (1829).

Leaves incubous, distichous, lower segment saccate. Colesule com-
pressed, trigonous, mouth constricted, mucronulate. Elaters

with single spires.

a. JuBTTLOTYPiJS, Dumorticr.

1. FruUania JIutchinsice (Kook.), l^ees. Autoecious. Stems casspitosc,

prostrate, from one to two inches long. Leaves unequally 2-

lobed, the lower lobe saccate, the upper ovate, spinulose-den-

tate at the margin. Amphigastria rounded at the base, acutely

bifid, segments dentate. Colesule obcordate, slightly trigonal.

Antheridia on short slender ramuli, proceeding from the inferior

face of the stem.

Jungermannia HutchinsiEe, Hook. Brit. Junger., tab. 1 ; Engl. Bot.

tab. 2480. Salviata Hutchinsia3, B. Gr. in Gray's Arr. Br. PL 1,

p. 688. Jubula Hutchinsise, Dumort. Comm. p. 112; Syll.

Jung., p. 36 ; Hepat. Europ., p. 26. Erullania Hutclainsia?,

Nees, Europ. Leberm. 3, p. 240; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.,

p. 426 ; Eabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic. n. 208, 477.

Hab. On wet rocks near waterfalls. Bantry, Miss Hutchins. Killamey,
Cromaglaun, &c. ; caves near the sea, Dingle Bay, Kerry. Ballin-

hassig glen, and near Kinsale, Cork, Isaac Carroll, Esq. Fissures

of wet rocks by the lake near Lettcrfrack, Co. Galway (1874).
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Var. p. integrifolia, IS'ees [Plate 45].

This appears to me a very distinct plant from the typical form of the
species. It differs : 1, in the leaves being more obovate and
less spinulose at their margins ; 2, in the absence of an auricle to

the margin of the leaf ; 3, in the amphigastria being smaller, and
the margins of their lobes more entire ; 4, in the smaller size of

the plant, and its olive-green colour.—The colesules are terminal
on the main branches, and on their middle. They are trigonal

as in the typical form. The andi'oecium consists of small amenta,
which proceed from the middle of the stem branches (autoecious).

This remarkable plant was collected by Professor Lindberg and
myself at Connor Hill, in July, 1873.

The few specimens I had were imperfect, and without colesules.

In 1875 one of our garden assistants, Mr. D. Macardle, collected

it in larger quantity in Maghanabo glen, near Castlegregory,

Co. Kerry, growing over the fronds of Dumortiera irrigua. The
jjlants he brought were more perfect, having both the gynoecium
and androecium in good condition. I have carefully examined a
number of these, and cannot find on any of them auricles to the
leaves. On some, I have observed the slightest folding-in of a
minute tooth-like portion, where the auricle ought to be. The
amphigastria are minute, not more than half the size they are in

the typical form. I have, however, no doubt that our plant is of

the same kind as that noticed (G. L. et 'E. Synop. Hep. p. 426)
as having been found in the island of Javaby Blume; the note of

observation by Dr. Grottsche, which is appended, having reference

to his Java specimens, confirms me in this opinion. Professor

Lindberg, in his paper on Hepaticse collected in Ireland, states that

this plant is found in North America and in the island of Java.

I. AscoLOBnjM, Dumortier.

2. Frullania dilatata (Linn.), Dumort. Stems prostrate, in dense purp-

lish patches. Leaves incubous, unequally 2-lobed, rotundate,

entire, the lower lobe small, saccate. Amphigastria roundish,

slightly notched at the apex. Colesule obcordate, tuberculated,

angular on the under side.

Jungermannia dilatata, Linn. Sp. PI. p. 1600 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. tab.

3; Tayl. in Fl. Hib. p. 2, p. 67 ; Lindb. Syst. Hepat., p. 17
;

De jSTotar. Prim. Hep. Ital., p. 10. PruUania minor, Paddi, Jung, in

Mem. Modena, 18, p. 21, t. 2, fig. 3 ; Dumort. Ptev. Jung. p. 13
;

Hep. Europ., p. 27 ; ISTees, Europ. Leberm., 3, p. 217 ; G. L. et

]Sr. Synop. Hep., p. 415.

Hab. On the trunks of trees and on rocks. Very frequent in Ireland.

3. Frullania frag ilifolia, Taylor. Stems from ^ to f of an inch long,

growing in thin prostrate patches, of a deep brown colour. Leaves
incubous, slightly raised in their centres, oblongo-rotundate, cn-

3n2
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tire, auricclelles oblong, helmet-like. Aniphigastria ovate and
bifid at tbe point, plane at the margin. Involucral bracts obtuse,

with few teeth. Colesule obovate-cordate.

PriiUania fragilifolia, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 2, p. 43 ; G-. L.

et IST. Synop. Hepat., p. 437 ; Spruce, Muse, et Hepat. Pyren.

in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 3, p. 215 ; Cooke's Brit. Hepat. p. 21,

figs. 160, 161; Kabenh. Hep. Europ. exsic. n. 180, 200 et 226.

Hab. Shady rocks and trees. J^ot unfrequent in the Killarney

woods. Dunkerron, Dr. Taylor. On boulders, Bantry Bay,
Glengariff, Dr. Carrington.

4. Fndlania tamarisci (Mich., L.), Dumort. Stems spreading in large

patches, two to four inches long, of a brownish colour. Leaves
incubous, closely and distichously arranged, unequally 2-lobed, the

upper ovate-rotundate, the lower smaller and saccate. Amphigas-
tria obscurely notched at the apex, subquadrate. Colesule ovate,

smooth, triangular, attenuated, mouth dentate.

Jungermannia tamarisci, L. Sp. PI. 1 ed., 2, p. 1134; Hook. Brit.

Jung. t. 6 ; Taylor, in Fl. Hib., p. 68. Erullania major, Eaddi,

in Att. Soc. Sc. Modena, 18, p. 20. Salviatus, B. Gr. in Gray's

Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 687. Erullania tamarisci, Dumort. Ptev.

Jung., p. 13; Hepat. Europ., p. 28; G. L. et IST. Synop.
Hepat., p. 438. Var. /3. microphylla, Gottsche, Eabenh. Hep.
Europ. exsic. n. 209.

Hab. On the smooth bark of trees. Old ^"cir Bridge, Co. Kerry,

Dr. Carrington.

5. Fndlania germana, Taylor. Stems procumbent, bipinnate,

branches complanate, short-spreading. Leaves imbricated, ovate-

roundish, entire, auricles oblong-ovate, ventricose. Amphi-
gastria obovate, margins recurved, cleft at the apex. Involucral

bracts entire. Colesule tubular, oblong-ovate.

Jungermannia germana, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin., vol. 2,

p. 43. Erullania germana, G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat., p. 450
;

Dumort. Hepat. Europ., p. 29. E. tamarisci, var. e. germana,

Carring. Irish Hepat. p. 457.

Plants of this species are generally larger, and of a lighter brown
colour than those of E. tamarisci. The involucral bracts are en-

tire. The leaves are destitute of the line of moniliform cells,

which are so obvious in E. tamarisci, and the cells in them are

larger, with the walls thicker.

Hab. On rocks and on trees. Erequent in the County of Kerry

;

Co. Donegal ; Lough Bray, "Wicklow.

Lejeunea, Libert.

Jungermannia, Mich. Xov. PL Gen., p. 9, t. 6, figs. 19, 20

(1729); Hooker, Brit. Junger. (1816). Lejeunea, Mademoiselle
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Libert, in Ann. Gen. Sc. Phys. 6, p. 372, tab. 97 (1820). Pandul-
phinia, E. Gray, in Gray's Nat. Arr. Br. PI., 1, p. 233 (1821).

Marchesinius, B. Gray, I. c. p. 689. Phragmicoma, Dumort. Coram.

Bot., p. 112 (1823). Colura, Dumort. Recueil, 1, p. 12 (1835).

CJoIesnle obovate, angled or roundish, mouth, contracted and dentate.

Capsule 1-valved, deeply cleft, pedicels articulated. Elaters

doubly spired, adhering to the apices of the segments of the

capsules. Antheridia in axils of perichsetial leaves.

Lejeujsteottptjs, Dumort. Lindb.

a. Leaves acuminate, or acute at their points.

1. Lejeunea calyptrifolia (Hook.), Dumort. Dioecious. Stems creep-

ing, in very minute compact tufts. Leaves 2-lobed, the upper
lobe large and peculiarly formed, resembling in no small degree

the calyptra of some mosses, the lower obtusely quadrate, invo-

lute. Colesule lateral, oblong, flat campanulate, 5-toothed, and
slightly contracted at the mouth. Antheridia from side of stem,

not in axils of the leaves.

Jungermannia calyptrifolia, Hook. Brit. Jung., t. 43 ; Engl. Bot.,

2538 ; Lindcnb. Synop. Hepat., p. 24; Ekart, Synop. Jung. Germ.,

p. 59, t. 10, f. 86. Lejeunea calyptrifolia, Dumort. Comm. Bot.,

p. Ill; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat., p. 403; Cooke, Brit.

Hepat., p. 21, fig. 156. Colura calyptrifolia, Dumort. Eev.
Jung., p. 12 ; Hepat. Europ., p. 17,

Hab. On trees, stems of furze, heath, and rarely on bare rocks.

Glengariff, Miss Hutchins. Near Dunkerron, Dr. Taylor, in Elora

Hibernica. Tore Mountain, on the stems of pines, AV. "Wilson,

and Dr. Carrington. On the bare rock at Connor Hill, Kerry,

where it was observed in some quantity by Dr. Lindberg and
myself, in July, 1873 ; also near the police barrack. Upper Lake,
Killarney, on rocks, during same month.

2. Lejeunea hamatifoUa (Hook.), Dumort. Autoecious. Stems very
slender, minute, creeping and adhering closely to the siirfaces on
which they grow. Leaves unequally 2-lobed, the lower about
half the size of the upper, the latter acuminated, incurved,

coarsely serrated. Amphigastria small and bidentate. Colesule

pentagonal, with crested ridges.

Juugermannia hamatifolia. Hook. Brit. Jung., t. 51 ; Engl. Bot., t.

'2592
; Lindenb. Synop. Hep., p. 23 ; Taylor, El. Hib., p. 2, p.

67. Lejeunea hamatifolia, Dumort. Comm. Bot., p. Ill; Syll.

Jung., p. 52, ct Hepat. Europ., p. 20 ; G. L. et IST. Synop.

Hepat., p. 344; Rabenh. Hepat. Europ. cxsic. n. 215-476.

Hab. On the trunks of trees, and on bare rocks. This species, which
is so plentiful in the Killarney woods, is rare on the eastern

coast and northern counties. I collected it at Glenarm, and
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Collin Glen, Co. Antrim, in 1837 ; very fine and bearing capsules

on trees in Glenfarn demesne, Co. Leitrim, 1875. Dr. Taylor

observed it at Woodlands, near Dublin. At Powerscourt, Wick-
low ; on Connor Hill, Kerry, it grows on the bare rock, along

with L. calyptrifolia, both of which were collected in company
with Dr. Lindberg, July, 1873 ; Kylemore Castle demesne, Co.

Galway, 1874. I^ear Cork, Isaac Carroll, Esq.

3. Lejeimea echinata (Hooker), Taylor. Autcecious. Stems hair-like,

very minute. Leaves ovate, concave, acuminate, spinulose-den-

tate, saccate at the base. Colesule roundish, pentagonal. Anthe-
ridia singly or in pairs in axils of the perichsetial leaves.

Jungermannia hamatifolia, ^. echinata, Hook. Brit. Jung. 51. Lejeunea
calcarea, Libert, Ann. Gen. Sc. Phys., 6, p. 373, t. 96, f. 1

;

Dumort. Syll. Jung., p. 33, t. 1, f. 3, et Hepat. Europ., p. 19;
IS'ees, Europ. Leberm. 3, p. 293; G. L. et IS". Synop. Hepat.,

p. 544 ; Eabenhor. Hep. Europ. exsic. n. 46, 283, 323

;

Cooke, Brit. Hepat., p. 20, fig. 150. Jungermannia echinata,

Tayl. in Spruce's Muse, of Teesd., Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 2, p. 88.

Hab. On limestone rocks. "Woodlands, Dublin, Dr. Taylor. Muck-
ross demesne, Killarney, growing on the stems and leaves of

Thamnium alopecurum, Dr. Carrington. In same situation and
on same moss. Dr. Lindberg (1873.) Limestone rocks, near

Tralee (1875).

4. Lejeunea ovata, Taylor. Dioecious. Stems creeping, branched.

Leaves incubous, obliquely set on the branches, and close toge-

ther, margins not serrated, bilobed, the larger lobe ovate-acute,

saccate, and inflated. Amphigastria small, obcordate, notched at

apex, segments obtuse. Colesule obovate, acute, and angled at

the apex.

Jungermannia ovata, Dicks. PL Crypt. Brit. 3, p. 11, tab. 8, f. 6.

Jungermannia serpyllifolia, (3. ovata. Hook. Brit. Jung., n. 42.

Lejeunea ovata, Taylor, in G. L. et jS[. Synop. Hep., p. 376;
Spruce, Muse, et Hepat. Pyren. in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edm. 3, p.

212; Dumort. Hepat. Europ., p. 20.

Hab. On the moss-covered trunks of trees, and also on the bare bark.

Yery abundant at Cromaglaun, Kerry, and through all the

Killarney district. Kear Belfast, Dr. Dickie. More sparingly

in the northern and eastern counties. Mr. Spruce has pointed

out good distinguishing characters between this and L. hamati-

folia in the work quoted.

h. Leaves obtusely rotundate.

5. Lejeunea microscopica, TajloT. Paroecious. Plant very minute, and
stain-like. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, concave, acute, bluntly

dentate at the margin, patent. Colesule obovate, contracted at tho

mouth, subdenticulate.
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-Tungermaniiia microscopica, Taylor, in Fl. Hib. 2, p. 59 ; Hook.
Journal of Botany, 4, p. 97, t. 20 ; Nees, Enrop. Leberm. 3, suppL,

p. 566, Lejeunea microscopica, Taylor, in G. L. et N. Synop.
Hepat., p. 345 ; Carrington, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Eclin. 7, p. 3,

p. 456; Cooke, Brit. Jung., p. 20, fig. 151; Dumort. Hepat.
Europ., p. 19.

Hab. Parasitic on mosses, ferns, and dead stumps of trees. Croma-
glaun, Kerry, Dr. Taylor and Dr. Carrington. On Trichomanes
radicans. Purple Mountain, Killarney

;
glen at Brandon Moun-

tain, &c. This very minute plant appears like a slight green
stain on the plants on which it grows, and is of frequent occur-

rence, though often overlooked. It has not, however, we be-

lieve, been observed hitherto out of the County of Kerry. To
the unaided eye it has no appearance of an organised plant, bnt
it is easily detected when placed under the microscope, and mois-

ture applied. The minute stems float and spread themselves and
so do the leaves. It is one of the most distinct species, and can-

not be mistaken or confounded with any of the others.

6. Ze/etmea inconsjjicua (Mich., Eaddi), De Notaris. Antoecious.

Stems very minute, hair-like. Leaves distant, ovate-rotundate,

entire, convex. Amphigastria none. Colesule axillary, turban-

shaped, pentagonal and plicate.

Jungermannia inconspicua, Eaddi, in Att. Soc. Modena, 18, p. 34, t. 5,

fig. 2. Jungermannia minutissima, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc.

Edin. Lejeunea Taylori, Spruce, in Trans. Bot. Edin. vol. 3,

p. 12. Lejeunea minutissima, G. L. et i^. Synop. Hep. p. 387;

Dumort. Hepat. Europ., p. 18.

Hab. On stems of heath and furze, also on trunks of trees. Near
Kenmare, Dr. Taylor; and other parts throughout the counties of

Kerry and Cork. jSTot very rare, but chiefly confined to the south-

em counties. This minute plant, which can only be well dis-

tinguished from Lejeunea minutissima. Smith, by wanting am-
phigastria, was mixed up with that species, until Dr. Taylor

published characters for each, and separated them. Dr. Spruce
has, however, shown that Dr. Taylor was in error, in supposing

the exstipulaceous plant to be Smith's plant. See foot-note in

Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. vol. iii.,, p. 212.

7. Lejeunea minutissima (Smith), Dumortier. Dioecious. Stem creep-

ing, capilliform. Leaves indistinctly 2-lobed, lower lobe

minute, rather distantly placed on the stem, ovate-obtuse. Am-
phigastria bifid. Colesule lateral, obovate-rotundate, pentago-

nal and contracted at the mouth.

Jungermannia minutissima. Smith, Engl. Bot. t. 1633 ; Hook., Brit.

Junger. t. 52. Jungermannia ulicina, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc,

Edin. 1, p. 115, Lejeunea minutissima, Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 33,
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et Hepat. Europ. p. 19; Taylor, in Gr. L. et N. Synop. Hep.
p. 387 ; Eabenhor. Hep. Europ. exsic. n. 322 ; Cooke, Erit. Jung,

p. 20, fig. 155.

Hab. On the stems of trees and on mosses. Abundant in the Xil-

larney woods, and other parts of Kerry and Cork ; Kylemore
Castle, Co. Gralway ; Collin Grlen, Belfast ; Woodlands, Dublin

;

Luggielaw, and Powerscourt, Wicklow ; Glenfarn demesne, Co.

Leitrim.

8. Lejeunea serpyUifolia (IMich., Dicks.), Libert. Autoecious. Stems
prostrate or creeping, pinnately branched. Leaves incubous,

2-lobed, lobes unequal, the upper beicg much the largest and
of a roundish-oblong fonn, the lo\rer much smaller, and invo-

lute. Amphigastiia wide, roundish, deeply bifid. Colesule some-

what pear-shaped or obovate, mouth angled and protruding.

Jungermannia serpyUifolia, Dicks. PL Cry]3t. Brit. 4, p. 19 ; Engl.

Bot. t. 2537 (escl. synon.) ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 42 ; Lindenb.

Hep. Europ. p. 21. Lejeunea serpyUifolia, Lib. in Ann. Gen.

Sc. Phys. 6, p. 374 ; Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 3 ; Syll. Jung.

Eur. p. 33, et Hepat. Europ. p. 21 ; G-. L. et 1!^. Synop. Hepat.

p. 374; Eabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 435.

Hab. On trunks of trees covered with the larger mosses, &c., and on

damp banks among mosses. Generally distributed through

Ireland.

Yar. /3. thymifolia, Carrington, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 7, p. 456.

"Leaves larger, elliptic-ovate, very convex, closely imbricated,

inflexed."

Var. y. heterojjJiylla, Carrington. "Branches attenuate, microphyllous.

Leaves plane, lobule obsolete, variously shaped, distant, chloro-

phyllose.

Hab. On wet shady rocks. O'Sullivan's cascade, and near Tore Water-
fall, Dr. Carrington.

Var. (B. cavifolia (Ehi'h.), Lindb. "Leaves crowded, front lobe

convex, incumbent when diy, more spreading from the basal sac,

generally much decurved, oblique, broadly ovate, very blunt,

yet sometimes naiTowed distinctly at apex, never pointed, very

entire, basal lobe 3-5 times smaller, cells very full of chlo-

rophyll and thickened, trigonal spaces distinct. Amphigastria

subadpressed, equally large or larger than the hinder lobe, eon-

vex, otherwise as in tj^e. Colesule more prominent, rising from a

narrow base, oval pyiiform, the upper 4th pai't 5-plicate, the rest

as in type."—Linclberg.

Hab. Glena, Killamey, on mosses, and on the stems of trees. Tore

Cascade, among Hypniim eiigyrium, 1873, Dr. Lindberg. Dr.

Lindberg states that this form is the common form in Scandi-

navia, where the typical form is much rarer.
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9. Lejeunea patens, Lindberg [Plate 43].

Autoecious. " Shorter and twice as narroTV as last species, pale,

very transparent, shining when dry, nsually more branched

and interwoven, remarkably convex, or nearly roundish. Leaves

more or less crowded, the front lobe very convex when dry,

also overlying, rising abruptly at a nearly right angle from the

basilar lobe, very much decurved and well overlapping the stem

—

['maxima decurvus, intus caulem valde superans,'] oblique, broadly

oval- elliptic, or very bluntly oval. Cellules very smooth, scarcely

or not at all chlorophylliferous, much thickened, with the trigonal

spaces very distinct. Amphigastria wide, two or three times as

short as the hinder lobe, very convex, subrotund and cleft in the

middle, sinus more or less obtuse, with bluntish segments, every-

where indented with projecting cells. Colesule always on the

lateral branches, slightly projecting, pyriform-clavate, rounded

below, enfolding, the upper 4th part 5-plicate, with prominent

and more flattened crests, crenulate at apex."—Lindberg.

Lejeunea patens, Lindberg, Acta Soc. Sci. Fenn. x. p. 482 (read 1874,

pub. 1875). L. serpyllifolia, var. y. ovata, Ifees, JSTat. Eur. Leb.

3, p. 264 (1838).

Hab. Co. Kerry, " Connor Hill, supra oppidulum Dingle, ad Pleuroziam

terra turfosa humida (coles) et ad muscos varios in rupibus

sicciusculis; Yentry ad Dingle Bay; Killarney, 0' Sullivan's Cas-

cade ;
' Supra emortuum Thamniumalopecurum, Glena etTorc Cas-

cade.' Killarney, Tore Cascade, Dr. Carrington (1861). Co. Sligo,

Benbulben (Dr. Moore)." Glenad, Co. Leitrim, 1875.

10. Lejeunea Iloorei, Lindberg [Plate 44].

Autoecious. " Eather rigid, yellowish or very green, always opaque

and not pellucid, almost unbranched, and not radiculose. Leaves,

front lobe imbricated, hardly or very little overlapping the

stem— [' intus caulem vix vel parum superans']—oblique, ovate-

elliptic, roundly-obtuse, quite entire, the lower margin at apex
of stem recurved when dry, basilar sac and hinder lobe very

small. Cellules covered with minute papillae, closely packed with
chlorophyll, slightly thickened. Amphigastria imbricated,

4-6 times larger than the hinder lobe, distinctly cordate at the

base, not decurrent, ovately-oval, veiy entii'e, cleft in the centre

by a narrow and acute sinus, the segments obtuse. Perichaetia

on the stem itself, and on innovations from the apex of it."

—

Lindberg.

['Mungermannia flava, Sw. Prodr. PL Ind.-Occ. p. 144, et PI. Ind.-

Occ. 3, p. 1859 ; Schwaegr. Hist. Muse. Hep. Prodr. p. 16, n. 17
;

Weber (P.), Hist. Muse. Hep. Prodr. p. 29, n. 15 ; Sprengel (L.),

Syst. Yeg., 16 ed. 4, p. 1, p. 223, n. 74. Lejeunea flava, Nees,

ISfat. Eur. Leb. 3, p. 277, in obs. 2, Gr. L. et jST. Svnop. Hepat.

p. 373, n. 157; Gottsche, Mex. Lev. p. 219, n. 46."]? L. Moorei,

Lindb. Act. Soc. Sci. Penn. x. p. 487.
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Hab. ''Co.Keny: Killamey, Glena et Croniagiaun, locis Timbrosis silva-

mm, ad truncos arborum Tetustaruin, et supra Isopterygium
elegans in fissuris rupium."—Lindb. Glen at tbe Hunting Tower,
Cromaglaun, 1862; O'Sulliran's Cascade, 1875.

11. Z(?;'e?<we« J/r/fZ'ff// (Hooker), Sprengel. Autoecious. Stem creeping.

Leaves distichous, unequally 2-lobed, the upper lobe large and
round, the lower small and involute. Amphigastria obcordate,

roiindish, wider than the stem. Colesule compressed, gibbous-

below, mouth contracted, toothed. ]\rale branches proceeding-

from side of stem, not in axils of the leaves, but directly under
the leaf next above.

Jungermannia 3Iackaii, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 53 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2573;
Lindb. Hepat. Eui'op. p. 20; Ekart, Syn. Jung. p. 59, t. 10, fig..

72. Phi'agmicoma Mackaii, Lumort. Comm. Bot. p. 112; SylL
Jung. p. 35, et Hepat. Europ. p. 30 ; jS^ees, Europ. Leberm., 3,.

p. 249; G. L. et X. Synop. Hep. p. 293; Eabenhor. Hep.
Europ. exsic. n. 81, 164, 206. llarchesinia ]Mackayi, B. Gr. in

Gray's Arr. Brit. PL 1, p. 689. Lejeuneallackaii, Sprengel, Syst.^

Yegt. ed. 16, p. 1, p. 233 ; Lindberg, Hepat. Scand. exsic, fasc. 1.

Hab. Limestone rocks principally. Erequent in the south and west
of Ireland, rarer in the north and east. Yery large and fine at

JJucki'oss, Eallamey, and by the side of a lake near Letterfrack,

Galway ; ^^oodlands, Dublin ; near Cork, frequent. The stems-

are sometimes quite black, when creeping over the nearly per-

pendicular faces of rocks.

EiDrLA, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Eiipp. El. Jen., 1 ed. p. 345 (1718); Hooker, Brit.

Jung. (1816); Martinellia, sect, a, B. Gray, in Gray's Xat. Arr.

Brit. PI. 1, p. 690 (1821). Eadula, Dumort. Comm". Bot. p. 112

(1823), et Eecueil, 1, p. 14(1835); IS^ees, ISTat. Eur. Leberm. 1,

p. 96 (1833). Jubula, Corda, in Sturm, Deutschl. El. 2, fasc. 26 et

27, p. 152 (1835).

1. Radula Xala^jensis, jST. M. (1836). Dioecious. Stems procumbent,

pinnately branched. Leaves incubous, orbicular, obtuse, entii'e,

upper lobe large and broad, undulate and somewhat cordate at

base.

Eadula Xalapensis, IT. II., iu Ann. Sc. !N'at. 2 series, 5, p. 56 ; Liudb.

Hepaticae in Hibernia lectee (1875). Eadula voluta, Taylor, in

G. L. et N. Svnop. Hep. p. 253 (1845) ; Cooke's Brit. Hepat. p.

18, fig. 136; Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 32.

Hab. On wet rocks near streams. Dunkerron, Dr. Taylor. On boulders-

by the side of the stream below Tore AVaterfall, Killarney, Dr.

Carrington. Eocks below the Eagle's Xest, Cromaglaun, George

E.Hunt. XearDcrrycunighy Cascade, and at Gortagre. Dr. Lind-

berg states that he can find no great distinction between the Xil-
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larney plant and specimens of R. Xalapcnsis, which he possesses,

from jSfew Granada, collected by Lindig, and from Talhdah
Palls, Georgia, U. S.

2. Radula aquilegia, Taylor. Dioecions. Stems ceespitosc, compressed.

Leaves distichous, convex on the upper surface, entire, obovate-

roundish, unequally 2-lobed, the lower lobe closely adpressed.

Jungermannia complanata, /8. minor, Hook. Brit. Junger. t. 81,

fig. 17. J. aquilegia, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. of Edinb. 2,

p. 117. Radula aquilegia, Taylor, in G. L. et JST. Synop. Hepat.

p. 260; Cooke's Brit.'^Hepat. p. 19, figs. 139, 140; Dumort.
Hepat. Europ. p. 32.

Hab. On rocks and trees. N"ot rare in the Killarney district.

3. Radula comjilmiataiJAnn.), Jyxxmoriiex. Stems creeping, complanate.

Leaves distichous, imbricated, unequally 2-lobed, upper lobe

large, and nearly round, lower lobe much smaller and ad-

pressed. Colesule terminal, oblong, compressed, truncate.

Jungermannia complanata, Linn. Sp. PI. ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 81;
Engl. Bot. t. 2499. Candollea complanata, Bacldi, Jung. Etr. in

Mem. Modena, xi. Radula complanata, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p.

112; Syll. Jung. p. 38 ; Hepat. Em'op. p. 32 ; G. L. et K Synop.
Hep. p. 257 ; Rabenh. Hep. Europ. exsic. n. 17-361.

Hab. On trees and rocks. Very common in every part of Ireland.

Varying considerably in size and general appearance in different

localities, and under peculiar circumstances.

PoEELLA, Dillenius.

Jungermannia, Rupp. El. Jen. 1 ed., p. 345 (1718). Porella, Dill.

Hist. Muse. p. 459, tab. 68 (1741); Linn, in Act. Tips. 1741,

p. 83 (1746) ; Lindb. in Act. Soc. Sc. Eenn. ix., 329-345 (1869).

Cavendishia,B. Gray, in Gray's Nat. Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 689 (1821).

Madotheca, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. Ill (1823). Lejeunea, Corda,

in Opiz, Beitr. 1, p. 652 (1829).

Colesule lateral, compressed. Capsule nearly sessile, univalvecl, 4-cleft.

Elaters with two spires. Anthericlia in the saccate bases of the

perigonial leaves.

1. Porella Icevigata (Rupp., Schrad.), Lindberg. Dioecious. Stems pros-

trate, bipinnately branched, from 2-4 incheslong. Leaves incubous,

broadly ovate, dentate, une(iually 2-lobcd, the smaller lobe closely

pressed against the base of the larger lobe. Amphigastria quad-
rate, spinulose-dentate. Colesule dentate.

Jungermannia laevigata, Schrader's Sammlung, n. 104; Hook. Brit.

Jung. tab. 35; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 18. Madotheca laevi-

gata, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. Ill ; Syll. Jung. p. 34, et Hepat.
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Europ. p. 22 ; G. L. et X. Synop. Hepat. p. 276. CaYendishia
laevigata, B. Gray, in Gray's Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 690. Porella

Isevigata, Lindberg, in Act. Soc. Sc. Fenn. ix., p. 335.

Ilab. IS'ear Bantry, Hiss Hutchins. i!^ear Cork, Isaac Carroll.

Lough Bray, "Wieklow.

Var. (S. integra (Dill.), Lindberg. Eillamey, Glena, on inundated
stones by the margin of the lower lake. Dr. Lindberg (1873),

2. Porella2Jlaty2}hylIa (Jj.), Lindberg. Stems irregularly pinnate, bran-

ches nearly of equal length, sometimes crowded at the apex, where
they are obtuse. Leaves incubous, raised at their upper margin,
which is curved and undulated, more or less concave at the base,

and deeui'ved at the apex, mostly entire at the margin, lobule sub-

oblique, ovate-obtuse, or indistinctly a little acute. Amphigastria
adpressed to the stem, oblong-ovate or ligailate, slightly recurved
at apex. Antheridia in the axillEB of the perigonial leaves.

Jimgermannia platyphylla, L. Sp. PL 1 ed., p. 1134; Wahlenb. Fl.

Lapp. p. 388, n. 704 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 40, fig. 1 ; Hartm.
Skand. FL, 1 ed., p. 435. Cavendishia platyphylla, Gray's Nat.

AiT. Brit. PL 2, p. 690 ; Carruth. in Seemann's Journal Bot. 3, p.

301. Madotheca platyphvlla, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. Ill, et Syll.

Jung. Eur. p. 31 ; G. L^ et K". Synop. Hep. p. 278, n. 30.

Uab. On rocks and stones generally, but also on trees and moss-covered
banks. Frequent in many parts of Ireland.

3. Porella Tliuja, Dicks. Stems tufted, branched subpinnately, con-

vex and smooth above. Leaves closely imbricated, lobed, lower
lobe spreading, entire recurved, anterior ovate-obtuse, margin
reflexed. Amphigastria oblong, acute, entire, margin reflexed,

apex recui'ved. Involucral bracts for the most part ciliate-serrate.

"Tufts wide, olive-green; the older parts pui-plish brown, shining,

the shoots acuminated."—Taylor.

Lichenastmm Arboris Yitse facie, foliis rotundioribus. Dill. Hist. lEusc.

p. 502, tab. 72, fig. 33. Jungennannia Thuja, Dicks. PL Crypt.

4, p. 19 : Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 2, p. 116 ; Hook. Brit.

Jung. t. 40, nn. 3-4. Yar. /3. major et var. y. Thuja. Madotheca
Thuja, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. Ill ; Syll. Jung. p. 31, et Hepat.
Europ. p. 24.

Hab. On rocks and stones. Bantry, Miss Hutchins. NearLoughFinnehy,
Dunkerron, Co. Kenw, Dr. Taylor. Loagh Bray, Co. AYicklow

;

Brandon, Co. Keriy (1864).

4. Porella Cordaia7m,J)\\Tn.o-i:ii(tr. " Stems bi-tripinnate. Leaves ovate

entii'e, attached obliquely to stem, auricles oblique, ovate,

slightly acute. Amphigastria subrotund, entii'e. Colesule bilabiate,

subcrenate."—Dum.
*' Jungennannia Cordteana, Hiiben. Hep. Germ. p. 291 ; De Xot. Prim.

Hep. Ital. p. 10 ; lEougeot et Nestl. Ciypt. Yog. n. 1044. Made-
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theca Cordaeana, Dumort. Rev. Jung. 1, p. 11. Lejounea Cor-

daeana, iSTees et Mont., in Ann. Sc. Nat. 1836, p. 7. Madotheca
porella, ISTees, Eur. Leberm. 3, p. 201 ; Gr. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.

p. 281."—Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 25 (1874). Cavendishia rivu-

laris, Carruth. in Seem. Journ. Bot. 3, p. 301. Porella dentata,

Hartm. Lindb. in Acta Societatis Scicntiarum Eennica?, x.

Hab). On wet stones, near rivulets, &c. Near Fermoy, Co. Cork, T.

Chandlee. The only Irish specimens I have seen are those col-

lected by T. Chandlee in the locality quoted. They were named
,
Madotheca rivularis when sent to me, and Professor Lindberg, who
examined them in my herbarium, referred them with certainty

to Madotheca porella, Nees.

5. Porella pinnata, L. Stems irregularly pinnate, or subdichotomously

branched. Leaves slightly adpressed, ovate-oblong, plane or indis-

tinctly decurved at the apex, margin quite entire, lobule minute,

plane, not decurved, spreading from the stem. Amphigastria ad-

pressed to the stem, slightly decurrent, obtuse-rotundate.

Porella pinnata, L. Sp. PL 1 ed., 2, p. 1106. Jungermannia porella,

Dicks, in Trans. L. Soc. 3, p. 239; Schwsegr. in Linnsea, 13, p. 114.

Jung. Cordse, Hiiben. Hep. Germ. p. 291. Madotheca porella, JSTces,

Natur. Eur. Leberm. 3, p. 201, n. 6 ; Gr. L. et N. Synop. Hep,

p. 281, n. 35.

Hab. Near Fermoy, Co. Cork, T. Chandlee, Esq. Connor Hill, Co.

Xerry, Dr. Lindberg (1873). The only Iidsh specimens I have
seen of this plant are those from T. Chandlee, which were sent

to me under the name of Madotheca rivularis, but referred un-
hesitatingly to Madotheca porella, Nees, by Dr. Lindberg. Not-
withstanding the labour bestowed on the genus Porella by Dr.

Lindberg (Acta Societatis Scientiarum Eennicae, tom. ix., 1869),

I cannot make out clearly the species he refers P. rivularis to.

He quotes some of the same authors, namely, Nees, Hiibener,

and Carruthers' works, same page and same number to species, as

synonyms of his Porella dentata, n. 5, and of his Porella pinnata,

n. 6. Not having any specimens of Taylor's Jungermannia
rivularis (Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 2, p. 16), I am unable to refer

it to either of these. Dr. Carrington notices among his Irish

Hepaticse (Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 7, p. 455), Madotheca porella,

Nees, as having been sent to Dr. Gottsche by Dr. Taylor from
south of Ireland ; but to which of Lindberg' s species is it refer-

able ?

Sub-tribe 2. PiimEoziEiE.

Pleueozia, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Weiss, PI. Crypt. PI. Gott. p. 123 (1770); Sm. Engl.

Bot. tab. 2500 (1813); Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816) ; Hulen. Hep.
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Germ. p. 275 (1834). Pleiirozia, Dum. Eecueil, 1, p. 15 (1835).
Physiotium, JSTees, Nat. Eur. Leberm. 3, pp. 6 et 75 (1838).

Involucral bracts deeply bilobecl. Colesule cylindrical, much exserted,

mouth denticulate, teeth slightly decurved at apex.

Pleurozia cocldeariformis, Dumortier. Stems long, varying from
1 to 5-6 inches, ascending. Leaves closely imbricated, unequally
2-lobed, upper lobe larger, concave, bifid, and serrated at the

apex, lower lobe pouch-like, and much smaller, colour dark
brown, inclining to purple.

Jungermannia cochleariformis, Weiss, PI. Crypt, p. 123 ; Hook. Brit.

Junger. tab. 68. Pleurozia cochleariformis, Dumort. Pev. Jung,

p. 15 ; Hepat. Europ. p. 52. Physiotium cochleariformis, Nees,

Europ. Leberm. 3, p. 79 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 235.

Hab. On wet bogs and moors. This is probably the most beautiful

to the unaided eye among all the British or Irish species. Where
it grows freely on wide-spread moors, or in damp situations in the

more mountainous parts of the country, the pretty purplish stems

can be detected at a considerable distance from the spot where
they grow. It ranges from the northern to the southern counties,

and from the eastern to the western, and is especially abundant
in the latter.

h. HOMOGAM^.

" Stem irregularly branched, Avith branches from the amphigastrial

axil, or with innovations more or less approximate to the colesule,

rarely dichotomous, pinnate or bipinnate. Leaves succubous or

incubous, sometimes opposite or connate, rarely conduplicate and
then almost always the front lobe is smaller, so as to form very
variable, round or reniform to sublinear, quite entire to broken
up in filiform segments. Amphigastria narrow, more or less ovate-

lanceolate, rarely round, quite entire to broken up into filiform

segments, sometimes wanting. Gamoecium dioecious, paroecious,

more rarely autoecious. Pericha)tium proceeding from the amphi-
gastrial axilla as proper branches, either apical on the stem and
its innovations, or in many frondose forms placed on the inner

face, more or less below the apex of the stem, sometimes saccate

and dependent from the stem. Colesule usually large, from 3-5

plicate, very rarely winged, sometimes complanate or compressed,

occasionally round or densely plicate, very rarely winged, with
the mouth more or less wide, hardly ever beak-shaped. Seta long

or very long, sometimes thickish. Capsule large, globose-cylindric,

of thick texture, brown and not pellucid, as if formed of at least

two strata, valves cleft to the base, patent or divaricate, for the

most part shewing spiral fibres internally. Elaterstwo-, rarely one-,

tri-, or quadri-spiral, adhering to the inner face of capsule, very

rarely to apex of valves, or free. Spores minute or rather large,

sometimes appendiculate externally. Andrcecia proceeding from
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tlie ampliigastrial axils as perichsetia, or antheridia, generally two,

rarely more, or singly in ttie axils of the nppermost leaves, or

in the frondose forms, fixed over the anterior face of the stem or

immersed in it, the foot-stalk straight, hardly ever arcnately

curved. Paraphyses sometimes present, usually filiform."—Lind-

bcrg.

Subsection f . OpisTffOGAMiE.

" Stem irregularly branched by bifurcation at the apex, or with
branches from the amphigastrial axils, sometimes pinnate or de-

compound. Leaves incubous or succubous, very rarely condupli-

cate, entire or lobed. Amphigastria present, at least in the

perichsetium of all, very like the leaves, or more or less ovate, undi-

vided or lobed. Gamoecium dioecious, autoecious, rarely paroecious,

Female branch proceeding from the amphigastrial axillae, almost

always short. Colesule triangular, very rarely round, compressed

or wanting. Antheridia on a proper branch, proceeding from
the amphigastrial axil, hardly ever placed in the foliar axillae of

the stem itself. Paraphyses none."—Lindberg.

Sub-tribe 3. Lepidozie^.

Lepidozia (Linn.), Dumortier.

Jungermannia, L. Sp. PI. 1, ed. 2, p. 1833 (1758); Hook. Brit. Junger.

(1816). Blepharostoma, Dumort. Syll. Jung. Eur. p. 65 (1831).
Pleuroschisma, sect. 2, Lepidozia, Dumort. Syll. Jung. Eur.
Mastigophora, Nees, Nat. Eur. Leber. 1, p. 95 (1833). Lepidozia,

Dumort. Eecueil, 1, p. 19 (1835) ; G. L. et IN"., Synop. Hepat. p.
200 (1845).

Involucre polyphyllous, imbricated on every side, scale-like and
denticulate at the apex. Colesule cylindrical, sulcate, denticulate

at the mouth, peduncle not articulate.

1. Lepidozia reptans(JJi-mi.),^J)\\movi\eT. Stems csespitose, creeping, and
irregularly branched, varying from one to two inches in length,

flagilliferous. Leaves incubous, decurved, sub-quadrate, acutely
3-4 toothed. Amphigastria wider than the stem, quadrate,
quadridentate. Colesule dorsal.

Jungermannia reptans, Linn. Sp. PL, 1599 ; Hook. Brit. Jung., t. 75;
Engl. Bot. t. 608 ; Lindcnb. Synop. Hepat., p. 44 ; De JSTotar.

Prim. Hepat. Ital. p. 21. Lepidozia reptans, Dumort. Eev.
Jung. p. 19, et Hepat. Europ. p. 109; G. L. et IST. Synop.
Hepat. p. 205 ; Rabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic, 282-479. Mas-
tigophora reptans, Nees, Leber. Europ. 3, p. 31.

Hab. "Woods and bushy banks. This beautiful plant occurs in moro
or less abundance in every county in Ireland.

2. Lepidozia cupressina (Sw.), Dum. Stems subercct, densely packed to-

gether and closely pinnate. Leaves subcordate, oblique, quadrifid
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at the points, the lower tooth incurved. Amphigastria qnadiifid^

broader than the stem.

Jungermannia reptans, fB. pinnata, Hook. Brit. Jung., t. 75. Lepi-
dozia pinnata, Dumort. Rev. Jung., p. 19. Lepidozia tumiduhi,

Taylor, in Gr. L. et N. Synop. Hepat., p. 206. Lepidozia cu-

pressina, Lindberg, Carring. Irish Hepat., Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin.

7, p. 453, tab. 2, fig. xi. ,

Hab. On the ledges of damp rocks and on banks. Yery abundant in the

Killarney woods. In the larger size and general appearance of

this plant, it shows a difference compared with the former species.

It varies, however, so much in these respects, according to the
habitats where it grows, that it is not easy to separate them dis-

tinctly. The form and size of the areolae are, however, different,

as pointed out by Dr. Carrington, and the incurved central tooth

of the leaves is constant in the latter. Dr. Lindberg, who has of

late years stiidied the Hepaticse so carefully, considers the Irish

plant to be specifically identical with the Ameiican L. cupressina^

in which respect Dr. Carrington agrees.

Bazzakia, Bennett, Gray.

Jungermannia, L. PL Suec. 1 ed., p. 335, excl. Synon. Micheli (1753) ^

Hook, emend. Brit. Jung. (1816). Bazzania, B. Grr. in Gray's

Nat. Arr. Brit. PL 1, p. 704 (1821). Pleuroschisma, sect. 3,

Pleuroschismotypus, Dum. Syll. Jung. Europ. p. 70 (1831).
Herpetium, JSees, ISTat. Eur. Leber. 1, p. 96 (1833). Masti^o-
bryum, G. L. et I^. Synop. Hepat., p. 214 (1845).

Involucre polyphyllous, bracts scale-like, imbricated on each side.

Colesule dorsal, subacuminate, compressed at the mouth, pe-

duncles inarticulated.

1. Bazzania trilolata (Mich., L.), B. Gr. Stems creeping, branched^

with flagelliE. Leaves incubous, ovate, concave, narrowed towards
the points, which are tridentate. Amphigastria broad and quad-
rate, as wide or wider than the stem. Colesule dorsal, slit on one
side, mouth entire.

Jungermannia trilobata, Linn. Sp. PI. 1599 ; Hook. Brit. Jung.
t. 76 ; De Is'otar. Hepat. Ital. p. 20 ; Taylor, in Fl. Hib. p. 65.

Jungermannia radicans, Hoff. Germ. 2, p. 87 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2232.

Pleuroschisma trilobata, Dumort. Syll. Jung. Eur. p. 70, n. 96,

et Hepat. Europ. p. 103. Mastigobryum trilobatum, G. L. et JS".

Synop. Hepat. p. 230.

Hab. Mountain woods, and rocky places, in many parts of the country.

Sleemish Mountain, Co. Antrim ; Dart Mountain, Co. Derry.
More abundant in the south, especially in the Killarney woods.
About Kylemore, Co. Galway.
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2. Batzania triangularis, Schleicli. Stems small, decumbent, fragile.

Leaves incubous, ovoid, convex, tri-crenate at the narrow apex.

Amphigastria roundisb-ovate, broader than the stem, and notched

at the apex.

Jungermannia triangularis, Schleich. PI. Crypt. Helv. 2, n. 61. J.

tricrenata, Wahlenb. Fl. Crypt, p. 364; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p.

43 ; Ekart, Syn. Jung. p. 49, t. 12, fig. 99 ; De JN'otar. Prim.

Hepat. Ital. p. 20. J. deflexa. Mart. Fl. Crypt. Erlang. p. 135, t. 3,

fig. 8. Bazzania trilobata, var. /?. minor, B. Gr. in Gray's Arrang.

Br. PI. 1, p. 704. Pleuroschisma deflexum, Dumort. Syll. Jung.

p. 71, et Hepat. Europ. p. 105.

Hab. Bushy places and woods. Frequent about Tore Mountain,

Cromagloun, and other places near Killarney, Dr. Carrington.

0' Sullivan's cascade, and Brandon Mountain, Kerry. Glenbower

wood, near Fermoy, Isaac Carroll, Esq. Glenarrif, Co. Leitrim.

On the high limestone range of Benbulben, Co. Sligo, not un-
filequent.

Odontoschisma, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Dicks. Fasc. PI. Crypt. Brit. 1, p. 6, tab. 1, fig. 10

(1785); Hooker, Brit. Jung. (1816). Martinellia, sect, h, B. Gr. in

Gray's Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 693 (1821). Odontoschisma, Dum. Ee-
cueil, 1, p. 19, n. 25 (1835). Sphagnocetis, Nees, in G. L. et IST.

Synop. Hepat. p. 148 (1845). Gyninanthe, Mitten, in Jour. Linn.

Soc. 7, p. 166 (1863).

Involucre polyphyllous, bracts in several rows, imbricated, bilobed.

Colesule cylindrical, cleft at one side, denticulate at the mouth,
originating from the under side of the branch, and shortly pedun-
culate.

1. Odontoschisma sphagni {J)\ck.^.),J)\nn.oT:t\er. Dioecious. Stem ascend-

ing singly or in small patches among mosses. Leaves close, succu-

bous, orbicular, secund. Amphigastria small, lanceolate, and only

on the young shoots. Colesule terminal, upon a short proper
branch, originating from the ventral side of the stem, oblong,

wider in the middle, the mouth denticulate.

Jungermannia sphagni, Dicks. Fasc. PI. Crypt. Brit. 1, p. 6; Engl.
Bot. t. 2470 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 33 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hep. p.

28 ; Taylor, in Fl. Hib. 2, p. 58. Odontoschisma sphagni,

Dumort. Eev. Jung. p. 19, et Hepat. Europ. p. 108. Sphagno-
cetis communis, jSTees, in G. L. et IST. Synop. Hepat. p. 148;
Eabenhor. Hep. Europ. exsic. n. 300-566, 440.

Hab. In bogs among Sphagnum. Frequent in most parts of Ireland,

but more abundant in the south than elsewhere.

2. Odontoschisma denudatum (Nees), Dumort. Dioecious. Stem pro-

cumbent, branched, branches with flagellge, ascending and leafless

near the points, tipped with gonidiferous gemmae. Leaves small

R. I. A. rROC.—VOL. II., SEn. II., SCIENCE. 3
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at the base, or none, increasing in size towards the middle of the
stem, and decreasing from the middle to the apex, succubous,

secund, roundish-ovate, with the points sometimes slightly emar-
ginate. Amphigastria larger and more readily observed than
they are in the former species, confined to the younger branches.

Colesule cylindrical, fringed at the mouth.

Jungermannia denudata, ISTees, in Mart. Fl. Crypt. Erlang. p. 14;
Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. Europ. p. 71, n. 69; Hartm. Skand. Fl.

3 ed. p. 319. Odontoschisma denudatum, Dumort. Recueil, 1,

p. 19 ; et Hepat. Europ. p. 108. Jungermannia sphagni. Hook.
Brit. Jung, suppl. t. 3 ; Ekart, Synop. Jung. Grerm. t. 6, f. 48.

Sphagnoecetis communis, (3. macrior, Nees, in G. L. et 1^. Synop.
Hep. p. 149.

Hab. On rotten trunks of trees, and in wet places in shady woods.
On the side of Corslieve Mountain, near Bangore, Co. Mayo (1859).

Cephalozia, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Mich. J^ov. PI. Gen. p. 9, no. 5, tab. 6, fig. 17 (1729)

;

Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816). Cephalozia, Dumort. Becueil, 1, p. 18,

n. 21 (1835). Zoopsis, Hooker, in Tayl. Crypt. Fl. Antarct.

p. 55 (1845). Trigonanthus, Spruce, ia Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 3,

p. 207 (1849).

" Involucre polyphyllous, gemmiform, bracteolge deeply lacerated,

imbricated in several rows all round the stem and base of the cole-

sule, exterior, stipuliform. Colesule sessile, erect, round, inflated,

contracted at apex, mouth toothed. Capsule 4-valved, of thick

consistence, naked. Elaters geminate, naked, deciduous."

—

Dumortier.

(ff). Amphigastria prese7it.

1. Ceplialo%ia Francisci, ~S.ook. (J)vimort.) Stems nearly erect, slightly

branching. Leaves incumbent, ovate, acutely emarginate. Amphi-
gastria minute, ovate, bifid. Colesule terminal, on short lateral

branches.

Jungermannia Francisci, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 49 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2369
;

Taylor, in Fl. Hib. 2, p. 64 ; Nees, Europ. Leberm. 2, p. 220
;

G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 133; Eabenhor. Hepat. Europ.
exsic. n. 503. Cephalozia Fi'ancisci, Dumort. E,ev. Jung. p. 18

;

Hepat. Europ. p. 88 ; Cogn. Hepat. Belg. p. 35.

Hab. Shady banks and rocks. Near Bantry, Miss Hutchins. Very
rare in Ireland.

2. Cephalozia divaricata, Smith (Dumort.) Autoecious. Stems creeping.

Leaves roundish and semi-bifid, segments divergent. Amphi-
gastria subulate, bifid. Colesule terminal, cylindrical, truncate,

toothed at the mouth.
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Jimgermannia divaricata, Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 719; Spruce, in Trans.

Bot. Soc. Edinb. 3, p. 207. J. Starkn, Gr. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.

p. 134. Cephalozia Starki, Dumort. in Cogn. Hep. Belg. p, 35.

Trigonanthus divaricatus, Hartm. Skand. El. 10 ecL, p. 143.

Hab. On heathy banks in hilly places. Sleemish Mountain, and Eair

Head, Co. Antrim ; Brandon, Kerry. Cromagioun, Kerry, Dr.

Carrington. Near Glenarm, Dr. Dickie.

3. Cephalozia elacMsta, Jack. Paroecious. Stems very small and some-

what rigid. Leaves variable, inclined to quadi'ate, deeply bifid

but sometimes entire, segments nearly linear, bearing occa-

sionally a well-developed tooth or two, but more frequently with-

out teeth. Amphigastria generally present, especially among
the perichgetial leaves. Involucral bracts much larger than the

cauline leaves, irregularly lobed, lacerated at the margin, and im-

bricated on every side. Perigonial leaves strongly toothed at

their margins, and terminating in longish incurved points.

Gamoecium and Androecium on same branch, but separate (paroe-

cious). Colesule roundish or inclined to triangular, but rather

variable in form, contracted and ciliated at the mouth. Anthe-
ridia with short stalks in the axils of the perigonial leaves,

singly.

•Jungermannia elaehista. Jack, in Gottsche et Rabenhor. Hepat. Europ.
exsic. no. 574, with excellent figure and full description by Dr.
Gottsche.

Hab. On moist bare banks at Brandon, Co. Kerry (1864). At
Lough Bray, Co. Wicklow, Dr. Lindberg, June, 1873.

(Jb). Amphigastria loanting.

4. Cephalozia hjssacea (Roth), Dumort. Stems procumbent, branch-
ing. Leaves remote, incumbent, subquadrate, bifid, segments
acute. Colesule terminal, cylindrical, plicate, toothed at the
mouth.

-Jungermannia byssacea. Both, El. Germ. 3, p. 387 ; Hook. Brit. Jung*,

t. 12 ; Taylor, in El. Hib. 2, p. 60 ; El. Dan. t. 1717, f. 1 ; De
N^otaris, Prim. Hep. Ital. p. 29. Cephalozia byssacea, Dumort.
Eev. Jung. p. 18 ; Hepat. Europ. p. 90

; Cogn. Hep. Belg.

p. 33.

Hab. " On paths in woods, and on bare crags ; common."—Dr.
Taylor.

I have enumerated this so-named plant out of deference to some of our
greatest hepaticists, although I am by no means clear about the
characters which distinguish it from C. divaricata. Dumortier
places the two in different sections of Cephalozia, and refers C.

divaricata to the figure in English Botany quoted, and C. byssacea
to the figure in Hooker's British Jungcrmannioe. I had collected in.

3 2
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yarious parts of Ireland what I considered to be the latter, but
when my specimens were examined by Drs. Carrington and
Lindberg, they referred all of them to C. divaricata, Engl. Bot.
Dr. Taylor states it to be common in Ireland. The presence or
absence of amphigastria do not appear to be decisive distinguishing

characters, as Mr. Spruce states in his remarks on Jung, divari-

cata (in Hepat. Pyrenees, Trans. Bot. See. Edinb., 3, p. 207),
that some of his specimens have stipules, and some are altogether

without them.

5. Cep]ialo%iahiciispidata{ljva.Ti.),'D\\moxi. Autoecious. Stem creeping,

branched. Leaves incumbent, lax, subquadrate, bifid, segments
long, acute. Involucral bracts 2-3 cleft, imbricated. Colesule

radical and terminal on lateral branches, plicate and toothed at

the mouth.

Jungermannia bicuspidata, Linn. Sp. PI. 158 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 11
;

Engl. Bot. 2239; I^ees, Europ. Leber. 2, p. 351; De Notaris,

Prim. Hepat. Ital. p. 27; G. L. et IST. Synop. Hepat., p. 138.

Cephalozia bicuspidata, Dumort. Rev. Jung., p. 18 ; Hep. Eur. p.

91. Trigonanthus bicuspidatus, Hartm. Skand. El. 10 ed., p. 143.

Var. a. major, Nephin Mountain, Mayo.

Var. yS. rigidula, Cromagioun, Kerry, Dr. Carrington.

Hab. On heaths and banks. A very common species in many parts of

Ireland.

6. Cephalo%ia eurvifolia (Dickson), Dumort. Autoecious. Stems pro-

cumbent. Leaves semi-verticillate, concave, deeply bifid, segments

long, setaceous at the points, and much incurved. Colesule on

lateral branches, oblong, subplicate, contracted, and toothed.

Jungermannia eurvifolia, Dicks. PI. Crypt. 2, p. 15, t. 3, f . 7 ; Hook.
Brit. Jung. t. 16 ; Engl. Bot. t. 1304 (not good); Carring. in

Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb., vol. 7, pl. 11, fig. 4; Lindenb. Synop.

Hep. p. 91 ; Taylor, in El. Hib. 2, p. 60 ; G. L. et I^. Synop.

Hepat. p. 142 ; Babenhor. Hep. Europ. exsic. n. 72, 217, &c.

Cephalozia eurvifolia, Dumort. Hepat. Europ., p. 93.

Hab. On decaying trunks of trees ; also on moss-covered banks, among
mosses. Erequent about Killarney ; Connor Hill, Kerry ; Kyle-

more, Galway; Glenade, Leitrim.

Var. (3. Baureri = Cephalozia Baueri, Lindberg.

Hab. Cromagioun, and elsewhere in the Killarney district.

7. Cephalozia connivens, Dicks. Stem procumbent, slightly branched.

Leaves accumbent, suborbicular, concave, deeply bifid, segments

incurved, connivent. Colesule terminal, on lateral branches,

ovate, contracted and ciliated at the apex.

Jungermannia connivens, Dicks. PI. Crypt., fasc. 4, p. 19, tab. 2, fig. 15;

Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 15 ; Engl. Bot., t. 2436 ; Tayl. in El. Hib.,

p. 2, p. 60 ; De Not., Prim. Hep. Ital., p. 27. Blepharostoma con-
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nivens, Dumort. Eev. Jung., p. 18; Hepat. Europ., p. 96 (1874);
Cogn. Hepat. Bclg., p. 36.

Hab. Wet banks among mosses, and bogs among Sphagnum. Eatber
common in many parts of Ireland, but more abundant in the

southern and western counties.

Tar. a. conferta minor. On rotten wood frequent, Carrington.

Var. yS. spliagnorum, Hook. Brit. Jung., t. 15, 3. !More or less fre-

quent among Sphagnum in many of the bogs through Ireland,

but never in much quantity together.

8. Cephalozia catenulata (Hlibener), Lindb. Stem ascending, flexuose,

rigid. Leaves ovate, concave, acutely bifid, adpressed. Involucral

bracts bi-tri-fid. Colesule cylindi-ically trigonous, minutely
toothed at the apex.

Jungermannia catenulata, Hiibener, Hepat. Grenn., p. 169; !Rees, Eur.

Leber. 11, p. 248; G. L. et K Synop. Hepat., p. 138 ; Raben-
hor. Hep. Eur. exsic, p. 435, cum ic. Jungermannia reclusa, Tay-
lor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 11, p. 44 ; et Lond. Journal Bot. 5,

p. 278 ; Spruce, Muse, et Hepat. Pyren. in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb.

ni., p. 208 ; Bot. Zeit. 1, p. 694. J. catenulata, Carring. in

Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 7, p. 449. t. 11, fig. 2. Cephalozia cate-

nulata, Lindb. in Jour. Linn. Soc. vol. xin. p. 191.

Hab. On shady damp banks, and in woods. Yeiy common in the Kil-

lamey and Cromagloun woods ; also about Brandon Mountain
as well as elsewhere in Co. Kerry ; about Kylemore, Co. Galway

;

Lackan bay, Co. Mayo ; Gleniif, Co. Leitrim ; Lough Bray, Co.

Wicklow.

This pretty little plant is rather puzzling at times to distinguish from
certain states of other species of the genus. It bears a greater

resemblance to young forms of C. connivens than to any other.

Dr. Carrington, Avho has paid great attention to it, and figured it

(Trans. Bot. Soc. 'EAmh.l.c), considers Taylor's J. reclusa identical

with Hiibener's C. catenulata, as also does Dr. Lindberg, who has

had such excellent opportunities for compaiing the Irish plant

with foreign specimens of C. catenulata. Dumortier, however,
holds that they are distinct species, and describes them as such

(Hepat. Europ., p. 92 (1874)). Dr. Spruce, another excellent

observer, agrees with Dumortier, and describes J. reclusa, Taylor

(see his Muse, et Hepat. Pyren., in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb., m.
p. 208, as a distinct species).

9. Cephalozia Turneri (Hook.), Lindb. Stems creeping, branched.

Leaves incumbent, acutely bipartite, segments conduplicate, spi-

nidose-dentate. Colesule terminal, contracted and slightly dentate

at the mouth.

Jungei'mannia Turneri, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 22 ; Engl. Bot., t. 2310;
Lindenb. Synop. Hepat., p. 92; Nees, Europ. Leber., 1, p. 265;
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Gr. L. et ^N". Synop. Hcpat., p. 143 ; Taylor, inFl. Hib., p. 2, p. 60.
Anthelia Turneri, Dumort. Eev. Jung., p. 18 ; et Hepat. Europ.,

p. 99 (1874). Cephalozia Turneri, Lindberg, in Journal of Linn.
Soc, vol. xin., p. 191.

Hab. Shady damp banks. By the side of a mountain rivulet near
Bantry, Co. Cork, Miss Hutchins, bearing female fruit in ILareh,

( 1 8 1 1 ) [?] On a Tvet sandy bank at Cromagloun, Co. Kerry, bear-
ing autoecious colesules, 23rd July, 1873, Dr. Lindberg. I am
not aware that this exceedingly rare plant has been collected

elsewhere in the British Isles, or by any other person than those
named.

LoPHocoLEA, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Mich. Nov. PI. Gen. p. 8, tab. 51, fig. 12 (1729); L.
Sp. PL 1 ed., 2, p. 1132 (1753); Hooker, Brit. Jung. (1816)..

Lophocolea, Dumort. Eecueil, 1, p. 17 (1835); 1^'ees, ]N"at. Eur.
Leber., 2, p. 321 (1836).

Involucre oligophyllous, dentate or cleft. Colesule sessile, cylindiical,.

mouth 3-cleft and ciistated.

1. Lopliocolealidentata,'L\wa..{J)v^m.oYi}) Autoecious. Stem procum-
bent, branched. Leaves accumbent, broadly ovate, slightly deeur-
rent and emarginate, acutely bidentate. Amphigastria bi-tri-fid,.

laciniated. Colesule oblong-triangular, mouth laciniated. An-
theridia in the axillaj of the perigonial bracts, two or three-

together.

Jungermannia bidentata, Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 606 ; Hook. Brit. Jung,

t. 30 ; Taylor, in El. Hib. 2, p. 64. Lophocolea bidentata,.

Dumort. Eev. Jung., p. 17 ; et Hcpat. Europ., p. 83. Lophocolea
Hookeriana, j^ees, G. L. et X. Synop. Hepat., p. 161 ; Cogn. Hepat.
Belg., p. 33; G. L. et N. in Synop. Hepat. Europ. The latter

refer the J. bidentata, Linn., to another species, and state that

the var. y. of it is found near Dunkerron, Kerry, by Dr. Taylor..

"We suppose this is the form he mentions in El. Hib. 2, p. 64,

"which grows near Blackwater bridge, " with the calyces acutely

triangular, the angle corresponding to the inferior side of the-

stem serrate."

Yar. /3. cusindata (Gottsche). On dead trees, Killarney, Dr. Carring-

ton.

Yar. y. gracile, Carrington, Irish Hepat., Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb.,.

vol. 7, p. 452, pi. 11, fig. 6. Woods, KiUarney.

2. LopliocoJea heterophylla (Schrad.), Dumort. Stems ascending,

branched. Leaves roundish, quadrangular, obtusely emarginate.

Involucral bracts lobed and dentate. Amphigastria 2-3 fid, and
dentate. Colesule terminal, mouth crested.
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Jungermannia heterophylla, Schrad., Journal Bot. 1, p. 66; Hook.
Brit. Jung. t. 31 ; De Notaris, Prim. Hepat. Ital. p. 25. Lopho-
colea heterophylla, Dumort. Rev. Jung., p. 17, et Hepat. Europ.,

p. 86; Nees, Europ. Leber. 2, p. 338; Gr. L. et IS"., Synop.
Hepat., p. 164.

Hab. In •woods and on banks. Tore Mountain, Killarney, Dr. Car-

rington. IS'ear Cong, Co. Gralway. liear Fermoy, Isaac Carroll,

Esq. Dr. Taylor unites this species with the former in Flora
Hibernica, and states that he finds in Kerry varieties so inter-

mediate that with the utmost care he found it impossible to

refer them definitely to one more than the other. (El. Hib.

p. 2, p. 65 (1836)).

3. Lophocolea spicata, Taylor. Autoecious. Stem creeping, branched.

Leaves oval-horizontal, 2-, 3-, or more toothed at the apex.

Amphigastria small, cleft nearly to the base. Colesule terminal,

prismatical, and lacerated at the mouth, lobes toothed.

Lophocolea spicata, Taylor, in G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat., p. 167;
Cooke, Brit. Hepat., p. 15, n. 75, fig. 113; Dumort. Hepat.
Europ., p. 86.

Hab. On shady damp rocks among mosses. Dunkerron, Kerry, Dr.

Taylor. Bantry, Miss Hutchins. Tore Cascade, Killarney, Dr.

Carrington. Glensiskin, Cork, T. Chandlee, Esq. By the side of

the Upper Lake, Killarney, in fruit, June, 1869 ; Altadore Glen,

"Wicklow, 1873.

PEDiisroPHTLLtrM, Lindbcrg.

Jungermannia, IS'ees, ISTat. Europ. Leber. 1, p. 165 (1833). Plagiochila,

Dum. Eecueil, 1, p. 15 (1835). Pedinophyllum, Lindb. Soc.

Fauna et Fl. Fenn. (Oct. 1874), and in Bot. Not. p. 156 (1874).

Peclmophyllum pyrenaicum, Spruce. Autoecious. Tufts dense,

much interwoven, of a brownish yellow colour. Stems spread-

ing, radiculose, creeping on the surface of earth or rocks where
they grow, sparingly branched, branches axillary, or proceeding

from the under surface of the stem. Leaves somewhat rigid,

slightly shining when dry, densely placed on the stem, and di-

stichous, broad at the base and quadrate towards the apex, which
is variously notched and toothed. Amphigastria very small,

and likely to be overlooked, though they are mostly present,

especially near the points of barren shoots, 1-3 parted, segments

subulate. Involucral bracts much larger than the cauline leaves,

oblong-ovate, slightly emarginate at apex, with recurved mar-
gins. Colesule compressed, a little prominent, short, obovate-oval,

mouth broad and rounded, lips semi-oval, irregularly cut, and
dentate. Androecium terminal, interruptedly spicate, on same
stem as the fertile shoots, or on distinct branches on same plant.
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Perigonial bracts smaller, imbricated, bilobed. Antheridia

usually solitary, in the saccate axils of the perigonial bracts.

Plagiochila pyrenaica, Spruce, Hepat. Pyren. n. 9. (1847), and in

Trans. Bot. See. Edinb. m., p. 200(1849); Lindb. Manipulus
Muscorum secundums in Faun, et Flor. Penn., 13, p. 366 (1874).
Plaoiochila interrupta, var. ^8. pyrenaica, Carring. Brit. Hepat. pi.

3, figs. 2-9 (1874).

Hab. Shady rocks and banks, mostly in limestone districts. On
rather dry banks through the Benbulben range, Co. Sligo, where
I collected it for the first time it was found in Ireland (1871) ;

again at Gleniff, in same district (1875). This plant may be
quoted as an instance of the difficulty which the Hepaticse present

to the systematist, in not affording good generic characters, that

can be stated in words which will enable the student to distin-

guish them clearly one from the other. As Dr. Lindberg well

observes in his description of this plant in his Irish Hepaticae,

it possesses nothing in common with Plagiochila, except the com-
pressed colesule. The affinities are altogether with the Chilo-

scyphiae. In general appearance it resembles C. polyanthos
;
yet

it approaches even more both in habit and aspect Saccogyna viti-

culosa,

Chilosctphtjs, Corda.

Jungermannia, Mich. Nov. PI. Gen. p. 8, tab. 5, fig. T) (1729);
Linn. Sp. PI. 1 ed., 2, p. 1131 (1753); Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816).

Mylia, B. Gray, in Gray's I^at. Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 693 (1821).

Marsupella, Dumort. Comm. Bot., p. 114 (1823). Chiloscyphus,

Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. 1, p, 651 (1829); Dumort. Syll. Jung.

Europ., p. 67 (1831).

Involucral bracts imbricated on each side and notched at the margin.
Colesule rather short and bilabiate, the lips irregularly notched,

fruit stalks long, pedicels inarticulate, rising from the under part

of the stem.

Chiloscyphus polyanthos, Corda. Stems prostrate, growing in patches.

Leaves in two rows, overlapping, inclining to quadrate, entire

or slightly emarginate. Amphigastria bifid, toothed or variously

cut. Colesule short, cleft into two lips, which are laciniated.

Jungermannia polyanthos, Linn. Sp. PI. 1597; Hook. Brit. Jung.

t. 62 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat., p. 30. Marsupella polyanthos,

Dumort. Comm. Bot., p. 114. Chiloscyphus polyanthos, Corda, in

Sturm, Deutschl. Crypt. 19, p. 33, t. 9; Dumort. Syll. Jung., p. 67,

t. 1, f. 9; et Jung. Europ., p. 101; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.,

p. 188.

Var. ft. rivularis, Nees. Stems dichotomous, succulent. Amphigastria
sometimes obsolete.
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Var. y. imlle^cens, Lindenberg.

Hab. On wet ground, where water often remains during a considerable

period of the year.

The Tar. y8. rivularis is also common in similar situations. Lindberg

observes that the inflorescence of this variety is autoecious. Yar. y.

pallescens occurs about Killarney, according to Dr. Carrington,

who considers there is no valid distinction between it and the

typical form. Dumortier, however, gives it a place as a distinct

species (see his Hepat. Europ. p. 101 (1874)). T. Chandlee finds

it also near Fermoy, Cork.

IIAilPA^'IHTJS, !N^ees.

Jungermannia, W. IT. Bot. Taschenb. p. 408 (1833); ISTees, in Flora, 16,

p. 2, p. 408 (1883). Lophozia, Dum. Eecueil, 1, p. 17, n. 19

(1835). Harpanthus, ISTees, Xat. Europ. Leber. 2, p. 351 (1836)

;

Spruce, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 3, p. 209 (1849) ; Mitten, in

Journ. L. Soc. 8, p. 52 (1864). Pleuranthe, Taylor, in Hook.,
Lond. Journ. Bot. 5, p. 282 (1846).

"Colcsule fusiform, exserted, 3-4 cleft at the mouth, divisions unequal,

connate at the base with the calyptra. Involucral bracts of one or

two pairs, with amphigastria interposed. Calyptra adhering to

the walls of the colesule for more than half its length.

harpanthus scutatus. Spruce. Dioecious. Stems mostly crowded
togetlier in incoherent tufts, or smaller and caespitose, quarter to

half an inch long or more, ascending. Leaves succubous, crowded,

acutely emarginate at the apex. Amphigastria ovate-acuminate,

slightly toothed at the base. Colesule obovate, contracted at the

mouth, and subplicate. Calyptra adherent with the base of the

colesule.

Jungermannia scutata, "Weber et Mohr, Deutschl. Crypt., p. 408
;

Lindenb. Synop. Hep., p. 38 ; Dumort. Syll. Jung., p. 56, excl.

var. y. ; Taylor, inFl. Hib. 2, p. 64 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.

p. 101; Rabenh. Hepat. Europ. exsic. 218-466; Cooke, Brit.

Hepat., p. 10, tab. 72. Jungermannia stipulacea. Hook., Brit.

Jung. t. 41 ; Engl. Bot. tab. 2538 ; Carring., Brit. Hepat. p. 49,

pi. 7, fig. 52 ; Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 67.

Hab. Moist banks and on rocks among the larger mosses, &c. This

species is rather local in Ireland, and confined chiefly to the

southern counties. JS^ear Bantry, Cork, Miss Hutchins (1812).

Lough Bray, Wicklow, Dr. Taylor. Killarney, W. Wilson, Esq.

At Cromagloun and Glena, Kerry ; I have collected it during my
occasional visits to these places at various times ; also at Lough
Bray, Wicklow.
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Sub-tribe 4. Saccogyke^, Dumortier.

Inyolucral bracts wanting. Colesule pendulous, fixed by the margin-

to the under side of the stem.

Kantia, Bennett, Grray.

Jungermannia, Mich. Nov. PI. Gen., p. 8, n. 2, tab. 5, fig. 14 (1729) ;-.

Dicks. Fasc. PI. Crypt. Brit. 3, p. 10, tab. 8, fig. 5 (1793);
Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816). Kantia, B. Gr. in Gray's Nat. Arr. Brit.

PL I, p. 706 (1821). Cincinnulus, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 113
(1823). Calypogeia, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. 1, p. 653 (1829).

Colesule dorsal, oblong-acuminate, lobcd at the mouth, and hairy,,

subterranean.

1. Kantia trichomanis (Dicks.), B. Gr. Stem procumbent, branched.

Leaves succubous, ovate, entire or emarginate. Amphigastria
orbicular, crenulato-emarginate.

Jungermannia trichomanis, Dicks. PI. Crypt, fasc. 3, t, 8, f. 5

;

Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 79 ; Ekart, Synop. Jung. p. 40, tab. 4,

fig. 35 ; PI. Dan. tab. 1896 ; Engl. Bot. tab. 1875 ; Taylor, in

El. Hib. 2, p. 64. Calypogeia fissa, Eaddi, Mem. Mod. 18,

p. 44; G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 198. Cincinnulus tricho-

manis, Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 72; Bev. Jung. p. 21, et Hepat.
Europ. p. 15.

Hab. On wet shady banks and woods. Erequent in many parts of

Ireland ; very abundant about Killarney.

2. Kantia arguta{^.~^l.'),\AVi&. Dioecious. Stem elongated near the
apex, with smaller and more remotely placed leaves, often tipped

with gonidiferous gemmae. Leaves roundish, oblique, apex
bidentate, fragile, divergent. Amphigastria deeply bifid, segments^

subulate, divergent.

Calypogeia arguta, N. M., in Nees, Europ. Leber. 3, p. 24, n. 2

;

G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat., p. 199, n. 2; Dill. Hist. Muse. tab. 70,

fig. 12; Engl. Bot. tab. 1875. Cincinnulus argutus, Dumort.
Hepat. Europ. p. 117 (1874). Kantia arguta, Lindberg, in Mani-
pulus Muscorum secundus, p. 363, Helsingfors (1874).

Hab. On wet banks. Yery rare in Ireland. The few Irish specimens-

known were collected at Luggielaw, Wicklow, creeping over the-

stems of Nardia compressa. Dr. Lindberg detected them among
my specimens when examining them.

Saccogvna, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Mich. Nov. PL Gen., p. 8, tab. 5, fig. 4 (1729); Sm.
Engl. Bot. tab. 2513 (1813) ; Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816). Lippia,

B. Gr. in Gray's Nat. Arr. Br. PL 1, p. 706 (1821). Saccogyua,

Dum. Comm. Bot., p. 1 13 (1823). Sykorea, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr.

1, p. 653 (1829). Calypogeia, Eaddi, MSS., Corda, in Sturm,
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Deiitsclil. Fl. (1830). Geocalyx, iS'ees, IS'at. Europ. Leber. 1^

p. 97 (1833).

i' Inyolucral bracts wanting. Colesule oblong, fleshy, fimbriated at tlie-

I mouth with scales, adhering to the base of the stem by its mar-
gin, and pendulous.

Saccogyna viticulosa (Mich.), Dumort. Stem procumbent, branched^

Leaves succubous, flat, ovate, entire. Amphigastria ovate-lanceo-

late, dentate, laciniate. Colesule subterranean.

Jungermannia viticulosa, Linn. Sp. PI. 1597 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 60
;

Taylor, in Fl. Hib., p. 63; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat., p. 28. Sac-

cogyna viticulosa, Dumort. Syll. Jung., p. 74 ; Rev. Jung., p. 22
;

et Hepat. Europ., p. 117 ; Gr. L. et JST. Synop. Hepat., p. 194.

Hab. On damp ground, among mosses, &c. This fine species is of

frequent occurrence in many parts of Ireland, but more espe-

cially in the south and west ; very fine at Lough Bray, Wicklow,
and in the woods about Killarney. It also extends to the coun-

ties of Antiim and Donegal in the north, and Mayo in the west.

Sub-section ]\. Aceogam^.

" Stem commonly branched by innovations proceeding from beneath
the perichaetium, rarely pinnate or dichotomous. Leaves succubous,

sometimes conduplicate, entire, and broken up in capillary seg-

ments. Amphigastria most frequently absent, commonly small

and ovate, subulate, rarely lai'ger, and, like the leaves, undivided

and broken up into capillary segments. Gamcecium dioecious or
paroecious. Perichaetium apical on the stem itseK and its innova-
tions,

Colesule rounded, commonly five-, or sometimes more densely, pli-

cate, not unfrequently compressed, very rarely none. Antheridia

placed in the highest axils of the stem and innovations. Para-
physes present in some, frequently leaf-shaped."—Lindberg.

Sub-tribe 5. Blephakozie.e.

Trichocolea, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Huds. El. Angl. 1 ed. p. 435 (1762); Hooker, Brit..

Junger. (1816). Tricholea, Dum. Comm. Bot., p. 113 (1823), et

Hep. Europ., p. Ill (1831). Tricholea, Dum. Syll. Jung. Europ.,

pp. 24 et 28 (1831). Trichocolea, Nees, Nat. "Europ. "Leber. 3,

p. 103 (1838).

Involucral bracts wanting. Colesule campanulate, haiiy, mouth
truncate, without teeth. Capsule 4-valved. Elaters smooth.

^
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Trichocolea tomentdla (Ehrhart), Dumort. Steins dichotomous, bi-

tri-pinnate. Leaves unequally 2-lobed, each lobe divided and
sub-divided into long ciliary fringes. Amphigastria cleft into tvro

portions, and fringed with cilia. Colesule apical, from the forks

of the stem.

Jungermannia tomentella, Ehrh. Beitr. 2, p. 150; Dicks. PI. Crypt,

fasc. 2, p. 14; Engl. Bot. t. 2242 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 36 ; Lin-

denb. Synop. Hepat., p. 19 ; Cooke's Brit. Hepat., p. 17, fig. 129

;

Tayl. in El. Hib., pt. 2, p. 66. Tricholea tomentella, Dumort.
Hepat. Europ. p. Ill (1874) ; Gr. L. et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 257.

Hab. Mossy banks in woods and rocky places. "Widely distributed

through Ireland, from north to south, and east to west. Yery
abundant and fine in the EJillarney woods.

Blephaeozia, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Linn. Sp. PI., p. 1601 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816).

Section Blepharozia, Dum. Syll. Jung. p. 46 (1831). Ptili-

dium, J^ees, Europ. Leber. 1, p. 95 (1833) ; Petit Thouars, Yeg.

Afr. Austr. t, 1, p. 11 (1806). Blepharozia, Dumort. Rev. Jung.,

p. 16 (1835).

Involucre oligophyllous, 2-3 lobed, segments with long cilia. Cole-

sule pear-shaped. Mouth small, and plicately contracted.

Blepharozia ciliaris (Linn.), Dumort. Stem prostrate, pinnate.

Leaves unequally 2-lobed, overlapping, lobes ciliated, deeply cleft

into two pointed segments; Eruit lateral. Colesule obovate, con-

tracted and toothed at the mouth. Amphigastria broad, quadrate,

unequally lobed, and ciliated.

Jungermannia ciliaris, Linn. Sp. PI. p. 1601 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2241
;

Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 65 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 1 9. Blephar-

ozia ciliaris, Dumort. Rev. Jung., p. 16 ; et Hepat. Europ. p. 53
;

S. 0. Lindberg et Lackstrom, Hepat. Scand. fasc. 1, n. 10. Ptili-

dium ciliare, Nees, Europ. Leber. 3, p. 17; Gr. L. et N. Synop.

Hepat. p. 230 ; Rabenh. Hepat. n. 9-197.

Hab. Subalpine rocks. Brandon, Kerry, Dr. Taylor. Mangerton and
Ross Bay, Dr. Carrington. Tore Mountain, Killarney, 1861.

Rare in Ireland, and seemingly confined to the south.

Mastigophoea, Nees.

Jungermannia, Brid. MSS., 'W^eb. (F.), Hist. Muse. Hep. Prodr. p. 56

(1815); Hook. Brit. Jung. p. 18 (1816). Mastigophora, Nees,

jS^at. Eur. Leber. 1, p. 95 (1833); Lindley, Introd. Nat. Syst.

Bot., 2 ed., p. 414 ; Mitt, in Hook. Handb. N. Zealand EL, 2, pp.
752-754 (1867). Blepharozia, Dum. Recueil, 1, p. 16 (1835).

Sendtnera, Endl. Gen. PI. 1, suppl. p. 1342 (1840). Herberta,

Carruth. in Seem. Journ. Bot. 3, p. 300 (1865).
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MastigopTiora Woodsii (Hook.), Nees. Stem procumbent, bi-tri-pin-

nate, long, varying from three to six inches in length. Leaves
much overlapping, roundish, convex, iinequally 2-lobed, the

upper lobe cleft, segments ciliate-dentate. Amphigastria large,

broader than the stem, cleft into two spinulose-dentate segments,

with a spur at the base on each side.

Jungermannia "Woodsii, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 66 ; Engl. Bot. suppl.

t. 2668 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 20. Blepharozia Woodsii,

Dumort. Eecueil, 1, p. 16; et Hepat. Europ. p. 54. Mastigophora
Woodsii, Nees, Eur. Leber. 3, p. 95 ; S. 0. Lindenberg et

Lackstrcim, Hepat. Scand. fasc. 1, n. 3. Sendtnera Woodsii,
Gr. L. et ]^. Synop. Hepat. p. 241 ; Eabenhor. Hepat. Eur.
exsic. n. 367-490.

Hab. On subalpine banks. Mangerton, KeiTy, Joseph Woods, Esq.

Brandon, Dr. Taylor. Carrantual, Connor Hill, and Brandon. This
fine species grows in large patches lying flat on the ground, and
appears at first sight to resemble patches of Thuyidium tamarisc-

inum, Schimp. In Ireland it has been seen growing only in the

County of Kerry, and even there it is very local.

Heebeeta, Bennett, Gray.

Jungermannia, Sw. Prodr. El. Ind.-Occ, p. 144 (1788); Dicks.

Ease. PI. Crypt. Brit. 3; Hook. Br. Jung. (1816). Herberta,

B. Gr. in Gray's Nat. Arr. Brit. PL 1, p. 705 (1821) ; Carruth. in

Seem. Journ. Bot. 3, p. 300 (1865). Schisma, Dumort. Comm.
Bot. p. 114 (1823), Sendtnera, sect. 1, Schisma, G. L. et N.
Synop. Hep. p. 239 (1845).

Involucre polyphyllous, bracts connate at their base with the perianth,

variously cleft and cut. Colesule tubular, deeply cleft at the

mouth, chartaceous at the base.

Herierta adunca (Dicks.), B. Gr. Stems erect, growing in large

patches of a brown colour, from two to six inches long. Leaves
deeply bipartite, falcato-secund. Amphigastria large, bipartite.

Eruit terminal.

Jungermannia adunca, Dicks. Ease. PI. Crypt. Brit. 3, p. 12, tab. 8,

f. 8. J. juniperinum, var. jB., Hook. Brit. Jung., tab. 4. Gym-
nomitrium juniperinum, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. p. 651. Schisma,

Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 76, t. 2, fig. 16 (1831); et Hepat. Europ.

p. 123 (1874). Sendtnera juniperina, var. /?., Nees, in G. L. et IN".

Synop. Hepat. p. 239.

Hab. On the sides of mountains, and on bogs. Abundant in the south

and west of Ireland, but not common in the northern or eastern

counties. Gleniff and Glenad, Co. Leitrim. Sir W. Hooker remarks
in his British Jungermanniae that J. juniperina has no affinity

to any other British species of Jungermannia, which remark still

holds true. Dumortier, in his late work on the European Hepa-
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tiese, has placed it in his trihe Acolea, along with Gymnomi-
trinm, which is surely unnatural, when the whole appearance
of these plants is taken into consideration.

As^xHELiA, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Linn. Fl. Lapp. 1 ed. p. 342 (17371; Hook. Br. Jung.

(1816). Anthelia, Dum. Eecueil, 1, p. 18 (1835). Chandonan-
thus, Lindb. in Act. Soc. So. Fenn. 10, p. 19 (1871).

Involucre polyphyllous, imbricated, segments sub-palmate. Cole-

sule sessile, cylindrical, plicate at the mouth, and denticulate.

Anthelia julacea (Linn.), Dumort. Stem erect, branching. Leaves
deeply bifid, segments acute, imbricated on every side of the

stem. Colesule cylindrical, subplicate, and toothed at the mouth.

Jungermannia julacea, Linn. Sp. PI. p. 1601 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 2;
Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 1024; Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 63; Tay-
lor, in Fl. Hib. 2, p. 65 ; Hiiben. Hepat. Germ. p. 56 ; G. L. et E".

Synop. Hepat. p. 140; Eabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic. n. 126-
152. Anthelia julacea, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 88, tab. 3,

fig. 23.

Hab. Rocks ; usually on the higher mountains. Maam Tore Moun-
tain, Connemara ; Macgillicuddy's Reeks, Killarney; Kylemore,
Co. Galway. Forma minor, on Brandon Mountain, and Connor
Hill, Kerry.

Blephaeostoma, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Linn. Fl. Suec, 1 ed. p. 336, n. 921 (1745); Hook
Brit. Jung. (1816). Blepharostoma, Dum. Recueil, 1, p. 18,

n. 23 (1835). Ptilidium, Mitt, in Journ. Linn. Soc. vol. 5, p. 102

(1861).

Involucre polyphyllous, imbricated, bracteolse articulate-ciliate.

Leaves transversal. Colesule sessile, terminal, erect, round™

ovate, mouth with long acute cilia.

1. Blepharostoma tricofhylla (Linn.), Dumort. Stem creeping^

branched. Leaves imbricated on every side, deeply 3-4 parted,

segments setaceous, jointed, ascending. Colesule terminal,

ovate, contracted and ciliated at the mouth.

Jungermannia tricophylla, Linn. Sp. PL p. 1601 ; Schmid, Icones,

p. 164, t. 42 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 7 ; Corda, in Sturm, Deutsch.

Crypt, fasc. 26, p. 173, t. 40 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 145;

llabenhor. Hepat. Eur. exsic. n. 15-267. Blepharostoma trico-

phylla, Dumort. Eev. Jung. p. 18 ; Cogn. Hepat. Belg. p. 36.

Hab. On turfy heaths, and in bogs among Sphagnum. Belfast, Mr.
Templeton. Bantry, Miss Hutchins. Cromagloun, Dr. Carrington.

Kylemore, and other places in Connemara ; ISFephin Mountain,

Co. Mayo. This pretty plant, which is so unlike any other Bri-"
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tish species save the following, is probably more generally dis-

tributed through Ireland than it is known to be at present. It

frequently grows among Sphagnum and other mosses, where it is

not readily noticed.

2. Blepharostoma setacea (Web.), Mitt. Stems creeping. Leaves im-
bricated round the stem, deeply bipartite, the segments setaceous,

jointed, incurved. Colesule on short lateral branches, cylindrical,

mouth open and much ciliated.

Jungermannia setacea, Weber, Spicil. Fl. Grott. p. 143; Hook. Brit.

Jiinger. t. 8 ; Smith, Engl. Bot. t. 2482 ; Dumort. Syll. Jung.

p. 63 ; Gr. L. et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 144. Blepharostoma
setacea, Dumort. Bev. Jung, et Hepat. Europ. p. 93. Lepidozia

setacea, Lindb. Hepaticse in Hibernia lectse, p. 498 (1874).

Hab. Bogs, and moist shady banks in woods, &c. Yery abundant in

the Killarney woods, and many other parts in Co. Kerry. Less
frequent through the northern and eastern counties. On moist

banks, parish of Basharkin, Co. Derry.

Sub-tribe 6. JuxGEEiiAxifiE^.

€olesuIe and calyptra free. Eructification mostly termiual,

ScAJPANiA, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Mich. iSTov. PI. Gen. p. 6, tab. 5, fig. 16 (1729);
Linn. Sp. PI. 1 ed., p. 1132 (1753). Martinellia, sect, a, in Gray's
Ifat. Axx. Brit. PL 1, p. 691 (1821). Eadula, Dumort. Comm.
Bot. p. 112 (1823); Carruth. in Seemann's Joum, Bot. 3, p. 301

;

sect. 2, Lindenb. in G. L. et IST. Synop. Hepat. p. 63. Plagio-

chila, sect. 2, Scapaniae, jSTees, in Lindb. Introduct. Bot. 2 ed.

(1835).

Eructification terminal, involucral bracts two, larger than the cauline

leaves. Colesule compressed, truncate at the apes, dentate or

entire, decurved at first. Capsule quadiivalvous, of thickest

texture. Leaves succubous, bilobed. Amphigastria wanting.

(ff). Lohes of the leaves suhequal.

1. Scapania coynpacta, Dumort. Stems procumbent, short, and sparingly

branched. Leaves conduplicate, bilobed, lobes rounded, entire.

Involucral bracts denticulate. Colesule crenulate at the mouth.

Jungermannia compacta, Both, Germ. 3, p. 375 ; Lindenb. Synop.
Hep. p. 58. Jungermannia resupinata, Hook. Br. Jung. t. 23
(excl. syn.); Sm. Engl. Bot. tab. 2498.

Hab. Banks among heath, &c. Common, Dr. Taylor. We have
not found it to be a common species by any means, but a rare

one in Ireland. The only specimens we have collected of the
true plant are from the neighbourhood of Brandon, Co. Kerry.
Sterile in both places where it was observed growing.
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2. Scapania subalfina, Dumortier. Var. fS. widulifolia. Steins sub-
erect, dichotomously branched. Leaves bifarions, semi-amplexi-
caul, and slightly decurrent, conduplicately bilobed, lobes nearly

equal.

Jungermannia snbalpina, ]N^ees, apud Lindenb. Hep. p. 55 ; Ekart,

Synop. Jung. p. 27, t. 11, fig. 91. Scapania snbalpina, Gr. L. et

N. Synop. Hepat. p. 64, var. p. p. 65 ; Dumort. Eev. Jung,

p. 14 •, Hepat. Europ. p. 36.

Hab. Rivulets "where the water is constantly trickling over. Lugna-
quilla Mountain, Co. "Wicklow, 1864; Nephinbeg, Co. Mayo,
1862. The Irish specimens, var. /3., have the stems more slender,

radiculose underneath. Leaves broader, lobes more spreading.

3. Scapania nimlrosa, Taylor. Stems ascending or erect, slightly

branched. Leaves bilobed, imbricate, dentate-ciliate, nearly equal

in size, lower lobe oblong-ovate, patent.

Scapania nimbrosa, Taylor, in Lehm. Pugill. Plant. 8 (1844), p. 6;

Gr. L. et jST. Synop. Hepat. Europ. p. 662 ; Dumort. Hepat.
Europ. p. 36 ; Cooke, Brit. Hepat. p. 6, fig. 46.

Hab. Among the larger mosses, &c. On Brandon Mountain, Co.
Kerry, Dr. Taylor. I know nothing of this plant farther than
the quotations transcribed testify.

(h). Leaves broader than long ; loles rounded or Hunt.

4. Scapania undulata (Linn., Dill.), Dumort. Stems ascending, slightly

branched. Leaves unequally 2-lobed, entire or denticulate, loose,

patent, rounded, trapezoidal, of flaccid texture, Eruit terminal.

Colesule oblong-incurved, mouth truncate, nearly entire.

Jungermannia undulata, Linn. Sp. PI. 1598 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. tab.

22; Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 2251 ; JN'ees, Europ. Leber. 1, p. 184;
Ekart, Syn. Jung. p. 26, t. 2, fig. 14. Eadula undulata,

Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 112. Scapania undulata, Dumort.
Jung. p. 14 (1835) ; Hepat. Europ. p. 37 (1874); G. L. et K
Synop. Hepat. p. 65 (1844) ; Gottsche et Rabenhor. Hep.
Eur. exsic. n. 194, 34, 90, 260, 291 ; Cogn. Hepat. Belg. p. 20.

Hab. Streamlets among the hills. This, one of our largest and finest

British species, is of frequent occurrence in Ireland. The stems

sometimes attain to the length of 3-4 inches, and are generally

of a purplish colour, or of a bright shining green.

Var. p. purpurascens, Hiiben. Germ. Hepat., is common in Co. Kerry.

Var. e. speciosa, Rabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 442, was collected

near Lugnaquilla, Co. Wicklow. A very large and unusual

form occurs in the deep lake at the top of the glen leading to

Brandon Mountain from the Clogreen side. There the plant

floats in deep water, and has black wiry stems six inches or more
in length, with intensely green leaves, much cut and lacerated by-

aquatic insects.
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5. ScapaniauUginosa {'^eeB),Dumori. Stems ascending. Leaves con-

duplicate, unequally bilobed, the lobes roundish and entire in the
margins, larger lobe anteriorly reclined, smaller about one-fourth

the size of the larger lobe. Colesule entire at the mouth.

Scapania uliginosa, Dumort. Eev. Jung. p. 14; Hepat. Europ. p. 39;
G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 67 ; Cooke's Brit. Jung. p. 6, figs.

44, 45.

Hab. Marshy places among heath on the mountains. Near the Hunting
Tower, Cromaglaun (1875) ; Connor Hill, Co. Kerry (1873).

6. Scapania irrigua, Nees (Dumort.) Stems creeping. Leaves bi-

lobed, conduplicate, lobes very unequal, anterior lobe much the

smallest, and curved at the apex. Involucral bracts bifid, lobes

nearly equal. Colesule ovate, compressed, toothed at the mouth.

Jungermannia irrigua, Nees, Europ. Leber. 1, p. 193. Scapania irri-

gua, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 15 ; Hepat. Europ. p. 37 ; Gr. L. et JST.

Synop. Hep. p. 67 ; Carring. Irish Hepat., Trans. Bot. Edinb. 7,

p. 447 ; Cooke's Brit. Hepat. p. 6, fig. 47.

Hab. Marshy wet places among the hills. Knockavohlla, Co. Kerry,
Dr. Taylor. Cromaglaun ; Marsh on Benbulbeu, Sligo ; Lough
Bray, Wicklow. This plant bears more of general resemblance to

S. nemorosa than it does to S. undulata. Only small portions of

it were collected in the localities mentioned.

(c). Leaves longer than hroad ; lobes more or less acute.

7. Scapania cequiloba, Damort. Dioecious. Stems loosely tufted, ascend-

ing. Leaves bilobed, the lobes large, nearly equal, dentate, lower
lobe roundish-ovate, apiculate. Colesule oblong, compressed,

mouth oblique, truncate, denticulate, scarcely longer than the
involucral bracts. Capsule ovate.

Jungermannia sequiloba, Schwsegr. Prodr. Hepat. p. 214 ; Ekart, Synop.
Jung. t. 11, fig. 90. Radula sequiloba, Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 39.

Scapania aequiloba, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 14, et Hep. Europ.

p. 36 ; G. L. et I^. Synop. Hepat. p. 64 ; Carring. Brit. Jung,

p. 81, n. 3, pL 8, fig. 26, ex parte (1875).

Hab. Rocky places in subalpine countries. Near the head of Glenifp,

Co. Leitrim (1875), growing near Saxifraga nivalis. This is the
only Irish locality I feel safe in quoting for this species. All the
other Irish specimens I have seen, which have been named S.

aequiloba by some of our best authorities, are states of Scapania

resupinata, Dumort. = Martinellia gracilis, Lindberg. The verru-

cose epidermic layer of the areolation of the leaves, first observed

and pointed out by Dr. Lindberg, seems the only real character

by which this plant can be distinguished from its near allies.

8. Scapania restipmata, Dximort. Dioecious. Shoots in crowded tufts

for the most part, but sometimes more lax and scattered, mostly

R. I. A. PROC. SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 P
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fawn-coloured, or of a dirty green. Leaves closely imbricated on
the stem, bilobed, lower lobe roundish, apiculate, reflexed, the

smaller lobe half the size of the other, roundish, concave, margins
of both lobes more or less ciliately dentate. Colesule truncate,

dentate at the mouth. Capsule oval.

Jungermannia resupinata, Linn. Sp. PL 1599 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2437
(non Hook.) ; Ekart, Synop. Jung. p. 26, t. xi. fig. 88 (excl.

fig. 3). Scapania resupinata, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 14, et Hepat.
Europ. p. 34 ; Carring. Brit. Junger. part 4, p. 77, pi. 8, fig. 26
[exparte) (1845). Scapania sequiloba, var. foliis Isevibus, Grottsche,

MSS. Jens, in Bot. Tidsskr. 2, p. 288, n. 47 (1868). Martinellia

gracilis, Lindb. in Not. Soc. F. Fl. Fenn. 13, p. 365 (1874); Acta
Societatis Scientiarum Fennicse, x., p. 520 (1875). Jungermannia
recurvifolia, y. recurvifolia. Hook. Jung. t. 21, f. 8.

Hab. Open heathy places chiefly, but also in woods and among rocks

in the more subalpine parts of the country. Very common and
widely distributed over Ireland, where it has been doing duty for

Scapania nemorosa, which latter, so far as I have seen or am aware,

is rare in Ireland. Dr. Carrington (in British Jungermannise, part 4,

p. 79) states he had done his best to investigate the synonymy of

this species, having devoted several days to it, with anything but
satisfactory results. To me the results appear to be more impor-

tant than they do to the author, as they have enabled me to

understand clearly a very common plant in Ireland, which I

never did before, nor do I think any former Irish cryptogamic

botanist understood it. Dr. Taylor's Jungermannia resupinata

(in Fl.Hib.p. 2, p. 62) is Hooker's plant (figured at tab. 23, Brit.

Jung, under that name) = J. compacta. Both; Scapania compacta,

Dumort. Dr. Taylor certainly considered the present species as

a state of nemorosa, and named it so repeatedly. Dumortier has

defined Smith's plant diiring a considerable number of years past,

both in his Recueil Jungermannise (1835), and Hepaticae Europa)

(1874). Although it varies much in size according to locality, it is

constant to its leading characters, and mostly to the peculiar fawn
colour. On the western coast of Ireland, I have seen it in dense

compact patches, nearly half a yard wide, where the moist winds
from the Atlantic were favourable for its growth. On Muckish
Mountain, Co. Donegal, I have seen it tall and straggling among
the heath in loose stems, quite unlike the fawn-coloured patches

on the west coast, yet easily recognizable as the same plant.

9. Scapania nemorosa, Dumort. Dioecious, rarely autcecious. Stems
laxly csespitose. Shoots more or less erect. Leaves of a bright

green colour when fresh, pale green when dried, unequally bi-

lobed, inferior lobe obovate, recurved, smaller lobe about half the

size, both with ciliate-dentate margins, Colesule partly immersed,,

mouth truncate- ciliate.
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Jungerinannia nemorosa, Linn. Sp., ed. 3, p. 1598 ; Engl. Bot. t. 607
;

Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 21 (excl. var. omn.); Taylor, in Fl. Hib. p. 2,

p. 61 ; Mart. Fl. Crypt. Erlang. p. 152, t. 4, fig. 28 ; Lindenb.

Synop. Hepat. p. 51 ; De Not. Prim. Hep. Ital. p. 10. B,adiila

nemorosa, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 112. Scapania nemorosa, Du-
mort. Rev. Jung. p. 14(1835), et Hepat. Europ. p. 38 (1874) ; G.

L. et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 68 (1844); Carring. Brit. Junger.

part 4, p. 74, pi. 5, fig. 15 (1875).

Hab. Damp shady banks and woods. Woods at Kylemore, Co. Galway,
and at Killarney. Among rocks more or less humid at Croma-
glaun and Tore Waterfall, Kerry, Dr. Lindberg.

10. Scapania planifolia, Hook. Stem erect. Leaves quadrifariously

imbricated on stem, bipartite, lobes unequal, inferior largest, ovate,

superior cordate, margins dentate-ciliate.

-Jungermannia planifolia, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 67 ; Engl. Bot. suppl.

t. 2695 ; Hook, and Tayl. Muse. Brit. ed. 2, p. 232 fEkart. Synop.

Jung. p. 23, t. 10, fig. 83. Scapania planifolia, Dumort. Rev.
Jung. p. 14; Hepat. Europ. p. 40; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.,

p. 68.

THab. On high mountains, growing among the large mosses. Brandon
Mountain, Co. Kerry, Dr. Taylor and W. Wilson, Esq. This

extremely rare plant has not been found in any other locality in

Ireland than that indicated. During my several visits to Brandon
I have sought for it there, but have never been successful in find-

ing it.

11. Scapania umbrosa {^chrSi^ex), Dumort. Stem short, decumbent,
slightly branched. Leaves conduplicate, unequally bilobed, infe-

rior lobe tapering to an acute point, which is recurved, smaller

lobe ovate-ligulate, margins sharply serrate. Colesule incurved,

compressed, truncate at mouth. Apex of shoots frequently co-

vered with a dark grumose mass of gemmae.

Jungermannia umbrosa, Schrader, Samml., 2, p. 5 ; Hooker, Brit.

Jung. t. 24, suppl. 3; Engl. Bot. t. 2527; Taylor, in Fl. Hib.

p. 2, p. 62. Scapania umbrosa, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 14, et

Hepat. Europ. p. 38 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 69.

Hab. Moist rocks and banks. Near Dublin, Dr. Taylor. Lough Bray,

Wicklow ; Kylemore, Co. Galway. Frequent in the Killarney

woods, especially where there is shade and moisture ; Brandon,

Kerry.

12. Scapania curta, Dumort. Stems very short, ascending. Leaves
distichous, unequally bilobed, inferior lobe largest, roundish,

apiculate, lobule smaller, acute, erect, and spreading, margins of

both slightly and unequally denticulate. Colesule terminal, half

immersed, compressed, mouth truncate, dentate.

Jungermannia nemorosa, var. S. denudata, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 21,

3 r 2
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if. 17-19. Jungermannia curta, Mart. Fl. Crypt. Erlang. p. 148^

p. 148, t. 4, fig. 24; Lindenb. Synop. Hep. p. 56, n. 52; Nees,
Leber. Eur. 1, p. 214. Radula curta, Dumort. Syll. Jung,

p. 40. Scapania curta, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 14 (1835), ct

Hepat. Europ. p. 39 (1874); G. L. et 1^. Synop. Hep. p. 69
;

Eabenhor. Hepat. Eur. exsic. n. 395, 196, 382; Cogn. Hepat..

Belg. p. 22 ; Carring. Brit. Jung, part 4, p. 86, pi. 7, fig. 23.

Hab. Moist shady banks, in woods, &c. Sillaghbraes and Sleemisb

Mountain, Co. Antrim ; Gleniff, Co. Leitrim ; Benbulben range,

Sligo. Abundant at Cromagiaun and other places about the Kil-

larney woods ; wet banks near the sea, on an island off BalKnakill

harbour, near Letterfrack, Co. Galway. This species and S.

umbrosa are often found together, when it is sometimes difficult

to define them.

DiPLOPHYLLmi, Dumortier.

Jungermannia, Mich. Xor. PI. Gen. p. 8, tab. 5, fig. 9 (1729) ; Linn.

El. Suec, 1 ed., p. 335 (1745) ; Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816). Diplo-

phyllum, Dum. Becueil, l,p. 15(1835). Scapania, Mitt, in Hook.
El. Tasm. 2, p. 233(1858).

Involucre oligophyllous. Leaves conduplicate, bilobed. Colesule^

round, denticulate, peduncle inarticulate. Capsule qnadiivalved,

naked.

1. Biplophjllum alhica7is {lAmi.),DuTaoYt. Stems ascending. Leaves

unequally 2-lobed, conduplicate, dorsal lobe ovate, ventral lobe

larger, oblong-ovate, both with a broad pellucid line in the mid-

dle. Colesule terminal, obovate, contracted at the mouth, and
toothed.

Jungermannia albicans, Linn. Sp. PI. p. 1599; Hook. Brit. Jung,

^t. 23; Engl. Bot. t. 2240 ; G. L. et X. Synop. Hepat. p. 75 ; Ea-
benhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic. n. 13, &c. Diplophyllum albicans,

Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 16; Hepat. Europ. p. 48; Cogn. Hepat^
Belg. p. 25.

Hab. Moist banks, and in shady woods, &c. This is probably the most

widely diffused and commonest species in Ireland. It varies

much in size and appearance, according to the localities where it

grows.

2. BiplophyUimi oltusifolium (Hook.), Dumort. Dioecious. Stems
simple, ascending. Leaves bifarious, conduplicate, unequally lobed,

lobes falcate, rounded at the apex. Colesule terminal, plicate

towards the apex, which is contracted and toothed. Antheridia

in the axils of the perigonial leaves, on the upper portion of the

male plant.

Jungermannia obtusifolia, Hook. Brit. Jiing. t. 26 ; Smith, Engl.

Bot. t. 2311 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 60; Dumort. Syll.

Jung. p. 46 ; Ekart, Synop. Jung. p. 30, t. 7, fig. 37, •
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!N'ees, Europ. Lebei*. 1, p. 237 ; G. L. et IS. Synop. Hepat.

p. 76 ; Gottsche et Rabenhor. Hepat. Eur. exsic. n. 12-302.

Diplophyllum obtusifolium, Dum. Rev. Jung. p. 16, et Hepat.
Europ. p. 50 ; Cogn. Hepat. Belg. p. 24.

Hab. On moist clay banks. Near Bantry, Co. Cork, Miss Hutcbins
(1812)? jSTear Dunkerron, Co. Kerry, Dr. Taylor. Dunscome's
Wood, near Cork, W. Wilson, Esq. (1829). Very rare in Ire-

land. The localities quoted are the only places where it has
hitherto been observed,

Plagiochila, Dumorticr.

Jungermannia, h. Nov. PI. Gen. p. 7, tab. 5, fig. 1 (1729); Linn.

Sp. PL, 1 ed., 2, p. 1131 (1753); Hook. Brit. JTung. (1816).

Candollea, sect. A., Raddi, in Att. Soc. Modena, 18, p. 22 (1818).

MartineUia, sect, h, in Gray's Nat. Arr. Br. PI. 1, p. 692 (1821).
Radula, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 112(1823). Plagiochila, Dum.
Recueil, 1, p. 14 (1835) ; Lindenb. 8p. Hep. fasc. 1, 1-5 (1839);
G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 22 (1844).

Involueral bracts two, larger than the cauline leaves. Colesule com-
pressed at the mouth, ciliate-dentate. Antheridia in the angles

of perigonial leaves. Inflorescence autoecious or dioecious.

1. Plagiochila asplenioides (Linn.), Dumort. Stems ascending. Leaves
subimbricatcd, obovate-rotund, ciliate-dentate, slightly recurved

at apex. Colesule longer than the involueral bracts, compressed,

oblique, mouth truncate or ciliated.

Jungermannia asplenioides, Linn. Sp. PI. p. 1597 ; Engl. Bot. 1061
;

Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 13 ; Nees, Europ. Leber. 1, p. 161. Pla-

giochila asplenioides, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 14; G. L. et N.
Synop. Hep. p. 49 ; Gottsche and Rabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic.

nos. 271-320; Carring. Brit. Hepat. p. 55, pi. 4, fig. 12; Cooke,

Brit. Hepat. p. 5, fig. 37 ; Dumort. Hep. Europ. p. 43.

Hab. Banks among moss, and in woods. This, one of the largest and
finest of the British species, is common all over Ireland. In the

moist shady woods at Cromaglaun, it grows to a very large size,

where the stems not unfrequently attain from 8 to 10 inches

long.

Var. /3. minor (Fluff. Dillenii), Taylor, in Hook. Journal of Botany, p.

260 ; Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb., 2, p. 16. Dumortier enumerates and
describes this as a distinct species in Hepat. Europ., p. 43. It

grows plentifully in the Killarney woods.

P^ar. 8. devexa, Ross Bay and Dingle Bay, Kerry, Dr. Carrington.

:2. Plagiochila spinulosa (Jiick^.), J)uva.oxt. Stems creeping, branches

ascending. Leaves ovate, recurved, oblique, spreading, wedge-
shaped, dentate-spinulose on ventral aspect and apex, entire on
dorsal margin. Eructification lateral. Colesule roundish, com-
pressed, the mouth truncate-ciliated.
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Jimgermaniiia spinulosa, Dicks. Crypt., fasc. 2, p. 14; Hook. Brit..

Jung. t. 14; Engl. Bot. t. 2228; Taylor, Fl. Hib. 2, p. 58.

Plagiochila spinulosa, Dumort. Eev. Jung. p. 13, p. 15, et

Hepat. Europ. p. 44 ; Lindenb. Sp. Hep. p. 6, t. 1 ; G.L. et N.
Synop. Hepat. p. 25 ; Carring. Brit. Hepat. p. 59, pi. 4, fig. 14.

Martinellius spinulosus, B. Gray, in Gray's Nat. Arr. Brit. PI. 692.

Hab. "Woods and moist banks. This common species extends over the

whole of Ireland, and is of frequent occurrence.

Var. y. Carring. Brit. Hepat. p. 60. Glengarriff and Cromaglaun,.

Dr. Carrington.

3. Plagiochila punctata, Taylor. Dioecious. Stems closely tufted, of
a yellowish-green colour. Leaves variable in size and shape,

rigid, and very caducous, especially after drying, those on the-

main shoots broadly ovate, convex, decurrent, upper margin and
apex a little recurved, fringed with spinose teeth. On the ulti-

mate branches the leaves are narrower, scarcely wider than the
stem, cuneiform and spreading, their margins beset with from
two to five distant teeth. Cells largely collenchymatous, very
smooth, punctate—Dr. Taylor describes their appearance, " as

if coarsely powdered;" Lindberg, as " verrucolosis striatulis."

Colesule broadly ovate, from a narrow base, compressed at length,

cleft at side, mouth open, beset with long spinulose teeth,

Plagiochila punctata, Taylor, in London Journal of Bot. 1844, p. 371

(sub. n. 10), et 1846, p. 261 ; Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb., p. 179;.

G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 626 ; Dumort. Hep. Eur. p. 45, n.

7; Gottsche et Rabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 211 ; Lindb. in

Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fennicae, x., p. 524. Plagiochila

spinulosa, /?. punctata, Carring. Irish Crypt, p. 19, t. 2, f. 3

(1863), et Brit. Hepat. part 3, p. 60.

Hab. Shady woods, and banks among heath. Abundant in the Co.

Kerry, especially in the Killarney woods, but not common in the

northern or eastern counties. Altadore glen, and at Seven
Churches, Wicklow ; Glenad, Co. Leitrim.

It will be seen from the authors quoted, that considerable diversity of

opinion exists as to the right of this plant to rank as a distinct

species. Dumortier and Lindberg hold it to be a species, while
Carrington considers it only as a variety of P. spinulosa. I have
long known its habit, and have collected it in widely different

habitats, where the principal characters have been constant. I

have sometimes considered it nearer to P. tridenticulata than to

P. spinulosa.

4. Plagiochila tridenticulata, Taylor. Stems decumbent, ascending at

apex, flexuose, slightly branched. Leaves distant, wedge-shaped,

two to three times toothed at apex. Andi-oecium spicate.

Jungermannia spinulosa, ^. tridenticulata. Hook. Brit. Jung. p. 9, t.

14; Taylor, in El. Hib. 2, p. 58, n. 10, var. minuta. Plagio-
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chila tridenticulata, Dumort. Eev. Jung. p. 15, et Ilepat. Europ.

p. 43 ; G. L. et IST., Synop. Hep. p. 26 ; Carring. Brit. Jung, part

3, p. 63, pi. 3, fig. 10.

Hab. Moist ground, among the larger mosses, &c. This pretty and
distinct species is mostly confined to the southern counties in Ire-

land, and is generally scattered in small tufts among other herb-

age. Cromaglaun, Dr. Taylor and Dr. Carrington. Brandon and
Connor Hill, Kerry.

5. PlagiocMla exigua, Taylor. Stems straggling, ascending, slightly

branched, crowned with minute capituli, which at length elongate

into new shoots. Leaves round-obovate, remote, patent, the lower
bifid, nearer the apex trifid, or ciliate. Fructification unknown.

Jungermannia exigua, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 1, p. 179;
Carring. Brit. Jung. pi. 4, fig. 13 (good). Plagiochila exigua,

G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 659 ; Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 46
;

Carring. Brit. Hepat. pi. 4, fig. 13 ; Cooke, Brit. Jung. p. 5,

fig. 48 (bad).

Hab. About the bases of moss-covered trees at Cromaglaun and
Killarney, where it was discovered by Dr. Taylor, who de-

scribed it in 1843. At same place, 1873, where it is not rare;

0' Sullivan's Cascade, and Glena, 1875. This singular and very
minute plant is most likely to be observed when some of the

larger kinds are under microscopical examination ; among many
of these it frequently makes its appearance in the Killarney

gatherings. The stems are seldom more than one-fourth of an
inch long, being more or less clothed with small, distantly-

set leaves, which increase in size as they approach the apex of

the stem.

Mtlia, Bennett, Gray.

Jungermannia, Hook. Brit. Jung. p. 15, n. 46, 47 (1816); Dumort.
Recueil, l,p. 16, n. 16(1835). Mylia, B. Gray, in Gray's Nat.
Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 693(1821). Leptoscyphus, Mitt, in Hook.
Lond. Journ. Bot. 3, p. 358 (1851), Coleochila, Dumort. Hepa-
ticai Europe, p. 105 (1874).

Involucre oligophyllous, bracts connate at the base. Colesule terminal
(or, from the growth of innovations, axillary), cylindrical, com-
pressed at the apex, mouth cleft.

1. Jfy^/fls JfeyZon (Hook.), B.Gray. Dioecious. Stems ascending, slightly

branched. Leaves 2-ranked, succubous, roundish, concave, reticu-

lations large. Amphigastria subulate. Colesule ovate, slightly

compressed at the mouth, truncate, deeply cleft in a bilabiata

form. Antheridia in the axils of perigonial leaves.

Jungermannia Taylori, Hook. Brit. Junger. t. 34; Engl. Bot. t. 2318;
Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 24 ; Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 48

;
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Taylor, in PI. Hib. p. 2, p. 63 ; "G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 82.

Coleochila Taylori, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 107.

Hab. On wet banks in subalpine parts of the country. This fine

species frequently grows in large patches among heath. On the

damp ground near mountain rivulets, where its purple-coloured

tops attract the eye of the collector, even when at a considerable

distance from the plant.

2. Myliaanomala{^o6k.),'Q.(j:i2iY. Dioecious. This form, with the leaves

varying from roundish concave to nearly acuminate, generally

grows among Sphagnum. The late Dr. Taylor did not consider it

was even a variety. Dr. Carrington thinks differently, and de-

scribes in his Irish Hepaticee a character by which it may be
distinguished from M. Taylori. He states, "the cells are of a

different form from M. Taylori, containing curious fusiform cor-

puscles." Dumortier, in Hepaticse Europse, p. 106, gives it the

rank of a species. I have found both forms frequently growing
together, and so closely resembling each other, that it became
a difficult task to separate them.

JtrNGEEMANNIA, LiuUeUS.

Jungermannia, L. El. Suec, 1 ed., p. 338 (1745) ; Raddi, in Att. Soc.

Modena, 18, p. 25 (1818) ; Gray's Nat. Arr. Brit. PL 1, p. 695

(1821) ; Dum. Comm. Pot. p. 113 (1823). Mtophyllum, Neck.
Elem. Pot. 3, p. 336 (1790). Jungermannia, sect. 1, Diplophyl-

lum, Dum. Syll. Jung. Eur. p. 44 (1831); sect. 3, Aplozia, do.

p. 47 ; sect. 4, Gymnocolea, do. p. 52 ; sect. 5, Lophozia, do. p. 53
;

sect. 7, Cephalozia, do. p. 60. Diplophyllum, Dum. Pecueil, 1,

p. 15 (1835) ; Gymnocolea, do. p. 17 (1835) ; Lophozia, do. p. 17

(1835) (excl. L. scutata) ; Cephalozia, do. ]o. 18 (1835), (sola

C. capitata) ; Marsupella, do. p. 24 (sola M.Miilleri)(1835). Lio-

chlsena, Nees, inG. L. et N. Syn. Hep. p. 150 (1845). Solenostoma,

Mitt, in Journ. L. Soc. 8, p. 51 (1864).—Lindberg.

Section A. Aplozia.

Involucre oligophyllous. Leaves undivided, entire. Colesule sessile,

erect, round or angular, mouth denticulate.

1. Jungermannia {A.) cuneifoUa (Hook.), Dumort. Stems creeping^

Leaves distant, cuneiform, entire or bluntly emarginate at the

apex. Amphigastria minute, bifid.

Jungermannia cuneifolia. Hook. Prit. Junger. t. 64 ; Engl. Pot.

suppl. t. 2700 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 153.

Hab. Parasitic on the larger Hepaticse, especially Erullania tamarisci.

Pantry, Miss Hutchins. Tore Mountain, Dr. Carrington. On the

stems of trees, creeping over E. tamarisci, between the police

barrack and Upper Lake, Killarney. This singular minute species

appears to be confined to the Killarney district of Kerry. It may,
probably, turn out to be a Harpanthus when the fruit is found ?
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2. Jungermannia {A.) cremdata, Smith (Dumort.). Stems prostrate,

branched. Leaves orbicular, bordered with large marginal cells.

Colesule obovate, compressed, angled, mouth contracted, toothed.

Jungermannia crenulata, Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 1463 ; Hook. Brit. Jung.

t. 37 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 66 ; Gr. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.

p. 90 ; Taylor, Fl. Hib. 2, p. 58. Aplozia crenulata, Dumort.
Hepat. Europ. p. 57 (1874).

Eab. On moist clay banks in woods, and on heaths. Not unfrequent

through Ireland. Kelly's Glen, Dublin; side of the river, Seven
Churches, Wicklow ; Connemara ; Eoss Bay, Kerry, Dr. Car-

riiigton.

Var. p. gracillima, Jungermannia gracillima, Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 2238
;

Hook. Brit. Jung., at descript. n. 37. J. genthiana, Hiiben. Hepat.
Germ. p. 107. Aplozia gracillima, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 57.

This variety, which is described and held as a species by some authors,

gradually approaches the typical form of the plant in some of its

states. It is, however, usually of smaller size, with the leaves

more distantly placed on the stem, and more amplexicaul at their

base. It occurs in similar places as that of the larger state of the

plant, but at Westaston, Co. Wicklow, the var. ^8. is abundant,

and none of the true A. crenulata grows with it.

•3. Jungerman7iia{A.)puniila{yi[\ih..),J)vi'aiOTt. Stems ascending, short,

sub-simple. Leaves oblong-elliptic, concave. Colesule terminal,

fusiform, plicate, dentate, ciliate at the mouth.

-Jungermannia pumila. Wither, Bot. An., ed. 3, p. 866; Hook. Brit.

Jung. t. 17 ; Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 2230; Tayl. Fl. Hib. 2, p. 58.

Aplozia pumila, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 59.

Hab. On rocks at the sides of streams and rivers, not rare. Dr. Taylor.

Glen near the Hunting Tower, Cromaglaun, Dr. Carrington.

Connor'Hill and glen at Brandon, Kerry ; Lough Bray, Co. Wick-
low ; Glenad, Co. Leitrim.

4. Jungermannia (A.) cordifolia (Hook.), Dumort. Stems erect,

branching. Leaves incumbent, cordate, concave, amplexicaul.

Fruit terminal and axillary. Colesule plicate, mouth contracted,

denticulate. Antheridia in the axils of perigonial leaves, spher-

ical, reticulated.

Jungermannia cordifolia, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 32; Engl. Bot. t. 2590;
Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 72; G. L. et IST. Synop. Hepat., p. 93

;

Tayl. Fl. Hib. 2, p. 58 ; Rabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic. nos.

271-344. Aplozia cordifolia, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 59.

Hab. Moist banks, and on the rocky bottoms of rivers and streams.

Mangerton, Co. Kerry, in the stream from the Punch Bowl, Dr.

Taylor. River which flows down to Cushindun, Co. Antrim,
three-quarters of a mile above the village, 1836. Coomashana
lake, Kei'ry, Dr. Carrington. Brandon, 1864. Maghanabo glen,

Kerry, 1875, D. Macardle. This distinct and well-marked species

is rather rare in Ireland.
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5. Jungermannia {A.) sphcerocarpa (Hook.), Dumort. Stem simple^

ascending. Leaves rather distant, accumbent, orbicular, entire.

Colesule terminal, obovate, contracted at the mouth, and cut

into four large teeth.

Jungermannia sphserocarpa, Hook. Brit. Junger. t. 74 ; Lindenb.

Synop. Hepat. p. 68; Fl. Dan. t. 1773; G. L. et N. Synop.

Hepat. Europ. p. 93 ; Tayl. Fl. Hib. 2, p. 58. Aplozia sphaero-

carpa, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 61.

Hah. On stones by the sides of rivulets. JSTear Dublin, and at Tore

Waterfall, Killarney, Dr. Taylor. Kelly's glen, DubKn; Lough
Bray, Wicklow ; wet rocks, Glenad, Co. Leitrim.

6. Jungermannia {A.) riparia (Taylor), Dumort. Stems procumbent,.

slightly branched. Leaves obovate, obtuse, closely set on the-

stem, and subamplexicaul, concave, entire. Colesule terminal,,

obovate, apex plicate.

Jungermannia. riparia, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. p. 43 ; G. L.

et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 97 ; Cogn. Hepat. Belg. p. 28 ; Cooke's

Brit. Jung. p. 9, fig. 69. Aplozia riparia, Dumort. Hepat. Europ.

p. 63.

Hab. Sides of streams and pools. Kerry, Dr. Taylor. Benbulben
Sligo ; Brandon, Kerry ; Loughbray, and near Woodenbridge,
"NVicklow. Tore Cascade, Dr. Carrington. Enniscona, Cork,

Isaac Carroll, Esq. Dr. Taylor remarks that this plant has been
frequently mistaken for J. pumila. "When strong it is more
likely to be overlooked at first sight for Chiloscyphus polyan-
thos.

7. Jungermannia (A.) nana, ISiees. Stems ascending or erect, pale green,.

radiculose, branches slender. Leaves round or roundish-ovate,

erect, clasping. Colesule obtuse, at length quadrangular and
slightly crested, mouth toothed.

Jungermannia nana, JS'ees, Hep. Europ. 1, pp. 317, 278; 2, p.

466 ; 3, p. 533 ; 4, p. 41 ; Gottsche, Ic. Hep. ined. Jungerman-
nia pumila, Lindenb. Hep. Europ. p. 69, n. 68, t. 2 (excl.

synon.) ; De Notar., Prim. Hep. Ital. p. 38, n. 48 ; G. L. et N.
Synop. Hepat. Europ. p. 91 ; Carring. Irish Hepat., Trans. Bot.

Soc. Edinb. vol. 7, p. 3, p. 448. Jungermannia lurida, Dumort.
Hepat. Europ. p. 60 (1874). Yar. a major, Jungermannia
lurida, Dumort. Syll. p. 50, n. 49 (1831).

Hab. On wet banks, by the sides of streams. GlengarifF, Co. Cork,

Miss Hutchins. Kelly's glen, Co. Dublin, and near the Seven
Churches, Co. Wicklow. Apparently rare in Ireland. This
little plant is in every way nearly allied to Jungermannia crenu-

lata and J. gracillima. The trigonal colesule, partly crested in

these plants, accords with the character of Lindberg's section a,

Eucalyx, in his genus Nardia (emend.). I, however, consider them
more naturally placed where Dumortier has placed them—in his-

section Aplozia, with J. sphserocarpa, J. pumila, &c.
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Section B. Sph£>'olobum.

8. Jungermannia {S.) Licksoni, Hook. Stems ascending, mostly simple.

Leaves unequally 2-lobed, lobes narrow, ovate, acute, entire at

the margin, ventral lobe much, the largest. Colesule terminal,

slightly plicate, and subciliate at the mouth. Antheridia in thc+

axils of perigonial leaves.

Jungermannia Dicksoni, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 48; Engl. Bot. 2591 ;.

Taylor, inFl.Hib. p. 2, p. 62; Ekart, Synop.Jung. p. 52, tab. 9,

fig. 68; G. L. et jS". Synop. Hep. p. 79. Diplophyllum Dicksoni,

Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 16, et Hepat. Europ. p. 49 (1875j ; Cogn.

Hepat. Belg. p. 24.

Hab. On rocks and moist banks in subalpine parts of Ireland. Rare.

Mountains near Lablin, Dr. Taylor. Loughbray, Co.Wicklow,
single stems ; Gleniif , Leitrim, single stems ; north side of

Connor Hill, Kerry, single stems, growing among the larger

mosses.

9. Jungermannia (S.) minuta, Crantz. Stems erect, dichotomously

branched. Leaves patent, bilobed, lobes nearly equal, acute at the

apex, margins entire. Colesule terminal, subspherical, mouth
contracted, denticulate. Antheridia in the axils of perigonial

leaves, several together, spherical, reticulated.

Jungermannia minuta, Crantz. Hist. Grsen. p. 288 ; Hook. Brit.

Jung. t. 44 ; Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 2231 ; G. L. et JST. Synop. Hep.

p. 120 ; Taylor, in El. Hib. p. 2, p. 62. Diplophyllum minutum,
Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 16, et Hepat. Europ. p. 49; Cogn. Hepat.

Belg. p. 24.

Hab. Heathy and rocky banks ; rare in fruit. Loughbray, Co. "Wick-

low ; also at Seven Churches, Wicklow.

Section C. Lophozia, Dumortier.

Involucre oligophyllous, multifid, dissimilar to stem leaves. Cole-

sule sessile, erect, round, inflated, contracted at the mouth,
and dentate.

{A.) Stipulaice.

10. Jungermannia (Z.) Bantriensh, Hook. Stems subsimple, erect or

ascending. Leaves roundish-oval, emarginate or bidentate at the

apex. Amphigastria minute, entire, or slightly toothed on the

margin. Colesule obovate, dentate at the mouth.

Jungermannia Bantriensis, Hook. Brit. Jung., in annotatioue ad J. sti-

pulaceam, species 41 ; jN'ees, Europ. Leberm. 2, p. 24, and 3, p. 540
;

G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 100 ; Rabenhor. Hep. cxsic. n. 305;
Cooke, Br. Jung. p. 10, fig. 70 ; Dumort. Hep. Europ. p. 68.
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Sab. Bantry, Miss Hutcliiiis. Glengariff, Dr. Carrington. Brandon,

Kerry ; Benbulben, Sligo ; Gleniff, Leitrim.

11. Jungerma7i)iia{L.) IIornschuchiana,'Sees. Stems subsimple, diffuse.

Leaves suborbiculate, bidentate, sinus shallo"vr, lobes rather

acute. Ampbigastria bifid, divisions lanceolate, ciliate-dentate

at base. Colesule long, cylindrical, mouth acute, gradually ap-

proacbing to triangular.

Jungermannia Hornscbucbiana, Xees, Europ. Leberm. 2, p. 153; G.

L. et i!T. Synop. Hepat. p. 101 ; Husnot, Hepat. Grail, n. 32.

JIab. Wet places in subalpine parts of the country. At Cromaglaun,
Co. Kerry, and among rocks near Tore Mountain, July, 1869

;

stream near Woodenbridge, Co. WickloTV. This plant is rather

larger than most of those in same section, and might be easily

passed over for J. (A.) riparia, both in a fresh and diied state. It is

only when the peculiarly notched sub-vertical leaves with their

ampbigastria are examined, that its distinguishing characters are

observed. Dr. Lindberg considers J. Hornscbucbiana, J. Bantri-

ensis, and J. Miilleri forms of one species.

12. Jungermannia (Z.) Orcadensis, Hook. Stems erect. Leaves closely

imbricated, erecto-patent, incumbent, appressed, cordate-ovate,

margins recurved, obtusely emarginate at apes.

Jungermannia Orcadensis, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 71 ; Lindenberg, Syn.

Hep. p. 74 ; Xees, Eur. Leberm. 2, p. 35 ; Gr. L. et N. Synop.

Hep. p. 107 ; Gottsche et Rabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 40, 399,

400 ; De jSTotar. Prim. Hep. Ital. p. 32. Mesophylla Orcadensis,

Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 80 ; Hepat. Europ. p. 130.

Hab. Among the larger mosses and Hepaticae in subalpine parts of

the country, but very rare in Ireland. Brandon, Co. Kerry.
" Connor Hill, among Herberta adunca, Dr. Lindberg (1873)."

13. Jungermannia (Z.) bariata, Schi'eber. Stems ascending, slightly

branched. Leaves subquadrate, 3-5 cleft. Ampbigastria acutely

bifid, and laciniated. Colesule ovate, contracted at the mouth, and
toothed. Antheridia in the axils of perigonial leaves, round,

greyish, and slightly reticulated.

Jungermannia barbata, Schreber, Spicil. Lips. p. 107 ; Schmidel,

Icones, p. 187; Hook. Brit. Jung. n. 70; Dumort. Syll. Jung,

p. 58; HepaticEe Europae, p. 72 (1874). J. quinquidentata,

Huds. Angl. Fl. p. 511; Schwaegr. Prodr. Hepat. p. 29 ; Sm.
Engl. Bot. t. 2547 ; Lindenb. Svnop. Hepat. p. 45 ; Ekart, Syn.

n. 47, tab. 5, fig. 41 ; De Xot. Prim. Hep. Ital. p. 22. Lophozia
barbata, Dum. Eev. Jung. p. 17 ; Cogn. Hepat. Belg. p. 31.

Hab. Among rocks, and on heathy banks. This plant is of general

occurrence in Ireland, from the northern to the southern counties,

and fi-om east to west; but most abundant in the north, especially

in counties Antrim and Donecal.
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Var. /3. Floerhii. Leaves conniyent. Amphigastria long and laciniate.

Jungermannia Floerkii, Web. et Mohr, Deutschl. Crypt, p. 410 ;

Mart. Erlang. p. 144, t. 4, f. 17. Muckish, Donegal.

{B.) Ex-stipulafm.

14. Jungermannia {L.) Ltjoni, Taylor. Stems ascending, sparingly

branclied. Leaves alternate, distichous, subquadrate, recurved,

trifid, anterior lacinse roundish, posterior reflexed, all acute or

incised, terminal tooth large. Amphigastria wanting. Involucral

bracts rather long. Colesule oblong, obtuse, inflated at the base-

near to the middle, mouth plicate-ciliate.

Juno-ermannia Lyoni, Taylor, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 1, p. 116,

tab. 7; Spruce, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 3, p. 204; Dumort.

Hepat. Europ. p. 73 (1874). J. socia, var. y., G. L. et K Synop.

Hep. p. 112. J. barbata var. G. L. et N. /. c. p. 678.

Hab. On rocky banks among mosses. At Glenmaluer, Co. Wicklow,

among tufts of Scapania resupinata, single stems. It will be

observed from the foregoing quotations, that considerable diver-

sity of opinion prevails regarding the position this plant ought to

occupy, whether as a species, or only as a variety of J. barbata.

L)r. Spruce's critical observations, which always deserve the great-

est attention, woiild appear to be decisive on the point, namely,

that it is a good species. He never found the true J. barbata in

the Pyrenees, thougb he found J. Lyoni.

15. Jungermannia (Z.) exseda, Schmidel. Stems prostrate. Leaves-
' 2-ranked, spreading, ovate-lanceolate, bilobed, and cut at the-

maro-in, lobes very unequal, sharp at apex. Involucral bracts

quadrifid. Colesule terminal, plicate.

Jungermannia exsecta, Schmid. Ic. et Anal. p. 241, t. 62, fig. 2, excl.

"fio'. fructf. et 19, 20 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 19, and suppl. t. 1
;

Taylor, in Fl. Hib. p. 2, p. 62 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 77
;

Gottsche et Kabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 130, 358; Dumort.

Hepat. Europ. p. 73.

Hab. Banks, and in old woods. Bantry, Co. Cork, Miss Hutchins. On
dry banks common, Dr. Taylor. Rotten bogs, Cromagiaun, Dr.

Carrino-ton. Ballinhassig glen, Co. Cork, Isaac Carroll, Esq.

Gleniif , Leitrim ;
Sillaghbraes, Antrim.

16. Jungermannia {L.) intermedia, Lindenh. Stems ascdnding, slightly

branching. Leaves in two rows, erect, roundish in outline, bifid

seo-ments acute. Involucral bracts 3-5 lobed, inciso-dentate, con-'

nate at base, appressed. Amphigastria wanting. Colesule ter-

minal, obovate.

Jungermannia excisa, var. crispa. Hook. Brit. Jung., p. 11, tab.

suppl. 2. Jungermannia bicrcnata, var. minor, Mart. El. Crypt.
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Erlang., p. 168. Jungermannia intermedia, Lindenb. Synop.

Hepat., p. 83; Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 55; Ekart, Synop. p. 15,

tt. 6, 12, fig. 46; Nees, Europ. Leberm., 2, p. 125; Gottsche

et E-abenbor. Hep. Eur. exsic, n. 60, 144, 312 ; Dumort.
Hepat. Europ. p. 76. Lopbozia intermedia, Dumort. E-ev. Jung,

p. 17.

Hab. Bogs and banks in subalpine parts. On Galtymore Mountain,

Co. Tipperary.

1 7

.

Jungermannia (Z.) capitata, Hook. Stems prostrate, rather crowded.

Leaves erect, roundish-quadrate in outline, the lower bifid, the

upper crowded, resembling involucral bracts, 3-5 incised, and
cleft. Amphigastria wanting. Colesule terminal, oval.

Jungermannia capitata, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 80. Jungermannia in-

termedia, var. capitata, Nees, Europ. Leberm., 2, p. 125.

Hab. Dry mountain rocks. Near Bantry, Miss Hutchins, who sent it

to Hooker. (Brit. Jung., n. 80). Some of the best authorities

on British Hepaticee consider this and the previous-named species

to be the same. I am not well acquainted with either.

18. Jungermannia (Z.) ventricosa, Dicks. Stem ascending, slightly

branched. Leaves accumbent, subquadrate, obtuse or bluntly

emarginate, concave. Involucral bracts 3-4 cleft. Amphigastria

wanting. Colesule ovate-oblong, contracted at the mouth and

slightly toothed.

Juno-ermannia ventricosa, Dicks. PL Crypt. 2, p. 14; Hook. Brit,

"jung. t. 28 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2568 ; Tayl. in El. Hib. 2, p. 60 ; G.

L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 108; Rabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic.

n. 184, 185.

Hab. Banks and rocks in mountain situations, Dublin and "Wicklow.

Conemore, Dr. Taylor. Antrim ; Benbulben, Sligo ; Galtymore,

Tipperary. Rare at Killarney, Dr. Carrington.

19. Jungermannia {L.) excisa, Dicks. Stem prostrate. Leaves patent,

subquadrate, deeply emarginate. Emit terminal. Colesule

oblong-ovate, the mouth wide, plicate, and toothed.

Jungermannia excisa, Dicks. PI. Crypt. 3, p. 11, t. 8, fig. 7; Hook. Brit.

Jung., p. 11 (excl. syn. Mohr, "Wahlcn., Schwaegr., and Smith

also var. which is in Suppl. t. 2) ; Lindenb. Synop. Hep. p. 84

ISTees, Europ. Leberm. 2, p. 98 ; G. L. et IST., Synop. Hep. p. 112

Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 78. Lopbozia excisa, Dumort. Rev.

Jung., p. 17.

Hab. Woods and heathy banks. Rare in Ireland. On the mountains

near Dublin, Dr. Taylor. This plant has not turned up among
the widely extended gatherings made by me in many parts of Ire-

land, nor have I seen Irish specimens of it.

20. Jungermannia {L.)licrcnata, Lindenb. Stems procumbent, subsim-

ple. Leaves roundish-ovate, acutely emarginate. Involucral bracts
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appressed, trifid, sub-serrulate. Amphigastria wanting. Cole-

sule ovate.

Jungermannia bicrenata, Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 82 ; IS'ees,

Europ. Leberm. 2, p. 119; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat., p. 115;
Dumort., Hepat. Europ., p. 78. Jungermannia excisa, Sm.
Engl. Bot. t. 2497 (excl. syn.) ; Ekart, Synop. Jung. t. 11,

fig. 93.

flab. On the ground among heath, and on shady banks. Temple
Michael, Cork, Isaac Carroll, Esq. ; near Letterfrack, and
Kylemore, Co. Galway (1874).

^1. Jungermannia {L.) incisa, Schrader. Stems prostrate, subsimple.

Leaves accumbent, roundish-quadrate, undulate, trifidly cut, the

segments unequal. Involucral bracts 3-4 incised. Amphigastria
wanting. Colesule terminal, obovate, mouth toothed.

Jungermannia incisa, Schrader, Samml., 2, p. 5 ; Hook. Brit. Jung,
t. 10; Engl. Bot. t. 2528; G. L. et K Synop. Hepat. p. 118;
Dumort. Syll. p. 56 ; Hepat. Europ. p. 80 ; Taylor, in Fl. Hib.

2, p. 61. Lophozia incisa, Dumort. Eev. Jung. p. 17 ; Cogn.
Hepat. Belg. p. 30.

JIab. On the wet sides of turfy banks. Rare on the eastern and
northern sides of Ireland ; more abundant on the western, par-

ticularly in Connemara ; Corslieve Mountain, andBengore, Mayo;
near Kylemore, Galway ; abundant on the top of Mulrea Moun-
tain, Mayo. Near Cooneashana lake, Kerry, Dr. Carrington.

Section D. Gyuxocolea, Dumortier.

Involucre oligophyllous, bracts bifid. Colesule pedunculate, mouth
denticulate.

52. Jungermannia (G.) laxifoUa (Hook.), Dumort. Stem lax, filiform,

prostrate. Leaves remote, ovate, acutely bifid, segments acute,

erect. Colesule subterminal, often from the axil of a young
branch, subplicate, mouth contracted, denticulate.

Jungermannia laxifolia, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 59 ; Engl. Bot. t. 2677
;

Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 34 ; Taylor, in Fl. Hib. p. 65 ; G.

L. et ]Sr. Synop. Hepat. p. 147 ; Rabenhor. Hep. Europ. exsic.

n. 343. Gymnocolea laxifolia, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 17, et Hepat.
Europ. p. 64.

Hab. On rocks by the sides of rivulets. Near Bantry, Miss Hutchins.
Castlekelly Mountain, Dublin, and Aooreagh river, near Sneem,
Kerry, Dr. Taylor. Maghanabo glen, Connor Hill, and Brandon,
Kerry. Cromaglaun and Mangerton, Dr. Carrington. This
minute plant adheres closely to the rocks on which it grows, and
looks more like a minute Alga than a Hepatic.
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23. Jungermannia (G.) inflata (Huds.), Dumort. Stem ascending^

branched. Leaves 2-ranked, acutely bifid, the segments obtuse.

Colesule terminal, oblong-ovate, mouth contracted and toothed.

Jungermannia inflata, Huds. Flor. Angl. p. 511 ; Hook. Brit. Jung,
t. 38 ; Lindenb. Svnop. Hepat. p. 79 ; De Xotaiis, Prim. Hepat.
Ital. p. 29 ; Taylor, in Fl. Hib. 2, p. 59 ; G. L. et N. Synop.
Hepat. p. 105; Eabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic. n. 174-311, &e.
Gymnocolea inflata, Dumort. Ilev. Jung. p. 17, et Hepat. Europ.
p.'63.

Hab. On stones by rivulets; but oftener on moors about the roots of
heath. Bantry, Miss Hutchins. Abundant on the moors at

Eeatherbed Mountain, Co. Dublin. IS'ear Einglas, Dublin, Mr. D.
Macardle.

Var. a. compacta, Carrington. On the top of Howth Hill, Dublin^
Tvhere it grows among dry rocks and is green, not having the-

usually black colour of the species.

Var. y. laxa. Near Lough Guitane, and near Dean Bridge. Boss Bay^
Kerry, Dr. Carrington.

24. Jungermannia {G.) ajfiiiis (y^iil?,on),J)\nxioTt. Stem small, procum-
bent. Leaves rounded, concave, bifid, segments obtuse, reticula-

tion large and hyaline. Involucral bracts larger than the cauline-

leaves, spreading, and slightly reflexed. Colesule terminal,

pyi'iform, contracted, plicate, and toothed at the mouth.

Jungermannia affinis, "Wilson, in Hook. Brit. El. 2, p. 128. Junger-

mannia turbinata, Wils. in Engl. Bot. suppl. t. 2744, nee Eaddi ;.

Taylor, in El. Hib. 2, p. 59. Jungermannia Wilsoniana, IN'ees,

Europ. Leberm. 3, p. 548; Cooke, Brit. Jung. p. 10, f. 74.

Gymnocolea affinis, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 65.

Hab. AYoodlands, near Dublin, "W. Alison, Esq., 1830. JS'ot unfre-

quent on the grey limestone in the Co. Dublin, where it fruits

freely. Einglas quarry, Mr. D. Macardle. On "white limestone

near Glenarm, Co. Antrim. Killarney, on limestone. Dr. Carring-

ton. Tore Cascade, Xillarney, and a larger state of the plant on

Carrantual, Kerry.

Naedia, Bennett, Gray.

Jungermannia, Ehrh. in Hann. Mag. p. 141 (1784); Schrad. Syst.

Samml. Krvpt. Gew. 2, p. 4(1797); Sm. Engl. Bot. tab. 1463

(1805); Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816). Nardia, B. Grav. in Gray's

Nat. Arr. Brit. PL 1, p. 701 (1821); Lindb. in Act. Soc. Sc.

Eenn. x., p. 115 (1871); sect. 1, Eucalvx, Lindb. in Bot. jSTot.

(1872). Mesophylla, Dum. Comm. Bot. 'p. 112 (1823). Mar-
supella, Dum. Comm. Bot. p. 114 (1823), et Eecueil, 1, p. 23,

n. 37 (1835). Sarcoscyphus, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. 1, p. 652

(1829); Sturm, Deutschl. El. 2, fasc. 19, 20 (1830). Alicu-
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laria, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. 1, p. 652 (1829). Gymnomitrium,
Nees, Nat. Eur. Leber. 1, p. 120 (1833); Solenostoma, Mitt, in

Journ. Lin. Soc. 8, p. 51 (1864).

Section A. Maesttpella (Dum.), Lindberg.

Colesnle connately united with the involucral leaves and torus, toge-

ther forming an urceolate perianth. Capsule globose. Elaters

with two spires. Antheridia in the saccate bases of the perigonial

leaves.

1. Nardia emarginata (Ehrh.), B. Grr. Stem erect. Leaves distichous,

imbricated, patent, obcordate, emarginate.

Jungermannia emarginata, Ehrh. Beitr. 3, p. 80 ; Sm. Engl. Bot.

t. 1022; Hook. Brit. Junger. t. 27; Taylor, in El. Hib. 2, p. 59;
El. Danica, t. 1945, f. 1. Nardius emarginatus, B. Gr. in Gray's

Nat. Arr. Br. PI. 1, p. 694. Marsupella emarginata, Dumort.
Comm. Bot., p. 114; Rev. Jung. p. 24, et Hepat. Europ. p. 126.

Sarcoscyphus Ehrharti, Corda, in Opiz, Natural., p. 652 ; G. L.

et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 6 ; Nees, Eur. Leberm. 1, p. 125.

Hab. "Wet rocks and sides of mountain rivulets. Yery frequent in

Ireland. Several distinct forms or varieties which retain their

habits as to size, colour, &c., occur occasionally.

Var. y. minor was found sparingly on rocks near the police barrack at

Cromaglaun, in 1873.

2. Nardia sphacelata, Giesecke. Stem erect, branched. Leaves di-

stichous, not so closely imbricated as in the previous species, patent,

obovate-emarginate, rounded at the acute apex.

Jungermannia sphacelata, Giesecke, in Lindenb. Synop. Hep. p. 76,

t. 1, fig. 9; Ekart, Synop. Jung. p. 15, tab. 11, fig. 91. Mar-
supia sphacelata, Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 78. Sarcoscyphus spha-

celatus, Nees, Europ. Leber, p. 129 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.

p. 7 ; Rabenhor. Hepat. Europ. essic. n. 519-255. Marsupella
sphacelata, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 127.

Hab. "Wet rocks by the borders of mountain rivulets. Yery rare.

Loughbray, Wicklow, according to Dr. Carrington (British He-
paticse, p. 12), who states that Dr. Lindberg collected it there in

1873, growing with Nardia compressa. I have never seen an
Irish specimen of this plant, though Lindberg states, that it was
collected by me at Loughbray, Wicklow.

3. Nardia Funclcii (Web. et Mohr), Carring. Stem erect, densely

tufted, slightly branched. Leaves distichous, obovate, rounded,

concave, acutely emargiuate.

Jungermannia Eunckii, "Web. et Mohr, Dents. Krypt. p. 422 ; Lindenb.

Synop. Hepat. p. 77 ; Ekart, Synop. Jung. p. 14, t. 13, fig. 112.

Sarcoscyphus Eunckii, Nees, Europ. Leberm. 1. p. 135; G. L.

et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 8 ; Eabenhor. Hep. Europ. cxsic. n.

E. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 Q
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86-254. Marsupella Punckii, Dumort. Rev. Jung. p. 24, et

Hepat. Europ. p. 128.

Hab. On moist shady banks, and argillaceous rocky places. Black
Mountain, near Belfast (1837) ; mountains above Kylemore lake,

Co. Galway (1874).

4. Nardia revoluta (Nees), Lindb. Stem matted, flagilliferous at the
base, densely tufted. Leaves obovate-elliptic, imbricated, semi-am-
plexicaul at the base, reflexed at the margin, acutely emarginate.

Sareoscyphus revolutus, I^ees, Leberm. Eur. 2, p. 419; G. L. etiN".

Synop. Hep. p. 8. Marsupella revoluta, Dumort. Hepat. Europ.

p. 126. Nardia revoluta, Carring. Grevillea, n. 18, p. 88, fig.

19-25 (1873) ; Brit. Hepat. p. 22; Lindb. Eevis. Crit. Fl. Dan.
p. 113 (1871).

Hab. On rocks at Luggielaw, "Wicklow, Mr. David Orr (1851). Not
found by any other person in Ireland. This rare plant I collected

in some quantity on rocks above Jerkin station, on the Dovre-
field, Norway, in 1864.

Section B. Mesophtlla, Dumortier.

5. Nardia scalaris (Schrader), B. Gr. Dioecious. Stem ascending,

radiculose. Leaves two-ranked, accumbent, roundish, entire, or

rarely subemarginate. Amphigastria broadly subulate. Invo-

lucre urceolate.

Juugermannia scalaris, Schrad. Samml. 2, p. 4 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t.

61 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat. p. 28 ; Nees, Europ. Leberm. p. 281.

Mesophylla scalaris, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 112; Bev. Jung,

p. 24. Aliciilaria scalaris, Corda, in Opiz, Natural, p. 653 ; G.

L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 10 ; Gottsche et Eabenhor. Hep. Europ.

exsic. n. 69, 70, 232-381 ; Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 131 ; Nar-
dius scalaris, B. Gr. in Gray's Nat. Arr. Br. PI. 1, p. 694, n. 1

(1821); Carrington, Brit. Hepat. p. 23.

Hab. On moist clay banks, among heath and other herbage. Very
abundant throughout Ireland. It varies considerably in form
according to the nature of some localities where it grows. A very

remarkable form, the var. /3. rivularis, Lindb., grows in very wet
places under the constant spray of little cascades, or running

water, where its clear glistening leaves are very conspicuous. It

has frequently been named Jung, hyalina by some of our most
acute and well practised hepaticists.

6. Nardia compressa (B. Gr.), Carrington. Stem erect, branched,

laterally compressed. Leaves succubous, two-ranked, orbiculatc,

compressed, subulate. Amphigastria sometimes present at the

points of young shoots. Calyx immersed among the involucral

leaves, mouth toothed.

Juugermannia compressa. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 58 ; Sm. Engl. Bot.

t. 2587 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hep. p. 33. Mesophylla compressa,
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Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 112; Syll. Jung. p. 80, t. 2, et Hepat.
Europ. p. 129. Alicularia compressa, G. L. et N. Synop. Hep.
p. 12 ; Rabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exaic. n. 443, 472, 537.

]N"ardia compressa, Carrington, Brit. Hepat. pi. 3, fig. 9.

Hab. Sides of rivulets, and moist rocky places near waterfalls. Local
in Ireland, and chiefly confined to the Co. Wicklow, on the east

side, and Kerry on the south-west. First discovered by Miss
Hutchins, near Bantry, Cork. At Aooreagh river, near Sneem,
Dr. Taylor. Abundant at Upper Loughbray, more sparingly at

Luggielaw and Seven Churches, "Wicklow; Kelly's glen, Dublin;
Connemara—near Kylemore, Galway.

Var. 13. rigida, Lindb. Near to N. sphacelata, but stems shorter, narrower,

and more rigid, more branched, more densely foliaceous, and here

and there flexuose. Leaves more spreading and rigid. Cells twice

the size, and thickened, generally highly coloured.

Hab. Loughbray, Co. Wicklow, Dr. Lindberg. On boggy land near

Seven Churches, Co. Wicklow.

Dr. Lindberg states that this form is intermediate between the typical

form of the species and its var. y. Carringtonii
;
(Adelanthus Car-

ringtonii, Balfour, MSS. ; Nardia Carringtonii, Lindb. The first

plants of this which I collected were sent to Dr. Lindberg, who
named them N. Carringtonii without any reservation.

Section C. Sotjthbta, Spruce.

7. JSfardia ohovafa (Nees), Carrington. Stems ascending, clothed

with purple rootlets. Leaves roundish, obovate, patent, base

contracted and somewhat saccate, alternate on lower portion of

stem, opposite at apex. Involucral leaves connate more than
half way with the colesule, the upper portion of which is free,

mouth toothed.

Jungermannia obovata, Noes, Europ. Leberm. 1, p. 332; 2, p. 474; G.

L. et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 95, n. 44 ; Fl. Danica, suppl. t. 118,

n. 2 ; Carring. Tr. B. Soc. Ed. 7, p. 447 ; Cooke, Brit. Jung. p. 8,

fig. 62. Jungermannia tersa, Nees, Europ. Leberm. p. 471

{ex parte), et Synop. Hepat. p. 94 (ex parte). Southbya obovata,

Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 133. Nardia obovata, Carring. Brit.

Hepat. p. 32, pi. 11, fig. 35.

Hab. Moist rocks, and by the sides of rivulets. Tore Mountain, Kil-

larney, W. Wilson (1829). Lough Bray, Co. Wicklow.

Var. fi. minor, Cromaglaun, Killarney, Dr. Carrington, Irish Crypt, in

Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 7, part 3, p. 447, pi. 2, fig. 1. Connor
Hill, Kerry ; streams above Kylemore lake, Co. Galway.

8. Nardia JiyaUna (Lyell), Carrington. Polycecious. Stem flexuose,

creeping, ascending at the apex. Leaves roundish, subcrenulate
3 Q 2
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at the margin, erecto-patent, entire. Colcsixle subterminal, oblong,

angulate, mouth contracted, toothed.

Jungermannia hyalina, Lyell, in Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 65 ; Lindenb.

Synop. Hepat. p. 67 ; Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 50 ; Gr. L. et N.
Synop. Hepat. p. 92 ; Cooke, Brit. Jung. p. 8, fig. 61 ; Engl.

Bot. suppl. t. 2678. Aplozia hyalina, Dumort. Hepat. Europ.

p. 58. Nardia hyalina, Carring. in Brit. Hepat. p. 35, pi. 11,

fig. 36.

Hab. Moist banks, and by the sides of streamlets in rocky places.

Seefing Mountain, Dublin. Aooreagh river, near Sneem, Kerry,

Dr. Taylor, in El. Hib. Brandon, "W. Wilson, Luggielaw, and
Seven Churches, Wicklow. J^ot very common in Ireland.

ADELA:NTHirs, Mitten.

Jungermannia, Dicks. PI. Crypt. (1783). Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816);
Eadula, sect. 3, Plagiochila, Dum. Syll. Jung. Europ. p. 43
(1831). Plagiochila, Dumort. Recueil, 1, p. 15 (1835). Gym-
nanthe, Mitten, in Journal Linn. Soc. p. 166 (1863). Adelanthus,
Mitten, in Journal Linn. Soc. 7, p. 243 (1864). Odontoschisma,

Lindb. Soc. Eaun. et El. Eenn. 13, pp. 357-363 (1874).

Perianth on short ventral shoots at the base of the branches, tubulose,.

mouth connivent, subtrigonous, dentate. Involucral bracts tri-

farious. Antheridia in the axils of perigonial leaves which are

spicate. Stems procumbent below, stoloniferous, leafless, branches
erect, curved, simple. Leaves distichous, almost vertical, dorsal

margin decurrent.

Adelanthus decipiens (Hook.), Mitten, Dioecious. Stem erect, the
upper leaves subcompresscd, larger, rotundate, the lower ovate,

all of them marginate, reticulated with irregular spiniform

teeth. Amphigastria thick, short, subulate. Colesule on short

ventral shoots, tubulose, ventricose, mouth connivent, ciliate-

dentate. Antheridia in the axils of perigonial leaves of the male
plant.

Jungermannia decipiens. Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 50; Engl. Bot. 2566
;

Nees, Hep. Eur. 1, p. 159. Plagiochila decipiens Dumort. Eev.
Jung. ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 24 ; Gottsche et Kabenhor.
Hepat. Eur. p. 213. Lindenb. Spec. Hep. p. 51, n. 29, tab. 12,

figs. 1-3. Eadula decipiens, Dumort. Syll. Jung. p. 43, p. 15.

Gymnanthe decipiens. Mitt., Journ. of Linn. Soc. 7, p. 166.

Adelanthus decipiens. Mitt, in Journ. of Linn. Soc. 7, p. 244
;

Gottsche et Eabenhor. Hepat. Eur. essic. n. 474 (cum icone)

excellent.

Hab, Eocky and heathy places near Bantry (Miss Hutchins), Kil-

larney, near Glengariff (Dr, Carrington), Glenad, Leitrim.
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Cesia, Bennett, Gray.

Jungcrmannia, LigMfoot, Fl. Scot. 2, p. 786 (1770); Hook. Brit.

Junger. (1816). Cesia, B. Gray, in Gray's Nat. Arr. Brit. PL, l,p.

705 (1821); Carruth. in Seem. Journ. Bot. 3, p. 300 (1865).

ScMsma, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 114 (1823). Gymnomitrium,
Corda, in Opiz, Beitr. 1, p. 651 (1829) ; Nees, JSTat. Eur. Leberm.

1, p. 113 (1833). Sect. 1, Jnlacea, G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 2

(1844). Acolea, Dumort. Syll. Jung. Eur. p. 76 (1831), et Ke-
cueil, 1, p. 23 (1835).

Involucral leaves several. Colesule wanting. Bases of the pistillidia

immersed in the hollow apex of the stem. Antheridia axillary.

Amphigastria none.

Cesia crenulata (Gottsche), Carruth. Stems erect or depressed,

of a dirty white or brownish colour. Leaves closely imbricated,

broadly ovate, bidentate at the apex, crenulate at the margins.

Carrington, Ii'ish Crypt, in Transactions Bot. Soc. Edinb., vol. 7,

p. 3, tab. 1, fig. 5 (1863); Gottsche et Rabenhor. Hep. Europ.

exsic. n. 478. Jungermannia concinnata, Taylor, in El. Hib. 2,

p. 59.

Hab. Frequent on the higher mountains in Ireland, and in some few
instances descending to sea level. Dr. Carrington refers all the

Irish localities for Jung, concinnata to this plant ; he considers

the true Gymnom. concinnatum, Corda, has not yet been observed

in Ireland. After due examination of my own specimens, and
some others collected in Ireland, I feel bound to corroborate Dr.

Carrington ; they are all referrible to G. crenulatum, Gottsche.

Sub-tribe 7. Acrobolbe^.

ACEOBOLBtrs.

Acrobolbus, Nees, in G. L. et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 5 (1844) ; Carring.

in Brit. Hepat. p. 41 (1874). Gymnanthe, Taylor, in Lehm. El.

Nov. Pugill. 8, p. 1 (1844); Cooke, Brit. Hepat. p. 15, n. 76, f.

114.

" Involucre terminal, obovate, seated at right angles with the stem,

bulbous and rooting on the ventral aspect. Colesule wanting.

Calyptra attached to the bulbous base of the receptacle, sur-

rounded by and concrete with the entire portion of the involucre,

and bearing around the apex the abortive pistillidia."—Carring-

ton, in British Hcpaticae.

Acrololbiis Wilsoni, Nees. Stems creeping, and mostly parasi-

tical on the stems of larger Hepatics, such as Radula and Erul-

lania. Leaves succubous, roundish or obovate, acutely bifid

half-way or more, rarely trilobate, closely placed on the stem, and
rather obliquely inserted. Amphigastria wanting. Eructification

tenninal.
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Grymnantlie "Wilsoui, Taylor, in Lehra. Fl. Xor. Piigill. 8, p. 1 ; Gr. L.
et K Synop. Hep. p. 192; Cooke, Brit. Hep. p. 15, fig. 114 j

Carring. Irish Hep., Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 7, p. 452 ; Duniort^

Hep. Europ. p. 119. Acrobolbus "Wilsoni, Xees, in Gr. L. et

K". Synop. Hep. p. 5 (1844}.

Hab. Moist banks ; mostly parasitical on tbe larger species of Hepa-
tic^, and so far as is yet ascertained, confined to the south-west of

Ireland. First discovered by Miss Hiitchins, near Bantiy, in

1812, according to Carrington, in Brit. Hepat. Cromaglaun, near
the Hunting Tower, W. Wilson, 1829. Tore Mountain, Kil-

lamey, Dr. Taylor, 1841. Glengarriff, Dr. Cariington, 1869.

Sub-tribe 8. Eossoiibko^^ie^.

Section 1. HAPLOinTEiE^.

" Eructification terminal. Colesule wanting. Calyptra completely en-

closing the sporangium, much larger than the involucral bracts.

Eronds ascending, rhizomatous. Leaves trifarious."—Carrington

British Hepaticse.

ScAxiA, Bennett, Gray.

Jungermannia, Lyell, in Sm. Engl. Bot. 36, tab. 2555 (1813) ; Hook..

Brit. lunger". (1816). Scalia, B. Gr. in Gray's jS'at. Arr. Brit. PL
1, p. 704, n 24 (1821) ; Lindb. in ^^ot. Soc. E. El. Eenn. 13, p.

378, n. 1 (1874). Mniopsis, Dum. Comm. Bot. p. 114 (1823);
Syll. Jung. Eur. p. 75 (1831). Haplomitrium, IS'ees, iSlat. Eur.

Leber. 1, p. 109, n. 2 (1833) ; Gottsche, in jS'ov. Act. Acad. Leop.*

Cffis. 20, pp. 267-398 (1843).

Scalia Sooheri (Lyell), B. Gray. Dioecious. Stems in scattered

plants or patches, small, rarely more than half-an-inch in length,

erect and simple. Leaves imbricated round the stem, loosely

placed, irregularly shaped. Colesule wanting. Capsule oblong,

or somewhat club-shaped, 2-4 valved. Elaters persistent, double-

spired.

Jungermannia Hookeri, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 54 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hep.
p. 37 ; Ekart, Synop. Jung. p. 5, tab. 8, fig. 65. Mniopsis-

Hookeri, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 121. Haplomitrion Hookeri,

jS'ees, Eur. Leberm. 3, p. Ill ; G. L. et X. Syn. Hep. p. 2 ; Cooke,

British Hepat. p. 3, fig. 14; Carring. Brit. Hepat. p. 1, pi. 1, fig.

1 ; Kabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsie. n. 324.

Hab. On heathy sandy places, and damp mooiy ground. Very rare in

Ireland. Dr. Liadberg states that he saw one solitary female-

plant, sterile, at Connor Hill, near Dingle, in 1873. This is the-

only instance, I believe, of authority for inserting this as an
Irish plant.
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PossoiTBEoxiA, Eaddi.

•/imgermaimia, Mich. Kor. pi. gen. p. 7, n. 1, tab. 5, fig. 10 (1721);
Linn. Sp. PI. 1 ed., 2, p. 1136, n. 27 (1753) ; Schmid, Ic. PI. 9

ed., pp. 82-87, tab. 22 (1762) ; Hook. Brit. Junger. 1816. Pos-

sombronia, Eaddi in Att. Soc. llodena, 18, p. 40 (1818) ; Lindb.

in mt. Soc. P. PL Penn. 13, pp. 380-389, tab. 1, fig. 1-6 (1874).

Manrocenia, B. Gr. in Gray's JiTat. Arr. Brit. pi. 1, p. 687, n. 14

(1821).

Leaves succubous, distichous, quadrately lobed, thin and flaccid.

Amphigastria wanting. Colesule mostly lateral, companulate,

mouth large and open, lobed at the margin. Platers with two to

three spires. Capsule irregularly 4-valved. Antheridia naked,

on the under side of the stem.

1. Fossoynlronia pusilla (lAmi.), !N'ees. Heteroecious. "Stems scat-

tered or in tufts, short, and compact. Leaves close together and
frond-like, irregularly quadi'ate, twice or thrice cleft on the

margin. Colesule large, wide-mouthed, waved and cut at the

margin. Spores slightly reticulated."—Lindberg.

Jungermannia pusilla, Linn. Sp. PL, p. 1603 ; Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 69;

Pngl. Bot. t. 1775 ; De I^^tar., Prim. Hep. Ital. p. 24; Taylor,

in PL Hib. 2, p. 61. Possombronia pusilla, Dumort. Plcv. Jung.

p. 11; Hep. Purop. p. 14 ; G. L. et iST. Synop. Hep. p. 467
;

Eabenhor. Hep. Europ. essic. n. 8, 122, 488 ; Cooke, Brit. Hepat.

p. 22, fig. 164 ; Lindberg, Manipulus llusc. secund., p. 384, tab. 1,

fig. 5.

Hab. On moist clayey soil where water frequently stands. On the

shores of lakes, Island of Bathlin, Antiim ; near Dingle, Kerry.

2. Fossomlronia angidosa (Mich. Dicks.), Eaddi. Dioecious. Stems
forming large, close, frond-like patches, or scattered, clothed with
roots on the under surface. Leaves horizontal, quadrate, bluntly

cut or lobed on their margins into angular teeth. Colesule

lateral, mouth plaited and undulate, subdenticulate. Spores

large, reticulate.

Jungermannia angulosa, Dicks. Pasc. PL Crypt. Brit. 1, p. 7 ; Eaddi
in Att. Soc. Sc. Modena, 18, p. 40, excL synon. Eoth. and var.

y8. ; G. L. etlvT. Synop. Hep. p. 468 ; Carring. in Trans. Bot. Soc.

Edinb. 3, p. 443 ; Lindberg, Manipulus Muse, secund., p. 383,

tab. 1, fig. 3.

Hab. On damp earth and fissures of rocks
;
generally near the sea.

Abundant and very fine at Dingle Bay, and on cliffs near the sea

between Dingle and Ventry, Kerry. Eoss Bay, Dr. Carrington.

Pallaviciuxa., Bennett, Gray.

Jungermannia, Hook. Brit. Junger. tab. 77 (1816); Lindenb. Synop.
Hep. Pallavicinia, B. Gray, in Gray's Arr. Br. PL 1, p. 775 (1821).
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Dilfena, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 114 (1822). Diplomitrion, Corda,

in Opiz, Naturalient. p. 653 (1829). Diplolaana, Dumort. Syll.

Jung. p. 82 (1831). Blyttia, Encll. Gen. PI. p. 1339 (1840).
Steetzia, Lehm. PI. Preiss. 2, p. 129 (1846). Moerckia, Gottsche,

in Eabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 295 (1865). Pallavicinia, Carr.

Gray's Arr. of Hepat., Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinb. 10, p. 309

(1869).

Involucre monophyllous, laciniated, cup-shaped. Colesule tubular,

exserted, frequently cleft at side. Capsule 4-valved, coriaceous,

naked. Elaters seminude, deciduous.

Pallavicinia Hihernica (Hook.), B. Gray. Frond dichotomous,

ribbed, 1 to 3 inches long, prostrate, forked, margin crisped,

entire. Colesule arising from upper surface of the frond, double,

exterior very short, laciniated, interior much exserted, ovate-

oblong, subplicate.

Jungermannia Hibemica, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 78, et suppl. t. 4 ; suppl.

to Smith's Engl. Bot. 2, tab. 2750, excl. lower half of plate.

Dilasna Hibernica, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 114; Hepat. Europ.

p. 137. Diplolsena Lyelli, var. y. Hibernica, Nees, Europ. Le-
berm. 3, p. 345. Blyttia Lyellii, var. y. Hibernica, G. L. et IS".

Synop. Hep. p. 475. Moerckia Hibernica, Gottsche, in Eabenh.
Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 295, 334 et 335.

Hab. On damp sandy ground, among the sand-hills near the sea,

where water has stood during the winter. Between Malahide
and Portrane, Co. Dublin, and at the North Bull. Very sparingly

in both places, and seldom fruiting.

Pallavicinia Lyellii (Hook.), B. Gr. Frond oblong-linear, sub-

dichotomous, nerved, crenated or subserrated at margin. Peri-

chaetium fimbriated. Colesule cylindrical, double, rising from
the nerve on upper side of frond, the outer shortest, notched at

the margin, inner slightly toothed at mouth, and torn on one

side.

Jungermannia Lvellii, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 77; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat.

p. 96; Ekart, Synop. Jung. p. 68^ t. 10, fig. 87. Dilsena Lyellii,

Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 114 (1822) ; Rev. Jung. p. 25 ; Hepat.

Europ. p. 137. Diplomitrion Lyellii, Corda, in Opiz, Natural,

p. 654. Blyttia Lyellii, G. L. et N. Synop. Hep. p. 475 ; Ea-
benhor. Hep. Europ. n. 121. Hollia Lyellii, Sullivant, Musci
Alleghanienses, p. 66, n. 281. Steetzia Lyellii, Lehman, Plant.

Preiss. 2, p. 129 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 785.

Hab. Boggy spots among Sphagnum. Eare. Near Bantry, Cork, Miss

Hutchins. Lough Bray, Wicklow, Dr. Taylor. Maghanabo glen,

near Fermoyle ; Castlegregory, and by the lakes between
Maghanabo Glen and Connor Hill, Co. Kerry.
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PETAXOPHTLLTJil, Gottsche.

Codonia {pro parte), Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. Ill (1822). Diplolsena,

sp., ]!^ees, Eur. Leberm. 3, p. 352 (1838). Petalophylli sp.

Gottsclie, Syn. Hep. p. 471 (1846).

Involucre connate with the colesule. Colesule quadrato-campanulate,

mouth infundibuliform, undulate, subdentate. Capsule coriaceous,

univalved, ultimately cleft into 4 ii'regular segments.—Du-
mortier.

Petdopliyllum JRalfsii (Gottsche), "Wilson. Frond spreading horizon-

tally, broadly obovate, bluntly forked at apex, lamellated and
rayed. Colesule funnel-shaped, broad, and toothed. " Capsule

spherical, bursting irregularly."

Jiingermannia Ealfsii, "Wilson, in suppl. to Engl. Bot. 4, tab. 2874.

Diplolaena Lyellii, var. S. lamellata, IS'ees, Europ. Leber. 3,

p. 345. Petalophyllum Ealfisii, N. G. in Lehm. Pugill. 8, p. 30
;

G. L. et K Syn. Hep. p. 472 ; Cooke, Brit. Jung. p. 22, fig. 167.

Codonia Ealfsii, Dumort. Hepat. Europ. p. 16, tab. 1, fig. 2.

Petalophyllum lamellatum, Lindberg, Alanipulus Muse, secund.

p. 390.

Hab. On damp sandy ground near the sea. ITalahide sands, and at

[N'orth Bull sands, both near Dublin. I^ot hitherto observed else-

where in Ireland.

Blasia, Micheli.

Blasia, Mich. Nov. PI. Gen. p. 14 (1729); Linn. El. Suec. ed. 1,

p. 933; ed. 2, p. 405 (1745); et Sp. PI. p. 1605 (1753).

Jungermannia, Hook. Brit. Jung. tt. 82-84 (1816).

Frond nerved. Perichfetium pitcher-shaped, attached to the apex of

the frond. Colesule within the perichsetium. Capsule quadri-

valved. Elaters geminate. Inflorescence dioecious.

Blasia pusilla (Linn.) Frond oblong, divided at the apex palmately

or dichotomously, nerve broad, with scattered dentate scales be-

neath. Colesule rising from the upper side of the frond near the

point.

Blasia pusilla, Linn. Sp. PL 1605; "Web. et Mohr, Crypt. Germ.

p. 437 ; Hoffm. Germ. 2, p. 22, tab. 3 ; Dumort. Hepat. Europ.

p. 135. Jungermannia Blasia, Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 82-84;
Ekart, Synop. tab. 11, fig. 94, ct tab. 13, fig. 114; Taylor, in

Fl. Hib. p. 56.

Hub. On sandy moist banks by the sides of streams, &c. Fruiting in

March at Castle Kelly glen, Dublin, Dr. Taylor. Moist banks
near the "Wooden Bridge, "Wicklow ; at the base of Brandon
Mountain, Kerry ; but not very common anywhere in Ireland.
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Pellia, Eaddi.

Jungermannia, Linn. PI. Suec. 1 ed., p. 399, n. 930 (1745), et Sp. PL 1

ed. 2, p. 1135, n. 23 (1753) ; Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 47(1816).
Pellia, Eaddi in Att. Soc. Modena, 18, p. 49 (1818). Papa,
B. Gray, in Gray's Js^at. Ait. Brit. PL 1, p. 686, n. 12 (1821).
Scopuliiia, Duniort. Comni. Bot. p. 115 (1823).

Perichsetiuni cup-shaped, nioutli lacerated. Colesule wanting. Cap-
sule quadrivalved, exserted on a succulent smooth footstalk.

Elaters persistent, mth two spires.

1. Pellia epiphylla (Dill. L.), Paddi. Paroecious. Prond oblong, lobed
and sinuate, thick and somewhat fleshy nerved or much thickened
in the centre. Pruit from the upper surface of the frond towards-

the extremity. Perichaetium anteriorly formed of the frond,,

mouth lacerated or dentate. Capsule exserted.

Jungermannia epiphylla, Linn. Sp. PL 1 ed., 2, p. 1135; Hook. Brit.

Jung. t. 47, figs. 1, 4, 8, 1, 17 ; Engl. Bot. tab. 771 ; PL Dan. 2,

fasc. 6, tab. 359 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hep. p. 97 ; Ekart, Synop.
Jung. p. 63, t. 7, fig. 52 ; Taylor, in PI. Hib. p. 56. Pellia'Pab-

broniana, Eaddi in Att. Soc. Se. Modena, 18, p. 49 ; Cord a, in

Opiz, iSTatural. p. 654 ; Dumort. Eev. Jung. p. 27, et Hep. Eui'op.

p. 145 ; G. L. et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 488 ; Eabenhor. Hej).

Europ. exsic. n. 31, 119, 274, 357.

Hab. On moist clay banks and wet ground. Yeiy abundant in all

parts of Ireland.

2. Pellia cahjcina (]!s'ees), Taylor. Dioecious. Prond linear-oblong,.

dichotomously divided, concave, raised, and sinuate at the edges,

midrib well-defined. Pruit rising from the upper surface of the
frond over the michib. Perichtetium cup-shaped, subplicate,

fringed at the mouth. Calyptra inclosed. Antheridia imbedded
in the midiib on the upper surface of the frond.

Jungermannia epiphylla, var. y. furcigera. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 47,

f. 18, et 2, 3, 9, 10-12. Jungermannia calycina, Taylor, in PL
Hib. 2, p. 55 ; Engl. Bot. suppl. t. 2875. Pellia endivifoLa,

Pluk., Dicks., Lindb. Pellia calycina, iS"ees, Europ. Leber. 3,

p. 386 ; G. L. et IS". Synop. Hepat. p. 490 ; Eabenhor. Hepat.
Europ. exsic. n. 181, 242, 339; Cooke, Brit. Jung. p. 23,

fig. 172 ; Cogn. Hepat. Belg. p. 47.

Hab. Shady moist places, sometimes altogether immersed in water.

Dunkerron, Kerry, Dr. Taylor. Tore Cascade and Cromaglown,
Dr. Carrington. Altadore glen, and Lough Bray, Wicklow ; very
large and fine at Glencar, Co. Sligo ; Glenballyemon, Antrim.
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Sub-tribe 9. Metzgerie^.

Metzgeeia, Eaddi>'

Jungermannia, L. PI. Suec, 1 ed., p. 338, n. 928 (1745), et Sp.

PI. 1 ed., 2, p. 1136, n. 26 (1753) ; Hook. Brit. Jung., tt. 45,

46 (1816). Metzgeria, Raddi, in Att. Soc. Modena, 18, p. 45

(1818); Lindb. apud Soc. F. Fl. Penn. (1874); sect. 1, G. L. ct

K Synop. Hep., p. 502 (1846). Hervera, B. Gr. in Gray's Nat.

Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 685, n. 11 (1821). Pasciola, Dumort."'Comm.
Bot., p. 114 (1823). Echinogyna, Dumort. Syll. Jung. Eur.,

p. 83, n. 22 (1831). Echinomitrium, Hiiben. Hep. Germ,
p. 46, n. 16(1834).

Fronds ribbed, flat, dichotomous or subpalmately branched. Fruit

rising from the lower surface on the midrib. Involucral bract

two-lipped, ventricose. Capsules elevated on long stalks, quadri-

valved. Elaters persistent to the points of the valves, one-spired.

Antheridia from the midrib of under side of frond.

1. Metzgeria furcata (Linn.), Dumort. Dioecious. Fronds linear,

flat, dichotomously forked, smooth on upper surface, the margin
and costa beneath subpilose. Fruit rising from the midrib on
the under side. Calyptra setulose.

Jungermannia furcata, Linn. Sp. PI. 1602 ; Hook. Brit. Jung., tt. 55
et 56; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat., p. 94; Engl. Bot., t. 1632.

Metzgeria glabra, Raddi, Jung. Etr. in Mem. Modena, 18, p. 43,

t. 7, fig. 1. Metzgeria furcata, Dumort. Pev. Jung., p. 26
;

Hepat. Europ., p. 139; G. L.. et K Synop. Hep., p. 302;
Pabenhor. Hep. Europ. exsic. 31, 179, 357.

Hab. On trunks of trees chiefly, but also on moist banks and rocks.

Var. 8. ceruginosa. Frequent on trunks of trees.

2. Metzgeria puhescens, Raddi. Frond linear, subdichotomous, glau-

cous green, nerved, pubescent on both surfaces. Antheridia on
the lower surface of the frond, attached to the midrib.

Jungermannia puhescens, Schrank. Prim. Fl. Salisb., p. 231 ; Hook.
Brit. Jung., t. 73 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat., p. 95 ; Ekart,

Synop. Jung., p. 67, t. 3, fig. 19. Metzgeria puhescens, Raddi,

Jung. Etrus. Mem. Mod. 18, p. 46 ; G. L. et N. Synop. Hepat.,

p. 504 ; Rabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic, n. 84 ; Dumort. Hepat.
Europ., p. 140.

Hab. On moist rocky banks, and in woods. Mountains near Belfast,

Mr. Templeton, in Fl. Hib. On limestone rocks between Lame
and Glenarm, and at Sillaghbraes, near Lame, Antrim, 1837.

Again at same place, M. S. A. Stewart, March, 1876. This rare

species has not been found in any of the Irish counties, save Co.

* As a siib-tiibc of the AnomogamaD, by Lindberg.
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Antrim, up to the present time : good specimens from thence are

in the herbarium from the Ordnance Survey, at the College of

Science, Dublin.

3. Metzgeria linearis (Sw.), Lindb., Monogr. n. 6. Dioecious. Stems
robust, much elongated, dichotomous, of equal breadth through-
out, their margins much reflexed, nearly meeting so as to make
the stems appear half round when diy, in transverse section

sub-elliptic, hairs very long, in twos or threes together, spreading
widely, and arcuately bent. Fruit (?)

Jungermannia furcata, var. /3. elongata, Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 56,

fig. 2 ; Ekart, Syn. Jung. tab. 1, figs. 1, 2, p. 67. J. furcata,

p. maxima, "Weber, Spicil. PL Goett. p. 160.

Hab. In moist situations on the ground. I collected this remark-
able plant in some quantity in a small stream which empties

itself into the deep lake at the top of the glen leading up to the

highest poiat of Brandon Mountain, in 1865. The plant was
altogether in the water, and the stems were from 4 to 5 inches long.

Believing it to be quite distinct from M. furcata, I sent it to

some of our best authorities, who thought otherwise. It there-

fore remained for Dr. Lindberg to establish the species, who also

collected it in 1873, at Cromaglaun, &c. He states in his obser-

vations on the Hepaticee collected in Ireland, 1873, that he
possesses specimens of the same plant from l^orth America, the

islands of Jamaica and Gruadeloupe ; Sikkim, Himalaya ; IS^ew

Zealand ; and from Sutherland shire in Scotland. The Irish

specimens have neither male nor female fruit.

4. Metzgeria conjugata (Dill.), Lindb., Monogr. n. 7. Autoecious.

—

"Stems robust, not much elongated, more or less dichotomous,

irregularly pinnated or decomposite linear, but narrower in some
parts than in others, in transverse section semilunar, mai'gins

remote, hairs longish, singly or often in pairs on margin, and
divergent."

Bisch. Handb. Bot. Term. tab. 56, fig. 2756 ; Dill. Hist. Muse. tab. 74,

fig. 45; D. et E. Hedw. Theor. Gen. 1 ed., tab. 19, figs. 9, 99 et

100, tab. 20, figs. 101-109 ; 2 ed., tab. 21, figs. 4, 5, tab. 22, figs.

1-9; Sturm, Deutschl. El. 2, fasc. 26, 27, tab. 38 ; Aust. Hep. Bor.-

Am. n. 117 (inflor.); Eunck. Crypt. Gew. Eicht.fasc. 21, n. 438;
Gottsche et Eabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 274-6.

Hab. Glena and Tore Cascade, on the bark of old trees. 0' Sullivan's

Cascade, Killarney, among Hookeria Igetevirens, Dr. Lindberg,

1873. Not being acquainted with this plant, the description and

quotations of authorities are after Lindberg, in "Acta Societ.

Scientiarum Eennicte, x." Judging from the figures in Dil-

lenius, it would be readily passed over for a state of Riccardia

;

so also from the the smaller fig. in Hedwig's Theoria, No. 99, but

the magnified fig.. No. 100, shows the plant to be a true Metz-
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geria. In Gottsche and Eabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic, n. 274,

Metzgeria furcata, var. /?. nuda, affords a good example of this

plant. The paucity of hairs, and more horny substance of the

stems, distinguish it from any of the normal states of M. furcata

;

but the chief distinguishing character seems to be the autoecious

inflorescence, which, as Lindberg observes, is remarkable in a

genus where all the other species of it are dioecious."'

EiccAKDiA, Bennett, Gray.f

Jungermannia, L. Fl. Suec. 1 ed., p. 399, n. 929 (1745), et Sp. PL,
1 ed., 2, p. 1136, n. 24 et 25 (1741); Hook. Brit. Jung. (1816).
Eoemeria, Eaddi, in Att. Soc. Modena, 18, p. 46 (1818). Eiccardia,

B. Gr. in Gray's j^Tat. Arr. Brit. PI. 1, p. 683, n. 9, excl. sp. n. 3

(1821); Carruth. in Seem. Journ. Bot. 3, p. 302 (1865).
Aneura, Dum. Comm. Bot. p. 115 (1823); Syll. Jung. Eur.,

p. 85 (1831). Metzgeria, Corda, in Opiz, Beitr., 1, p. 654, n. 12

(1829).

Erond fleshy, pinnatifid or sinuate, partially nerved or without
nerve. Fruit rising from the margin of the frond, under-
neath. Involucre short, cupuliform. Colesule wanting. Calyptra
exserted, smooth, fleshy. Capsule quadrivalved. Elaters with a

broad single spire, attached to the tips of the valves of the cap-

sule. Antheridia in marginal receptacles.

1. Riccardia muUifida (Dill., Linn.), Gr. Autoecious. Erond linear,

multifid, nerveless, fleshy. Emit marginal. Calyptra exserted,

tuberculated.

Jungermannia multifida, Linn. Sp. PL p. 1602; Engl. Bot. t. 186;
Hook. Brit. Junger. t. 45, excl. var. [i. ; Lindenb. Synop. Hepat.,

p. 98; Aueura multifida, Dumort. Comm. Bot., p. 115; Syll.

Jung., p. 85 ; Hepat. Europ., p. 141 ; Nees, Europ. Leberm., 3,

p. 449 ; G. L. et IST. Synop. Hepat., p. 496 ; De ISTotaris, Prim.
Hepat. ItaL, p. 46 ; Eabenhor. Hepat. Europ. exsic. n. 463.

Hab. On wet spots, where water has stood during winter, and among
wet grass and heaths. Yery common in Ireland. Yarieties of

this variable plant are of frequent occurrence. Yariety pinnati-

fida, Dumort. Syll. Jung. = Aneura pinnatifida, Dumort. Eev,
Jung. p. 26 ; Hepat. Europ., p. 142 (J. sinuata, Dicks. [?]), are

found at Killarney ; Galtymore, Tipperary ; and at Luggielaw :

var. submersa, on wet bogs near MuUingar, Westmeath. This

* Although this genus and the follo-\ving are placed by Lindberg in divisions,

according to the principles and characters wliich mark the respective sections

of his arrangement, they are thereby placed among plants they have otherwise little

relationship with. I have, therefore, inserted them among those of a more con-
genial nature, where they have been long and naturally placed. In doing so, I
have at the same time indicated the position given them by Dr. Lindberg.

t By Lindberg, as a sub-tribe in the sub-section f, Opisthogamac.
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latter variety grows in the water, in close balls of fronds, three
or four inches in diameter. Variety ambrosioides, Nees, Killar-

ney, Dr. Carrington.

2. Riccardia palmata (Hedw.), Carruth., Lindb. Dioecious. Stems
short, rather crowded, and free at apex, palmately cut, segments
linear, and frequently tapering to a point or slightly emarginate.

Involucral bracts small. Calyptra small, and densely verrucose.

Jungermannia palmata, Hedw. Theor. Gen. 1 ed., p. 87, tab. 18, figs.

93, 95 ; et tab. 19, figs. 96-98
; Schmid. Icon. PI. 3, p. 213-216

(excl. synon.); Ekart, Svnop. Germ., tab. 13, fig. 115 ; Fl. Dan. 5.

fasc. 15, tab. 898, fig. 3; Sturm, Deutschl. Fl. 2, fasc. 26 et 21,

tab. 35. Aneura palmata, Dumort. Comm. Bot. p. 115; Syll. Jung.,

p. 86, et Hepat. Europ., p. 143 ; Lindberg, Manipulus Musci.

secundus, Helsingfors (1874).

Hab. On the putrid trunks of old trees, at Cromaglaun, Kerry

;

Altadore Glen, Wicklow. Tore Mountain, and Eagle's j^est, Kil-

larney. Dr. Carrington. Abundant on a small island off Bally-

nakill Harbour, Co. Galway.

3. Riccardia pingim{Jjuni.),'S>.(jir. Dioecious. Eronds procumbent,
one or two inches long, fleshy, linear-oblong, simple or slightly

lobed, margins sinuate. Fruit rising from under the margin.
;

Calyptra hemispherical, smooth. Capsule brownish and furrowed. |
Jungermannia pinguis, Linn. Sp. Plant., p. 1602; Schmidel, Icon.

p. 136, tab. 35 ; Engl. Bot., t. 185 ; Hook. Brit. Jung., t. 46;
Ekart, Synop. Jung., p. 62, tab. 7, fig. 51 ; Taylor, in El. Hib.,

p. 57. Roemeria pinguis, Eaddi, in Mem. Modena, 18, p. 48.

Aneura pinguis, Dumort. Comm. Bot., p. 115 ; Syll. Jung., p. 86,

tab. 2; et Hepat. Europ., p. 143 ; Nces, Europ. Leberm., 3, p. 427;
G. L. et N. Synop. Hep., p. 493 ; Cooke, Brit. Jung., p. 23, fig.

174; Eabenhor. Hep. Europ. exsic. n. 41, 103, 436.

Hab. Damp ravines, sides of rivulets, and among wet heath. I^ot

unfrequent in the Killarney district, Kerry. On wet sand at Ma-
lahide, Dublin ; and at Lough Bray, "Wicklow.

4. A. latifrons, Lindberg. " Autoica, rarissime paroica, major, pel-

lucida; caulis longus et latus, dissolutus in ramos latos, cervicorni-

formes, plus minusve oblongo-cuneatos, obtusissimos et emargina-

tos, plano-convexos, vix umquam gonidia antice gerentes ; cel-

lulse magnse, oblongo-rhombese, baud incrassatae ; bracteae peri-

cha3tiates paucsebus ; calyptra magna et minus verrucosa ; andrce-

cium anguste oblongum, fere semper ad latus perichaetii affixum."

—Lindberg.

Jungermannia multifida, Schmid. Icon. PI. 3, pp. 213-216, excl.

synon. et pp. (1797); Hook. Brit. Jung. p. 19, n. 75, pp. (1816).

Aneura palmata, a major, Nees, Europ. Leber. 3, p. 459
; G. L.

et N. Synop. Hepat. p. 498 ; Gottsche, in El. Dan. 16, fasc. 4, p. 21,
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n. 2815. A. latiirons, Lindb. apud Soc. pro. P. et Fl. Fenn.

(1873), etin Bot. jS'ot. p. 62 (1873). Delin. :—Hook. Brit. Jung.,

tab. 45, figs. 4, 7 et 12 ; Ekart, Synop. Germ. tab. 7, fig. 50, 1, 2,

et4; n. Dan. 16.fasc. 47, t. 2815, fig. 2.

Hab. On moist turfy banks, and decaying stems of trees. Killamey,
Dr. Lindberg.

I have copied closely Dr. Lindberg' s description and synonymy
(Hepat. in Hiber. Lectse, p. 513) of this species, which I am not

well acquainted with, though Dr. Lindberg pointed it out to me,
growing near O'SuUivan's Cascade, Killarney, in 1873. It is

the plant figured by Hooker for Jung, multifida, in Brit. Jung.

(pro 2}(irte), and what Dr. Taylor and others, including myself,

have long considered that species. Hooker's var. f3.,
which

forms part of tab. 45, in Brit. Jung., is described as a species by
Dumortier, in Hepat. Europ., viz., Aneura sinuata, p. 142.

Although these are conspicuous plants, it is exceedingly difficult

to define their limits as species or varieties.

B. Cleistocakp^.

Tribe 1. Sph^eocaepe^.

Sph^eocaepus, Mieheli.

Sphaerocarpus, Mich. ±^ov. PI. Gen. 4, t. 3 (1729); Dumort. Comm.
Bot., p. 78 (1822). Targiona sphserocarpus, Dicks. Ease. 1, p.

8, n. 2(1785).

Involucre sessile, seated on the frond near its base, pear-shaped and
perforated at the apex, without bracts, and one-fruited. Capsule
closely invested by the calyptra. Antheridia on separate fronds,

in folliculose bodies.

Sphcerocarpus terrestris, Sm. Frond roundish, in clusters, horizon-

tally attached to the ground by short radicles, oblong, waved,
their disk covered with tufts of the fructification.

Sphserocarpus terrestris, Sm. Engl. Bot. t. 299 ; Lindenb. Synop. Hep.
p. Ill ; jS'ees, Eur. Leber. 4, p. 365. Sphaerocarpus Michelii, Bel-

lardi. Act. Tur., 5, p. 246 ; Sullivant's Musci and Hepaticae of the

U. S. p. 84. t. 6. Sphaerocarpus lagenarius, Dumort. Comm.
Bot. 78.

Hab. On the earth, in fields consisting of strong clay land which are

moist in vi4nter. On a wet clay bank at Collin Glen, near Bel-

fast, !Mr. David Orr. I have never seen any Irish specimens of

this plant, nor have I heard of it having been observed by any
other person than Mr. Orr in Ireland.
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Sectioh" III. Anthoceeotace^.

Tribe 2. Anthocekote^.

Akthoceeos, Micheli.

Anthoceros, Mich. ISToy. Gen. p. 10, tab. 7 (1729). Corypta, JS'eck.

Elem. Bot. 3, p. 344, n. 1758 (1790). Cai-poceros, Dum. Comm.
Bot. p. 76 (1823).

Colesule tubular. Capsule filiform, bivalyed, Yrlth a free central pla-

centa, exserted. Elaters articulated, flexuose, without spores or

spores imperfect. Antheridia dorsal, sessile in a cup-shaped
involucre.

1. Anthoceros ptmctatus, Linn. Paroecious. Frond orbicular, radiate^

lacerate, with immersed gemmae in its substance, margins pli-

cate, crenate, papillose on the surface, nerveless. Colesule erect^

cylindi'ical, mouth truncate.

Anthoceros punctatus, Linn. Sp. PL 1606 ; Lindenb. Hepat. Eur.^

p. 113; Sm. Engl. Bot., t. 1537; Is^ees, Eur. Leberm. 4, p. 338 ;

G. L. et jS". Synop. Hepat. 583 ; Eabenhor. Hepat. Eur. exsic.

n. 64, 462, 484.

Hab. "Wet places, by the sides of streams, and on ditch banks.

Glendoon, Co. Antrim ; Kelly's Glen, Co. Dublin. Sugar Loaf
Mountain, Co. of Wicklow, Dr. E. Perceval Wright ; but not com-

mon in the northern or eastern counties of Ireland. Frequent
in the counties of Kerry and Cork.

This remarkable genus among the Hepaticee is easily recognised when
found in fruit, but when not in a fruiting state, the species may
readily be passed over for states of Pellia. Erom most of the

Marchantiacese the fronds may be distinguished with the aid of a

lens, by the absence of true pores on their surface.

2. Anthoceros Icevis (Dill), L. Dioecious, (Lindb.) Erond deep green,

smooth on surface, nerveless, subradiate. Colesule broad, sca-

rious.

Anthoceros Icevis, Linn. Sp. PI. 1606 ; Lindenb. Hepat. Eur. p. 112
;

JSTees, Europ. Leber, 4, p. 329 ; G. L. etN. Synop. Hepat. p. 586 ;

Eabenhor. Hep. Eur. exsic. n. 64, 462, 484.

Hab. On clay banks, &c. On a wet clay bank, by the roadside lead-

ing from Dingle to Ventry, left-hand side of road, about a mile

and a-half from Ventry. This species was collected in consi-

derable abundance by Dr. Lindberg and myself, in July, 1873,

when it was in fine fruit. I am not aware of it having been

observed elsewhere in Ireland up to the present time.
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List of "Works, Papers, etc., relating to the Hepatic^
OF Ireland.

Thomas Tatloe, !M. D. :

—

" In Flora Hibernica. Part 2. Hepaticae (1836)." Eighty-two

species are described and enumerated.

" Descriptions of Jungermannia nlicina (Taylor) and Junger-

mannia Lyoni (Taylor)." Transactions of the Edinburgh Bo-

tanical Society. Yol. 1, p. 115 (1841). Adds J. Lyoni
(Taylor) to the Irish list.

'' On two new species of Jungermannia, and another new to

Britain." Transactions of the Edinburgh Botanical Society.

Yol. 1, p. 179 (1843-4). Adds J. punctata, Taylor.

" On four new species of British Jungermannia." Transactions of

the Edinburgh Botanical Society. Yol. 2, p. 43 (1843). Adds
Jungermannia riparia, Taylor ; J. reclusa, Taylor ; J. fi'agi-

folia, Taylor; J. germana, Taylor.

" Contributions to British Jungermannia." Transactions of the

Edinburgh Botanical Society. Yol. 2, p. 115 (1844). Adds
Jungermannia nimbosa, Taylor; J. curta, Martius ; J. Thuja,

Dickson ; J. rivularis, Nees ; J. aquilegia, Taylor.

D. MooEE, Ph. D. :—
" Ordnance Survey Collections of Counties of Derry and An-

trim." Yol. 1. Mosses and Hepaticae, exsicc. (1834-8).

Eifty-five species.

" Contributions to the British and Irish Musci and Hepaticas."

Proceedings of Dublin IFniversity Zoological and Botanical As-

sociation. Yol. 2, p. 80 (1863). [Bead Eebruary 20th, 1861].

Adds Sarcoscyphus Eunckii (1837) ; Scapania subalpina, var.

yS. undulifolia ; Aneura palmata ; Petalophyllum Ealfsii, Wil-
son ; and a new habitat for J. cuneifolia.

" Dublin iS'atural History Society's Proceedings." Yol. 5, p. 89

(1866). Adds Scapania undulata, var. A. major, Nees; and
some new habitats.

Tho]!ias Power, M. D, :

—

" Contributions towards the Eauna and Flora of Cork. Part 2.

Botany (1844)." Fifty species of Hepaticae are enumerated.

B. Camlixgtox, M. D. :

—

'' Gleanings among the Irish Ciyptogams." Transactions of the

Edinburgh Botanical Society. A^ol. 7, j). 379 (1863). Adds
Jungermannia obovata, Nees ; and, gleaned fi'om other sources,

Preissia commutata, Nees ; Fossombronia angulosa, Raddi

;

Scapania compacta, Lindenb. ; S. irrigua, IS^ees ; J. nana,

Nees ; J. bicrenata, Lindb. ; Gymnanthe Wilsoni, Taylor;
Madotheca laevigata, Dumort. ; and Madotheca rivularis, Xees.

K. I. A. PROC, SEK. II., VOL. 11., SCIENCE. 3 R
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S. 0. LiNDBEEG :

" IIepatic83 in Hibernia mense Julii, 1873, lectse." Acta Socie-

tatis Scientiariim Fennicae. x. (1874). Adds Eiccia sorocarpa,

Bischoff ; Lejeunea patens, Lindb. ; Lejeunea Moorei, Lindb.

;

Porella pinnata, Dill. ; Metzgeria linearis, Sw. ; Metzgeria
conjugata, Lindb. ; Cepbalozia multiflora (Dill.), Huds. ; Ce-

pbalozia elachista, Jack. ; Kantia arguta, Dill. ; Riccardia lati-

frons (Schmid.), Lindb. ; Nardia spbacelata, Gies. ; Scalia

Hookeri (Lyell), Gray; Anthoceros laevis (Dill.), L.

The species added in the present Report are Ricciella fluitans,

Al. Braun, Hook. ; Ricciocarpus natans, Corda ; Cepbalozia Francisii,

Hook. ; Pedinophyllum pyrenaicum, Spruce ; Scapania nliginosa,

Dumort. ; Scapania aequiloba, Duniort. (vera) ; Jungermannia Hom-
scbucbiana, Iv^ees ; Jungermannia capitata, Hook. ; JN^ardia revoluta,

!N^ees ; Spheerocarpus terrestris, Sm. ; Lejeunea flava, Swartz.

Gr. M. Cotter, in M. F. Cusack's "History of the City and County
of Cork" (1875), enumerates twenty-nine Hepaticse not noticed in

Dr. Power's Ust of 1844.

ADDITIONS AND COERECTIONS.

Lejeunea flava, Swartz. Stem branched, creeping. Leaves sub-

imbricated, oblong-ovate, entire, rounded at apex, lobule somewhat
convolute. Amphigastria ovate-cordate, much smaller than the leaves,

acutely bifid, divisions ovate-lanceolate. Fruit lateral at base of

branchlets. Colesule exserted, pentagonal.—Gottsche, Ic. Lej. vii.

Junger. flava, Swartz, Prodr. Fl. Ind.-Occ. p. 144; Fl. Ind.-Occ.

iii. p. 1859; Schwaeger, Prodr. p. 16; "Web. Prodr. p. 29; Spreng.

S. "V. 4, 1, p. 223, n. 74; Spruce, in Trimen's Journal of Botany,

new series, vol. v. 1876, p. 198.

Hab. EiLlamey,*J. T. Mackay.

Dr. Spruce assures us that a fine patch of this plant, gathered at

Killarney by the late llr. Mackay, is in Sir William Hooker's her-

barium. Dr. Lindberg considers that this species is closely allied to

his new species, L. Moorei. Referring to the latter, he states

:

" Yery probably this new and very distinct species is to be very care-

fully compared with L. flava, Swartz ; and I have really felt doubt
whether the two are different from each other ; but as I have
not seen the former (L. flava), I am unable to decide" (Lindb. in

^' Acta Societatis Seientiarum Fennicae," x. p. 487). I am myseK in

a similar position to that of Dr. Lindberg, not having seen plants of

L. flava, and therefore cannot offer an opinion at present.
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LIY.—A. Revision" of the Species of Abies. By William Ramsay
M'Nab, M. D., Edinburgh, Professor of Botany, Royal College of

Science for Ireland. (With Plates 46, 47, 48 and 49.)

[Read June 26, 1876].

Last year I presented to the Royal Irish Academy a paper (aniea,

p. 209), in which the anatomy of the leaves of the section Tsuga
of the genus Pinus vs^as described, and in the present paper I propose
to continue the investigation of the anatomical structure of the leaves of

the same great genus. The sections to which I shall now direct atten-

tion are Abies of Endlicher and Parlatore, and Pseudotsuga of Carriere

-and Bertrand, the former including a considerable number of species of

which the common European silver fir may be taken as the type.

Much confusion has been caused by Linnaeus in 1753 falling into an
•error as to the application of the names Picea and Abies—an error

which was corrected by Duroi in 1771 ; but in this paper I shaU not
follow Parlatore in calling the common silver fir (generally known by
the name of Abies pectinata of De CandoUe) Pinus (Abies) Abies of

Duroi ; but shall adopt the more commonly used A. pectinata.

Dr. C. E. Bertrand"* enumerates and briefly describes the anatomical
characters of twenty-two species of Abies. All Bertrand's forms, with
.a single exception, I believe I have been able to examine ; and while
we agree in many most important points, still in others I find con-

siderable discrepancies in our results. Perhaps this may result from
an examination of but few examples of each species, and this I have
tried to avoid by examining as many specimens as I could obtain, both
living and dried. A very large number of specimens have been exa-
mined, and many thousands of sections cut—the greater part of my
spare time for twelve months past having been devoted to the work.

Great confusion exists in the nomenclature of this section ; the
synonymy is very complex, and the cultivated forms frequently do not
agree with the species described by Botanical authors. It has, there-

fore, been difficult in many cases to discover what the true plant of

the original describer was, but I have been very fortunate in obtaining

a great deal of information regarding the cultivated species introduced

into Britain within the last twenty-five years from my father, who has
cultivated most of the species with the greatest success, and whose
accurate and extensive knowledge of this genus is well known. All
the forms introduced by Jeffrey have been raised from seed in the
Royal Botanic Garden at Edinburgh, and I have thus been able to

•obtain, from the Museum, and from the Edinburgh Botanic Garden,
authentic specimens of the different forms for examination. To Dr.
Hooker and Professor Oliver I am very deeply indebted for permission

* Anatomie Comparce des Tiges et des Feiiilles chez les Gnetacees et les Coni-
feres. Paris, 1874.

3 R 2
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to examine authentic specimens from the Kew Herbarium, many diffi-

culties having been removed by their kind assistance ; while Pro-
fessor Perceval Wright also helped me greatly by his kindness in

enabling me to examine the authentic specimens in the Herbarium of

Trinity College, Dublin. To many other friends—Dr. Moore, of Glas-

nevin ; Mr. Fowler, of Castle Kennedy ; Mr. Syme, Elvaston Nurseries
;

Messrs. Waterer, Low, and Veitch—my best thanks are also due.

Parlatore* enumerates and describes eighteen species and two varie-

ties in his section Abies, but he seems in some instances to have mixed
up two or more anatomically distinct forms under one name. Each form
has been carefully described, and a figure of the section of the leaf

given, so that this paper may, to a certain extent, be useful in iden-

tifying the cultivated species in our gardens and nurseries.

The species of Abies are generally separated into two groups by the
bracts of the cones, which are either long or short. Bertrand separates

two groups by the position of the resin-canals. In the present paper I
have adopted a geographical arrangement, as I find that the forms
most related anatomically are most connected geographically, the

outlying forms being generally the most distinct. A great zone of

species stretches from North America, by Japan and the Himalayas, to

Asia Minor and Southern Europe.

The section Abies of Pinus is distinguished by having the leaves

inserted singly into the stem, by their not being placed on cushions,

and by the double fibro-vascular bundle. The second section mentioned
in this paper is Pseudotsuga, which differs in having a single fibro-

vascular bundle.

I. Abies, Endl., Parlatore. Genus Abies, Link. Abies, Bertrand.

1. Pinus {Ahies) hracteata, Don, Trans. Linn. Soc. xvii. 443 ; Par-

latore, D. C. Prod., vol. xvi., pars 2, p. 419, No. 88. Pinus

venusta, Dougl. Alies venusta, Koch, Dendi'ologie, vol. ii. part 2,

p. 210.

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the

stem, but bent so as to form two lateral rows ; occasionally a few

directed upwards. Leaf rigid, linear, twisted above the base, which

is slightly narrowed towards the orbicular insertion, widest above the

twisted part, then gradually tapering, contracting suddenly near the

sharp-pointed apex ; upper surface bright green with no stomata,

beneath with a band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there

being from 10 to 12 rows of stomata in each band. Leaves from 1^ to

2 inches in length, and about vir of an inch wide. Buds covered with

pale yellow scales, which are not resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, ^}j times broader than

thick, sides rounded, upper surface gently curved inwards, below with

* De Candolle, Prodromus, vol. xvi., sect. 2, pp. 419, et seq.
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a prominent midrib. Hypoderma Tvell developed, a continuous band
of thickened cells running underneath the epidermis of the upper
surface, from the external margin of the one resin -canal to the ex-

ternal margin of the other. At the rounded margins of the leaf the

hypoderma consists of two rows of cells. The hypoderma is also

developed under the epidermis covering the prominent midrib below,

the layer of cells being double in the middle. The resin-canals arc

placed one at each side of the leaf, close to the under side, and sepa-

rated from the epidermis by a single layer of cells. The pallisade

parenchyma is well developed on the upper side, and below there is

parenchyma with well-marked intercellular spaces communicating with
the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the parts placed close together, and
having a few thick liber-like cells above and in the middle. The
whole is surrounded by a sheath.

The figure (Plate 46, fig. 1) is drawn from a specimen supplied to

me by Mr. Syme, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, Derby.
Bertrand^ gives the following characters for A. bracteata :

—

Olands touching the inferior epidermis ; no stomata on upper surface

of leaf, more than 10 rows of stomata in each band; no pseudo-liber

-cells in parenchyma of leaf ; zone of hypoderm continuous ; leaf mucro-
nate.—In the different specimens examined by me the same characters

were found.

Gordonf describes this species, and directs attention to the buds,

while Koch| gives a description of it under the name of Pinus (Abies)

venusta. According to this author the name vcnusta, Douglas (1836),
has the priority by one year of that of bracteata, D. Don (1837). It

has also been described and figured by Mr. Andrew Murray, in the
Transactions of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, vol. vi., p. 211,
with plates. Koch states that the young shoots are hairy, while Par-

latore says :
" Eamuli glabri :

" both states occur among the specimens
examined by me.

P. (Abies) bracteata is one of the most distinct species of the

whole section. Five different specimens have been examined by me

—

three from their natural habitats, the others cultivated.

I am indebted to my valued correspondent, Mr. Syme, of Elvaston

jSTurseries, Borrowash, Derby, for a fine cultivated specimen for exami-
nation, a section of the leaf of this plant being the one figured. The
other cultivated specimen examined was from a very small plant in

Glasnevin Garden, kindly given to me by Dr. Moore, and in it the

hypoderm was not so well developed, there being 2 or 3 cells omitted

in 3 or 4 places, but it agreed in all other characters.

I am indebted to Dr. Hooker, C.B., P.R. S., and to Prof. Oliver,

F. H. S., for permission to examine two specimens in Kew Herbarium.
One is a specimen collected by D. Douglas in "America boreali-occi-

* Op. cit., p. 89. t The rinetum (18.38), p. 145.

X Dendrologie, vol. ii., part 2, p. 210.
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dentalis ;" the other was marked ''119, Picea bracteata, W. Lobb„
California." These specimens of Douglas and Lobb have in evorv
respect the same anatomical characters as the specimen from Elvaston
IS'-urseries, figured in the paper.

There is a specimen with cones in the Museum, E,oyal Botanic-

Garden, Edinburgh, presented by Mr. Andrew Murray in 1859.

The leaves of this specimen do not differ anatomically from those

already described.

2. Pinus [Alies) religiosa, Humb., Bonpl. and Eunth, N'ov. Gen. et

Sp. 2, p. 5 ; Parlatore, D. C. Prod. vol. x\i., pars 2, p. 420, jS^o.

91.

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly, and not very
closely, all round the stem, but bent so as to form two lateral rows..

Upper side of shoot with leaves directed outwards at a small angle.

Leaf linear, straight or curved, slightly twisted above the base, con-
tracting at apex into a point, upper surface deep green with no sto-

mata, below with a band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there

being from 8 to 10 rows in each band. Leaves from 1 to 1^ inch
in length, and about ^ inch wide. Buds pale-coloured, and very
resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, nearly three times

broader than thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a central

longitudinal furrow, below with a slightly jH'ominent midrib. Hypo-
derma conspicuous, forming a continuous, or only very slightly inter-

rupted, band, extending from the resin-canal of one side underneath the

epidermis of the upper surface to the resin-canal of the other side

:

below the epidermis of the midrib a series of hypoderm cells also exists.

The resin-canals are two in number, placed close to the epidermis of

the under side of the leaf, and rather near the margin. The pallisade

parenchyma is well developed on whole upper part of leaf; below, the

parenchyma, with intercellular spaces communicating with the stomata,

is well seen.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, surrounded by a well-developed

sheath ; the parts of the bundle are not widely separated, and a few
thick liber-like cells are placed superiorly.

The figure (Plate 46, fig. 2) is di-awn fi'om a specimen kindly sup-

plied to me by Mr. Powler, gardener. Castle Kennedy, N. B.

Pinus (Abies) religiosa is very closely related to P. bracteata, and
Bertrand says that the two do not differ anatomically. The shape of

the leaf in section is, however, different, and the thick hypoderm cells

are larger and more interrupted than in P. bracteata. I have seen two
specimens from Castle Kennedy, one figured above, the other in the

Museum, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. It has a cone, ripened

in 1867, about 4 inches long by 2 wide, with projecting bracts. The
specimen from Glasnevin was in an unhealthy condition when ex-
amined, and has the hypoderm less developed than in the Castle

Kennedy specimens. In Kew Herbarium is a specimen, marked " Abies-
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religiosa, Guatemala, Skinner;" and on the label also, "Abies birtella.

'

Differt ab Ab. religiosa foKis obtusissimis emarginatis, nee acutis-

simis." This seems to me only to differ from religiosa in having the

hypoderm cells more scattered, and it resembles in every way the
young leaves on the plant of religiosa from Glasnevin Garden. Some
of the leaves on the Castle Kennedy specimens are rather obtuse, so

that there may be a little variation in this interesting form.

I place religiosa next bracteata, which it resembles much in its

leaves, but it differs in its cone.

3. Pinus {Abies) amahilis, Douglas, Bot. Mag. Comp. 2, p. 93 (not

Parlatore). Abies grandis, A. Murray, Syn. Var. Conif., p. 18

(not Douglas). A. grandis, Lambert (?). Picea lasiocarpa, Balf. in

Jeff, seeds, p. 1, t. 4, f. 1 (not Hook.). Abies spectahilis, Herpin
de Fremont, Bertrand, Anat. Gnet. et Conif. p. 91 (not Don).

Shoots densely covered with small dark hairs. Leaves inserted

singly all round the stem, and placed very close together, the leaves

on the under side of the stem and the lateral ones forming two
lateral rows spreading outwards, those on the upper side of the branch
twisted round so as to bring the upper surfaces of the leaves superiorly :

these upper leaves all point to the apex of the shoot, nearly parallel to

its long axis, and give the branches a very peculiar appearance.

Leaf linear, more or less twisted at the base, which narrows to-

wards the orbicular insertion, width nearly uniform, apex rounded
and emarginate, upper surface very bright green with no stomata, be-

neath with a band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there being

from 8 to 1 rows of small stomata in each band. Leaves 1 to 1 J inch

long by about -jV inch wide. Buds covered with brown scales, and
resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, three times broader

than thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a faint longitudinal

furrow, the midrib not prominent. Hypoderma well developed, form-

ing a continuous, or nearly continuous, layer running from the resin-

canal of one side, under the upper epidermis, to the resin-canal of the

other ; the hypoderm is also developed in the middle line below.

The resin-canals are placed, one at each side of the leaf, close to the in-

ferior epidermis, but sometimes having a layer of hypoderm separating

the canal from the epidermis. The pallisade parenchyma is well deve-

loped on the upper side, and below is parenchyma, with intercellular

spaces communicating with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the whole surrounded by a well-

marked sheath.

Tbe figure (Plate 46, fig. 3) is drawn from a specimen supplied to

me by my father, from the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.
The peculiar appearance of the foliage of this plant is well shown

in Mr. Murray's figure (Syn. Var. Conif. p. 19, fig. 20), an appear-

ance which is considered characteristic of amabilis of Douglas. It

seems probable that this is not the plant meant by Douglas to be called
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amabilis, but that the form he really wished to bear this name is now
known as Pseudotsuga magnifica.

I have examined in all eleven specimens of this plant. It has been
sent to me from the Eoyal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh as the true

amabilis of Douglas, grafts and layers from Douglas' plants being

there cultivated. I have also received it from Mr. Syme, of Elvaston

Nurseries, as the true amabilis of Douglas, as well as from Mr. "Wat-

erer, of Knap Hill i!^ursery. A plant of it was noticed last September
by Dr. Moore, of Grlasnevin, growing near Ambleside, in the Lake
District. I have also examined five native specimens—three in Kew
Herbarium, from the Oregon Boundary Commission : one collected in St.

Juan Island, by Dr. Lyell, in 1858 ; another, near Lake Chiluk-

weyak, B.C., Cascade Mountains, 49° N. L., Dr. Lyell, 1859; and the

third, Cascade Mountains to Port Colville, about 49° N. L., Dr. Lyell,

July, 1860. A section of the leaf of one of these is figured (Plate 46,

fig. 3, a.)

In the Museum at the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, there is

a cone, about 4 inches long, with a few leaves, marked " Pinus lasio-

carpa, 409. California, Mr. Jeffrey, 1853." In the Herbarium is a

specimen of the same, marked " Picea sp., JSTo. 409. Mountains east of

the Palis of Eraser's Biver, Sept. 27, 1851, Jeffrey." This No. 409,

Jeff., is A. lasiocarpa of Balfour and Oregon Committee, as shown by
the figure given by Mr. A. Murray, Syn. Var. Conif. p. 25, fig. 34.

Prom an examination of both the cone and leaves, I have no difficulty

in identifying this plant as being lasiocarpa of Balfour, grandis of

Murray, and probably of Lambert, and amabilis of Douglas, as repre-

sented in our gardens. No plants of this, Balfour's lasiocarpa, seem to

have grown from Jeffrey's seeds.

Prom the great development of hypoderm, I place this species next
to bracteata and religiosa. The cone is unlike that of the two species,

and has large bracts, which do not project beyond the scales.

4. Pinus (Ahies) grandis, Douglas, Bot. Mag. Comp. 2, p. 147 ; Par-

latore, D. C. Prod. xvi. p. 427, No. 104 (excl. of syn.). Abies

amabilis, Murray, Syn. Var. Conif. p. 20 ; Koch, Dendrologie,

vol. ii. pt. 2, p. 211. Abies Gordoniana, Carr. Conif. ed. 2,

p. 298; Bertrand, Anat. Comp. Gnet. et Conif. p. 91.

Shoots smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, but
bent so as to form two lateral rows ; occasionally a few are directed

upwards. Leaf linear, twisted at the base, which is slightly narrowed
towards the orbicular insertion ; width of leaf nearly uniform, with a

rounded emarginate apex, upper surface bright green, with no stomata,

or very rarely with a small cluster of 3 or 4 near the apex, beneath
with a band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there being from
7 to 8 rows of stomata in each band. Leaves from 1 to 1^ inch

long, and about iV inch wide. Buds covered with resinous brown-
coloured scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about three times
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broader than thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a faint longitu-

dinal furrow, the midrib not prominent. Hypoderma consisting of a
few scattered cells under the upper epidermis, one or two at the sides

of the resin-canals, and a few inferiorly in the middle line. The resin-

canals are placed, one at each side of the leaf, close to the epidermis of

the under surface. The pallisade parenchyma is well developed on the

Tipper side, and below is parenchyma with well-marked intercellular

spaces communicating with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the parts placed close together, the

whole surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 46, fig. 4) is drawn from a specimen supplied to

me by my father, while PI. 46, fig. 4, a, is from a specimen sent under
the name of A. lasiocarpa.

Much confusion exists in regard to this species, a confusion which
seems to have begun at the very beginning, and to have been made
«till worse by the Oregon Association distributing several plants under
one name. I have been able to examine many specimens, and shall

briefly give the result of my investigations.

Specimens of grandis have reached me from three different sources,

all purporting to be grandis of Douglas. The first comes from the
Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, where it has been long cultivated,

and my father sends it to me with the note that it is a layer from one
of Douglas's original plants. The same plant is cultivated in the

Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, and is marked as the true grandis of

Douglas. The third specimen comes from Mr. Barron, of Elvaston Nur-
series, and was sent to me by Dr. Masters. All these have the same
foliage, and the same peculiar anatomical structure of the leaf, and the

peculiar scattered hypoderm cells. Assuming, then, that this plant is

probably the true grandis of Douglas, an examination of recently in-

troduced specimens will show a great deal of confusion.

In the Museum and Herbarium of the E,oyal Botanic Garden,

Edinburgh, Jeffrey's original specimens are preserved, and I have
been enabled to examine them carefully, through the kindness of

Professor Balfour, F.R.S. In the Museum there is a cone in a net,

and lying beside the cone is a shoot with leaves, bearing a label in

•Jeffrey's handwriting. The cone is 5 inches long, by 2i- inches wide,

and shows the short pointed bract. There seems little doubt that the

cone belongs to the shoot, as shown by the examination of other spe-

•cimens. On the label is the following

—

Ficea. jSTo. 393.

Along the banks of Eraser's River, from the Falls to the Ocean.

Sept. 30, 1851.

There is another cone in the collection, marked "P. lasiocarpa?

Jeffrey, 393." The cone is in pieces, and seems to have measured
about 4 inches by 2. No leaves are attached to this specimen. The
scale and bract is the same as that figured by Mr. Murray, Syn. Var.

Conif. p. 25, figure 32.
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In the Herbarium there are two specimens, one with part of an
immature cone, the other with the whole of a small one, also immature.
Both are marked " No. 393, Jeffrey, Picea, sp." One bears a long
printed label ; the other, with the entire cone, is marked by my father,

"P. Lowii."

In Kew Herbarium there is a specimen from the Oregon Associa-

tion, ISTo. 393, with the printed label, and erroneous date, 1852.

Jeffrey's No. 393 is, undoubtedly, the same as grandis, Douglas; but
it is extensively cultivated as Picea lasiocarpa. My father has sent

me two specimens of it for examination, one marked " Picea lasio-

carpa. Introduced by Jeffrey, and described by Mr. Murray," meaning
that it is the lasiocarpa of the Oregon Committee. (See Trans. Ed. Bot.

Soc, vol. xi. p. 326). Mr. Murray (Syn. Var. Conif. p. 24) is quite-

correct in stating that Jeffrey's No. 393 is Douglas's grandis, and not

lasiocarpa. A specimen of lasiocarpa, received from Mr. Barron of

Elvaston, through Dr. Masters, is also grandis ; hence Mr. Barron's

conclusion that lasiocarpa only equals grandis.

Lasiocarpa of the Oregon Committee, Jeffrey, No. 409, is a different

plant, already noticed as amabilis.

I have examined sixteen specimens—ten cultivated, and six na-

tive—of Picea grandis, Douglas, and have received it under three diffe*

rent names

:

A. grandis, Hort. Edin., Hort. Grlasnevin., Hort. Barron.

P. lasiocarpa, Hort. Edin.

P. amabilis, Hort, Glasnevin.

There is a specimen in Kew Herbarium from Dr. Lyell, marked^

"Abies grandis, Dgl. ?," from the Columbia River, lat. 46°-49° N.
A specimen in the Edinburgh Museum, marked "grandis," fi'ont

Mr. Andrew Murray, is Lowiana.

5. Pinus (Abies) Lowiana, Gordon, Supp. to Pinetum, p. 53; A..

Murray, Syn. of Var. Conif. p. 27. A. Parsoiisiana, Hort. A^
lasiocarpa, Hort.

Shoots hairy. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, but bent

so as to form two lateral rows ; occasionally a few are directed

upwards. Leaf linear, twisted at the base, some only slightly, others-

twisted throiigh half a turn, width nearly uniform, apex rounded and
emarginate, upper surface bright green, with 6 or 7 (or fewer,) rows-

of stomata in a central band, beneath with a band of stomata on each

side of the midrib, there being from 9 to 10 rows in each band. Leaves

1 to 2 inches in length, and about i\ inch wide. Buds covered with

resinous brownish scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about three times as-

broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a faint longitudinal

furrow, below without a prominent midrib. Hypoderma well deve-

loped at the margins of the leaf ; scattered cells under the tipper epi-

dermis, and a few cells below, under the fibro-vascular bundle. The-
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resin-canals are placed, one at each, side of the leaf, close to the under
side. The pallisade tissue is interrupted above by the presence of

stomata.

The fibro-vascular bundle is double, the parts not placed very close-

together, the whole surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 46, fig. 5) is drawn from a specimen grown in

the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, from seed sent by Jeffrey.

I have examined nine specimens of this plant, six of them being*

cultivated, and three native specimens. In the Museum, Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, is a cone with a shoot having leaves tied to

it, which is marked " Picea Lowii (P. grandis). Oregon, Mr. Jeffrey,

1854." The cone is 4 inches long by 2^ inches wide. The scale and
seed are both large, the bract being very short. The part that is free

from the scale is broader than long ; the margin is toothed, with a sharp-

pointed apex, indeed, agreeing very well with Mr. Gordon's descrip-

tion. The number in Jeffrey's list is not given, and I failed to find

more than the one specimen of Jeffrey's. I have little doubt that the

seeds were mixed with those of Jeffrey's 393 and 409, and the three

things all sent out as P. lasiocarpa, Oregon Committee ; hence th&
name it receives in certain gardens. Lowiana was sent home by Mr.
"William Murray, as there is a shoot of it, without a cone, in the

Museum, in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, marked " Picea

grandis. California, "W". Murray, Esq. Presented by A. Murray, Esq.,

1860." In Kew Herbarium is a specimen marked, " JSTo. 3. California,— Low, Esq., Clapton." It is also cultivated as Parsonsiana, and I

have received it as such from Edinburgh, and from Mr. Barron, Elvas- '

ton Nurseries, per Dr. Masters.

6. Pinus (Ahies) concolor, Engelm. Herb. ; Parlatore, D. C. Prod., xvi.,

pars 2, p. 426, No. 103. JPicea concolor, Gordon, Pinetum, p. 155.

Leaves about 1^ inch long, and iV inch broad, linear, curved,

twisted at base, rather obtuse at apex, stomata on both sides—about 15
rows on the upper side, and two bands below, each with about 8 or
10 rows of stomata.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf about 2^ times as broad as thick,

rather tetragonous in form although much flattened, sides rounded,

upper surface convex with no furrow, below with a rather prominent
midrib. Hypoderma developed at the sides of the leaf, and below the

epidermis of the midrib, occasionally a few scattered cells in other

parts of the leaf between the rows of stomata. The resin-canals are

placed, one at each side of the leaf, close to the lower epidermis. The
pallisade tissue is not developed, owing to the presence of stomata on
both sides of the leaf.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the two parts ratherwidely separated,

and with a well-marked sheath surrounding the whole.

The figure (Plate 46, fig. 6) is drawn from the specimen in Kew
Herbarium from Fendler, " PI. Novo-Mexicano," No. 828, 1847.
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This species is very distinct anatomically, and as far as I kno'w is

not yet in cultivation, not having received it from any of our gardens

and nurseries.

M. Bertrand {loc. cit. p. 89) gives Abies concolor as a synonym
of Abies grandis, Lindl., but gives the characters of concolor for the

species.

7. Finns lasiocarpa, Hooker, Fl. Bor. Amer. ii., p. 163, (not Balfour.)

Abies bifolia, A. Murray, Proc. of Boyal Hort. Soc. London, iii.,

p. 320. F. amahilis, Parlatore, D. C. Prod., vol. xvi., p. 426, 'Eo.

102 (in part). ? Picea amahilis, iffewberry.

Leaves of two forms, those on ordinary branches fi'om^ to IJ
inch long, and grooved on the upper side, those on the cone-bearing

shoots shorter, and without the groove. Stomata on both sides of the

leaf, above with many rows especially near the apex, below with two
bands on each side of the rather prominent midrib, there being
from 6 to 8 rows in each band. Leaves either pointed, or blunt, or

slightly emarginate, from iV to tV inch wide.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf (ordinary branch) flattened, about
three times as broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a

central longitudinal furrow, below with a prominent midrib. Leaf
(cone-bearing branch) tetragonal, more than half as thick as wide, with
no furrow. Hypoderma developed at edges of leaf below epidermis of

midrib, and generally superiorly. Resin-canals in the parenchyma of

the leaf, and remote from the inferior epidermis.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, and surrounded by a well-marked
sheath.

I have examined nine dried specimens, all of which I refer to this

species. The first is a specimen in Kew Herbarium : the leaves were
sent to me by Prof. Oliver, and labelled "P. lasiocarpa. Hook. (sp.

typiea). Coll. Douglas." This specimen first showed me that P. lasio-

carpa, Hooker, was not P. lasiocarpa of Balfour, or of oiir gardens. A
transverse section of the leaf is figured in Plate 46, fig. 7. My valued
correspondent, Mr. Syme, of Elvaston Xurseries, sent me leaves of

P. bifolia, A. Murray, got from M. Poezl. These on examination
proved to be the same as P. lasiocai'jia. Hooker. The two forms of leaves

were sent by Mr. Syme—both the grooved and quadrangular forms.

One of the leaves is figured in section (Plate 47, fig. 8). Mr. Syme
adds on the label of the specimen sent to me the note: "M. Roezl
informs me that it is not veiy handsome." Young plants sent by Mi".

Syme were also examined, but they did not present the distinctive

features of the species. Five specimens from Kew Herbarium were
then examined, collected by Dr. Lyell in 1860 and 1861, and in the

collection of the Oregon Boundary Commission. These specimens were
collected in the Cascade Mountains, Galton range of Rocky Mountains,

and along the Columbia River, through 10° of latitude, viz., from 39°]^".

to 49°X. ; and on the Galton range, at an elevation of 7000 feet. These
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are, in fact, the types of Mr. Murray's " bifolia," and one of the

specimens is marked " Ab. amabilis, Douglas, fid. Parlatore." An
unnamed specimen from Douglas also exists in Kew Herbarium (Plate

46, fig. 7, a.) _
When examining the specimens in the Royal Botanic Garden,

Edinburgh, I found a specimen marked " Picea magnifica robusta.

Oregon, Mr. Jeffrey, 1853." Two cones and a few leaves were pre-

served in the Museum, and I was able at once to refer the specimen,

to P. bifolia of Murray, or P. lasiocarpa. Hooker.
The section of the leaf from the cone-bearing branch in Kew Her-

barium with the label, " Colville, Indian name ' Marcilp.' Hab.
East side of Cascade Mountains, latitude 49°]!^. Xot uncommon up
to 6000 feet above the sea. Aug., 1860," is figui'ed (Plate 47 fig. 9).

After the most careful examination of these specimens I am com-
pelled to come to the conclusion that P. lasiocai-pa of Hooker is a good
species which has been confounded with other forms by subsequent

botanists. I further conclude that bifolia of Murray is a synonym of

P. lasiocarpa, Hooker. Prom an examination of the cones of grandis,

magnifica, and bifolia, I find that it is very difiicult to separate them by
external characters, all being hairy or " lasiocarpous

;

" and as magni-
fica and bifolia are mixed in the Museum in Edinburgh, it shows that

thoroughly competent botanists may confound them. By an examination
of the bract, the two can be readily separated : the bract of magnifica

is large, while that of bifolia is very small. If we bear in mind that

amabilis, Douglas, and lasiocarpa, Hooker, were described witliin a

comparatively short time of each other, I feel constrained to consider

that the two things are and were distinct. Purther, when we consi-

der M. Roezl's note, mentioned above, that it is not a handsome plant,

I think we could hardly agree wdth Parlatore in calling it amabilis,

Douglas. The scale, but not the bract, of amabilis, Douglas, is figured

in Loudon's "Arboretum," and he mentions that the bract is very fhort

and pointed ; in fact, the cone he figured was bifolia, Murray. I feel

quite confident that the plant Douglas meant to call amabilis is magni-
fica of Murray, and not bifolia of Miu-ray, but in the absence of

authentic specimens, I think we should retain the name amabilis for

the plant long cultivated under that name, and retain the name of

lasiocai'pa, Hook., for this species, while we use A. MuiTay's name,
magnifica, for the species which Douglas undoubtedly meant should

be called amabilis.

The scale and bract of Jeffrey's specimen in the Museum of the

Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, were examined. The cones, two
in number, are 6 inches long, by about 21 inches wide. Another
one in the same collection, 7^ inches long, and 2 inches wide, marked
" P. Pinsapo, from Eonda in Spain," belongs to the same species, viz.,

lasiocarpa. Hook.
This species is probably A. amabilis (Forbes), Bertrand, which

Bcrtrand says does not differ anatomically from A. Fraseri.
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8. F(?ius {Abies) Fraseri, Pursh, Fl. Bor. Amer. 2, p. 639 ; Parla-

tore, D. C. Prod., xvi., pars 2, p. 419, No. 90.

Shoots hairy, the surface broken and uneven from the presence of

resin-canals. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, bent at base

so as to be irregularly two-rowed, a few of the leaves directed up-
wards. Leaf linear, bent at the base or straight, short, leathery, apex
obtuse or emarginate, upper surface deep green with several rows of

stomata in the central furrow, beneath with a band of stomata on
each side of the midrib, there being from 8 to 9 rows of stomata in

each band. Leaves about ^ inch in length, and about -jV inch wide.
Buds large, covered with yellowish-brown resinous scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, three times broader than
thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a well-marked central groove,

below with a distinct but not very prominent midrib. Hypoderma
moderately developed, irregularly scattered below superior epidermis

and forming a very much interrupted layer, the layer continuous at

the rounded margins, one, rarely two, cells thick ; a layer of hypoderm
below at the midrib forming a single layer of cells with a few scattered

here and there forming a double row. The resin-canals are placed in

the parenchyma of the leaf, and separated from the inferior epidermis

by many layers of chlorophyll-bearing cells. The pallisade parenchyma
is developed at each side of the groove above, but is defective where
the stomata are present.

Pibro-vascular bundle double, surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 10) is drawn from a specimen supplied

to me by Mr. Powler, gardener, Castle Kennedy, !N. B.

I have examined four specimens of this species, only one of which
is from a cultivated specimen. There is a cone 2^ inches long by
1 broad, in the Museum, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, ripened

at Castle Kennedy, but it has no leaves. The other three specimens I
have examined are from Kew Herbarium. The first is from the summit
of the Hoosack Mountains, Massachusetts—Pinus Fraseri, Pursh. The
second is marked "P. balsamea. Canada, P. Praseri;" the third,
'' Pinus americanus, Newfoundland. Herb. Forsyth." About the two
last I am rather doubtful, as I find it very difiicult to separate Fraseri

and balsamea by anatomical characters only.

9. Pinus (Abies) balsamea, Linn. Sp. PI. p. 1421 ; Parlatore, D. C.

Prod. vol. xvi. pars 2, p. 423, No. 95.

Shoots hairy, the surface broken and uneven from the presence of

resin- canals. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, but bent so

as to form two lateral rows, a few being directed upwards. Leaf
linear, twisted at the base, which is narrowed towards the orbicular

insertion, apex emarginate, upper surface dark green, with two or more
rows of stomata in the middle line near the apex, beneath with a band
of stomata on each side of the midrib, there being about ten rows of.

stomata ia each band. Leaves from -^- to f inch long, and about
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^o- inch. wide. Buds covered with brownish scales, which are very-

resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about three times

broader than thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a faint longi-

tudinal furrow, below with a slightly prominent midrib. Hypoderma
wanting ; very rarely there are one or two cells at the rounded

margin, and one or two below the fibro-vascular bundles. The resin-

canals are placed in the parenchyma of the leaf, and although sometimes

running very near the lower surface, are always separated from the

opidermis by chlorophyll-bearing cells. The pallisade parenchyma is

well developed on the upper side, as the stomata rarely extend down
the leaf for any distance, although occasionally a single row may
run for about two-thirds of the length ; below, the parenchyma
has intercellular spaces communicating with the stomata.

The fibro-vascular bundle is double, the whole surrounded by a

well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 11) is drawn from a specimen grown in

the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

I have examined five specimens of this species : one specimen

:grown in the Boyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh
; one from Mr. Syme,

Elvaston IS'urseries ; two specimens are from Kew Herbarium—one

marked "P. balsamea. Canada, Mr. Perceval;" the other, "P.balsamea,

L. Gonan ;" the fifth specimen is from the Museum, Royal Botanic

'Garden, Edinburgh. The leaves examined are from the base of a

cluster of cones, and are very interesting, as having a considerable

quantity of hypoderm developed. Like P. lasiocarpa, this species is

bifolious, and the leaves resemble those of P. Fraseri. Indeed, I find

it very difficult to separate the two forms, viz., Fraseri and balsamea,

by characters derived from the structure of the leaf.

10. Pinus {Ahies) sihirica, Turcz., Cat. Baekal, No. 1067 ; Parlatore,

D. C. Prod. vol. xvi. pars 2, p. 425, No. 101. Abies sihirica,

Ledeb. Fl. Alt. 4, p. 202. Picea Pichta, Loud. Arbor. Brit. 4,

2338. Ahies Pichta, Forbes, Pin. Wob. 109, t. 37.

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly and close together

;all round the shoot, those on the under side bent to form two lateral

rows, those on the upper side directed with their points upwards and
forwards towards apex of the shoot. Leaf linear, twisted above the
base, which is slightly narrowed towards the orbicular insertion, width
nearly uniform throughout the entire length, apex rounded or slightly

truncate, upper surface dark green, with no stomata, beneath with a
band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there being from 4 to 5

rows in each band. Leaves from ^ to \^ inch long, and about xs" inch
wide. Buds brownish, and very resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about three times as

broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a slight longi-

tudinal furrow, below with a very faintly prominent midrib. Hypo-
derma entirely absent. The resin-canals are placed in the parenchyma
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of the leaf, sometimes, however, rather low, but always separated by
chlorophyll-bearing cells from the lower epidermis. Pallisade tissue-

well developed under superior epidermis, the parenchyma with inter-

cellular spaces communicating with the stomata, well developed below.
ribro-vascular bundle double, with one or two thickened cells

above and below, the whole surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 12) is drawn from a plant cultivated in

Glasnevin Garden, and kindly supplied to me by Dr. Moore.
This species is cultivated in the Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, and in

the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, ujider the name of Pichta. I
have also received it from Mr. Syme, of Elvaston ]S^urseries, correctly

named sibirica. In Mr. Syme's specimen a single thick hypoderm
cell was noticed in one leaf under the epidermis covering the midiib'

below.

11. [Pinus Alies) Veitchii. Picea Veitchii, Lindley, Gard. Chron., Jan.

1861. Ahies Veitchii, A. Murray, Sketch of Conif. of Japan^

p. 39. Pinus selenolepis, Parlatore, D. C. Prod, xvi., p. 427,

^0. 105.

Shoots and arrangement of leaves not observed. Leaf flat, linear,

grooved on upper side, apes obtuse and emarginate, above glaucous

green, with no stomata, below with two bands of stomata on each side

of the midiib, there being from 6 to 7 rows of stomata in each band.

Leaf from ^ to 1 inch long, and about ^V inch broad.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about three times as

broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a longitudinal furrow,

below with a slightly prominent midrib. Hypoderma only slightly

developed, a few cells being placed above and below, touching the epi-

dermis in the middle line. jSTo hypoderm, or rarely a single thickened

cell, at the rounded margin of the leaf. The resin-canals are placed

in the middle of the parenchyma. The pallisade parenchyma is well

developed above, and the parenchyma with intercellular spaces below.

The fibro-vascular bundle is double, the tissue between the bundles
and the well-developed sheath being thickened.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 13) is di'awn fi'om a dried specimen in

Eew Herbarium.
This species does not seem to be in cultivation, and the only speci-

men known to me is that in Kew Herbarium. The single specimen

has two labels, viz. :
—" T^o. 946. Abies microsperma. From Fusi

Tami. 2/63. Yokohama;" and " 813. Picea Yeitchii, Ldl. Oldham
legit."

It is undoubtedly the Abies Yeitchii of description, and is perfectly

distinct fi'om Abies Yeitchii of gardens.

12. Pinus {Alies) firma, Antoine, Conif. 70, tab. 27, lis. Alies Jirma,

Siebold and Zuccarini, Flora Japon. ii., 15, tab. 107 (not Parla-

tore). Alies Jiomolepisi?), Sieb. and Zucc, Flora Jap., ii., 17,

t. 108. Alies Irachyphylla, Maxim. PI. exsicc. Pinus Iracliy-

phylla, Pari., D. C. Prod, xvi., 2., p. 424.
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Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the

stem, but bent so as to form two lateral rows. Leaf linear, twisted

above the base, which is slightly narrowed towards the orbicular inser-

tion, width tolerably uniform, or slightly greater towards the apex,

which is rounded and emarginate, upper surface green, occasionally

with a few stomata in a patch near the apex, but generally without
stomata, beneath with a band of stomata on each side of the promi-

nent midrib, there being from 10 to 11 rows of stomata in each
band. Leaf from -J- to 1;^ inch in length, and about iV inch wide.
Euds?

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, three times as broad as

thick, sides rounded, upper surface convex, with a well-marked
central furrow, below with a prominent midrib. Hypoderma well
developed, forming a continuous layer extending all round the leaf,

except where the two bands of stomata occur on the lower surface on
each side of the midrib. The resin-canals are placed, one at each side

of the leaf, in the parenchyma of the leaf, and separated from the

lower epidermis by many chlorophyll-bearing cells. The pallisade

parenchyma is well developed on the upper side, and below is the
parenchyma with well-marked intercellular spaces communicating
with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the two parts placed rather close

together, and having a number of very thick liber-like cells below.
The whole is surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 14) is drawn from a specimen from Kew
Herbarium, and is not yet in cultivation as far as I can learn.

I have only seen three specimens of this species, all of which are

in the Kew Herbarium, and I am indebted to Dr. Hooker and Prof.

Oliver for leave to examine them. The first is marked "812. Abies
firma, S. & Z. Nagasaki, Japan, 1862. Oldham." The second, from
which the figure is drawn, has the label, "Ex herb. Hort. Bot. Petropol.

Maximiowicz, iter secundum. Abies firma, S. & Z. Japonia, Mppon,
1864." The third specimen is that with the label, " Ex herb. Hort. Bot.

Petropol. Maximiowicz, iter secundum. Abies brachyphylla, Maxim.
Japonia, Yokohama, 1862."

Yery much confusion exists regarding this and the next species

(P. bifida). All the examples cultivated under the name of firma

that I have yet seen are bifida. As the specimen marked "brachy-
phylla" in Kew Herbarium is authentic, it will be seen that the

species described by Maximiowicz, and adopted by Parlatore, must
sink as a synonym of firma, Sieb. and Zucc, if the plant here noticed be
Siebold and Zuccarini's species. Bertrand correctly gives the charac-

ters of Abies firma as here defined. Mr. Andrew Murray (Conifers of

Japan, p. 53) mixes up firma and bifida ; but his figures 98 and 99
would certainly apply very well to firma, and fig. 108 to bifida.

Koch (Dendrologie, vol. 2, pt. 2, page 227) adopts Mr. Murray's
view of the identity of firma and bifida, but adopts the name of

Abies Momi, Sieb., for the united forms. As the species are markedly
distinct, anatomically, I have no hesitation in separating them ; and

K. I. A. PROC, SER. 11., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 S
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at the same time, as I cannot find the slightest difference to exist

between fijTna and brachyphylla, I have as little hesitation in uniting*

them.

13. Pinus {Ahies) hifida, Ant. Conif. p. 79, t. 31, f. 2. Alies lifida,

Sieb. and Zucc, Flor. Japon., 2, p. 18, t. 109. Abies Jirma, A.
Murray, Conif. of Japan, p. 53.

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem,

but bent so as to form two lateral rows, rarely a few pointing down-
wards or upwards. Leaf linear, twisted above the base which is slightly

narrowed towards the orbicular insertion, then gradually tapering,

with a bifid apex, the two portions being very acute; upper surface

bright green, with no stomata, beneath with a band of stomata on
each side of the midrib, there being from 10 to 12 rows in each band.

Leaves vaiying in length fi'om ^ to 1-|- inch, about ro inch wide at

widest part. Buds covered with brownish scales, which are resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, 3^ times as broad as

thick, sides with a rather acute lateral margin ; upper surface convex,

with a central longitudinal furrow, midrib not prominent below.

Hypoderma well developed, forming a slightly internipted row of

cells running from the margin of the resin-canal of one side to the

margin of the resin-canal of the other side ; the hypoderm is also

developed Tinder the epidermis covering the midrib. The resin-canals

are placed, one at each side of the leaf, generally quite close to the

epidermis of the under side of the leaf, but in the same leaf the resin-

canal may become small, and be separated from the epidermis by one
or two chlorophyll-bearing cells. The ground parenchyma of the leaf

is distinguished by the occurrence of numerous large thickened pros-

enchymatous cells or idioblasts, which are unbranched, and have their

long axes parallel to the long axis of the leaf. These idioblasts are a
special peculiarity of this species, and are called pseudo-liber fibres

by Bertrand. The pallisade tissue is well developed on the upper side,

and below is the parenchyma with well-marked intercellular spaces

communicating with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the parts placed close together, with
several thickened liber-like cells, sometimes above and always below
the bundles, the whole surrounded by a sheath.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 15) is drawn from a specimen supplied

to me by Messrs. Yeitch & Sons, Chelsea, under the name of Abies
firma.

I have examined five specimens of this, all presenting the marked
characteristics of the species. There is a specimen in Kew Herba-
rium, marked A. bifida, Sieb. and Zucc, which is the same as this,

but I have not examined it microscopically. It is cultivated in the

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, under the correct name of P.

bifida, and there is another plant, chtfering only in the smaller size of

the leaves, which my father sent as P. sp., Japan. It is the species

cultivated in gardens and nurseries as Abies firma, and under that
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name I have received it from Messrs. Yeitch, and Mr. FoTvler of

Castle Kennedy. Mr. Fowler sends two forms—one marked by him as

a late variety ; anatomically they are the same, except that the late

variety shows great irregularity in the size and position of the resin-

-canals, being normal, in the lower half of the leaf, but in the paren-
chyma, near the apex.

This species can at once be separated from firma by the presence
of the remarkable idioblasts as well as by the margin and apex of the
leaf.

Abies homolepis, Sieb. and Zucc, I have not seen, but from Ber-
trand's description of the leaf I would consider it a synonym of A.
£rma.

Pinus holophylla, Parlatore ; Abies holophylla, Maxim., is also un-
known to me except by Parlatore' s description in D. C. Prod., vol. xvi.,

pt. 2, p. 424. It is from Mandschuria.

14. Pinus (Ahies) Sarryana, n. sp. Abies Veitchii, Hort, not descr.

Shoots smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, but
bent so as to form two lateral rows, a few projecting upwards and
downwards. Leaf linear, twisted above the base, widest above the
twist, getting gradually narrower, then suddenly contracting near the
apex into a sharp, simple, or bifid point ; upper surface bright green,

without stomata except in a few rare cases where a small cluster of three

or four occur near the apex, beneath with a band of stomata on
each side of the midrib, there being from 7 to 8 rows of stomata
in each band. Leaves from ^ to \\ inch long, and about -jV inch
wide. Buds covered with pale brown very resinous scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about 3^ times as broad
as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a longitudinal furrow,
below with a slightly prominent midrib. Hypoderma well developed,

forming a slightly interrupted band, extending from the anterior side of

the resin-canal of the one side, under the epideiTnis of the upper side

of the leaf, to the side of the resin-canal of the other side ; the hypo-
derma is also developed under the epidermis of the midrib. The resin-

canals are placed, one at each side of the leaf, close to the lower
epidermis. The pallisade tissue is well developed on the upper side,

and below is parenchyma with well-marked intercellular spaces com-
municating with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the parts placed very close together,

and having a large number of bast fibres below ; the fibro-vascular

bundles and the bast fibres surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 16) is drawn from a specimen kindly
supplied to me by Messrs. Vcitch and Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea, London.

This sharp-leaved form can be at once distinguished from the
obtuse cmarginate-leaved A. Yeitchii. Then their anatomical cha-

racters are remarkably distinct. Veitchii iu the Kew Herbarium has
3 S 2
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the resin-canals in the parenchyma of the leaf, and possesses very little-

hypoderm. The same characters are given by Bertrand for Yeitchii,

so that there can be no doubt that we have both had the same plant

under examination. The Veitchii from Yeitch's I^ursery ; Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh ; Mr. Syme, Elvaston Nurseries ; and the-

Lawson jSTursery Co. (Limited), Edinburgh, is quite distinct, having
the resin-canals, close to the lower epidermis, and the hypoderm well
developed. In the absence of sufficient materials for description, as-

the cone remains unknown, I would provisionally name it Pinus-

Harryana, after Mr. Harry Yeitch, the head of the firm of Yeitch &
Sons.

The leaves of this species rather closely resemble in general form
and appearance those of Pinus (Pseudotsuga) Fortunei, Murray, and
it seems not improbable that it may have been confounded with that

plant under the name of Jezoensis. It is a Japanese species, but is-

not A. Jezoensis, Sieb. et Zucc, to judge from the figure.

15. Pimis {Alies) Pindroiv, Eoyle, Himal. p. 354, t. 86; Parlatore,.

D. C. Prod. vol. xvi. pars 2, p. 424, Iso. 99. Ahies Pindrow,
Spach, Hist. ISTat. d. Yeg. Phan. xi. p. 423. Picea Pindroiv, Loud.,
Arb. Brit, iv., 2346.

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem,

but bent so as to form two lateral rows, a few directed upwards and
downwards. Leaf long and linear, twisted above the base, narrowed
towards the orbicular insertion, width uniform, the apex bifid, with
two narrow sharp points, iipper surface deep green with no stomata,

beneath with a more or less conspicuous band of stomata on each side

of the midrib, there being from 7 to 8 rows in each band. Leaves from.

1 to 2^ inches long, and about iV inch wide. Buds resinous, covered

with brownish scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, four times as broad as

thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a slightly marked longi-

tudinal furrow, midrib not prominent below. Hypoderma well

developed, forming a continuous, or very nearly continuous, band from
the resin-canal of one side, under the epidermis of the upper surface, to

the resin-canal of the other side ; the hypoderma is also developed

beloAv the fibro-vascular bundles. The resin-canals are placed, one at

each side of the leaf, close to the epidermis of the under side. The
pallisade parenchyma is well developed on the upper side, and below

is the parenchyma with well-marked intercellular spaces communi-
cating with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the parts rather widely separated, a

few thick cells developed both above and below ; the whole surrounded

by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 47, fig. 17) is drawn fi'om a specimen kindly sup-

plied to me by Dr. Moore, and cultivated in Glasnevin Garden.

Mr. Syme, of Elvaston Xui'series, has directed my attention to the
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iact that this species has the shoots either hairy or smooth, both iu

young and old plants.

Bertrand {loc. cit. p. 89) says that Pindrowhas " Tres-peu d'hypo-

derma;" this I have only found in exceedingly young leaves, all

others examined by me having abundance of hypoderm. He seems

to have confused the species from the Himalayas, because he says,

p. 91, "A. Webbiana, Lind., ne difEere pas anatomiquement de I'A.

Pindrow, Spach," in which statement I cannot concur.

16. Pitius {Abies) Welhiana, "Wall, MSS. ; Parlatore, D. C. Prod. xvi.

pars 2, p. 425, No. 100. Pinus spectabilis, Lamb., Pin. ed. 2,

vol. 2, p. 3, t. 2. Abies Wehhiana, Spach. Picea Webliana,

Loudon, Arb. Brit. iv. p. 2346. •

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the

stem, but directed chiefly towards the two sides, those on the upper
side with their points directed towards the apex of the shoot, and
nearly parallel to its axis. Leaf long, linear, twisted more or less

according to its position on the shoot, base narrowed towards the

orbicular insertion. Breadth of leaf uniform through most of its

length, slightly contracted near the bifid apex, the two portions being

small and very sharp, or slightly rounded ; upper surface dark green,

with no stomata, beneath with a band of stomata on each side of the

midrib, there being from 8 to 10 rows in each band. Leaves from
1 to 2+ inches long, and about iV iiich wide. Buds brownish and
resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf about four times as broad as thick,

sides with a well-marked lateral line, upper surface convex, with a
well-marked longitudinal furrow, below with a slightly prominent
midrib. Hypoderma rather well developed, forming an interrupted

band running from the resin-canal of one side, under epidermis of

upper surface, to the resin-canal of the other side ; the hypoderm is

also developed under the epidermis of the slightly prominent midrib.

The resin-canals are placed, one at each side of the leaf, close to the

epidermis of the under surface. The pallisade tissue is well developed
on the upper side, and below is the parenchyma with well-marked
intercellular spaces communicating with the stomata.

Pibro-vascular bundle double, with thick cells above and below,
the whole surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 48, fig. 18) is drawn from a specimen cultivated

at Glasnevin Garden, and kindly supplied to me by Dr. Moore.
This species, like A. Pindrow, has the shoots either glabrous or

hairy when young or old, and I am again indebted to Mr. Syme, of

Elvaston, for specimens showing this. In young plants the hypoderm
is only very feebly developed, but the form of the section of the leaf

at once separates it from Pindrow.
Mr. Syme sent a specimen under the name of Picea Webbiana

•ovata, which I cannot separate anatomically from the type.

There is a specimen in the Museum, Royal Botanic Garden, Edin-
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turgh, of cone and leaves from Castle Martyr, Co. Cork. The cone is-

about 6 inches long by 2^ inches broad. On examining the leaves^

attached to the shoot, they are found to have the same anatomical

characters as those already described. In the same Museum are two'

other cones without leaves—one from Castle Martyr measuring 7 inches

by 2\ inches, and the other from Holkam Hall, which only measures^

5\ inches in length by 2+ inches in breadth.

17. Finns {Abies), sp. nov. (?)

I have met with two specimens of a pine closely related to Pin-
drow and Webbiana, which on further investigation may turn out to

be new. The first specimen was noticed while examining the specimens-

in the Herbarium of Trinity College, Dublin. It was marked, "Abies
AYebbiana, Himalaya occid., 9,000 to 12,000, Hook. fil. et Thomson."
The leaves are li^ to 2 inches in length, and only very slightly notched
at the apex. The second specimen was met with in the Museum,
Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. It was a fine cone-bearing shoot,

with leaves, and had been grown at Castle Kennedy, in Scotland.

The cone measures 1h inches by 2, and the leaves are long and nar-

row, 2 inches long in most cases, from t^- to iV inch wide, and only

slightly notched at the apex.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about four times as-

broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a slightly-marked

longitudinal furrow, below with a scarcely prominent midrib. Hypo-
derma well developed, forming a continuous (Castle Kennedy speci-

men) or slightly interrupted (Himalayan specimen) band running all

round the leaf, except where the stomata are developed in a band on
each side of the midrib. The resin-canals are in the parenchyma of

the leaf, and separated from the lower epidermis by several chlorophyll-

bearing cells. The pallisade parenchyma is well developed on the

upper side, there being no stomata on the upper epidermis, and below
is the parenchyma with intercellular spaces communicating with the

stomata, of which there are about 10 rows in each of the bands.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, with thickened cells above and
below, the whole surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The figure (PI. 48, fig. 19) isdi'awn from the Himalayan specimen,

which is smaller, and possesses less hypoderm than the specimen from.

Castle Kennedy.
The cone is small, in this resembling Pindi'ow, but as it was un-

broken the bracts could not be described.

Although I have examined eleven different cultivated specimens of

Webbiana and Pindrow, I have only met with this one new form from
Castle Kennedy, so that it must be very rare in our gardens and
nurseries.

I abstain from giving this a name, as the synonymy of the group is

obscure, and already several different names have been given to sup-

posed species.

{
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18. Pimis (Alies) pectinata, Lam. Fl. Frang., ii., 202(1778). Pinus
Abies, Duroi, Obs. Bot., p. 39 ; Parlatore, D.C. Prod. vol. xvi.

p. 420, No. 92 (in part). Finus Picea, Linn. Sp. Plant, ii., 1001

(1753). Alies Picea, Koch, Dendrologie, vol. ii., pt. ii., p. 217.

Shoots hairy. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, the lower
ones bent to form two lateral rows, those on the upper side more or

less spreading, and bent at the base so as to bring the superior sur-

face upwards, the inferior surface being next the axis. Leaf linear,

more or less twisted above the base according to the position on the

stem, apex rounded or emarginate, upper surface shining dark green

with no stomata, below with a band of stomata on each side of the

slightly prominent midrib, there being 7 or 8 rows of stomata in

each band. Leaves about f to 1 inch in length, and xif inch wide.

Buds covered with slightly resinous brown scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about 24- times

broader than thick, sides rounded, the leaf becoming markedly
thinner towards the margins, upper surface with a longitudinal

furrow, below with a slightly prominent midrib. Hypoderma well

developed, a slightly interrupted row of cells running from near the

resin-canal of one side to near the resin-canal of the other side. The
hypoderm is also developed below the epidermis of the midrib. Resin-

canals placed, one on each side of the leaf in the parenchyma, and se-

parated from the lower epidermis by layers of chlorophyll-bearing

cells. Pallisade tissue well developed on upper side, the parenchyma
below with intercellular spaces communicating with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the parts placed rather close together,

the whole surrounded by a sheath.

The figure (Plate 48, fig. 20) is drawn from a specimen from Glas-

ncvin Garden, kindly given to me by Dr. Moore.
Bertrand (o/j. cit. p. 90) places A. pectinata in the group with the

resin-canals touching the lower epidermis, and adds that Nordman-
niana appears to be little different from A. pectinata. All the spe-

cimens of A. pectinata that I have examined have the resin-canals in

the parenchyma of the leaf, so that I conclude that the A. pectinata

examined by Bertrand was a variety of A. Nordmanniana.
All the specimens examined by me have the resin-canals in the

parenchyma of the leaf, and have the hypoderm well developed ; the

([uantity of hypoderm varies, and is least developed in the plant grow-
ing in the Botanic Garden, Glasnevin. This very interesting tree was
raised from seed by Dr. Moore, the seed having been received from
the Himalayas, and transmitted to Dr. Moore by the East India Com-
pany. The leaves of this plant are wider, and have a sharper or less

rounded margin than the typical form ; and this, taken along with the

feebler development of the hypoderm, might warrant the separation of

the plant under the name of variety Mooreana. (PI. 48, fig. 21).

The leaves from a cone-bearing shoot in the Museum, Eoyal Bo-

tanic Garden, Edinburgh, were examined, and found to have a more
tetragonal form, there being no longitudinal furrow visible. The
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leaves, therefore, seem to me inclined to be of two shapes, thus resem-
bling bifolia, Murray (lasiocarpa, Hooker).

Specimens from Edinburgh, Griasnevin, and Cirencester, have been
examined, but no dried specimens from native habitats.

19. Pinus {Alies) Nordmanniana, Stev., Bull, de la Soc. d. Nat. de
Mosc, xi. 45 (1838). Pinus Abies, Duroi; Parlatore, D.C. Prod,

vol. xvi., p. 421, 1^0. 92 (in part).

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem,

those belovp- bent so as to form two lateral rows, those above directed

more or less upwards, and twisted at the base so as to bring the upper
surface of the leaf superiorly. Leaf linear, more or less twisted at base,

apex emarginate, upper surface yellowish green, with no stomata,

beneath with a band of stomata on each side of the slightly prominent
midrib, there being from 8 to 9 rows of stomata in each band. Leaves
from 1 inch to 1|- inch in length, and about iV inch wide. Buds covered

with reddish-brown resinous scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, three times broader than
thick, sides rounded, upper surface only faintly grooved, below with
a scarcely prominent midrib. Hypoderma well developed, forming a
slightly interrupted band, running from the resin-canal of one side,

under the upper epidermis, to the resin-canal of the other side. The
hypoderm is also developed under the epidermis covering the mid-
rib. The resin-canals are placed at each side of the leaf, close to the

under surface, and separated from the epidermis by a single layer of

cells. The pallisade tissue is well developed above, and below is the

parenchyma with intercellular spaces.

Fibro-vascular bundle double
;

parts placed close together, and
having a well-marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 48, fig. 22) is drawn from a specimen from
Glasnevin, given to me by Dr. Moore.

The difference in the position of the resin-canals at once separates

I^ordmanniana from pectinata ; the shape of the leaf and the arrange-

ment of the hypoderma being similar. Plants from Edinburgh, Glas-

nevin, and Cirencester have been examined, but none from native

habitats. The leaves on the cone-bearing shoot differ from those on
the ordinary branches only in having the midrib slightly more pro-

minent.

20. Pinus (Ahies) ciUcica, Kotschy, in Osterr. Bot. Wochenblatt, iii.,

409 (1853) ; Parlatore, D. C. Prod, xvi., p. 422, No. 93.

Shoots hairy or smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the

stem, but bent so as to form two lateral rows ; several point up-

wards, and very few are directed downwards. Leaves linear, twisted

above the base, especially in those leaves on the upper part of the

shoot which are turned so as to have the superior surface upwards,

apex obtuse and emarginate, upper surface green, with no stomata,
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TDeneath with, a band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there

"being from 7 to 8 rows of stomata in each band. Leaves from 1 to

\^ inch in length, and about -iV inch wide. Buds covered with
yellowish-brown resinous scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about 31 times as

broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a very slightly

marked longitudinal fun-ow, below without a prominent midrib.

Hypoderma conspicuous, forming a single, more or less interrupted

layer, rimningfrom the resin-canal of one side, under the epidermis of

the upper side of the leaf, to the resin-canal of the other side ; there

is also a small row beneath the epidermis in the middle line below.

The resin-canals ai'e placed, one on each side of the leaf, near the

margin and close to the epidermis of the under side of the leaf. The
pallisade tissue is well developed on the upper side of the leaf, while
TdcIow is the parenchyma, with intercellular spaces communicating
with the stomata.

Pibro-vascular bundle double, the whole suiTOunded by a well-

marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 48, fig. 23) is drawn from an original speci-

men of Kotschy's, No. 370, in the Herbarium of Trinity College,

DubKn, kindly given to me for examination by Professor Perceval

Wright, M.D.
I have only examined three specimens of this pine—one from Mj.

Syme, of Elvaston iN'urseries ; one from Glasnevin ; and the thii'd from
Trinity College, Dublin, Herbarium, collected by Kotschy in Syria :

" inregionibusDanias, supra Eden, alt. 5000. Die 28 Jul. 1855." Ana-
tomically it is the same as P. jS^ordmanniana ; but I have not seen the

cones, and so cannot give any definite opinion as to its distinctness.

Bertrand *' says of this species: "Pas d'hypoderm sous I'epiderme

superieur." In all my specimens the hypoderm is well developed, so

that probably Bertrand has made some mistake.

There is a cone in the Museum, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh,
measuring 6 inches by 2 inches, and marked "Abies cilicica. Crimea,
P. Lawson & Sons, 1856." It has no leaves, but after most careful

examination I have no hesitation inreferring the cone to Abies bifolia,

Murray,—the P. lasiocarpa, Hooker.

21. Pinus (Abies) cepiialonica. Endl., Cat. Hort. Acad. Yindob. i., 218.

Pimcs (Abies) (3. cephalonica, Pari., D. C. Prod, xvi., 2, p. 422,

"No. 92. Abies cephalonica, Link., Linnaea, 15, p. 529. Picea ce-

pJialonica, Loudon, Encyc. Trees, 1039.

Shoots smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, but
bent so as to form two lateral rows, many pointing upwards, very
few projecting downwards; the leaves at the sides of the shoot are

twisted at the base ; those above and below are not, or only very

* Auat. Comp. des Gnet. et Conif. p. 89.
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slightly, twisted. Leaf linear, naiTOTv at base, widest above base,,

contracting gi-adnally towards the apex, and then suddenly narrowing
with a sharp point ; upper sui'face dark shining green, generally with
no stomata, but occasionally with a partial row near the apex of the
leaf in the middle line, below with a band of stomata on each side

of the midrib, there being fi'om 6 to 7 rows in each band. Leaves
about 1 inch in length, and about rs iiieh wide. Buds covered with
yellowish-brown resinous scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about three times-

broader than thick, sides rounded, upper surface nearly flat or gently

cui'ved inwards, below with a slightly prominent midrib. Hypoderma
well developed, forming a continuous layer from the resin-canal of

one side, under the upper epidermis, to the resin-canal of the other

side ; at the margins the hypoderm is greatly developed, being gene-

rally three cells thick, a double layer of hypoderm below the double
fibro-vascular bundle. The resin-canals are placed at each side of

the leaf, close to the epidermis of the under side. The pallisade

parenchyma is well developed on the upper side, while below is the
parenchyma with intercellular spaces communicating with the stomata.

Fibro-vascular bundle double, the whole suiTounded by a well-

marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 48, fig. 24) is drawn from a specimen grown in

Glasnevin Garden, and kindly given to me by Dr. ]5ioore.

A plant growing in the Botanic Garden, at the Agricultural

College, Cirencester, had an incomplete row of stomata on the upper
side of the leaf.

Specimens from Glasnevin, Edinburgh, and Cirencester have been
examined. One fi'om the Museum, Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinbiu'gh,

has cones ; and the leaves fi-om the cone-bearing shoots do not differ

fi'om those on the ordinary branches, except that the leaf is, at the apex,

slightly bevelled off from behind, and there are a few stomata near

the apex.

The forms described as Abies Eegina? Amelise, Heldr., and Abies
Apollinis, Link., have been examined. According to Mr. Andrew
MuiTay (Lawson's " Pinetum," part v.), Pteginfe Amelise is a variety of

Abies Apollinis, which he makes a species distinct fi'om A. cephalonica.

Mr. Murray says of Pv-eginee Amelia, ''foliis crassis, sub-acuminatis ;

"

but I cannot observe any difference between the leaves of this form
and P. cephalonica except that the hypoderma is less developed. The
leaves of a cone-bearing shoot of cephalonica are like those figured by
Mr. MuiTay (Lawson, "Pineturu," part v., fig. 1) for Apollinis, while

the leaves of the plant cultivated in the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edin-

burgh, differ only in having the margin less rounded, and having a

slightly developed longitudinal fui-row above.

Mr. Mui-ray (Pinet. Brit., part iii.) gives figures of P. Panachaica,

Heldr., and reduces that species to P. cephalonica. Erom an examina-

tion of Mr. Murray's figures, and of recent specimens, I have no
hesitation in reducing A. Peginae Amelise, Helch-., and A. Panachaica,

Heidi'., to cephalonica, while Apollinis may rank as a variety, bridging
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over the space between P. cephalonica and P. Nordmanniana. A sec-

tion of the leaf of A. Apollinis is figured (Plate 48, fig. 25).

22, Pinus (Abies) Pinsapo, Boiss. ; Parlatore, D. C. Prod, xvi., p. 422,

'Eo. 94 (in part). Ahies Pinsapo, Boissier, Elench. PI. IS^ov.

Hisp. p. 84. Picea Pinsapo, Loud. Encycl. of Trees, 1041.

Shoots smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, and
projecting nearly straight out in all directions from the shoot, but
fewer below than on the upper surface. Leaf linear, short, rigid,

scarcely twisted above the large orbicular base. Leaf narrowed above
insertion, then widening to its full extent and gradually narrowing to-

wards the elongated sharp-pointed apex ; upper surface green, witli

rows of stomata generally about 6 or 8 in number, and placed rather

distantly over the whole upper surface, below with a band of stomata
on each side of the midrib, there being about 6 or 7 rows in each band.

Leaf from 4- to f inch long, and about ro inch wide. Buds covered

with brownish scales, and very resinous.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, but rather tetragonal,

only about twice as broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface con-

vex, below with a prominent midiib. Hypoderma chiefly developed
at the margins of the leaf, and above and below the midrib; very
much interrupted by the arrangement of the stomata. The resin-canals

are placed, one at each side of the leaf, near the margin close to the

lower epidermis, but separated from it by a single layer of hypoderm
cells. The pallisade tissue is much interrupted on the upper side, and
below is the parenchyma with intercellular spaces communicating with
the stomata.

Pibro-vascular bundle double, the whole surrounded by a well-

marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 48, fig. 26) is drawn from a specimen supplied

to me by Dr. Moore, and grown at Glasnc^dn.

I have only examined three plants of this species—two from Glas-

nevin and one fi'om Cirencester. Bertrand places this species in his

second section, but I have never foiind the resin-canals in the paren-

chyma of the leaf. In the Museum, Poyal Botanic Grarden, Edinburgh,
there is a cone measuring 1\ inches by 2 inches, and to which one or

two leaves were attached. It is marked •' Picea Pinsapo. Erom Eonda,
in Spain. Mr. Robertson, Trinity, 1859." After the most careful

examination, I refer it to Abies bifolia, Murray—the P. lasiocarpa of

Hooker.

23. Pinus (Abies) Baborensis, Cosson. Abies Pinsapo Baborensis, Cos-

son, Bull, de la Soc. Bot. de Erance, viii. 607. Abies numidica,

De Lannoy, Rev. Hort. (1866), 106 and 168. Pinus Pinsapo,

Parlatore, in part.

Shoots hairy. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, but bent
so as to form two lateral rows, a few projecting upwards, the base

of the leaves on the upper side of the shoot twisted. Leaf linear,
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base much, smaller than in Pinsapo, rapidly widening to its full

extent, then contracting rapidly near the blunt or emarginate apex
;

upper surface dark green, with a few stomata in one or two short rows
near the apex of the leaf in the middle line, below with two bands of

stomata on each side of the midrib, there being from 7 to 8 rows in

each band. Leaves ^ to f inch in length, and about ra inch wide.

Buds covered with yellowish-brown resinous scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about 3|- times as broad
as thick, sides rather sharp, upper surface slightly convex, with a

faint longitudinal furrow, below with a slightly marked midrib.

Hypoderma chiefly developed at the margins of the leaf, there being-

only about a dozen thickened cells placed externally to the resin-

canal, and a few scattered hypoderm cells under the upper epidermis,

and a few in the middle line below resin-canals, near the margins of the

leaf and placed close to the epidermis of the lower surface. The
pallisade tissue is well developed on the upper side where not inter-

rupted by the presence of stomata, and below is the parenchyma with
intercellular spaces communicating with the stomata.

Pibro-vascular bundle double, the whole surrounded by a well-

marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 48, fig. 27) is drawn from a specimen supplied

by Mr. Syme, Elvaston Nurseries.

I have only examined four specimens of this plant, which differs

so strikingly from A. Pinsapo in anatomical characters. Not hav-
ing seen the cone, I cannot describe it. This species is cultivated in

the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, and at Glasnevin Botanic

Garden, under the name of Abies numidica, and is sent to me by Mr.
Syme, with both the names "numidica," and " Baborensis."

24. Pinus (Ahies), sp. : Bocky Mountains, Drummond.

Shoots hairy. Leaves inserted singly, and very close together, all

round the stem, but bent to form two lateral rows, those on the upper
side of the shoot chiefly directed upwards. Leaf linear, twisted at the

base, especially on upper side where the leaf is twisted half a

turn, base orbicular, width of leaf rather uniform, apex blunt, the

margin of the leaf sharp, upper surface dull green, with no stomata,

below with a band of stomata on each side of the hardly prominent
midrib, there being from 5 to 7 rows in each band. Leaves from ^
to f inch long, and about 1-2 inch wide. Buds covered with yellowish-

brown resinous scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about 3A- times as

wide as thick, sides not rounded, but with a sharp transparent

margin, upper surface with a longitudinal furrow, below with the

midrib not prominent. Hypoderma well developed, forming an inter-

rupted band from the outer margin of the resin-canal of one side, under
the epidermis of the upper surface, to the resin-canal of the other side;

the hypoderma is also developed under the fibro-vascular bundle. The
resin-canals are placed at each side of the leaf, close to the lower epi-
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dermis. The pallisade tissue is -vrell developed on the upper side, and
below is the parenchyma with well-marked intercellular spaces com-
municating with the stomata.

Fibro-yascular bundle double, the parts placed close together,

with a few thick liber-like cells above and in the middle. The whole
is surrounded by a well-marked sheath.

The resin-canal has a double wall—the inner cells smaller and with
thin walls, the outer larger and with thick walls ; this thick-walled

layer being in contact with the lower epidermis.

Only one plant of this species has come under my notice. It has
been long cultivated in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinbiu'gh, and
was sent to me by my father, marked " Picea sp., California, old tree."

The unique plant in the Edinburgh Garden was raised from seed sent

from the Eocky Mountains by Drummond. The cone being unknown,
I have not attempted to name it.

The figure (Plate 49, fig. 28) is drawn from the plant in the Edin-
burgh Garden.

The leaf is somewhat like that of P. pectinata, but the plant is not
a handsome one.

II. PsEunoTsiTGA, Bertrand ; Carriere (in part). Abies, Auct. Tsuga,

Carriere. Keteleeria, Carriere.

1. Pinus [Pseudotsuga) nobilis, Douglas, MSS. ; Parlatore, in D. C.

Prod, xvi., pt. ii., p. 419, ^o. 89.

Shoots covered with fine hairs. Leaves inserted singly all round the

stem, very close together, the leaves on the lower side of the shoot

directed laterally by being curved outwards, but not twisted at the

base ; those on the upper side of the shoot all directed upwards. Leaf
rigid, linear, more or less falcate, with an obtuse apex, upper sur-

face variable, sometimes with numerous stomata, the whole surface

being pale in colour, at other times stomata less numerous, or even
wanting, and the colour darker ; beneath with a band of stomata on
each side of the midrib, between the midrib and the resin-canal, some-

times with stomata between the external margin of the resin-canal and
the edge of the leaf, there being 5 to 7 rows of stomata in each of the

bands between the midrib and resia-canal. Leaves about 1 to H- inch

in length, and about iV inch wide. Buds small, dark-coloured, and
covered with resin.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf broadly triangular, three times

broader than thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a central longi-

tudinal furrow, below with a prominent midiib. Hypoderma conspi-

cuous, a single layer, rarely a double layer, at the rounded margin of

the leaf ; a number of hypoderm cells above, under the longitudinal

furrow, and a considerable mass two or more cells thick at the prominent
midiib below ; the hypoderma is interrupted above between the

central furi'ow and the margin by the presence of stomata. The
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resin-canals are two in number, placed close to the nnder side of tlie

leaf, and generally about half-way between the midrib and the margin
of the leaf, a small cluster of hypoderm cells often placed below the
resin-canal. Between the midrib and the resin-canal, on each side,

inferiorly, the stomata are developed and the hypoderma is wanting.

Between the resin-canal and the margin of the leaf the hypoderma is

either continuous or interrupted by the presence of a few stomata. The
pallisade parenchyma is scarcely developed at all, owing to the pre-

sence of stomata on the upper surface of the leaf.

Pibro-vascular bundle single, and suiTounded by a well-marked
sheath.

The figure (Plate 49, fig. 29) is drawn from a specimen supplied to

me by my father, and cultivated in the E.oyal Botanic Garden,
Edinbui'gh. Another specimen is figured (Plate 49, fig. 29 a) which
was sent to me by my father as Picea amabilis, Douglas.

Pseudotsuga nobilis is a bifolious species, the leaves on the cone-

bearing shoots being very like those of magnifica. Indeed it is very
difficult, even in cone-bearing specimens, to separate the one from
the other anatomically.

I have examined many specimens of nobilis from Glasnevin, Edin-
burgh, and from jMr. Syme of Elvaston, both of old and young plants.

Many native specimens have also been examined, one from Douglas,

in Kew Herbarium, " P. nobilis, Sabine. On the high mountains at the

Grand Eapids, on the Columbia River, and near the base of j^tlount

Hood, 1825;" several specimens from Jeffrey; one in Kew Herbarium,
and two in the Edinburgh collection. One of these is l^o. 398,

"Chastey BuU, TJ. California, Lat. 41°, elevation 9,000 feet, Oct. 12,

1852." The leaves on the cone-bearing shoots of this specimen are

remarkably like those of P. magnifica, but the long projecting scales

of the cone show that it is not magnifica. There is also a specimen
of nobilis from the Cascades of Columbia, Dr. Gardener.

The leaves of the type specimen of P. amabilis, Sab., Douglas,

sent to me by Professor Oliver are those of P. nobilis (Plate 49,

fig. 29 b), but may be those of magnifica.

2. Finus {Pseudotsuga) magnifica. Ah'es magnifica, A. Murray, Proc.

Eoyal Hort. Soc. London, iii. ]d. 318.

Shoots covered with fine hairs. Leaves inserted singly all round
the stem, very close together, leaves on the lower side of the shoot

directed laterally by being curved outwards, but not twisted at the

base, those on the upper side of the shoot rather closely appressed,

not twisted ; upper side of leaf towards the branch, and directed towards

the apex of the branch, almost covering the shoot. Leaf rigid, linear,

more or less falcate, with an obtuse or rather bluntly-pointed apex,

upper surface of leaf with numerous rows of stomata, often with 8 or

more rows, and giving the leaf a whitish appearance ; beneath with a

band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there being from 4 to 6

rows of stomata in each band. Leaves about 1 to 1^ inch in length.
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and about ^-o inch. wide. Buds small, dark-coloured, and covered -vrith

resin.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf sligMly quadrangular, rather

more than one-half as thick as broad, sides rounded, upper surface

with a central ridge, below with a prominent midrib. Hypoderma well

developed, a single or sometimes a double layer, at sides, below epi-

dermis of midiib, and a few below the ridge on upper side. The hypo-

derma is interrupted above between the ridge and the margin, by the

presence of the stomata. The resin-canals are two in number, placed

-close to the under side of the leaf, and generally about half-way be-

tween the midrib and the margin. Between the midrib and the resin-

canal on each side inferiorly, the stomata are developed, and occa-

sionally a row of stomata is seen between the resin-canal and the

margin of the leaf. The pallisade parenchyma is scarcely developed,

owing to the presence of the stomata.

The fibro-vascular bundle is single, and surrounded by a well-

marked sheath.

The figure (Plate 49, fig. 30) is drawn from a specimen kindly

supplied to me by Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, near

"Woking, Sui-rey.

I have examined twelve specimens of this species—six living, and
six dried. The living plants were from Edinburgh ; from Mr. Syme,
Elvaston i!^urseries ; from Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill JSurserj

;

and from Grlasnevin ; while the dried specimens were from Kew Her-
barium, and Edinburgh Museum. It is cultivated in Edinburgh,

under the names robusta and magnifica. The specimen marked " ro-

busta" has the following note by my father :
" The piece of P. ro-

busta is from a layer taken from the original plant sent home by
Douglas;" and he adds, " I think it likely that, in certain soils,

P. nobilis, robusta, and magnifica, may all turn out to be the same,

although distinct in the garden here." Two of the specimens were
raised from seeds sent home by Jeffrey. The specimen in Glasnevin

was a small very unhealthy plant from Perth ISTurseries, and was cul-

tivated under the name of Picea amabilis. The specimens from Mr. Syme
and Mr. "Waterer were correctly named magnifica. There are thi-ee

specimens of this species in the Kew Herbarium, one marked " Sierra

IS'evada, L. California, W. Lobb ;" figured (Plate 49, fig. 30 a), and
two marked " California, H.Low, Esq., Clapton." These are, I believe,

the types of Mr. MuiTay's magnifica. There are three specimens in the

Edinburgh collection; one is marked "Picea robusta magnifica, 1480,

Jeffrey." The cones are 6 inches long and 2 inches wide. The bract is

long, but not projecting, and has an evident relationship to P.

nobilis. The second specimen in the Edinburgh Museum is marked
" Pinus, sp. nova, from California, P. Lawson & Son." The cone
is 9 inches long by 2^ inches wide, and is bent slightly. The
third is marked " P. magnifica robusta, 1480, Oiegon, Mr. Jeffrey,

1853." The cone is 8^ inches long by 2^ inches wide, and is slightly

iDent. This is the species mentioned in the Trans. Bot. Soc, vol. vi.,

p. 370, by Mr. A. Murray under the name of campylocarpa.
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It is certain that this species was sent home by Douglas, as it has

long been cultivated in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, under the

name of robusta, the plant being a layer of Douglas's unique specimen.

It was also sent by Jeffrey, who called it amabilis, Douglas, and I have
no doubt whatever that Jeffrey was perfectly right in so naming it.*^

The cone is exactly like that of P. lasiocarpa, Hook, (bifolia, Murray)

;

and one of the specimensnamedinthe Edinburgh Museum "P. magnifica

robusta, 1480, Oregon, Mr. Jeffrey, 1853," is bifolia of Murray. It

has also been sent to Low by Mr. Lobb, and described by Mr. Murray
under my father's MSS. name of magnifica.

3. Pinus {Pseudotsugd) Bavidiana, Bertrand, Anat. Compar. des Gnet.

et des Conif. p. 82.

This species is from Thibet, and is described by Bertrand, but I

have not seen it. According to Bertrand it is allied to Pinus Fortunei,

but has stomata on both sides of the leaf.

4. Pinus {Pseudotsuga) Fortimei, Parlatore, D. C.Prod. p. 430, ]S"o. 112.

Abies Fortimei, A. Murray, Proc. Hort. Soc. Lond. iii. 421

(1862). Pseudotsuga Jezoensis, Bertrand, op. cit. p. 83. Picea

Jezoensis, Carr. (?)

Shoots hairy. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, scattered,

fonning two lateral rows. Leaf linear, tv^'isted above the base, widest

above the twist, remaining tolerably uniform until about \ of length

from apex, then narrowing into a sharp projecting point ; upper sur-

face dark-green, with no stomata (rarely a few near the apex of

certain leaves), beneath with a band of stomata on each side of the

midrib, there being about 16 rows of stomata in each band. Leaves
from f to 1 inch in length, and about ^ inch wide. Buds (?)

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened, about five times

broader than thick, sides rounded, slightly angular near resin-canal,

upper side nearly fiat, or slightly concave, below with a slightly pro-

minent midrib. Hypodenna well developed, forming an interrupted

band i-unning fi'om the resin-canal of one side, under the epidermis

of the upper surface, to the resin-canal of the other side : a cluster of

hypoderm cells below the midrib. The resin-canals are placed, one
at each side of the leaf, close to the epidermis of the under surface, but
separated from it by a layer of thick hypoderm cells. The pallisade

parenchyma is well developed on the upper side, and below is paren-

chyma with intercellular spaces communicating with the stomata.

Eibro-vascular bundle single, but sometimes divided into as many
as six small portions. Bast cells developed below, and the whole sur-

rounded by a tolerably evident sheath.

The figure (Plate 49, fig. 31) is di'awn from a specimen kindly

* See Trausactious Edinburgh Botanical Society, xi,, p. 326.
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supplied to me by Messrs. Veitch and Son, Royal Exotic Xursery,

Ohelsea.

I have only examined one specimen of this plant, received from
Messrs. Veitch under the name of Abies Jezoensis. There is no diffi-

culty in identifying the specimen with Mr. Murray's A. Fortunei, a

Chinese species. It is, however, very like the plant sent out by
Messrs. Veitch as Abies Veitchii, and I strongly suspect there is some
confusion yet to be cleared up about these Japanese plants. Veitchii,

of Hort. Veitch, is not Veitchii of Kew Herbarium, but resembles

P. Fortunei, excepting that the leaves are smaller. Veitchii (Hort.)

may, therefore, be Jezoensis, and thus P. Fortunei must stand as the

name of this most interesting plant.

5. Pinus {Pseudotsuga) Douglasii, Sabine, Lamb., Gen. Pinus, 2 ed.,

vol. iii. tab. 21. Picea Douglasii, Link, in Linncea, xv. 524.

Psendotsuga Douglasii, Carr., Trait. General des Conif. 2 ed.,

p. 256.

Shoots smooth. Leaves inserted singly all round the stem, btit

bent so as to form two lateral rows, occasionally a few are directed

upwards and downwards. Leaf linear, twisted near the base, which
is narrowed to the small insertion, breadth uniform for greater part of

length, apex rounded, upper surface bright green, with no stomata,

beneath with a band of stomata on each side of the midrib, there being,

from 5 to 6 rows of stomata in each band. Leaves from 1 to 1^- inch
long, and about iV i^ich wide. Buds covered with yellow resinous

scales.

Transverse section of leaf.—Leaf flattened about 24- times as

broad as thick, sides rounded, upper surface with a longitudinal

groove, below with a slightly prominent midrib. Hypoderma very
variable, in some leaves very well-developed, in others almost absent
on upper side. The resin-canals are placed one at each side of the
leaf, close to the epidermis of the under side. The pallisade paren-
chyma is well developed on the upper side, and below is parenchyma
Avith well-marked intercellular spaces. In the parenchyma of the leaf

arc developed, in North American specimens only, peculiar stellate

idioblasts, which ramify between the ordinary parenchymatous cells.

Fibro-vascular bundle single, surrounded by a well-marked sheath.
The figure (Plate 49, fig. 32) is drawn from a specimen supplied

by Mr. Syme, which shows the absence of hypoderma in cultivated

plants and agrees well with others from Edinburgh and Glasneviu.
Plate 49, fig. 32a, represents a specimen of Douglasii from Kew Her-
barium. It is marked "Abies sp. nova, Douglasii? Eocky Mountains.
Independence Bluff, Nuttall." It has the cone of Douglasii, but the
development of hypoderm and idioblasts separates it from all the culti-

vated specimens I have yet seen. It is the same as Wright's JS'o. 1885,
from New Mexico, which Parlatore refers to P. Douglasii. The third
specimen figured (Plate 49, fig. 32b.) isFendler's, No. 829, which Par-
latore refers to amabilis. Either the species is variable, or else we

B. I. A. PKOC, SEE. II., vol. II., SCIENCE. 3 T
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have one species in cnltivation and another known only by Herbarium
specimens, viz., Fendler, jSTo. 829 ; Wright, No. 1885 ; and Abies, sp.

Douglasii ? Rocky ITonntains, JSTuttall. I am indebted to Prof. Perce-

val Wright for the opportunity of examining the specimens of Fendler
and Wright in the Herbarium of Trinity College. The leaves of the
fine old plant of Douglasii, in the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh,
have neither hypoderm nor stellate idioblasts.
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LY. A CoN-TEIBUTIOJiT TO THE HiSTOEY OF DoLOMITE. ThE DoLO:MITES

OF THE Cahbokifeeotjs Lijiestone OF Ieeland. By Edavaud T.

Hakbman, p. C. S., r. E. G. S. I., of the Greological »Survev of Ire-

land. (With Plates 41 and 42.)

[Read May 8, 1876.]

As Bischof well remarks, "no rock has attracted greater attention,

than dolomite ;" and very many theories as to its origin have been put
forward ; the principal of which are based on the idea of the meta-
morphism, in some way, of limestone rocks, varying the means of such
changes according to the views of different authors.

(1). Von Buch's supposition involves the introduction of magnesia
into limestone, as the result of the eruption of volcanic rocks in the
neighbourhood, producing vapours of magnesic chloride.*

(2). Haidinger suggested that the effect was produced by the
action of sulphate of magnesia on limestone, sulphate of lime and
carbonate of magnesia being formed.f But as this cannot be effected

in the ordinary way, it is assumed that under the influence of great

lieat and pressure it might take place. It will be remembered, how-
ever, that most dolomitic deposits of themselves utterly refute such an
hypothesis.

(3). Von Morlot put forward a similar theoiy, having, as he sup-
posed, found that when sulphate of magnesia and carbonate of lime
were heated in a sealed tube to a temperature of 392° F., a double
carbonate of lime and magnesia was formed, together with gypsum.

:]:

But Dr. Sterry Hunt has shown that in this case the so-called dolo-

mite was really but a mixture of carbonate of lime with carbonate of

magnesia, § nor did he find that Marignac's|| substitution of chloride of

magnesium for the sulphate yielded any better results.

All these well-known theories not only presuppose in every case

the action of igneous rocks, and a high temperature, but also the
evolution of gaseous sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, in order to

obtain the necessary supplies of magnesia from the eruptive rocks them-
selves. In our present state of chemical and geological knowledge,
it will therefore be doing no \iolence to the scientific reputation of

their originators, to say that they may now be looked upon rather as

curiosities of geological literature,

(4). Forchammer appears to refer the formation of dolomite to

* See Bispliof, Chem. Gcol., vol. iii., 155 et seq. Also Chem. and Geol. Essays,
Sterry Hunt, 44 D., &c., p. 81,—Ann. de Chem. and Phys., xxiii., 296.

t Bischof, op. cit., p. 158.—Pogg. Ann., Ixxiv., p. 591.
+ Bischof, loc. cit., also N. Jahrb. fiii- Min., 1847, 862.

§ Chem. and Geol. Essays T. Sterry Hunt.

11
For the experiment, see Bischof, vol. iii., p. 159.

3 T2
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the reaction of spring-water, containing a large percentage of carbonate

of lime, with sea-water, at a very high temperature.*' Eut this theory,

which bears a slight degree of resemblance to that of Hunt (see post),

will not answer, since many dolomites, e. g. those the carboniferous

formation in Ireland, not only are interstratified with limestone, but
actually the same bed may be highly fossiliferous limestone in one
place, and pass into dolomite in another. Such instances are common,
and it is clear that such a rock could not have been deposited from
boiling sea-water.

(6). Dr. T. SterryHunt apparently endeavours to strike the happy
medium between the Wernerists and the Plutonists, but still his

theory will be found not to account for the interstratification, and
passage into each other of fossiliferous limestones and dolomites. It

supposes the reaction of river waters holding in solution carbonate of

soda, with sea-water contained in shallow basins, and further decom-
positions of chloride of calcium and subsequently of sulphate of mag-
nesium into bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium respectively ; the
former being precipitated first, but that, under certain conditions,

a mixture of the two maybe precipitated together. " The subsequent

action of heat upon such magnesian sediments, either alone or mingled
with carbonate of lime, has changed them into magnesite or dolomite."f
I am at a loss to see why Dr. Hunt's own objection to Von Morlot's

theory does not also apply to this. In both cases only a mixture of

the two carbonates is obtained in the first instance, and the element of

sufficient heat may be supposed as well in the one case as in the other.

But besides this, the whole theory fails altogether to account for the
carboniferous dolomites of Ireland : for the facts that it is possible

to produce specimens from the same bed, of fossiliferous unaltered

limestone, and of true dolomite, and that beds of dolomite lie above and
below highly fossiliferous limestone, as I shall show hereafter. More-
over, the number and development of the fossils with which the lime-

stones abound, as well as the general stratigraphical character of the

deposits, and the extremely capricious manner in which the dolomites

occur, show that they could not have been formed in a series of shallow

seas, unless we admit an extraordinary series of changes of level, and
of physical features, during the period of the formation of the carboni-

ferous limestone—a position which is quite untenable.

I take the dolomites of the carboniferous limestone as a test of these

theories, not only because I am best acquainted with them, but be-

* Biscliof, viii., p. 161.—Also, Ann. de Cliem. and Phys., xxiii. Also, Eeport
Brit. Assoc, 1849 (Birmingliam) , Transactions of Sections, p. 36, wlierean abstract

of his views is given.

t Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 80-90. On the Chemistry of Dolomites and
Gjrpsnms, also pp. 91-92, 309, et innltis aliis. I should not refer so particularly

to this in the present instance, but that Dr. Hunt applies his theory to the formation

of " all magnesian limestones."
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cause while they are of extremely frequent and extensive occurrence in

Ireland, they are also found under perhaps the most favourable con-

ditions for the determining" any points with regard to either Plutonism
or physical phenomena.

On the subject of Irish dolomites, two valuable papers are extant.

Many years ago Dr. Scouler communicated his views on that subject

to the Geological Society of Dublin ;* his opinion being that dolomite

was produced by a metamorphism of the original limestone, and, follow-

ing Viilet, he considered the change to be readily accounted for by the

infiltration of water charged with carbonate of magnesia ; which
water would at the same time remove some of the carbonate of lime.

But an important point in his paper is that he considers dolomite to

occur usually near some source of magnesia—either near an igneou^s

or ancient palseozoic rock, or close to a break in the strata, where a

thermal spring might have existed. This is a point which I shall

presently dwell upon, as many dolomites occur under circumstances

which do not agree with any of these conditions, and where the supply
•of magnesia is far below that of Kme.

The reading of the above paper led Dr. Apjohn to make several

analyses of Irish dolomites, which he has published in the same
journal.f The conclusions he came to as to the origin of dolomites

appear to be that they are original formations ; first, because they are

often fossiliferous, and, secondly, because their composition is definite.

At the same time he suggests that some dolomites may have been
produced by the solvent action of carbonated water on limestones con-

taining some magnesia, in removing carbonate of lime, until at last

the rock would consist of the two carbonates in the con-ect propor-

tion. |
Probably the most comprehensive account yet published of the

dolomite question is that given by Bischof , who, in his classical work on
chemical geology, has discussed nearly all the foregoing views, together

with many of those held by other writers. He dismisses as impro-
bable all those which call in the aid of volcanic or Plutonic agencies,

and shows that the action of water by infiltration through limestone

<;an alone explain the processes of dolomitization ; that is, either by

* Observations on Beds of Dolomite Avliichocc-nr in connexion with the Carboni-

ferous Limestones indifferent parts of Ireland. By .Jolni Scouler, M.D., &c., Jour.

Geol. Soc. Dub., vol. i., pp. 382-5.
+ Analyses of some Irish Dolomites. By James Apjohn, M.D., &c. Jom*. Geol.

Soc. Dub., voli., pp. 369 et seq.

X I am inchned to adopt a modification of the above hypothesis, viz.,

that the greater part of the carbonate of magnesia was originally secreted along
with the carbonate of lime, but that dolomite is a true metamorphic rock—the

alterations being due to the extraction of the surplus of carbonate of Kme. Some
so-called dolomites having the crystalline structure and the obliteration of fossils

en regie, are by no means of definite composition; they usually contain a consider-

able percentage of uncombined carbonate of lime, which dissolves out in weak
acid.
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the action of Tvater holding carbonate of magnesia in solution, pene-
trating the rock, and depositing carbonate of magnesia, Tvhile at the-

same time removing a portion of the carbonate of lime ; or, as he-

admits, it may occiu' in some cases by the simple removal of carbonate-

of lime from a magnesian limestone by ^vater containing carbonic

acid ; the result being, of course, a gradual increase in the proportion

of carbonate of magnesia. While admitting this process, which Avas

first suggested by Grand] can, to be possible—as he shows by two
experiments, which prove carbonate of lime to be actually more-

soluble than carbonate of magnesia in water containing a small per-

centage of carbonic acid—he, however, appears to give the preference

to the first process, viz., the infiltration of carbonate of magnesia,

and removal of lime.^ But there appear to be one or two weak
points about this. 1st. That with so little diiference in solubility of
the two salts, a substitution of one for the other would hardly take
place to the extent required.f 2nd. That the lime removed must
always be equal—proportionally to theii' respective atomic weights

—

to the magnesia deposited, or the rock would increase in bulk. 3rd.

That the result would only be a carbonate of lime with carbonate of

magnesia deposited in crevices or interspaces left by the removal of
the excess of carbonate of lime ; and 4th, that there is a difficulty

sometimes in imagining a sufficient supply of magnesianized water in

localities where, as in the central plain of Ireland, there are none but
limestone rocks, the water from which, containing a much larger quan-
tity of lime than magnesia, could hardly, therefore, produce the sup-

posed effect
;
yet all these limestones are highly dolomitic.

Any alteration that has taken place in these must have been entirely

produced by surface-water, or rain-water, which could contain little oi"

no constituents capable of affecting the limestone rocks, except car-

bonic acid. To the action of this agent I attribute the alteration

which most of the Irish limestones have undergone in theii- passage into

dolomite. At the same time, I think it quite possible that water
Mghly charged tcith carlonate of magnesia, which may be the case if it

has percolated a magnesian roclc, may deposit the magnesia while it

removes the lime, and thus aid in the metamorphism ; but, as I shall

show hereafter, waters containing any appreciable amount of car-

bonate of magnesia are rare; and after all, as Bischof shows, in such a

case the chief work is done by the action of the carbonic acid.t

If we suppose a limestone rock, containing, as very many lime-

stones do, carbonate of magnesia to the extent of 12 per cent., to-

* Chem. GeoL, vol. iii., p. 164.

t Bischof failed, after "taking much pains," to effect the mutual decomposition
of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia. In one case he digested fragments-

of chalk -^-ith pure carbonate of magnesia, for several years, without any effect.

—

Op. cit., vol. iii., 167.

X Chem. GeoL, vol. iii., p. 174. (In effect, although not in these precise tenns}^
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to subjected to the action of carbonated •water, assuming this to be
capable of remoying a greater quantity of carbonate of lime than of

carbonate of magnesia

—

m proportion to tJw.t in tlte roch—it is clear

that in the 'process of time we should have the percentage of mag-
nesia becoming greater and greater, until at last the rock approached
in chemical composition to a time dolomite. Horeover, the removal
of carbonate of lime Tvould give rise to a cayernous or porous con-

dition of the rock, and the calcareous water trickKng over the sides or

into these cavities Tvould result in a deposit of crystals of more or less

pure carbonate of lime therein. Every one who has paid any attention

to this subject is, no doubt, aware that the above are characteristics

of dolomite limestone.

Upon the above assumption, which I have now good reason to

believe a certainty, I based a number of experiments with the view to

ascertain whether, when placed under conditions as near as possible

to those obtaining in nature, limestone does not yield more lime than
magnesia, when submitted to the action of carbonic acid in water.

At the time I had not Bisehof's book at hand, and all the statements

I had seen gave just the opposite opinion. I was subsequently much
pleased to find that Bisehof's two experiments'^-' are confirmatory of my
results, and they being unknown to me then could have had no bias-

ing effect.

It is without exception received, I believe, that carbonate of mag-
nesia is much more soluble than carbonate of lime ; but the few expe-

riments I have made on this point do not appear to show any great

difference
; and I have been led to imagine, therefore, that its be-

haviour in the presence of ammonia salts may have been taken by some
to represent its character under other circumstances. In the process

of chemical analysis, when it is desired to separate magnesia from
lime, a little chloride of ammonia is added to the solution, and an
alkaline carbonate then precipitates the lime with just a trace of mag-
nesia. If, however, ammonia is not previously added, both salts are

almost instantly precipitated by carbonate of soda.

But, even admitting that carbonate of magnesia is per se a trifle

more soluble than carbonate of lime, it is certain that, when both are

mingled together in a limestone rock, just the reverse takes place when
they are subjected to the action of carbonated water. My experi-

ments will show this. Before proceeding to refer to them, however, I
should like to mention the results obtained by previous experimenters.

Professors W. B. and K. E. Eogers, at the lleeting of the British

Association at Birmingham, in the year 1849, read a paper on some
experiments as to the solvent power of carbonated water on various

minerals.f In the course of their experiments they were led to inves-

* See post.

t " On the Decomposition and Partial Sohition of Minerals, Eocks, &c., by pure
vratcr, and -water charged Avith Carbonic Acid." By Prof. "W. B. Rogers, and
Prof. R. E. Rogers. Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1819 ; Trans. cJf Ser-tions, p. 40.
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tigate the comparative solubility of carhonate of lime and carhonate of
magnesia in carhonated water.

The means whicli they employed were— 1st, what they designate

as the method -with the tache, consisting in digesting for a few minutes
a small quantity of the mineral, finely poivdered, on a filter with car-

bonated water, and then collecting the filtrate and examining it for

lime and magnesia. 2nd. By agitating briskly for some time, in a large

glass bottle containing carbonated water, a quantity of the mineral, in

this case oim finely poicdered. The water was then evaporated, and the

residue examined. In both these cases, magnesian limestone so treated

yielded a larger quantity of carbonate of magnesia than of carbonatc-

of lime, proportional to their relatiye amounts in the rock ; and the

Professors Eogers infer that in nature this process would result in the

limestone hecoming less magnesian, instead of approacliing to a dolomitey

as is generally maintained.

jS^ow I wish to point out that the process sketched above cannot

by any means be held to represent that which takes place in nature.

The veiy act of powdering the dolomitic limestone has destroyed any
value the experiment might otherwise have had. We do not find rocks

in situ thus prepared for the invading action of carbonic acid ; and we
know that dolomites entirely, and magnesian limestones to a great

extent, resist the action of much stronger acids than a merely car-

bonated solution, so long as they remain solid ; but once they ai'e

powdered up, they are readily dissolved with evolution of carbonic

acid. In effect, this fact is made use of in testing rocks in the field
;

dolomitic limestone being scarcely affected at all by moderately dilute

hydrochloric acid, and can therefore be readily distinguished from
ordinary limestone.

I do not know if the amount of magnesium carbonate obtained by
the above method was quantitatively determined by Professors Rogers,

as I have not been able to consult their detailed paper in the Ameri-
can Journal of Science ; but it is curious that Bischof obtained just

the contrary result to theirs, in the two experiments I have already

referred to, although his method of proceeding is essentially the same.

His results agree very well with my own.

Biscliofs Experiments. The composition of the limestone being as-

certained, a portion was powdered finely, and placed in water for 24

hours. The water was then examined, and proved in the cases tried

to contain either no trace, or a very small one, of magnesia. I shall

copy one of these for example, as it will be useful to compare with my
results.
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£liiclc Magnesian Limestone. From Stadtbergen.*'

I. A^^ALYSIS.

Carbonate of lime, 84-57

,, magnesia, 11-54

,, iron, 1-15

Silica and carbon, 1-36

98-62

II. Amount of Co^fsxiTUEXTs dissolved in 24 hours, from 6660 grains.

Grains.

Carbonate of lime, 4-29

Carbonate of magnesia, no trace.

There appears to be, for the quantity taken, and the time occupied,

more carbonate of lime dissolved than occurred in any of my experi-

ments ; however the powdering of the rock might give rise to this.

J3ut this important fact still remains, that, when treated with a weak
solution of carbonic acid, limestone yields more carbonate of lime pro-

portionally than carbonate of magnesia.
Perhaps it is well to notice here the curious difference that pres-

sure makes, not only in the solvent power of carbonic acid, which
is increased, but in its relative effects on the two carbonates. It

appears certain that, under the ordinary atmospheric pressure, and in

such propoi'tions as it occurs in most surface or even underground
waters, it will chiefly attack the lime, while under a high pressure,

and in large quantity it seems to confine its attentions, I may say,

strictly to the magnesia. Advantage has actually been taken of this

property to procure salts of magnesia, such as the sulphate, from
dolomite ; the process consisting in submitting the rock, finely

ground, with water, to the action of carbonic acid, under a pressure of

about four atmospheres. It is then found that nearly all the carbonate

of magnesia is removed, without admixture of carbonate of lime.f

This is worth noting, as it may serve to account for the large

quantities of carbonate of magnesia which are occasionally, hut not

often, found in spring waters ; and may also explain the production of

deej)-seated dolomites by infiltration of magnesian water.

As it is, however, with dolomites formed under circumstances not

taking in the element of pressure we shall have to deal at present,

I sliall not enter more fully into the above matter just now; but pro-

•ceed to descnbe the experiments I have referred to.

It appeared to me that if it could be proved by some process as

* Bischof, op. ei(., vol. iii., p. 195.

t Dingl. Polyt. J., ccLx., 467.

—

Abs. Jour. Chem. Soc, vol. xii., p. 96.
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nearly as possible akin to that which goes on in nature, that more-

carbonate of lime is dissolved than carbonate of magnesia by a weakly
carbonated solution, it avouM go far towards solving the question, as.

to the formation of some dolomites.

The process I adopted was very simple. A limestone was selected

which contained a fair percentage of magnesia, it was analysed, and
the proportions noted. A portion of the rock was then broken up into

small fragments, somewhat less than half-an-inch across. These were
placed in a jar open to the atmosphere, with distilled water, and car-

bonic acid was passed in. A piece of litmus paper was placed in the

jar, and the flow of gas was stopped as soon as this became reddened.

Whenever the paper showed any indication of returning to its original

tint, the solution was again saturated with the acid, and so on. In this

way an over saturation with acid (which might have had too energetic

an effect on the rock) was prevented, and the whole experiment brought
as near to nature as is possible in a laboratory, in having a mildly car-

bonated solution acting on surfaces of the rock, and not on minute
particles.

With the process carried on in this manner, I found the action oi

the carbonic acid to be extremely slow, compared with the results ob-

tained from powdered rock by other experimenters, several days being

required to dissolve sufficient of the carbonates for estimation ; but in

every case the carbonate of lime was much in excess. Some of my
experiments were merely tentative, and are not worth recording ; but
I shall now mention the details of some of the more important ones.

No. I.—Limestone from the interior of the Cave of Dunmore, Co.

Kilkenny. A light grey compact magncsian limestone.

Analysis.

Mean of two specimens.

Carbonate of lime, 68-21

Carbonate of magnesia, 24-00

Peroxide of iron, . . / . on
1 '

.

\ . . . . 4-32
,, alumina, \

Silica, 1-92

Carbonate of iron, 0-90

99-35

It will be observed that this is a remarkably pure limestone, the-

amount of silicates, &c., being very small. The rock is evidently be-

coming dolomitic, for the limestone above and around the cave is not
by any means highly magnesian.

Exp. 1.—A quantity of the limestone was broken up small. 110
grains were taken and placed in a jar with distilled water, and car-

bonic acid gas was passed in almost continuously for 72 hours. At
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the expiration of that time the solution was carefully filtered off and
examined. It contained both carbonate of lime and of magnesia, but
in extremely small quantity, viz. :

—

Carbonate of lime, .... 0-05 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia, . . . 0'007 ,,

Calculated now according to the percentage of carbonate of lime

in the rock, i. e., 68-21, the above gives the respective proportions dis-

solved to be

—

Carbonate of lime, ...... 68-21

,,
magnesia, . . . 9-32 only,

or less than half the proportion of carbonate of magnesia actually in

the rock. It is clear, therefore, that this operation, continued suffi-

ciently long, must result in a dolomite.

£xp, 2.—About the same quantity of the Dunmore limestone was
taken—110 grains, and placed in a jar with water as before. Carbonic

acid gas was then passed in, nearly continuously for 44 days. Tor
about a week or so of that time no gas was passed in, but for the most
part of this experiment the water was supersaturated with the acid,

the result of which will be presently seen.

The liquid, having been carefully filtered off, evaporated to dryness,

and the residue examined yielded the following result :

—

Carbonate of lime, 1-04 grains.

,, magnesia, . . . 0-306 ,,

,, iron, a trace.

Total dissolved, . . 1-346

Calculating again according to the proportion of carbonate of lime

in the rock, we have

—

Carbonate of lime, 68-21

,,
magnesia, 20-06

I attribute the high percentage of magnesia carbonate dissolved in

this instance to the supersaturated condition of the carbonic acid solu-

tion, which was allowed to become quite in excess of anythiug that

could occur in nature. ^Nevertheless, it is evident that the carbonate

of lime was the most rapidly dissolved in this case also.

It seems remarkable also that so small a portion of the limestone

was dissolved after such long continued action. However, this was
confirmed in other experiments, and I apprehend it is due to the mag-
nesian character of this rock. It is certain that the action of small

quantities of carbonic acid on limestones is in an inverse ratio to the
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amount of magnesia in them—dolomites being almost -unassailable.

Experiments 4 and 5 will show how well this is borne out.

JSxp. 3.—As the limestone used in the last was hardly diminished

at all, it was again covered with distilled water, and carbonic acid

passed in. Care was taken to keep the solution just slightly acid, and
to avoid the error of Experiment 2. The action was continued for 20
days. The solution was then filtered oil, evaporated, and examined as

before, with the following result :

—

Carbonate of lime, .... 0-55 grains.

,, magnesia, . . . 0'07 ,,

,, iron, ..... a trace.

Total dissolved, . . 0-62

This experiment bears out the second very well, as to the total

qiiantity of substance dissolved, the time occupied being half of that,

and the total dissolved about half also. The proportion of magnesia is

less, however, no doubt owing to the precaution of using a weak solu-

tion of acid. The proportion calculated as before would give

—

Carbonate of lime, 68"21

,, magnesia, . . . 9-04

This agrees almost exactly with the proportions determined in

Experiment 1.

1^0. II.—Limestonefrom the breccia of the roof of the Shandon Cave,

Dungarvan, Co. Waterford. A bluish-grey fossiliferous limestone,

apparently not very magnesian. It turns out, however, to contain

a rather large proportion of carbonate of magnesia.

AXALYSIS.

79-89

12-71

trace.

Carbonate of lime,

,, magnesia

,, iron, .

Peroxide of iron, .

Alumina, ....
Silica and insoluble residue, . 3-40

J

4-08

100-00

JExp.A.—187 grains of the limestone, broken in small pieces as

"before, were placed in a large jar with distilled water,* and carbonic

* It should be noted that in all the experiments except No. 1 , the same quan-
tity of water was used, viz., about 20 oz. ; care being taken to sujjply loss l)y

evaporation.
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acid passed in : supersaturation with the acid was guarded against,

and the limestone was allowed to remain in the water for 40 days.

The liquid was then examined, and it yielded :

—

Carbonate of lime, .... . . 3-59 grains.

,,
magnesia, . . . . 0"47 „
iron, .... . . trace.

I

4-06

This, calculated according to the percentage of carbonate of lime in

the rock, would give for the proportions dissolved :

—

Carbonate of lime, . . . . . . 79-89

,, maa'uesia, 9 •34

89-23;

there being in the rock as much as 12-71 of carbonate of magnesia:
so that in this case also it will be seen that the result must be a

gradual increase in the amount of that constituent.

It will be noticed also, that although the experiment was not con-

tinued for quite so long a period as I^o. 2, the total amount of car-

bonates dissolved is more than double.

I^xp. 5.—The fragments of limestone from Shandon, used in the

last experiment, were subjected to the further action of carbonic

acid, in the same way, the action being allowed to go on for 20
days. The solution being then examined yielded the following :

—

Carbonate of lime, 1-15 grains.

,, magnesia, 0-11 ,,

,, iron a trace.

Total dissolved, . . 1-26

Calculated as before, the percentage dissolved will be in the pro-

portion

—

Carbonate of lime, 79-89

,, maancsia 7-64

a result sxifficiently near that of the former experiment. The total

amount dissolved in this case is not quite half that dissolved in double

the time in the former experiment.

These investigations prove the following points :

—

1°. That in a weak solution of carbonic acid, limestones in the-

mass, not powdered, yield more carbonate of lime than of magnesia.
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2°. That in equal times the more magnesian limestones are least

susceptible to the action of such a carbonic acid solution.

3°. That other things being equal, the relative proportion of the
two bodies dissolved appears to remain fairly unaffected by the time
occupied in the experiment.

I should mention that the experiments detailed above are not the

•only ones made which verified the above points: but it would be
tedious and uninteresting, I conceive, to enter into particulars of all

of them.
[^Note added in Press.—In order to test the effect of more energetic

•acids, the following experiment was made since the foregoing was
written.

A piece of dolomite from Ballyfoyle, near Kilkenny, having the

following composition, was taken :

—

ANALYSIS.

Carbonate of lime, 55-48

,, magnesia, 43'52

Perric oxide and alumina, . . . . 0-68

SUica, &c., 0-34

100-02

Specific Geavitt, 2-73.

Being broken up small, pieces were carefully selected, so as to be

as fi'ee as possible from other minerals, such as carbonate of ii'on,

calcite, &c. 141 grains were placed in a beaker with distilled water,

to which a little hydrochloric acid was added. The solution, although

weak, caused copious effervescence from the interstices. The experi-

ment was continued for about a month—a few di'ops of acid being-

added, when test-paper denoted that the acid previously added had
been neutralised. Having left home for a fortnight, I found on my
return that a flocculent precipitate—probably carbonates of iron and
lime—had been thrown down, no doubt induced by absorption of car-

bonic acid from the air. The addition of a few di-ops of acid dissolved

this. The whole was then allowed to stand for more than another

month; at the expiration of which time a little acid was added to

dissolve the precipitate that had again formed—but not enough to

affect the undissolved dolomite— and the solution was filtered off.

Both solution and undissolved residue were then carefully analysed.

The followina' Table gives the result :

—
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'

I. II.

In undissolved t„ c^i ,^\r.^

Residue.
j

^^ Solution.

III.

Total.

Carbonate of lime, . .

,, ,, magnesia, .

Ferric oxide and alumina,
Insoluble residue (siLica,

&e.),

Grains.
38-50
31-25
0-63

0-48

Grains.
40-10

29-65

0-33

Grains.
78-60
60-90
0-96

0-48

70-86
! 70-08 140-94

TJie above reduced to Percentage Composition.

Carbonate of lime, . .

,, „ magnesia, -

Fenic oxide and alumina,

Insoluble residue, . .

54-33

44 10
0-88

0-67

57-22
42-31

0-47

55-76

43-20

0-68

0-34

99-98 100-00 99-98

So far from the carbonate of magnesia being the most soluble here,
it will be seen that the result of the experiment has been actually to
bring the composition of the magnesian limestone nearer to that of

true dolomite than it was before. The proper proportions being
about 52-08, Ca CO3 to 46-50, Mg CO3. It will also be observed
from column II. that the carbonate of lime dissolved was much in
excess of carbonate of magnesia.]

It had, some time before, struck me that if magnesian carbonate
were really more soluble under the circumstances which occur in
nature than carbonate of lime, we ought to find some account of it in
the stalactites and stalagmites so invariably found where water has
percolated through limestones. It has been long known that these
accumulations are usually free from magnesia, and the Messrs.
Eogers, in the paper already cited, refer to this as a proof of the
greater solubility of the carbonate of magnesia, since they say the
latter is carried off in solution, while the carbonate of lime is depo-
sited."^' jSTow it is difficult to imagine that all the carbonate of mag-
nesia would so completely disappear, and one would rather suppose

I

* Biscbof , in describing the mode of formation of the spnidelstone from the
Carlsbad hot springs, appears to coincide with this opinion, since he considers the
magnesia to be carried away wholly in solution. In this case, however, the water
has a ready means of escape, and the deposition of carbonate of Hme is due to
loss of carbonic acid, and not to evaporation.
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tlie possibility of a few layers of it in stalactites, had it ever been lielcl

largely in solution. At any rate, the drippings, which would under
such a supposition be charged with carbonate of magnesia, falling on

the floor, say of a cave, if they produced any stalagmite, should pro-

duce a magnesian one, or one containing a very considerable propor-

tion of that body. It appears, however, that neither the one nor the

other contains any appreciable amount of it at all, and even those

from magnesian limestones follow the general rule. I can hardly

think that, in the case of stalagmites, some of the magnesian carbonate,

if it had been present in the solution which formed them, would not

remain. It ought, certainly, to be found in the upper layers, as sta-

lagmite is by no means porous, but this seems not to be so. I am
speaking now of stalagmite formed in places where the water could

have had no ready means of escape except evaporation.

On the other hand, the argument as to the most soluble being

carried away entirely ought to hold good as respects the carbonates of

lime and iron. As the latter is least soluble of all, whenever it occurs

in stalactites they should consist nearly entirely of it, if the above
idea were correct. A great amount of the more soluble lime-salt

would be carried off while the carbonate of iron was crystallisingv

and we would have stalactites containing usually a very large per-

centage of iron ; but this is rarely the case.

As analyses of stalactitic bodies are not numerous, I give those of

two or three which I have examined.

No. I.—Stalagmite—from the floor of Dunmore Cave, Co. Kil-

kenny.
A part of the upper layers where the thickness was at least

6 inches.

Anaitsis.

Carbonate of lime, 97-12

,, magnesia, 0-79

,, iron, ....... 1-86

Peroxide of iron, alumina, .... 0-23

100-00

This stalagmite was of a dirty grey colour, and apparently full of

impurities.

IS'o. II.—Stalagmite from roof breccia of the Shandon Cave, Dun-
garvan :

—

This stalagmite forms an extremely pretty mass, of a clear cream-

colour, and is well crystallized. It occurs in large quantity, and often

in considerable masses amongst and underneath the breccia. The spe-

cimens examined adhered to the under side of the limestone, a portion

of which was analysed and experimented on. (See Experiments
4 and 5.) It is therefore reasonable to suppose that its materials

were derived from that very magnesian rock.
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Analysis.

Carbonate of lime, . . 99-25

,, magnesia, 0*70

,, iron, trace

99-95

The iron present was hardly sufficient to give the pale yelloTv

colour to the mass. The parent rock of these stalagmites being so

very magnesian, we should expect to find a very appreciable amount
of magnesia in them if, as is thought by so many, the carbonate of

magnesia in limestone rocks is so very soluble. But what can have
become of it ? for I shall show presently that the waters of limestone

districts contain a very trifling amount of magnesia.

It is hardly conceivable that, were the carbonate of magnesia in

such rocks the most soluble in weak carbonic acid, there should be
barely traces of it in these deposits ; and from this circumstance, as well

as from its scarcity in spring waters, we should rather be led to infer

its greater insolubility, even without the experiments I have brought
forward.

No. III.—Stalactites from a highly magnesian limestone, Eailway
bridge, Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny.

Analysis.

Carbonate of lime, 99-25

,, magnesia, 0*50

99.75

One link in the chain is still wanting, viz., the analysis of waters
which have undoubtedly passed through such limestones as the above-
mentioned, and which have deposited stalactitic matter. Some infor-

mation on this point I hope to have a future opportunity of conveying
to the Academy, as I have commenced some analyses of the waters
which have dripped from the roof of the Cave of Dunmore. But I
am compelled for the present to fall back on the accounts of various

waters already published by different authors.

In Dr. Sterry Hunt's paper on the Chemistry of IS'atural "Waters,*-'

a series of nineteen analyses of various American waters is given, in five

of which carbonate of lime is much in excess of carbonate of magnesia,

and in some others chloride of calcium is in very large proportion to

that of magnesia. In the remainder, however, the amount of carbon-

* Op. cif., p. 92, et seq.

B.. I. A. mOC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. 3 JJ
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ate of lime and of carbonate of magnesia is about equal. These ai'e

the only analyses of water I have seen in which the amount of mag-
nesian salts at all approaches that of the lime salts.

In the valuable abstracts of chemico-mineralogical papers pub-
lished in the Journal of the Chemical Society, from toI. ix. to vol.

xiv., inclusive, I find very many analyses of mineral waters, with one

or two exceptions European, ordinaiy river water, chalybeate and
thermal spiings, &c. In all of these the carbonate of lime is in great

excess of that of magnesia; the chlorides also occupy the same relative

position. In all these analyses there is no instance to the contrary.

The proportions are very variable of course, in some cases carbonate

of magnesia being altogether absent. The lowest proportion in which
it is stated in any of these is

*•'

Carbonate of lime, 145

,, magnesia, 7

The highest is,t for total lime and magnesia salts : they are cal-

culated only as oxides

—

Lime(CaO.) 74-94

Magnesia (MgO.) 20-54

and the average proportion appears to be about 14 to 1.

About thirty or forty analyses are included in the above resume. In
no single instance was carbonate of magnesia in excess of carbonate

of lime. All these scattered analyses are the more valuable in their

agreement on the point I am urging, from their authors having, appa-

rently, no particular theory to bring forward, and, though taken at

random, the persistence in the larger amount of lime salts is very
marked. I may now refer to the capital table of analyses of river

waters given by Bischof,| which includes forty-eight examples, in

every one of which carbonate of lime is very largely in excess of that

of magnesia. These range as follows :

—

Carbonate of lime, . . 1-28 to 18-23
| In 100,000

,, magnesia, . 0-09 to 1-47
| parts.

In many cases no carbonate of magnesia is recorded at all, even
where the corresponding lime salt is so high as 26-2, nor is there in

any case a large proportion of the more soluble salts of magnesia, sul-

phate, or chloride. This shows, therefore, that carbonate of magnesia

* Chalybeate spring at Sellafield, near "WTutehaven. "W. H. "Watson, Chem.
News, xxxii., p. 11. Abs. Joiir. Chem. Soc, vol. xiii., p. 1169.

t Ehine water, near Kohi, Dr. Yohl, Abs. Jour. Chem. Soc, vol. ii.,

pp. 213-14.
+ Op. cit. l, pp. 76, 77.
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is nowhere so abundant in surface-waters as some writers on this

subject apparently consider, and that we are justified in rejecting

the statement that most dolomites are formed by infiltration of mag-
nesian water, at least until more evidence on that head is produced.

It would appear, in fact, to be more reasonable to assume that the
lime in limestone rocks was conveyed into them by percolation

of mineral waters, than that the magnesia of dolomitic rocks so

originated.

A. very important paper bearing on this subject, and perhaps the
only one in which it has yet been definitely treated, is that of E.

V. Gorup-Besanez, on the Dolomite Springs of the Jura."^* The author
gives a series of analyses of waters of springs rising in the Jura, many
of them in the neighbourhood of, or as it would appear, actually rising

from, dolomitic limestones ; and he finds that in some cases the car-

bonate of lime, and of magnesia, are actually present in dolomitic pro-

portions. Por instance, two springs give the following

—

I. II.

Ca CO3, . . . r)7-32 57-21 t
Mg CO3, . . . 42-68 42-79

This is very remarkable indeed.

Some of the analyses gave, however, the following

Ca CO3,

Mg CO3, 12

89

11

70
30

68

32

and the mean of the analyses was

—

Ca CO3,

3d"ff CO3

53-71

14-29

The author is led to agree, therefore, with Bischof in the opinion

that, from perfectly formed dolomites, water containing carbonic acid

dissolves out Ca C03 and Mg C03 together in fixed proportions,:]: but
does not coincide with him in the idea that the presence of magnesite
in cavities of the magnesian limestone prove the dolomite to be a per-

fectly formed one,§ since crystalline magnesite would not be deposited

from such solutions. He considers the geological formation of dolo-

mite a subject yet quite unsettled, and is opposed to Bischof's admission

* Ann. Chem. Pharm. Suppl. Band, viii., 230-242. Abs. Jour. Chem. Soc, vol.

X., p. 59.

t In aU tte analyses, other constituents proved too trifling for notice.

% See Bischof, Chem. Geol. iii., p. 196.

§ See Bischof, op. cit., hi., p. 196.

3U2
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that carbonated water may dissolve out only carbonate of lime until,

at last, the proper dolomitic proportions are reached. "*

It will be noticed, however, that in the analyses given in the paper
just referred to, there is after all, in most of them, a considerable

range of proportion outside the dolomitic limit, and the mean given of

all the analyses shows that, in most cases, the magnesian carbonate
cannot have been present to an extent of more than 14 or 15 per cent.,

and that in all, it is much less than the lime carbonate—thus com-
pletely verifying my experiments, and showing that those of Professor

Rogers are not based on natural processes.

f

I think, on the whole, it might be safely asserted that in every
case where atmospheric water acts on a limestone rock, it will remove
proportionately more carbonate of lime than carbonate of magnesia.
The reason for this it would be difficult to give, seeing that there can
be no doubt as to the somewhat greater solubility of magnesian salts

under laboratory conditions.

If we suppose, however, that the carbonate of magnesia, in what-
ever proportion it is present in the rock, is originally combined as

dolomite, it might account for what otherwise appears to be an ano-

maly. Is there any difficulty in supposing that the small amount of

magnesian carbonate which it is known many corals and molluscan
shells contain, sometimes reaching as much as 7 '6 per cent, may
have been secreted as dolomite ?

Forchammer has shown that some corals, annelids, and molluscan

shells, contain an appreciable quantity of carbonate of magnesia; in the

annelidse especially it being very high (7 '6 per cent.) Bischof, com-
menting on this fact, remarks, the limestones formed by serjnda;,

coralliiDn, isis, and probably other genera, ought to be termed dolo-

mitic limestone.J
It is possible that many other organisms, such as build up rocks,,

secrete carbonate of magnesia to a perceptible amount. Many plants

also secrete carbonate of magnesia, and it is just possible that in such

cases the carbonate of lime and of magnesia may be combined as dolo-

mite. In such an event the removal of the excess of carbonate of lime,

which might in these instances be regarded as a matrix, would soon

result in a dolomite.

It cannot be said that the foregoing analyses of waters prove much
with regard to the relative solubility of the carbonates, since we have

* See Bischof, op. cit. iii., pp. 162, ]96, 200, 203, kc. Eischof does not,liOAr-

over, entirely favoiir tHs tlieoiy, which, is Grandjean's, not his own, but allows

merely that such a process is possible in some cases.

t Bischof asserts that even springs rising in dolomite must always contain

more carbonate of lime than of magnesia, as, from his experiments, carbonated

water extracts little or no carbonate of magnesia from dolomitic rocks

—

op. cit., vol.

i.,p. 81.
__

X Bischof, op. cit., To\ i.. p. 1S3 ; vol. u., pp. 48, 49.
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in few instances any information as to the composition of the rocks

over or thi'ongh which they passed ; and these rocks may have con-

tained but a trace of magnesia. But we can assert this much ; that

on the generally received notion as to the relative solvency of those

bodies, and with which, save in the event of their being combined in

rocks—when it certainly seems to reverse its behaviour—I must coin-

cide, the result of such waters percolating through rocks would be, if

anything, to form limestone, and not dolomite, since the carbonate of

lime being more abundant, as well as less soluble than the carbonate

of magnesia, would be more likely to be deposited. In all these sup-

posed infiltration theories too, the bulk of the rock would necessarily

be increased, unless it is taken for granted that some of the carbonate

of lime is removed in the process, and replaced by carbonate of mag-
nesia.

The only way in which the production of at least the Irish dolo-

mites can be accounted for is, by the gradual removal of the excess of

carbonate of lime. It is quite possible, and indeed likely, that in

such a process, as the solution contains some carbonate of magnesia,

a part of it in the form of dolomite may be deposited in a different

part of the rock from which it was derived ; the waste of one portion

going to help to build up another."^''

One point in favour of the abstraction theory is, that the Irish dolo-

mites are exceedingly porous, cellular, or cavernous. Another curious

point is that the cavities are almost invariably filled with calcspar
;

and not bitter spar or dolomite, as is generally stated. I have carefully

examined the dolomitic limestones which occur so plentifully in the

Counties Carlow and Kilkenny, and are spread over a large area, as

well as some in the Counties Waterford, and Tyrone ; and I can safely

say that in no case have I found specimens of dolomite or magnesite
in the cavities, but, on the contrary, calcspar most abundantly.

At Drumreagh, near Coal Island, Co. Tyrone, several beds of dolo-

mite are interbedded with the ordinary blue fossiliferous limestone,

and one of the beds merges gradually into the limestone, showing con-

clusively that it is metamorphosed limestone, and not the result of

original chemical deposition on the sea bottom, according to Dr. Sterry

Hunt's theory of such rocks. It is a light brown, extremely hard,

crystalline, but compact dolomite ; but so very cavernous that it is most
difficult to obtain a fracture of it showing the true structure. The
cavities are often large, as much as a foot in diameter, and coated, or

often entirely filled, with nearly pure calcite, which may be obtained
in large, nearly transparent rhombohedrons. The dolomite is per-

fectly unaffected by acid, in the cold. I should say that fully half

the original rock is wanting, being now only represented by the spar-

coated cavities.

I think Bischof makes a similar suggestion.
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It is perfectly clear that these cavities "svere produced by the action

of "water, no doubt acting on the more calcareous parts of the rock,

which of course -would not be homogeneous in composition. Such a remo-

val of the lime in one part might be accompanied nearly simultaneously

by the deposition in a previously formed cavity of some of the material

brought a^vay. The calcareous -water trickling do-wn the sides of such

a vacancy woidd have a good opportunity of evaporating, and deposit-

ing its fi-eight. It is possible in such cases both the percolation and

the evaporation of the -water -would be slo-wer, and more uniform than

in large caverns ; and thus largely crystalline masses of calcite -would

result, instead of finely crystalline stalactites.

This cellular character of dolomitic limestone is exceedingly -well

sho-wn in a quariy' at Loughiy, near Cooksto-wn, County Tyrone, in

which is the following section :

—

Section at Itochhead, near Loitghry.

Feet. Inches.

3. Boulder clay, 5

2. Purplish crystalline encrinital lime-

stone passing do-wn-wards into pui'ple

dolomitic limestone, -with large cavities, 3 10

1 . Sandstones and grits, 7 1

15 11

The upper beds, which are dolomitic, are eaten a-way in curious-

ca-vities, as sho-wn'in the sketch (fig. 1, Plate 41). These -were possibly

formed during the alteration of the limestone. They could hardly
have occurred] since, because dolomite once fonned is so insoluble.

The ca-vities also are coated -with calcspar.

In the south-east of Ireland the carboniferous limestone is much
dolomitised, and aiiords good opportunities for the study of that

mineral. In some places, as in the county Carlo-w, a persistent band
of black dolomite extends for miles, as may be seen on glancing at the

Carlo-w Sheet of the Greological Survey Map.*' Here it occupies such a
definite position in the carboniferous series, that it might be taken ta
be an important di-vision of it. The rock, -where perfect, is hard,

compact, and sub-ciystalline, but it is wonderfully cellular, fully a

tliird of it being wanting. The cavities are, so far as I can judge,

coated only with calcspar. After many searches I was unable to find

a single specimen of bitter spar, or dolomite, which can only occur
here in a very few isolated localities, if at all.

Professor Jukes made a certain distinction between varieties of th&

* Sheet 137.
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dolomites of the south, of Ireland, ^. e., dolomites of original deposition,

and dolomites produced by alteration of the original rock, with the

former of which the Carlow rock appears to have been classed, while

that of Kilkenny is supposed to be metamorphic. I rather think, how-
eyer, that they both are metamorphic, only in different degrees.

The Kilkenny magnesian limestones are true dolomites both in

appearance and composition. They contain from 30 to 44 per cent, of

carbonate of magnesia ; they are usually very crystalline, of a light

yellow to a pearly grey colour, and do not effervesce when treated

with acid, except occasionally in the interstices between the crystals,

owiug to infiltrated carbonate of lime. They are remarkable for the

same cellular or cavernous structure which I have noticed in all the

other dolomites of Ireland ; the vacancies being coated, or filled entirely

with calcspar. In some places the material has been removed in an
exceedingly curious manner, the vacant spaces running parallel to

each other, and forming apparently lines of bedding, which, however,
they are not, as the true bedding is often also visible in such instances.

Sometimes they give the similitude of false or current bedding, as is

shown in the sketch (fig. 3, Plate 41).

As a rule, the bedding is obliterated, and in weathering the rock

assumes at the surface of the ground, or wheresoever else exposed, a

ruggedly pointed aspect, as if dipping vertically, along the liaes of

joints; and this often gives rise to picturesque hillocks or escarpments

;

the dolomite remaining, while the more easily dissolved limestone is

eaten away to a lower and more uniform level, contrary to the general

idea which assumes that dolomite is more soluble than limestone, be-

cause under certain influences it disintegrates more rapidly.*

IS^ear the city of Kilkenny very extensive, masses of dolomite occur,

which could only have been formed by the metamorphism of the

original limestone ; and in one locality—Riverview, l-t miles west of

the town—there is a very fair opportunity of studying the mode of its

production. And it will be seen that this can be reasonably explained

*A well-known instance of this is shown by the decay of the stones used in the
present Houses of Parliament, being magnesian limestones from the Mansfield "Wood-
house quarries, and from Anston, Yorkshire. (See Building and Ornamental Stones,

Prof. Hull, p. 200.) Under the influence of the vitiated atmosphere of London, some of

this stone soon commenced to crumble away. It must be remembered that the disinte-

gration of dolomite is not due always to the dissolution of the whole rock, but is most
often merely the result of the solution of the carbonate of lime, which cements the
crystals of true dolomite together. Any one who has observed the process of weather-
ing of dolomites wiU remember that the minute crystals of which the rock is

composed merely fall away from each other, resulting in a loose sand-like mass,
but they do not readily decompose.

According to Ansted, the most durable magnesian limestones, for building pur-
poses, are those containing nearly equal parts of carbonate of lime and of magnesia
in a state ofperfect combination—that is, true dolomite.—See Ansted's Geological
Science (Orr's Circle of the Sciences), p. 208.
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on tlie theory put forward already, that is, the extraction of carbonate

of lime from the limestone rock.

A small stream runs from the railway down to the E"ore at this

place. On one side of it, to the south, dolomite crops out, with its

usual rugged aspect. On the other side, blue fossiliferous limestone.

At first sight it would seem that the limestone ended abruptly against

the dolomite, but in reality it dips underneath it. The dolomite pre-

sents the usual characteristics, being highly crystalline, and full of

drusy cavities, with calcite. The limestone is a compact bluish rock,

in thick beds ; the upper beds are magnesian, although not yet dolo-

mitic, but they are beginning to show the drusy cavities, and are

undoubtedly some distance on their way in the direction of dolomite.

The most interesting fact, however, is, that between every individual

bed of the limestone is a thick layer, or rather bed of calcite, from three

to nine inches thick ; and this is even visible on the top of the uppermost
bed, which there is overlaid by a thin coating of drift clay or soil ; but
eventually disappears under the dolomite. (See fig. 2, Plate 41.)

IS'ow it is perfectly evident that the calcite layers are derived from
the limestone beds above them. It would be difficult to prove that

each layer was derived solely from the immediate bed above it, but
this is not impossible. The calcites are of a fairly uniform thickness,

and the quantity abstracted from the overlying beds would be quite suf-

ficient to alter very materially the composition of the limestone. These
beds are about eighteen inches thick, and the corresponding calcites

three to nine inches. Taking the latter, and assuming, for argument
sake, that the limestone originally contained about 12 per cent, of car-

bonate of magnesia, the removal of sufficient calcite to form a layer nine

inches thick would increase the percentage of magnesia carbonate in the

limestone to over 20 per cent., which would nearly correspond to the

composition of some dolomites.

One other point with regard to the Irish dolomites I have already

partly referred to—viz., that they help to supply further evidence in

refutation of Dr. Hunt's theory as to the origin of dolomitic rocks, that

is, their original deposition as sediments from an evaporating sea basin,

and subsequent modification by heat. I cannot do better than here

quote more fully Dr. Hunt's words. (See "Conclusions" of his paper
on the Chemistry of Dolomites and Gypsums.*) " Dolomites, mag-
nesites, and magnesian marls, have had their origin in sediments of

magnesian carbonate, formed by the evaporation of solutions of bicar-

bonate of magnesia. These solutions have been produced either

by the action of bicarbonate of lime upon solutions of sulphate of

magnesia, in which case gypsum is a subsidiary product, or by the

decomposition of solutions of sulphate or chloride of magnesium by the

waters of rivers or springs containing bicarbonate of soda. The sub-

sequent action of heat upon such magnesian sediments, either alone or

* Chem. & Gcol. Essays, p. 90.
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mingled with carhonate of lime, has changed them into magne&ite or dolo-

mite.''^ I cannot see that this theory differs in any essential respect

from that of Von Morlot (see ante, p. 705), Tvhich Hunt himself con-

demns ; but it altogether fails to account for what frequently occurs

near Kilkenny.

(1). The dolomites are often interstratified with ordinary blue

limestone highly fossiliferous. The section at Riverview is one out of

many that shows this. On the evaporation theory we should suppose

a most extraordinary series of oscillatbry movements, alternating be-

tween a deep and clear sea, fitted to sustain the life of corals and such

organisms, and again a land-locked lagoon merging into a salt lake

:

all this repeated many times, in the process of producing a few hundred
feet of the interstratified rocks. This is, I venture to say, inconceiv-

able. In order to get a deposit of carbonate of lime alone, at least three-

fourths of the sea water must be evaporated, as Bischof has shown ;* but

even then the carbonate of magnesia will remain in solution a considera-

ble time longer. By the time the water became sufficiently dissipated

for the latter to subside, the sea would have become a veritable pickle

in which few organic fonns could live.f Yet we have highly fossili-

ferous dolomites, which would prove that the animals lived in the sea

water during the time of the deposition of those rocks, and that, during

a very considerable time besides. In fact, on the evaporation theory

we should have only the following distinct groups :—(1), carbonate

of lime; (2), magnesite
; (3), gypsum; (4), common salt; but no

dolomite. It is quite possible, however, that some dolomites, such as

those of the Pennian formation, may have been indirectly the result

of evaporation ; thus, that during the process of concentration a

gTcater amount of carbonate of magnesia might be assimilated by the

animals then living in the lagoon ; and thus that the alteration to dolo-

mite might be sooner effected afterwards. It seems to me that it is

only by this assimilation, and the subsequent removal of the excess of

carbonate of lime, that large masses of dolomite could be formed ; for

if we consider the very small percentage of carbonate of magnesia or

lime present in sea water, and suppose even a portion of it enclosed in

a position favourable to evaporation, it is clear that the beds of sulphate

of lime, and of the chlorides, would bear an enormous proportion to those

of carbonate of magnesia or lime, or to dolomites.

(2). Again ; were the dolomites originally deposited chemically,

they should form perfectly definite beds—dolomite, and nothing else.

It would be perfectly impossible, under any circumstances of evapo-
ration, to have the same bed at one place limestone highly fossiHfe-

rous, and at another (a few yards off) truly dolomitic, the fossils

* Chem. Geol., i., p. 177.

t Except perhaps those remarkable salmon Avhich, as related by Smollett, in
" Humphrey Clinker," the Scottish laird kept in a tank, to which he graduallj- added
more and more salt, &c. ; so that at last they coiild be taken alive readj^ pickled !
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altogether obliterated. But ttis is a constant occurrence among Irish

dolomites.'* I have already referred to one instance of it in the Co. Ty-
rone ; it is also frequent in the County Kilkenny, in many places within
a circle extending fi'om Gowi'an to near Ballyragget ; and I have hand
specimens showing the gradual alteration, the fossils being completely

obliterated, and the blue limestone at one side becoming perfect crys-

talline dolomite at the other. Large masses of dolomite are seen,

which, when traced out, are found to abut against and merge into

limestone, and in some places, as at Ballyfoyle, there will be as many
as twenty or more alternations of limestone and dolomite in a distance

of less than haK a mile ; the limestone always full of marine fossils,

by no means dwarfed in appearance. (See figs. 4, 5, 6, Plate 42).

\_Note added in Press.—I have mentioned that limestones are by no
meanshomogeneous in composition, and that the cellular structure would
be capriciously determined by the most calcareous, and therefore most
soluble parts. I have lately analysed some limestones fi'om Ballyfoyle,

which are interlarded with and pass into dolomite. The following were
made from specimens of the same bed, taken a few yards apart :

—

Ay.^TSIS OF LniESTOXE FEOli: BALXYPOTLE.

'

I. II.

Carbonate of lime,

,, ,, magnesia, .

Ferric oxide and alumina.

Insoluble residue, . .

87-72
3-80

2-52

5-80

91-06
1-00

2-05

5-70

99-84 99-81
1

Specieic Gravity, 2-89.

Specific Gravity of Dolomite.—On the principle I have advocated,

•viz., the removal of carbonate of lime from limestones, and the conse-

quent porosity of the resulting dolomite, the specific gravity ought to

be less than that of limestones. I am aware that Dr. Apjohn has, in

the paper already cited, stated the contrary ; but it must be remem-
bered that the determination is rendered very difficult in the case of

dolomite by the circumstance that, while in the mass, it is porous and
cellular, and must be of less specific gravity than limestones, which are

compact—the small pieces, which could only be weighed on our
balances, are usually compact. However, those I have tried certainly

possess a lower specific gravity than limestone. This is shown in the

examples given above of the Ballyfoyle dolomite and limestone.]

* Biscbof refers also to this fact as common to dolomitic formations.
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Crystallization.—The very distinct crystalline appearance of dolo-

mite is a matter requiring important consideration, but it is in truth

one of the chief diiliculties of the whole question. From whatever
stand-point we approach the subject, and whatever the theory which
we adopt may be, this is not very easy to account for. The infiltra-

tion of carbonate of magnesia could hardly of itself afford this peculiar

structure, for it would only give a perimorph, or at least a^ pseudo-
morph, of magnesite, by replacing part of the carbonate of lime in the
calcite. But even magnesite after calcite is not frequent. Blum and
others refer to it as occasionally occurring in lodes, and in geodic cavities;

but it is not likely often to be discovered, for Bischof found it impos-
sible to effect any decomposition between carbonate of lime, and a

solution of bicarbonate of magnesia.*
On the other hand, all limestones, with the exception of the earthy

varieties, are more or less crystalline, and the crystals of calcite differ

only to a very slight amount from those of dolomite—so little that the
principal angle of the rhombohedron of calcite being 105°5', that of

dolomite is 10 6° 15', a difference quite inappreciable, without the aid

of delicate instruments. This being so, if a quantity of superabun-
dant carbonate of lime be removed from a highly magnesian limestone,

such as would, according to Bischof, be formed by the agency of certain

organisms, the crystalline structure would appear very distinctly^

even in magnesian limestones that were still far removed from dolo-

mites. In fact in few dolomites are the crystals really distinct until

the rock has begun to decompose, and I could point out many loca-

lities near Kilkenny where true dolomites are perfectly compact, to all

appearance, where unweathered, but once attacked by the atmosphere
show themselves to be highly crystalline ; the process being just

what I have suggested above, viz., the removal of the superfluous

carbonate of lime. This is, however, an extremely difficult province
of the question to enter upon, and an opinion on it is not to be
advanced without great diffidence, during the existing state of our
information about it.

Conclusions.—(1). It appears, therefore, that the Irish carbonife-

rous dolomites could not have been completely originated by organic

agency, nor could they have been formed by chemical deposition

due to evaporation of sea water ; and there seems to be evidence of

few other dolomites being formed in the latter way.
(2). The experiments recorded in the preceding paper, showing the

much greater solubility of carbonate of lime than of carbonate of mag-
nesia, fi'om rocks treated with a carbonic acid solution, appear to bear
out the theory that dolomite may be formed by the extraction—by
water holding in solution small quantities of carbonic acid—of the
excess of carbonate of lime from magnesian limestone rocks.

In this way, also, it is easy to account for the fissures and cavities

* See Xote to p. 708.
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so common to dolomites, and the filling up or coating of these cavities

\rith carbonate of lime.

The frequent occurrence of quantities of carbonate of zinc in dolo-

mites may also be explained thus : the concentration, simultaneously,

of the carbonates of zinc and of magnesia being accomplished by the

removal of the carbonate of lime.* The resulting dolomite being

then less soluble that the carbonate of zinc, the latter would be dis-

solved out and again deposited alone in the lower cavities of the

rock.

On the other hand, the percolation of water containing carbonate

of magnesia would add to the bulk of the mass, lyiless something was
abstracted in place of the carbonate of magnesia deposited. This

could only be carbonate of lime, but Bischof's experiment is against

that. Besides, as water usually contains about ten times as much
carbonate of lime as of magnesia, were any deposition to take place,

the lime would certainly be deposited before the mag-nesia, and would
not only increase the bulk, but neutralise the dolomitization.

* I have already pointed ont ttat zinc is nearly always associated with, or an
accessory of, magnesian minerals. Vide On the supposed Substitution of Zinc for

Magnesium in Minerals, Proc. Eoy. Ir. Acad., 1874.
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LYI.

—

Eepoets yrom the Chesiicax Laboratory of Tei:s'ity College,

Dttblix. By J. EiiEESojf Reynolds, M. D., M. R. I. A., Professor

of Chemistry, University of Dublin.

1^0. 1.

—

Ok GLTJCiNUii : its Aioiiic "Weight and Specific Heat.

[Eead April 10, 1876.]

Amongst the few rare elements found in Ireland is the metal Gliiei-

niim or Beryllium, which occurs in the well-known alumino-giucinic

silicate, beryl or "emerald;" this mineral is found in comparatiye
abundance, though in a rough state, in the granites of Donegal,
and is somewhat less freely distributed through the granites of the

Mourne Mountains in the county of Down. As the " atomic weight "

of glucinum has not yet been definitely fixed by the determination of

the specific heat of the metal, it seemed desirable that we in Ire-

land should make the necessary crucial experiments. Hence, about
seven years ago, I commenced to collect the crude Irish beryls or
" emeralds," and ultimately succeeded in obtaining 3 kilogrammes
of the dressed mineral, from which I prepared nearly 350 grammes of

the pure glucinic oxide.

I have to thank my friend Mr. "William Harte, C. E., the ex-
cellent County Surveyor of Donegal, for the valuable assistance he
kindly afforded me in collecting much of the mineral from which
the glucinic oxide was prepared.

The satisfactory nature of the results of a set of preliminary experi-

ments with the material at my disposal must be my apology for

laying a short communication upon the subject before the Academy,
at a very early stage of the investigation.

Some glucinic oxide was converted into the anhydrous chloride by
the action of chlorine upon it at a full red heat in presence of finely

divided carbon; and the metal was subsequently procured by the action

of metallic sodium on the pure sublimed glucinic chloride. The reduc-
tion was efi'ected by heating a suitable mixtui'e in a platinum vessel,

but the temperature was not allowed to rise sufiiciently to liquefy the
mass ; and on removal of the material from the crucible those portions

which had been in contact with the platinum were rejected. The
resulting mixture of sodic chloride and reduced glucinum was then
fused under common salt in a lime crucible ; this precaution was
taken in order to avoid contact with siliceous compounds. Con-
siderable loss occurred in this operation ; but I succeeded in obtaining

a small coherent mass of metallic glucinum, which latter was found
to agree in characters with the metal described by Debray,-" though

* Anncdes de Chimie ct de Fhysique : Iroislcmc scric, tcu;. xLv., p. o (1855).
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that distinguished chemist effected the reduction of his metal in a
different manner.

If we admit with Awdejew, and with Dehray, the numher 4-6 to

be the equivalent of glucinum (H =1), the question remains whether
the " atomic weight," so called, is a multiple of the equivalent by
2 or 3.

If, as some assert, the " atomic weight " is 4*6 x 3 = 13-8, the only

known oxide of glucinum must resemble alumina. If, on the other

hand, the atomic weight is 4*6 x 2 = 9'2, glucina must be an oxide like

that of zinc or of magnesium. Each view has received the support of a
group of chemists of the highest eminence, but owing to peculiar difficul-

ties surrounding the case, an appeal to chemical criteria has hitherto

been insufficient to decide between the two conflicting opinions—a deter-

mination of the specific heat of the metal, or of the vapour density of one
of its compounds of simple constitution, being necessary for the final

settlement of the question. Of these methods I chose the former, and,

having made several determinations of the capacity for heat of metallic

glucinum, I have the gratification to state that the data obtained

lead to the conclusion that the atomic weight of glucinum is double
the equivalent weight. Glucinum is, therefore, a diatomic metal with
an atomic weight of 9*2

; though, I may add, this number may be
slightly affected by a new determination of the equivalent in which
I am engaged.

The method pursued in making the necessary determinations upon
which to found the conclusion just stated was devised for the pur-

pose of this inquiry ; and as it is essentially different from any with
which I am acquainted, I may be permitted to indicate very briefly

the plan adopted after a good deal of preliminary investigation.*

The well-known law of Dulong and Petit, as modified by Can-
nizzaro, asserts that the atoms of elementary matter have the same
capacity for heat, when Ave compare them in the solid state. The
outstanding exceptions to this important law are few, and even these

appear to have been cleared away in some degree by the recent re-

searches of "Weber on the specific heats of silicon, boron, and carbon.

The principle, however, is admittedly sufficiently general in its appli-

* The preparation of pure metallic glucinum in quantities exceeding t^ro or

three grammes is difficult and costly ; for this amongst other reasons, I determined

to employ Bunsen's admirable and theoretically perfect ice calorimeter in the esti-

mation of the specific heat of the metal, as small quantities of material only are

required. It proved, however, to he impossible, owing to various engagements, to

prepare the glucinum in a state of sufficient purity until the season had passed

when Bunsen's ice calorimeter can be conveniently used. I had, therefore, to

devise a calorimetric method which could be employed during warm weather, and
which could afford trustworthy results with small weights of material. I have
given in the text an outline of this method, but the details of its application to the

determination of atomic and molecular heat will form the subject of another com-
munication.
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cation to enable us to found upon it a plan for the determination of

the atomic weight so called of a particular element : for it is evident

that if we employ as a standard a metal whose atomic weight and
specific heat are both accurately known—silver for example (= 108)

—

the weight of another solid element which contains the same quantity

of heat at 100° C. as 108 parts of pure silver at 100° C. is the atomic
weight of the element. In seeking to compare glucinum with pure me-
tallic silver in this way, I succeeded in arranging an experimental
method which not only enabled me to attain the object I had in view,
but also to demonstrate the truth of the law just referred to. The appa-
ratus required is easily constructed, and consists of a spirit thermometer
with a cylindrical "bulb" inwhich a test tube is sealed after the manner
of Bunsen's ice calorimeter. This part of the apparatus is easily con-

structed from a small chloride of calcium drying tower as shown in the
diagram. Although the larger " bulb " of the thermometer is filled with

spirit, the lower one and the stem are full of mercury, and connected

with a fine capillary tube carefully graduated in millimetres, and cali-

brated. The arrangement constitutes an exceedingly delicate spirit

thermometer, with a mercury index.

When it is desired to compare a solid element with silver, in order

to fix the atomic weight, it is necessary to make a preliminary experi-

ment with the standard metal. Por this purpose one cubic centimetre

of distilled water is placed in the test tube which is immersed in the

bulb of the thermometer, and when the temperature has been equal-

ised, and the thread of mercury has reached a suitable position in the
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stem, a piece of pure silver weighing 108 centigrammes, and heated
to 100° C. in steam, is rapidly dropped into the cubic centimetre of

water, and the expansion caused in a given time carefully noted. '^^

According to the law above stated, a centigramme atom, if I mav use
the term, of any other metal than silver ought to cause exactly the
same expansion, when the experiment is made with it under precisely

the same conditions ; and these conditions are very easily realised.

I have ascertained that such is the case, and the approximate equality

in " atomic heat " of many of the metals has thus been easily demon-
strated.

The comparison of glucinum with silver was made on this plan,,

and it was found that the weight of glucinum which contains nearly the
same quantity of heat at 100° C. as 108 centigrammes of silver at the
same temperature, is not 4*6 or 4*6 x 3, but 4'6 x 2, or 9-2 centi-

grammes.
The " atomic heat" of silver, or the product of the specific heat

(= -05701 according to Eegnault), into the atomic weight (= 108)
is 6-157. Using this number as the standard for reference, the
experimental number found for the atomic heat of the specimen of

glucinum operated with is 5-91. Thus :

—

Atomic heat of silver = 6-157

Atomic heat of glucinum = 5-910

The difference is less than the known difference between the

atomic heat of silver and that of aluminium ; but I am inclined to

think that the lower number found for the glucinum used is due to

the presence of a trace of platinum in the specimen of metal. Owing-

to the high atomic weight of platinum (= 197-1), as compared with
that of glucinum (9'2), the presence of even a small quantity of the

former metal must very sensibly affect the determination of the

atomic heat of glucinu.m. I hope soon to be in a position to continue

these experiments with the ^j?</-e metal.

It will, however, appear from the following considerations that

we may fairly regard the above determination of the atomic heat of

glucinum as being of such value as to enable us, even at an early

stage of the inquiry, to use it as a physical control, and to fix the

atomic weight of the metal, subject of course to the probably small

change in the nu.merical expression which may prove to be necessary

as the investigation proceeds.

If we assume the atomic weight of glucinum to be 9*2 and employ
the value I have obtained for the atomic heat, i. e., 5-91, we can cal-

culate the specific heat of the metal by means of the formula.

* The apparatus is carefully protected from the influence of air currents diu-inj

the experiment.
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«4' (^^

when S represents the specific heat, H the atomic heat, and A the

atomic weight of an element. The specific heat of glucinum thus

calculated is -642.

If now we substitute for H a constant, which in this case is the

product of the well-ascertained atomic weight of silver*'' into its equally

well determined specific heat, A S = 6" 157, the expression becomes

s^^. (.)

'

and with its aid we can calculate the specific heat of any solid element,

if its atomic weight is known or assumed. I have thus calculated the

specific heat of glucinum on the assumption (a) that its atomic weight
is 9'2

; (h) that its atomic weight is 4-6, and (c) that it is 13-8.

The results are compared in the following Table with the specific

heat obtained by calculation from the actual determination of the

atomic heat of the metal :

—

Specific heat of glucinum calculated (1) from the result of deter-

mination of atomic heat.

When A = 9-2, -642.

Specific heat of glucinum calculated by (2),

When A = 9-2, .... -669

When A = ^-G, .... 1-338

When A =13-8, .... -446

I am, therefore, justified in concluding that the atomic weight of

glucinum is nearly if not exactly 9*2.

* "We miglit otviously take any otlier product, but tliat of silver is here pre-

ferred because the atomic heat of that metal has been employed as the standard for

reference.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCS. 3 X
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LVII.

—

On the Chemical Changes which take place in the Potato
DimiNG THE peogkess OF THE DisEASE. By the E,Ey. John H.
Jellett, B.D., S.F.T.C.D.

[Eead May 22, 1876.]

The olDJeet of the experiments described in this paper was two-fold,

namely :

—

1. To ascertain whether there be any development of sugar in the
tuber, and if so, what is the kind of sugar developed.

2. To ascertain whether there be any perceptible change in the
quantity of nitrogen.

The experiments were conducted as follows. Pour specimens were
taken from the same variety of potato, viz. :

—

1. Perfectly sound potato.

2. Apparently sound part of potato in which the disease had just

begun to appear.

3. Apparently sound part of potato in which the disease was far

advanced.

4. Discoloured part of diseased potato.

These specimens, having been carefully weighed, were severally

grated, then subjected to a strong pressure in a screw press, and
finally exhausted with spirit.

The fluid so obtained was filtered, to remove the albumen and
starch, and (the spirit having been distilled off) was diluted with
water to a known bulk. It was then examined in the usual way for

sugar. The result is given in the following Table.

Table I.

I. II. III. IV.

Water (percentage in tuter).

Nitrogen (do.) . . • .

Sucrose (do.)

Glucose (do.)

73-09

•27

•08

•42

77-24
-35

•29

•65

80-04
-31

1-14

-76

79-28
•25

•21

•40

Por the second part of the experiment four specimens, selected as

before, were carefully weighed and dried. They were then burned in

the usual way, for the purpose of estimating the quantity of nitrogen.

The results are given in the following Table.
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Table II.

I. II. III. IV.

Nitrogen (percentage in dry residue),

Sucrose (do.)

Glucose (do.)

1-00

•29

1-59

l-o3
1-27

2-85

l-o5
5-71

3-81

1-26

1-00

1-93

The history of these chemical changes seems to be as follows :

—

The first stage of the disease in the tuber is marked by an increase

in the quantity of nitrogen.

This increase seems to have attained its greatest value before the

appearance of any discoloration in the tuber.

The same stage of the disease is also marked by the development

of sugar, both glucose and sucrose.

In the second stage, marked by a great increase in the discoloured

part of the tuber, the part which remains apparently sound shows no
increase of nitrogen but a very considerable increase in the quantity

of sugar.

Finally, in the discoloured part of the tuber, there is a diminution

both in the percentage of nitrogen and in the percentage of sugar.

Now it must be remembered, that in the vegetable kingdom the

fungi contain the largest percentage of nitrogen, approaching nearly

in this respect to the animal kingdom. A marked increase in the

quantity of nitrogen would therefore seem to indicate a fungoid growth
in the tuber. It would seem also that this growth attains a maximum
value before the tuber shows any visible sign of disease.

The development of sugar appears to come somewhat later; at

least it continues for a considerable time after the percentage of nitro-

gen has attained its maximum value. There can be, I suppose, no
doubt that this sugar is formed by the conversion of the starch, which
the potato contains in large quantity. If the sugar produced were
wholly glucose, there would be no difficulty, as the presence of a
small quantity of acid would be sufficient to account for the pheno-
menon. But I am not aware that there is any known method by
which starch can be made to pass into sucrose. It is possible that

this effect may be produced by the presence of the fungus, which is

indicated by the increased quantity of nitrogen. I have not, however,
succeeded in establishing experimentally the possibility of this con-

version.

The appearance of discoloration marks the commencement of decom-
position, and is attended, as we might naturally expect, by a diminution
in the quantity both of nitrogen and of sugar.

3X2
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LYIII.—EE:irAEKs oif the Eecext Discotert of Resiatn-s op the
Ceeyus Megaceeos at Balltbetagh. By Geoege Pokte, M. E,. I. A.

[Read Jtme 12, 1876.]

Masty years ago I took great interest in the discoveiy of the remains
of the Cervus Megaceros in various parts of Ireland, but during the
recent explorations at Ballybetagh I had an opportunity of examining
them in situ, under conditions differing so much from all that had
previously come under my notice, that I think it desirable to place on
record these unusual circumstances.

I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Moss for the opportanity of

making my observations without any of the labour and trouble of

superintending the excavations.

I have made the following notes as a supplement to his Eeport,'^'

which could not be more acciu-ate than it is, but it treats only of the
mode of conducting the exploration, and the results obtained. I may
observe that he is not in any way responsible for the opinions herein
expressed ; indeed, I have reason to think that he has not arrived at

the same conclusions as I have on all points.

Judging from the dip of the sides of the valley where these remains
were found, and comparing it with the excavations made, it appears
that the central parts were originally some 15 feet below the present
surface, and that a considerable stream or torrent ran through it. It

also appears that at a very remote period this torreut was obstructed

by some means or other, converting that part of the valley into a
shallow lake or tarn, from an acre to an acre and a-half in area, and
in no part more than about 1 5 feet deep ; this tarn is now completely
filled up with the usual lacustrine deposits (marl excepted), of which
none appeared in the excavations made, although a considerable deposit

of marl is found in a similar but larger basin, a couple of hundred
yards lower down the valley.

Beneath the lacustrine deposits, lying on the bottom of the tarn,

that is to say, on the original surface of the valley, the remains were
found in immense quantities, firmly imbedded between the water-
worn boulders which were thickly scattered over it.

In almost every county in Ireland similar remains have fi'om time
to time been found, and still a very common error prevails, even among
well-informed people, that they are always found in hogs : this error

originates in the custom of giving the general name of " bog" to every
place where turf may be cut for fuel, whether it be a true peat-moss,

or the basin of an extinct lake.

jS^ow T have never been able to trace a single instance in which
remains of the Cervus Megaceros were found in a real bog. So far as

* Antea, p. 547.
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I am aware, tliey have hitherto, with one exception,* been found only

in extinct lakes ; and even in these they never occur in the vegetable

mould forming the upper stratum or bog, but always in sedimentary

marl, or blue clay, which underlies the bog ; and when both these

deposits exist in the same basin, the remains are generally found
imbedded in the marl, and resting on the hlue clay : the present being

(so far as I am aware) the first instance of their being found resting

on the bottom of the basin.

In the marl or in the blue clay they have been found at different

depths in different basins, and- sometimes even in the same basin, in-

dicating that they were deposited at different periods during the

formation of the stratum : and hence naturalists have been led to attri-

bute the death of the animals to "miring" during their struggles with
their predaceous enemies.

This hypothesis is probably in some instances correct, but it is

•difficult to reconcile it with the often observed fact of the wide dis-

persion of the bones, and still more with another well-known fact,

namely—that heads and antlers are frequently found where no other

parts of the skeleton can be discovered.

There is at first sight an apparent coincidence between the situation

of these remains and that of most others previously discovered, but
the coincidence is only apparent, while it is a real exception to the

general rule. It is true that these have been found (as usual) in the

basin of an extinct lake, but they have not been found in any lacustrine

deposit, hut under them all, in actual contact with the sandy clay which
formed the original surface of the valley.

Purthermore, they presented to me the appearance of having
been for a long time knocked about among stones, whereby they were
much abraded and broken up before they got into still water ; the de-

tached parts have not in any case been found, so as to be identified.

They also appeared to have been forced down between the boulders

by some great vertical pressure, but not by the gradually increasing

pressure resulting from the slow accumulation of lacustrine deposits.

Moreover, the stratum lying immediately over them did not appear to

me to be lacustrine at all, but more like the surrounding surface soil,

and probably the result of a land-slip, or flood.

If the above views be correct, it appears almost certain that the
remains were deposited where found, hefore the lake or tarn was formed ;

for had it existed even for a short time previously, some sediment would
have been formed beneath the bones, but there was none.

In the next place it excludes the possilility that the animals were
" mired ; " had they been so, the remains would have been found in the
lacustrine strata, and not entirely under them all, as above described

;

* The exception above referred to is the discovery of a skeleton in di-ift sand
(in 1828) above the Enniskerry river, which is separated from Ballybetagh by the
Scalp range of hills.
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and even, if we suppose the mud of the lake to have been sufficientlj-

fluid to permit the bones to sink through it, so as to rest on the
bottom, they would touch it only at three or four points : the
great mass of the antlers would stand up off the bottom ; the sediment
would form under and around them, and they would be found imbedded
in lacustrine clay or marl ; but they did not in any instance present

such appearance.

It might be supposed that they were carried into the lake by the

stream which flowed through it, and in fact their shattered and water-

worn appearance has been thus accounted for, but they were entirely

out of the coui'se of the torrent, and in a part of the tarn near its-

margin that must hare been still water from the first formation of

the lake.

The conclusion at which I have arrived on this part of the subject

is, that the remains were deposited where found all at once, and lefare

the lahe xvas formed.

But even though the bones might be deposited all at once where
they were found, it does not necessarily follow that the herd perished

all at once by any sudden catastrophe. The remains might have been
accumulating for many years ; but if such were the case, it is hardly

conceivable that there should not be found among them the remains-

of even one female. Of the six-and-thirty heads exhumed all were
males. I think this one fact negatives the possibility of the accumu-
lation extending over many years; it is more probably the result of

the final extinction of the vast herd of these noble animals that once-

roamed over those hills.

The absence of female remains has been accounted for by the sup-

position that the herd perished by some sudden disease or catastrophe-

during the season of the year when the males and females herded
separately, which may be roughly stated as from April to October. I

think the suggestion very reasonable, and, if true, the remains of the

females are to be found in equal quantities at no great distance from
the former, probably on the other side of the tarn.

Had they perished while the two sexes intermingled, i. e., from
October to March or April, we might reasonably expect to find their

remains mixed in clue proportions ; it seems to me therefore almost

certain tliat they did not peri&h during the ivinter months.

I think it possible, by a similar method of exclusion, to fix the

season at which they perished with reasonable probability : e. g., among
the six-and-thirty heads exhumed, not one was destitute of antlers

;

that is to say, not one of the animals perished during the season

between the fall of the antlers and their reproduction, embracing May
and the first half of June ; not one during the early stages of growth,,

including the remainder of June and July. It would not be possible

without microscopical examination to assert that none of the antlers

found were in any stage of growth ; but I hope during this summer
to make such investigation as will decide this question.
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"When the antlers were fully grown, the males and females mingled
together again, and the rutting season commenced.

Some of the remains present the clearest possible evidence that

the animals perished during the fall of the antlers; that is to say, during

the latter part of April, and part of May ; the burr and constriction

around the base of the antler marking the preparation for its fall being

in various stages of progress, from the first enlargement of the burr ;

almost to a perfect constriction : no douhf therefore can exist as to the

season of the year at lohich they perished.

Of those not thus marked, no certain evidence of time exists, except

that the antlers were fully developed at the time of death : I think it,

however, extremely probable that all perished at the same time.

I may observe here, once for all, that in speaking of months and
seasons, I have assumed that these were somewhat like what they are

at present ; and also, that the habits of the great deer did not differ

very much from those of existing species.

Among the remains are three or four shed antlers, but the skulls

to which they belonged were not found, unless we assume them to be
castings of preceding years.

It is worthy of remark that the find consisted almost entirely of

heads and antlers. All the other bones found with the thirty-six heads

and antlers would not be sufiicient to build up a single skeleton ; but it

is extremely probable that the smaller bones would be found in similar

quantities in the central parts of the valley answering to the deeper parts

of the ancient tarn, i. e., assuming the remains to have been brought
there by the agency of water.

There is apparently no limit to the quantity of these bones that

might be obtained if necessary, but I do not see that any useful end
could be answered by exhuming cartloads of similar remains, and in

the same condition ; but I think that some additional knowledge of

this noble animal might be obtained by exploring the opposite margin
of the valley, and also the middle or deeper parts, in order if possible

to discover what has become of the herd of females, which we may
assume did not differ very much in number from the males.

On the whole, I do not think the evidence at present before us
would enable us to decide where or by what means this magnificent

herd became extinct, though we may be able to say with reasonable

certainty ivhere and hoio they did not perish.

Were I disposed to theorise, I might answer these questions with
reasonable probability, but I prefer laying before the Academy what
1 consider j?rot;ef?/«c^s, in order to have them placed on record for the

aid of future explorers in this field of science.
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LIX.

—

The Detectiojst and Precipitation- of Phosphoric Acid by
Ammonic Molybdatb. By Archibald Inichol M'Alpine, B. So.

^ (Lond.), Eoyal Exhibitioner, Eoyal College of Science.

[Eead June 26, 1876.]

The detection and precipitation of phosphoric acid by amnionic

molybdate has occupied the attention of several chemists.

Bichters'" has found that the test is rendered more delicate, and
precipitation more rapid, if ammonic nitrate is added to the solution

to be examined for the phosphoric acid prior to adding the molybdic

test.

Prom a series of experiments I have made, I find that the test can

be rendered still more delicate, and the precipitation still more rapid,

if an excess of ammonic molybdate, some strong nitric acid, and
finally, strong ammonia, be added to the solution, until it is nearly

neutral. In tliis way I found phosphoric acid in waters which yielded

no trace with the usual molybdic solution after standing at a gentle

heat for a considerable time.

In making my experiments I noticed that molybdic acid is easily

separated from the larger portions of the ammonia with which it is

combined, under certain conditions ; these conditions are that the

solution should be hot, and saturated with ammonic nitrate, and that

free nitric acid should not be present in excess. It may be that the

greater delicacy of the test, in a phosphate solution containing nitric

acid to which ammonia has been addecl to near the neutral point, is

due to the formation of this acid molybdate, which combines with the

phosphoric acid to form the ammonio-phospho-molybdate precipitate.

I then made some experiments to determine the effect of nitric

acid on the precipitation. I found that beyond a certain point nitric acid

hindered the precipitation in very dilute phosphate solution, and
generally it retarded the formation of the precipitate. This is contrary

to the statement made in some of the works on chemical analysis.

To determine good proportions for the ammonia and nitric acid,

I made various experiments with 10 cubic centimetre portions of a

phosphate solution containing "010 grammes of phosphoric acid per

litre, varying the quantities of nitric acid in the different experiments.

I added ammonia to the solution until the precipitate formed most
favourably, and finally I determined the amount of free acid remaining

in the solution. I found the following proportions made the test the

most sensitive :

—

* See Dingl. Polyt., J. cxeix. 183; also vol. 24 Chem. Soc. Journal.
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60 grammes Ammonic Molybdate.

500 cc. j^^itric Acid (sp. gr. 1-4).

400 cc. Ammonia (sp. gr. -96).

400 cc. Water.

A solution containing these proportions gives an immediate pre-

cipitate if added to 10 cubic centimetres of a phospliate solution con-

taining '01 grammes of phosphoric acid per litre.

I next tried the effect of hydi'ochloric acid on the precipitation.

For this pui-pose I employed 10 cubic centimetres of a solution con-

taining '01 grammes of phosphoric acid per litre, 3 cubic centimetres of

the ordinary laboratory solution of ammonic molybdate, and 2 cubic

centimetres of strong hydrochloric acid. There was no precipitate

after shaking and allowing to stand for some time, but on adding am-
monia a precipitate was produced which was not so rapid in its forma-
tion, nor so copious as when nitric acid was present.

I now tried to obtain a yolumetric test for phosphoric acid. To
avoid the necessity of adding excess of ammonic molybdate, I added
to the solution sodic molybdate, which does not precipitate the phos-

phoric acid, and then ammonic molybdate. For example, I took 50
cubic centimetres of a solution of phosphate of soda containing excess

of sodic molybdate. 5cc. of ammonic molybdate appeared to precipitate

the phosphoric acid completely, as the further addition of ammonic
molybdate to a portion of the filtered solution gave no precipitate on
heating, nor the reaction for ammonic molybdate on adding phosphate
solution. Thus it appears that by using an excess of sodic molybdate,

the necessity for an excess of ammonic molybdate is avoided. I made
various other experiments in this way, and it seems as if there was a

point at which the precipitation of the phosphoric acid is complete,

and no ammonic molybdate in solution.

Lastly I substituted for the ammonic molybdate ammonic nitrate,

which I added to the phosphate solution containing excess of sodic

molybdate, and here also there appeared to be a point where the pre-

cipitation of the phosphoric acid was complete, and no ammonia in

solution.

I now attempted to determine the point of complete precipitaftion in

various ways, but I could find no convenient way of determining the

exact point, when all the ammonia as well as the phosphoric acid had
l)een precipitated.
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LX.

—

On a Certain Helation between the Qttadeatic Expression

(^ — 3FF', AND the Peoduct oe the Sqtjahes of the Differences
OF THE Roots of a Cubic Euitation. By J. E,. Young, formerly

Professor of Mathematics in Belfast College.

[Eead June 26, 1876.]

Let ai^ + 2}.v + q = (1)

be the equation which results from depmning the cubic equation,

a^ + Aox"- + AiX + Aq = (2)

of its second term ; that is, let (1) be the equation which arises from

diminishing each of the roots of (2) by -- ^2 ; then, conformably to
o

the notation of my former Papers,

I* = a^ + fx +
q^

Q = 3r^+^ .-. Q- = 9a;* + Q2^X' + p^

P' = 3x 3PF' = 9x^ + d^^xr + 9qx

Or - 3PF = - Zpx" - 9qx ^f

JS'ow, the square of the middle co-efficient of this quadratic ex-

pression, diminished by four times the product of the extreme

co-efficients, furnishes the

Ptemainder, 81^- + 12^ = 3 (27^- + Af) ;

which (with changed sign) is three times the product of the squares of

the differences of the roots of the equation (1). [Theory and, Sohdion

of Equations, p. 410). [This is proved independently at the end].

But the differences of the roots of the equation (2) are the same
as the diffei'ences of the roots of the equation (1) ; because the roots

of (2) are no other than the roots of (1), each increased by the same-

quantity ; namely, by the quantity - - A^.
o

Calling this quantity a, the equation (2) is

{x + a)^ -Vp {x + a) + q -0 ;

and the expression Q- - 3PP', for this equation, is

(2- - 3PP' = -3p {x + a)- -9q{x + a) ^p"

= - 3ps^ - ifipa + 9q)x - Zpa^ - 9qa +j^*.
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The square of the middle co-efB.cient here is

and 4 x the prod, of the extremes, 36;pV+ \QSpqa- 12p^

.". the remainder is 81^^ + 12p^,

which, as might have been anticipated, is the same as the remainder

above ; and the remainder would still be the same whatever be a.

If we represent the expression Q- - 3PF' by Au^ + Bx + C, and the

roots of the equation

A^ + Bx + C =

by ^1 and r-,^ then will

— - 4— = (ri + r.J - 4ri ro = {r^ - ToJ ;

and therefore,

B'-^AC=A\n-r-,)\ (3)

Hence, the square of the difference of the two roots of the quad-

ratic equation Q; - ZPP' = 0, multiplied by A'^, is equal, when its sign

is changed, to three times the product of the squares of the differen-

ces of the roots of the cubic equation (2). We deduce, moreover, th&
conclusions following, namely :

—

1. If ^ = 4AC, that is, if the two roots ri, r-z, are equal roots,

then also two roots of the cubic equation (2) must be equal roots,

seeing that one, at least, of the differences furnished by the three

roots must then be zero. These latter equal roots must be the same
as the former (ri, ro) : for, representing one of the equal roots of (2)
by r, the expressions Q', and SBF', must each be divisible by (z - ry ;.

and consequently,

Q2 - 3BB', that is, Ax'- + Bx+C

must also be divisible by {x — ry. But this expression (under the

stipulated condition, namely, the condition Ti = r2), is divisible by no
quadratic factor other than (^ - ri)- ; therefore, a? - r and x — ri must
be identical : hence the equations P = and ^ - 3PF' = must
have the same pair of equal roots. [When all the roots are equal,

Q^ = SPP' ; and there is no remainder].

2. If B'^>4AC, that is, if the roots Ti, r., of the equation
Q- - 3PP' = are real and unequal, the sign of B' - 4A C will be

jjhis ; and therefore the sign of the product of the squares of the

differences of the roots of the equation P = 0, or (2), must be minus ;

which can be the case only when P = has a pair of imaginary roots.

Whenever C is minus (the co-efficient A being 2^lus), the sign of

B-- 4AC will necessarily he phis; as also when C is zero. The sign

must also be plus whenever A and C are both minus ; since if, under
these conditions, B'^ - 4A C could be minus, the roots of Q* - 3PP' =
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would be imaginary ; and therefore (ha\ing regard to the prefixed

minus sign) the expression Q- - QPP' would be negative, whatever
real value be given to x. But for that value of x which makes
P = 0, as also for that which makes P' = 0, this expression is posi-

tive ; hence it is impossible, in the case supposed—the case, namely,

in which A and C are both minus, that the sign of JB"- - 4AC can ever

be minus. Whenever, therefore, C is minus, whichever be the sign

of A, the equation P = must have a pair of imaginary roots.

3. If £-<4:AC, that is, if the roots Ti, r., of Q^-2,PP' = 0, are

imaginary, the sign of _5--4^C'will be minus; and therefore, the

sign of the product of the squares of the differences of the roots of

(2), or P = 0, must be plus, which can be the case only when all the

roots of P = are real.

And in this way are established the theorems arrived at in a very
diiferent manner in my Paper " On the Imaginary Eoots of IN^umeri-

cal Equations."* The theorems themselves, as here arrived at,

are but so many inferences from the property which it was the main
purpose of this communication to prove, namely, as shown above,

that

B'-AAC
A^'

or, which is the same thing, that (rj - ro)' is equal to

- 3(Pi - R,)\R, - E,)\P, - P,y,

where Pi, Po, P^, are the three roots of the cubic equation P= 0,

and ri, r^, are the two roots of the quadratic equation

(2- - 3PP' = 0, or Ax' + £x+ C= 0,

deduced fi'om this cubic. And although particular examples are

never necessary to verify a demonstrated general truth, yet as such

examples are often acceptable illustrations of theory, I shall here

subjoin one or two.

1. The roots of ^3+ \0x^ + 31a; + 30 = are

-2,-3,-5;

and the expression Q; - ZPP' is

Ao^ + Px + C = "ix- + 40.?; H- 61

;

.-. B" = 402 ^ 1600, and 4^6' = 4 x 7 x 61 - 1708,
— 1 08

and the difference, -S- - 4^1 6', is - 108, and ——- = - 36.
o

The differences of the roots of the equation are

- 2 + 3, - 2 + 5, and - 3 + 5
;

* ride Proceedings R. I. Acad., vol. x., Series I., p. 343 (1866-69).
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the squares of wMcli differences are

1-, 3-, 2^ ; and the product of these is 36
;

and the former result, when its sign is changed, is the same number.

2. The roots oi s(? - 4x' + 3x + 2 = are

2, 1 +A 1-V2;

and the expression Q" - 3PP' is

^" + Bx+ C ^ 1x' - ZQx + 33
;

.-. ^2 = 900, and 4^ C= 924;

.-. B""- AA 6' = - 24 ; and ^^ = - 8.
3

The differences of the roots are

1-V2, 1+V2, 2V2;

and the product of these differences is - 2V2, of which product the
square is 8 ; the same as the former result when its sign is changed.

3. It may be well to work out this final example in more detail

:

i' = ^+ lire'- -102:» + 181 =

Q = Zx' + 12x-\02

P'= 3:c+ll.

Multiplying Q by itself, and omitting terms in x^ and ^*,

3a;2 + 22^-102
3^2 + 22^-102

AMx^ - 612a;2 - 4488x + 10404

.-. Q2 = - 128^2- 4488a; + 10404.

In like manner, multiplying P by P',

^+11a"-102^+ 181

3^+11

121^- - 306,r - 1122.2; + 543a; + 1991

= _ I85x^ - 579a; + 1991 = PP'

.-. Q--3PP'= 427a;- -2751a; + 4431 =Ax' + Bx+ C

;

.-. B' = 7568001

4^(7=7568148

447 = ^ -4^ C.
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Therefore tlu'ee times the product of the squares of the differences of

the roots of the equation P = is -^ 147. Also

-147
,

i\, ro heing the t^^o roots of 427j;-- 27ol.r + 4431 = 0.

These two roots -woiild, of course, remain unaltered, although

the co-efficients of the equation Ajt' + Bx-\- C- were each multiplied

or divided by any number ; but the numerical result, W - 4^ C, would
be changed by such multiplication or division, and would no longer

express thi'ee times the product of the squares of the differences of

the roots of P == 0. The sign of the numerical result would, however,

be the same ; and therefore, for the purpose of ascertaining the

character of the roots of the cubic equation -P = 0, the co-efficients of

the quadratic equation Q;-2)PP'=0 may always be reduced to

smaller numbers whenever they have a common factor. Thus, in the

present example, we see that the co-efficients in the expression

Q- - 3FI" are each divisible by the number 7 ; so that we may
write

61.C- - 393.-/: + 633 = A'x-^B'x + C,

&W - 393A' + 683 = Air + B'x - C,

and thus get

B'^ - 4:AC = 15449 - 154452 = - 3 ; and^ =(ri -^2)-;
6P

- 147
this last result being the same as =(^1-^*3)^-

It is obvious that if K denote the number by which each of the

co-efficients A, B, C, is divided, in any case, K- times B'- - 4:A'C'

will be ecjual to B^ - 4:A C ; that is (changing the sign), to three times

the product of the squares of the differences of the roots of the equa-

tion F = 0; in which equation, it is to be observed that the co-effi-

cient of x^ is tmity. If the co-efficient of x^, in the proposed cubic

equation, be A3, a number different from unity, then it is

A, . ., W--4AC-— (ri - r.^', or
,

which, with changed sign, is equal to three times the product of the

squares of the differences of the roots of the cubic equation; that is,

of the equation

P = A^x^ + Aox- + AiX + Ao = 0;

because the co-efficients A, B, C, as deduced from this equation, are

each A^^ times what they "would be if the co-efficient of x^ were
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reduced to unity by the terms of the equation being each of them
divided by Ao.

Take, for instance, the equation following :

—

P=2x^ - 3^- - 7^ + 5 = 0,

•one of the roots of which is found to be 2' 5 [Analysis and Solution of
Ctibic and Bipiadratic Equations, p. 179). To obtain the remaining

roots we proceed thus :

—

2-3-7 + 5(2-0

5 5-5
2-2 d" .-. 2^-- + 2.y - 2 = 0, or a;- + :r - 1 = 0,

"which equation gives, for the other two roots of the equation P = 0,

11/;: 11/-
^ = -2 + 2^5, -^—^-s^^J

so that the product of the squares of the differences is

Again: Q'-ZPF = Ax^ +Bx+ C =blar-Q'dx-\-M] therefore,

£^-4AC 4761-19176 -14415

AJ' 16 16
(2)

•and, changing the sign of this, (1) x 3 = (2).

The square of the dilference of the two roots Vi, n, of the
equation

Ax-+Bx+ C=0
is of course

^ ^-4^(7_ 69--204x94 _-14415
{n-r,y - -j^— - ~ —5p-'

A'' 51- . - 14415
thewhich, multiplied by — -, that is, by —

- ,
gives

^3 16 16

same result as that marked (2) above; and which, by the expres-

sion (1), is three times the product of the squares of the differences

of the roots of the equation P^O, when the sign of this product is

changed.
It may not be superfluous to remark here, that the relation

established in this Paper between the product of the squares of the
three roots i?i, jRz, i?3, of a cubic equation,

P=^3^ + ./2r- + .-ii.r + A-0, (1)
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and the square of the difference of the two roots Vi, Ti, of the quadratic-

equation

Qi - 2>PP' - ; that is, oi Ax" + Bx ^ C = , (2)

the relation—namely,

A 7P—4AC
=1 (r,-r,y = —JT- =- 3 (-^1 -^^y {B.-H.y {B,-B,y, .... (3)

can subsist only when the equation Q' - 3FF' = has two roots ;.

that is to say, only when ^ is a significant number. If A be zero, the
equation (2), being then of only the first degree, has but one root,

and the first member of (3) is nugatory ; but the second member re-

mains significant ; it is £' ^ As'. But if C be zero, and A a signi-

ficant number, one root (rj) of the quadratic equation will be zero :.

and the first and second members of (3) will then be

A' . ,B-— r,', and -^^,

implying that when the quadratic equation Q' - 3FF' = is

Ax^ + Fx=0,

tliree times the product (with changed sign) of the squares of the difPer-
752

ences of the roots of (1) is equal to —j, or simply to £^, or A-ri^, if

the co-efiicient A^, in (1), is unity.

For example : suppose we have the equation

F = x"'+Sx"-6x + 4 = 0,

where the second triad of co-efficients furnishes the condition

Ai' - ZAiiAo = 0.

The equation Q- - ZFP' = 0,[here, is found to be

Ax"" + Fx+ C= "Tia? - 54«= ;

in which the values of x are a; = 0, and x = ry^1.

IN'ow, if each of the roots of the equation P- be diminished by
- 1, the second term will disappear in the transformation, which will

be the equation

a.'3-9a: + 12 = 0;

and the product of the squares of the differences of the roots of

this equation, when the sign of that product is changed, is (by p. 410,

Theory of Eg^uations) 4^^ + 21^, where, in the present case, ^ = -9^
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and 2- = 12. Hence, three times the product of the squares of the dif-

ferences of the roots of P = is

(- 2916 + 3888) x 3 = 2916 = 54^ = B- = Ah'{'.

If A and C be each of them zero, then B itself will he zero ; and
P will be a complete cube, or a complete cube multiplied by a

numerical factor. It was shown in my Paper (read November 9,

1868) that P being A^x^ + A-^x" + A^x + Ao, Q^ - 8PP' is

(^2^ _ QA.A^) x" + {A,A., - 9A0A3) X + (^1^ - 3^0^2)

;

and that the two conditions

A^^ - 3A1A3 = 0, and A,' - ZA^A-^ = 0,

necessitate the third condition

A,A. - 9AoA, = 0,

will be seen by transposing the minus term of each, and then multi-

plying the results together ; for we shall thus have

AM2' = 9A,A,A2M
;

and, consequently,

A1A2 = y-4o-43

:

so that, when the two foregoing conditions have place, the expres-

sions Q^ and SPP' must be identical; and, therefore, P must be

of the form .^3 (^ + af.

I shall now give a simple and direct proof of the property referred

to (already otherwise established) at the commencement of the pre-

sent Paper—namely, that if D^ represent the product of the squares of

the differences of the roots of the equation

x^ + px + q = . . . . (1),

we shall always have
Z>2 = -(272'+4y).

Demonstration.—It is shown in the Theory of JEquations, p. 322,

that if Xi be either of the roots of the equation (1), all three of

the roots will be

2'"""'-^x, + V ^- o -- -py-j.,-^^- 3--P

Kow, the differences of these are

^.-v(-3^-A'^'.w(-3^-A2v(-3^-^)....(2),
4 ^ y 2 ' '

V 4

R. 1. A. PKOC, SER. 11,, TOL, II., SCIENCE. 3 Y
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and, therefore, the product of the squares of the differences is

that is,

or,

that is,

21x^^ + 54^071* + Tlp^x^- + 4// = - IP',

- IT' - 4^/

27

- L^' - 4^/

27 '

But by the equation (1), {x^ + pxi)- = q- ; therefore,

I- = - (27^2 ^ 4^3)_

From the foregoing results we may deduce the equation of which
the roots are the squares of the differences of the roots of the equa-

tion (1), with remarkable facility, thus :—Let

z^ + az^ + hz + c =

represent the equation of which the three roots are the squares of

the three expressions (2), in which expressions, Xi is either one,

indifferently, of the three roots of the equation (1). Then the

co-efficient a will denote the sum of the squares of the three ex-

pressions (2), when the sign of each square is changed ; the co-

efficient h will denote the sum of the products, taken two and two, of

these same squares, whether the signs of them be changed or not,

since the resulting products are the same ; and c will denote the

product, with changed sign, of all three of the squares.

Now, each of these co-efficients has but a single definite value ; so

that no quantity iuTolviug Xi (which has a threefold value) can enter

any of them, except, indeed, the quantity be of the form

VI {xi^ +_^j^i)" = ui (- q)",

where 7i is a whole number, and m a numerical factor ; because only

then, and when Xi is entirely absent (in consequence of the terms

involving Xi neutralising one another), can the co-efficients a, b, c,

have, each of them, single unambiguous values.
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It is plain, from inspection, that the sum of the squares of tlie

expressions (2) cannot inyolye x-^ ;
therefore, this sum must be the

same as it would be if Xi were zero ; that is to say, the sum is

W -p)' + (/ - p]' ^ ^ {'J -py = - ^p •'• ^ = ^p-

Again : the sum of the products, two and two, of the squares of the

expressions (2), cannot involve x^, seeing that the middle term
(the term involving V), in the square of the first expressions (2),

is the same, with opposite sign, as the middle term (the term in-

volving V), in the square of the second of the expressions (2).

Hence, if each of these squares be multiplied by the square of

the third of the expressions (2), and the two products be added toge-

ther, the terms involving V vrill disappear ; and the result will involve

only even powers of a\. And it has been already shown that the pro-

duct of the squares of the first and second of the expressions (2)

is (Sj^i" -\- pif ; which, in like manner, contains only eveii powers of x^.

Therefore, the sum of the three products must be the same as it would
be if Xi were zero ; that is to say, the sum of the products is

and it has been already proved that the product of all the squares is

- (27^2 j_ 4^^3-)^ .f,^ 27q- + 4/;3_

Consequently, the equation of the squares of the differences is

s^ + 6^s^ + 92rz -f 4j?^ 4- 27q- = 0,

the equation which Lagrange has anived at in a very different manner.

\Note added in Press.—The following somewhat remarkable truth is

an immediate inference from Article (12) ia my last Paper, namely :

—

In a cubic equation of which the roots are real, although each
root of the derived quadratic always lies between two roots of the

cubic, yet it is impossible that either of the two roots of the qua-
dratic can ever lie midway between the two neighbouring roots of the

cubic]
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LXI.

—

On a Xew Ge^tus a>:d Species of Spo^'GE. Ey Ed. Peeceyax
"Height, ^M. A., IE. 3)., F. L. S., Professor of Eotany and Keeper
of the Herbarium, University of Dublin. (Vith Plate 40.)

[EeadMay 8, 1S76.J

"While "working over the very large and valuable collection of Algae

^hich is under my care in the Herbarium of Trinity College, my atten-

tion has often been attracted by the large number of animal remains,

to be seen either adherent to or nestling among the fronds of certain

species. Xot to allude to a vast number of species of Polyzoa, vrliich

are often endophytic to such an extent as to render the species of

Algse impossible to be determined ; species belonging to the Pycno-
gonidse, Zoanthidte, ifcc. are often very numerous, and sometimes large

numbers of sponges and foraminifera will be met ^th.
Of the sponges, the species as a rule belong to forms -^th either a

calcareous or a homy-fibrose framework : very rarely, and then only at

the root-like extremities of some of the larger forms, have I met "with

siliceous sponges.

The little form that I venture to describe here as new was fii'st

known to me fi'om observing portions of its stem, as in figure 3, Plate

40, often without a trace of any body portion, and at a glance, and
using only a hand lens, I thought it must belong to some novel penta-

crinoid foiTQ. A closer examination showed the fibrous natui'e of the

stem portion, and after a while more or less perfect specimens were
discovered, which left no doubt but that they belonged to a sponge.

A careful microscopical investigation showed that there were no
spicules, but it will be recollected that I had nothing but the well

dried and often flatly pressed specimens to examine ; still these were
found, for the most part, on species of Delesseria which had been
freshly gathered by Professor Harvey on the Australian shores, and it

is not very probable that any large portion of the substance of the

sponge had disappeared. A few siliceous spicules were now and then

to be seen, but evidently got to be entangled, as foreign bodies, in the

sponge mass.

The following may serve as a diagnosis of the genus :

—

Kaxiispoxgia, gen. nov.

Sponge substance keratose, consisting of three distinct and well-

marked portions ; firstly, a small basal disk ; secondly, an elongated

stem, on the summit of which expands the third portion or capitulum.

The disk is button-shaped, flat, and is formed of an ii-regular horny
framework, twice to thi-ee times as broad as the stem. The stem varies

in height, and presents the appearances in some cases of a series of

margined rings, some twenty in number, fastened together one on the

top of the other ; in others the margins of the rings will be more pro-
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minent, and the bodies of the rings will be, as it were, more deeply

sunk. In both these cases the horny framework is of a more or less

evenly latticed character, the longitudinal lines of the lattice being

very prominent.

The head portion, in its natural state must, I think, present a more
or less spherical form, perhaps slightly flattened on the summit, with an

indication of being divided into four nearly equal parts—the open

space between these leading into the body cavity of the sponge. In some
of the specimens the head portion nearest to the stem seems to have
been formed of a somewhat denser framework than the upper portion,

so that while being pressed this upper portion has been fractured

across [vide fig. 1). The framework here is of a densely reticulated

kind, in appearance reminding one of the reticulated network of the

intracapsular sarcode in Thalassolampe, or of the tissues met with in

some Echinoderms.

Kallispongia Arcluri, sp. nov.

The description of the genus will, for the present, serve for the

species ; specimens vary from two to three millimetres in height.

Localities—growing on the fronds of various species of Floridese
;

gathered on the coasts of Australia by Professor "W". H. Harvey, about
1854.

The beauty and novelty of this little sponge—the largest specimens

measure but three millimetres in height—must plead my excuse for

publishing a description of a form that may possibly turn out to be but
a very young stage of some other species.

It is true that it is by far the smallest of all known keratose

sponges, but I do not think that its size necessarily militates against

the possibility of its being a good species. Why should there not be
very minute keratose as well as very minute calcareous sponges ? and
although I did once before, -'"perhaps somewhat prematurely, describe a

young stage of a siliceous sponge, now that its mature form is well
known, I perceive that the difference between the young and adult

form has not been so great as to suggest the idea of there being a

change or metamorphosis, such as one might a priori\^yQ expected, in

the group of the sponges.

Kallispongia Archeri appears to me too to have a rather fixed and
definite physiognomy, and I can easily fancy its going through all the
phases of its life history—this being the persona-stage, amid the
thallus of its fostering alga—after the manner of some of the mi-
nute calcareous sponges described by Haeckel.

One very marked variety of stem outline (fig. 3) I have met
with ; it ^orms a very exquisite microscopical object. The stem puts
one in mind of the string of frustules of a Melosira or of Didymoprium

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, January 1870, p. 1, PI. 2,
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Brebissonii among the Desmids. The basal disk and capitulum seem
to differ in no respect from the typical form, and until some time or

other the species can be examined in a living state, this may be re-

garded as a variety of the above described form.

The species I have named after my friend William Archer, P.E. S.,

so well known for his researches among the lower forms of vegetable and
animal life. His researches among the Ehizopods are of such value,

that one could wish that he would extend them to animals one step

higher in the scale, and so favour science with a series of observations

on the sponges.

The wonderful mimetic resemblance which this new species bears to

some of the stages of development of a Crinoidcan scarcelybe overlooked.

Leaving the texture and composition of the skeleton mass for the mo-
ment out of view, and simply looking at its outline—the circular disk-

like base—the stem—the profile of which is absolutely the same, except

as to size, as that of the pentacrinoid stage of Antedon rosaceus, and
the slightly cleft head, the resemblance, to my mind, is very great.

Ofcen, indeed, have I been obliged to look, and look again, and to

crush down the specimen, before I could convince myself, by a full view
of its texture, that I was not deceived. So far as I know, this is a

unique case among the sponges, and one is let to wonder what may
be the tiny enemies from which Kallispongia Archeri, by this complete

disguise, conceals itself.
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Cyclostigma kiltorkense, 47.

Detection of arsenical compounds, on
a ready means of, 225.

Diatomacese, Irish, list of {for index of
genera and species, vide p. 420), 235.

Diatoms, classification of, 242.

Diatoms, distribution of, 244.

, index of Irish species, 420.
-, motion of, 237.

, reproduction of, 239.

, structure of, 237.

Diplophyllum, Irish species of, 642.

Dissociation of molecules in solution,

230.

District eight, of Ireland, plants new
to, 556.

Dolomite, contribution to the history

of, 705.

Drifting power of tidal currents versus

that of wind-waves, 443.

Dublin streets, ammonia in the water of,

459.

Dumortiera, Irish species of, 602.

Dunmore cave, deposits in, 168.

Earthquakes in Ireland, 9.

Echinus esculentus, malformed, 206,

Elatine hexandra, 567.

Equations, algebraical, of the third

degree, 26.

Equation of the squares of the differences

of a biquadratic, 40.

Eriocaulon septangulare, 575.

Errors, personal, in transit observations,

484.

Eugenia secheUarum, Baker, 170.

wrightii. Baker, 160.

Flora of Aran compared with that of

Bofin, 557.

of Inish-Bofin, Galway, 553.

Fluorescence, as a means of detecting

adulteration, 82.

Foraminifera, from Loo Choo Islands,

589.

from the Seychelles, 586.

Formulse for the solution of algebraical

equations of the third degree, 26.

Fossils from the upper old red sandstone

of Kiltorcan Hill, 45.

Fossombronia, Irish species of, 661.

Frullania hutchinsise, described and
figured, 608.

Frullania, Irish species of, 608.

Fulminic acid, newly observed properties

of certain salts of, 183.

Geography, physical, of Ireland, changes

in, 6.

Gluciniim, its atomic weight and specific

heat, 731.

Gonidea question, on the, 92.

Granite rocks of Tar-Connaught, 102.

origin of, 133.
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Harpanthus, Irish species of, 631.

Heat as a factor in vital action (so

called), 1.

HeKanthemnm guttatum, 566.

Hepaticse, Irish, report on, 591.

, list of papers relating thereto,

671.

Herberta, Irish species of, 635.

Human bones in Dunmore Cave, 168,

173.

Hygronieter,comparable self-registering,

further improvements of, 166.

Inish-Bofin, Galway, Flora of, 553.

Inks, on the printing, of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, 83.

Ireland, changes in the physical

geography of, 6.

, earthquakes in, 9.

•

-, eruption of lakes in, 11.

, eruption of streams in, 13.

Irish Diatomacese, list of, 235.

Dolomites, 705.

Hepaticse, report on, 591.

Ironstones and coal from Dungannon,
529.

Isoetes echinospora, 577.

Jungermannia, Irish species of, 646.

KaUispongia archeri, nov. gen. et sp.,

755.

Kantia, Irish species of, 632.

Kiltorcan Hill fossUs, 45.

Knockninny cave, on the exploration of,

465.

account of animal remains found
in, 480.

Laboratory notes, 81.

Labyrinthula macrocystis, Cienk, 153.

vitellina, Cienk, 151.

Lachrymo-jugal suture in a human
skull, 58.

comparative anatomy of, 60.

Lagrange's equations of motion in

generalized co-ordinates, on an
elementary proof of, 463.

Laurencia paniculata, Foraminifera
parasitic on, 589.

Leaves of Conifers, structure of, 209.

Lejeunea, Irish species of, 610.

flava, Swartz, found in Killamey,
672.

moorei, Lind., described and figured,

615.

patens, Lind., described and
figured, 615.

Lepidozia, Irish species of, 621.

Liffey river, free and albuminoid
ammonia in, 459.

Ligamentum mucosum, 193".

comparative anatomy of, 199.

Ligamentum pterygo-spinosum, 202.

Lime, phosphate of, in stalagmite, 176,

Lisdoonvarna, mineral waters of, 189.

Loo Choo Islands , foraminifera from, 589.
Lophocolea, Irish species of, 628.

Lunularia, Irish species of, 604.

Man, nerves in, anomalies in the course

of, 426.

Marchantia, Irish species of, 600.

Martes foina, myology of, 48.

Mastigophora, Irish species of, 634.

Mercury, fulminate of, 183.

Metzgeriea, Irish species of, 665.

Microscopical structure of rocks, 94,

161, 164.

Mineral waters of Lisdoonvarna, 189.

Molecules in solution, on the dissociation

of, 230.

Muscles of Cholcepus didactylus, table

of weights of, 78.

Mylia, Irish species of, 645.

Myology of CholcEpus didactylus, 66.

Birds, 56.

Martes foina, 48.

Nasua fusca, 48.

48.

Myrtacese, from Seychelles, 160.

Nardia, Irish species of, 654.

Nasua fusca, myology of, 48.
-—— narica, , 48.

Nerves in man, anomalies in the course
of, 426.

Odontoschisma, Irish species of, 623,

Osteology, cranial, of Bradypus gularis,-

139.

Palseopteris Hibemica, 46.

Pallavicinia, Irish species of, 661.

Pandarina, on a new genus of, 583.

PedinophyUum, Irish species of, 629.
Pellia, Irish species of, 664.

Pentastoma aonycis, nov. sp., 66.

imperatoris, nov. sp., 62.

Peretyphlic pouches, 214.

Personal errors in transit observations,
484.

PetalophyUum, Irish species of, 663.
Phosphoric acid precipitated by
ammonic molybdate, 742.

Plagiochila, Irish species of, 643.
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Pleurozia, Irish species of, 619.

Polarization of the zodiacal light, 218.

PolydactyUsm, on a case of, 539.

PoreUa, Irish species of, 617.

Potato disease, chemical changes during
the progress of, 736.

Preissa, Irish species of, 602.

Printing inks of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, on the, 83.

Product of the squares of the differences

of the roots of a cubic equation, 744.

Pseudotsuga douglasii, Sab., 703.

fortunei, Pari., 702.

magnifica, A. Mur., 700.

nobilis, Doug., 699.

Quadratic expression, Q' - 3PP', 744.

Quinqueloculina omatissima, 590.

Radula, Irish species of, 616.

Retro-peritoneal cavities, new form of,

79.

Rhinodon typicus, 583.

Eiccardia, Irish species of, 667.

Riccia, Irish species of, 605.

RiccieUa, Irish species of, 606.

Ricciocarpus, Irish species of, 607.

Rocks, ingenite, structure of, 94, 180.

of Yar-Connaught, &c., 102, 174.

Saccogyna, Irish species of, 632.

Sagenaria bailyana, 46.

Salts of fulminic acid, newly observed

properties of, 183.

Sarcodic organism, on a new freshwater,

140.

Saurian, new fossil, from Arctic Regions,

177.

Scalia, Irish species of, 660.

Scapania, Irish species of, 637.

Seychelles Myrtacese, 160.

, a new genus of Pandarina from,
583.

, Foraminifera from, 586.

Sirosiphon, apothecia in, 89.

Skull, human, lachrymo-jugal suture

in, 58.

Solution of alloys and metals by acids,

on the, 81.

Spectra, faint, on a spectroscope for the

observation of, 42.

Spectroscope of the binocular form, on
a, 42.

Spectrum, &c., of the zodiacal light,218

.

Sphserocarpus, Irish species of, 669.

Spirotsenia gracillima, nov. sp., 148.

Sponge, on a new genus and species of,

755.

Stasiotes rhinodontis, nov. gen. et

spec, 584.

Stigonema, apothecia in, 90.

Syctonema, apothecia in, 8.8.

Targionia, Irish species of, 605.

Tetrapteryx stanleyannus, lumbar and
sacral plexus of, 57.

Tidal currents, the drifting power of,

versus that of wind-waves, 443.

Transit observations, on personal errors

in, 484.

Trichocolea, Irish species of, 633.

Tsuga, species of, 211.

Vital action, on heat as a factor in, 1.

"Waters, mineral, of Lisdoonvama, 189.

Wind-waves and tidal currents, 443.

Zodiacal light, its spectrum, &c., 218.

N.B.—Date of publication of the several Parts of V
Science :

—

Part 1, pp. 1 to 84, January, 1875.

„ 2, „ 85 „ 176, April,

„ 3, „ 177 „ 234, July,

„ 4, „ 235 „ 424, October, ,,

„ 5, „ 425 „ 458, January, 1876

„ 6, „ 459 „ 590, July, ,,

„ 7, „ 591 „ 756, January, 1877.

END OF VOLUME II.



ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

Monday, Novembek 9, 1874.

WiLirAM Stokes, M. D., F, R. S., President, in the Chair.

Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., Y.P., read a paper " On the Ogham-

inscribed Stone at Monataggart, Co. Cork."

The author, in applying to this text, which had been considered

undecypherable, the same method of translation adopted by the present

Bishop of Limerick in the case of the Camp inscription, read it

FEQEEa MOQOI GLTJNLEGGET,

identifying Feqreq with the name Fiachra as written by Adamnan,

and assigning the meaning of "the Kneeler " to Glenlugget, which he

took to be a name in religion ; and expressed his belief that the monu-

ment is Christian.

[This paper will appear in the Proceedings, Series II. Yol. I.,

Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

A letter was read by the Secretary from R. R. Brash, Esq., com-

menting on Dr. Ferguson's paper.

Mr. H. W. Mackintosh read a paper " On the Muscular Anatomy

of Cholcepus didactylusP

[This paper will appear in the Proceedings, Series II., Vol. II.,

Science, Part 1.]

Alexander Macalister, M. D., read a paper " On two new species of

Pentastoma."

The first of these P. imperatoris was found in the lung and perito-

neal cavity of Boa imperator, from South America; the second P.

aonycis in the peritoneal cavity of Aonyx leptonyx, yar.B. major, from

the River Indus.

[This paper will appear, with illustrations, in the Proceedings, Series

II. Vol. II. Science, Part 1.]

H. I. A., MI.NTTES, SESSIOX I 874- I 875. a
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Alexander Macalister, M. D., also read a paper " On the presence

of a Lachrymo-Jugal Suture in a Human Skull."

Although the relation of the maxillary process of the jugal hone to

the supra-orhital edge of the maxilla is suhject to a considerable

amount of variation, yet in the majority of cases this process ends at a

point vertically over the infra-orbital foramen. But in one skull in

the collection of Trinity College, Dublin, of which the history is un-

known, the author found the maxillary process to stretch over the

whole infra- orbital edge of the maxilla, in front of the large external

hamulus of the lachrymal bone, with which it forms a suture of about

a line and a-half in length. The author further gives a sketch of the

comparative anatomy of this suture.

[This paper will appear in the Proceedings, Series II., Vol. II.

Science, Part I, with illustrations.]

The following Donations to the Museum from June 28 to Xov. 9,

1874, were acknowledged, and the thanks of the Academy voted to the

donors :-

Flint Arrow Head, flint Javelin Head, found together with glass

beads, in Co. Carlow—presented by "W. S. Keogh, Esq., E. D. S. ; Stone

Inkstand, bearing date 1684, from Golden Balls, Co. Tipperary—pre-

sented by H. Connor White, Esq., H. D. S. ; Pour Bronze axe-shaped

Celts, three Bronze socketed Celts, Bronze Chisel, Bronze Gouge,

Bronze Dagger Blade, two Bronze Disk Brooches, Bronze Cruciform

Object, two Bronze Rings, Brass Smoking Pipe, Bronze boot-shaped

Object, found at Belturbet, Co. Cavan, Bronze Harp Pin, found at

Clontarf, June, 1812, Brass Breastplate, Scrap of Iron, Wooden cart-

ridge-shaped Object, Copper Crook, portion of Antler of Deer, Clay

Pipe-head, Brass Medal, SS. Patrick and Bridget—presented by Miss

Saunderson, Dublin ; Brooch of Gold Bronze, found in the parish of

Togher, near Drogheda, Co. Louth—presented by the Eev. J. Reid, St.

Mary's College, Dundalk.

The following is a List of Purchases during the same period :

—

Wooden Crucifix, from Kildare ; three Copper axe-shaped Celts,

Copper Dagger Blade, three Copper Awls, found together with the four

preceding objects in a bog in towland of Knocknague, parish of Kil-

bannon, Co. Galway ; Gold FibuLa, found at Ballinderry, Co. Antrim;

Stone Celt, found in the parish of Kilkenny West, Co. Westmeath ;

-±.
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Silver Brooch, "Wooden Vessel, found on the bog of Drumkillag, Co.

Cavan ; Wooden Mallet, found below the bed of the River Blackwater,

together with several old canoes; Bronze Pan, found in Lough Lean,

Co. Westmeath ; Bronze Crotal, found at Moybullen, between Kelis

and Bailieborough ; Bronze Dagger Blade, found in a moat at Granard;

a Bronze socketed Celt, found in same locality ; two Bronze axe-shaped

Celts, Iron Smoking Pipe, Brass Capsule, fragment of Pronze Slioe

Buckle, Bronze Spoon, Bronze Ping, Pin of Golden Bronze, found,

together with the five preceding objects, near Tnllamore ; Gold Pibula,

weighing 2oz. 4dwt., found near Mullingar, Co. Westmeath—purchased

from Messrs. Waterhouse & Co. ; Gold Pibula, weighing 3oz. 15dwt.

12grs., found in a bog garden at Ballindrinlej, near Castlerea

—

purchased from Mr, E. O'Hanlon, Dame-street.

The following Donations to the Library were acknowledged, and

thanks voted to the donors:

—

Titles. Donors.

Brown, John Allan, F.R.S., Observations of Magnetic Declination

made at Trevandrum and Agustia Malley,

His Highness the Maharajah of Travancore.

Carpenter, W. B., M.D., Observations on Eozoon Canadense. 8vo, 1874,

The Author.

Chappell, W. (F.S.A.), The History of Music, (Art and Science.)

Vol. I., 4to, London, The Author.

Darbishire, P. D,, Notes on discoveries in Ehenside Tarn, Cumberland.

4to London, 1874, The Author.

Eerro, Giovanni. Teatro d'Imprese di Giovanni Ferro all' 111"°

e Pev™° Cardinal Barberino. Folio, John Jones, Esq., E.G. S.

Fructuoso, Doutor Caspar. As Sandades da Terra do Dr. Caspar

Eructuoso. Tom 1-11. Composto em 1590. Two Portuguese

MSS. of the 16th century

Lord Dunally and Hon. H. O'Callaghan Pretty.

Eructuoso, Doutor Caspar. As Sandades da Terra. Historia das

Ilhas do Porto Sancto, Madeira, Desertas e Selvagens.—Manuscripto

do Seculo XVL annotado por Alvaro Rodrigues de Azevedo. 4to.

Funchal, 1873, The Annotator.

Gi'osart, Rev. A. B. George W. Childs, M. A. A memorial sketch

and an example. 8vo, London, 1874, The Author.
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Titles. Donors.

Grattan, Eichard (M,D.)— 1. Vox Hiberuite, or "Wrongs of Ireland

with remedies, 1870. 2. The right to think, 1865. 3. Grattan on

the Human Mind, 1861. 4. Register of the Fellows and Licen-

tiates of College of Physicians, Ireland, 1874, 5. The Grattan

Constitution for Ireland, 1873. 6. Suggestions for a Eepeal of

the A.ct of Union, 3rd edition, 1871, The Author.

Hermathena, a series of papers on Literature, Science, and Philosophy,

by Members of Trinity College, Dublin. Kos. 1-11. 8vo, Dublin,

1873-74. J. K. Ingram, LL.D.

Historical Manuscripts—Fourth Report of the Eoyal Commission on

Historical^MSS . Part I., Report and Appendix, Part II., Index.

Folio, London, 1874, Earl of Enniskillen.

Hull, Edward (M.A.) 1. The Volcanic History of Ireland. 2.

Notes on the Haematites of Counties of Cavan and Longford. 8vo,

The Author.

Hume, A. (D.C.L.) Origin and Characteristics of the People in the

Counties of Down and Antrim. Bvo, Belfast, 1S74,

The Author.

Joly, M. N. 1. iN'otice sur les Travaux Seientifiques. 2. Etudes surles

Moeurs, le developpement et les Metamorphoses d'un petit

poisson Chinois. 3. Documents Nouveaux sur le Pygopage de

Mazeres et sur Millie-Christin, The Author.

Le JoUs, Auguste. De la Redaction des Flores Locales au point de vue

de la Geographie Botanique. Svo, Cherbourg, 1874,

The Author.

Lloyd, Humphrey, D.D. Treatise on Magnetism, general and terrestrial.

Svo, London, 1874, The Author.

Madden, Thomas More, M.D. On Puerperal Convulsions. Svo, Dublin,

1874, The Author.

Stokes, "Whitley, LL.D. Some remarks on the Celtic additions to

Curtius' Greek Etymology. Svo, Calcutta, 1874, The Author.

The following alterations, approved of and proposed to the Corpora-

tion by the President and Council, were submitted to the Academy and

passed :— In Chap. IV., 6, e.—To substitute for the words "any one

Committee," the words "the Committees."
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In Chap. IX., 2.—To read, " General Meetings of the Academy-

shall also be held at 8 o'clock, p.m., on the second Monday of Novem.

ber and December, and on the second and fourth Mondays of January,

February, April, May, and June; excepting Monday in Whitsun-week,

and the second Monday in January, when it shall occur before the tenth

day of that month."

In Chap. IX., 8.—To insert after " inclusive," the words " ex-

cepting the first Monday in January, and Monday in Whitsun-week."

• The Academy then adjourned.

Monday, Xotembee 30, 1874.

William Stokes, M. D., F. R. S., President, in the Chair.

The President proceeded to read his Inaugural Address :

—

Genxleiien,

It may have appeared to some members of the Academy,

that at the meeting following that on which the distinction of

being elected your President was conferred upon me, I should have

addressed you upon the prospects of our body—on its position with

regard to what it has done and what it is to be hoped it may yet

achieve.

Yet, I trust that the delay which has occuiTed in thus inaugu-

rating my term of office by such a retrospective and prospective

sketch will be forgiven by you when you reflect that to make the

address in any way worthy of the occasion and the place must neces-

sarily be an onerous and important task.

Dating fi.'om the middle period of our Academy's existence, when
the chair was filled by Brinkley, what a crowd of memories of

great and good men, whose labours have done so much for the science,

literature, and the archaeology of the country, and therefore for

the honour of the Academy, rush upon the mind. Some of them, it

is true, have fought the good fight, leaving the light of their memories

streaming behind them to ornament the past and illuminate the future,

but we have many fellow-academicians still spared to us—to continue to

enlighten our loved and, in more senses than one, our singular country,

for it is a country singular for the mental power and the moral excel-

lence of its inhabitants, for its ancient written and monumental

history, its language, which in the sixth, seventh, and eighth cen-
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tiiries, was full of the most refined, subtle metrical artifices, bearing

evidence of the existence of a degree of literary culture in Ireland

far beyond that of the contemporary Teutons and Scandinavians who

seem to have been the only other Europeans then in the possession of

a vernacular literature; the literature of France and Italy, during

these centuries, having been in Latin, not in the native tongue. It

is also remarkable for its early Christian architecture and its noble

apostolic work, which bore the light of religion to Europe for many

centuries.

The history of this Academy shows, that originating in 1772 as a

private scientific and literary society, and thus continuing for four-

teen years, it then received a charter of incorporation as a Eoyal

Academy for promoting the studies of science, polite literature, and

antiquities in Ireland, with a president and council of twenty-

one members to represent in equal proportions these three depart-

ments. The first volume of Transactions was published in 1787, and

was prefaced by the Eev. Eobert Burrowes, who, after showing the

correlation of mathematical, physical, and mechanical science, of

chemistry and natural history, and their relations to national pros-

perity, speaks of the opportuneness of the time, and especially

notices what has since so much redounded to the honour of Ireland, its

medical school, its astronomical observatory, and the fact that it had

for its first president the Earl of Charlemont, clarum et ve7ierahile

nomen, whose zeal for the practical interests of Ireland was only

equalled by that for her advancement in learning.

The year 1822 is marked in the annals of the Academy by the

election for its president of the Eev. Dr. Brinkley, then Andrews

Professor of Astronomy, and subsequently Bishop of Cloyne. It was

a remarkable time, for the collapse which followed the events of

1800 was succeeded by signs of a revival in the intellectual status of

the country, and, in 1827, Hamilton succeeded to the chair of

Astronomy, and, in 1836, his successor, the Eev. Dr. Lloyd, became

Provost of Trinity College, where he had initiated those educational

reforms which have so greatly assisted the progress of science and

literature in the country.

FoUoAving the period from 1825, the country seemed to awake

from an intellectual torpor of nearly a quarter of a century's duration.

Our periodic literature and our schools of medicine seemed first to
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haye felt the impulse of the time, and the educational reforms

in the University were carried into effect by Provost Lloyd. The ener-

gies of the Academy in its scientific, literary, and archaeological

departments began to re-develope. The Ordnance Survey of Ireland

was undertaken, various schools of medicine and surgery, with their

accessory sciences, sprang up, and, I am proud to say, that the

name of Eobert Graves stands out prominently in that illustrious

band which reckons in its roll of honour the names of Cheyne, CoUes,

Cusack, of Macartney, and Smith.

But as regards the Academy, in what may be termed its period

of renaissance, there are five names which stand out in relief as

leaders of their respective departments of pure mathematics, physics,

and archaeology, Hamilton, M'Cullagh, Hincks, Todd and Petrie,

all of whom were not only endowed with the most refined men-

tal development, but animated with that love of country, that

pure and true patriotism which, while it is not blind to its faults,

never ceases to labour for its honour, and therefore its mental and

material progress. To this object, in truth, their admirable lives, from

early youth to their lamented deaths, were unchangeably devoted.

Hamilton brought his splendid intellect, after a series of triumphs, to

furnish the most advanced instrument of investigation, the Calculus of

Uuaternions, leading to paths hitherto unexplored. '' Something like

this," says the present Bishop of Limerick, "was the unshaken

assurance which led Columbus to turn his back upon Europe, to

launch upon the broad Atlantic and seek a new world in the far-off

west."

Thus says Schiller, in apostrophising Columbus :

—

" Steer on, brave sailor, steer right on, though scoifers may deride,

And the tired pilot at the helm his rudder cast aside.

Yet ever, ever, Westward ho ! the coast must yet appear

;

Already to thy mental sight it rises bright and clear.

Trust to the God who guides; pursue the silent ocean flood.

Even -were it not, still there 'twould rise, to make thy surety good.

"With genius nature joins, in everlasting covenant still

The promises of one the other fails not to fulfil."

The second name in this roll of honour is that of M'Cullagh, so long

and truly devoted to the best interests of the Academy. His papers

in our Transactions on geometry and on physical optics are distin-
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guished by his power of giving to his researches that iDeciiliar symme-
try in their results, which is such an element of the beautiful in

science, while he possessed that catholicity of knowledge which led

him to help other branches of research, as well by his purse as by his

example.

The next names of those now departed from us are Todd and

Hincks—the one, who has done so much to illustrate our Irish

ecclesiastical history; the other, our great Assyrian scholar and

successful investigator of the Egyptian hieroglyphic inscriptions.

To turn now to Petrie. In a diary of his to which I have

had access, written when he was but nineteen years of age,

there are many entries which show he was even then a careful

observer in archseology. Hamilton, as he advanced, achieved successive

triumphs in pure and applied mathematics, till he raised the torch

which revealed paths in the future hitherto undreamed of; while that

in the hand of Petrie, lighting up the past, will still shine thi'ough the

"dark backward and abysm of time," till many of its secrets shall

be revealed. " He became," to quote again the words of the Bishop of

Limerick, "the informing spirit, the great instructor of a school of.ar-

chseology. He not only laid down the principles, but exemplified on

a great scale the application to antiquarian science of the principles, of

a philosophic induction." N'eed I recal his foundation of our national

museum, and our great library of Irish manuscrij)ts ; his admirable

contributions to our Proceedings and Transactions, in which so much

has been done to illustrate our pre-historic monuments and our early

military and ecclesiastical architecture. His great essay on the latter

subject was truly an aureum opus, as was also that on the antiquities

and history of Tara Hill, crescit occulto velut arlor cbvo Fama*
The science of Archaeology, that to which Petrie mainly devoted

the greater part of his life, is the true basis of history, for the study of

antiquity is the study of man. It must be remembered that the history

* In an interesting letter from Dr. Eeeves, whicli is given in the memoir of

Petrie's life, and written shortly after his death, that wise and learned antiquary-

gays :
—" It was only a fortnight since that Mr. Jellett and I had a conversation

in the college courts about a successor to Dr. Graves in the Academy chair, and it

would have pleased you to hear, as it did me, the earnestness with which the merits

and claims of George Petrie were urged by the speaker, who said that he and Dr.
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of Ireland has yet to be written as well as the dictionary of its ancient

language, and it is only by the avoidance of all unfounded speculation,

and by following up a scientific method in a careful spirit, that materials

for these works can ever be accumulated.

Few things are more desirable for the Irish people than that

truth in its history be firmly established, as a means of removing tradi-

tional errors and enmities on their part, and those prejudices in the

mind of England, which have, unhappily, so long delayed the true

union of the countries.

The first step in the study of our ancient monuments should

be the faithful representation of them, now rendered possible by

photography and casts ; the collecting, comparison, and classi-

fication of each and all such facts, each faithfully represented ob-

ject being a fact, and the circulation of such representations among

all our fellow-labourers in the same field at home and abroad. By this

means we can alone reap the advantages sure to follow, from the con-

centration of many minds upon the same point, and obtain broad and

useful discussion of problems suggested by such monuments. Then let

all records, traditions, and collateral facts be patiently searched out and

brought side by side with these as it were in silence, no theory drawn,

no premature conclusion ; let such stand, and in time, the results will,

by one of the great properties of truth, crystallize spontaneously into a

system and a law.

There are in Ireland upwards of a hundred known Ogham legends.

To place these in an authentic form at the disposal of philological scholars

at home and abroad should be our first step. This is now rendered

feasible by the facilities afi'orded us by Dr. Ferguson's labours. In

his donation to the Academy of a large collection of paper moulds of

inscribed stones, we have the nucleus of a paper cast inscriptional

museum. Our first step should be to have these casts photographed,

and then to circulate photographs from them among those scholars who

by their knowledge of our ancient language have already proved them-

selves to be fully capable of aiding in our researches.

Haughton, and some other leading college men were determined to press the ap-

pointment of dear Petrie, He added, it must he either next month or never. Sad

it is that the alternative can never arise, and that the father of the Academy can

never assume the government of his household."

H. L A., MINUTES, SESSION 1874-I875. b.
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Many valuable papers have already appeared in our Proceedings on

Ogham inscriptions, but they are only illustrated by wood engravings

from drawings. In such eases the human eye can not be trusted as an

infallible and reliable medium for representation, and without absolutely

accurate representations we cannot have the aid we ought to seek in such

studies from our fellow-students abroad. Therefore, I should advise

that no more wood-cuts of these monuments should appear in our Pro-

ceedings, but that all our efforts should conduce to the publication of

autotypes from Dr. Ferguson's photographs, for which purpose the

sum of fifty pounds has already been allotted.

The Celtic philologist, Mr. Ehys, of ISTorth Wales, observes in a letter

to me on this subject :
—" As to the best means of furthering the study

of Irish epigraphy, the Academy cannot do better than encourage Dr.

S. Ferguson to take casts of all knoAvn Oghamic inscriptions in the

country, and assist him to reproduce them by means of photography

or otherwise, in such a way as to make them easily accessible to

philologists. I have already seen a few specimens of Dr. Ferguson's

work, and they seem to me most satisfactory. As matters now stand

an outsider can hardly venture to give an opinion on Irish Oghams

collectively, although I copied all the inscriptions of that kind which

I could find mentioned in your Proceedings, my knowledge of them is

still exceedingly incomplete and fragmentary." And he adds a hope

that in time Irish scholars may be led to the discovery of some canons

of criticism which may enable them to classify their Oghams chrono-

logically, for until that is done their philological value must remain

much less than it should be.

" I do not recollect,'' he adds, " seeing a single instance mentioned

of the earlier class of Oghams which struck me as being anything but

early Irish, and were there a complete vocabulary of the proper names

which occur in Irish MSS. and literature generally, I fancy that a

philologist would without difficulty identify 99 out of CA^ery 100

names to be met with on Ogham inscribed stones in Ireland." .

"Looking at the question in a generalway, I am inclined to think it not

improbable that this alphabet may have been introduced into the south

of Ireland first by a colony of settlers, from Britain, forced in the fifth

century to look for a new home in consequence of a westward pressure

due to the Saxon invasion, somewhat in the same way that some of our

Kymric Celts settled in Brittany. The origin of Oghamic writing is still
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hidden in darkness. Did the West Britons borrow the germs of this sys-

tem fromEune writing nations or vice versa, or else arewe to regard Runes

and Oghams as of independent growth ? These are questions which

still remain to be solved, and the cryptic Eunesof Scandinavian nations

seem to be too late to assist us in answering them, though they betray

a great similarity of principle. It is noteworthy that British Ogham
writing is to be traced back to a time when we may reasonably sup-

pose Cymric nationality to have revived, and a reaction against Roman
habits and customs to have to a certain extent taken place when the

last Roman soldier had taken his departure from our island."

To revert again to the errors into which we have been tempted to

fall by too hasty conclusions, formed before any system of comparative

archseology could be arrived at, it is manifest that in dealing with our

megalithic monuments, and even with the architectural remains of a

later period, serious mistakes have been made. Certain similarities of

structure and design have been observed to exist between our earliest

architectural works and those of the primitive builders in Greece and

Latium, and these similarities have been held to prove similarity of

race, although it does not appear that there is any idiosyneracy or pecu-

liar character in such structures or designs, sufficient to base any

argument upon, or whether while such forms are common to two or

three races at certain stages in their development, they may not also be

common to many more. To bear out the theory of the early Greek

colonization of Ireland another argument was used, founded on certain

similarities in bronze weapons of Ireland and Greece, but now we

know that the use of such was common to many places and in many

periods, and that the Irish weapons do not resemble those of the Greeks

more than do the weapons found in Scandinavia and elsewhere in Europe.

No argument can be drawn as yet from the discovery of such bronze

weapons as are found in Ireland, for it still seems to be uncertain when

they were used in any particular region or by whom. The Greeks in

the time of Homer used them, and the Egyptian monuments show

us that on the Kile they were used at a very early period, while

they have also been found in the Assyrian palaces, but it remains

as yet unknown by what people they were used all over Europe.

It does seem as if certain similarities in forms of architecture

and design might occur accidentally, might all belong to what"

may be termed the architecture of necessity, and such forms are
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universally found to exist in the works of various peoples in a cer-

tain state of civilization, when possessed of mental power and

energJ^ It will be said that our early histories all support

the theory of Greek colonization and the so called Pelasgic or

Cyclopean origin of our architecture, but when such writings are

sifted and examined, few students will be ready to accept them

as history. The traditions of these early builders are preserved in

the Book of Leinster, the compiler of which died in the year 1160,

in the Annals of MacFirbis, wlio died in 1279, and in a Tract, by

O'Clerj^, written in 1460. Even supposing the transcriptions thus made

in the thirteenth to the fifteenth century were of legends which had

been committed to writing so early as the sixth or seventh century,

they cannot be taken as authentic records of events occurring in the

first centuries of the Christian era, or before. These writers were

acquainted with classical history, and just in the same way as the

biographers of the early Irish saints, who were familiar with Holy

Scripture, attributed to them similar acts and miracles to those re-

corded of the Hebrew prophets, so did these authors of pre-Christian

legends in Ireland swerve from the truth to colour their narrative with

a glory borrowed from the heroic times of Greece.

In all cases, before yielding to the guidance of such records, tradi-

tions, and legends, we cannot be too careful, while reverently preserv-

ing and regarding all such, yet not to confuse them with history.

Long and patient must be our watch before the dawn comes in which

such monuments may be seen in the full light of history. As yet they

stand ivitliout the province of scientific history, and by too rash and

ardent sti'iving to drag them into it, you do but drive them further

into darkness. In dealing with tradition remember that it may or

it may not be founded on fact, but fact cannot be founded on tradition.

Tradition may guide us to a locality, but the discovery of that locality

does not make that whole tradition true ; and if the locality is ever to

be a landmark in the history of our country, the investigation to which

we subject it must be carried on by minds unwarped by any desire

merely to verify the tradition. Follow with child-like singleness of

purpose the light that tradition sheds over the past, and remember that

in archaeology we must ascend from the known to the unknown, and

not theorise in antiquarian matters until we can step upwards from
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fact to fact. The last words of Petrie, when speaking on this subject,

were :
" The true archaeologist will every clay lean more and more

away from extremes in antiquity."

When considering the best practical method of furthering such

aims as the archaeologist should place before him, the subject of

the preservation of national monuments must not be passed over.

You are aware that the provisions of the Irish Church Act have

placed in the hands of the Church Commissioners the guardianship of

all ecclesiastical structures M^hich have fallen into disuse as places of

worship and may be considered worthy of preservation as national

monuments, and they have, in accordance with the provisions of the

Act referred to, vested in the Board of Work ssuch buildings as

those at Cashel, Ardmore, Monasterboice, and elsewhere. Practically,

the buildings on the Eock of Cashel are the only ones where the work

of preservation has actually commenced. There is serious cause of

alarm that a misdirected zeal in carrying on the works of pre-

servation and repair may be more productive of evil than of good.

When such works are " restored," they are generally greatly de-

stroyed. Dealing with any ancient work of art, the restorer can

never equal the original artist in the spirit or the feeling of his

work ; and the softening touch of time, which brings the ruin into

harmony with the scene around till it too seems, in its unobtru-

sive beauty, a part of nature itself, can never be replaced, though it

may too easily be dispelled, by the hand of man. In striving to

impress this subject upon you, it is with the hope that you will feel

with me that, as a body, we should unite in expressing our opinion

that such monuments cannot be satisfactorily dealt with unless all

works carried on in connexion with them be under the superintendence

of some one or more persons endowed with special archaeological

knowledge, sufficient to render them competent for the duty of not

only furthering and directing the works but also of resti'aining the

workmen who should be employed to put such buildings in repair,

or else that the architect should religiously confine himself to the

most unobtrusive method of mere preservation—keeping them in

their present condition.

It is desirable that we should, for a few moments, look beyond the

limits of this Academy and this country, and consider the labours of

others engaged in the same studies abroad, so that our energies mav
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be quickened by a noble emulation, and, as iron sbarpeneth. iron, 6o

we and our brethren elsewere may derive help from one another

in their onward path. The present is a time of extraordinary

energy in exploration and discovery abroad. The ore thus industri-

ously gathered must, when passed through the crucible of wise and

philosophic minds, yield pure metal, and will with certainty place the

study of comparative archseology upon a surer basis. In Eome, the

excavations carried on in past years, and still in progress, are

of indescribable interest to the antiquary. The Porum Eomanum,

and many monuments of Imperial Eome, have been excavated, and

most important results have accrued from the same works carried

on within the area of the Coliseum, while, in the process of the

erection of the new city, innumerable objects of art have been dis-

covered, portions of statues, mosaic pavements, fresco paintings,

which are being all carefully preserved and put together, and it is

proposed to have local museums in each district, in which the principal

objects may be exhibited.

Again, at Ephesus, the works of excavation carried on by Mr.

"Wood, at the site of the Temple of the Ephesian Diana, reveal to us

the characteristics of a school of Hellenic art which arose in Asiatic

Grreece when Athenian artists sought refuge and employment there

after the period when Athens still suffered from the effects of the

Peloponnesian war, for it is now well known that the rebuilding of

the Temple of the Ephesian Diana was contemporaneous with Scopas

and Praxiteles, one of whom, if not both, indeed, contributed to its

sculptural decorations. The noble fragments which have reached this

country, and now stand in the British Museum, show that the spirit

of Hellenic art still lived to give witness of its noble origin.

To go still further back in the history of art, the results of

Erench and English enterprise, the labours of such men as Lenormant

and Eouque, Charles Newton, and General Cesnola, and Lang, in the

Levant and along the west coast of Asia Minor, have added immea-

surably to our knowledge of Greek art, which before was but

limited. Of the works of the Samian school, described by Pliny and

dating four centuries before Christ, nothing was known until the dis-

coveries on the Levant; while the Greek sculptures from the west

coast of Asia Minor, now in the British Museum, or the objects in the

Cast«llani collection, show by such examples as the statue of Demeter,
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from Cniclos, or the bronze head from. Thessaly, held by some to re-

present Aphrodite, by others, Artemis, teach ns in their noble spiri-

tuality of expression to feel more Tiyidly than "vre have ever felt

before to what a high ideal of pure womanhood had Greek art

attained long centuries before a Raphael or a Leonardo lived.

And, passing further back still, from the period of Hellenic to pre-

Hellenic art, the discoveries of M. Sehliemann, at Hissarlik, are of a

value to archaeologists, the amount of which it is impossible now to

estimate—and this is true, in whatever way the vexed question

may hereafter be decided as to whether the Ilium Xovum, on the

site of which these discoveries have been made, was indeed on the

same site as the Homeric Troy. This involves questions as to how
far history can be educed from mythology ; how far Homer, as a poet,

may be accepted as a historian ; how near the time of the siege of Troy

Homer lived. But the objects themselves, thousands in number,

photographs of which are now in our Library, bear evidence in them-

selves that they belong to a period in art which is not only non-

Hellenic, but pre-Hellenic, and to use the words of Mr. iSTewton,

they appear to be '' of that remote antiquity which we, vaguelv

groping in the twilight of an uncertain past, call pre-historic."

These objects, found in a stratum of red ashes and calcined ruins

at the depth of fi-om twenty-three to thirty-three feet, consist of

pottery, spearheads, said to be of copper, terra-cotta figures and orna-

mented discs or beads, and ornaments in gold and silver. The pottery

is wrought and polished by the hand, to a lustrous surface, and orna-

mented with incised patterns, while Greek pottery is painted or

varnished. There are no weapons of wrought bronze, such as those of

the Greeks; there is no intelligible writing, with one doubtful excep-

tion, and, to quote from 3Ir. IS'ewton, "while there is an attempt to

model a face, whether human or owlish, the conception of the human
form as an organic whole, a conception which we meet with at the very

dawn of Greek art, nowhere appears ;" nor, the same writer adds,

" can I detect, as in archaic Greek art, any trace of Oriental or

Egyptian influence in any of the ornaments or devices."

On the other hand, the pottery does resemble that found in Rhodes,

Cyprus, Santorin, and Etruria, such as may be fairly held to be pre-his-

toric, examples of which in Latium and Santorin were found under

layers of lava, from volcanoes long since extinct ; and there is a re-
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semblance between the ornaments and certain bronze objects found at

Halstadt, in Upper Austria, while they are unlike any of the orna-

ments of Greek art, which is embossed and chased, and sometimes

decorated with what is called granulated work, i.e., grains of gold,

separately soldered on to the ornament.

They are ruder than any of the ornaments of Greek, or Phoenician,

or Assyrian, or Egyptian time. But we should not be justified in form-

ing conclusions as to their great antiquity merely from their rudeness.

There is the rudeness of archaic art and there is the rudeness of bar-

baric art, which latter may belong to any time ; and so with the self-re-

straint and patient spirit of investigation which belong to the true

archaeologist, Mr. !N^ewton remarks, " We must not rely at present on

any such arguments as those derived from their character, or even

from their affinity to those remains whose antiquity seems so much

more fully established ;
" and he points out as our further duty to

push forward investigations elsewhere, till we have the means of

comparing these Schliemann antiquities with some of those collections

of pre-historic and barbarous remains which have, in recent years,

been so diligently formed and intelligently classified in continental

museums.

And here I would remind you that, in the pre-historic, or at all

events in the un-historic, antiquities of Ireland, preserved in the

museum of this Academy, in the great collection of pottery, in the or-

namental discs, or so-called spindle whorls, and in the gold and silver

ornaments, of which we have so large a number, resemblance may or

may not occur with these in this Schliemann collection, the absence

or presence of which would, either way, be an important fact to

establish.

Again, the fact that in Ireland, as Ave learn from many communi-

cations of Sir William Wilde on the subject in our Proceedings,

copper implements have been found to such an extent as to lead some

learned archaeologists to suggest that the use of bronze weapons was

preceded by that of copper, is a subject which may give additional in-

terest to the fact asserted by Schliemann, that many of these pre-Hel-

lenic weapons discovered by him were of cojDper, and I should rejoice

to see a paper on the subject of the copper finds of Europe from the

author of our Catalogue, which is the most complete and learned

account that has yet appeared of the antiquities of this country ;
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that this great work, begun in 1857, still remains unfinished, and

that our ecclesiastical antiquities still remain undescribed and un-

catalogued, is to me a subject of the deepest regret.

The catalogue of the gold ornaments and bronze weapons, as well

as that of all articles in stone, clay, and bone, is all but complete ; but

the silver articles, as well as those of iron, have yet to be catalogued.

Although the museum was of necessity moved, still the arrangement

and classification by material and use, adopted by Sir "William Wilde,

has been preserved, and it is proposed by our excellent curator to fur-

nish a key to the work. It is to be hoped that Dr. Aquilla Smith will

grant us his services in cataloguing and arranging the coins. We were

informed last year by Sir William Wilde that he had already prepared

the catalogue of the silver ornaments, for which 84 woodcuts are

already engraved.

And here I may bring forward the name of one who has done great

service in the study of archaeology in general, and in that of Ireland

in particular. I allude to Augustus AVollaston Franks, now head of the

department of British and Mediaeval Antiquities and Ethnography in the

great museum of the nation. His most considerable printed work is his

portion of the letter-press to the Sorce Ferales ofKemble, a work which

must always be the text-book of the student of Teutonic and Celtic an-

tiquities, and one in which much light is thrown on the bronze antiqui-

ties of Ireland. His communications to the Society of Antiquaries,

constantly occurring since the year 1853, give evidence of his untiring

zeal and cautious investigations in archaeology, while the wide range of

his knowledge is shown in his more complete works, published in the

ArchceoJogia. Before his time, the department of Native Antiquities

in the British Museum did not exist ; for though many curious relics,

found in diff'erent parts of the country, were preserved in the collec-

tion of Sir Hans Sloane, yet it was not till 1851 that consistency and

a determinate character were given to the whole assemblage.

The small but valuable collection bequeathed to the nation by

Mr. Christy has ah'eady become, under Mr. Franks' s scientific care

and energy, an important anthropological museum. The objects here

collected, classified, and arranged, all bearing on the history of man

from his first appearance on this earth, are as important to the geologist

as to the antiquary. Such are the implements of flint and bone de-

rived from the caves in the south of France.

R. I. A , MINt'TES, SESSION 1874-1875. C
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The discoTeries made in these places, !Mr. Franks concludes, seem

to point to the occupation of the districts in which they have heen

found by tribes nearly allied by their habits to the modern Esqui-

maux ; and the remains of animals found with them likewise point to

the climate of the south of France having been then far more arctic

than at present. Among these early remains were found the first

examples known to exist of the graphic art ; for on the bones of rein-

deer, as well as of extinct mammals, are scratched representations of

human forms, fish, and reindeer, which, though rude in the extreme,

still show a power of seizing the characteristic action and expression

of the subject which far exceeds the lifeless efforts in the same direc-

tion made by our early illuminators.

Such general services as Mr. Franks has rendered to the cause

of archaeology have won for him a well-deserved reputation. But in

additfon, let me remind you that he has a special claim on oiir gi'ati-

tude, since it was through his instrumentality that the Petrie Museum

was purchased for this country, and now forms part of that of the

Eoyal Irish Academy.

I may here speak of oui' Library, which of late years has so in-

creased in value. The purchase of new books and the addition of

Transactions by exchange have greatly enlai'ged our collection, and the

bequest of our late fellow-academician, Charles Haliday, of the vast

collection of pamphlets relating to the history and social state of our

country was a priceless addition to oui' treasuries. The wealth of our

Transactions will be every day augmented, not alone by the system of

money grants in aid of research, but by that of the immediate pubKca-

tion of Papers approved of by the Council, with their necessaiy illus-

trations. It is confidently hoped that the extra-mural scientific bodies

will see the wisdom of bringing about a closer accordance between their

efforts and ours. It is to be regretted that there should not be a more

combined exertion between them and this Academy. ISTo wish is en-

tertained here that the working of such societies should not be encou-

raged, but we trust that to each and all of them this body will ever be

a pride as well as a helper.

Before leaving the subject of our Library, the work now being

carried on, of the transcription of our ancient Irish MSS., must be

mentioned. This was commenced during the time of our late Pre-

sident; and I am proud to say that the Academy has lately been
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joined in the work by the UniYersity of Dublin. Great pains have

been taken to insure a faithful reproduction of the original text. The

Book of Leinster, from the Library of Trinity College, is now in the

hands of the transcribers, under the superintendence of our Librarian.

This is a manuscript which, though not older than the twelfth

century, has been obviously compiled from much more ancient docu-

ments. There can be no doubt that, irrespective of other advantages,

the publication of the historical matter contained in this manuscript

will enable, as has been remarked by a fellow- academician, the future

Irish historian to revivify the dry bones furnished by the meagre and

often inaccurate chroniclers on whom he has hitherto had to

depend.

You may remember that our Committee of Belles-Lettres is now
united to that of Antiquities, and so the investigation of ancient litera-

ture forms a fitting part in the Academy work. The researches of

Hincks and of Todd I have spoken of, but we have also a communica-

tion illustrating the studies of archaeology, and the old literature of

England in the 13th century by the learned Secretary of the Council.

In this paper Dr. Ingram deals with the Opus Majus of Eoger Bacon,

in which Bacon points out in the first part, the four universal causes of

human ignorance ; in the second, the relation of philosophy to theo-

logy ; and this is followed by four more parts, devoted to the know-

ledge of Languages, Mathematics, Optics, and Experimental Science.

In the Library of Trinity College there exists beautifal MS. of

the work in which Dr. Ingram has found a seventh part, the subject of

which is Moral Philosophy. He concludes his paper on the Dublin MS,

by expressing a hope, in which every literary Archaeologist will ear-

nestly join, that he will lay before the Academy an account of its con-

tents, extracting everything of interest as to the state of learning and

philosophical opinion in the thirteenth century. The Eev. Dr. Eeeves

has also enriched our Transactions by his valuable and learned con-

tributions, illustrating a curious and important phase in the early

Christianity of Ireland ; I allude to his exhaustive papers on the

Culdees. In these are exhibited a most remarkable command of the

materials of ancient Irish History, combined with, I need not say, the

highest critical power of dealing with them.

In reviewing the labours of the Academy at large for the present

half century, independently of those of Hamilton in Science, and Petri©
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in Archfeology, if we remember the researches of Lloyd, Graves,

Salmon, Jellett, Casey, Apjohn, Ball, and Kane, in Pure and Mixed

Mathematics and in the Physical Sciences, together with those of

Haughton, Mac Donnell, Macalister . and Purser in Biology and

Comparative Anatomy, and Archer, Wright and Moore in !N^atural

History, and Reeves, "Wilde, and Ferguson in Archaeology, we have

good reason to be proud of the efforts of our academicians in Science

during the period I have specified.

If we turn to Biology, the labourers are comparatively few, as com-

pared with those whose Papers appear in the Proceedings of the B,oyal

Society. But the value of the results is truly great, not alone as re-

gards the discovery of fact, but in the philosophic mode of dealing

with the great mystery of life. The researches of Professor Haughton,

which culminated in his great work on Animal Mechanics, and which

he so richly illustrated by his labours in Human and Comparative Ana-

tomy, so illuminated by geometric science and algebraic calculation,

first saw the light in the Proceedings of this Academy. In this re-

markable work Dr. Haughton has ably shown the principle of Least

Action in nature, by which he means that physical work is efi'ected by

means of the existing arrangement of muscles, bones, and joints, with

a less expenditure of force than could be possible under any other

arrangement, so that any alteration would be a positive disadvantage

to the animal. The a^^plication of this principle, he considers, is pro-

bably of wider occurrence in nature than these instances show, and

may give us some slight glimpse of the mechanism by which the con-

servation of species in nature is secured.

Speaking of the conservation of the solar system as dependent on

certain well-known conditions regulating the motions of the several

bodies of which that system consists, he observes—I quote his words

—

" that it is a matter of indifference whether these conditions were di-

rectly imposed by the will of the Divine Contriver, or were the indirect

result of some former state of the system. In either case, these condi-

tions are equally the foreseen result of the contrivance. If the present

state of the solar system be the result, according to fixed laws, or some

pre-existing state of that system, it may be said, in the language of

Naturalists, to have been evolved out of its former state ; but in such an

evolution there was nothing left to chance ; it was all foreseen, and the

evolution itself presided over by the Divine mind that planned the
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whole. I cannot see," lie continues, " why there may not be, in or-

ganic life, a similar process of evolution from lower to higher forms of

existence ; but it is a teleological evolution, in which every step and

every result was foreseen and planned beforehand. The laws of such

an evolution appear to me, in the present state of oar knowledge, to be

utterly unknown."

This argument from the evidence of design runs through and is felt

in every anatomical observation and every mathematical conclusion of

Professor Haughton's work ; and it seems as if the teleological evi-

dence of a Divine Contriver is as immeasurable as the limitless series of

beings endowed with life.

That the value of the contributions to Biology in our " Proceedings "

seems to be inversely as their number appears when the list of their

authors, after Dr. Haughton, is considered. Of these, the papers of Dr.

Macalister are the most numerous and important, especially those re-

lating to Muscular Anomalies in Human Anatomy, and their bearing on

Homotypical Myology. These important memoirs, dealing with Human
and Comparative Anatomy, are eminently calculated to reflect honour

on their author, and to advance the study of Biology.

I would also specify the observations by Dr. Hayden on the Devi-

ation of the Protruded Tongue in Unilateral Paralysis, and those by Dr.

Purser on Suppuration and Inflammation, which are embodied in his

Report on the Researches of Cohnheim.

I may here allude to the researches of Mr. Mackintosh on the

Anatomy of the Sloths and the Coati-mundi. These papers must

always be looked on as an important addition to our Proceedings ;

while the description by Dr. Collins of an additional lobe of the

human lung has appeared in our Transactions.

When the phj'siological and histological laboratory has been com-

pleted in Trinity College, under the care of Professor Purser, we may
look for important results. "We may hope to compete with the labora-

tories of Cambridge, under Professor Poster, and of Edinburgh, where

such singular results as to the influence of the compounds of the vege-

table alkaloids with the organic bases Ethyl and Methyl have been

arrived at by Drs. Crum Brown and Frazer, with respect to the substitu-

tion compounds of the alkaloids with the organic bases. Thus the Methj'l

strychnia acts as a pure spinal sedative, while the Ethyl-eonia and

Ethyl-atropia are more active, physiologically, than the pure alkaloids.
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Dr. Macalister, in a letter to me, observes, that since these experi-

ments began many French and German physiological chemists have

taken them up. " What a pity," he observes, " that some of our Irish

chemists should not work in this perfectly new department."

Yet, when the existence of a great Anatomical School in Dublin is

considered, the paucity of the biological researches which have appeared

in the " Transactions " of this Academy fills the mind with regret, how-

ever great their value may be—more especially, when contrasted with

the number of such Papers in the Proceedings of the Royal Society.

Why should not those who have the power have also the desire to follow

the few leaders whose example has shed a lustre on our country? Will

members of this Academy not assist others more largely than they have

hitherto done in reaping the harvest which in golden waves is stretched

before and around them ?

The study of Embryology has led to many singular discoveries, and

has shown how closely analogous are the laws of formation with those of

disease. It had been held that in the early periods of existence organs

v^ere in their relations and form the same as in the perfect animal,

differing only in their size. But it is now shown that, before arriv-

ing at its ultimate form, an organ must undergo certain transforma-

tions, numerous in proportion to its complication ; so that there is a

passage from a simpler to a more complex form, the latter being

always preceded by the former. Embryology of the higher beings is

thus reproduced by the comparative anatomy of the lower. Thus,

the doctrine of organic pre-existences is overturned, so that the

forms of the embryo will not give us a knowledge of those of the

more advanced being.

In this progressive formation, as observed by Serres, a particular

affinity seems to pi'eside over the arrangement of structure, each

organic tissue and each part of an organ being directed towards the

part or tissue with which it is homogeneous and only uniting with it.

Thus nerves form themselves with nerves, arteries with arteries,

osseous nuclei with bone ; but we never see the kidney unite itself

to the liver, or the combination of a nerve with an artery.

We might believe in following these formations that we were as-

sisting at a regular crystallization of different cells in which the homo-

geneous molecules are attracted, while the heterogeneous are repelled

;

and this under the influence of Life.
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Development, as distinguished from mere growth, ceases when

the pre-ordained form of the organ is completed ; but its arrest may

at any period be attended with the growth of the imperfect organ.

In this way monsters may be, and are, produced, but no lesion of

organogeny in the inferior embryo can elevate the being in the bio-

logical scale. A reptile cannot proceed from a fish, a bird from a

reptile, a mammal from a bird, and, I may add, a man from an ape.

Much has been said as to the powers and effects of natural selection

in organisation, but there is a determined line beyond which, higher

at least in advancement, it wholly refuses to go.

It will be thought that, in reference to Biology, the controversy as

to the teleological argument and the views of some modern Biologists

should be here spoken of. But it seems to me that the observation,

investigation, and accumulation of facts is a work more fitting for this

Academy than dealing with matters of speculation. "Scientific

labour," as I once heard Professor M'Cullagh say, " should have two

ends, one subsidiary to the other ; first, the discovery of fact, and the

natural sequence of observation ; and next, the correlation of what is

thus discovered, with evidences of a .power, immeasurable, inconceiv-

able, and all-embracing."

In relation to the pathological aspects of Biology, the powers of

polariscopic analysis have been, in the hands of our late distinguished

President, shown to have opened up a new and wide field of investi-

gation. In his researches we can see how physical phenomena can

touch the mysterious conditions of life. This is not a question of

structure, whether it be or be not histological. It is truly one of

property, one of the varied results of life on organic form during its

appointed period of existence. In diabetes mellitus the renal func-

tion, acting under the influence of the nervous power, or, in other

words, of animal life, produces results all but identical with those of

the living vine or sugar cane. We have here one out of many illus-

trations of the views of Serres, that defect or disease in the higher

organisms reproduces the normal conditions in those that are inferior
;

and this principle we perceive to be true, not alone as to form and

structure, but as to the chemical composition of the resulting secretion.

Of the first of these propositions many examples might be

given. The internal ectopia or the existence of the abdominal viscera

in the thorax represents the Avant of the diaphragm in birds

:
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the enlargement of the hepatic veins in the cardiac and pulmonary

obstruction is reproduced in the warm-blooded diving animals by

the temporary enlargement of the portal and hepatic veins, which

disappears on the first expansion of the lungs by respiration. The

anatomy of the perfect form is widely different from that of the im-

perfect with its arrested development ; and, in the same way, the func-

tion of the higher organ or group of organs may be degraded to many

inferior results. It would seem as if the secretion of one of the sugars

belonging to vegetable life implies a descent in the function of animal

life, and so we gain in diagnosis less, it is true, in the change of struc-

ture than in that of functional alteration. And analogous results are

seen in the chemical condition of secretions. Here the function of

secretion, if not the structure, is retrogressive, and the animal organ

comes to represent a lower or vegetable function.

Biology, looked on as a study of the mystery of life, is to be

considered in its normal and abnormal phenomena, as well as the

relation of phj'sical investigation to vital conditions. And this

brings before us largely the present state of Curative, and, more

directly, of Preventive Medicine—for it is by physical investigation

that the medical science of the present day has so largely advanced.

Acoustic, Optical, Chemical, and Electric conditions must now all be

studied in relation to this great question. The discovery and dif-

ferential diagnosis by auscultation of the normal and abnormal states

of the heart, arteries, air-tubes, pulmonary cells, and, in many in-

stances, too, of the abdominal viscera, including the uterus, has been

carried, when considered in connexion with the general state of the

system, to a great point of advance. The ophthalmoscope has revealed

not alone changes of the eye, but of organs distant from the 63^6;

cerebral, cardiac, and embolic disease. In the hands of Dr. Cruise, the

endoscope enables us to discover, to study and measure a vesical cal-

culus—an almost capillary stricture, and to direct a local treatment to

an ulcerated state of the intestinal surface. In Surgery, too, we can

make use of anaesthetics to prevent all pain in operation, whether

they be used by inhalation or direct contact with the part. The loss

of blood, too, under the knife is prevented, in most cases, by the method

of Esmarch. On a late occasion of the operation for supra-condyloid

amputation of the thigh, Mr. Adams, Regius Professor of Surgery in

Dublin University, said, "This is the first time I have witnessed a
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great operation, performed not only without pain, but without the loss

of a single drop of blood."

But it is certain that, until a broader and more searching lighit is

shed on human biology, Curative medicine must continue related to an

enlightened empiricism, though it may be hoped that that relation will

be more and more remote. But Preventive medicine—that great out-

come of the study of the combination of physical influences with vital

results—will largely advance with every true observation of these

influences on all the phenomena of life, whether in health or disease.

It is now many years ago since the late Dr. Eobert Graves proposed

that the different governments of Europe, America, and India, should

establish and endow corresponding Medical observatories, supplied

with every requisite for recording the advance of epidemic and

sporadic disease, in connexion Avith the meteorological, atmospheric,

and telluric conditions of the time, together with those of the physical

state of the population, its longevity and its mortality.

In this way, a great advance in the study of Preventive medicine

might be anticipated, though we cannot hold that every aberration from

health is due to preventible causes ; for who shall indicate the results

or the origin of conditions that may be long hereditary ?

Yet, notwithstanding all our researches and discoveries of additional

laws, physical and vital, all that we have learned of the conservation and

transmutation of energy brought about by a living being, in the words

of Professor Stuart, "we should find that the. physical antecedent of

the phenomena was, probably, a much less transmutation ; while, again,

the antecedent of this would, probably, be found still less ; and so on,

as far as we could trace it. But, with all this, we do not pretend to

have discovered the true nature of life itself, or even that of its rela-

tion to the material universe. In fine," he says, "we have not suc-

ceeded in solving the problem as to the true nature of Life, but have

only driven the difficulty into a border land of thick darkness, into

which the light of knowledge has not yet been able to penetrate."

Speaking of the difference of animals and inanimate machines, he

observes that while the latter requires for its sustenance only some

variety of chemical separation ; the other—the living being—must

be supplied with organised tissue. After speaking of the sun as

the source of energy, and of the future of our race depending on its

future, he concludes :

*' But here, at length, we come to matters beyond our grasp, for

K. I. A., MINUTES, SESSION 1874-75. d
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physical science cannot inform us what must have been before the

beginning, nor yet can it teli us what will take place after the end.''

The most singular result of the Polariscope in the examination of a

compound produced under the influence of Life, is the rotation of the

ray of light, telling of the relation of the substance to the process of

organisation. This is seen in the optical examination of the animal or

vegetable sugars. It is seen in quinine and various alkaloids. It is

right to state, however, that a German chemist affirms that he has

produced from inorganic material a compound which possesses the power

of rotation of light. If this be so, it is only another instance that

the hard and fast lines in nature are, though rarely, exceptional.

It may be hoped that, with the advance of the polariscopic qualita-

tive, if not quantitative analysis, other functional changes will be re-

cognised, and, by the reflected light of such discoveries, dealing with

chemical composition rather than structure, will reveal what the micro-

scope is powerless to discover, telling of a chemical composition de-

veloped and illuminated by a ray of polarised light—not so much in

form, not in any speciality of structure, but in the marvels of Life

under Law.

The conservation of energy, directive though not creative, in the

living organised structure, and the chemical affinities in that which is

unorganised, show, it might be held, that a lower mode of life pervades

every existing being ; but we believe that in God's own time that higher

life which shows itself in progressive organisation, and is terminable,

will have a diff'erent existence, as least as regards the human being,

one freed from material associations, freed from phj^sical influences and

from moral shortcomings.

It is believed by thoughtful men that matter is indestructible.

May we not find that as it has, in Time, subserved the physical, so in

Eternity it will, when spiritualised, subserve the moral law, and thus

an undying result will be evolved.

It has been written that we " see as through a glass darkly ;" but

are there not grounds for the belief that such will not ever be the case ?

May we not believe that every discovery in development, in micro-

scopical structure, in chemical composition, and in electrical and optical

character, will be, when related to the property of Life, a fuller ray

of the burning lustre by which we approach the footstool of that

throne where we shall be permitted nearer and nearer to contemplate

the power and the ineffable light of Him from whom comes all Life ?
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A vote of thanks to the President for his address was moved by

the Eev. J. H. Jellett, B. D., S. F. T. C. D. ; and seconded by the Eev.

Dr. Eussell, President of the Poyal College of St. Patrick, Maynooth,

and passed by acclamation.

The Academy then adjourned.

Monday, December 14, 1874.

"William Stok:es, M. D., F. R. S., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and signed.

James Stewart, M. D. ; Eeuben J. Harvey, M. D. ; and Matthew

J. Purcell, Esq., were elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary laid on the Table the " Minutes of the Proceedings

of the Academy " for E'ovember, 1874.

Dr. S. Ferguson, Q. C, Y. P., read a paper " On Further Ogham
Texts from Monataggart, county Cork."

Two additional Ogham inscriptions on Stones recently dug up

from the underground chamber at Monataggart were described. These

were

Dalagnt Maqi Dali,

and

BKOmiANASX O-I^ NETATTEENALUGOS. .

the proper names in both being already known, but the groups from

the X onward in the longer text are not yet fully understood.

Dr. Ferguson also read a description of the chamber at Monatag-

gart, and of the circumstances attending the discovery of the stones

by the Eev. John Quarry, D, D. The ashes found in the chamber

had been placed in the hands of the Secretary of the Academy for

analysis.

[This "paper will appear in the Proceedings, Series II., Vol. L,

Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

Mr. "VV. Archer read a paper " Descriptive of the apothecia and

spores found by him in two species of Sct/tonema and two of Sirosiphon,

and one of Stigonema, all of them specifically different from any of the

few similar cases hitherto recorded."

According to the older view that these are the fruits of the species of

Scytoncmatous and Sirosiphonaceous Algae in question, the cases

R. I. A., MINUTES, SESSION 1874-1875. e
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brought forward, coupled with, a similar fructification having been re-

corded in a very few other related species, would go to indicate that

these so-called Algae were not algcB truly hut lichens. According to

the newer view propounded by de Bary and Schwendener, all such

cases would only represent so many instances of the invasion of the

algse concerned by so many distinct fungal parasites, of which the

apothecia were the proper fructification.

There could be little doubt but that, upon either view, the five

plants (either as regards the" algse" or the " parasites") herein referred

to, as well as Bornet's Liclienospliceria and Spilonema and Nylander's

Gonionema (not to speak of Epliehe), are so many quite distinct

species. If the apothecia are to be regarded as the "fruit" of the

several forms of the algcB in question, even though some may externally

so very closely resemble, these (algee) must be quite distinct species

inter se ; if, on the other hand, the apothecia must be looked iipon as

the fruit of the " parasite" invading the various algae in question, in

accordance with the new view, then the parasites attacking each

must be mutually quite distinct species, and, taken on the whole, mar-

vellously choice in their selection of "host."

Proceeding on the latter assumption, two of the forms now

brought forward would have to be regarded as two "new species,"

falling either under the genus EpTiebella Itzigsohn, or Gonionema,

Nylander. The three other forms would probably have to be referred

as "new species" to Spilonema, or, one of them, wanting paraphyses,

to Liclienospliceria, Bornet.

For the new view much that has been advanced by its supporters

is very cogent and striking, if not yet conclusive.

But in "lichens" like Ejjhehella, Gonionema, Ephebe^ Spilonema,

Liclienospliceria, in which it is the "alga" which builds up the out-

ward configuration of the thallus, and which simply harbours latent

within it the parasite, the latter making itself externally evident only

by its exserted apothecia, does it not seem inconsistent to describe the

characters of the thallus of the alga as part and parcel of those of the

" lichen ? " Thus Bornet, in giving the characters of Lichenospliceria

Lenormandi, describes it generically thus :
—"Thallus tenellus, ramosus,

fruticulosus, fere omnino stigonematoideus basi corticatus;" and speci-

fically he speaks of it as " Thallus fusco-niger, tomentoso-intricatus."

This, for so far going on the Schwendenerian view, is nothing more
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nor less than describing tlie characters of " Sirosiphon divaricatiis,

Kiitz." (the plant invaded by the "parasite"); but when he goes

on to describe the apothecia, the paraphyses, the spermogonia, the

spores, he is giving the characters of the parasite aad the real '

' new
species."

There can be little donbt but that 'amongst these Scytonematous

and Sirosiphonaceous Algse quite truly distinct forms occur, but,

on the other hand, there can be almost as little doubt but that

Kiitzing has very greatly overrated their number. ISTow it is hard to

conceive that one and the sane parasite would care very much which

of closely-resembling forms it invaded in order to pursue its course of

life. Siromplion divaricatus seems not to differ much from .S*. alpinus

(one of those now brought forward with apothecia) ; now what very

perceptible barrier is there to the supposition that the parasite which

invades the former to form Lichenospliceria Lenormandi, Bornet, might

not at another time invade the latter ? Would it then fi'uetify in the

same way, show spores alike, &c. ? But the "parasite" which does

really invade the latter (as shown by this paper) is not the same.

Are these Scytonemicolous and Sirosiphonicolous parasites, then, so

extremely choice ?

Again, two very closely allied forms of Scytonema now brought

forward likewise showed very distinct parasites, as evinced by their

spores, whilst those of one of them much resembled that of Sirosiphon

pulvinatus, an alga in itself sufiiciently unlike the other.

In objection to the new theory, though it has much to say for

itself, in the meantime and whilst it is, as it were, on its trial, it might

be asked at what period of the life of the Scytonema or Sirosiphoti does

it become invaded by the parasite ?—at what part of the thallus does

it make an entry ? It must be near the base, or at all events not

very high up, for the hypha is found growing pretty neai'ly ^;«r?.'

2)assu with the growth of a branch of the alga, and in the same general

direction. But why might not the hypha grow in the opposite direc-

tion ? Might it not sometimes enter near the apex and grow backward ?

Might we not sometimes expect to find hyphoe sticking out from

broken-up or distorted examples of these algae, and thus revealing

themselves (without the whole mass being boiled in potash) whilst on

their way to other examples of quite the same alga ? Or must the

hypha appertaining to a particular plant have had its commencement
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from a spore which found its way to, and alighted somewhere exter-

nally upon, the particular Scytonema or Sirosiphoti ?

An experimental decision of the " gonidia-question," so far as it

relates to these Scytonematous and Sirosiphonaceous forms, is sur-

rounded by not a few practical difficulties. A " sowing" of spores

upon the algse (as Eeiss did for N'ostoc) in a natural condition could

only be carried out by an obseiwer residing in or close to the subalpine

situations where these plants dwell, as they could not be cultivated

elsewhere. In order to obtain the spores he would fui'ther have, most

probably, a troublesome preliminary search ; and, on the other hand,

there would hardly be a certainty of the plants selected for inoculation

being themselves previously destitute of hyphae or apothecia. Of

course, small portions from various places in a tuft of any given alga

could be previously well examined, which though if, indeed, found to

represent the alga "pure and simple," would not render it absolutely

conclusive that some other portion of the tuft might not already have

been invaded by the "parasite." However, having selected some

plants for experiment, they should be well inoculated with spores, and

portions removed from time to time for examination and experiment.

If found satisfactory, it would be interesting to try spores from the

same and from different species, in order to see the result, and whether

the seeming fixity of the foriris and the apparently extreme choiceness

of the parasites be true or not, or ultimately whether the theory

itself be true or not. "WTiether, for the time being, the truth of the

new theory be previously assumed, or its untenability be presupposed

would matter very little, if only the suitable opportunity and ready

field of operation were at command of the observer. It would seem

as if in this way only can either presupposition be justified or nega-

tived.

[This paper will appear in the Proceedings, Series IL, Vol. II.

Science, Part 2, Plate 6.]

Mr. R. C. Tichborne read a Paper entitled "Laboratory Xotes."

On the Solution of Alloys and Metals hy Acids.

The object of this note was to point out the advantage of using

small shot or spheres of platinum in the place of platinum foil to form a

voltaic circuit. The solution is effected in half the time owing to the

fact that when the foil touches the particles of metal it becomes
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charged with the hydrogenium and rises to the surface, there to dis-

charge the gas, it then siaks until it again touches the metal and

again rises. If the platinum shots are used, they remain in contact

with the dissolving metal, and this intermittent action does not take

place.

On Fluorescence as a means of Detecting Adidteration.

If an adulterant is fluorescent, and the adulterated substance is

non-fluorescent, we have a ready and most delicate method of proving

the adulteration. As a familiar example, the adulteration of miistard

with tunneric is given. Turmeric yellow is fluorescent, but mustard

yellow is non-fluorescent. The fluorescent phenomenon is more deli-

cate than the chemical tests would be. In all cases, however, it is

necessary that the non-fluorescence of the substance subject to

adulteration should be proved as detailed in the note.

On the Printing Inks of the l6th and IJth Centuries.

The object of this note is to point out that although from the time

of Johann Faust, printing inks consisted of carbon with some vehicle by
which the carbon is bound to the surface of the paper, yet this vehicle

previous to 1 700, is very soluble in dilute alkalies. Specimens of

printing when placed in dilute ammonia instantly float off the

surface, but inks after this date are rarely altered. This peculiarity

is not confiaed to one country, but from the specimens of printing

tried would appear to be very general.

[This paper appears in the Proceedings, Series II., Yol. II.,

Science, Part L]

Itr, G. E. Leeper read a paper " On Ptetro-Peritoneal Cavities in

ITan."

[This paper appears in the Proceedings, Series II., Yol. II.,

Science, Part I, Plate 5.]

The Treasurer exhibited an impression of a bronze mould found at

Lough Pea, Carrickmacross, and read the following :

—

" Extract from Letter to J. R. Garstin, LL. B.

"Loi-GH Fea, Cakeickmacross",

"1th December, 1874.

•' There has been lately found in the cave here under some moss
among the rocks a bronze mould, which I think is quite unique. It
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is 5 inclies long by 3 quarters of an inch broad, is well and deeply cut

with figures—three lions, and two gryphons or griffins. I send you

a rough impression of part of it. It is almost classical in its type
;

the other side is plain, except a hollow at one end. Could it have

been used in book-binding to make an impression in boiled leather, as

was used in the covers of our MSS. ?—Believe me ever, very sincerely

yours,

"E. PL Shieley."

Several donations to the Library were announced, and thanks

were voted to the donors. These will be found enumerated below in

the list of works presented to the Library from March to December,

1874.

The Academy then adjourned.

DONATIONS TO THE LIBEARY.

From March, 1874, to Decemher, 1874.

Titles. Donors.

Academies and Societies.

Albany.

Eclectic Medical Society of the State of ITew York.

Transactions for 1871. 8vo, Albany, 1871.

Homoeopathic Medical Society of the State of JN'ew York.

Transactions, Yols. YIII.-IX., 1870-1. 8vo, Albany, 1870-

71.

Medical Society of the State of Xew York.

Transactions for 1871-2. 8vo, Albany, 1872-3.

State University of New York.

Twenty-first Annual Report on the Condition of the State

Cabinet of Natural History. 8vo, Albany, 1871.

' Trustees of the New York State Library.

Fifty-fourth and Eifty-fifth Annual Eeports. 8vo, Albany,

1872-3. Subject- Index of the General Library, 1872. 8vo,

Albany, 1872.
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Titles. Donors.

AcADEiriES AND SOCIETIES

—

Continued.

Albany—continued.

New York Meteorology, 1826-63. 4to, Albany, 1872.

The Regents of tlie University of JSTew York.

Altona.

Astronomische Nachrichten. Bande Isxv.-lxxx. 4to, Altona.

The Observatory.

Barcelona.

Almanaqne Nantico para 1875, de la Ciudad de San Fernando.

8vo, Barcelona, 1874. The Director of the Observatory.

Belfast.

Natural History and Philosophical Society.

Proceedings for Sessions 1872-4. 8vo, Belfast, 1872-4.

The Society.

Berlin.

Kon. Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Abhandlungen aus dem Jahre 1873. 4to, Berlin, 1874.

Inhaltsverzeichniss der Abhandlungen aus den Jahren 1822-

72. 8vo, Berlin, 1873.

Monatsberichte fiir Januar bis August, 1874. 8vo, Berlin, 1874.

Verzeichniss der Bibliothek. 8vo, Berlin, 1874. The Academy.

Bologna.

Accademia delle Scienze dell' Istituto.

ITemorie. Serie iii., Tomo 2°, Pasc. 2-4
; Tomo 3°, Pasc. 1-2.

4to, Bologna, 1873.

Eendiconti delle Session! dell' Ac. 1873-4. 8vo, Bologna, 1874.

The Academy.

Bordeaux.

La Societe des Sciences.

Extrait des Proces Verbaux. 8vo, 1874. The Society.

Boston (Mass.).

American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Proceedings, Vol. YIII. 8vo, Boston, 1873.

Complete Works of Count Rumford, Yols. II. and III. 8vo,

Boston, 1873-4. The Academy.
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Titles. Donors.

Academies and Societies.—continued.

Boston—continued.

Board of Education.

36th & 37tli Annual Reports. 8vo, Boston, 1873-4. The Board.

Board of State Charities of Massachusetts.

9th & 10th Annual Eeports. 8yo, Boston, 1873-4. The Board.

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture.

19th, 20th, and 21st Annual Reports of the Secretary. 8yo,

1872-4. The Board.

Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Annual Reports of Trustees for 1873. 8ro, Boston, 1874.

Trustees of Museum.

Society of Natural History.

Memoirs, Vol. II., ISTos. 2-4 of Part II., and ]S"os. 1-2 of Part

III. 4to, Boston, 1874.

Proceedings, Vol. XV., Parts 1-4; Vol. XVI., Parts 1-2; Vol.

XIV., pp. 225-426. 8vo, Boston, 1872-4. The Society.

Brussels.

Academic Royale des Sciences, des Lettres, et des Beaux-Arts de

Belgique.

Memoires, Tome XL. 4to, 1873, Brassels.

Memoires Couronnes et Memoires des Savants Etrangers, Tome

XXXVII. 4to, 1873, Brussels.

Bulletin, 43"^ Aniiee, 2"^ Serie, Tome XXXVIL, I^os. 1-6;

Tome XXXVIIL, Nos. 1-8. 8vo, Brussels, 1874.

Annuaire pour 1874, 40™^ Annee. 8vo, Brussels, 1874.

Memoires Couronnes et autres Memoires. Collection in—8vo.

Tome XXIII., Brussels, 1873.

Observations des Phenomenes Periodiques pendant 1'Annee 1872.

4to, Brussels, 1874.

Congres International et Statistique. Sessions 1853-72. 4to,

Brussels, 1873.

Annales Meteorologiques de I'Observatoire Royal de Bruxelles

pour 1872. 4to, Brussels, 1874.

Notices extraites de 1'Annuaire de I'Observatoire de Bruxelles

pour 1874. 12mo, Brussels, 1874.
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Titles. Donors.

AcABEiiiEs AND SOCIETIES

—

Continued.

Brussels—continued.

Funerailles de Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Qaetelet, Secretaire

Perpetuel de I'Ac. E. de Belgique. 8to, 1874.

Biographie IJ^ationale, Tome IV., 2""^ Partie. Bvo, Brussels,

1874. The Academy.

Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Proceedings, iSTos. 9-10, 1873; IS^os. 1-7, 1874. 8vo, Calcutta,

1873-4.

Journal, Part I., Nos. 2-4. 8vo, Calcutta, 1873. The Society.

Cambridge (Mass.).

American Academy.

Memoirs, New Series, Yol. IX., Part 2. 4to, Camb., Mass.,

1873.

Proceedings, Yol. YIII., pp. 409-504. 8vo, Cambridge, Mass.,

1873. The Academy.

American Association.

Proceedings, 21st Meeting, held at Dubuque, Iowa, August,

1872. 8to, Camb., Mass., 1873. The Association.

Harvard University.

Catalogue of Officers and Students, 1872-3 and 1873-4. 8vo,

Cambridge, Mass., 1873-4.

Report of Committee of Board of Overseers for 1873.. 8vo,

Cambridge, Mass., 1874. The University.

Harvard College.

47th and 48th Aimual Pteports of the President, 1871-2, and

1872-3. Bvo, Cambridge, Mass., 1872-3.

Invitatio ad Solemnia Academica, A. D. Yll. K. Quinctiles. A.

CIoIoCCCLXXIII. 4to, Cambridge, Mass., 1873.

The CoUege.

Peabody Museum.

lst-7th Annual Reports of the Trustees. 8vo, Cambridge,

Mass., 1866-73. Trustees of Museum.

Copenhagen.

Det Kong. N'ordiske Oldskrift-Selskab.

Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndhed og Historie, Heft. 2-4, 1873.

8vo, Copenhagen, 1873. The Society.

K. I. A., MINUTES, SESSION 1874-I875. f
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Titles. Donors.

Academies and Sociexies—continued.

Copenhagen—contmued.

L'Academie Eoyale.

Memoires, Yol. IV., Xo. 10, Classe des Lettres. 4to, 1873.

Bulletin pour 1873, I^o. 2. 8yo, Copenliagen, 1873.

The Academy.
Dijon.

L'Academie des Sciences, Lettres, et Beaux- Arts.

Memoires, 3"^ Serie, Tome I. 8yo, Dijon, 1873, The Academy.

Dublin.

Eoyal Irish Academy.

Notices of Acad. Meeting and Council in November, 1806,

Dr. E. E. Madden.

Eoyal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland.

Annual Tolume for 1873 :

Christian Inscriptions in the Irish Language, Part lY. 4to,

Dublin, 1874,

Journal, 4th Series, Yol, II., Nos, 16-18. 8vo, Dublin,

1873-4. The Association.

Geological Survey of Ireland.

Explanatory Memoir to accompany Sheet 47 of the Maps. 8vo,

Dublin, 1874.

Maps 47, 76, 77, 80, 83, and 85.

Sections 21, 22, 23, 24.

Expl. Mem. to Sheets 76 and 77. 8vo, Dublin, 1874.

Director-General of Geological Survey, Dublin.

Edinburgh.

Eoyal Society,

Transactions, Yol, XXYII., Part 1. 4to, Edinburgh, 1874.

Proceedings, Yol, A^IL, No. 85, 1872-3. 8vo, Edinburgh,

1874. The Society.

Botanical Society.

Transactions and Proceedings, Yol. XI., Part 3. 8vo, Edin-

burgh, 1873. . The Society.

Hizeter.

Exeter Institution.

Catalogue of the Fauna of Devon, by Edward Parfitt. Zoo-

phites, 8vo, Exeter, 1866.



( xsxvii )

Titles. . Donors.

AcADEiriEs ANB SOCIETIES

—

Continued.

Exeter—conthmnd.

11 Pamphlets on Subjects in Xatural History, by Edward Par-

fitt. 8vo, Exeter and Loudon, 1874.

Catalogue of the Devon and Exeter Institution Library, -witbtbe

Rules. Svo, Exeter, 1873. The Exeter Institution.

Falmouth.

Royal Cornwall Polytecbnic Society.

Report XLI. 1870. The Society.

Gottingen.

Konigliche Gresellscliaft der Wissenschaften.

Abhandlungen. Bd. XVIII., 1873. 4to, Gottingen, 1873.

Is"acliricbten aus dem Jahre 1873. 12ino, Gottingen, 1873.

Tbe Society.

Haarlem.

Societe HoUandaise des Sciences.

Archives I^eerlandaises des Sciences Exactes et ]S"aturelles.^

Tome VIII., Livr. 3, 4. 8vo. 1872.

Natuurkundige Verhandelingen, 3"* Serie, Tome II., Part 1.

The Society,

Musee Teyler.

Archives, Vol. III., Ease. 3, 4. Svo, Haarlem, 1871.

The Museum,

Hague.

De Koninklijke Eibliotheek.

Verslag van de aanwinsten derzelve. Svo, ten's Gravenhaage,

1873. The Royal Library.

Heidelberg.

Xatur-historischen Medecin-Verein.

Verhandlungen. Xeue Eolge, 1'" Band., 1" Heft.

The Association,

Hermannstadt .

Das Siebenbiirgische Verein fiir Xaturwissenschaften.

Verhandlungen. Jahrg. XXIII.-XXIV. Svo, 1874.

The Association.
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Titles. Donora.

Academies and Societies—continued.

Hull.

Literary and Philosophical Society.

Annual Report of the Council and Transactions. 8vo, 1873-4.

The Society.

Innsbruck.

Das Naturwissenschaftlich-medezin-verein.

Berichte, lY" Jahrgang, P*' und 2'" Hefte. The Association.

Kazan.

University.

Izvestia i TJtchenia Zapiski. Tome XL., 1873, Nos. 4, 5, 6.

Tome XLL, Nos. 1-2. Bvo. The University.

Kiel.

The Observatory.

Astronomische Nachrichten. Bande LXXXI. und LXXXII.
4to, Kiel, 1873.

Bestimmung des Langenunterschiedes zwischen den Sternwar-

ten von Altona und Kiel, von Professor Dr. C. A. F, Peters,

4to, Kiel, 1873. The Observatory.

Ziausanne.

La Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles.

Bulletin, 2-= Serie, Vol. XII., No. 70. 8vo, Lausanne, 1874.

The Society.

Ziiverpool.

Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Transactions, Xew Series, Yol. XIII. , Session 1872-3. 8vo,

Liverpool, 1873.

Index to 1st and 2nd Series of Transactions. 8vo, Liverpool,

1874. The Society.

Xiondon.

British Association for the Advancement of Science.

Report of the Bradford Meeting. 8 vo, London, 1873.

The Association.

Cambrian Archaeological Association.

Arcbseologia Cambrensis, 4th Series, ISTos. 17-19, 1874.

The Association.



( xxxix )

Titles. Donors.

Academies and Societies—continued.

IiOndon

—

continued.

Chemical Society.

Proceedings. Sessions 1873-4, and Obituary. 8vo, London,

1874. • The Society.

Geologists' Association.

Proceedings, Yol. III., Nos. 6-9, 1874. 8vo, London.

The Association,

Linnean Society.

Transactions, Vols. XXVIIL, Part 4 ; XXIX., Parts 1 and 2
;

XXX., Part 1. 4to, London, 1873-4.

Journal, Yol. XII., Zoology.

„ „ XIY., Botany, No. 76. Svo, London, 1874.

Proceedings for 1873-4 and obituary notices. 8yo, London,

1874. The Society.

Institution of Civil Engineers.

Minutes of the Proceedings, Yol. XXYIL, Part 1; Yol,

XXYIIL, Part 2. Svo, London, 1873-4.

The Institution, London.
Mathematical Society.

Proceedings, Xos. 66-72. Svo, London, 1S73-4. The Society.

Metereological Society.

Quarterly Journal, Yol. II., Nos. 10, 11. 4to, 1874. Charter

and Bye-laws. Svo, 1874. London. The Society.

Numismatic Society.

Chronicle. YoL XIIL, New Series. Part 4, No. 52,1873;

Nos. 53, 54, bb. _8vo, London, 1873-4. The Society.

Eoyal Institution of Great Britain.

Proceedings, Yol. YIL, Parts 3, 4, Nos. 60-61. Svo, 1873-4.

The Institution.

Royal Geographical Society.

Proceedings, Yol. XYIIL, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5. Svo, London,

1874. The Society.

Royal Society.

Transactions, Yol. CLXIII. 4to, for 1873. London, 1874.

Report of Meteorological Committee for year ending 31st De-

cember, 1873.

Report on AVcather Telegraphy, and Storm "Warnings.
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Titles. Donors.

Academies and Societies—continued.

Iiondon— continued.

Eeport of Proceedings of the Vienna Meteorological Congress.

8vo, London, 1874. The Society.

Society of Antiquaries.

Archajologia, Yol. XLIIL, m. 2 ; Vol. XLIV., No. 1. 4to,

London, 1873-4.

Proceedings, Vol. V., JSTo. 8 ; Vol. VI., jSTos. 1-3. 8vo, London,

1874. The Society.

Surtees Society's Publications,

28 Vols. The Society.

Zoological Society.

Transactions, Vol, VIIL, Parts 7, 8, 9. 4to, 1873-4, London.

Proceedings, 1873, Parts 2, 3 ; 1874, Parts 1, 2. 8vo, Lon-

don, 1873-4. The Society.

Madison (Wis.).

Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters.

Transactions, 1870-2. 8to, Madison, 1872, The Academy.

State Agricultural Society.

Transactions, Vols. X., XL, 1871-3. 8vo, Madison, 1873-4.

The Society.

Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society.

Memoirs, Vol. IV,, 3rd Series, 8vo, Manchester, 1874.

Proceedings, Vols. VIIL, X., XIL, XIIL, No. 11 ; XIV,
Nos. 1-4. 8vo, Manchester, 1869-74. The Society.

Melbourne,

Royal Society of Victoria.

Transactions and Proceedings, Vol. X. 8vo, 1873-4.

Forest Maps of Victoria. Melbourne, 1873.

Montreal.

Geological Survey of Canada.

Report on Progress for 1872-3, 8vo.

Report on the Possil Plants of the Lower Carboniferous and

Millstone-grit formations of Canada. 8vo, 1873.

Palaeozoic Fossils, Vol. IL, Part 1. Montreal, 1873.

List of Publications. 8vo, 1874. The Canadian Government-
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)

Titles. Donors.

Academies A^^) Societies—continued.

Moscow.

Societe Iniperiale des Natiiralistes.

Bulletin pour Tannee, 1873, Nos. 3, 4
;
pour, 1874, No. 1.

The Society.

Munich.

Konigliche Bayerische Akaclemie der "Wissenscliafteii.

Sitzungsberichte, Mathematisch-PhysisclierL Classe, 1873, Hft.

2; 1874, Hft. 1. 8vo, 1873-4.

PhilosopHscli-Pliilologisclieii Classe, 1873, Hfte. 4, 5, 6 ; 1874,

Hft. 1. 8vo, 1873-4. Munich.

Catalogus Codicum Latinorum Bibliothecse Eegise Monacensis.

Tome 1, Part 3, Codices Nos. 5251-8100 complectentes.

Tome 2, Prs. 1, Codices JSTos. 8101-10,930 complectentes.

8vo, Monachii, 1 873-4. The Library.

Verzeichniss von 5563 Telescopischen Sternen, &c.

XII. Supplementband. 8yo, Munich, 1874. The Observatory.

Nancy.

Societe des Sciences (Ancienne Societe des Sciences j^aturelles de

Strasbourg).

Statuts. 8vo, IS'ancy, 1874. The Society.

ITewhaven (Conn.).

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Transactions, Yol. II., Part 2. 8vo, 1874. The Academy.

Oxford.

EadcKffe Observatory.

Observations, Yol. XXXI. 8vo, Oxford, 1874.

The Observatory,

Paris.

Academic des Sciences.

Comptes Rendues, Tome LXXYIII., les Nos. depuis le 5 Janv.

jusqu'au 26 Oct., 1874. 4to, Paris, 1874. The Academy.

BibKotheque jSTationale.

Catalogue des Manuscrits Syriaques et Sabeens (Manduites) de

la Bibliotheque ]Nationale. 4to, Paris, 1874. The Library.

Ministere des Travaux Publics,

Annales des mines. Tom. YL, 4"'° Livraison.

Minister of Public Works.
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Titles. Donors.

Academies X'nd Societies—continued.

Paris—continued.

Museum d'Histoire iS'aturelle.

j^ouYelles Archives, Tome YIII., Fasc. 1-4. Tome IX., Fasc.

1-4. The Museum.

Philadelphia.

Academy of ISTatural Sciences.

Proceedings, Parts 1-3 (1873). 8vo.

Journal, New Series, Vol. YIII., Part 1. 8vo. The Academy.

American Philosophical Society.

Transactions, Yol. XV., Part 1. 4to, Phil., 1873.

Proceedings, Yol, XIII., Nos. 90, 91. Svo, Phil., 1873.

The Society.

Pranklin Institute.

Journal, Yol. LXYIL, 3rd Series, March to August, 1874. 8to,

Philadelphia, 1874. The Institute.

Prague.

Die konigliche hohmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Abhandlungen der k. b. ges. in Prag vom Jahre, 1873, 6*'

Polge, 6" Band. 4to, Prague, 1874.

Sitzungsberichte, Jahrgange, 1872, Juli-December, und 1873.

8to, Prague, 1873.

Rome.

L'Accademia Peale dei Lincei.

Atti, Tomo XXYI., Sessione 2"" delli 5 Gennaio. The Academy.

Hotterdam.

La Societe Batave de Philosopbie Experimentale.

Programme, 1874. 8yo, Rotterdam, 1874. The Society.

San Fernando.

L'Observatorio de Marina.

Anales, Seccion 2*. Observaciones Meteorologicas, Ano, 1872,

4to, San Fernando, 1873. The Observatory.

San Francisco.

Californian Academy of Sciences.

Proceedings, Yol. Y., Parts 1, 2, 1873. Svo, San Francisco,

1873. The Academy.
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Titles. Donors.

Academ:ies ain'd Societies—continued,

Sfe. Petersburgh.

L'Academie Imperiale des Sciences.

Memoii^es, Tome XIX., Nos. 8, 9, 10 ; Tome XX., ms. 1-5.

4to. 1873-4.

Bulletin, Tome XYIII., [J^os. 4, 5; Tome XIX., Nos. 1, 2, 3.

4to. 1873-4. The Academy.

Commission Imperiale Ardieologique.

1. Compte Eendu pour les annees, 1870 et 1871. 4to. 1872.

2. Atlas pour le meme. Large 4to.

Metereological Department.

Metereologitcheskii Sbornik, Yol. III. 4to.

Das Physikalische Central Observatorium.

Annalen, Jahrgang, 1872. 4to, St. Petersbourg, 1873.

The Russian Goyernment.

Turin. •

Eeale Academia delle Scienze.

Memorie, Tomo XXYIL, Serie seconda. 4to, Torino, 1873.

Atti, Yol. IX. Diss. 1-5. 8vo, Torino, 1873. The Academy.

Eegio Osservatorio dell' Universita.

Bolletino Meteorologico ed Astronomico, Anno YIL, 1873.

Obi. 4to, Turin, 1873. The Turin Observatory.

Vienna.

Die kaiseiiiche Akademie der Wissenchaften.

Denkschriften der kais. Ak. Philosophisch-historische Classe,

XXII. und XXIY. Bande. 4to, Yienna, 1873.

Sitzungsberichte, Mathematisch-iN'atur. Classe, Yol. LXYII.,

Parts 4 and 5 ; Yol. LXYIIL, Parts 1, 2, and 3.

Archiv fiir Oesterreichische Geschichte 51" Band, P'^ Halfte

und 50'" Band, 2*^ Halfte. 8vo, 1873. The Academy.

Kaiserlich-Koniglichen Zoologico-Botanischen Gesellschaft.

Yerhandlungen, Band XXIII. Sto, Wein, 1873. The Society.

"Washington.

Chief Sig-nal OflS.ce of the United States.

Annual Eeport of Chief Signal Officer to the Secretary at ^^ar

for 1872. 8yo, Washington, 1873.

n. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1874-1S75. g
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Titles. Donors.

Academies \^d Societies—contimied.

Washington—continued.

Department of the Interior.

1. Bulletin of the TJ. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of

the Territories, !N"o. 1.

2. Synopsis of the Flora of Colorado, by T. C. Porter and J. M.

Conlter. 8to, Washington, 1873. TJ. S, Government,

TJnited States Geological Survey.

First, Second and Third Annual Eeports of the TJ. States Geol.

Survey of the Territories for years 1867-9. 8vo. "Wash-

ington, 1873.

Sixth Annual Report of TJ. S. Survey of Montana, Idaho,

Wyoming and Utah, 1872. 8vo, Washington, 1873.

Meteorological Observations for 1872 in Utah, Idaho, and Mon-

tana. 8vo, Washington, 1873.

State of elevation in that part of the United States west of the

Mississippi River. Svo, Washington, 1873.

The U. S, Geological Survey.

United States Naval Observatory.

Astronomical and Meteorological Observations for 1871. 4to,

1873,

Tables of Yenus. 4to, 1873. The Observatory.

Smithsonian Institution.

Eeports 187-2. Svo, 1873.

Miscellaneous Collections, Yol. X. Svo, Washington, 1873.

The Institution.

Zurich.

The University.

22 Pamphlets consisting of inaugural dissertations at the Uni-

versity. Svo, Zurich, 1874.

Rector Universitatis Litterarum Turicensis Commilitonibus cer-

tamina eruditionis propositis premiis in Anno 1873-4 indicit,

&c. 4to, 1874. The University.



( xlv

Authors.

Titles. Donors.

Alanus (Henricus). 1 . Observationes aliquot in C. Julii Csesaris utrius-

que belli commentarios.

2. Emendationes Livianee quartee. 8vo, Dublin, 1874.

The Author.

Bosgoed (D. Mulder). Bibliotheca Ichthyologica et Piscatoria. Ca-

talogus van boeken en geschriften over de natuurlijke geschie-

denis. 8vo, Haarlem,' 1873. The Author.

Brown (John Allan), F. R. S. Observations of Magnetic Declination,

made at Trevandrum and Agustia Malley. 4to, London, 1874.

His Highness the Maharajah of Trevancore.

Bugnion (E.) Eecherches sur les organes sensitifs qui se trouvent

dans repiderme du protee et de I'axolotl. 8vo, Lausanne, 1873.

Zurich University.

Burkhard (G.) Ueber die Transpiration reiner und mit verschiedener

Salzen versetzter zucherlosungen. 8vo, Berlin, 1873.

Zurich University.

Garlsen (E. F.) Minnesteckning ofver Erick Gustaf Geyer af F. F.

Carlsen. Stockholm University.

Carpenter (W. B.), M. D., LL. D., F.E. S. New Observations on

Eozoon Canadense, reprinted from the Annals and Magazine of

Natural History for June, 1874. 8vo. The Author.

Chantre (Ernest). 1. Projet d'une legende Internationale pour les

cartes archeologiques prehistoriques.

2. Les faunes mammalogiques tertiaire et quaternaire du bassin

du Ehone. 8vo, Lyons, 1874. The Author.

ChappeU (W.), F. S. A. The History of Music (Art and Science).

Vol. I. 4to, London, 1874. The Author.

Christy (Henry), Esq. Eeliquioe Aquitanicse, Part XV.
Executors of H. Christy, Esq.

Crosby (Allan James), M. A. Calendar of State Papers, Foreign

Series. Elizabeth, 1569-71. 8vo, London, 1874.

Master of the Eolls, England.

Darbishire (E. D.), Esq., B. A. l^otes on Discoveries in Ehenside

Tarn, Cumberland. 8vo. The Author.

Ellis (Alexander), F. E. S. Algebra identified with Geometry. 8vo,

London, 1874. The Author.
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Titles. Donors.

Ferro (Giovanni). Teatro d'Imprese di G. Ferro dedicate all' Illus-

tr™°, e Eeverend"°. CAi'dinal Earberino. Folio.

John Jones, Esq.

Flora Batava. Afleveringen 223-6 en Eegister. 4to, Leyden,

1873-4. Dutch Government.

Frdhlich (Fr.) Das Eellum Africanum sprachlich und historisch

behandelt. 8vo, Brugg, 1873. University of Zurich

.

Fronheiser (J. J.) ^thyliden Chloriir und Eethyliden-bromtir. 8vo,

Giessen,1873. University of Zurich

.

Fructuoso (Dr. Gaspar). As Saudades da Terra. Tom. I., II., MSS. 4to,

Idem, printed. Edited by Dr. Alvaro Eodriguez de Azevedo.

4to, Lisbon, 1873.

Lord Dunally and the Hon. O'Callaghan Pretty.

Ca-eyer (Erick Gustaf). Minnesteckning cifver E. G. Geyer af F. F. Carl-

sen. 8vo, Stockholm, 1873. The Author.

Grattan (Eichard), M. D. 1. Yos Hibernise. 2. The Eight to Think.

3. On the Human Mind. 4. The Grattan Constitution. 5. On

Eepeal of the Union. 8vo, Dublin, 1865-73. The Author.

Crrosart (Eev. A. B.) George "W. Childs, M. A. A memorial sketch

and an example. 8vo, London, 1874. The Author.

Hardy (Sir Thomas DufFus). Eegistrum Palatinum Dunelmense. 8vo,

London, 18 74. Master of the EoUs, England.

HofPmann (W.). Ueber die Urheberrecht an Briefen. 8vo, St. Gall,

1873. Zurich University.

Hull (Edward), M. A. Rotes on the Hcematites of the Counties of

Cavan and Longford. 8vo.

The Volcanic History of Ireland. 8vo, 1874. The Author.

Hume (A.), D. C. L. Origin and characteristics of the people ofDown
and Antrim. 8vo, Liverpool, 1874. The Author.

Joly (Auguste le). De la Eeduction des Flores locales. 8vo, Cher-

bourg, 1873. The Author.

Joly (M. N.). 1. IS'otices sur les Travaux Scientiflques.

2. Etudes sur an poisson chinois.

3. Documents noiiveaux sur le Pygophage de Mazires et sur Millie

Christine. 8vo, 1874. The Author.

Klein (E.), M.D. Anatomy of the Lymphatic System. 4to, London.

1873. Eoyal Society.
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Titles. Donors.

Kuhn (A.). Ueber Entwickelungostufen der Mythen-bildung. 8ro,

Eerlin, 1874. The Author.

Leidy (Joseph). Contributions to the extinct vertebrate Pauna of the

Western Territories. 4to, Washington, 1873,

The Geological Survey Office, U. S. A.

Ziloyd (Humphrey), D. D. Treatise onllagnetism. 8vo, London, 1S74.

The Author.'

Madden (Dr. Thomas More), M.E. C. S.E. On Puerperal Convul-

sions. 8vo, Dublin, 1874. The Author.

MaiUy (Ed.). De I'Astronomie dans I'Academie Royale de Belgique.

Eapportseculaire (1772-1872). Bvo, Brussels, 1872. The Author.

Merrill (N. Ered.). Monograph upon Granadine and its derivatives.

8vo. The Author.

Moran (Et. Eev. Dr.). Monasticon Hibemicum, Part YlII. 4to, Dub-

lin, 1874. The Publisher.

Mueller (Baron Eerd. Von). ISTew Vegetable fossils of Victoria.

Eolio, Melbourne, 1873. The Author.

Nares (Capt. G. S.), E. K Eeport on board H. M. S. " Challenger,"

1873. 4to, London, 1873.

-^— Hydrographic proceedings on board of, dated Melbourne, 24th

March, 1874. 4to, London, 1874. The Admiralty.

Nicati ("William). La Paralysie du K"erf sympathique cervical. 8vo,

Lausanne, 1873. Zurich University.

Nigra (C). Eonetica del dialetto di Val-Soana. 8vo, Eome, Turin,

and Elorence, 1874. The Author.

Oliver (Lieut. S. P.), E. A. 1. On Prehistoric Eemains in Brittany.

2. Eeport on the present state and condition of prehistoric re-

mains in the Channel Islands.

——. 3. Dolmen mounds and amorpholitic monuments of Brittany.

Bvo, London, 1870-2. The Author.

Parfitt (Edward). Catalogue of the Eauna of Devon. Zoophites.

8vo, 1866.

11 Pamphlets on Subjects in IS'atural History. 8vo, 1866-73.

The Author.

Prendergast (John P.), and Dr. Hussell. Calendar of State Papers

relating to Ireland. James I., 1606-1608. 8vo, London, 1874.

The Master of the Polls.
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Titles. .

Donors.

Royal Commission on Historical MSS. 4tli Report, Parts 1-2, being

Report and Index. Folio,"London, 1874.

The Earl of Enniakillen.

RusseU (Rev. C. ^Y.), D. D. See Prendergast.

Salmon (Rev. Dr. G.). Analytic Geometry of three dimensions, 3rd

Ed. 8vo, Dublin, 1874. The Author.

Scott. (R. H.). Meteorological Office. Quarterly ^Weather Report,

Parts 4, 1871, and 3, 1873.

Meteorological Office. Quarterly "Weather Report, Parts 1 and

2, 1873. The Office.

Settunanni (Capt. C). Supplement a la Nouvelle Theorie des prin-

cipaux elements de la lune et du soleil. 4to, Florence, 1871.

The Author.

Shirley (Evelyn Philip). Stemmata Shirleiana : or. Annals of the

Shirley Family. 4to, London, 1873. The Author.

Smiddy. (Rev. Richard). Essay on the Druids, ancient churches and

round towers of Ireland. 8vo, Dublin, 1871. The Author.

Stanley (Hon. "W.Owen), M. P., E. S. A. Memoir on remains of

ancient dwellings in Holyhead Island. 8vo, London, 1871.

Earl of Enniskillen.

Statistical Tables of the Dublin Metropolitan Police for 1873. Polio,

London, 1874. Colonel Lake.

Stokes ("Whitley). Some remarks on the Celtic additions to Curtius's

Greek Etymology. 8vo, Calcutta, 1874, The Author.

Stubbs ("William), M. A. Memorials of St. Dunstan. 8vo, London,

1874. The Master of the Rolls, England.

Thompson (Edward Maunde). Chronicon Angliae, ab A. D. 1328, ad

A. D. 1388. 8vo, London, 1874.

The Master of the RoUs, England.

Tommasi (Dr. D.), P. C. S. On a new method of preparing Toluene,

Svo, 1874.

Action of Benzyl Chloride on Laurel Camphor. 8vo,5l874.

The Author.

TyrreU (Lieut.-Col. P.). The Future of India. Svo, London, 1874.

The Author.
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Monday, JANrARY 11, 1875.

Wn-irAM Stokes, M. D., F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and signed.

Eobert Atkinson, LL. D., Professor of the Romance Languages, in

the University of Dublin; "W. J. Fitzpatrick, LL. D.; Edward Hamil-

ton, M.D., Yice-President, Eoyal College of Surgeons, Ireland; Arthur

HiU, C. E. ; J. J. Mac Carthy, M. P. ; John J. O'Callaghan, Esq.

;

G. H. Porter, M. D., Surgeon in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland

;

and J. Emerson Eeynolds, M. D., Professor of Chemistry, Eoyal

College of Surgeons, Ireland, were balloted for and declared duly

elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary laid on the table the " Minutes of the Proceedings

of the Academy" for December, 1874 ; and the " Proceedings of the

Academy" Second Series, Vol. II., Part 1 (Science), January, 1875.

The Secretary read a Paper, by J. Ehys, Esq., of Ehyl, " On

Ogham Inscriptions."

[This Paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. I., Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

Edmund "W. Davy, A.M., M. D., read a paper "On some newly

observed Properties possessed by certain Salts of Fulminic Acid."

"Whilst making some experiments on the Fulminate of Mercury, the

Author observed, that when that salt and the Ferrocyanide of Potas-

sium, both in aqueous solution, are gently heated together, the mixture

at first acquires a faint reddish yellow tint, which quickly passes into a

deep port wine colour, without the separation apparently, at least at first,

of any gas or solid matter. The development of this coloration, under

the circumstances stated, being considered very singular, and hitherto

unnoticed, led him to study the matter more closely to detexnuine the

nature of this coloured compound, and of the changes taking place in

its formation.

He soon ascertained that this substance was of a very unstable

character, and that it presented great difficulties in the way of its

separation from the matters with which it was associated, as procured

in the reaction referred to ; and, not being able to obtain it in a pure

or suitable state to submit it to actual analysis, he was for a consider-

able time unable to get any clue as to its real nature, further than that

it was some organic compound of iron in which oyanogon or its

R. I. A., IIINTTES, SESSION 1874-75. )l
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elements were constituents. At last it occurred to him that the

coloration obseiTeci might be in some measure connected with the

foiTQation of the Pulminate of Iron, and on making some of that salt

and comparing its reactions with those of the compound referred to,

many points of agreement between them were at once perceptible.

That Fulminate, which is easily obtained by the action of iron filings on

the Fulminate of Mercury suspended in water, as shown by its dis-

coverer the late Professor Davy, developes, when treated with diluted

acids, a fine red colour ; and the author has fiu'ther observed that the

salt which remains after the action of caustic alkalies on that Fulmi-

nate, and the separation of the resulting oxide, gives rise to the same

coloration on the addition of diluted acids ; and that the red-coloured

matter so produced resembles in all its properties that developed in

the more complex reaction of the Fulminate of mercury on the

Ferrocyanide of Potassium already noticed. The author further stated

that (as far as he was aware) no explanation had yet been, given for

the development of the red coloui' on treating the Fulminate of Iron

with diluted acids ; and the one he would suggest was capable of

accounting for its production, not only in that case, but also in the

new reactions he had himself observed.

Fulminic Acid, the empirical formula of which was !!<,__, CiN^ Oz, is

generally regarded as a bibasic acid which is capable of forming two

classes of salts, viz., the neutral and the acid salts, according as the

hydi'ogen of the acid is either in whole or in part replaced by m^etals
;

and he conceived that the red-coloured compound which was de-

veloped from the neutral Fulmiaate of Iron by the action of acids,

was an acid Fulminate of that metal—a hitherto undescribed salt, the

formation of which was expltuneci by the following reaction :

2 Fe, CJs\Oo, +ir,SO, = FeH. {C,N^O^y + Fe SO,.

Again, when the neutral Fulminate of Iron was acted on by a dilute

solution of an alkali, such as Potash, a double neutral Fulminate of

Iron and Potassium—another undescribed salt—was formed, as shown

in the following equation :

2Fe a.N'^O^ + 2 KHO = FeK,{ C\N^O.)' + Fe + S.O;

and this double fulminate developes the red acid fulminate on beiug

heated with acids, as the following formulse indicate :

FeK, {cumo.y + ^2'S'o, = Fern {aK,o,y + ir.so.
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The author then stated the grounds for his coming to the conclusion

that when the Fulminate of Mercury and the Perrocyanide of Potas-

sium react on each other, that there is at first formed, amongst other

products, the double neutral Fulminates of Iron and Potassium by the

following reaction

:

iSg CiN^O^ + K^Fe {Cy\ = TeKo {a,No0.y^ + 2 ECy^ + 2 KCy,

and that this double neutral salt subsequently, either by the action of

acids, heat, or other agencies, passes into the acid Fulminate of Iron,

thus developing the red coloration observed.

After referriag to the instability and other characteristic properties

of this salt of Iron, the author stated that it was likewise developed

by the action of the Ferricyanide of Potassium (Ped Prussiate of

Potash) on the Fulminate of Mercury, and that it and the Ferricyanide

of Potassium, even at the ordinary temperature, gave rise to, but more

slowly, the formation of the red acid salt ; and lastly he stated that

the same compound was formed where the Fulminate of Silver had

been used instead of the mercurial salt, and that it was probable that

some of the other Fulminates would act in a similar manner.

[This paper will be published in extenso.~\

Dr. Doberck, Astronomer at Col. Cooper's Observatoiy, Markree,

County SHgo, read a Paper " On the Fu'st Comet, in 1845."

[This memoir will appear as Part 12 of the Transactions of the

Academy.]

Bessel has remarked that the astronomers of a certain age will only

have completed their work when all the observations of the heavenly

bodies which have been previously recorded have been as nearly as

possible represented by calculation. It is quite in conformity with

this remark that Professor Bruhns of Leipzig, has (in the Journal of

the Astronomical Association of Germany) called the attention of

astronomers to a number of comets whose orbits could be more

accurately ascertained when all available observations were taken into

account. The present Paper contains the definitive elements of

Comet I 1845, being the fifth of the comets determined by the author.

As far as possible, the whole number of about 250 observations

has been compared with a system of elements derived from the com-

parison of all the hitherto published orbits. By this comparison aU

the smaller corrections were applied, including the perturbations

caused by Jupiter and the Earth, the action of the other planets-
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being insensible. Hansen-Olufsen's solar tables •were employed,

Stinive's constant of aberration, the solar parallax was assumed to be

8", 9, and new comparison stars were introduced whenever it appeared

necessary. By comparison with the observations the following normal

deviations - C were obtained :

—

M. Berl. T.

I. 1845,- Jan. 11-5

II. „ „ 24-0

III. „ Febr. I'O

IV. „ „ 24-5

V. „ March T'O

Aa
- 28"-81 + l"-80

- 43- 32 + 3- 07

- 73- 78 + 2- 22

+ 29- 37 ± 4- 30

+ 20- 16 + 3- 13

AS

- 5''-I0 + l"-75

- lo- 44 f 2- 46

- 50- 46+ 1- 94

- 75- 03 + 4- 12

- 44- 55 + 3- 47

By the solution of the corresponding ten differential equations,

according to the method of least squares, the elements were determined

as follows :

—

Hyperbola.

1845, Jan. 8, 198558 + 0.001 693

336H4'25-"92 + 0"-88

46 51 0-76 + 8-81

91 19 55-95 +5-88

9-956 7491 + 0-000 0055

e 1-000 2467 ± 0-000 1047

Motion Direct.

And the residual errors - C were :

—

Parabola.

T 1845, Jan. 8, 193983 m. Berl. T.

Q 366»44'27"-62 \

• 46 50 40-22 | M. Eq. 1845-0

K 9119 40-55 ;

log q 9-956 7346

Parabola. Hyperbola.

Weight. A a C03 5 A 5 A a cos 5 A5

I. 6 + l"-64 + r'-28 + 0"-00 + l"-05

II. 3 + 0- 42 -0- 45 + 2- 20 + 0- 57

III. 5 - 0- 63 - 2- 75 -0- 18 - 1- 94

IV. 1 - 4- 69 + 0- 06 -4- 06 -0- 79

V. 2 -1-32 + 2- 47 + 0- 08 + 1- 96
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The follo-\ying Donation to the Museum -was acknowledged, and

thanks ordered to be sent to the Donor :

—

Penannular object of twisted gold, African : weight, 5 dwts. 10 grs

Presented by ITr. Myers, Birmingham.

Also on Deposit, a two-handled Chalice of Silver, with Gold,

Bronze, and Enamel Ornamentations, 7 inches in height and 9^ inches

in diameter. Cup of White Metal, and four massive Brooches of

Silver, gilt—all found in September, 1868, in the Fort of Eeerasta,

near the village of Ardagh, county Limerick, and deposited on the

part of H. M. Government by Mr. W. L. Joynt, Crown Solicitor to

the Treasury.

[Per an account of these remarkable Treasures see a Paper by the

late Earl of Dunravenin the Transactions of the Academy, Yol. XXIY.,

PoKte Literature and Antiquities: "On an Ancient Chalice and

Brooches lately found at Ardagh, in the County of Limerick."]

The Purchases made for the Museum since last meeting of Academy,

14th December, 1874, are as follows:

—

Eleven Silver Pennies of Edward, viz., six Irish ; two Episcopal
;

one (Eorgery of the period) ; one Sterling ; one do. (John of Luxem-

burg) ; and one of Alexander of Scotland—all found in the ruins of

Knockane Castle, county Mayo.

Celt of Basalt, 10^ inches in length—found in a garden at Harold's-

cross, county Dublin, in August, 1874.

Silver Bank of Ireland Token—Tenpence—date 1813. Shilling of

James I.

The Academy then adjourned.
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Monday, Januaut 25, 1875.

"William Stokes, M. D., Y. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The Eev. Edward M'Clure read a paper ''On Irish Popular

Names."

[This Paper will appear in the ''Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. I., Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., V. P., read a paper " On a Ogham In-

scription at MuUagh, Co. Cavan," also " Notices of the Monataggart

Ogham Texts" from the Bishop of Limerick, Whitley Stokes, LL. D.,

and Eev. E. D. Haigh.

[This Paper wiU appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. I., Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

Eev. Dr. Eeeves, V. P., read a Paper "On the MS. in Marsh's

Library called the Codex Kilkemiensis."

[This Paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol, I., Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

Mr, H. "W. Mackintosh read a paper " On the structure of the

Spines in the Diadematidse."

The examination extended over the five genera contained in the

family, and eight out of the twelve species. About 150 sections

were examined, taken from twenty specimens. Eesults seemed to be

that there was a perfectly distinct type for each genus, and that the

species were more or less discriminable fi'om each other by minor va-

riations in structure. There was, as a rule, very little difference in

structure in sections taken from different pai'ts of the same spine.

Some remarkable alterations caused by fractures and subsequent re-

pairs of the spines had also occurred and were carefully described.

[This Paper will appear as Part 15, Vol, XXV., of the " Transac-

tions" of the Academy, with three Plates.]

Dr. A. Macalister read a Paper " On a few points in the Cranial

Osteology of Bradypus gula/risP

[This Paper will appear, with an Illustration, in the '

' Proceed-

ings," Second Series, Vol. II., Part 2, Science.]

Dr. A. Macalister read a Paper " On the anatomy of Insectivorous

Edentates, Part 1."

The author, in this part of his memoir, gave an account of the

myology of the group, represented by the genera Manis and Myrmeco-
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phaga. He had made complete dissections of Mams' multisGutata,

Myrmecophaga jubata, and of Cyclothurus didactylus, and partial ones

of Tamandua hivittata, PhoUdotus Indicus, and Cy. fulvus, and had

incorporated the researches of Cuvier, Eapp, Meckel, Owen, Humphry,

and Galton. Thus his materials included five out of the seven sub-

genera and seven species of the family. "With the assistance of the

grant voted to him by the Academy out of the Parliamentary grant in

aid of Scientific Researches, he had been enabled to purchase several

fine specimens of these Edentates.

[This Paper will appear as Part 14, Vol. XXY. of the " Trans-

actions " of the Academy, with two Plates.]

Febktjaet 8, 1875.

WrLLiAM Stokes, M. D., F. R. S., President, in the Chair.

TheEarlofRosse, F. R. S., signed the Roll, andwas admitted aMember.

The Secretary, for Dr. Doberck, read a paper '' On /a^ Bootis con-

sidered as a Revolving Double-star."

[This paper will appear as Part 13, Vol. XXV., Science, of the

Transactions.]

The Secretary, for J. G. Baker, P. L. S., read a " List of the

Myrtles of the Seychelles, with a description of two new species,

Eugenia {Syzygium) Wrightii and E. Sechellarum.''^

[This Paper wUl appear with illustrations in the Proceedings,

Second Series, Vol. II., Science, Part 2.]

The Secretary, for G. H. Kiaahan, M. R. I. A., read Report No. 3,

" On the Microscopical Structure of Ingenite Rocks."

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, Second Series, Vol. II.,

Science, Part 2.]

The Secretary, read a paper by M. Donovan, Esq., '' On some

further improvements of the comparable self-acting registering

Hygrometer."

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, Second Series, Vol. II.,

Science, Part 2.]

The Treasurer exhibited avolume containing a collection of Drawings.

The Drawings in this volume were all by Miss Carruthers, daughter

of the late Mr. James Carruthers, of Glenravel, Belfast, a well-known

collector of Ii-ish Antiquities.
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The Drawings relate to almost every class of Irish Antiquities, and

an index is given at the end of the volume.

The majority of them are copies of copper and wood engi'aA*ings in

printed books, but a large portion consists of originals, chiefly coloured

representations of objects fi"om 'Mx. Carruthers' collection, executed

with great beauty and precision.

This collection being now scattered, these Drawings are the more

interesting.

The volume was shown at the Exhibition of Irish Antiquities,

brought together in the Music Hall, BeKast, during the British Asso-

ciation lleeting, by the Xatui-alists' Field Club ; and Dr. James Moore,

M. E. I. A., was kindly instrumental in procuring Miss Carruthers'

obliging permission to send the volume for Exhibition to the

Academy.

On the recommendation of the CouncU, the Academy voted the

following sums out of their Parliamentary grant in aid of Scientific

llesearches :

—

E. T. Hardman, £25, for " Chemico-Greological Researches."

George Porte, M. E. I. A., £25, for ''Micro-Photographic Ex-

periments."

H. W. Mackintosh, B.A., £30, for "Eesearches as to the Struc-

ture of the Echinoidea."

The Secretary laid on the table the following Parts of Yol. XXY.
of the " Transactions" :

—

" Eesearches in Chemical Optics." Ey the Eev. J. H. Jellett,

B. D., Senior Eellow, Trinity CoUege, Dublin.

"Eeport on the Strength of Single-riveted Lap Joints." By Bin-

don B. Stoney, M. A., M.E.I. A., Mcmb. Inst. C. E. (With Tables

and Plate XXY.)
The Academy then adjourned.

Eebeu-oit 22, 1875.

The Yeiy Eev. Dean Eeeves, D. D., Yice-Presidcnt, ia the Chau-.

C. O'Callaghan, C.E., signed the EoU, and was admitted a

Member.

W. Archer, M.E.I.A., read a Paper " On Chlami/domyxa lahyrinthu-

loides (n. gen. et sp.), a new Sarcodic Ercshwatcr Organism."

. This novel sarcodic organism from the fresh water, presented a
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very considerable resemblance to those two congeneric maiine forms

regarded as the type of a new family instituted by Cienkowski, and

named by him Labyrinthulea. In Schultze's " Aix-hiv fiir Mikr.

Anatomic," in a memoir entitled " TJeber den Ban und die Entwicke-

Inng der Labyiinthtdeen" (see also Quart. Jonrn. Micr. Sci., Tol. yii.,

p. 277), that author gives an account of the new organisms so named,

found by him amongst algae on piles in the harboiu' of Odessa. These,

as stated by him, are characterised by being composed of three ele-

ments or constituents, the central mass, the sjjindles, and We filamentary

trades (" !Fadenbahn," Cienk.) In the organism now broiight forward

we have all these elements, that is to say, the central sarcodic '

' body-

mass," the '' spindles," and the "filamentary tracks." In all, the

filamentary tracks are minute, exti'emely slender hyaline threads,

emanating from the central mass, stretching far and wide into the

surroimding water, and forming an irregularly connected, much rami-

fied, arborescent framework, along which the spindle-shaped bodies

travel slowly in gi'eat numbers, away from the central ''headquarters."

But the main distinction (apart of course fi'om minor differences of

colour and the like) between the '' spindles" in Cienkowski's forms

and the present is, that in the latter they are not nucleated, whilst in

the former they are. Another distinction is, that in the present

organism the aggregate body-mass presents a remarkable tendency to

become repeatedly encysted or coated with a thick hyaline multi-

laminated coveiing, the densely arborescent body-mass being only now

and again protruded through a tom-Kke opening in the covering ; this

coveiing gives the cellulose reaction on the application of iodine and

sulphtiric acid. Another important distinction lies in the fact that the

body-mass possesses, immersed in its substance, numerous irregTdarly

figured deep crimson-coloured pigment-gi-anules, giving to the

organism, viewed under moderate powers, a decidedly red colour. A
further difference of importance in the present form is its " parasitic"

habit, or, at least, the fact that in a younger state of existence it in-

habits the cells of acj[uatic plants, such as Sphagnum, the immersed

leaves of Eriophorum, Sedges, &c., or (in Connemara) the tissues of

Eriocaulon ; from these hosts it protrudes by and by, becomes re-

encysted, and at last removed. A minor distinction occiu's in the fact

that the spindles here are of a bluish hue, not as in Cienkowski's

forms, either orange-coloured or colourless.

The curious organism is manifestly one of which at present no

K. I. A., MINt'TES, SESSION" 1874-75. i
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record exists ; its true nature is somewhat problematic, its 'fades'' is

that of a " Labyrinthulean," but the non-nucleated spindles are

seemingly a bar to its admission as yet to a place in that group ; it

does not resemble any of Hackel's Monera, it has no seeming

immediate affinity to Rhizopoda, and, so far as we can see, must con-

tinue for the present an isolated problematic production which the

Author would meantime suggest should remain in abeyance, standing

under the designation Clilmmjdomyxa labyrintlmloides.

[This Paper will appear in the Proceedings, Second Series, Vol. II.,

Part 2, Science, with coloured illustrations.]

E. T. Hardman, P.C.S., &c., read a paper " On two new deposits of

Human and other Bones discovered in the Cave of Dunmore, County

Kilkenny."

The author having referred to the descriptions by previous writers,

of this cave, who all agreed that there was but one locality in which

bones were to be got, noticed more particularly that of Dr. A. "Wynne

Foot, who had described and named a quantity of human bones which

he had obtained from one part of the cave. Lately the author had

visited the cave, and found at quite the opposite extremity—near the

" Market Cross"—some 600 feet distant, two places in which bones

occuiTed abundantly, not only human, but also those of sheep or

goat, pig, and ox. All these, as well as those described by

Dr. Poot, are found lying in or at the base of stratified beds

of sand and clay (covered with stalagmite), which have been

introduced by old openings or fissures leading either into old

chambers, or to the siu-face ; the bones having been swept into their

present position by a stream of water. Tiiis would be quite in accor-

dance with Lyell's doctrine, as to the presence of bones in the caves of

Liege and elsewhere. The author controverted the idea that the bones

could be those of natives massacred by the Danes, and considered that

they might be pre-historic. IS'o flint implements had yet been found,

but they had not been especially searched for, and might escape casual

observation. The author hoped to be able to continue his explora-

tions during the summer.

A collection of bones fi'om the old and new localities was exhi-

bited.

[This Paper wiU appear in the Proceedings, Second Series, Vol.

II., Science, Part 2., with an illustration.]

The Academy then adjourned.
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TuESDAT, Mauch 16, 1875.

(Stated Meeting.)

"WrLLiAir Stokes, M.D., F.R. S., President, in the Chair.

The names recommended by the Council to fill the vacancies in the

List of Honorary llembers was read, and the Ballot for Honorary

Members and for President and Council was declared open.

The Secretary of the Council read the following

Eepoet of the Cou^'Cil fok the Tear 1874-75.

SufCE the date of the last Eeport of the Council, the following Papers

have been published in the Transactions:

—

In the Department of Science, forming portions of Volume xxv. :

—

Part 6. Screw Co-ordinates and their Application to Problems in

the Dynamics of a Rigid Body ; by E. Stawell Ball, LL. D., F. R. S.

Part 7. On Accessoiy Lobes of the Human Lung ; by Edward TV.

Collins, M. D.

Part 8. On certaia Symmetric Functions of the Roots of an

Algebraic Equation ; by John C. Malet, A. M.

Part 9. Experiments on the Movements of Water in Plants,.

Part 1 ; by W. Ramsay M'ls^ab, M. D.

Part 10. Researches in Chemical Optics ; by the Rev. J. H.

JeUett, B.D.

Part 1 1 . Report on the Strength of single-riveted Lap Joints ; by

Biadon B. Stoney, A. M.

And the following are in the press:

—

Parts 12 and 13. On the Fii'st Comet in 1845 ; and On the Binary

Star fj} Bootis ; by Dr. Doberck.

Part 14. On the Anatomy of Insectivorous Edentates ; by A.

Macalister, M. B.

Part 15. On the Fern Flora of the Seychelles ; by J. Gr. Baker,

F. L. S. ; with Notes on some of the Species, by E. P. "Wright, M. D.

Part 16. On the Sti-ucture of the Spines of the Diadcmutida- ; by

H. W. Mackintosh, A. B.
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In the cfepartnient of Polite Literature and Antifj^iiities, there is in

the press :

—

On the Felire of (Engus ; by 'Whitley Stokes, LL. D.

Parts 9 and 10 of Yoliime I. and Part 1 of Volume II., Science, of

the Second Series of the Proceedings have appeared within the year.

Part 11 ofA^olume I., Second Series of the Proceedings, Polite Literature

and Antiquities, is in the press ; and Part 2 of Volume II., Second

Series, Science, will be published early in April, and will contain all

the Science Papers read before the Academy to the present date, with

the exception of such as may have appeared in the Transactions.

Papers have been read before the Academy :

—

In the department of Science :—by Alexander Macalister, M. B.

;

Mr. M. Donovan; John Casey, LL. D. ; E. W. Collins, M. D. ; J. C.

Malet, A. M. ; E. Perceval Wright, M. D. ; J\Ir. Charies E. Burton

;

Bindon B. Stoney, A. M ; Charles E. C. Tichborne, Ph. D. ; Edmund

W. Davy, M. D. ; Mr. W. Aixher ; Dr. Doberck ; H. W. Mackintosh,

A. B.; Mr. J. E. Young; Mr. G. E. Deeper; Mr. G. H. Kinahan;

Mr. E. T. Hardman ; and Mr. J. G. Baker.

In the department of Polite Literature and Antiquities :—by the

President (Dr. Stokes) ; Eev. J. O'Hanlon ; Samuel Ferguson, LL. D.

;

Very Eev. W. Eeeves, D. D. ; J. E. Garstin, A. M ; Mr. E. E. Brash;

Mr. John Ehys ; and Eev. Edmund MacClure, A. M.

Considerable improvements have been carried out in the Museum

within the year. Dpright glazed mahogany cases have been placed in

the windows of the Strong Eoom, and in the front windows of the

Long Eoom, and the window recesses of the former apartment have

been provided with coiling iron shutters.

The transfer and arrangement of the Petiie Collection of Antiqui-

ties have been completed, and a descriptive Catalogue, indicating the

place of deposit of each object, has been prepared by the Cm-ator.

All objects acquired fi'om the Curator's appointment in April,

1 872, to the present month have been entered in a general Eegister,

in accordance with the instructions of the Museum Committee. A
record in the same volume of the objects not included in the printed

Catalogue, or acquired since its publication, is in process of execution

under the superintendence of the Curator, and is now approaching

completion.
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We mentioned in oiu- last Eeport that we liacl, witliin the year

then closing, once more acldi'essecl a communication to the Irish

Government, rugging in the strongest manner the impoi'tance of acquiring

the Ardagh Cup and Brooches for oru" collection, and we stated that

we had reason to hope that oui* continued efforts in this matter would

in. the end be crowned with success. The members of the Academy

are doubtless aware that those valuable objects have, within the past

Session, been deposited^-'—we trust permanently—in the Academy's

Museum. The ancient shrine known as the Fiacal PhadiTiig has also

been deposited on loan in the Museum by oiu' President. Grold and

silver fibulae, and various anticjue objects in bronze, stone, and other

materials, have been obtained by presentation or by purchase, chiefly

under the Treasure-Trove Eegulations. The particulars of the several

objects have been recorded in the published Minutes of the Proceedings.

The Council have been cUligent in their' endeavour-s to extend

the facilities for piu'poses of exhibition afforded by the Academy

House. They have succeeded in obtaining an adchtional window

and a fireplace in the greater crypt which serves as a Lapidary

Museum ; and in the ciypt under the Peading-room they have

caused the printed stock of the Academy's Transactions, &c., to

be arranged at one side, so as to leave fiu'ther space for Museum pur-

poses. But these apartments, and others in the basement which they

would desire to connect with them, remain practically inaccessible,

from the want of a proper approach. Pespecting the necessity of this

they have made representations in the proper quarter ; but as yet, they

regi'et to say, without success.

The Commissioners of Public "Works have conferred a very accep-

table boon on the Academy, by constructing open fireplaces in the

Library and E,eading-room. All who remember the defects in heating

and ventilation, so much complained of in former years, will appreciate

this marked addition to the comfort and cheerfulness of our apai-tments.

The exterior of the Academy House has been painted, also the

front and back halls ; and a new entrance porch has been constructed.

A considerable number of donations have been made to the Library

duiing the year, in addition to the Transactions and Proceedings of

British and Foreign Societies, obtained by exchanges. In paiiicular

* ndc Minute.', "nt'", p. liii.
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we liave to acknowledge a collection of transcripts from Irish MSS.,

presented by the Ven. Archdeacon Kyle.

The work of transcribing and lithographing Ancient Irish Texts

continues to be carried on under the supervision of our Librarian, Mr.

Gilbert. The second and concluding Part of the Academy's edition of

'"' Leabhar Breac " will be published as soon as the Introduction and

Table of Contents have been completed. A facsimile transcript of the

"Book of Leinster" has been executed, as far as page 100, by Mr.

O'Longan, assisted in the collation by Professor O'Looney ; and seventy-

six pages have been finally piinted off. The original, from which this

copy has been taken, is the propei-ty of Tiinity College, DubHn, and it is

right to add that that body has not only offered the utmost facilities

for the use of the Manuscript, but has contributed liberally to the

expense incurred in the publication.

Two piizes of £50 each having been offered early in the year

1873, from the interest of the Cunningham bequest, open to general

competition, for Reports on the Irish Language and Irish Literature,

written and unwritten, in the Provinces of Munster and Connai.ght

respectively, seven Reports were sent in. The Council did not con-

sider that any of them was, on the whole, such a work as ought to

receive the prize offered. Such knowledge and industry, however,

were displayed in thi'ee of these Reports as seemed to entitle the authors

to some substantial mark of consideration, and the Council, accordingly,

bestowed on them Honorary Donations, as follows :

—

To the Yery Eev. Canon Ulick J. Bouj-ke, President of St. Jarlath's

CoUege, Tuam, £25.

To Mr. John Fleming, Eathgormnck, Carrick-on-Suir, £15,

together with copies of the Academy's Editions of Leabhar IS'a-hTJidhri

and Leabhar Breac, and of the Irish MSS. Series, Part 1.

To Mr. Prancis Keane, Prederick-street, jSTorth, Dublin, £10.

These Reports are deposited in the Library of the Academy.

The Council have since determined to offer two prizes of £50 each

from the Cunningham Pund for similar Reports in relation to the

Provinces of Ulster and Leinster respectively ; such Reports to be sent

in on or before the 1st of March, 1876. A statement on the subject

of the proposed Prizes foiTas Appendix A. to the present Report.

The Rev. Canon Hume, Liverpool, having submitted to the Council
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a specimen of a G-lossary of the EngKsh language as spoken in Ireland,

with, a view to the publication by the Academy of this work, the plan

of which had been previously explained by him in a paper read before

you, the Council, though unable to embark in so large and costly an

undertaking, yet approving of the enterprise, and desiring to mark their

estimation of the zeal, industry, and ability of the Author, awarded

to him a premium of £25 from the Ciumingham Pund, payable on the

publication of the first Fasciculus, which, they are glad to learn, may

shortly be expected.

The Academy has ah-eady given its sanction to the following

grants, from the fund placed at its disposal for aiding Scientific

Researches by providing suitable instruments and materials :

—

£25 to Mr. Edward T. Harchnan, for Chemico-Geological Ee-

searches.

£30 to IVIr. H. "W". Mackintosh, for Researches as to the Structure

of the Echinoidea ; and

£25 to Mr. Gr. Porte, for Micro-Photographic Experiments.

And the Academy will be asked at this Meeting, to give its assent

to the following further grants from the same fund :

—

£40 to Dr. Leith Adams, for Report on Explorations of the

Cave of Shandon.

£25 to Dr. Handsel Griffiths, for Report on Experiments on the

Effects of Certain Drugs on the Cii'culation.

£25 to Dr. Reuben Harvey, for Report of his Researches on

Staining Reagents used in Histology ; and

£30 to Professor A. H. Church, for Report on the analysis of

some rare mineral arseniates and phosphates.

A list of all the grants made from this Pund since it was placed at

the disposal of the Academy to March, 1874, and of the results obtained

from them, is given in Appendix B to the present Report.

A communication has been addressed to the Council by the Lord

Lieutenant, stating that His Grace is desii-ous of proceeding with the

publication of the Irish Annals, which was commenced in the Series

brought out in England under the care of the Master of the Rolls, and

proposes to begin with an Edition of the Annals of Ulster. His Grace

has further expressed the wish that the Royal Irish Academy should

undertake the work. The Council have gratefully accepted the offer

thus made to them, and by the desire of His Grace have furnished a
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statement respecting some points relating to the Annals in question,

and in particular as to the probable cost of theii' publication.

In the Inaugiu-al Address delivered by the President (Dr. Stokes), on

the 30th of JSTovember, 1874,*' he took occasion to make some important

observations respecting the preservation of x^ational Architectiu'al Monu-

ments, a subject on which the Academy had previously taken action

by correspondence with Sir John Lubbock and 'Mi: P. J. Smyth con-

cerning projected legislation. The President, whilst pointing out the

danger attendant on attempts at restoration, strongly insisted that

those who are charged with the preservation of ancient structures in

Ireland, should be assisted in the performance of that duty by persons

possessing special archaeological knowledge. The Council have since

thought it right to prepare a statement on this subject, which they

have submitted to the Irish Church Temporalities' Commission and to

the Board of Public Vorks. A copy of this statement is given as

Appendix C. to the present Eeport.

"We have lost by death within the year, six Honorary llembers,

viz. :

—

1. J. B. A. L. Leonce Elie de Beaumont.

2. Sii' Frederick Madden.

3. Albert Way.

4. Pran9ois Pierre Guillaume Guizot.

5. Constantine Tischendorf.

6. Lord Eomilly.

We have also lost six Ordinary Members, viz. :

—

1. Edwaixl "SViknot Chetwode, M.A., elected in 1824.

2. Philip Dixon Hardy, elected in 1829.

3. Robert Adams, M. D., elected in 1838.

4. AugTistus Prederick, Duke of Leinster, elected in 1843.

5. Prancis L'Estrange, M. A., M. D., elected in 1845.

6. George Travers Macartney, elected in 1870.

Twenty-one Members have been elected since the 1 6th of March,

1874, viz. :—
1. Hobcrt Atkinson, LL. D.

2. W. P. Barrett, Esq.

3. Edward W. Collins, M. D.

* Vide Minutes, antf, p. y.
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4. Robert Ciyan, Esq., F. K. & Q. C. P., &c.

5. ^Y. J. Fitzpatrick, LL. D.

6. A. W. Foot, IT. D.

7. Ernest H. Goold, C. E.

8. Edward Hamilton, M. D.

9. ReulDen J. Harvey, M. D.

10. Arthiu' Hill, Esq.

11. Abraham Kidd, M. D.

12. John G. MacCarthy, M. P.

13. Stephen M'Swiney, M. D.

14. John J. O'Callaghan, Esq.

15. George H. Poi-ter, M. D.

16. Matthew J. Purcell, Esq.

17. Emerson Eeynolds, M. D.

18. James Stewart, M. A.

19. William Stokes, junior, M. D.

20. H. T. Sweetman, Esq.

21. John R. Wigham, Esq.

APPEM)IX A.

IkISH La^'GTAGE AjS^D LlTERATITlE.

The Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy are prepared to offer, out of

the Cunningham Fund, two Premiums of Fifty Pounds each, for the

best Pteports or Essays on the present state of the Irish Language and

Literature, written and unwritten, in the Provinces of Leinster and

Ulster, respectively.

Persons desiring to compete for either of these premiums are

required to lodge their Essays or Reports with the Secretary of the

Royal Irish Academy, at the Academy House, IS'o. 19, Dawson-street,

Dublin, on or before the 1st March, 1876.

The Council of the Royal Irish Academy does not undertake to

award either of the above-mentioned premiums, if no Report or Essay

of sufS.cient merit be received.

Annexed is a list of subjects suggested to intending competitors

:

to be treated of in relation to the Province selected.

J. X. Ixgea:u:, ll.d..

Secretory of the Council.

R. I. A., MIXUTES, SESSION 1874-75. k
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Heads to be chiefly kept rv tiew ij? the Peoposed Essays and

Eepoets ox the IniSH Language.

Books (planted) in the Irish Language ; what, and to "what extent

in use.

Irish Grammars and Dictionaries in use, and by whom Edited.

Manuscripts in Irish,

Letter-wiiting in Irish, if practised, and Specimens.

Eecent Poems in Irish ; jSTames and Specimens.

Songs in Irish ] I^ames and Specimens.

Tales, Stories, and Local and Eamily Traditions, Enumeration of.

Teaching in Irish ; !N^ames of Teachers and Schools.

Hecent Poets and ImproTisers ; l^ames.

Professional Stoiy-tellers
; Specimens of their Productions.

Caoinears ; Productions and Specimens of.

Preaching.

ISTew Irish Technical Tenns.

Irish Words Anglicized.

English Words Hibernicized.

Approximation of per centage of Population, under the following

heads :

—

Persons who speak Irish.

„ Irish and English.

„ read Irish.

,, write Irish.
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APPEXDIX B.

Paelia ^rp.yTAHY Geajxt foe the Peepaeatio^^ of Sciextifio Eepoets^.

Prom April, 1868, to April, 1874, upwards of sixty applications

were made to the Council for assistance out of the above grant of £200

a-yeai\ All these applications have been carefully examined into by

the Committee of Science. The Council have, fi'om time to time,

recommended to the Academy the following- gi-ants, and these have

been approved of and the amounts forwarded to the respective appli-

cants. The following is a complete list of the grants up to March 16,

1874:—

No. Date. Xame and Subject.
Amonnt

of
Award.

1868.

July 27.

1869.

Jan. 2.

„ 13.

Feb. 19.

)) ))

1870.

Jan. 10.

„ 11.

10 Feb. 22.

11 Mar. 23

12

13

14
15 Dec. 3.

1871.

16 Mar. 27

17

18 ;; 29

19

20 I 31.

21

22

E. P. "Wright, on Hyalonenia mirabilis, . . .

J. Purser, on Cohnheim's researches, ....
C. E. C. Tichborne, on the molecular disassoeiation

of compounds by heat,

Rev. E. O'Meara, on Irish Diatomacese,

"W. O'Leary, on animal heat,

Eer. E. O'Meara, on Iiish Diatomacese. Xo. 2, .

J. Bailey, C. E., on flitch beams,
B. B. Stoney, C. E., on riveted lap joints. . .

H. Hennessy. on influence of the molecular con-
dition of Fluids on their motion in contact with
solids,

E. S. Ball, on vortex rings in air,

John Barker, on microscopic illumination, . . .

Professor "W. "King, on the jointing, &c., of rocks,

Emerson Eeynolds, on spectrum analysis of

chlorides, . . •

E. Furlong, on the innervation of the heart, . .

G. J. Stoney, on the refractive index of air for

each wave length,

H. Hennessy, on the friction of fluids in contact
with solids. No. 2,

E. S. Ball, on vortex rings in air. No. 2, . .

E. Eevnolds, on spectrum analyses of chlorides.

Xo. 2,

Thiselton Dyer, on vegetable physiology, . , .

G. J. Stoney, on the interrupted spectra of gases,

E. H. Traq^uair, on the cranial structure of osseous

fishes,

B. B. Stoney, on riveted lap joints. Xo. 2, . .

£
20

20

6

10

29

50

s. d.

50

50
30

50

30

20
20

30
25

20

25

15

15

50
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Name and Subject.
Amount

of
Award.

£ s. a.

oO

30
25

25

19 14

15

9

17 10

17 10

50

40

30

35

30

30 0^

30

40

50

39 17 11

23

IS

Feb.
72.

17.

24 )) »

25
26

)) )5

27 Mar 25

28
29 I)

27.

30 „ „

31

32

18'

Mar.

3.

17

J)

33 )) „

34 June 23

35 Xov. 24

36

18

Jan.

"4.

26.

37 Jan. 30.

38 Mar. 11

39 „ ))

40 16.

C. E. C. Ticlibome, on dissociation of salts in hot
solutions. Xo 2,

E. T. Hardman, on clieniico - geological re-

searches,

E,. S. Ball, on Tortex lings in air. Xo. 3, . . .

S. Downing, on motion of water through curved
tubes,

C. P. Cotton, on the strength, &c., of bent iron

plates,

A. G. More, on the Flora of the West of Ii-eland,

C. E. Bui-ton, Spectroscope for aurora and zodi-

acal Hght,

G. J. Stoney, Specti-oscope for intemipted spectra

of gases,

W. H. Baily, Fossil plants of Kiltorcan, . . .

G. H. Kinahan, Microscopical examination of

rocks,

"W. E. M'Xab, for researches in vegetable

physiology,

G. J. Stoney, towards construction of Academy's
Specti-oscope,

Messrs. Draper and Moss, for Eesearches on
selenium,

Alexander Macalister, for report on myology of

mammals, ;

Messrs. Studdert and Caldwell, for analysis of

mineral waters at lisdoonvama,
"W. Bailey, for investigations on fossils of Irish

coal distiiets,

Eev. S. Haughton, on chemical and mineral com-
position of lava flows of Vesuvius, ....

Dr. David Moore, for investigation of Irish

Hepaticse,

In judging of the results obtained from the grants, it must be borne

in mind that scientific investigations cannot always be hiu-riecl, and

that they "svill in some cases lead to merely negative conclusions.

Thi'ee of the gi-ants, Xos. 38, 39, and 40, -were given only twelve

months since, and it is yet too soon to expect Eeports. The results

of Xo 39, however, it is hoped, will be laid before the Academy

duiTng the present Session.

* A grant of £40 was also made to P. S. Abraham, B. A., for Eeport On Deep Sea

Dredgiag off Madeira; but this grant was, owing to Mr. Abraham's illness, re-

turned at once and revoted.
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Nos. 15, 20, 30, and 34, at the suggestion of Mr. Stoney and })y

permission of the Council, have been applied to the construction for the

Academy of a new form of Spectroscope, described in the Proceed-

ings, Volume I., Ser. II., Science, p. 208.

!N"os. 25 and 27, were returned, the applicants not being able to

follow out the line of Research intended.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 13, 14, 17, 22, 23, 24, 29, 31, 32, and 33, 36

have forwarded either preliminary or final Eeports.

Letters have been sent by the Secretary of the Academy and

the Secretary of the Council to each of the other recipients of grants,

IS'os. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 16, 18, 19, 21, 26, 28, 35, and 37; and satisfac-

tory answers respecting the progress of their Eesearches have . been

received from all, with the exception of ISTo. 5, who has up to this time

taken no notice of oui' communications.

The Reports—On Irish Diatomaceas, On the motion of water through

curved tubes, and On the mineral waters of Lisdoonvarna, have been

promised duiing the present Session.

APPENDIX C.

Statement by the Cottncil oe the Rotax Irish Academy eespectixg

National Monuments in Ireland aefected by the Irish Church

Act, 1869.

[Adopted February, 1875.]

There are two classes of Monuments to be considered :

—

A.

—

Those transferred to the charge of the Board of Worlcs.

B.

—

Those remaining in the charge of the Church Temporalities^

Commissioners.

A 1. As regards the former class, the regular course of proceeding

is, as we understand, that the Architect first prepares his plan and

working directions in full detail ; and that these, after receiving the

sanction of the Commissioners, are put into the hands of the workmen

and servants of the Board, for execution.

A 2. In our opinion, the interference of any extern authority, or

of any other than a professional builder, in these executive operations

would be undesirable.

A 3. We also think that, subject to the wishes of the Architect,
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any archeeological assistance that might be offered, should be in the

form, of preliminary Reports to be submitted to him, and on which

he should exercise his discretion, in the first instance ; but we under-

stand that the Architect, regarding the successfid achievement of the

work confided to the Commissioners as his primary object (in which

we cannot suificiently express our respect for his high sense of official

duty), would not object to furnish his plans and specifications, in the

first place, in order that competent archaeological advice should be

taken on his proposals, before fijially settling the working instructions.

A 4. We are of opinion that such advice might be taken with

advantage, not only in the fii'st instance, but as often as occasion

might arise. An archaeologist familiar with the characteristic features

and history of a building, might be able to point out facte of value in

determining many points of uncertainty : as, for example, where

sculptured fragments of uncertain origin may be found in the course

of operations, of sufficient importance to call for replacement ; or,

where ancient plans or drawings may exist, showing what were the

forms of particular parts now too much effaced by time to explain

themselves. We are also of opinion that any suggestions calculated

to diminish the loss of picturesque beauty, incident to repairs of ruined

masoniy, would be worthy of consideration, and might be invited Avith

advantage.

B 1. As to the buildings remaining in the charge of the Chnrch

Temporalities Commissioners : it appears to the Council, as at present

advised, that The Irish Church Act, 1869, does not contemplate the

preservation out of the surplus property of the late Established Church

of any such edifices, save those treated_as l^ational Monuments and

placed in the charge of the Commissioners of Public Works.

B 2. We are not informed, nor have we means of learning without

official communications on which we have no authority to enter, what

structures have been, or are proposed to be treated as JS^ational Monu-

ments ; but we entertain a decided ojDinion that, whatever determina-

tion may be come to regarding other structui'es, all the ecclesiastical

Bound Towers affected by The Irish Church Act, 1869, wherever not

vested in the Bepresentative Body of the Church of Ireland, ought

(with their associated structui-es, where they exist), to be regarded as

IS^ational Monuments, and vested in the Commissioners of Works for

repair and preservation.
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B 3. Besides the edifices vested in the Representative Body, and

those "^hich, by reason of their connexion with cemeteries, ai'e to he

handed over to the Poor Law Unions, there are some others, not

coming imder any of the previous categories, which the Church Tem-

poralities Commissioners may dispose of as they think expedient

(32 & 33 Yic, c. 42, s. 25, suh-s. 4); and some of these may be deemed

worthy of preservation, although not of sufficient importance to be

constituted National ]y[onuments. It appeal's to this Council that if

the Church Temporalities Commissioners should think well of offering

to vest these edifices in the owners of the adjoining fee, or other

donees, on condition that they should not be allowed to fall further

into ruin, some competent persons might be found willing to accept

the property in them, on terms which would secure the donors against

any disappointment of their intentions.

The above is a correct extract fi'om the minutes.

(Signed),

JOHX KJELLS Is^GEAir, LL. D.

Secretary of Council, R. I. A.

The Beport, with Appendices, was adopted.

The President, on the Beport of the Scrutineers, declared the fol-

lowing duly elected :

—

Peesidekt :

AViLLiA^r Stokes, M.D., D.C.L., P.P. S.

CorxciE

:

Committee of Science.

Bev. Samuel Haughton, M. D., F.T.C.D., F.B.S.

Edward Perceval Wright, M. D., P. L. S.

David iloore, Ph.D., P. L.S.

John Casey, LL.D.

Thomas Hayden, M.D., P.K. and Q. C.P.I.

Rev. J. H. JeUett, B.D., S.P.T.C.D.

Alexander Macalister, M.B., L.B. C.S.I.

T^'illiam Ai-cher, Esq.

Alexander Carte, M.D., P. L.S.

Sir Bobert Kane, LL. D., P. R. S.

George J. Stoney, M. A., F.R. S.
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Committee of Polite Literature and Afittquities.

Jolm T. GHbert, r.S.A.

John KeUs Ingi'am, LL. D., P. T. C. D.

Samuel Ferguson, LL.D., Q. C.

WiUiam J. O'Donnavan, LL. D.

Alexander Gr. Eichey, Q,. C, LL. D.

John E. Garstin, LL.B., P.S.A.

Yery Eev. Wra. Eeeves, D.D.

Eey. Thaddens O'Mahony, D.D.

Eobert Atkinson, LL. D.

Eev. MaxweU Close, M.A.

The folloTving Honoraiy Members were elected :

—

In the Department of Science.

Joseph Bertrand, Paris.

Bemai'd yon Cotta, Freibni^g.

Asa Gray, Cambridge, U.S.

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Augustus W. Pranks, M. A., London.

Sir Thomas Dnffus Hardy, London.

Adolphe Pictet, Geneva.

John Stuart, LL.D., Edinbuj^gh.

William Dwight '\STiitney, Tale College, U. S.

The Ballot Tras then opened for officers for the ensuing Session,

and the President, on the Eeport of the Scrutineers, declared the

following duly elected :

—

TEEAsrEEE.—John E. Garstin, LL.B. F.S.A.

Seceet.\ey.—Edward Perceval AVright, M.D., F.L. S.

Seceetaet xo the CorxczL.—John Kells Ingram, LL.D.

Seceetaet oe Foeeig^s- CoEEESPoyDE>'CE.—William Aixher, Esq.

LrEE.uiiAx.—John T. Gilbert, F.S.A.

Clerk of the Acade.mt.-—Edward Clibborn.
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The President, under his hand and seal, nominated the foUoAving

as Vice-Presidents for 1875-6:

—

Very Eev. W. Reeyes, D.D., Dean of Armagh,

Eev. Samuel Haughton, IT. D., P. E. S., P. T, C. D.

Samuel Perguson, LL.D., Q. C.

Sir- Eobert Eane, LL. D., P. E. S.

The recommendation of the Council of the 13th of March, 1875,

to allocate the following sums out of the Parliamentary grant, for the

preparation of Scientific Eeports was adopted :

—

£40, to Dr. Leith Adams, P.E. S., for Eeport On Explorations of

the Cave of Shandon.

£25, to Dr. Hansdel Griffiths, for Eeport On Experiments of the

Effect of Certain Drugs on the Cii'culation.

£25, to Dr. Eeuhen Harvey, for Eeport of his Eesearches on Stain-,

ing Eeagents used in Histology.

£30, to Professor A. H. Church, for Eeport On the Analysis of

some rare Mineral Arseniates and Phosphates.

The following resolution was passed :

—

" That it be recommended to Council to consider the rules regulat-

ing the vote by ballot, and to draw up a set of clear and ample dii-ec-

tions, which shall be transmitted to each member of the Academy

previous to elections."

The following additions to the Museum were announced :

—

March 16tJi, 1875. Zist of Objects purchased for Museum since last

Meeting of Academy.

Two Silver Coins—^viz., Shilling of James I., and Sixpence

of Elizabeth ; found in a bog adjoining Belvidere Lake, Co.

"Westmeath, in Pebruary, 1875.

I^ine Stone Celts.

Stone Hammer Head.

Three Perforated Stone Disks.

Stone Boss.

Decorated Stone Eing.

Hollow Circular Stone Object.

Thi-ee Copper Axe-shaped Celts.

Six Bronze ditto.

R. I. A., MINUTES, SESSION 1874-75. 1
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Potrr Bronze Axe-shaped Celts, winged and stepped.

T-svo do., do., socketed and looped.

Bronze Tool, chisel shaped.

Fragment of Bronze Leaf-shaped Spear Head.

Two Bronze Javelin Heads.

Lower Portion of Bronze Leaf-shaped Sword Blade.

Bronze Eapier Blade.

Bronze Sword Blade.

Ladle of Golden Bronze.

Two Brass Graduated Hoops.

Hollow Brass Oval Object -vrith cniciform perforations.

Brass Breast Plate.

The following donations to the Libraiy were announced, and

the thanks of the Academy were voted to the donors :

—

DOXATIOXS TO THE LIBEAET.
From Becemler, 1874, to March, 1875.

Titles. Donors.

AciJDEiriES AXD Societies.

Belfast.

Naturalists' Field Club.

Guide to Belfast and adjacent Counties. 8vo, Belfast, 1874.

Club.

Bordeaux.

La Societe des Sciences Physiques et Xaturelles.

Memoires, Tome I. (2"' Serie), I" Cahier. 8vo, Paris, 1875.

The Society.

Brussels.

Academie Eoyale des Sciences, des Lettres, et des Beau:s-Arts de

Belgique.

Bulletin, 43'°^ Annee, 2"« Serie, Tome XXXYIIL, Is^os. 7-12.

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, A A A l-A.., JNo. 1.

Annuaire pour 1875. 8vo, Brussels, 1874-5. The Academy.

Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Proceedings, Xo. 8, 1874. 8vo, Calcutta, 1874.

Journal, Part II., No. 2, 1874. 8vo, Calcutta, 1874.

The Society.
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Titles. Donors.

AcADEiiiES JlSd Societies—continued.

Dublin.

Royal Geological Society of Ireland.

Journal, Yol. lY., Part 1, iS'ew Series, 1873-4. 8vo, London,

1874. The Society.

Boyal Historical and Ai'cheeological Association of Ireland.

Journal, Yol. III., 4tli Series, No. 19, 1874. 8yo, Dublin, 1874.

The Association.

Edinburgh.

Botanical Society.

Transactions and Proceedings, Yol. XII., Part 1. Eeports for

years 1873-4. 8vo, Edinbui'gh, 1874. The Society.

E.oyal Society.

Transactions, Yol. XXYII., Part 2. 4to, Edinburgh, 1874.

Proceeclings, Yol. YIII., Xo. 87. 8vo, EcHnburgh, 1874.

The Society.

Geneve.

Societe de Physique et d' Histoire Xaturelle.

Memoires, Tome XXIIL, Part 2. 4to, Geneve, 1873-4.

The Society.

Haarlem.

Societe Hollandaise des Sciences.

Xatuurkundige Yerhandelingen, 3* Serie, Tome II., Livr. 3, 4.

4to, Harlem, 1874..

Archives Xeerlandaises, Tome IX., Livr. 4, 5. 8vo, Harlem,

1874. The Society.

Helsingfors.

Einska Yetenskaps-Societeten.

Biclrag tillKannedom af Finlands Xatur och Folk, Yols. XYIIL,
XIX., XXL-XXIIL 8vo, Helsingfors.

Ofversigt af Einska Yetenskaps-Societetens Eorhandlingar, Yols.

XIY.-XYI. 8vo, Helsingfors.

Ileteorologique de Helsing-fors, Yol. Y. 4to, Helsingfors, 1873.

The Society.

Kejserliga Alexanders-Universitetet i Finland.

Eleven Prize Essays.

Two Lists of Professors. 4to, Helsingfors, 1874.

The rnivcrsitT.
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Titles. DonoTi.

AcADEiciES A5-D SociEiLES

—

Continued. . - . ,

Lausanne.

Societe Yaudoise. -

Bulletin, 2"" Serie, Yol. XIII., ^o, 73. 8vo, Lausanne, 1874,

The SocietT-

Liege,

Societe Eoyale des Sciences.

Hemoires, Tome Y., 2* Serie. Svo, Brussels, 1873,

The Society.

Liverpool.

Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Transactions, Thiixl Series, Yol. II., Session 1873-4. Svo^

lirerpool, 1874. The Society.

Literary and Philosophical Society.

Proceedings, Sixty-third Session, 1873-4, !N'o. XXYTTT. Sro^

Liverpool, 1874. The Society.

London,

Cambrian Ai'chseological Association.

Axehgeologia Cambrensis, 4th Series, Xos. 20-21, 1874. Sto^

London, 1874.

Catalogue of Temporary lluseum, Wrexham lleeting, 1874.

8yo, London, 1874—5. The Association.

Chemical Society.

Joui-nal, Ser. 2, Yol. XIL, Xo. cxliv; Yol. XIII., Xos. cxlv-vi.

8yo, London, 1874-5. The Society.

Geologists' Association.

Proceedings, Yol. lY., Xo. 1, January, 1875. Svo, London,

1875. The Association.,

Greological Society.

Quarterly Joiu-nal, Yol. XXX., Parts 4-5, 1874.

List of ^Members, Xovember, 1874. 8to, London, 1874.

The Society.

Institution of Ciyil Engineers.

Annual Eeport of the Council, December 22, 1874.

List of Members, January 1, 1875. 8to, London, 1874-5.

The Institution,
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Titles. Donors.

AcADEiiiES AXD SocrETiES

—

Continued.

London—continvsd.

Linnean Society.

Journal, Botany, A^ol. XIV., No. 78. 8yo, London, 1875.

The Society.

Mathematical Society,

Proceedings, IS'os. 73-74, Vol. V. 8yo, London, 1874.

The Society.

Meteorological Society.

Quarterly Journal, Vol. II., Xo. 13, ^N". Series, Januaiy, 1875.

8vo, London, 1875. The Society.

Numismatic Society.

Chronicle, Vol. XTV., JSTew Series, Xo. Ivi. 8to, London, 1874.

The Society.

Physical Society.

Proceedings, Part 1, March 21—June 20, 1874. 8vo, London,

1874. The Society.

Eoyal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland.

Journal, Vol. XXL, Xo. 123, 1874. 8vo, London, 1874.

The Institute.

Eoyal Geographical Society.

Proceedings, Vol. XIX., Xo. 1. 8to, London, 1875.

The Society.

Royal Horticultural Society.

Journal, Vol. IV., Part 15. Bvo, London, 1874.

The Society.

Eoyal Society.

Proceedings, Vol. XXIII. , jS'os. 156-58. 8vo, London.

Meteorological Committee, Stonyhurst Observatory : Hourly

Values, 1874. London, 1874.

Eeport of the Proceedings of the Conference on Maritime

Meteorology, held in London, 1874. 8yo, London, 1875.

The Society.

Society of Arts.

Journal, Vol. XXIIL, Xos., 1146-64. 8vo, London, 1875.

The Society.

Society of Biblical Archaeology.

Transactions, Vol. III., Parts 1, 2. Bvo, London, 1874.

The Society,
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Titles. Donors.

Academies a>t) Socteties—continued.

Lyons.

Academie des Sciences, Belles Lettres et Arts.

ITemoires de la classe des Lettres, Tom. XY.

,, ,, des Sciences, ,, XX. 8to, Lyon, 1874.

The Academy.

Societe d'Agiicultirre, Histoii'e Xatnxelle et Arts utiles.

Annales, Tome Y., 4* Serie, 1872. 8yo, Lyon.

The Society.

Societe Linneenne.

Annales, Annee 1873, Xonvelle Serie, Tome XX. 8to, Lyon,

1874. The Society.

Manchester.

Literaiy and Philosophical Society.

Proceedings, Yol. XII., Xo. 12.

,, ,, XIY., Xos. 5-7. 8to, Manchester, 1874.

The Society.

Moscow.

Societe Impeiiale des Xatnralistes.

Bulletin, Xo. 2, 1874. 8to, Moscow, 1874.

Xouveaux llemoires, Tome XIII. 4to, Moscou, 1874.

The Society.

Munich..

Kcinigliche Bayerische Akademie der "Wissenschaften.

Sitzun-gsberichte, Philosophisch-Philologische Classe, Band 11,

Heft 1, 1874. 8yo, llunchen, 1874. The Academy.

Plulosophie und Theologie von AveiToes. Aus dem Arabischen

Uebersetzt von Marcus Joseph Muller. 4to, Miinchen, 1875.

Oxford.

BadclLffe Observatory.

Astronondcal and Meteorological Observations, Yol. XXXII.

,

1872. 8vo, Oxford, 1875. The Observatory.

Paris.

Academie des Sciences.

Comptes Eendues, Tome LXXIX., Xos. 21-25.

„ „ „ LXXX., Xos. 1-8. 4to, Paris, 1874-5.

The Academv.
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Titles. Donors.

Academies and Societies—continued.

Pliiladelphia.

Franklin Institute;

Joui-nal, Yol. LXYIII., 3rd Series, Nos. 584-587, 1874.

,, ,, LXIX., JSTos. 1, 2, 1875. 8vo, Philadelphia,

1874-5. The Institute.

Prague.

K. K. Sternwarte.

Magnetische und Meteorologische Beobachtungen an der K. K.

Sternwarte zu Prag im Jahre, 1873, 34 Jahrgang. 4to,

Prag, 1874. The Observatory.

Rome.

Eeale Accademia dei Lincei.

Atti, Tomo XXVI., Anno XXVI., Sessione III.% Belli 9

Febraio, 1873.

,, ,, Sessione IV., Belli 2

Marzo, 1873. 4to, Eoma, 1874. The Academy.
Upsal.

Societe Eoyale des Sciences.

l^ova Acta, Serie III., Vol. IX., Fasc. 1.

Bulletin Meteorologique, Vol. V., Nos. 7-13. 4to, Upsal, 1874.

The Society.

Vienna.

Die kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Denkschriften, Mathematisch-I!^aturl. Classe, Band XXXIII.
4to, Wien, 1874.

Sitzungsberichte, Philosophisch-historische Classe, Band LXXV.,
Heft 1-3.

Classe, Band LXXVI., Heft 1-3.

Sitzungsberichte, Mathematisch-Xaturl. CI. (Erste Abth.), Band

LXVIIL, Heft 3-5
; LXIX., Heft 3.

Sitzungsberichte, Matheniatisch-Natur. CI. (Zweite Abth.), Band

LXVIII., Heft 3-5
; LXIX.,Heft 1-3.

Sitzungsberichte, Matheniatisch-lN'atur. CI. (Dritte Abth.), Band

LXVIII., Heft 1-5.

Almanach, 1874. 8vo, Wien, 1874.

Archiv fiir Oesterreichische Geschichte, Band LI., Heft 2.

Register Banden I.-L. 8vo.

Verzeichniss beobachteter Polarlichter von Hermann Fritz. 4to,

"Wien. The Academy.
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Titles. Donors.

Authors.

Brunnow (Francis). Astronomical Observations and Eesearches made
at Dunsink. Part 2. 4to, Dublin, 1873.

Provost and Senior Pellows of Trinity College, Dublin.

Builder. The Irisb Builder. Vol. XYI., No. 360, 1874. Vol.

XVII., Nos. 361-65. folio, DubKn, 1875. The Editor.

Butler (Wm.), A. E. I. A. I. Christ Church Cathedi-al, Dublin. 4to,

Dublin, 1874. The Author.

Cotton (Henry), D. C. L. Fasti Ecclesise Hibernicse, Vol. V., 2nd'

Edition. 8vo, Dublin, 1860. J. E. Garstin, M. A.

Ffoulkes (W. Wynne). Tumuli Merionethshire Tomen Pentnef. 8vo.

The Author.

Flood ("Warden Hatton), Esq. Notes and Historical Criticisms on Mr.

A. Fronde's English in Ireland in the 18th Centuiy. 8vo,

Torquay, 1874.

Aj)pendix to Flood's Eeply to Fronde, from Hosack's ''Mary

Queen of Scots," and her accusers, among whom Mr. Anthony

Froude, Historian of Queen Elizabeth, is the most conspicuous ,

and most flagrant. 8vo, Torquay, The Author.

Grant (James). Thoughts on the Origin and Descent of the Gael.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1814. Eev. Maxwell H. Close.

Hirst (T. Archer), F. E. S. On Correlation of two Planes. 8vo, 1874.

The Author.

Hooker (J. D.), C. B. Flora of British India, Parts 1-3, 1872 and

1874. 8vo, London, 1872 and 1874.

Secretary of State for India.

Hull (Edward), M. A. Treatise on the Building and Ornamental

Stones of Great Britain and Foreign Countries. 8vo.

The Author.

Joy (Henry Holmes), LL. D. Miscellaneous. 8vo, Oxford, 1874.

The Author.

Joyce (P. W.), L L. D. Origin and History of Irish Names of Places

(Second Series). 8vo, Dublin, 1875. The Author'
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Titles. Donors.

Authors—continued.

Kinahan (G. H.) Valleys, and their relation to Fissures, Fractures,

and Faults. 8vo, London, 1875. The Author.

Luard (Henry Eichards), M. A. Matthew Paris' Chronica Majora,

Yol. II., 1067-1216. Byo, London, 1874.

Master of the Rolls.

MacSwiney (S. M.), M. D. Simple Chronic Ulcer of the Stomach.

8to, Dublin, 1875. The Author.

Madden (Thomas More), M. D. On the probable Employment of

Anaesthetics in Ancient Times, especially in Scotland and Ireland.

8vo, 1875. The Author.

Nares (Capt. G. S.), E. JST., H. M. S. Challenger, No. 2. Eeports on

Ocean Soundings and Temperature, Antarctic Sea, AustraKa, New
Zealand, 1874. Folio, London, 1874. The Admiralty.

Newhaven. American Journal. Vol. VIII. , Nos. 47, 48 ; Vol.

IX., No. 49. 8vo, Newhaven, 1875. The Editors.

O'Rourke (Eev. J.) History of the Great Irish Famine of 1847.

8vo, Dublin, 1875. The Author.

Redington (Joseph). Calendar of Treasury Papers, 1702-1707. 8vo,

London, 1874. Master of the EoUs.

Sang (Edward), F. E. S. E. Specimen Pages of a Table of the

Logarithms of all Numbers up to One Million.

Eemarks on the great Logarithmic and Trigonometrical Tables,

computed in the Bureau du Cadastre, under the direction of M.

Prony. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1874.

Sigerson (Dr.) Note sur la Paralysie Vaso-Motrice Generalisee des

Membres Superieurs. 8vo, Paris, 1874. The Author.

Twiss (Sir Travers), Q,. C. The Black Book of the Admiralty, Vol.

III. Appendix, Part 3. 8vo, London, 1874.

Master of the Polls.

The Academy then adjourned.
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A. S. Hart, LL.D., S.F.T.C.D., read a paper "On tlie Nine-

point Contact of Cubic-Cuxves."

[This paper will appear as Part 17 of Yol. XXY. of the ''Trans-

actions]."

A. Macalister, M.D., read a paper " On some Forms of the Liga-

mentum Pterygo-spinosum."

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series, Yol.

II., Science, Part 3, with illustrations.]

Mr. A. M. Baker read a paper " On the Ligamentnm Mncosiim."

[This Paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Yol.

II., Science, Part 3, with three wood-cuts.]

The Secretary laid on the table the following Part of Yol. XXY.
of the " Transactions " :

—

Part 15. " On the Seychelles Fern Flora" (Pis. xxviii. to

xxxi.), by J. O. Baker, F.L.S.

List of Ohjecis acquired since last Meeting of the Academy.

DONATIONS.

Two Disks of bitumen with limpit shells attached, from an oyster

bed lately discovered, two miles off Tara bay, coast of the Ards,

Co. Down. Presented by Arthur JSTugent, M.R.I.A.

Bronze Tripod Yessel. Presented by S. "Waterhouse, Esq., Dame-st.

Thanks were voted to the Donors.

PUECHASES.

Two Bronze Spring Brooches.

Pair of Grold Ear-rings, weighing 1 dwt., said to have been found

in a grave in Killeshandra churchyard, in 1874.

Silver Brooch-Pendant, weighing 6 dwts. 5 grs., found September

1870, in the crannoge in Aghaloughan bog, near Eandalstown,

Co. Antrim.

The Academy then adjourned.
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MoNBAT, May 10th, 1875.

Sir Eobeet Kane, LL.D., Vice-President, in the Chair,

Minutes of last Meeting were read and signed.

The Certificate of Alexander Lane, M. D., was read.

The Secretary read the following letter, directed to the President,

from Mons. Adolphe Pictet of Geneva, acknowledging the honour con-

ferred on him by the Academy in electing him an Honorary Member :

—

" Geneve, 16 April, 1875.

MONSIETJE IE PkESIDENT,

" Je viens de recevoir, par I'entremise de Mr. Perceval Wright,

{Secretaire de 1'Academic Royale d'Irlande, I'avis de mon election

comme membre honoraire do cet illustre corps, accompagne du di-

plome qni la constate. Je m'empresse de vous en accuser reception,

en vous priant de vouloir bien transmettre a 1'Academic 1'expression

de ma gratitude pour un temoignage de distinction bien precieux pour

moi. II vient rejouir ma vieillesse, en me prouvant que mes modestes

travaux celtiques ont trouve quelque faveur en Irlande. Ce sera un

encouragement a Ics poursuivre encore tant que I'age me le permettra.

" Agreez, Monsieur le President, 1'assurance de ma haute et respec-

tueuse consideration.

" Aboiphe Pictet."

The Secretary read a Report, No. 2, by Professor M'JSTab, M. D.,

"On the Movement of Water in Plants."

[This Report wiR be published as Part 18, Yol. XXV., of the

''Transactions."]

Mr. G. H. Kinahan read a paper " On the Microscopical Examina-

tion of Ingenite Rocks." (Report No. 4.)

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series, Vol.

II., Science, Part 3.]
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Professor Leith Adams, F.E.8., read a paper " On a Cervical Ver-

tebra of an Undescribed Species of Saurian."

[This paper will appear in tbe "Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 3, with illustrations.]

Mr. H. D. Mackintosh read a paper '' On a MaKormed Corona of

JEcMmis esculentus.''^

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series,

Yol. II., Science, Part 3, with illustrations.]

On the report of the Scrutineers, the Yice-President, in the Chair,

declared that Dr. Lane was duly elected a Member.

The Certificate of Eev. Canon Hume, LL.D., was read.

Several Donations to the Library and Museum were announced, and

thanks ordered to be forwarded to the donors.

The Academy then adjourned.

Monday, Mat 24, 1875.

Eet. Peopessoe Haughtoin-, M. D., Yice-President, in the Chair.

Minutes of the last Meeting were read and signed.

The Secretary laid on the table a memoir " On Mne-point Contact

of Cubic Curves," by A. S. Hart, LL. D., S. P. T. C. D., forming Part

17, Yol. XXY., of the "Transactions."

The Secretary read a letter from Prof. Asa Gray, of Cambridge,

Mass., acknowledging his election as Honorary Member of the

Academy, and thanking the Academy for the honor thus conferred

on him.

Sir Eobert Kane, Y. P., took the Chair, while the Eev. Professor

Haughton, M.D., read a Eeport by himself and Professor E. Hull,

M. A., "On the Chemical and Mineral Composition of Lava Plows of

Vesuvius, as shown by Chemical Analysis and Microscopical Investi-

gation."
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[Tliis memoir will be published in Vol. XXY. of the " Trans-

actions."]

Mr. Plunkett read a Report by himself and Dr. Studdert, " On the

Mineral Constituents of the Lisdoonvarna Spa."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Vol.

II., Science, Part 3.]

The Treasurer, J. Eibton Garstin, P. S. A., exhibited, and read

notes " On two Silver Maces, one of which is supposed to have been

given by Charles II. for the use of the Sovereigns of Carlow."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, YoL

I., Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

Donations to the Library were acknowledged, and thanks were

voted to the donors.

The Certificate of Nicholas Furlong, M. D., was read.

The Treasurer read out the List of Members in arrear of their

Subscriptions due on the 16th of March, 1875, which was hungup

according to By Law.

The Academy then adjourned.

MOXDAT EVEXIK-G, JuxE 14, 1875.

Samuel Pekgtjsox, LL. D., Q,. C, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Minutes of last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Certificates of Rev. A. Hume, J. C. Robertson, Malachy J.

Kilgariif, and Nicholas Purlong, were read.

Dr. C. R. C. Tichbome read a paper " On the Dissociation of

Molecules."

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series, Vol.

II., Science, Part 3.]

Dr. Crofton read a paper " On a Coincidence between a Cuneiform

Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, and a passage in the Book of Daniel."

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series, Vol.

I., Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

Professor M'Nab read a paper " On the Structure of the Leaves of

Certain Species of Coniferse."
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[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series, Yol.

II., Part 3, with illustrations.]

The Secretary read a paper by Mr. C. E. Burton, "On Observations

of the Zodiacal Light."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Yol.

II., Science, Part 3, with illustrations.]

Professor Downing, LL. D., read a preliminary Report "On the

Motion of "Water through Curved Tubes."

Dr. E. Davy read a paper " On a ready means of detecting Com-

pounds of Arsenic and Antimony."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Yol,

II., Science, Part 3.]

Dr. Macalister read a paper " On Two Eemarkable Yarieties of

Perityphlic Pouches."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Yol,

II., Science, Part 3, with illustrations.]

ProfessorKing read a paper " On the Superinduced Divisional Struc-

ture of Rocks, called Jointings, and its Relations to Slaty Cleavage."

[This paper has been ordered for publication in Yol. XXY. of the

" Transactions,"]

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors.

The Secretary of the Council moved the following recommendation,

sent down from the Council :

—

" To recommend the Academy to grant £25 to Dr. Carte out of

the Parliamentary Grant for Scientific Reports, for the purpose of in-

vestigating the excavations in the Bog of Ballybetagh."

The recommendation was adopted.

The Secretary of the Council laid before the Academy the following

Report from the Council " On Inaccuracies of Transcription alleged

to exist in the Academy's Edition of ' Leabhar na-h-Uidhri.' "

The Council of the Royal Irish Academy, at a Meeting held on

the 3rd May, 1875, Resolved:—

"That it be referred to the Committee of Polite Literature

and AnticLuities, to examine and report on the inaccuracies of
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transcription alleged (in a letter purporting to come from Mr.

Wliitley Stokes, and pubKshed in the "ReTue Celtique" for Feb-

ruary, 1875, pp. 430-1) to exist in the facsimile of the Leabhar

na h-TJidhri, published by the Academy."

The following is the list of alleged inaccuracies of transcription, as

printed in the " Eevue Celtique " :

—

1^0. (1) Iff 44 Facs. ahaims^(?e ms. ahainm.stde

(2) Ih 37 — foroenici — ihoeniei

(3) 115 22 — t/iodgarach — tondgaieiGh

(4) 30a 15 — do — tic

(5) 375 42 — necMstos — necmuia

(6) 505 1 — -bod bad

(7) 51a 33 — -fuitis — faitis

(8) h 17 — molbthuch — molbthach

(9) 525 11 — brio — brie

(10) 535 34 — ani — aniwi

(11) 58 a marg — acht — tor

(12) ela 43 — agaid — higatd

(13) 725 4 — tubraite/ — tabraiter

(14) 725 33 — dobi??d — dobmd

(15) 915 13 — becda — becdu

(16) I09a 11 — iarthMS — arthws

(17) 1135 15 — forserg — forseng

(18) lUa 9 — noriimied — noriiined

(19) 39 — liasa uibnanech — uasauib nanech

(20) 121a 5 — lughand — beith and

Together with "two more, which," the writer adds, "I did not

verify, but the corrections are obvious enough " :

—

ISTo. (21) 127a 17 Facs. comallastas fm^ comallastar

(22) 130a 5 — ecit — eoit.

In compliance with the above reference, the Committee have care-

fully examined each case of alleged error, from the palseographical
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point of view exclusively, i.e., they have in each instance simply

considered the question whether or not the transcript is a fair facsimile

of the manuscript original. They now proceed to report seriatim upon

the errors alleged in the foregoing list,

[It is to be observed, that the italics used in the list are simply ex-

pansions of the sigla, with the exception of the o in "fAoenici," the

d and h of "toMgarach," and the d of *'lugha?ed, which are inaccu-

rately italicized in the ' Eevue Celtique.' "J

lS,o. 1 :

—

{\a 44) ahaims^(?e /or ahai^emseffe.

Here the critic virtually alleges the presence of a horizontal line

over the i (in "ahaim") to denote the addition of a nasal, and this

horizontal stroke, he implies, the copyist has omitted. But there is no

such stroke in the MS., and the copy perfectly represents the

original.

!N"o. 2 :—(IJ 37) foroenici/or f/wenicL

A close examination exhibits the carefulness of the transcriber, for

the MS. gives a small horizontal stroke over the/: the ordinary siglum

for the syllable or. But this stroke is not so long as usual in the MS.,

and this peculiarity the transcriber has imitated. The siglum in the

MS. could not be taken for that of the aspirate ; the transcript agrees

with the original.

IS'o. 3 :—(115 22) t^odgarach/or to?^<?garacA.

Here, the word quoted is a gloss between two pretty closely written

lines. Immediately above the o, is the lower limb of a^, which forced

the manuscript writer to place his nasal siglum (which should have

stood immediately above the 6) a little to the left, thereby bring-

ing it over the t, where it has misled the transcriber into regarding

it as the aspirate siglum.. Here, therefore, the copyist is so far in

error.

No. 4 :—(30 b 15) do for tic.

In the MS. the i stroke in its upper part has blended with the

extremity of the horizontal sweep of the initial t, and the tail of the

i, running into the base of the i, has produced a form very like d ; the

H. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1874-5. B
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upper curve of the final c has swept round, and, as the letters are much
dulled, the most careful copyist would be as likely to read 'Mo

"

as ''tic."

IS'o. 5 :—(37 b 42) nee2«stos/(9r necmuis.

"What is here implied is, that the transcriber has confounded the

ordinary siglum for us with the first stroke of an m underwritten

with a vocalic siglum which the critic reads u. The copy, however,

Bubstantially represents the original, which is very obscure, and the

critic appears to us, from the simple palteographical poiut of view,

not to be right in his reading, for the MS. elsewhere is very uni-

form iu its ^m's, which have invariably three straight limbs ; but

here, what would be the middle stroke of the m is distiuctly curved

to the right, producing a letter closely approximating to a t. Further,

the thii'd stroke of the supposed m also curves to the right, making,

with the alleged i stroke following, an enclosure which bears consider-

able resemblance to an o.

K'o. 6 :—(503 1) -bod /or -bad.

The transcriber has erred in not giving the peculiar form of the

vowel in question, which vowel, but for a slight curve at the base of

the right arm of the letter, is an ordinary o. The Committee do not

pronounce, however, whether it is a or o that is intended in the

mauuscript.

K^o. 7 :—(51« 33) -fuitis/or -faitis.

The character here may be either li, or a\ but it is more probably m,

as the transcriber gives it, for there is a distinct dash near to the

upper end of the fii'st stroke of the letter.

^Q, 8 :—(51 5 19, not " 17 ") molbthuch/or molbthach.

Here also, the character could be read either a or u.

No. 9 :—(523 10, not " 11 ") brio /or brie.

The case is the same as in N'o. 4, viz., an asserted confusion of c

and 0. The word occurs at the end of the line, and the letters are

dulled, but the final has more the appearance of an o than a c, for the

right bend is nearly continuous.
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No. 10 :

—

(5Sh 34) am. for anim.

The objection here implies an omitted horizontal stroke over the

i, as in ]S"o. 1, but the stroke, if it ever were there, is now totally

indiscernible, owing- to an ink-blotch, which completely covers the

space immediately over the z.

No. 11 :—(58 fl! marg.) acM for ior.

A seemingly gross blunder, but which simply is, that the tran-

scriber has given an s with a horizontal stroke over it (the ordinary

sigium for Lat. set, scd, Irish acid), instead of an / with the same

stroke : the fault being therefore the omission of one single stroke

—

foi'
(r)-

No. 12 :—(67« 43) agaidfor lugatd.

A piece of vellum has been here inserted, somewhat displacing the

letters of this and the preceding word " teit." The cut has carried off

the perpendicular body-stroke of the
ff.

In the MS., immediately pre-

ceding the relics of the
ff,

are two connected verticals of about equal

size, curved at the base, but not joined above. These closely resemble

an open a. The transcril)cr has accordingly given an a, but has erred

in adding the transverse upper dash, which does not exist in the MS.

The critic is not, however, justified in reading lu from the MS., for, if

the first stroke were regarded as a partly-obliterated I, there would be

only one stroke for the u, and yet there was quite sufficient room for

the other stroke necessary for the ii, if lu had been intended.

Nos. 13:—(72 h 4) tubraiter /or tabraiter;

and 15:—(91 h 13) becda/or becdu.

The critic is probably correct, but it is the same case of an indis-

tinct letter, hardly determinable as a or u, which was referred to in

No. 8.

No. 14:—(72 h 33) dobind for cloberid.

Here the mistake is very trifling, and lies in the transcriber's hav-

ing shifted the sigium for er (which should come as a horizontal stroke

over, and to the right of, the b) too much to the right, thereby bring-

ing it immediately over the i, and producing the nasal sigium.
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No. 16 :—(109 « 11) iavthusfor arfhus.

A real mistake on the part of the transcriber, oTving probably to

the final ^ of the preceding word:—"loegairi arthws."

1^0. 17 :—(113 J 15) iorsergfor forseng.

The error alleged is the confusion of n and r. The MS. has here

an unusual form of letter, and one which is not unJike an ordinary r,

though the first vertical is not of the normal length. On the other

hand, the transcriber, while imitating this shorter stroke, has taken

care to give the final r-dash existing in the MS., and which is never

found with the n, so that the transcript may be regarded as fairly

representing the original.

1^0. 18 :—(114ffl 9) norumied/ar noruined.

The word, as it stands in the MS., is distinctly " norumed," the

three strokes of the 7)i being clearly joined, so that neither the copyist's

" noriinied " (not " norumied," as given in the " Eevue Celtique "), nor

the critic's own reading, "noruined," is graphically correct.

No. 19 :—(114 a 39) uasa uibnanech/or uasauib nanech.

The MS. has a distinct di\dsion between the final a of uasa, and

the following u of uib.

No. 20 :—(121 a 5) lughandfor beith and.

The ** beith" of the critic's reading is not in the original. The

transcriber's ffh is correct, though the
ff

is smaller than usual. The

transcriber is wrong in giving a too decided lu, though the resem-

blance of the copy to the original is very close. It is to be noted that

the transcriber has given a plain warning to his readers that there is a

difficulty, for he has imitated the irregular formation of the first stroke

of the u, approximating it to the curve for b ; but he has given to the

fijst stroke of the ti a final dash which is not so decidedly given in

the manuscript.

Of the two remaining corrections, which the critic had not verified,

the first (127 « 17) " comallastar," is not so in the MS., but plainly

" comallastas."

The second (130 a 5), viz., ecitfor eoit, fairly gives the reading of

the MS. The right bend of the letter is certainly not continuous.
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In conclusion, it is tlie opinion of the Committee that, in this im-

peachment of the work of those employed in the transcription, much

injustice has been done them. As far as can be gathered from the

cases examined, they have shown remarkable care and conscientious-

ness. Such errors as have been proved to exist must be expected to

occur in all human work.

The Secretary read a letter from the Science and Art Department,

in reference to a circular from the Eoyal Prussian Ministers of Public

"Worship, Instruction, and Health, and of Trade, Industry, and Public

Works, offering prizes for the discovery of a method for preserving

plaster casts from deterioration by repeated washings.

The Secretary laid on the table Part 18, Vol. XXV., of the " Trans-

actions," being " Experiments on the Movement of "Water in Plants,"

Part 2, by Professor McJSTab, M.D.

The Vice President in the Chair, on the report of the Scrutineers,

declared Eev. Canon Hume, LL. D., J. C. Eobertson, M. R. C. S.E.,

Malachy J. KHgarriff, P. E. C. S. I., and Mcholas Purloug, M.D., duly

elected Members of the Academy.

The Academy then adjourned.

Monday, Jote 28, 1875.

"WrLLiAM Stokes, M. D., P. E. S., President, in the Chair.

Dr. Doberck read a paper " On the Binary Stars o- Coronae,

T Ophinchi, y Leonis, and ^ Aquarii.

[This paper wlU appear as Part 19, Vol. XXV., of the '' Transac-

tions" of the Academy.]

Dr. E. J. Harvey read a paper " On the Intertubular Tissue of the

Testicle."

[This paper will appear as Part 22, Vol. XXV., of the " Transac-

tions" of the Academy, with two Plates.]

Eev. Eugene O'Meara read Eeport No. 1,
'' On Irish Diatomacea3."

[This Eeport will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Part 4, Science, with ten Plates.]

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks ordered to

be forwarded to the donors.

The Academy then adjoui'ncd until November.
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!M0XDAY EVE>'I>''G, XoVEilBEE 8, 1875.

WiLLiiJii Stoe:es, M. D., F. E. S., President, in the Chair.'

Minutes of last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Secretary laid on the table the following Parts of the "Trans-

actions."

Yol. XXY., Part 16, "On the Structure of the Spines in the

Diadematid^e." By H. W. Mackintosh, B. A. (With Plates XXXI* to

XXXIY.) [This Part had been published in August dui'ing the

recess.]

Yol. XXY., Part 19, " On the Binary Stars a Coronae, r Ophiuchi,

y Leonis, and ^ Aquarii." By Dr. Doberck.

Yol. XXY., Part 20, " On the Supeiinduced Divisional Structure

of Eocks, called Jointing, and its Eelation to Slaty Cleavage." By Pro-

fessor W. Xing, Ph. D. With Plates XXXY. to XXXYIII. [This

Part concludes Yolume XXY., and contains Title page and Table of

Contents to the Yolume.]

"Proceedings," Second Series, Yol. II., Science, Part 3, for July,

1875, and Part 4 for October, 1875.

The President read the following Addi-ess :

—

In the past Academic Session we have lost by death four Ordinary

Members of the Academy, Mr. Andrew Armstrong, Mr. William

MacDougall, the Eev. Greorge Sidney Smith, andMr. Lawrence "Waldi'on
;

and three Honorary Members, Professor Heinrich Ewald of Gottingen,

Professor Hermann Ebel of Berlin, and Sir Charles Lyell.

Professor Ewald was author of a critical grammar of the Hebrew

language, which is described by one of his biographers as an epoch-mak-

ing work that can never be superseded. Its composition occupied thirty

years from 1 843. He was a great historian and commentator as well as

linguist, not only a Hebraist and Biblical scholar, but master of many

Oriental languages.

The next name on this roll of honoiu' is that of Dr. Hermann Ebel,

who filled the chair of Bopp, the founder of the Science of Compara-

tive Philology. He is principally known in this country as a Celtist,

and his remarkable series of studies in Celtic contributed to the Ger-

R. I. A. MIXUTliS, SESSION 187^-5. o
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man periodical edited by Kuhn, were his first important contributions

to Philology. These papers, some of which have helped to fix the

position of the Celtic languages in. the Indo-European family, have

been given to us in an English form by Dr. Sullivan, to which he has

appended a learned introduction on roots, stems, and derivatives, and

on case-endings of nouns in the Indo-Eiu-opean languages. These

studies led to Ebel's great work, the re-casting and editing of Zeiiss's

Orammatica Celtica, and his last work was a paper contributed to this

year's number of the " Hevue Celtique," on O'Davoren's Irish Glos-

sary. At the time of his death he was engaged on a work on Celtic

accentuation to which scholars were anxiously looking forward, and

his loss is a lamentable blow to the science of Philology.

The third name is that of Sir Charles Lyell, whose great work

was the explanation of geological phenomena, by causes which from

the eaiiiest time have existed, and are still in existence, such as ter-

restrial and meteorological influences, including temperature and che-

mical and even vital action. The exclusive theories of "Werner and of

Hutton are avoided by Lyell, so that he gives a picture of the varied

conditions of geological phenomena still slowly and surely advancing

from the earliest influence of chemical, meteorological, and biological

influences from the beginning.

Among the many interesting papers of the past year, those of Dr.

Sigerson are peculiarly valuable : the first " On Heat as a Eactor in

Vital Action," and the second, " On a cause of Buoyancy of Bodies of a

Greater Density than "Water; " the third treats of a subject of much

general interest, " The Various Causes of Changes in the Physical Geo-

graphy of Ireland," some of these being the natural result of causes

commonly in operation, and others, of seismical energy. The raised

beaches of Down, Antrim, Lough Eoyle, Portrush, and Howth, prove

the action of seismical force, while the basaltic regions witness to past

volcanic energy. In the latter investigation, a curious example is

given of the value of our Irish Annals, where certain phenomena are

recorded, which are the result of earthquakes, and the study of seis-

mic action in other portions of the globe proves to us that the Annalists,

in their simple statement of facts, are the unconscious recorders of such

natural phenomena in this country. They not only record four earth-

quakes in Ireland, but sudden eruptions of lakes and rivers ai'e sjjoken

of, such as are known to be attendant upon earthquakes elsewhere at
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the present day. Also dryings up of rivers and lakes, three of which

are recorded between the years 1191-1490, and inroads of the sea.

Dr. Sigerson remarks that the further we go back in ancient history,

the more important is the nature of these phenomena, which seems to

prove that the island was more and more subject to seismical action

the further back we go in time.

In a few instances the author draws attention to the fact that there

appears to be geological evidence of some great convulsion of nature in

some of those places spoken of in the Annals as the sites of such erup-

tions—in some examples subsidence of strata, in others elevation. For

instance, Lough Xeagh, which to the eye of the geologist appears to

be the result of, or connected with, a great subsidence of strata, is

mentioned by the annalist Tighernach, as having been, in the 64th year

of our era, the scene of a great inundation, in which the tribes who

covered the plain were destroyed. Lough Cong and Lough Mask

seem to have been produced by earthquake action running north and

south ; and their geological character supports this theory.

There is much plausibility in his suggestion that many of our le-

gends connected with lakes, rivers, and wells, are derived from such

phenomena connected with earthquakes.

The Annalists record a sudden eruption of a lake in the Co. "Wa-

terford simultaneously with a number of others in various parts of

Ireland, anno mundi 3056. The sinking of the submarine strata has

been observed in the County of Waterford by Dr. Sullivan. I think

it was first noticed many years ago by the late Dr. Farren, and is an

additional evidence of seismical action. I remember, when a boy,

hearing from the latter of an extraordinary spring tide, at the lowest

point of which a large district near Dungarvan was laid bare. This

presented a vast number of hummocks containing the lower portions

of the stems of the Pinus syhestris, which here once formed an exten-

sive forest.

In my Address from this chair in ISTovember last, I observed upon

the paucity of the Biological papers read before the Academy as com-

pared with the number of such papers in the Royal Society ; but as re-

gards Biology a remarkable change has occurred. We have had not less

than twenty-three important biological papers during the last Academic

year, including the comparative and descriptive anatomy and phy-

siology of vegetable and animal life. I cannot avoid expressing how
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much, is owing to Mr. Mackintosh, Mr. Aix-her, Dr. Mac Xab, Mr,

Baker, Mr. Leeper, Mr. Bailey, Dr. CoUins, and to the labours and

example of the learned Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Uni-

versity of Duljlin, Mr. Macalister. Of these papers it would not be

possible to give in an address like the present any clear and concise

review ; the only means of acquiidug a true conception of them is to

read the papers themselves ; they are not direct and complete proofs

of any theorem or hypothesis which can be shortly stated, but are not

on that account of the less use or importance, as they are principally

careful records of phenomena not before acciu'ately recorded, and as

such will form materials for observation and may thus lead to im-

port-ant results in future. But one remark I think it right to make

before I proceed to another subject, and that is, that it is most encou-

raging to fiud two of these papers of considerable importance contri-

buted by men who are as yet in siatu impiUari. I allude to the essays

by Messrs. Leej)er and Baker, both students of medicine, the former on

Eetro-peritoneal Cavities, and the latter upon the Ligamentum muco-

sum. These papers reflect great credit on the Medical School of the

Dublin University, and give high hopes for the future scientific emi-

nence of the authors.

"We have in the '

' Proceedings '

' a most interesting Report n.pon Fossils

in the upper old red sandstone in. Kilkenny, by Mr. Bailey. These

specimens have a great interest, fi'om the perfect preservation in which

they occur, the great size of the fronds, and from the assistance they

give by their associated fossil fauna in deteiToining how far fi'esh or

sea water was concerned in these countries, or on the continent of

Europe, in the production of the old red sandstone. Though this reporf

relates piincipally to the fossil plants of the district, there are remains

discovered of mollusca, ciaistaceans and fish. Mr. BaUey speaks of

three species of fossil ferns from Kiltorcan, Palaeopteris Hibernicus,

Sagenaria Bailyana, and Cyclostigma minuta, described by Professor

Haughton. There is one mollusc closely resembling the large fresh

water mussel.

In the April ]Srumber of the "Proceedings," Mr. Hardman, of the

Geological Suiwey of Ireland, gives an account of deposits of human
and other bones long known to have existed in the cave of Dunmore,

Countv Uilkennv.
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The earliest clescriber of this cave was Bishop Berkeley, but the

most important account of it is given by our fellow Academician, Dr.

Poot, who described the principal features of the cave in conjunction

with the Eev. Mr. Graves and Mr. Burtchell. He shows that at least

for two centuries the place was known as a receptacle for human bones.

They were so abundant that the floor was strewed with them.

Mr. Hardman states, that these have disappeared, so that Dr.

Poot's collection was obtained from a bed of clay or silt.

As regards the origin of these bones there is a considerable differ-

ence between Dr. Foot and Mr. Hardman; the former considering them

to be the remains of natives destroyed by the Danes, at about the

tenth century, the latter holding that the bones may be referred to

the Bronze or Stone period. Mr. Hardman remarks that Dr. Foot

looked at these remains as an antiquarian as he had done as a geologist.

Dr. Foot quotes from the Annals of the Four Masters an account of a

great slaughter at Dearc-Fearna, a.d. 928. The passage runs thus

—

"Godfrey, grandson of Imhar, with the foreigners of Ath-cliath,

demolished and plundered Dearc-Fearna, where 1000 persons were

killed in this year, as is stated in the following quatrain.

"Nine hundred years without sorrow, twenty-eight it has been proved.

Since Christ came to our relief to the plundering of Dearc-Fearna."— 0'Donovan.

The quantity of human bones, as compared with those of the

domestic animals, is in favour of the entry in the Annals of the massacre

in the tenth centiuy, and the frequency of the bones of infants and

children is most interesting. To me it appears probable that in this

cave the bones of man as well as of the domestic animals are to be

attributed to two sources—the human remains of adults, and of chil-

dren, to the massacre by the Danes in the tenth century ; those of

other animals to the still more remote causes spoken of by Sir Charles

Lyell and Schmurling.

One point mentioned by Mr. Hardman, namely, that the charcoal

of coniferous wood was found remote fi'om the entrance, and inter-

stratified with the osseous deposit, has also been mentioned by Dr.

Foot, as recorded by Mr. Mallet in 1848. This points to suffocation

as one mode of death.

The labours of the Academy, as shown in the " Proceedings" and

"Transactions" for 1875, exhibit full evidence of earnest, varied,
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and valuable work on the part of the Members of our body, truly

gratifying to all who have its welfare at heart. In the " Proceedings"

are two important papers on purely mathematical subjects, by Mr.

Young and by Professor Casey ; and in the " Transactions " Dr. Hart,

following Dr. Salmon, in reference to the theory of cubic curves,

communicates a paper of great value to the mathematician. Dr.

Doberck, of the Markree Observatory, describes the first comet of

1845, and at the request of Professor Bruhns of Leipzig, who is an

eminent authority in this department of astronomy, he undertakes

to determine the definite orbit of the comet. He also speaks of six

binary stars and a revolving double star. One of the most important

papers in the "Transactions" of 1875, which contains the substance

of communications read in 1860, 1863, and 1873, entitled "Researches

on Chemical Optics," is by our late distinguished President, who observes

that no part of the scientific field appears to promise more important

results to the investigator than the application of optics to chemistry.

"Optical science," observes Mr. Jellett, "has given to the chemist

the solution of problems whose very investigation seemed beyond

his reach. "Not only has the spectroscope conferred on him a power

of qualitative analysis far exceeding (where it is applicable) that

which he could derive from his own science, but it has also enabled

him to apply analysis to cases in which chemistry proper has been

hitherto, and probably would have remained, powerless. The

analysis of a nebula or of a planetary atmosphere, effected to a

considerable extent by the spectroscope, might seem to be beyond

the powers of ordinary chemical methods, while the phenomena of

rotatory polarization, if they are less striking, open a wide field for

chemical research, and most especially as regards the changes in the

rotation of the organic alkaloids by the addition of an acid." I shall

not attempt to follow Mr. Jellett through the mass of applied

mathematics and chemical research displayed by him in this great

and model paper.

A valuable communication is given by Mr. Burton upon the faint

spectra of the zodiacal and auroral light, observed with the Academy's

spectroscope in the expedition to the island of Rodriguez. He
concludes that the zodiacal light is emitted by matter partly liquid,

partly solid, and mixed with gas.
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I shall read to you the following ohservations made to me in

a letter by Professor Stokes of Cambridge: "Mr. Burton's paper

contains the result of a series of careful observations on the zodiacal

light, made under circumstances much more favourable than present

themselves in our latitudes. He applied himself more especially

to an examination of the spectrum of the light, for which he

employed a spectroscope specially constructed for the examination and

measurement of the spectra of extremely faint objects, which was

obtained by means of a grant entrusted to him by the Academy. The

bright line discovered by Angstrom in the spectrum of the zodiacal

light, and supposed by him to agree in position with the chief line

of the spectrum of the aurora, was observed and measured on several

occasions, and the resulting wave-length differs too much from that

determined by Angstrom for the auroral line, to allow us to suppose

the two to be identical. As the difference, however, is not great, and

an observer so accurate as Angstrom (who, however, appears to have

only seen the zodiacal line when it was too faint for measurement)

supposed the two lines to be the same, it would seem desirable that

Mr. Burton should measure (if he has not clone so already) the

chief auroral line with tJie same instrument that he employed for the

zodiacal light.

" Mr. Burton has also noticed and measured the position of a dark

band in the zodiacal light which does not seem to have been

previously observed.

''The zodiacal light showed also distinct traces of polarization,

proving that it is in part reflected light, wliile the character of the

spectrum proves that the object is also self-luminous, and the

establishment of the non-coincidence between the auroral and zodiacal

lines prevents the danger we might have incurred of looking to the

aurora for an explanation of the physical condition of the body which

is the origin of the zodiacal light."

I have now to add a few words in connexion with the Archaeolo-

gical department of this body, and am anxious to bring forward one

or two points in reference to the futui'e action of the Committee of

Polite Literature and Antiquities.

The first being Sir John Lubbock's Ancient Monuments Bill, I

sincerely hope that we may see this important measure passed during

the coming Session of Parliament, and no effort should be spared by.
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the Irish memhers to assist Sir John Lubbock in his praiseworthy

object.

I should strongly urge upon you the great desirability of recom-

mending a uniform administration and consolidation of funds for the

preservation of tlie ancient monuments of this country, and that the

administration and direction of this work should be left in the hands

of the Irish Government.

The second point to which I desire to draw your attention is, that

the list of ancient ecclesiastical monuments which is now before the

Church Temporalities Commissioners is extremely deficient. When
the great wealth of the country in important ecclesiastical remains is

considered; that only twenty monuments are specified is much to be

lamented. Out of the 125 Round Towers which are noticed as exist-

ing at the close of the last century, but seventy-five are still standing.

The great Crosses, so many in number, which exhibit the most

ancient and perfect examples of sculpture in the country, and a much

larger number of the most important and ancient churches, should be

included. It has been objected that there is a risk in sending in a

list which would be greater than there are funds to meet the necessi-

ties of : but this is surely a lesser evil than that the funds which may
be obtained should exceed the requirements of the list, in which case

such funds may be either too lavishly expended on certain monuments,

or may ultimately be altogether otherwise applied.

When addressing you last year, I expressed much anxiety as to

the mode in which this work of preservation would possibly be car-

ried out. It is with much gratification that I have since seen the

admirable action of the Board of Works in entrusting the supervision

of these necessary repairs to Mr. Deane. The work already achieved at

Cashel and Ardmore, of preservation rather than restoration, gives the

best hopes for the cause of this department of Irish Archaeology.

In illustration of the vandalism to which these great monuments

have been subject in many cases, I may mention that numbers of these

towers have been so plundered for their cut stone, that the safety of the

structure is gravely imperilled. It is not many years since one of the

finest of the towers in Ireland fell, and such was the strength of the

masonry, that the prostrate tower lay like a vast cylinder on the ground

till it was finally blown up with gunpowder by the owner of the

soil, for the purpose of obtaining building material.
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Tou will 160161111)61 that in the year 1869 a recommendation was

made that this "Academy should be invited to sui'render some por-

tion of its chartered independence, and to place its Museum under a

Director to be appointed by the Government." This recommendation

"was based on the allegation, " That the Museum was a very unsafe

building, not fii-e-proof, and that the prendses, 19, Dawson-street,

were insecure, and unsuitable for the Academy's purposes." Since

this statement was made, the whole condition of the Museum has been

materially changed. Objects of chief value have been placed in a

fire-proof room. The old fittings have been removed from the former

Museum, and reconstructed on improved principles. The Curator has

completed the new deposit of all the bronze objects, and had the

strong room arranged siibstantially as we now see it. At the same

time the great crypt under the Library was cleared out and converted

into a lapidary museum. By the space thus gained, ample room is

provided for the sui-plus collections ia bronze and iron, and the larger

objects in stone and wood. A vestibule measuring upwards of 150

feet in length by forty feet in breadth has been thrown into one suite

of rooms, where the inscribed stones are mounted on proper supports,

and the lighting of this great suite of apartments has been provided

for by the introduction of gas. In all these arrangements, whether

they be regarded in the way of security or of adequate exposition, or

sufficiency for the purposes of a great and growing Institution, the

Eeport of 1869 should, if made at this present time, differ in a very

marked manner and in almost every material particular fi'om the

former one. And here let me observe, that the arrangement of the

apartments and of the objects to be exhibited therein has been directed

by one of omv distinguished Yice-Presidents, Dr. Ferguson, to whom,

in the name of the Academy, I have to offer our siacere thanks.

Our Museum differs from ordinary collections by its having a spe-^

cial scientific object. It is to the material evidences of Irish history

what our great manuscript library is to its literary evidences—it is

the antiquary's Libraiy of Reference. Let its shelves be examined,

and any one can see that it is no mere fancy collection of objects of

what is called " vertu," belonging to various times, countries, peoples,

and races. It may be said to belong to the Irish people, and iUuS'

trates their history, and therefore is indispensable for one of the chief

objects of an Irish Academy; truly as much so as our precious collect'

R. I. A. MIXXJTES, SESSION 1874-5. P
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tion of manuscripts which so subserves tlie history of the people, to

say nothing of tlie great and growing subject of Comparative Philo-

logy. It would in a great degree fail in its purpose if it were mixed

with objects of another kind, of whatever value, even though no por-

tion of itself were thi'own into the shade thereby. Let it then be fos-

tered and preserved under the care and government of this body.

The work of transcription of our ancient Irish MSS. is steadily

progressing. The Leabhar na h-TJidhre, and the first part of the

Leabhar Ereac have already appeared. The second part will shortly

be published ; it is much to be regretted that, owing to the unavoid-

able absence of Mr. Gilbert, fi'om ill-health, great delay has occurred

in the publication of this part. The Book of Leinster is now in the

hands of the transcribers, who have completed more than one-third of

theii' task. Assurances have reached us from scholars at home and

abroad of the great value of this work, and the fresh impulse it will

give to the study of the history, poetry, and language of our country
;

and all praise is due to the spuit which prompted the reproduction

of these obscure and perishable manuscripts, as well as the industry

ftdth which the work is conducted. As an example of the interesting

nature of the literary pieces to be found in these works, let me point

to " The Yision of Adamnan," one of the strangest of those mediaeval

visions of which a series seem to have existed in the early Christian

church, such as the visions of Hermas, in the first century of the

Christian era, and the visions of the Irish saint Fursa, recorded by

Bede, culminating in the " Divina Commedia" of Dante. Those who

feel and can appreciate the interest that lies in tracing the relation

that all works of early Christian art bear to the finished productions

of a later period cannot fail to welcome any additional example such

as this. As instances of historic tales contained in the Leabhar na

h-Uidhre, I should mention that translated by Mr. Hennessy, in the

"Revue Celtique,"—The Battle of Cnuca—which proves that

Ireland may claim one important fi'agment of the legendary history

so widely extended among the Celtic family in the British Isles,

in which Ossian occupies a part. These things show how great an

interest belongs, to these works, irrespective of their philological value.

But of their value in this respect also, evidence has been already

afforded by the use made of the Leabhar na h-TJidhre in Windisch's

additions to the last edition of Cui-tius' " Grundziige." It is true
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that regrets liave been expressed by some who still feel deeply the

value of the work—regrets for errors such as have been caused

by difficulties of which those who criticise are not aware, but which

must more or less belong to all human undertakings. Supposing

stich mistakes were very numerous, it will still be a great boon

to the philologist that at the cost of a few hours, with some

touches of his critical pen, he can put himself without pain or

drudgery in possession of a bond fide treasure. The difficulties

in transcribing an old manuscript require not only a keen and

practised eye, but a specially instructed mind to meet. "V^Tiere the

worn, half-obliterated page offers but a blurred or faint image to the

eye, the scribe is more in the position of an explorer than a copyist.

At the close of each volume, tables of reference to fractured, illegible,

and obscure places are appended. Recent investigation has shown

that the latter should be enlarged ; and the more the Scribes them-'

selves seek discussion on the degree of perfection in their own work,,

and the more fearlessly they bring such passages to light, the more

will they add to their character as scholars, showing that Truth is

more their ultimate aim than self-interest or fame. The philologists

must reap and thresh before they winnow, and we should rejoice

in that noble contention which means Progress. And while our

work with Celtic texts is but eKSoo-ets (giving forth), we must welcome

any sign that the day of Stop^tocrets is approaching.

In addition to these fac-similes, we have also in the press for our

"Transactions" the text of the Felire of Aengus, with translation and

notes by an eminent Celtist ; and the Academy has also in hands

a corpus of the Ogham iascriptions reproduced by photography, from

casts taken from paper moulds of the stones by Dr. Ferguson. In all

these undertakings we may, I trust, feel indeed that our body is doing

a great work, and one worihy of its position as the foremost Archaeolo-

gical as well as scientific society of Ireland.

Samuel Ferguson, LL.D., V. P., read a paper "On the alleged

literary forgery respecting Sun-worship on Mount Callan."

Dr. Ferguson argued that the impeached stanzas from the poem

called " the Battle of Gabhra" were not fabricated, as alleged, by the

late Theophilus O'Flanagan, because, in translating them, O'Flanagan

diminished their con-oborative force by imperfect translation, and

because they contain matter difficult to reconcile with the case in aid
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of whicli they are supposed to have been inTented. Dr. Ferguson

fiu'ther adduced eyidence that the stanzas existed in a US. compiled

in 1720, before 0' Flanagan ^ras born.

The Secretary read a paper by Dr. Doberek, " On the Binary Stars

44 Bootis, t, Cassiopeiae, and /jl Draeonis."

[This paper will be pubKshed as Part 1, Yol. XXYI. of the

"Transactions."]

Professor Macalister read a paper " On some Anomalies in Xerves in

Man."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, YoL
II., Science, Part 5.]

The following Eecommendation of the Council was adopted :

—

" That the sum of £20 be granted, out of the ParUamentary Grant

for the prepai'ation of Scientific Eeports, to Professor "SYilliam King,

for fui'ther Besearches into the Jointing of Bocks, showing its relations

to certain points in practical Engineeiing, and to some impoii;ant phe-.

nomena in Physical Geology."

Tuesday ETExrN-G, Xoteiebee 30, 1875.

(Stated Meetotg.)

"WrLLiAM Stoee:s, M.D., F.B. S., President, in the Chair,

Minutes of last Meeting were read and confirmed.

Dr. Bobertson signed the Boll, and was admitted a Member.

B. B. Brash read a paper " On an Ogham inscribed Pillar-stone at

Kilcullen, County Cork."

G. H. Kinahan read a paper " On the di'ifting Power of Tidal

Currents versus that of "Wind "Waves."

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series, Yol,

II., Science, Part 5, with illustrations.]

Mo^^)AT Etexes-g, Deceiebee, 13, 1875.

SAiinjEL FEEGTjSGJf, LL.D., Yice-President, in the Chair.

Minutes of last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Secretary read a paper " On the theory of the Cup-Anemometer,

and the determination of its Constants." By the Bev. Dr. Bomney

Bobiuson, F.B.S., of Armagh.

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series, Yol,

II., Science, Parts.]
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MOXDAT EyE^^LN^G, jA>-rAJiY 10, 1876.

WiLLLiii Stokes, M.D., F. E. S., President, in tlie Cliair.

Jolm A. Blake, Esq. ; Eieliarcl P. Carton, Esq. ; Thomas jN". Deane,

Esq. ; William Doberck, Ph. D. ; Joseph H. Lloyd, II. A. ; Thaddeus

M. O'Callaghan, Esq., C. E. ; and theEev. William Ptoss, ^ere balloted

for and declared duly elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary laid on the table the "Transactions," "Vol. xxvi.

(Science) Part I., being Dr. Doberck on the Binary Stars, 44 Bootis,

t, CassiopeiaB and jjl Draconis, with Addenda to preyions Memoirs.

The Secretary read a Paper, by Mr. Thomas Plnnkett, " On the

Barrow at the Mii'acles, Co. Fermanagh."

Dr. L. Studdert, by permission of the Academy, read a Paper,

"On an examination of Dublin street surface waters for the free

and albumenoid Ammonia contained in them ; taking the Liffey

Water near Carlisle-bridge, at intervals, as the standard of compari-

son.

[This Paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Tol. II., Science, Part 6].

Donations to the Library were announced and thanks yoted to the

Donors.

The Academy then adjourned.

MoxDAT Etexixg, jA^^rAiix 24, 1876.

WiLLiAir Stokes, M.D., E.Pt.S., President, in the Chaii\

The Secretary read a Paper, by Mi\ Thomas Plunkett, " On some

Cinerary TJms and Human Eemains found at Knockninny Cave, Co.

Fermanagh; with an Appendix by the Eev. Dr. Haughton and Pro-

fessor Macalister."

[This Paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series,

Yol. II., Science, Part 6, with illustrations.]

Eobert S. Ball, LL. D., Astronomer Eoyal for Ireland, read a Paper

"On an Elementary Proof of Lagrange's Equations of Motion in

Generalized Co-ordinates."

E. I. A. MINVTES, SESSION 1875-6. 9.
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[This Paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series,

Yol. II., Science, Part 6.]

E. Perceval "Wright, M.D,, Secretary to the Academy, read a Paper,

^' Notes on some Foraminifera of the Seychelles."

[This Paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 6.]

Donations to the Library were announced and thanks voted to the

Donors.

The Academy then adjonrncd.

Monday Evening, Eebritaiiy 14, 1876.

"WixLiAM Stokes, M.D., E.E.S., President, in the Chair.

"William Dillon, Esq. ; George Eottrell, Esq. ; Hev. Thomas Olden,

B.A.; and the Marqnis of Kildare, were balloted for and declared duly

elected members of the Academy.

The Astronomer Eoyal for Ireland read a Paper by Mr. Dreyer,

Assistant Astronomer at Parsonstown, " On personal Errors in Astro-

nomical Transit Observations."

[This Paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 6.]

J. E. Kelly, M. D., by permission of the Academy, read a Paper,

"On a case of Polydactylism, with an account of the dissection

thereof."

[This Paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 6, with illustrations.]

: Dr. Macalister read a Paper^ " On some Forms of Anomalous Ana-

tomy."

[This Paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Scries,

Vol. II., Science, Part 6.]

J. R. Garstin, E.S.A., Treasurer of the Academy, read a Paper "On
a Bronze Armlet recently acquired for the Museum."

The Secretary of the Academy read the following letter, addressed

to the President by Lord Sandon :

—
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" SciEA'CE A>^D Art Depahthent,

" Soi'TH EJEXSIiSTGIOIf, S.W.,

" mh Fehruary, 1876.

'

' I have tlie honour to inform you tliat the Lords of the Committee

of Council on Education have framed a scheme, which has met with

the approval of Her Majesty's Government, for the purpose of aug-

menting and extending the facilities for Science and Art instruction

in Ireland ; and that their Lordships feel that they may look with

confidence for the cordial support and co-operation of the Royal

Dublin Society and of the Royal Irish Academy in those prelimi-

nary measures which are absolutely necessary to carry out a com-

prehensive plan, which they trust will be worthy of the metropolis

of Ireland, and will tend to foster and develop the natural genius

and taste of her people.

" 2. Prom the representations which have been made to the Govern-

ment as to the general wishes of the country ; from the recommenda-

tions of the Commission, of which the Duke of Leinster—then the

Marquis of Kildare—was Chairman in 1868; and from the evidence

given before that Commission, it appears that the time has now
arrived when the wants of the community at large have outgrown the

useful action of private societies, and when a thorough rearrangement

and consolidation of existing institutions have become essential as a

condition precedent to further progress.

" 3. With this view their Lordships propose to build, on a site

adjacent to Leinster House, a Science and Art Museum for Ireland

somewhat similar to that now existing in Edinburgh, for Scotland :

and to remove the jSTatural History Museum to the same building,

supplying it with funds and staff sufficient for its development into a

l^ational Museum of Ifatural History.

" 4. The collections of the Geological Survey, and the Industrial

<3ollections still retained in the Eoyal College of Science, would be re-

moved to the same building—the former collections remaining, during

the continuance of the Survey, under its officers, for whom offices may
probably be provided in Leinster House.

"5. The Library would be then transferred from Leinster House
into the biiilding now occupied by the ]N"atural History Museum, and

q 2
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supplied -with, tlie funds and staff necessary to develop it into a Public

K'ational Library, under the superintendence of a Council of twelve

Trustees, eight of Trbom would be nominated by tbe Eoyal Dublin

Society and four by the GoveiTinient. The officers of the Library

would be appointed by the Council of Tinistees ; and as the members

of the Eoyal Dublin Society woxdd enjoy no greater privileges than

the public generally, their present contribution to it would cease.

" 6. The collections of the Royal Lrish Academy would also be

transferred to the Science and Art Museum ; the officers at present

in charge of them becoming officers of the Science and Ai't Depart-

ment.

" 7. The Science and Art !Museum, which would thus be an entirely

new Institution, having the same scope and object as the Science and

Art Museum in Edinburgh, would be maintained and managed in a

similar manner. Its collections would consist of purchases, for which

an annual vote would be taken; of loans—especially from the South

Kensington Museum ; and, it may reasonably be hoped, of donations

from public-spirited individuals in Ireland.

"8. It is believed that it would be most advisable to accommodate

the Eoyal Irish Academy in Leinster House, where, after the removal

of the Library of the Eoyal Dublin Society, ample space may be found

for both the Eoyal Dublin Society and the Eoyal Irish Academy, with

well adapted and dignified rooms for their meetings, and for the

Library of the latter society. They would also be in proxiroity to the

very valuable and interesting artistic and scientific collections of the

proposed IS'ational Museum, as well as to the 2>'ational Library, which

would then be centred upon this spot.

" 9. The Art School would be made a special Metropolitan School,

the Eoyal Dublin Society being relieved of theii' management of and

contributions to it.

"10. In order to carry out the foregoing aiTangements, and to afiord

to the State the requisite control over propeiiy and buildings upon

which a large amoiint of public money is to be expended, it will be

necessary to obtain an Act of Parliament amending the 17 and 1&

Tict., c. xcix., and to vest all the buildings and land now held by the

Eoyal Dublin Society in the Government—except the premises front-

ing on Kildare-place now used for the Agricultural Museum and Shows

by the Eoyal Dublin Society—and to pui'chase, if possible, the fee-

simple of such part of the property as is held on lease.
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"11. These arrangements will necessarily entail the surrender by

the Royal Dublin Society and the Royal Irish Academy, of some pri-

vileges which they now enjoy, and will deprive them of some of those

functions which they have hitherto exercised ; but the Lords of the

Committee of Council on Education wish it to be distinctly under-

stood, that they in no way undervalue the eminent services which the

Royal Dublin Society and the Eoyal Irish Academy have rendered to

Ireland. They trust that those services may still be continued, for it

may be observed, that the autonomy and functions of the Societies

would be in no degree affected, except as provided in the foregoing
;

nor does this scheme in any way interfere with the aid in repairs, etc.,

now afforded to the Royal Dublin Society for the maintenance of its

Agricultural Department ; or with the grants to the Royal Irish Aca-

demy for Literary and Scientific research.

''12. Their Lordships further earnestly desire to retain the advan-

tage of the assistance and authority which the continued co-operation

of the Societies with the Government in this more extensive national

undertaking would afford, and in order to aid them in the administra-

tion of the Science and Art Museum, the iJ^atural History Collections,

and the Botanic Gardens, they propose to constitute a Board of Yisitors

consisting of twelve Members, four nominated by the Lord Lieutenant,

five by the Royal Dublin Society, three by the Royal Irish Academy

—

the Members to be appointed for a limited time, but to be re-eligible

—

and a President to be elected annually by the Board. The duties of

the Board of Yisitors would be to make Annual Reports to the Science

and Art Department, which should be laid before Parliament, on the

condition, management, and requixements of the Museum, and to ad-

"vise on points affecting the administration.

"13. The Science and Art Museum would be under a Director—an

oflS.cer of the Science and Art Department dii-ectly responsible to it, as

at Edinburgh—with a suf3.cient staff

.

"14. The jSTatural History Museum would be under a Curator paid

by the State, as at present ; but he would be appointed by, and re-

sponsible to, the Science and Art Department, and not to a Committee

of the Royal Dublin Society. It is not necessary here to consider the

exact relations of this officer to the Director of the Science and Art Mu-
seum, but they would probably be somewhat similar to those of the

Curator of the Natural History Museum in Edinburgh to the Director

of the Science and Art Museum.
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" 15. The Botanic Gardens, Glasnerin, would be under a Curator

paid by the State as at present ; but lie u'ould be appointed by, and

responsible to, the Science and Art Department.

" 16. The Dii-ector of the Science and Art ITuseum "would act as

Accounting Officer for all the votes of public money, and would be the

medium of communication -witlL the Science and Art Department.

"17. Their Lordships tmst that this communication will reccive-

the early attention of your Society.

" I have the honour to be, Sii',

" Tour obedient servant,

"SAIs^)o^^"
" The Pbesidext of the

'
' EOXAX IeISH xiCADEMT,

" Dawsox-steeet, Dxn3Lix."

It was Ptesolved

—

That the Council be requested to report to the Academy on the^

proposals of the Government contained in the letter of Lord Sandon

now read.

It was Eesolved

—

That it be recommended to the Council to take the necessary steps

to invite the British Association for the Advancement of Science to

meet in Dublin dui'ing the autumn of 1878 ; and that the Council ba

authorized—should they see fit—to send a deputation to the Glasgow^

meeting of the British Association to be held in September, 1876.

The Academy then adjourned.

Mos-DAY EvExrs'G, Febutjary 28, 1876.

VTiLLiAii Stokes, M.D., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

By permission of the Academy, llr. E. T. Hardman read a Paper

" On Analysis of Coal and Ironstones from Dungannon Coal Picld, Co.

Tyrone."

[This Paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Scries,

Yol. II., Science, Part 6.]

By permission of the Academy, Professor Leith Adams, M.D.,.
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F.E.S., read a Eeport " On Ms Explorations of the Caves at Shandon,

with an Account of the Animal Eemains found therein."

[This Eeport will be published as Part 5, Yol. XXYI. of the

" Transactions," with illustrations.]

Dr. Ingram, Secretary of the Council, brought down the following

Ecsolutions of Council, as their Eeport to the Academy on the proposals

of the Grovemment contained in the letter of Lord Sandon, read at the

last Meeting of the Academy :

—

" 1. That the Eoyal Irish Academy is desirous of co-operating with

Her Majesty's Government in the measures necessary for the estab-

lishment of a National Science and Art Museum in Dublin, provided

that the independence and usefulness of the Academy be not in-

juriously affected by such measures.

" 2. That, while we consent to the transfer of our Museum to the

Government, we thirLk that its arrangement, as well as the purchase

of additions, should be done through the Academy.

"3. That, in thus assenting to the transfer of its Museum to the

Government, the Academy also think that adequate provision should

be made for the continued acquisition of Irish Antiquities, which may

hereafter be discovered, or offered for sale ; and that the collection

of the Academy, together with such other Irish antiquities as shall be

added to it, should be for ever kept apart from Miscellaneous Art col-

lections in the possession of the Government, and be permanently

maintained as a Museum of our National Antiquities, no portion of its

contents being ever removed from the city of Dublin.

" 4. That, considering the position which the Academy has long

held, and will continue to hold, as the first Scientific, Literary, and

Antiquarian Society of the country, the proportional representation

proposed to be given to it on the Board of Yisitors (sect. 12 of

Lord Sandon's letter), is altogether inadequate ; and the Academy

further think that no paid official of the Science and Art Depart-

ment should be eligible to act as a representative on the Board.

"5. That, as the Academy is making a substantial concession in

respect to its Museum, there should be provided in the yearly esti-

mates, as laid before Parliament, instead of the several sums now

annually voted, a sum of £2,000, to enable the Academy to discharge

more completely its functions as a Scientific and Literary body, by

making grants in aid of original research, by publishing the results of
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such, research., hy maintainiiig a Library specially adapted to assist

learned investigation, and by editing and printing ancient Irish

Texts.

" 6. That the Academy should be accountable, as at present, to

Her Majesty's Treasury, thtrougli the Irish. GroTemment, for the sum

to be th.us voted by Parliament, and should not be subject, in the con-

daet of its affair's, or the expenditure of its Grants, to any control on

the part of the Science and Ai-t Department, or any of its officers."

It vas Resolved

—

That the Eesolutions recommended by the Council for th.e adoption

of tlie Academy, as no"^ laid before the Academy, together -with Lord

Sandon's letter, be printed and circulated among the Members, and

that the Academy do now adjourn to Monday next, the 6th. of March,

vhen the above-mentioned Eesolutions and letter will be considered.

The Secretary read the following names proposed by the Council

to the Society for election on the 16th of March, as Honorary Mem-
bers :

—

Thomas Carlyle ; Margaret Stokes ; "William Stubbs ; Eugene E.

YioUet-le-due ; Ernst ^indisch; Ernst Haeckel ; 'Wilhelm Borchardt;

Alphonse Decandolle.

The Academy then adjourned.

Mo:s'DAT EvBXDTG, Maech 6, 1876.

(Adjour-ned Meeting.)

"WrLi.iA:j: Stoees, M.D., E.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Dr. Ingram, Secretary of the Council, made a statement in refer-

ence to the letter of Lord Sandon, previous to moving the Ptesolutions

recommended by the Council for the adoption of the Academy.—

(

Vide

Jlinutes ofjprevious Meeting.)

Epon which Mi'. J. J. Digges LaTouche moved, and J. E. Garstin

LL. B., E.S.A., seconded, the following as Amendments :

—

"1. That the Eoyal Irish Academy, being desirous of co-operating

with Her Majesty's Government on the measures necessary for the

establishment of a Xational Science and Ai't Museum in Dublin, pro-
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vided that the independence and usefulness of the Academy be not

injuriously affected by such measures, is willing to consent to the

transfer of its antiquarian collections, commonly known as its Museum,

to the Government, upon the conditions

—

(«). That the arrangement of the Museum, as well as the pur-

chase of additions, shall continue to be conducted by the

Academy, and that adequate provision shall be made for the

continued acquisition of Irish antiquities which may here-

after be discovered or offered for sale.

ii). That the Museum of the Academy, together with such other

Irish antiquities as may be added to it, shall be for ever

kept apart from other collections, and be permanently main-

tained as a Museum of our national antiquities, no portion

of its contents being ever removed from the city of Dublin,

unless by permission given under the seal of the Academy.

(c). That the Academy shall be accountable, as at present, to

Her Majesty's Treasury, through the Irish Government, for

all sums voted by Parliament, and shall not be subject, in the

conduct of its affairs, or the expenditure of its grants, to any

control on the part of the Science and Art Department, or

any of its officers.

"2. That, considering the position which the Academy has long held,

and will continue to hold, as the first scientific, literary, and anti-

quarian society of the country, the proportional representation pro-

posed to be given to it on the Board of Visitors (sect. 12 of Lord Sandon's

letter) is altogether inadequate; and the Academy further thinks

that no paid ofiicial of the Science and Art Department should be eli-

gible to act as a representative on the Board.

"3. That there should be provided in the yearly estimates, as laid

before Parliament, instead of the several sums now annually voted,

a sum at least equal to what is at present voted, to enable the Aca-

demy to discharge more completely its functions as a scientific,

literary, and antiquarian body, by making grants in aid of original

research, by publishing the results of such researches, by maintaining

•a Kbrary specially adapted to assist learned investigation, and by
•editing and printing ancient Irish tests, &c."
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On consultation, the Secretary of the Council withdrew the Eeso-

tions of the Council and accepted the Amendments as read instead.

These having been put as a substantive Resolution,

The following Amendment was moved by Dr. Mac Swiny, and

seconded by Dr. A. G. Eichey :

—

"That the Academy, having heard the various observations of the

several speakers, and recognising the great divergence of opinion on

this important subject' which still prevails, do now refer the question

back to the Council for afresh Report."

The Amendment was put, and, on a division, declared lost.

An adjournment was moved, but was, on a division, declared

negatived.

Whereupon the amended Resolutions were again put as substan-

tive Resolutions, and declared duly carried.

The Academy then adjourned.

Thtjesday Evening, Mauch 16, 1876.

(Stated Meeting.)

William Stoees, M.D., P.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The Secretary of Council read the following Report for the past

Session :

—

Repoet of the Council foe, the Year 1875-6.

Since the date of the last Report of the Council, the following Parts

of the Transactions have been published :

—

In the department of Science :

—

Yol. XXY.—Parts 12 and 13. On the First Comet of 1845,

and on the Binary Star ^j? Bootis ; by Dr. Doberck.

Part 14. On the Anatomy of Insectivorous Edentates; by Dr.

Macalister.

Part 15. On the Pern Elora of the Seychelles; by J. G. Baker,

E. L. S. ; with I^otes, by E. P. Wright, M. D.

Part 16. On the Structure of the Spines of the Diadematidse ; by

H. W. Mackintosh, A. B.
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Part 17. On the Mne-point Contact of Cubic Curves ; by A. S.

Hart, LL. D., P. T. C. D.

Part 18. Experiments on the Movement of Water in Plants; by

^V. E. M'mb, M. D.

Part 19. On the Binary Stars cr Coronse, t Ophiuchi, y Leonis,

and ^ Aquarii ; by Dr. Doberck.

Part 20. On the Superinduced Divisional Structure of Eocks,

called Jointing ; by Dr. "VV. King.

To the above papers have been added a title-page and table of

contents to Yol. XXY.
Also, Yol. XXYI.—Part 1. On the Binary Stars 44 Bootis, rj Cas-^

siopeioB, and fjL Draconis ; by Dr. Doberck.

And the Secretary of the Academy will, at the Stated Meeting,

lay on the table :

—

Part 2. On the Intertubular Tissue of the Mammalian Testicle
;

hy Eeuben Harvey, M. D.

Part 3. On the Chemical and Mineralogical Characters of the

Lavas of Yesuvius ; by Eev. Professor Haughton and Professor

Hull.

In the department of Polite Literature and Antiquities, there are-

in the press :

—

On the Felire of CEngus ; by Whitley Stokes, LL. D.

. On the Bell of St. Patrick ; by the Yery Eev. Wm. Eeeves, D. D.

It has been found possible to publish the Science portion of tha

IS^ew Series of Proceedings at quarterly intervals throughout the

year:^—Part 2 of Yol. II. in April; Part 3 of the same volume

in July; Part 4 in October, 1875; and Part 5 in January of the

present year. These Parts contain twenty-five Memoirs, many of

them of great value, with illustrative woodcuts, and thirty Plates.

Part 11 of Yol. I. (Second Series), containing papers on Polite-

Literature and Antiquities, was published in December, 1875.

Besides an Address delivered by the President at the opening-

Meeting of the present Session, communications by the following,

authors were laid before the Academy in the course of the year :

—

In the department of Science :—by the Eev. Dr. Eobinson ; Dr..

Eobert S. BaU ; Dr. A. S. Hart ; Dr. Doberck ; Dr. Dreyer ; Eev.

Dr. Haughton ; Professor Downing ; Professor Leith Adams ; Dr. Davy
;

Professor W. King; Dr. E. P. AYright ; Mr. A. W. Baker; Dr.
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Macalister; Mr. H. W. Mackintosh; Mr. E. T. Hardman ; Dr. J. E.

Kelly ; Eev. Eugene O'Meara ; Mr. G. H. Kinahan ; Dr. C. E. C. Tich-

borne; Dr. E. J. Harvey; Mr. C. E. Burton; Professor M'Nab ; Dr.

Studdert ; Professor E. Hull ; and Mr. Thomas Plunhett.

In Polite Literature and Antiquities :—^by Mr. E. E. Brash ; Dr.

Eerguson ; the Yery Eev. Dr. Eeeves ; Mr. Grarstin ; Mr. D. Crofton

;

and Mr. Thomas Plunkett.

The Literary and Scientific activity of the Academy, indicated by

the amount and value of the communications made to it during the

past year, woTild seem to be in some measure due to the promptitude

and regularity with which the papers read before it were published.

In this respect, the Academy, during the past year, has probably not

been surpassed by any other scientific body. All the papers in the

department of Science, read at the Meetings, up to the end of the

year 1875, 'are already in the hands of the Members ; the publica-

tion of the papers in Polite Literature and Antiquities is also in a

very advanced state ; and the total amount printed seems to exceed

that of any previous Academic year.

Within the past year several antique articles in gold, silver, bronze,

&c., have been acquired for the Museum by purchase or donation.

All the bone objects in the collection have been rearranged, and the

greater portion placed on trays specially constructed for them in Wall-

case jSTo. 4, in the Long Eoom. In the Strong Eoom two horizontal

glazed cases have been adapted to the window recesses, and some pro-

gress has been made in the arrangement of objects in them. The

alterations in the basement storey, commenced some time since,

have been continued, and this portion of the Academy's House

is now provided with upright glass cases, and thus rendered available

not only for the purposes of a lapidary museum, but also for the exhibi-

tion of numerous miscellaneous articles.

During the last eight years a continuous series of operations has

been in progress towards the arrangement of the Academy's collec-

tions, their protection against risk from fire, and the construction of

new places of deposit and exhibition. These efforts have now been

substantially completed, and the general result may be here briefly in-

dicated.

All our more precioiis objects have been brought together in a

fire-proof room, and our other antiquities of a less bulky kind have
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been placed in well-arranged cases in the adjoining apartments of our

first floor, whilst space for the deposit and exhibition of objects of

a greater size, as well as of our surplus collections of bronze and iron,

has been obtained by the conversion of our basement storey into a suite

of four apartments, extending through a length of 140 feet, and

haying, through the greater part of this extent, a breadth of 40 feet.

Although these apartments are low-ceiled and not well lighted by day,

they suflS.ce for our present wants, especially as effective artificial

lighting has been provided for evening exhibitions. Evening openings,

to which the public might be admitted, have been constantly, kept in

view during these preparatory operations, and the work has now
advanced to a state of completion which will probably allow of such

admissions within the present Session. A Handbook for visitors on

such occasions is in course of preparation, and will shortly be

issued. The Council extract from it, and append to this Report,

two plans of our principal and basement Museums, which give a

comprehensive view of the present state of the arrangements, and

which, it is believed, will show that the Academy, in this branch

of its functions, has utilized to the utmost the space and means at

its disposal, for the interests of antiquarian learning, and the in-

struction of the public.

It may here be mentioned that the amoiint available for the

continuation of the Museum Catalogue, invested in Bank of Ireland

stock, represents a sum exceeding one hundred pounds.

The second and concluding volume of the Academy's edition of

the Leabhar Brcac has been published within the year, and the work

of transcribing and lithographing the Book of Leinster is in progress.

Mr. O'Longan, assisted in the collation by Professor O'Looney, has

executed his facsimile transcript of that manuscript as far as page

200, a portion which comprises nearly half the work, and the whole

of this portion has already been printed.

The attention of the Council having been called to a letter pub-

lished in the "Eevue Celtique" for February, 1875, in which certain

errors of transcription were alleged to exist in the Academy's edition

of the Leabhar na-h-TJidhri, the Committee of Polite Literature and

Antiquities was requested to examine into the alleged errors. That

Committee accordingly conducted such an inquiry, and embodied the

results at which it arrived in a Ecport, which was adopted by the
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Coimcil, and haTing been afterwards laid before the Academy, and

printed in tbe Minutes (page Ixxxvii), is in the^^hands of tbe lEembers.

The printing of the three-text edition of the Pelire of (Engus,

with translation, by '^v. "Whitley Stokes, is almost completed, and

the issue of the volume may, it is hoped, be expected before long.

Considerable progress has also been made in the printing of the edition

of the Tain-bo-Cuailnge, by Dr. William K. Sullivan. The Academy

las been able to undertake these publications in consequence of the

additional aid, to the extent of £200 per annum, voted by Parliament

during the last two years, for the publication of materials prepared

under the previous grant of the same amount enjoyed since 1868.

A sum of £481 has been included in the Parliamentary esti-

mates of 1876-7, as the first portion of the special grant for the publi-

cation of the Annals of TJlster, a work which, it will be remembered, was

undertaken by the Academy at the instance of the Irish Government.

It has been arranged that they shall be printed in the Irish character,

and in a size uniform with that of the series of historical works

published under the direction of the ^Slaster of the Ptolls in England.

The Council are happy to add that the Teiy Ptev. Dr. Peeves has

undertaken the task of editing the Annals for the Academy,

A portion of the fii'st fasciculus of photographs fi'om casts of

Ogham inscriptions, is in the hands of the autotype printers. It is

intended to include in this issue the several texts in the Academy's

Lapidary lluseum.

The Academy has already given its sanction to the following

grants, from the fund placed at its disposal by Parliament for aiding

Scientific research by providing suitable instmments and materials :

—

£3 15s. 4d. to ITr. Burton in aid of his Pesearches into the Aurora ,

:and Zodiacal Lights

;

£20 to Professor "W. King for further Pesearches into the Jointing

'of Eocks ; and

£25 to Dr. Carte and ]Mr. lloss for the purpose of investigating the

recent Excavations in the Bog of BaUybetagh, and reporting on

such Animal Eemains as may be found therein.

And the Academy will be asked at the Stated ileeting to give its

assent to the following further grants fi'om the same fund :

—

£35 to the Rev. Eugene O'^Jtleara for fui'ther investigations as to

the Distribution of Irish Diatomacero.
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£12 to Professor Leith Adams for a Eeport on Irish Pleistocene

Mammals.

£50 to the Rev. Professor Haiighton for a Report on the Tidal Con-

stants of the Irish Coasts (towards the sum of £100 required for the ex-

penses to be incurred).

£25 to Dr. Studdert and llr. Plunkctt for a Report on the ISTature

of the Mineral Waters of Mallow.

£20 to Dr. Chichester Bell towards investigating the Chemical

Constitution of Pyrrol.

£40 12s. 8d. to Dr. Emerson Reynolds towards investigating the

Atomic Weight of Grlucinum ; and

£10 to Dr. E. P. Wright for Report on Chytridia parasitic on

Floridese.

An application was made to the Council in May, 1875, on behalf

of the Arctic Expedition, for the use of the spectroscope made under the

superintendence of Mr. Burton for the Academy, as being the best in

existence for feeble light, and therefore specially adapted for observa-

tions of the ISTorthern Aurora. The Council thought it right to

give the use of the instrument for this important pubKc purpose, an

undertaking being, of course, obtained that the spectroscope should be

returned at the close of the expedition.

An important communication was lately received from Lord San-

don, Yice-President of the Committee of Council on Education,

announcing the intended establishment in this city of a Science and

Art Museum for Ireland, and suggesting the transfer of the Academy's

antiquarian collections to Her Majesty's Government, and the removal

of the Academy itself from its present premises to Leinstex House.

This communication having been fully considered by the Academy at

a very recent meeting, it appears unnecessary to enter into particulars

respecting it in this Report, especially as no further communi-

cation on the subject has since been received from the Government.

The letter of Lord Sandon and the Resolutions adopted by the Academy
in relation to it, have been printed in the Minutes (pp. cxi. and cxvi.)

The Treasurer informs the Council that he has every reason to

anticipate that the accounts for the year ending with the present

month, which will shortly be published, will exhibit a highly satis-

factory state of the finances of the Academy.

"We have lost by death within the year, tliree Honorary Members
viz. :

—
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1. Sir Charles "Wheatstone.

2. Hermann Ebel.

3. Adolphe Pictet.

"We have also lost ten Ordinary Members, viz. :

—

1. Andrew Armstrong, Esq., elected in 1862.

2. Richard Eolt Brash, Esq., elected in 1865.

3. The Yiscoimt De Yesci, elected in 1849.

4. Eev. R. Eergnson, LL. D., elected in 1854.

5. Eev. Jas. Gaffney, elected in 1866.

6. George A. Grierson, Esq., elected in 1824.

7. Thomas Hone, Esq., elected in 1851.

8. ^y. Toderick Kent, Esq., elected in 1838.

9. W. MacDougall, Esq., elected in 1843.

10. E,ev. George Sidney Smith, elected in 1834.

11. Charles B. Yignoles, C. E., E. E. S., &c., elected in 1836.

12. Lawrence AYaldron, Esq., D. L., elected in 1860.

One of these names—that of Mr. Brash—^has been of freqnent

occurrence in our Proceedings. He was a zealous and industrious

student of our National Antiquities. He published, not long before

his death, a work on the Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland to the

close of the twelfth century, and he had collected materials for a com-

panion volume to be devoted to the history of the Pointed Styles, as

practised in this country. He also contributed memoirs on kindred

subjects to the " Ulster Journal of Archseology " and the " Proceedings

of the Eoyal Historical and Archseological Society of Ireland." He had

of late occupied himself much with the study of Ogham inscriptions,

and embodied many of the results of his researches in papers read before

the Academy. He discovered several new inscriptions of this kind, and

called attention to others which were known, but had not received

due attention from investigators ; and has thus done real service in

the elucidation of this obscure and difficult subject.

Nineteen Members have been elected since the 16th of March,

1875, viz. :—
1. The Yiscount Powerscourt.

2. James E. Lombard.

3. J. E. Gore.

4. Alexander Lane.

5. Nicholas Eurlonc:,
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6. Eev. AbratarQ Hume.

7. Malachy J. Kilgariffe.

8. Jolin Charles Eobertson.

9. John A. Blake.

10. Eichard P. Carton.

11. Thomas IS". Deane.

12. "William Doberck.

13. Joseph Henry Lloyd.

14. Thaddeus M. O'Callaghan.

15. Eev. William Eoss.

16. William Dillon.

17. George Eottrell, jun.

18. Eev. Thomas Olden.

19. The Marquis of Kildare.

The following President, Council, and Officers were elected for the

years 1876-77 :

—

PHESIDENT.

WiUiam Stokes, M. D., P. E. S., &c.

COTJKCIL.

Committee of Science.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, M. D., P. E. S.

E. Perceval Wright, M. D.

David Moore, Ph. D.

John Casey, LL. D., P. E. S.

Thomas Hayden, M. D.

Eev. J. H. Jellett, B. D., S. P. T. C. D.

WilHam Archer, P. E. S/

Alexander Carte, M. D.

Sir Eobert Kane, LL. D., P. E. S.

Eobert S. Ball, LL. D., P. E. S.

J. Emerson Eeynolds, M. D,

Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

J. Kells Ingram, LL. D.

Samuel Perguson, LL. D.

W. J. O'Donnavan, LL. D.

R. I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1875-6. t
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Alexander G. Eichey, LL. D.

John Eibton Garstin, F. S. A.

Very Eev. Dean Eeeves, D. D.

Ebt. Thadeus O'Mahony, D. D.

Eobert Atkinson, LL. D.

Eev. llaxwell Close, M. A.

Thomas Drew, E. H. A.

Tejeasueee,.—J. Ptibton Garstin, F. S. A.

Seceetaht.—E. Perceyal "Wright, M. D.

Seceeta:et oe CotixcrL.—J, KeUs Ingram, LL. D.

Seckexaet oe FoEEiGif CoEEESPOKDExcE.
—

"W. Ai'cher, F. E. S.

LrRRAETAx.—Eohert Atkinson, LL. D.

Cleek of tfe AcADEirr.—Edward Clibbom, Esq.

The President, under his hand and seal, appointed the following

]\Iembers of the Council Vice-Presidents for the ensuing year :

—

Very Eev. Dean Eeeres, D. D.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, ]\I. D.

Samuel Ferguson, LL. D.

Sir Eobert Kane, LL. D.

The following were elected Honorary Hembers of the Academy :

—

In the De^jartment of Science.

Carl Wilh. Borchardt, Berlin.

Alphonse Decandolle, Geneva.

Ernst Haeckel, Jena,

In the Department of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Thomas Carlyle, London.

Margaret Stokes, Dublin.

Wmiam Stubbs, M. A., Oxford.

Eugene E. Viollet-le-duc, Paris.

Ernst Windisch.

Donations to the Libraiy were presented, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

The Academy then adjoiu'ned.
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!M!oxDAT Etexixo, Apeil 10, 1876,

Sm EoB-EET XiJ^^E, LL. D., F. E. S., Yice-Presiclent, in tlie Chair.

Michael F. Coxe, II. D., Francis E. Clarke, M. D., Eev. John

Grainger, D. D., Eev. "William M'llwaine, D. D., "Walter Myers, Esq.,

and G. Gerald Tyrrell, Esq., were balloted for and declared duly elected

Members of the Academy.

Letters were read by the Secretary from Miss M. Stokes, Thomas

Carlyle, Ernst Haeckel, C. "Wilh. Borchardt, and Alphonse DecandoUe,

thanking the Academy for the honor conferred on them in electing

them as Honorary Members.

" 5, Meeeiox-sqtjake, IN"., Dubitx,

''2oth March, 1876.

''SlE,

" I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your kind letter, conveying

to me the intelKgence that the Academy has done me the favoxu- of

electing me an Honorary Member of their body.

''It is needless for me to add how deeply sensible I feel of the

high honour thus extended to me, and how gratified I am for the

spirit of kindness which prompted this act. Pray convey to the

Members of the Eoyal Irish Academy the expression of my deep

obligation and assurance that I shall continue to make any effoi-t in

my power to help forward the cause in which they have been so good

as to enlist me.
''I beg to remain,

" Toiu's faithfuUy,

"3iIaegaeei Stokes.

''Dk. E. P. Weight."

" Jen-a,

''Den iAjm'I, 1876.
" HOCHGEEBIETEE HeEE !

"Die Eoyal Irish Academy hat in ihrer Sitzung vom 16 Marz mir

die hohe Ehre erwiesen, mich zu ihrem Ehrenmitgliede zu emennen.

"Wenn auch meine bisherigen Bemiihungen um die Porderung der

AVissenschaft nicht ausreichend warcn, um diese hochst ehrenvolle

Auszeichnung zu verdienen, so soil mir dieselbe ein neuer Sporn und

Antrieb sein, mich ihrer wiirdig zu machen und alle meine Krafte im
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Dienste unserer "Wissenscliaft zu verwenden. Das Bewasstsein, einem

so ausgezeielmeterL Kreise hodLverdienter ManiLer anzugelioreii und

diircli gleich.es Streben, wie durch. gleiche geistige Interessen rerbun-

den zu sein, Yeiieibt neuen Muth und neue Kraft im "Wetteifer nacb

gleicbem Ziele. Ich. werde die Ehre baben, von jetzt an meine ms-

senscbaftlicben Ai'beitcn regelmassig der Eoyal Irish Academy zu

iibersenden.

"Indem ich Ihnen meinen verbindlichsten Dank 'wiederhole und

Sie zugleich ersuche denselben den bocbrerehiien lEitgliedern der

Academic auszusprechen, bleibe ich.

'

' In vorziiglichster Hocbaclitung

"Ihr ergebenster

" De. Eeis'st Haickel,

" Professor der Zoologie an der

" Universitdt Jena.
'

' A>^ DEN Peaesidexiex dee

" EoTAL Ieish Academy, ztt Duhlin.

"BEELrN",

'' 1st April, 1876.
" Sie,

'
' 1 have been sui-prised in the most honourable "^ayby receiving from

your illustrious Academy the nomination to an Honorary Membership.

" The high distinction bestowed upon me by this election recalls

to my memory the extraordinary favoiu' I had in a veiy distant epoch

;

at the Meeting of the British Association at Oxford, in the year 1847
;

by becoming acquainted there with your eminent TVilliam Hamilton,

George Boole, and other Dish, scientific men of the first order, and

of being received by them in the most benevolent manner.

" It will be a great satisfaction to me if my further researches,

which I shall have the honour of submitting to yoiu' judgment, should

render me worthy of the place offered to me in your Academy.

"Asking you to express my profound gratitude to your honourable

colleagues,
'•' I am, Sir,

"Your most obedient Servant,

"PeOFESSOK C. "W. BoECH-iEDT.
" De. "William Stoe:es,

" President of the Royal Irish Academy,

M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., miight of the Prussian Order of Merit, ^'^."
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" Genete,

"31 Mars, 1876.
" irOS"SIETrR LE SeCEe'iATBE,

" Yous avez eu la bonte de m'amioncer par line lettre particuliere,

et ensuite officiellement, le 25 Mars, que 1'Academie Eoyale d'Irlande,

a daigne me nommer un de ses Memlres Honoraires.

" J'ai vequ, en meme temps que la lettre officielle, le diplome con-

statant cette nomination a un titre rare et tres-eminent dans la science.

" Permettez-moi de yous prier d'etre mon interprete aupres de

1'Academie Eoyale pour la remercier del'honneur qu'elle a Lien voulu

me faire, et 1'assurer du deyouement avec lequel je m'efforcerai de

cooperer ^ ses utiles trayaux si I'occasion s'en presente.

''Agreez, Monsieur le Secretaire, I'assiu'ance de ma consideration

tres-distinguee.

" AlPH. DE CAIiTDOLLE.

"A Moj^'SiEm Peeceyal "S^'kight,

" Secretaire de FAcademie Rorjale cVIrJande."

''5, CHETIfE-EOW, ChEISEA,

''2Mhirarch, 1876,

"SlE,

"About a Yreek ago I receiyed tbe agreeable and most unexpected

announcement from you, tbat I bad been elected an Honorary Member
of the Eoyal .Irish. Academy, an Institution Trbich I liaye al'U'ays

much, respected. To this your official announcement, there was added

on another sheet some extremely kind words in your priyate capacity,

from which, also I deriyed great satisfaction, and beg to thank you

accordingly. By this morning's post there arriyed, accompanying

your second note, the Official Diploma, or Certificate, of my election
;

and it now only remains that I request you to express to the gentle-

men Members who have done me this conspicuous honour my gTateful

sense of their kindness, and my loyal feeling towards the Institution

of which I am henceforth a Member.

"Some fiye-and-twenty years ago I passed a yeiy pleasant and
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instructive day in your lEuseum, and do not remember that I ever

had so much satisfaction on any visit to a similar collection.

" Eegretting only that I am now too old to assist in your labours

at all, except by good Irishes, if there could be the least help in

these,

''I have the honour to remain,

" Tours sincerely,

''T. Caelxxe.
"De. E. p. "^YEIGHT."

'

' Kellet Haul, Oxfoed,

" 23r(i Mcircli, 1876.

"Deae Sie,

"TTill you kindly allow me to thank you for your communication

informing me that I have been elected an Honorary Member of the

Eoyal Irish Academy.
'

' I feel very highly honoured by this distinction, and shall be

very much obliged to you if you will inform the Council of the

Academy that, with a very strong sense of their kindness, and of

the honour done me, I most gratefully accept the election.

*'I am, dear Sii',

" Youi's veiy sincerely,

" "WniLur Stubbs.

"Dr. E. p. Height."

The Secretary read a paper by G-. H. Kinahan, Esq., " On Quartzyte

end Quartz Eocks."

E. I. lloss, Esq., read a paper " On the Exploration of Eallybetagh

Bog."

[This paper will appeal- in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Yol.

II., Science, Part 6.]

The Secretary read a paper by Dr. Doberck "On w Leonis considered

as a revolving double star."

[This paper will be published as part 4, Yol. XXYL, of the " Trans-

actions."]
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J.Emerson Eeynolds, M. D., read a preliminary Note "On the

Specific heat of Glncinum."

[This paper "will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Yol.

II., Science, Part 6.]

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

Donors.

Monday Eyening, Apeil 24, 1876.

Deis^is H. EJELLY, Esq., in the chair.

The Secretary read a letter from Professor Ernst "Windisch, thanking

the Academy for the Honor conferred on him by their election of him

as an Honorary Member.

" Steassbtjeg,

"Den 12 April, 1876.
" HOCSGEEKETEE HeEE, !

" Gestatten Sie mir, dass ich ihnen meinen ergebensten Dank

fiir die grosse Ehre ausspreche, welche mir die Eoyal Irish Academy

durch die Ernennung zu ihrem Ehrenmitgiiede erwiesen hat, nnd

ich ersuche Sie, diesen Ansdruck meines Dankes den hochgeehrten

Mitgliedem der Eoyal Irish Academy nnd dcm ehrwiirdigen Prasi-

denten derselben gefalligst iibermitteln zn woUen. Die frenndliche

nnd nachsichtige Anerkennung, welche meine Arbeiten bei ihnen

gefunden haben, bestarkt mich nnd ermnntert mich in dem Yorhaben

nach besten Eoraften dazu beizutragen, dass endlich einmal Irlands

alte Sprache und Literatur die ihrem hohen Werthe entsprechende

Wiirdignng finden.

"Bei dieser G-elegenheit erlaubeich mir aiich, nichtnurin meinem

Il^amen, sondern iiberhanpt im Interesse derjenigen Gelehrten des

Continents, welche celtischen Studien obliegen oder obliegen werden,

der Eoyal Irish Academy dafiir zu danken, dass dieselbe den Beschluss

gefasst und ausgefiihrt hat, die werthvoUsten der in ihrem Besitze

befindlichen irischen Handschriften vervielfaltigen zu lassen. Gern

bekenne ich, dass diese Publicationen den wesentlichsten Einfluss auf

die Eichtung meiner Studien gehabt haben, und ich glaube zuver-

sichtlich, dass noch mancher Andere werthvollen Gewinn aus dem
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Studium dieser kostbaren Documente zielien "wird, welche eben durch

den . Bescliliiss der Eoyal Irish Academy weiteren Kreisen leiclit

zuganglich gemacM worden sind.

"Dass ich dieses Schreiben in dentscher Spracbe abgefasst habe,

bitte ich. mit meiner Unbekanntschaft mit dem englischen officiellen

Briefstil freundlichst zu entschnldigen.

" Indem ich noch im Besonderen ihnen, hochgeehrter Dr. "Wright,

fiir die gefallige Benachrichtignng nnd die Uebersendung des Certifi-

cate's bestens danke, habe ich die Ehre mich zu unterzeichnen

" Als

"Dn. Ph. Eenst "Windisch,

" Frof. Ord. in der PMlos. Fac. %u Strasslurg, und

Honorary Member of the Royal Irish Academy.''^

David Moore, Ph. D., read a '' Report on Irish Hepaticse."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Vol.

II., Science, Part 7, with Illustrations.]

A. G. More Esq., read a '' Eeport on the Flora of Innis Bofin, Co.

Galway."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series, Yol.

II., Science, Part 6.]

Donations to the Library were announced and thanks voted to the

Donors.

It was Resolved :
—

That we desire to place on record our deep sense of the valuable

services in the furtherance of the work of this Academy, and especially

in the promotion of Irish Antiquarian research, rendered by our late

member. Sir W. R. W. Wilde ; that as a mark of respect to his memory,

the Academy do now adjourn without proceeding to the transaction

of its private business ; and that our Secretary be requested to convey

to the family of Sir W. R. W. "Wilde our sincere condolence under the

bereavement they have sustained.

The Academy then adjourned.
"
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Monday Evenhvg, Mat 8, 1876.

"William Stokes, M. D., F. E.S., in the Chair.

William H. Byrne, "William Gillespie, and James Edward Kelly,

M. D., were elected Members of the Academy.

It was Eesolved

—

" That Eobert Atkinson, LL. D., be requested to act as a Delegate

for the Eoyal Irish Academy at the International Congress of Orien-

talists to be held in St. Petersbnrgh during September, 1876. And

that the Secretary see that Dr. Atkinson's nomination as such be noti-

fied to the Congress under the seal of the Academy."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. E. T. Hardman read a paper

" On Chemico-Geological Researches—Eeport I^o. 1 : A Contribution

to the History of Dolomites."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 7, with illustrations.]

The Secretary read a paper by Mr. W. E. "Wakeman, " On some

of the Antiquities of Knockninny, Co. Fermanagh.

"

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series.

Vol. I., Polite Literature and Antiquities.]

The Secretary read a paper, by Mr. H. B. Brady, E. E. S., " On
some Eoraminifera living attached to Algae."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 6.]

The Secretary read a paper " On a minute sponge, which he de-

scribed as Kalispongia Archeri."

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 7, with Illustrations.]

Monday Evening, Mat 22, 1876.

Eev. Samuel Haitghton, M. D., E. E. S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

It was moved by David E. Pigot, M. A., and seconded by Thomas

Hayden, M. D.

" That the Bye-law requiring the withdrawal of strangers be sus-

pended."

This having been dissented from was declared not carried.

R. I. a, minutes, session 1875-6. s
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Dr. Ingram, Secretary of the Council, read the following Eeport

of Council.

At a special meeting of the Council of the Royal Irish Academy,

held this day (22nd of May, 1876), it was resolved to report to the

Academy at its meeting this evening, as follows :

—

1. No communication has as yet been received from Government in

reply to the Resolutions adopted by the Academy on the 6th of March,

last, upon the letter of Lord Sandon ; but the following letter has

been received from the Registrar of the Royal Dublin Society :

—

"Royal Dublin Society, Kildare-street,

" mil April, 1876.
" SlE,

"I am directed to acquaint you, for the information of the

Council of the Royal Irish Academy, that a Deputation, appointed by

the Council of this Society to confer with the Lords of the Committee

of the Privy Council on Education, on the subject of Lord Sandon's

letter of the 9th of February last, have submitted a Report of their

interview, and they state that since their return they have received

the letter of which the annexed is a copy.

^' After the letter in question had been read, it was moved by Sir

Arthur Guinness, Bart., M.P., seconded by Lord Powerscourt, and

resolved

:

" That the members of the Deputation which have returned

from London be requested to communicate Major Donnelly's

letter to the Council of the Royal Irish Academy, and endeavour

to ascertain their views thereon."

*'I am, consequently, to add, that the Deputation will esteem it a

favour if the Council of the Royal Irish Academy will kindly grant

them an interview on some day in the latter part of the present month,

as may be mutually convenient.

"I am, Sir,

'

' Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) ""W.E.Steele,

''Registrar.
" To the Secretary,

''Royal Irish Academy, Bawson-streetr
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[Enclostire.]

" Science and Aet Depaetment,

''April \st, 1876.
" Mt deae Dr. Steele,

"After meeting the Deputation from the Royal Dublin So-

-ciety last Wednesday, I submitted the following Memorandum to

Lord Sandon :

—

'' ' I have had a long interview to-day with the Deputation

from the Royal Dublin Society. It is evident that many difficul-

ties would be removed if an amalgamation could be effected

between the Eoyal Irish Academy and the Royal Dublin

Society.

'" The arrangement of such an amalgamation would be a matter

entirely for the Societies, but it might tend to forward such a

scheme if the gentlemen interested were assured that it met with

your Lordship's approval, and that if the Societies are prepared

to take the necessary steps, the Government would give them

any aid in its power.

" ' Further, there is some possibility of an amalgamation of the

R,oyal Agricultural Society of Ireland with the Royal Dublin

Society. If this were carried out, would the Government be

prepared to provide for the Agricultural Shows in the Phoenix

Park, and remove them from the present buildings beside

' Leinster House ?'

"'Lord Sandon has authorized me to give this assurance generally.

"Will you, therefore, kindly inform the llembers of the Deputa-

tion of this. I should add, that I told Lord Sandon that if an

amalgamation were effected, it would probably take the form of a new

Society, with a limited number of Pellows, ordinary Members, and an

Agricultural Section.

" I said nothing about this in the Memorandum, as it is of course

a matter purely for the Societies to arrange.

" Under these circumstances I suppose the Deputation from the

Royal Dublin Society would wish no further steps to be taken with

reference to the questions they left for Lord Sandon, until we hear

from you.
" Yours very faithfully,

(Signed) " J. F. D. Donnelly."

s2
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2. To this the following reply was sent at the instance of the-

Council of the Academy :

—

" EoTAi Ieish A-Cademt, 19, Dawson-street,

" I8tk of April, 1876.

" I am directed by the Council of theEoyal IrishAcademy

to forward to you a copy of the following Resolution passed by them at

their last Meeting :

—

" 'That the Council of the Royal Irish Academy are not pre-

pared to recommend any amalgamation of the lloyal Irish Aca-

demy with the Eoyal Dublin Society.'

" And I am instructed to add, that it is the opinion of the Council

that, under these cii'cumstances, the inter'sdew with a Deputation

from the Royal Dublin Society, proposed in your letter of the 6thinst.^

could lead to no useful result.

" I am. Sir,

" Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) " Johit K. Ingeam,

" Secretary of CotmciL
" W. E. Steele, Esq., M.D.,

" Registrar, Royal Dublin Society.''^

3. The communication from the Royal Dublin Society being for the

purpose of obtaining the opinion of the Council, and there being an

expectation of an official reply to the Academy's Resolutions, the

Council did not think it advisable as yet to report to the Academy on

the correspondence with the Royal Dublin Society's Deputation.

4. They now, however, hasten to communicate to the Academy the

following letter received from the Irish Government, with the en-

closures herein :

—

[N.B.—The figures in heavy type prefixed to the letters, indicate

the chronological order in which they were written.]
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[4.]

L -' '• DuBLrN Castle,

" lltliMaij, 1876.

" I am dii'ected by the Lord Lieutenant to transmit here-

with, for the information of the Council of the Royal Irish Academy,

copies of a letter and the enclosures referred to therein, which have

heen received from the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury,

relative to the transfer of the charge of the Yote for the Royal Irish

Academy to the Science and Ai't Department, London, and to request

that in future all applications for issues of the grant may he made to

the Committee of Council on Education, Science and Art Department,

South Kensington, London, S. W.
"I am, Six,

" Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) " T. H. Btjeee.

"The Teeasueeh, Eotax Irish Academy,

"19, JDawwn-street.^''

[3.]

L -" " Theastjet Chambers,

''llthMay, 1876.
" Sm,

" I am directed by the Lords Commissioners of Her

Majesty's Treasury to transmit, for the information of His Grace the

Lord Lieutenant, the enclosed copy of correspondence*' which has

passed between the Education Department and their Lordships, with

respect to the proposed transfer of the charge of the vote for the

Hoyal Irish Academy, from the Chief Secretary to the Education

Department.

" I am to request that you will move His Grace to be so good as

to give the necessary dii'ections in the matter.

" I am. Sir,

" Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) " William Law.
" The TJiNDEE Seceetaty eoe Ieelaxd,

''Irish Office:'

* Education Department to Treasury. Keply.
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[1.]

[Copy.] '* Sciestce and Aet Depaetment,

" South KENSiNaxoK (S.W.)

"2ndMaij, 1876.

" SiE,
—

"With reference to tlio arrangements which the Vice-

President of the Committee of Council on Education has made with

the Chief Secretary for Ireland and Mr. W. H. Smith, I am directed

by the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education to request

that you will move the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury

to transfer the vote for the Eoyal Irish Academy to the Science and

Art Department, in accordance with the recommendation (Section 4,

page XXXV.) of the Report of the Commissioners on the Science and

Art Department in Ireland, 1869, and with a view of furthering the

proposed amalgamation of the Science and Art Institutions in Dublin.

" I have, &c.,

(Signed), " JSToejiax MacLeod.
" The Seceetart,

''H.M. Treasury, Whitehall:'

[2.]
[Copy.] " Teeastjey Chambers,

" imhMay, 1876.

" My Loed,—The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury

have had before them Mr. MacLeod's letter of the 2nd inst., request-

ing their Lordships to transfer the vote of the Eoyal Irish Academy

to the Science and Art Department, in accordance with the recom-

mendation of the Report of the Commission on the Science and Art

Department in Ireland, 1869, and with a view of furthering the

proposed amalgamation of the Science and Art Institutions in Dublin.

" I am to state in reply, that their Lordships are pleased to assent

to this proposal, and they desire that the Education Department be

considered as accounting for the vote, instead of the Chief Secretary,

as heretofore, from and after the 1st April, 1876.

''A letter to this effect has been addressed to the Irish Govern-

ment, with whom the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education

should themselves communicate, with a view to the transfer of vouchers,

and the settlement of any details that may arise in connexion with the

change.

"I am, &c.,

[No address.] (Signed) " William Law."
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5. These communications havingbeen taken into the consideration of

the Council at their Meeting this clay, it was unanimously Eesolvecl :

—

"That in the opinion of the Council an acquiescence in the

transfer of the vote for the Eoyal Irish Academy to the Science and

Art Department would be attended with consequences fatal to the in-

dependence, and highly detrimental to the usefulness, of the Academy."

6. The Council propose to print this Report, and circulate it amongst

the Members of the Academy, with such further Report as the Council

may think expedient, and to take the opinion of the Academy at a

Special Meeting to be summoned for this day week

—

(1). On the wisdom of the action the Council has taken in

repudiating the scheme of amalgamation; and

(2). On the propriety of declining to acquiesce in the transfer

of the accountability for the Parliamentary votes for the

Academy from the Irish Government to the Education De-

partment, South Kensington.

It was moved by Dr. Ingram, and seconded by Samuel Ferguson,

LL.D., and

Resolved—" That the Report be printed and circulated amongst the

Members of the Academy, with such further report as the Council may

think expedient. And that the opinion of the Academy be taken at a

special meeting to be summoned for this day week, 29th May, 1 876, on

—

1. "The wisdom of the action the Council has taken in repudiating

the scheme of amalgamation ; and on

2. " The propriety of declining to acquiesce in the transfer of the

accountability for the Parliamentary votes for the Academy

from the Irish Government to the Education Department,

South Kensinaton."

Edmund Davy, M.D., read a paper " On a new Chemical Test for

Alcohol."

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Yol. II., Science, Part 6.]

Rev. J. H. Jellett, B.D., read a paper "On certain Chemical Changes

attendant on the Potato Disease."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Scries,

Yol. II., Science, Part 7.]

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors.
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[Special Meexixg.]

Monday Eveking, Max 29, 1876.

Eev. Samvel HAUGHiojf, M. D., F. R. S., Yice-President, in the Chair.

The Vice-President in the Chair having declared that the Meeting,

being special, all the Bye-laws regulating the business at Greneral

Meetings, unless ]!^o. 4 and l^o. 7, are not in force, left it to the Aca-

my to deal with them as they should deem fit.

"Whereupon the Secretary of the Academy proposed, and David

Pigott, M. A., seconded

—

" That the Bye-law, ISTo. 7, be suspended for this night."

"Which having been carried unamimously,

Visitors were admitted.

The Secretary of Council then read the following further Report

of Council, in addition to that presented to the Academy at the Meet-

ing of Monday, the 2nd of May.

1. The Council have resolved by an all but unanimous vote that

they cannot recommend any amalgamation with the Royal Dublin

Society for the following reasons :

—

The objects of the Royal Dublin Society, and of the Royal Irish

Academy, are, and have always been, essentially different. The

former Society was incorporated only to promote " Husbandry and

other "Useful Arts in Ireland," and has done much good service in

those departments during its long and honorable career. The Academy,

on the other hand, is a body chartered for the pur'pose of scientific,

literary, and antiquarian research, quite apart fi'om industrial ends or

practical applications. The suggestion to amalgamate these bodies

is, in principle, the same as would be a suggestion to amalgamate the

Royal Society with the Society of Arts—a proposal which would

probably not be received with favour by those bodies ;—but the

incongruity is still further increased by the singular idea of annexing

to the projected new Society for Ireland an Agricultui'al Section.

But even if the objects of the Societies were less distinct, this

Academy cannot afford to obliterate, by a change of its name and

constitution, the honorable memories of a hundred years. Its title is

associated with illustrious names, and with great discoveries; it is

known through the civilized world by the circulation of its Transactions,

and through the Honorary Members associated with it both in the
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United Kingdom and abroad ; and stronger reasons than any yet

assigned will be required to induce it to break with its past, and

undertake the task of winning a character anew.

It must further be remembered that the proposal is to fuse the

Academy, not with the Royal Dublin Society, as it once was, or even

now is,—a body of large resources and with an important sphere of

action,—but with that Society, deprived of nearly all the depart-

ments once connected with it, shorn of almost all its public functions,

-and reduced to a shadow of its former seK.

2. Further, the Council have unanimously adopted a Eesolution ad-

verse to the transfer of the charge of the vote for the Eoyal Irish

Academy from the Irish Government to the Science and Art Depart-

ment, for the following reasons :

—

The Department of Science and Art, like the Committee of Council,

of which it is a branch, is a purely educational body. It has no con-

cern with learned societies established for original research, scientific,

literary, or archseological. In the present instance, for the first time

it is sought to bring under its control, through the machinery of

finance, a body of this kind. The Royal Society (London), and the

Royal Society of Edinburgh—the two institutions most nearly analo-

gous to our own—receive their grants direct from the Treasury. This

Academy is entitled to the same freedom fi'om the interference of

the Science and Art Department, and would, in our opinion, be lowered

in the estimation of the country by being subordinated to a Depart-

ment whose proper business connects it, not with independent re-

search, but with the humbler office of instruction in the practical

sciences and industrial arts.

Though this Institution alone is directly affected by the present

proposal, we think the attempt thus to enlarge the sphere of action of

the Science and Art Department well deserves the attentive observa-

tion of similar Societies in England and Scotland. Were the Depart-

ment a merely administrative body, without scientific pretentions or

ambition, the subordination sought to be imposed on the Academy

would be less open to objection. Learned societies cannot reasonably

object to such governmental supervision as is necessary to secure

grants of public money from being diverted from the purposes to

which they may have been appropriated by Parliament. But it is to be

feared that a department, which by its nature is connected with the
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teacliiiig of sc-ienee, '^oiilcl seek to exercise a sort of control over the

"work of such, societies ^rhich would be fatal to their independence, and

highly detrimental to their usefulness.

The Irish Grovernment, both by its constitutional and its local

position, is the natural, as well as the best-informed, guardian and

protector of the body which represents the higher pursuits of learning

in this country.

The Council deem it right to observe that the Commissioners on the

Science and Art Department in Ireland, 1869, do not, in section 4,

p. XXXV. of their Eeport, or elsewhere, recommend that the charge

of the vote for the Hoyal Irish Academy should be transfeiTed to the

Science and Art Department, as is stated in the letter from that

Department to the Secretary of Her Majesty's Treasury, of the 2nd

of May, 1876.

3. It may be said by some persons that, in opposing amal-

gamation with other Societies in Dublin, and in declining to be-

come a branch of the South Kensington Establishment, the Aca-

demy would show a selfish inclination to stand in the way of the

creation of a great Science and Art Museum for Ireland. This would

be an entire misrepresentation. There is no excuse for confusing

those questions with that of the transfer of our antiquarian col-

lections to the Grovernment. The Academy has distinctly declared

its desire to co-operate in the establishment of such a ISfational

Museum, and its willingness to transfer these collections to the Go-

vernment under reasonable conditions, similar to those eJnceded to-

the Scottish Society of Antiquaries. Had it, however, been under-

stood that either the scheme of amalgamation, or subordination of

the Academy to the Science and Art Department, was intended to

form part of the Government plan, as communicated in Lord Sancton's

letter, the Council could not have recommended the Academy to.

entertain the proposal at all.

4. The action which the Council recommend may, they are aware,,

be attended with serious consequences. But the issues involved appear

to them to be of such high importance, that whilst fully impressed

with the gravity of the crisis as possibly aifecting the resources—if

not the very existence of the Institution—they yet feel bound to advise

the Academy :

—
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(1) N'ot to accept the scheme of amalgamation with the Eoyal

Diihlin Society ; and

(2) Not to acquiesce in the transfer of the charge of its vote from

the Irish Government to the Science and Art Department.

The Report was received.

It was moved by the Yery Eev. Dr. Russell and seconded by Lord

Yiscount Gough

—

'' That the Academy approves of the action taken by the Council

in declining to entertain the proposition of Amalgamation."

The following, as an amendment, was moved by G-. J. Stoney, M. A.,

P. R. S., and seconded by Professor J. E. Reynolds, M.D.

" That the Academy is prepared to consider a scheme for amalgama-

tion with the Royal Dublin Society, provided :

—

1. " That Agriculture shall be wholly excluded from the new body.

2. " That the proposed body of Pellows of the new body shall con-

sist of the existing Members of the Academy.

3. ''That the Museum of the Academy, together with such other

Irish antiquities as may be added to it, shall be for ever kept apart

from other collections, and be permanently maintained as a Museum

of our national antiquities, no portion of its contents being ever

removed from the City of Dublin, unless by permission given under

the seal of the new Society.

4. "That a capital sum shall be paid to the new Society in conside-

ration of property surrendered to Government by the Royal Irish

Academy and by the Royal Dublin Society.

5. "That the new Society shall be accountable to Her Majesty's

Treasury through the Irish Government for all sums voted by Parlia-

ment, and shall not be subject in the conduct of its affairs, or the ex-

penditure of its grants, to any control on the part of the Science and

Art Department, or any of its officers."

This was ruled by the Yice-President not to be an Amendment.

The Resolution was then put to the Academy and the Yice-Presi-

dent declared it carried.

The Rev. Dr. Carson moved, and David R. Pigot, M. A., seconded

—

" That the Academy protests against the transfer from the Irish

Government of the charge of the Academy's Parliamentary Grant, and

declares its determination to forego all claims on the bounty of Par-

liament rather than apply to the Science and Art Department of the

Committee of Council on Education for any issue of its grant."
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The following as an amendment was moved by J. J. Digges

La Touclie, M.A., and seconded by John Hatchell, M.A.

—

" That the words ' and declares,' and all the words following in the

Resolution, be omitted."

This, on being put by the Vice-President, was declared lost.

The original Resolution was then put and declared carried.

The Eev. Dr. Longfield moved and Dr. Hayden seconded

—

" That it be referred to the Council to take such measures as in

their judgment will be best calculated to obtain for the Academy a

withdrawal of the assent given by the Treasury Board to the transfer

of the Academy's vote to the Educational Department."

This was declared by the Vice-President to be carried.

The Academy then adjourned.

Mois^DAT Evening, June 12, 1876.

Samuel Eeegtjson, LL.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Minutes of the last two Meetings were read and confirmed.

Erancis Clarke, M.D., signed the roll, and was admitted a Member.

Harry IS". Draper, Esq., read a paper by himseK and Eichard

J. Moss, Esq., " On the AUotropism of Selenium ; and on the Influence

of Light on the Electrical Conductivity of this Element."

[This paper will be published as Part 6, Vol. XXVI. , of the

" Transactions."]

George Porte read a paper " On some peculiarities in the conditions

under which the remains of Cervus Megaceros were lately found in

Ballybetagh."

[This paper will appear in the ''Proceedings" Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 7.]

Samuel Eerguson, LL. D., read a paper on the ceremonial term

called " Desuil."

The Academy then adjourned.

Monday Evening, June 26, 1876.

"William Stokes, M. D., E. E. S., President, in the Chair.

Eev. Richard T. Smith and Harry IS". Draper were elected Mem-
bers of the Academy.
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Eev. Dr. M'llwaine signed the roll, nd was admitted a Member.

The Secretary read a paper by Professor J. E,. Young " On a cer-

tain relation between the Quadratic Equation Q; - 2)PP' , and the pro-

duct of the squares of the differences of the roots of a cubic equation."

[This paper will appear in the " Proceedings," Second Series,

Vol. II., Science, Part 7.]

The Secretary read a paper by Mr. John Birmingham, being '' A
Catalogue of and Observations on Eed Stars."

[This paper will be pubKshed as Part 7, Yol. XXYI. of the

'' Transactions."]

The Secretary read a note from Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., "On
Blown Sand Eocks."]

Professor Galloway read a paper by A. M'Alpine, Esq., " On the

detection and precipitation of Phosphoric Acid by Ammonic Molyb-

date."

[This paper will appear in the "Proceedings," Second Series,

Yol. II., Science, Part 7.]

Professor McNab read a paper " On a revision of the species of

the genus Abies."

[This paper will appear with Illustrations in the " Proceedings,"

Second Series, Yol. II., Science, Part 7.]

Ed. Perceval "Wright, M.D., Secretary of the Academy, read a paper

"On a new species of Peripatus."

[This new species of Peripatus, which it was proposed to call P.

Suttoni, had been forwarded from Wellington by Captain '^.^ . Hutton.

They had been found under stones at Nelson. Some of the largest

specimens were nearly two inches in length. They had been kept for

some time alive by Captain Hutton, who found that they were chiefly

nocturnal in their habits. They thrived well on flies, which they

captured by shooting out of their mouths a sticky fluid. Dr. "Wright

intended to publish full anatomical details of this new species, with

illustrations.]

Dr. E. P. "Wright also read a paper entitled

" A contribution to a knowledge of the Friendly Island Algae."

John K. Ingram, LL. D., Secretary of the Council, read the fol-

lowing Eeport from Council, which was adopted :

The CoTincil beg to report to the Academy that no further com-

munication has as yet been received with reference to the Eesolutions
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adopted by the Academy (on the recommendation of the Council) on

the 6th of March last, and forwarded as the Eeply to Lord Sandon's

Letter ; nor in answer to the protest against the transfer of the Aca-

demy's Grant to the charge of the Science and Art Department, which

was forwarded to the Chief Secretary after the meeting on the 29th of

May.

Since then, however, the following letter has been received :

—

" Science and Aet Department,

" South Kensington (S.~W.),

" Sth June, 1876.

"SlE,
" I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Council

on Education to state, for the information of the Council of the Eoyal

Irish Academy, that they have received a communication from the

Irish Government respecting the transfer of the charge of the Vote

for the Eoyal Irish Academy from the Chief Secretary for Ireland to

this Department ; and I am to request that, in accordance with the

instructions given by the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, the

accounts of the Royal Irish Academy from the 1st of April last may

be transmitted to this Department, in the same manner as has hereto-

fore been done to the Irish Government.

" I am. Sir,

''Your obedient servant,

'' jN'oeman MacLeod.
"The Seceetaet,

" Royal Ieish Academy,

'' BuUin:'

The receipt of this letter has been simply acknowledged.

The Council do not look on this letter as an intimation that the

protest of the Academy is to be disregarded, but rather as the official

action, following, without renewed instructions, upon the previous

correspondence.

The Council have been desirous of laying before the Irish Govern-

ment the reasons which lead them to urge the reversal of the course

taken towards the Academy, but in the absence of His Grace the Lord

Lieutenant, they have not been enabled to present to him a Memorial,
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as had been intended. Tliey have, however, just received a notifica-

tion that their Excellencies the Lords Justices will be happy to re-

ceive a Deputation on the subject of the proposed transfer of the

Academy's vote.

The course adopted by the Education Board and the Treasury

having the effect of suspending the further issue of the Academy's

Orant, it is desirable to take action without delay, and though the

Council are not without hope that the Government will yield to the

wishes of the Academy, yet, having regard to the advanced period of

the session, and the possibility of an appeal to Parliament being found

necessary, they have thought it advisable to prepare the Draft of a

Petition to the House of Commons, which is accordingly submitted

herewith for the approval of the Academy.

The Council recommend the Academy to authorize them to affix

the Seal of the Academy thereto, and to have the Petition presented

if they should find it advisable to do so.

The Treasurer of the Academy reports that the amount in Bank

(including what remains of the £500 received on account of this year's

Parliamentary Grrant), will probably be insufficient to defray the neces-

sary outgoings to the end of the year.

The Council hope that they will be enabled to meet the difficulty

^without having recourse to the funded capital of the Academy ; but

they deem it expedient—having regard to the Academy's resolution,

that they will "forego all claim on the bounty of Parliament rather

than apply to the Science and Art Department"—to ask the authority

of the Academy, under Bye Law 3, chap, vii., to enable the Council, if

they should find it necessary, to sell a portion of the Academy's three

per cent, stock, and to affix the Corporate Seal of the Academy to such

documents as may be required to effect transfers thereof, so as to avoid

having to call a special meeting of the Academy during the vacation.

DuArr Petitioi^ of the Eotal Ieish Acadehy to the CoimoNs'

House oe Parliament,
HuiiBLT Sheweth:

1. The Boyal Irish Academy was incorporated by Charter

of King George III., in 1786, for the promotion of Science, Litera-

ture, and Antiquities, and has much advanced those objects by

associating learned men in Ireland, by its Publications, by the esta-
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Wishment of a Museum of Irish Antiquities, and otherwise. It has

both before and since the Union, been aided by grants of Public

money, especially since a Select Committee of yourHonourable House-

reported favourably upon it in 1864.

2. Your Honourable House was pleased, dming the present session,

to vote a sum of £2000, in aid of the said Eoyal Irish Academy, to be

accounted for by the Chief Secretary, Ireland, who has, accordingly,

already accounted with your Petitioners for £500, portion of said vote^

3. In the month of February last a communication, bearing date

the 9th of that month, was received from the Right Honourable Lord
Sandon, Vice-President of the Committee on Education of Her
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council, announcing to the Academy
that Her Majesty's Government had approved of a scheme framed by
that Committee, including a proposal for the transfer of the Anti-

quarian Collections known as the Academy's Museum to a Science

and Art Museum in Dublin to be provided by the State, under a

Director who should be an Officer of the branch of that Committee

known as the Science and Art Department, and who would act as.

Accounting Officer for all the Votes of Public Money, and be the

medium of communication with the said Department.

4. Your Petitioners, considering that their collections do not con-

stitute an Industrial or Art Museum within the objects of the Com-

mission of 1869, hereinafter referred to, and that the Science and Art

Department is a branch of the Committee of Her Majesty's Privy

Council on Education, whereas the Poyal Irish Academy is not an.

Educational Institution, but a learned body entitled, as it conceives,,

to the same status with the other learned Societies of the United

Kingdom, which have not been, in this or any other manner, subor-

dinated to the Science and Art Department, in consenting so to-

transfer its collections, stipulated, amongst other conditions, that the

Academy should be accountable, as at present, to Her Majesty's

Treasury, through the Irish Government, for all sums voted by Par-

liament, and should not be subject, in the conduct of its aifairs, or the

expenditure of its grants, to any control on the part of the Science and

Art Department, or any of its Officers.

5. Your Petitioners' answer, bearing date the 7th of March, 1876,

embodying such stipulation has received no further reply than an

official acknowledgment of its receipt. But on the 1 8th of May last^ •
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your Petitioners received tlic folloTring communication from Her

Majesty's Irish Government :

—

"Dublin- Castle,

" nth Mmj, 1876,

" SlE,

''I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to transmit here-

with, for the information of the Council of the Royal Irish Acadeniy,

copies of a letter and the enclosures referred to therein, which have

been received from the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury,

relative to the transfer of the charge of the Yote for the Koyal Irish

Academy to the Science and Art Department, London, and to request

that in future all applications for issues of the grant may be made to

the Committee of Council on Education, Science and Art Department,

South Kensington, London, S. W.

" I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

(Signed), " T. H. Bueke.

" The Tkeastjeee, Eotal Ieish Academy,

19, Bawson-street.''^

6. In said communication, were enclosed copies of certain Letters

of the 2nd, 10th, and 11th of May, in the Schedule hereto re-copied

and set forth, and to which your Petitioners humbly crave leave to

refer, from which it appears . that such change of the charge of the

Vote has been made in supposed accordance with the recommendation

(No. 4, p. xxxv) of the Report of the Commissioners on the Science

and Art Department in Ireland, in 1869 ; and with a view to further-

ing a proposed amalgamation of the Science and Art Institutions in

Dublin.

7. The said Commissioners did not, in their Report referred to, or

at all, recommend the transfer of the charge of the vote for the Royal

Irish Academy from Her Majesty's Irish Government to the Education

Department of Science and Art, as is stated in said Letter of the 2nd

May, being the Letter moving the Lords Commissioners of the Trea-

sury to such change.

8. No such project of amalgamation, as in said Letter is referred to,

has ever been submitted by or on behalf of Her Majesty's Government

to the Royal Irish Academy, or has ever, to your Petitioners' know-

ledge, received the sanction or approval of Her Majesty's Government

;

K. I. A. MINL'TES, SESSION 1875-6. t
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neither has it ever been shown how such a measure could in any

way be conclucive to the establishment of such jS'ational Museum in

DabKn. But a suggestion, shadowing forth some vague project of

an amalgamation between the Eoyal Irish Academy and the B-oyal

Dublin Society and Eoyal Agricultural Society of Ireland, and con-

tained in a Letter to Dr. Steele, Assistant Secretary and Registrar of

the Royal Dublin Society, from Major J. F. D. Donnelly, an Official

of the Science Branch of the Science and Art Department of the

Committee of Her Majesty's Privy Council on Education, was com-

municated to the Council of the Academy on behalf of a Deputa-

tion of the Council of the Royal Dublin Society, which suggestion the

Council of the Academy (as your Petitioners conceive, wisely and pro-

perly) declined to entertain.

9. Your Petitioners humbly submit that the action of the Lords

Commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury, in so tranferring the charge

of said vote, having been moved by the said letter of 2nd May, con-

taining such erroneous representations as the grounds for inviting

their Lordships to such transfer, was improvident, and ought to be

reversed.

10. Tour Petitioners submit, as a further reason for the reversal

of their Lordships' action, that such transfer, following on the expres-

sion of your Petitioner's desire that they should not be subjected to

the Science and Art Department, and on their refusal to entertain

such project of amalgamation thence emanating, wears the appeai'-

ance of having been moved by that Department for purposes of re-

taliation.

11. Tour Petitioners fui'ther humbly submit that, after the said

vote had been passed, and in part accounted for, the administration

thereof could not regularly be placed ia hands other than those

designated in that behalf when your Honourable House voted the

same, and your Petitioners refer to the Act 29 & 30 Yict. c. 39, s. 22.

12. And further, that even supposing same could be regularly done,

the eifect of said order being to transfer one of the functions of Her
Majesty's Irish Government to a Department of the State ia London,

without the dii'ect sanction of Parliament, such order is of dangerous

example, and contrary to good public policy.

13. Tour Petitioners, considering that not only are the grants of

public money voted to kindred scientific societies in England and Scot-
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land, not issued through the Science and Art Department, but that

the sums allocated by your Honourable House in support of the na-

tional Collections of Antiquities in England and Scotland are ac-

counted for by the Trustees of the British Museum and the Scottish

Board of Trustees, respectively, without any control or interference

from the said Department ; considering, also, that they cannot

accept such change of the medium through which they should

transmit their estimates and receive their issues, without placing

in the hands of said Department a control over their action in

the higher pursuits of learning, altogether out of the sphere of said

Department, fatal to their independence, and detrimental to their

usefulness, have declined, and must continue to decline, to apply for

any issue of said Grant through said Department, whereby said Grant

will remain unused, and the intention of your Honourable House

in voting same be further disappointed.

14. Issues of said Grant are urgently required for the necessary

purposes of the Eoyal Irish Academy, which, if long deprived of

same, must greatly reduce its establishment, and contract its means

of promoting the objects of its Charter.

May it therefore please your Honourable House to take

such measures, as to your wisdom and justice shall seem

meet, to cause the charge of accountability for said vote, for

1876-7, which, for the reasons aforesaid, has been rendered

practically unavailable for the object intended by your

Honourable House, to be re-transferred to the Chief Secretary

for Ireland,

And your Petitioners, in duty bound, will ever pray.

[seal.]

\^The Schedule above referred to.']

" Science aivd Aet Depaetment,

" South Kensington, (S. "VV.)

''2nd May, 1876.

"Sib,
" "With reference to the arrangements which the Yice-

President of the Committee of Council on Education has made with

the Chief Secretary of Ireland and Mr. W. H. Smith, I am directed

by the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education to request

that you will move the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury
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to transfer the vote for the Eoyal Irish Academy to the Science and

Art Department, in accordance with the recommendation (Section 4,

page xxxv) of the Eeport of the Commissioners on the Science and

Art Department in Ireland, 1869, and Tvith a view of furthering the

proposed amalgamation of the Science and Art Institutions in Dublin.

" I have, &c.,

(Signed), " jS'oe:ia>' ITacLeod.
" The Seceetaey,

" H. II. Treasury. Whitehall."

'

' TeEASITlT CHiMEEES,

" IQth May, 1876.
" IIt Loed,

" The Lords Commissioners of Her ITajesty's Treasury

have had before them !Mr. ]lkIacLeod's letter of the 2nd inst., request-

ing their Lordships to transfer the vote for the Eoyal Irish Academy

to the Science and Art Department, in accordance with the recom-

mendation of the Eeport of the Commission on the Science and Art

Department in Ireland, 1869, and with a view of fui'theiing the pro-

posed amalgamation of the Science and Art Institutions in Dublin.

" I am to state in reply, that their Lordships are pleased to assent

to this proposal, and they desire that the Education Department be

considered as accounting for the Yote, instead of the Chief Secretary

as heretofore, from and after the 1st April, 1876.

"A letter to this effect has been adcbessed to the Irish Govern-

ment, with whom the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education

should themselves communicate, with a view to the transfer of vouchers,

and the settlement of any details that may arise in connexion with the

change.

"I am, &c.,

(Signed), " "^iiiiiii Law."

" TeEASEEY CsAiEBEES,

WtlJUay, 1876.

"SlE,
" I am directed by the Lords Commissioners of Her

Majesty's Treasury, to transmit, for the information of His Grace the

Lord Lieutenant, the enclosed copy of coiTespondence* which has.

* Education Department to Treasury. Eeply.
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passed between the Education Department and their Lordships, with

respect to the proposed transfer of the charge of the vote for the Eoyal

Irish Academy, from the Chief Secretary to the Education Department.

" I am to request that you will move His Grace to be so good as to

give the necessary directions in the matter.

" I am, Sir,

" Your obedient Servant,

(Signed), " "William Law.

" The Undee Seceetaet foe Ieel^and,

''Irish Office:'

The Secretary of Council moved :

" That the Academy do authorize the Council to affix the Seal of

the Academy thereto ; and to have the Petition presented, if they

should find it advisable to do so."

As an amendment, it was moved by Dr. Frazer, and seconded by

Dr. Casey :

" That clause ten be omitted."

This amendment was, by the permission of the Academy, with-

drawn.

"Whereupon, it was moved by Professor E. Perceval Wright, M. D.,

and seconded by Professor O'Eeilly

:

" That clause ten be omitted."

On a division, this was rejected, four voting for and twenty-tkree

against it.

The original resolution having been put, was declared carried.

On the motion of E. E. Madden, M. D., the names of the voters

were recorded.

The Secretary laid on the table, the " Transactions," Yol. XXYL,
Part 5 (Science), being "A report on the Exploration of Shandon

Cave," by Professor A. Leith Adams, P. E. S.

The Academy then adjourned until !N"ovember.



Civv ROYAL IRISH
GENERAL ABSTRACT OF THE ACCOUNT OF JOHN RIBTON

FOR THE YEAR ENDING

EECEIPTS.

'§Klma from last Year,

From PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

U'napprop7-iated

:

—" Old Grant," . . . .

Appropriated

:

—
Preparation of Scientific Reports, . . .

Library,

Researches in connexion with Celtic MSS.,
Publication of ditto,

Museum,
Purchase of Treasure Trove,

Illustration and Printing of '

' Transactions
'

'

and " Proceedings," .......
Opening the Academy in the evening, . .

„ SCIENCE GRANTS refunded by Grantees,

„ TRINITY COLLEGE GRANT towards re-

production of the MS. known as the Book of

Leinster (on account of £700) making £320,

„ MEMBERS' PAYMENTS

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membership Composition (invested as

opposite),

PUBLICATIONS SOLD;

Transactions,

Proceedings,

„ Irish MSS. Series, . . .

Photographs of Museum Objects, . .

Leabhar na h-Uidhri,

Leabhar Breac,

Museum Catalogue {invested as opposite),

„ INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningham Bequest—New 3 per cent.

Stock {see opposite), ,

Museum Catalogue—Bank of Ireland Stock
{see o2}posite),

TEA FUND Subscriptions,

For Special
Purposes,

£ S. d.

2 6

200
200
200
200
200

100

200
200

41 8

200

120 15

1 13 4

74 17 10

4 4 10

8 5

For General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

138 12 2

500

99 15

338 2

1 5 4

6 2
8 6

17

40 4 b

69 18 8

£1951 6 6 1189 8 10

Total of
each Class.

£ s. d.

138 14 8

2000

41 8

200

558 12

44 14 4

149 1 4

8 5

3140 15 4

I certify that the above accoimt is correct, according to the best of my
For Auditors' Report



ACADEMY. ^\ ^

GARSTIN, TREASURER OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY,
,31sT OF MAECH, 1876.

PAYMENTS.

Fob, scientific AND LITERARY PUR-
POSES:—

Polite Literature and Antiquity Objects, .

Scientific Reports,

Library,

Irisb Scribe, &c.,

„ ( including Litbographing

of Leabbar Breac, and Printing Felire

of Aengus, Part 1.)

Museum,
Treasure Trove
Transactions and Proceedings, ....
Opening tbe Academy in tbe evening, . .

Cunningham Prizes,

Book of Leinster,

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :—

Salaries,

Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repairs,

Fuel,

Insurance, Taxes, and Law,
Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies, .

„ INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL):-

Life Membership
Compositions, .

Cunningham Be-
quest Interest,

I
Balance, . . .

Museum Catalogue,

Stock
Bought.

DescriDtion.

Consol. Stock,

New3perCents.

Bk. of Ir. Stock,

Total
Stock.

£
2478

2560

37

„ TEA FUND Expenditure,

iafottriJ to Credit of the Academy,

From Funds
appropriated
for Special
Purposes.

£ S, d.

241 8

200

200

200
200

100

200
200

46 13

198 1

120 15

28 4 10

5 18 2

8 5

£1949 5

2 1 6

£1951 6

From Funds
available

for General
Purposes.

£ s. d.

102 3 7

25

297 8

389

197 16 6

16 13 6

29 6

10 9 1

28 10

25 2 3

12 5

13 5

1145 13 3

43 15 7

1189 8 10

Total
of each Class.

£ s. d.

2210

708

154 18

21 5 5

3094 18 3

45 17 1

3140 15 4

knowledge and belief, John Ribton Garstin, Treasurer^ R. I. A,

see next page.
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AUDITORS' REPORT.

We have examined the above General Ahstraot, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be lorrect, leaving a

Balan( e of Forty-five Pounds Seventeen Sfiillings and One Penny to the credit of

the Academy; whi(.h amount is certified by the Accoimtant-General to have re-

mained to the credit of the Academy's account in the Bank of Ireland on the 1st of

April, 1876.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us like Certificates in respect of the

invest'.'d Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy on the same day were £2560 9s. 5d., New Three per cents.

;

£2478 185, Id., Consols ; and £37 3*. 4<^., Bank of Ireland Stock.

(Signed), IL H. Close,
| ^^Wm. Archer, )

15th of May, 1876.
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PLATE 1.

Illustrative of Professok Macalister's Paper on " The Presence

OF A Lachrtmo-jttgal Suture in a Human Skull, and on its

Comparative Anatomy."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 58,

Fig. 1. Human skull.

Mx. Maxillary bone.

Mx.* Superior maxillary.

L. Lachrymal bone.

E. Ethmoid.

J. Jugal Bone,

Fig. 2. Ehesus.

Mc. Maxillary bone.

L. Lachrymal bone.

Fr. Frontal bone.

J. Jugal bone.

P. Parietal.

S. Squamous portion of Temporal.

Z. Zygomatic process of Temporal.

I. Supra-orbital foramen.



PLATE 2.

Illustrative of Pkofessoe Macalistee's Paper " On two new Species

OF Pentastoma."

Vide Proceedings K. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 62.

Fig'. 1. Pentastoma imperatoris, sp. nov. female, nat. size.

2. ,, ,, male, x 4

—

a. mouth ; b. intestine.

3. ,, ,, female head

—

a. papillae; b. dorsal

wart.

4. ,, ,, ,, claw, X 50, showing retractor

and depressor muscles.

5. ,, ,, ,, reproductive organs--^, coiled

oviduct ; b. receptacula seminis

;

c. ovarian ducts; d. ovary; e. uterus.

6. ,, ,, male reproductive organs x 18

—

a. oesophagus; b. accessory sacs con-

taining chitinous processes ; c. cir-

rhus ; d. sac of ditto ; e. accessory

gland
; /. point where the vas de-

ferens ends in the cirrhus ; (/. end

of cirrhus.

7. „ ,, striped muscle from retractor of claw

X 350.

8. ,, ,, vertical section of part of body

wall; a. chitinous epidermis; b. hy-

poderrais; c. longitudinal muscle;

d. circular ditto ; e. lining mem-
brane

; /. body cavity
; g. wall of

oviduct ; h. ova.

9. ,, ,, section of intestine x 15, partly dia-

grammatic.

10. ,, ,, portion of oviduct above uterus.

11. Pentastoma aomjcis, sp. nov. female x 6.

12. ,, ,, mouth.

13. ,, ,, claw X 50.
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PLATE 3.

Illustrative of PeofessoeMacalister's Paper " Oi>! two 'ne'w Species

OF Pentastoma."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2,-p. 62.

Figs. 1 to 13. Pentastoma imperatoris, sp. nov. representing different

stages of Ova and Embryos.

Fig. 14. Pentastoma aonycis, sp. nov., portion of skin of, x 100.



PLATE 4.

Illustratite of Mr. W. H, Mackintosh's Paper " On the Musculak

Anatomy of Cholcepus Didactylus."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 66.

Cholospus didactylus, muscles of hind limb.

a. Panniculus.

b. External oblique.

c. Iliacus.

d. Sartorius femoralis.

e. Adductor magnus (the rectus is seen just above\

/. Bifid gracilis.

g. Biceps femoris.

h Flexor hallucis and flexor longus.

i. Two tendons of 2:astrocnemius externus.
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PLATE 5.

Illustrative OF Mr. G. R. Leeper's Paper on "Retro-peritoneal

Cayities in Man."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 79.

Fig. 1. Recessus Ileo-coecalis,

2. Fossa subcoecalis.

3. Fossa retro-coecalis.

C. Coecam. I. Ileum. I. c. Ileo-colic Artery. K. Knife passed

through the long mesocoecum. Mc. Mesocoecum. Mm. Mesenteriolum.

My. Mesentery. P. i. c. Plica Ileo-coecalis. P. m. Cut edge of the

Peritoneum. Ps. Psoas magnus. Ps'. Psoas parvus tendon. F. s. c.

Fossa subcoecalis. Fi. Fascia iliaca. R. Fossa retro-ccecalis. R. i. c.

Recessus ileo-coecalis. T e. Tsenia externa. V. a. Vermiform ap-

pendix.
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PLATE 6.

IlLrSTEATIVE OF MjR. AuCHEE's PaPEE " Ojf ApOTHECIA IN SOUIE SCTTO-

]S'E]irACE^ AJTD SzROSIPHOWACEiE."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 85.

Pig. 1. Ascus mtli 4 spores.

2. Single spore x 403.

Prom an unidentified Scytonema.

3, 4, 5. Apothecia.

6. Mature apothecium.

7. Same (in outline) burst, to show protruding asci and para-

pliyses.

8. Spore x 400.

9-1 1 . Showing internal agglomeration of brownish-coloured gra-

nules causing swellings of the filaments (iacipient apo-

thecia ?)

Prom Sirosiphon alpinus.

12. Pully formed apothecium.

13. Younger apothecium.

14. Spore x 400.

15. Ascus, immature, with paraphyses, showing contents con-

tracted iato a fusiform figure and di-sdded transversely.

16. 17. Immature asci with paraphyses.

18. Showing portion of an apothecium burst so as to cause the

8-spored asci, with paraphyses, to become extraded (the

rent portion of the apothecium not shaded).

Prom SirosipJion puhinatus or S. Heufleri.

19. Immature apothecium.

20. Outline of mature apothecium.

21. Immature asci.

22. Matujre ascus with 8 spores.

23. Spore x 400.

Prom Stigonema mamiUosiim.

24. Apothecium.

25. Immature asci with paraphyses.

26. Spore x 400.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. b



PLATE 7.

Illttsteative of Me. Kinahan's Papee " On Miceoscomcal Steucxtjee

OF EOCKS."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 94.

Fig. 1. Orthoclase (F. Eutly), Yetterly, Sweden (42 diam.)

2. Junctions of twin crystals of flesh-coloured felspar (Knocka-

navaddy), Co. Galway (42 diam.)

3. Crystals of amphibole and mica in the flesh-coloured felspar

(42 diam.)

4. Inlyingcrystallinemassintheflesh-colouredfelspar (42 diam.)

5. Crystals of magnetite (?) and pyrite in the flesh-coloured fel-

spar (296 diam.)

6. A portion of one of the small crystals of the flesh-coloured

felspar (42 diam.)

7. A portion of a mass of the dull white felspar (adularia ?) from

the Knockanavaddy granite, showing contained portions of

a triclinic felspar (oligoclase ?) that have a ribanded struc-

ture 42 diam.)

,

8. A crystalline mass of adularia (?) in which there is an incipient

or faint lining (42 diam.)

9. A portion of a crystal of oligoclase (F. Eutly) Yetterly, Swe-

den, showing its structure (42 diam.)

10. Portions of crystals of triclinic felspar (oligoclase) from the

Knockanavaddy granite (42 diam.), (««) irregular flakes of

mica, {I) small crystals of titanite, (c) roundish piece of

flesh-coloured orthoclase.

1 1

.

Part of a large crystal of titanite with which are two small

crystals of the same mineral, one an inlier (42 diam.)

12. Dull white felspar crystals (adularia)—Furbogh, Galway

—

showing peculiar structure (238 diam.)
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PLATE 8.

iLLrSTKATIVE OF Mit. KiNAHAn's PaJEB, " On MiCEOSCOPICAX STETTCTtTEB

OF EOCKS."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad,, Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 94.

Fig. 13. A portion of tlie lower right-hand crystal in Fig. 12, PI. 7,

enlarged 386 diameters.

14. Inlying minerals in the triclinic felspar Furbogh granite

(238 diam.)

15. Peculiar structure of the triclinic felspar, 196 diameters.

16. Part of Fig. 15, marked (h), enlarged 386 diameters.

17. Peculiar structure of the triclinic felspar, 296 diameters.

18. Blebs of quartz in the Elilkullen granite (42 diam.), right-

hand a crystal, left hand, the quartz having a pellicle.

19. Blebs of quartz in Elvanyte, from near Galway (42 diam.),

right hand, a crystal, left-hand, irregular secretion with a

pellicle.

20. Part of Fig. 18, marked («), magnified 196 diameters.

21. Part of Fig. 20, marked («), magnified 386 diameters.

22. Part of Fig. 18, marked {h), magnified 296 diameters. In the

lower right-hand portion of the figure are five tubes from

the feather-shaped arrangement a little to the left, which

are magnified 386 diameters.

23. A portion of the centre of the right-hand crystal in Fig. 19^

magnified about 350 diameters, to show the tuhuU or short

gas tubes. The two pointed cones below the tubes are

oblique sections of tubes.

24. A portion of some of the quartz of the Furbogh granite, mag-

nified 240 diameters, showing capiUoids, or hair-like lines

and regular systems of tubuli. In the upper left-hand

portion of the figure is an inlying crystal.



PLATE 9.

iLLrSTEATITE OF Me. KljSfABlAN's PaPER " 0^r GrAJVITIC XSJ) OTHER

Ik'sej^ite Rocks."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 102.

A. Diagrammatic sketcli of a dolerjrte dyke, seeming one rock, but of

different textures in different parts-

—

a and h, clay or shale

partings ; c and d caugM up pieces of schist. In the vicinity

of the parting b, the rock is amygdaloidal, while the division

of the dyke on the left of that parting has a rude horizontal

columnar structure combined in places with a spheroidal

structure. The arm to the left has a rude columnar structure.

—

Cleggan.

B. Diagrammatic sketch of a doloryte dyke in felsite-schist, showing

a platy and spheroidal structure.—Mannic Bay.

C. Sketch-map of part of a dyke of felstone in granite. In the whole

of the felstone is a structure oblique to the walls of the dyke,

while in part are lines nearly perpendicular to the others,

giving the rock a tesselated aspect.—Lough Bola.

D. j^odular or conglomeritic-gneiss, changing into granitoid-gneiss.

—

Derrycemlagh.

E. Angular pieces of schistoid-granite in intrusive oligoclasic-granite.

—

Omey Island.

F. Section of conglomiretic-schist.—Ardadeny.

G. Sketch-map of a small rock exposure, showing scaled old joint-

lines in a homblende-aphanyte.—Letterdife.

H. Sketch-map of a small rock exposure, showing some of the old

joint-hues scaled, while others are still open, but a small thick-

ness of rock alongside is indurated, and when the rock is

weathered stands up in a ridge.—Glan.

I. Sketch-map of a small exposui-e of mieaceous-hornblende-rock,

showing the pitted surface caused by the weathering out of the

small bunches of mica plates.—Knockadai.

J. Sketch-map of a weathered surface of a micaceous-hornblende-rock

containing large flakes of silveiy-white mica, the weathered

edges of the latter ha-^ing a peculiar angular arrangement.

—

Mannin Bav.
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PLATE 10.

Illusteative op Mh. KiNAHiJi^'s Paper "On Granitic and other

Ingenite Eocks,"

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 102.

K. Sketch of a bomboid protrusion of hornblende-aphanyte in a mass

of steatyte.—Inisb Bofin.

L. Diagrammatic sketch of a section showing hornblende-rock asso-

ciated with hornblende-schist, the latter alternating upwards

with mica-schist
;

(a) mica-schist
;

(J) Hornblende-schist
;

((?) hornblende-rock.—Derrycunlagh.

M. Nodular hornblende-rock passing upwards iato conglomeritic-

gneiss.—Derrycunlagh.

N. Nodular hornblende-rock passing at the edge of the flow or bed

into conglomeritic-gneiss.—Derrycunlagh.

0. Veins of segregation of three ages in orthoclasic-granite
; («) new

open joints
;

(b) newest veins
;

(c) second veins
;
(d) oldest

veins.—Cashla Bay.

P. Sketch-map of a rock-surface of hornblende-schist showing the old

• joint-Hnes forming hard lines, and the associated rock indu-

rated.—Ardadeny.



PLATE 11.

Illusteatite op Mr. Kinahan's Papek " On Geanitic and other

Ingenite Rocks."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 102.

Fig. Q. Map of Cashel Hill, showing tlie exotic rocks associated with

tuff, while both are distinct from the rocks of the surround-

ing country.
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PLATE 12.

Illtjstratiye of Mr. KiifAHAN's Paper '' On Granitic and other

Ingenite Eocks."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 102.

Pig. R. Vertical section across the summit of Cashel Hill.

Pig. S. Section across Knocksufin, showing the graduation of the oli-

goclasic granite through gneiss into schists, and their rela-

tions to some of the exotic rocks.



PLATE 13.

Illustrative of Propessoe Macalister's Paper "On the Crantax

Osteology oe Sloths."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 139.

Fi£

Tn

Fii

1 . Bradypus gularis, Skull, nat. size.

a Parietal.

h Supra-occipital.

c Squamosal.
d Exoccipital.

e Condyle.

2. Ditto, f nat. size.

a Lach.rymal bone.

I IS'asal bone.

c Frontal bone.

d Parietal.

e Squamosal.

f Supra-occipital.

9 Occipital crest.

h Exoccipital bone.

i Condyloid foramen.

J Bulla tympani.

k Pterygoid.

I Foramen ovale.

m Zygomatic process of squamosal.

n Jugal bone.

Maxilla.

P Premaxilla.

3, -f-
Fontanelle tones, nat size.

a "Wormian bones.

h Left parietal bone.

c Right parietal bone.

d & e WoiTQian bones.

. / Supra-occipital left.

9 Meso-occipital suture.

h Supra-occipital right.

4. Fronto-laclirynial region x 4.

a Jugal.

h Lachiymal.
c Frontal.

d Maxilla,

e Lachrymal foramen.

f Infra-orbital foramen.

5. X 12, Stapes.
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PLATE 14.

Illttsteative of Me. Aechee's Papee " On Chlamtdomtxa labyeik-

THUXOrDES, N. G. ET SP."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 140.

Plate 14 represents an entire example, the body-mass having be-

come extruded through the torn-like opening in the many-layered

outer envelope, and showing the greenish, reddish, and blueish-colour-

ing granules, pulsating vacuoles, and some incepted foreign bodies.

Far extending in a tortuous reticulated ''labyrinth" are seen the

filamentary trades (Padenbahn, Cienkowski) with numbers of the blueish

granules travelling thereon, now becoming fusiform in figure {Spin-

dles). Towards the left of the example, in an outlying portion of the

mass is seen a vacuole showing a temporary cleft or rift in the sub-

stance at each side of it. Towards the right is seen a nearly isolated

colony of the mass containing a digested example of Oocystis Naegelii.

At the further extremity occur two similar nearly isolated portions,

one showing imbedded an as yet undigested example of Spirotcenia

gracillima (n. s.), all these outlying portions showing some vacuoles.

Towards the left of the figure a small portion of the body-mass has

become on some former occasion independently re-encysted, and is now
" dormant." x 400 diam.

B. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE.



PLATE 15.

iLLrsTKATivE OF Me. Aechee's Papee " Ojf Chlamtdo:mtsa x.vbteix-

THTH-OIDES, If. G. ET SP."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 140.

Pig. 1 shows certain bodies found in the cells of a Sphagnum

occurring in the same pool [and often on the same plants, -which har-

bour undoubted examples of this organism (as sho^wn in next figure),]

and which are supposed to have some genetic relationship.

Fig. 2.—A portion of a leaf of Sphagnum showing young Chlarny-

domyxa examples ; to the left are seen green ones, neax the bottom two

very small, still globular, towards the middle a few now red, owing to

the abundance of the red granules ; the larger examples have put- on a

torulose figure, owing to the constriction caused by the recurring cinc-

tiu'e of the annular fibre of the Sphagnum-cell. Towards the right is

seen a CMamydomyxa extruded, and still attached by a neck-like por-

tion of the wall ; the contents have become re-encysted now outside

the Sphagnum-cell.

Fig. 3.—A condition rarely met with, showing the inner sarcodic

substance subdiyided in a number of nearly equal-sized globular por-

tions, the sub-contents reddish inclining to orange, and each indi-\-i-

(lual ball encysted in its proper wall ; the whole within the outer

many-layered original envelope.

Fig. 4.—The many-layered envelope of an example after severe

pressure, the most of the substance removed, a few colouring granules

only being left.

Fig. 5.—A small example after being boiled in caustic potash.

Fig. 6.—Portion of an example treated with iodine and sulphuric

acid.

All the figs. X 200 diams.
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PLATES 16 & 17.

iLLrsTEAirvE OF Me. Baker's Papek " On the Myetace^ or the

Seychelles."

Vick Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 160.

Plate 16.—Eugenia Wrightii.

Plate 17.—Eugenia Sechellaruni.



PLATE 18.

Illustrative of Mr Hardman's Paper " On the Cave of Dunmorh,

Co. Kilkenny."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 168.

Fig. 1. Plan of Cave.

2. The market cross stalactitic pillar.

3. Section at end of rabbit burrow. Vide p. 170.

4. Eecess near market cross.

5. Fairies' floor.
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PLATES 19 AND 20.

Illtjstkatiye oe Mh. Macaxistee's Paper " Ox some foems oe the

LiGAMENTTTM PteETGO-SPINOSUM."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 110,

\_In all the Figures the letters have the same significance.']

E. External pterygoid plate.

I. Internal pterygoid plate.

A. Accessory external pte:^ygoid plate (Pig. 12).

a. Spiaa accessoria (in Pig. 14 a = ligamentiini pteiygo-spinosnm

accessorium).

I. Lower spine on the external pterygoid plate.

m. Muscular ridge on the external pterygoid plate.

»wm. Middle meningeal artery.

n. JS^otch between the two teeeh on the external pterygoid plate.

0. Poramen ovale, o'. Inner accessory opening thereinto.

p. Spina angularis.

r. Eidge of thickened ossijS.ed ligament.

s. Poramen spinosum.

t. Inner accessory apei^ture into foramen spinosum.

u. Upper tooth on the external pterygoid plate.

X. Suture on the ossified ligament.

PLATE 19.

Fig. 1. Outer view of outer pterygoid plate, adult male, showing a

muscular ridge, and well marked, but separate spinse angu-

laris and accessoria.

2. Outer side of right outer pterygoid plate, showing two hinder

teeth, as well as spinse angularis and accessoria.

3. Inner side of right outer pterygoid plate, showing a large per-

foration (/) co-existing with a notch.

4. Outer view of right outer pterygoid plate, showing a deep

notch.

5. Inner side of right pterygoid plates, showing lower and upper

teeth.

K. I. A. PROC, SEE, II., VOL. II., SCIENCE. d



6. Inner side of left pterygoid plates, showing a large projecting

lower muscular tooth on the external pterygoid.

Fig. 7. Outer side of right external pterygoid, showing spina acces-

soria co-existing with a bridge across the foramen spino-

sum («').

8. Ossified ligaments forming a thick prominent ridge, on the

outer and inner side of which are inlets into the oval and

spinal foramina, which in vertical section are T-shaped.

PLATE 20.

9. Ossified ligamentum pterygo-spinosum, showing a suture in

the ossified bridge, co-existing with a spina accessoria.

10. Ossified ligamentum pterygo-spinosum accessorium, with a

suture in the bridge of bone.

11. Ossified ligamentum pterygo-spinosum accessorium, bridging

over, and dividing the inlet into the foramen ovale into two

parts, spina angularis fi'ce, a back-directed spine from the

spina accessoria overlapping the foramen spinosum.

12. Pterygoid processes from Chatham Island skull, showing the

accessory outer pterygoid plate.

13. Ossified ligamentum accessorium pterygo-spinosum, with no

suture.

14. Ligamenta pterygo-spinosum (p.s.) et accessorium («), show-

ing their relation to the middle meningeal artery (m. m.),

and to the temporal nerves {t', t").

15. Ligaments in another specimen, showing their fusion at their

pterygoid end.
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PLATES 21 AND 22.

IlLUSTEATITE OF Me. MACKlIfTOSH's PapEK " Ox A ilALFOEilED CoEONA
OF ECHTNTIS ESCTJLEXTUS."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 114.

Plate 21.—Fig. 1. Abactinal aspect of corona. I., II., III., IV., Y.,

genital plates. 1,2, 3, 4, 5, ocular plates. Plate I. is the madreporic
;

plate II. is seen to have lost its genital pore, a, right prong of ambula-

crum 2, stopping short a little above the ambitus. (In this ambulacrum,

in this and the next figuxe, the lithographer has in many instances

represented as dots what are really small tubercles, and thus the pores

seem much more numerous than they actually are), a', a group of

three or four pores belonging to ambulacrum a. a", pores belonging

to the left prong of ambulacrum a, which are placed inside the inter-

ambulacral plates of 11a. p, large central plate round which a number

of other plates are arranged in a radiate manner, s, a small perfora-

tion through the corona, apparently a hole produced by absorption.

Fig. 2. Corona seen from left-hand side, a, a', as before ; h, actinal

boss. The point of bifurcation of ambulacrum 2 is seen near the

bottom of the figure ; also the remarkable " petaloid" appearance of

interambulacrum II., and the scattered arrangement of the pores in the

left prong of ambulacrum 2.

Plate 22.—Fig. 3. Posterior aspect of corona, showing the remark-

able alterations which the plates have undergone. Eeferenees as

before.

Fig. 4. Actinal aspect of corona, a, h, as before ; the line 5 termi-

nates on the summit of the boss. Ambulacrum 1 is seen to have a

very short course, tenninating a short distance beyond the top of the

boss. The bifurcation of ambulacrum 2a is seen to take place about

half way between the margin and the edge of the actinal orifice, the

whole of which is displaced downwards and to the right-hand side.

The sutures of the plates in the neighbourhood of the altered parts are

almost entirely obliterated. *

All the figures are reduced to about nhe natua-al size.



PLATE 23.

iLLTTSTiLiTrrE OF ]5tLE. M'Xab's Papee, " Eeiiaeks ox the SlETJCrtmE OP

THE Leates op ceetaix Coxitee^."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad,, Yol. 2, Ser, 2, p. 209.

Fig. 1. Piniis Hookeiiana.

2. Pinus Pattoniana.

3. PiiLTis canadensis.

4. Pinus Mertensiana.

5. Pinus Bmnoniana.

6. Pinus Sieboldii.

All the Pigui'es are magnified 20 diameters.

e. EpideiTois.

h. Hypoderma.

e. Eesin canal.

e. Sheath, of the Pibro-vascular bundles.

[ The letters refer to all the Ficfures. ]
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PLATE 24.

iLLTJSTRATrvE OF Mr. Macalister's Paper " On Two Dissimilar Forms

OF Perityphlic Pouches."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 214.

Kg. 1. Possa Retrocfficalis.

a. Abdominal wall, cut and reflected.

h. External cutaneous nerve.

c. Ilio-inguinal nerye.

d. Fossa.

e. Crest of ilium.

/. Ascending colon, torn out of its bed.

g. Ureter.

h. Iliac artery.

i. Genito-crural nerve.

j. Psoas.

Fig. 2. Subcecal Fossa,

a. Abdominal wall, cut and reflected.

I. Ligamentum cseci (Huschke).

c. Ascending colon.

d. Fossa ileo-caecalis.

e. Ileum.

/. Rudiment of mesenteriolum.

g. Vemiiform appendix.

/*. Fossa sub-caecalis.

i. Psoas magnus.



PLATE 25.

Ilittstrative op Mk. C. E. BuKToiNr's Papek " On the Zodiacal Light."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 218,

Fig. 1. Eepresents the collective result of the ohservations on the

spectrum of the Zodiacal Light detailed in the accompanying

paper, laid down on a scale of wave-lengths. The unit of

the scale employed for designating the lines is ' "'"^'™°*"
; the

same with that used by Angstrom.

Fig. 2. The nucleus and envelopes of the Zodiacal Light. Mauritius,

1875, Jan. 2.

Fig. 3. The same as seen on 1875, Feb. 5, near the Equator.

Fig. 4. Do. do. Feb. 7.

Fig. 5. The same as seen in high IS", latitude, 1875, March 31,

N.B.—In Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, dark shading represents light.
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PLATES 26 TO 34.

Illfstkative of the Rev. EtrGEnrE O'Meaea's Report " 0^ the Ieish

DiATOMACE^." Part I.

Ftde Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, 8er. 2, p, 235.

PLATE 26.

Fig. 1. Melosira Borrerii, p. 246.

2. ,, subflexilis.

3. ,, distans.

4. Lysigonium mimmuloides, p. 248.

5. Podosira montagnei, p. 250.

5a ,, maculata.

6. Orthosira arenaria, p. 251.

7. ,, sulcata.

8.
,

, orichalcea.

9. ,, Roeseana.

10. Cyclotella Kiitzingiana, p. 256.

11. ,, Meneghiniana.

12. ,, operculata.

12* ,, ,, var.

13. ,, antiqua.

14.
,

, rotiila.

15.
,, papillosa.

16. ,, Scotica.

17.
, ,

punctata.

18. Coscinodiscus, oculus iridis, p. 260.

19. ,, centralis.

20. ,, perforatus.

21. ,, gigas.

22. ,, radiolatus.

23. „ Gregorii.

24.
,

, Ehi-enbergii.

25.
,

, minor.

26. Craspedodiscus coscinodiscus, p. 266

R. I. A. rKOC, SER. II., VOL. II., SCIENCE.



PLATE 27.

Fig. 1. Actinocyclus Ralfsii, p. 268.

2. ,, moniliformis.

3. Eupodiscus Argus, p. 269.

4. Auliscus sculptus, p. 270.

5. Odontodiscus excentricus, p. 270.

6. ,, Anglicus.

7. ,, Hibernicus.

8. Biddulphia Baileyii, p. 275.

8a. ,,
aiirita.

9. ,, pulchella.

10. Amphitetras antediluviana, p. 277.

11. Triceratium altemans, p. 278.

12. ,, amblyoceros.

13. ,, esiguum.

14. Trinacria regina, p. 278.

15. Isthmia nervosa, p. 279.

16. Fragilaria maxima, p. 283.

17. Denticula mntabilis, p. 285.

18. Odontidixim mesodon, p. 287.

19. Dimeregramma distans, p. 289.

20. Plagiogramma costatum, p. 290.

PLATE 28.

Fig. 1. Diatoma grande, p. 291.

2. Ralfsia tabellaria, p. 293.

3. Ehaphoneis amphiceros, p. 295.

4. ,, scutelloides.

5. ,, liburnica.

6. Synedra crystallina, p. 297.

7. ,, fulgens.

8. ,, bacillus.
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9. Synedra superba.

10. )) amphicephala

11. )) investiens.

12. n acula.

13.
>f gracilis.

14. n undiilata.

15.
}>

lunaris.

16. Ji biceps.

17. >> piilchella.

18. >> ,
, var graciKs.

19. )) JJ !> acicularis.

20. M >) }J lanceolata.

21. >> )> )> linearis.

22. J) capitata.

23.
)

)

,, var. longiceps.

24. >j ulna.

25. )) ,, rar. oxrhynchus.

26. j> ,, ,, amphirhynchus.

27. )> longissima.

28. v obtusa.

29. )) splendens.

30. >i var . radians.

31. M )i )) danica.

32. >> salina.

33. >) gallionii.

34. M spathulata.

35. )!
barbatiila.

36. >>
tabulata.

37.
) J

arcus.

38. )1 afB.iiis.

39. >; Mtzschiodes.

40. M Frauenfeldii.

41. M putealis.

42.
) !

Smithii.

43. >! debilis.



PLATE 29.

Fig. 1. Gi'ammatopliora marina, p. 315.

2. ,, serpentina.

3. Tabellaria flocculosa, p. 317.

4. Tetracyclus laeustris, p. 318.

5. EhalDdonenia arcuatuni, p. 318.

6. Striatella imipunctata, p. 320.

7. Tessella interrupta, p. 320.

8. AmpMpleiu'a pellucida, p. 321.

r; 9. Mastogloia conrergens, p. 325.

10. ,, Closeii.

11. ,, portierana.

- - 12. „ SmitHi.

—.^ 13. ,, costata.

14. Dick" :ia nlvoides, p. 328.

15. Colletonenia negieetum, p. 331.

16. Berkeleya fragilis, p. 331.

17. Schizonema crueigeriim, p. 333.

18. ,, Smithii.

19. „ Grevillii.

20. „ obtusiim.

21. Diadesmis "Williamsonii, p. 337.

22. Brebissonia Boeckii, p. 338.

) hx rAj.J^^

PLATE 30.

Fig. 1. ]S'a^dcula nobilis, p. 340.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

cardinalis.

viridis.

alpina.

pachyptera.

distans.

imdulata.

rectangulata.

Trevelyana.

oblonga.
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11. Naviciila longa.

12. n tabellaria.

13. >> divergens var.

14.
J J

borealis.

15. ))
menapiensis.

16. }} clepsydra.

17. >> rupestris.

18. a ceres.

19. }> gibba.

20. J7 ,, var. Boeckii.

21. n ,, ,, parva.

22. }t hemiptera.

23. ;> apiculata.

24. >) Brebissonii.

25. )) ,, var. angusta.

26.
)

)

nodosa.

26a.
) i ,, var. staurophora.

27. >> icostauron.

28. a stauroptera.

29. !> bacillum.

30. y) Americana.

31. ji isocepbala.

32. )> bicapitata.

33. j; ,, var. crucifera.

34. >} ,, ,, constricta

35. >> termes.

36. >> microstaiiron.

37. )> crucifera.

38. !J pinnularia.

39. M scalaris.

40. ); cnneata.

41. >> acuminata.

42. >> retusa.

43. >> integra.

44. n pachycephala.

45.
} )

subcapitata.

46. >) gracillima.

47. )> macula.

48. )) zellensis.



PLATE 31.

. 1. Navicula cuspidata, p. 357.

2. }}
fulva.

3. )5
cuspis.

4. >> rhombica.

5.
) J

coerulea.

6. M decipiens.

7. !} tumens.

8. M rostrata.

9. >» tenuirostris.

10. ?> ambigua.

11. )J spboerophora.

12. >J qiiamerensis.

13. !>
Davidsoniana.

14. f> ovulum.

15. )> latiuscula.

16. >>
Barkeriana.

17. 1} Grunovii.

18. ft amphisbsena.

19. ft elegans.

20. )> palbebralis.

21. >.'
hebes.

22.
; >

lineata.

23.
) >

liber.

24. )> lacuneata.

25. J? Griindleriana.

26. M iridis.

27. M ,, var. amphigomphus.

28. >> ,, ,, affinis.

29. ,, dubia.

30. >}
limosa.

31. J) ,, var. trxmcata.

32. n imdosa.

33. ;; esox.

34. )) trocbus.

35.
)j

producta.
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36. Naviciila coecononeiformis.

37. n Kotzchyi.

38. 7> maxima.

39. M ,, var. linearis.

40. >> subula.

41. >J translucida.

42. }> papillifera.

43. y> libiimica.

44. )> pltimbicolor.

45. n veneta.

46. )> Johnsonii.

47. )> simTilans.

48. M Delginensis.

49. Jl rhomboides.

50. n serians.

51. u crassineryia.

52. n dirliynclius.

53. >> rostellum.

54. M Isevissima.

55. W oblongella.

56. yj inciirva.

PLATE 32.

?•!• Naviciila punctulata, p. 377.

2. >> graniilata.

3. }} humerosa.

4. }> ,, var. fuscata.

5. )> ,, ,, quadrata.

6. >) latissima.

7. a meniscus.

8. >! lucida.

9. )} chithensis.

9fl n ,, var. producta

10. 11 punctata.

11. 11 lacustris.

12. , maculosa.



13. Navicula scutilloides.

14. ,
,

pusilla.

15. , tumida, var. linearis.

16.
,

pulchra.

17. , fusca.

18. , Smithii.

19. , Collisiana.

20. , sestiva.

21. , elliptica.

22.
, ,, var. ovalis.

23. , clavata.

24. , Hennedyi.

25. ; , nebulosa.

26.
, ,, var. suborbicularis

27.
,

prsetecta.

28. , Morei.

29. , Sandriana.

30. , Franciscse.

31. , Hibernica.

32. , nitescens.

33. , Richardsoniana.

34. , Stokesiana.

35. , Wrightii.

36. , spectabilis, var.

PLATE 33.

.1. Nav cilia lyra, p. 391.

2.
, ,, var. elliptica.

3.
, ,, ,, Gruno\di.

4. , , ,, ,, minor.

5.
, ,, ,, seductilis.

6.
, ,, ,, constricta.

7. ,
,

pygma3a.

8.
, ,, var. cuneata.

9. , expleta.

10. , cynthia.
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11. I^aviciila sansegana.

12. >7 Ari'aiiiensis.

13. >> Eugenia.

14. )> scutellum.

15. J, suborbicularis.

16. ») ,, var. foriicula

17. M Schmidtii.

18.
! )

coffeiformis.

19.
! J

eudoxia.

20.
) )

Donkiniana.

21. )) marginata.

22. J>
subcivita.

23. )J
Archeriana.

24. ,, incuryata.

25. M musca.

26. M interrupta.

27. >) apis.

28. J! bombus.

29. n didyma.

30. ,, splendida.

31. M Gregorii.

32.
) >

Williamsonii.

33. )> incisa.

34. )) crabro, var. denticulata.

35.
)> Pfitzeriana.

36. M Vickersii.

PLATE 34.

Fig. 1. Xaviciila directa, p. 406.

2. ,, exilis.

radiosa.

gracilis.

acuta.

peregrina.

zostereti.

R.I. A. PROC, .'iER. II., VOL. II., SCIEXCE.



8. Nav leula Cleviana.

9. , digito-radiata.

10. , Ergadensis.

11. , cyprinus.

12.
,

galvagensis.

13. , Solaris.

14. , viridula.

15. , Heufleri.

16. ,
Northumbrica

17. , arenaria.

18. , inflexa.

19. , Hungarica.

20. , Carassius.

21. , mutica.

22. , , semen.

23. , , inflata.

24. , Anglica.

25. , eryptocephala.

26. , angustata.

27. , Lagerstedtii.

28.
,

gastrum.

29. , binodis.

30. , dicepbala.

31. ,
rhyncocephala

32.
,

globifera.

33. , rostellifera.

34. , cancellata.

35. , minor.

36.
,

perpnsilla.

37. , seminulum.

]!^. B.—All the figures in the preceding Plates of Diatoms are mag-

nified 400 diameters, unless otherwise indicated.

Fig. 10, Plate 29.—The Striae should be radiate.
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PLATE 35.

lLLUSTRA.TrYE OF PeOFESSOR EdW. PeRCEYAL WmGHt's PaPER

New Gentis aj^d Species of Pandarina."

Ox A

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 583.

Fig. 1. Stasiotes Rhinodontis, gen. et sp. nov. Xat. size.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

dorsal aspect,

side view,

ventral aspect,

anterior antenna x 25.

rostrum and palpi («) x 25.

rostrum (3) x 50.

„ shewing toothing {c) + 200.

posterior antenna x 25.

first foot-jaw x 25 : chelae («) x 50.

second ,, ,,

first abdominal foot x 25.

second ,, ,,

third

fourth ,, ,,

last segment with appendages.

R. I. A. PROC, SER. II., vol.. 11., SCIENCE.



PLATE 36.

Illustrative of Dr. Kelly's Paper "O^r a Case oe Polydactylism."

Vide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 539.

Fig. 1. I., II., III., lY., Y., YI. The metacarpal bones.

P. I., P. II., P. III. Pii'st, second, and third PolUces.

a, Posterior angle of Os Triqnetrum.

i, Interosseous ligament, corresponding with the line of junc-

tion of the " Complemental process," with the Scaphoid

in the left hand (fig. 2, h).

c, Line of fusion between the Posterior Trapezoid and the

Complemental process.

d, The depression indicating the tendency to bifidity in the

second metacarpal bone.

Pig. 2. P. I., P. II., P. III. Pirst, second, and thiixl PoUices.

a, Posterior angle of Os Triquetrum.

I, Line of union between the Scaphoid and the " Complemen-

tal process."

c, The cartilaginous ferule on apex of the metacarpal bone of

first Pollex.

d, Sesamoid bones.

e, The united second and third phalanges of third Pollex.

Pig. 3. a, Anterior Trapezoid.

I, Broken line indicating the position of the Os Triquetrum.

Pig. 4. The Os Triquetrum of right hand.

Pig. 5. The two bones in the left hand corresponding with the Os

Triquetrum of the right hand.

a, The detached unciform process.
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PLATE 37.

Illustkative of Dk. Kelly's Papee '' 0:^ a Case or Poltdactylism.'^

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 539.

Fig. 6. 1, Opponens Pollicis.

2, Abductor Pollicis.

3, The deeper and only head of the Plexor Brevis Pollicis,

dividing into two slips.

4, 4, 4, The three divisions of the Interpollicaris.

5, Plexor Pollicis Secundi et Tertii.

6, Musculus Accessorius ad Lnmbricalem Primum.

7, Adductor Pollicis.

8, IMusculus Accessorius ad Transversum Manum.

9, Transversus Manus,.

Pig. 7. 1, Opponens Pollicis.

2, 2, 2, The three slips of the Abductor Pollicis.

3, 3, 3, The three portions of the Plexor Brevis Pollicis.

4, The two portions of the Interpollicaris.

5, Musculus Accessorius ad Transversum Manum.

6, Adductor Pollicis.

7, Lumbricalis ad Polliceui Tertium.



PLATES 38 & 39.

iLLrSTEATITE OF De. KeLLY's PaPEK '' 0>* A CaSE OF PoLYDACTYLISlT."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 539.

Plate 38, Fig. 8. 1, 2, E ^^ensor Ossis ITetacarpi Pollicis ; two slips

(the second Extensor Internodii Pollicis Primi).

3, Extensor Primi Internodii Pollicis.

4, Extensor Secundi Internodii Pollicis.

5, Slip between Extensor Commimis Digitorum and

Extensor Indicis.

6, Aponeurotic wel) between the fii'st and second

Pollex, into the free margin of which were in-

serted some of the muscles of the anterior group.

Fig. 9. 1, 2, 3, Three slips of Extensor Ossis lletacarpi

Pollicis.

4, Extensor Primi Internodii Pollicis.

5, 6, Two slips of Extensor Secundi Internodii Pol-

licis.

7, Aponeurotic web.

8, Extensor Indicis.

Plate 39, Fig. 10. The vessels and nerves of the anterior surface of

right hand.

Fig. 11. Ditto, of the left hand.

1, The great Arteria Mediana.
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PLATE 40.

Illtjsteatite of Dk. Pekcetal "^'^eight's Paper ''0:s a Kew Gextjs

AJTD Species of Spoj^ge."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., YoL 2, Ser. 2, p. 754.

Fig. 1. Kalispongia Archeri, gen. et spec, nov., x 50 (side view).

2. „ ,, front view of head portion, x 50, of

another specimen.

3. ,, ,, stem portion of an apparent variety,

X 50.

4. ,, ,, portion of tissue of stem, x 250,

5. ,, ,, ,, ,, of head, x 250.

R. I. A. fROC, S£K. II:, VOL. II., SCIEXCt;



PLATE 41.

Illusteative or Mn. Hardman's Paper " On the Irish Caeboniferotis

Dolomites."

Vide Proceedings of E. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 705.

Fig. 1. Eockhead Quarry, Loiigliry, Co. Tyrone.

2. Section at Eiverview, Co. Kilkenny.

a, a, a. Dark grey limestone.

I, b, h. Intervening layers of calcite.

3. Dolomite, near Jenkinstown, Co. Kilkenny, showing cellular

structure simulating " current bedding," the cavities filled

with calc-spar.
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RJ,A. Proc.Ser. II. Vol. II. Science. Hate 42.

Plan of Limestones and Dolomites Ballyfoyle Kilkenny.
Scale Six inches to one mile.

Pig. 5

Section at Ballyfoyle

<':' ''f7-Xl~^
n'j r"-T;^£j^^'^^:;x^.,'^^;^^

Fig. 6.

Enlarged sketch of (a) Fig 5.

irV^q Carboniferous Limestone.

'^^M ,, Dolomite.

Edward. T. Hardman, delt et Jilh. ForEteri CLiLh Dublin,





PLATE 42.

Illtjsteative of Me. Haedman's Papee " Ox the Ieish Caebonieeeotjs

Dolomites."

Fig. 4. Plan of limestones and dolomites, Ballyfoyle, Kilkenny.

5. Section at Ballyfoyle, showing limestone passing into dolomite.

6. Enlarged section at («), fig. 6, showing passage of limestone

into dolomite.



PLATE 43.

Iliusteatite of Dk. Moore's Paper " Our Irish Hepatic^."

Vide Proceeclirigs E. I. Acad., 'Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 591.

Fig. 1. Lejeunea patens, Lindberg; natural size.

2. „ „ X 15.

3. „ „ x30.

7. „ leaf and portion of stem, x 100.

8. ,, amphigastrium, x 100.

9. ,, portion of leaf, mag. x 400.

Drawn from specimen supplied by Dr. Lindberg.

4. ,, dorsal aspect of plant, with colesule and male amen-

tulse, x 25.

5. ,, branch, with colesule, x 50.

6. ,, ventral aspect of plant, with male amentulse.

Drawn from plant collected at Grlenad, Co. Leitrim,

1875.
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PLATE 44.

IiLTJSTEATrvE OF De. Moore's Papee " On Ieish Hepatic^."

Fule Proceedings R. I. Acad., Yol, 2, Ser. 2, p. 591.

Fig. 1. Lejeunea Moorei, Lindberg; natural size.

2. „ ,, X 10.

3. ,, ventral aspect of plant, showing colesnles and male

amentulse, x 25.

4. „ leaf and portion of stem, x 50.

5. ,, amphigastrium, x 100.

6. ,, portion of leaf, x 400.



PLATE 45.

Illusteatite of Dk. Mooee's Paper " Os Ieish Hepatic^."

Fide Proceedings R. I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 591.

Fig. 1 . Prullania Hutcldiisise, /3 integrifolia, N'ees ; natural size.

,, X 10, Tvith male amentulse and colesules.

3.

4.

5.

6&7.

leaves and portion of stem, x 25.

amphigastrium, x 75.

portion of leaf, x 400.

portion of stem, leaves and amphigastrium of typical

form of a. after Hooker.
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PLATE 46.

Illtjsteative or De. M'jS^ab's Paper " 0^ a Revision of the Species

OE Abies."

Fide Proceedings E. I.'Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 673.

In the Description of Plates 46, 47, 48, and 49, all the figures are magnified 20

diameters. The letters refer to all the figures— e. Epidermis, h. Hypoderma.

c. Eesin-canals. s. Sheath of the fibro-vascular bundles.

Fig. 1. Abies bracteata. Prom specimen cultivated at Elvaston jS'ur-

series, Borrow^ash, Derby.

2. „ religiosa. Prom specimen cultivated at Castle Ken-

nedy, i^. B.

3. ,, amabiHs. Prom a graft, from Douglass's plant, culti-

vated in the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

3a. ,, amabilis. 'Near Lake Chilukweyak B. C. ; Cascade

Mountains, 49° :N". lat., Dr. Lyall, 1859 : Kew Her-

barium.

4. ,, grandis. Prom a layer, from Douglass's plant, culti-

vated in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinbui'gh.

ia. ,, grandis. Prom a specimen raised from Jeffrey's seeds,

and cultivated in the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edin-

burgh, as A. lasiocarpa.

5. ,, Lowiana. Prom a specimen raised from Jeffrey's seeds,

and cultivated in the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edin-

burgh.

6. ,, concolor. Prom Kew Herbarium : Pendler, ''PI. jSTovo-

Mexicano," l^o. 828, 1847.

7. ,, lasiocarpa. From Kew Herbarium, " sp. typica," coll.

Douglas.

7a. ,, lasiocarpa. Prom Kew Herbarium, unnamed specimen,

marked " America Boreali-occidentalis," D. Douglas.



PLATE 47.

Illtistkative of Dk. M'Nab's Papeh '' Oa^ a Reyision of the Species

OF Abies."

Vide Proceedings E, I. Acad., Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 673.

Fig. 8. Abies lasiocarpa. Sent by Mr. Syme as Abies bifolia, A. Mur-

ray ; collected by M. Eoegl.

9. ,, lasiocarpa. East side of Cascade Mountains, 49° ^. lat.,

Aug. 1860; Kew Herbarium ; Colville, Indian name
'' Marcilp."

10. ,, Fraseri. From specimen cultivated at Castle Kennedy,

N. B.

il. ,, balsamea. From specimen cultivated in the Eoyal Bo-

tanic Grarden, Edinburgh.

12. ,, sibirica. From a plant cultivated in Glasnevin Gar-

den, Dublin.

13. ,, Veitchii. Kew Herbarium.

14. ,, firma. Kew Herbarium : '' Japonia, Mppon. 1864,

Maximiowicz."

15. ,, bifida. From a specimen cultivated by Messrs. Veitch

and Son, of Chelsea, and sent under the erroneous

name of A. firma.

16. ,, n. sp. Harryana. From a specimen cultivated by Messrs.

Veitch and Son, of Chelsea, and sent under the erro-

neous name of A. Veitchii.

17. ,, Pindrow. From a specimen cultivated in Glasnevin

Garden, Dublin.
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PLATE 48.

IXLUSTEATIYE OF De. M'Nab's PaPER "^ On A EeVISION OF THE SpECIES

OP Abies."

Vide Proceedings E. I. Acad., Yol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 673.

Fig. 18. Abies "Webbiana. From a specimen cultivated in Glasue-

vin Garden, Dublin.

19. ,, sp. Herbarium, Trinity College, Dublin : '' Abies

Webbiana, Himalaya occid., 9000 to 12,000, Hook,

fil. et Thomson."

20. ,, pectinata. From a specimen cultivated in Glasneviu

Garden, Dublin.

21. ,, pectinata, var. Mooreana. From a specimen cultivated

in Glasnevin Garden, Dublin.

22. ,, jS^ordmanniana. From a specimen cultivated in Glas-

nevin Garden, Dublin.

23. ,, cilicica. Herbarium, Trinity College, Dublin : Kot-

schy, 1^0. 370, " in regionibus Danise, supra Eden,

alt. 5000. Die 28 Jul. 1855."

24. ,, cephalonica. From- a specimen cultivated in Glasnevin

Garden, Dublin.

25. ,, cephalonica, var- Apollinis. From a specimen culti-

vated in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh,

26. ,, Pinsapo. From a specimen cultivated in Glasnevin

Garden, Dublin.

27. ,, Baborensis. From a specimen cultivated in Elvaston

Nurseries, Borrowash, Derby.



PLATE 49.

Illttsteitite of De. M'Xae's Paper " Os a PiETisioy of the Species

OF Abies."

Vide Proceedings R. I. xlcacL, Vol. 2, Ser. 2, p. 673.

Fig. 28. Abies sp. Drummond. From a specimen cultivated in the

Eoyal Botanic Garden, Edinbiu'gh.

29. Pseudotsuga nobilis. From a plant cultivated in tbe Eoyal

Botanic Garden, Edinbui'gh..

29a. ,, nobilis. From a plant cultivated in the Royal

Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, and sent under

the erroneous name of A. amabilis of Douglas.

293. ,,
nobilis. Leaves fi'om Kew Herbarium of the

type specimen of P. amabilis, Sabine, Dou-

glas, sent by Professor Oliver, F. R. S.

30. ,,
magnifiea. From a plant cultivated by ITi'. An-

thony Waterer, Knap Hill ^ui'sery, near

"Woking, Surrey.

30a. ,,
• magnifiea. Kew Herbarium: " 441. 150-200 ft.

Sierra Nevada, L. California. W. Lobb."

31. ., Fortunei. From a plant cultivated by Messrs.

Yeitch and Son, Chelsea, and for"warded under

the name of Abies Jezoensis.

32. ,,
Douglasii. From a plant cultivated in Elvaston

[N'urseries, Borrowash, Derby.

32a. ,, Douglasii. Kew Herbarium: "Rocky Moun-

tain, Independence Bluff. JS'uttall."

325. ,,
Douglasii. Herbarium, Trinity College, Dublin

:

Xew Mexico, Fendler, ]^o. 829.

1
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